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ectroivics, which is extending tKe dimen-
sions of show business through spectacular
a v*nces in sound and pictures, is perform-

j

nS in theatres and concert halls as well as
m

of homes throughout the land.
e motion picture, vaudeville, drama,
and music have taken Electronics into

tracts
. new art forms have been created

. .
.
performances have been revitalized and

performers find new opportunities for their

talents . . radio and television sparkle with

timeliness.

Now comes RCAs magnetic tape record-

ing of television programs. In black and

white and in color, it heralds a new era of

electronic photography that has great possi-

bilities first for TV broadcasting and, later,

for national' defense, for the motion picture

and theatre industry, for industry in general,

for education, and for home entertainment.

Electronics merits its stardom . . ; and
wherever you find Electronics you find

RCA, the pioneer in this phenomenal science

that keeps the arts apace with progress.

World leader in radio—first in television
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SHOW BIZ 1953-WOTTA YEAR
Come to Britain in ’54; No Festival No

<v

Coronation, Not Even English Spoken
By KICIIARD MEALAND

London.

In England, women do not chat-

ter. They natter, or have a natter.

Tlu* English do not normally like

anything over-publicized. This

makes it difficult for advertising

agencies, sponsored television, mo-
tion picture publicists, rising poli-

ticians. Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,

salesmen, debutantes, film stars,

Palladium headliners, Cinema-
Scope, Riviera party-givers, Com-
munism. American necktie manu-
facturers. and Great Lovers. There
are a leu exceptions, but only a

few. The Royal Family, the
Comet jet. Mt. Everest, Sir Win-
ston Churchill, Guinness, and
Schweppes.
They applaud understatement.

Tlrs endears them to Bing Crosby
and Jack Benny, the throwaway
joke, anybody who stammers, the
dirty old raincoat, small cars,
backroom scientists, Rose Murphy,
dealmutes. Manx cats, shy murder-
ers. gentlemen burglars and stiff-

upper-lips.

They never say: pip-pip, by Jove,
what-ho. toodle-oo, cheerie-bye,
and all that sort of rot, don’tcha
know. They say: get cracking,
okay, chcero, righto, good show,
bloody, ruddy, sticky, ducky and I

couldn’t care less. When they wish
to sound slightly whimsical, which
is often, they use "me” instead of
‘‘my."

They still use rhyming slang. A
(Continued on page 87)

Uncut Features Aired

Freely Into Homes But

Censored for Screens
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Red Barber’s Surgery

On Ear After Gridcasts
CBS sports counselor Red Bar-

ber will be operated on Jan. 14 to

restore partial loss of hearing in

his left ear. He'll enter the New
York Eye & Ear Infirmary Jan. 13,

remain for 10 days and convalesce*

at his Scarborough (N. Y. ) home
all of February.

Barber is now' in Florida w'here
he covered the Orange Bowl grideo
on New Year’s Day for CBS-TV
and will go to Mobile for the web's
radio coverage of the Senior Bowl
game on Saturday (9). His final

pre-hospital activity will be at

noon Jan. 13 when he'll give a

talk at Trinity Church. In March
he’ll go to St. Petersburg, Fla.', to

ready himself for his new baseball

assignment as telecaster of the

N. Y. Yankee games.

Look For a Big

Black & White ’54,

Sez RCA’s Folsom
Although the nation's economy

has reverted from a sellers’ to a

buyers’ market, and despite intro-

duction of color television, -black

and white set sales will "continue

in the millions” in 1954, RCA
president Frank M. Folsom said in

a year-end statement this week.

Folsom added that RCA will ac-

celerate its promotional activities

to achieve high black and w'hite

sales next year.

Such sales, he said, would occur

because of the "orderly introduc-

tion of compatible color” and be-

cause of the compatibility features

of the new tint system. Reporting

on other color developments, he

said RCA had received by Dec. 31

orders for color telecasting equip-

ment (for network-transmitted

shows) from one or more stations

in 58 cities. Equipment for color

film projection is also being de-

veloped, with one of three systems

already In commercial production

and the other tw'O still in the de-

velopment stage.

Discussing the business pros-

pects for 1954, Folsom emphasized

the fact that while the "14-year-

old sellers’ market is gone,” the

coming year "can be good for busi-

ness.” He said RCA is preparing to

reshape its productive capacity to

"increase efficiency” in order to

enhance the values of its products

to the consumer, is streamlining

its operations and selling organiza-

tions and is concentrating on

building stronger sales staffs.

By ABEL GREEN
In 1953, show' business shifted

faster than a Moscow delegate to

the United Nations.

More than any season of recent
memory, 1953 lived up to the show
biz adage that there’s nothing more
permanent than change.

It was a year of great, risks and
shifts and innovations. It was also

a year with humor, for the business
there is no business like always de-
lights to .augh at itself. And, in so
doing, show biz helps set a national
laugh pattern. This was the year of

Jelke and Jorgensen jokes, of God-
frey’s "humility,” of Italian, hair-

cuts, scrabble and parakeets.

More seriously, 1953 saw revolu-
tions in the technology of enter-,

tainment and that Greatest Show’
on Earth—the British Coronation.

Best of all, as regards the pro-
ducers and exhibitors of motion
pictures, a reawakened and re-
vitalized industry met the chal-

lenge of television and theatre
closings head on. There was a

happy improvement from the pre-
ceding year’s lethargy when too
often one heard the supercilious
crack, "Oh, I haven’t seen a movie
for six months.”

Lighter values of 1953 embraced
such items as Marilyn Monroe as

the continuing No. 1 space-grabber
(Zsa Zsa isn’t a bad runner-up! > and
Dr. Kinsey and Polly Adler among

(Continued on page 58)

For ‘Faded’ Paper-Mate
Eddie Cantor is talking a radio-

TV consultation post with Paper-
,

Mate, the. ballpoint pen people,

j

separate and apart from his own
radio and. video activities. That
SI,000 check aw’ard to Cpl. Robert

j

Weston on Cantor’s past Sunday
• show’ for Colgate,which caused
I NBC executive producer Sam Ful-

ler to “fade" Cantor’s cuffo, plug

for Paper-Mate, was the result of

the company volunteering the

check, award.

Cantor wanted to know’ why NBC
and Colgate weren’t consistent Lawrence Langner
about alleged cuffo commercials,
citing the Sylvania award he pre-

sented on the same program to

Donald O'Connor, since Sylvania

has been getting into many pro-

grams via the device of a plaque

or a clock.

SILENT POLICE WATCH

‘FRENCH LINE’ UNREEL
St. Louis.

RKO’s "The French Line"
opened here last week without a

Production Code seal and with

police officers in the audience but

no action was immediately taken to

condemn the film as "obscene” or

to seize the print. Rumors of such
drastic action circulated through
town after a denunciation of the

film starring Jane Russell w’as read
from every Roman Catholic pulpit

in this preponderantly (65%)
Catholic community. Archbishop
Joseph E. Ritter warned Catholics

it would be a "mortal sin" to see

the pic.

Police officers departed quietly

after the first screening stating

only that they would file a writ-

ten report to police chief Jere-

miah O’Connell, w'ho had given

them their assignment, <since.

St. Louis has no official censor.

With all the publicity, "French
Line” opened to SRO the first day.

Early Deadline
This edition of Varifty

went to press ahead of the

normal Tuesday deadline.

Production detail, binding,

etc., and the size of this 48th

Anniversary Number made it

necessary to omit
.

certain

standard departments.

n

Thinks Flick

Hollywood’s production c ode
needs no changes but could stand
a broader and more generous in-

terpretation, says Dr. Hugh M.
Flick, the New York censor.

Flick opined. last week t hat the

|

code could stand both tightening

up and liberalizing. "They should
start cutting some of the bru-
tality out of gangster pictures and

i westerns," he thought. “To us
that’s a far more worrisome thing

I
than the moral issue. This is

:
where films really contribute to

juvenile delinquency.”
Trouble with the code handling

as it’s practiced now is that inter-

pretations are given on the basis

|

of "past performance” rather than

j

on a picture-by-^picture basis, Flick
I declared. "That’s a mistake. Each
picture should be judged on its

own. merit. We run into this prob-

lem all the time.”
He said he was disturbed oyer

the "French Line” incident since

it appeared as an attempt to capi-

talize on the code issue.

By LAWRENCE LANGXER
( Co-Director , The Theatre Guild)

In my opinion, the most im-
portant thought we can hold for
the year 1954 is a welcome to the
newest playwrights. It is they

who represent
the theatre of
the future,
and by the na-
ture . of .. our
w e 1 c o m e to

them may well
be determined
the question
of whether we
will have any
theatre in the
future at all.

The past of
our theatre is

undoubtedly .impojlant. It is the
origin of the traditions and stand-
ards which have been passed on
from generation to generation. Be-
hind our past stands Shakespeare
to set a standard of poetry and
beauty which has never been
eclipsed. In the future are the
plays, written and unw’ritten, .with

which oncoming generations will

enrich the theatre. The present is

merely that place where the future
and the past intermingle and pro-
duce the .theatrical harvest of to-

day. Whether that harvest be rich

or poor, worthy or unworthy, de-
pends on us.

When we w’elcome the new au-
thor with production costs of be-

tween. $60,000 and $70,000 per play,

lor example, we are welcoming him
with a shower of brickbats; for we
expect him to meet an economic
competition with which, either be-

( Continued on page 87)

Higher Education Quick

To Exploit Sexsation
Minneapolis.

That the University of Minne-
sota Film Society follow's the news
of show biz has been demonstrated
before now. Newest example, fol-

lowing Marlene Dietrich’s sexsa-

tiona.l nightclub costume at Las

Vegas, sans la bra, is this:

Society is presenting an. on

campus revival of three old Die-

trich films, "Blue Angel,” "Seven
Sinners” and "Destry Rides

Again.”

It’s Sir George Robey;

Now 85, Music Hall Star

Never Played States

London.

George Robey, veteran favorite

of the British music halls, is a sur-

prise designation for knighthood

on Queen Elizabeth's New Year

honors list. The new Sir George

was born Sept. 20. 1869 and made

his debut in 1891. His war work,

won him, in 1919, the rank of Com-
mander of the British Empire and
in 1937 he was appointed to the

General Advisory Council of the
1 British Broadcasting Co. i Robey is

also a painter of oils and has cx-

: hibited at the Royal Academy.)

I Although a headliner in British

and colonial show biz for well over
i 50 years, Robey never played in

the United Stales. In his prime he

was literally “booked solid” lour

and .
five years ahead and that fact,

plus some diffidence on his part,,

precluded A in e r i c a n bookings.

Many showwise folk thought Robey
would have clicked in the States,

as did many another London musi-

|

cal figure.

! A Companion of Honor , was be-

. slowed on John Christie, founder
of the Giyndebourne Opera House,
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No Tunes Like Show Tunes
I "

r GEORGE FRAZIER— ==-

You may not think so, but the
|

the lovers of old and obscure show

.decor of a powder room can some- mVmUumtWe time, have
times impose intellectual standar ds.

seCn and heard about some glam-
If I sound outrageously authority- 0rous powder rooms, like the ones

live about this, with the solid gold fixtures, for

-

—

fiew8f^A*l*r •jgj*' VeigftYTPnt7"CrrrrT-^ which everybody

The walls of this bathroom, you knows, for God’s : sake!—but of

coo wnrp ' Hprorated not with any . such recondite enchantments as

it is only be-

;

cause, for all
;

of a decade,
on e of the

bathrooms in

my apartment
was the cause

of many an
otherw i s c

worthy . c i t i
-

zeri’s b c i n g
drummed out

of my particu-.

instance, but mine yielded to none
in the matter of nostalgia. There
were people who remained in It

so long recapturing the past that

we pondered sending them supplies
for the winter. Finally, though,
they would appear, their eyes
radiant, yet. brimming with unshed
tears too, and say a little breath-
lessly, "God, what tunes The Boys
from Syracuse’ had!” And they
would hum snatches—mot of "Fall-

ing in Love with Love" or "This

see, were • decorated not with any ,

conventional papering, but with

sheet music covers of old and ob-

.

seure show tunes—tunes capable

of summoning up the vanished

years in all their splendor; tunes

that would suddenly flood the

heart with remembrance of things

past. So that for , a little while—
and merely looking at them, mind
you—you . would be unmindful of

the present and a 1 ! its tomorrows.
With their hills to be paid and love

affairs resolved and ulcers cured.

For a little while you knew on sour

les iwiffcs d’antan, and I do not

mean d’antan Walker either.

Somebody would stroll inno-

cently into that room and all of a

sudden staring him in the face

would be lingering beguilements
like “Mountn'n Greenery'’ and
"Experiment" and "Sam and De-
lilah.” And if he were any 'kind of

man, how could he be but stabbed
a little, by a montage so redolent

of the silvery’ years. And often it

would be strange to observe the

;

expression of utter helplessness

on his face as he came back into

the den. for it was strictly a don’t-

tell - me-ril-think-of-it-in-a-minute- ;

myself expression. But finally, vn- .

able to endure it any longer, the
poor wretch wou’d break down and
confess that he just couldn't seem
to remember the lyric of "By
Strauss." Or maybe it wou’d bo
of “As Though You Were There”
or "Blah Blah. Blah." In any case,

this sort of memory laose did no:

automatically cashier, him out .of
our company. ? lore often than not,

indeed, we gave him the lyric, bo.h
verse and choi'U'?. It was on’y
when someone c '-.erged' to admit
he didn't knev t'loro ii::rc

songs that we immediately took a

dim, view, of him and his' stagger-
ing ignorance. And let someone do
that sort of thing often enough and
it was off with his chevrons, and
never again woiEd lie intrude his

shady character mio our chowder
& marching socV.y. One niehf a

seemingly bright young man from
the music department at Time an-
nounced that he n-vor knew Gersh-
win had written a .tune called "I
Got The You-Don’t-Know-the-Kalf-
of-It-Dearie Blues." That was going i

just a bit too far, . what with its

having been a Fred & Adele As-
taire item. After the t, seeing this
churlon the street, we woidd r.od
curtly and let it go at that. We.

such recondite enchantments as
“The Shortest Day in the Year"
and "You Have Cast Your Shadow
on the Sea." Nobody messed around
with us. boy!

.

Sonic Esoteric Samples
|

If. people happened to. know
show-type tunes as well as. merely
show tunes, why, that was dandy
too. because show-type tunes are,
if anything, even more esoteric,
being for example, along the lines

of the muted rapture of Bart How-
ard’s “If You Leave Paris" or Alec
Wilder’s, lovely "Sneden’s Land-
ing" or Bud Reading's classic “The
End of a Love Affair." The sort
of gems, in other Words, that are
done so superlatively

.
by Addison

Bailey in the posh Drake,Room at
the hour when dusk washes down
over the city, or by Jimmy Daniels
in the Left Bankish Bon Soil* at
midnight or by Mabel Mercer at

four in the morning in the loft

called the Byline Room, all in Man-
hattan. of course-^where else!

We. the lovei*s of show and show-
type tunes as well as of those who
interpret them' affectionately, abe
possessed of a willful and persist-

: ent nostalgia. All of us—and

HORACE HEIDT
Opening

.

January 1 , 1034. at. the
i Kdgewater -Beach Hotel, Chicago.
I 'Then -to New York . . .Opening
J

February 1, 1.9 .>4,- at , Hotel Slatler.

Under -Personal Management
WALTER PLANT

Statler Hotel, New York City, N. Y.

Can Resume

the hour when dusk waishes down i Toughening of the legit booking
over the city, or by Jimmy Daniels situationi both in New York and
uv.the Left Bankish Bon Soil* at '

.
...

midnight or by Mabel Mercer at
of town, is seen as a possible

four in the morning in the loft result of last week's d'smissal of

called the Byline Room, all in Man- the Government’s antitrust suit
hattan. of course-r-where else! .against the Slniberts. Legit tradeW e. the lovers of show and show- , ,. . .

°
,

type tunes as well as of those who doesn 1 exPect immediate develop-

interpret them affectionately, abe merits in that direction, however,
possessed of a willful and persist-

.
particularly in view of the uncer-

ent nostalgia. All of us—and ' tain situation within the Shubert
among us are such disparate per- -organization following Lee Shu-
sonalities as Marcus Blechman, the bert’s death. (See separate story
portrait photographer; Peter Arho. ^ on Lee Shubert’s will.

Morton Gottlieb, the theatrical' pro-
ducer; Al Simon of WQXR. Bob
Bach, the radio and: TV producer;
Dorothy Kilgallen,. who remember?
the lyrics to, of, all things, "The
Scam Is on the Beam"; Bos
.'.leaser, the newspaper publisher

—

are touched, and deeply so. by the
same lingering magic, whether the

•Continued oil page 56)

Although there’s some differ-

ence^ opinion in managerial cir-

cles, certain producers and mana-
gers.. figure that- the Shubert or-

ganization may take the court de-
cision as a green light to continue
and even expand tactics that, have
aroused objection in the past.

However, that may depend on who
(Continued oil page 56)

irsary Wednesday, January 6, 1934

NO GLOOM AHEAD
it 1953 goes into the annals as the year when third-dimension

worked the salvation of the picture business, 1954 should be as
potent via color TV in the lore of broadcasting. Paradoxically
and running true to the pattern of all progress through the ages’
what at first looms like a bane frequently becomes the boon of
an industry. This was true with black-and-white TV in rela-
tion to the picture business when ^Hollywood finally met the
challenge with a technological evolution all its own. Just which
process will be the ultimately definitive realization—widescreen
or any of the Scopes—is beside the point, for the moment any
way. Fact is that the excitement attendant upon the develop-
ment of new cinematic techniques created the desired end-re-
sult: the public once again became film-minded.

The show biz adage that there is nothing more permanent
than change has certainly been dramatized by current tangents
Through the electronic evolution, vast new horizons of vaster
audience, appreciation for any and all of the seven Lively Arts are
in the offing.

^
The picture business, unquestionably the greatest form of una$s

entertainment this side of boy-meets-girl and certainly ' the
cheapest, hence the most popular form of family entertainment
Will see itself fortified by new values, and new plus divertisse-
ments the like of which the. celluloid pioneers never envisioned,
As with ballet and legit, Vaudeville and Concert, which already
have been brought into the home via the image orthicon, theo-
retically "for free," the comeback of "live" shows, in electronic'
patterns, as a plus, value. for picture theatres, is inevitable. That
may take the shape of an important sports event, a Broadway
premiere, a Metropolitan Opera production, a super-vaudeo en-
tertainment. It may be piped direct into the homes via toll-

Vision; or into auditoriums as supplementary fare, lii some form
of closed-circuit theatre.

There is no. question but that year after year the magic of the
electric impulse is making Fallen Arches, Ark., as privy to top
entertainment as any deluxer on Broadway or Hollywood Blvd,
More than ever "everybody has his own business—and show
business."

; With 3-D a reality in ’53, ancl 1954-C (color TV) inevitable in
fruition this: year, there is no room for any pessimistic 4-F’s in
the present scheme of show biz. It’s a far cry from a half-cen-
tury ago when Tony Pastor put the "family” into family vaude-
ville, and the picture business, with its vast skein of screens,
networked the country—and then the world—with a new brand
of mass entertainment.

. As vaude and legit found new horizons in television, the ad-
‘

vent of the spectrum values enhanced that medium, just as a
new technological process took Hollywood out of its doldrums.
It was a challenge for the picture business but when, in Its nadir,
a picture like “The Robe” (and a new technique) can. emerge

:
as. perhaps the ultimately top film grosser of all time, that, best
tells the story of an industry which has the faculty of besting
all hazards. Especially when these "threats” were, athirst,• re-
garded as insurmountable. Abel.

HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT
By HARRY HERSHFIELD

Marie Antoinette squandered
|

but wouldn’t spend a dime on a
the wealth of France on herself, good gag-writer. She had a eood
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George Frazier ......... 4 Arch Obolcr 34
Sm*. Henry French ...... 202 Robert J. O’Donnell . 25, 31
Hy Gardner 38 William’ Ornstoin ... . .... 31
.Tames J. Geller 12
Robert Gessner , . 93
William Goetz 8
‘’a! ban D. Golden 9
Leonard H. GoldensOn . . 8
Dr. Allred N’. Goldsmith . 92
Lester Gottlieb 91
Edmund Grainger ...... 5

Loon Pearson
H. I. Phillips. . .

.

Theodore Pratt .

f

.Bpnny Rabin . .

• Jo Ranson
. .

Walter Rcado. Jr.

Ronald Reagan .

Harold Robbins

Francis Robinson . .

Arnie Rosen . . . ...

Norman B. Rydge .

Manie Sacks
Sol Saks . .

Robert W. Sarnoff .

William Saroyan . .

.

Robert Saudek ....

Al Schwartz ......

Sherwood Schwartz
Maxwell Shane ....

Arnold Shaw . ......

James Sheldon ....

Max Shulman .....

George T ; Shupcrt .

Abner Siiver
Phil Silvers ....

H. Allen Smith ....

Joe Smith
Pete Smith . .....
Bernard Sobol ....

Spyros Skouras . .

.

Harry Sosnik ....

Leonard Spinrad .

.

Alfred Starr ......
Kay Ashton-Stevens
Albert Stillman . . .

Robert Stolz .....
John Cameron Sway
Dan Terrell
Danny Thomas , . .

.'

Richard Thorpe . .

.

Henry Tobias .....
Terry Turner
Ernest Turnbull . .

.

Solly Violinsky . . ;

.

Jerry Wald :

.

Hal B. Wallis- ......

Richard F. Walsh .

Lou Walters ......
Carl Ward
Jack L. Warner
David Wayne ......
Sylvester L. Weaver
Julian S. H. Weiner
George Weltner . . .

Riobert M. Weitman
R. B. Wilby . .

Charlie Williams .

.

Earl Wilsoh
Frank Wisbar
Mitchell Wolfson .

.

Herbert J. Yates .

.

Darryl F. Zanuck . .

.

Maurice Zolotow . .

Harry ilershfield

hut wouldn’t spend a dime on a
good gag-writer. She had a good

head on her

Harry ilershfield
no bread.

\ Shakespeare
knew his politics when he had one
of. his characters cry: "Invest me
in my motley, give me leave to

speak my mind." The jester speaks
the truth. And none know it

better than the smart politicians

of today. As' did the Chinese, when
they said: "One picture is worth
100,000 words." And today’s can-

didate knows that an apropos gag
• which is but an illustration) will

put his point over better than all

the spellbinding of a whole cam-
paign.

Abraham Lincoln, though- .not

the first to employ that forihbla,

was the most active in clinching

an argument with an exemplifica-

tion. I think it was some later

President who started his stuff

with, "A funny thing happened to

me on my way to the White House’’

—though funnier things happened
alter they got in there.

Some, of our leading political

figures have their personal press-

agents, many call on leading

comedians, as well as gag writers,

to supply "boffo”wisecracks to

alleviate a situation. The smart

ones, however, know that the best

nifty means nothing unless tied

up to subject matter that makes
headlines. Adlai Stevenson is

presently the quoted boy. Harry

Truman knows when to spring a

punchline. Second to none, is an

experienced youngster named Win*,

ston Churchill. How many of tt>e

space-getting "ad libs" are re-

hearsed is a moot question.
It is claimed that some have,

arranged for world-$haking events

(Continued on page 56)
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Exbib’s first Question, ‘Who’s in It?

opmg on

By KDMUND GRAINGER
Hollywood.

I think it was Rabelais who said

"It is wise to get knowledge from,

every source—from a sot, a pot-, a

fool.la winter-mitten, or an old
10

slipper.”
I don’t know

into just which
of those cate-

gories a pro-

du cer fits.
HoweVer, I

have always
felt that
Hollywood has
tr e a t e d too
lightly the de-
velopment of

new talent-
in all creativeEddie Grainger

fields as well as in the acting

ranks. I believe the industry is suf-

fering some of the effects of this

oversight ,

right now.

In the development of “new
faces,’’ however, the exhibitor

must share some of the responsi-

bility. with the producer. Every

film salesman knows that an ex-

hibitor’s first. question is “Who’s
in it?" The picture might have half

a dozen of the most promising new
players in Hollywood heading the

cast, but an exhibitor favors a film

with one long established star

name (perhaps too long estab-

lished!, even if the no-star film is

much the better of the two.
Showmen are just as capable as

producers in spotting new talent

and potential stars. So when the
producer gambles time and money
on the development of new per-
sonalities, it should not be asking
too much to. expect the exhibitor
to back him up With intelligent

sonalities in his local situation.
There are considerably less than

a dozen stars big enough to carry
a picture to boxoffice success to-
day, It stands to reason that even
one of these stars can’t be in every
picture. The star system will al-
ways be with us, but today the
public is demanding more than just
a star name. It has tired of many
promotion of interesting new per-
of the old favorites and it has be-
come highly critical. A good star

(Continued on page 48)

Col to Finance, Release

3 More Warwick Pix
. Hollywood.

Warwick Productions which re-
cently completed three Alan Ladd
starrers abroad, closed a deal to
make three more features to be
financed and released by Columbia.

Starter will be “Cockleshell
Heroes,” based on a yarn by
George Kent and slated for film-
ing in England rand France. Next
will be “Prize of Gold,” a novel
by Max Catto, With lensing in Eng-
land and Germany. Third will be
announced later.

,

By ARTHUR R. KRIIM
( President

, United Artists Corp.)
There is, of course, a complex

of factors underlying United Art-
ists' ability to grow, to alter, and
to prosper through 35 years, both
lush and lean. One key to the
company’s hardihood certainly lies
in the special virtues of indepen-
dent films—benefits which extend
to producer, distributor, exhibitor
and public alike.
The unique advantages of inde-

pendent production are evident in
tne first creative phase of a pic-
uie, The producer is given a free

*

n ,n - nis choice of material. He
s never saddled with a prefabri-

t,
tt

led ?™ject that may or may not

an / ,

1 up his alley. He selects
and develops a stopy with which

1 Htirnalcly concerned and

handle
0 * S idealIy equipped to

the independent producer

it u wt
scn Proiect, he mounts

10Ut cOnstraint or hindrance.
no studio taboos or

hibi

f

tin

(

ir

nC€S
n
t
‘

0
.
be

.
jo^Sled, no in-

of .

n
^.

confllct with the judgment
0 stuj hea^. The pict

«
re ..

IntramVe'lcd
reat ‘Ve capacities are

mo*' Ve Is naturally as

to'^hp-
d

«3

t tbe ^dependent as

atinc h
dl

°4u
Producer ' But °Pcr'

makbm
hln the Hme necessity of

denonl
3
,

pirture^the in-

cxDifir^
0
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f
ree *° inipr^ivise and

studia ;„?-
n

,

th« absence of a fixed

ideas
be cah develop new

able iri^
n

.

d
L
n t.be absence of suit-

.

d -s, he is not goaded into,*.. «
continued on page 48) year.

To U. S. Taste
By FRED HIFT

Combination; of audience re-

sistance, television and lack of out-
standing productions has made
1953 an . unexciting year for the
indies handling foreign language
films! A few of them, like “Seven
Deadly Sins,” “Rome 11 O’clock”
and “Forbidden Games,” did weil
in spots but certainly didn’t puli
this, branch of the industry out of

the rut it’s been in for the past
couple of years.

Indie distribs are taking this dull
performance in their stride. At
the same time, they’re more than
intrigued by the potential expan-
sion of their market via dubbing
which has provided a distinct boost
for a couple of Italo imports such
as. Italian Films Export’s “Anna.”

What’s worrying them more
than the obvious difficulty of get-

ting their “intellectual” audience
backbone to come back to the thea-

tres is the lack of suitable product
emanating from the European
studios which are going full-blast.

Italo producers, they maintain,

now have, their eye on the Ameri-
can mass market and what they
conceive to be its tastes. This is

resulting in a rash of “big” pic-

tures that also lend themselves to

dubbing and in a lesser number
of the more sensitive films which
were a postwar specialty from
Rome and which delighted artie

audiences.
“They're now trying to emulate

the American ways of exploiting

their imports,” i.e. sex ’em up, says

Noel Meadow, vet importer-distrib.

He called ’53 the worst year for

foreign films in the U.S. since the

late forties and said television was
part of the reason for the slump.
Arthur Davis, who specializes in

French films and whose “Seven
Deadly Sins” has been a limited

hit (it’s on the Legion of Decency's
Condemned list) complained of the

(Continued on page 48)

Hayes-Healy’s CBS Pad,

He to

Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy

have been signed by CBS for a

longterm radio-TV pact understood

to be minimum five years and call-

ing also for the individual serv-

ices of Hayes. Male part of the Mr.

and Mrs. comedy-song team will

be the official pinchhitlcr for Ar-

thur Godfrey, and thus he’ll be tak-

ing the sub-throne spot vacated

When Robert. Q. Lewis got himself

a flock of shows on the web and ex-

tricated himself from the subbing

chore. Hayes already put this part

of his pact in motion by stepping

in
.

for Godfrey at the tailend of

last week when the headman and

his troupe, were appearing at

Thule Air Base in Greenland.

Hayes & Healy will be formatted

in a nighttime stanza early this

’

52 : 11253 ,510.000
By GENE ARNEEL

The big pix of 1953 Came really

kingsize; it was a year of boxoffice
blockbusters.

Blue chip productions— those
grossing $1,000,000 or over in U. S.

and Canadian rentals—numbered
135 and they’re ringing up a com-
bined estimated total of $311,950,-
000. In 1952, 119 films in the $1,-

000,000-and-above category were
listed at $253,510,000.

Money in the till gain for ’53;

$58,440,000.

Major studios pounced on big-
ness in . production as though, it

Were just invented. At 20th-Fox,
it was, and with unprecedented
payoff. First in 20th's Cinema-
Scope process, “The Robe,” fits

head and shoulders above any new
picture entry down through the
years in terms of income.

“Robe” is the colossal smash of
1953, with a potential gross of
$20,-30,000,000. There’s no “look
to the past to predict the future”
basis upon which a more precise
estimate can be made. .That the
film will reach $20,000,000 appears
a certainty. Some execs at 20th
(and a few at rival distribution or-r

ganizations) seem confident that
the pic will reach $30,000,000.

$12,500,000 for Col’s

Flattie, ‘Eternity’
Sharply contrasted in produc-

tion technique is No. 2 in the pa-
rade of clicks: Columbia’s “From
Here to Eternity.” Without any
anamorphic squeezeplay in the
lensing, and framed conventionally

(Continued on page 66)

INDIE PROD. ON

STARS VERSUS

By HAL B. WALLIS
Hollywood.

As long as there is a picture in-

dustry, “stars” will be important.
Unfortunately, stars no longer au-
matically insure the success of a

picture; but
in combination
with a proper
story and pro-
duction, a star
or group Of

stars greatly
enhanced the
earning poten-
tial.

On the oth-
er hand, pic-

tures with an
offbeat and
different qual-

ity can frequently do very well,

even without tfic impetus of a star

name. A case in point is our
“Cease Fire,” produced in Korea
in 3-D without a single recogniz-
able face (as a milter of fact, every
player in the picture was an actual

GH,
However, exhibitors do not do

enough to promote “new faces,”

Clamor as they do for new fresh tal-

(CorUinued on page 48)

Hal Wallis

Peck-Parrish Indie Buys

Lea’s ‘Wonderful Country’
Hollywood.

New indie- film producing com-
pany. has been organized by. Greg-

ory Peck and Robert Parrish to
start operations in Mexico early in
1955. First production will be
“The Wonderful Country,” based
on a novel by Tom Lea.
Before he goes into production,

Peck has commitments to star in
“The Purple Plain” in Ceylon,
“Moby Dick” in England and the
first of a fiverpicture deal with
20th-Fox in.. Hollywood.

By JO RANSON
This was an infinitely more har-

rowing year for the radio and tele-

vision cacoepists.

Largely because performers
opened their big mouths and struck
out metathetically, a leering pub-
lic most impure in spirit and mind,
gave them a jumbo horse laugh.

This year’s tongue slips, boners,
booboos, fluffs and snafus were
rated bigger and better, saltier and
saucier. Up and down AM and TV
trails many a pear-shaped vowel-
performer tripped on his scrotal

tongue and quickly landed on the
fluff hit parade.. A hole in the
head, in some instances, would
have been the lesser of two evils.

Fluffers do not subscribe to the
Latin dictum, Vox audita perit lit-

tera scripta mane.t (the spoken
word dies, the written letter re-

mains). For them this old Latin
saw has a hollow ring.

The unlucky ones who transpose
letters or syllables or who mala-
prop their way on the airlanes

know durn well that the spoken
word is never forgotten and they
know that on the morrow their col-

leagues also can be the victims of

this tongue-tripping torture. No
one, it seems, is immune. It hap-
pens to the star in Radio City, New
York, and it happens to the lowly
announcer in Split Infinitive, Iowa.

In communications history 1953
will go down as the year in which
a goodly number of earthy, four-
letter, Anglo-Saxon words bounced
off the tongues of those facing
live, and sometimes supposedly
dead,

.
microphones. The grand

prize for the fall and winter semes-
ter must naturally go to the alto-

gether uninhibited radio announcer
on the Washington station who,
during one of Fulton Lewis Jr.’s

broadcasts over the Mutual Broad-
casting System, rudely uttered a

naughty exclamation that might
(Continued on page 66)

By SPYROS P. SKOURAS
Through the years the motion

picture industry has been distinc-
tive among American businesses
for its ability to recognize and
meet constant-
ly c hang i ng
standards in
the public de-
mand for its

prodpet.
In my own

opinion, . the
record of the
motion picture
industry has.

proven over
and o v e r

again its
capacity for

Spyros Skouras

sensing and responding to higher
requirements of popular taste id
both artistic and technical ways.

Each time there has been a
major shift in public taste, such as
when sound was introduced, the
adjustments necessary have been
in some degree painful but our in-

dustry has been able to take a
long-range view and accept the im-
mediate burdens imposed for the
sake of the general welfare and
advancement.

In the period just ahead, I be-
lieve that not only the production
branch of our industry but the ex-
hibition branch will face a chal-
lenge such as they have neyer had
before in providing screen enter-
tainment that will have unques-
tioned merit and will be equal to

the task of overcoming all com-
petition for the entertainment dol-
lar, especially that of television in

the home.
While it is understandable that

some theatre owners are hesitant
about making new investments in

equipment just as some producers
have wavered about entering new
types of production, I cannot em-

(Continued on page 65)

U S. Films Pace

Glasgow.

U. S. films remain top favorites

at cinemas here, First place at the
Odeon, downtown ace house here,
was gained by “Call Me Madam”
(20th) with top gross. Next in popu-
larity with the patroiis were
“Snows of . Kilimanjaro” (20th)

and “The Red Beret”.

“House of Wax” (WB) held lead-
ing position at the Associated Brit-
ish Cinemas key house, the Regal,
followed by “April in Paris”
(M-O) and "Julius Caesar” (M-G),
“Road to Bali” (Par) gained sec-
ond- spot at the C.aumont. beaten
by the Coronation pic “A Queen
Is Crowned.” “Shane” (Par) was
third.

Other favorites hoxoffico-wise at

key theatres were “Military Police-
man” (Par), “War of Worlds”
(Par), “Because You’re Mine” (MG)
and “Quo Vadis” (M-G>...

Award to Elmer Davis
U. S. Supreme Court Justice

j

William O. Douglas, winner of the

award last year, did the honors for

the Authors Guild last week, in

handing the Lauterbach Award for

1953 to Elmer Davis. This is named
! for late Richard Lauterbach, war
' correspondent who died of polio
1

at 30. •

I

Said Douglas of Davis; “He
risked the hysteria and passion of

the day by speaking on the un-

popular side of important, issues”

... in a dark day of intolerance

he spoke, for the bright conscience
’ of America.”

Subscription Order Worm
Enclosed find check for $

Onp Y«nr
Please send VARIETY for Two Years

1/6

To
(Pleaao Print Name)

Street

City . . . . Zone .... State .......

Regular Subscription Rates

One Year—'$10.00 Two Years—$18.00

Canada and Foreign^-$1 Additional per Year

VARIETY Ine.

1 54 West 44th Street N.w York 34. N. Y.
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A WRITER'S WRITERS STORY

(Or Blankety-Blank the Critics)

By WILLIAM SAROYAN :

Bill Saroyan

The way writers get their work done has always been

fascinating.

Take mvsclf, for instance,
. .

“There is a fine story in the way a writer g s
Thci? .1* “

- work done," 1 say to the wall when

I get up in the morning. .

This seems a reasonable thought.

Writers are such interesting tel-

lows, humorous and yet serious-

minded, and often Interested in hu-

m
Also’ they travel farther than other

professional men, excepting ^profes-

sional men who travel to Arabia.

Women, make a fuss over them, and

generally speaking they are a jaunty

l0t

\Vhy shouldn’t a story about the

way one of them gets his work done

be just- the thing for the Woman’s Home Companion. .

Unfortunately, however, this carlymoi

^

been going on by itself, and I have been a little suspicious

*f

No. What I want
;

is not a story about, a writer but

a story about somebody else, a man of 88, for instance.

“Look over there,” he says. “There’s that woman again,

weeping off her porch. She doesn’t know how to hold a

broom. She might have been hitched to a cart m the old

davs. Still, 20 or 30 years ago 1 might have stopped

at her gate- and tipped my hat, hoping spmeUinig might

But the old man won’t do, either, for I cant think of a

good name for him. or whether he traveled.

I wonder, then, if the, story oughtn’t to be about a new

life instead of an old one. An infant, three hours old, lor

instance* •

4
.

What I want to say about him is that he is quite sound

and- will live 51 years,

How do 1 know?
I don’t, but a writer is permitted to say such things.

It’s something nobody cbmplains about. If I were to say

he is to live four days nobody would complain about that,

either, but it happens that 1 feel he ought to. live 51 years.

That is no longer a great number of years for any man to

live, so I do not feel I am exaggerating things.

And, of course, the. infant will receive the usual honors

of a faithful employee: that is to say, a letter from the

assistant manager Which says in, an apparently sincere

'.manner that he, the assistant manager, would not have

been a real executive had he not noticed over the 30

rears of Arthur’s employment that apart from the fact that

Arthur had never behaved mischieviousjy insofar as com-

pany interests were concerned, Arthur had also worked

hard and cheerfully.

r On Another Tuck

I thought Arthur would be a rather impressive name for

the infant.

But the thing I really wanted to do was to see if I

could convey a. sense of life through the infant, for almost

anvbody cah say something about a delivery clerk.

in short. I thought that if I could make the aliveness

of a new man real, the critics Would have to think twice

about me,
That is the plague of a writer’s life.

Critics will not think twice about him. They will think

once and hurry back to the writers of a hundred years

ago who knew what they were doing. .
They will say things

that do not do a writer’s dignity very much good. If they

would think twice about the man, they would know that he

is not such a bad sort, after all.

But just thinking about the critics annoys nie ;
and

Instead of trying to make Arthur immortal, I let him
perish.

In the meantime, my thinking has moved quickly, and

I have imagined what I would write about Arthur, and
how hopeful I would be that it would make the critics

think twice, and then, no. they have not done so, they

have thought only once again, and their opinion is that

Arthur is boring.

One of them 'a well-bred man with a college back-

ground. both as a student and as a teacher of English)

quotes from the book without comment, and somehow this

pains me more than anything else.

The quotation falls fiat, as the critic meant it to, and
the words I thought were so meaningful when I wrote

them seem preposterous and silly. What the devil did I

mean?
I must confess the critics scare me. and haunt my sleep.

I would do better, I know, if they would only think

tw ice.

If they would think three . times I might write something
astonishing. (But the mere .thought of the critic who
has always written so coldly about my writing has finished

Arthur for me, and for the world.)
Fortunately, there are other people to think about, and I

find that I am thinking about a man who is wretchedly
unhappy because, although he is gainfully employed and
has appropriate clothing for all ordinary occasions, feel

that he should have stuck to his boyhood ambition to be. a

pianist.

He had had other ambitions as well, but Urey had been
wild, and he had had intelligence enough, -after he wgs
30. to recognize them as such.

It was quite unlikely; he began to feel at 30, for in-

stance, that he would, ever lead the men who would con-
quer South Africa, for if the truth were known- he did
not- know where the men were and .was not. sure that he
might not meet with some sort of accidental embarrass-
ment at the time of the leading.

For instance, a man lias worked hard for 39 years to
achieve something extraordinary and impressive, like the
conquering of South Africa, and finally he is leading his
men to the 'moment of glory, charging ahead.

Behind a very small bush, however, lurks an African.
The bush is so low as to seem incapable of concealing

a human being, but alas the lurking man is small.
And he is concealed, look at it any way you like.

He is watching Joseph with small ugly eyes,, for he loves
South Africa, and altogether on his own, not even as-
signed to the awful- task by the proper authorities, he has
taken his place behind the small bush; and having no
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other weapon with which to defend South.Africa, he holds

in his hand a stone weighing one pound, two ounces.

What he means to do is to smite Joseph (Swigley) on

the head.

Joseph strides fearlessly forward, for he disdains horses.

(Actually he is afraid of them and has developed a whole

philosophy based on the superiority of conquest on foot.)

The fanatical South African is ready for him, and at

the proper moment leaps up and casts the stone.

Fortunately, it misses the mark, does not catch Joseph

in the mouth, but pushes Into the pit of his stomach.

Now, how was Joseph to have known there would be a

South African fanatic behind that bush?

It was an accident, pure and simple. But the damage
is done. The blow has hurt Joseph, and he has sat down
in front of his troops and is crying.

Well, there it is. A man never knows what sort of

accident is likely to humiliate him if he thinks of being a

conqueror, and so Joseph, at 30, gave it up.

But he did feel that he should have gone ahead w'ith his

ambition to be a pianist, and so he is unhappy, and having

the appropriate clothing doesn’t comfort him.

Well, there was certainly a little something to this

idea, too, but I couldn’t quite take to it, for to be perfectly

honest I didn’t like the man—him and his thoughts of

playing the piano both.

AH of this thinking, this preparing to get to work, has

taken the time it lakes to smoke a cigaret, and yet I have

already begun to feel that the day is lost, for. I cannot

decide who io tell my story about .

I might have written something quite good about the

88-year-old man, and come to think of it why couldn’t I

have called him Stephen Alcott? That’s quite a good
name.

I might also have hit upon some clever thoughts about
how he had managed to stay alive SO long. There might
even have been a word or two about patriotism, for he
wore a small flag in his lapel. A Belgian flag to be sure,

although he was not a Belgian, but he always remarked to

those w'iio noticed that the flag was a Belgian one, “Don’t
let the flag fool you, sonny, I love this country.”

If I had had any luck at all I might even have got in

a few good licks about life insurance, pointing out that in

most eases it is not necessary, or on the other hand that

it is generally a blessing, for had. not Mr. Alcott taken
out the proper pblicy when he was 20 he could not in his

old age receive in the mail on the first of each, and every
month iiis cheek for $55, rain or shine.

In short, had I not been so eager to make a better

impression on the critics and gone ahead with the story

of the old man, I might have done all right.

And if the worst came to the worst I might have w ritten

a good story about Arthur the infant, too. •

In other words, the critics. What good are they? Don’t
they spoil things? Don’t they stop a man in his tracks?
Don’t they scare him half to death with their clever way
of putting things to make a fellow feel small?"

And yet where is the critic who, in a showdown, could
give us the pleasure the writing fellows give us? Where
is the critic who could get down off his high-horse and tell

a little story that could make an unhappy man smile and
say to himself, "Well, now', living’s not so bad, after all.

There’s these writing fellows to cheer a man up once in
a while.’’

How about that?
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Westward-Or Is It Eastward-Ho?
===By KEN ENGLUND====~to
Let’s begin with*-s^ory you might have heard that is

probably apocryphal: two writers—one driving from New
York to Hollywood, the other bound in the opposite direc-

tion—rpass each other in the desert and both sinuilta-

neously yell: “Go back!”
Which gets me neatly into the

theme of this monograph—namely the
problems writers face in straddling
both coasts^-everi people like Bob
Sherwood, no matter how long hj s

legs.

Take any show business nomad, any
writing Arab who must fold up his
tent and move from one market place
to the other to sell his wares— (Men!
Send for my free booklet entitled

“How I, a writing weakling, learned
„ . to coin colorful metaphors overnightKen Engiuna

and incr£?ase(j my vvord • power ten-

fold.” Mailed to you in a plain wrapper) . . . take me lor

example. Because I’m the handiest—Right now I am the

sole support of two warehouses—Bekins Storage in Los
Angeles and Hollanders in New York. I have visitation

rights to some 40 packing cases On both coasts, bulging

with duplicate complete sets of Zane Grey, four copies

of ”Why Not Try God?” by Mary Pickford lying Unused
in Bekins, and two identical mint copies here in Holland-

ers, with equal and exasperating duplication all down the

line, Edith Sitwell records and Woolworth China accumu-
lating at a frightening rate each time I shuttle across the

country , and set up a temporary hot plate kind of house-

keeping.
.

And so the tides of fortune have filled my crates to

overflowing with identical flotsam and jetsam. On that

great eome-and-get-it day, I will be able to furnish a 28-

loom house with coffeepots alone—six Silexes to a room.
But this is the least of a wandering minstrel’s problem.

The hearth and fireside can be dismantled and packed
away, not so the family. Just when The Little Woman
is making a wonderful adjustment, with the help of a

Westwood phyehiatrist, to the rules of conduct in her

Hollywood milieu -—women at one side of the room, men
at the other at parties, purple slacks with mink jacket

at the Farmer’s Market—-she is cruelly uprooted and
tossed into a New York cocktail party where the men talk

to the women, and finds herself having lunch with females

who wear hats, skirts, stockings and leather shoes. She
to her mortification the only one with straw wedgies.

Naturally, the blows to the ego lay her low—this time on
the couch of a Park Avenue Freud.

Then There Are the Kids

A Thorn By Any Other Name
, _

W

By ARTHUR (OOPS!) KOBER=====
It isn’t exactly a gripe, and I wouldn’t be too "disturbed

about what I’m going to say, if I were you. I mean, it’s

something that bothers me from time to time. I mean,

I don’t lose any sleep over it, see, and I can think of many
other things if I. would just set my mind to thinking of

many other things. That’s my trouble, though. My mind
insists on clinging to this one thought. Well, I might as

well stop acting like someone writing at space rates and
come directly to the point, which is this: who the hell

is the guy in Hollywood (I’m sure he works for Universal

Pictures since that studio is the chief offender) who is

naming our movie heroes these days, and what in heaven's
name is the reason for his intense preoccupation with
verbs?

Now in' my time our movie heroes had simple first

names. There was a pleasant, monosyllabic name like
John—Barrymore and Gilbert; a name like Richard

—

Barthejmess and Dix; like William—Farnum and S. Hart;
Tim—Moore and Mix. Occasionally we’d have a film star
with an exotic . first handle—Rudolph, Adolphe, Ramon

—

but these were appclations which went hand-in-hand with
the well-upholstered costumes and uniforms they wore.
(A name, incidentally, which seemed most felicitous for
the evil roles, he played was that of Gustave von Seyffer-
titz, my favorite screen villain.)

The tendency toward action in given names was first

detected by me in the early ’30s when I was a writer in
Hollywood (and you Were, a Christian slave!) I recall,
when “The Thin Man’’ was first produced, that the execu-
tive in charge of the picture was Hunt Stromberg, a name
that fairly screamed for an exclamation point, a monicker
that would most certainly have increased the circulation of
any tabloid printing it across its front page! This film,
by the way, was based upon a book written by a writer
whose first name, properly shortened, sounds like a ter-
ribly tempered preacher uttering, a mild expletive: “Dash
Hammett!”

Today, however, there is action, the moment the movie
hero’s name is flashed upon the. screen. Who, among the
sedentary customers in a picture house, isn’t tempted to
get on his mark, get ready, and fairly fly out of the the-
atre at the sight of the name, Race Gentry? And -who
among us is so hard-hearted as to resist the temptation to
reach out, and chant a soft lullaby to Rock Hudson? (Rock
Hudson, a chip off old Boulder Hudson!)

Oh, the mystique in the name of Touch Connors. How
often Tve wanted to seek him out and to comply with the
request his name makes by touching Mr. Connors with the
baseball bat which, in my fantasy* I have firmly gripped
in my hands!

I, my friends, am a timid soul, queasy at the simple
act of opening a blister. And yet, I am courage itself

But it is the children who really suffer. The Ford con-

vertible with the twin pipes must be sold along with

the entire wardrobe of T-shirts and corduroys, all traded

for a baffling world of subways, shirts and neckties. And
the straight-A student at Hollywood High winds up one
cruel morning to find a demoralizing series of C’s on the

Eastern report card.

Is all this suffering necessary? At a recent writers’

seminar organized to look into the problem, it was agreed

that it was not. AH heartily endorsed a suggestion for a

practical workable plan that would eliminate the uproot-

ing of wives and kids if it works a hardship. The plan,

in principal, is to be a simple matter of temporarily trad-

ing roofs, wives and children—the Eastern playwright
bound for a short stint at Paramount, moving neatly and
without fuss into the Bel Air nest of the film writer

bound for Eastern TV, who would even-Steven settle in the

apartment, and family circle of his opposite number. The
trading post to be the Author’s League Journal and the

Personal Column.

The ads would perhaps read

:

AUTHOR LEAVING HOLLYWOOD TEMPO-
RARILY FOR N. Y. TV, Will swap 6-acre estate,

“Snug Haven,” complete with championship size pool
and young, lovely wife. She is my third and must
really be seen to be appreciated, measuring 36-22-36.

Good cook, too. Quiet children. Girl (6) helpful,

.
having been trained to use electric pencil sharpener.
Boy (9) will tuash Cadillac on Saturday for weekly
$12 allowance—answer to Dusty and Rory. What
am I offered?—East 60s or Park Avenue preferred.
Like Eastern temporary wife to be good mixer but
plain type who will encourage me in my work, or

SACRIFICE: The heartbreaking kind. Forced to ,

move West due to untimely, sale of novel, “Burning
Lips and. Napoleon Brandy,’’ to MGM, with screen-

v

play assignment making, it necessary for me to give
up but try to realize something of the investment I

have made in promising
.
young dancer in “Kismet.”

Already in for $1,823.67 in preliminary entertainment
at 21, Sardi’s, the Copa, including gifts. Just try to

improve on this one, a real- beauty and like new—

-

needs home with someone who appreciates finer

pieces.. I’d rather keep myself and move her West
than let someone have her who wouldn’t be good, to

iicr. Who has Culver City starlet for quick trade?
And later . turnover.

Let me hear what my readers think. If you only know
how much your letters mean to me.

In summing lip, which I suppose I must .do-^aelually

I'd rather -just lie down now because I have a slight head-,

ache—but in looking the problem square in the face. I’d

say the old advice still holds true, only now it works both

ways—and that is—‘"Don’t take anyone to either coast

you can't put on the Chief.”

about yielding to the appeal implicit in the name of Lance
Fuller, something I would most gladly do. preferably with

a well-honed spear! And one other ^tiling: if I had the

lungs of a lion, what fun it would be for me to roar into

Rory Calhoun’s ears! Oh, that delicious and wonderful

sound of . eardrums bursting in air!

As a final note, I intend to give up my., London living

quarters, located in Kidding-on-the-Square, and perch my
house right on top of Universal’s new leading man, Craig

Hill! (I don’t think I’ll bother repairing the plumbing.)

As I said before, this, isn’t exactly a gripe. I call it

more of a question: who the heck is the guy in Hollywood

who is naming these new movie heroes? Chuck Cupp-
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Exhibitor Consensus Is

Unmistakable Cross-Section of Theatre Owners’ Thinking

And ‘Quality’ Should Always Be The Keynote, But
And It’s Economic Suicide For the

40-

Is That Technological Progress Is All Right,

Going-To-The-Movies Is A Mass Habit

To Curb That Habit

To Exhib Showmanship
By BENJAMIN BERGER
(Pres. North Central Allied)

Minneapolis.

I wish to take this means of tak-

ing slock of our business. The mo-

tion picture business started some

50 years ago at the very,, very bot-

tom with the nickelodeon. A short

while later stores were being con-

verted into theatres. Still later

natural evolution brought the mo-

tion picture theatre palaces into be-

ing. At the beginning the ex-

hibitor was ashamed to mention

that he was a theatreowner, but—
he later became very proud of the

business, and it was accepted as a

dignified and very important in-

dustry. The public has come to

regard exhibitors and people asso-

ciated with the motion picture busi-

ness as a very fine outstanding,

respected group of people—and
much envied!

All of this has come about be-

cause theatres made money and
the reason they made money dur-
ing this entire period Was an in-

centive sales policy under which
the exhibitors purchased pictures
at a flat price. That made it pos-
sible to put showmanship behind
the pictures with resulting bulging
coffers. At the time When the ex-
hibitors were making money, every-
body connected with the industry
was very prosperous.

The drop-off in theatre receipts
has not been entirely due to tele-
vision. It was due to some genius
in the industry getting the idea of
selling pictures on percentage. It

began in the late ’30s. When the
distributors’:- representatives began
insisting on selling pictures on per-
centage, or on a guarantee against
.percentage, the salesman and his
manager were possibly not aware
of the premeditated plan which
some of these “geniuses” in New
York had devised. The plan was
for the sales force to sell pictures
with a guarantee against percent-
age. The exhibitor was advised
that New York, insisted on the
guarantee — that the guarantee
was all they wanted and “nobody
is going to check anyhow.’’
Bui in a few years the distribu-

tors hired a Sargoy & Stein agency
to check the exhibitors’ records
and collect the difference, and then
some The exhibitors did not learn
Qt what the distributors were up

tlve eailY ’40s. When the

ruil* i
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Paralysis in this
‘ AU the romance and

smart go-getting showmanship, so

vital in this business, was knocked
out by some of those overly smart
mathematicians,

i A Mass, Not A. Class Business
|

The motion, picture business is

still a great business and is mass
entertainment. The present sales
policy is diverting the business into
class entertainment which will ul-
timately be the destruction of our
business. Theatre-going is a habit,
and the way to keep the public in
the habit is to show every big pic-
ture in every theatre in the land
and for the exhibitors to shout
from the housetops.. Under , the
present sales policy, some of the
top pictures do not show in thou-
sands of theatres. In many com-
munities W'here the pictures do
show, they are not properly adver-
tised, due to the straightjacket in
which the exhibitor is placed. Pic-
tures such as “The Greatest Show'
on Earth” should show in every
community and in every suburban
theatre with the greatest of adver-
tising campaigns, not only for the
good of that picture but also to
keep the people in the motion pic-

ture habit: The present “must”
50% sales policy has stopped thou-
sands of theatres from showing
that picture and similar attractions.

Distributor leaders must re-ex-
amine this business, . instead of
looking for miracles and they must
get back to the original philoso-
phy which made this business
great, and give the exhibitor an
incentive.

Boxoffice receipts should be
climbing due to the better pictures
which are being produced, pros-
perous times, and the population
increase. If every good picture
W'as shown in every theatre in the
country, with an incentive plan,
our business would skyrocket-
television or no television.

Several thousand theatres have
gone on the rocks-in the last few
years. Several thousand more are
on the verge. Some smalltown the-

atres are being taken over by the
community, as they do not wish to

see their Main Street darkened. If

something is not done very quickly
to keep the. exhibitors in business,

there will be many more theatres

taken over by the communities.
These communities will not stand

for being gouged and theywill
appeal to the state and Federal
government for help. This will

definitely lead to making the mo-
tion-picture industry subject to

public utility regulation. The peo-

ple in the smailtovvns resent not

being able' to get all the top mo-
tion pictures. The philosophy that

some of the distributors have that

“if the exhibitors cannot pay the

price, they don’t have to buy the

picture" must be altered. Advanced
admission prices ill suburban the-

atres and small towns, with a rare

exception, tend to take picture en-

tertainment away from the masses,

divert it to the classes and destroy

the whole fabric Of our business.

It is not too late for the distrib-

utors to take stock of themselves

and of the business and see to it

that the small towns and suburban
theatres get ail the top pictures on

a decent price policy with an in-

centive. Unless this is done very

quickly, ahd if there would be any

slide in general business, I am
sorry to say that wewill see the-

atres dying like flies,

Let’s go back to the original

policy of selling pictures W'hich
j

made this business a prosperous

and dignified business inwhich the

exhibitor had a stake and an in-

centive.

Biz—Don’t Kill It Off!

By MORRIS LOEWENSTEIN
( President, Theatre Owners

of Oklahoma)

Oklahoma City.
Once again our great industry

is floundering, lashing its jjoridcr-
ous body against the walls of inde-
cision; New techniques,, their value
still too new to be determined,
with their prohibitive costs and
varied claims to public appeal —
combined writh an economic de-
cline, particularly effecting small-
or theatre owners— really have
us at the crossroads.
For the class houses the prob-

les is less One of finance than of
supply. Still, to date, nothing has
been offered that affords, definite
promise that the elusive something
that will really bring the public
back to the boxoffices has been dis-
covered..

Oldtimers recall the passing of
the legitimate stage and the sub-
sequent demise of vaudeville. Then
came silent pictures arid their
complete capitulation to the Voice
of A1 Jolson and his contempora-
ries^-dow'n to the marvelous spec-
tacles and color productions Of our
day.
The advent; of sound provided

the same indecisions as exist now. i

The expense was prohibitive to a
1

great segment of theatre owners
but time and science worked out
the problems so that business again
prospered.

j

Until recently, despite an unrea-
sonable and exorbitant Federal

!

admission tax, things held together’
quite W'ell—^but during' this time
there occurred other changes, such

'

as price increases, over-emphasis
on “class” production, with the
consequent loss of popular mass

.

appeal. Television, once feared arid I

now being tested by us to cushion
its own impact, can well become
an ally instead of a destructive
thing. It has many problems of its

(Continued on page 63)

Gimmicks Not Enough; Also

Give Branch Mgrs. More Say
(Theatre Circuit and TV Operator)

Mitch. Wolfson

Miami.
“Steady flow of product” puts

reverse English on the business of
killing the goose that laid the
golden eggs, If the goose (produc-

tion) doesn’t
keep coming
up with a suf-
ficient quan-
tity of those
golden eggs
she’ll die of
ra a 1 n utrition

because the
public won’t
be around to
feed her. If

p r e s ent-day
producers do
not maintain

a steady flow of product then there
will have to be other producers or
a major percentage of theatres will

be forced to close. And, if it be-
comes necessary for some exhibi-
tors to engage in some sort of pro-
duction. I think ways will be found
to make it legal with Uncle Sam.
Fewer but bigger pictures can’t

keep theatres going. Under the sys-

tem by Which we must do business
today there are not enough pictures
even now to serve the theatres
well. We all like to have a real
whopping show once in a while but
there should also be a constant
flow of good pictures to keep the
movie fan happy and the theatres
going.
We’re not'the public’s only form

of convenient entertainment any
more and most of the theatres that
have no thought of putting in

stereo sound and large screens still

need improved standard equipment
and properties to woo the public
eye. We’ve got competition and
we’ve got to compete, and be the
best. Fancy sound and all-purpose
screens should be installed where
mrinm; ttiH.mHK'fiimtaMm

tfimii.iot mHiJidiimiMmiMihtuiMtmniMMWMjiimiHHr :

NOT TELLING - JUST ASKING
Bv R. B. WILBY iiMtiMMiiiuMiiu irtifm-MiiiiiitHiiHiimtjiHiriiHiMJHoiiJiiihoiim;

Atlanta.

Are we now bent on becoming a
highly specialized, class business

—

a roadshow business? What is there
in the record of roadshows (so-

called legit) that leads one to point

along the path traveled by them
and to say: “There is industry sal-

vation.”

Even if that is the only means
by which one can make $2-$4.000,-

000 pictures or pay actors a quar-

ter of a million for eight weeks’
work, but doesn't that mean ignor-

ing a good part of a 55,000.000

people-a-week attendance and de-

stroying a billion or so. of property

devoted to . theatres, including

drivc-ins? But does any one care

about a thing like that—in Holly-

wood? Or in distribution?

Can one think of any other in-

dustry in America which has

undertaken to contract its market
and to got ever-increasing prices

for its product? Hasn’t the path of

financial success usually been quite

along the other line?
,
Everybody

knows this business is different,

but if we make it different enough
will we not get like grand opera,

if we can get a tax free position

and a subsidy? .

Of course some big pictures at

advanced admission prices do fan-

tastically well. But do they do
fantastically well because they are

getting all of the advantages of a

going and popular business? Is

there any more logic in the indus-

try going exclusively that way than

there would be in the Old gag about

a diet solely of caviar?

It would sceiri that some Cinema-
Scope is good. Cineramas, too,

where the market will support it.

And some 3-D. And some advanced

admission spectacles. But should
these not be built upon the founda-
tion of a popular amusement?
Would it seem necessary to go so
whole hog for them that the drive-
ins with their family appeal and
the small town theatres with their
need of three or more programs a
week should be murdered in the
process?

Might it be that the success of

those things is due to the fact that

they arc exceptional—like a World
Series or a Bowl game? But which
one is exceptional when you get a

regular diet of. them?
Of course it may be necessary to

have fewer pictures and higher ad-
mission prices if we can only pro-
duce S2.Q0Q.000 attractions, and. if

we must pay a “name” a couple of
hundred thousand or more for
eight weeks’ work. But hasn’t Uni-
versal pretty well proven that there
are profits .also along a different
line.'—profits Which will cease to

exist if that market is starved, out
by too little product for its main-
tenance?

Of course one can say that the
pendulum .will swing back, and
surely it- will. But can it make the
return swing if, in the meanwhile,
so much of the present plant and
present market is destroyed?
Would that plant be rebitilt and
the market be easily reestablished?
Arc better than a billion dollars
worth of plant and a market of
55,000,000 or so customers a week
to be thrown away idly?

Are we maybe going to losq it to

Television anyway, and is it smart
just to surrender quickly?. But
wouldn’t that, be dartin. cowardly?

they can be afforded; oilier thea-

tres should get modern.
The motion picture better had

not cease to be the "poor man’’?

entertainment.” Fye got a hunch
that the public is beginning to

think a roadshow engagement, is so
named because it was arranged by
highwaymen. To maintain a ^pffi-

cient quantity of theatregoers
' (fans) we’ve got to keep the public

j

pretty confident that if they've got
’ two bucks in their pockets it’s safe

. to ask the girl friend to a show and
a box of popcorn. If be has to
phone the theatre and ask every
time we’ll soon find him turning
3 TV channel selector instead of
dialing the telephone.

When all the bugs are out of the
process I imagine that most everv
picture would be enhanced by
Cinemascope but good old 2-D can-
not be ignored for a long time to
come—we want the little exhibitor
in Hahira, Ga., and his public to
continue to help pay some of the
production costs.

The industry is always at a stage
where definite standards are de-
sirable, but at this point the indus-
try has progressed to a stage where
one definite standard is economi-
cally impossible. For a time, until
mass production brings Cinema-
Scope-like equipment down to a
price the small exhibitors can pay,
we 11 have to have conventional
motion pictures while the more
favored theatres experiment with
the new dimensions and effects
until the better new process is
found and standardized.

Third dimension trill boost the
boxoffice take of certain pictures
adapted to the use of 3-D frorri

;

time to time, provided the quality
of the picture is good in the first
place. The boxoffice of the few
good 3-D pictures so far has suf-
fered because the early pictures in
3-D had only that novelty and little
else. But while the public might
go for 3-D once in a while I do not
believe that they will put up with
wearing glasses for every show.
Let’s face it—the future' of 3-D
depends on public acceptance and
not exhibitor acceptance. Except
for intermissions. the public
doesn't care if it takes four pro-
jectors, Some pood pictures will
benefit from 3-D, preferably in a
single-projector system most lv for
the convenience and saving for the
exhibitor.

Quality, should alwavs be shot
for. but we’ve got to have suffi-
cient new pictures to keep those
who have the movie habit coming
to the theatres. If there’s nothing
new for a month we might create
^ lot of new baseball fans.

Any saving that the produccrs-
' distributors can effect arid pass on
! to exhibitors would be a welcome
;

move if the reduction in releases
i gets too sharp there will be a re-
duction in the number of theatres
for the exchanges to ship to.. We
are competing with infinite variety

; so we'd better dish out some our-
' selves.

If they can get product many
theatres will stay open and con-
tinue to serve the public. This will
necessarily be a theatre-by-thcatre
decision with riiany factors in-

volved: economic conditions: pop-
ulation shifts;, obsolescence; ar.d

product, product, product.

I don’t favor a Smalier industry
but it is very apt to shrink for a
v.hile at least. Lifting a punitive
excise legislation will alleviate it

i
to a great extent but in the period

! of transition some situations will
1 suffer. < „
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By S. H. FABIAN
(Pres,, Stanley Warner Corp.)

What’s ahead for exhibition? for stage and stadium, and as a

Can we count on a real future for
|{^

special audience attrac

the theatre end of our industry.
^

| A closed circuit can play to liun-

.
Exhibitors, debating the merits dreds of thousands—and some day

of new media and new equipment
,

.to a niiIllon-i-instead ''of confining

are trying |o forecast the theatre of

of tomorrow in order to risk a con-

siderable investment today.

I believe exhibition has a great

future, an exciting future; a future

the audience to
.
the number

seats at the place of origin.

To bur regular screen features
we will add as consistent program
items, sports, legit- shows and
grand opera. Presently everything

,
• : in entertainment will be shown in

with new theatre policies, new ei -, mo tjon picture theatres. This is the
tertainment on our screens—with a exhibition policy of tomorrow,

wider service to more kinds of au-

diences than we have ever had in

the past.

The basic elements of exhibition

remain the same; the camera, the

projection, the screen, sound, and

a comfortable theatre seat.

Even Cinerama, which is not

merely a modification of existing

process but an entirely new method

of shooting and showing motion

petures—a whole series of inte-

grated inventions^—is based upon

the same funadmentals as the origi-

nal flickers.

Whether we use film or tape,

what we all know needs to be re-

peated— that no entertainment can

survive on the strength of me-
j

chanical ingenuity alone, no mat-

!

ter how wide the screen or how
j

stereophonic the sound or how

dimensional the picture. ‘

[

Entertainment is a medium of;

human communications: what it 1

Vs. Mass Prod.

By WILLIAM GOETZ
Hollywood.

Wishful thinking doesn’t sell

tickets at the boxoffice. What is

put on the screen is the determine
ing factor that attracts the ticket-

buying public.

You d.o n ’ t

have to con-
suit a crystal

ball to forsee
the trend of
today. It’s in
the direction
of the big and
important pic-

ture.. Exhibi-
t-tors are gen-
tlemen who
are very easy
to please, pro-

Metro Party in From Cairo
Metro contingent in Cairo' for

the filming of “Valley 'of the
Giants,” returned to New York
yesterday (Tues.) and left immedi-
ately for the Coast.
Group included players Robert

Taylor, Eleanor Parker, Carlos
Thompson and Kurt Kasznar, di-

rector Robert Plrosh, cameraman
Robert Surtees," publicity unit man
Morgan. Hudgins, studio staffers

John Schmidts and Helen Parrish,
and make-up man Keeter Sweeney.

Pre-Selling and Savvy Campaigns

At Point of 6.0. Need Hypoing
__ By-LEONARD^ H.-GOLDENSON —

(Pres., American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres)

WB $ 16 in

Costas Much As

Wilium Goetz

. . . c . „ vided of course, you send them
says is more important than “° stellar screen attractions. Since

they wait with open arms for the.. .
" ^.g ones ^ naturally the producer’s

desire is to accommodate his cus-
tomers.
But every picture can’t be a big

one or an important one, which
gives an edge to the independent
producer who can wait until the
property he considers ideal for the
big grosser comes along.

When I was in charge of producT

tion at Universal-International we
initiated a program to develop new
talent. At that time there was con-
siderable discussion about the star
system fading into oblivion, but
that was not the reason we went
ahead with the ‘new faces’ plan. It

was a desire to build our own play-,

ers and also to avoid the high sal-

I think all can agree that the cur-

rent “technical revolution” is more
than shot in the arm, that enter-

tainment has been enhanced by
3-D and Cinemascope, that Cinera-

ma: has added a plus factor never
before

.
experienced-—the feeling

of audience participation.

It’s now up to the creative

minds, who hold the fate of the

industry in their hands, to use
these new media and process to the

best advantage in each method.
Then we can be certain that this

technical inoculation is not a tem-
porary pick-me-up.. but- an added
vjtamin. which will keep the in-

dustry in good health for a long
time.

. .These developments add variety aries of the topflight actors and
to screen programs. The speed

.

actresses, so we could expend more
with which exhibitors are equip-
ping their theatres indicates t’’ct

there is wide agreement about the
boxoffice values of big screens,
stereopticon pictures and stereo-
phonic sound. Thousands of thea-
tres. are being revamped to vre

money on actual production.

An independent producer doesn’t
have the responsibility of bringing
new players up the ladder, and
with the emphasis on important
pictures he must resort to the
marquee names because names do

By JACK L. WARNER
Burbank.

Countless thousands of miles of
film have run through the motion
picture projectors since Variety
began calling the turns at the
theatre box-
office. At the
time we War-
ners were
showing our
first silent
flic k ers in

1903 at the
Bijou Dream
Nickelod eon
in New Castle,

Pa., Variety
was yet to lift

the voice that _ .
.

w as to be L * Warner

heard around the world of show
business.

We’ve seen tremendous changes,
vast growth, great improvements.
We’ve weathered innumerable
crises, arid emerged from them
bigger, stronger and better than
before.

In all those 50 years never has
there been one which

.
has brought

more sweeping changes, such tech-
nical advances and so many alar-

ums in screen entertainment as the
! one just ended. Except for the pe-
! riod in the mid-1920s when we at

Warner Bros, spearheaded the rev-
olution which brought talking pic-

tures, the year 1953 must go down
unchallenged as the era of the
great change, all for the good of
our industry.

In such a period of transition it

is hazardous to gaze into the crys-
tal _ball, or don the prophet’s.robe,
and come up with predictions of
what the future will bring. I never
have appointed myself as a spokes-
man for the motion picture indus-

!
try and I find it more satisfying

;

to make screen entertainment than
to speculate upon the trends it will

take.

The public writes its own ver-
dicts in black or red ink at the

: boxoffice. To try to out-guess, or
outsmart audiences is disastrous.
To use the best judgment experi-

: ence and years of training can give
!
in trying to please the public is

j

the course we at Warner Bros,
choose to follow.

L. H. Goldenson

Si Fabian recently stated in an
address that the selling of a pic-

ture divides into two separate
operations. First, the pre-selling

while the pic-

ture is being r

made, and sec-

ond, the cam-
paign for the
point of sale.

He devoted
most of his
talk to the
selling of pic-

tures from the
standpoint Of
the point 6f
sale in large
circuits, and
he gave a very clear and learned
dissertation on the importance of

the theatre manager in this phase
of picture selling.

There is no question but that
the theatre manager plays an ex-
tremely vital part in the sale of

his attraction. He is the one who
knows his patrons and must
scheme out the. methods with
which to reach them. He is the
one who determines what kind of
ballyhoo to use and he is the one
who arranges the promotional tie-*

ins. In short, he must be a show-
man who keeps resorting to a bag
of tricks which may be old but
which he improves, alters and
pumps new life into.

But there are many cases where
a manager with all the showman-
ship in the world just cannot sell

even a good picture. These are

Darryl F. Zanuck

every variety of lens and aspect help make good pictures important. I. As production head of our stu-
dios it is my responsibility to chartratio and bookers are learning to

juggle 2-D. 3-D and Cinemascope.

Vaster Audience Potential

» is new repertoire needs a few
of the' older specialities; specifical-
ly. vaudeville and stage attractions
to give us complete variety rr.d
combine, yesterday with tomorrow.
That’s coming too. Some. of. tis have
already sampled the new com-
binations, not live, but through the Exhibitors want the top names
television eye, and it will bring t-o decorate their marquees and so
audiences into our theatres, for cio the producers. But high salaries

I don’t think the star system in
Ho lywood is on the downward
trail. Perhaps the business has
undergone a change where the star
is not the No. 1 factor, It’s been
said before and Will be said again,
subject matter must carry the ball;
then the weight of the boxoffice
name or names will enhance the
gross, receipts.

Participations I

entertainments never before avail
able or practical in motion picture
theatres.

In. the earlier days of exhibition
we spliced a picture show to sire-
presentations. or five. acts of v;hi:’c-
Ville, or name bands;- then all there'
attractions died and pictures v.c ni
it alone.

Pictures were, pretty successful
and complacent, until televiVm
turned jut to be
attractive
rific competition
screen.. We can
AVe il have to marry the dmc
Some of- you • may feel you <*:r'

can be strong obstacles. One way
lo skirt these obstacles is through
the participation deal. Giving a
star the opportunity to share in the
profits is helpful, affording the
producer the opportunity of invest-
ing his cash to get the maximum
on the screen.
This is another helpful factor in

making important pictures. If it

lakes a big budget to put together
the big one, the extra $200,000

to
ty
a

01
'cHnariIy spent forvthe star can

the* thJw Ro into production. 1{ the actor can

•f ,

hc
,

l
-

e do business for you and is willing
t high-hat her. to gamble, he’s entitled to all he

qtanrlino i.V, * j ;.
x Mueaium nas Deen raised,standing up tor a shotgun w.cdd.ng must every picture be an erve 9bm I see It as a legitimate court-

. This,' of course, mutt be fuled^oui
* * finiplrl^* Tliom m»ll . Ua n .« A ii j _

can get.

The question has been raised,
*>

out
rp. .

,

•
quickly. There will be small pic-

i nrough closed circuit television lures because there still is a mar-,we can show a greater variety of ket.for them, perhaps not as big as
progiiams than was ever thought it once was, yet still a market. But
possible for picture houses.jOu r_ . as.wtiBL-higger. and-niore -imporiant

?r » . • a < « . J

that course. I have no occult pow-
:
ers to guide me but I do have a

j

magnificent organization, top cre-
ative and technical talent and the

1 resources of a great company of

;

many long years of standing.

: Fewer But Bigger
|

We are going to make fewer pic-
tures in 1954 than we have in pre-
vious years. They will be bigger
pictures and better pictures be-
cause we will put into some 16
attractions the same budget that
formerly went into 42 pictures.
Every dollar of those expanded
individual budgets will go into

i great stories, the top talent of the

|

production quality.

! We believe in Cinemascope and
have announced that most of our

1

pictures will be made in that me-
! dium. Our confidence in Cinema-
Scope is based upon what we are

;
seeing on our own studio projec-
tion room screens from currently

' filming and completed productions

j

in this medium.
! The first CinemaSeope produc-
tion from Burbank to reach the
I screen will be “The Command,”
which is presently being scored by
Dimitri Tiomkin and pointed to a
January release. Starring Guy

|

Madison, Joan Weldon and James
Whitmore, -“The Command” is «i

! colorful ' outdoor action drama
;

from--J-ames Warner BellalT’s"Saf-Cnivnum* ' a ..r ' r w i UUH.1 DUlldll rset eenx aie -successful substitutes, i (Continued on page 49) i (Continued on page 49)

By DARRYL F. ZANUCK
Hollywood.

Among the many reasons why
the new methods such as Cinema-
Scope are a blessing in disguise to
the film industry is the fresh op-

portunity it
has provided
f o r eliminat-
ing the small
pictures which
sustain the
evils of—the
double fea-
tures.

By enlarging
the vision and
perspective of

screen drama
as well as the
proportions of

the camera field, the new method
encourages the producer to make
pictures that will be bigger in

[scope and longer in duration. Pic-

! tures of this type need only a
1

small supplement to round out
the longer evening’s entertain-

ment . which many ticket buyers
feel is desirable.

This supplement can be provid-

ed by short subjects. The short

subjects which result from Cine-
mascope photography will, I . be-

lieve, be fully satisfying to the
public. They are not to be com-
pared in quality, scope or enter-
tainment value to the kind of

shorts which were possible under
the limitations of the routine film
camera.

But the film industry as a whole
must make a conscientious effort

to eliminate the double feature if

it is to regain full health and.
prosperity. This necessity must
not be ignored for the sake of

quick or easy profit, because in

the long run double features be-

!
get mediocrity, and mediocrity
will set the industry back into

j

the doldrums.

i
Another thing the industry must

make is a conscientious effort to

standardize on a unified photo-
graphic system. It is our conten-
tion that, since Cinemascope, has
become a trademark and has re-
ceived the unquestionable endorse-
ment: of the public, it offers the
possibility of standardization. In
the United States 870 theatres are
already equipped for it,, with an-
other/ 60 abroad, and installations
are mounting as fast as equipment
is at hand.
Bigger pictures mean longer

! runs and therefore fewer pictures

;
need be madei.P.icAures like “The

|Rob‘c ,T
find “How to Marry A Mil-

I (Continued on page 48)

cases in which the picture has not
been properly pre-sold.

I feel, as Fabian does, and that
is that pre-selling generally from
Hollywood has fallen off substan-
tially and that it is obvious that
this decline may have an impor-
tant bearing upon the lack of pub-
lic response to pretty good pic-
tures and may account for the fail-
ure of fine productions to make a
profit not only for the distributor
but for the exhibitor. For many
years, I have advocated a system
of pre-selling which, I believe
would be of invaluable aid in the
ultimate sale of motion pictures,
I feel that, as soon as an idea
for a motion picture is

. con-
ceived and it is decided that such
a motion picture will be made, a
member of the producer’s adver-
tising and exploitation staff should
be assigned to the picture. There-
after, having familiarized .himself
with the! story content and cast
that man should follow that pic-
ture right through its embryonic,
production and release stages. Dur-
ing that time he should seize every;,
opportunity that presents itself to
bring this picture to the public’s
attention and, if necessary, he
should make such Opportunities.
With the personalities available in
Hollywood who are in demand in ,

the newspapers, radio and televi-
sion, this should be a comparative-
ly easy task. This constant pub-
licity should be had not only when
the picture is in its embryonic and
production stages, but also during
any period when it is deemed ad-
visable to keep the finished prod-
uct on the shelf. I am confident
that this type of publicity, fol-

lowed by the proper advertising
and exploitation campaign when
the picture is released, must re-
sult in a terrific plus for the pic-
ture.

I feel the time is now ripe to
again urge this upon our industry.
We are now entering a new era
with our new techniques in pro-
jection and sound, arid the release
of the first Cinemascope pictures
have proven to us that the public
is intensely interested. Let us
make certain that this interest
does not wane.

I Case of ‘Roman Holiday’
|—

~I would like to dwell for a mo-
ment on a problem

,
which sorely,

needs a solution. I am referring
to some of the sophisticated come-
dies, and dramas and the sweet
type of story or comedy like

“Roman Holiday” which are very
good pictures, but which never
seem to get off the ground. Some
of these, pictures, because of astute
campaigning, have had some meas-
ure of success in metropolitan
areas, but most of them' fail all

over the country. It is indeed ex-
tremely vexing to watch a good
picture get very little or nothing
at the boxoffice, and it is difficult

to believe that there is not a suf-

ficient quantity of the public to

whom these types of picture ap-
peal enough to make of them fi-

nancial successes. It can only
mean that the people: interested
in these types of pictures are not
being reached and, if this is the

reason, the advertising and ex-

ploitation approach to these types

of pictures cannot be correct.

I do not propose to hold myself
out as an expert, because I do not
have any solution. Perhaps par-

ticular attention should be given
to the various mediums of adver-
tising in an attempt to find out
why one particular medium, can
sell one type of picture and not
another. For example, we have
had so much success in selling the

shock-type of picture on television

that the poor results obtained
through that medium in selling a

sweet type of picture are almost

unbelievable. If a way could be
devised to sell this latter type on
TV and obtain the same success

as with shock pictures, what a

Wonderful return we could get for

our advertising and exploitation

dollar. Fabian who touched on

this problem briefly in his ad-

dress, had a very good idea in

urging that our industry be geared

to testing advertising campaigns
for these types of pictures. In any
event, this problem is deserving of

intense study by everyone in our

industry, since the benefits of a

proper solution would be inval-

uable.
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FOREIGN FILM MARKET AT A HIGH LEVEL

Hollywood.

Must Remain That Way as Its 40%
Revenue Spells the Profit or

Loss Margin

Wally Spengler, the most famous, the most highly paid

television comic in the world, looked darkly at the ashtray

and its mangled m und of cigaret butts. Mechanically,

he started to empty it. Then, almost as mechanically, he
stopped,

“Na,” he thought, “let the bandits
see how many cigarets I smoke. Let

...fern see it there for themselves in that
ashtray—the sleeplessness, the sweat
of getting a show on each Saturday
night. The pills, the seconals, the as-

pirin, the benzedrine. . .

Wally put a torch to another ciga-
ret, his fifth in three minutes. Weari-
ly, he lifted his body from the couch
shot with expensive metallic thread.
He lurched towards the wall mirror
and took a long look. The eyes, deep-

rhH Stivers
set and blooshot, betrayed all the

pressure. God darn it, he growled, the sleep, that’s the

secret. I know many other people can’t sleep either, but

they don’t face 30,000,000 viewers once a week—30,000,000
pairs of eyes waiting to be lit up with laughter, 30,000,000

bellies waiting to be nudged into convulsion.

He surrendered to the couch again and reflected oh the

previous day and night which had melted into this morm
lng. No sleep in between, none at all. He thought back

to yesterday’s rehearsal in that badlyrventilated, poorly-

lit hotel suite. . .

“How in the devil do I take it?” he thought. “Why don’t

I just collapse? I must have the strength of a bull. The
next time a guy tells me his troubles, I’ll ask him one
question: ‘Do you sleep?’ If he says yes, I’ll spit clean in

By NATHAN D. GOLDEN
( Director Scientific, Motion Picture & Photographic
Products Division Business and Defense Services
Administration U. S , Department of Commerce)

T ,. .. Washington.
.Indications are that 1953 set a record for remittances

of film earnings from showings of United States films in
the international market.. Estimates of dollar remit-
tances from abroad during 1953 have ranged as high

as $170,000,000. The outlook for the
future is not without its problems,
however, and the belief is growing
that it will be. difficult to maintain the
level of 1953 remittances and gross
b.o. business in the foreign markets.

Principal factors leading to the be-
lief that the future of U. S. films
abroad may be more difficult are the
rising competition from foreign-pro-
duced films, especially Italian and
German productions, the gradually
diminishing pool of frozen U. S.

Nate Golden earnings, and the trend for foreign
producers to want guaranteed earn-

ings of their films in the American market. Barring un-
foreseen serious difficulties, however, foreign business for
American films should continue at a very high level.

One of the reasons wr y foreign remittances were so
high, in 1953 was an increase in. the transfer of blocked
funds from countries which had previously allowed only
limited or no remittances. This ivas particularly true
with regard to blocked film earnings in Brazil, France,
Sweden, and Japan.

his eye.” •

. .

He remembered what a playwright at Sardi’s had told

him a month; ago. “You need distractions, releases. Art
galleries, perhaps. What do you know about ceramics?

What about analysis?” -

His face twisted into an ironic grin. How many gags

could he lift from Picasso? And he swiftly created the

dialog with the analyst:

“How did you spend your childhood, Mr. Spengler?”

“Fighting with the drummer!”

What I really need is a girl, one girl who will be pretty

and patient and understanding. But where do you find

her? Do you take a Variety ad which says: “Wanted—
somebody who can stand being alone most of the time,

must put Up with moodiness, temperament, bathe in re-

flected glory, ask no questions, just be there at the right

words. Or no words at all—just silent understanding.”

He thought of the singers, Bing and Perry and the rest.

Sure, they can be relaxed and casual. Right now,. at this

very second, 500 songwriters all over the world are sitting

writing songs for them to do. And if none of,them are

worth a quarter, there’s always the backlog of Kern and
Gershwin and Berlin.

- Take Me Away From This
[

Right now, at this moment, I got three lousy, overpaid

writers who will write me ‘into oblivion in one season if I

watch them like a hawk. A Broadway show, that’s what I

should do—same thing every night instead of these blank-

ety-blank TV deadlines. But do Rodgers & Hammerstein
send for me? Does Josh Logan? Not a chance. I ad lib

too .much, they insist. I’m too zany. Do they ever see

the drivel I get to say? Just give me civilized material

and I’ll stick to the script, pal. Stick to it six nights a

week and two matinees.

Another cigaret, and the muse twisted. Who needs

Broadway? I reach more people in a half hour than a

Broadway hit comic in two years. And by myself, too. Oh,

I get help here and there. Rocky Marciano has seconds,

too. But who does the belting when the gong sounds?

Wally looked at the big clock, a gift from the grateful
sponsors.

“Those so-and-so writers are 10 minutes late now. If

they tell me they overslept, I’ll spit right in their faces.
Got a better idea. I think I’ll give them a real stunner. It

"ill go like this: ‘Fellers, sit down, I got a brief announce-
ment. I am retiring, quitting, getting out. Going to Rome
for a year. Then to Maine for another. Take all these
jokes, don’t slam the door, see you in two years, don’t
write me, 111 write you!’

”

As he deliciously, constructed his goodbyes, the doorbells
chimed and the parade shuffled by him into the living
room. In order, Lou Cahn, A1 Rose, Milt Balzer, the
writers, augmented by Bart Samuels* Wally’s personal
manager, and Lester Span, the producer of the show.

This is going to be purely wonderful, thought Wally. A
camera. I should havo a camera to record their stupid
faces when I tell ’em.

.
As he opened his mouth to begin, Bart Samuels, ex-

ploded: “Hold the phone, King. I got a flash that won’t
Keep. The network research department called 10 minutes
Kgo.

. I should givd'it.to you slow and tantalizing. But I
Know your sense of pacing, so here it is quick and to the
^ypoint The latest Trendex is in and you now stand

i

74/4, the. highest in the history of television broadcast-

Uf; Jofhp of 14 points. When the sponsors hear, they
will flip, flip, I ten you.’*
.Wally stared at the group for close to 30 seconds. . Then

°Pened wide, he bit his lips savagely, pounded the

screamed*^*
1! hand into the open palm of his other, and

i n Smendrex, ! got a flash for all of you. We’re

tHnb
1V0g

J
ether

' on« big ball club. We gotta push harder,

» wt)rk harder. We gotta come up with new

go to ?
eW

j

g
,
immlcllcs* Beck, this is no time to relax and

'•

British Accord _|
One of the bright spots of the past year was the re-

newal of the ’’British film agreement in September after

only a few. days’ negotiations. The new agreement, cov-
ering the year beginning Oct. 1. 1953, again provides for
the transfer of $17,000,000 annually to the U. S. and also
contains provisions permitting convertibility of certain
amounts of U! S. production investments in Britain.

Hollywood was riot so successful, however, in negotiating
a new film pact with France. The French agreement
expired on June 30, 1953, and although a four-months ex-

tension to Nov. 1, 1953, was arranged, no real progress.,
toward a new agreement had been made. at that date; Re-
ports from abroad indicate that the French are firm in

wanting a reduction in the number of U. S. film import
licenses, (under the old agreement 121 dubbed feature
films were to be imported annually) and also an insistence

for some rnonetary assistance in the distribution of

French films in the Yank market.
In April, 1953, the Italian-American motion picture

agreement was extended until Aug. 31, 1954. Although
the Statistical breakdown as to the . disposition of U. S.

film earnings in Italy remained unchanged, important
changes were written into the extended agreement. This
agreement provides that 50ro of the film earnings in

Italy go into blocked accounts. is available for re-

mittance (an attempt is being made to raise this to 40^ K
with the remainder going to Italiap Film Export, an
Organization to promote the exports of Italian films.

However, none of the funds going to Italian Film Export
were to be expended for the acquisition of distribution

rights to Italian films for the U. S. market or for the
conduct of distribution activities in the U. S. The new
agreement also provided for the broadening of usages
which American film companies might make of funds
from their 50^ blocked accounts.
Problems relating to importation of U. S. films and

transfer of foreign exchange have been encountered in

Spain and the Netherlands. In Spain. American pro-

ducers are refusing to purchase import licenses for their

films at the price asked by the Spanish Government:
After having apparently solved difficulties in connection

with Spanish import licenses by an agreement whereby
the Spanish Government, instead of Spanish producers,

would control the
.
sale of such licenses, new stumbling

blocks have been encountered, among them the alloca-

tion of permits to individual companies.
In the Netherlands, the U. S. industry protested

against the low rental ceiling of 32 , a rr for their films.

The situation there reached the point where Hollywood
threatened to withdraw front the Bioscoop Bond, the

Netherlands film association. In effect this would have
meant withdrawal front the market, as membership in

the Bond is necessary to distribute films in the Nether-

lands, However, in November a new agreement was
(raached which reportedly increased film rental per-

centages and provided for special treatment for new
projection methods such as 3-D, panoramic, and other

films with an illusion of three dimension.

American pix encountered considerable difficulty dur->

lng the past several years in the Brazilian market These
problems have included playing time quotas for Brazilian

films, regulations requiring copies of imported films to

be printed in Brazil, arid difficulties in obtaining import
licenses and transferring film earnings. However, the

situation in Brazil in recent months has steadily im-

proved. In July, 1953, an agreement was reached
whereby remittance of the full amount of. about $16,000,-

000 of blocked film earnings was to be accomplished.

By Nov. 1 it was reported that some $4,500,000 had been
remitted from this market. Import license problems are

being reduced and it is believed that normal trade re-

lations between U. S. film companies and Brazil (one

of our major film markets) will soon materialize.

There has been but little improvement in the Argen-

tine market with regard to importation and distribution

of U. S. films during the past year.

In April, 1953, the Japanese Government announced
that an agreement had been reached with the U. S.

covering the importation of films and transfer of earn-

ings during the fiscal year beginning April 1, 1953. This

agreement provides for the importation of 146 U. S. fea

ALIBIS
By JACK BENNY

Hollywood,
When Shakespeare opened, his comedy, “Taming of the

Shrqw,” in London, it played to half-filled house. After
the performance, he was heard roaring, “Well what do
you expect? Everybody was out watching those new-

fangled cock fights they’re putting on
air over town.”: Now I wasn’t there
to hear this personally. I was just a
babe in arms at the time, but it Was
told to me by a pretty good author-
ity. Shakespeare, who started a lot

of new gimmicks in the theatrical pro-

fession, has gone down in history as

the . first showman who alibied for
bad business. Ever since, then, every
playwright, actor and motion picture
producer has developed some lulus to

alibi a flop.

Since the war, personal appearance
tours throughout the country by

comics have become a boomingprofession. When we comics
go out on the road on one-night stands or one-week engage-
ments, we all expect to break records. And every once
in awhile, we lay an egg. And, I think We’Ve developed
better explanations for a flop than any other branch of
show business. To be a truly outstanding alibi artist, one
must have at his command the most extensive set of logi-

cal reasons for the simple fact that people just didn't
want to see him in that town at that particular time.

,
It was beautiful weather? Well, you can’t expect people

to come to a stuffy theatre when they could be out in the
fresh air. It was raining? Well, you can’t blame anyone
for not leaving the house in the rain. It was hot? Well,
everyone Went to the beach. No, it was cold! Who’s
crazy enough to go out in this freezing weather and stagger
downtown to see a show!

Why, look at the business the department stores did
that day. Terrible! Oh, they did good business? There rs

your answer—everyone was out shopping.. How can you
buck all these big sales!

Arid those agents ought to watchtheir timing when they
set up these tours. Why didn’t they book you any place
during the good holiday business?
And if they book you during the holidays, naturally,

you re dead! Nobody’s got any money before Christmas,
except for Christmas shopping, and after Christmas they’re
broke. Easter week we know is murder; Decoration Day
weekend is the first chance people have to get out of
town after a tough winter; on the 4th of July, everyone is

shooting off firecrackers; on Labor Day, .they’re either at
a parade or a political speech. In November, nobody does
business because it’s just before election. On Election
Day. everyone is out voting! And after election, all the
excitement goes out of a city. Before Thanksgiving, every-
body’s spending their money on buying turkeys, arid all the
rest of the stuff for Thanksgiving dinner. On Thanks-
giving Day. any dope knows that you stay home and have
dinner with your family. After Thanksgiving, you’ve got
the horrible prospect of all the Christmas shopping you've
got to do. so who’s got money to go to a theatre?

In the spring, everybody gets baseball fever, so you're
dead. In the summer, everyone is out of town on vacation;
in the fall, everyone is going to football games, arid how
can you buck basketball in the winter?

If you’ve got a lot of tough opposition, you've got to
split the moneywith the other shows so you can’t do good
business. If you are the only attraction in town, there
isn’t enough excitement to bring people downtown.
And that strike. All those poor guys hanging around.

They haven't had a paycheck in two months. Where
do you expect them to get money for entertainment? Labor
relations good? Everybody working? Sure, then they
put in so much overtime they haven't, got time for shows.

Just look at the ad campaign! You mean lo stand there
and tell me that with one lousy ad they expected to let
people know that you're in town? Oh. they took a lot of
full page ads? Ehh—who looks at newspapers toda.v?
Everybody’s looking at television. Oh. they had a lot of
television trailers on? Well, when you give them all that
free entertainment at home, how do you expect them to
come downtown and pay $4.80 for a seat—and how about
a buck for parking the car—and then a couple of bucks
for a bite after the show. After all. there arc very few
millionaires these days.
And there was no publicity! Oh. there were nineteen

news breaks, plus arrival pictures on every front page,
and five big interviews. Yeah, but on the same day. they
exploded the H-Bomb and scared everyone half to death.
Thinking of that, how can anyone get in the mood for
entertainment. And those interviews . . . they gave away
the whole show, The readers know your routine better
than you do. Why should they pay to hear it?

And let’s face it, nobody could get a babysitter while
you were in. town. It was just an unfortunate break that
every old lady in tow.n had tickets to see Libcrace who
was playing in Indian Creek. 20 miles away.

Jack Benny

tUre films arid for the remittance of 30 r r of the cur-
rent film rentals of U. S. film companies with the other
70?c going into blocked accounts. The Japanese Govern-
ment also agreed to allocate foreign exchange for the
remittance during the current fiscal year of $2,500,000,
which represents about' one-third of the total value of
accumulated yen earnings held in Jfipan by U. S', dis-
tributors as of March 31, 1953;

It is believed that every attempt will bb made bv {lie

U. S. to expand opr market in India and Pakistan, One
of the chief problems encountered in India is the small
number of theatres to accommodate their large popula-
tion.

The distribution of Yank pix in the world market is of
major importance to the motion picture industry. While
estimates vary as to just how important the foreign market
is to U. S, companies, there is general agreement that

revenue from abroad is playing an increasingly important
role in the general economic stability of the industry. It

has been estimated that foreign revenues account for about

40% of the total income of the U. S. film industry, and this

foreign revenue spells the difference between profit and

loss for the American fridustry.
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FOREIGNERS IB 1953 ‘NEW FACES’;

TOUGHER THAN EVER TO CRASH FILMS
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

Hollywood, spot for 1953, did title role in do, “The Big Heat;” Diane Foster,

Bleakest period for fresh faces “Prince Valiant.” “Bad for Each Other.”

In the annals of the screen was the Jay Robinson also rose during Warners: Dolores Dorn did feni-

year just ended. There has been 1953, as Caligula in “The Robe” me lead opposite Randy Scott in

a singular lack* of opportunity for and “Demetrius and the Gladia- “The Bounty Hunter” for first role,

new talent. And 1954 looms equally tors;” Casey Adams, “Destination followed with “Phantom of the

AND

gloomy.
It’s economic. Studios have cut

Gobi,” “Night People. Rue Morgue;” Merv Griffin,

Metro: Customarily offers a siz- This Is Love.”

their contract rosters to- the very able lineup of fresh upcomers but 1 Republic has Ben. Cooper,

bone. Production has been drasti- missed out in 1953, Here are Vit- brought from Broadway legit for

cally curtailed. These two facts torio Gassman, “Cry of the Hunt- “Thunderbirds;” Allied Artists

alorie diminish the chances of the ed,” “Sombrero,” “Rhapsody;” boasts Keith Larsen, co-starred in

unknown to show his wares. Add a Elaine Stewart, after being spot- "Arrow in the Dust.” Ih indie field,

third factor: the decline of *B’ lighted in “The Bad and the Bean- Wayne-Fellows cast Broadway’s
productions which provided the tiful,” snagged femme lead in Geraldine Page opposite John a. L. Mayer

By ARTHUR L, MAYER
During the recent holiday sea- nal brawls and incessant feudinw

son, I spent some time dreaming sooner or later they will be takS«
of the gifts I should like, if it were out of our hands and conducted
in my power, to present to my best according to the rules and personal

friend, the mo- ambitions of bureaucrats and noli
tidri picture ticians, totally unacquainted with
Industry. Here the needs and nature of our busi
are a few that ness.

I think would Continuous research into nPu»

£ han^ techniques and processes, shS
in .1954: to that maintained by every otherMor e pic- major industry, for without con.tuxes, for un- stant inquiry and scientific expert
less our thea- ment we cannot hope to retain our
tres on Main present preeminent slice of thPStreet are public’s entertainment dollar.

r^adv^w Rededication to the COMPO
A. L. Mayer camp^ for the elimination of

training ground for newcomers in “Take the High Ground!” now is Wayne in “Hondo,” and again set . . r, admission taxes for in addition to
fhd nnst Tnriflv the struggling flninff “Rrierarinnn;” Nanette Fa- Mielrev Sbillane. the author, for product tne prosperity ana pres- their hasie iniustipe fho,,the past. Today the struggling doing “Brigadoon;” Nanette Fa- Mickey; Spillane, the author, for
young player must seek other bray, “The Band Wagon;” Jeff co-star role in “Ring of Fear.”
avenues to be discovered. Richards, “The Big Leaguef,” The year 1954 will see reduced

Unpromising as the general situ- “Crest of the Wave.” Edmund Pur- shooting slates. Metro With 20' to

tige of HoUywood^m also soon

The year 1954 will see reduced wither .on .Vine Street.
v

_ • ... a a 1 i.» 1 a *i_i.

their basic injustice, they furnish
an ever-decreasing return to the
national revenue, and an ever in-

Unpromising as the general situ- “Crest of the Wave.” Edmund Pur- shooting slates. Metro with 20 to Better public relations, for with- creasing burden on our harassed

ation is there still have been a dom was brought from N.Y. stage 22, down from around 35; 20th-Fox out the confidence and the under- boxoffices. .

few individual bright lights, Au- for “Julius Caesar” and “The Stu- with from 12 to 16; Paramount, 16 standing of the people it serves no New fGces andnci0 taicnts in
drey Hepburn blossomed' ;

ih'tb
'
(^D;t

i

Prince.” 17;^ RKO, expected to be from media of information or entertain- pictures for, much as we cherish
stardom in her first American pic- Columbia: Jack Lemmon co- eight to 12; Warners, probably 20 ment can function successfully in the stars of yesterday the new ppn
ture, “Roman Holiday,” and fol- starred in “A Name for Herself,” or 22. On the other hand, Allied a modern world. eration on whose favor our futurP
lowed that with “Sabrina Fair/’ ms first picture, co-stars again in Artists expects to hit around 33; Arbitration, for if we fail, within pravpc iho

both at Paramount. “My Sister Eileen;” Jocelyn Bran- Columbia, 50 to

Marilyn Monroe, although on her
Way up for several years, zoomed
into spectacular prominence.

his first picture, co-stars again in Artists expects to hit around 33;
“My Sister Eileen;” Jocelyn Bran- 1 Columbia, 50 to 55; UI, 34.

Foreigners Got Breaks

Some, “unknown” foreign players
were imported for star roles in T M TJ.
Hollywood pictures, . thus giving I I I "I I I

.
|“V

them an edge. Mai Zetterling was J ^ m-w
brought from Sweden by Dena ¥

Productions to costar with Danny
. By FRI

Kaye in “Knock on Wood”; Para-
mount picked Parisienne Nicol Future film historians will have it a lot easier

Maurey to be Bing Crosby's femmet than the present generation of pix executives in

Arbitration, for if we
. rests, craves the reflection Of it«

our own family, to settle our inter- 0wn youth and high spirits in its

screen lovers and heroes.

a The abolition of Government

g
7
c* • film censorship, for the freedom of
O' UU1 vs speech and expression is the tra-

dition which distinguishes our free

"M ft m
world from totalitarian slavery, and

rt I'iTTr K1V no true art can ever attain its fulldlliy J. 1A stature hampered by legalistic re-V strictions and prudish prohibitions.

The standardization of new tech-
niques so that the outstanding

Mlnnlg’s

By FRED HIFT

lead in “Little Boy Lost.”

Future film historians will have it a lot easier over what lenses to buy since only Bausch & Lomb product . of all companies can be

an the present generation of pix executives in made them and channeled them through the equip- made available to all theatres, with-

trying to size up the true meaning and import of the ment houses. out subjecting them to financial
made them and channeled them through the equip-
ment houses.

Bella Darvi, Poland-born, was developments that rocked the business during. 1953. Story was different, howrever, on screens and burdens greater than they can bear.

discovered by Darryl Zanuck in They may call it “the year of the great experi-
Paris and flown here for . top .role ment,” adding regretfully- that it just didn’t pan out.

in “Hell and High Water,” and Or they may put it down in their books in bold let-

now- is in “The Egyptian.” Lau- ters as a significant turning point, when Hollywood
rence Harvey, London actor, makes recognized the folly of technical stagnation and,
his American screen bow in War- roused by crisis, discovered new and exciting hori-
riers’ “The Talisman,” and Lud- zons in the presentation of its pix.

milla Tcherina was - summoned. Whatever the final verdict, there Is no question
“The Talisman
Tcherina waswas - summoned.

from Paris by UI for femme star in that 1953 will stand out as one of the landmarks in
“Sign of the Pagan.” the fortunes of the industry, a year when 3-D proved
Of these, only Mile. Maurey has how fickle the public really is, and Cinemascope

thus far been glimpsed by the’ pub? became a household word of progress even before,

lie. the other films being either anyone had witnessed 3 demonstration of the ana-

still in the editing or production morphic widescreen process.

stage. Carlos Thompson belongs to If Hollywood failed to go all out for CinemaScope
the foreign contingent, too, an im- —even though exhibs should have 65 CinemaScopers
port from Brazil, who made his coming their way during 1954—it did nevertheless

Hollvwood film debut in “Fort Al- switch to wider aspect ratios. A lively controversy

giers.” then was cast opposite Lana developed over the comparative merits of stereo-

Turner in “Flame and the Flesh” Phonic sound, and with Cinerama still looming big

and now is one of the tops in on the scene, something new and simpler—Magna
studio's “Valley of the Kings.” Theatre Corp.’s Todd-AO widescreen system—ex-
Paramount leads with the num- cited the trade with a promise of great new attrac-

ber of promising newcomers, t
tion—via the filmization of the - Rodgers & Hammer-

starting with Miss Hepburn. List .

musical, “Oklahoma!”

also includes Rosemary Clooney, I

The “revolution” in Hollywood, representing the

who screened-bowed in “The Stars i
first

.

extensive change in the production-distribution-

Are Singing ” then “Here Com° I

exhibition pattern since the advent of sound, affected

the Girls.”
'

“Red ’Garters” and
|

every corner of the business. It brought about
“White Christmas”; Pat Crowley, feverish activity and a combination of uneasiness

“Forever Fe m a 1 e.” “Garters.” and triumph. Not since the late ’20s had there been
“Money from Home”; Audrey Dal- !

such a hubbub of speculation, pronunciamentos and
ton, “Girls of Pleasure Island/’ !

predictions. And not for many years was the indus-

“Casanova’s Big Night,” toppers try as united in the fervent belief that, come what
here. may, something new, stronger and better would

Others are Mary Murphy, loaned emerge.

out for “Main Street to Broad- 1 :

’Twas Fv#>r Thus
'

way” and on loanout ever since; — .

r tnu8

Joan Taylor, “The Savage,” first, Perhaps the most worried man in 1953 was the
then loaned to Schenck-Koch for exhibitor. Where the studios took risks, he not only
“War Paint”; Mile. Maurey; Guy shared them, but was faced with considerable invest-
Mitchell, “Those Redheads from ment to implement the changes which, as he was
Seattle”; Brian Keith, “Alaska told, would save his theatre, and insure the future
Seas”; Joanne Gilbert, Kathryn for the entire business in. the face of rising compe-
Grandstaff and Marla English. tition from television and other factors.

.
UI has a fairly sizable lineup but Theatre ops, traditionally on the cautious side,

nothing compared to former years, were enthusiastic over strong grosses rolled up by
nor as outstanding. Lori Nelson 20th-Fox’s CinemaScope initialler, “The Robe,”
came through, in “All-American” which the company treated with a merchandising
and “Tumbleweed”; Kathleen reverence ordinarily accorded a piece of fine art.
Hughes, “It Came from Outer But exhibs didn’t care for the strings that 20th
Space,” “The Glass Web”; Abbe attached to their prize-baby—CinemaScope. They
Lane, “Wings of the Hawk,” “Ride were divided over the value of stereo sound. And
Clear of Diablo.” they shouted in protest as Hollywood, reacting to
Mamie Van Doren, UI’s own the economics of a new medium, began to drastically

. TLTa ri 1 vn TVf “ A 1 !_ A rr\ n pi r* ^ *-» J Cllf. Dm (\ 1 1 ft i rt rt crlrorlc

sound. According to 20th, which insisted.it was anx- A wide expansion of theatre tele-

ious to safeguard the quality of CinemaScope pro- vision together with the granting
jection, none of its films could be booked by a by the Federal Communications
house that didn’t have one of the two approved Commission of theatre TV chan-
screens (Miracle Mirror or Astrolite). Furthermore* nels and licenses for subscription
exhibs either had to equip for multi-channel sound television, from which, special
or go wdt.hout 20th’s product since the* company re- events, will either be permanently
fused to make available its pix with single-track channeled into American theatres
optical sound. ' or into American homes.

F : Exhibs’ Pressure Wins ! - -Av!*!”?!® ?
xMbitor ow’itatioii,

-—— ——— =—— — so that theatre owners, now more
By year’s end, prodded by the combined pressure than ever before confronted by

of exhibs and screen manufacturers, 20th gave way. similar- problems, can overcome
Declaring that it had 1,800 of the country’s large these

, problems by acting and
theatres already equipped with its <widescreens, the speaking as a unit on every fight-

distrib said it would waive screen restrictions for ing front from Film Row to Con-
“small or narrow”, houses. This, in effect, amounted necticut Avenue,
to a capitulation since it was thought unlikely that Increased support by the indus*
many. additional situations would take the, special try of the Variety Club Will Rogers
20th screens which are more expensive.

: Memorial Hospital—for. what avails
As. for sound, 20th agreed to a series of tests on our wealth and our power if we

that issue. The company said that, once it had had fail to use them generously in be*
a chance to evaluate the Results, it would reexamine half of those in our own ranks who
its position re directional sound. Exhibs maintain stand in dire need of help and lov-
that its too costly an item, particularly in the ing care
smaller situations, and that the effects do not jus-
tify the outlay. To which 20th replies that it is in-
sisting on sound for the benefit of the theatres ANOTHER WARNING
rather than its own since four-track sound materially —^

adds to the enjoyment of widescreen productions. Eye—Infection Danger In Theatres
Aspect ratios, which changed with confusing ra- Re-Using 3-D Specs

pidity earlier in The year, settled down gradually,
with studios leaving projection choice up to exhibs, Philadelphia.

,

*«-»“ °£ 3
-p?rsrrrable to take their pick from that ratio down. In the Rattan ToJrena of the PeL$early stages of the wtdescreen ‘'revolution,” many va„i^AssoSon for^ the B*?ndtheatres would widescreen features made in the

vania ASS0Ciatl0n lor ine

conventional ratio. The results were superficially
Dr - Torrens, who .nets as con-

impressive, providing one didn’t mind seeing per-
sultant for the association’s Pre-

formers with half their heads cut off vention of Blindness Department,

The rediscovery of the widescreen—the industry
asSailed the practice of “some the-

has been playing around with it almost from its in-
atre owners and managers,” who

ception and has known about Prof. Henri Chretien’s
rewUSe the 3_D glasses. “Too many

CinemaScope anamorphic lens for almost a quarter
comn1unicab le eye diseases such as

of a century—has brought, about profound changes oonjdnctivitis or pink eye can be

not so much in the actual presentation of films as in
trartsmitted m this manner, ur.

the thinking of the entire business. The air is per-
Torrens declared.

.
vaded by an exciting sense of change and improve- Dr- Torrens emphasized that he
ment. No one wants to agree on actual standards was n°L against the use of the
since no one wants to freeze progress. Inventors are glasses. “What we are going to

still popping out of the woodwork and, hardpressed eliminate is the placing of a re-

as it is for something new to catch the. public’s fancy ceptacle at the theatre exit so that

the industry is happy to lend them an ear with costs Patrons can leave their glasses in

ANOTHER WARNING

Marilyn Monroe, “All-American,” cut production skeds.

loaned to RKO for “Susan Slept Most worried and concerned of all were the small
Here;”. Marcia Henderson starred theatres which felt that not only were, they being'
in “Back to God’s Country,” asked to shoulder an unreasonably high equipment
“Web,” to .Metro for “All I De- bill via screens, sound and lenses, but also that some
sire;” Barbara Rush, “Outer °f the. majors were implementing a long-feared
Space,” "Taza, Son of Chochisd;” streamlining policy, i.e., a policy of basing their cx-
Suzan Ball, “East of Sumatra,” pectntions primarily on the limited number of top-
“City Beneath the Sea;” Gregg..grossing situations around the country.
Palmer, “All-American;” .Buddy 1 ^—5—.

Hackett, “Walking My Baby Back i—-
Mimiras Dynamic Job /

Home ” “Fireman Save My Chikh” Kingpin of all widescreen developments duringA^m
f‘

Win*s of Ihe.llawk,” the year just. past was 20th and its pi-esident,H
taenr>n^’

CatUle fl °m th<S B ack
Pi

Skouras. Dynamje, imaginative and perhaps , a•Lagoon. little ruthless in his flnfpi’miriaiinn in htm/, u „

Home “Fireman Save My Child.;” Kingpin of all widescreen developments during
Win*s of the. Hawk.” the year just.past was 20th and its president,H

taennn^’
031010 fl °m th<S B ack

Pi
Skouras. Dynamje, imaginative and perhaps , a

— oS ‘f aar i!f
Uo ruthless in his determination to hypo the b o20th-Fox: Apart from Marilyn, Skouras pioneered CinemaScope with a single-M

^
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’ loaned for nnndcdness that roused the rest of the industry intoThe Mon Is Blue, attracted at- various degrees of admiration and concern.
V

tention, followed with “We Be- The comoanv sunk millionc l'nfn infarhafinnnl

iawuo uteti-w ui aumirauon ana concern.
The company sunk millions into international com-

.

to Love,” Robert Wagner
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o t ' ,e ™nditions under which its CinemaScopersi notoplay mags No. 1 popularity could be shown. Exhibs didn’t have much choice

a secondard consideration. these . catchalls for later use of
"
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-tt- other customers.”

Limmicks Not Enough
|

And' yet, the reali$ts are ready with a word of
lyarning. Gadgets, they say, are not enough. They
cite 3-D as an example. Stcrcopix came on big
at the start of the year, with “Bwana Devil,” fol-
lowed by the top-grossing “House of Wax” from

XX.IVA uic icai^is are reaay with a word of rpn a . ltIV i.
lyarning. Gadgets, they say, are not enough. They

. 1UA DlfeCtOYS ffleCl
cite 3-D as an example. Stcrcopix came on big
at the start of the year, with “Bwana Devi? ” fof-

Mid-winter meeting of the cxec-

lowed by the top-grossing “House of Wax”’ from utive cortimittce arid the board or

Warners. Then the public scorned to tire of the in- frectors of Theatre .Owners of

consequential 3-D efforts rushed out by Hollvwood Ameri(
?a will be held in Waslung-

Ihousands of theatres that had equipped themselves ^on ’ *Ian * 31 to Feb. 2.

for depth pix, bemoaned the fact that their lifespan Scheduled for airing , are the

seemed to be so short. Viewer sales, which had most recent developments in ar-

skyrocketed, dropped. bitration, the 16m antitrust suit,

As 1953 came to an end, 3-D seemed to get a new subscription TV, the question of

lease on life with a new crop of depthies, made with compulsory use of stereophonic
more technical and artistic care. sound for CinemaScope pix, film

In any case, the industry made up its mind to one rentals, and the Federal 209c ad”

thing.: The public wants and welcomes anything missions tax,

Jib'Ll
11 m

°ri
on Pitres.. Basically, however, it de* A. Julian Brylawski, TOA v.p.»

ands quality ofi content. And that is a truth which is chairman of the host committee.
has had to face f?om the first day it Alfred Starr, exec committee and

ranked a camera arid went into the business of board of directors topper, will Pre
'

providing entertainment for the masses. side at the sessidns.
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RealFrontier Feudin’

In Effete Nevada
By LUCIUS BEEBE

Virginia City, Nev.

The long tradition of feuds, bad feeling, lawsuits, fist-

fighting,
gunfire, resignations from public office, defalca-

t ons and geneological exchanges between long established

eighbors which has been part of life in the West’s least
n

Inhibited ghost town since the days of

the silver kings maintained its status

this past summer throughout the ex-

ploitation of the most thumping bo-

nanza of tourists at any time in Ne-
vada history.

It is notable that Senator William
M. Stewart, a Yale man with the finest

beard west of the Missouri, in the ’60s

became the town’s first millionaire,

not from the riches of the Comstock
Lode, but. from the practice„of law-
defending and prosecuting the suits

which arose among the prospecting
miners. From that time to this civic

bad feeling has been a constanct fac-

tor in the intra mural relationships of this bouncing shrine

of Western individualism.
.

Largely innocent of the riptides of sometimes hysterical

hatred which seethed beneath the surface of C Street,

Virginia’s main drag, the greatest influx of tourists in

the annals of northern Nevada overflowed its saloons,

gaming parlors, hotels, restaurants and historical shrines.

Melodeons dating from the days of Adolph Sutro wheezed

and roared and snarled far into, the Navada night. Whisky

Salesmen conducted campaigns reminiscent of the tech-

nique of Broadway's champagne salesmen of the Manny
Chappelle era for the favors of local taverners. The Terri-

torial Enterprise flung itself into editorial sarabands and

partisan skirmishes with banshee screeches reminiscent of

the time when Mark Twain was' the enfant terrible of its

city stall and Joe Goodman was blasting the daylights out

of rival publishers with a Colt’s Navy revolver.

The season of arrests and charges got off to a flying start

when Florence Edwards, proprietor of the Silver Dollar

Hotel and a local institution of heroic proportions, caused
the jailing of the lady proprietor of a rival hostel just

across the street where a type of syncopated music, de-

scribed by Mrs. Edwards as “bo-peep” was played by ener-

getic enthusiasts into what the formal complaint described

as “the wee hours.” From a cell boasting cut flowers and
curtains ifi the window in Storey County jail, Mrs: Estelle

d’Anna countered that her orchestra never heard of bo-

peep but were practitioners of esthetic measures beyond
Mrs. Edwards’ comprehension known as “de-boop.” After
a restful weekend in the ’gow, away from her more or
less embattled, patrons, some of whom were in the habit of
riding, motorcycles into the bar, Mrs. d’Anna returned
to her place of business and no more was heard of the
charges.

Forty-eighth Anniversary PICTURES 11

Hopalong Colony Cuisine

Shortly thereafter the chef of the Comstock House,
Virginia City’s resort of luxury and fashion where lamb-
chops are listed on the menu at $4.50 and a Colony decorum
usually obtains, filed charges against the Sheriff of Storey
County demanding his ouster instanter on the grounds that
he had refused a petition to halt traffic in a section of town
while a motorcade, of sports car enthusiasts visited the
restaurant. The charges ‘died of legal malnutrition but
touched off a chain reaction of screaming and dementia
when the conservative and influential Oakland Tribune
sent staff reporter Bill Fiset up to do a series on conditions
in the Comstock.

The Tribune is owned by the grand old man of Cali-
fornia Republicanism, Joseph Know-land, whose son Wil-
liam F. Knowland is majority leader on the floor of the
Senate in Washington. Several staffers and executives of
The ^Tribune are graduates of The Territorial Enterprise
or otherwise Virginia City fans, but notwithstanding the
veneration in wiiich the paper is held throughout Western
Nevada, an clement arose in Virginia City crying “un-
favorable publicity” and demanding that The Tribune be
banned on local newsstands. Needless to say, sales boomed,
especially after the most hysterical custodian of the Com-
stock’s moral tone attempted physical measures against
the paper's salesmen and representatives.
During the height of the musical comedy excursions the

chef who had attempted the removal of the Sheriff fled
town m a snowstorm of debts and bad cheques and Sheriff
Jacobsen was confronted with the agreeable duty of post-
hg lnm as wanted by justice.

Needless to detail, these tumults and alarms received a
csoundmg press in Reno, San Francisco. Sacramento and
jacent communities and the crush of tourist trade in

Virginia City landmarks as The Delta, the
Old Washoe Club, Sazarac and Old Capitol bc-
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mos t impenetrable on! weekends. From Piper’s
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1<)w a muSG°m, Mrs. Emmie Penz, its custodian,
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mos t as many customers as in the days wben
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' ba an^ J°e Jefferson trod the hallowed boards
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stage. St. Mary’s-in-the-Mountains, the. town’s
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C ;'tholic shrine, received its first coat of paint in

Bon-uv**’
aric* ®u^alo Bill Shelter, proprietor of the Big

s ‘i,

*?. 3 sort Pf supermarket of. tourist knick-knacks, ore

limn
U

;

ns and *ndian goods, was forced to recruit over-
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*aIcsS»’ls in half dozen lots from Reno.
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f ic cxamPle of Virginia City’s free-w'heeling way
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a:ncd UP when Chief of Police John Byrne,

Slue? n,i.
luw“ in we eany uuuis. v-me ui m*.

Tearoom^
3
j
ec* nex ^ morning in the doorjamb of Greer’s

Vireinh Au another smashed a window in Olive Latte’s

to seo
ub Just as the proprietor poked her head out

Call

t0 ^era^y » What all the shooting was about,

of cnm,„
bcfore the next meeting of Storey County’s board

%rne \i '?
10
?
Grs

.

to exPlain his marksmanship, Chief

"lien nr.

3
!’-

asxe(^ if by any chance he ever took a drink
nglit duty. “What else is there to do> since we

8irls?” asked the chief, and the matter was
promptly dropped,

•
°th

f
r commentary on the Virginia City way was fur-mshed one week recently wben Charles Clegg, fearless

tnri
t
oi
r ^f
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T1
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e^err

i!
orial Enterprise, ran a blazing edi-

torial against toleration of hot rodders in town upon any
a
Jnel

1, Three days later he bought himself an
super-sports Jaguar with a speedometer

U
E A0 tn.p.h. ‘.‘ft shows an open mind,” he

explained. Also it adds a dimension to my conversation,
i am told that Jaguars are, in the vernacular, 'ecstatically
gcur^v •

rri/
n
^
0

I

iarno1
-

1 affaiirs of the community it reports,,
ine Enterprise itself is enjoying a bonanza of eye-popping
proportions, Finding the job printer who for years had
produced its slender editions unequal to a new prosperity,
its proprietors this summer built themselves a costly new
printing plant behind the historic Enterprise Building in G
Street with its memories of Mark Twain and Dan De Quille
and is running weekly print orders of 6,000 papers, just 20
times the entire population of the community, in which it
is published. Its columns bulging prosperously with na-
tional advertising, its editorial columns widely reprinted
throughout the West, the paper is enjoying a prestige com-
parable to that in which it was held in the Comstock’s great
days when it was the most influential and richest news-
paper property between Chicago and the Coast.

Quite obviously Northern Nevada isn't achieving the
-spotlight whiclTTEs“extravagant pressageritry, shrewd show-
manship and gaudy spending has centered ort Las Vegas,
^ > Iif

no 18n ^ ^uu^Plaiuiufi* Things are really good there
and there is an undercurrent of confidence in Reno’s more
conservative foundations and background which isn’t alto-
gether impressed .with the permanence of Las Vegas and
its flamboyant nightlife.

And whatever business Reno gets overflow's into its his-
tone suburb on the side of Sun Mountain. Virginia City
this summer has been crawling with names that make
n
f
ws

, J
j®ca^s wbo were once impressed with the presence

of celebrities now don’t bat a n° eyelash to find themselves
standing in The Delta beside Cole Porter or stumbling overC Street s ancient board sidewalks with Ellen Mackay
Berlin.. Nationally known writers such as Ward More-
house and Stanton Delaplane make a point of visiting Vir-
ginia City not once but several times a year and at least
three documentary films detailing its historic background
are in process of manufacture. A Hollywood corporation
called Bonanza Productions, under the guidance 6f:Sani S.
Taylor, is planning a series of commercial’ films aimed atTV framed in the economy of The TCrritorial Enterprise"
and drawing story material from its old files.
Never a dull moment in Virginia City,

Post Mortems Of 1953
By ALBERT STILLMAN

f Rhymes Out of the B'Way Nursery
1 For Variety's

. 48f)i Anniversary

No truer words was ever said —

-

Than Charlie Dressen's: “The Giants is dead.”
Mexico; where the climate’s dryer,

Has coffee, sugar and O'Dwyer.
In no way was the trotting. scandal

Harmful to the trotting handle.

Who cheers ’em up when they’re sad and lonely?

Joe E. Lewis, the One and Only,

Who said: “In Las Vegas they’ll soon contrive.

“A schoolhouse called P. S. 6 to 5.”

A proverbial song called: “Rags to Riches”

Had me in the proverbial stitches; r

And of “Doggie in the Window." which did all right,

I'd say its bark was worse than its bite.

LaRosa, a singer of great ability, •

Is trying to find his Lo'st Humility.

“Dial M for Murder** was a natch;

“The Seven Year Itch” made lots of scratch;

“The Frogs of Spring,” it seems, evoked

Few' critics’ plaudits, so it croaked.

But R. and H.’s “Me and Juliet”

Was also panned, so there's no rule yet.

As for “The S. G. Cadillac,”

Of Gilt-edged wit, it had a lack.

.

And—put this down as quite an oddity—
Tea was the theatre’s top commodity.

The N. J. voters O, K.’d Bingo.

I love the Works of Colonel Stingo.

Sources close to Senator Joe
Sav Little Red Riding Hood’s bound to go.

The Songsmiths’ Cause seems most deserving—
So where’s your contribution, Irving?

I liked her singing and I liked his squibs

—

Referring to Georgia and Wolcott Gibbs.

Things at the Music Hall were so sunny,

They paid my sal’ry and still made money.
The moppets mopped up with a eoupla clicks.

It. 'snowc.d all day on November 6.

“From Here to Eternity” made a pile;

“The Robe” kept the Roxy warm quite a while.

The TV “Lear” was a royal bore.

Frankie and Ava ain’t lovers no more.
Better for headaches than a bromo,

The dulcet tones of Perry Como.
Fred Allen, who used to poke such fun

At giveaway shows, is running one.

As airy as Central and Prospect Parks:

Milton Berle and Groucho Marx.

I always stop and I always go

For the “Invitation to Learning" show.

Of cracks-on-wax, my special pet

Was “St. George and the Dragonet.’*

That banks may soon pay 3%
Should interest, the provident.

Robert W’agner will run the town.

The Center Theatre is coming down.

My feet are cold, my hands are clammy,

I wish that I were, in Miami '1

Instead of opening the door

Of foolish, freezing ’54!

THE LECTURE ROUTINE
The Man Who Speaks for His Dinner

Suffers Many Inconveniences—But
There Are Compensations, Too!

By BENNETT CERF

Bennett Cerf

The lecture circuit is a pleasant, ego-salving, and
lucrative routine for people

.
who. like. to. talk, in public—,

and those who don’t soon fall by the wayside—but it’s far

from the. gold mine some would-be spielers picture it to be.
Sure, a successful lecturer drags

down what sounds like a yery impres-
sive fee—especially to the group that
is paying it—for £ single hour on the
podium, but the net, unfortunately,
isn’t even close to the figure quoted.

In the first place, lecture bureaus
extract an unholy commission—up to
50% when they pay all the traveling
and living expenses, a third when the
-lecturer pays them' himself; One ob"-'

noxious highbinder, prominent—-or
should I say notorious—in the racket
asks even more than that when he
feels he can get away With it. Unless

several dates have been set up within a short distance of
one another, and on consecutive days, it can be readily
seen that if you're footing your own bills, a large part of
the take is dribbled away in fares, hotel bills, and food and
drink.

In the second place, lectures in any but the biggest
cities involve inferior accommodations,

. arrivals and de-
partures at unbelievably inconvenient hours, and travel
over bad roadbeds in r.attly, obsolete equipment. Ever rid-
den the Pennsy from St. Louis to Columbus? Or the Soo
Line from Chicago to Duluth? If not, don’t tempt fate!

In the third place, a lecturer’s work does not begin when
he strides out before his audience, but the very minute he:

hits town. He may have looked forward to a whole day in
Squeedunk as just the place to hole up in his hotel, safe
from interruptions, and finish that manuscript he’s been
carting around in his valise for the past week. Perish the
.thought.’ . .A committee of welcome. pounces upon. ..him -as

he descends from the plane or Pullman, and whisks him
off, in turn, to be interviewed over the radio by the. local
Mary Margaret McBride, photographed for the high school
monthly, guided ' through all four floors of the state's

largest hairpin factory, and exposed to a pageant depicting
the landing of the Pilgrims by students of the seventh
grade performed for the business men's luncheon club.

Then, of epurse, there's the dinner preceding the lecture
and the reception that follows I'm convinced the same
little group follows me from town to town. The rich
hostess, who makes up the forum's deficit each year and
therefore gets, the privilege of entertaining • all... visiting
lions—surely this is the selfsame Mrs. Fluegelheimer to
whom I thought. I had waved a fond farewell at the pre-
ceding stop? No, she’s tellmg jne again how she herself
has written a jolly little juvenile that simply convulsed
her own grandchildren. “Why don’t you submit it to us?”
I ask 'with a fine show of enthusiasm, and she answers—
as always. “I did—but you nasty people sent it right back!”
And there's the wispy local' poet again—the one who's

so eager to know what Truman Capote is really like.
And the book reviewer of the Weekly Sentinel whose re^
quests, for a. free copy of a $30 art folio were so rudely
ignored by our publicity department. And' the com-
munity tycoon who hasn't read a book in 30 years and
doesn t care who knows it. i“lt was all those literary
fellers in the New Deal who got this country into its
present fix."j

The Whvfore of It All

Why. then, do knowing folks like John Mason Browm,
Quentin Reynolds. Eleanor Roosevelt. Emily Kimbrough.
Norman Cousins, et al., resolutely hit the lecture trail

every season? Because the compensations far outweigh
the drawbacks I have enumerated. There’s the oppor-
tunity for seeing the real America—and the wonderful
people w,ho inhabit it. Even the Mrs. Fluegelheimers warm
up as the day progresses, and turn out to be sympathetic,
friendly souls, eager to imbibe a little innocent “culture.”
and proud of their local communities. The lengths to
which they will go to make a stranger comfortable are
often fantastic.

There’s the vanity' angle, too—the speaker’s satisfaction

in knowing that this is strictly a one man show , and that
everybody in the audience is there just to hear inn). The
lecturerwho denies that this gives him a basic kick is lying
in his teeth. Finally, there’s the never dimming satisfac-

tion of 'speaking to the occasional college audiences

—

anywhere from 2-12.000 students (attending voluntarily
and on their own time>. who are right on the ball every
minute of the way, ready to laugh at your better sallies,

sure to pop up with something provocative and startling
in that question period. Anybody who hasn’t yet experi-
enced the thrill of earning a solid, heart-warming burst of
laughter from a tough, highly critical college audience has
something mighty exciting to look forward to!

Experienced lecturers shy instinctively from having

wives or intimate friends attend their lectures. There's

nothing like a beady-eyed wife to take the starch out of a

“funny-thing-happened-to-me-this-evening-on-the-way-to-thc-

auditprium” story when you know she’s heard you tell it at.

least 50 times before.

One lecturer was so adamant about excluding his wife

from- his' lecture series that she secretly visited his book-

ing agent and signed him up at twice his regular fee

(she owns about six knitting mills and could afford tc

indulge herself). The husband turned up. somewha*.
mystified, ai the address given him and' found his wife

dressed to the. teeth, awaiting him. in solitary- grandeui
with her arms folded. "You’ve been paid to do your, stuff;

she commanded. “Give!” The husband, no slouch he! ap-

preciated the humor of the situation, spoke eloquently and
at length, concluding, “Ladies and gentlemen: unless these

tired eyes of mine deceive me, I spy my wife in this dis-

tinguished audience. If I’m correct, it’s the first time in

12 years she’s allowed me to get a word in edgewise. I

thank you.”
The wife applauded vigorously. _As she explained latqr,

“I liked the lecturish look in his eyes!”
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There’s No Substitute For Plenty
Curtailing Production and Freezing Out Theatres Is a Goofy Way 1

Re-awaken Interest in Moving Pictures

By ABRAM F. MYERS*

“What’s wrong with the movies?” standard cameras as well as by the 4*

admits of a clear-cut and obvious Cinemascope method, or to refuse

answer: Fewer people are attend- to make conventional prints avail-

ing the theatres than formerly, able when the pictures are so pho-
What to do tographed, is consistent only with

..
about- thisi isi a a purpose to freeze out the thea-
timely subject

, tres which are not adapted to wide-
for ^ebate *

. , i j

screen or stereophonic installa-A
,

'v
I

* 1
tions, including driveins.

agree that im- To appreciate the extent of the
pinch one must bear in mind that

*h® P'°d~™,i one major film company has an-
a
i£

rI
T^,

re
,hii Bounced that hereafter it will pro-

£5

Vet Story EditornReel* Off A Rich Fountainhead
At Yet Untapped

By JAMES J. GELLER

Qri J ffiic
mvuuvvu uiat il^icaiici IV win piu-

t vpHIv 'hi- duce only Cinemascope pictures.
1 veiny ue All tintnna nf ttin ntViorc T

Abram F. Myers
.. __estingjn.eth.ads

also are important and, certainly.

lieve is^being A11 but one of the others, I believe,

accomplished
6 have announced that they will

New°and inter-
make s°me pictures by that proc-

esting methods
ess ' The ann9unced titles indicate

tb&'Tnajdf^atffactibns wiin>tr
.

* ’ in Cinemascope, i merely repeat
we have a surfeit of these. But What everybody knows when -I say
most important of all is a high in- that without access to the top

dustry morale and this includes the grossing pictures no theatre can
_ 1 nnnrn rtn SUrVlVC.
elements of confidence, courage

and a willingness to cooperate

wholeheartedly in a great cam-

Givc The Public A Break
|

Let us forget the exhibitor for a

* Chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors and General Counsel, Al-
lied States Association of Mi 'ion
Picture Exhibitors .

^ '

paign to bring people back, into
j

foment and turn our attention to

the theatres. i

bis patrons. If the movies are to

This campaign cannot be success- retain their hold on the American

ful,.v carried oil by W W
ment or interest in the industry. It should be denied the privilege of
calls for the enthusiastic coopera- seeing the best pictures. And yet

tion, and for the utmost exertions, i4 « now- seriously proposed, not

of every man and woman now en- °P ,, u >
thousands of: theatres,

gaged in the business. Anyone Who i

all be frozen out. but that their

thinks that showmanship resides
1 Patrons shall be relegated, to tele-

only in New York and Hollywood -J’lsipn as their only means of en-

simply has not associated wTith ex- tertainment.

Jiibitorsv.- But: in order, to generate .... It is idle to suppose that the at-
the necessary* degree of enthusiasm ' tendance potential can be realized
every exhibitor must feel, not

^
by reducing the number of the-

merely that he is a part of the mo-
j

atres. Millions of moviegoers are
tion picture industry', but a wel- dependent on their neighborhood
come and necessary part, and that

' or local theatres, or on driveins,
other elements in the business are

; for motion picture entertainment'
truly interested in working with They cannot, for a variety of rea-
Lira and are not planning to ex- sons, be attracted to the metropoli-
clude him from it. tan key runs. While like their big-

Curtailing the production of city cousins they, too, have become
films and freezing out the small ex-

,
choosy, they are as loyal a class of

hibitors is a goofy way to. re- customers as the industry has. They
awaken interest in the movies and also want to see the best pictures
stimulate theatre attendance. If

,
and in any sane view of the matter

the trend in that direction con- they should have the opportunity
tinues it will prove as futile a

.
to do so.

means of '‘saving the movies” as There is legal justification for
the pig-killing program was in aid- holding back a subsequent-run the-
ing the farmers. The farmers w ere atre for a reasonable time in order
spared the consequences of that to protect the prior run. Even then
folly by huge Government subsi- it must be shown that the competi-
dies. No one in his right mindl sup- tion between the two theatres is

poses that Congress now* will ap- substantial. In recent, years the
propriate money to reward the film distributors have come to recog-
companies for pictures they do not nize that the competitive factors as
make or refuse to sell. between different runs and. par-

If-4—have- seomed-a -little - shrill ticularlv. different classes of the-
in recent utterances on this subr atres has been greatly exaggerated,
ject. I answer that my vehemence In seeking a faster playoff they
was in proportion to the menace to have voluntarily reduced the clear-

my clients. When men in high . ance in, many such situation, there-

)

places speak glibly of eliminating
’

' —

—

10.000 theatres. I know whose the-

.

atres they mean. But even if my
j

clients were not threatened with
imminent destruction by. this sud-
den passion for fewer pictures and •

fewer theatres. I still would be
opposed to the trend because it is

essentially unsound and contrary
to the American concept of an
economy of abundance,.

Starving The Theatres

The trend toward contraction
and exclusion got under way be-
fore Cinemascope or even 3D ap-
peared on the scene. Exhibitors
have been complaining of what
seemed to be a systematic reduc-
tion in the

.
number of releases

since World War II. Recent inno-
vations in production and exhibi-
tion, requiring the installation of
sometimes scarce and always ex-
pensive equipment, have made the
condition acute.

At this point I must explain that
If the independent exhibitors were
merely the incidental victims of
a march of progress with which
they could not keep in step, their
complaints might excite sympathy
but would npt carry conviction.

The relentless reduction in the
number of releases in all media

—

conventional, 3D and Cinema.Scope
—cannot be attributed to techno-
logical advances. A refusal to sup-
ply prints with a single (optical)
soundtrack to theatres that cannot
afford stereophonic installations il-

lustrates a state of mind, not a
mechanical problem. And to re-
fuse to photograph plays with

NICK LUCAS
STAGE—RADIO—TV
CAVALIER RECORDS

1300 20th Ave.
San Francisco Calif.

by recognizing that the actual coitk

petition between the different

classes of theatres was not impor-
tant.

In the cases that have been
brought to my attention in the
heated controversy of the past few
weeks, I have noted very few where
the preceding run, which is giving.

“The Robe” the full CinemaScopic.
treatment, could have been af-

fected seriously, if at all, by per-
mitting the subsequent-run or
small town theatre to exhibit the
picture minus stereophonic sound,
or on whatever screen had been
installed therein, or, for that mat-
ter, from a standard print on a
conventional screen.

Neither can I see wherein the
distributor would be hurt by per-;

mitting the smaller theatres to
show Cinemascope pictures in
whatever way they can. Most of the
mechanical objections that have
been offered have already vanished
into thin air.

When it comes to exhibition on
a standard size screeji in a theatre
or drivein where large screen in-
stallation is impossible, I cannot
see wherein that treatment will
hurt the picture. Certainly it Has
not handicapped “From Here to
Eternity.” During this remarkable
run some very notable pictures
have bowed in and bowed out of
the local scene,

I cannot emphasize too strongly
that I am not attempting to dis-

continued on page 59)

Hollywood.

There was a period during the

lush and plush days of Hollywood

when studios displayed a lively in-

terest in the acquisition of story

properties.

Every major, studio and home
office maintained a sharp lookout
for scoops over its rivals. Not only

were they able to snatch galley-

proofs far ahead of actual publica-

tion date, but frequently installed

a pipeline direct to the author’s
mind. The studios even made it

their business to be acquainted
with the works in progress

-
Tonig

before the manuscripts went to the
publishers. The mere announce-
ment that a stage producer had
optioned a new play was a signal

for the enterprising story editors

to cajole the author’s* agent into a
glimpse at the script. The perspi-

cacious editors kept a ceaseless

vigil on the progress of the play.

They followed it out of town rather
than risk competition at the subse-
quent opening on Broadway.

At this writing, the home office

scouts are rarely to be found at

opening nights in their official ca-
pacity; much less at the out-of-

town tryouts. There are plays
which have had long, extensive
runs oh Broadway as well as suc-
cessful road tours but which were
greeted by the film producers with
a silence long, measured and elo-

quent.

It was only a few years ago, B.T.
(before television) that Broadway
siphoned almost every stage ex-
hibit into the Hollywood ranks,
Today, Pulitzer winners as well as
New York Critics’ Award selectees
receive no recognition from the
film capital. Here and there, of
course, one or two acknowledged
stage, hits are actually snapped up
for the films, but nothing like the
competitive flair of yesteryear.

The only published volumes that
have a chance for serious consid-
eration, are those which lend
themselves currently to the wide
screen; such as the so-called
swashbuckling costume affairs, sci-

ence, fiction, western and biblical
subjects. Even then, it takes con-
siderable - time before the studio
finally seals a compact for its' pur-
chase. As for “original” stories,
in spite of the fact that employ-
ment is at its lowest ebb among
the screenwriters, they seem no
longer interested in submitting
original material.
A survey of the low budget films

will reveal that their producers

ROBERT RYAN
sumintr In ShaW^r*. Cmiolonus for the Phoenix 'rheiure, Xetv York. Directed by John Houseman,

have bedevilled the public with a
thousand variations of the Jesse
James saga; the doublet and hose
and

.
flashing swordplay derived

from the Robin Hood legend; the
picaresque characters created by
Dumas; the monkeyshines front the
Arabian Nights Entertainment; the
ancient gun, Indian and horseplay
business of the west, and those
lacklustre and unimaginative Mar-
tian exhibits.

Here and there, the majors have
made thdir own forays into the
Arthurian and rocket-to-the-moon
and Bagdad territories. Notwith-
standing these achievements, the
general atmosphere regarding the
overall story situation is less than
inspiring. Perhaps it can be laid
chiefly to curtailed production, the
continual remakes and the dust-
ing off of the unproduced proper-
ties from the shelves. There is ac-
tually no enthusiasm nor excite-
ment regarding the acquirement of
new properties.
Without ransacking the plots of

those works that ate in public do-
main, there are literally dozens of
authors of our generation as well
as the last, whose eminent offer-
ings have scarcely been touched,
many not at all. It might prove a
windfall for the studios to explore
these possibilities.

Specifically, the works of Thomas
Mann should be thoroughly re-
examined. It is beyond me how
anybody r

could "overlook' “The
Magic Mountain” or his “Joseph”
books; the lifetime writings of
Sherwood Anderson with special
emphasis On his short story “I
Want to Know Why ” the offerings
of James Stevens. Somewhere in
the 40-odd volumes of Eliot Paul,
you’ll surely find something appro-
priate for the screen. The works
of Aldous Huxley have scarcely
been tapped. There are several
volumes by D. H. Lawrence whicn
should appeal to the producers;
not all of his writings are on the
order of “Lady Chatterley’s Lover ”

No one has done anything with the
marvelous fantasies of Lord Duns-
any. I have yet to find any of
Joyce Carey’s works gobbled up
for the screen. A few.of the books
of John Dos : Passos should have
long ago been coveted by the pro-
ducers, for example his Manhattan
Transfer which reads like a screen-
play. What about Sholem Aleichem
who ranks with the literary im-
mortals? There is pure gold to be
found in many of the works of
Paul Green, Christopher Isher-
wood, Andre Malreaux. As for the
literary elders of the past genera-
tion, the works of George Moore,
Anatole France, George Gissing,
Gerhardt Hauptmann, Romaine
Rolland, Frank R. Stockton

.
and

many, many others whose names I

will supply on demand.
Let it no longer be said that

there is a dearth of available ma-
terial.

I My Life as Sam Katzman

’—By SAM KURTZMAN

—

Hollywood.

First I must explain that I am
a dentist who writes on the side,

and vice versa. In other words,
beside practicing dentistry I sell

occasional articles to magazines
and contribute at times to televi-

sion shows. But that isn’t what
giyes nle trouble. It’s my name.
A couple of years ago when a

piece of mine appeared in a maga-
zine I read this news item in one
of the Hollywood trade; papers:

“Sam Katzman’s article “Laugh-
ter by the Yard” appears in this

week’s Collier’s. Sam Katzman had
been a writer for Eddie Cantor for
five years.”

Frankly, I did not begrudge pro-
ducer Sam Katzman the mention in
a trade paper, but he really didn't
need it. That very same daily had
an item about what pictures he was
shooting, another item about what
actors he was hiring, and a news
release discussing his distribution
arrangements. Sam Katzman need-
ed the extra publicity like TV
films need married couples. -

When I called the show business

(Continued on page 40)



JAN. 1

8

— First CinemaScope anamorphic lenses flown to 20th’s studios.

JAN. 26—20th executives view preliminary CinemaScope test reels.

JAN. 28— 20th announces “The Robe” will be first production in CinemaScope.

FEB. 2 -^ 20th adopts CinemaScope for all its productions.

FEB. 23 — “The Robe” goes before the CinemaScope cameras.

MAR. 18—First-demonstration of CinemaScope unanimously acclaimed by
exhibitors, industry executives; technicians and world press.

MAR. 18—Loew’s, Inc., announces M-G-M will produce in CinemaScope.

APR. 24—CinemaScope demonstrations start in New York, followed by
showings in all principal cities of the world.

MAY 12— 20th announces perfection of revolutionary single-film 4-track

magnetic stereophonic sound system.

JUNE 2— United Artists goes CinemaScope.

JUNE 25—Walt Disney goes CinemaScope.

AUG. 11—Industry and press hail first demonstration of CinemaScope 4-track •

magnetic stereophonic sound system.

SEPT. 16—Eight months after first CinemaScope tests, “The Rohe” has World

Premiere Presentation at Roxy, New York.

SEPT. 24-First week*of “The Robe” at Roxy grosses world record $264,428.

OCT. 22—Canadian premiere of “The Robe.”

OCT. 29—Columbia goes CinemaScope.

NOV. 4 — Warner Bros, goes CinemaScope.

NOV. 9— “How to Marry a Millionaire,” second great CinemaScope production,

starts breaking records across the country.

NOV. 19—London premiere of “The. Robe.”

NOV. 27—Rome and New Zealand premieres of “The Robe.

p[(t 3 _ Paris premiere of “The Robe.”

9 _ Australian premiere of “The Robe,”

, Germany premiere of “The Robe.”

, World Premiere of “Beneath the 12-Mile Reef” at Roxy, N. Y.

, Mexico premiere of “The Robe.”

, World Premiere of “King of the Khyber Rifles” at Rivoli, N.Y.

. 84-theatre day and date Christmas holiday engagement of “The Robe

starts ip New York City area.
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‘No Business Like
By EDDIE DAVIS & MARK FERRIS

MUSIC (8 Bars, Chorus, “There's No Business Like

Show Business”—Fade.)
'

COMIC
There’s rip business like show business; A lot of words

and music have been written about show business. Actors,

singers, comedians—-all spend hours reminiscing about

their profession—about the old days-—the great acts—
the big names—the hardships and rewards. But what
about the people in other businesses? The butcher, the

salesman—the insurance: man—the truckdrivers or teach-

ers? No one ever writes a song about them; Take the

pushcart, peddler for instance. He has his heartaches arid

thrills, too—his great moments of laughter arid
.
drama;

Just Tike show people, he appears before the public. He
does one-night stands. With his customers, he wants to

be a hit., The pushcart business might have been as popu-
lar as show business ; . if Irving Berlin had written a .

song about it!

MUSIC (Introduction to "There's No Business Like
Shout Business.)

COMIC.

:

— (Puts on battered felt hat, bandana, large Italian mous-
tache and: ancient cordurby coat. He brings pushcart on
stage., loaded with fruits and vegetables,.paper bags, scales,

etc.) (Sings.)

There’s no business like the .pushcart business .

Lika no business I know.
Everything about it is appealing.
Everyone a-like the pushcart -mam

'

Nowhere else you get that kind of feelin’
When the cop’s arstealin’

That extra banan’!
MUSIC ( Fade to background.)

COMIC (Talking)
;

Sun-ama-gyn! Whysa the cop always take-a the fruit

from the push-arcart-a man?. He. don’ go in the theatre

arid steaha the acter-^maybe he don’-a like ham! But the

push-a
.
cart-a business is-a wonder /ul! Ail it takes is a

little push—a. loud-a voice-1—and a big-a pull! A pushcart
man .is riot-a made^-he’s arborn. It takes-a the talent to

sell-a the corn. If you don’t believe me—ask Milton
Berle!' f Sings.)

There’s no people like-a pushcart people.
They laugh when they are low.
Yesterday they tell • you to. change your course,
You'll wind up-a broke—with-a remorse;
But next day you’ve hitched your wagon to a horse!
Let’s go—make-a the dough!
MUSIC (Fade to Background.)

COMIC (Talking) v

But-a makin’ the money isn’t everything. The push-a
cart business gets in-a your blood. And it-a runs in the
family too. Take-a my wife. I’ll never forget-a the day
we met. We was:a both doin’ a one-night stand on the
same-a corner. She was-a sellin' lima beans; I was-a
sellin' corn. I told-a her then—we could-a make such
beautiful suc-o-tash together. When ! met her, she was-a
gorgeous peach. Now, she’s just an ol.d-a tomatoe! But
what a family we got. They was-a bom to be peddlers—
as a matter-of-fact, they was-a born in a pushcart! The
first one we call-a Spiid—he was-a born between the Long
Island and the Idaho potatoes. The next-a one, he’s-a
bom right between the onions and the garlic. What a
little stinker he turned out to be! And the third bambino
... he was-a skinny like-a string bean. He had-a cauli-
flower ears, a turnip nose, a head like a cabbage—arid
he’s-a grow up to be a vegetable dinner! Instead Of a
hat—he wears a poached egg An'-a let me see . * . next
we had-a the triplets. We named them-a Carrot, a-Radish
and a-Celery—because they come in bunches. The only
thing about the push-a cart business I don’t-a like, is the
Up and downs. Today, you’re up . . . a real high ciass^—
tomorrow you're-a flat on your asparagras!
MUSIC < Verse to “No Business Like Show Business.”)

COMIC
The lettuce—the apples—the kids.and the cops,
The windows that-a raise when you yell..

The headaches—the heartaches—the backaches—the flops.
The money you lose on what you don't sell.

The people that pinch what you have for sale.
The license you buy to stay out of jail!

There’s-a no business like the. pushcart business
It’s either fast or slow
It’s-a grand-a feeling when your name you see
A-painted on your pushcart marquee . . .

And they review your act in Variety!
And you read what-a they say!

MUSIC (Fade)
COMIC (Takes copy of Variety from coat pocket and
reads

>

PasquaU! A Soccoli With His Broccoli

!

Tony Pasquali does a single and has ’em-a rollin’ with
his pushcart. He's-a loaded! Most of his stuff is fresh
and the customers, they went for it. However, some of his
oldies laid a big egg plant.. His apples rieed-a polish and
his berries are-a too blue—and-a not in good taste. But
his mushrooms, they killed-a the' people-—they was-a poi-
son! Standout was his. specialty number, “Potatoes are
cheaper:”. He did a terrific selling job a hickthe customers a
ate it up. They asked for more. With-a the proper vehicle,
Pasquali should go far. For a close, he displayed some-a
fast footwork when* chased by the cops—and when his-a
pushcart . turned over, he finished with a big smash! Right
now. producers Rodgers. & Hamm erstcin are talking bush
ness with-a him. Sa mRodgers and Irving Hammerstein,
producers of fruits and vegetables, They think he’s-a
cinch to get the push-cart trade.

(Throws Variety Away and Sings)
There's no business like the pushcart business.
You’re always on the go.
Everything about it is appealing.
When you make the pushcart your career.
Nowhere could you buy that happy feeling
As you go wheeling throughout thb year!

MUSIC <Fade to Nostalgic , . Scntiniental Background)
' v ' comic

'
•'

•

The pushcart business is-a great.. For 50 years I’ve
been-a before the public. I’m-a eelebratiri’ my golden corn
anniversary. Fifty years, of one-night stands—of Openings
and closings—of-a work and-a grind—the long runs I had,
A/ith the e.ops-a dose behind. '.It seems like yesterday—

I

_wa^-aj3]axin’-Jl^Q^-d;iy.
. Pitkin aventie-j-n-t-he^niorning . .

Flatbush for a matinee-! Fifty years of laughter .and-a

tears . . . arid-a makin' change. But it takes more than
wheels arid-muscle , . . fruits and-a vegetables arid scales

to. make a cart. You’ve-a got to have it here—(Taps
Breast

)

—You’ve-a got to push from the heart! I know
them all—the biggest names . . . who reach-a the top . . ,

the big-a time—And the small-a ones, too . . . Who pooped
out-a tryiri’ to make-a the climb! Look! across the, street

•

. . , It’s that old soft melon; man—Peddler Pete! And
over there . . . isn’t that . ; .? Yes .. ..

. it’s-a that; wonder-
ful, sweet old man . . the one and only Garlic Sam! How
he used to turn ’em away

:
MUSIC (Intro to ‘‘You Gotta Start Off Each Day With a

Song”)
COMIC :

But what’s-a happened to the old bunch? Wherri have
they gone? Schnozzola Jim-^what-a happened to him? Re-
member how he used to come on?

(Sings and Does Durante Impresh)
You gotta start off each day with some fruit! (Speaks)

California style! Stop the music!

MUSIC (Stops)
COMIC

Let me hear a flute solo!. A solo on the flute!

MUSIC (Flute and Reeds Render Discordant Passage)

COMIC
That’s no flute solo! It sounds more like a flute salad!

.
I grit a million of ’em! I’m-a walking’ down the street with
my pushcart of sailor oranges—navel, of course; And
I’m yellin’ “Get your oranges ... 10 cents a bushel” And
the first think I know, a truck backs into my pushcart of

oranges. SOUND ( Crash!)

COMIC
Get your orange juice—10 cents a glass! Get your

orange jUice—10 cents a glass!

MUSIC ( Sock Cue : Last 24 Bars of Chorus "Show Busi-
ness,”) •

COMIC
There’s no people like-a pushcart people
The miles they push for dough!
MUSIC (Fade.)

COMIC
That’s-a true! The peddler business is-a hard on the

feet—but it takes-a the smile to sell folks riri the street;

And 'sriirietimes a song helps the sale along. Remember
String Bean Sam . . . and his-a string bean band!
MUSIC (Intro to "Toot Toot Tootsie ”)

COMIC
I can see him now—a pushin’ along, singin’ his-a string

bean song! ( Sings ala Jolsom) String, string beans a good
buy! Come and give ’em a try! (Jump to last 16. bars.)
Watch for the sale! A bring-a your pail!

If you want a full bucket then you get it wholesale!
Come and give 'em a try! String, string beans—a good buy!

. ; music (Out.)

.

COMIC
And there's that-a grand old gal—queen of the pushcart

steppers! ;

Soflna Tucker-r-the last-a of the red hot peppers!
MUSIC ("Some of These Days”)

COMIC (Sings)
Some of these days, you’re gonna; miss iriy. melons!
You’ll wish then you had bought what I was sellin’!

You’re gonna miss my specials—you’re gonna miss my bar*
• gains! .

You’re gonna miss yorir big, fat, pushcart mama . , . one
of these days! .

MUSIC (Segue Back to Nostalgic Background)

COMIC
Ah ... that brings-a back memories . . . of all the great

faces—and famous places; Mott street and Shubert Alley
. . . Delaricey street and Officer O’Malley—the Bronx and
Queens . . . and Brooklyn, too . : ... Remember that tenor
from Tenth avenue? Mario Lantsmari?
MUSIC ("Be My Love”)

COMIC (Sings a la Mario Lanza)
Buy from me-e-e- (vibrato)
For no other can be-e-e-at (vibrato)
My pri-i-i-ces! (vibrato)

.
MUSIC ( Out Sharply.)

COMIC
What, a yoice! He developed that style, a-singin’ while

he’s-a pushin’ up the hill. Ezio Pinza,, he may-a sing
deeper . . . but, Mario, his-a prices are cheaper. If you
don ’a believe me—ask-a M-G-M—Mayer’s Gropery market!
But say, here’s a one we can never forget! He’s a great
oldtimer—and he’s-a not through yet. He’s gotta wonder-
ful voice, and-a big heart. Look-a, they hang-a the $tar on
his push-a-cart! It’s-a Mr. Show Business of the Peddler's
Guild . . . Banjo Eyes . . . The only pushcart man what
sclls-a pizza pies!

MUSIC ("Makin’ Whoopee”).

COMIC (Al la Eddie Cantor)
A take-a the onion, and garlic too—
A-saTPand pepper, tomatoes, too. .

Melt the cheese in' . . ; that's the reason—you gotta pizza!
MUSIC (:Segue to Nostalgic Background.) .

’

COMIC
In 50 years the times have changed. They say the

push-a cart . . . ifs-a obsolete— (shakes head)—there’ll
always be a push-a cart . . . wherever there’s a street. Why,
look . . . right-a there . . . right up ahead . .. with his
battered old. pushcart . . . it’s the daddy of them ail . .

It’s-a peddler Ted.
MUSIC ("When My Baby Smiles at Me”)

COMIC (A la Ted Lewis)
Is everybody happy? Laugh don’t mope . keep on

smilin —buy- my cantaloupes1—they’re made with sunshine.
The best in fruits and vegetables—come from this old
pushcart of mine. The old days are gone . . . but they’ll
neyer die. As long as there's a. youngster with a bit of
the ham—there’ll always be a pushcart man.
MUSIC (Sharp Cue ; Last 2A Bars of "Show Business“—

Sock Finish to FinaleJ
--

;•
; t/ COMIC • •

' -
There’s no people like pushcart people
They come—-arid they . may go!
But with a lot of push you can one day be,
A vcg-e-table celebrity,
And who knows, you’ll wind up owning A & P!

(Pushing cart off)
Let's go! Push for. the dough!
MUSIC ( Up and Out.)

11
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About this time every year I take off. on my annual
scavenger hunt through the rubbish heaps of Broken
Resolutions, mislaid Plans for Self-Improvement and aban-
doried Lists headed with: Must Do, Must Remember, and

pitiful admonitions from the failing

r : — spirit to the weakening flesh: Must
Try Again.

Every year the sodden salvage :j s .

about the same and the recov^able
residue ghastly familiar. Moldering
items like Improve Memory, Learn
Spanish, Practice Banjo, glow evilly
with phosphorescent decay. Hartlier
projects—veteran carryovers from
previous years that started

. out so
bravely—reappear with grueling regu-
larity: Read Gilbbon’s “Decline and

J. p. McEvov Fall of Roman Empire?’; Reduce 10
Pounds; Cut Down Telephone Bills-

More Patience Around the; House,
’

Toting up this tattered inventory 1 have consoled my-
self year after year with the legend of the gallant frog
in the well—how he climbed up three feet and slipped
back two; but finally got out. Today, peering over the
crumbling edge of my 59th year, the truth has just dawned
on me : I have been kidding myself. I have been climbing
up two feet and slipping back three and the only way I
can possibly get out of this dark well of defeat is to slide
oil through to China.

Next New Year’s, when I am 60, w.hat will I find in the

scrap heap of my good resolutions? Will I have Learned
Spanish? Improved Memory? Reduced 10 Pounds? Prac-
ticed Banjo? I pause for reply.; Sure enough, dear little

Hope, so faithful, sq persuasive, so optimistic whispers:
“Of course! Learn just five words of Spanish a day and’ in
one year you will know nearly 2,000 words-r-tioicc the
everyday vocabulary of a bartender in Havana, less the
swearwords.”

|
; See!'.;.

;

"\ '

'

“Your meriiory? Already it is improved. Look! You -

have remembered where you left your Roth Memory
Course. Start again. Memorize your first; five key
words: Hat, Hen, Ham, Hare, Hill. Take your time. Visual-

ize. Now associate things you wish to remember with
these exaggerated images. Read Gibbon? (In your Hati

See him there.) Learn Spanish? (Visualize a hen talk-

ing Spanish. If she can do it, you can.) Now what can
you associate with a big Ham? (You, playing the banjo,

while thousands. cheer.) See how easy it is!”

Dear whispering Hope! Already I feel better. Once
more I will collect my dog-eared Spanish textbooks on my
night table so I can utilize those precious minutes when I

wake up refreshed, alert, eager. I don’t remember ever
feeling that way, but I know I can if I just try hard
enough. Ah! Here they are: ’’Spanish is a Cinch.” “You,
Too, Can Learn Spanish—You Dope,” “Eat, Drink, Make
Love in Spanish—the Blitz Method.”

I must attack all niy other problems with the same
cool logic, the same iron resolution. Rome was not built

^

in a day. (Memo: Read one page of Gibbon every night
before going to sleep.) How easy it is when you have a
Plan. Five words of Spanish, a page of Gibbon, 15 minutes
of pushups on my memory muscles. Imagine how it will

all add up in 365 days.

Reduce 10 pounds. Only 160 ounces. Divide into 365

days and what have you got? A mistake. (Memo: Brush

up Arithmetic.) Where is that book I bought a few years
i

ago? I was going to read a page every night. Ah! Here

you. are: “Mathematics for the Millions.” And what’s this

upside down? “Science For The Citizen.” I was going

to read that, too—orie page every morning when I woke up
refreshed, alert, eager! This year I’ll do it. Definitely!

But first things first. Reduce 160 ounces in 365 days.

Why that’s only about Vz once a day. A cinch. No more
hot buttered English muffins for breakfast. Well, .maybe
only one. And no more crisp, savory bacon-—definitely—
except maybe on Sunday mornings. You see it’s all in the

way you approach it. Think it Through! Write it Down!
Carry it Out!

Have I been too preoccupied in the past with mundane
matters? This year I shall add new dimensions of .spiritual

growth. Where is that old list of Seven Deadly Sins?

Pride, Covetousness, Lust, Anger, Envy, Gluttony and
Sloth. What a Cinerama! Perhaps I shouldn’t try to van-

quish them all at once; Tackle one a year, say. Start with

Pride and save Sloth for the last. That will take me up
to 1961—when I’ll be 66 and Sloth will be an old friend

and faithful cornpanion.

I

: Virtues, Too! I

So much for the Vices. Now for the Virtues. Through
the years I must have made a thousand lists to practice

on. Ah! Here’s a dandy! The Four Cardinal Virtues (all

good as new.) Temperance, Fortitude, Prudence, Justice.

And here’s another daring list: Patience, Modesty, Char-

ity, Faith, Long-Suffering, Frugality, Piety and Benignity.

Enough to ’ last a dozen lifetimes at the rate I’ve been
going.

Perhaps I have attempted too much in the past—this

year will be different. I will make a Plan.: I will limit

myself severely to these 12 Virtues—-no mord, no less and
take on a different one q,ach month. I will start New
Year’s day with Temperance—odd coincidence. Of course,

,

I could start New Year’s Eve, but ho! when you have made
a Plan you must stick to it. Also, there is such a thing as

being too ambitious and above all, one should guard
against inciting in others a corroding envy and a hope-
less rivalry.

And there you have it. The New McEvoy for the New
Year—gleaming like a white temple on a sunlit, hill. But
hqw do I get there? I will follow the paper trail—those
scraps of wisdorii I have collected through the years and

.

left scattered behind me. I need only to retrieve arid i'e-

read them. Here’s good old Lao Tze: “A journey, of a

thousand miles begins with one step.” And good old,

Thoreau: “Simplify, simplify, simplify.” And good old

Anon: “The way to begin is to begin.”
That's it. Beginj Simplify. Take that first step.- !

will .start New. Year’s Day. I wi ll ntilizn Jihose-^filvit

precious moments when 1 wake Up—refreshed, alejt,

eager!. '
v

.
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4 fewRemarks on
By MAURICE ZOLOTOW

O

Ac a professional interviewer of

4 rc t mav not be exactly, typical,

it's stm hard to believe the

Keck of disillusionment the pub-

; - ^narently feels when they get
1

«udddn shaft of light. You would

have^ thought
the Godfrey-LaHosa

fncident was bigger
,

news than

Eisenhower firing Dulles, because

he was seen talking to Pean

Acbeson or Malenkov canning

Molotov on the grounds that Molo-

E lacked humility. (Incidentally,

he word “humility" will have .to

be taken out of conversation for

at least two years until this thing

blows over.)
,

. .

Far from being an exception,

Godfrey’s feeling of being god to

his cast and his audience is rather

run-of-the-mill behavior where a

star is concerned. Most stars conie.

to bciieve themselves superhuman.

i
^ Idolatry Gets 'Em I:

The star is not entirely to blame

for this. Audiences must take

part of the blame. Americans in-

sist on deifying their, entertain-

ment and sports heroes. We idol-

ize them out of all reality: We
assume that, just because a man
has a God-given talent for telling

jokes better than anybody else or

singing ballads, this makes him

nobler than the common run of

humanity;
; ; : . . . •

.

Of course, it does nothing of the

sort; In fact, often the enormous
wealth and adulation poured out

upon actors, and baseball players,

apd prizefighters, in out society

has the effect of making them very

hard to take in personal relations.

A good deal of the personality

troubles in which Frank Sinatra

has been embroiled, such as the

breakup of his first marriage and
the conflicts with. Ava Gardner, I

attribute to the fact that when he
first exploded into stardom in 1944

he received the kind of wild re-

ception from audiences that would
be enough to make any mortal
think he was divine.

Restrained ... by Libel

television or on the screen with
the human being behind the make-
up and therefore -it recoils with a
shiver of horror (mixed with the
perverse pleasure we sense when
someone rich and famous is caught
in scandal) when (trouble comes to
their Idols.

,
And Mad

By LES BROWN

=

It is inevitable that a good many
actors come to regard themselves
above and beyond ordinary moral
codes of behavior. Chaplin’s po-
litical and romantic peccadilloes
rise out of this same conviction of

egotistical superiority. The star

begins to share the delusion of his

audience that. . he is more than
human. Actually he has the same
weaknesses (and virtues) as the
rest of us. I could tell one story
after another to bring out how uni-
versal this power-complex is among
stars but my lawyer, Harold Stern,
*>f the firm of Jaffe & Stern, has
other things to do than defending
libel suits.

My favorite story about dic-
tatorial actors can be told, how-
ever, since the hero is the late A1
Jolson. One evening I dined with
him at Hackney’s famous board-
walk restaurant in Atlantic City.
With us, were Eppy (Louis Ep-
steint, Jolson’s amanuensis and
Marlin Fried, his accompanist.
Tlic waitress hovered over us, or-
der pad in one hand. Jolson didn’t
.

as
J
l ^ny of us what we wanted. He

said, ‘‘Four orders of cherrystone
clams.”

I objected. I said I didn’t like
cherrystone clams. Jolson said I
would eat cherrystone clams. I
sa

!

(

|

1 hated cherrystone clams. He
said when I was with Jolson I ate
what Jolson ordered. I said 1
Wanted steamed clams.
“You just let Joley order for

you, boy,” he said peremptorily.
I know what’s good, boy.”
We continued, this childish ar-

gument over every course of the
six-course dinner. (For instance,

!

insisted I try Alaska king crab
when I Wanted broiled lobster.)
Another time I happened to be

ln
.

1 he hotel suite of a comedian—
who, like Godfrey, has had a myth
unit up among the public that he
is a sweet, lovable, down-to-earth
imiVKlual—when his girl friend
alkod into the room. She had just

Purchased a new dress. She was
t’.xhj biting; herself in it.

How do you like this on me?”
he asked the comic.

uhuV ou *‘ here,” he barked,
iJ

hou
c
t even giving her the cour-

vgm
of to'MngTat the dress, “can’t

Y° 1 ' see I’m busy?”

in.fiu
.^e Public, insists oh confus-.

t the. role played by an actor on

Chicago.
Long dominated by a few power-

house circuits, Chicago is at this
writing a neighborhood exhibitors
purgatory.. At least that’s how you
get it from practically all neighbor-
hood theatremen. Neurotics have
nightmares about locomotives and
eagles ih flight, Chicago neighbor-
hood exhibitors have nightmares
about the sun blacked out by a
covey of reissues. One residential
house asserts that for a month
running it could not book a single
new feature.

The peculiarly Chicagoesque
slant on reissues Is this: Some
nabes are playing the same vintage
celluloid which is also, at

.
the

same time, peddled to television
stations. Translated into common
household terms this means that

“for fee” entertainment is in direct
rivalry with “for free” on the home
receivers. They’ll assure you, ; the
nabe operators, that this situation

is not rare but commonplace.

Syptoms a r e multiple, - The
“also rans” of Chicago are perhaps
the. also-ranningest houses in all

America. To list a few, these are
the woes of the nabes: two-way
lacerations from TV, acute malnu-
trition from product deficiencies,

tax tapeworms, new media neuro-
ses, varicose vandalism, complex
profit dissipation, and now clear-

ance consumption. Prognosis is

anybody’s guess,
; Product drought, severe as it has

been, may now become insufferable

with the recent; removal . (for six

months) of the Jackson Park ban
on pic clearances. Now, if the
B&K circuit sees fit, it can hold
back fresh product from the nabes
for months. Under the

.
decree,

now temporarily suspended, B&K
had been limited concurrently to

two-week first runs in the. loop.

The situation grows more per-
plexing with the new tendency
among Loop mainstemmers to milk
the life Out of each fair-to-middlin’

newcomer. Holdover trend has
been exhaustiiig all of a picture’s

drawing potential before the film
ever reaches the neighborhoods
and, worse yet, has been slowing
down the product flow.

With the four B&K houses
downtown and the RKO Grand
now free to hold over

.
product- like

their indie loop competitors, the
pipelining of films may be all but
halted. If hungry before, nabes
may now be famished.

.
What keeps exhibs exhibiting

then? One dream is removal of the
20% Federal amusement tax. They
make no bones about admitting
they want to pocket the extra
change, instead of cutting prices.
As is, admissions in the neighbor-
hoods are as low, in certain sectors,
as 25c and 35c, and often too

:

low
to meet mounting operating and
renovating costs.

;

-

Coincidentaliy with the “blight-
ing” of certain neighborhoods
comes the problem of vandalism,
growing worse (his year than ever
before. Scarcely a night passes in
the slum districts, and over in
some of the better areas, when the
seats or screens aren’t slashed or
the walls defaced by young sore-
at-the-world hoodlums.'
More than a few exhibs would

sooner throw in, the towel than:
watch the peaeemeaJ destruction
of their houses. For them it’s the
final stroke of chaos.

By RICHARD F. WALSH
( President ,

IATSE and MPMO o/ 17. S. & Canada)

By MAURICE BERGMAN
{Chairman, COMPO Public

Relations Committee )

Our. industry has in the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations
the perfect public relations setup.
However, if COMPO is to be
Utilized only in crises, then we
might as well throw in the towel
as far as a planned public rela-
tions program is concerned.

Regardless of the outcome of the
fight for tax repeal, COMPO
should be given the green light to
SmoVe ahead with its well designed
p;r. program.

.
This requires money. When we

consider, the war chests of other
industries who know how to over-
come adversity as well as how to

make the most out of smooth
sailiiig, we should feel

.
a trifle

backward by comparison.
COMPO has proved its efficacy

on many fronts. And this, despite
very little money.
The 20% admission tax is our

major, problem 'today. But there
are many other problems which
can pop up any minute. We must
gear our ears to these rumblings
of the new era. Any one, problem
affects every branch of the busi-

ness. To cite one:
Censorship costs us not. only

money, but loss of prestige, be-

cause any industry that lacks the

The year 1953 has been a chal-

lenging, stimulating, exciting and
often hectic one for a big majority
of the film industry workers whom
I happen to represent.

For quite a while, prior to 1953,

the projectionists and stage em-
ployes at moving picture theatres
scattered over America had been
busy learning how to install and
operate large-screen television —
studying the various systems that

came on the market and even send-
ing delegates to a school which
the International Alliance spon-

sored jointly with RCA at Camden,
n. j. .

;

Then, suddenly, theatre televi-

sion was sidetracked < perhaps just

temporarily) by a series of sweep-
ing changes in film presentation.

First the Cinerama technique, in-

troduced gradually in large cities,

called for projection of three

adjacent images from three differ-

ent booths
,
and for synchronizing

these with stereophonic sound" on
a separate film; No sooner had our
members grasped what Cinerama
was all about than, they discovered

themselves confronted n ear 1 y
everywhere with three-dimension,

locking two projectors together for

simultaneous showing of overlap-

ping films. At the same time came
the battle of the aspect ratios,

resources to combat this type of

regulation cannot merit the respect
j

owing to it.

And then we still are molested

by crackpots, pressure groups, and
even well-meaning people who al-

ways think they know* what is

wrong, but never right, atiout our

business,

It is now time to give COMPO

necessitating new wide screens.
And finally, recently, in more than
a thousand situations, the boys
had to help pull off the miracles
of the Cinemascope lens and the
penthouse reproducer.

After attending quite a few
IATSE regional meetings where
the new dimensions were the chief
topic of discussion, I know that our
members backstage and up in the
booths fully realize how much this

technological revolution may mean
to the future of the industry—and
how great their own present re-
sponsibility is. The difference
between good and bad projection
at this important juncture may
mean the difference between win-
ning, back hordes of customers or
driving them away perhaps forever.

Yes, the value of good projec-
tion, I know for a fact, has been
fully appreciated, and I am con-
vinced that almost everywhere our
IA projectionists have been doing
their level best—studying the new
requirements exhaustively, making
the new installations with minute
care. As it happens, they have
been working against some Very
great handicaps, especially in the
field of 3-D.

. One handicap has been make-
shift

^
equipment. Dimentionitis

struck this industry at a time when
many exhibitors were Concerned
about the future. During the war,

|
machinery for modernizing .was not
available, and after the war televi-

sion scared them into watching
and waiting. All too often, as a
result, the projectionist was called
upon to make a 3-D setup out of
equipment which could better have
been junked.
Another grave handicap has

the opportunity to appraise all of
}

been the lack of formal training

these areas’ to real! v dp a job in (available to the projectionist. In

all sectors where we need, well- !
most other industries today, before

earned sympathy rather than
;

a technician is placed in full

captious, unfounded criticism. i
charge of operating new devices.

We hear rtiuch about the new ihe is sent to a school for as long

;
as six months and drilled in every

era in out .
business—about our . , . ,

hopes, and frustrations. But; we <*<“'• to.our own industry, by

are* not unique. All industries ha™
] “X,FSE * ^

just as many, if not more, prob-

lems, than those confronting us

terlocks. and filters and other
! necessities were simply delivered

The public likes us but we fail

to reflect this popularity because

we fail to capitalize on our friends.

Instead, we worry about our

enemies.

rnMPO ran function well on all

battlefronts if it is given more
money and. more

.

manpower. • We
should staff up to our ideals and
program rather than play down to

our frustrations.

We

at a theatre—and the projectionist
told to dope them out and get them
running. This he did. with amaz-
ingly good results for the most
part.

Over and over again in these
emergencies, the existence of an
IATSE local union was a tremen-
dous help. Most locals picked a
few of their ablest members, sent
them to demonstrations which we

j

held in key cities and brought them
have a plethora of public

i back to pass along the new know!-

JACK SIIAINDLIN
SEASON’S GREETINGS TO ALL MY* FRIENDS

relations opinion and a minimum
j
edge to|theii* fellow-members. And

of mobilization.
j
together, in discussions, the broth-
ers ironed out many a kink.

But many a kink simply could
not be ironed out on the theatre
end. Production flaws in those
early 3-D pictures were constant
nightmares, as were the odds
against obtaining well-synchroniz-
ed prints. And the man in the
booth, of course, was the one left

holding the bag.
Before the end of 1953, great

improvements Were being made
all along the line. The Polaroid
Corp. had come out with a device
that went far toward taking the
guesswork out of 3-D synchroniza-
tion. Moreover.

Looking back, I wonder if the
confusion was really necessary.
Why do we keep a development
like 3-D hidden away on the- shelf
for years and years, pretending it

doesn't exist, and then suddenly
rush it into view without benefit of
long and careful testing? Why
can’t we be a little more like the
automobile industry, which gets rid
of at least most of the bugs before
something new goes on to mar-
keted models?
The answer. I suppose, is that

picture business always was and
perhaps always will be a harum-
scarum scramble. Set up a screen,

and you’re an exhibitor. Grind out
a few reels of film, and you’re a

producer. Develop a gadget that

strikes the public's fancy, and —
bingo—you may start a technology
cal revolution.

Well, that’s the American way,

the free enterprise system. 1 guess

we can be proud of preserving an

industry where every man still has

a chance to hit the jackpot. Let’s

hope and work for the industry

as a whole to hit it by the end of

1954.
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200 Parrots and Mae West
A True Confession

T «in i ,irr¥V'.
-

Hollywood.

A very good friend of mine .
walked into my office the

other day. There was . a grin oh his face and something

quite large covered by a cloth was hanging from his.

hand
‘

“Wait’ll you see
1 what I got you for

Christmas.” he said, With that he
r^SjTrTn whipped oft the cloth and disclosed a

- full-grown green and purple parrot

in a glided cage!. .v
u \Vn I took one look and dove behind the

desk; screaming. “Get it out of here!

4 Get it out! Hurry! Take it away!”

L.f Mv friend blanched, rushed the

a. parrot into the hall, left it there, re-

PH turned. Closed the door and turned to

all right,” he said. “He’s

gone.”
Maxwell Shane.

j came out from, under the desk,

di ank a glass of water to quiet my nerves, and collapsed on

the couch.

“What’s the matter?” he asked. “You got psittieosis or

parrot phobia or something?”
l’

I took a deep breath, sat up. and told him the tiagic

story! About me, Bill Pine, Bill Thomas, Mae West and

the 200 parrots. '

It was back in the dim days when I was advertising

director for Fanchon & Marco. Among their m -hy proj-

ects, they then operated the Paramount Theatre in down-

town Los Angeles. Responsible for exploiting all of the.

• Paramount pictures which played that ho.u.te, 1 nad become

very friendly, with Bill Pine, who was then publici,^ direc-

tor of Paramount S.udios, and Bill Thomas, w*vo was then

his assistant.. ,
'

We were about to play ‘College Humor' starring Bing

Crosbv. One afternoon an ancient gentleman entered my
office and announced that he was “old thin Schultz, the

best theatrical "advance man who ever hit the . Mein Siem

by way cf Texas/’
,

He had a new gimmick he wanted to rent. me. a truck

equipped with an amplifying apparatus, Whit made it

different Was this—on top of the truck, old man Schultz

had placed a dummy v.ich a papier macne heed of Crosby.

As it rolled through the streets of Los Angeles, t.ie papier-

mache mouth would open and close anci oel cf L would
• c mte the auicet tones, of Crosby's songs from “College

Humor.” by means of records playing inside tae.truck.

Itwas a great gadget. I was to be the first itf Southern

California to use it. So I signed the rental contract then

and there. Tt worked out fine! We broke all house rec-

ords with “College Humor.”

What has this to do with parrots? Well, old 'mrsn Schultz

Was so grateful that he insisted on doing me a favor. He
told me he had exploited shows in New York' as -far .back

as 1899. So. he figured, many of the stunts he had used

Were so old that, used now. would bo now again. He
wanted to. r-re:ent them to me for free, out of sheer friend-

ship and gratitude.
’

‘Deep Purp!e\iii the Black
,l‘

“Now the pest stunt I ever pulled.” he said "was used to

exploit The Deep Purple’ in Manhattan. I bought 20

parrots and trained them to say. ’Go see “The Deep

Purple.” Then L gave one to each of 2T strategically

located cigar stands around town. As customers came up
to buy cigars, what was their amazement when the parrots

would pipe up with ‘Go see “The Deeo Purple." ’ People
talked about the stunt all over New York.”

“Was ‘The Deep Purple’ a success?” T asked.

Old nrn Sch.uhz potted me on the head end smiled

gently.
‘ “You just get yourself some parrots,” he said.

Train them to advertise one of your pictures, and you’ll

make history.”

Forty-eighth Anniversary

to see Mae West/ he intoned. “It ain’t no sin to see

Mae West."'

Weeks went by. The picture was. edited and previewed.

Every day I called to find out if the parrots were talking.

The release date was drawing near. The suspense was un-

bearable.
- Theirone day it happened. —Bill-T-homas got me on-the

phone. He could barely make himself understood. I

finally gathered that he wanted me to came out to the

Studio pronto. I rushed out. He and Bill Pine grabbed

me by either arm and hustled me Out to the parrot cage.

We faced the battery of cages. The parrots were squawk-

ing, but I couldn’t make out any words. Then the trainer

rapped with a little stick on a couple of the cages. Sud-.

denly I heard a raucous voice squawking, “It ain’t no

sin to see Mae Mest.” Another parrot took up the chant.

Then another. And-another.

The Bills and I grabbed each other in glee. We pounded

each otlv;r cn the back. We laughed like crazy, You

would think we had just struck oil. Our laughter was

drowned In a parroted chorus. "It Ain’t No Sin. to See

Mae West.” V':-

We went back to the office and drank toasts of tri-

umph while secretaries busily made out 200. shipping

tags for sending .the' parrots to the 200 lucky exhibitors.

I went back downtown tired but happy.

As I entered the door of my office, my secretary was

holding a phone and beckoning to me.

“He just came in.’’ she said to the phone. ‘T’U put

him. on,”

I grabbed the phone. It was Bill Pine. He seemed in-

coherent.

“Wait a minute. Bill,” T said. “Take it easy. Say .it

again, slower. 1 thought you said—

—

“I did.” he moaned! “I said,, they just wired me from
New York. They changed the title of the picture!”

“What?”

“It ain’t ‘it Ain’t No Sin.’, .They’re calling it Belle of

the Nineties’,”

As he hung up. I was positive I heard Bill Thomas sob-

bing in the background. -

That’s ali there is to the story. Except—that was the

firsi and last time I ever ate roast parrot for Thanks-

giving dinner.

ri*_
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It’s More Than A Jungle’
* -o-

_

— Hollywood.

Nothing is as romantic on the inside looking out, as it is

when you are on the outside -looking in.

So it is with- oar ‘business—the most ruthlessly com-
petitive there is. The compeiition begins with the selec-

tion of a story. If the story is a bestseller or “hit play”

the producers scram ble all-out to sew . it up for their pro-
duction schedule. If, on the other hand, it is an unpub-
lished original, the wrher scrambles—competing with his
fellow writers in an effort to. tell some producer that here
is a potential hit: picture. Get past this stage, and the
producer begins cullectirig his team, preferably people
who. share his faith, but more important, people whose tal-

ents and names will satisfy- the bankers and the paying cus-
tomers in the theatre. Every stage of this collecting is

competitive—the producer competing to sign the best

Bv ART ARTHUR
< MPiC' Executive Secretary)

Hollywood.

Sitting
.

a round, gabbing with the guvs, the ears get

cauliflovwred by all kinds of .yakily-yak. Some of it is

gripe tripe, some cf it makes sense. Later, when you

think- back a. d start sorting it out. certain- things stay

with you. and uv.'ybe, even, arc' worth passing along for

others to br.t around, too. .

Like tiie feilov; v.v.o was doing some amusing musing

about an eduori.T which gave a couple of Hollywood: peo-

ple a goini;-pvar for an o.i-again-on-again romance which
kept bouncing onto the front pages. The editorialist

sounded like he was out to break tne track and field rec-

ord for standing high dudgeon. He was busy nominating
the couple for total oblivion—in the same issue which
front-paged the couple for the umpteenth time.

“Why doesn’t Mr. Editorial Page start with his own
paper, ’’ said our friend, “by giving them a quick brushoff

back in the Want ads;. Nobody around here would mind.
It could be that even the couple would be grateful. Seems
to me they did their best to duck the reporters. Maybe
they really are news and have no right, to expect that they
can do their family fighting in private. But who really

• decrees that they are news? Wlio decides that they are a

hotter headline than the latest Vishinsky caper? Who
makes the decision to nail the spotlight on them via an-

other hunk of editorial type? Coujd.be that it’s the
same boys who deplore on the editorial page the very
thing they promote to Page One!”

It gave us a little something to think about. So we
dug into an old file because it seemed to us that someone
else—a newspaperman—had raised that angle before. We

ultimate attempt, to sell tickets to tins picture in prefer-
ence to tlie one playing down the. street.

.

A producer can be denied financial backing for one
failure, ah actor can go from $100,000 price tag to unem-
ployment on the supposition that a picture’s failure; was
due to his lack of boxoffice appeal. No One questions
whether he can act. In fact, everyo’hewill admit he is a
superb actor and knows his job thoroughly, but because
Joe Sclimbe. the moviegoer, sat up with a sick friend or
played, pinochle instead of seeing our hero, at the ^ijou,
he faces starvation or a job on television. Some

:
compe-

tition!

I
Tlie ReaMrohlenRule ~\

Still it’s remarkable how much the people of show busi-
ness practice the Golden Rule. Maybe it is because the
audience looms as the great threat that show: folks feel
such a bond for each, other.

This is reflected in our social pattern-^-close friendships
seem to predominate among people who compete with each
other in the selection of roles. Ava Gardner and Lana
Turner' should- lie ignoring each other instead of hanging
on the phone with a daily exchange of news items; Jimmy
Cagney, Pat O Brien and Spencer Tracy can conceivably
vie for roles, but they form three leaves of a friendly
shamrock.

However, there arc more than personal friendships at-

testing to this “camaraderie.” Ask any actor or actress

the story of his or her career and back in the struggling

days, you'll hear of some established performer reaching
down to lend a hand. As a matter of fact, riiore young
performers are brought to Lie attention of producers and
directors by performers than by any other means—even
though the youngsters are a potential threat to the careers
of these voluntary talent scouts. The truth is, actors are
j.ust suckers for other actors.

Yet. why shouldn't1

"this be so? Why shouldn’t the

guvs and gals of gtamorland know' how to be nice and how;
to cook and mow lawns? Actors and actresses Avercn’t
created out of backstage magic and deposited in California
as already full-grown matinee idols bathed, in stardust.
Look at the kid in your hometown high school play—the
girl with the nice voice—the doctor’s daughter—the boy
who won the Declamation Contest and works Saturdays in

the drugstore. These are Hollywood tomorrow. We were
they yesterday.

People are the product of the sum total of all their

experience, and the stars of Hollywood came from the

eastside of New York (Tony Curtis), a little town in Iowa
(Donna Reed), a -whistle, stop in Texas (Ann Sheridan'.

Name, a state, a town, a country—someone in Hollywood
calls it home. They brought to Hollywood all the char-

acter and principles that were standard in their communi-
ties, their schools and churches—or didn't you know' that

the education level among show people is
;
8(Kc high

school or bettor, as contrasted to a national average of 28^

.

and that 61 r
r of our people regularly attend churches of

all denominations. As for those who fall by the wayside,
don’t blame Hollywood. No one goes Hollywood—they
were that wav before they came here. Hollywood just

I thanked him. gave him a. cigar, and he walked out.

I never saw him again. Maybe he's exploiting Cinema-
Scope in Alaska now at the age of a hundred. I don’t

know.

But toe parrot stunt fascinated me. I couldn’t use it

mjself because our budget for the theatre would never

stand the strain of purchasing 20 perrols and training

them. So I decided to be a great pal and give the stunt

to my good friends, the two Bills, Pine & Thomas. Their

studio budgets could stand plenty of parrots.

I rushed out to the studio arid told the Bills about old

man Schultz and the parrots.

“We ll use it for the new Mae West opus,” enthused
Bill P.

“Let’s get 200 parrots and train them and send one to

each of 200 top exhibitors who book the picture,” said

Bill T.

“What'll you train them to say?” Tasked.
- “The title of the -picture. is-Tt Ain’t No Sink"’ said Bill T.

“Great,” said Bill P. “We'il train them to say, ‘It Ain't

No Sin to See Mae West'
’’

“Great:” said Bill T.

“Perfect!" said 1.

“Can’t you just hefr them now?” said 13i.ll Pine. “200
parrots in 20!) 'theatre, lobbies two weeks before the open-
ing of the picture, saying to every customer who passes,

‘It Ain’t No Sin to See Mae West’.”

"They shook my hand. They pounded my back. Even
before I was- put.' of the door, they- w ere getting New
York. on the phone to tell Coe great stunt to Bob' .'Gillham,
then director of advertising and publicity for Paramount,
and to get the budget okayed- for the purchase and training
of 200 parrots. ' C •

During the next few" weeks, like, an expectant father.
I kept in close touch with the Bills. 1 wanted to know;
every thing that .was happening with the parrot slunt.
They got the budget okayed; They bought the 200 par-
rots. They found a German bird trainer who swore that
he could leach parrots to say anything.

The 200 parrots Avere ensconced in an abandoned stage
on the hack lot. For eight hours every day*, the bird
trainer paraded down the row of cages. “It ain’t no sin

came across a remarkably frank paragraph by a Hollywood
columnist headed. “Who's To Blame?” and commenting,
“When readers complain to ine about so many lurid head-
lines about Hollywood, I’m reminded of a girl who came
here from a small town when she was. 19 to write for her
hometown paper." The columnist told how the girl

“needed help in getting stories” and was taken to the
Good Shepherd Church in Beverly Hills one Sunday and
introduced to Irene Dunne, Loretta Young and several .

others after the service. “She wrote her reaction in a
> column for her newspaper,” related the columnist,"and
was fired lor her efforts. The paper wanted only glamorous,
sensational stories from Hollywood. ...”

But that still wasn’t what we had been reminded of.

And then we found it in a piece by Reed Porter in the
Los Angeles Mirror—a paragraph observing . . be-
cause everything they do is front page news. Made
front page news by the very people who frequently revile,

them the loudest. . . That was it—good stuff for others:
to chew over, too—the thought-provoking sentence:

“Made front page news by the'’ very peoplewho fre-
quently revile them loudest. . .

.”

f.t >:<'

Then there, was another alley that the gab had wandered
into-. ';

. the way. the hanky-panky hogs the front page,
while the good deeds seemed, so completely unknown. We
had heard ipariy people in the industry wince over the lop-
sidedness. Was that, somebody asked, because the editors
always seem to relish sinners more than saints. Probably'
so, -who doesn’t, somebody else said.

'

' * ’

But there’s another big reason for the. lopsided ness,
argued an ex-newspaperman who is now a screenwriter—

a

reason that lands right back in the industry’s lap! “Did
it ever occur to you to check how little this industry puts
out on paper or on film .about its virtues?” he said.
“There’s plenty to tell. Why is. it kept such a secret?”
Which struck vis as a fair question. Others thoughtso, top.

We mulled over the Mississippi flow of copy about
movies that grinds off the. mimeographs every day—-with
so little of it in an institutional vein. Somebody else said
that we appeared to be the only important industry riiinus
a program of institutional advertising. Knowing of the
efforts of the MPAA and the occasional stabs by COMPO

exposed it.

and the MPIC, we offered a light dissent—but had to admit
that the volume was nothing compared to the need.

Under our nose was a full column in the Toronto Globe
& Mail scowling about a Hollywood divorce case—ob-
viously written by a guy who hadn’t the faintest knowledge
that the Hollywood divorce rate is lower than the national

average. How come he didn’t know? He’s supposed to be

well-informed—he’s a columnist, isn’t he? Well, was the

answer, how could we expect him to know if we never
point out these things ourselves in ways that can really

register . And what about the place. of the movie house. as

a community institution and all the other things that need
to be proclaimed with punch and persistence. “Yeh.”
was - the sumup, “how' are they gonnai know if tec don’t

even tell ’em. . ...”

The yakity-yak slacked off. But w'e couldn’t escape that

last, sentence. We found ourselves wishing we could string

it out in neons at all those industry conventions and meet-
ings that clog the calendar:

“How are they gonna know if toe don’t even tell ’em.’*

* ' *

The cokes Had been passed around. And now we were
into the entire subject of industry

.
public relations .

and how- so many sounded off so Often about what this

industry needs is better public relations—but so seldom
matched their mooing with their moola.

“JhCre isn’t a sirigffi thing wrong with industry public

relations' that cah’t be cured,” said the oldest among us.

“Trouble is you can’t do the job without staff arid facilities

• and you can’t have staff arid facilities without money. And
this billion dollar industry still hasn't learned to put out

for p.r.” Somebody, else said. how. conic and another fellow’

thought it might be because so mariy people in the. indus-

'.try know all about publicity but so very few understand
anything about public relations. And that was when they,

came up with the line that really, hung in the ear—arid

seemed like something so Vycll worth noting and quoting.

“Maybe,” was the food-for-thought snapper* “the trouble is

that, in this industry, public relations needs a public rela-

tions, campaign.
'

Take it from there.
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COME THE

GIRLS
•tarring

Bob Hope
Tony Martin
Arlene Dahl

Color by Technicolor
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starring

Dean Martin
and

Jerry Lewis
in 3-D

Color by Technicolor
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FOREVER
FEMALE

starring

Ginger Rogers
William Holden
Paul Douglas
James Gleason
Pat Crowley
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•tarring

MaiZetterling
Color by Technicolor
Stereophonic Sound

PERLBERG-SEATON’S

starring

B
Jei
William Holden
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•tarring

Kirk Douglas
Silvaho Mangano
Anthony Quinn

Color by Technicolor
A Lux-Ponti
De Laurentiis
Production
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CONQUEST

OF SPACE
Color by

Technicolor

•tarring

Elizabeth Taylor
Dana Andrews
Peter Finch

Color by Technicolor

LEGEND OF

THE INCA
starring

Charlton Heston

Yma Sumac
Nicole Maurey
Thomas Mitchell

Color by Technicolor

CASANCVAS
BIG NI6HT

•tarring

Bob Hope
Joan Fontaine
Audrey Dalton
Basil Rathbone

Color by Technicolor

HAL WALLIS’

MRS.LESLIE
starring

Shirley Booth
Academy Award Best

Actress of 1953—
co -starred with

Robert Ryan
Alex Nicol
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IT UP
starring

Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis ^
Janet Leigh

Color by Technicolor
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starring

Humphrey Bogart

ALASKA
SEAS

starring

Robert Ryan
Jan Sterling
Brian Keith
Gene Barry

ic Sound
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BARTERS
Starring

Rosemary Clooney
Jack Carson
Guy Mitchell
Pat Crowley
Gene Barry
Cass Daley

Color by Technicolor
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JUNGLE
starring

Eleanor Parker
Charlton Heston

Color by Technicolor
Stereophonic Sound

Paramount
will deliver more hits

to more theatres

in ’54

than any other
company-

William Holden.
Walter Hampden
oduced and directed
by Billy Wilder

ALL THRU ’54, MAKE EVERY SHOW AH ALL PARAMOUNT SHOW

WITH PARAMOUNT NEWS ARD PARAMOUNT SHORTS
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AS YOU READ THIS, THE PROOF OF
PARAMOUNT’S BOXOFFICE PERFORM-
ANCE IN ’54 HAS ALREADY STARTED:

HERE COME THE GIRLS
111 over

HAL WALL S’ CEASE FIRE

!

HAL WALLIS’ MONEY FROM HOME

//A

AND IN ’54
man Will Want To Play

IRVING BERLIN’S

•*/ “V

9

WHITE CHRISTM
starring

Bing Crosby ° Danny Kaye • Rosemary Clooney ° Vera-Ellen
Color by Technicolor
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burdensome

By ROBERT J. O’DONNELL
(V.P. & G.M., Interstate Circuit)

Dallas.

t refuse to be a member of the defeatist group who

that the motion picture business is doomed. How-

i
’ being completely realistic, I recognize that we are

ponfionted with a shortage of product, the

federal tax, a decline art grosses,
20

A increasing operating costs. Also

?
n
n widescreen, stereophonic sound,

lie' are revolutionary factors. These

innovations are extremely expensive;

"wove.-, I ‘eel they are essential.

Because of the resulting indecision

and turmoil, I decided « make an ; ex-

amination of myself, my 'Wrcuit and

its manpower, and our industry, at the

same time checking into other vital

industries of our great American na-

tion. In the past 60 days I have con-

sulted with executives in leading in-

dustries, and I found they have just
Bob O’Donnell

nvnhipms as we have-—perhaps more, yet ' their
many pioblem

, ^nddorahiv while ours has.as

.businesses have increased considerably

S’Sdiiy declining within the past seven, years
U''111

. . r«. nnnoorrforThere is cause

status of 1946 With 1953,

concern when we compare our

In 1946 we find that but of a

billion from all sources,

hnxoS While in 1953 out of the expected gross.national
bo\piiice>. w

billion from flU sources, theatre boxofhee

ilceibis°will^prbhabiy show only $ 1 ,
225 ,

000 ,000 . This rep-

J.escn

P
ts a decline in relationship with the national income

°f

otheS advantage of this period of pros-

nPiitv which saw an increase in population from 130,000,-

nOO people to 160,000,000 or a total of 24,000,000 additional

people The motion picture industry failed to capitalize on

this national income or this increased population.

In 1946, out of 112,000,000 people who could have at-

tended motion picture theatres, 82,400,000 people bought

tickets, arid in 1953 ohly 46,000,000 people attended the

movies out of a potential audience of 127,000,000.

All' other industries and commodities have shown a,

gradual but steady increase in revenue from 1946 to 1953.

Mso these industries and commodity manufacturers have

increased their advertising appropriations, while the riio-

tion picture industry has had a gradual but steady increase

in revenue and likewise a decrease in advertising budgets.

Diminishing Advertising

ease of driving for the woman. In addition, the pew model
cars are changing in color from the browns, blacks and
greys to the pastel shades so dear to milady's heart.

1 The merchandising of food amd supplies is today some-
thing to behold. The supermarkets are really super in
their appeal to the housewife. She selects her choice
from the finest in foods including scientifically and attrac-
tively

^
wrapped meats, vegetables and staples in a shop

that is impeccably clean and airconditioned; brightly
lighted and attractive in the smallest detail; in many in-

stances she knows the manager and the staff and they are
interested in her orders and courteous in their attention.

Too often the. reverse happens when she goes to the the-
atre with her family. The . odor is offensive and the rest
rooms are dirty.. The picture from the projection machine
hits everything but the screen.; The sound is too loud and
the; carpets worn. In general, the atmosphere is depress-
ing, with sullen, arrogant, untrained and understaffed per-
sonnel to make the condition even worse.

This is one of the vital reasons for our declining box-
office. In Texas—and we are supposed to have the bestf-^

43 theatres are. without, rest rooms, 65 still use wall and
ceiling fans for ventilation. More than 100 theatres are
cleaned only once a week. As a result, rats and roaches
haye taken oyer; and the patrons, especially the women,
are horrified.

Our plans at Interstate for 1954 are complete and now
under, way not only to achieve our 15% . attendance in-

crease via advertising and selling, but there is going to be
a Veritable upheaval in the housekeeping department.

. We recognize the error and we are determined no longer
to spend vast sums using all channls of newspapers, radio,
television, and others; vast sums for - new screens and
equipment to operate them and yet expect men, women
add children tb attend and pay for the privilege of attend-
ing a theatre that is nbt kept as well as the most slovenly
kept house.

This program is my task and I have dedicated myself to
fulfill it.

In 1946 the entire motion picture industry expended

some $140,000,000 for advertising, which is 8.3% of the

total gross of $1,810,000,000. In 1953 the industry is esti-

mated to spend $65,000,000, or 5.2% of the total gross of

$1.225,00,000.

It is an established fact that the major industries and
commodity manufacturers already have plans and appro-
priations for the largest advertising budget in their his-

tory for 1954. These budget increases range from 11% to

22% over their 1953 figures, This is their method of doing
a selling job if they are to realize benefit from the 24,000,-

000 increase in population.
There are those who say that our decline at the box-

office can be attributed to lack of product or bad product.
In my opinion, this is not true, especially this past year,

as pictures have been, better than ever. I believe • the
fallacy has been our own failure to sell, these pictures.

Certainly television has hurt, to some degree, but so
have many other types of entertainment. For example,
professional ,football in the relatively new field of sports
has enjoyed an increase in attendance from 2,046,724 in

1946 to an estimated 2,800,000 in 1953. Incidentally,
the attendance in bowling allies has increased to a fabu-
lous figure over this seven-year period.
Of particular interest to theatre owners arid managers

is the fact that in 1946 the age group from 12 years to 22
represented 27% of the theatre-going public. In 1954 the
percentage for this group will increase to 29.9% of the
entire potential moVie-going public. The age group of 22
to 30 years in 1946 represented 23.8% of the potential and
"ill increase to 25.5% in 1954.

Too Many Divergent Factors

4 4

I

99

Edwin Knopf

The age groups from 20 years ori are living in a volatile
economy which gives them such spending power that they
have the privilege of choosing among many different recre-
ational pursuits, such as sporting events, night clubs, tele-
vision, legitimate theatre, as well as doing home entertain-
ing on a big scale. Weekend travel, for instance, is taking
an increasingly large amount of the average individual’s
time and income.
Our challenge, therefore, is selling these same incli-
xiuals on attending motion picture theatres each week

i

ni
..

in2 certain that they will find entertainment and
eiaxalion which -will bring them back again and again,

ini l

11y es^imation 1954 looks brighter than ever for bur
oustry. There are now 24,000,000 more people than

im : .

,in ^t)’ our best year. Perhaps there will be
piC

L
U

.

rcs
* but they will be much better pictures,

bnng our largest grosses and our greatest profits

.

mifi .

1 S
,

lng c°sts of operation, but, only by taking full
‘ ‘9^® advantage 'of the selling avenues so easily
available to. us.
Oui objective at Interstate is an attendance increase Of

ti*

1
-

OVO
'

,y theatre in 1954 over 1953. We are confident

f'viiai r
be/done through two major projects, namely,

Vmu ‘'x
0 Use °f advertising and selling campaigns tor

( «'Ui picture, plus'

Efic Johnston

By EDWIN KNOPF
Hollywood.

“Write about Europe,” the man said. “Write all about
the motion picture business in Europe.”

What can I wrjte about the motion picture business in

Europe .that hasn’t already been written over and over
again?
That business is good? No secret!

That the people on our side of the
Iron Curtain still have the moviegoing
habit? Turn to “Foreign Grosses.” :

That the French and Italian exhibi-

tors achieve with 'their poster work
effects that make practically all Amer-
ican billboards look tired arid in-

fantile? That story could be told by
anyone who has walked down the
main drag of any European city large

or small.
Or perhaps that there is in the Eu-

ropean branch offices of all American
studios an excitement, a dynamism, a determination to. sell

to the . ultimate potential each and every foot of film the
studio sends them? Anyone who has spent an hour in the
office of any sales manager in Paris, Rome or anywhere
else on the Continent knows that is true. Try it. You’ll
be- inspired. But you will be sadly aware of the contrast

to the tired, bored climate that prevails in so many sales

departments in America.

I know, of course, that none of the foregoing is news.

And that is why I do not want to attempt to "write all

about the motion picture business in Europe.”

I want, rather, to write about the teris of hundreds of

passenger-carrying liners that sail the seven seas, Each

and every one of these is a floating motion picture theatre

of sorts. From the great Curtarders and our own S. S.

United States with their large auditoriums, down to the

afterdeck of a small freighter sailing the tropical seas with

one 16m projector, they are entertaining audiences that

add up to hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions each

year. And this audience is a captive audience.

Bored,, relaxed, tired of reading or just looking at the

sea. they go to the movies because there is nothing else

to do. Very few of them are regular filmgoers. but all of

them are potential, customers if only we would make it our

business to entertain them. But what do we do to cap-

tivate our captives? Well, for the most part, we bore

them even more than the endless miles of sea. We do this

lor the simple reason that four out of five pictures are

pretty bad. And thus four out of five pictures shown on

shipboard are pretty bad. Which is why in nt 01 e J 11

dozen Atlantic crossings I’ve heard so many of our "cap-

tives” emerging from the theatre uttering those frighten-

ingWords: “That’s why I never go to movies.”

Now I know of course that the picture companies are in

business tb earn money. But isn’t the opportunity to win

hundreds of thousands of new friends a bigger chance for

greater revenues than the few dollars we now collect ftdm
seagoing rentals?

If instead of just selling any old piece

steamship companies we allowed only

WHAT’S A MOTION PICTURE?
By ERIC JOHNSTON

(President, Motion Picture Association Of America)

Washington.

..
Attention, coffee-house intellectuals, eggheads, pundits

and pontiffs:

Are you weary of debating cold war strategy? Seeking
escape from the pros and cons of McCarihyism? Tired of

speculating about what's going on in- .

side the Kremlin? Are you up to your
money belt in tax' arguments?

If you are, I can promise you relief

—a relief that does not make : you .

swear off or Gut down on you)* habit of

making tall talk in the small hours, I

can offer you on free trial a substitute
subject which will get an argument
out of anyone. It is as safe as it is

indecisive arid as profound as it is

provocative,
It’s a wonder remedy ... UiaU_cur_e.s_

your ailment without removing any
of the symptoms. It’s a way of eating

your, cake even if you haven’t got any in the first place.
The substitute subject is : “What’s a Motion Picture?"
Now at first view; you might be tempted tomake sweep-

ing generalizations. You might be led. to believe that the:

question is a simple one and the answer plain. Don’t get
trapped. It isn’t that easy.

For instance, have you stopped to think
.

whether a

motion picture is art or amusement—or is it both?
.
Can

it.be a form of education arid entertainment at the same
time? To what extent are. pictures a medium of public

expression? Of self-expression? Of no expression?

Now the type that I call the O.S.S. < the over-simplifying

so-and-so) -will try to hack his way out of this Overgrowth
pf queries with glib cliches. He is ready with the grand
answer to these questions: “It all depends.”

So far as the OvS.S., is concerned,.all. documentary films

are educational by definition, but if.it is an especially good
one, he might rate it as a work of art. If he. likes it, he
might regard it as entertainment as. well. .

The O.S.S, will tell you flatly and patly that motion
pictures are a medium of public expression. No argument
about that;

Comedies by O S S, standards are outright, amusement.
What else?: So are musicals unless a coloratura is perform-
ing. Then once again, they come back to art.

The O.S.S. can dispose Of Westerns too without any
.

/ trouble. They are tales of adventure arid as such come
under the heading of entertainment and amusement

—

unless, of course, he is referring to “High Noon” or
“Shane.” Even the O.S.S. is not inclined to write these
productions off as mere galloping stories.

of; film to the

the cream Of the
new

ni.no • • and this is a big plus% . .

P
. icinodeling of our housekeeping methods.

,vn
'° n° t need to call your attention to the fact that the

iiin
0£

PH1* nation not only rule the home, they control
• P^’sestrings as well.

“ ' ‘

llley maintain then).

a com-

ei-op to go aboard the ships mightn’t w^ win^maiiy new

‘‘regulars''? Remember the “regulars . 1 hat golden

group of pncc-or-lyice-a-wcckers? They wore the real

financial backers of opr industry.
’

How could wc achieve this? Perhaps by forming a com-

mittee to pass upon all pictures to be shown at sea. A
committee the members of which would not be connected.

H h iny proaiting Studio and thus would be ohjeel.vc
wnii tti y v - it ,1...

jjj S^ sentence is

They have set high standards

— Mistake to Ignore Femmes _
of only one major industry Which has failed

infVn
6

4^
hot' hopelessly, by ignoring this fact. The

j,
1

1Qfi of indifference to women is so apparent

w ot ,P^onouh <“Od in the case of this single industry that it

T , ^
seem to have almost become a policy.

],
automobile industry is high on the list of those who

p (1

consistently. catered to the woman carOwner. Each
car has brought the lastword in comfort, safety and

And if that

then it is

mntplv destroy our industry,

been able to get together On anything should serve only to

highlight the necessity of getting together on everything

a,

L^spHng‘, crossing on the Libcrte,. afi exceptionally

fine film was presented. Within an hour it became tie

main topic of conversation. “One forgets how wonderful

mo ”cs can be.” ”1 must go to the pictures more oltcn.

“I wonder what’s showing tomorrow.”

Well tomorrow, alas, a rea l brute ^va^th£owji^oij_tll_

screen and once again my shipboard acquaintances were

informing me, “Tfiat’s why 1 never go to movies.

More Initials

Having breezily buttoned up the subject to his own
satisfaetiori, the O.S.S. is ready for smug departure. He’ll

never get away even with interference spearheading an
exit for him—not if a P.P.P. is within earshot.

The P.P.P. are the initials of the philosophical popular-
ity-phobes. They aren’t really interested in the content
or form of any presentation or production. What counts is

the kind of audience it draws.

. ; The way the P.P.P. ’s have it figured out. any perform-

ance which has popular appeal cannot be lofty. If a mes-

sage is easily understood it cannot be important.

Take drama. In between acts in the theatre lobby, they

can talk of art. they can laud the author for having gotten

something great off his chest. But let someone adapt the

play for the screen and the P.P.P. is ready to turn up his

nose.
The O.S.S ’s and the P.P.P.’s are but tw o debating teams

with views of their own on motion pictures. There are

several others like the A.G.'s 'the anti-gaiety types) who
consider laughter and music as frivolous forms of enter-

tainment bordering on luxury; and the M.H 's * the Midway
• Hawkers) who regard movies as carnival concessions.

Get. all these, characters together any night and you are

bound to have a super-charged exchange of conversation

and philosophies. If in this spicy stew you would like

to add a balancing ingredient, you might irv inviting a

normal movje-goer who goes to the picture show to pass

the time pleasantly and to get away from everyday prob-

lems and cares.

Hollywood's critics very clearly use artistic yardsticks

for judging our films. The tax collector uses the standards

of the carnival \n -placing amusement levies on the trade.

The censor looks at movies as instruments of expression

against which he must protect, not himself, of course, but

the other fellow.

In the final analysis: wouldn’t you conclude that motion

pictures are just about all things to all people?

I would like to see the critics, the collectors and the

censors get together. and try to come to a common deci-

’

sion. Come to think of it. what if you put all three of

them in one room and locked the door— maybe nobody

would ever come out. And wouldn't that be a shame!

in their selection, of films. .

nonsCnse then it is the kind of nonsense that will ulli-
nonsense tmn

, ..... The fact that wc hav c never
only to

When does woman
Sometimes if you're sort of near 'em

But always if yon .cannot hear 'em

That's when women speak

When you are shaking in a shower,.

Or splashing up a whiskey sour,

Or writing thanks to Cousin Joan,

Or answering the telephone-
That's when, w omui. speak—
In pique.

VV.hcn floes wamnir confide?

When you oVe trit/i-

a

mnyorJue-

Or when you're u at where you hud been
,

Or tf/toi she runs the kitchen tup,

Or you decide to. .take a nap—
That's when she'll confide—
In pride.

When docswoman confess?

When she’s on deck and you’ve the galley,

When TV has a V-necked Valli,

Of Lewis is making funny cracks,

Or yoti compute your income tax

—

That’s when women confess^—

The rest, is silence-—Oh, yes?
. .

'

Alan Jackson .
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The Extra-Seasonr Screen

It was one of those dull afternoons in the office between

crises. We hadn’t had a panic for almost 48 hours. I waj

sitting at my desk, looking out the window, supervising

the erection of a 20-story skyscraper going up across the

street when the phone buzzed, I picked it up.

' Professor Smith on the wire,” my secretary said.

- ‘.‘Smith?” I asked. ‘‘What does he want?”

‘‘How should I know?” my girl asked. Always practical,

always polite; The well trained secretary type.

I thought for a moment while looking out the window.

Things across the street Were going along all right .It

looked as if they could get along without me for a while.

Besides, Prof. Smith was no guy to slough off. He
s

had

come in mighty handy in several crises before. Especially

the television panic of ’48-’49.- He figured out a. method

of theatre lighting then, which immediately reduced the

size of- the :
theatre screen to that of .a 12-inch TV

.
Set as

T
fiodn“a"s

_
nTeTjati,on assumed his seat.

I pressed the button. “Professor Smith,” I said cor-

dially. “Good to hear from you. What’s the occasion?”

“Mr. Robbins,” he said gutturally, in liis indescribable

accent. “1 godt idt! I godt idt!”

“Got what. Professor?” I asked, my, eyes wandering back

to the building across the Street. They were hoisting a

steel beam up to the 15th floor. There’s something fas-

cinating about a steel beam going up, spinning slightly

in the wind. You Wonder if at any minute it’s going to

snap the slender cable, and conic, tearing down into the

street. In your mind’s eye, you can already see the head-

lines in the evening 'papers. 1 wondered vaguely Whether
I should call the newsreel to come down and cover it.

“The new screen,” he answered. “Idt vill revolutionize

the pictureVbusiness!”

:

“What new screen?” I asked, my mind still elsewhere;

“Mr Robbins.’’ his voice was petulantly reproachful,

“Last April your company gave me $100,000 to develop a

new screen for your exclusive use; Remember, you said,

each company has its own process. Three D, Cinerama,
. CinemCScope,. Warnerscope—-

—

”

Now I remembered. Last season’s panic always seems to

"dull. “Ves. Professor,” I interrupted.

“Veil, I god’t idt.v.he said.. “The extra—sensory screen.

Eggsclusivo vidt. Magnum Pictures.”

“Extra—Sensory Screen,” J mused, aloud. I liked, the
sound of it even if I didn’t know >vhat it meant. “Great
work. Professor. ” I. added enthusiastically. “Let’s make a
date for next month to look at it.”

“No.” he said , firmly- “You vill come now andt look adt

idt. Idt s costing $1,000 a day to keep vorking.”
“In that case. Professor,” I said quickly. “I’ll be over at

your laboratories in 20 minutes,”
* * #

Professor Smith was a small man, with a white moustache

-and- goatee. --He lookpd-iikR a_prQ£essor. He met me at

Forty-eighth 'Anniversary

suspected myself of having such dramatically expressive

talent

All too soon the picture came to an end. The varied

color lights and sounds were back into the room. I turned

to the professor. “Simply magnificent!” I exclaimed It

was lift? a dream come true.”

The professor smiled at me. “Yah, dot’s Idt. Dot’s

Just vot idt vas.”

My voice was incredulous.' “You mean you made no film

of that wonderful story? That it will never be seen

again!”

“Nodt my anyone else,” he said reassuringly. “But you

can see idt vhenever you vant. As many times as you
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the doer to his office and took me by the arm.. “Mr. Rob-

bins.” he said. “Ve vill go ridght to the projection room.”

I allowed him to steer me down the hall to. another

door. Over the door was a sign. Big red letters. TOP
SECRET. KEEP OUT. I hesitated a moment, waiting for

him to proauce a key to the. door, but he merely turned .

the knob and .walked in.

I was bewildered. “Don’t you keep it lopked?”

“Vhatfor?" he asked.- “I godt der sign outside.”

Made sense. I followed him into the room. The first

thing that hit me was the screen. It was a white shroud^

that covered the whole room. The walls all around, reach*
-

ing to a peak on the ceiling directly over our heads. We
were ’completely surrounded by it. In the center of the

room were approximately 30 seats, placed in a circle, fac-

ing out toward all, corners of the room. Behind the seats

Was a large metal bulb set With various colored prisms.

“Looks great.. I said to the professor. “But where’s

the projector?”
He pointed to the metal bulb. “Dot’s idt.” He pressed

a button.
Immediately the bulb began to glow, throwing soft

multicolored lights that danced slowly around the room.
At the same time, a low discordant hum of music came
to my ears, as if an orchestra was tuning up in the dis-

tance. Behind the sound -of music I could hear the
hum of a thousand voices, all speaking under their breath.

It was v/eird.

I turned to the professor. “Fantasia de luxe,” I said.

“But where’s the picture, the film?”

He shook his head proudly. “Don’t der whole secret. No
film

**

“No film?" I cried. “Then how do you get the picture?”

“Zimple,” he smiled. He peered knowingly at me over

his glasses. “You hear of der great psychologist, Ror-

schach?” Without waiting for me to reply, he continued.

“He developed a test. Inkblots on a piece white paper.

You look adt idt and your mind sees vot it vants to see.

Don’t how mv screen vorks, only vit sound and music

added.”
I was real bewildered now. I looked around the room.

Damned if I could make anything out of this mish-mash of

color and noise. “Professor,” I asked suspiciously, “Have
you been drinking?”
He shook his head proudly. “Dot’s der whole secret. No

you people in der picture business. No imagination. I

haff vit vun svoop, solved all der problems of der busi-

ness. From now on the patron sees nothing but vot dey
vant to See. Every time a hit.” .

“1 don’t see anything,” I said stubbornly.

. “Of course not,” he said. “First you. must sidt down;
Then, der chair vit its extra-sensory selector vill tune you
in to der picture.”
He pushed me toward a chair and I sat down. For a

moment I was vaguely conscious of him fumbling at some-
thing behind me. Then Suddenly, a siring of screen credits

Were flashing in front of me.
HAROLD ROBBINS PRESENTS

A HAROLD ROBBINS PRODUCTION
BASED ON HAROLD ROBBINS' NOVEL

SCREENPLAY BY HAROLD ROBBINS
DIRECTED BY HAROLD ROBBINS

STARRING! HAROLD ROBBINS
A nice warm glow 'ran through hie. I turned to the pro-

fessor in the dimness. “This is real great,” I said. “About
time I was recognized in this business.”

I looked up At the screen agpin. It was a wonderful
story. Full of, beautiful girls and exciting situations. And
last, but not least, I was marvelous in the lead, I. never

I thought for a moment. In riiy mind’s eye, I could see

what effect this would have oh Hollywood.. A few hup*

dred of these and it would be the end. Millions of people

out of work. The failure of the whole investment. Stock*
,

holders losing their fortunes. People ’ losing their jobs.

Me, too. •

I turned to the professor. “Professor Smith,” I said

slowly, “The world is not ready for this great step forward.

We have to bring it along slowly. Pre-condition the peo-

ple, you know,” •

He nodded thoughtfully. “Yah,” he said, “I see vot you

mean.” He looked around the room. “But meanvhile,

vot should I do vit dis equipment? So much money und

all paid for?”
. .

•,

“All paid for?” I asked. I thought quickly, then without

waiting for a confirriiing: reply. “Tell you What to do,. I

said confidentially. “Ship the Whole works out to my place

in Norwalk and we’ll keep it out there until the world is

ready for it.”

Twenty minutes later I was on the phone to my Wife.

"Lil,” I said, “tonight you’re in for a treat. You’re going

to see the greatest motion picture ever made.”

After 40 Years It’s the Same Old,

Yet New Cry In

By HENRY KING
( Editorial note: Hollywood recently celebrated its. 50th

anniversary. Henry King here looks around at the situa-

tion after a half century. The director's latest for 20th

Century-Fox is ‘'King of the Khyber Rifles”)

.
Hollywood.

The real pioneers of the motion pic-

ture industry had already blazed the

trails when I first came to Hollywood
nearly 40 years ago. The situation in

Hollywood when I first got here was
something like this: ,

It was still a new but expanding—
and tremendously exciting—industry.

It was a business with a great fu-

\-4ure and unbounded
.
horizons.

This was despite the fact that it was
temporarily beset with a number of

adversities and. threats of immediate

w -
. extinction especially from competi-

Henry » s
tive entertainment media.

The story-telling form of the screen was. changing and

dynamically being adjusted to a slow but constant stream

of new technological developments. Some of these de-

velopments were resisted in some quarters of the indus-

try as- being too revolutionary, as requiring prohibitive

conversion costs, and for other reasons including simply

the fact that they were new.
But the industry leaders were going right on and de-

veloping these new ideas and techniques just the same.

Well, in every particular enumerated above, the Holly-

wood scene hasn’t changed much in four decades.

It’s still a new and exciting business with a tremendous
future. It is still a business of exciting possibilities, of

gratifying rewards to the deserving, of challenge.

It is still beset with temporary adversities of competitive

threats—albeit new ones—and new developments are still

being resisted in some quarters. But the leaders are go-

ing right ahead with progress anyway.
In the half-century since it was born, Hollywood has

become one of the most famous communities in the world,

and has been compared to Mecca, Bagdad, ancient Rome
or the other storied cities of Scriptures, lore and legend.

Its real importance doesn’t rely on .Hollywood & Vine
being as famous an intersection as Piccadilly Circus or
Times Square or Unter der Linden, or the Champs-Elysees
or Canal Street or the Bund. It lies in the fact that Holly-

wood & Vine is still a spiritual brother to Main Street and
Elm or any other business centre of a thriving American
city.

If we ever lose that bond with Main and Elm, we’ll be a

duller city for it. And if the motion picture industry,
which has become inseparable with the city itself, ever
loses that touch, it will also lose its audiences.
Last year, Hollywood turned out motion pictures costing

in excess of $500,000,000. It paid more than $77,000,000
in corporate taxes alone to the Government, in addition to

being responsible for 75% of the some $330,000,000 col-

lected in Federal theatre admission taxes.

The U. S. Department of Commerce estimates it now has
a capital investment of almost a whopping $3,000,000,000.
Hollywood and the motion picture industry were born

almost exactly at the same time.
When H. II. Wilcox was beginning to think, possibly of

subdividing his apricot, fig, and citrus groves seven . miles
out of Los Angeles, in the last years of the last century,
meh like W. K. L- Dickson, Thomas A. Edison, and George
Eastman of Eastman Kodak were first* beginning to think
of commercializing their fantastic new gimmick, the
movies. At the same time that the surveyors were begin-,
hirig to drive stakes in the ground out in the orange
groves, the executives of the infant movie companies like
Vitagraph, Biograph, Kalem, Melies, and Lubirt were be-
ginning to wish that the Philadelphia skies were sunnier
so they could get in more hours of filming.

In Chicago the bosses of the Thanhouser, Essahay. and
Selig studios were beginning to study weather reports
from California and ask travelers if Los Angeles really
had

.

as many sunny days per year as were reported.
Film-makers, Wheeling Edison’s cumbersome “Black

Marie” stage around and maneuvering to catch a little sun-
light on the top of a New York building, were beginning
to Wonder if there wasn’t ah easier, a pleasanter* a nicer
and a more dependable way.
. There was—Hollywood. ,

By CHARLES BRACKETT
Hollywood.

It’s an exciting thing to stumble on a morsel of the past

hidden away in some forgotten pocket of time. Almost

everybody hears of such discoveries with ah unaccountable

lift of the spirit.

In 1840 Major Stone happens to
drop into a shop in Bologne to buy a
slice of sausage. The sausage is

wrapped, as was the custom of the
day, in an old letter. Major Stone no-
tices that the letter is written in Eng-
lish. Then he reads the signature:
James Boswell, It had been written
by the James Boswell, Dr. Johnson’s :

biographer. The clue leads to a col-

lection of immensely valuable Boswell
letters which no one knew existed. \

:
It’s mysterious that that, .’ or Carl

Sandburg’s discovery of the Lincoln
letters in a barrel, should be such a

pleasing tale. Maybe it’s simply because we all like to get
confirmation of our belief in Buried Treasure. Or maybe
it’s just that the sudden, unexpected survival . of the past
strikes some chord in us.

This seems a far cry from the Academy of Motion Pic-

ture Arts & Sciences, but the. Academy has been going
through an adventure vaguely similar. It concerns a long-
forgotten by-product of the motion picture industry.

Our siory begins in 1894. In that' year, Thomas A..

Edison wished to patent something connected with his new
gadget, the motion picture camera: a roll of film called

“The Sneeze.” There was no way to patent film, so Mr.
Edison, being a man with a certain ingenuity, submitted
an 8-by,-10 card on which Were printed the 45 frames of his

celluloid movie, and received a certificate of copyright
for “The Sneeze” . as a photograph. Until the copyright
laws were,amended in 1912, every motion picture had to be
submitted to the Copyright Office as series of photographs
on paper strips.

Charles : Brackett

Treasure Trove

Thus the Library of Congress had in its possession, a
million and a half feet of 35-millimeter paper film, w'hose
sole value at that time was evidence of copyright. Mean-
while the actual films, on highly perishable nitrate stock,
gradually dropped out of existence.

.
Most of usvknow that

unless film is given expert, and constant care, it deterio-
rates, the emulsion cracks away, and finally it drops apart
entirely. Only a precious few pictures were preserved by
their owners. And the paper films, born of a necessity,
gathered dust in the archives of the Library of Congress,
regarded, when thought of at all, as unique and curious
items—not motion pictures, but the mummies of motion
pictures.

The Academy stumbled over the fact that these paper
films existed, and then learned that the Library of Con-
gress was anxious to have its paper library transferred

back into celluloid. However, the Library lacked an ap-

propriation for the expense involved, even though fine-

grain film and microphotography suggested possible meth-
ods of restoration.

Six years ago the Academy borrowed a selection of the
paper rolls from the Library and assumed the responsibil-.

ily for conducting an experiment in Hollywood. Photo-
graphing the fragile paper, much of.it without sprocket-

holes,’ some without frame lines, required time, patience
and adequate financing. . Differences in thickness of the

paper, quality of the emulsions and the original process-
ing, complicated the problem. Some methods of trans-

ferring the paper to 35m film were fairly successful
mechanically, but proved too costly for a non-commercial
project.

Then, out of the blue, the Academy came upon a brand
new firm, anxious to make a name for itself and willing to

tackle the problem with a fanatic fervor. The firm, Prim-
rose Productions, abandoned conventional equipment and
improvised new equipment for the job. Such equipment
literally combined among its component parts, bits' from a

Norden bombsight, a jukebox and a pinball machine.
This brings us up to September, 1953, at which time

the Academy’s executive director, Mrs. Margaret Herrick,
presented the Library of Congress with the first four rolls

of successfully reclaimed film. The Library liked them
and agreed to let the Academy proceed with the entire
project of converting the paper prints to 16m film. As
each film is reclaimed, a print will remain in the Academy
archives, with a print and a negative going to the Library
archives.

I 56*Year-Old Newsreel I

On Nov. 30, 1953, both the Academy and the Library of

Congress held a press showing of 12 of the early motion

pictures, representing the period between 1897 and 1907.

It was a gratifying experience to flash a 56-year-old news-

reel on the screen—gratifying because it was the first time

the press had seen these films, over a half-century old.

Gratifying also because it was the first step toward filling

the blank spaces in a photo mural that spans that half cen-

tury. As rapidly as funds are available, the project will

be completed.
The twelve films shown were: Gatling Guo. Crew in

Action, Edison, 1897; “Gatling Gun Firing by Squad,”
Edison. 1897; “The Corset Model.” Biograph, 10.03;“The
Way to Soli Corsets,” Biograph, 1903; “The- Ex-Convict.”
Edison, 1904; “The Girl at the Window,” Biograph, 1903;

“An Englishman's Trip to Paris from London,” Biograph,
1904; “Great Baltimore Fire,” Biograph, 19.04; “Latina,

Contortionist,” Biograph, 1905; “international Contest for

the Heavyweight Championship, Squires Versus Burns.”
Miles Bros;, 1907; “Automobile Race for the. Vsnderbill

Cup,” Biograph. 190
o4; and “The Inn Where No Man

Rests,” George Melies’ 1903.
The comedies- and dramas have the qualities of primi-

tives. As for the news events, they are pure gold. This

first batch of work only scratches the surface of the col-

lection. We can look forward to scenes from the Span-
ish-American and the Boer wars; the. Houston Flood of

. 1900; rare shots of Teddy Roosevelt, and tragic shots of

President McKinley just before his assassination.
As each roll of paper film is reclaimed and returned

to the archives of the nation, the Academy will have the

satisfaction of having made a contribution to an important

record of American history.
.
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s a Happy Boxoffice New

Year for you, Mr. Exhibitor,

with U*I’s “(jQlden Dozen”

for the Charles J. Feldman

Annual Drive.

Never in this company’s

history has there been a strong-

er group of pictures released

in sequence.

Again it demonstrates

U-I sconfidence in our Indus-

try . . . RESPONSIBILITY to VOU,

the Exhibitor, to keep on

delivering our present high

number of releases . . . and

reliability of entertainment

to please your patrons and

keep them coming.

Confidence . . . Responsi-

bility . . .Reliability!

The Charles J. Feldman

Annual Drive gives these

words more meaning (mean-

ing more profits) for you than

ever before!

Join us for your happiest

boxoffice New Year.

Universal-International
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DONALD O'CONNOR

JANET LEIGH

WALKING MY BABY
BackHome

color bv Technicolor
with BUDDY HACKETT

LORI NELSON • SCAT MAN CROTHERS

Ki.
MAUREEN O’HARA

JEFF CHANDLER

WarArrow
COLOR BY Techn icolor

co-starring SUZAN BALL

with JOHN MclNTIRE • CHARLES DRAKE

DENNIS WEAVER • NOAH BEERY
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ALAN LADD

SHELLEY WINTERS

Saskatchewan
color by Technicolor

with ROBERT DOUGLAS • J. CARROLL NAISH

HUGH O'BRIAN • RICHARD LONG

LOWELL GILMORE
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RICHARD CARLSON

JULIA ADAMS

(mjiMeikm
•the Btaclc Jaqooi
with RICHARD DENNING • NESTOR PAIVA

ANTONIO MORENO • WHIT BISSELL

Available In both 2-D and 3-D
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JOEL McCREA

YVONNE DE CARLO
co-starring PEDRO ARMENDARIZ

BORDER RIVER
color by Technicolor

with HOWARD PETRIE • ERIKA NORDIN
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TONY CURTIS

JOANNE DRU

F
co-starring

with MARVIN MILLER
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AUDIE MURPHY
DAN DURYEA

SUSAN CABOT

ABBE LANE

mehearofoiABio
color by Technicolor'
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ROCK HUDSON

BARBARA RUSH

TAZA,SON OF
COCHISE

color by Technicolor

Available in both 2-D and 3-D
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GLENN MILLER STORY
color by lecnnicoior
with CHARLES DRAKE • GEORGE TOBIAS

and Guest Stars

FRANCES LANGFORD • LOUIS ARMSTRONG
GENE KRUPA* BEN POLLACK

'

THE MODERNAIRES
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JOHN PAYNE

IRI BLANCHARD

DAN DURYU

FORT LARAMIE
color by Technico

with JOYCE MacKENZIE

BARTON MacLANE
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By.m HOLUNGER
Theatre’TV marked its fith birth-

day during 1953, but .it remained

the industry's retarded chi d. En-

thusiasm of proponents of the me-

dium ^ has not. waned, however.

TheV stm feel it can serve as a

ootent sideline biz for theatres

throughout the country once ,the

technical and programming bugs

are ironed out; However they were

saying just that a year -ago.

Closed-circuit hookups were

snowed under the avalanche of

conversation, and concrete accom-

plishments relating to 3-D, widi

screen, Cinemascope arid stereo-
T

phonic sound. The problem of re

trieving audiences via the theatres’

standard product— pictures— be-

came more immediate.

T Only 100 Equipped
—

As a result, except for temporary
installations for, specific theatre tv

events, not a single new permanent
ciosed-circuit unit was. unveiled

during the year. The number of

theatre TV installations remains, at

about 100, an infinitesimal number
When compared to the. approxi-
mately 20.000 theatres in the coun-
try. The largest number of thea-

tres yet corralled for a theatrie tv

event has been 50 amd that was two
years ago for the first . Rocky
Marciano-Joe Walcott heavyweight
championship fight, •

This factor .points up the dif-

ficulty in obtaining sufficient line
clearances " from the

.
American

Telephone & Telegraph Co. Big-
gest complaint of the closed-circuit
promoters has been the

1

turtle-like
pace of the AT&T in providing and
servicing long lines and local,

loops. Frequent attempts have been
made to lick this bottleneck and
the objective was one of the prime
aims of .the National Theatre Tele-
vision Exhibitors Committee in ap-
pealing to the Federal Communi-

.
cations Commission for separate

|

theatre bands. While the FCC did
not grant this request, theatres re-
ceived assurance that the lines
would be available once the me-
dium operated on a more or less
regular bas'is.

There were only two attractions
available to theatres during the
past year—both in the field of
sports. A lineup of 45 theatres with
New York and New England
blacked out was obtained for the
Rocky Mareiario-Roiand LaStarza
heavyweight championship fight on
Sept. 24. This Nate Halpern Thea-
tre Network Television event
grossed about $300,000, with thea-
tres charging $2.50 to $4.80. Sec-
ond attraction, a series \ of five
Notre Dame - football games pre-
sented on Saturday afternoons dur-
ing the fall, brought in a total of
«bout $65,000. The lineup of thea-
ties varied from eight to a peak of

2 with the admission charges
ranging from_85e to $9 an

L I^bts of BigTalk

nJ
h^^ridcasts were offered by

Box Office Television, Inc., which

fni
C1

i

C
o-i

he clo-ed-circuit field dur-
*^TV, headed by at-

t°mey Milton Mound,

elosed-drcuit subsidiary. No sooner
naq. it grandiosely announced its
intention to present a sehies of
weekly boxing, bouts and to pro-
mote sales meetings via the me-
ciiuiii (hdn it disbanded thfe project.

Also established during the year
was Stadium Network Television
an outfit headed by Ed Dorfman
which had as its objective the
presentation of., theatre-.tv events
in ballparks. Two other .firms—
TelerConference and Closed-Cir-
cuit Television Co.—were conspicu-
ous by their silence.

One of the prime objectives of
the medium, eyed by exhibitors as
well as the promoters, is use of the
medium during theatre off-hours,
especially for business and indus-
try use for sales meetings, etc.
Both industry’s reluctance to try
something new and the lack of big
screen color have been the factors
that have delayed the advance of
this project. The color problem is
on its way to solution and may be
one of the major advances theatre
tv will make during 1954. RCA,
General Precision and 20th-Fox,
latter with Eidophor, are expected
to push developments in this field,

during the corning year.
Business use of the medium, al-

j

though dormant sin c e TNT’s

Gentiemen Prefer Blondes,”
Shane, youse of Wax,” etc. But

it is still the poor man’s entertain-
ment when you consider that our
normal admission price is 70c in-
cluding tax, and our increase—-
with the exception of ”The Robe”—
has been around 95e including tax,
and in some instances plus three-
dimension glasses.

. On Dec. 1, in my local garage,
they raised rhy daily parking rale
from 60c to 70c. Not too long ago
it \vas 40c. ; How can anybody Ob-
ject to paying 80c or $1 for a great
evening in a: theatre when
ond-fate

H’WOOD COWBOYS
By WILLIAM ORNSTEIN

‘•You gotta

and the right

lovi
»>

have

a sec-
charges al-

parking an

Tucson,

the right tune

tempo in literature

! and movies to turn but a true west-

! ern,” in the opinion of j. Frank
Dobic, erstwhile professor of Eng-
lish at Texas University and author

of such books .as ‘'The Voice of

the Coyote” and ‘‘The Mustangs."
Dobie appeared here in a one-

night stand at the University of
Arizona where "The Cowboy in

Literature" was the. topic of a Sun-
day .evening; Gathered in the tre-

mendous stadium-effect auditorium
of the University, whose stage is

almost, if not as large as. Radio
in New York.

parking lot
most that much for
automobile for a day?

;
With reference to widescrecns,

it is not niy opinion that Clnema-
Scope is applicable to air pictures,
nor would I care to see it that way.
It has been my hope that we would
have an all-purpose screen and an
all-purpose theatre. By that, I

mean that each week we. could put,
plenty ol' exciting advertising and

,|

]f

showmanship in our publicity.—not i
^ s Music Hall

just showing a standard motion !
were more than 1,000 listeners and

picture, but appealing to the pub-
j

curious who turned out to see Svhat

lie by showing a Cinemascope one the Texan historian of the western

week, a three-dimension the nqxt,.!
100^ llke an <l "hat he had to

and perhaps a widescreen and :

-^^y-

stereophonic sound attraction next I Shocked with a goodly crop of
week. This would put our man-

,

white hair, Dobie could pass olf
agement and advertising depart- i

as a second Will Rogers
.
lie has

ments on their toes and get us out ' the drawl, the mien, the unruly
1? a l ^ . .'i. _ a. ' , ii • . 'fc/*

1

. , ,
'

1 •
' ' -

guns; and the cattle are running
from the time they leave the range
until they get to Canada.” The
only film he saw that was any good,
the author stated, was "North 36,”
a mute drama. He admitted he
only goes to see those westerns
"advertised as masterpieces,” and
there haven’t been many such ad-
vertise^,*^.; -

/Another thing about western
films, according to Dobie, is that
in all the traveling the cows do,
"it is very rare they stop for grass
or

.
water land I can’t even read

their brands. 'Git Along Little
Dogie’ has been sung and played
so much it’s become.a Texas lulla-

by e.

"The touchstone for all kinds of
literature is the use of the right
words and the right tune, the right
tone and the

;
right time." He

pointed to specific examples of
Mark Twain and Zane Grey, com-
menting that "Twain’s wjfe.Livvy,
tried on several occasions to repeat
the slang used by her husband in
his books but couldn't She got

manner. Certainly, different types great humorist whose "All J know
of pictures lend themselves to dif- i is what I read in the papers'’ w as
.ferent types of exciting copy.

j

his calling card.
As you know; Dallas was one of “The popular Hollywood cow-

presentation of a Lees Carnots !

the guinea pigs for "Kiss Me Kate” hoy,” Dobie declared, "never . walks
. . ' r’ *'
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meeting last year, appears headed
for a comeback in 1954, with two
business, meetings scheduled for
this month. TNT, is staging a 16-

Theatre confab for the Sealtest
Division of the National Dairy
Products Corp. on Jan. 22 while
BOTV will present a 31 -city meet-
ing for

othe Ford Motor Co. on
Jan. 28.

Thinks Fewer But

Theatres Alive

By ROBERT J/ O’DONNELL

in three-dimension,
/Continued on

and I do
page 56)

be- through a door but jumps dut a

* window; he is always shooting two

of the rut. of selling 52 attractions
!

wave flowing over his brow and all
j

the right . words but the wrong

.

in 52 .weeks in almost an identical the general mannerisms of the late
j

tune.”

As for Zane Grey, Dobie added,
"He had his hired hands put on
local color for his books. Gone;
these many years. Ris books are
still coming out. He provided his
secretary with enough stories for
a lifetime; He doesn't have the
right time for the tune in his
books."

.During the talk, Dobie made use
of all the mannerisms of Will
Rogers, adding a drawling pun
here and there to eke a laugh out
of his audience. He is sharp and
keen-witted' and shifted his balance
from time to time for an easy
stance - before the music stand. He
read from notes and embellished
them from memory. His stage su-

'd! ence was as spellbound as the
• visitors out front. At least they
appeared as such, including Mary

:
I..- Jeffries, forum director. Who
drew the centre gold chair behind
the footlights.

'

•

By ARTHUR LEVEY
< President, Skiatron )
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Dallas.

In my opinion, fewer but bigger
pictures could keep the big city

theatres alive; for today, I think,

the weekly same opening day, year
in and year out, is a thing of the
past. Cities from 250,000 up. must
be flexible and exploit every bit of
amusement income before indis-

criminately changing shows every
i

seven days. However, these are;
not the theatres that are. most in

\

jeopardy. It is the three-and-four^
\

change-a-week theatres and the
,

split-week theatres that are a prob-
i

iem, although in 'our situation we
|

have been for many months cx-

,

tending the three-day runs to four
,

and five days; the four days to
;

seven days; and the two-day to

three-days—and attempting to get

the money out of the better at-

tractions.

The equipment migraine in our
situation is no particular headache,
as we jumped the gun last spring

|

and have completely equipped for

widescreen and stereophonic sound
more than 80 of our 100 theatres.

We have attempted to secure the
best all-purpose screen, and be-
lieve we have done this. But our
ideas of a fine, all-purpose screen!
do not, in every instance, agree i

with the thinking of one pioneer
in Cinemascope who shall be
nameless.

1

,

., We would not trade for anything
in the world our, experiences in the

past six months, which included a

most active and successful summer
wherein we emphasized widescreen -i

and stereophonic sound. We have
found it well worth the gamble,

,

despite the fact that in 38 sets of

Our. RCA equipment w<? have an
extra sound-head that will be ob-
solete; when and

v
as all companies

go to the four-track sdund-on-film.

Writing this off will be a bit bur-
densome but we believe it has
proven our point during the past

Radical changes have taken place

in the thinking of the film indus-

try in relation to subscription tele-

vision. And the film people are
1

not. the only ones to see the poten-
tials of tollviewing. We have

,
been

eoritacted by leaders from many
fields, frpm doctors, scientists and

: educators to important figures in

the world of sports and the legiti-

mate theatre, and even by heads
of theatre circuits.

Even though, the Federal. Com-
munications Commission has yet to

make up its mind where pav-as-
you-see television fits into the
developing broadcasting pattern,
subscription TV is already a re-

ality in the minds of a great many
of the policy-making executives.
Never before has there been such

.

intense interest in Subscriber-vi- i

Sion, sueli determination to ex-

amine every aspect of the miethod
for its potential as the cheapest,
most effective way of establishing

a box-office in the. home.

To a very considerable extent,

the march of events during the past
year has pinpointed the need lor
tollvision. The economics of com-
mercial telecasting are such that

even the broadcasters themselves,
who might be considered having a

vested interest in the status quo.
are no longer shutting their eyes
to the simple truth that they have
reached the saturation point in

programming quality under the
prevailing sponsor-telecaster rela-
tionship. Today, subscription tele-

vision is no longer in a position of

trying to force itself on an unwill-
ing industry. Events during 1953
have proven conclusively that . if

TV broadcasting is to survive and
prosper, i( must broaden its bask
to; take in pay-as-you-see telecast-

ing. Resisting it not only defies
economic logic, it is merely delay-
ing the inevitable.

The film people are watching!
the spectre of color /TV over the
horizon. It doesn't lake much

,

imagination to figure put what this

I

could mean to those millions upon
millions of dollars worth of black--

1 and-whitc negatives now crowding
the vaults. These pictures 'arc -being

summer, as it has always been: our .hcW back with, tlie optimistic hope

aim and ambition to keep abreast
of the times and to attempt, in our
theatres, to give the last word in

entertainment, We feel that if we
had not installed stereophonic
sound an all-purpose screens and
every facility for three-dimension
pictures, we would have been
derelict in oiir duty.

We have been guilty of juggling

our prices in Texas, and raising

them for outstanding attractions

that the day may come when some

J

television sponsor will fork over a
I. sum large enough to compensate
1

producers lor their investment/'

Hollywood, in its Search for
greater revenue, has gone to a

wider screen. Here again, the re-

I

issue value of ordinary pix is de-
pressed. What will happen to those
millions 6f feet of standard film

that the companies will no longer
be able to sell? As presently con-

such as "From Here to Eternity," j
stituted, television cannot pay

enough to suit the studios. And
even if all the producers v. ere to

dump their product—as some tear
they may—the only effect this

would have would be. to drop the
bottom out of the market.

The film industry has begun to

realize that Subscriber-Vision of-

fers an electronic distribution sys-
tem to many niillions of TV homes,
which will eventually permit a high
quality film to gross $6-S7,000.060
in a single evening.

Our 10-day test of Subscriber-
Vision in New .York last June
proved conclusively not only how
well our system works, hut. equally
important, that more than 90 r

r of
all set-owners, would be willing to

pay for superior TV entertainment
alongside the regular sponsored,
shows.

Our. method, involving transmis-
sion of a' coded signal which is

unscrambled at the home seLJby
dint of a small, compact decoder,
lias been developed and improved
over the past three years in tests
authorized by the FCC. and held in

conjunction with WOR-TV in New-
York. All of the FCC Commission-
ers. together With the chiefs of the
legal and engineering departments,
came from Washington last year
to witness Subscriber-Vision and
expressed themselves as deeply
impressed with the system.

We are going to the FCC shortly,
with an application for a eommer-
•eial tollcasting license in metro-
politan New York, We expect that,
within 18 months of obtaining FCC
approval, we will have installed at

least 500.000 decoders in the
metropolitan area. wherp nearly
4.000,000 sets are already in use.

Manufacturers have assured us
that they stand ready to swing into
production of; the./decoders al most
as soon as the FCC act*, and we are
prepared to : license t hem under
our patents.

The cost of tiie decoders will he
quite small in mass production.
Following FCC approval, we as-
pect to implement- a coopeiatR^
arrangement with Western Unjpn
which wiil. process all subscription
applications, including billing and
accounting, etc.

Installation of our decoders is

so simple, it should cost no more,
than about $2,50. Uowcyer. our
present, thinking is not to charge
pur subscribers either for the de-
coders nor for the installation

since we hope to amortize the cost
out of our eventual subscription
fees.

We
.
feel assured that-,, once the

FCC lias approved toll.casting the
entire broadcasting industry Will
be revitalized along w ith a I lied en-

tertainment industries.

Literary Hopalongs t

"Cowboys read Police Gazette
then as they do Life today,". Dobie
said.

When asked whether the real
cowboy was disappearing, the Tex-
an novelist and authority on Lone
Star -lore answ ered, "I don’t think
so. More cowboys are wearing

i
spurs in cars .than on horses, There

;
is something about living in ma-

1

chines that fascinates^niem.”

\

Dobie. went on to sav that, in
his opinion. "The Virginian’’ by
Owen Wister is the most popular
light novel, in the last century.
/Not a cow boy or cow is mentioned

. in the book. It has no cow psy-
i cliology and. it has left an indelible
impression on the mind of the
public. So much so. there has be-
come an American saying. 'When
you call me a Virginian, smile." he

|

draw led.

I

In early hooks, all cowboys were
witty and lantern-jawed men. They .

were called lifters and Cow’ Bo\ s

because they attended eowsi and
most of the yarns dealt with cattle
thieves, Dobie declared. He drew
a verbal picture of the inception
of the cow boy to present-day liter-

ature.

One of the best cowboy liter-

ature which reveals the natural life

on the trail which is slow and
provides natural cowboy talk is

Andy Adams’. "The Log of the
Cow .boy,” lie Said. "There.' are no
women in this book,” Dobie added,
"and when Adams was advised to
put a woman and love story in the
book to make it popular, lie re-
fused slating he had never seen a.

/woman on the trail and if she had
been there she 'would- have only

.
been in the way. There is shooting

i and one drowning and true-to-life.

It lias the right lone and the right
: tempo, and 40c,o of the book deals
w ith anecdotes and natural set-

tings,” he said.

In eo'ncltrding. Dobie told of
.

visiting small towns where there

were two film show’s a week and
.

all he could see advertised were
westerns.” The popularity of • the

western movies in Europe and
Japan can be accounted for as in

the small towns of the west. These

pictures are a travesty on. life, but

apparently the range people like

them. .

'

"In
.
time all cowboys will be

modeled after Hollywood.”
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THE CRUEL SEA
by Nicholas' Monserrat

Jack Hawkins Donald Sindan

Denholm Elliott Virginia McKanha

Producer: Laslio Norman
Diroctpr:Cherlft Frond

: A Michael Balcon Production

GENEVIEVE
Colour by Technicolor

.

Dinah Sheridan John Grogion
Kay Kendall Kenneth More

Produced, and directed by Hf nry Cornelius

THE SEEKERS
Colour by EestmanColour

Jack Hawkins
.

Glynis. Johns

Noel Purcell Inia Ti Wiata

Producer: George Brown
Director: Ken Annakin

THE TITFIELD THUND ERBOLT
Colour by Technicolor

Stanley Holloway . George Ralph

Naunton Wayne John Gregson

Producer: Michael Truman
Director: Charles Crichton

A Michael 2 Balcon Production

YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS
ARE

Colour by Technicolor

Donald Sinden Akim Tamiroff
Sarah Lawson Naunton Wayne
Producers: Julian Wihtle and Pater Rogers

Director: Ken Annakin

DOCTOR . IN THE HOUSE
Colour by Technicolor

Dirk Bogarde Muriel Parlow
Kenneth More Donald. Sinden

Producer: Betty Box
Director: Ralph Thomas

FORBIDDEN CARGO
Nigel Patrick Joan Coliins

Terence Morgan Jack Warner
Greta Gynt

Producer: Sydney Box
Director: Harold French

THE RAINBOW JACKET
Colour by Technicolor

Robert Morley Kay Walsh
Edward Underdown Bill Owen

Producer: Michael Ralph
Director: Basil Dearden

A Michael Balcon Production .

THE MILLION POUND NOTE
by Mark. Twain

Colour by Technicolor

_ ’ Gregory Peck
• Ronald Squire Jane Griffiths

Producer: John Bryan
Director: Ronald Neame

PERSONAL AFFAIR
Gene Tierney Leo Genn

Glynis Johns

Producer.: Antony Darnborough
Director: Anthony Palmier

;
ROMEO AND JULIET

by William Shakespeare
Colour by Technicolor

Laurence Harvey Susan ShehteJI
Flora Robson Norman. Wooland

Producers: Sandro Ghenzi. end Joseph Janni
Director: Reneto Castellan!

THE LOVE LOTTERY
Colour by Technicolor

David Niven Peggy .Cummins
Herbert Lorn Anne Vernon

Producer:
. Monja Danitchewtky

.

Director: Charles Crichton
A Michael Belcon Production

MEET MR. LUCIFER
Stanley Holloway Peggy Cummins
Kay Kendall Barbara Murray

Producer: Monja Danischewsky
Director: !Anthony Pelissier

A Michael Balcon Production

TROUBLE IN STORE
Norman Wisdom Margaret Rutherford.

Moira Lister Derek Bond

Producer: Maurice Cowan
Director: John Paddy Cersteirs

THE.BEACHCOMBER
Colour by Technicolor

Glynis Johns Robert Newton
Donald Sinden

Producer: William MecQuitty
Director: Muriel Box

. PROJECT M.7.
Phyllis Calvert James Donald
Robert Beatty Herbert Lorn

Producer: Antony Darnborough
Director: Anthony Asquith

WEST OF ZANZIBAR
Colour by Technicolor

Anthony Steel Sheila Sim

Producer: Leslie Norman
Director: Harry Watt

A Mich ae I Bal con Production

HIGHLAND FLING
Paul Douglas Dorothy Alison

! Producer: Michael Truman

Director: Alexander MacKendrick

A Michael Balcon Production

MALTA STORY
Alec Guinness Jack Hawkins
Anthony Steel: Muriel Pavlpw

/Producer: Peter deSerigny
Director: Brian Desmond Hurst

ALWAYS A BRIDE
Peggy Cummins Terence Morgan

Ronald Squirt

Producer: Robert Garrett
Director: Ralph Smart

. THE SQUARE RING
Jack Warner Robert Beatty
Maxwell Reed :

:
Joan Collins

Kay Kendall

Producer: Michael Ralph.

.

. Director: Basil Dearden
A Michael Balcon Production

TURN THE KEY SOFTLY
Yvonne Mitchell Terence Morgan
Joan Collins Kathleen Harrison

Producer: Maurice Cow*n
Director: Jack Lee

THE KIDNAPPERS.
_

Duncan Macrae Adrienne CorrJ

Producers: Se rg< Nolbandov and . Leslie Parkyn

Director: Philip . Leacock-

FAST AND LOOSE
Stanley Holloway Kay Kendall

. Brian Reece

Prpducer: teddy Baird

Dir/ector: Gordon Parry.

BOTH SIDES OF THE LAW
Anne Crawford Peggy Cummins

Rosamund) John Terence Morgan

Prpducer: William Ma.cQviit+y

Director: Muriel Bo*

A DAY TO REMEMBER
Stanley Holloway

.Odj.lt Versois

James Heyter

Producer: Betty Box

Joan Rice

Donald Sinden

Vernon Gray ,

Director: Relph;Themat

DESPERATE MOMENT
Dirk Bogarde Mai Zetterling.

Philip Friend Albert Lieven

Producer: George H. Brown

Director: Compton Bennett

THE GENTLE GUNMAN
John Mills Dirk Bogarde

Robert Beetty Elizabeth Sellar*

Producer: Michael Ralph

Director: Basil Dearden

A Michael Balcon Production

RANK ORGANISATION OF GREAT BRITAIN
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SADIE, SHEIKS AND
(Sex On The Screen)

SIRENS OPERATION EYEBALL

By JERRY WALD
(Executive Producer, Columbia Pictures)

.
Hollywood,

Sex not only helps make the world go around ( as-poets -

and composers have told us), but sex also keeps pix pro-

jectors revolving in theatres from Broadway to Burma.

Sex, it is said, and not silver nitrate, is the chief ingredient

of motion picture film. If . this is so,

then onemiay well ask, How has Holly-

wood .^ndled sex?

What is. essentially a very: difficult

question has been given many easy
answers. Nowhere is Hollywood more
vulnerable than in the realm of sex

and passion, and the attack upon the

screen !and upon movie makers dates

back almost to the time when Thomas
. Alva Edison turned his first crank
handle.

,
___CriJtLcs-olJJie_aQceen ate^apLLo for-

' get that home audiences see as many
jerry Wald

stories of love, unrequited love, pas-

sion, marital contentment and sheer animal attraction in

one week of television viewing as they are apt to get in

three months of moviegoing; Yet despite this concen-

trated dose of sex at home, interrupted only by. special

pleadings for cake mixes and beauty applications, the

movie screen and the movie industry have been burdened

with the onus of offending public morals in matters con-

cerning sex. For almost all of its history, the movies have

constituted an "open season” for the moralists, the watch*

and-wards, the Comstocks of American society.

In 1896, two years after the first public exhibition of

filin. two stage performers. May Irwin and John C. Rice,

posed for a kiss interlude which delighted some and.

shocked others. The kiss itself, was lifted from a scene

in the plav in which the two performers were then appear-

ing. "The Widow Jones,” and although there was no hue

and outcry against the stage perfo.ntrance^tltere-w‘as-con^—

siderabie agitation—about ..it up on the. screen,.. jand_pne_
Chicago newspaper editor referred to this friendly bliss as

“no better than a lyric Of the stockyards." It sliould
:
have

been obvious even to the earliest pioneers of this infant

entertainment medium, that the movies were “in for it.”

Even such eminent and. clear-thinking historians as Charles

and Mary Beard joined the attackers of the silver screen,

charging the movies with debasing the moral fibre of

America:

.

|
A Force for the Go, '!

.It. is mv sincere conviction that during the past 50 years
• the movies, in many respects, have seyveC o raise the level

of public taste not only in the realm of lii- physical appur-

tenances of daily living, but in the realm of ideas and
ideals as well. It is also my belief that the movies have
performed an exemplary service in the c ireful handling

of. sex on the screen. There have been, of course, excep-

tions; but these, exceptions have been at a minimum and
have earned the same degree of reproach from Hollywood,

. which they earned at the hands of the public. The movies
have mirrored the temper of the tiems in morals and
mores, and, if anything, have actually anticipated the trend

of attitudes toward sexual relationships. The movies have
not created . moral values, nor debased them, nor under-

mined them.

In an industry which has produced some 25,000 mature
length pictures in 50-odd years of its history, it w uld be
unusual, to say the least, to discover that a few n these

have offended public morals and good taste, in.clud' by
the. way. the' taste of Hollywood and serious film-makvcs as

well. The attributed immorality or a-morality whicMThas
been fastened upon the picture industry is no monopoly at

all, when one considers the publishers and their comic
books and lurid book jackets, and the theatrical producers
and their revues, their burlesques and some of their three-

act dramas. This consideration is not noted here as either

a justification or ah apologia; the point is that pix have
been more subject to censorship and scrutiny; films are
more immediate to their audiences and therefore more
vulnerable; movies deal with live images, and being more
immediate are, generally, the first point, of attack. There
has been justified and temperate criticism of the content
of motion pictures, and in these instances producers and
the industry have worked for improvement.
There is no reason why the celebrated for infamous in

its day ) Irwin-Rice kiss should have raised such a storm of
protest except for the fact that it was a daring hovelty.
Kissing had been evinced in’ .Shakespeare, in the robust
Restoration Comedies, and even in the theatre of the Kem-
bles and the Booths. Sex on the American screen, in fact,

had a dry, puritanical aura to it for at least the first two
decades of film history, and romance—was-best—expressed—
in the pollyanna school of fingertip-touching romance.

This was the period when the heroine inevitably had
long, golden curls, wore a Wide-brimmed hat* and strolled
into the sunset with “The Boy” to eternal happiness or its

1910 equivalent. American womanhood—girlhood would
be more appropriate—was personified in the lovable roles
which Mary Pickford portrayed to delighted audiences.
Sex manifested itself generally in hand-holding and was
never the central problem of any story.

It was World War I which wrought almost overnight
changes in the moral attitudes of the people of America.
America had been canvassing for the politically emanci-
pated woman since the Civil War and the Susan B. A n-

thonyXrusade for suffrage. The campaign for the Sexually
em^^cipejted woman began when the boys came home from
Paree, when the hemlines started to climb, and the cigaret
holders began to appear. “The America of the beginning
of the last decade (1920-30 ),” writes James Truslow Adams
in "The Epic of .America” (1933), "was a very different
one from that which had entered World War I. The ideal-
ism that had been rapidly making progress in accomplish*
inenl under Roosevelt and' under Wilson in hi$ first. term
had\ largely disappeared. A certain recklessness had taken .

its place. ’ This recklessness was an aftermath of l he
war, a moral backwash as some historians have called it,

and the movies went about the business 6f reflecting the
tenor of those days.

There were two pictures which blasted away the two
preceding trends—the age of innocence, and the saga of
the vampire-^and these were “The Miracle Man” and
Male, and Femaje,” both produced in 1919. “The MiracleMan w ith Thomas Meighan exploited the growing order

of the gangster; “Male aind Female,*'
.

based on Barrie’s

play, “Admirable . Crichton,” co-starring Meighan and
Gloria Swanson (.who had had a rather short run as a
vamp herself) dealt with the intimate love story of a

lady of quality and her butler on a desert island. The
story .flouted moral ' conventions, dealt in. sophisticated

fashion With problems of illicit love, and was as open in

its defiance pf the pre-war moral status quo as America's

flourishing racketeering, as revolutionary as the new era

of jazz, and as flaunting of traditions as the newly created

Prohibition era drinkers.
'

Cecil B. DeMille followed with Other pictures in the

same vein, including “Don’t Change Your Husband,” “For
Better or Worse,” and “Forbidden Fruit,” all stressing sex

and moral emancipation. Naturally, he had imitators who
tackled the same theme with varying degrees of taste and
license. But the trend toward this new attitude toward sex

on the screen had its counterpart in other phases of Amer-
ican life. “DeMille’s imitators,” Ruth Inglis writes "In

'

“Freedom of the Movies” (Chicago U. Press, 1947), “were
even less subtle, and pictures defying the old-fashioned

canons of decency and morality, became as common as the
contemporary novels and plays in similar vein.”

|
Nainby-Pabliun Pix

j

If American movies are to share; any kind of guilt at

all, then conceivably it ihight be for perpetuating the
girly-girly myth about American womanhood. Long after

the “Down East” and the “Pollyanna” school of motion
pictures had passed public vogue, there were producers
and filmmakers who persisted in offering the public this

pabluin-loaded view of the relationship between meh and
women. As one looks back at pictures of that era, the
sacrosanct era Of sex, one gets the feeling that unlikely

children, dressed up in adults' clothes, were playing at

lovemaking. The hero invariably chased the heroine
-thrwigh-some-backlot sylvan glade and finally caught her
’neath a weeping willow; the heroine dropped her eyes
when the hero went after fiiT-rewarST Toss ; and~wRen he'
forced himself to a point of proposal he dropped to one
knee and rapped his chest manfully.

The early Mary Pickford pictures and Charles Ray films

Cupid-bow lips—when razzy, jazzy Clara Bow and ‘It’ burst
upon the screen. American audiences awakened to sex by
the aftermath of World War I were delighted with what
they saw.

* * *

The flapper era offered moviegoers a new view of . the
American woman as the rolled-stocking, hipflask-toting,

bobbed-hair hoyden. The flapper era also made discussion
about sex socially acceptable in quarters where it had
never even been whispered before. But Clara Bow’s pic-

tures and Sue Carol’s may have, asked questions about
sex, but never attempted to answer them. “Sex is here to
stay,” was a contemporary wisecrack. But no attempt was
made to explain what sex was and how it Operated.

“Sex is sin” has been a prevalent view in many parts of
American life. In the early days of the screen, when sex
exhibited itself on the screen, aside from the already re-
ferred to idyllic concept of fingertip-touching romance, it

was portrayed as evil—the vampires, the illicit lovers, the
cycle started by Cecil B. DeMille with his production
“Male and Female.” The vampire school shocked its audi-
ence, but it was superficial. The flapper school was a
shock, but it, too, was superficial. The fatal female, tribe—
Garbo, Dietrich, Lamarr, Swanson—made the first hesitant
steps toward exploring the anatomy of love.

Interestingly enough the Garbo type, the, neurotic,
introspective lover so well exemplified in the actress’ por-
trayal of “Anna Karenina” or “Camille,” had its begin-
ning with that cycle which began with the great “Latin
Lover”-—Rudolph Valentino. Valentino was the male
counterpart to the Bara vamp. Valentiho had many imita-
tors and successors—Rod LaRocque, John Gilbert, Ricardo
Cortez, Antonio Moreno, Gilbert Roland, Ramon Novarro—
all men whose performances showed them to be practiced
in the arts of love. Their counterparts were to be found
in the “rough-em-up” school of lovers—James Cagney,
Edward G. Robinson, Charles Bickford, Clark Gable;

|
Don’t Talk It to Death

|

When the movies were silent,!, if our hero wanted, to
make known his love, he generally offered his lady a
freshly plucked rose, and clasping his free had to his
bosom/ gesticulated, expressions of adoration. She, on the
other hand, bowed her head with benign satisfaction and .

a carefully manufactured shyness which reflected pro-
priety as well as acceptance.

refined the art of silent love-making to something more
subtle, more realistic and more natural. Although we
might characterize her performance today as something
overdone., by comparison with what had gone on before
she was subtle.

But sound was to prove very devilish, in its develop-
ments. One could hear "I love you” enunciated just so
many times, before it grew wearisome. And the more
talky these love sequences grew, the more annoyed were
the paying customers. Human passion is not ah emotion
which is discoursed about by the participants, as any man
or woman in love will freely attest.

.
Movie* makers now

faced the problem of reflecting proper sex mores, without
talking audiences to death.
Motion picture producers are men extremely sensitive

to public reaction. No producer within my knowledge has
ever knowingly sought to offend public sensibilities. No
producer has ever knowingly made a picture which he
even thought would flaunt public acceptance. Some pro-
ducers have made pictures in advance of prevailing Holly-
wood notions on sex and morality;, but never in advance
of public mores.
The cardinal rifle of picture making is never to offend

the innocent or frustrate the intelligent. Contrary to
populai’ belief, the Motion Pictii re Producers’ Code is not •

simply a guide to express prohibitions; it is a compendium
of common sense and good taste. The critic who fancies
himself a realist says Hollywood never treats the subject
of illicit love, because of prohibitions of the Code. This is
not true. The relationship between Deborah Kerr and

-Burt
•

.

•.Lancaster- in “From- Here- to- Eternity^ -was,- -first,
adult; and, second, very natural. In the screen version

B
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ARCH OBOLERsrs
I have been In Europe for many months. I have r«:

turned to find my infant 3-D already buried and a Ireadv
resurrected. I have come back to screens that have
widened. I have returned to a most complicated motion
__ : _. L .

picture world of Unistrut curvaceous
screens, Lenticular polaroids, intet-
locks, Lucky Seven Magic-Vuers
Nprd-bn-one-strlp, anamorphic lenses’
nPt to speak of front, back and sicks
ways Altec speakers, quadruple, mac.
nets on the soundheads, Ki tievox
Stancil and N.T.S., with Matty Fox
in the .middle, and whose ratio, is on
first?

Gentlemen of science, promotion
. and merchandising, enough is enough)
I recently attended the Chicago ToA

Arch oboier
meeting and am still bleeding for lhe

• • M r
TOA-ers. There won’t be enough psy.

clflatrists invented even in Russia to take care of thein.

Between off-angle filters, and the bank*wori’t-16an-f»r-n<‘u/

projection-lenses, "and rental glasses weren’t sterilized,

and Max next door won’t let them have the. back where ne
'

sleeps so that the new screen can be spread out—well, as

I said, enough is enough!

So out of the wisdom that I have accumulated from a
'

careful study, these months abroad, of the techniques of

those ancient exhibitors and show business scientists.,

da Vinci and Michelangelo, I have a simple solution

which solves all.

It goes like this—since the new techniques of the motion
picture business are having-difficulty adapting themselves
to the public, why not adapt the public to the new tech-

niques? . . !

We will start with true three-dimension. Since, by now,

everybody knows that you can’t get true 3-D without

glasses, let’s eliminate the glasses by polarizing the cus-

tomers. John Dreyer, the eminent scientist of Blue Ash,

Ohio, has excellent polarizing solutions which cou ld be

sprayed left eye, right eye into the customer’s optics as he

enters... — .. _— — .—

,

--—-—.—-—.-

With the problem of the glasses so neatly solved, let us .

attack, with equal forthrightness, the matter of wide-

screens. How ridiculous to expect each exhibitor to have

a variable masker which; almost reel to reel, shivers out-

ward or inward to compensate for a palpitating picture

ratio.

If Cinemascope is here to stay the answer, again, lies

not in the theatre but with the public.

My solution for CinemaScope, then, is a simple opera-

tion which permits the squeezed CinemaScope picture to

be projected un-unsqueezed on a normal screen, arid with

the compensation for the squeezing taking place right 'in'"

the viewer’s eyes.

Can Get It for You Wholesale
|

I’ve consulted a local charlatan, well versed in whole-

sale operations of all sorts, and he tells me that, on a mass

operation basis, an anarnorphic-type viewing lens can be

inserted into the human eyeball, in plastic, at something

under $5 per operation, including the towels.

In. my “Cut-Up The Customer” solution to the motion

picture industry's mechanical problems, I’ve also consid-

ered the problem of Cinerama. Cinerama is a special case,

since the true wrap-arpund screen is really hard to engi-

neer internally.
• This now becomes a matter of eugenics; in other words,

we must scientifically culture a “customeriens sapiens” ,

over a number of generations who is hereditarily able to

resolve the Reeves-Waller wonder-flicker.
I hear soft objections from Exhibitor Marc Wolf. My

dear Mr. Wolf, if you think it is impossible to develop a

human being with an eyeball that reaches back to his ear-

drums, consider what has been done with goldfish, Com-
pare the miracle of the goggle-eyed, multifinned fantail,

shining in-iridescent Technicolor, to the fish from 'which

it originated—the flat, sepia-colored, mud-lurking carp.

I say. that ainything that the goldfish can do we can do.

Not quickly, not easily, but then, gentlemen, what comes
easily in this life other than a stock contract at Republic

for a pretty horse?
If the exhibitors will join together and permit their

genes to be the first used for this new treatment, I am sure!

that within a few generations we will have customers
with built-in Cinerama.

of the Somerset Maughanv story, Rita Hayworth and A!do

Ray as the celebrated Sadie and sergeant in “Sadie Thomp-
son,” discuss sex and sex problems with an adult ap-

proach.
Illicit love has been the central theme of literature

-sinee-Biblieal-t-imesi—-l^c^screen-had-only-dared-to-louclu:
upon it in a direct and realistic fashion within the past

few years.. Certainly movie makers knew illicit love

existed; the propriety of
.
exhibiting this theme on the

screen was a question of timing.
Do the participants in illicit love affairs always ppy for

their sin? What is the norm of illicit love relationships?

Dr. Kinsey has written two significant books! on the subject

which have already received a wide acceptance. Certainly

the behavior pattern' of men and women, as evinced in

his statistical survey, is so basic and so deep within human
personality itself, that even the most avid enemy of It'®

.
movies cannot blame the screen for Dr. Kinsey’s interest-

ing findings. Dr. Kinsey’s, book, if it says nothing else,

makes the point that based enrhis^findings Americans are

indeed a grown-up and adult race of people. The movies,

over the years, through the intrusio'n of adult themes,

and adult handling of adult themes, have been saying the

same thing.

In the specific regard to illicit relationships the Code

works no hardship on the producer making his picture

within the framework of good taste and good sense. The

Code, in fact, is thfe sum total of accepted moral he-

havior, arid is entirely realistic in the handling of this

theme. There is no inexorable rule that this sin neces-

sarily be followed by punishment, but rather than repeiil*

ance be the consequence, at least, of this infraction of our

moral code. :

We have moved from the silly in sexual matters to

subtle; we have moved from the supercilious siren to

Sadie. In short, we have moved from the siren to subtlet>>

and everyone seems better off tor it—including-tho-indUo
picture industry.
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JAMES MASON • AVA GARDNER

"PANDORA and the FL YINC DUTCHMAN"
;

HUMPHREY BOGART • KATHARINE HEPBURN

"The AFRICAN QUEEN"

HUMPHREY BOGART

JOSE FERRER JENIFER JONES • GIMA L0LL0BRI6IDA

"MOULIN ROUSE” • BEAT the DEVIL”
also starring ROBERT MORLEY

THIS SAME BRITISH COMPANY IS PROUD TO PRESENT AN ALL-

STAR CAST IN YET ANOTHER GREAT ANGLO-AMERICAN PRODUCTION

tAURENCE HARVEY GLORIA GRAHAME

RICHARD BASENART • JOAN COLLINS

.mHM IRELAND • STANLEY BAKER
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act of love
Anatole Litvak Prod. Starring

Kirk Douglas and Dany Robin

Produced by Benagoss Inc.

beachhead
Prints by Technicolor

Starring Tony Curtis

An Aubrey Schenck Prod.

CANNIBAL ISLAND
in Color, 3-D. Starring Lex Barker

An Edward Small Production

CHIEF
CRAZY HORSE

in Color

An Edward Small Production

ADVENTURES OF
ROBINSON CRUSOE

in PatheColor
Starring Dan O'Herlihy

BEAT THE DEVIL
John Huston's Production, starring

Humphrey Bogart, Jennifer Jones,

Gina Lollobrigida

CAPTAIN JAN
Based on the best seller

Produced and Directed by
Brian Desmond Hurst

CROSSED SWORDS
in PatheColor. Starring Errol Flynn

and Gina Lollobrigida

ALEXANDER
THE CONQUEROR
Color by Technicolor. Produced
and Directed by Robert Rossen

BRONCO APACHE
Color by Technicolor, Widescreen

Starring Burt Lancaster

A Hecht-Lancaster Production

CAPTAIN KIDD and
the SLAVE GIRL

Color Corp. of America. Starring

Anthony Dexter, Eva Gabor. Prod,

by Aubrey Wisberg—Jack Pollexfen

GILBERT AND
SULLIVAN

Color by Technicolor. Starring

Robert Morley, Maurice Evans

A Lopert Films Release

AMERICANO
In Eastman color. Widescreen

Starring Glenn Ford,

Arthur Kennedy

CAMELS WEST
in PatheColor. Starring

Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru

An Edward Small Presentation

CHALLENGE
THE WILD

in Eastman Color. Produced and
Directed by Frank O. Graham

GOG
Color by Color Corp. of Amer. 3-D
Starring Richard Egan, Constance

Dowling, Herbert Marshall

Produced by Ivan Tors

KHYBER PASS
Color by Technicolor. Starring

Richard Egan, Dawn Addams.
An Edward Small Prod.

KING SOLOMON
and his

THOUSAND WIVES
in Color. An Edward Small Prod.

DIAMOND
in 3-D. Starring Dennis O'Keefe
Produced by Steven Pallos

NEW YORK
CONFIDENTIAL
A Greene-Rouse Production

Presented by Edward Small
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OTHELLO
Starring Orson Welles. Produced

and Directed by Orson Welles

OVERLAND
PACIFIC

Color Corp. of Amer., Widescreen
Starring Jack Mahoney, Peggie

Castle. An Edward Small Prod.

PERSONAL AFFAIR
Starring Gene Tierney,

Leo Genn, Glynis Johns

A J. Arthur Rank Presentation

RETURN TO
TREASURE ISLAND

in PatheColor, Widescreen9
p

Starring Dawn Addams, Tab Hunter

An Edward Small Presentation

-V V f

RIDERS TO
THE STARS

Color Corp. of America. Starring

William Lundigan, Richard Carlson,

Herbert Marshall. An Ivan Tors Prod.

RING AROUND
SATURN

Eastman Color, 3-D, Widescreen

With electrically animated puppets.

A Nassour Bros. Prod.

SCREAMING
EAGLES

Starring Rod Cameron, Tab Hunter

An Edward Small Production

SITTING BULL
Color by Color Corp. of America

Starring Dennis Morgan, Boris Karloff

Produced by W. R. Frank

*
*

STAR OF INDIA
Color by Technicolor, Widescreen

Starring Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace
Produced by Raymond Stross

THE BAREFOOT
CONTESSA
Color by Technicolor

Starring Humphrey Bogart, Ava
Gardner, Edmond O'Brien. Written,

Dir., Prod, by Jos. L. Mankiewicz

THE CAPTAIN’S
PARADISE

Starring Alec Guinness and Yvonne

de Carlo. A Lopert Films Release

THE CONQUEST
* OF EVEREST

* Prints by Technicolor

Full-length feature documentary

THE GOLDEN MASK
Color by Technicolor. Starring

Van Heflin and Wanda Hendrix
Produced by Aubrey Baring

and Maxwell Setton

THE LONG WAIT
By Mickey Spillane. Starring

Anthony Quinn and Peggie Castle

Produced by Victor Saville

THE MALTA STORY
Starring Alec Guinness

A J. Arthur Rank Presentation

THE MAN BETWEEN
Starring James Mason, Claire Bloom

Produced and Directed by Carol Reed

A Lopert Films Release

THE MILLION
POUND NOTE
Color by Technicolor
Starring Gregory Peck

A J. Arthur Rank Presentation

THE
PURPLE PLAIN

Color by Technicolor

Starring Gregory Peck

A J. Arthur Rank Presentation

THE
SCARLET SPEAR

Color by Technicolor

Starring Martha Hyer

Produced by Charles Reynolds

the time of
the cuckoo
Color by Technicolor
A Lopert Films Release

THE WONDERFUL
COUNTRY

Color by Technicolor

Starring Gregory Peck

TIMBUCKTU
Color by Technicolor

An Edward Small Production

VERA CRUZ
Color by Technicolor, Widescreen

Warring Gary Cooper, Burt Lancaster
A Hecht-Lancaster Production

YELLOWTOMAHAWK
Color Corp. of America. Starring

Rory Calhoun and Peggie Castle

A Schenck-Koch Production

WICKED WOMAN
Starring Beverly Michaels and

Richard Egan: A Greene-Rouse Prod.

An Edward Small Presentation

THE STORY OF
WILLIAM TELL

PatheColor, in CinemaScope
Starring Errol Flynn

Produced by J. Barrett Mahon

TWIST OF FATE
Starring Ginger Rogers

Produced by Maxwell Setton

WITNESS
TO MURDER

Starring Barbara Stanwyck,

George Sanders and Gary Merrill

Produced by Chester Erskine



PICTVUES

Humor History of ’53

"t HY GARDNER - ^

The advent of 3-D, Malenkov; an acting Lt, Governor

visiting a labor leader in jail, the GodfreyrLaRosa hassle,

the Kinsey Report on Female Behavior, Eisenhower s

addiction to golf, traffic, politics, Communism, taxes, Mari-

lyn Monroe, and Rose and Rockefeller

alimoney jousts and the UN provided

90% of the themes around which the

pro and semi-pro wits and quarter-

wits embroidered topical joke's. Here

is a reprise Of some of the jolliest.

Henny Youngman’s comment, when
asked vvhether he read a copy of the

Kinsey Report, jet-propelled itself

around the show-world. ‘‘No,” Henny
answered, "I’ll wait and see the

movie!”
When New York’s acting Lieut.-Gov-

, ernor Arthur H. Wicks was criticized
Hy Gardner

by Tom Dewey for visiting labor

leader Joe Fay in Sing Sing prison, somebody said Dewey
was tidying to burn the Wicks at both ends.

Senator Wayne Morse talked uninterruptedly for 22

hours and 26 minutes and, an editor summed it all up by

commenting “Every Morse to his own Code!”

When Russia’s UN diplomats began to act a little palsy-

walsy with Washington, Nat Hariris of La yie. Eh Rose

figured they probably needed a loan before they could start

: a war. '

When N. Y. City Magistrate Murtagh began dragging

in “scofftaws" for failing to answer traffic summonses, tee-

vee actress Syd Smith said this about one violator:. “She’s

had her entire -home, redone - in Early Parking Tickets.”

tii midseason it looked, and rightfully so, that; the N. Y.

Yankees were going to rim away with the pennant. Th.s

inspired a “Hate the Yanks” campaign—which inspired

this crack: “If the rest of the league doesn’t cut it out

they’ll be renaming it the Un-American League!” ..

Senator McCarthy got married and everybody wondered
whether the marriage ceremony also included a loyalty

oath.
;

When a Russian in a labor camp committed suicide.

—JtjhirCam'eron^W-ajze'rerhaiked, lvYou can’t blame'Tiiin for

wanting to better his position!”

The Washington book burning incident created a lucra-

tive new sideline for singer Karen. Chandler—selling

matches to State Department librarians.

Parade publisher Red Motley made a speech titled “Bet-

ter Selling for Better Living” and got a request for 700
reprints from the National Cemetery Assn, of Washington,
DC.

Jane Kean’s Crack

During a 'waiter’s pension walkout Jane Tteah waited

almost 20 minutes before her waiter would even talk with

her. “What die. you stalling for,” she snapped, “your pen-

sion to come due?”
After a rash of film theatre hold-ups, Oscar Levant

observed that “the movie business must be improving.”

Another Americanism was uttered when a radio critic,

noted that in some of those late, late television movies the

only familiar names in the casts were those of the spon-

sors.
,

Milton Berie met the most spoiled animal in the world—
a rabbit who was an only child!

General Carlos P. Romiilo described Soviet policy as

“An iron hand with a boarding house reach!”

Remember the fellow who wrote a book telling you how
to cut corners on your taxes? Well, he’s now. working on a

sequel titled ‘-.My Five Years at Leavenworth!” '

Returning G. i.’s who enjoyed. Japanese food- occasion-

ally.: Were invited to patronize a
.
West Side restaurant

which advertised :
‘ Suki Yaki Like Mother Used to Make.”

After Dick Haymes and Rita Hayworth married there

Was a rumor around that Rita Was working up a nightclub

act with her husband. “But what can she do in person?”
was the question. “In a pinch,” was the shrugged reply,

“she can always do scenes from her latest divorce!”
N. Y. Journal-American critic John McClain’s observa-

tion upon the revival of “Oklahoma,” scarcely a man is

now alive Who has not become related by marriage to some
member of some company of -Oklahoma’.” .

A Boston bookshop placed the novel “Live Alone and.

Like It” under a shelf marked “Humor.” ....

1
Ed Noble in a Rut

.

After ABC chairman Ed Noble dropped a hole-in-one at

the Wee Burn Country Club a wag noted that Noble
holds the record for making holes-in-one—that he’s been
manufacturing Life Savers for years.

Walter Tenny described an alcoholic as a guy who drinks
as much as you do—but happens to be somebody you don’t
like.

Boxing Commissioner Robert K. Christenberry gave
-—the-real-mearTi irg of~tlre~lettcrs~U:S:S7R7i~Union of Silently

Swallowed Republics.

A fellow, called up the boxoffice of “End As a Man”
and. inquired if Christine Jorgensen would positively be

in the performance that night.

Many fans complained that Marciano wasn’t very grate-

ful while knocking put challenger Roland LaStarza. Which
made one wit spout: “I wonder how many of his critics

would pay $30 to see Rocky starred in a ballet?”

After Dior came out with his idea of a high hemline,
Jean Carroll said she thought it Was silly because a wom-
an’s most prized asset is a man's imagination.

Sir Edmund Hillary, who conquered Mt. Everest, asked
a London real estate agent to please find him a flat—
preferably oti the ground floor!

Bob Cummings told about the French politician who
fell asleep during a debate arid woke up to find he’d been
named Premier twice, impeached once, reinstated and
awarded the Legion of Honor.

1
M islaid the Theatre

Fred Allen said Tiis aunt in Brooklyn, hearing that
you don’t have to wear glasses to see a Cinemascope
movie, left her glasses home—and then couldn’t find the
Roxy.
Upon hearing that Winthrop Rockefeller was going to

settle -with Bobo for some $5,500,000, columnist Irv Kup-
ciriet. claimed that Tommy Manville wired Winnie; “What
•re you trying to do—start a price war?”

With both Deborah Kerr and John Kerr featured in
“Tea and Sympathy,” it was suggested that the hit be
retitled “Calling A1I Kerrs.”
During the Godfrey-LaRosa humility conflagration a

Forty-eighth Anniversary

bank teller was held up who displayed real humility. When
the yegg stuck • gun lit his face the teller asked “Will

tens and twenties be all right, sir?”

When the UN complained it had a parking problem

some back-seat driver observed, “No wonder. They keep

going 'round in ’circles!”

A sign in a voting booth behind the Iron Curtain; “Vote

Communist—the life you save may be your own!”

Unretouched photos of Georgi Malenkov revealed he

Avas Russia’s outstanding capitalist—had the biggest cor-

poration.

And somebody, after Charles E. Wilson was forced to
’

sell his General Motors stock upon becoming Secretary of

Defense, wondered if he’d halve to sell his Defense Bonds
if he resigned to return to General Motors.

; _ . .

When President Eisenhower started to practice drives on
the White House lawn it was. suggested that the “Keep Off

the Grass” notices be removed arid replaced with signs

reading “Please Replace Divots.”
Hayden Wallace eariie up. with the brightest idea yet to

put an end to quiz shows; give contestants both the ques-

tions and answers and let. them guess who sent them in!
' • « •

I
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Paris.

My friend Herb Kretzmer is real gone, in fact he’s just

gone south, South Africa that is. He Was lip visiting me
for awhile on a travel junket prepared for him by one
of the local wing stations here South Africa is now open
game for tourists and the veldt will soon hum with north-

,

enters looking for those lions in the street. However, Herb,
,
who is the lieppest show biz journalist down there, ar.d

runs the spec page for the Sunday Express and other pubs
under a barrage of bylines, says the last lion was mortally
wounded when a certain HK said that big screens are just
magnifying the incompetence of certairi films. Aside from
making and breaking pix my friend Herb is also a great
.unpublished short story writer and to prove it I submit
a few Samples. from his yet unwritten, unpublished manu-
script, “Real Gone Stories.” Told to me during riiugg ses-

—stons^t‘tiiF''Notiveile Eve Lido" ari"d"pix and legit seances,
these outlines may have a few loopholes, but I’m sure
you’ll be convinced, as I.ani, that some of them are cool,
others crazy, still others gone, but they’ll all stone you:

Ladislas Lipsteift had an obsession. Not only was he a
great composer, crazy arranger and cool genius, but he
loved dogs. Putting Towser and Towskonini together, he
decided to write a great concerto one day that could only
be heard by dogs. The great wo: k began. He managed
to convince 100 unionized musicians that the sounds they
were not making were great ultra-frequency music. They
.worked and worked and Ladislas worked and worked, and
though hydrophobia and runaway dogs increased he
pushed his composition to the end; Then one day it was
ready.

In an empty studio the orchestra played and played and
’

there wasn't a sound, but everybody knew it was great. But
suddenly an old janitor, Who had been cleaning up, stopped
working and sat down to listen. He was moved and trans-

ported, and after it was over rushed up and congratulated
Ladislas. Ladislas was aghast and wanted to know if he
was being kidded. The janitor assured him it was fine and
hummed snatches from the piece. Soon everybody was
aghast. They all crowded around the janitor and wanted
to know how he heard sounds that no mortal could hear.
That was easily understood as the janitor took oft his

clothes and.frisked around the podium before trilling them
he was a dog. . -

The French love folk singers, especially if they Rave
a guitar accompanying them. So when a leading impre-
sario got a visit from a finger who was a folk singer he Was
attentive. The finger didn’t say a word but immediately
played up and down the strings and gave out with a fine

medley of early Irish, Celtic and American folksongs that
soon had the impresario gurgling. The finger was booked
into one of the leading night clubs in Paris where even
the waiters have gold Louis buried in their gardens. The
big moment came.

'

After the blackout a heam of light plashed on a guitar
which began to play and sing folk songs-in-a-rieh-baritone.
•The practical French were enraged and smelled a hoax.
They demanded their gold Louis back. The manager
quelled them and had the folk finger come out from inside
the guitar where a caprice had put him. A series of shrugs
Spread over the room denoting that was different, and they
all sat down to listen to the folk finger sing.

A dance team Who had been doing the same act for 30
years , and lived in the same small flat for 30 years and
came home to it every night for 30 years, one night
got bored with each other. The man sulked over his

Variety and the woman just moped over her mop. After
hours of this the man remarked that he couldn’t stand -this

cramped apartment any more. He said that one couldn’t
even swing a cat in there.

So he grabbed his cat and swung it. To this day the
blood stains, furry . spots oil the walls and the messy floors

prove he was right.

The Inelastic India Rubber Band .

‘

A rubber band grew up thinking it was an. India rubber
man due to un unfortunate tendency of its mother to lisp.

Therefore he neglected to get vulcanized, for India rubber
. men never get vulcanized and when he felt he was ready
the lure of show biz led him to a carnival. lie presented
himself to the boss and told him that he was an India
Rubber Man and wanted a job in the side show. The Boss
told him that he was mad and that he was only a rubber
band, The rubber band was furious, and insisted he was
a rubber man. The boss told him to prove it.

The rubber band cried, beat his chest, ranted and
panted, acted arch and coy (a well known comedy team at
the time), broke into a softshoe routine, was cynical and
shy, recited poetry, spat on the floor and in general
cavorted like a man. The boss was convinced.and decided
to hire the rubber band as a rubber man, but when the
rubber band stretched but . his hand to sign the contract
he broke into little brittle pieces. He was gone. . . .

tji #

As 1 said, these were just fragments of the K papers,
and the smoke and general rumpus (a well knowfysoldier
at the time) might have gotten in the way. of my heating
everything. It is even possible that a couple of these out-
lines may be mine. But it was his fault, he started it, and
if lie conies up here with a lion to chastise me for lying,
why, I'll probably be gone anyway.
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Further Adventures Of Myself
(Or a Sure Cure for Waatefulnert)

By HAL RANTER
Hollywood.

As constant readers of this annual seminar may reed]
I once labored in the rice paddies of radio, shifted to the
cornfields of television and eventually landed in the fun
factories of*Filmville. I don’t expect this to last, either. I

have never been able to keep a jo
very long. Take the Army. I got into
that select (ed) group in 1941 but the
war ended and I was jettisoned.

But no matter how long this lasts

X am grateful for one thing that has
happened during my career as a
screenwriter, I have learned how to
get up iri the morning. The rigors of
studio life are demanding. The front
Office demands that you show up.
Preferably before noon. A shoddy at-

titude, granted, but it exists.

Hal Ranter Now, in all my years as a radio
author,.! was seldom up before noon,

much less any place. Nowadays, though, I’m out of bed
by sevenish each morning and I’d like to tell you how to
do it.

When first faced with the problem of rising early I had
a choice of methods: an alarm clock or a rooster. Because
they don’t seem to be riiaking roosters the way they did
when I was a farm boy, I chose the clock over the cock.
But the first week proved that Wouldn’t do. At a quarter
of seven, the bell Would put the silence of my room to
rout with such sudden ferocity my-heart was running
around nervously seeking an exit . even before my eyes
could open. Common sense; and frequent reports of coro-
nary cases among .my contemporaries called for less severe
methods of waking.
So We tried the rooster. I shopped^at the San Fernando

Valley Fair for a large, vocal Plymouth Rock. His first day
on the job the only one lie Woke- was a. neighbor’s Dober-
man. The Doberman ate the rooster. We slept on and
the children arrived at school the next few days just in
time for recess.

‘
'

,

’

..
.

.

'

._
*r

It waTaboiit this time rdiseovered the clock-radio. All .

you have to do, the ads said, was set it and forget it. Comes
morning, you’ll be awakened With music, soothing and de-

lightful, they promised. How lovely! But clock-radios

are expensive and by the time a fellow gets his Jaguar
paid off, it’s his wife’s birthday arid he has to have her

. shoes half-soled. Then the water bill’s due or you hear
where you can pick up a couple of cases of bourbon on
sale and what with one thing and another you never seem
to have enough money for the clock-radio.

' Need an M.I.T. Degree

One day last summer,, the company picnic featured a
raffle and when I least expected good fortune, I won a

clock-radio. It took only a Week to figure out how to work
it: you set the- small dial to the hour you want. Or is it

the big dial? Anyway, you switch off the automatic switch-

on . . , or switch on the automatic s\yitch-off ... . . !if I
had it here, I should show you) . . . then select your sta-

tion, cut off the alarm and plug in the socket.

.

But you have to know what .station to select.

That first morning, I was startled Up by a group of

cowboy musicians, all with sinus trouble, banging madly
on their catarrhs and wailing hysterically about the plight

of a mountain woman who got a letter edged in black.

So pitiful was the tale of woe, a tear coursed down by
cheek. I turned my head, buried it in the pillow and
sobbed myself back to sleep.
No fool, I consulted the radio log of the evening news-

paper before selecting: the station for the next morning.
Did I say no fool? Fool!

I was awakened by a delighted madman who laughingly
told the world it was “now 12 minutes to seven—and here’s
an oldie but a goodie by ole Woody!” •

“Look,” .my sensible wife said to me that evening, “why
don’t you set the radio for a news program?” She pointed
out that one of my favorite newscaisters, a dulcet-toned gen-
tleman who has an apologetic delivery, comes on at 0:45
every weekday. So I dialed in his station and retired.
And it workedv—He-came ofrquietly, almost whisperi ng

the news. He’d talk for possibly five minutes before I

became aware of his presence. Gradually, I would wake
up. His voice would begin to beguile me. I would reach
over and turn up the volume so that I could hear what he
was saying.

• Such a Miserable World !

Then, every morning without fail, it would happen. I

Would begin to actually hear the news. Tornado Wipes
out city in midwest. Seven car pile-up on Hollywood free-
way. Explosion destroys veteran’s home. Spies discovered
working in Army mess kit manufacturing centre. Hitch-
hiker slays pretty baby sitter. Baby sitter slays pretty
hitchhiker. Baby slays pretty sitter. Prison riot, Political
scandal, Robbery. Arson. Rape. And then the stock
market.

; Everything has gone up. Except your stocks.

“Getting up?” my wife would aski .

“Up! Who the heck wants to get up and go out into a

world like that.'”

Then my conscience would begin to work on me. Okay*

so it’s a terrible world. Lots of things wrong. You realize

it. You recognize them. Are you a man? Of course you

are! Then get up. Get out of bed. Get out into that

World, mister—and .save it!

Snap on the light. Yawn. Stretch. Work my lips over

my teeth. Stick out my tongue. Turn on the water., Scoop
up a handful, splash it on my face. Then horror would
strike. I'd look* in the mirror.
Bags under the eyes. Bristles of Whiskers. Hair like an

abandoned haystack.
“Ha!” I’d snort at my reflection. “Look who’s going

to save the world!”
Aaah!
Back to bed!
And the children were late for school.

Now I come to my discovery. I threw out the dock-

radio and rely these days on the one thing all. of us can

trust: our minds. My method is simple and infallible.

Before going to bed each night, 1 say to myself, “Hal,

get up at seven o’clock. Get up at seven o’clock. Get up

at seven.” I keep repeating this* drumming it into my
mind.
And it Works. Only once has it failed to get me out of

bed by seven. That was last month. For some reason,

during the. night, 1 fell asleep.

Hair like an
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The Woman In the Typewriter
Bv CLAUDE BINYON on^ the edge of the Mojave desert,”
^ said Deckett. I used to fly it every

Hollywood. of Page 1.00, which was glued to
night when nobody could see me."

t n«,.r lived in a cabin in 101. ‘‘Where is it now?*'

.

TIUS
«.

f

iritains beyond my ranch. Reading can excite you at one ‘Gone. The Knights of Columbus
to*

!!r
n
{ought Tn the Spanish- extreme and piit you to_sleep at

stole it
;
If you want, you can use

He
; .-!n ^u/ar but he would not the other, but this left me right in ^t in the movie—about how they.

Amentan ya
, ^ age< the middle with a headache. tbe invention from me.”

Th e most Dazedly I crawled into bed. .
Tm afraid this isn’t a story for

striking thing The next morning Deckett wa« Pictures/’ I said as gently as pos-

,

about him was waiting for me outside the hoUse. That World War between!

that he al-
“1 j ust wanted to tell you the cabi- i

be Knights of Columbus and the

ways wore net is coming along fine,” he said. Masons . .
.”

new Levis, to And
;

before I_ could thank him he “Try io tell me that’s far-"..

‘ the extent that asked me if I had read his manu- fetched!” snapped Deckett. ‘‘It’s

-they never scnpt. I countered by asking him going on right now. under your

h a d b e e n why. he had wanted me to read it. nose, and you don’t know it, One
'washed. When

I flow About It? I

of these days it’s going to pop out
j

his old new ~ ' — in the open, and all hell’s going: to •

Levis would 1 figured you might want to break loose. We’ll be lucky if a !

wear out he make a movie out of it,” he said, hundred, people are left alive on >

Claude Binyon WOuid replace “How many pages did you read?” earth.” I

. f-JK -and for a “From page 2 to page 101,” I
7
— ..—- I:

thcnv with new- Lev ,
. answered. ‘‘Between the glue;” |

Just a Lucky Guess j

few days the 4ow
His

~
• Deckett was satisfied. “You’re Deckett obviously was a nvan

would )Q0^reSppuptt
' telling the truth,” he conceded, who believed in what he said. I

name was B«D Dec_ .
- “You’re just getting to thefgpod decided not -to argue with him.

Deckett -
was ah

hi' etmaker- part, but can’t you sec already you’ “fell, me,” I said finally, “were
pector; author, and^c^ n .

. ^ could make a movie out of it?” you ever a truckdriver?”
j

, but mostly he Aid noth)mg. 1 mieu
-j don't knew,” I hedged. “That “A long time ago,” said Deckett. J

him to make a capm t._
dirigible that runs on two 12-volt “Were you ever married?”

j

iioned, mostly he. aia n b.
.batteries-^it’s - pretty • -far-fetched.” “Never” said Deckett decisively,

By CLAUDE BINYON

$ age.
tbe, middle with a headache, stole- the invention from me.” Moppets, once top money mak- stores.

most Dazedly I crawled into bed. “I’m afraid this isn’t a story for ers, top fan mail magnets and tops Jane Withers, with seven years

[
thing The next morning Deckett was ^ g

,?,
ntly

,

as P°3- Vin boxoflice polls, aren’t hitting Ihe of stardom, 29 financially success^

-w Sirf* ‘coiumiX jackpot >daj • “ 1 pwand Scv

1

e ‘ al annUi
» 1

?a,i"8?

wore net is coming along fine,” he said. Masons • .

v .w cMU 1

am0ng t,ie top bo - names, grossed

And A Little Child Shall Lead Them

To The B.0.--Where Are They Now?
By KAY CAMPBELL

.. . Hollywood—
j
a million do

Moppets, once top money mak- stores.

in_tlie_5- and 10c

Claude isfnybri

and'lvhat’s W
!

a sma11 forlunc: and salaries of $?.-

Come of the 000*$2,500 per week were doled out
• heydey

. mop- [
to several of the other babes in

pels? Is a new" moVieland during plush years of
crop of kid ;

’37-’40.

overdue?
P * rS

j

Another Decade , Another Crop"!

Recent sto- During the next decade, a new
rics in Vari- roster of child talent drew fan mail

... ety, “C h i 1 d
,

and money. These included Eliza-

Star D o d g e beth Taylor, Margaret O’Brien,

Kav Camnbeii G o e s O n”;
i
Claude Jarman Jr., Peggy Ann Gar-

“C r i m i n a l i

ner, Joan Evans, Natalie Wood,
Contempt Hits Head of Guild For

(

Sharon MofTelt, and Gigi Perreap.
Screen-Dazzled Kids,” referred to But during recent years, though
the rackets exploiting fond parents

i
plenty of talented youngsters have

who are still bustin’ out all over.
1 made their appearances, some of

Another news story dealt with the .
them over and over again, none

•..-i'* • •
.

“ «irf ; for : .ml , T

V

b ’j x TT -

' oecn layior, iwargarei tnien. »iui ian icuers ior me soaa sei.
give me a.p s

> asked what
far-fetched, I said, truckdriver. •• ..... , Jane Powell and Skippy Homcier What’s happened 9 That’s the $64

reading his novel. .1 asicea wnai “Why do you say that? asked Deckett looked at me m surprise. U ,PI;P amnno thr. ,wP n.! k..

novel, and he went to his ancient Deckett. “I made a working model “When did I tell you about, that?” MacDonald-
* question _\vhich1 is puzzling prod uc-

•'

[pickup truck and caime back with' of it that could lift a man as high “Do you remember his name?” ‘ J *
:

er^’
casl ,rl§ directors—and inopr

a manuscript that looked like it a §. be wanted to go, and it ran on. “Remember?” siiid Deckett .“To For downright, dependable, two-. pe -

•

had been excavated from a pile, two flashlight batteries.” rhy, dying day I’ll never forget lhat'j fisted, boxoffice appeal, kids used to Sherry Jackson is a veteran of

nf his old, old Levis. It was the 1 stared at him. “You actually blackhearted Kelly!”
|

rate top billing, Although studio ,
some 30 pix; Tommy Rettig is no

^
first nianuscnpT~‘r“Kad'“^VbT—en^ ,

. -
:

w •“
:

' rar'ln'lb'e^oviceHlr•frb^btrf^iTe•-came^^s-de=-

countered. that actually smelled 4 » > » 44++++*
! bone and. production generally has spite his years, and George Wins-

piiysically A r'fl • I-
. • been curtailed, the dearth of Midas- lo'v » pint-sized basso, has stolen

/rU! :: A I rip With Lantor l from

«
.

By BENNY Rl BIN
I - -.“1*

lis'hci- and the pages came back 'thei/love W affecUun
11

on
, ponant ru'e$

ha

puWiflic^he^fued pages *100 "a^d Eddie Cantor and I were on the smoker, .you wouldn't under-
“thm i

J??

0"1

i‘ ‘a
w6nd"lai’d

’‘

, >

?0I ^together and again .'the manu- Chief en route to New York, to stand 1^ hapov goWcn moment w°hen « Jane
,
s
t
un <ler

|:
Beverly Sue

- script came hack with .its glue in- play the Palace Theatre.
,

{ Cantor: I guess I m a pretty, tag. m
PP

j
p
„0(her .. ^^s^e Jven

tact. Finally he made the supreme Eddie scheduled our days on [the i.

T_ doPe.
r • gan under some rock just as a pros- ^ ^

By BENNY RUBIN

script came back with its glue in- piay.me ra^ — P dooe
F

' might find “another” Jackie Coo-
•;Sns and Peter MUes have kivCn

tact. Finally he made the supreme Eddie scheduled our days on the.
j

.

d°P^
F . . gan under some rock just as a pros- good berforman^

test by gluing the cover to page train—to. breakfast early, talk lay- Me
-* We®

,

n .

t^

s

nannfM voir fih-
**clor dreams of discovering an- i|

0Jrs Slti^ pb tbSr hin^m

'

oiie. That’s the way it. came back out of our show, three games of
„l!.conV other Comstock Lode. ft Pad rVuriti>?a

h d

from the publisher, so Deckett de- casino Uwo out of three
.
for a ^

gers and rehearsing a song
# . .

•• ; .

^ead of vritmg fan maiL: stead of writing fan maiL

:: K.r TnVin clppn im sui <• .me F«auc yi. jui wun Aauonai veivei, rreaaie
leadm^ The Final War, by -John- .si P

.
. you. Put on the light. (I did. child talent was one of Holly- Bartholomew with “David Copper-

Deckett. 1 had to> start on Page This was fine for Cantor, but ner- and he laughed some more », [ wood’s minor miracles. The line- field.’’.and Margaret O’Brien with
2 because of the glue, and w'hen I vous -me, had no salves and 8 Let me explain. You see, Ida up included Shirley Temple. Jane “Journey for Margaret,” are gone
finished Page 100 and found^ it o clock to bed meant I had pneu- used to snore, so when we

j
Withers, Deanna Durbin. Freddie but not forgotten,

still glued to Page 101 I put the monia and bpth legs_ .broken. -How- went to bed I d snap my fin- Bartholomew, Judy Garland, the the hundreds of movip mnrw
thing down and decided to rest ever, you know Eddie. We did it

gers to keep her awake ’til I Mauch twins, Jackie Cooper, Bo,
'
pe^ „rh

e ' h
€n
n
teJed^^ theniy head for the remainder of the. all to the letter and finally when feU asleep . riita Granville; Baby LeRoy. Vir- division of the HbllvwS

ni§bt.
; ,

•

;

both .plates were in the.glasses,,gnd Me; 0h no! ginia Weldler. Sybil Jason. Bobby In bnh a Imalf
Cleancut Truckdriver I hrm- in ^the dower,, with me -on the cantor: Forgive me for .blowing Breen apd

' .

Spaiiky •

. MacFarl-apd. •

• reached 'the* homp^tretn^MJnv'—-

—

r————-—- , o ,^7 couch, the lights went out. my top. You have another Their combined incomes, derived of theni ran at th'e start and»h°yt a clean- instead of benefiting from Can- cigaret - arid : we'll
.
play one not only from the silver screen^ but half-wav marks but when! child-cut truckdriver. who was in love

tor’s talk, by trying to gather game of casino; loser to pay from fadio v recordings, endorse- charms and duddv Dlavfulwith a
_

beautiful - waitress who
health fronv sleep. all I could think for a sturgeon sandwich at ments and personal appearances, ness disappeared withal ‘’-vear oldworked in a roadside diner. She
of was that redhead in the club Car. Lindy’s.

j

totaled about $2,000,000. And prior ^flitvT^kThe siuff hat make!was a gay one, given to consider,
r can

*

t get dressed in the dark andr _1_ ^
|
to World War II. inflation and SeSion^

ers

C

but
in

our ^m^ffsured^that 1 stir I’ll wake him. My eyes Mel Bailerino Returns
|

higher taxation, this was nice crisp
hit pay dirt

' R

- .on.. ' nni* hurt from trying to shut, out the Metro casting', director Mel ’Bal- •
sreen -hay.

. ! chtriPv 'arsd n»nn9

mtor: rorgive me tor voiowing nreen apa ppant^y iiiacranana, reached the home stretch. Manv
- my - top. You have another Their combined incomes, derived of them ran u-

ell at th
'

e start and
. cigaret- and well play one not only from the silver screen but- half-wav marks, but when! child-
game of casino; loser to pay

;

from radio v recordings, endorse- hood charms and puppv plavful-
for a sturgeon sandwich at ments and personal appearances, ness disappeared w?th i^-vpar-oid
Lindy-s.

j

to.aled^bou4?2,0h0.0p_0,A
!S

prior

—:—

'

.

.

——“ mflation and professionals to cross thetape and
Mel Bailerino Returns

|

higher taxation, this was nice crisp
hit pav dirt

H

Metro casting director Mel Bal- sreeh hay
Shirley and Deanna and others

ly combed his hair before enter- ^ake him too. This is murder! ing 0f several pictures in work by nually, including SoO.OOO from
; vear-old daughter. Freddie is a

ing, he discovered she was gone. This would . . . Wait a minute; the company in Egypt, Italy and = Quaker Oats for telling the young-
i TV director Bobbv Breen is stag-

The owner simply shrugged when what’s that noise? ... He s napping England. sters of America that she ate puffed ing a “comeback," Johnnv Downs,
questioned “They come and go” his fingers, Ah. ha. he must be re- William F. Rodgers, Loew’s vee- wheat and another $75,000 from former “Our Gang.” has returned
lie said “They’re all alike If you hearsing to himself. See if I can pee and sales consultant, left for a the sale of dolls. And don’t for- to Hollvwood following success in

ask me, she climbed into the cab ^atcli the song from the tempo^of Miami vacation over the weekend.
'
get that she’s the bab.v who found a Broadway musical; Jackie Cooper

with some youPg truckdriver- and his snapping . . . Susie ?... No,
, was a recent Broadway hit. Dickie

took off foT nowhere ” too slow.
A

’potgt°es Ar«r Cheaper, •

" J U5 “ “““
• Pl . , , , , . , Tomatoes Are ’

. . . No, they liadn t
,

'

yet- I'v* got it! [_
'

riri 0 ,i * f , , gie ! Good, nowr I can smoke. 1

* Z d
«

l

?^
f
?5
gcLab0U

i'.

tl,e gir
?’.

but
lighted a cigaret and he jumped

<Lu,
U dn ' Then h

i
s su

ip,
lcirS up like a shot. And so help me,

slowly became aroused, and he be- d ia i off
m.^ijgating—and Re ran into can (or: Thanks for waking me up.

ine biggest secret m the world. . • .
, ,

4 ^
lie discovered that the Knights of Ale; I thought 5

rpu weie

Columbus had begun an unde- Cantor: My .doctor told me to ah
dared World War against the w-nkp ud
Masons!

Anchored In Space

ways be sure and wake up
with a startle, this is good for

my nerves.

Me: But you were—

.

'V "v*.
^

. \ V-J

\“ S,' /\' ^ '

fiom a drunken Knights of Colum- Mo. .Now. wait a minute, Edd e,

fus truckdriver, and when the big you were rehearsing, weren t

brass discovered' this they kid- you?-
tripped her and. were holding her Cantor: (still softly) I always re-

prisoncr on a dirigible that was .
hearse under the coverswith

anchored high in space. The the lights out after taking a
Knights of Columbus had a huge sleeping pill.

prisoner on a dirigible that was .
hearse under the coverswith

anchored high in space. The the lights out after taking a
Knights of Columbus had a huge sleeping pill.

|
m of these dirigibles anchored Me: Look, Eddie—

°!e
'!'°iJ

d,
-„??

d
Cantor: (Koice rising slightly),

loused 250 aimed Knights. Rnnl this is a very selfish
Wa
m
ine l0r T

?
,e D

T.. Silng’yeu'Vi
V "

i liese dirigibles Were buoyed by . Tp . Fdd t p__
? a,;is that was lighter than noth-

Me * Edd
i

®
. . .

. prtnci jand each was powered by two Cantor: Beside not having consid-

i-’VoiL batteries. Thnt‘c wimt it eration for me; are you_ suehJ-.-yolt batteries. That’s what it

ii^'
lcr
\ our bero learned ail this

i.,

L

.

u
.

u
.

,<Jo bo^ to remain free, so
.
e was captured and whisked away

l 1 ! f ho -If i. m . . _ .

a dope fiend (now he’s yelling)

that you’ve got to have a cig-

aret in the (screaming) middle

of the night?

was a recent Broadway hit. Dickie
Moore, who made his first screen
appearance clad in three-cornered
pants and a winning smile as the
infant Barrymore in “Beloved
Rogue," recently completed his
25th year in films. And Peggy
Ryan, who debuted at four, is still

going strong.

Judy Garland and Liz Taylor get
top billing in any epic, while Ben
Alexander's work in “Dragnet” is

not to be overlooked. June Lock-
hart is doing okay, too. And Sybil
Jason has returned from her native
Australia to Broadw:ay. Wesley
Barry, George Brakest one and Rod-
dy McDowell have turned to the
production end of pix.

n the dirigible prison of- -his ‘Me: (dramatic pause) Eddie
;

Lis-
' J i rcss love. And that was the end ' fen; Not being a cigaret

iNot being
JOHNNIE RAY

On ‘Ten Commandments’
Hollywood.

Arnold Fribcrg. a painted of Bib-

lical subjects, has been signed by
Cecil B. DeMille for a series of

realistic pictures based oh the

Scriptures. These will be used as

foundation for the production de-.

sign of “The Ten Commandments.”

paintings will depict 12 impor-

tknt events including the Exodus
and the Deliverance of the Ten
Commandments.
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And All Thi»' Ex-Philly FUclf Want^d Wa* to Anchor
In Sunny California

By MORGAN HUDGINS
more than a dozen other fariioius

foreign cities. I’ve lunched with
Lana Turner in London and the
same, day dined with Mel Ferrer
in Ireland. I've lived in a log cabin
alongside those occupied by Jimmy
Stewart and Janet Leigh in the
mountains of Colorado and have
introduced Eleanor Parker to crack
Air Force pilots at an Arizona base
where she was making a film. I’ve

escorted Ava Gardner to a party

at Noel Coward’s house near Picca*
dilly; Sat with Gable, Taylor and
Johnson through plays in. Sari

Francisco, New York and Paris,

and have done the same with Pier

Arigeli and both Elizabeth Taylor
and Ava Gardner in London.

I’ve accompanied Deborah Kerr
to a private audience with Pope
Pius at the Vatican arid been pres?

ent when both Robert and Eliza-

beth Taylor were presented to the

King and Queen of England.

|

More Roamin’
|

It has been exciting to watch
Sam Zimbalist and Mervyn LeRoy
feed the Christians to the lions for

scenes in “Quo Vadis,” and more
than interesting to hear Pandro
Berman and Richard Thorpe map
out a battle of literally hundreds
of_arnioTed-vvarriors~for

• “Knights
of the Round Table.7 I’ve listened

while John Ford patiently ex-
plained to the black skinned Afri-

can natives how he wanted them
to hurl spears at Gable and Gard
ner in “Mogambo” and heard him
read “ Twas the Night Before
Christmas” to natives and whites
at a Yuletide party deep in the
jungle, more than 300 miles from
the nearest village. I've looked on

ortce
|
as Gene Kelly

.

auditioned the top
-dreamed-about) but. I’m. practically dancers of -London and Paris and
a stranger to my neighbors. then, after making his selection,

Just let an M-G-M producer start put them through a graceful ballet

planning a film that calls for a long I for “Invitation to the Dance,”
location and automatically I start i M-G-M’s all dancing film. I’ve gone
packing my bags. It's 1(1-1 I’ll be

.
shopping with Gene Tierney in

on whatever plane or train is tak- London and done the same with
ing the cast and crew to wherever
it is that some big shot has decided
this movie must be made “in the

interest of authenticity.”

California and Hudgins, it would
seem, are destined to be married
in dreams only. At least until wre

both reach a much older age.

DUririg eight years of association

with the studio “where there are

more stars than there are in

heaven,” I’ve visited virtually every

Cairo, Egypt

It all started because of the

Philadelphia climate. Why, some
wise part of my subconscious kept

repeating, suffer through four
months of

.
show, furnaces that

won't work, and overcoats, plus

four months, of airconditioning,

mosquito bite lotion and just plain

sweat in order to
|

enjoy four

moriths of decent weather, of

which, as ,1 recall, only October

thd May might be called ideal;

And so I gave up my job on the

news staff of the Philadelphia Eve-

ning Bulletin (and let it be stated

now there isn’t a finer paper in

the whole of the USA) and headed
for Hollywood.

The position offered me by

Howard Strickling in M-G-M’s pub-

licity department sounded enticing

enough. More fun (if you like mo-
tion pictures, which, I’m frank to

admit, I do). Arid more pay.

But it was California that really

sold me. The chance to bask in that

Pacific sunshine .12. out of 12

months' (okay—so maybe it does

rain in January occasionally) was
more than any self respecting Phil-

adelphian could resist. Or so it

seemed to me.
7-•^Following"Cfreeley^-popular-ad--

vice, I headed wekt in 1946. Cali-

fornia, I might have sung after my
cross-country automobile trek, here

I am: And there, I felt like shout-

ing. is where I want to stay.

So what happens?
. Tat

y

; made me a Unit Publicity

Pepreseniative ana started me
travelling. Sure, I touch home, base
occasionally. I have my house in

California (it practically looks out
over the blue Pacific I

state in the Union and at least 14

foreign countries. I’ve travelled _an
estimated 1 .000,000 miles (arid it’s

a conservative guess at that). I’ve

ridden across the U.S. by train,

plane and automobile. I’ve crossed
the Atlantic Ocean. 16 times, not
once by ship.

Yes, and my job has taken me
back to Philadelphia (never, alas;

in October or May) almost as many
times as I’ve roosted in California.

I’ve gone boating on beautiful
Lake Michigan with Esther Wil-
liams, Jimmy Durante and Lauritz
Melchior while making a film on
fashionable Mackinac Island. I’ve

shared a suite at the surivptuous
Del Coronado Hotel near San
Diego with Van Johnson and
shared a one-room mountain shack
high in nUe^Sierra^ witlrtlre^safne
Mr. Johnson.

|
Hudgins’ Travels I

I’ve ridden on horseback with
Frank Sinatra along mountain
trails in the California lode coun-
try. I’ve taken Elizabeth Taylor
dancing in London’s Mayfair clubs
and photographed her feeding the
pigeons in Trafalgar Square. I’ve

spent Christmas dining at Maxim’s
in Paris with Robert Taylor,
floated in a gondola along Venice’s
Grand Canal with Taylor and Bar-
bara Stanwyck, and strolled the
streets of Dublin, Rome and Cairo
with the muchTravelled Mr. Tay-
lor; lived for a week with Esther
Williams amid 1.000 Navy WAVES;
slept next to Clark Gable's tent
while on a four months safari
through darkest Africa.

I’ve also chased, autograph seek-
ers from Mr.. Gable while lie was
being photographed in front of
Buckingham Palace and have done
the same while making pictures of
him at Versailles Palace and on
the Eiffel Tower. I’ve gone with
Van Johnson to a reunion of his
high school class in Newport, R.I.,
and assisted Ava Gardner through
interviews with the press in Athens .

(Greece), Zurich (Switzerland), and

Grace Kelly in Nairobi. Ditto with

:

Bob Taylor, in Paris, Esther Wil
liams in Chicago, and Gable in a

; village of 200 on the shores of Lake
: Victoria.

[

All of this travelling and these
• tasks (if they can . be called that)

\

have been in connection with mo-
tion pictures in production. They
(have been, it is obvious, interesting

;
and indeed, exciting. But probably

:
none of them can equal in thrills

I

the assignment upon which I am
presently engaged. M-G-M has sent
me to Cairo with Robert Taylor
(whose visits to California

.
have

been almost as infrequent of late
as my own), Eleanor Parker, Kurt
Kasznar, Carlos Thompson and
Director Robert Pirosh. We are
filming, in wide screen and color,
"Valley of the Kings” (I’ll be par-
doned if, in best press agent fash-
ion, I describe it. as an. exciting
adventure romance).

During most of the filming we
are living at thte Mena House Hotel,
in the outskirts of the Egyptian
capital, where Roosevelt, Churchill
and Chiang Kai-shek met for their
historic conference in 1944. And
like those great historical figures,
I Tawake-each morning to- find the
Sphinx and the Cheops Pyramid
practically in my bedroom. They
are less than 100 yards from the
hotel. After a few days here we
move on to the Suez Canal, the
tombs at Luxor, the ruins at Sa-
karra arid the famous St. Cath-
erine’s Monastery at the base of
Mr. Sinai.

In short* I’m seeing the world

—

at M-G-M’s expense—when all I
wanted to see was California.

No complaints, you understand.
A guy should know when he's in
luck.

to

Henry Ginsberg returned to the
Coast over the ..weekend following
confabs with Warner Bros, home-
office executives relating to the
release plans for George Stevens’
production of Edna Ferber’s novel.
“Giant.’’

On the Coast, Ginsberg will
work on production plans with
Stevens, who is scheduled to be in
New York late in January. Picture
will be directed by Stevens arid
produced in association with Gins-
berg.

WENDELL COREY

Sam Katzman
Continued from page 12 ;

newspaper to complain, they verj)

nicely promised that the next .time

the producer releases an epic their

reviews will read, “Produced by

Sani Kui’tzmart.”

This mistaken identity bit does

have its compensations, however,

as when it comes to restaurants. A
few weeks ago when my wife and I

celebrated our wedding anniver-

sary and I phoned Dave Chasen’s

for reservations I was a little sur-

prised “at—ttre*~ giiTs immediately
happy tone when I told her my
name. Upon our arrival the waiter

was extreriiely cordial as he mum-
bled something about the other

Tour would most likely arrive later

and seated us at a large private

booth. My wife was
.
quite im-

pressed, On our way. out we jsaw

a party of six squeezed around a

table for two near the swinging
door to the kitchen* and I felt a

little sorry for the producer who
has a name like a dentist.

-

I don’t always come out on top,

however. When I phone an agent
or network to discuss a sketch or
story idea, instead of letting me
speak to a hireling

, who handles
writers, I am immediately connect-
ed with Abe Lastfogel or General
David Sarnoff. Naturally, at the
moment I am extremely Battered to

think that these gentlemen should
be personally interested in my sell-

ing a five-minute routine to Bob
Hope, but the period of elation
quickly disappears when it turns
out that I am notr^Sam-Katzman.
A glacier covers the telephone
wires, arid I feel I had commit-
ted grand fraud.

Upon investigation I found the
cause for the misunderstanding.
For some unfathomable reason
high class receptionists; telephone
Operators arid secretaries cultivate
British accents, and just as Debo-
rah Kerr becomes Deborah Karr,
Sam Kurtzman becomes Sam Katz-
man.

When my wife reads that Mr.
Katzman has interviewed a glam-
our girl for a part, she stops
talking to me for a week. My
mother-in-law follows suit, too.
When my wife showed her a gold
bracelet and told her that she got
it from Sam, she asked, “Sam
who?”

Psychiatrists ire no help. One
explained—it

-
as 5 Subconscious"

transference of affection, perfectly
harmless. Another said it was a
deep seated craving for fame. A
third just sent a bill.

Now, frankly, I have nothing
against Mr. Sam Katzman, I have
never met the man, I don’t kno>
what he looks like. All I know i

that he makes good pictures, othei
wise my patients wouldn’t be cor
gratulating me. All of these e>
periences* however, are frustratin,
to riie, and I had to get them off m
chest.

• r '

Besides* I hive heard that ther
Is a possibility that producer Ban
Katzman is going to be honored b
Ralph Edwards; on “This Is You
Life.” If and when you see th
show and find that the great pre
ducer is a disheveled, disgruntled
unhappy neurotic, don’t be sui
prised. It’ll be me.

Billy Keaton Named by Buffal
.' Buffah

Variety Cljub of Buffalo, T
No, 7,: has elected the following
fleers for 1953-54; Chief Bar]
Billy Keaton; first assistant bar]
Marvin Jacobs; second assisl
barker, Arthur Krolick; dough*
Robert C. Hyman; secretary, W
J. Martin.

„ Newly available is popcorn in five flavors, and ‘eight more are
cpming up, differently, colored,. Now that the stuff .comes in Tech
Tricolor, manufacturer$”are negating to make it In fh^’giant Cinema"
Scope size, but they’re- working on a scheme to produce it in 3-d"
That third dimension ought td be—Taste.

. With
,
all its miracles, .

medicine still has no cure - for. the common
cold. Film exhibition .Has. an equally baffling problem. It has tvicle-

screen, three-dimensional visuaP and audio effects, electronic projoc-
tion and a brand-new wonder drug to pull people into the theatres
something called Marilyn. Monroe. But ihe industry willnevcr feci
it’s here to stay until sofhebne invents a crackle-ptoof popcorn bay.

With the general introduction of the king-size screen, the old slogan
“Movies are better than ever,” should really make way' for “Movies
are bigger than ever.” ....

Doomed to sure failure is the pitch being made by an Illinois lire,

works-maker, whpV sending his 60-page catalog to drive-ins. The
drive-ins don’t have to blast the customers out. FOr that matter, many
of ’em are doing OK with their films.

Here’s a switch: Moravia Productions has been formed to make
films with European settings—in Hollywood! Maybe if they keep at it

for 18 months/ the producers hope to be declared tax-exeriipt in Inner
Mongolia.

An indie producer whose recent picture was declared by a critic to
be “wholly lacking in taste”, is using the remark in his advertising,
along with his switch on a cigaret slogan, “It screens out flavor!”

Those cigaret manufacturers needn’t think’ they invented the
“filtered” gimmick. . Movies have been filtered for years — right
through big cottony wads of censors.

Two Iowa juveniles, paroled on a burglary rap, were ordered to repay
the. filched $68, attend church every Sunday, report to the police chief
weekly and—stay, away from the iriovies for a year. "Could it.be this
is a way of building up bigger audiences—by letting 'em hunger for a
while. • -

Any fair investigation of the judge is sure to prove he owns TV stock.

Ohio moviegoers, asking the local high school for babysitters, were
told the rate was 60c hourly, and 50c in TV homes. *

.

(a) The kids, no doubt, pick up the extra dime from the local

Bijou boys for helping tear ’em away from 4he video sets.

(b) Blow a picture tube, ya little brats, ya!

A midwest Ohio theatre owner has engaged as manager a woman
with no experience—except in bringing up six daughters. This is

“no experience?”

And now, If they’ll only fix 3-D so it will give depth to shallow plots!

While 3-D was just a gleam in an engineer’s eye, the film industry
was working on a fourth dimensionr—Boxpffice.

It’s not sure what the widescreen will ultimately dg for the film
business, but It'll make a lot of doctors richer curing swivel-neck.

We know a projectionist who was so thin he’d be a flat failure in 3-D.

; It’s practically a sure thing that a two-dimensional film will here-
after be known in the trade as a Cyclops.

And one brought into illicit traffic will be Bicyclops.

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Back in the old, old era beyond recall, show busine$s was very "per-

sonal” and managers and actors judged towns by the quality of the
coffee, cleanness of the hotel sheets and redness of the customers’
necks. In the books of traveling show biz, certain towns were semi-
permanently on the fritz. They were lemon-sour,, busts, faceless .and
soulless. They were towns in which you knew the train schedule out
the second day. They were lulls in existence. Light a candle and
pray not to be stranded.

Entertainers were convinced that the adults in certain tough burgs,
had been so suppressed as children that they were conditioned not to

express • themselves until asked :—:and they only applauded on direct
invitation. If a turn didn't know that, they could bow' off in heavy
mourning. A prominent citizen in the Bible- Belt once met a comic by
accident socially and said; “Hey,, you were so. durned funny, I could .

hardly keep from laughing.”
All this has changed. The hick is gone. The rube is .quaint Amen?

cana. East, West, North, South—America now shares the same am*
moniated,- anti-enzymed culture, complete with Technicolor, 3-D, Cine-
mascope and back-to-back commercial .announcements on radio and
TV. According to the film company gentry who travel about the coun-
try setting up premieres, tieups, television spot saturations and so on,
there are’ Very .few towns that are real. duds. And even the few that
are deserted villages after 6 p.m.—like, for instance, Baltimore—will
have an occasional spurt of animation.
Here are some flippant capsule summations of various film situa-

tions, today, as culled from the salty dialog of travel-weary exploitcers,
and about as scientific as most surveys, if you ask us:
New. York City—Remains the mostest of the bestest as a show town,

but don’t try to gravy up tripe as truffle.

..
Chicago—Filmgoing is the second most popular nighttime, winter

time diversion still.

Philadelphia—It’s the first most popular here.
Lqs Angeles—The home of the tWo-theatre, three-theatre, four-tlie?

atre day^and-date opening. A big matinee town because they 'Want, to

get in out of the smog!
San Diegos—A good show town with palmtrees.
Bakersfield—A good show town with too many earthquakes.
Las Vegas—Where night is superfluous.
Portland—Not as bad as Seattle.
Denver—Where the Post wants four-to-one on the Rocky Mt. News.
Salt Lake City—A Mormon Milwaukee.
Topeka—You heaftmo complaints.
Oklahoma' City—-Baltimore in the oil country,
Montreal—Canadian television is no competition*
Detroit-—A town without roots, so they go to the films.
M®mPhis—Still the week before Christmas.
Cincinnatti—-A tipoff town. If you do big in Cincy, you’re a wow.
Baltimore—America’s .seventh largest city and successor to Phila-

delphia's old early-to-bed motto.

.
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HOWARD HUGHES presents

THE FRENCH LINE
starring JANE RUSSELL

an Edmund Grainger production in 3-D

Color by TECHNICOLOR
:

• •
•

.

HOWARD HUGHES presents

SHE COULDN’T SAY NO
co-starring ROBERT MITCHUM • JEM SIMMONS

.

i

''

.

'

: __

WALT DISNEY’S

ROB ROY, THE HIGHLAND ROGUE

starring RICHARD TODD and SLTNIS JOHNS
Color by TECHNICOLOR

s

DANGEROUS MISSION
co-starring VICTOR MATURE • VINCENT PRICE

NfER UURIE • WIUMM IENMX
Color by TECHNICOLOR

KING BROTHERS present

CARNIVAL STORY
starring ANNE BAXTER • STEVE COCHRAN

prinfc by TECHNICOLOR

HOWARD HUGHES presents

SON OF SINBAD
starring (ALE ROBERTSON • SALLY FORREST

VINCENT PRICE • UII SI. CVR
Color by TECHNICOLOR

W. LEE WILDER’S

KILLERS FROM SPACE
starring PETER GRAVES • BARBARA BESTAR

JULIAN LESSER’S

starring LOUIS HAYWARD - NAOMI CHANCE

.<9



SAMUEL GOLDWYN’S

THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES

Mil DISNEY’S

PINOCCHIO
Color by TECHNICOLOR

R K O
RADIO

THE BIG RAINBOW
starring

JANE RUSSELL • RICHARD EGAN

GILBERT ROLAND * LORI NELSON

Color by TECHNICOLOR

SUSAN SLEPT HERE
starring

DICK POWELL < DEBBIE REYNOLDS

BENEDICT BOGEAUS’

DESPERATE men
starring

JOHN PAYNE UZABETH SCOTT

ROBERT STILLMAN’S

THE AMERICANO
starring

GLENN FORD - ARTHUR KENNEDY

CAESAR ROMERO * URSULA THIESS

RKO
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Throwing Shakespeare For A Prat-Fall

By THEODORE PRATT

Bill Shakespeare, the theatre man, has a long reach from the grave.

He comes into the lives of everybody named Pratt, of which I am one.

In Bill’s time there was an Elizabethan expression, "prat,” wrich

meant ‘ buttocks,” or the rear part of the anatomy. Bill took up the

term and used it in a number of his plays. 'Til

prat you,” one of his characters says, meaning,

"I’ll spank you.”

Bill popularized the term so that it came down

through the years in the theatre, ending up in

burlesque, where the term, ‘‘pratfall,’* became

universal. From there it has come into the mod-

ern colloquial language, with many people now
using the expression.

For some time I have appointed myself a com-

mittee of one Pratt to protect all people named
Pratt from the misuse of our good name. To all

who do not know better I point out that a sudden,

ignominious sitting down on the posterior is a

"pratfall,” not a "Prattfall,” as some mistakenly

use it. You take a pratfall as a hyphenated word, in lower case, and

with only one t. If you don’t, you are out of order. Mr. Webster,

rival dictionaries, and "The American Thesaurus of Slang,” all sub-

stantiate this. •:

The same spelling of the term, with much the same connotation, ap-

pears for other meanings^ The back pocket of trousers in some cir-

cles is referred to as a "prat.” In the underworld a "pi-atman” is a

pickpocket or “prat digger” who goes on a "prat prowl.” This last

term is also used by the police when conducting the search of a per-

son’s rear pockets. A "prat cutter” is a pocket knife kept in the hip

pocket. A “prat poke” is a term for a pocketbook kept in the same
“pTaceT nr^prat 1

'- also nieahk'^CS^dT^’ay.'^g'^'diKr^'afK^albng;' pre-

sumably applied because the rear of a person is seen as he leaves.

Ted Pratt

I
One-Man Campaign

Among those who have, had the excellent wisdom to accept the
evidence i after I pointed it out to them.) that the term "prat,” arid

the fine, upstanding name, “Pratt.” have no connection whatever, are
Variety. Earl Wilson. H. Allen Smith, Robert Wilder, the old N. Y.
Evening Sun. and another. Bill—William G. Lengel; editor-in-chief of
Gold Medal Books, publishers of "Escape to Eden,” by a man named
Pratt, 35c on any paperback rack.

Life magazine, unlike these, did not acknowledge my correction, but
after I made it 1 noticed that its spelling improved, at least most of
the time, or whenever the editors remembered. H. L. Mencken, who
i* accepted as the lastword on these things, uses me as a reference
authority on the subject, in the second volume of his "American
Language,” firmly pointing out that it is. prat and not Pratt.

Mr, John O'Hara, a fine, first-class, exCelleiit author, did not heed any
correction even from scratch. He knew, being something of a the-
atre man himself. . When he writes in a story, “You’re going to sit on
jour prat in Vermont” he knows the right place to sit.and the proper
way. to express it. Mr. Joel Sayre, however, another writer, is not of
this calibre

.
at all. On his st-ory, "The Man on the Ledge,” as pui>

lished in The Mew Yorker, he has a character named Glaco state,
"I’ll lay niy prat't on the sill.” Tc.h, tch. New Yorker!;-.. This dangerous
literary* path leads to making enemies .of

:
people named Pratt, of which

there are many thousands in the country. Included is Boris Karloff,
whose rear name is Pratt, while ah awfuljot of the Standard Oil Co. is

owned by Pratts.
.

' There is only one problem about all this that we Pratts probably
never. will be able to lick. When the term is used orally there is no
way to make a distinctiori between the correct “prat” and theWrong
"Pratt.”. Finding some means to pronounce each differently beats us

• Pratts where it hurts. The only advice I can give the membership on
this is. when a person uses it in the presence of a Pratt, for the Pratt
to say. witheringly. “Don’t look at me in your ignorance,” and proceed
to give cuiting instructions about the term.

At the - .same time we don't flinch from the use of the term when
properly applied, for it is a rich and colorful one. To support this
statement I v.Bh to note that, following the whimsical fashion 6f giv-
ing names to houses, my heap at Boca Raton in Florida is labelled
"prat-fall.” That confuses everybody except Elizabethan scholars—
rather scarce in these parts—and enthusiasts ofWurlesque, of which
there are quite a few about.

No Business like Shmoe Business
By PETE SMITH

Hollywood.
And Sbmoe's business is selling

show business short.

I’m sure you'll r^jpgnize shmoes
breed after having imbibed of this
tiny treatise, regardless of your
vintage. Actually, Shmoe is age-
less. He's been around ever since
Eve broke in her apple act. at
Locw’s Garden of Eden. At. the
time Shmoe said, "She'll be a flop.

The kid needs a wardrobe.
Does that give you a clue? Sure,

Shmoe is strictly a.Weeper . . . a
cry-baby . . . the original "blues”
singer.

It was Shmoe who was first in

line at., the wailing wallwhen the
cinema made its debut. "Who
wants towatch those jumping, tin-

types when you can see real flesh-
and-blood actors?” he asked. “No^
body” he answered. ( Shmoe is

like that—he asks questions and
then answers them.) "Movies will
never- last,. They are strictly a nov-
elty:”

Later those same jumping tin-
lypcs gave out with sound and
Shmoe turned on the tear ducts
thusly: "People go to a theatre
to . relax, so you give them talkies
and wake them up.” Then <cairie
color and Shmoe again went into

a dither. "Anyone knows colored
moving pictures are bad for the
eyes. Yo.iFIl drive ’em away with
headaches.”

Yes, the Shmoes are ever with
us. Today, perhaps, even more
so than at any time during 'theat-
rical history, the Shmoes continue
to be the weeds in the Garden of
Show Business. They are still try-
ing to sell the industry short. You
meet them every day as they lu-
gubriously bemoan our future. "TV
is - stealing the show” they say.
"IIow can the theatres compete
with free entertainment at home?”

Well, the answer to that qhe is,

"What about ‘The Robe,’ ‘Shane,’
'From Here To Eternity,’ ‘Band
Wagon,’ ’Mogambo,’ ‘Little Boy
Lost,’ ‘Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,’
‘Stalag 17,’ among others, Which
are currently kicking the pants off
some of the top grosses of the yes-
teryear, Also ‘Kiss Me Kale,'
‘Roman Holiday.’ ‘Caine Mutiny,’
‘Executive Suite.’ ‘The Cantor
Story / ‘Red Garters,’ ‘River Of No
Return,’ ‘Dial M for Murder,.’ all
of which should keep the boxoffice
ticket machines clicking a sweet
rhapsody.”
And when a branch of show

business, such as the movie branch,

WILLIAM HAIRSTON
- Currently—- •

"Take the High Ground” (MGM)
New York

STEPHEN DRAPER
,
JU 6-4180
Hollywood

SID GOLD AGENCY
cit 6-2338

endeavors to march forward with
the advancing times by making im-
portant scientific strides via Cine-
rama, Cineramascope and other
widescreen processes generally
(not to mention stereophonic
sound), the Shmoes wag their

heads and again tell you it’s all

in vain-

For years, the Shmoes have said
that double bills are a "must” in

picture houses. These'cTai in s hay

e

been made despite the fact that
the Interstate Theatre Circuit of
Texas, guided by the astute Bob
O’Donnell, has one of the most
successful and profitable opera-
tions in the couritry, favoring a

single bill policy. Interstate and
O’Donnell have proved over a pe :

riod of many years that it is not
necessary to run two features on
the same program.

Pictures of the calibre mentioned
elsewhere in this compendium do
not require a questionable second
feature to lend it any boxoffice al-

lure. I happen to subscribe to that
school that never believed a ques-
tionable second feature helped any
program. I can’t imagine a mer-
chant featuring one top-grade ar-

ticle and then throwing in a sec-

ond shoddy item to attract sales.

That would tend to ruin any man's
business eventually. Not content
with the second questionable fea-

ture, some of the boys also threw
in Bingo and Bank Nights, as well
as other giveaway gimmicks. The
folks who put it on the line aren’t
intrigued by that sort of shenani-
gans any more. It may have served
its purposes at one time but we
are in a different business today.

For next year Metro will make
only 18 features which is a re-

duction of about .40rb compared
with previous production slates of
that company. From present in-

dications this seems to be the trend
at other studios. These pictures
will be high budget pictures—made
by the foremost creative brains in

the show world—writers, directors
and producers. With the return
of top product, as indicated, We
may anticipate a return to the
type of showmanship that flour-

ished during the single bill era.

Exhibitors having fewer features
to program will be encouraged to
properly merchandise quality prod-
uct. Any exhibitor worthy of the
name is pro’ud to exploit attractions
he knows will please his patrons.
I feel reasonably certain those at-

tractions will be his good fortune
from now on. At least there has
never been such a concentration on
the making of important pictures
as there is today.

No Foresight

The Shmoes are not content to

plug an attraction unless the cast

is headed by some of the stalwarts

who have proved their worth over
a period of years. .Far-sighted 'stu-

dio executives, however, ai^e ever
developing new talent that will

some day march in the front ranks
of the picture parade just as the
lop stars are doing today. How’s
a boii t some of these kids, a)l of

whom have outstanding talent:

Debbie Reynolds, Rock Hudson,
Dale Robertson, Jane Powell, Pier
Angeli, Mitzi Gaynor, Bob Wag-
ner, Tony Curtis, Keefe Brasselle,

&nd we could go on almost indefi-

nitely. They’re all deserving of

S-D
I've been spat at and thrown at

And I've ducked evil passes;

But they wouldn't dam hit hie

While I'm wearing glasses.

Theatre TV:
Theatre? TV for Gus H. Fanno
Has a simple frame—

Notre Dame and Marciano,

Or Marciano and Notre Dame.

Subscription TV:
The list of things you get for free

They carefully finecomb.

Now comes subscription-type TV:
You. pay io stay at home.

Tax:
Whether your show is a hit so grand

Or a flop without any skill,

It's bound to get at least one hand—
Your Uncle Sam's—in the till.

Product:

Lots of pundits, lots of strictures;

What this business needs is pictures.

Stereo Sound:
Stereo sound will improve, It appears.

Wish I could say the same for my ears.

Vandalism : .

I wonder where the well-bred kid .

With cheeks so healthy pink went
And what the devil changed him
To a juvenile delinquent.

..r . Recording:
For one poor, lonely little soul

They’re throwing out a dragnet.

He ruiried a juncture—one whole roll—
By passing with a magnet.

Overseas Shooting:
It’s fun in Paris and fun in Rome
Or Bangkok or Madrid.

• As long as your pictures are bought back home
And they let you return here, kid.

Critics:

A critic reviewing a brand new show,

Like a gal asked to transgress,

May feel more honest saying no.

But more popular saying yes.
•

Investigations:

The gents from Washington want to be sure

That films are ideologically pure.

If the job they do is extra good,

They’ll have to call filmland HOLYwood.

Drive-Ins:

Drive-in owners knock, on wood
With refreshment business good.-

Bad films never leave 'em flustered,

"Like when they run 'out of mustard.

Dubbing:
The dubbing of pictures is strictly a plus-—
The foreigners speak so much better than us.

Folkways Dept.:

I used to neck at the movies when
They made my passions smoulder.

I wonder—were films hotter then
Or am I that much older?

Financial:

Film hope still springs

With yearning eternal

For favorable things

lit the Wall Street Joutnah

proper exploitation—the kind that
pays big dividends.

Reluming to Shmoe and his
relatives (and we’re throwing in
his relatives because they should
be ‘‘thrown in”), they have a way
of sounding off to the press pe-
riodically about Show Business.
Arid do they have anything good
to say to the press about that sarrie

Show Business from which they
derive their livelihood? (And
aren’t you the funny one to ask
such a question?) .

Tile Shmoes are truly our Am-
bassadors of No-Good Will. They
tell the press about the poor at-
tractions that are being produced,
about the bad business being done,
about fhe theatres that are clos-l
ing or will soon close. Can you
imagine Gimbel, Macy and Saks
giving out with such dirgey dialog

; about their business, their riier-

chand^ie7\their stores,, their

future? . n.

Then yoU'll find Shmoe, among
the exhibitors, taking pot-shots at

Shmoe, among the distributors,

and vice versa. They, air their

troubles before the world and that

same world raises its eyebrows

and wonders.

Withal, let it be said to the

credit of all concerned that the

Shmoes herein depicted are not

typical but you and I know they

exist.
.

...

Fortunately, the great majority

of showfolk march along with h*

ving Berlin .singing, "There's ho

Business Like Show ,
Business;

And they, really mean it. That s

why it’ll always be. a great busi-

ness despite the. Shmoes in our

ranks Whose mournful mou things

will '.continue' 'to give us a pain m
the prattle.
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Or Backwoods, H’wood Seeks It Out

By RICHARD THORPE
Hollywood.

^ long time I’ve been hearing that film stars can
ro
\/Lcized manufactured, turned out on an assembly

1

wi *. h this goes the old chestnut about “for every
_ . _ 1 (k ilAffAM, AMli«k11«* MM umm'm

be synt

— tn0 there are at least a dozen equally or more
star on

» talented and deserving actors who
~

just weren’t as lucky.’’

Can a film star actually be synthe-
sized?

Is it really all in the, breaks and
the buildup?
To begin with, naturally there is

no denying that there is some element
of luck in any career. Ir a certain

sense there isn’t a day goes by but
what sheer chance influences our
lives, including the fact that sheer
chance could have ended your life in

a traffic accident an hour ago.
Richard Thorp

jn that sense, luck enters into every

success in any field of human endeavor.

But in the sense that the fates play dice to see who

is going to be a success pic star and who is not, I’m afraid

that success and failure aren’t that arbitrary.

The crucial, inescapable fact is that with Hollywood’s

tremendous demand for. new faces and its Vast and elabo-

rate machinery for searching out promising newcomers, it

is virtually impossible for genuine talent to remain un-

recognized in America today.

On the other hand, Hollywood and its public are so

critically discriminating, and the profession of acting is so

fiercely competitive, that the spurious and the mediocre
can’t masquerade for long without being spotted and sent

to the foot of the class.

If there were some way to turn out film stars on an
assembly line, I will be cynical enough to say that Holly-

wood would probably embrace it, inasmuch as such a sys-

tem would eliminate the necessity for the hundreds of

Thousands of dollars It' now spends annually7
!?! the honest

search for real talent.

If you know some way to synthetically turn out and
deliver a Gary Cooper, Bing Crosby, Audrey Hepburn,
Lana Turner, Gregory Peck, Jack Palarice, Doris Day or
a Jean Simmons, then you should drop everything arid

hurry to Hollywood. There’s a fortune waiting for you
here.

'

There is an entire, elaborate and handsomely-rewarded
stratum of the motion picture industry which devotes- its

energies exclusively to the assaying, discovery and intro-

duction of bona-fide promising picture personalities.

studio, bringing the complicated, financial organization out
of the red and into the. black within the course of a few
pictures.

'•

Deanna Durbin is generally credited with having turned
^etabies for one major studio, alone and single-handed,
with, the series of pictures which made her top boxofficc.
In any event, a marquee name is money in the bank as

far as Hollywood is concerned.
If there) were any easy way of creating stars, or of

finding them, the picture industry would long ago have
uncovered it. There isn’t an. easy way, \ '

Great screen personalities are.rare and cannot be coun-
terfeited. The only way to find them is the Way we do it
now get out in the bush leagues and the backwoods, and
everlastingly search for the real McCoy,
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Joey Adams

Career In Itself

The ability to recognize such talent is a career in itself.

The men who have this gift are respected and rewarded
for. it. In Hollywood few honors are as bright or as endur-
ing as the credit for having discovered a top star or stars.

(Parenthetically, it can be pointed out that this facility
does not hinge On recognizing a physical resemblance
between an unknown and a popular star. A prime requi-
site is that the newcomer offer a personality that is utterly
unlike that of any established stars.)

This has resulted, naturally, in the keenest competition
imaginable in the realm of talent-scouting. And this
situation, in turn, brings on both a promise and a threat to
newcomers.

The threat lies in the fact that producers, directors,
talent scouts; agents and others in a- position to discover
new talent, acquire ail almost critically grim, cynicism in
their hard-boiled, cold appraisal of newcomers.

This doesn’t mean that they are rude or unsympathetic
or even indifferent. It simply means that- they are most
difficult to impress.
On the other hand, the promise lies in the„fact that

these men are all desperately anxious to uncover real pay
dirt, and to recognize it when they find it.

The single accomplishment of spotting an unknown girl
in an obscure little theatre performance and recognizing'
her as a great star of tomorrow—and being vindicated in
your conviction by her subsequent success—alone and in
itself is enough to launch one on a fabulous career as a
talent scout.

,
.The screening process in this eternal and universal

9
l8ging for boxoffice gold in the form of new personalities

•s thorough and all of it is dedicated to the one goal of
finding potential future stars, wherever, they might be;

It is so thorough, in fact, that it is pretty difficult for a
really promising riewcoiner to escape the net that the
Notion picture industry spreads across the Country. A
report that an unusually gifted young player is making an
appearance with some remote and obscure little theatre
group is sometimes enough to have four major studios
ny high-salaried talent scouts across the country to see
the performance . in the hope of finding a real talent
Jackpot.
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The Schnoz was hitting on all 88. when he said, “Every-
body, wanta get inta de act.” From the Halls of Madison
Square Garden to the Shores of The Neversink, I have

circled and cornered by scares who insist, “I got a
joke for ya!”
The Civilian is never content with

merely telling you a joke. He wants
to be physically inducted into the
Army of Comedians. He figures he
hasn’t earned his stripes until he gets
you in a half-nelson and pins you to
the wall while he convulses himself
by telling you an old joke that some-
body probably discarded 20 years ago.
Then there’s the Lampshade Wear-

er who gets a death grip on you as
you’re in the wings ready to go on.
Your intro music is always the cue
for this clown to hiss, “I got a joke

for ya!” Try giving him a polite brush and right away you
make a lifeffong enemy.

“Big Man,’’ he’ll scream. “I useta watch him from the
-balcony—when—he-worked Loweys—Boro- Park for peari uts;

~~

I useta, feed the bum When he didn’t have what feat.’’ If

all the guys fed me who claimed they did. I’d make Fat
Jack Leonard look like a thermometer. Besides, if this

Character had all the loot to feed me, what was he doing in

the balcony?
The Louis Hayward approach is the most dangerous.

This type stabs you in the chest with his finger (a la

D’Artagnan in “The Three Musketeers”) while telling you
his joke. Of course, you’re always too polite to inform
them it’s a Moran & Mack oldie because they’re doubled
up hysterically relating the punchline.

The Torture Boys are the ones to look out for. They
are the Back-Bangers, Hair-Mussers and Cheek-Pullers who
can usually be counted upon to know the latest dirty joke
with every naughty word in the book. These guys would
make B.S. Puffy and Belie Barth blush. Their topper
invariably is, “You can clean it up!!” .

Happy Harry The Highway Hazard is never content
with merely waving Hello in traffic. Our- Hero makes a
“U” turn, races his hot rod like it’s the last lap on the
Indianapolis Speedway and weaves in and out of the cars.

.
He’s not satisfied until he runs you up a pole, if need
be, to tell his gag.

I like being a comedian and I love being recognized,
but ...

.

How about the time I was doing the impression bit

with a young gal in her teens when a man who could
barely walk comes Up to me. He looked like. 108 and his

bones creaked as he lowered himself into a chair 1 did
not invite him to take; He wheezed, “Joey Adams! I

haven’t seen you since you entertained at my bar mitzvah!”

Quiz Showoffs

Scouts Are Everywhere

anT
1

.

erc *s
.

hardly an opening performance presented by
M^le theatre or amateur troupe in America

evw'f •

is not covered by Hollywood scouts. These

tifth

1

1

"i 1’*- or telephone their reports and recomirienda-

if n
lo

i*
1
.

0* 1, Hollywood bosses right' after the show, and

niff o j
they’ve found something hot, they will get

and grab a phone before the first act is over,
course, being ail too human, scouts make mistakes,

bosses, figure on a reasonable percentage of. bad
guesses. Hundreds of thousands of dollars are written off
nnually in salaries and other expenses connected with the
gaibg

.

3nd coaching of promising newcomers who never
quite pan out. ,

„3ery year dozens of such players are signed to terip

tho «
acts

’ broueht to Hollywood, given the advantages of

fiiA v
an<^ most expensive voice arid acting coaches in

bv n
'V0— ’ Sometimes the studio adds to the investment

event".?
for Plastic surgery, expensive dental work,, and

n stakes the newcomer to a personal wardrobe.
nilgbt 8P on for a year or two years without the

eni n
r
P fu.

er once appearing in a picture. Then, at the

ofP
thls Period, the studio may change its. mind, write

call it quits. .

sudriftn?
oav® been instances in which a single player has
emerged to turn the tide of fortune for the entire

Other Jolly Joes

Why No Capital Gain

For Creators Also?
By MORRIS L. ERNST

Our nation is still proceeding to discriminate in many

ways against creative ability. The vicepresident of a hair-

pin company .is in a position io get vast tax advantages

which, by arid large, have not been made available to

writers, actors, directors and that ele-

ment of our society which determines
riot only our culture but which gen-
erates the ideas needed to raise our
standard of living. ’

: The important employees of most
American corporations are put in a
position where they can obtain wealth
in the only form where it has substan-
tial dollar value, i.e., in the form of
capital gains. Practically every big

American company finds that its top
employees see little value in in-

m v • Cmct creased annual salaries since the em-
ployees! are aware of the fact that,

realistically they are little more than tax Collectors for

Uncle Sam at 20c on the dollar. Hence, the corporations,

in order to procure more productivity from the brains in

their companies, have accorded stock options to top em-

ployees. Our laws; which have always favored large:

corporations as against the creative sectors of our society,

provide that there is no tax on the option when received,

and. properly handled, the profit, ultimately obtained oil

the exercise' of the option and the sale of the stock pur-
chased pursuant to it, is taxable at the prevalent capital

gains rate of 25 or 26% as compared to the possible 80%
Which would be imposed on increased salaries.

I doubt if there is any valid factual or legal reason why
the writer of a play or film, the actor who gives real life to

a picture or a play, the top producer of a television pro-

gram, or any important cultural creator of important liter-

ary and artistic property, cannot get himself into that rare
.preferential^group -of-American-entrepreneurs, Lhe—oce---
shotters in the market place, for whom the capital gains
tax provision was primarily written into our laws.- Isn’t

it ‘really an insane society where the top thinking people,
except for a few who have established their own individual
enterprises, continue to get paid in astronomical dollars—
two, three, five and $10,000 a week, which have np relation
to actual take-home pay. Such salaries Create a burden on
our economy and are important only because they satisfy

the egos of foolish employees.

For further relief, whenever the entertainment groups
feel keenly enough the present discrimination levelled
against them, there is little doubt but that they can create
the greatest lobby ever existing in our nation arid get

much needed relief from the Congress of the United
States.

The Who Am I? or Remember Me? approach is the
gasser. This type begins his onslaught by first blocking

out your line of vision. This is accomplished by the sim-

ple expedient of planting his body directly in front of

yours. Head high, arms akiiribo and eyebrows raised, he
jariis his kisser right into yours arid bellows, “Well? ...
Where do ya know me from?”

Like this clown in Albany who was annoyed. “So ya
don’t remember me, eh? Will you feel like a jerk when
I tell ya. Did you once work with a fighter? Is his name
Tony Carizoneri? Do you know his manager? Well, his

best friend and my best friend are cousins.” If you take

these guys. seriously you have to wind up saying hello to

lampposts and cigarstore Indians.

Every group or party has its Monster rif Ceremonies.
This harmless character hits you with staleys like, “Actors
eat too/huh?” are of you’re smoking with a holder, “Doc-
tor told you to stay away from cigarets, huh?” This is

the signal for their friends to fall on the floor, get hysteri-

cal, smack the table and wipe their eyes. If the most you
can muster is a weak smile, they usually sneer, "Whassa
matter? Ya only laugh at your own jokes?”

Then, there is the friendly killer who spends his off

hours doing research. His idea of a perfect evening is to

espy a celebrity and call him by his real name; He blows
his top when he can yell, “Aaron Clnvatt” to Red Buttons,

“How is Milton Berlinger?”

One of these pally pallbearers was in the audience one

night when I did a particularly good show. After he

Joey Abrains-ed me three times, he said. “I don’t care

What they say, I like you.” “W-W-What do they say?” I

Whimpered. “Well, I hadda fight three guys for ya,

pal, but I still like the old stuff no matter how many times

I hear it!”

Nate Blumberc

The one to watch is the fellow who greets you after the

best show of your life. He’s the one with the friendly hay-

maker. “Wot was the matter wit ya? You ain’t yourself

tonight. What threw ya, kid, the mike? Aah, don’t let it

worry ya, everybody’s entitled to an off day.

When I made the Red Apple Route years ago—Years

Labor Day !-^there was always one joker who began

the “Whaddya do Inna winter—wear an overcoat routine.

This the forerunner of the crazy mixed-up kid, is the

same joker who digs you now in a movie theatre.
^
By

some quirk of seating you are facing the screen. You have

popcorn in one hand, a girl in the other and polaroids in

the other (three-dimension!)* His opening line must be*

“What’re you doin’ here?”

By X. J. BLUMBERC
(Chairman oj the Board

, Universal Pictures)

Hollywood.

The past year in our industry has been one. of the most
significant. The big question is: Will the impetus given
to us by technical improvements stand us well for the
future. •

1

All through our industry’s history
we have benefited by scientific prog-
ress. But as we look back (and \ye

must look back in order to look
ahead), we see in retrospect that tech-
nology is not the final answer.

If it Were, then all our problems
would have been over with the com-
ing of sound and color.

We might as well face this fact:

Processes, Without good entertain-

ment, will stimulate the boxoffice for

an interval but are not the answer to

the future.

The real answer is, of course, tho

entertainment value that we. put in pictures.

For the past year we have given the motion picture

audiences throughout the world the best pictures in our

50-year history.

In this country these good pictures produced big grosses

despite the competition of television.

The public responded to good entertainment just as it

always did in the past.

Our job is to maintain this high level of entertaining

pictures. .

There is only one way to accomplish this. First, we
must mind our business and worry sff>out nothing except

those things that must be put into successful pictures.

There is no secret formula. It’s a wide-open book.

Our biggest problem involves stories arid personalities.

The second problem involves the selling job that is re-

quired oil every picture. '

.
. k

It is always difficult to find the right stories and just

as difficult to cast them properly. But onjpc this is done,

then we must put everything we have“behind the selling

job.

Exhibitors share this responsibility with distributors.

Selling on the local level is just as important as the pre-

selling national campaigns conducted by the distributors.

With more and more television stations, the local ex-

hibitor must recognize the value of local television spot

selling. There is no reason why cooperative plans for

television advertising can not be developed with distribu-

tors. In fact, our company already has successfully done

this.

But as important as the foregoing is to the future, our

state of mind is just as important. ;

Let us quit airing our problems in public. This always

hurts and certainly, does not make for good public rela-

tions. V" ' M ,

As I have often said in the past, every person who

makes a living in this business should be a committee of

one to talk well, not only of the future Jutofth^ present.

We are one of the country’s vital industries. Lets not

sell ourselves short. The best is yet to come.
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Forty-eighth I'ijjjfE&Y Anniversary

In Los Angeles

New York, Miami and Philly!

Nationally Starting Jan. 30!

PLUGGED AND PLUGGED AND PLUGGED TO

TV AND RADia AUDIENCES TOTALING 200 MILLION!!!

HERE’S THE ACTUAL RECORD-MAKING SCHEDULE!!!

OCTOBER 18-EDD1E CANTOR COMEDY HOUR
With Jack Benny
appearing

(NBC-TV)

2!i/ NOVEMB
•(WOK-RADIO)

3'i' NOVEMB
(NBC-TV)

m NOVEMB
•(DU MONT TV)

5//// DECEMB
* .’A . 1 All -

6

(CBS’TV)
1

-(NBC -RADIO)

n DECEMB
(NBC-TV)’

8'/ DECEMB
(NBC-TV)

90 DECEMB
'

' -(NBC-TV)-

10#DECEMB
(CBS-TV)

11® JANUAR

R 28-TWENTY QUESTIONS
With Keefe Brassellt

appearing

With Eddie Fisher
and Frank Sinatra
appearing

R 30-TWENTY QUESTIONS
With Keefe Brassellt

appearing

R 3-STRIKE IT RICH

R 4-STRIKE IT RICH

With Keefe Brasselle

appearing

With Keefe Brasselle

appearing

R 15-DINAH SHORE SHOW
With Eddie Cantor
appearing

R 27-
With Jimmy Durante,

Donald O’Connor and
Dennis Day appearing

R 29-THE EDDIE FISHER SHOW srs'
c‘"“

R 30-STRIKE IT RICH
With Eddie Cantor
appearing

5-THE MILTON BERLE SHOW
With Eddie Cantor
appearing

i |N»C TV) TENTATIVE DATE'

In

Addition!

In

Addition!

In

Addition!

Personal appearances by

New York,

And more still to

Brasselle on the top local shows (Tex ft Jinx, etc., etc.) in

.Cleveland, Chicago, Pittsburgh, Washington, Providence.

Newspaper interviews, contests, feature stories, photo layouts, magazine coverage galore-

plus sock-packed 20-second and 1 -minute TV commercials!

THE CAPITOL RECORD COMPANY BREAKS A RECORD! Even before picture’s release

all 35,000 albums of Cantor’s 15 off-the-sound-track songs sold out in 2 weeks!!

New pressing now in

ir

He becomes a star

of stars -as Eddie Cantor :

ALINE MacMAHON ana

WILL ROGERS, Jr. ashis dad

iFDnh/ir \A/cinMAM TFn ^hFRDFMAN and SIDNEY SKOLSKY •• wooucea v SIDNEY SKOLSKY • omtcTcoev ALFRED E. GREEN
JEROME WEIDMAN.TEO
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cL°rches°^ Cathedral board meeting on revising the Pro- name cannot carry a bad picture ward the gradual elimination of

FHms has completed its first pic- duction Code, which had been in- and evert the biggest b.o. names double features. More big pictures,

Bv AL LICHTMAN ' ture for theatrical release. Film, tended for this we®k
»

s must be buttressed by good stories fewer pictures, longer runs and a

Mth-Fox Distribution Director) titled “The Magnificent Adveiv ded fpr hext weeK, prop u
^ and sound production Valdes if more selective audience than ever

H has been pretty obvious that ^ they are io stuy at toP.

'

imly important eating Pictures JK be re^aSed *“
' * Coast stay and is now expected in Generally speaking, there hasWl”ment wlU s*>eed ,««* »

can be marketed profitably in the _ Picture was produced by Rev Gothjm, on-
Erie.DeaT been

' In ' ih. ....can pc

future

8 rt
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; James K Friedrich and directed by Meanwhile, the^r Eric-Dear^ of the in- In my opinion, the greatest cur,
,
and this is^true ^first >

, with ' Nelson Leigh, ?am” exchange of letters between dustry lately. But .there shoUld.be rent detriment to the motion nic.

At Lichtman

ru n theatres John Coyle, • with: .NOlsaii.. Leigh, ^ <*cl»ange, ot letters .wween dustry lately. B«t thew
f
h0uld be rent detriment to the motion pic
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* Grand0n “^i lastSy» W. admission

politan situa- Rhodes in top roies.
this round, Goldwyn took issue s0 many mutual problems. With pnees. The movies have always

tions as well
.

.

, tT a n \ with Johnston’s statement that Hollywood pinned down by the rated as family entertainment, but
as theatres in

Extras UlHOIl PaCI Amendments and changes from creative emergencies which have the price scales in the majority ofsmaller com- .
"AU -

UUI
T;“|

a
^ time to time had. kept the Code arisen from various new presents- theatres today make movie enin*mumties, in- Hollywood. up to date. Goldwyn complained tion methods, the burden of maih-

l

;

9 '
a
.

ay make n
}
ovlergolnS

eluding subse- Agreement for a revision of the that “only a few minor amend- taining a proper liaison between an extreme luxury for the average
quent runs in basic contract between the Screen ments” had been made. He de- the showmen and the studios rests family. The success of the lower-
the big cities. Extras Guild and the .Assn, of Mo- clared the Code has ceased to be more than ever before on the priced driveins, and particularlyM akin g tion Picture Producers has been «

a living document.” shoulders of distribution. their “all inclusive” familv rathethem bigger reached. Either party may reopen Also last Thursday, N. Y.’s Her- wherever it is practicable, I i l ! !
‘

on#1 Kottor
aid Tribune became one; of the

th^^ e^ibl?or
P
^3uid^ ^isit

^bstantiates this The public has

politan situa-

tions as well

as theatres in

smaller com-
munities, in-

cluding subse-

t h em bigger reached. Either
]
party may reopen

and better the pact after two years.

problem of shuttered theatres. Do- been approved by the guild’s board Wyn, The producer s piten lor up- be given the freedom of every lot but today it

lng away with the admissions tax, and. will be submitted to the mem- dating the Code “was certain to and efforts should be made to ment as caref

Particularly On admissions up to bership for mail referendum. set Hollywood to talking, and per- thoroughly indoctrinate him with dise bargains.
.
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carefully as for merchan-

C’Scope Vs. Duals
s Continued from page 8 —

-

Si or even as Imv as >5c g^s a
Chafes involve pay^ hikes for haps even to thinking^ stated the Se production side of the industry.

$1, or even *s ..low as 7pq gives a- general extras from the present h-T. It added: “Mr. Goldwyn has The welcome mat is always out at
chance for survival to a great many

$18<50 daiiy to $19.43; dress extras, sa id in brief that the present film my studio office and I never start
houses. riders and dancers from the cur- morality code has become out- preparations for a picture without

Naturally, from our point
;

of rent $25 to $26.25, and standins nioded since its imposition in 1930, first trying to evaluate it from the

view, Cinemascope has served as from $17 to $17.85. that a tendency to by-pass it has exhibitor’s standpoint. ~ — - »

probably the biggest business slim-
.' " 7 “

\
..

.
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tilant for the past year, and prom-
CAPAltfll FillHC ods up to date. All of this sounds I very definitely believe that the be expected.

*

ise of bigger and better pictures rQlMIgll l IIIIK) like good common sense . . . Both sales department should take more j
— --

• q; / important Ton :—

I

aeems wrapped up in the schedules
'

r<in(|nllpH frnm . the industry and audiences are be- active participation
1

' in shaping pro- L . t
*!'

™

L— Continued trom Pate 5 ===* coming more and more aware that, duction policy. It. is certainlyla _At 20th Century-Fox we as^jmsr^
pre$enrcbde^aoesnT meel to- great advantage to producers to giving . considerable thought^ to

ioci
UCin^ m nema p "They’d do better forgetting all day’s requirements, and that too. receive the widest possible reports our short-subject program. These

.. , about the U.S.,” he opined. “Who much censorship is as undesirable on reactions to his pictures to guide mu?t not be shoddy or lacking in

Eike subscription TV, Eidophor wants a replica of a Hollywood pic- as too little.” i

Ip itsi own way combines aspects of ture irt French- or Italian?”. Davis
television and motion pictures as thought dubbed pix were problems,
a direct boon for the'theatre. Eido- for '.the indies since “they are
phor currently nearing the com- neither fish nor fowl.” In addi-
pletion of its engineering phase* tion, he pointed out, they require
will provide added boxoffice lm- more prints and a considerable

— —

-

petus in the theatre, when its live amount of ’ added accessories. ent, most exhibitors have a tendency
entertainment will supplement the Downbeat approach isn’t shared to resist such attractions With the structive help
film fare. by all of the importers. George p iaint, “we’ve got nobody in it to I feel that p]

Naturally it will have to be Schwartz of Times Films Corp. sell.” more for personal appearances, not
much superior to the brand of said his “Forbidden Games” had HollVWod is continually preoc- only in connection with their filmi
entertainment currently beamed lived .up to expectations and he cunied^with thedevefopment of but for important charity functions
into homes under the sponsorship expected *54 to be a better year for VYnurpvpr

1

Sip miPQt and public affairs at which their _ \ J^,1' ^

*

him in planning new films. Box- variety, because there is the wide

office figures are a yardstick of field of., music,, sporting events,

I

success or failure but they don’t spectacles of all kinds, as well as

tell what was wrong or what to do the lure of travel to draw from,

in the future. The sales depart- We have already completed our

ment, with its close exhibitor con- ^st short subject, “Vesuvius Ex-
— t tracts, is in a much better position press, which shows the wonders

glaiut, <Wv* got B.b.dy in it to „^elti^^^h<mldbg Used »
Stars Vs. Offbeat Pix

Continued from page. 5

S‘ad^roro;'S {or^the'elusivo'diements'udiiA^o attendahee wfu^gafn respdet "fob $£,will not be willing to pay for some- developing product shortage. Also,
t ke UD a successful new star the industry. I think b.o. figures 'Jli?

thing they can get for nothing. he said, foreign producers have be- . ^ak® p
..v Spr in rpepJt will substantiate the value of this 5atil ’

is not an easy matter. In recent
On the subject of TV, since it is m®« down-to-earth in their

”
0“Ss" HblSwood”can “potaT'to in specific instances and, in gen- ^^

e chief source of boxoffice ills,
demands a view which finds him

the ascension of a bright new star eral, that such appearances con-
1

ft
,_-

ijfcl Jo smmd “A Dav
ere are a few aspects which may "}

her^diitribs
dlsagreement Wlth

in the case of Audrey Hepburn; tribute greatly toward promoting
a jet Carrier,” and also will

rve to explain certain stands ^ difthlMles run int0
and, in our own particular, com- tat«est ,n new personalities.

probe the subma
-

rlne marve)s of
ken by the industry or individual

di.rinPtbPn^tv^r P“fiy, we have great hopes for Although Hollywood’s public re- Florida. Under the guidance of

there are a few aspects which may 1!

J

en\P â^ disagreement With

serve to explain certain stands Pt^r <lis*:ribs.
^

'

.

taken by the industry or individual
companies.

One of the diffi'MiltiPQ run into <U1W *
111 UU1 jidHiuuwi

. wm- •. proDe me suomanne marveis oi

by the fndies durinc the nast vear pany' we have great hopes for Although Hollywood’s public re- Florida. Under the guidance of

esneciallv in NY was the lark of Marjie Millar, who we entrusted latlons have had numerous set- paui Mantz we are going to showcdpciriauj Hi Wda lilt? LdUL Oi ...Yzu 4-u^ a UaJ • d. nar»lrc Hurincr fVia nact vdar nr ch _ii Vt_ ?ii- a* ^ al.pqnppiallv in NY wan tha lont nf iviarjie xvuiiui, wuu wc cnuuatcu uuuivivug ManiZ We are going 10 SHOW
In the case of star appearances nroner outlets

' Town has olentv with the female lead in Martin & backs during the Past year or so, aii the thrills of aviation, the
on TV, there is little one can do of firstrun arties hut the Sr Lewis’ “Money From Home” and I sincerely believe that they, are Tournament of Roses at Pasadena
to control stars who are freelancing distribs

^ “discovered” them ingenue lead with Shirley now improving. But not as substan- has been fully recorded, and Rob-
(and most of the top ones are) from

iaunchine places for their offbeat
B6°th and Robert Ryan in “About, tially as they cquld be. GOMPO ert Webb is heading an expedition

videocasting Naturally.; if they
•AmS- Mrs ’ Leslie.” ^ ^l^U S Se & °

f Venezuela.
can be seen for free, there is less can releases like “Lili” and “The Player personal appearances cer- ^onort that it d^erJed Sown through XhnemaScope these
reason for the public to pay ad- Actress” tied up houses for months tainly are effective. Players prop- support mat it aeservea. things will not merely have the
mission at theatres to see them, addition some of the circuits edly presented to the public are Seriously needed is a vigorous, effect of a reproduction, but will

However, if handled properly, a themselves began acquiring prod- the best public relations Hollywood constructive public relations policy give the viewer the effect of actu-

Btar’s TV appearances may be uc t which then got preferential can employ. The recent COMPO which carries over and beyond the ally being there. And there is no
beneficial in a publicity sense, out- treatment in the showcasing tours, I think, proved this. The question of censorship. When the limit to the diversity of world
weighing the free appearances. Terming 1953 a mediocre year tonic effect of such appearances on industry is stricken with business wonders waiting to be recorded.

T~ Time Will Tell
~~

i but “not a bad one" for foreign^"the boxoffice in the areas affected ills, too much attention is given to .

—r~— films, Richard Brandt, Trans-Lux certainly establish the wisdom of groaning and moaning in the pub- r-— •

-— •

—’ "

Concerning the extent to which circuit topper, said the biggest such tours.
J
1C Prints and not enough is given

.

'

-

'mjf'_iw _
should thing that had Happened to the Whether studios are wise in ^th""fntem'e.n, “Sni.f 111110118 ¥811168

produce pictures for TV and co-
j

jRe jd in ’53 Was the appearance of dropping many contract players |!
llnkmS ^

ir, Lelligent lnstitu-
.

.

™
operate on subscription TV, only ife. "At least exhibitors know and depriving themselves

5
o£ a ^ lc

ff; ,, r* ^ Continued from rose s =.
time and economic necessity can thYv ran tn tff. anri ho hanwi som® of the Lnest public relation

Continued from page 5

organized business o«n f.icino fnroi„n “ v; ^ ^
*v “

, iaiea nanaouis ana ine nutf ana • in casting, me inaepenacni j»

It is in business to make money due to changing brolection meth- be ternTeA ‘Xxu^^Denditures
3
" puffs which many executives and not limited to a studio talent ros-

for its stockholders, and if and “Ss
^

in the Free^%^ stars consider of major.importance^ ter This freedom frequently re-

when the TV medium, either Apart from dubbing, consensus talent are alwavs available and The production economies which suits m dynamic star combinations
through subscription TV or any i 0f opinion is that foreign 'imports while it is ImbbitanFlor studios to

kave resulted from the “shaking that would not otherwise be. p'os-

other manner presents a proHtablc
j
sun have extremely limited scope develop young

^ peorde and live
down" process going on within the sible. The teaming of Humphrey

opportunity to produce for that and will continue that way. Good them sO-caHed star
1

buildups.
8
tHe are <*r‘a'n.ly .important 2;??,^.

.Li „„ _ a n . . .
* — wane ix, 10 ijuuvitaiit ivi oii'Uiuo
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sti11 have extremely limited scope develop young people and give

SSSnlim
^ 0d

i

ucc
.

t

for
^

hat and will continue that way. Good them so-called star buildups,, the

<inn fnr th/irn
0n p^°du

-n
example is the Italo “The Little studios are now considerably more

in 9e
1

^ i

b0
-

h
’ n »

wl World of Don Camillo” which got "selective" in accomplishing thisdo so, as its first duty is that of critical, raves but didn’t do much a jmearning money for its investors.
! business. Pic’s offbeat theme bit-

’

,
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down” process going on within the sible - Th© teaming of Humphrey
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Our primary thinking is the ting priest vs. Communist-is partly
Fr? u“ :l0

.

1

?
cos

•
'yays produced something better tude is an

.
asset in the selection

creation of motion pictures for blamed for the lackadaisical audi- {: a
Whether

_

this is tharithat which existed before, and of writers, directors and other key

theatres with the hope that ence response. Importers claim f5
0
arw!?il^v^ wl emergencies we have faced re- artists.

through CinemaScope and other that a number of good European Cent
l
y ka

.

ve 1ffspired some mighty Because independent production
future developments we can create productions, such as "The Wages JVJ?®

pp^al
,

e
^

^ constructive thinking. is notably- free of restraint and in-

superior entertainment that will of Fear,” the Venice festival win- .^hiwtor
I don’t mean to infer that costly terference, it attracts the finest

policy to the exclusion of anything ffA Rp-Flprk Yanipll nomicarbiidieirS Tane rea" !

l l
.

akes b
i'

a
i
ns

’ more than dollars, achieve creative liberty. It is an
else, and we are greatly encour- vvfi IVC LlCtlo Idincll nomicai ouagets witnout

%
sane 1 ea to insure this. , equally compelling advantage to-

aged by the public’s response to Hollywood.
.

I believe that the studios are <lay.
our first two CinemaScope pic- Board of directors of Color Corp. / wise in cutting their contract lists. In its 35th anniversary year, UA

' of America re-elected W. R. Yar- Swerdlin Is Circle Pres, Not so much because most contract will distribute the product of such
It is our belief, that this is only nell as president, along with thrfee Dr. Nathan Swerdlin, editor of players were bad investments but craftsmen as Joseph Mankiewicz,

the beginning, since CinemaScope veepees, Joseph j. Rathert, John the- Jewish Day-Journal, has been also because many talented young John Huston, Anatole Litvak,
Is in its infancy and the engineers Glavin and Paul Fralic, who will elected president of the Foreign people failed to receive the oppor- Stanley Kramer Robert Rossen
and technicians are working con- also double as treasurer. Press Film Critics’ Circle. This is tunities they actually deserved, and Victor Savill’e. And stars such
Btantly to improve the medium in Owing to the recent resignation a N. Y. association which annually These probably will gain success as Bogart Burt Lancaster, Gary
order to enable our production or- of O. W. Murray, veepee and geri- bestows pic awards. in the theatre, TV and other allied Cooper, Jennifer Jones, Gregory
ganization under the guidance of eral manager, Yarnell and Rathert Dr. Armando Romano, editor of fields and eventually gain screen peck Ginger Rogers and! Errol
Darryl Zanuck to create bigger, will assume added duties. Yarnell II Progresso, was named v.p. and stardom, thus alleviating the stu- Flynn who appear in UA releases
better and more exciting entertain- announced that the company’s 1954 Rebecca Issachar of the National dios f**om the costly burden of for 1954 similarly appreciate th«
ment than has heretofore been pos- pOliey will be the same as last Greek Herald was reelected as training them. wider opportunities of ihdepen-

. .

es year’s. treasurer. Today's trend seems to poini to- dent films.

^ norine (iihrol, ^A/vtnnfo/1 nrfi-n o jjutcuudl dllU LI. VV . U1U1UI1 1UUUUCU A.

CCA Re-Electe Yarnell ^-tSSS^SU,
eu ny me pumics response to Hollywood,
ir first two CinemaScope pic- Board of directors of Color Corp.
r®s

;

_
of America re-elected W. R. Yar-

It is our belief, that this is only nell as president, along with thrfee

- sible :
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By GEORGE WELTNER
(Presn Paramount international)

‘Big’ Fix Vs. Mass

It is probably true that some pic-

tures' got exported that really

shouldn't, but in order to stop

these pictures, we would have to

set up ^ in.ech—

a n i s m that

would boom-

erang tar be-

yohd any con-

struct-ve value

that it might

have. During

tlie course of

the year, a.

.
greai ' m a ny

.

'.. pictures ..leave

our s h-q.r e s

that do our George Weitncr

e o u n try a

great deal of good. They are pic,

tures that bring us prestige, that

shovv in a kindly light the Ameri-

can way of life, our homes, our

schoo's ahd oiir iristftutioris.

Any good propagandist will tell

you that if an output is consist-

ently good, without contrast, it

becomes saccharine and loses its

propaganda, value. A healthy soa-

soning of rough-and-tumble stuff

docs not detract from the type of

picture aforementioned but en-

hances and highlights them.

I am sure that it is known, to

you that occasionally a picture goes

out that is very self-critical of our

nation or something within it and
niav be said to shoiv us in a less

than good light. Even these pic^

tures have their value, because

they prove that we stiil have free-

dom to criticize ourselves, which

is quite in contrast to the film ef-

forts wiih the Red Star trademark.
Yes, I suppose there should be

some selectivity in exports but I

think that the individual com-
panies should be entrusted with
this; perhaps after - some indoc-

trination in the problems involved.

The competition of local produc-
tion abroad is gradually increasing,

although we in our company have
not fpit this. Italian pictures are
increasing, their grosses in Italy,

French pictures in. France, and so
on amongst the major producing
countries of the world. Therefore,
while Paramount in particular is

not feeling this, it must be coming
out of our industry hides some-
where. Most of these centres, of
production, particularly in conti-
nental Europe and Asia, have Suf-
fered greatly because of the War.
It should not be surprising to us
that, they are now' catching up. I
believe that this is salutary, as it

presents a greater challenge to
Hollywood. We have never been
a nation to be afraid of competi-
tion. and I think we can rightly
say to the foreign countries “More
power to you.”

MPEA is not only doing a good
job. It is doing a great job. Elected
by the Motion Picture Association
-to-be industry-chairman in the en-
deavor to assist Eric Johnston in
the various industry agreements
that were negotiated this year, I
am happy to take this opportunity
to pay tribute to Mr.. Johnston’s
prestige, astuteness and leadership
?nd to the efficiency of his organ-
ization. In all my years of experi-
ence of the /notion picture busi-
ness, which are now' more than 30,
I have never collaborated with a
harder worker and a harder hitter
or a more intelligent negotiator.

j__
festivals OK—But Too

-
Many

|

The American industry in my
opinion should definitely partici-
pate in foreign film festivals. We
cannot disregard the fact that our
ndustry is the world’s largest pro-
ducer ol films and for us to with-
oid ourselves from participation
n festivals could be mistaken for

. !. .

evyd might be in essence a form
industry snobbishness- We must

c very careful ilot to in actuality
- or place ourselves in a position

oL;?,'
18 accused of this fault. We

.!

P‘*rMciPate seriously and
i J ? rl<

'mtly as befits a great indus-
11 J ln a world market

v-P? Rreat Problem of film festi-
vals, however, is their multiplicity.

thft
S
n ?

n
!
0St impossible because of

to
^^t .number of these festivals

theiS
aitl

i

C
u
)ate Pr°perly in. all of

sliii
*

l

1 ^aye Tong advocated and

GaiJ? advocate an ‘’Olympic

bv -i

S sys
f j

111 festivals, where-

voulH a"
01 d

.

festival committee
t iv

','
1 designate two or three fes-

ainontrct
3
m
year» rotating . them

;:;s
the countries that have

c in' lw
n lndustries so that there

h,.?
Very fow festivals each

’ l t Sreat ones, in.which the

world motion picture industry

could participate so brilliantly tint

the publicity resulting therefroni

would increase the public interest
in motion pictures.

In spite of the unusual difficul-
ties that beset the distributors of

|

American
.
films abroad, such as

quotas, licenses, tariffs, exchange
restrictions, unusual taxes and
other artificial barriers, the desire
of foreign publics to see the out-
put of Hollywood will continue as
long as Hollywood makes fine pic-
tures and as long as this continues
our business Will be good in spite
of the trade barriers that have
been set up.

Continued from pace 8

pictures develop, the in-between !

film may find itself in a tortuous *

(position.
'

j

It must be accepted that an ex-

]

hibitor would, prefer a picture of
magnitude, still all can’t fall in ...... Hollywood,
that bracket. However, as the trend Predictions that 1953 Would see
moves in the direction of the im^ business in the motion picture in-
porlarit category, perhaps there dustry fall to a new low' did not
will be fewer pictures. Which chine-' to pass, it is clearly appar-
K“ s— " i ent :9i th

-

G
-

close of tlie

year. Many
things served
to" alleviate

con d i 1 1 o ns
which origi-

nal ly. pointed
to a bad 1953

By HERBERT J. YATES

WB’s 16 in ’54
Continued from page 8

lirday Evening Post story. David
Weisbarl produced for WB, with
David Butler directing.
Before the. CinemaScope cam-

eras we now have “A Star is. B.orn’’

(Judy Garland, James Mason, Jack
Carson, and Charles Bickford);
“The High and the Mighty” (John
Wayne); "Lucky Me” (Doris Day,
Robert Cummings and Phil Sil-

vers); “The Talisman” (Virginia
Mayo, George Sanders, Rex Har-
rison); “Ring of Fear” (Clyde Beat-
ty circus, Mickey Spillane, Pat
O’Brien).

brings into tlie spotlight the sub-
ject of double features. Big pic-
tures may take care of this in their
own way. At least, in tire first run
situations anyway; The w'idcscrceh,
the new. mediums, are added in-
ducements and may turn the
exhibitor away fCom the double bill
idea.',

.

I imagine all pictures will . be
shot for widescreen. That doesn’t

!
pose a problem. How ever, selection.

;

of the medium is something else.

1

1 believe the subject matter must
1

fit ; the mediuni. If it adds to the
artistic value then perhaps Cinema-
Scope is the answer, or Cinerama,
or Todd-AO or 3-D, but this cannot
be determined before yoii have a
complete .shooting script.
My own production plans call for

two pictures, the “Maurice Che-
valier Story” with Danny . Kaye,
the: other “Dawn in the Sky;” with.
Jimmy Stew'art. At this time I

wouldn’t, I couldn’t say just how
we’ll shoot either or both.

More CinemaScopers

to go ahead with a full knowledge
of what dimension Is practical
from both production and theatre
standpoint.

Realistically speaking, both the
exhibitor and producer must face
the ever-increasing encroachment
of television, this from a stand-
point of multiple increase of tele-
vision in key cities and alsp the
ever-expanding of new' telestations

in sub-key .cities and bur smaller
communities. The growth of tele-

T n r* 1 n t\ A vision stations and home receivers
1 is on the increase and “around andamortg these i •

. ^ , .. ,

were the nom- !

around lt 8°es and where it stops

ber of great

Herb Yates pictures which

ed through the medium of wide-
screen, rn.d the flurry of 3-D films
which, proved to be a temporary
hypodermic for sated appetites
seeking diverting entertainment.
Then came CinemaScope which

;

brought phenomenal grosses in
;

nobody knows.”

I believe that the large m ajo city

were exploit- !
of motion picture exhibitors should

'•
' follow the example of other lead-
ing theatremen in America who
have acquired TV station licenses.

In their territories. As I’ve said

before, television, is show business
and show business belongs to the
motion picture industry. Why let

television go to outsiders? J be-

.
sjons, Republic has not made a

More and more stress will be ! 3-D or CinemaScope picture. We
place(l on ^storj',. At least, that’s my

|

have stuck to the conventional
type picture, geared to w'idescreen
because We believe

. this is- the

the limited
. number of theatres

which were able to install the new lieve from this point on, alert ex-

equipment.
|

hibitprs will prevent this from

In respect to the new- dimen-
1 happening in the future.

In preparation and being readied
to follow in CinemaScope we have.
12 equally important productions;
“Battle Cry,” to be produced by
Henry Blanke and directed by
Raoul Walsh; “East of Eden,”
based on John Steinbeck's current
bestseller, produced and directed
by Elia Kazan; “Mr. Roberts.” one
of Broadway’s all-time hits, a i

Joshua Logan-Leland Hayw'ard
production based on the play by
Thomas Heggen and Joshua Logan;
“Helen of Troy,” to be directed by
Robert Wise and made in Rome;
“Giant.” George Stevens’ produc-
tion of Edna Ferber’s bestseller,

.

to be directed and produced by
Stevens in association W'ith' Henry.-
Ginsberg; “Land of the Pharaohs,”
to be produced and directed by i

Howard Hawks' from the story be- ,

ing developed as a novel arid

screenplay by Nobel Prize wdriner
William Faulkner; “The Silver
Chalice,” Thomas B. Costain’s
novel, which has been high on the
best seller lists throughout the na-
tion

;
for : many months, to be pro-

duced and directed by Victor
Saville; “Daniel and . the V. oinan
of Babylon’’; “Sea Chase,” starring
John Wayne; “The. Miracle.” from
the famed Max Reinhardt produc-
tion; “Moby Dick,” the Herman
Melville sea classic to star Gregory
Peck -arid- be produced-and directed-)

by John Huston; “Trilby,” by Ger-
ald; DuMauricr, to star Kathryn
Grayson.

We know there is great enter-
tainment appeal in 3-D pictures,
properly made, with the right stars
and the subjects proper to that
medium. Our “House of Wax” and
“Charge at Feather River” W'ere
successes. As this is written good
returns are pouring in for “Hon-
do,” John Wayne’s first 3-D film.

Alfred Hitchcock’s “Dial M . for
Murder” starring Ray Milland,,
Grace Kelly and Robert Cummings,
and our soon-to-be released “Phan-
tom of the Rue Morgue,” from
Edgar Allen Poe’s classic thriller,

starring Karl Malden, Claude
Dauphin, Patricia Medina and
Steve Forrest, will again prove the
potency of the right 3-D attraction.

it is my own conviction that the
technical advances achieved dur-
ing the past year arid the further
improvements Which are being
realized will mean a soundly pros-
perous 1954 for the motion picture
Industry. I know it will be a great
year for the public; which Is

destined to see pictures of a mag-
nitude arid quality never before
produced

thinking.. You don’t do any star a
favor by giving him a script' that
doesn’t have strong story poten-
tiality. Too much then is expected
of him to pull a mediocre picture
out of that class and make it a big
hit.

Production Outlook
I

1 think all studios in 1954 will

produce approximately the same
number of pictures in 'various

•o.

soundest policy for Republic to dimensions as in '53, I don’t antie-

purstie at the present time. I
'Pale any shrinkage in production.

I think exhibitors ’ have much to What will happen in ’55 will be de-
look forward to in bigger and bet- pendent on public reaction lo-new

f

ter boxoffice pictures from all !

roper-deluxe pictures which the
That s asking too much. When a i companies. This will result in . a

1 dustry is now trying to produce
picture doesn’t live up to boxoffice substantially increased gross for . in quantity. If boxoffice reaction
expectations, there are people in

;
American theatres for the now' -is good in '55 a greater number, of

the industry who are quick to jump year over 1953. I do believe that pictures will probably be made,
to the conclusion that the star is ’54 will definitely settle the matter ;

The
. investment of Hollywood pro-'

losing his boxoffice appeal.
j of standardized screen dimensions nlueers Will be far greater in ’54

All elements must be right. They
j

once and for all. This w ill enable than in ’53.

better be!
I both producer and exhibitor alike Most 7

of the marginal houses
,

have closed, and the great major-

;

ity of theatres now: in operation

j

are on a sound financial basis. If

j

(he fine pictures We are currently
i making find favor with the public,

_ - ! as w e anticipate, I look for the
By JAMES R. GRAINGER most optimistic outlook we've had
(President, RKO Pictures)

;

since 1947 and a great resurgence

As 1953 comes to an end, a pat- ' as Technicolor sprinkled our prod- °f production.
^

tern of things to come in 1954 is uct of a few years ago.
;

, Code Enforcement
|

clearly beginning to emerge. As
j

With the widening of Techni-
; i believe^ uiat the" Motion Pic-

disastrous as revolution can be, it color laboratory facilities march- : lure Producers* Assn., set up by
canriot be de-

^
along, I feel sure that very lew tlie industry to interpret the re-

pictures will 'be made in black and actions of the public jind ciyic or-
war comes"

4 ^
,
ganizations all over theworld, has

progress and a
j

"hite during the coming years.
; dbne an excellent job. Thev have

i

1954 will see fewer and better tried in every way to give the pro-

pictures coming from our studios ; ducer the maximum latitude in

ZKZaS. J^l in Hollywood. No longer will pro- making a picture, particularly if it

I
duccrs make a film just to.bemak- has a controversial theme. I see

id-J ' ing a picture. When thev go to the no reason to adjust the Production
nail or mot

[ post thcV
-n have a storv afid s(nrs Code. Once we start changing it,

i ?h
5 and production values set up that we could be hit by an avalanche

i^T offer the greatest b.o. potential, .of censorship, not only from; slates
lessons leained

. j have the feeling that during but from towns and villages. A
Jimmy GrainBeY— ‘.

r
| ”^-7^ "rfie'

^

years" TO- COlUd majoi—nstu- Picture could-be cut so many t-ime-s-

r „ tulUz dios will hold product to from 15 it would look like shredded wheat,

to 20 . maioi pioductions pci com- The industry certainly does
need a research project, and I be-

More and more, in talking, to lieve that we had already begun

resultant busi-

ness boom. We
began to feel

Rpbson’s Indie ’Walk’
Hollywood.

Mark Robson, and; Hairy Lenait
are setting up a new indie produc-
tion unit to shoot “Walk With the

Devii,” based on a novel by Elliott

Arnold.

Story deals with Italy during
World War II. It will be filmed in

Rome with Robson producing and
directing.

years will send picture business pany--perliap.s even less,
soaring to a new' high.

1
'

One of the greatest lessons we picture-making executives, sales work on one when the chaos of
learned during the past year

1 managers and exhibitors them- 3-D hit us. There is every reason
wasn’t a. new' lesson. It was merely

j
selves. I find the imagined fear of to. expect this matter to he re-

one that the industry had lost
(

xv lessening and lessening. TV is sumed during 1954. A point not
sight of in the mad rush of events,

j taking its place in the entertain- mentioned so far, affecting the
That is, great pictures always do nient firmament as naturally as

. producers’ playing time, is the
great business regardless of the did its predecessor, radio. The pat- fact that'

.
there- are going to be

state of the union.
I
tem in this field is set. True, in more foreign pictures coming to

And speaking of the state of the
^
the years ahead, TV could be the the United States than ever be-

union. it is great. Today the mo-
|
distribution factor, or projection

. fore. Reciprocity is necessary if

tion picture industry, just as every
j

factor, for motion pictures but we re to do business with other
other industry, has an opportunity

;

before this could take place, years countries, but they are not. going
to serve an additional 20,000,000 ' of untangling technical snarls, to let us have a unilateral policy,

more customers than it did in
;

building a market and a million- There is going to b? a demand
the early 1940s when picture busi-

1

and-onc other problems would have next year by many governments
ness was setting new records. Ap- 1 to be faced and solved. to get their pictures inlb our tliea-

parcntly, many in the film business
|

u is niy opinion that it would trcs. and this will capse a very
have completely overlooked the

! take 20 years to put multi-million serious situation, which 'must be
fact that today the population of : dollar, first-run motion pictures faced by both • the American ex-
the U.S. has grown to 160 riiillions

|
into the hoirie via TV. Granted tliat hibitor and producer,

against its 140. millions in early .-war [the TV industry could solve tech- ' Glosed-circuit television for tlie-

days. These additional 2d,000,000 nical problems and place coin-TV atres and “pay-as-you-see” televi-

customers alone are enough to keep
; set.s in every home in America in ! sion will riot be with us before the

the theatres of the nation rolling, the next 10 years there is stil 1 the latter part of 1955 at [the earliest,

it is Up to us to go out. and get
1 problem of public acceptance to a

.
There are too many problems in-

them. Showmanship will do it and 1

degree w'here it could be niacle a Volvcd, including' .the" FCC. • inslal-
good pictures will keep them com- paying proposition, Ration -of meters and. last but not
*n *»* Regardless, though, any predie- .

least, the proper product. I he-

As the smoke clears during the tioh on .this subject is strictly lieve that the producer and exhihi-

early months of 1954, I am posi-
j

looking into the old crystal ball, tor are not so much concerned
tive that many of the disturbing! Numerical cuts in personnel, in

1

vith them right now as they are

elements that kept us fogged up in the producing and sales organizar With the hundreds of television

1953 will be cleared away. From i't-ions, will pace with production ; Stations scheduled to open during

out of our over-abundance of ne\v
\ cutbacks in pictures for- theatres, the next two years in small com-

• developments will emerge one or
;
ji follows that, there must be a munitics. Out of all this turmoil.

t\vo new stable, accepted systems.
! certain amount of cutbacks in per- ' however, will come a permanent

. It could well be thatwides'ereen, |sonncl all along: the line. This is
:
and much healthier situation. In.

or GinemaScope could become simple business arithmetic '..arid • addition, there are goiiig to be

standard With certain pictures 1
economics. In tightening up any hundreds of new driye-ins built m

w'hich lend themselves to the mtv ! Organization, it follows that real" this country during 1954 and lJao,

dium. T personally believe that 3-D i talent will survive Whether in the and drive-ins have proven to he

will be used on certain films, just
1

sales or production field. 1 impervious to TV cmnpetitioii.
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THE BIRTHDAY CAKE THAT
EVERY EXHIBITOR IN
AMERICA WILL SHARE!

"Cnmetih"Come up

and see my

As our 30th Anniversary commences, we
want to thank our exhibitor friends whose

mutual confidence and cooperation has

made it all possible. We’ve got countless

medals, awards, statuettes. The annals of

film business glow with the achievements

of M-G-M attractions, M-G-M stars, M-G-M
Showmanship. But our celebration is

Hn sometime!"

K \

w^afer> '

your box-office! Let’s get the cash and let

the credit go! We invite theatre men to

join with us in what will be one of the

biggest promotions of its kind ever held in

the industry, to launch a cavalcade of top

entertainments, to stimulate your business.-

v
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iMncday, J»n—*T *» 19s* Forty-eighth
J'fittl'P&T Antticenary

TIE-IN YOUR THEATRE WITH THE
M-G-M PARADE OF GREAT 'JUBILEE' HITS!
M-G-M
event of the Year; Get your slice

to give your Box-office a LIFT 1

•JUBILEE.”

It’s going to be the most publicized

of the Birthday Cake. It’s an unparalleled opportunity

Here is a partial list of available M^G-M attractions for

accessories available FREE I

"KNIGHTS” LEADS THE LINE-
JANUARY
"KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE" (CitimaScop«)
(In Color Magnificent) • Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner, Mel Ferrer

JANUARY
"EASY TO LOVE” (Technicolor)

Esther Williams, Van Johnson, Tony Martin

JANUARY
"QUO VADIS” Greater In WIDE-SCREEN • (Technicolor)

Robert Taylor, Deborah Kerr, Leo Genn

JANUARY
"GIVE A GIRL A BREAK” (Technicolor)

Marge and Gower Champion, Debbie Reynolds

JANUARY
"THE GREAT DIAMOND ROBBERY”
Red Skelton

t

February
"SAADIA” (Technicolor)

Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer, Rita Gam

UP OF "JUBILEE” RELEASES!
FEBRUARY
"THE LONG, LONG TRAILER" (Amro Color)

Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz

MARCH
'TENNESSEE CHAMP”\Anm CM)
Shelley Winters

MARCH
"ROSE MARIE” (Cinemascope)

(In Color Glory) • Ann Blyth, Howard Keel, Fernando l amas

MARCH
"GYPSY COLT” (Ansco Color)

Donna Corcoran, Ward Bond, Frances Dee, and Gypsy

MARCH
"RHAPSODY” (Technicolor)

Elizabeth Taylor, Vittorio Gassman

MARCH
"FLAME AND THE FLESH” (Technicolor)

Lana Turner, Pier Angeli

AND THESE CURRENT PRODUCTIONS I

MMOGAMBO” (Technicolor)

Gark Gable, Ava Gardner

"TAKE THE HIGH GROUND!**
(Ansco Color

)

• Richard Widmark, Karl Malden,
EUioe Stewart

"THE ACTRESS’*
Spencer Tracy, Jean. Simmons, Teresa Wright

"KISS ME KATE” (Ansco Color)

Kathryn Grayson, Howard Keel,. Ann Miller

"ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO’’
(Ansco Color) • William Holden, Eleanor Parker,

John.Forsythe

’HALF A HERO’’
Red Skelton

"ALL THE BROTHERS WERE
VALIANT” (Technicolor)

Robert Taylor, Stewart Granger, Ann Blyth

"TORCH SONG” (Technicolor)

Joan Crawford, Michael Wilding

"TERROR ON A TRAIN"
Glenn Ford, Anne Verpon

AND THESE BIG FUTURE M-G-M ATTRACTIONS I

"EXECUTIVE SUITE”
William Holden, June Allyson, Barbara Stanwyck,
Fredric March, Walter Pidgeon, Shelley Winters,

Paul Douglas, Louis Calhern

"BETRAYED" (Color)

Gark Gable, Lana Turner, Victor Mature

"HER TWELVE MEN" (Color)

Greer Garson, Robert Ryan

•JULIUS CAESAR"
Marlon Brando, James Mason, John Gielgud,

Louis Calhern, Edmond O'Brien, Greer Garson,
Deborah Kerr

"BEAU BRUMMELL” (Color)

Stewart Granger, Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Ustinov

"CREST OF THE WAVE"
Gene Kelly, Jeff Richards

"INVITATION TO THE DANCE"
( Technicolor

)

• Gene Kelly, and All-Star Cast

"VALLEY OF THE KINGS” (Color)

Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker

"PANTHER SQUADRON 8”

(Ansco Color) • Van Johnson, Walter Pidgeon

The Great

Event That

Ushers In

M-G-M’s 30th

Anniversary

Jubileel

And Many More BIG ONES Including The Industry's Greatest Line-up Of Short Subjects

I

NEXT FROM M-G-M IN

CINEMASCOPE
"ROSE MARIE” (Color)

Anil Blyth, Howard Keel, Fernando Lamas

"BRIGADOON” (Ansco Color)

Gene Kelly, Van Johnson, Cyd Charisse,

Elaine Stewart

"BRIDE FOR SEVEN BROtHERS”
(Amce Color) r

:

r /•

Jane Powell, Howard Keel, Jeff Richards

"THE STUDENT PRINCE”
(Ansco Color)

Ann Blyth, Edmund Purdom, John Ericson,

Louis Calhern, and the singing voice of

Mario

M-G-M promts in Ci/iemaScope - "KNiqHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE”. (lnCck, Magn.firenc) - Uarrmg RcbntTaylor

Ava Garden • Mil Ftntr • with Anm Crawford • StanUy Bakn • Scntn Fla, ^Talbot)ntt«^, JanSMiUt a«dmi

Langtry • Basedm SirTtmm Malory’i "U Merle D’Arthur" • Dirnltd by Richard Ttorfi • FnitMdby Fandn S. Birman
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The French Line
- (3-D JUUSICAL-COLOR)

3-D musical with hot possibilities

from blue-nose controversy and
ccnsorably costumed four-minute

dance by Jane Russell. Without
hotspot, only mild, talky tuner with
mostly distaffer appeal.

Hollywood.
RKO iflpase of Edmund Grainger pro*

duction. Slurs J«iic Russell; co-stars Gil-

bert RoIandV Arthur Ilunnicutt; features
Mary McCarthy., Joyce MacKenzic. Paula
Corday; Scott Elliott, Clulg Stevens. Di-

• reeled 'hy l.loyd Bacon. Screenplay, Alary
Loos, Richard Sale: based on a story by
Matty Kemp, Isabel Dawn; camera (Tech-
nicolor). Harry J, Wiltk editor. Robert
Ford; mudeal supervision; C. Bakalelnl-'
koff; imisui t rransed and conducted by
Walter. Schorl'; dance numbers staged by
Hilly D inieV; songs,. Jbsef Myrow. Ralph
Blanc. Rooert. Wells. Previewed Dee. 29,

.*53, Running time, 102 MINS.

Mary C. rson
Pierre

'

••Waco” Mosby
Annie Farrell •. .

.

Myrtle iJrov. n . . . .

C’elcsie .....
P.lliJfcvnis ......

Phil 'IVirl on
Kalhcr'iio 1 lodges
Francois . . . .

.

First. Male.
Cenr„o Codecs ..

Donna Adams ....
Kitty Lee

... .lane Russell
. Gilbert. Roland
Arthur llunnieuit.

. .
; Slary McCarty

. Joyce MaclCeiuie
Paula Corday
Scott Elliott

Craig Stevens
.... Laura. Elliot

. . ... Steven Geray
. John Weiigrar
Michael Si. 'Angel

Barbara Dnrrow
, Barbara Dobbins

and direction. Boland's suave way
with the ladies helps his character
of the French lover' who pursues
oil-rich Miss Russell for herself,

not her millions. Arthur Hunnicutt
tells tall tales as Miss Russell’s oil

partner and guardian. Among the
lookers assembled to add bosom
emphasis are Joyce MacKenzie,
Paula Corday, Laura Elliott and
others who shape up correctly.

Scott Elliott, Craig Stevens,
Michael St. Angel ore among the
male casters having little to do.
Edmund Grainger’s; production

guidance is excellent in mustering
outstanding physical attractions for
the show. His choice of cleffers
Myrow, Blanc and Wells for the
tunes was good, too. However, the
listenahle songs are rather poorly
sung by the principals. Harry J.

Wild’s 3-D color lensing is top-
notch. as are the background music
arrangements by Walter Scharf.

Btog.

The (ilenn Miller Slorv
(MUSIC-COLOR)

T h c censorship controversy

stirred up over “The French Line”

by its lark of a Production Code
seal gives the RKO release a na-
tural edge for ballylioo and ticket
sale possibilities; Actually, except
for a four-minute. censorably cos-
tumed dance by Jane Russell, it is

a rather mi Id, gabby, fashion
parade in 3-D that Will appeal
mostly to distaffers. Exhibs willing
to join Howard Hughes in side-

;

stepping the industry’s code reg-
ulations Would seem to be in line
for a fancy b.o. buck—as long as
the controversy continues to be
fanned and the aforementioned
four-minute scene stays in.,

Russell is well equipped by
nature to fulfill the demands.of the
costuming by Michael Woulfe and
Howard Greer, and on that Count,
when seen through the polaroids,
eyes will pop as she shakes and
quakes to •“Looking for Trouble.”
The outfit she wears has been vari-
ously described

;
as a bikini affair,

but beach bikinis rarely have such
an inquiring camera thrusting, in-
quisitive lenses forward at such
strategic angles. The number gives
every male a front box seat for a
burlev show, and they will enjoy
it if they haye stayed through the
93-minute talkfest that preceeds it.

This concern with the mammary
is notable through the film’s 102
miriiites in the casting of well-chos-
en femmes and in their costuming,
but not to any cerisorable extreme
except in the “Trouble” unmber.
Matching, maybe even surpassing.
Miss Russell for size- is Mary Mc-
Carty. who plays the star s ‘chum
in the plot, joins her on singing
“The Gal From Texas.” a lightly
costumed production number, and
solos “By Madame Firelle.” a fash-
ion display of Michael Woulfe
gowns that provides something for
the distaff ticket-buyers to pop
their eyes at. It’s unfortunate,
however, that Miss McCarthy, the
brily true musical comedy singer in
the cast, is used so sparingly.

Outside of these various treats
for' the eyes In costuming. Techni-
color tints and interesting settings,
the picture is not strong on what
generally passes for b;o, entertain-
ment. The plot is the long-worked
one about a rich girl'Who wants to
be loved for herself and goes in-
cognito as a working frail to find
the right man. It's an okay basis
for a musical if ingenuously han-
dled. but there is little of the imag-
inative displayed in Lloyd Bacon's
dweetion or in the screenplay by
Mary Loos and Richard Sale. Once
in a while a snappy quip breaks
•through the long passages of ver-
biage that strain too hard to be
smart talk. And in line with the
f'hn’s principal concern, these
snappy auips are bosom-conscious,
even to the point of having Miss
Rowell called “Chesty.”

'Hie score has nine- tunes. The
lOih song v. as the title number but
it has been clipped. Miss Russell
starts the song session on the num-
bers by Joseph M.vrow, Ralph
Blaine and Robert Wells by singing
“Well, I’ll Be Switched” while talc-
ing a hath. Later in the footage she
docs “What Is This That I Feel?”
while intoxicated on Black Velvets,
and then joins Miss McCarthy- -on
“Texas” before warming up to the
hot finale “Trouble.”

Gilbert Roland, who plays a
French lover with verve, has “With
a Kiss.” done. naturally, to a .room-

of girls; “Comment Allcs Vous,”
a ’es'-on in gopd neighborliness,
and “Wait 'Til. You See Pains.” The
ninth tune is “Poor Andre.” serv-
ing as a production dance for Billy
Daniel, who staged all of the terp
numbers.
Miss Russell is an eye-pleaser,

and she can be a good musical
comedy actress (“Gentlemen Pre-
fer Blondes”) when given material

Sentiment and swing keynot-
ing appealing but lengthy bi-
opic. Janies SieWart,. June Al-
lyson and hearty boxoffice.

Hollywood, Jan. 5.

Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg
production. Stars James Stewart. June
Ally.son: lea lures Charles Drake. George
Tobiar. Ileury Morgan; guest, stars, Fran-
ces Lamfdrd. Louis Armstrong, Gene
Krupa. Ben Pollack. - the '. Archie Savage
Dancers, the Modernaires. Directed by
Anthony Mann. Written by. Valentine
Davies, O.-ear Brodney; camera (Techni-
color), William Daniels; editor. Russell
Sehrtcn'tarth; -dance director, Ken .- Wil-
liams: inusical direction. Joseph Gershen-
son; . musical adaptation, Henry Mancinl;
technical 'consultant.' Chummy MacGregor.
Previewed Dec. 10, '53. Running time,
IIS MINS.
Glenn Miller .

Helen Miller .

Don lia.vnes .

.

Si S-luibinan
Chummy MaeCreg
Herse’f .

.

Hlmsc’f . .-.

Iliru.?eff .........
Himself
Them.-'elves . . The
Themselves
Polly Haynes
Mr, MiUer
Mrs. Miller
General Arnold .

.

Mr, Krant/
Joe Becker .....
Mr. Burger ......
Mrs* Burger

. ... James Stewart
June Allyson

.... Charles Drake
.... George Tobias

or . . • IIcpry Morgan
.... Frances Langford

Louis Armstrong
......... Gene Krupa

... Ben Pollack
Archie Savage Dancers
...... The Modernatres

... Marion Ross
Irving Bacon

. . . Kathleen Lockhart
Barton. MacLane

.......... Sie Raman
Phil Garris

....... . James Bell
Katherine Warren

Sentiment and swing feature this
biopie treatment on the life of the
late Glenn Miller, and in it Uni-
versal has a boxoffice winner.
James Stewart and June Allyson is

strong marquee combination sd
their presence with the Miller
music and the exploitation push
U will give, means hearty ticket
sales in the keys and elsewhere.
The Miller music, heard in some

20 tunes throughout the prpduc-
tion. is still driving, rhythmic swing
at its best: It will be enjoyed;
both nostalgically and for its im-
pact: in comparison With present-
day style. Paradoxically, although
U is tied tight to Decca, the film
is getting an advance promotional
assist from RCA Victor, which has
been pushing a plush, fancy-priced
Miller album. DeCca is issuing the
sound track, set.
The Aaron Rosenberg supervi-

sion makes excellent use of the
music to counterpoint a tenderly
projected love story, feelingly
played , by. Stewart and. Miss Ally-
son. The two stars, who clicked
previously as a niari-wifj team in
“The Stratton Story,” have an af-
finity for this type of thing. Stew-
art’s acting mannerisms are less in
evidence in this than in his usual
film roles. Both players have the
advantage of sympathetic direction
from Anthony Mann, who gives the
subject understanding guidance,
and a screen story by Valentine
Davies and Oscar Brodney that is
an expert blend of incidents in the
Miller band career with behind-
thc-baton personal highlights.
With all of its many praise-

worthy points, the film has its
flaws, too. The principal complaint
heard voiced at the. special, press
premiere staged by U was agaiiist
the picture’s length, which is a
long one hour. and 53 minutes. This
running time, results, from cram-
ming too much into the. show and
from dwelling too long on some
sections that could have been
speeded up: by a montage treat-
ment. Also commented, on by press
proem guests, was the odd absence
of Tex Benekc., who gained band
fame with Miller and led the out-
fit for several years after the mae-
riro’s death. There is no hint of
Bcneke in the film.
The first 70 minutes of the pic-

lure Is given over to Miller’s search
for a sound in music arrangement
(hat would be his trademark and
live after him. Blended with this
search is his absentee courtship of
Helen Burger, whom he had de-
cided was the girl for. him while a
student at the University of Col.o-
rado. Time of the story start is
1920, when Miller joined the Beil
Pollack outfit at Venice, .Calif, It
then follows him cross-country to
New York, his marriage and
through, .abortive.- attempts' to found

his own band. The jiew sound
comes at Si Shribman’s State Ball-
room in Boston, when the trumpet
lead accidentally splits his lip . at

rehearsal and "Moonlight Sere-
nade” is played with a clarinet
lead.

Remaining 45 minutes covers the
rocketing Miller fame, his enlist-

ment when World War II starts

and the service band’s playing for;

overseas troups. : The finale is a
real tear-jerker that will have
every femme, and not a few males;
unabashedly drying eyed as the
maestro’s family listens in at home
to a special

,
Christmas Day broad-

cast to the States from Paris, 10
days after Miller disappeared on a
flight from London to Paris.

Highlighting the romantic swing
phases of the presentation are
such songs identified with Miller
as “Serenade,” “String of Pearly,”
"St. Louis Blues March,” "In the
Mood,” "Little Brown Jug/’
"Pennsylvania 6-5000,” "Tuxedo
Junction,” "American .Patrol,”

"Chattanooga Choo Choo/’ "I
Know Why,” "At Last” and "Na-
tional Emblem March.” The only
newr tune in the film is the "Love
Theme,” composed by Henry Man-
cini; It is heard at various times
throughout.

One of the big musical moments
in the footage has nothing to do
with the Miller music, If is a red-
hot jam session that has Louis
Armstrong, Gene. Krupa; Trummy
Young, Babe Austin, Cozy Cole;
Marty Napoleon, Barney Bigard
and Arvell Shaw socking "Basin
Street Blues.” Sequence is dated
1928 and laid in Harlem’s Connie’s
Inn; Enriching the sound of the
sequence is the Technicolor lens-
ing by William Daniels. JHis pho-
tography is noteworthy in alt of
the footage.

To match the topflight perfor-
mances of Stewart, and /Miss Ally-
son, the. picture lias some strong
thesping by featured and support-
ing players, as well as guest star
appearances. Henry Morgan stands
out as Chummy MacGregor, Mil-
ler’s 88’er. Charles Drake is good
as Don Haynes, . the band’s man-
ager, as are James Bell and Kath-
erine Warren, and Irving Bacon
and Kathleen Lockhart, doing the
respective parents of Miss Burger
and Miller, George Tozias as
Shribman; Barton MacLane as
Gen. Hap Arnold, and the players
impersonating band members,;

Playing themselves are Pollack,
Armstrong, Krupa, Babe Russin,
the only members of the original
Miller band to appear personally,
Frances Langford and the Modern-
aires. The latter two are spot-,
lighted in a reenactment of an
overseas service show.
Backing the unusually strong

human elements, as well as the
music, are topnotch technical as-
sists from Daniels’ lensing, Joseph.
Gershenson’s musical direction and
the ' musical, adaptation by Henry
Manicini, on through the. art direc-
tion, settings, costumes and edit-
ing. Serving as technical con-
sultant was Chummy MacGregor.

Brog.

The Long, Long Trailer
(SONGS—COLOR)

TV's "I Love Lucy” team
romps through a gay. comedy.
Good for plenty of laughs and
an exploitation natural.

Metro release of I'amlro S, Berman
production.. Stars Lucille Ball, Desi
Arnaz; features Marjorie Main, Keenan
Wynn. Gladys Hurlburt, ' Moroni Olsen,
Bert freed, Madge Blake, Walter Bald-
win, ^Oliver Blake, Perry Sheehan. Di-
rected by Vincente Minnelli. Screenplay.
Albert Hackett. Frances Goodrich; based
on Clinton Tw.iss novel; camera (Ansco
color!, Robert Surtees; editor. Ferris
Webster; music. Adolph Deutsch. Pre-
viewed^ Dee. 31, '53, in N.Y. Running
tune, 94 MINS.
£acy Collini . Lucille Ball
Nicholas Collim Desi Arnaz
Mrs. Hittaway Marjorie Main
Policeman. Keenan Wynn
Mrs. Bolton Gladys Hurlbut
Mr. Tewdtt Moroni Olsen

... Bert Freed
Aunt Anastacla Madge Blake
Uncle Edgar Walter BaldwinMr . Judloy

; Oliver Make
Bridesmaid perry Sheehan

For those itching to explore the
wideopen Spaces in a trailer, as
well as those who’ve been hoping
Fpr . Lucille Ball and\ Desi Arnaz,
TV’s toprated "I Love Lucy” team,
to be transported to a larger screen]
Metro has concocted this merry
little ditty that ought to go over
big at the b.o. It’s a lighthearted,
genuinely funny comedy that
lapses into slapstick at the drop
of

,
a hat and shows both stars to

best advantage.

^In a way, "The Long, Long
Trailer” is an apt title. The trailer
is one of the stars of the picture,
and it’s well cast at that. At the
same time, and perhaps inevitably
so, the film- provides ohe continu-
ous plug for the shiny house-on-
wheels which Miss Ball and Arnaz
alternately use as a prop and a set.

Wliatever exhibs iny have to say
about TV as edmpetition

; in this
case it’s certainly working to their

Advantage. There are few places in

the country where the Ball-Arnaz
combination isn’t known, and the
picture’s theme will intrigue the
audience as to its comedy potential.

Nor will they be disappointed.

Not a trick has been missed in

squeezing the laughs from every
conceivable situation. In fact, the
picture, takes the couple from the
moment they see the trailer they
Want — it costs them about five

times as much as they intended to

spend — through a series of ad-
ventures and misadventures to the
point where Miss Ball is ready to
sell, their "house” and leave Arnaz
in the process.

Like the "I Love Lucy” TV show,
"The; Long/ Long Trailer” strings
together situation comedy without
a letup; barely giving the audience
a chance to catch its breath. After
a somewhat . slow start, the team
really hits its pace. Some of their
antics involving the trailer are
priceless.

/Both Miss Ball and Arnaz deliver
sock performances. Their timing is

perfect and the. dialog provided by
Albert Hackett and Frances Good-
rich is clever. Miss Ball occasional-
ly gives in to the temptation of be-
ing overly cuto but, judging again
by TV/ this shouldn’t bother the
audience. Arnaz has a sure touch
and provides a perfect balance to
his Wife’s antics. His brief delivery
of ^‘Breezin’ Along with the Breeze

coniedy niimber/wlth a Latin touch,
is pleasing and well integrated.

Rest of the cast easily gets into
the spirit of the things Keenan
.Wynn has an all-too-brief part as a
policeman and Marjorie Main gets
laughs as the eager-beaver trailer-
ite. Vincente Minnelli’s direction
accentuates the nonsensical aspect
of the • stoiyr^Mbe-same-4Hner kft
wisely : lets the . camera roam
through Yosemite National Park
for some pretty exciting views,

Ansco . color is good in the. out-
door settings but doesn't give true
reproduction in the fleshtones and
in some of the interior shots.
Pandro

.
S. Berman endowed the

film with his usual production
values. Music by Adolf Deutsch
provides a- good background and
Robert Surtees’ camera handling
has real merit. / Hift.

Border ' River
(COLOR)

GenerAlly-marketable escapist
fare. Well-made actioner, star-
ring Joel McCrea and Yvonne
De Carlo, has good b.o. out-
look.

Universal-International release of Al-
oert J.. Cohen production. Stars Joel
McCrea and Yvonne. De Carlo. Directed
by George Sherman. Screenplay, William
Saokheltn. and Louis Stevens from a story
by Stevens; camera. (Technicolor), Irvine
Glassberg; editor, Frank Gross. . Pre-
vlewed in N Y„ Dec. 30/ '52. Running
time, 10 MINS. .

•

Clete Mattson
Carmelita Carias ...
General Calleja
Newlund
Annina . . . . . ;

Captain'' Vargas ....
Baron Von Hollden
Sanchez -....

.;

Fletcher /
Anderson
Cfowre

\

Lopez ‘

....... Joel McCrea
. . Yvonne De Carlo
..Pedro Armendariz
. . .

.

Howard Petrie
....

.

ErikaNordin
. . Alfonso Bedoya

Ivan Triesault
...•• George Lewis
. . .

.

George Wallace
....

.

Lane Chandler
. . . Charles Horvath
. ... Nacho Galindo

This is generally - marketable,
staple escapist fare, handsomely
photographed in Technicolor and
mounted with the proper action
ingredients. Universal is an ac-
knowledged master in turning out
this type of picture, and "Border
River” is one of the company’s
better efforts. As a result, satisfac-
tory returns are to be anticipated.

U’s cameras move south of the
border to record an incident tied
in with the U.S. Civil War. It in-
volves the purchase of arms and
ammunition for

, the Confederacy.
Joel McCrea, as a Confederate
major on the purchasing mission,
and Yvonne De Carlo, as a Mexi-
can beauty, satisfactorily fulfill
the demands of the William Sack-
heim and

. Louis ..Stevens /screen-
play* Writers ' /have provided a
number of interesting situations,
well stacked . with the ‘ necessary
fisticuffs and romance/ Director
George Sherman carries out his
assignment, with, precision and Al-
bert J. Cohen's overall production
supervision is a definite asset.
This, isn’t the kind of picture that
will make any "10 Hest” list, but
its a throughiy professional job,
loaded .with the values, product-
hungry exhibs are clamoring for.

With the South’s
.
plight growing

mbre desperate at the closing
stages of the Civil War, McCrea
and a band of cohorts steal $2,000,-
000 in gold bullion from a Union
mint. McCrea crosses the Rip
Grande and In the anything-goes-
for-cash town of Zona Libre seeks
to make a deal, for ammunition and
supplies for the Rebel army. News
of the loot in his possession travels
fast, and he is accosted by. various
nefarious characters bent on an-

nexing the gold for their own useThese include a renegade Mexican
general, the general’s double-
crossing German advisor, a couple
of ordinary crooks,, and a. '.private
eye in the employ of the union
XvlLC.pf

.
Miss De Carlo is seen as the

general’s girl friend and co-owner
of the local cafe. McCrea’s ideal-
ism restores her own sense of
justice, which had given way to
cynicism brought about by the
death of heir father and brother
in political skirmishes. Pedro
Armendariz is effective as the
cruel and sinister general and
Ivan Triesault is fine in the rqie
of the smooth-talking double-deal,
ing German/ Alfonso Bedova
scores as one of the general’s aides
although the part is a familiar one.

Irving Glassberg’s camera w-ork
is first-rate, capturing some
lush scenic vieWs which is bound
to receive some "oh” and "all” re-
sponses from audiences. Holl,

Femmes lle Pa rin
(Women--of Paris)

(FRENCH)
^ Paris.

Corona release .of Hocl\e prod ucl ion
Sturs Miohel Simon. Directed by Jean
Boyer. Screenplay, Alex Jolie, ltay Veil*
tui’a', B.oyer; dialog, JeanMarsun;.camera, •

Charles. Suln; editor, Robert Gioi'doni;
music,. Paul Misraki. At Olympia, Baris.
Running time, 90 MINS,

. Charles-. TVIichel Simon
t~h€HSeMe ............... Brigitte

.
Aiiber

.

Lucien . . ^ • Henri (.encs
Inspector Bernard Lajarrige
Wife Germaine Kcrjean

Film uses the gimmick of a staid
T

astronomer turned loose in a lush
nitery to work in a flock of acts,

guest stars as well as unfold a sim-
ple stbry of the professor at odds
with nature Ih the raw in night-
-life^-.~FHm.-.enierges-^-as_-plea.s;mt--
fai-e for the local trade with the
Michel Simon name for. pull. For
the U. S. this gives nothing: as a
musical or as a straight pic because
of its forced premise. It might do
in special situations, the plethora
of unclad loVelies providing an ex-
ploitation peg.
A famed astronomer discovers an

exploding star in his telescope, and
while trying to phone his col-

leagues overhears e girl’s voice say-
ing she will kill herself if her lover,
doesn't show up at a nightclub that
night. The kindly professor is up- .

set and when a series of calls to the"''

club and police is of r.o avail, he
goes himself to 4ry to save the un-
known femme* He gets mixed uo
in dope smuggling racket, a flock
ot predatory nitery gals. This
gives a means of unloading num-
erous acts. It also brings in Pata- .

chou for a neat song stint and lo-

cal comedian, Robert Lamoureux.
There are plenty of the bare
breasts on view plus some comic
moments.

Director Jean Boyer has given
this the bread-and-butter treat-

ment, lacking verve, and invention
for the/ musical bits.

Michel Simon does well by his

professor role. Brigitte Auber is

cute as the suicidal dame and
Henri Genes gets laughs as the har-
rassed club owner. Lensing and
editing are standard as is Paul Mis-,

raki’s music. Mo.sk.

Anslediiiil
(Anxiety)

(MEXICAN; SONGS)
Mexico City, Dec. 29.

Distrlbuidora Mexicana de Belicul:i.s

release of a Producclones Zaearias pro-
duction, Stars Llbertad I.amaique and
Pedvo Infante; features Irma Dorant.es
and Arturo Soto Rangel. Directed by
Miguel Zaearias. Screeilpluy, Miguel
Zaearias and. Edmundo Baez: camera.
Gabriel Figurcroa. Music. .Manuel Es*

peron. At Cine Mexico, Mexico City. Run-
ning time, 101 MINS.

Co-starring of. two w'arblcrs. Lih-

ertad Lamarque, Argentinian tango'
singer, and Pedro Infante, pop
song expounder, alongwith favor-
ite Agiistin Lara, No. 1 romantic
song writer, Was a smart produc-
tion move. Despite a queer but en-

grossing story, the gifted direction

of Miguel Zaearias plus these fa-

vorites make the pic one of the

best Mexican films of 1953, Zaca-
rias does well as producer, wi’iter

and director; Same is true of In-,

fante as an impractical trouper hot

Self-made . pro entertainer and
glassy aristocrat. Miss Lamarque
increases her popularity as a singer

and thespian.
This tale about a tango singer,

violently
.
Widowed to face a seem-

ing deadend with a young son .
wh

o

inherits the family yen for Iroiip-

ing, is nicely uhfqlded. Then there

is the other scion who inclines lo

commerce with quick coin a ppsi*

tive yen. The clashes of the trio

in theatres and parlors lead into

some of the best numbers of Agus-
tiii Lara, particularly "El Farolito.

known in the U. S., and "Vera
Cruz.” Infante does very w ell \vh

h

the former while .Miss Lamarque
sells the latter, in a. tropical, set-

ting featuring dancing damsels,
"Ansiedad” played three top lo*

cal cinemas day-date; and was

clicko with distaffers. Doug-
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By ELLIS ARNALL
(Pres., Society of Independent M.P. Producers!

ThP motion picture industry continues to be the greatest

entertainment business the world hits ever fa*;™, ,

nWently there have been some interesting, perhaps im-
fJL nt Pxneriments, innovations and developments that

Porta ' are worth considering; such things as

TV, 3-D and the various widescreen
systems. ..

TV is listed because more and more
it is relying upon film. The novelty
phase has Worn off;/ People will not
spend their time before their sets un-
less TV tells a good story, or brings
a public event of exceptional interest

3-D may be an important motion
picture medium of the future, or it

may fade away. About such things,
no one can ever be certain. Momen-
tarily, it is principally a novelty. The
public enjoys novelty

;
but it soon may

tire of having things thrown at them, fall upon them, and
reach out for them.

The .

widescreen systems, with various trade names,
make possible new and, in some cases, vastly improved
techniques. They offer a challenge to producers, actors,

directors, and, most of all, to the technical staffs.

All that is fine. These events indicate that movie-
making is alive and alert, ready to experiment.
Independent producers have been in the vanguard of

those producers experimenting with the new systems and
techniques. The independent producer by nature is ad-
venturous and is always ready to try new ideas and new
approaches.

Ahother indication of aliveness is the foreign market for
American films, It is estimated that about 40% of the
gross now comes from foreign showings. In spite of
various restrictions, incidental to the world’s financial and
currency problems, people abroad like Hollywood motion

By JULIAN S. H. WEINER
(Of Anchin, Block & Anchiti, New York)

Ellis Arnajl

They like them so well, that it is evident that we have
not done more than touch the fringes of this available

market. There are a good many people strung out be-

tween the Pampas" and British Columbia, from Oslo to

Lisbon, from Capetown to Suez. They enjoy entertain-

ment and they will go to see American motion pictures.

Cognizant of the increasing attractiveness of the foreign
market, the Society of Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers has recently created the Independent Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn, to more fully exploit the

;
possibilities

offered independent product abroad.

No Embargo on Product
There are foreign imports for the American market, of

course. Not those fuzzy and murky ones that occupy the
late hours on some TV stations, of course. There are good
foreign pictures. These are not bad for American pro-
ducers any more than good books by Britons or Frenchmen
or South Americans are bad for American writers and
publishers. There ought always to, he free trade in the
field of ideas. Everybody benefits.
3-D and the widescreen may be important, but for just

one reason. They may offer to the motion pictures, new
technical devices With which to go about their basic busi-
ness. Both tastes and techniques change, in every division
of the field of ideas. . In verse, it might be a trifle annoy-
ing to authentic poets to be limited to the rhymed couplet;
nor does every poet wish to write an ode, some preferring
sonnets or what-have-you. The adaptation of material to
the appropriate technique, or vice versa if you prefer it
that way, is the problem of all art.

The widescreen offers some possibilities for story-tell-
ing that are not to. be found in the present, flat screen;
it offers, quite probably, some restrictions, as well as some
obvious technical complexities. But it is good for the
industry, because it will be used for the purpose for which
the motion picture exists.
And that is to tell a story.
Nothing else is really important.
There have been successes, both artistically and at the

boxoffice. that were marred by obvious crudities in pro-
duction, by bad camera Work, by occasional inane perform*
antes by the players, who mouthed their words instead
01 speaking them trippingly from the tortgue. These
pictures Avcre successful, not because of their defects, as
an occasional critic appears to suppose in mistaking inept-
ness for art,, but in spite of. those defects and because .

they did the two things that every good picture must do.
They told a good story and they were sincere. That means
that they said something that the people who pay money
1° go to motion picture theatres wanted to hear.
ftlo.st-Ainoviean-nvotion-pictures-

Production sense. The technical work is perfect, almost
always. The costumes and the sets reflect the careful,
painstaking research. The casts are better than adequate;

a
- minimum of careless, sloppy performances.

L Grea ter Horizons ’

|

. ‘V
1 these things, the new developments may offer

g cater opportunity, just as changes in physical arrange-

ii^
nlS

i

‘nnd Pr°PS have provided more opportunity from
roc to time to the state. They will make it easier for

good story-tellers to tell the story,

tiifit
•

.

/'^ be true of the motion picture industry whether
nioie theatres in the country or fewer. There

r ,
v*r

» for a time at leasts because of elements

honVi'
(

i

(
'

from theatre business itself. Many neighbor-

]n„ a
c

;.
houses, for example, are no longer in profitable

intn n°

ns Transit and parking problems must be taken

driv/*
(0l,n *'- n dotermining sites for new theatres. The

infancy
S 316 ^^eir childhood, not too far removed from

Ican^..!
1 d

2.
es not matter whether the filmgoer is an Amer-
renchman 0r a Norwegian. It does not matter

i the picture is oh TV, or in a first run house down-
It

It will

4

p!a
?;!
n* a neighborhood house or a drive-in.

hav'
whether U is 3-D or widescreen.

good ni^*
aU

.

dlen^e ^ is a good picture, and it will be a

EvcVv;
CL

il

re,
f

nirte Times out of ten, if it tells a good story,

true and every exhibitor knows that to be

every r,ni i

scriPtwriter knows it, as does every author in

thousanH ,

as ®veryone has known it for a good many
While Tv,^?

arS
il*

Novelty diverts, but only for a little

few davv ill
11 is strictly topical pulls a crowd, for a

J until the topic is replaced in thought and con-

Once upon_a_time . a very long time ago, we were mainly
concerned about how to earn money. Today, in this age
of fabulous tax rates, the big problem is how to hold on
to it. In fact, the Treasury Department appears to have

undertaken a crusade to change the
Old adage “You Can’t Take It With
You” to read“You Can’t Keep It With
You.”

In line with the Treasury’s policy,
recent tax legislation has added . two
new statutory weapons to the Tax
Commissioner’s .. already formidable
arsenal. These legislative provisions
were aimed’ at. removing film, produc-
ers and authors from the privileged
capital gain class. Under present law
( collapsible corporation statute

) pro-
ducers can no longer liquidate a cor-

J. s. H. Weiner poration upon the completion of a
picture and have the difference between the realizable
value and cost of the film taxed at capital gain rates.
Nor can literary products be marketed through a fruitful
capital gains transaction since such works are now ex-
cluded from the capital asset category. Undoubtedly*
should Congressional sniping continue in the same direc-
tion, capital gain benefits may become as extinct as our
American Buffalo.

Reinstatement of the Author
Fortunately, however, despite their apparent effective-

ness, it is .still possible to hurdle these , new capital gain
barriers. For instance, the author’s plight may be relieved
by taking an old-fashioned remedy labeled ‘.‘partnership.”
The instructions for using this prescription are as follows:

. Team up with a partner who would be helpful in the
Writing of the book or manuscript, say, in the capacity of
co-author, editor, illustrator and the like. Upon its com-
pletion, arrange for the sale of partnership interests, aiid
not of the manuscript itself :•

Since the profit on the sale of a partnership interest is
generally treated, as a : capital gain, the author’s earnings,
in. effect, Would; be taxed as : such rather than as ordinary
income. Incidentally, although the author may own the
lion s share of the partnership, the profit on the sale is
nevertheless deemed a capital gain.

Naturally, in view of the complexities of the applicable
tax law, the recommended venture should not be under-
taken without first consulting your tax adviser.

.

Now to doctor (or nurse, if you prefer) our other
harassed invalid, the film industry; First, however let’s
delve into the, patient’s background.

’

Did you know that a profitable liquidation could have
been saved from the collapsible corporation law merely by
officially consenting to terminate your business under a
specific Section of the Infernal Revenue Code? Sounds
unbelievable, doesn’t it? Yet, it’s true, and here’s the
reason why;
The collapsible corporation provision Was designed to

convert certain capital gains into ordinary income. Accord-
ingly, its application was confined only to those transac-
tions which would have otherwise (but for this statute)
been treated as a capital gain. Now comes the gimmick.
Congress, in order to free small and closely held corpora-
tions from the yoke of the excess profits tax, passed a
temporary statute which permitted tax-free liquidations
under conditions which would normally have qualified a
company as a collapsible corporation. Stockholders could,
therefore, effect a nontaxable liquidation by officially
electing to dissolve the business under the Special relief
provision. Since no capital gain was involved, the* Tax
Commissioner could not assault the tax-exempt liquidation
by way of the collapsible corporation law.

This gap in the Commissioner’s line of attack was origi-
nally closed by the expiration of the temporary loophole
section oh Dec. 31, 1952. The law, however, was recently
amended to extend this section, but only through 1953.
Therefore, it is still necessary to seek another avenue of
escape.

Overseas Productions

The industry itself has conveniently spotlighted the
right direction by a marked trend of filming pictures
abroad for consumption by television and the cinema.
This pattern of overseas production was undoubtedly in-

spired by expected tax benefits. Generally, such savings
are reaped only by those individuals who spend the pre-

.

scribed 18 months abroad. But what about the companies
—making the foreign films? If produced by a domestic

-(-formcd-iii-t-he-UT-Sr-) no-ta-x advant-age-AvouId—
result, since its foreign as well as domestic income would
be taxable by the United States. On the other hand, if the
producing company was organized in the country in which
the picture was filmed, the only advantage gained would
be the trading of U. S. Income Tax Brackets for the pos-
sible lower rates prevailing in the foreign countries!

Despite the cloudy outlook, however, a Shangri-La does

exist for corporate producers, which, incidentally, is more
accessible than its fictional namesake. Therefore, follow

these simple directions and you’ll be On The Road to

Utopia.
Form the foreign company in a country such as Liberia

which does not tax corporate income derived from without

versation by another. That which is nothing more than

timely, subjects its producers to the painful discovery

that time riot only must, but does, have a stop.

That is why American producers, while introducing

every technical improvement that offers possibilities, will

stick fundamentally to the story line. They will use every

skill at their command to tell the story well. But it has

to be a good story.

The good stories will make good motion pictures which
Will bring people into theatres. They always have.

There has never been a greater awareness of oppor-

tunity on the part of the independent producers than there

is today. Opportunity is unlimited. Not since the change
over to sound have producers been given over so thor-

oughly to self-examination and intelligent reappraisal.

That means that the motion picture industry is “on the

bail” and will continue to be the world’s greatest entertain-

ment business.

that country. Accordingly, no, taxes, would be payable to
Liberia on films produced and sold outside of that re-
public. However, profits stemming from the sales of such
film within the United States would be taxable, but not in
their entirety. According to a special formula prescribed
by the Commissioner, only about 50%. of the profits earned
from films produced without and sold within the U. S. by
a foreign corporation would be taxable by the United

. States. This tempting morsel should be enough to satiate
most any appetite; However, bowing to human frailty,
why be satisfied with less than the Whole? By arranging
for the sale and transfer of title to take place out of the
United States, the entire income might possibly elude the
Tax Commissioner’s grasp.

Now to take care of corporations which retain residual
rights and only license the exhibition of film within
specific areas, say, the U. S. Such an arrangement can
never constitute a sale without the United States and
hence would be taxable. This stumbling block may be
overcome by organizing a distributing company in another
foreign country possessing an income tax pattern similar
to Liberia such as Panama.. The. Liberian, /corporation
Would produce a picture, perhaps in France, and then sell
it to the Panamanian company. The resultant profit would
escape the Liberian tax since it was derived from without
that country. Nor should it be taxable by the U. S. since
the sale was between two foreign corporations without the
United States.

The Panamanian company can then license the exhibi-
tion of the film within the U. S. The Panamanian corpo-
ration^ would be allowed a reasonable margin of profit, as a
distributor, which would be subject to U. S. tax. The bulk
of the income, however ; will have been retained tax-free by
the Liberian corporation.

. Ultimately, the earnings. of the Liberian company can be
distributed to its stockholders via a corporate liquidation

taxable at capital gain; and not ordinary income rates.

Incidentally, domestic film producers need not be down-
cast at the tax windfall pictured for foreign productions.
Some measure of relief can be obtained for U. S. producers
by drinking out of the same bottle recommended for ailing
authors, that is, the one labeled, ‘‘Partnership. ” In other
words, capital gains treatment was denied to collapsible

corporations but not to so-called “collapsible partner-
ships/’ To be more specific, the picture should be filmed
by a limited partnership (offers limited liability to non-
active financing partners) instead of by a (Corporate pro-
ducer. The subsequent sale of a partnership interest will

achieve the. desired capital gain, result. By the .way, the
proposed form of financing and tax saving, (limited part-
nerships) can and has been used effectively in connection
with theatrical productions.

Obviously, my illustrations were1 oversimplified for this
article. In actual practice, however, skillful maneuvering
would be required, to iron out the accompanying technical
ruffles.

|
Foreign Residence

|

The physical presence rule (18 months out of the U, S.)
was recently amended so as to exempt only $20,000 of
earnings from U. S. Income Taxes. Undoubtedly, there-
fore, many more entertainers, abroad, will try to lean on
the one-year foreign residence provision as a crutch for
'exempting foreign income. This rule compels the tax-
payer to prove his foreign residence, as contrasted to the
exemption granted automatically under the 18 months'
rule. However, reasonable visits to the U. S,, which are
permissible under the residence provision, would interrupt
the 18 months’ sequence required to satisfy the physical
presence condition.

Another point to remember is that the validity of your
foreign residence is not dependent upon whether income
taxes were paid to the foreign government. For instance,

David E. Rose, managing director of Paramount’s sub-,

sidiaries in the United Kingdom, was able to qualify

under the residence rule during the years 1943 to 1946,

although he paid no income taxes to Great Britain. By
the way, this herculean feat of avoiding both British and
U. S. income taxes was accomplished by H simple, maneu-
ver. Mr. Rose’s employment Contract, drawn in the United
States, provided for the deposit of his salary checks in a

New York bank. No part of this salary was remitted to

him in England! His living expenses were paid directly

by one of the subsidiaries. Under this set
.
of facts no

income tax was payable to Great Britain. And. as a for-

eign resident, his earningsWere excluded from U. S. taxes.

Accordingly, the necessity of seeking a tax haven under
the shelter of forei^l residence, due to the amendment

"of the 18 months’ rule, may yeT proveT(rbif-a
_
blc*ssing in

disguise.

Here’s one last bit of practical advice. Don’t embark
upon a tax venture without first balancing the risks against

the rewards. For example, in the case of our Liberian
corporation, failure to file a U. S. Income Tax Return may
invite either the 25% penalty for wilful neglect or the
5.0*1 o fraud penalty. In addition a deficiency assessment
can carry an interest load of as much as 18% <6% a year

for a maximum three-year period under the Statute of

Limitations).
At first blush, the percentages appear ,to. be most formid-

able. Viewed’ from another angle, however, the illusion

is soon dispelled.

The courts have generally refused to impose, either

of the above penalties where failure to file a return is

based upon the advice of CPA’s or legal counsel. As for

the interest expense, since it is tax deductible, the Gov-

ernment shares this cost in an amount equal to the tax-

payer’s top bracket. For instance, assuming the Liberian

company is
.
subject to a 52 °/c tax rate, the corporation

would bear only 48% of the 18*7*0 figure, or 8.64*70 for a

three-year period. The average interest cost /per year

would then be 2,88*7£. Let’s not forget, however, that

the corporation has had the use of the money in the period

it did not pay any tax, Surely, this benefit should be

worth at least 2.88% per year. Accordingly, the actual

interest cost Would be negligible, if not nil.
.

Apparently, therefore, provided the tax plan is based

upon competent professional advice the taxpayer would

have everything to gain and nothing to lose.

Incidentally, as if you didn't already know, the moral

of this story is “It Pays To Be Taxwise Than Otherwise.”
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K.C. Into High Gear For

1954; ‘Rifles,’ *My Raby,’

Wedneidey, JUuuy 4, 1*54

Broadway first - run situations { session opened Tuesday (29) after

swung into the New Year with a

virtually 100% holdover setup,

after enjoying a sock Christmas
week winding up in most spots
Tuesday or Wednesday last week.
Nine new bills were launched just
before or soon after Xmas Pay to

take advantage of the year-end up-
surge. This upbeat prior to New
Year’s Day was bigger than an-
ticipated by even the most opti-

mistic managers. Favorable weath-
er and strong fare spelled the
higher results.

Odd part of the Christmas week
boom is that it did not Include
New Year’s Eve, as in 1952, at most
houses. Despite this, last week’s
total soared to $960,700, consider-
ably over- expectancy.
Kven without New Year’s Eve

bonanza trade, the Music Hall,
with “Easy To Love” and annual
Xtnas stageshow soared to terrific

j

$184,000 in its fourth stanza ended 1

12th week pushed to big $7<800.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20>—

“Wild One'* (Col) with 8 acts of
vaude. Opened Wednesday <30 ). In
ahead, “Bad For Each Other” (Col)
and vaude, smash $26,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-

$1 .80)—"Eddie Cantor Story” (WB)
(2d wk). Current round started
New Year’s Day (1), Initial week
soared to great $90,000. Continues
•indef.

Paris (Indie) (568; 90-$1.80)—
"Captain's Paradise” (UA) (14th
wk). The 14th Week started Mon-
day (28) with indications that it

would top the 13th stanza which
was socko $15,300.

Rialto (Mage) <600; 50-98)—
“Striporama" (Indie (14th wk).
The 14th frame began Friday (1)

after this exploitation pic climbed
to $7,200 in 13th week. Continues.

Rivoli (UAT) (2.092; 95-$2)—

w ,
‘'Khyber Rifles’* (20th) (2d \yk).

tyednesday 30>, just $2,000 he^ow First holdover session opened Wed-
the Hall s all-time mark of $186,- nesday (30) after initial week

?£c ln comparable week Of ! soared ahead to smash $74,000.
..Tbf •

'ex^a
_

.midnight show J.This- fourth C-Scoper to be re-:
with tilted scale a year ago made

]
leased in N.Y. looks in for longrun.

‘ Another amazine°fieure was the !

Kadio City Music Hall (Rocke-

ih °‘cked no bvSS fellers) (6,200; 90.$2.«0)-."Easy To
it X aLxea up d\ iziyiim neei

I t (M_G) with annual Christ-
one
at the Roxy in second round. Go-
ing far ahead of hopes, it hit a
terrific $135,000 or $47,000 better
than opening .week’s total. Overflow
from Hail naturally helped as it

did other nearby theatres.
. .

“Eddie Cantor Story’* made the
best showing 'opening week with
a great $90,000 at the Paramount.
“Sadie Thompson” at the larger i

Love"” (M-G), with annual Christ
mas stageshow and “Nativity” pag-
eant (5th-final wk). Current ses-

sion opened Thursday (31* alter
fourth week soared to terrific

$184,000. over expectancy. Long
lines daily here enabled nearby
theatres to get plenty “overflow”
from prospective patrons who did
'not want 'to .wait. This was $2,000

Capitol hit a smash $93,000. “Kl£ "“dj in comt*ar^hle

her Rifles” was socko $74,000 open-
. ij?2,

ing round at the Rivoli. Both the f,
^0Unc^

9 i

Kansas City,
Theatres went into 1954 with

strong bills generally, leader being
“Knights of Round Table” in its

second week at the Midland,. “Here
Come Girls” in second week' at the
Paramount likewise is very big.

List of newcomers includes “Para-
trooper” which opened Dec. 30 at
the Missouri, "Khyber Rifles” in
CitiemaScope at the Orpheum, and
“Walking My Baby Back Home” in
four Fox Midwest theatres. "Cap-
tain’s Paradise” hit a hew record
opening stanza at Vogue.

Estimates for Last Week
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; $1-$1.24)

—“Knights of Round Table” (M-G)
(2d wk). Initial CinemaScope at
this big house and got money from
start. Smash $29,000 for first

round. Due to. hold for several
more weeks.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 60-85)—
‘‘Paratrooper” .(Col) and “Glass
Wall” (Col*, Opened Dec. 30. Last
Week, “Sabre Jet” (UA) and “China
Venture” (Col), mild. $6,500.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) 11,913;

$1-$1.50)—“The Robe” (20th) (13th
wk-6 days). Satisfactory $7,500 in
final week. “Khyiber Rifles” (20th)

came in Dec. 30 at $1 top.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; 65-
85*—“Here Come the. Girls” (Par)
(2d wk). Last week, smash $14,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran-

ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 65-85*— “Border River”
(U) and "Clipped Wings” .(AAV
NSG $10,000. “Walking My Baby
Back Home” (U) opened Dec. 31.

. VOgue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) .(2d wk).
Broke all records under art-film
policy with wow $4,500 opening,
stanza, over hopes.

Cap and Riv were over hopes.
“The Bigamist,” another new

entry, pushed considerably over
expectancy to get a big $27,000 in

first week at the Astor. Upsurge

Table” (M-G) opens Jan. 7.

Roxv (Nat’l. Th.) (5.717; 65-$2.50)
-“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d wk).
Third stanza started Thursday (31).

Second week soared way ahead of

New Year’s Eve contributed to this (Opening week to hit smash $135,-

haturally. “Lure of Sila." also
' 000. much over hopes. Pic climbed

new. . hit a smash $12,500 opening
,

strongly after Monday (28) despite
round at the New York,

j

terrific weekend take.

“Here. Comes the Girls’’ also
;

State (Loew’s) (3,450;" 85-$l.80)
topped expectations by going to —“All Blathers Valiant” (M-G).
lofty $43,000 in initial session at .

First week started. Monday (28*

the Mayfair.
j

and is heading for good $38,000 or
Estimates for Last Week ! thereabouts. In ahead, “Million-

Astor 'Citvlnv.) (1.300; 80-81 ;80.i aire” (20th) (7th wk-6 days), big
---“The Bigamist” (FR) (2d wk*. $22,000.
Started initial holdover round Fri- Sutton (R&fi) (561; 90-$L50)—
day (1) after fine $27,000 opening : “Living Desert” (Disney) (8th wk).
week, over hopes. First session i This round started Tuesday j(29)

took in New Year’s eve. ; after racking up fine $9,000 in
Bijou 'City Inv.) (589; $1.80- seventh week.

$2.40>—“Gilbert & Sullivan” (UAV\ Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) 90-
(10th wk'. The 10th frame opened

.

$1.50)
—“Annapurna” (Indie) (4th

Wednesday (30* after ninth week ! wk'. Fourth round started Satur-
landed fancy $11,000. i day (2) after third frame reg-
Baronet ' Reade* *430; 90-S1.50* ! istered nice $6,200.

—‘ Three Forbidden Stories” (In- Trans-Lux52nd St. (T-L) (540;
die' (3th wk*. The eighth session 90-S1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (43d wk).
began Monday (4) after okay $5.- ! The 43d week started Tuesday

,
~

200 for seventh week. ' 1 --'
. (29' a ,:tcr soaring to an amazing

,

a®sar ’ neat $17,000 at

Capitol (Loew’s* (4,820: 70-S2.20) $7 500 in 42d round.
j
.Vl

e
?k

ewyn
^
on roadshow basis;

— Sadie Thompson” (Col) (2d wk'. ; Victoria (City Inv) <1.060; 95- 1 Annapurna, fancy $6,300 at the
Current week started Thursday (3.1).'! SI .80 >—“Man Between” (UA) <7th and Little fugitive,’ sturdy
after initial stanza soared to smash • wk). Seventh session opened Wed- vo.ouu at the World.
$93,000. over expectations. nesdav (30) after grabbing fancy; Estimates for Last Week

Criterion (Moss' (1,700) 85-52.20 • Sl7;000 in sixth week. Continues, :
(5&K)

; f3;
900; 98-$l,25)

—“Paratrooper” (Col '. Started out 1 with new pic now set.
i u>,u

lss ^ e e (M-G) (3-D) with
VVarncr (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600; ! £?

11J;°bPers t o o p i n g stageshow.
Sl.20-S3.60)— “Cinerama” (Indie) !

Posted a fine $58,000 but not up to
(31st wk*. Present round started ;

exPectancy with matinee upbeat.
Friday (1) after soaring to giant ,,

-Grand *^^9* G.200; 55-98)—
S65.000. over expectancy, in ,30th !

_Easy to Love (M.-G) and “Great

Chicago.
Musicals proved themselves stout

holiday fare as four out of five
tuners racked up whopping figures.
Other bills were helped as usual by
the holiday hypo with afternoon
traffic accounting for much of the
help.

The Chicago garnered a hefty
$58,000 for “Kiss Me Kate” with
Hilltoppers topping the vaude bill
opening round. “Here Come Girls”
brought a boffo $35,000 to Mc-
Vickers while “Walking Baby Back
Home” hit a hot $25,000 at United
Artists. Gland bagged fine $18;000
with “Easy to Love.” However, the
Monroe got only a silim $6,000 for
“Cruising Down River” arid “PrL
seiners of Casbah.” All were . in
their first weeks.
Other new entries were "Living

Desert,” big $22,000 at the Loop;

‘Knights’ Hit

9 4 9 l

Head List, ‘Rifles’ Wow
Philadelphia.

Clear weather over the holiday
week plus new1

bills in a majority
of the first-runs gave the midtown
a seasonal spurt of activity. Late
shows arid double features marked,
the New Year’s Eve biz, with the
three Goldman houses {Randolph,
Midtown and Goldman) remaining
open all night.

;
CinemaScope continued fas t

pace,; with “Khyber Rifles” at the
Fox, and "12-Mile Reef” both get-
ting heavy plaiy. The Goldman
brought in "Sadie Thompson” (3-

D) for- one-day stand (31). Nice
weather helped over Jan. 1, with
annual Mummers Parade bringing
customary big .throngs, into mid-
town;

.

'
'

Estimates for Last Week
Arcadia (S&S> (625; 85-$1.30)—

“Mogambo” (M-G) (13th wk). Last
week, -fine $6,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,459; $1.30-$2.80)—

"Cinerama” (Indie) (13th wk). Last
week, holiday helped to socko
$21 ,000 .

Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-S1.50)—
"Khyber Rifles” <20th) (2d wk).
Last week, terrific $54,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,2Q0; 50-

99)—“Here Come Girls” (Par).
Last week, “Appointment in Hon-
duras” (RKO),. oke $13,000.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 99-$1.30)

“Easy to Love” (M-G) (2d wk).
Opening week was only okay
$20 ,000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1*000; 74-
$1.30) —• “Walking Baby Back
Home” (U). Last week, “Bad For
Each Other” ICoi), strong $10,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74-

$1.30) — “Beyond 12-Mile Reef”
(20th) (2d wk). Initial week was
boffo $26,000.

Stanley (SW) <2,900; 85-S1.25)—
“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB ). Last
week, "Three Sailors and Girl”
(WB), lean $13,000.

Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
"War Paint” (AA) and "Jack
Slade” (AA). Last week, "Gun
Belt” (UA) and "Sabre Jet” (UA),
oke $8,000.

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)
—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (2d
wk). East week, great $7,000,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; . 99-$1.50)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (10th wk).

Last week', tasty $8,200.
World (T-L) (500; 76-$1.30)—

“Louis Story” (UA) (2d wk). Last
week, sock $9,000.

* Los Angeles
Boxoffice stimulation which foi

lowed the end of the pre-Yul*
shopping period arid opening of »

brace of strong, new films boosted
grosses here generally to the best
Christmas week level since 1943
Pacing the new bills is the 3^
‘‘Knights of Round Table,” which
is going great guns in second
frame, after record $40,200 initial
week at the Egyptian. “12-Mile
Reef* also is proving a monev
maker. It s a C’Scoper.
Holding up the 3-D’crs is “Hoh.

do,’ still hearty in. two theatres
after a socko first round. “Sadie

week.

nicely in first few days after being
launched Wednesday (30'. Opening
week has advantage of New Year’s
Eye and holiday weekend trade. In
ahead. “Cease Fire” (Par) (5th wk).
climbed surprisingly to $11,000 in
final session after doing great on
initial three weeks.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-S1.80'.—“Conquest of Everest” (UA) (4th

wkv Began fourth week Wednes-
day <30) after great $20,000 in
third round.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; $1-$1,801

—“Millionaire” (20th * 8th wk). .

Present round started Dec ; 29 after ! was the loudest boxoffice bet, ” ith

smash’ $22,000 for seventh frame,
i

enough to hold at Broadway. “Cap-
tain Paradise” had the SRQ signs
out at the Guild Art Theater. “Easy.
To Love” was big opening stanza

PORT. PERKS; ‘BABY,’

‘LOVE,’ ‘PLAINS’

; $1-$L80 1— I at the United Artists. Biz is on the
|

Palace (Eitel) ( 1,484; $1.20-$3.60)
E). Launched i

upgrade after pre-holiday slump,
j

—“Cirierama” (indie) (22d \vk).
ahead. “Mar-

j
Estimates for' Last Week .

Nine added shows for holiday week

second C’Scoper to be re-
leased in N.Y. looks good for sev-
eral more weeks.
Guild (Guild) (450

"Times Gone By” (IFE
here Tuesday (29), In
tin Luther” (Indie) (16th wk).

[
Broadway ( Parker), ( l ,890; 65-90)

wound up terrific longrun with I —“Walking. My Baby Back Horne”
fine $10,000, over hopes, nearbr'H'U) *2cl wk). Last week, great
proximity of Music Hall not hurl- !

$13,500.
ing any. 1

Holiday (Rose) (950; 95-SI.80)— !

"Public Enemy No. 1” (WB) and :
sock $4,400.

"Little Caesar” (WB) (reissues' Liberty (Hamrick), (1,875; 65-90*
(4th wk). Present stanza started —Last week, “Thunder Over
Tuesday (29* after getting great

j

Plains” (WB), firie $8,000.
$24,000 in thifd. week. >May wind ' Oriental (Evergreen) (2.000’
up run this week because WB ' $1.25-$1.75)—"Robe” (20th) (m 0

(’

wants to get combo into , N.Y. cir-
]
Big $6,400 for 12 week downtoum

cu
i, i

! Ornheum(Evergreen) (1.600; $l-
Jlayfair (Brandt (1,736; 70-S1.80) $1,50)—Last week, "Millionaire”

T" Here Come Girls” (Par) (2d wk).
j

(20th) (4th wk-6 days), solid $8,000.
Initial holdover stanza opened Fri-! Paramount (Port-Par) (3;400- 65-
day (1) after sock $43,000 for open- ' 90)—Last week, “Here Conte Girls”
ing week. In for run;

|

(Par), oke $7,400.
Normandie (Normandie Thca*

; United Artists (Parker) (890- 65-

Diamond Robbery” (Col). Led off
five-week stand with fat $18,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (600; 98-$l;25)—

“Living Desert” (Disney). Great
$22,000 on initial session, breaking
previous kickoff record- of—Mar-t-in-
Lu.ther” (Indie).
MeVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-90)

Three ace musicals dominated
j

—“Redheads from Seattle” (Par)
last week’s trade. "Walking Baby”

,

and “Here Come Girls” (Par).
Chalked up sockeroo $35,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 98-$1.25)—“Millionaire” (20th) (5th wk).
Sock $38,000, with afternoon biz
helping.

Portland, Ore.

holiday week
broke all previous records at smash
$48,000.
JRcosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55 98)—

$13,500. “Thunder Over Plains” (WB) arid
Guild (Foster) (400; $1)—Last

!
“Steel Lady” (UA) (2d) wk),. Fast

week. Captains Paradise” iUAi,
j
$16,500 .on holdover round.
Selwyn (Shubert) (iToOO; $1.25-

$2.40) — ‘Julius Caesar” (M-G).
ltvo-a-dayer bagged tidy $17,000. _

(B&K) (2.700; 98-
$1;80)—“Robe” (20th) (14th wk).
Sniash $38,500.

0Q^
n
.M?

d
M
A

.

rtisls (B&K) (1,700; 55-VlkinS Baby Back Home”
<U) and, “Veils of Bagdad” (U).
Hefty $25,000 on preem week.
Wood (Essaness) (1.198; 98-$i.25)— Mogambo” (M-G) (7th .. wk).-

Buoyant $15,000.

tree) ((Ujor Q5 «i roV wV.7,7 1
,OJ*u * 0 , 1-

1

World (Indie.) (587; 98*—“Little
Lovcisia!’ tubbed .ofty

• Cincinnati.
Downtown houses are greeting

1954 with swell lineup of pix. All
RKO houses upped New Year’s Eve
scale to $1.25 arid the Keiths added
25c to its $1.25 regular lop for
"How Marry Millionaire.” which
set modem house record in kickoff
frame. Albee has “Sadie Thomp-
son” and the Palace has "Hondo”
for 3-D embellishment. Grand
opens "Only Brothers Were Vali-
ant” next.

Estimates for Last Week
Albee (RKO> (3.100; 75-$D—

"Sadie Thompson” (3-D) (Col). Last
week, "Easv to Love” (M-G), good
$12,500 at 85c ton.

Capitol (RKO) (2.000: 55-85)—
“Here Come Girts” (Par). New
Year’s Eve only, followed bv Fri-
day (1) opening on “.Tack Slade”
(AA). Last Week, "Peter Pari”
(RKO). dull $5,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400: 53-85)—

‘Brothers Valiant” (M-G) arid
"Paris Model” (Indie);. Last week.
"Appointment in Honduras” (RKO)
and "Marrv Me Again” (RKO),
fancy $8,000.
Hyde Park Art (Schwartz) <600;

$l-$2.20)—“Julius CaeSar” (M^G)
(2d. wk)^ Holiday help was below
expectations in opepirig stanza, blit
bi rr $8 500 anywav.

ICeith’s (Short (1,500: 85-$l.25)—
' Millionaire” (3-D) (20th U2d wk).
Shaping for strong encore after
$24,000 last, week, which set house
record for manv years.

Palace (RKO) <2.600; 75-$D—
"Hondo” (3-D) (WB). T.ast we^k.
"3 Sailors and Girl” (WB*. at 55-
85c scale, oke $9,000.

first holdover frame Jan. 1
after fancy opening week. How/
ever, "Kiss Me. Kate,” which was
rated neat in initial session at the
State, is going flat, widescreen
after using 3-D version, opening
stanza.

.

Among conventionally - lensed
productions, standouts continue to
be "Living Desert” and “Wild
One.”

Estimates for Last Week
Palace, Wiltern, Fox Hollywood

(Metropolitan-SW-FWC) ( 1,212’ 2.
344; 756; 70-$l.10)—“Walking Bah'v
Back Home” (U) and “Glass Web’’
(U) (2-D). Teed off Dec*. 30 as part
of area day-date holiday run in 18
situations. Last week, Palace,
"Mogambo” '(M-G) arid “Calamity
Jane” (WB), mild $9,000; Wiltern,
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk-6 days),
only $4,000; Hollywood, sub-run.

Egyptian (UATC) <1,538; ,$1-

$1.80) — “Knights Round Table’’
(M-G) (2d wk). Launched second
week Dec. 30 after record $40,200,
last week.
Los Angeles, Chinese (FWC) (2:*

097; 1,905; $1-$1.80) — “12-Mile
Reef” (20th) (2d. wk). Into second
wreek Jan. l following brisk $49,-

000 last week.
Loew‘s State (UATC) (2,404; 90-

$1.20)—"Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (3-D)

(2d wk). Started second. Jan. 1

after neat $16,000 last week.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2.-

752; 2*812; 95-$1.50) — “Sadie
Thompson" (Col) • (3-D) (2d wk'.

Started first holdover frarne Jan. -

1. First session was fancy $37,000.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (ABPT-F&M) <3.300; 1.-

430; 85-$1.35)—“Hondo” (WB) <3-

D) (2d wk). Into second week Jan.

1 after smash $53,000 last week.

Ritas, Rialto (FWC-MetropolitanV
(1,363; 839; 90-$1.50)—“Act of

•Love” (UA) (2d wk). Went into

.

second week Dec. 31. First round

was fine $13,300.

Orpheuiri (Metropolitan) (2.213;

$1)—“Wild One” (Col) and “Tope-

ka” (AA) (2d wk). Launched second

/fame New Year's day (1) after

hangup $19,000 last week.

Vogue (FWC) (885; 90 $ 1.20)—

"Conquest Everest” (UA) (2d wk 1

.

Rolled into second week Friday

(1) following okay $4,500 last week.

United Artists, Hawaii (UATt-
G&S) (2,100; 980; 70-$1.10)—“Here
Come Girls” (Par). Started second

week Friday (1). First week was

fair $14,000.

Globe, Iris, Uptown (FWC* <782;

814; 1,715; 70-$1.10).—“Captain’s

Paradise” (UA) and "Song ot

Land” (UA) (2d wk). Began second

frarne Dec. 30 'following moderate

$9,500 last week.
Fine Arts (FWC)’ (631; 7O-$1.50)

—“Living Desert” (Disney) <3d wk'.

Into third stanza Dec. 31 'after

socko $11,500 last week,

El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-Sl-lO^—

“Little Fugitive” (Indie) (3d wk'.

Started third week New Years

Day (1) after okay $4,000
Week.
Warner Beverly <SW) (1.G12: ,90*.

$1.50)— “Cantor Story” HVfiV.

Opened run Dec. 30 after .P^/V
preem Tuesday. '(29). L,:st week.

“Torch Song” <M-G) (6th wk-5

days), slight $2,600.

Four Star (UATC) (900; Sd.50*

$2.40)—“Julius Caesar”. (M-G 1 <80

ivk). Started eighth; round Dec. oU,

Opener was good $6,800.

Fox Wilsliire, Warner Downtown

(FWC-SW) (2,296; 1,757;'
-
$.1'$2

;

?0)

—"Millionaire’* (20th) (9th wk vVii-

shire, 8th wk Downtown*. I*? 1

,,

current frame Dec. 31 after

$22 000 last week.
Warner Hollywood (SW) G.38L

$1.20-$2.80)— "Cinerama” 'I-"%

(36th wk). Into 36th week Jan.

J

following terrific $39,600 last vee

on 20-performarice stanza.
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IS A LUSTY, THRILLING DAME!

YOU SHO ULD M EET H E R!
THERE'S NO ONE LIKE HER!”

—N.Y. Mirror

“Jubilant ... raucous . . . flamboyant! Pro-

vocative dances. Rita’s a boxoffice dynamo!"
—N.Y. World-Telegram

“HIGHEST RATING! RITA TOPS HER
GLAMOROUS FILM CAREER WITH THE
BEST PERFORMANCE SHE HAS EVER
GIVEN!” —N.Y. News

“Rita’s highly personalized wrigglings of

her torso, are not calculated to soothe the

nerves of men!
99

_n.y. rimes

“Super-charged excitement! It's apt to

be one of the biggest grossers Rita ever

made! —Los Angeles Herald and Express

ffRip-roaring and roistering! The picture

makes much of its lively situations!"

—Los Angeles Times

>/47*s^

WITH

^TECHNICOLOR
Screen Play by HARRY KLEI NER, • Based on a story by W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM

lipimu Un i n Directed by GURTIS BERNHARQJ

JERRY WALD PR0WCT10N *
A BECKWORTH CORPORATION mOr»
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History Is Made At Nile
= Continued from page 4

to fit their prepared “impromptus.”

However, I doubt that Benjamin

Franklin brought on bur Revolu-

tionary War Just so he could say

after the signing of the .ueclara-

tion: “We must now all hang

together, or hang separately.'

Even Milton Berle wouldn’t have

a water-scene, set built, just so he

can .say to a bald-headed mart in

the water: “Go down again and

come up the right way!”

The credo of the comic is “Wait

for your laugh, but not. more than

an hour:” Sonic candidates, with

''special” material wouldn't
:
get a

laugh if they remained on the

rostrum all night—and often do.

Best description of a “prepared

speech.” at a public gathering:

•'Like the fellow who worked for

six months forging a check, only

to have it come back ‘insufficient

funds’,” But there is no discour-

aging them.

Franklin D. Roosevelt often

asked for situation gags to fit

certain eventful speeches. One he

received and .used much in his

campaigns .was the ‘‘Hillbilly call-

ing on a girl for a year. Finally

her father said to him: ‘Are your

intentions to my daughter honor-

able or dishonorable?” “You mean
I got a choice?”.

I’ll vouch for this. At a big

dinner, and already he was then

President, F.DJR. in the ante-room

before the event asked for an ap-

-propriattr*ya rn , Rehearsed -it- righ

t

there and then. Went on for his

Speech and though he finished to

tumultuous applause, he seemed
Upset because lie forgot to inject

the gag. lie never forgot it after

that and used it in his major cam-
paign meetings. The one of the

fellows who complained that, he

could not hear or see well. When
the doctor found out he was a

drinker, warned him that his

ebbing sight and hearing was
caused by that drinking. Patient

promised to stop it. Two months
later, the doctor ran into this

patient again, this time really

blotto. “Didn’t I tell you to Stop—
that liquor wns hurting your sight

and hearing?”. “Yes. doc, but what
I’ve been drinking is so much
better than What I’ve been hear-:

ing and seeing, lately,. I decided

to continue it.”

Nobody has to supply the best

political yarn-spieler of them all-—

^

Alben Barkley. In fact, gag-writers

steal from him. Always a question

as to who gets it from who? —
and don't pay. In fact. I’ve heard
the same -joke used by different

candidates, on opposition tickets,

ort the same night, in different

hails.

Occasionally you get a candidate
doing an ad lib better than he
knows. Such as the time I said

to one, “May the best man win.”
“Oh. so you’re against me, too?”
Ever since the publicized humor

of Adlai Stevenson, the fun-fac-

tories-are—flooded—with -demands
from all grades of office-seekers,

for apropos nifties. What they
think is a privately-owned yarn
ends up like the three feltows
sitting together in a train. Right
opposite, was a lone gentleman
with a diamond pin in his tie. As
the train entered a dark tunnel,
here was the conversation between
the three fellows: “I’d like to have
that diamond pin”—I got it”

—“You
had it.”

1
Who Said It and When? j

Currently, every stateman is

getting credit for the line, “When
you throw mud, you, lose' ground.”
I heard the unforgettable Jimmy
Walker phrase it a bit differently.
“Let them throw mud at you; wait
till it ‘cakes’ and then throw it

back.” “An Englishman is the
same the more he changes,” is an-
other standard.
Our barbs at Presidential can-

didates vary, little, except to
change the name of the Candidate.
Used against Thomas E. Dewey
was the yarn of the farmer who
always was going to Vote for
Dewey, for President, because he
noticed “we always have good
times right after.” For the record,
that was also first against a Demo-
crat, William Jennings Bryan —
the same gag.
Once in awhile vou get an

•’adopter” candidate, like Rudoloh
(“Kefauver”) Halley, who cops the
thunder of a telling gag. In his
late and lamented campaign, he
..listened to a. yarn being told at a
banquet. Concerned the novice
bettor, watching a clergyman

talking to horse before the race,

Better figured he was blessing the

nag arid put $200 down on him:

•The-horse-finbhed-lastr-He-40oked

up the clergyman and cried, “On

account of you blessing that horse,

I bet on him and lost $200.” “Bless-

ing him? — I was giving him the

last rites.” Halley used that yarn
during the recent Mayoralty cam-
paign/ but called the horse “Tam-
many Hall.”

The -voter in a campaign is the
chief

,
joker. More uncomplimen-

tary gags were tossed around in

this last Presidential shindig than
in all campaigns combined. The
public deosn’t like catchphrases
such as “He called me Jack.” That
ruined the chances of John Pur-
roy Mitchell as a political force in

New York— it didn’t sit well with
the hoi-polloi, . when Mitchell
boasted that Vanderbilt called him
by his first - name, “Cocktail
Charlie” killed Vice-President
Charles Fairbanks’ chances for the
Presidency, when he took

,
the

blame for serving the cocktails:

that were really ordered by
Theodore Roosevelt. To this day
nobody really knows what was
meant by it, . When the Whole
country Was saying: “You can’t

kick my dog around,” that both
made and broke Champ Clark.
History will give more space to

political punchlines of Harry Tru-
man, Xhan any recorded Of even
rugged “Old Hickory.”

' The World Laughs With You

The saying goes, “That which
will not bend. will break.” .Amer-
ica is the most pliable of nations.
It will laugh at the. drop of a hat.

especially if the guy / is still in it.

There isn’t an event, political or
natural, that fails to elicit a gag,
nun or wisecrack. So much so;

that it was only natural to develop
actual organizations of rib and
roast. The Circus Saints & Sin-
ners :— Gridiron — Inner Circle-

Correspondents Dinner -X Anvil
Chorus and growing groups all

over the land, to spoof the mighty
and to sit with them. The targets
of these barb-bandits are afraid to
stay away from the events and
have to “laugh it up,” to show they
can “take it.’

f Or as one mean
said, “Politics not. only makes
strange bedfellow, but that’s how
learning to sleep with one eye
open was invented.” It’s traditional
for even the White House, to per-
sonally invite leading comedians,
such as Will Rogers and Bob Hope,
to “tell it” to the President, him-
self, who occasionally looks over
the material, before the other
guests arrive. Only President
Hoover forget to edit A1 Jolson, at
a Command Performance, but of
that at another time.
But as it ail now stands, hired-

humor is playing a growing part
in national and international! life.

The “jokes” often matching the
same, in politics. The “laugh” is

now used to get work—and Uncle
Sam isn’t a bad sponsor,

TEENEWS TAKEOVER

BY NEWS OF DAY
Deal has been set for News of

the Day. newsreel jointly owned by
Metro and the Hearst Corp., to
take over Telencws. national
newsreel service for TV stations.
Connected with the transaction is

International News Service, the

j

Hearse press association which
served as representatives and dis-
tributors fpr Telenews.

New arrangement between INS
and News of the Day will be much
the same as that between 20th-
Fox’s Movietone News and the
United Press for- a special video
newsreel. . Telenews previously
serviced CBS, blit at present its
only network client is ABC in ad-
dition to many individual stations.
CBS dropped the service when it

established its own reel.

\

Peter Lorre to Hollywood
Hollywood.

Peter Lorre, absent from Holly-
wood for four years, returns to
take a leading role in Walt
Disney’s CinemaScoped “20,000
Leagues Under the Sea,” filmiza-
tion of the Jules Verne classic.

Lorre will depart from his usual
villainy to portray the scientist

;
Conseil in the color pie. Kirk

! Douglas stars. Lensing starts Jan.
i
11, at Nassau.

By WALTER READE JR.

The past year has brought us

new dimensions in production and

exhibition, and in policies of the-

atre operation, resulting. In a re-

birth of public enthusiasm and

acceptance of motion picture en-

tertainment^ but apparently lack-

ing
I
has been the introduction of

new blood and the proper use of

the young blood in our industry.

In order to encourage those at

the bottom of the ladder and those

who had come from the outside to

make their careers in our great

industry, there must be incentive—

not just glamor, not just ,
a title—

but in the pocketbook, and In the

encouragement and praise where

it has been earned.

Further, - it is essential that we
create intelligent and constructive

training programs. Considering

the need and the great scope, very,

little has been done in the past in

proper training, and certainly

there has been little continuity to

what little has been done.. It is

gratifying to note that the last few

months have seen Some activity in

this field':

There is great need for nation-

wide clinics, on the local level, for

managers and other members of

the theatre staff in theatre opera-

tion, advertising, exploitation, com-

munity service, public relations,

etc. Many of our circuits have
been doing this for years, but
such clinics could be of inestimable
value to the majority of exhibi-
tors, the independents.

These “back to school” sessions
could be not only instructive, but
also stimulating to the newcomers
to our business—proving grounds
for the recruits and stepping
stories to careers of solid founda-
tion.

Another basic fault in our han-
dling 'of personnel is the lack of
placing resppnsibilty where—it be-
longs and allowing the many
capable young persons and execu-
tives. to follow through on their
own merits.. Unfortunately, be-
cause of the pressure Of time, the
fear of mistakes and the heavy
thumb of the old order, the imagi-
nation and initiative that have
been so apparent on all sides have
not beep adequately encouraged.

We have failed, I believe, by al-
lowing too few members of the
many millions associated with
showmanship to have a sense of
participation—a sense of helping to
create. Too often the “top brass”
has hogged the credit lines; too
often have the profit-participation
plans bpen corifined to the higher
echelon.

Profit-Participation

Frankly, I feel that one of the
best ways of helping ourselves on
this whole subject is to make
broader and broader profit-partici-
pation plans in all facets of the
industry. These can and must be
logically and thoroughly co-ordi-
nated.

In order to weld an effective
nucleus of personnel in any com-
pany, it is essential that these per-
sons have a sense of being a vital
member of the whole team—a feel-
ing this is their

.
career—and a

sense of permanency, with a high
regard and devotion for their
chosen work.

Pride of ownership is a basic
characteristic of every good citi-

zen, arid this applies also to the
ownership of a job—of the Work
lie does and the position he occu-
pies in his community.
Pride mu,st come from within

the individual, and he is unlikely
to attain it without a sincere be-
lief that, his work is all-important
not only to himself, but also to his
fellow-man.

Therefore, to the new dimen-
sions and the new policies, we
must add new blood and new
methods to stimulate the inherent
ability of our personnel.

Fourth-annual Comm u n ion
breakfast for Catholic .filmites is

set for Jan. 31 at; the Waldorf As-
toria, N. Y., following 9 a.m. Mass
at St. Patrick’s Cathedral,

First such Communion get-to-

gether was held four years ago arid

since has, spread to New Orleans
L. A., Detroit and Toronto.

fewer But Better Fix
Continued from page 31

lieve our engagement was the out-
standing one for the :

3-D engage-
ments. We have, followed that up
with an exciting arid successful en-
gagement of John Wayne in
“Hondo” in our four large Texas
cities, which convinces me that
3-D has a great chance and oppor-
tunity, arid I must admit that since
“Bwana Devil” we have;, ap-
proached third-dimension a little

bit differently. We, ourselves, put
a paper brad which formed a hinge
in the first fragile paper glasses
that were

;
used. We now use a

Sterlloptics plastic frame with
Polaroid centres, which are ster-

ilized after each use, and which
are just as firm as the eyeglasses
you wear every day.

We have been in a position to
watch closely our 3-D presenta-
tions and have received great co-
operation from our booths. How-
ever, there is no doubt in my mind
that the single projector 3-D, such
as Moroptican or Nord, will elim-
inate many, of the ills, guarantee
synchronization, and most impor-
tant, in our situation, Would elirri-

iriate three operators a Week at a
cost, in downtown Dallas, of $315
due. to the synchronization of two
machines. Which would be elim-
inated.

In my opinion, the most archaic
part of the motion picture distri-
bution system is the present plan
of individual branch operations.
The greatest progress in the world
could be made by a combination
in the 31. exchange areas.

So. far, 3-D has been very success-
ful for us, although I must advise
you that we have not played in ariy
important theatres, the so-called
lesser 3-D pictures, and I believe
that by selling only what we con-
strued the top A pictures, follow-
ing “Bwana Devil,” we have main-
tained our market. As you can
gather from the above! we think
stereophonic sound is a great as-
set and, despite its costs, should
be used where practical, taking
into consideration that there are
unquestionably thousands, of small
theatres that should be furnished
product With a single track sound,
eliminating stereophonic sound in.
the later runs. ~ 1CinemaScope
Something must be done as to

duplicate versions of CinemaScope
films, and I believe that shortly
you will find they will be able to
be presented with single track, but
its great value is the method of
presentation and should be main-
tained^ju that, scope until^atlleast
75% or 80% of the business has
been gained.

In my opinion, theatres that do
not convert to the new modern
method of, presentation will be ob-
solete and out of date. ^Regardless
of the argument of the tax reduc-
tion carripaign, there will be many
thousands of fringe, or almost ob-
solete, theatres eliminated.

1 Flatties Too
|

Spectacles such as “Quo Vadis”
and "The Robe” are great wide-
screen attractions, but certainly
our success with “Shane” leads us
to believe that thbre can be some
fantastic results there also. “How
to Marry A Millionaire” indicated
again that CinemaScope is a big
asset.

As to “production letting down
exhibition” on 3-D,—it. is my opin-
ion that some of these pictures
which were rushed through in
third-dimension should have “stood
:ift bed.” There certainly was an
attempt to get. on the bandwagon
with- inferior product, and this is
the product I referred to as not
playing our better theatres.
One thing I would like to add:

I find that in . the motion picture
exhibition it’s the only industry in
America! that has a tendency to
low-rate or belittle its own mer-
chandise. By that I mean most! of
the knocking has been done about
our attractions from within our
own ranks—-and it is time we got
on a soapbox and shouted to the
housetops that nowhere in the
world can they get so much for so
little as in the motion picture
theatres of the country.

Show Tunes
Continued front, page j

magic be Mary Martin, with whom
v/e’ve been going steady for year?
or Lee Wiley, with'whom we’ve aUn
been going steady; or Lehman En
gel, who does the magniiicient m l

S'cai comedy sets for Columbia- Z
Jack Cassidy, whose Victor of “Tho
Most Beautiful Girl in the World*
contains the tun^s rarely heard
verse; or the pages of Jack Bur
ton’s indispensable “Blue Book of
Broadway Musicals”; or Hush
Shannon, who is the saddest of tn
the sad young men; of Atlantic
the label that issues so many rec-
ords to our taste; or Ted. Straeter-
or George Byron; or Dorothy Carl
less..:

All of this may strike some of
you as a little silly, a little adoles-
cent, a little department-of-incon-
sequential-information, as it Were
But since When has it been a felony
to be a little silly; since when a
Federal offense to want to turn
back the clock and let the past as-
sail yoiir heart and perhaps even
break it a little; since when has it

been actionable to delight in the
possession of the odd fact? Can a
man be arrested for being prideful
of his knowledge that Lois Moran
v.ho was in the original “Of Thee*
I Sing,” was the

. inspiration for
Rosemary Hoyt in Scott Fitzger-
ald's “Tender Is the Night?” Well,
can he? Because if he can, then
I should have taken it on the lam
many years ago. Me, I am the sort
of man who loves the odd fact and
I occupy my time not only with
the memory of valiant Art Acord,
but of Eddie Polo as. well. The
things i worry about! What two
baseball players were voted
World’s Series shares when their
respective teams won the pennant
but never received them? And
why? Who was the Sweetwater
Cyclone? And if those are beyond
you, name the movie that uses the
title of Cole Porter’s “Bad for Me’’
in a discussion of man’s moral de-
cay.

And while you are about it, tell

me if you can—because I wish I

knew the answer—why it is that all

of us, all of us lovers of old and
neglected show turies who are in-

cessantly bemoaning the fact that
they are neglected . . ; Why is it

that we’d be simply livid if any of

these tunes should ever make The
Hit Parade.

Shuberls
Continued from page 4

emerges as the dominant figure or
group ip the revised Shubert setup.

Lacking definite word about the

Government’s plans, it’s assumed
that Federal Justice John C.

Knox’s dismissal of the monopoly
suit will be appealed tp the Court,
of Appeals. Argument would pre-

sumably be that the case is riot

similar to the Supreme Court’s rul--

ing in the big league baseball suit.

High tribunal decided in the latter

instance that “basebands a sport
-

and thus not within the scope of

the antitrust laws.
In tossing out the Shubert suit,

Knox said, “In principle, I can see

no valid distinction between the

facts of this case and those which
were before the Supreme Court in

the case of Federal Baseball Club
of Baltimore vs. New York Yan-
kees, et al., decided by the Su-

preme Court verdict, the judge had
said he would entertain a dismis-

sal motion.
Ironically, dismissal of the suit

came just five days after the death

of Lee Shubert, generally regard-

ed as the dominant figure, in the

Shubert empire and, as such,- the-

principal target of the Govern-
ment action. Also, according to

well-informed quarters, the Shu-

berts had tentatively decided last

summer to accept a consent de-

cree in the case, but finally balked

over actual terms. Specifically.

Lee Shubert refused to ’divest

some of the more valuable Broad-

way theatres, the imperial in par-

ticular.

The suit, which had been slated

for trial next morith, was originally

filed Feb. 21, 1950. It named as de-

fendants Lee and Jacob J. Shu-

bert,- Marcus Heiman and the

United Booking Office, which he

heads, and also the Select Thea-

tres Corp. and L. A. B. Amuse-
ment Corp., Shubert subsidiaries.

Complaint charged the defend-

ants with violation of the anti-trust

laws in conspiring to monopolize

inter-state trade and commerce m
the booking of legit attractions

throughout the U. S.
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Show Biz ‘53-Wotta Year!
Continued from page 3

the year’s ‘‘sex-toot shelf' best-

sellers, •

“Dragnet” (dum-da-da-dum) take-

offs were as numerous as the new
wave of bop jokes.- Red Buttons

and Wally Cox’s upsurged. Ava and
Sinatra (again); Aly and Gene
Tierney, Rita and Dick Haymes
w ere conversational twosomes.
Dave Garroway and Steve Allen

were the Harold Lloyds of the

Iconoscopes. Ike’s golf .
displaced

Harry’s piano, Gwen Verdon’s

“Can-Can” and the N.Y. cops’

raids on 52d St. clip-and-gyp joints

made news. Ditto Eartha Kitt’s

earthy "Santa Baby” with or with-

out Greek royalty. Julius LaRosa
Was fired in public and became a

national hero because of it.

‘Grandma, What Big Eyes

You Have!—A la Dietrich

The 53-year-old glamorous grand-

mother, Marlene Dietrich, : made
the wire services not only as “the

highest-priced saloon act irt the

world” (reportedly $30,000 a week
for three weeks; actually $20,000. a

week), but because of her daring

striptease gown — nude, under
^gossamer, lace, from the waist up.

Las Vegas enjoyed “New Year’s

Eve in July” business as stars from
concert and Hollywood, legit and
the Met hit the Nevada saloons,

among them Tallulah Bankhead,
Lauritz Melchior, Ezio Pinza,^Nel-

son Eddy. Helen Traubel, Jeanette

MacDonald, the Gabors (ZaZa has

displaced Faye Emerson and Dag-
mar in the public prints), among
others. Said Tallu, “We’re the

greatest shills for the gambling
joints. Why do we do it? For the

loot, dahlings, the loot! It’s won-
.
derfl loot!”

Nitery showmen like Lou Wal-
ters counseled that it was better

for certain names to work for ‘‘sen-

sible” salaries of $5,000 and $7,500
a Week in the niteries, getting 30,

40 and even 50weeks a year’s con-

tracts. than aim for those impossi-
ble 20G and 25G figures at Las
Vegas, where they can only
achieve it orice-around—or maybe
twice, but never within the same
year. "But,” says Walters, "they
(the stars) like it better because
It gives ’em something to ham
about at Hillcrest (the Beverly
Hills country club) or Romanoff’s.”

The Palace again made an abor-

tive attempt to revive two-a-day
vaudeville and Betty Hutton’s six

weeks were good but not great.

Danny Kaye ended a 14-week
smash run early in ’53 with gross
takings of $744,692, at $4.80 and
$6 top (which is a Broadway legit

show scale), of which he netted
$456,036. or an average of $32,574
per week for 14 weeks.

Vaudeville Mostly Just a

Word Signifying Nothing
Vaudeville, per se, despite the

occasional sentimental journeys
back to the Palace two-a-day is

now virtually an academic term.
With the passing of the bandshow
policy from the Broadway Para-
mount, which went 100% pix and
the Roxy with CinemaScppe only
Radio City Music Hall stageshows
remain in the Broadway sector.

The Apollo, in New York’s Harlem,
with its dominantly Negro talent,

plus the occasional Latin Variety
acts at the Hispano in “Spanish

. Harlem” and the converted Brook-
lyn Strand, represent what’s left

of “round” actors in .the metro-
politan New York variety field.

Robert M. Weitman, longtime
managing director of the Broad-
way Paramount Theatre, who had
pioneered the bandshow policy
there, meantime segued into the
production yeepee spot at the just
merged American Broadcasting-
ParamoUnt Theatres, an important
mating”1 between the American
Broadcasting Corp. and the United
Paramount Th eatres, . which
brought together Leonard H. Gold-
erison arid Edward J. Noble (he
also owns Life Savers), and put
“the three Bobs”—Robert E. Kint-
ner, prez of ABC, Robert M. Weit-
man and Robert H. O’Brien, veeps
of Par UPT — into the combined
broadcasting - and - theatres opera-
tion,

Among other personality high-
lights of the year were Adolph
Zukor’s 8Qth birthday and the cele-
bration of his 50th anniversary as
a showman, capped by his auto-
biog, “The Public’s Never Wrong”
(as told to Dale Kramer). Sophie
Tucker's Golden Jubilee was an-

other highlight show biz event
Sloan Simpson O’Dwyer came back
from Spain to a IVOR radio and
TV contract, and Gene Kelly came
back jfcom a tax holiday of 19

months with $280,000, of the $390,-

000 he earned abroad- which he
could keep.

Guy Mitchell, Abbott & Costello

and Frankie Laine’s big clicks at

the London Palladium further

proved the British love for Ameri-
can acts, despite the Martin &
Lewis contretempts with the Brit-

ish critics.

Legit Jackpot Hit By
Russell, Kerr and Wayne
In legit, .1953 was a jackpot

year for Rosalind Russell in “Won-
derful Town”; Deborah Kerr in.

“Tea and Sympathy”; Dayid Wayne
in “The Teahouse of the August
Moon.” It took Josephine Hull 50
years to' become a fullfledged

Broadway. star in “Solid Gold Cad-
illac,” the Howard Teichmann-
George S. Kaufman play. The fall

was also marked by the return of

Katharine Cornell in “The Pres-
cott Proposals”; the Click of “Me
and Juliet”; the newst Rodgers &
Hammerstein musical despite the
mixed notices; Mary Martin and
Charles Boyer in Norman Krasna’s
“Kind Sir/’ with its $600,000 ad-
vance sale as offset to the poor,
press; the critical break for “Kis-

met,” because of the press black-

out due to the newspaper strike;

.

Margaret Sullavan and Joseph Got-

ten in “Sabrina Fair”; and “Oh
Men, Oh Women,” a December hit

entry with Franchot Tone. Betty
vpn Furstenberg and Gig Young in

the Edward Choderov comedy.

A new crop of Broadway “play”
boys cropped up, i.e;, earnest work-
ers in the theatre despite their

wealth and. prominence. This was
in contrast to the yesteryear play-

boy, symbolized by the “stagedoor
johnny,” Among “sincere” the-

atre enthusiasts are Walter P.

Chrysler Jr., Anthony B. Farrell.

Michael Grace (shipping line
family), George Nicholas 3d. Hunt-
ington Hartford 2d, T. Edward
Hambleton, Roger L. Stevens,
Blevins Davis. The only winner
thus far is Davis who. with Robert
Breen, has clicked with the revival
of "Porgy and Bess.” 1

Older serious-minded investors-
impresarios of the past have in-

cluded John Hay (Jock) Whitney,
Joseph Verner Reed (who “talked
back” to Broadway in a book of
his experience titled “The Curtain
Falls”), Edgar F. Luckenbach (an-
other scion of a shipping family),
Rowland Stebbins who, as “Law-
rence Rivers,” produced “Green
Pastures.” Then there was Edgar
B. Davis (of the renowned if not
famed “The Ladder.” Alfred de
Liagre Jr., and the late Dwight
Deere Wiman were both alumni of
the Yale Drama School. Dorothy
Willard and the Rockefellers also
bankrolled some of Max Gordon’s
yesteryear plays at the Center The-
atre in Rockefeller Center, now a
television playhouse and soon to be
demolished to make room for a
19-story office building to house
the U. S. Rubber Co.

Readings and Small Cast

Novelties Vary in Impact
Earlier in the year, after a 12-

week warmup in six cities cover-
ing 14,000 miles and 80 perform-
ances, Paul Gregory brought
Stephen Vincent Benet’s “John
Brown’s Body,” with Judith Ander-
son, Tyrone Power and Raymond
Massey, to Broadway; staged by
Charles Laughton. The critics
raved excepting the News’ John
Chapman, who opined it was great
“for those who are looking for a
nap,” and business was only so-so.
Last year Laughton’s "Don Juan in
Hell,” which he directed for Greg-
ory, with himself, Charles Boyer,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Agnes
Moorehead in the cast, was in the
same idiom. -

Beatrice Lillie’s onerstar show
started a cycle but none as re-
soundingly as her, with the excep-
tion of Cornelia Otis Skinner in
“Paris, ’90” and Victor Borge’s one-
man divertissement. Emlyn Wil-
liams toured in Dickensonian read-
ings; and Anna Russell and Ethel
Waters had short-lived Broadway
runs this fall with their one-woman
recitals.

In 1953, Rodgers & Hammerstein
concluded deals for control of their
properties, where possible. It’s

their' “personal Fort Knox,” ac-

cording to Broadway palaver, with
an eye to setting up estate values.

Thus, they gained complete con-
trol of “Oklahoma,” paying the
Theatre Guild over $800,000 for all

future rights; and turned . around
and sold the property to the Joe
Schenck-George Skouras (now the

late) Lee Shubert-Mike Todd syn-

dicate, to be filmed in the new 65
millimeter Todd-AO process, which
the American Optical Co. devel-

oped.

On the subject of “estates,” Irv-

ing Berlin again nixed a biopic

deal during his, lifetime, A pic-

ture based on his songs and career

will be something his survivors

will have to decide* Meantime, he

put together two packages, the.

first for Paramount in a: three-way

partnership with ; Bing Crosby,

himself and Par on “White Christ-

mas.” The other is next year’s

package for. Ethel Merman at 20th-

Fox called “There’s NO Business

Like Show Business,” the evolu-

tion of the song excerpt, from Miss
Merman’s original ‘‘Annie Get
Your Gun,” as done on Broadway
Several seasons back.. Her impac*
in “Call Me Madam,” also for 20th-

Fox, resulted in “Show Business,”

but she decided against any work
for a year, preferring to do occa-

sional guesters, but chiefly to take

it easy following her marriage to

Bob Stix.

Berlin still has hopes for a Mu-
sic Box Revue, on ^roadway, but
chances are that, a “Cheek to

Cheek” film package for Fred
Astaire will intervene. Donald
O’ConnOr, who was forced out of

"White Christmas” by illness, will

be in "Show, Business.” Danny
Kaye, who was added to the
Crosby - Rosemary Clooney - Vera
Ellen cast, was given 10% of the
picture, with all three, previous
partners ceding 3V6%ages.to him,
plus his $200,000 fee.

Bette Davis’ $320,000 flop as the
star of “Two’s Company,” an abor-
tive legit musical, was another
1953 highlight, along with Mary
Pickford, admitting to 60, repris-
ing her World War I tour oh be-
half of Liberty Bonds, getting a
sendoff from President Eisen-
hower to spark a U. S. Savings
Bond drive.

There were unusual “opposi-
tions” on Broadway such as Danny
Kaye in person at the Palace and
his “Hans Christian Andersen”
concurrently in. movies. Rosalind
Russell, marking her Broadway
musical comedy stardom in "Won-
derful Town” (originally "My Sis-

ter Eileen”), “opposed” herself in
“Never Wave At A Wac.” Arthur
Kennedy starred in Arthur Mil-
ler’s play, “The Crucible” and a
42d St. "shooting gallery” sensa-
tionalized him in the film, "Lusty
Men.”

(Incidentally the American Bar
Assn, attacked "The Crucible” for
its aspersions on the legal profes-
sion but Miller ignored their in-

vitation to rewrite on tone down.
It was a pressagent’s stunt that the
"Chambermaid’s Union” picketed
the play, "Midsummer,” because
Of its invidious references to
“slovenly maids.”)

Songwriters Sue, Charging
Broadcasters’ Conspiracy
Continuing a trend marked for

many years,, entertainment became
more and more mechanized. With
centralized control of media, came
floods of antitrust suits. Some-
thing new for 1953 Was a revival,
after 13 years, of litigation be-
tween musiemakers and broadcast-
ers. This time group of songwrit-
ers (purposely excluding publish-
ers) sued the radio-teleyision-pho-
nograph interests charging a “con-
spiracy” to keep down the com-
pensation paid to songwriters for
the “basic raw material” of me-
chanical entertainment. ** Interest-
ingly, it was argued that only one
set of film tunes—from a Mario
Lanza picture—could make the
Hit Parade against the alleged
conspiracy. (Songwriter action will
probably not come to trial before
1955.)

Lanza, as “Caruso,” was^TTnci-
dentally, one of the most success-
ful examples of a film “biography”
along with Larry Parks click as
Jolson. Currently, newcomer Keefe
Brasselle is impersonating the
still-very-much-alive Eddie Cantor
in a biopic and Sidney Soklsky is
plotting still another biopic—the
life of jimmy Durante.
Mario Lanza’s display of old-

fashioned temperament saw him-
self washed out of the motion pic-
ture industry after a sensational,
if short, u^iirge. The singer.

wobbled back to the concert stage,

75 to 100 pounds overweight.

So you remember 1953 for crazy-

mixed-up kids, and bop jokes and
Anne Baxter smoking cigars, and
New York’s hot weather campaign
to put over Bermuda shorts for

male comfort. (Traditionally, box-

office treasurers in those Broadway
houses remaining open wear only
their dinner jackets and are more
comfortably attired below the. cage-

line of vision. And you remem-
ber 1953 for a $3,500-a-week 20th
CenturyrFox film star, June Haver,
returning from the Sisters of
Charity nunnery arid for important
executive exits, as per L. B. Mayen
out of Cinerama and William
Goetz Out as Universal’s produc-
tion topper and the WaUis-Hazeir’s
blowoff at Paramount.

Gregory Peck may. have
made one of the sagest cracks

of 1953 when he declared,
“There are only two .$1,000,000
actors in the business today—
Crosby and Hope. After that
you gotta go back to Harold
Lloyd and Mary Pickford.

,t

Peck: was among the many Holly-

wood players doing films in Europe
and Africa. Others absent from the
States most of 1953 were Clark
Gable, Ava Gardner, Gene Kelly,

Enroll Flynn, Claudette Colbert,
John Huston, William Wyler, Kirk
Douglas, Gary Cooper, Orson
Welles. Martin & Lewis made
cable news by attack on the critics

of London.

High on the list of significant de-

velopments of the year were (1)

David Sarnoff’s demonstration of

television sound-on-tape; (2) the
definitive Settlement of the color

standards issue by the FCC ; (3)

the growth of the. vidpix industry
as a bridge between Hollywood,
that was, and television, that will

be; ( 4 ) sundry innovations and
dreams in the area of home-toll and
closed-circuit video.

Technological Innovations

Confusingly Numerous
So numerous were moving pic-

ture technological innovations dur-
ing 1953 that it is a task to keep
the very names straight. Cinerama
rode out its first full year as the
catalystic agent that produced a
new era of experiment in produc-
tion and projection methods. For a
time Cinerama* Was in the peculiar
predicament of being a boxoffice
wow that could not obtain Wall
Street financing. . But Cinerama’s'
troubles were happily solved at
last by the deal with Stanley War-
ner Theatres*

In the fall, Cinemascope came
rolling in on a wave of oldfash-
ioned Barnurinesque exploitation.
In the perspective of show biz his-
tory it is likely that Spyros
Skouras and Daryl Zanuck made
and won one of the greatest all-out
bets.

Invidious comparison or not, the
.
combined impact of Cinerama and
Cinemascope threw 3-D Into
eclipse, Depthies palled because of
the sameness of “scaring” the cus-
tomers with, animals or projectiles
leaping from the screen. “Do you
want a lion in your lap or a good
show?” the late Joe Burstyn ad-
vertised. Polaroid and other
manufacturers of prism glasses
struggled to solve the practical
problems (including fears of eye
infection due to re-used specs )

.

Toward year end, the drooping
prestige of 3-D was showing signs
of reviving under the hypo of im-
proved product, notably Metro’s
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Hal Wallis’
“Cease Fire,” John Wayne’s
“Hondo,” etc.

A former radio writer, Arch
Oboler, started the whole 3-D thing
with his ‘Bwana Devil,” made for
small dough but a big mopup de-
spite its mediocrity. Oboler it was
who years ago wrote the “Adam
and Eve” skit which Mae West
played on the Chase & Sanborn
hour one Sunday evening to the
discomfiture of NBC arid J.. Walter
Thompson. In passing, it. Was
Bryan Foy who directed Warners’
first 3-D film, “House of Wax”;
and the same Bryan Foy pioneered,
over a quarter-of-a-ceritury, earlier,
when he produced Warners first
all-talkie, “Lights of New York.”
The mating of electronics with

the boxoffice continued apace with
closed-circuit pickups of top fights,
football games and kindred events.
A culminating event was the Tele-
meter experiment, in Palm
Springs, the southern California
desert resort Where normal video
reception is difficult because of

j

the surrounding San Jacinto
'Mountains. Paramount Pictures
] (not the theatre company) owhs

50% of the Telemeter
which is, as the name imp]il

en
J

coin-meter attachment to an

v

ur
set which unscrambles sneoLi
close-circulated, events fmotJn
pictures, sports, and the like)
a given fee, aimed at $1, average
A feast or famine fate doesn't

rest well with the film biz sen
erally. Despite the 5,000 ihoatrl*
closings in recent years, these hav*
been replaced by almost as many
drive-ins, “ozoners” as Variety
calls ’em- There still are mor*
than 15,000 screens of assorted
sizes yawning for celluloid. They
all can’t be widescreens, or 'W*-
projections. 5

Spokesmen for rank-and-file the
atreowners aro very vocal in de*
manding that Hollywood keen
their screens supplied with every
type of picture—not just the
supers, the Scopes, and the wide,
screen epics. Universal, for one
went about fulfilling that market
and has hit peak grosses. The ex-
hibs contend going-to-the-movies is

a mass habit, and it’s suicide to
risk losing that long-established
family habit.

Summing up 1953 Was a situa*
tion in Buffalo. The Century The.
atre ballyhooed, “First Time In
Buffalo, Giant Magic Mirror Pano-
ramie Screen,” The Lafayette
bragged, “Giant New Magniglow-
Astrollte Screen.” The Paramount
Theatre heralded, “First in Ameri-
ca—Dynpptic 3-D.” The Buffalo
proclaimed “Cinemascope—with-
out Glasses.” Only the Center
was just showing pictures.

The opinion crystalized as the
year wore on that the film house
of the future will probably have
all-purpose equipment in order to

accommodate widescreen, stereo-

phonies, 3-D, 2-D, closed-circuit
spots, and younameit.

Of the top grossers on Broadway
one Week in late fall, ail were flat-

ties
—“Mogambo” (Gable-Gardner

),

“Gilbert & Sullivan” ( British),

“The Little Fugitive,” an indie*

made picture, costing about $125,-

000 and which may gross $500,000,
“The Actress” (Tracy-Jean Sim-
mons), “Murder on Broadway” and
“So Big.”

Many See Theatres-to-Com

‘Equipped for Everything’
The Hollywood producers recog-

nize that while the jury is still out

on the sundry scopes, 3-D, 2-D. the

upcoming Todd-AO (for American
Optical, which is a 65mm system),
and Cinerama, their production
decisions will be geared to plot

needs. A spectacle of size natu-

rally lends itself to Cinemascope,
although there, are diehard s who
persist that “The Robe” in old-

fashioned Technicolor and 2-D

would still have been a big gross*

ing picture.

Barging into 1954, Hollywood
seems intent on a nothing but*

“big”-pictures. Against this drift

theatretowners protest that their

screens may become empty maws
hungry for features to fill playing
time and further philosophize that
!‘going-to-the-movies traditionally

has been a mass family habit, and

don’t let’s ‘class’ ourselves out of

business.”
So, the pictures business weath-

ered the technological upheaval of

1953, just as it rode out the tele-

vision threat. There remains the

cleavage into two camps among
major producers and theatreown-
ers. The producers are committed
to nothing but “big” pictures,

counting on extended runs, like a

click legit show on Broadway,
which runs one or two seasons.

The exhibitors, on the other hand,

argue that
,
“going to the movies

is traditionally a family habijt

“which must not be broken in the

neighborhoods and small towns

needing .3-4-5 weekly changes.

They point to the driveins as evi-

dence how a family wil motor, en

masse, to the outdoor cinemas.

There is threat again, of exhibitors

going into production. Meantime,
the situation has opened more

playing time for foreign imports,

With result that Italy today is pro-

ducing as many pix,. as Hollywood,

CinemaScope Started A
^

Flood of Widescreen Fix

CinemaScope resulted in ^le

Screen Producers’ Guild present-

ing its “Milestone Award” to Dai-

ry F* Zanuck for his productions of

“The Robe” and “How to Marry, a

Millionaire.” Jack L. Worrier,

with whom Zanuck first start ed
f

as

studio production head (Hal Wallis

is another WB studio alumnus),

saluted Zanuck and Spyros Skou-

ras for their courage in pioneering

(Continued On page 59)
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uons in 1954. in the anamorphic
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system.
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••The Kobe” may be heading fqr

a $20,000,000 (or bigger) domestic,

S and Canada) ,

gross which, if

would match .or better

‘•Gone With the Wind,” the record,

holder with $26,000;000. Cecil -B.

neMillc’s “The Greatest Show On
Farth” 1 1952) is credited With a

*12 800,000 take,' Metro's .“Quo

with' ^10,500,000, -‘Best

Years of Qur Lives” With 10,-

400 000, and "Duel in the Sun”

With $10,000,000. (D. W, Griffith’s

“Birth of a Nation,” because of its

original states* rights seling and

diversified exhibition, is
.
unbffi-

cialy credited with being perhaps

No. 1 alltime grosser, with a $40,-

000,000 take).
;

'

/

Current product shortage has

prompted Samuel Goldwyn reissu-

ing “Best Years” in 1954 arid

Metro’s reviving “Gone With the

Wind,” and others. Goldwyn ar-

gues that if all major distributors

reissue but one or two of their top

pictures over the past 20 years,

this would resolve film shortage in

short order.
s

“The Robe” on its first Week at

the Roxy, N.Y., established a world
record gross for a film with $267,-

000 net. The theatre’s previous top

was with “Forever Amber” in 1947,

at $1,80 top arid a stageshow, doing
$180,000. “The Robe” dropped its

stage show and played seven or
more showings per day at $2.50
and $3 top.

As evidence that there is no ceil-

ing on strong pictures was the
gross of “From Here to Eternity,”
which played almost concurrently
with “The Robe” at the nearby
Capitol Theatre on Broadway, and
which garnered $172,000 on its first

week. The peak mark at Radio
City Music Hall is held by Metro’s
“Ivanhoe” with $177,000 for the
week ending Aug. 6, 1952.
Among the Hollywood giants,

Paramount and Columbia appear to
be most actively

'
grinding out films.

With CinemaScope calling for fewer
but costlier pix, Darryl F. Zanuck’s
20th Century-Fox production line
is limited to this type of picture,
and the new keeper, of the B’s for
the company Is a separate .setup
with Leonard Goldstein and Zan-
uck’s son-in-law, Robert F. Jacks,;
ope rat i n g Panoramic Pictures.
Metro plans 18 supers; the Warner
Bros, lot increasingly is adding im-
portant units, in the United Art-
ists manner. UA, of course, has
had a banner year with , its flock
of indie releases, and is expanding
its production bankrolling for new-
er independents. Samuel Goldwyn
J,

s_ coHcentrating on a reissue of

.^ Years of Our Lives,” along
. * skillful merchandising job

on Hans Christian Andersen,” the
Danny Kaye starrer.

Howard Hughes Is Hit
By Repeated Litigation

Howard Hughes continues to be
Peri°dic dissident stock-

ho ders suits, even after the Ar-
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a ^- Daff . became ex-

companv StPWent When the

$5,000 a ?at William- Goetz’s
a week was too rich for

their exchequer his longtime aide,
Ed Muhl, became the studio head;
Goetz, now in independent produc
tlon, has long been the tojvsalaried
studio executive and refused to
take a cut. This figure tops even
Harry Cohn, the lone company
president who is also a production
chief, at Columbia; Metro’s Dore
Schary; 20th’s Darryl Zanuck; or
the Warner Bros.’ Jack L. Warner.

After WB’s abortive move, to sell
out its control to Louis R. Lurie
two years ago, Jack Warner
jumped quickly on the 3-D (Natu-
ral Vision) bandwagon with
“House of Wax”; then engaged in
his own concept of the Warner-
Scppe (nee Warner-SuperScope

)

,

and finally decided to utilize the
Skouras-Zanuck CinemaScope.

The Rise of Hi-Fi As
Phonograph Refinement
After the recording industry cele-

brated its 75th anniversary (since
Thpmas A. Edison first spoke “Mary
had a little lamb” on a piece of
tinfoil) RCA Victor celebrated the
golden jubilee of the founding of
the Victor Talking Machine Co.
by Eldridge R. Johnson, successor
to Emile Berliner. Capitol Rec-
ords' ,10th Anniversary witnessed
a now peak in earnings.

High-fidelity became a new ex-
citement in the Industry, for which
television gets credit. Television
(F-M) sound is superior
In recent semesters the record

business had been stimulated by
the battle of the speeds, and as
the industry seems settled down to
LPs (33rpm) and the 45 rpm pops
(and also Extended Playing—-EP—
records, with, the same large spin-
dle hole), it is just a matter of
time until 78 rpm speeds become
obsolescent. However, there are
still 16,000*,000 record players with
The 78 turntable to be serviced; but
the; 8,000,000 new players, with “all
three speeds,” account for the bulk
of the new record sales.

With television, the public be-
came sound conscious. The 45s
and LPs have it “in the groove”
but the average machine didn’t
bring it out to its fullest 12,000-
15,000 megacycle performance.
The hi-fi addict started building
his own equipment, whereupon the
industry decided to mass-market
already assembled hi-fi machines.

Tomorrow’s Shape Seen
In Sarnoffs Color-on-Tape
High on the technological hit pa-

rade is the miraculous-on-tape,
both in color and black-and-white.
Bing Crosby’s research enterprise
on the Coast, along with the Min-
nesota. Mining & Mfg. Co. and
others, has been experimenting
with video, tape, akin to ordinary
sound recording on tape.. Finally,
David Sarnoff, board chairman of
RCA and NBC startled Hollywood
-—film, radio and video showmen
alike—with RCA’s new colored TV
on tape. When refined, its poten-
tials for home and theatre and
filih production usages are stagger-
ing in their horizons. The cost
factor saving may even prove a
boon to the picture business. 1

It

could cut costs for film production,
and thus permit cutting admission
prices and resuscitate the theatre
b. o.

It could have salutary effect on
commercial TV (as is) because of
future cost savings. As the excess
profits taxes on big business come
off, there is a good chance that
many big sponsors will go off the
air. As it is/ TV runs the risk of
pricing itself out of business.

Television Film industry

Surged Ahead in 1953
Meantime, the television film as-

pects are on the march. Vidpjx
(films for video) loom as a devel-

oping potential as more TV sta-

tions open. There are 134 on the
air as of now; the horizons are
for 2,000 licensees.

Television film development may
determine Hollywood’s future as

the production capital of TV. Cur-
rently New York remains impor-
tant as the program origination

point, just as it is the economic
capital. Latter has always been
true, because the "money is in the
east—the, agencies* sponsors, riian-

agement.

'Subscription’ Television

Occupies Trade Attention
Subscription . TV is the new in-

tra-trade conversation pieces

The threat of TV pricing itself

One of the healthiest signs of
the times I have noticed in the past
year is that, with every announce-?
ment from the film companies, re

their forth-
coming prod-
uct, there is

always a men-
tlon that,
“With the
forthc o mi n g
new product,
there will be a
heavier em-
phasis on tele-

vision arid ra-
dio exploita-
tion.” A year
ago such State-

Terry Turner

ments would have been strictly

taboo, and, such an attitude at this

date reveals the fact that even the

infrequent application of television

and radio as an aid to ticket sell-

ing in motion picture theatres has
been effective and is being recog-

nized.

After working in this direction

for four major companies during

the past year, I have found the re-
sults tO have been most decisive in
the majority of cases, and spotty
iri others. This depends solely
upon the pictures selected and the
amount of saturation given them.

I think the. great majority of ex-
hibitors have found that a televi-

sion campaign ahead of their play-
date has materially boosted box-
office receipts. Needless to say
they like that kind of a campaign
and many of the distributors have
actively used the campaign to se-

cure a large number of dates in

the given area. But, alas and
alack, it is here that the coopera-
tion between the distributor and
exhibitor ends. The exhibitor ex-
pects the distributor to carry the
full load. If results are big but
not record-breaking the distributor

in turn cries, “Too expensive.”

I sometimes wonder when and if

ever the distributor and exhibitor
will get together and, say, “We have
a good thing here. The results are

not blurbs and tear sheets, but posi-

tive and direct cash sales at our

By TERRY TURNER
mutual boxoffice, which feeds us
both. Let’s get down, to a sharing
basis and use this medium for all

it is worth.”

|
Protection Obstacle

|

It might even continue to be said
that “this business of 14 arid 28-
day protection clauses in playing a
picture under the TV plan belongs
to the silent picture era. What is

the sense of a smash TV campaign
for a lone, first run in the down-
town area of a city when 40 good
grossing keys are right within the
primary orbit of , that TV station
and get the Campaign with just
as strong an impact as the lone
downtown theatre? Isn’t it foolish
for us to suppose that you get a
customer living 50 miles away from
the downtown theatre, to rush out
of his house, drive his family those
50 miles, put up cash for parking
downtown (if he cari find it) and
perhaps get a baby sitter and run
up a little more expense? Isn’t it

more reasonable for us to suppose
that the same customer will get
off of his beam to go tWo blocks,
and take his entire family to see
the picture, because it is the same
picture that is being shown 50
miles away? Why waste a cam-
paign, because people forget all

too quickly, arid in 14 Or 28 days
your campaign is just a wisp of a !

memory?”
Television, it must be admitted,

has changed our ways of life and
j

I think anypne would be a dunce 1

to deny that it is in more direct 1

competition with the inotion pic-

ture business than any other form
of amusement. If it has changed
jour news-getting habits, as news-
papers will admit; our styles, and

|

even our thinking, why can't we
\

in our business change some of
j

our method, which seemed to be
|

outmoded when we attempt to use
television to our advantage.

I happen to know that the mar
jors have Changed their course of ;

thinking over the past year. There ’

were mistakes. Let’s list some of
;

these mistakes than can minimize
j

the effectiveness of television to

!

boost sales in motion picture thea-

tres.' .

1. Pick the tetong picture

2. Pick the right picture and
;.

make
.
the wrong material to ex-

ploit it.

3. Pick the right picture, have !

the. right material, and. then buy
insufficient time to get your story

over to the public.

4. Pick the right picture, have
the right material and sufficient

money for an adequate campaign,
and end up with only a few dates;

Then the expense argument comes
in.

5. Pick the right picture, have
the- right - material, the

or 20 more stations are ready to
open. Brother, they, ain’t growing,
they’re breeding. ;.'

I am more convinced than ever
before that television (as a solid

sales instrument and not as an ex-
ploitation gimmick) is here to
stay. Most of the majors are think-
ing along the same lines and
Goodness knows, the tops in the
advertising departments,—Howard
Dietz, Charlie Eirifeld, Mort Bluriv-

enstock and Jerry Pickman have
been wide open for a "look see”
ar.d their executives, Bill Brum-
berg, Rodney Bush and John Nor-
chp and Sid Blumenstock, Sid
Mesibov, Bob Montgomery and all

their assistants, have aided riie in
every posrible way to get the most .

out of it. "it sure has been a great
experience working with riien who
in the p^t have only been, a
“Hello” name to me and 1 hope
they’ll want me back sometime,
l’il be in there pitching, anyway.

I estimate you can run two cam-
paigns a month or 24 a year pro-
viding the companies pick their
pictures and release dates so as
not to be fighting each other.
One last thought, but it is high-

ly important./ You cannot buy TV
time for pictures as you would
buy it for cigarettes, beer or cos-
metics. I am of the opinion that .

you must buy across the. board, and
as often as you possibly cari within
a period of 10 days prior to your
opening date. Where cigarettes,
beer and cosmetics are destined
for a very definite market, pic-
tures are for the entire family
from Junior to Grandpop.
Now to explain how this televi-

sion technique gets them out of
the living room, let’s take the
classic reply made by one of the
baseball immortals, Willie Keeler,
who when asked to explain his ter-
rific batting average replied. “I hit
’em where they ain’t.” Well, if

Willie had to explain some of the
terrific grosses where the tele-

vision technique was used, he
would undoubtedly reply;

“li hits 'em where they is.”

out of business has Some agencies
doing some wishful-thinking that

“tollvision may also bail out the
sponsors.” This is a vacuous phil-

osphy because nobody will pay a

fee for a commercially sponsored
show. People like RCA’s David
Sarnoff and Frank M. Folsom are

skeptical because (1), the public’s

purchase of a TV set is tanta-

mount to a franchise for ‘free’ en-
tertainment; and costs too much in

this day and age to collect. Fur-
thermore, Sarnoff’s basic conten-

,

.
.

tion has been that it’s too easy to :
amount of money, and then allow

gimmick the scrambled pictures at
!

your 14 and 28 day protection

home, and thus a freeloading au-
j

clauses to murder you. They cry
j ' ..... I tho ,iW/> rliirf nnnn in
dience with some savvy electronic

bootlegger in each household
would be unscrambling the pic-

tures and getting a free ride.

Closed-circuit theatre television

of sports events have created a

certain amount of excitement. A
proposal by a Miami Beach circuit

of 10 hotels for a TV pickup to

show first run pictures on the

premises is part of the general

thinking ii^ relation to tollvision.

CBS board chairman William S.

Paley, when receiving the annual
Poor Ridhard Club award in Phil-

adelphia, said among other things

that TV already has long proved
that long election campaigns are

outmoded. Traditional stump-
spceching is a thing of the past.

One giant hookup gets to more
people than weeks of junketing

from town to town, state to state.

Death Closes Out Careers

Of Showbiz Personages
Picture business show biz deaths

of 1953 included Louis D. Frohlick And when I say the exhibitor

(Schwartz' &), Robert G. Vignola. ' should share with the distributor

Herman J. Mankiewicz, Lewis 1

1 don’t mean equal dollar for dol-

Stonc, A. Pam Blumenihal, Arthur ' lar, but a proportionate share just

Caesar, Williarri Farnum, Albert ' as he might share co-operative

Ferinyvessy, Francis Ford, Michael ;
newspaper advertising.

Gore, M. A. Schlesinger, M. B. Now let’s look on the other side

Shanberg, Harry Sherman, Jacob
,

of the fence, the Television side,

the inevitable, “We did good in

first run and died in the subse-

quent runs.” The truth would be
“I'm doing good and running well !

ahead of the pack, but cut my

-

throat at the finish line.”

6. Pick a picture that already

has a tremendous production cost
j

on it, and try to do the job for pea-

nuts.

7. Pick a picture because you
know it will be hard to sell

t

straight, and bemoan the fact that
j

the customers, despite yoitr many !

dates, think the same as you do
|

about the picture, to wit: “ It

stinks.”

I have found that exhibitors are

more willing to pull out and rear-

range dates with an eye on a pro-

posed television campaign that a :

distributor. With a major, it is

;

definitely true that it does disrupt

j

the regular flow of his product,
but that difficulty cbuld be wiped
out by planning the year before,

J

Cost Sharing ~
j

H. Lubin, Chick Lewis/ Henry
Herzbruri, Herbert Rawlinson,

vi here I have been hibernating the

past year and liking it. I have

David Palfreyman, Harry L. Nace, i
been arranging time for four ma-

Roland Young, Irving Reis and I
jors all over the U.S.A. and it

Gus Schaefer-^and on Christmas ! seems before I finish one chart en-

Day, Lee Shubert. compassing the entire country, 10

There’s No Sub
S Continued from page 12. ss

parage CinemaScope or any of the
other innovations that are inject-
ing new life into the business. We,
all of us, are deeply indebted to
those who developed CinefnaScope
and they have, or should have, the
best wishes of the exhibitors. It is

apparent that the companies pro-
ducing the CinemaScope are striv-

ing to find subject-matter worthy
of the medium. The others are
planning pictures that will hold
their own in. competition _ with
CinemaScope productions. The
product announcements for 1954,
while disappointing in quantity,
hold promise of a number of out-
standing productions.

If only T bad assurance that this

improved product would be made
available to all theatres in all parts
of the country ior exhibition in
whatever medium they are
equipped for and on whatever
equipment they can afford, I would
face the new year not only with
hope but with confidence.
The big “if” for 1954, is whether

these new devices, especially
CinemaScope, are going to be used
for the benefit of the entire indus-
try or whether they will be em-
ployed as weapons for the destruc-
tion of the smaller exhibitors.

Although the film companies are
maintaining silence, I still feel that
good sense will prevail a rid th a t
the doubts arid anxieties that assail

us will be banished when the re-

sponsible heads of the industry
come to realize the enormity of the

havoc which present policies would
wreak,
With the fine new product made

available to all, With the encourage-
ment of the reduction in the admis-
sions tax which the President has

promised and which daily grows
more certain, It seems to me that

the industry should not only re-

cover, but should surge forward

in 1954. Economic compatibility

between the several industry

branches can be achieved when
present anxieties are dissipated,

confidence is restored and all join

together im a grand crusade to

bring the people back into the

theatres.
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Forty-eightfi
trtary

By EDWAR^ L; HYMAN

For the: past five years the rate

n{ picture production has been de-

creasing*
During this last year

producers adopted a “wait and see”

hecause of the new tech.

and sound
policy because

niques in projection

and. as a result, the general de-

crease in production appeared to be

accelerated.
However, many of

the problems faced by producers

lave been clarified recently and
' me of those who have .been wait-

ing have announced some increase

n their production plans. We are

urging producers and distributors

to hesitate no longer and step up

their production plans substan-

tially.

When it comes to a choice be-

tween quantity of product and

nualitv of product, we must choose

ouality and it is our firm belief

that the addition of substantial

star value and product ,
quality will

result in more playing time for pic-

tures. As we said above, the past

five years has seen a steady de-

crease in production arid our com-
• plaint as to the shortages, has been

directed mostly to the shortage of

.
quality.

Whether or not CinemaScope is

applicable to all pictures has been

a subject for debate for some time

now. Our feeling is that Cinema-
Scope should be used only for

spectacle productions. In our
opinion, aspect ratio (CinemaScope
or any other) is only a frame for

any picture, and each picture

should be given a frame most
suited to its story and locale.

There is no question but that

the all-purpose screens and ste-

reophonic sound installations are

very costly, although, in. the case

of many theatres, it may be justi-

fied by the hypoed business poten-

tial. However, there are many
other theatres about Which this

may not be true, because of local

preferences, inability to equip or
for other good reasons. How-
ever, one thing is clear and that
is that the decision as to whether
tlie increased business potential
would justify these expensive in-

stallations must be made by thea-
tre and each theatre must stand on
its own factors. We have urged
and

. are ' continuing to urge pro-
ducers and distributors to release
duplicate versions of their Cine-
maScope films so that the du-
plicate can be shown in any aspect
ratio and with Or without stereo^
phqnic sound. If this is not done,
w,e will find a substantial number
of theatres faced with an acute
shortage of product. Of course,
theatres which cannot convert will
not have the appeal of the theatres
which do convert, but certainly
that i$ not reason enough to deny
such theatres an even flow of prod-
uct.

_ .
There is a

. school of thought in
our industry with the theory that
Ihe new developments which have
come upon us will result in a
smaller industry,” i.e., fewer the-

atres. We do not subscribe to this
theory and we feel that the public
"ill be the final judge of this.

.

There are some who say that
he widescreen era will result in a
topsided accent on spectacle. We
Jio not, for one moment, believe

J;n'
*ee * that our producers

ill continue, as they have always,

wam
rreCtly ^udge wbat the public

finales Have had.: It Is true that adf-

mission prices havd been, increased
in many areas of the country and
some have , said that, because

. of
this,; the motion picture no longer
caters to the masses. However, 'it

must be remembered that there are

many areas th^t have held the
same admission prices through the
years and that if the increases that
have been invoked are studied, it

will be found that the ratio of in-
crease is far less thari the increases
that have been invoked on any
other commodity. Furthermore;
we are convinced that the in-

creased
.

admission price does not
keep audiences -away. Our patrons
will pay for. what they want to see
and will, not attend, no matter,how
low the. admission price, if the at-

traction is not. to their liking.

3-D Not Dead
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Par Theatres Prez For

Dupe Versions of CS Pix

By I,. II. GOLDENSON
One

.
of

.
the most serious prob-

lems facing exhibition today is the
unmistakeable signs of decrease in

production which, if continued,
can slow the flow of product to a

dangerous point. I agree that it is

correct to sacrifice quantity for

hoped-for quality and of course, it

is possible that fewer pictures; but
bigger ones, could keep theatres
going via extended runs. But we
do also need a steadier flow of

product.

Another serious problem is the

equipment problem. While it is

true that the large investment re-

quired by an all-purpose screen and
stereo sourid installation may be

:

justified by the hypoed: business
potential in the case of many thea-
tres, this^Tiiay not be true with
respect to many others and it is

now clear that the determination
as to whether these installations

be made must be considered thea-

tre by theatre, each one standing
on its own.

There are still differences of

opinion as to whether CinemaScope
is applicable to all pictures. In my
opinion it is not. I feel that Cin-

emaScope will be out of proportion

if used as the medium for the inti-

mate type of story.

We believe and have urged that

distributors should release dupli-

cate versions of their CinemaScope
films so that the duplicate can be
shown in any aspect ratio other
than CinemaScope, and with or

without stereophonic sound. Only
in this way can we hope to keep in

business those theatres which can-

not, because of economic inability,

local taste and. other good reasons,

convert completely to Cinema-
Scope. These theatres which cannot

convert may not have the appeal

of the more fortunate theatres

which do convert, but the flow of

product should definitely not be

denied to them.
" 3-D opened on a tremendous
popularity wave which waned as

the number of poor pictures in 3-D

appeared. These poor pictures prac-

tically killed 3-D and those who
made and released them, were re-

sponsible for the near death. How-
ever, it is encouraging to note the

results being obtained by the better

3-D productions like “Kiss Me
Kate” and “Hondo” and, no doubt,

these good results will be repeated

with “Sadie Thompson,” “Money
From Home” and “Dial M for

Murder,” It appears therefore that

3-D still has a chance; if .the pic-

tures made in that medium are

good ones. Certainly a good single

projection 3-D system would help

fqrther and,. of course, elimination

of the necessity for glasses would

clinch the comeback.

Many people have claimed that

the motion picture is no longer

entertainment for; the masses in

view of boosts iri admission scales

in some areas. I disagree with this

most strongly. In the first place,

experience, has taught us that the

increased admission; price is not

what deters theatre attendance. If

the attraction is a good one, the

theatre can be filled regardless of

the increase. Furthermore, despite

the increase iri admission price, the

motion picture still stands as the

“mass entertainment.” A study of

the general increase in admission

prices in motion picture theatres

should show that the percentage

of this increase is far less than the

percentage of Increase with respect

L ,
Nashville, Tefin.

‘It has been estimated that the
maximum domestic audience for- a
popular film numbers about 25’-

000,000 people. By popular film l
mean, any pic-
ture whose
chief'appeal is

in story value
or shock value
and which has
no particular
intellecual or
esthetic, ap-
peal. It is al-

most impossi-
ble for a pic-

ture
. in . this

cat e g ory to
c a p t u re a

Alfred Starr

larger audience. A few notable ex-
ceptions may be “Samson and
Delilah,” '‘Quo Vadis,” and “The
Robe,” - which appeal not only to
the average theatregoer, but also;

to church groups arid others who
rarely go to the theatre. That par*
ticular group is not the “lost”
audience we have heard so much
about. Those additional, people who
go to see these special pictures
were never regular theatregoers
and never will be.

The lost audience is that audi-
ence of mature, adult, sophisti-
cated people who read good books
and magazines, -who attend lectures
and concerts, who are politically

and socially aware and alert. They
are not readers of the pulp maga-
zines, they are not avid radio or
television fans, and they, do not see
motion pictures very often. They
do riot go to the moviesNbecause
their experierice has been largely
unhappy. They do not read the
motion picture fan magazines and
they have little time or opportun-
ity for reading intelligent film
reviews. . They have no way of
knowing, for example, that “High
Noon” and “Shane” are not just
ordinary westerns. Hence on those
rare occasions when they decide
to take in a picture they turn in a
sort of desperation to the amuse-
riient page of the newspaper for a
suggestion. And what they see
there is usually so stereotyped or
so reminiscent of the last dull pic-

ture they saw that iri the end they
decide to call on a neighbor in-

stead.

Audience Is
By ALFRED STARR

tern of adequate communication
with its potential auditnee.
'

'Hollywood has not only under-
estimated the intelligence of the
general population by aiming at
this-.'lowest level, presumably on
the theory that dt embraces the
largest numerical gfoup in the total

population, but what is worse, it

consistently underestimates the in-

telligence of-; its own established
audience The inevitable result has
beeri (1), a shocking lack of devel-
opment in the techniques of motion
picture art; arid (2) an almost com-
plete, alienation of the people who
are most capable of appreciating
those techniques.
The art of the motion picture; is

first of all a visual art. The audi-
ence must have eyes and must be
able to use them. If a picture is at
all worth looking at, then the eyes
of the audience must be alert to
absorb not only its pictorial values
and color or lighting values, but
also_the story line as it is ex-
pressed in visual terms. It might
be presumed that the audience,
after three decades of picturegoing,
is trained in seeing pictures, hut it

is obvious that most filmmakers
take nothing of the sort for
granted. It is, only a mild exaggera-
tion to say that the average film is

aimed at an audience presumably
blind.

.

I
The Foreign Idea

Another 25,000,000 Lost
I

What is the size of this lost audi-
ence? It is a safe guess to say that
it consists of another 25.000,000
people! They are 25,000.000 people
who like and need entertainment
and who, by and large, are well
able to pay for it. These people
have been literally

,
driven out of the

motion picture theatre by the in-

dustry’s insistence on aiming most
of its product at the lowest level,

and by its failure to devise a sys-

An episode in the Italian picture
“Shoe Shine” is a case in point.
One important sequence shows a
gang of urban ragamuffins setting
out to acquire a broken down dray-
horse. No attempt is made to ex-
plain just why a group of city boys
want a horse, because no explana-
tion is necessary; Vet it is easy to

imagine a Hollywood director in-

serting a long scene at this point
showing the natural love of a boy
for a horse (or for any other ani-
mal) and the natural desire of a
city-bound boy for rural surround-
ings. Such an interpolation, in the
hands of a Hollywood director,

might easily be as long and as ten-
derly sentimental as the entire film
of “The Yearling." And all of it

would be superfluous.

But it is too easy to cite ex-

amples of the kind of film making
that drove the lost audience out of

the theatre and that keeps them
out. This is merely destructive
criticism at its worst. The writer,

being an exhibitor, has no quarrel
whatever with the quality of pic-

tures that capture the attention of
the great mass of people who still

regularly attend the movies. The
question, under consideration here
is whether or riot it is possible for
the motion picture industry to re-

capture and bring back into the-
atres that lost audience of millions
of people.

Small Towns and Nabes Need

A Break on Product & Terms
Bv ROBERT L. LIPPERT
Hollywood,

It’s about time the producers
and distributors of this business

realize they must adopt a separate

sales policy to cover the small

town and' neighborhood theatres,

whose problems are vastly differ-

ent from those of the key cities.

In fact it’s past time; for many
small operators whose houses are

already dark. But it is not too

late for the industry to help keep
alive thousands of other small

town exhibitors who are sure to

disappear—unless the. sales de-

partments do something about

them.

Today’s sales pattern as created

by the various major companies is

keyed exclusively to the first-runs

arid lacks consideration for the

smaller situations.

Take CinemaScope, for example.

Costs of installation are beyond

the means of the average small

operator at this time, and while

it’s true that this expense is bound
to be reduced, many small the-

: atres can go out of business in the

! interim.

! And when a CinemaScope pro-

duction or a “From Here to

Eternity” hits the smaller towns,

the distributor’s demands .
for

lengthy playing time and advanced
prices will drain the town of all its

money on these engagements, with

the exhibitor paying such fancy

film rentals that he winds up with

little
;
or nothing to show on his

]
books at the end of the month.

Sure, it’s good to see great pic-

tures doing business at the big

houses—that’s healthy for every-

body. But it also means that the

lesser feature, which might have
got by nervously as an “A” one
year ago, falls off to nothing today.

Already shortage of product has
hit the neighborhood theatre man
hardest, because he has been com-
pelled to book two “A” pictures
together, and there just isn’t

enough production to carry on this

policy.

Obviously the small town ex-
hibitor does not compete with the
metropolitan .. houses, and he’s

pleased to see holdouts at the de-
luxers. He does not ask any change
in the big cities, but he does ask
a fair chance to get his share of

the returns on a boxoffice attrac-

tion. This means that some of the
top-level sales thinking must be
devoted to understanding and help-
ing to solve the small operator’s

difficulties.

It must be remembered that the

neighborhood and small town the-

atres cannot hope to approach the

tremendous grosses that larger

houses can roll up in the heavy
metropolitan areas. Also; the un-

even ratio of overhead works to

the disadvantage of the smaller

theatres. Despite all his problems,

the small town exhibitor has served

this industry well for many years,

and it’s time to give him the break
he neefis to stay in business.

pictures ...«f

Since this problem Is of more
vital importance to exhibitors than
it is to producers, it is fundamcn-
tally a problem for the exhibitor to

solve. And solve it he must if he
is to remain in the picture busi-
ness. While his audience seems to
be more steady and dependable
than the lost audience could ever
be, they are actually more fickle

and more easily won over to new
entertainment vehicles like televi-
sion- They will iri fact desert the
theatre for. any novelty. And
many of them .will never come
back.

The exhibitor should never cease
his efforts to bring back and de-
velop the lost audience. He should
constantly try to bring adult en-
tertainment to adults. He might
even arrange special showings for
small groups as a public service.
If he is.too busy or if he is unable
to decide which pictures should be
shown in such a series he can al-

ways find a member of the local in-

telligentsia whose advice can be
safely followed. Such a public
service can easily develop into per-
sonal benefit. A very effective de-
vice is the acquisition of a list of
possible patrons who can be cir-

cularized by postcard announce-
ment of each picture.

Showmanship

Another solution lies in the high-
ly .successful “Curtain at 8;40”
series Which Walter Reade Jr. haS
pioneered, in several of his the-
atres. This Series is aimed at
bringing the lost audience into a
conventional theatre on one night
each week for a carefully selected
series of pictures that have special
appeal. This sort of experiment
reaches the height of success when
large numbers of the special audi-
ence, whether through habit or
through, renewed pleasure on see-
ing a fine motion picture, come
back as regular patrons to see the
many excellent pictures that are
constantly available, if they will
only take the trouble to identify
them.

In all fairness it iriust be ad-
mitted that the distributors do
make serious attempts to reach the
lost audience whenever they. are
confronted with the problem of

|

marketing a special picture. Their
chief complaint, not without some
justification, is that the average ex-
hibitor presents a picture like “Ro-
man Holiday” or “Lili“ to his audi-
ence in exactly the same manner
that he presents a Roy Rogers pic-

ture. But much can be done by
the distributor, and more particu-
larly by the producer.

He can first of all credit his au-
dience with riiore subtlety and spn-
sivity than he has heretofore as-

sumed. He can help people ap-
preciate good pictures by making
them in such a way as to compel
those people to be alert and vyatch-
ful while looking at them. He. can
design his product so as to appeal
to the

.
millions of people every

-

;
where in this country who love the

i
theatre in any form, who support

i
countless little theatres, who flock
to concerts and to bal Tet and to
opera and to lectures of all' kinds.
That audience need not be perma-
nently lost to motion pictures.

‘KATE’ IN 3 D RETAINS

EDGE OVER STANDARD
Continuing analysis of 3-D ver-

sus 2-D in relation to Metro's “Kiss
Me Kate” gives the depth version
the edge at the b.o.

With boxoffice figures available
from 44 2-D situations arid 93 3-D
engagements, M-G reports that 3-D
is ahead by 11.9fc. Eastern fans,

according to Metro, are prime 3-D
addicts, with playdates in that area
putting the depth version 19°o
ahead. In the south-southeastern
division, 3-D is ahead 16.9cr. In
the central midwest, and west
coast territories, the difference is

9% in favor of 3-D.

:CSope Arrives in Singapore
Singapore.

CinemaScope came to Singapore
this month when a demonstration

was held at the new air-condi-

tioned cineriia, the Qdeon.
Nearly 800 officials attended the

demonstration. The CinemaScope
screen Was specially flown out to

Singapore, from New York.

C’Scope will be introduced to the

public at the Odeon as a year-end

pic, the pfeem production being

“The Robe’’ (20th).
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By JOHN J. FITZGIBBONS

J. J. Fltzglbbons

/Toronto.

Proper playing time for quality

product will encourage production

fi at should ensure a steady flow

of product. This effort will bring

product also
that will help

to fill

playing 11

needed by the

;heatres_Ip-
cated m the

suburban and

smaller towns.

There is no.

good sound
reason why
theatre, men
should not re-

activate the
• . .

ideas that were successful in the

promotion of First National and

undertake to have product made

that would give them a steadier

supply.

I just don’t believe the literal

statement that ‘‘fewer pictures but

bigger ones’* can keep theatres go-

ing by extended runs. It may keep

a certain limited number of the-

atres going but the business as we
know it today woUld disappear.

The success of this business, is

fundamentally dependent upon
mass entertainment at admission

prices that can be patterned to fit

any pocketbook. I mean pocket--

book literally—cash on hand.

Undoubtedly if there is a suffi-

cient demand there will be a suffi-

cient supply of the various types

of equipment for screen and sound
installation that will be produced
at a cost within the range of the
smaller theatre and small town
exhibitor. Obviously, not to take
advantage of the potential in
stereophonic sound as we know it

is to reduce an important factor in

the improvement of the type of
entertainment we are 1 selling.

The ambition of every exhibitor
Is like the fellow who lived on the
wrong side of the tracks, he wants
to live on the hill in the big house
and perhaps, because, .of this, we
have neglected to recognize the
importance of continuing to make
thetype of entertainment we style
"poor man’s entertainment.** Both

i

classes are needed to ensure and
|

encourage production and continue
the interest, in our business. Just

|

as there are variations in the qjial-

|

ity of practically every other com-,
modify or service that we buy,

|

there are still more people with
less to spend than there are with
more to spend for any service or
commodity.

Standards can be flexible, not
necessarily static and a variation
of processes of product is desir-
able. 3D still has the? objections of
the additional cost for glasses and
the inconvenience of wearing
glasses to overcome. However, spe-
cial and unusual 3D pictures will
unquestionably prove to be box-
office successes. A single-projector
3D system is not enbugh to revive.
3D even though Ut- does improve
projection and lessens the prob-
ems of both the distributor and
the exhibitor in handling.

I do not think anyone can hon-
</tly or rightfully answer the ques-
tion as to whether or not an indus-
y is right in sacrificing quantity

«?» .

pe<Wpr quality. -Quantity can
5UU have elements of value. In
p
!?
duc * n0 quantity, supply is pro-

itled for the smailer and subur-
an rqp theatre and has merit suf-

pnn«
!° s®tisfy a very large audi-

m
wh

? A
ShouIci be able to buy at

jydhm their budget. In the

vo?f
Uctl0n this comes the de?

nppH
Pn

i

tnt of Personnel andXd
.u
personaIities for the so-

t'*..
to'P quality’* we hope for,

nirt

a^e possible the bigger and

com in?
Xp?" sl

Ye operations* and to

trv thH
e

*

the intercst in °ur indus-

oifr .

1S ”e(ided if we are to get

avaiinte
1^ 0^ time and money

e'"Mainm™t
P“Ple seeking “iass

soun<* is generally

on
There may be pictures

not ran
'!1 stereophonic sound is

quir
^
d - There are certainly

iat it can ir

applied.

'•neimw'" duPlicate Versions, of
i

nemaScope for at least a year
c? ••

youid

o,n
»^ope has given qur box-

wiii be 'othet^'
Possible there

processes equally as

not too 'rile?
^ynemaScope in the

Scope ic

d
fAnt future. But Cinema-

The
aPPllcable to all pix.

bination if
1 ® of 3D was a com-

tion and
irresPonsible produc-

J Us t as irresponsible ex- to be just out?

hibitor merchandising efforts to

get a quick busk, completely ignor-

ing the fact the motion picture

theatre patron of today is selective

and has many other choices of en-

tertainment to select from as com-
pared to the days when we could

throw anything on the screen and
just sell tickets,

I do not favor a smaller indus-

try; we favor a larger industry

with more theatres.

Don’t Kill Off Biz
Continued from page ..?

own—likewise it’s new and em-
bryonic in its uncertainty as to the

future. ,

Some have suggested that thea-

tre men should Undertake produc-
tion. In our opinion, this can only
succeed on a franchise basis with
fixed assurance of income to main-
tain a supply.

|
Where’s That Mass ‘Appeal’

|

At least two producers are cam-
paigning for fewer and better pic-

tures, in fewer houses. To this idea
comes the challenge of the basic

ingredient of the most profitable

period of our existence—that time
when the very “mass appeal’* of

our programs made customers
stand in line to see our offerings.

Those days are gone. Producers
have vied with each other either

to copy or to outdo their competi-
tors—and even though wages have
mounted, other increasing costs

have, limited customer amusement
budget in proportion. In the mean-
while the cost to the theatres cata-

pulted and the scramble for prio-

rity led to neglect of independent
product. Successful westerns, the
backbone of weekend programs,
became deluxers. Gradually the
trend practically forced abandon-
ment of these low-budget, profit-

producing popular pictures— with
its consequent loss of devoted, low-
er-income-bracket followers. This :

was a tragedy.- -

While ours is an artistry ap-

proach to favor, we have failed to

keep ourselves mindful of our ob-

ligation to the varied tastes repre-

sented by a public which cannot
be segregated but rather demands
that its individual tastes be catered
to.

To lose sight of this obligation

can only spell danger to our fu-

ture. The closing of the small the-

atres will shrink a vast business
into a decreasing entity of limited

appeal which, no matter, how. im-
portant to a few, cannot replace

|

the pleasurable hours that perhaps
lesser art would offer the multi?

tudes. It made possible those thea-

tres that reach into the farthest

recesses of bur world, with their

messages of cheer, culture and
education, that never before had
existed for these people—and at a

price they could afford to pay,

twice a week, instead of on occa-

sion, aS Many still do—

I

jedr~

with diminishing desire.

It, is only natural that In time of

distress men become jittery and
over-anxious to solve a resurgent
situation. The strain and uncer-
tainty often prods men to find the

answer by inventive exertion.

The weird throes of picturedom
with its 3D, Cinemascope, Ciner-
ama, Stereophonic Sound—and all

their digressions—seem to indicate

the definite need for standardiza-
tion of our new ideas. When and
If these diversions prove them-
selves—by trial and error—and a
standard is accepted—then the rank
and file will be back in business
again. There must come a com-
posite from this confusion. .

Dwelling for a moment on 3D,
one of the most prominent “novel-

ty” appeals, which originated un-
der handicap but which is showing
signs of improvement, still inust

overcome the need for. wearing of

glasses. Entertainment comes
through relaxation.

Stereophonic sound, in some
cases, may add to enjoyment and
widescreen is strictly a matter of

choice to an audience, but in itself

does riot have the ingredient to re-

store our prosperity.

. Cinemascope is too demanding.
To those who deal in millions a
few thousand seem inconsequen-
•tial, but to a prior exhibitor’s

Widow, spending her husband’s life

insurance t0 keep her theatre open,
there 4nust be a more practical

solution, than risking her all on
an, as yet, unproven “stupendous
and marvelous” way out,

.
Or is it

/Of

Makes Good Pix Better
By HENRY BRANDT

The day Will never come when
3-D will make a bad picture good

—

but it will make good pictures bet-
ter. Originally, three-dimensional
films captured the fancy of the
public

.
because of their novelty.

With lack of quality films and pub-
lic discomfort because of uncom-
fortable viewers, the popularity
was* of necessity, shortlived. How
long can an audience duck arrows
or other missiles arid be expected
to come back to the theatre? Our
presentations

;
sacrificed film con-

tent to squeeze the gimrivick of 3?D
—•for more than it was worth. The
industry did not clothe 3-D ivith
proper values for public acceptance
in its haste to take advantage of
the dimensional furore. And the
less we say about the early glasses*
the better. Our patrons let us know
about that in no uncertain terms.

In spite of all these handicaps,
real progress is being made on all
fronts. Double projection. is giving
way to single film strip projection*
eliminating the serious objection
to which I referred. Third-dimen-
sion had' taken sUch a nosedive that
one does riot hear of added rental
terms solely because a film is pro-
duced in 3-D.

. Better glasses are
eliminating many, but not all, com-
plaints; and better quality films
may yet win back an audience.

It is a struggle which \ve have
created for ourselves. The public
in many ' sections of the 'country
already has been conditioned
against 3-D. So much so, that many
theatres believe they increase their
boxoffice potential: by advertising
the playdate of a film in 2-D.

It should be noted here that it

is still unresolved in trade circles
as to whether the public will Ulti-
mately accept the proposition of
viewing stereoscopic films through
polarized glasses . . . even though
the films and glasses are better.
The proponents of 3-D, with
glasses, are making a valiant effort
to revive its waning popularity;
They have a tough uphill battle
against overwhelming odds.

It appeared for a while that 3-D
was. definitely on the way out until
some surprising grosses were
racked up by some of the more re-
cent films in 3-D, I don’t think that
seasoned showmen will overlook
these figures no matter what their
personal judgment may be on the
subject.

FEWER PRODUCTIONS DON'T

BETTER' PIX

Sam Binzior

Brooklyn, N. Y.
By all means I think that theatre

men everywhere should do all in
their power to encourage a flow df
good pictures.

Naturally,
bigger and
more impor-
tant pictures
ha v

e

always
been a boon
to exhibitors.
As a matter of
fact it is this

type of prod-
uct that has
kept the thea-
tres in busi-

ness. However,
extended runs,

while a possible solution for the
key downtown and first run situa-
tions are not necessarily the answer
for neighborhood theatres which
must have a steady flow of product
because there are so many of these
theatres, arid since the patronage
comes from a limited area, the
most they, can extend a run for is

a day or two.
It has been the experience of our

industry that whenever technical
improvements have come about,

j

within a short period of time the
equipment has been greatly im-
proved and the cost to exhibitors

|

greatly decreased. Therefore, in

;

the present situation, i think that
the key runs and first runs, who are
in a financial position to do so,
should, install c both all-purpose
screens and. stereophonic sound-.
The subsequent-run exhibitor, how-
ever, who cannot afford to gamble
his small amount of capital on the
present high cost of stereophonic
sound should have the product
available to him with his present
type of screen and sound system

,

until such time in the near future

j

when the drop in cost will enable
|

'even the subsequent-run exhibitor
to install this kind of equipment.

I still, think that motion pictures

;

are the “poor man’s entertainmerit”
!
despite some rises - in admission

' scales in Certain localities. When
the average' admission price of
theatres in this country is com-
pared to the price of any other :

commodity or service, it is quickly

By SAMUEL RINZLER
(Randforce Theatres j

apparent that movies have gone up
only very slightly in contrast to
cornmodities and services which
have increased so very, very much
over the period of the past 10
years.

It is too early to make any defi-
nite statement, but certainly there
is the possibility that CinemaScope
may be applicable to all pictures.
Standardization, of course, is always
a desirable achievement, but it

should not be accomplished at the
expense of continued experimenta-
tion with new forms of entertain-
ment media that will attract rnore
patrons to our theatres.

It is not necessary to have fewer
pictures in order to make good
pictures. The history of. the in-
dustry will show that the greatest
number, of good pictures were
made when the maximum number
of pictures were being produced by
the studios. No one can tell posi-
tively at the starting of a picture,
whether it will eventually turn out
to be a smash hit or not.

Stereophonic Sound

»r B,0. life Still In Pix Biz
By HARRY B. FRENCH

Minneapolis.
The year 1953 has proven with-

out question that the picture busi-
ness is sourid and its future secure.
It was a struggle through 1952, but

w e survived
the blasting
that outside
c ompetitio n
hurled at us.

“If" that were
not enough to

harass our
business, we.
had an indif-

ferent, unin-
terested pub-
lic predicting

Harry B. French *
Then boom! Third dimension!

CineraaScope! Stereophonic sound!
Panoramic screens! And the movies
are bursting, out all over! New life

—new interest—new enthusiasm-
long lines at the boxoffice—and
the public does an about-face:

praises the new process, has kind

words for the industry, and they

all want to get into the act!

They applaud “The Robe” and
“How To Marry A Millionaire”

and the wide panoramic screen,

and express keen interest in com-
ing attractions. They deriionstrate

a willingness to accept the new
processes—perhaps more willing

than exhibitors are to give it to

them. I think the theatre-going

public is entitled- to all that is new
in our business, and we better give

it to them, particularly because

they back up their enthusiasm by.

placing their good old coin of the

realm, on the b.o. counters. Adolph
Zukor says, “The Public Is Never
Wrong,” and I don’t think Mr.
Zukor is wrong either, but right

or wrong, we can’t survive without

the public.

We have seen the pattern

change for the better with innova-

tions that have startled the coun-
try. Third dimension was the open-
ing gun that revived movie inter-

est in a lethargic public. In our

theatres from a boxoffice and pa-
trons’ standpoint, 3-D has been a

disappointment, but I have confi-

dence the illusion of third dimen-
sion will be developed and that it

will be accomplished with simpli-

fied projection and without the
use of glasses.

CincmaScope has given a good
account of itself to date, but con-
fusion stitlnexists- in the mirids of
exhibitors as to the proper aspect
ratio of the screen. I am not con-
vinced that 2H-to-l is right, al-

though it is possible it will be ac-

cepted universally. My personal
opinion is that a ratio of about
2-to-l is more practical and will

be more applicable to a greater
number of theatres, both large and
small.
The full impact of stereophonic

sound has not registered as yet,

but with newer technique and im-
provements, it will play an im-
portant part in the riew process of

presentation. But with all the new
electronic devices, technical equip-
ment, panoramic screen, etc., the
picture—the story and script—still
is the fourth arid most important
dimension.
The movie business has boon

built on the theory it is entertain-

ment . for the masses. H istory li as

definitely proved that theory is

sound. Admission prices are an
Important factor. Nothing in the
entertainment field offers so much
for the admission price as the mo-
tion-picture theatre, arid! this is as
true today as it was 50 years ago.

Admission prices inust be flexible

to meet various occasions, but
never to a point where the price

is not within the reach of every
one.
The campaign to eliminate the

Federal admission tax, which got

rolling in 1952 and zoomed into

high speed in 1953, indicated

what can be accomplished by unity

and concerted action on the part

of every one in this industry. 1954

should see the realization of that

effort*

Stereophonic sound is certainly
something to be desired arid a goal
for exhibitors to reach in the
future. The present cost and state
of technical improvement make its

widespread installation in all the- j,

atres a question to be answered
very carefully in each individual
situation, dependent upon eco-
nomic and competitive conditions
existing.

It is impossible to generalize on
the release policies of distributors
because each company, has its own
approach, and in iriany instances
the sales policy varies in any given
company with each .particular pic-

ture.

In bur circuit we have all types
of physical structures, and so far

we have not found one in which
wide screens cannot, be installed.

I think that the problem of
.
this

type of instillation is more imagi-
nary than real Even a small thea-
tre can have a widescreen which,
though not as large as the one in

a Broadway house, will, neverthe-
less, be in proportion to its own
dimensions and number of seats.

Exhibs Should Insure

Steady Flow of Product
By L. R. GOLDING

( Fabian Theatres)

New York.
Without production, you can’t

Hiave exhibition, so it seems exhibi-
:

tion should take all steps possible

j

to insure a steady flow of product

;

either by actively entering pro-

duction or financing production,

To me, it seems that the financing

j

of product, leaving the actual Work
Ito men who are familiar_and can
t be hired tor this purpose, is the

[simplest and fastest way to assure
: a flow of product. I believe it im-

|

portant that this product should
jbe controlled by exhibitors so that

it cannot be diverted to other
channels' until it has served llie

purpose for which it was produced
—that of augmenting the theatre

'supply. Bigger and better pictures

j will more than make up for quan-
tity production and maintain a

quality that will stimulate public-

appreciation.

The technological changes in

our industry, while costly, are

something with which the exhibi-

,

tor must cope, as they present a

i
new aspect that has a definite iiri-

I pact on public interest, as well as

a technical improvement in pros-

! entatiofi. Over the period, I think

(
these changes will be beneficial

and are. necessary to compete with

i the other mediums of entertain-

ment that are continually chang-

ing and trying to create added

;

public receptiveness.

I I feel the different processes cm?

:
ployed should be valued according

to the size of the theatre and type

of pictures to be projected. Stereo?

phonic sound is completely unnec-

essary for the small .theatre, and

I don’t feel that it has real com-

mercial value in a large theatre,

except for a truer and more di-

rect application of sourid.

In regard to duplicate versions

of Cinemascope films, I believe, if

feasible, they should also be pro-

duced in standard methods, but

should not be released as such un-
. til the original presentation in

t CincmaScope has been exhausted,
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Change Always Hypos Biz

phasize too strongly my own

Lf based upon niy experience as
j»ci> "

ii.'.' 1.1 ...in

Continued from pace l

be-

a
showman, that the public will

abandon us and our Industry will

perish if w« allow other forms of

in producing Cinemascope pic-
tures, having made this process
available to. producers, everywhere
for quality pictures and more than
50 Cinemascope pictures already
have been announced for the com-

entertainment to. take our au^ iH t,lUs inswr
!
n* « steady

ences by default.

This is the plain significance of

our experience in this industry in

the Inst .six .
years, The present

form of motion entertainment, with

many fine pictures being offered

to tiie public, simply has not met

the exacting; attitude of people who

live in. a dynamic period of change

and have found home television to

be a Convenient and inexpensive

,|
huw

:
uf screen entertainment in the

!
new medium.

Chicago.

Suit for $2,500,000 has been filed
against Warner Bros. Theatres

fAN ANTONIO GRABS PRINT

Swedish Prise Film Called Set-
Obsessed

way of occupying their leisure time
;

,e
,

l
5,

by AT.1S ‘ Blanehe Sarasin, who
way o* y 6

m 1 additionally
: asked for an injunc-

even though they must take
t i0n compelling the company to re-

nicciiocre mate Is.
.

.

1 °p
-f

" ine v^rove rneatre, which Film is now being held over be • we released the picture, they came
It has often been pointed out i building she^ owns,: According to- clause of the publicity. ,,

to America’ and went on a safari

•tJiiit more than 6,000 theatres have Mrs. Sarasm, the Warner chain :—.
"

i
' engineered bv MGM field men.

bc,n dosed and the livelihoods o£,
, . ,

. .... . , . . tice by bolstering the competition
many peop.e destroyed during the

, to : slice their own grosses and
last few years -because we have i thereby defraud her of cash col-

hot risen to the challenge that con- ' lectible under lease agreement.
;

fronts us. •

|

Warner Bros, chain had leased

One of the contributory causes
. .. r .

• 1 sions that the landowner receive
; of tins disaster in all truth was the

|

S2,000 . monthly and a percentage
totally unfair and inequitable Fed- of the gross over $140,000 arinual-

San Antonio.
Local police vice squad tempo-

rarily impounded the motion pic-
ture “One Summer, of Happiness”
which was scheduled for a three-
day showing at the Arts Theatre.
It’s a Swedish Film Academy
award-winning film,

'

'

Nude swimming scene and the
“preoccupation” of the entire pic
with sex was given as the objec-
tions..

:
Eph Charninsky, operator of the

theatre, faces legal charge of
“showing and exhibiting a lewd
and lascivious v motion picture.”
Charge could carry fine of $1,000
and sentence of six months in
jail.

Charninsky told the district at-
torney’s office that he would de-
lete the. objectional portions of the
film if the print were returned to
him. This was done and the nude
footage cut!

American Male Columnist Is Seldom

By DAN TERRELL
( Eastern Publicity Director, Metro)

The best way to get to know a

Aim star is to accompany him (or

her) on tour. It is also one of the
best ways to get interviews and
pictures in tiie papers. And if you
ever feel that stars-have lost any
of their appeal, visit the hinter-

lands with one and watch the ex-

citement.
For example, Bunny Allen. Bun-

ny is an Englishman, transplanted
at an early age to Africa, arid now
one of the most famous of the
white hunters, although he never
met Boh Ruark. Bunny and his

wife handled the. details for the
“Mogambo” safari, the biggest such
expedition ever mounted. When

MOD’er

of Nome. If you shoot from the
side, about where the car joins on,

you have a much better chance.
This kind of information is very
useful for critics, even if they usu-
ally aim at producers rather thari

elephants.

Some time ago, when we had a

picture called “Lovely to Look At,”

we organized' a tour by six Adrian
models,, modeling some of the fabu-
lous' Adrian-designed wardrobe.
This developed some rather stag-

gering problems, for the Adrian
gowns took up much more space
than the Adrian models. In fact,

in Norfolk, the on'y hotel room
available for the modal was not big
enough t j hold both girl and gowns
at the, same time. Until a larger
room was finally vacated, the. mod-
el had to step out in the haM when
she opened her suitcases arid lib-

erated those yards and yards of

eral tax upon motion picture thea-

tre admissions- The fight for re-

peal of that tax during the year

1953 provided another historic ex-

ly. The theatre would be per-,

niitted to close arid stop payments
only if the gross in a single year
averaged below $8,500 per month.

Mrs. Sarasin accused the circuit !

ample of the ability of this indus- ; of intentionally booking poor films :

try, when it makes up its mind, toT^^^ h^^ ^b"ea!ll’e arid 'giving pre-

imUe and act for its own welfare i'f?
rr

£,
d p *.

x
,

t0 competing houses,
;

.. „ • ., the Capitol and the Rhodes, to pro-:

:

in a tiinc of crisis.
i mote downgrade grosses at . the

'

The campaign to bring about re- •! Grove, When revenue dropped un^ !

peal lias been called one of the; der $8,500 per month, the house
niTJSTTcmiJU'kable~feats in legisia- 1

shuttered in 1951.;
tive history because within a few

|

Case is being heard by Judge
short , months, under the leadership

; George Fisher in U. S. Superior ’

engineered by MGM field men.
The results were very pleasant,

It isn’t every day a newspaperman
i
can interview a person who not

Eddie Cantor has been named
lifetime chairman, of the. March
of Dimes of the Air, it was ah-

j

the best way tp shoot an elephant.
;

.

nounced by Basil O’Connor, presi- II seems an elephant has a brain !

Iy,)

dent of the National Foundation • no bigger than a man’s hand, but • Trips like this give ample evi-

for Infantile Paralysis. 'has a head bigger than a starlet • dcr-ce that the demise of vaudeville
Cantor

‘ “ ' ‘ ' ‘ ----- ,

be given
efforts in. behalf of the polio cam- a lot of territory that’s tougher

d only knows a lot about Gable arid
;

(>vcr^irts, Ui^ersldrtsjioop skirts

h ! Gardner, but can also advise you ’ and tu”c - ,H°*' .^^•cssed has

i- ! the best way to shoot an elephant. i-T
le
y
er been exPlained sat-s.acton-

inianuie paralysis.
;
has a head bigge*4 than a starlet • uence inai,ine uemise oi vauueyine

intor is the first performer tp
; who has just made Lite’s cover. If : did not mean the end of troupers

riven such recognition for his
;

you shoot from the front, you face .

with the old vaudeville spirit. Last

*ts in. behalf of the polio earn- a lot of territory that's tougher • winter, to promote “Million Dollar
paign. '.than 'the subsequent run area north

ot men like A1 Lichtman, Truman
Rembuseh. Sam Pinariski, Abram
Myers, Col. H, A. Cole, and Bob
Coyne, an overwhelming majority
of the Senate and House voted to
repeal the bill. Unfortunately, the
measure

. was vetoed. Yet, great
progress was made in that the

|

country's attention was unmistak- •

Court/

SONNY MOORE’S ROUST-
ABOUTS (2)

Animal
9 Mins,

Pa’ace, N, Y,

Mermaid,” we sent six Mill-on Dol-
lar Mermaids—swimmers who had
dunked in the same pool with
Esther Williams—through the na-
tion. cpninletcly outfitted with
bathing suits. Only problem was
that “Mermaid” was a Christmas-
New Year's release, and v e had a
cold snap just about the time the
girls left the orange groves.

However, as the sayir.g goes, a

RKO Product Lineap

“Jet Pilot” and
wyn’s “Best Years of Our

:
Lives”

are conspicuously missing in the

i
the spot, followed by Eva. and the

;
capricious Zsa Zsa; much later.

Cleavaged gowns of Eva and Zsa girl in a bathing suit in Ju v is no
Zsa are nice for prolonged and low novelty; in Minneapolis in bcccm-

:
bows, but Madga eschews the ob- be r, she can be a simsation. even if

I Sonny Moore’s Roustabouts com-
: comedy T’/ort oA“lrbS ;

Ii
?
lnl-v blue Being, humane, de-

entertaining animal act Sc^tSSes olac^lminMm- ^P-'e »ur eall.ng, we booked the

t w°ore .

l)acin8 l,1
a
a

in a Sisterly truce,, after which the'

j

schoolboy costume. A femme as-
ga

,
s SOuare off for darts.

Hollywood i
1

slst5 Mm. Mpore concentrates on
jn 33^0^5 satire of a Paul

. j i
comedy' effects, but at. vai.ious readins “Firct

' Hun-
Samuel Gold- .times shows some excellent tricks gar

-
n Dran1a Quartet with Three

Hungarians.” EvP, Magda, and. Zsa
Zsa are lined across stage behind

Gold- , times shows some excellent tricks

in; the serioso!. vein.

He . carries a pair of Shetlandablv callftH in a oro.iQ ini. 1rti„o iniaMiig iii me
;

-ne ..camss a ui oiitjuduu z,sa are nnea across stage, nenina

fectin<» ihic mi *?;" 1 Wst of 10 RKO releases set for : ponies and a pack of dogs of vari- glittering, heart-rhaoed sf.vncls vi»'-
,ht the Janua^ to ane :peri.d:

' - - • 8

way was prepared for future ac- a.prepared for future ac-
tion which may be beneficial. Be-
sides. we demonstrated our ability
to unite and fight,:

of Purpose

.Therefore, does it not follow'
tire same energy and unity of

purpose can achieve undreamed
0 benefits if it is concentrated on
the supreme need of our industry
today—that Of giving to the public
lire finer quality of entertainment

According to RKO prexy James
R. Grainger, RKO will have 10
pix during the first six months, of
1954, eight in color and three in
3-D. “Jet Pilot” has been on the
shelf since its completion in 1950.
“Best Years,” being reissued by
Goldwyn, originally was art ?KO
release. RKO sked does, however,
list 11 rereleases between Febru-
ary and July.
Of the new pix; only January

entry is W. Lee Wilder’s indie pro-
hat it has so plainly shown that ! duction, “Killers From Space.” Set
i must have?

|

for February are “The French
Can we ignore the instantaneous Line” (3-D), and “She Couldn’t

>mpact of Cinerama when that new No.” Walt Disney’s “Rob Roy”

,

m of entertainment was intro-
1 Soes in March, and “Dangerous

diked and brought a rssj>onse .! Mission” (3-D) and. “The Carnival
ie nnhii/* fK-,4- »u.—> u_. $tory” are skedded for April. “Son

of Sinbad” in 3-D is set for May.
Slated for June are “Susan Slept
Here,” "Desperate Men” arid “The
Big Rainbow.”

Jroin- the public that showed be-
. rid quest,00 its craving for some-
niing now and different?
Naturally, we of 20th Century-

convinced that Cinema-

('Cin u
dc

I

n?°nstratcd that it is
cual to the high challenge of the

(nr Tlu"1 succcssfully cope withuu* deadly Competition.

nunv
the difficulties of

immeHi*H
llblt0

u?
wl10

’ PlaSued By

a I -m u
tC p

4

roblehls
. feel that it is

ii’cl' In
l

! n
,p

r
t0

.
convert their thea-

Wheci'
1

r’
0 ^' t le elemerits required

of f, n

n

Cln
.

e‘huSeope presentation

sounri' c >
1C
,H
U0S stereophonic

ph'ic u. n «

llltab
^ .

screens, ariamqr-

^o ;SS. ln some cases the-

thjm our utmost to help

<»!vn minV* S
11 determine in the£

Better
Presentations

^'con(V
;'

dCd by
L

the public; and

connection l?
elr Pr°Wems in

new L,
’ Ulth

.

the installation of

(;incma<!cppe
nt ^ they decide upon

thin^ ftniL
COntinde t0 d0 evei’y‘

ticsiMo
b e nnd humanly prac-

M| cl) aid
^ dnj one "ho applies for

hut
Cine

pus breeds. The nags do some
standup tricks and offer a vehicle
for the dogs. The. hounds obey
instructions for some good effects,

one of the best tricks being a sup-
port on a rope held by Moore and
his .assistant.

Most of the time, there are many,
things going on the boards. The
dogs perform various antics on

scribed with each contestant’s
name> Reading from, script pre-

sents femmes’ life, or lives, sup-
posedly, from, sweet Budapest
childhood to sweeter profits ac-

quired after Maina Gabor taught

.

her little chick-a-dees the facts of
life and finance. Naturally, the
reading stresses each Gabor’s
opinion of the opposite sex. Dur

ihe fact
v- uicioaSrnno u

~ remains that
MU . s

‘

f
j-

?

pe
.

has. established it-

pictuV’e i'nf'
0I

?
y system of motion

capabi
^^crtainment up to now

10 tlre-„?ic
dl

f
wing mass audiences

that notinnlr 1
rge

u
and small

»
and

on the
e

!
se has yet appeared

s^ene to fulfill this noecs-

hn.pvcT. 20tl>Fox is not alone
'

L, A. to N. Y.
David O. Alber
Mel Allen
Lauren Bacall
Humphrey Bogart
Charles Brackett
William Dozier
Ross Martin
Mitch Miller
Norman Moray
Edmond O’Brien

.
Stuart Reynolds;
Thelma Ritter
Cesar Romero
Olga Sari Juan
Joseph M. Schenck
Spyros P. Skouras

.

N. Y. to L. A.
Henry Ginsberg
Abel Green
Morgan Hudgins
Kurt Kasznar
Eleanor Parker
Robert Taylor
Carlos Thompson

Europe to N. Y.
Taina Elg
Robert Pirosh

N. Y. to Europe
Kirk Douglas .

Paul Gallico
Buster Keaton

various parts of Uve stage. There’s
|

ing this -talk-song, called i natch

v

a lot of business going on arid the
| “Men,’’ there is mvicli lvrical scorn

general effect is one of a lot of for bumbling mates. Background
accomplishment. Jose.

|

music to this is paced at a crawl,
:——rr I however, interim ^aos are filled by

.

: two-way stares. After the last sti-
THE COLEMANS

j

letto finds its mark, the GaborK?>rit
Danc^, Song's is maneuvered. But . bowoff ap-
10 Mins.

, plause scarcely endures long
Palace, N. Y. ^enough to bridge last glimpse of

The Coiemans are a likeable a Gabor gown behind the silken

Negro family, comprising parents curtain. Will.

i
and teenage son and daughter,

j

—
i .They re. all fairly good hoofers, ^ .y/v ^ «• > >

with the boy showing fine possi-

.

bilities in the song department.
Parents open the session with a f.

™
VT

spot of fast terping. . The lad takes Palace, N. Y,

over and is joined by his sister.! Payo & Mai, European imports.

All their efforts go over nicely.
]

comprises a good opening turn
The boy’s voice, at present, hasn’t

1

suitable for that spot in vauders
settled down, but it seems to be ! and one which can play the out-

I working itself into a good place- 1 door field with ease. Act has the

ment and he looks like a possibility ’ boy working atop a unicycle and
I in a- few years. The girl is sinii-

;
juggling various objects. The girl

1

iarly a promising performer, being ! acts as. assistant.
1

able to knock off a good song, and 1 the lad has some excellent jug-

she also shows superiority in the gling patterns. He manipulates

terp division, !

Jose. hoops, balls, hats and other ob-—^—-—- ,.jects, ninny of them simultane-
ously. His strongpoint. comes at

bathing beauties at indoor pools,
where we invited local columnists
to do the first “underwater inter-

view.” This worked, pretty well,

for it gave us an excuse to get the
girl 'and a reporter! into bathing
suits. Whatever Kinsey s:;vs. lie

cannot d'spute the o’d m’e of na-
ture that, the average American
male will not be too unfriendly
during 'an inteniew with 'a. ^ell-
built American female in a bathing
suit.

One uf the largei>scale junkets
oi the past year was the Tcxis ex-
pedition of “Take the High
Ground” when it opened in El
Paso. San Antonio, Houston. Fort
Worth and Dallas. In addition to

Riqhard Widmark, the fair E'aine
Stewart and Rusty Tam.blyn o' the
cast, the company included Dore
Schary . -MGMls^v.p. of-
prbductior, and George .Murphy,
Hollywood’s ambassador of good
will. It was hot and .dusty in

Texas, which is a mighty big state

if you are covering it by train from
one personal appearance tow n to

another.

Wrong Symbol

GABOR SISTERS (3)

{Talk-Songs

j

15 Mins.

j
Last Frontier. Las Vegas

Shades of Willie Hammerslein!
This " low’-ciit. highstyle. sideshow
act will probably pull in enough

!
patronage to. give to the Last Fron-
tier casino bosses a new unward
lilt of their, cigars. But the Gabor

. goulash on “merit” could scarcely !

the finale, when he drapes virtually

every part of his body with liohps

and they turn in every direction.

He's off to a good mitt. Jose.

STAN HARPER
Harmonica
9 Mins.

Palace, N, \\

Stan Harper is a harmonica

he booked elsewhere. Talent-wise.- player of near-virtuoso propof-

these are hungry Hungarians—Zsa tions, He elicits a good tone. <),ut

However, one of the lausrbs of

the expedition was the moment
when Dore Schary was- presented
with a large Texas-type li.it. Ask'd
by photographers to put it -on. he
slid his fingers along the crrwn of

the Stetson and two Texans dropped
their bourbon glasses in shock. It

seems that Schary. innocent of the
nuances of Stetsoh-creasmg. had
folded his sombrero into a "shcep-
hefder’s erush.” which is about as

popular in cattle country as wear-
ing an orange tit in Dublin on St,

I’atrick's Day.

Moving in before a single flash-

bulb could pop, a cattleman quick-

ly re-erusned the hat. sc that

Schary was able to pose .properly*.

The .new crush ' identified, him .as

the osvncr of a large ranch, well-

slocked with cattle.

In just a couple woek«. we break

the .ehahrir.gne bottle over a ivpli-

ea of “The Long, Long Trailer’.’

ifrom the nieture of the same

fori sucker supremacy. "Tiger Rag.

The Gabors are no. better than ,
Harper, unfortunately, seems to

; they should be as a unit. Their.
;
lower his musical standards with

brief “act,” scripted by Herb Baker; attempts at gimmicking t hai

is clever and sophisticated in the ' don’t seem to come oif, He piays

i
main, but
is completely
gimrnick,

I which sister

. eided when .
Magda

called “Gypsy Colt” on i'.r way,

and they tell us the horse 'who

plays the title role is terrifically,

photogenic, so it looks like there
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have sounded to the pure in spirit

as "Aw, shucks," but to the raffish

in spirit it was something decided-

ly different. The fact that the

word was wafted across the air-

waves of. the. land during Lewis’

appeal for contributions to restore

the bombed churches of Germany
made matters considerably more
distressing for all concerned; Man-
agement quickly canned the an-

nouncer who made the remark near

a mike he thought was dead.

This choice four-letter word also

played a return engagement on the

"Crime Syndicated” television pro-

gram when the highly polished an-

nouncer Went to work on' the

Schick commercial. Another dandy
booboo waS the introduction given

to a model agency, head who ordi-

narily is known as "The Merchant
of Venus." Arthur Godfrey’s an-

nouncer declared that “Congress
packed an ass” instead of "Con-
gress passed an act;" The red-

faced announcer tried to squirm

Out of this by saying rather lame-

ly, "Fifteen years in radio and I

had to make a fluff like this."

Slightly reminiscent of the old

radio Bond Bread fluff ("for the

breast in bed try, Bronze bed, etc,

etc.) was the one that on the tele-

vision channels when the emcee
asked his female guest interviewee:

"Is it true you were chosen one of

the 10 best-breasted women in the

country?" . .

f
~ Biological Candor

|

Candor of a biological nature
abounded on the television audi-

ence participation shows during the

past 12 months. Here the award
should go to "Strike It Rich" which
featured some of the best straight-

from-the-shoulder conversation of

a pure-eyed eight-year old moppet.
Warren Hull greeted the child con-
testant, "Why do you want to

strike it rich?", he asked. “Be-
. cause I need a. bed,” she smiled at

him. "Why do you need a bed?”,
he pressed gently. "Well,” the
child cooed, "daddy is in the army
apd I sleep with mommy but on
Saturday Uncle Charlie comes and
I have to sleep in the kitchen.” The
result was. bed-lam.

Sports fans are tittering at the
manner in which the television

sportscaster described the ladies

present at a Madison Square Gar-
den fight. "Several are quite
dressed up." he reported. “There
are a number, in fact, in goWnless
evening straps.”

Many of the guests on air shows,
pros and non-pros, are not endowed
with excessive intelligence and this

Is quite evident from eavesdrop-
ping on their verbal jousts with
emcees and night owl jabberjock-
les, Herb Shriner asked a con-
testant on his “Two for the Money”
program: “Are you a natural

come histories, young and old, will

gather in the card-playing rooms
of the Lambs and the Friars and
recount the unprecedented be-

havior of a certain thespian work-

ing on the "Broadway TV Theatre"

who suddenly cast aside the com*:

mercial he was due to read and
instead decided to satisfy a life-

long ambition by giving the spon-

sor’s product one terrific verbal

razoo. He made several derisive

cracks about the sponsor and then.

It is reported, he thumbed his nose

at both the program producer and
the product. All this happened in

plain view Of the television audi-

ence, It was a magnificent per-

formance and, as Jack O’Brian, the

television and radio critic of the

N. Y. Journal-American put it: "It

was a climax seldom witnessed in

any. branch of .
showbusiness .

one stricken stagehand said he
never had observed so magnificent

a snub to the conventions in all

his years of ministering to the guys
and ropes of backstage theatricals

ranging back to the Barrymores

—

all of them." Station execs were
up in arms about the actor’s be-

havior and had him brought up on
charges. The local board of AFTRA
slapped him down with a 90-day.

suspension for his unflattering on-

camera cracks. V
Merry Hades also broke loose on

a recent television program spon-

sored by a beer concern. On this

malty occasion an announcer with
considerable joy in his eyes and
foaming glass of beer to his lips

had just finished expressing his

undying gratitude to the sponsor
for brewing one of the finest

quench thirsters in America when
a roving camera caught the spieler

in the highly undignified act of

spitting the beautiful light lager

into a tin can. This announcer was
certainly no beer fancier nor did

he subscribe to the old Teutonic
saying that “Die Brauerei is die

beste apotheke”_or "the brewery
is the best drugstore.”

,
j.

Company-by-company rundown of films Sent into circulation ^
1953, promising to gross $1,000,000 or over in domestic (U. S. and
Canadian) distribution rentals.

No. of
Films Over
$1,000,000

1. 20th-Fox 21

2. Metro . . ...................... - 23

3. Paramount
4. Warners ............ ........

5. Universal

6. Columbia
7. RKO ; .

.

8. United Artists

9. Republic

TOTALS

18

21

22

8
10

.

'

5"

2

Total

Rentals

$ 60,550,000

52.775.000.

50.500.000

47.025.000.

32.300.000

26;650,000
• 24,850,000

14.400.000
'

2;300.000

135 $311,950,000

JOEY BISHOP
Season’s Best to All!

dramatic scenes Who ate heavy

meals and walked out of the res-

taurants without bothering to pay

their checks.
The female anouncers on the

television cooking programs Who.

opened gas ranges and pulled out

sizzling hot dishes without the aid

of gloves or pot holders.

The youngster on television who
boasted: “I have been using Pepso-

dent toothpaste Since I was a little

boy and my mother and father have

been using Pepsodeht since they

were little boys,”

The sportscaster who thought the

mike was dead and uttered the sage

remark: “Wow, what a stinking

ballgame!”

Looking Where They Ain’t

born citizen 'drfheTJnited States?”
"Oh, no,” the woman assured him,
"I was a Caesarean.”

Followers of the after-midnight
disk jockey pundit circuit teehee
when they recall Henry Morgan’s
interview with a widely known fe-

male pop singer over WMGM. She
outmalaproped the original Mrs.
Malaprop. This vocalist’s misuse
of words was exactly what Massa’
Morgan needed to start the satiri-

cal ball rolling down memory lane.

.At one point in the interview she
told Morgan he was a "well-read
courtestan.” This observation left

Morgan speechless, but only for 45
seconds.

|
Deadpan Commercials

|

Before old Doc Vladimir Kosma
Zworykin got around to inventing

‘ the iconoscope, which almost
knocked radio for a loop^the-Ioop,
any actor in the privacy of a studio
could read a commercial while on
the air and at the same time make
any number of grimaces. As a rule,

there was no one to take him to
task if during the reading . of the
line, “Blotz’s Bubble Gum Is Bet-
ter Than Butter in the Belly,” he
screwed up his proboscis

Roving . cameras have snafued
many a good program- They have
brought guffaws to viewers in the
home and terrible embarrassment
to all concerned in the studio.

Stagehands have been caught in

the damdest positions and films

have been bawled up; food props im
tended for upcoming commercials,
have been consumed by hungry ac-

tors and electric refrigerators,

safety razors and countless other
gadgets have refused to function
properly when the camera focused
on them.

Clinical research reveals many
air slips and snafus worthy of in-

clusion in a year-end catalog and
in the interests of higher trade
journalism this fluff pathologist
herewith offers you:

"Try Betty Crocker’s green split

poo seep.”
“Keep a stuff ipper lup."
"Good ladies, evening and gen-

tlemen of the audio radiancy.”

Introducing Walter Pidgeon, an
emcee said: "Mr. Privilege, this is

indeed a Pidgeon” and immediately
followed this up with "our sponsor
is the biggest manufacturer of
maghocsium, aleeminum and stool.”
The Louisville, Kentucky, an-

nouncer who said: "The Stork
Club on Seventh Street has had
its leer and bicker license revoked,"
Helen Hayes’ fluff on Omnibus:

"And so the princess and her fairy
price celibated their wedding."
The huckster who was pitching a

reducing weight pill. "My product
is best for woosing leight," he
shouted.

Abe Massey In AFTRA
The extra on the television pro

duction of "Abe Lincoln in Illi-

nois” starring Raymond Massey
who muffed his line during a crowd
scene showing the departure of
the Great Emancipator. At the top
of his lungs the extra yelled

Yn flip !
“Good bye Mr. Massey.” This time

solemn sanctity of a radio studio he I
-iey assassinated the extra,

could thus show his displeasure T,ie night Robert Montgomery
with the proSe fashioned in the kept referring to the guest star on
copywriting mills on Madison Ave- his_ dramatic program, Teresa
nue.

.
It was usually safe enough Wright, as Martha Scott,

for him to make all the funny faces Judge Heffelfinger’s interview on
he wanted provided the sponsor Mel Allen’s White Owl show. "They
was not present in the goldfish • make trie sick," was Pudge’s judg-
bowl. i ment of the stogies, -

But ’tis not so in the field of
j

The actor who portrayed a side
audio-visual entertainment. Televi- show barker on "The Web” and
sion calls for a great deal more who kept shouting: “Come on,
care and . devotion to details that folks, only 20 cents—one-tenth of
would ordinarily be overlooked irt a dollar!”
AM entertainment. In years to The actors in a flock of television

55/ Continued from page 5

No Liquid Courage Here

The performer, who while plug-

ging his sponsor’s
.
dry-wine, tried

to open a bottle and splashed the

entire contents over the rest of the

cast. "This was awfully wet stuff

for a dry wine,” he said lamely. A
cancellation order came through
the following day.
The female performers on tele-

vision programs Who said such
things as "I wouldn’t dare meet
my boy friend the way I’m dressed.
These, clothes I’m wearing is sure
awful." And at the end of the pro-
gram there were screen credits for

the swank shops that supplied the
wardrobes.

The night Marilyn Maxwell
guested on "What’s My Line?" and
one of the panelists asked her:
“Are you female?” "Yes,” she
cracked, “the last time I looked,”

No account of the year’s mishaps
would be complete without calling

attention to the young man who
walked into a New York City tele-

phone booth and when he picked
up the receiver he heard voices
and music. For a while he thought
he had intruded in a private party
but in a moment or two he heard a
voice say: “This is Johnny Olsen’s
Rumpus Room, WABD, Channel 5.”

public foie

in black-and-white, "Eternity" is

headed for $12,500,000 in distribu-

tion coin. This one pic has been a

tremendous bolstering factor in

Col’s finances and. was largely re-

sponsible for rise in the company’s
stock to new highs in trading quo-
tations.

Third is Paramount’s "Shane,”
now shaping as the biggest west-
ern on the books. Photographed
iff the standard aspect ratio but
shown on many widened screens
in its early playoff, “Shane" ap-

pears a cinch to reach $8,000,000
in Par’s collections from home-
market exhibs.

‘Cinerama’ Standout

Cinerama must be included in,

if not at the head of, any list of

pic greats. It has been an incred-

ible coin collector, but also an
unique One. "This Is Cinerama”
is now playing in only seven thea-
tres, and S. H. Fabian, who’s at the
helm, claims a total theatre gross
already of over $6,500,000.

This obviously is insuffiqierit to

justify any longrange crystal-ball-

ing on what amount of money
eventually will be brought in. Big
questions center on how many
houses can and will be equipped
for it, and whether it can spread
out into more than one theatre in

a single area. (It opened its solo

N. Y. run Sept. 30, 1952, and is

continuing at an amazingly steady
pace.) Further, since Cinerama is

an integrated outfit, there’s no
breakdown on exhib-distrib money
as obtains with' other product.

‘Bwana’ Started If

The year’s b.o. excitement (some
uplifting, some downbeat) had an-
other contributing factor in

:
3-D.

The medium got off like a house
on fire with Arch Oboler’s "Bwana
Devil” and reached its highpoint
with Warners’ "House of Wax.”
“Bwana," released (and later

bought outright from flholer) hy

phone puzzled him no end, and he
asked the telephone company to
explain. They mumbled something
about a cross-connection of TV and
telephone wires in the main office.

Later in the season baseball fans
watching the Giants-Dodger game
over WPIX were treated to voices
on the soundtrack of an English
film placed oyer Russ Hodges’ voice.
"What’s going on theah?” a British
voice wanted to know as Dem Bums
filled all the bases. A few moments
later when one of the Brooklyn
Superbas reached home plate, a
supercilious British voice sniffed:
“What rot!" Despite the disdainful
British cracks, the Dodgers won.
No one, however, was able to give
a satisfactory explanation for the
sudden visit from Our English
cousins.

Walter .Winchell has maintained
that "if you don’t fluff at least
once, nobody knows you’re human.”
"Human, shmooman " perform-

ers say, “it should happen only to
a dog!"

Wallis-Par Co-Production

Deal on
Hollywood,

.

Hal Wallis and Joseph Hazen
signed a hew joint production deal
with Paramount for the filming of
“The Big Top," a circus story star-
ring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
Film will be made in Phoenix, us-
ing facilities, performers and ani-
mals of the Clyde Beattty Circus.
Shooting starts Feb. 15;

Lewis will be cast as a clown
with ambitions to become a lion
tamer. Martin will play one of the
owners of the show.

United Artists, because of its

startling grosses at the beginning,
set Hollywood off on a 3-D binge,
On the basis of early dates, the
freak production looked heading
for a gross of well over $5,000,000.
But the public wised up and the
quickie is winding up with $2,700-
000, still a handsome profit for a
30QG investment.
“Wax” was one of the later

starters in the dimensional sweep-
stakes and tops the extra-Dee ros-
ter for 1953. It figures to conclude
its full playoff, mostly 3-D and
some 2-P, with $5,500,000.

Like Par with “Shane," other
companies were feeling their oat-
ers. These outdoor actioners were
found somewhat similar to specta-
cles iff that they’re nicely adapta-
ble to widescreening or 3-D. WB’s
“Charge At Feather River,” a
3-D'er, is unusually big for a sage-
brush entry, at $3,650,000.

ho longer the -names that count at

the b.o. so much as size and in'-

tegrity of production and depth ot

story. Jean Simmons wou I d ap- :

pear to rate as first actress becauso

her pik made the most money-*
$21,850,000 via “Robe" ($20,000.

000) and "Young Bess” ($1,850,-

000). But With “Robe” it was pro-

duction that starred, ; with an im-

mense ad-pub campaign featured,

at least.

Also, the valid batting average
is one based on at least several

trips to; the plate. But, for the

record, and because it reflects to

what extent the femmes will^be in

pictorial circulation, here’s the

lineup of number of films in which

they appeared iff the, total gross:
0

No. of

Player Pix Gross

1. Jeari Simmons ..2 $21,850,000

2. Deborah Kerr . 4 18,450,000

3. Marilyn Monroe . . 3 1 4,950,000

4. Betty Grable ...2 8.650,000

5. Jean Arthur .... 1
.

8,000,000

With those same qualifying com-

ments equally applicable, here's

how the male stars came through:

2. Victor Mature

3. B. Lancaster

4. Mont. Clift .

5. Alan Ladd .

.

For purposes
"Robe" . is being regarded as a

$20,000,000 grosser although, as

previously stated, it could go high-
.

er. Also, only top-line stars are

considered in the Variety listing.

For example, Lancaster, Clift and

Miss Kerr are credited for ‘ Eter-

nity" while Frank Sinatra and

Donna Reed are not.

I A Kerr-Load of Deborah I

. .2 $21,100,000

. :1 20,000,000

. .3 18,000,000

. .2 14,500,000

, .4 13,550,000

of compilation,

Did Over $4,000,000

Eleven pix in all climbed into
Variety’s list of outstanding prod-
uct of all time, that is, with in-
dicated domestic grosses of $4,-
000,000 or over. In addition to
those already mentioned are 20th’S
"How to Marry a Millionaire"
(also in C’Scope), $7,500,000; RKO-
pisney’s “Peter Pan," $7,000,000;
RKO-Goldwyn’s "Hans Christian;
Andersen," $6,000,000; Metro’s
“Mogambo," $5,200,000; 20th’s
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," $5,-

100,000; UA’s “Moulin Rouge,"
$5,000,1100, and Col’s “Salome,"
$4,750,000.

Some Lucky Stars Due
For Wide Circulation

As for the talent, some were
lucky stars. For in some cases it’s

~MisV"Kerr“competed via ‘‘Eter-

nity,’’ “Prisoner of Zenda,” “Bess'

and "Thunder in the East”; Miss

Monroe, "Millionaire,’ "Niagara’

and “Blondes"; Miss Grable. “Mil-

lionaire" and "Farmer Takes a

Wife"; and Miss Arthur, "Shane.’

Burton, “Robe" and “Desert

Rats”; Mature, "Robe”; Lancaster,

“Eternity," "Come Back, Little.

Sheba" and "South Sea Woman ;

Clift, "Eternity" and "1 Confess;

and Ladd, "Thunder in the East

;

"Shane"; "Botany Bay” and “Des-

ert Legion;’’

Good eample of where the stars,

themselves, shine consistently 13

the team of Dean Martin & Jenf

Lewis. Comics have three films in

the 1953 lineup — "Stooge.
"Scared Stiff" and "Caddy”—and

each of them is listed at the same

$3,500,000.

The lead position among the

film comoanies was taken by 2Ull

J

with 21 films arid total rentals or

$60,550,000 (including “Robe ai

$20,000,000). M-G follows with ^
pix at $52,775,000. Same two ou

J

fits were at the top last year P

in reverse order.

Par continued in show position

but marking impressive
ment over, last year. Par’s ’53 ta y

is 18 pix with total rentals of •

500,000; in ’52, it was 15 produc

tions at $42,360,000.

Frank; Ross, of / course, tops in-

dividual producers in iffoney .co .

with “Robe," his only time oiu.

Last year’s filmmaking topper

Leonard Goldstein, who w°n 0
ne

such competitors as Cecil ® .

Mille, Sam Zimbalistl Hal Warn

and Darryl F. Zanuck. GoWstcin

had only four entries this >

though, compared with etgb
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Address:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

Beat Coatf Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N. Y.

'-#4
V/.

Midwetl Division

137 North Wabash Avenue

Chicago 2, Illinois

,V,Wes/ Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blyd^

Hollywood 38, CaWwiia
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PINE -THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
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To SIDNEY SKOLSKY, who gave birth to the whole idea; the

/ho went through with it; ALFRED E.

it; RAY H ElNDORF, for his music;

is

Grandma Esther; the rest of the

and to everyone else who contributed their efforts to the

making of

“THE EDDIE CANTOR STORY”

Thanks,

i
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BUDDY ADLER
PRODUCER

In Release:

HERE TO ETERNITY

In Preparation:

“MARY MAGDALENE”

For COLUMBIA PICTURES



TECHNICOLOR IS THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK OF

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
— HERBERT T. KALMUS^ President and General Manager -







Showplace of the Nation Rockefeller Center, N. Y.

ft)

institution known throughout

and stage shows notable for

the world for its presentation of outstanding motion pictures

their good taste, beauty and perfection of execution.

ASTOR, VICTORIA and BIJOU THEATRES

NEW YORK
—4*. — - —
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A STANLEY KRAMER
PRODUCTION
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NOW IN PREPARATION

FOR UNITED ARTISTS
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BEST WISHES

LOU

ABBOn COSTELLO

JACK CARSON
. 'i

' V

"A STAR IS BORN"

Warner Bros.
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RUSSELL MARKERT
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EDMUND GRAINGER

PRODUCTIONS
Now in

#/SPLIT SECOND it

it
D

//

If / /

//

Just Completed For Relea$e

THE FRENCH LINE
with

//

Technicolor

Fitch, Henry Miller and Vir^
Herbert. Vlct0r

George M. Cohan was the Ahhntt
in 1912. They gave dinners a
L. Erlanger, John Drew, Lee Shn
bert, Oscar Hammerstein. Cow
Belasco, William Harris, De Wni?'
Hopper, Sam H. Harris. David
Warneld, Jerry J. Cohan. Mayo!

.

John P. Mitchell, Irving Berlin
John Ringling, William A. Bradv
Enrico Caruso and Jimmy Walk*?!
During the depression no din--

ners were given although some ofthe sticklers for tradition though
they should hold them as usual*

a

Kellog's Cafeteria. /,; U 1 at

The “modern'’ dinners began
with the Joe; E. Lewis bandue
Nov,. 3, 1950—one of the most
memorable salutes to anybody in
the last quarter of a century.

It required no toastmaster, as it

was done on the stage, via a series
of sketches, and at its peak Toots
Shor was given “the pie-in-the-
face” bit. Toots has thought of
himself as an actor, without inter-
ruption, since.

On Nov, 9, 1951, Jack Benny
was given the Friars’ treatment
CBS boss Bill Paley’s '. eulogy was
one of the most outstanding.
“We said to Jack when he came

towork for us, ‘You can have any-
thing we have/ ” said Paley. "To
Ills everlasting credit, he hasn’t
taken

,
advantage of us. We still

have our building at 485 Madison
Ave.”
Fred Allen commented upon

Jack’s fiddling. ;

“He’s the only violinist who
makes you . feel that the strings
would sound better back in the
cat.” said Fred.

Repalling their earlier davs.
Fred said:

“I .first met him in vaudeville. in

Centralia, 111. I was playing the
big house and Mr. Benny was play-
ing a suburb. The theatre was so

far back in the woods, the man-
ager was a bear. He used to pay
the acts off in honey.

“Jack was in the war, and was
the first sailor in history to get

seasick in the recruiting office. He
had to take drammamine to look

at. the Yacht Club Boys. About
this dinner,' there is only one Friar,

who would travel 6.000 miles to

get a free meal—that’s Jack
Benny.” :

This year he’s traveling 3,000

miles to get another one—to be
toastmaster, for the salute to

Georgie. I hope I get a good seat.

I want to be close enough to watch

peorgie listen in frustrated silence

for two or three hours—unable to

taik until the very end. I wonder
if they won’t have to change the

procedure and let the guest of

honor speak first?

FRIARS’ BANQUET TECHNIQUE:

BOOK JESSEL FIRST
Bv EARL WILSON

Next year—1954—it’s going to

be different.

(It’s always going to be different

next year, and it never is, but this

next year it’s really going to be
O.K.? ) .

The Friars Club is giving a din-

ner, and the toastmaster is not go-

ing to be Georgie Jessel. So you
see it’s a different year already.

The toastmaster is going to be Jack
Benny. Oh, they’ll have a guest of

honor, and in just a second I’ll

think of his name.

The guest of honor will be

Georgie Jessel.

. (Sure, you already heard it. But
did you hear anybody take so long
telling it?)

How fitting that “the Toastmas-
ter General” should be guest of
honor at the Waldorf-Astoria Feb.
21, 1954 (still a few choice tickets

available, call Carl Timin). I am
already wondering/what Fred Al-
ien will say about him. Fred lias

never been so pungent, penetrat-
ing or piercing as he is at Friars’

banquets.
You may have been there last

year when Bob Hope was the g. of

h. Milton Bcrle was then the Ab-
bott of the Friars.

“I appear before you tonight
with mixed emotions,” Fred said.

“The Friars is a most unusual fra-
ternal organization.
“Some weeks ago, Iwas sitting

at home . ; when the phone rang.
It was Jesse Block asking me to
speak at this dinner.
“At the very instant that Jesse,

the head of the entertainment
committee of the Friars, was ask-
ing me to do the Friars a favor,
the Abbott of the Friars Was on
television telling some jokes that,
belonged to me. The U delegates
can learn something from the
Friars technique.”
Fred went on to mention that

the Friars don’t work their dinners
like other organizations, which get
a guest of honor first.

The Friars, Fred said, make sure

Jessel’s available to be toastmas-
ter. Then they send out to Holly-
wood for a guest of honor.

“They have to send out to Holly-
wood.” Fred explained, “Most of
the New York Friars are out of
Work.”

50th Anniversary

I have been doing some research
about these dinners and found out
that the Friars in the beginning
was not the Friars-r-but was the
“Press Agents Association.” That
was in 1904. Charles Emerson
Cooke, publicist for Djfvid Belasco,
was the first head of the group.
Channing Pollock, then p.a., for
the Shuberts, was another founder,
and so was John W. Rumsey, who
is now an honorary life member.
ArOund 1907 the Friars name

was adopted.; Guests of honor at
those early dinners were Clyde

“Have You Buried/ Your Tal-

ents?.” an interview with Mary
•Martin, leads off the first issue

of Faith Today, new inspirational,

non-sectarian religious mag which

v.ent on the stands yesterday

• Tues.). Other show biz names in

the preem issue are Marion Mill

Preminger, who writes on Albert

Schweitzer under the title. “The

Greatest Man Living,” and William

Saroyan with an excerpt from

“The Human Comedy.”
.
Publisher and editor is Peter V.

K. Funk, third, generation of the

publishing -family and formerly an

editor with Wilfred Funk. Inc.

Current 'issue is dated Feb.-Mar.,

and the second issue, now on the

Press, Is due in two months. Mag
Will probably switch to a monthly

schedule with the third number,

Contents will include wide range

of popular religious material from

both lay and clergy authors of all

oenoininations, about two-third*

original and one-third reprints,

mainly from books. Pocket sized at

125 pages, mag sells for 35c ana

carries ho ads.

RICHARD BROOKS

Director

MGM Studios
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Bob Hope

NAT HOLT and PICTURES
Announce the purchase of Horace McCoy's

exciting and daring new novel

“LOUISIANA
hiYif

Preparing for productionion in early

"FLIGHT TO TANGIER"

"HURRICANE WILLIAMS"

"DENVER AND RIO GRANDE'

— Now In Release —

"ARROWHEAD"
"FLAMING ARROW"

"WARPATH"

"PONY EXPRESS"

"SILVER CITY"

'GREAT MISSOURI RAID'

All in Color by TECHNICOLOR— PARAMOUNT RELEASE

NAT HOLT
PARAMOUNT STUDIO

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

WM.B.JAFFE
745 5TH AVE.

NEW YORK CITY
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/Cause of ills inexperience, his ex-

peiimeuuu ion or his freshness, of

point' o! view, he is • .ill-fitted to

cope. Thus: it is /that the new
writer ar.cl the experimental plaw
"must ’’try lu find a more hospitable

birthplace than among the trade

winds, of Broadway.
Imbued with a desire' to make it

possible to try .'out the plays of the

young-' author. The Theatre Guild
and the Westport 'Conn.) Country
Plav horde have for a number of

years'.- been hospitable to young
u lifers with varying results. One
of these authors. Robert McEnroe,
wrote “The Silver Whistle.” which
was produced' in the bucolic atmos-
phere of the summer of 1948 with
Jose Ferrer- in the lead ar.d after-'

wards played a season on Broad-
way and another season on the
road. "Come Back. Little Sheba,”
by a new// writer, . William Inge.

produced in Westport in 1950,
achieved a similar success on
Broadway and the road and also

made ope of the best motion
.

pic-

tures of i.ts year. This past sum-
mer a number of new. plays by new

. American authors were tried . out,

and one of the best of these, “The
Trip to Bountiful.” by Horton
Foote, was also brought to Broad-
way.

.

/-'.
'•

No Big Welcome
[

|

Were these, last two plays, both
! of them indicating wTitirig of al

rfirstciass order. Welcomed with
/open arms? Not a bit of it. While

j

some of the discerning had the

I
ability to see in them the existence

j

of firstc’.ass theatrical writers with
much to contribute to the future
of the American theatre, curiously,

enough the majority of the acco-
lades were heaped, not upon the
heads of the authors, but upon the

ALEXANDER
Composer-Conductor

actors who portrayed the roles

which the authors—had-^mften-^
Thus, it was that in ‘/Sheba,” Shir-
ley. Booth and Sidney Blackmor re-

ceived the topmost praise in their

|

careers and. generously shared

|
their ..acclaim with William Inge,

j

The same thing happened, ..with

j
Lillian Gish and Jo Van Fleet in

j

the case of “Bountiful.”

]. Continuing- her success -in -the
' part of Lola in motion -pictures'!

;

Sliirley Booth not only w on the.

I Academy Award for the best ac-

tress of the year, but also won
!
practically every theatre award for

i the best acting and the award at

Cannes for one of the best.aeiresses
jin the world of motion pictures.

! But what of the playwrights

;
themselves—the men who w rote

j
the plays in Which these actors

: and actresses w:on such high
laurels? One would almost be

j

forced to. believe that these per-
formers. had in some miraculous
way written their own parts arid

had ad libbed them all through
the play, for seldom did one find

any recognition that a fine writer
i had written a great part which had
been greatly acted.. Yet we who

• put on plays in the theatre, inducl-

s
ing the actors and . actresses who

! appear in them, know that no. per-
former can give a great perform-

: ance Unless the writer has written
a great part. Although we give the

- fullest
,

credit to those magnificent
actors and actresses, Shirley Booth

• and Sidney Blackmer in “Sheba.”
l and Lillian Gish, Jo Van Fleet, Eva

|

Marie Saint and the rest of the

j
cast in “Bountiful,” we take our

j

hats
.
off to the. authors of these

plays, William Inge and Horton

by that band of enthusiasts which
-ii-fways—luves-\vorks- of-art in the
theatre and* hut for its sale and
tremendous success as a motion
picture, would have passed into ob-
livion. The sanie Was true of
“Bountiful,” which was cheered by
Theatre, Guild audiences night af-
ter night, T|here was this differ-
ence between “Sheba” and “Boun-
tiful.”. ;'hpweyei*—“Shfiha”. had._one r

set and could survive on a boxof-
fic.e business of $13,000 to 814.000
a week. . “Bountiful,” with th ree
sets calling for over 15 stagehands,

j

could not survive on this kind Of,

; business. / Thus, the greatest per-

j

formance in Lillian/ Gish’s career
and the advent of a brilliant ac-

j tress, Jo Van Fleet, as well as one

j

of the season’s best plays, passed

!
into the limbo of the missing:

|

One. of the signs of a new and
j
important author is his ability to
create magnificent acting parts.

When we think of O’Neill, we re-
member Anna Christie, the Em-
peror Jones, Nina Leeds of
“Strange Interlude” and a dozen
other parts, : Similarly, . we recall
the part of Amanda played by

f Laurette Taylor in “The Glass
Menagerie,” the part of Blanche
played by Jessica Tandy, in “A

Streetcar Named. Desire” by Ten-
nessee WTITanis. The manager who
cherishes a young author will not
attempt to present his plays with
actors incapable of' portraying the
parts. Thus it is that there arc a .

number of plays now' ‘'going the
1

rounds” written by new authors
'

with splendid acting parts which
momentarily lack the aclOrs to

play., them,

-. Waller Kerr recently wrote that

we may be approaching the end
of one of the greatest eras of the

theatre, However, “tliis ain't

necessarily so.” We can- certain ly

postpone tiie. end of the era by the

way we; welcome new' w riters, both
• as managers who are willing to ex-

periment. with , new authors, au-

thors who are willing to support
such an institution as the New
Drariialists Committee, and our
critics who are ever on the lookout"

for the new and worthwhile. writer.

Let it be remembered by those

who mutter in their beards against

the present, idiosyncrasies of

George Jean Nathan, that it was.he

iii the days of his youth who
shouted lb. the housetops hosannas
of Welcome to Eugene O’Neill—
the young American writer of yes-

teryear; .

Foote, ‘Salute” to them.

"ESCAPE FROM FORT BRAVO"

"AFFAIRS OF DOBIE GILLIS"

"REMAINS TO BE SEEN"

(All For MGM)

and

MUSIC FOR AMOS 'N' ANDY (RADIO)

7TH SEASON

For it was their talent as writers
which made this great acting pos-
sible.

Our memory in the theatre is-

I

short. Many of us today are Un-
1 der the impression that “Sheba”
j

Was a great success and won splen-
did acclaim which recognized the
introduction of a new' and impor-

I
tant writer. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The play
was hardly welcomed at all or, if

so, only grudgingly. It was. loved

Season's Greetings

ESS

WOODS

Chicago* Illinois

IMOtO CITY MUSIC NU.
Rockefeller Center

“EASY TO LOVE”
u ESTHER VMUIIMS

vtx JOHNSON • t«mt MARTIN
citH » HCIMienOI) • l.i M-6-M fitiiii,

•.id llu tlTic Hell's bill OKiriirn Stiii Shaw

PARAMOUNT

CONGRATULATIONS

S. J. GREGORY, General Manager



Come To Britain In ’54
Continued from page ' 3

screen test, for instance, is an
Edna Best. To disguise it still

further, they omit the rhyme and
tall it an Edna. This often leads
to utter confusion in the Studios
and explains in part why it some-^
times takes 20 weeks to make a
British picture.

L Poetic Or Gibberish ~|

Cricket lingo is either inordi-
nately poetic or gibberish. To
howl a maiden over” does not
mean anything like what it appears
to mean. Few things in England

A wicket is three sticks with
a pc.q on top. On the other hand,
a uickot is the grassy space be-
tween two wickets. A pitcher is a
bowler, but a bovvler is a derby.
Ibc Dci'by is a race, and it is

Pionouncecl darby.

f^he English are great admirers
^ ,11(-'rican

. slang..'but even the
cleverest of them cannot imitate it
pci feci I v. They went mad about
muon Kunyon some. 15 years ago,

and Princess Margaret went to see

“Guys and Dolls” three times last

summer. One of their most pop-
ular writers—who was also one of

their worst—the late Peter Chey-
ney,. got. his reputation by attempt-
ing to use the; American idiom. It

was terrible, full of reckons and
gats and molls and get this, see?

But some English slang is as

terse and as effective, as American
equivalents. I like

.
their words

“smashing” and “smasher.” “Grav-
elled” is as good as “browned off.”

“Come off it” equals “be youi* age.”

Cockney slang is even richer, and
more comical; it is also practically

unintelligible. Spelling it out pho-
netically, as Dickens and Shaw
tried to do, gives no conception of

its variety.

As for Gaelic and Welsh, they

are distinct languages, still widely

spoken. Irish Gaelic is, however,
more alive than Scottish Gaelic.

Cornish lias almost disappeared;

it is.not Gaelic, and it can be un-

derstood across. the Channel by the

French. As for English,, there are

as many accents as there are coun-

ties. Yorkshire is different from
Lancashire, and the, Somerset man
sounds his r’s as sharply as they

do in Ioway.
British ailments are fewer and

simpler than American illnesses.

Everybody here seems to have had
either gout or jaundice; A chill is

the most common trouble. You
can have a chill .on your big toe,

your liver, your , nose, your lung,

or all oyer. This doesn’t necessar-
ily mean that you or your particu-

lar organ quake from frigidity.

What it does mean exactly I have
never been able to find out. Some
people go to bed when they have
it, others don’t. When members
of the Royal Family are indisposed

|

they are usually said to be suffer-

;

ing from a slight chill. This alarms
no one,

j

[" Beer What Ain’t Beer
\

To the British, all American :

beer tastes the same, and it’s not
beer, it’s lager. The best restau-

rants serve lager, but not beer.

Beer is drunk in pubs, and it is

bitter, ale or stout. Ale is pale,

medium, brown or dark. If you
just ask; for a glass'-uf beer in a

pub, you’ll get bitter. And if vou
want it cold, they'll put the ice into

j

it, if they have any ice.

British money seems to be hope-

lessly confusing to the American
visitor, although really it is quite,

simple. A pound is a quid.
:

A
guinea is a pound plus a shilling.

There is no such thing as a guinea,

however, except when you buy
something; you then find that your
purchase: costs a number of shill-

ings more, than you thought it did.

A sovereign is a pound in the form
of gold. It is worth more on the
Continent than you can get for it

in England, consequently there is

a brisk manufacture of same in

various cellars of France, and
Italy. Any old gold will do, but
the expert will always demand un-
alloyed sovereigns. They are legal

tender in England, but if you try to

pass one they will ask you where
you got it and'hmr'conreT

-
This is

dangerous.

A penny is a large copper cart-

wheel which wears holes in pock-
ets. Hence, British pockets are
made better material than
American pockets. Twelve .pennies
make a shilling; A shilling is a

bob. Two bobs make a florin,

but you never sav florin and you
never say bobs. You sav two bob.
Two and a half of these bobs make
a half crown. But there is no such
thing as a crown in everyday use.

If you had a pocketful of crowns,
if there were any crowns, your
pants would fall off.

The British are very polite. They
express their thanks on the slight-

est provocation and in a dozen dif-

rent ways. A few of them say

thank yoii. quite clearly and unmis-
takably. But the rest of them say:^

kew. think vow, thankenee.'
thankee, hkyew, . kuesir, kewsa,
kewmiun, kewmiss or ta.

Come to Britain next summer.
Xo Festival. No Coronation. And
beef is back.

PORTLAND A CITY OF

MANY CHANGES IN ’53

Portland, Ore.

Theatre row here has seen a

number of major changes this past

year. The 3,400 seat Paramount
Theatre was taken over by the

Portland Paramount Corp.
,

with

M. M. Meshcr as president. Ever
green's 1,500 seat Mayfair legit-pic .

house was completely gutted with
only four walls standing and next
March will reopen as The Fox and
the first theatre ever built actually
for CinemaScope and stereophonic
sound.

J.^ Parker’s United Artists
Theatre was shuttered for the
summer but is now relit. Ever-
green’s Orpheum installed the first

local.CinemaScope followed by
its Oriental. The Broadway js

now? alsO C'Scope and Hamrick's
Liberty follows this w'eek.

Hamrick’s Roxy was rc-opened
with a 25c policy. The Capitol,

closed for several years, is now
operated by John Becker with a
glorified biirlesk policy phis tran-

sient performers.

Keith' Petzold took o\er the
General. Managers post at Jesse

Jones Circuit. Vet Thentroman
Herb Royster becamemanager of

t ! to Broa d way Thea t.re and ' pub-
1 icity. director for the en lire c.li a i n.

.
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THIS IS TELEVISION
By II. ALLEN SMITH

During the period when Fred Allen
,
was making his

most ambitious attempt to conquer television, I was invited,

to be a guest oh his show. It was a fullscale, one-hour

production and my role Was an extremely minor one

—

that of an author in one of the skits.

I had approximately the same number

»
of lines that I normally use in order-

ing a piece of pie in the Automat.
I was told to report for rehearsals

eight days before the show Was to go
on the air. There would be, I was
informed, eight solid days of rehear-

sals and my presence would be re-

quired at each of them.
The first couple of days were easy.

The company was broken up into lit-

tle groups and assigned to different
•— - — -rooms—in—tlie-Ga pitol, - Hotel—on—8t lv

H. Allen Smith AVenue, N. Y. City. We just sat

ground, for the most part, and smoked and gossiped mid

occasionally we’d "bunch- up around a table and play our

Scenes by reading from the script.

Along ‘about the middle of the week everyone assembled

In the hotel ballroom, which was to be the scene of the

remaining rehearsals. .
I’ll .

never forget that ballroom,

Madness reigned in that big room. There .were actor?

and announcers, agency men and agents, friends and

relatives of the sponsor, production men, directors, cam-

eramen. engineers, stagehands,, prop men,
^
girls taking

notes, script writers,, guys with “releases for people to

sign, bovs running coffee in paper containers, several

men I judged to be psychoanalysts, singers, musicians,

acrobats, a sports announcer, chorus boys, set-dressers

and one small dog belonging to an. actress. .Oh. yes, and

chorus girls—a couple of dozen of them. They wore

leotards and while I noticed that nobody else seemed to pay

much attention-to them, they served me as -a--constant

source of distraction. They stood around kicking at

things, or standing on their toes, or suddenly leaping into

the air, Those leotards looked quite fragile, but appar-

ently they are made of strong stuff, for not. a one of them

ever split. I know. I was watching for it. .

In the ballroom there were actually moments of com-

parative quiet, when a scene was being rehearsed, but for

the most part the place was a confusion of noises. People

screamed in ariger quite a bit. There were several neai-

fights. In an adjoining room the orchestra was boom-

ing and blaring away most of the time.

On the day before the show was to go on the air, all of us

spent a good eight hours in that ballroom. By middle of

the afternoon the confusion and tumult resembled one of

those Union Square riots we used to have back in the

early 1930s,

Vesuvius Erupts

The director and his assistants finally got everyone

quieted down and Mr* Allen took the floor with a couple of

actors. They began playing their skit, perhaps the 20th

time they had dope it. They seemed to be doing ail right,

considering the fact that they were all colosally pooped.

Then one of the actors faltered on a line, and the director

spoke sharply to him about it The actor’s nerves cracked.

He began screeching at the director. He used language

that ain’t fitten. He said that the director was persecut-

ing him. He said that he had been in show business when
the director was studying short division in grade school.

He said he had not only his agent but his lawyer in the

room and dod-lam it, he wasn’t going to put up with this

abuse one minute more. 'The agent and the lawyer came
dashing into the scene. Uproar is hardly the word.

“Now just a moment!’' howled the producer. - Let's

not lose our heads!” He got the combatants settled down
and began an impromptu peace conference in the middle
of the floor.

Fred Allen wandered over to the side of the hall where
I was sitting. He looked haggard from loss of sleep, ner-

vous tension and a sore throat.

“What do you think of all this?’’ he asked me.
“Very interesting,” I said. .

“After yesterday’s session I

went home and kicked my dog.”
“You’ve only been through seven days of it,” he said.

‘Wait till tomorrow. We start early tomorrow morning in

the theatre and rehearse all day. About the time you
usually have your dinner, we’ll be doing the dress. And
then we go on the air and really bollix it up.”
“Do you think it’s worth it?”

“Certainly it’s worth it. We’ve got to think of the pub-
lic. Tomorrow night we go on the air with all this won-
derful, sparkling entertainment. Know what happens
then? Out in Bucyrus, Ohio, a bald-headed little man
wearing carpet slippers sits and stares at the screen tor

about five minutes, and then he says, ‘That stinks!’ and
gets up and flips the dial and spends the rest of the eve-
ning looking at a 12-year-old English movie. Chin up, old
boy! This is television!”

The Way You Look at It

A group of young actors were discussing TV in the
.
Lambs Club. They were panning the new medium,
its demands were so exacting, not time to properly
prepare and study a part, so many things in the
studio to distract you, cameras continually moving
from one end of the studio to the other, props being
rushed from set to set. All this while you may be
playing a difficult, emotional scene.

I said, “Fellas, I agree with you bn every count.
But two of you bpys have been made stars in less than
a year. You have played to more people in a few
weeks than Booth, Warfield, Sothcrn and Marlowe
combined did in their entire lives. You can be up in
the money in this medium in months, ihstead of years.
The going has to be a bit tough. The law of compen-
sation demands that. Let me quote from P. T. Bar-
nuiii. He engaged a young giant for a sideshow. The
boy was over eight feet in height and Barnum said,
“Son, you are going to be mighty uncomfortable try-
ing to sleep in a Pullman berth. But when we play a
big city for a week and live in a hotel, you’ll have a
lot of fun walking along the hall looking into people's
transoms/’ Bert Lytell

ROM HERE TO EVENTUALLY
By JEROME LAWRENCE & ROBERT E. LEE

By GEORGE JESSEL

For what purpose TV? Like all new vogues, the busi-

ness of TV suffers from the fact that it wanders o'ff in

all directions; When I use the word “suffer,” I mean
that only for the people who work in it, certainly not for

audiences, as they get all . the best of

it, for they can sit home with or with-

out clothes, dependent upon the

weather, do anything they like and
for relaxation, fool around, switching

WmWg.. programs until they get something
that appeals to them, and the price is

right. But the people who work in

TV find that there is a great lack—

nal? I, at the moment, am being spon-

sored by four products and have en-
George Jessel tered the television business exclu-

sively for this year with this set idea—to sell the products

that are paying me, for I believe that is what I am sup-

posed to do. When the sponsor asks me to personally de-

liver the commercial, I do it. When the sponsor tells me
to take out some dialog or a

q
song to make room for the

commercial, I do it. I also have no interference as far as

entertainment is concerned, for my clients believe that I

should know something about that part of it, having acted,

produced and spoken publicly for more than 40 years,

rather successfully.

The average TV show doesn’t have that kind of mutual

cooperation. The. sponsor’s idea is the same, to sell his

•wares.. Most of the actors continuously worry about the

Criticisms of their close friends whowa'tch -them 'weekly.'

This brings intimacy to such a high
.
point that people who

like you personally and are close to you find it hax*d to

laugh at your jokes every week and are bound to find

fault with you. Then the actor and director worry
about the weekly press, for every show is an open-
ing night and most of the press treat a TV show in the

same manner as they do a play, forgetting completely that

there is about two days of rehearsal and four days of

writing, whereas the average playwright may take two
years to write his play, then, re-write it for six months,
then rehearse it for more than a month. For example,
Robert Anderson is having a deserved great success with
his play “Tea and Sympathy.” I am told it. is his i.2ih

play. This is the first one that ever got to first base.

Both TV, radio and particularly motion pictures have been
hurt by the press who, for years, have

.
been taking

,
the

average picture apart, expecting to find the same kind of
entertainment that is. created for the $4 literate theatre-
goer to be presented, for the average motion picture price

of about 45 cents. . The advertising agencies have only one
idea in mind, the ratings and the surveys.

Lawrence Lee

Inadequate Sample

In my more than 40 years as a public entertainer, serv-
ing in practically every capacity except in the circus and
burlesque,' I have never known .anything as inaccurate
or completely cockeyed as those so-called popularity polls.

These are based on a few phone calls in a few cities, never
taking into consideration that there are thousands of peo-
ple who can well afford to buy any product advertised
and who, for one reason or another, have; unlisted, tele-

phones. Thus, their opinions on what they like or dislike
don’t seem to count. In .addition, there are many people
who have no phones and whose opinions and preferences
should also be polled. And the number of phone calls

made by these pulse takers is ridiculously, small. They
ring up a few people and then multiply their answers by
something like 1,378.811. The result, they haVe you be-
lieve, reflects the popularity of TV shows throughout the
country.

This is as if I were to ask three guys in New York’s
garment center what they had for lunch that day. If two
of them should answer, “we had chopped liver and on-
ions,” the survey then would prove “that two rhen out of
three in the U.S. eat Chopped liver and onions for lunch!”

But don’t get me wrong; I have no personal beef in
that respect. TV has been wonderful to me. I have a
longterm contract with ABC; and have many other irons
in the fire. I go into towns I haven’t been in for ages,
and little boys and girls come up to me and ask me to
call my momma. These kids certainly must be watching
me on TV— it just can’t be that they remember me from
“The Jazz Singer” 30 years ago! To show to what absurd
degree this rating business can go to, the following story
is the absolute truth. Some years ago I was engaged to
do a weekly program, a commentary. The product was a
beer called VX, The money was put up by the beer com-
pany. given to an agency, the agency bought the time
and my services for 13 weeks and I went on, but the beer
was never made. Not one bottle was ever brewed. I went
on every week and there were long arguments about the
commercial. One day the agency almost came to blows
over the following. Why say “Go to your nearest tavern
for VX beer.’* Change it to “Run to your nearest tavern.”
Another day there was almost blood spilled over this—
Why should we say “This is as good as any Canadian Ale,”
it’s better. We then added to the commercial that people
should send in bottle tops and they w'ould win a prize.
All this for a product that was non-existent, but the rating
was good and to this day that, particular advertising
agency gets calls for VX beer and are still fighting with
me about some of the commercials.

;
Another thing that minds have to be made up about is

the fact that TV is not the theatre or motion pictures and
is hot related to these other forms in any way and I think
that this Is a fact that must be definitely saluted because
the greatest success on TV is Arthur Godfrey who, I un-
derstated, has only been on the stage once, and I am told
on good authority that he very seldom goes to the theatre.

To. sum it up, my solution is watch the cash register.
If they are buying the stuff, they are watching you.'
That’s how the story is told, with cash on the counter not
the fluctuating up a paint or down a point in the so-called
ratings.

Hollywood.

Robert E. Lee Proveit changed outfits. He was trans-

ferred from the New York office of the advertising agency
to the Hollywood post. He had heard it was tough duty:
you had to check in at 11:30 in the morning, you weren’t

‘ allowed more
than two hours
for lunch at the
B r o w n Derby,
and if you left

for your golf
game before 2; 30,
they got nasty.
But Proveit was
as tough as they
come. He had
once played trum-
pet in a Major
Bowes Unit, and
he told himself

he would take none of their lip.

Walking down the hallway of the Equitable Bldg., he
saw a scrubwoman who looked exactly like Frank Sinatra.

.. He smiled to himself. It was impossible, of course. Yet,
this was Hollywood—and anything might happen.

He reported tp the man who was second in command, a
sergeant to the West Coast Vice-President. The man
looked exactly like Burt Lancaster. Of course, he was
short and bald and fat and he wore thick glasses and had a
little mustache and a pot belly—but otherwise, he was a
dead-ringer for Burt Lancaster. This was Hollywood and
anything could happen.

•‘Proveit,” he barked, “the Head-Man Wants to see you
right ’aWay. He wants to know just why you requested a
transfer.”

“Easy,” Proveit answered. “1 was assigned to the Arthur
Godfrey Show. Seven days a week. Eight hours a\day.
AH that time I was being upstaged by a ukulele! It’s more
than a man can take.”

‘Godfrey takes it !
” snapped the No. 2 man.

“Like heck, he does!” Proveit retorted. “Do you know
what he’s listening to on those headphones? NBC! He’s
got too much humility to /listen to himself!”

A buzzer sounded and Proveit was escorted into the
Head-Man’s office.

“Guess you’re wondering why we asked for you here
when you requested a transfer, Proveit. Well, I’ll tell you.
We found out that you’re a writer. And I’ve sworn that
we're going to out-write every other agency in the busi-
ness.”

Proveit stood his ground.

“I’m never going to write again,” lie said.

“Oh, yes, you are, Proveit! Of course, our executives
and sponsors know all about writing. Except how to put
the. words on the paper.”

“I’m never going to write again,” Proveit repeated
doggedly.
“Then we’ll give you the treatment.”
“Oh, no, you don’t!” Proveit said. “No treatments- no

synopses, no plot-lines. I’ve turned in my stripes at 'the
Radio Writers’ Guild.”

“We’ll see about that,” the Head-Man leered. “Now
report to the supply, room for a ream of carbon paper and
don’t try to pad your expense account while you’re in my
bailiwick! Dismissed!”
As he walked down the hall, Proveit was sure that the

girls who smiled at him were Deborah Kerr and Donna
Reed. But he knew they were just stenographers. Yet—

>

this was Hollywood and anything could happen.
ft

'

The next day all the writers in the outfit gaiiged lip
on him. They moved their typewriters into his office and
started throwing punchlines at him. It was almost more
than he could take.
One of the writers was working on a new panel show for

TV: “Hubby Lobby,” in which you meet the husbands of
women you’ve never heard of.

Another writer was concocting a homey situation com-
edy: “The Jukes Family,” the story of some healthy, nor-
mal American morons.
A jocular chap they all laughingly called “Shakespeare’*

was writing the story of a typical teen-ager, “A Date With
Juliet.” It was a million laughs.

Proveit squirmed. He longed to spring to a typewriter
and show them all what he could do, If he couldn’t come
up with a bellylaugh, he whs sure he could belt out a few
belly tears.

He glanced toward a mirror. It was remarkable: he was
beginning to look more and more like Montgomery Clift.
He shrugged. Well, this was Hollywood—’and anything
could happen.

* * *

That night, at the New Senate Hotel, he told a girl the
entire story.

“I'll tell you, baby. I’ll tell you why I won’t write
again. I was scripting this show, see? It was a great show.
The words came from my insides. Tough, real talk. Man
talk, Hard-bitten Anglo-Saxon words—like ‘the’ and ‘if’

and ‘but.’ Four-letter words. Like ‘what’ and ‘then.’ I
was living!

“You ought to get out of advertising, honey,” the girl
said.

“I’m a 30*year man,” Proveit said. “And I love it.”

“Well, it doesntt love you,” she said.
“This show?**neWid. “It was like my baby. But then

we got the first raSing. It was the lowest rating in the
history of radio or television. When we saw that rating,
everybody in the agency went to Toots Shor’s and got
blind.”

“I understand-, honey,” she said, snuggling Up to him.
“You don't have to write another line as long as you live.

Just hold me close and ad-lib. Ad-lib!”

There is a lovely legend in this city of magic, mystery
and ever-wideriing screens, ii\ this city where anything can.
happen, You take a bar of Ivory Soap and you drop it in
the, bed of the Los Angeles River, which is completely dry
10 months of the year. If the bar of soap floats away from
you, you'll' come bach to Los Angeles some day . If. it

floats, toward you, you’ll never come back. If it sinks, you
gotta start thinking up a ichole new advertising campaign.
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& The
A Brighter Tomorrow

.By ALAN LIPSCOTT

Hollywood.

Once upon a time there was a writer in TV by the name

if Sam. Any resemblance between Sam and any other

writer in TV is not purely coincidental. Sam was a $100*

'eek writer bri a comedy show called “A Date With

Selma.” After four weeks’ work, which is really a “run”

for the average pigeon* Sam was fired, Sam, being sen-

sitive, planted an item in the trade papers that he had

temporarily retired from the show, despite the anguish of

the producer, tb write and produce his own TV package.

His dignity was even more appeased when a few con-

temporaries called to congratulate him. “Plug” salesmen

started sending him their lists and Harvey Doolittle, his

agent, whom he couldn’t contact by radar, called and in-

vited him to lunch. These incidents and. the. passage of

time caused Sani to completely forget that he himself

had planted the item and soon he began to believe it.

In fact he wondered who had tipped the papers off to'

this top secret that he had even hesitated to discuss with

his wife. So Sam got busy on the pilot.

After much rewriting and polishing, Sam completed the

pilot, lie called it “I Crave Selma.” It had a situation,

domestic, comedy format, loaded with heart tugs that

could be milked for laughs. Selma was a teenager, the

oldest in a family of six brothers, two sisters and an
adopted Korean

,
war orphan. Her mommy was a school-

teacher and her daddy was a Judge who played a mean
guitar. Selma was charming* wholesome, loveable, naive,

and when the occasion arose, she could also be sophisti-

cated and human. For a getaway bomb, Sam vi’rote her
pregnant. Let’s face it! Sam had agency know-how.

Sam, first released a few teasers to the press and then
placed an ad in the newspapers under “Business Oppor-
tunities” for a backer. Mr. Humphrey can’t give “E”
bonds away, but eight normal business men answered
Sam’s ads. After checking their financial statements
and 'examining their personal references, he gave the

nod to Mr. Kittywake, a retired shoelace manufacturer.
I’ll jump the gun to say that Mr. Kittywake lost his

money so fast, Sam never got to know his first name.
When the package folded, Mr. Kittywake was left with
enough money to buy a pair of shoelaces and a vial of

adrenalin.

Harvey Doolittle, agent for $100 Sam the Writer was
also agent for Sam the $40,000 package producer. He
approached Sam the Writer with eyes blazing and fists

clenched. Before Sam could open his mouth, Harvey
. screamed, “So you want to hold us up!” Sam parted
.
his lips to breathe and Harvey added, “You won’t get it!”

When Sam finally opened his mouth, he said, “I want
400 a week and 50% of all rights.”

“Over our dead bodies,” boomed Harvey. He smiled as
he huddled with Sam the Producer.

'

He spoWT softly. “Sam the Writer wants 300 a week
and 25% of all rights.”

"Offer him 200 a week and 2% of all rights/' countered
Sam the Producer.

Mr. Kittywake had just seen the completed pilot of
“1 Crave Selma” for the first time and he was disturbed.

“If this is supposed to be a comedy,” he asked^/’then
why aren’t there any laughs?”
Sam, a bit annoyed, replied, ''this isn’t a comedy until

the laughs are dubbed in.”

“Dubbed in? What’s that?”
“Oh,” leered Sam. in. disgust, “Mr. Kittywake, you

should never have left the shoelace business.” For the
first time Mr. Kittywake agreed with Sam.

+ * *

Luther Peabody of Laughs, Incorporated, sold laughs
hke Mr. Fulton of the fish market Sold halibut. The
bigger the halibut, the bigger the price. Luther was once
a janitor in NBC, who had more, than 20-20 tele-vision.
While janitoring, he retrieved all the discarded recordings
of boff radio comics that were dumped daily into the
tiasli cans. These records lie stashed away in the attic
of his home and When TV came into being, he resigned
as janitor and started transferring the laughs from the

to
^
ape ‘ These rolls of laughter he called ‘‘laugh

tracks.” For commercial purposes he classified his
laughs under yocks (grade A and B), laughs (hysterical,
sustaining and ordinary), laughs combined with applause,
Shrieks, guffaws, giggles and titters.

, ?or ‘T Crave Selma,” Luther offered Sam a package
fleai of seven boffs, 40 assorted laughs and a “shriek”
oei ore the closing commercial for 150.

, /.
arri hesitated. Luther steamed him. “That’s all I

oeiiyer each week to sweeten ‘I Married Selma’ and look« its rating.”

_
Sam nixed the package deal and bought piecemeal. He

niat e up a track of 5 “Bob Hope hystericals,” 6 “Red
fiKeiton sustainers,” 3 “Willie Howard French Lesson

neks, 4 "Jack Benny opening the vault bellies,”

,

Digger .O’Dell explosives,” 20 assorted “Allen’s Al-
y guffaws,”; and 50 miscellaneous “Pick and Pat,”

fi
’
nneSah,” “Groucho Marx” and “Judy Canova” sure-

^ added a smattering of giggles and titters to

^ ,|

lc
,

ate Hie straight lines. For this special, Luther

in fi
*Qr Sam offered him an equal partnership

... •

® Package. Luther turned down Sam’s offer. This
‘rp, l

1G ^or Mr. Kittywake to sign his last check.

rJ le cities who saw “I Crave Selma” in the projection

iiin
in

i

S
?
lc*’ “The laughs w'ere so loud, we couldn’t hear

dialog.” •

Wmt
m plan^d the following item In the trades: “Net-

,

a
iP
d a£eficies are bidding lively for ‘I Crave

ii nr
a
r

’ H looks like the Ford Foundation will wrap
11 up for ‘Omnibus’.”

* * *

By GEORGE ROSEN
It’s “Lucy” in the No. 1 spot; "Dragnet” inching; up to

close the gap; Groucho Marx comfortably berthed in third
position, with “Toast of the Town” climbing up to the No.
4 spot as Colgate “Comedy Hour” is alternately up and
down, depending on which comic goes into which segment.
And keeping them steady—or fairly steady—company in
tlie Top 10 bracket are such items as Milton Berle, Jackie
Gleason, Arthur Godfrey, What’s My Line? Red Buttons,
Bob Hope.

Sounds familiar? You can bet your bottom Nielsen it,

does. It’s the TV story, with blit minor variations, of ’51,
and again of ’52, that carboned its way into the ’53 spec-
trum and bids fair to plow uninterruptedly through ’54

as an ever-hopeful, patient public and TV industry search
in vain for even the slightest suggestion of an offbeat re-
sponse to the inevitable “So-what-else-is-new'? ” query.
What was new in ’53, unfortunately, wasn’t sufficiently

exciting or imaginative in large enough, doses to balance
the scales in TV’s favor. Not one new trend or pattern has
emerged to warrant shouting from the antenna-congested
rooftops. Particularly on the NBC or CBS video front*
not a single new and vital personality has been projected
to differentiate ’53 from ’52. Only the /‘New ABC,”
revitalized by a $30,000,000 hotfoot stemming from the
merger with United Paramount Theatres, embarked, after
j ears of desperation and playing the fringe, circuits, on a
carefully-plotted formula designed to bring some fresh
programming elements into the video picture. This they
did, as witness the emergence of Danny Thomas, Ray. Bol-
der, Paul Hartman in freshly-tailored vidpix adornment; a
major stake in the drama sweepstakes with the alternat-
ing U. S. Steel and Motorola Tuesday night showcases,
plus the all-cable Kraft 'Television Theatre (as distinct
from the entirely separate NBC live-and-kine Kraft dra-
matics) giving ABC access to properties banned on the
NBC kinnies, Again it was ABC that put its: best foot
forward in the quest for “tomorrow’s TV headliners” with
its already-auditioned Joel Gray, Sammy Davis Jr. entries.

But if, at the new year, there were still apprehensions as
to whether ABC would make it as a Big Three contender
in the highly-competitive video field long conditioned, to
an acceptance of two—and only two—major networks, it

was still too early to tell. A . lot depends on overcoming
two major hurdles (1) “habit” (which has given the ABC
comics much the worst of it thus far in the ratings returns)
and (2) “facilities” ( which inevitably translates itself into
an acceptance of ultra high frequency channels, on which
ABC is; of necessity, so dependent as the network aligned,
for the most part, with the third station in cities along
the cable routes). Fortunately, the sponsors, with an
awareness that the ABC obstacles can’t be licked in 13 Or

. 26 weeks, are playing ball with the web.

‘Abuses’ of 1953

TV put on an extra-curricular show—“Abuses of ’53”—
which didn’t particularly do credit to the medium and
which now threatens to invite repercussions from the Fed-
eral Communications Commission, the National Assn, of
Radio-Television Broadcasters and other “watchdog” ele-

ments. ,

Major “falling from grace” has been the wholesale disre-

gard for NARTB-prbmuigated Code in regard to commer-
cials. The double and triple spotting not only fore and
aft but at the midway mark became so abusive that the

NARTB was forced to incept jpolicing precautions before
the squawks got out of hand. What the Code boys finally

decide to do about it still remains one of the unanswered
questions of *54.

Similarly, the indiscriminate use of major stars to plug
the client’s product, with practically everybody on the

video spectrum shilling for the sponsor, has hit a new
high in questionable taste; certainly a practice not con-

ducive to elevating either the medium’s or the personality’s

stature. It’s a far cry indeed, from radio’s heyday when
the plug belonged to the announcer and the program to

the star. The “hitch your package to a star” formula
may be selling the goods, but it’s a body blow to TV’s
prestige and the star’s dignity.

Gen. Sarnoff & Bill Palcy

h ivi*

1

!

6 nex* Harvey Doolittle called Sam and offered
hjs old job back at $90 a week. Sam took it.

It’s become almost axiomatic in the trade that when
broadcasting excitement and enthusiasm are at a low

ebb “you can count on Gen. Sarnoff or Bill Paley” to

come through. It was the electronic-minded Sarnoff’s “go

TV” eight years ago that sparked the change of an indus-

try’s entire future and incubated a whole new school of

millionaires among broadcasters, just as it was “Paley’s

Comet” a few years back that changed the entire intra-

industry network picture and projected Columbia into a

new sphere of importance.

Thus it remained for RCA’s razzle-dazzle generalissimo,

when everything in television looked; just, about as it did

in ’51 and ’52, to shove the industry into the rainbow

spectrum and officially inaugurate the era of color TV,
True, the full fruits of Sarnoff ’s all-electronic wizardy

won’t be realized in ’54 (those $800-$l,000 price tags per

TV receiver will obviously restrict output for at least 18

months or two years) but there’s no denying that an in-

dustry hemmed in by a long-existing status quo has once

more been super charged with an electric excitement over

the tinted prospects of tomorrow.

Not that color, as such, will be the sesame to perfec-

tion. There have been sufficient “screenings” of- tinted*

shows todate to demonstrate that, no matter how brilliant

or subdued the shading, it’s the program content (and

notably the scripting) that counts, in the long run. Here,,

indeed, was the major lack in a lustreless '53 semester

which plunged some of TV’s top comics into pedestrian

channels (with but a few. notable exceptions such as Nat

Hiken’s scripting contrib for Martha Ray, Goodman Ace
for Milton Berle, Sol Sacks, for “Favorite Husband” and
Alan Lipscott for Danny Thomas’ “Make: Room for Daddy.”

Perhaps of all the TV program categories, it was the

dramatic presentation in its hour form that made the

greatest strides toward maturity in ’53. It was. particularly

evident in the Philco-Goodyear Sunday night “Television

on
By MAX LIEBMAN

(Prodiieer-Director, rShow of Shows”)

The screen grew radiant with color, There was Broad-
way in the rain/ a sublime Broadway, a street of rich and
romantic color tones, buildings to Comfort and enravish
the eye and seen .in lovelier

.

perspective through the
shimmer of silver rain. Here was a

picture for Renoir, an inspiration to

Keats-, an Occasion for strings.

Broadway in the rain? Whereabouts
on Broadway? Let’s cut back a few
minutes to 5 o’clock on Dec. 5 and
listen to Faye Emerson speaking from
the stage of the Colonial Theatre:

“This is a historic, occasion and we
are all excited about it. This is the
first time “Your Show of Shows” is

being received in color as well as
black and white.”

:

In the control room w’e look again
at the flip card, Broadway in the

multi-hued beauty of a gentle rain, that nourishes plants,

cleanses pavements, cools the fevered brow and makes
pedestrians joyous figures of carnival.

Max IJebman

‘Who Needs Color?’
1

Now the screen dims and the last darts of color creep
off beyond the border and the rectangle is bright and
empty. The dress rehearsal is over. The demonstration
was a smashing success. Engineers, executives, writers,

actors, producers, directors are dancing and cheering.
Suddenly a voice comes over the loudspeaker. “Ready
fbr cleanup notes for the: show!” The elation is gone,
and dread faUs on the control room. The show ahead, the
big show, the real show is two hours off. What a letdown!
The millions in the boundless put there, they won’t see

It in its rich dress of color, What will happen to us then?
' Thought: “Well, who. needs color? The scenery de-

mands more considered planning lest it war upon cos-

tumes; and! costumes must not offend makeup or props.
Camera rehearsals are endless. Four times as much as in

black and white. Actors must arrive three hours before
camera rehearsal to be made up. The playing area is

cramped. Half as much space as before. No wide angle
lens on the camera turret. Singers and dancers must
shrink with horror from contact with the scenery. At
least a six-foof breathing space should exist between the
actors and the sets.”

“And the tempers, ah, the tempers. ‘I can’t wear green.
You saw me in green, Mr. Liebman, and gallant as you are,

you couldn’t control that look of utter revulsion. Now
you’/j asking me to wear green, it only means that you are
sublimating your own taste to the caprices of a color-

spewing monster which has no means of knowing how
awful l look in green.’

“What new kinks will fret our rehearsals? What mad
disorder of clashing hues will we find there? Is this

progress worth the weariness, the fever, and the fret

here, where men sit and hear each other groan?”
You recall the first exhilaration of Broadway in the

rain. The show-long elation. Color, we like you. Yes,
we like you Very much. You're worth it. You’re beauti-
ful; black and white—you're drab.
Now it nears nine, and on leaden feet you go into the

Control room for that pre-ordained letdown, till 10:30.
The show is on!
The monitor fills with dancers. Here are Sid Caesar and

Imogene Coca, in black and white, divested of their splen-
did raiment.

But here is a new splendor, the audience’s laughter.
Applause. Cheers. It swells and the black-and-white fig-

ures need no other adornment. Into the control room
you suddenly know a sense of group enjoyment out there
that is something beyond color’s capture, beyond color’s

power to help or hanri.

Give them a show in black or white or sepia or stripe

it with the whole chromatic scale, make it entertainment.
Then you will have reaffirmation that not color, but your
show is the thing, as always.
A good show produces a device for color which /needs

no authorization of the FCC. A device called rose-colored
glasses.

Playhouse” productions on NBC-TV, with producer Fred
Cue’s stable of gifted writers achieving a consistently quali-

tative level on a par with (and frequently topping) the

contributions front other media.
If, too, there existed some isolated instances to prove

-TV’s potency as an exacting, exciting and enlightening
facet of show business, one need only recall the memorable
Ford 50th anniversary telecast; at least two “See It Now”
offerings in which Edward R. Murrow distinguished both

himself and TV in presenting the case of the Air Force
vs. Lt. Radulovich/and the American Legion vs. the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union; the return of George Axelrod,

to TV w ith his -delightful “Confessions of a Nervous Man”
on “Studio One,” the Orson Welles-sparked production of

“King Lear” on “Omnibus;” U. S. Steel’s initial “P. O W.”
entry of the season, etc.

. From a quantitative standpoint, there’s no denying the

major role and stake of vidpix in. the TV scheme as more
and more sponsors embrace the celluloid formula arid the

Hollywood TV film studios corner a sizable chunk ol the

overall program schedules (both for syndication and

network release). But judged on the basis of quality con-

tent, vidpix as such poses no major threat to live ^pro-

gramming. Most of them have been disappointing. True,

such sponsor-happy entries as “Lucy,” Grducho Marx,

“Dragnet,” Burns & Allen. “Our Miss Brooks,” etc., are

major exhibits in the “spool school” of programming, but,

unlike the bulk of celluloid product, represent a combma-

tion of basic production-direction-writing-performmr

Values completely divorced from the filming aspect.
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THEE GOES MY SUNDAY
(A Mike Mallet Mystery)

By AKNIE ROSEN & COLEMAN JACOBY
Jj

The phone rang, jarring me out of a deep snoring sleep.

I propped myself up on one elbow, rubbed my eyes, and

stopped snoring* 1 lifted the receiver off the hook. Mike

Mallet?" a voice whispered. “Yeah," I growled. “Trouble,

Mike, bad trouble. Rusty Dails’ apartment, 260 West End
'

. .
' _ — . i' r .l ft tV»II •

the voice purred smoothly, “this is her brother, l snapped

at the phone again, biting off part of the receiver and

severing the connection. I swore and hung up, then

grabbed some clothes out of the closet.

I bolted down the stairs eight steps at a time and

slammed the .door behind me. It was one of those crisp

October days w ith the tang of danger in the air. I ducked

instinctively as the first shot buzzed past my ear and

grabbed my Browning 50-calibre, water-cooled machine-

gun out of my shoulder holster. Another shot hit behind

me, snapping a lamppost in two, and then I grinned. That

cranky landlord of mine: He always gets mad when I

slam the door.
I got into my battered Chewy and did 245 mph all the

way over to the West Side, it was one of those souped-up

jobs and I got 15 miles to a gallon of Heinz. I saw 260

West End Avenue on the corner of 83d Street and slammed
on the brakes. The Chewy shuddered to a stop on 95th .

Street, and I .walked back.

I rang the bell at apartment 5A for 10 minutes and got.

no answer. The door was made, of steel three - inches

thick, but I kicked it in with one blow of my souped-up
Florsheiips. What I saw inside made my stomach boil

angrily. A good-looking hunk of blonde lying there in a

pool ..of blood. I walked around to the shallow end and
took a closer look.

.
There were three bullet holes and a

sterling silver carving knife in tier back. I was baffled.

Why the heck would a pfetty kid like Rusty want to com-
mit suicide?

.

I dug a crumpled pack of Luckies out of my pocket

'

and carefully tore the paper down one seam, noting the
perfect cylinder of firm fresh tobacco. I chewed thought?
fully and stood looking down at the blonde. Her blouse
was torn and two of her ribs peeked out coyly. I pulled
the knife out of her back and examined it closely. Who-
ever knocked her off had certainly left a clue on the
knife. All I had to do was. find a. guy named Tiffany. I

didn't want to louse up the Police investigation, so I

shoved the knife back in almost the exact spot I found it.

Poor kid. I. put a pillow under her. head and scrammed
out of there.

/ Short Rations
1

I drove downtown slowly this time, keeping the speed-
ometer at an even 125. I parked in front, of Police Head-
quarters and walked past the poolroom and horse parlor
to Pete's Bar. I called Homicide and told my pal Captain
O'Shea to come on down for breakfast. James Aloysious
Patrick O'Shea, a Hungarian who had changed his name
for professional reasons, bulled his way into the joint a
minute later and sat down beside me. I wasn’t really
hungry but I ordered breakfast anyway.' A dozen eggs
and a loaf of toast later I spilled the whole story to
O'Shea.
.
“Darn it anyway,” he growled, “that’s the 15th killing

this week. If it doesn’t stop, those darn muckraking news-
papers are gonna start hollering.” I got some information
from him but it Wasn’t much. Rusty Rails had been a
model arid hadn’t been working at it very long because
she’d only been arrested three times.' The agency she
worked for was owned by an ex-racketeer named Lewellyn
Van Farnsworth. I thanked O’Shea, shoved a handful of
toothpicks in my mouth, and walked him outside.

O'Shea was one of those old-fashioned honest cops and
I could see that he was visibly upset by this latest killing.

“What was that West End address again?” he growled,
I told him. “i’ll send someone around later,’’ he said,
helping, himself to three apples and a watermelon from a

- fruit stand. “See ya around. Mike,” he. growled, affec-
tionately rabbit punching me. I grinned and playfully
kneed him in the groin.

I piled into the Chewy and pointed it uptown towards
the Van Farnsworth residence. I’d get. to the bottom of
this or my name wasn’t Mike Mallet. I just didn’t like
murderers, especially those that went around killing peo-
ple. I parked in front of a big apartment house on upper
Park Avenue and rode the elevator to the penthouse. I

.
rapped my knuckles on the door, just splintering enough
wood to attract attention. An English butler opened the
door in the middle of my rapping and got a busted monocle
for his trouble.

I was informed in a clipped Oxford accent that Mr. Van
Farnsworth was not at home but that Miss Fanny Van
Farnsworth would see me in the library. It was quite a
layout. I wandered off towards the. library, at times sink-

. ing knee deep in the carpet. Moroccan bound classics
from Vina Delmar to Jack Woodford lined three walls.
The fourth Wall contained trophies, an elk’s head flanked
by a detective named Clancy and a young Assistant D. A.
whose name I couldn’t remember.

I turned around to find a breathtakingly beautiful bru-
net standing next to me. She was wearing a skin tight
dress with a Saks 5th Avenue label. I wouldn’t have
noticed the label except she was wearing the dress inside
out. This dame had CLASS written all over her—twice
on her forehead and six times on her body.

I let my breath out slowly, blowing the drapes Off one
window. “My name; is , .

.”

the butler to stop it but he waved me in again, I threw

two short combinations end she went down hard. Luckily

her fall was broken by a coffee table. I headed towards a

neutral exit. “More, more," «he murmured, “I’m starved

for affection." .

When I left the very efficient butler was tidying up the

debris. I didn’t wait for the elevator this time. I just

plunged down the shaft and hobbled into my Chewy. I

headed across town impatiently leap-frogging over the

snarled traffic. There was a little Irish model I wanted to

see who might be able to give Out with some information.

I found the name on the mailbox, Dusty Colleen. It

wasn’t, much of a building; she lived in a fourth floor

walk-down.

I.slid down the bannister until I found her apartment

—

Minus 4H. I rang the bell and walked in. I just stood

there and gaped. Dusty Was at the door to the bedroom
looking lusciously beautiful. She was Irish all right, with

bright green, hair and large red eyes. It was a combina-

tion that you don’t, see much of these days. She was
wearing ohe of those short, low cut, backless things they

Call a G-string. I could see she had nothing on under-

neath it. 1 crushed her against my chest, feeling the

excitement mount in me with the Sound of
.
her soft moan-

ing and the crack of her ribs.

I picked her up and threw her on the bed, \vatching her
voluptuous, body gracefully flying the 20 feet through the

air. Suddenly she screamed. I whirled around, my .45

twisting and bucking in my fist. Nothing else happened
though, because I’d forgotten to load it. A gun exploded
three times in the darkness, a door slammed, and then
it was quiet again.

.
Dusty’S large red eyes stared vacantly

up at me front the bed. There were two neat little holes
over her heart. I put on my jacket and headed, for the
door. She probably wasn’t in the mood any more. My
head ached dully where the third bullet had hit me in the,

temple* I was boiling mad. A second killing and still no
clue to the murderer. Then I saw a strange object lying

on the floor near the sofa. I picked it. up and shoved it

into my pocket. Suddenly all the pieces seemed to fit to-

gether and I had a pretty good idea who the killer was,
,

I- got the Chewy started and jammed my foot hard on
the accelerator. The car took off like a frightened rabbit
and- minutes later I glided in for a landing and taxied to

a stop. • I Shoved past the Van Farnsworth butler, sneer-
ing at his new monocle shattered on the floor: The girl’s

room was empty but there was a steady bubbling sound
Coming from the bath. I pushed open the door. Poor
little rich girl was floating face down in her champagne
bath*

I grabbed the smooth English butler just as he Was going
out the door with his umbrella. I laid the barrel of my .45

. across his jaw and he fell heavily.

“OK, you murdering rati start talking,” I snarled. He
was dazed but still, conscious.
.“The Van. Farnsworth residence, whom did youWish to

see?” he mumbled,
.1 kicked him in the stomach. I should have suspected

the butler all along. “You might have gotten away with it

except you dropped this when you shot Dusty Colleen."
I dug into my pocket and took out a half-eaten crumpet. I

threw it down: beside him and sneered when he tried to
crawl over and bite it,

“Mike Mallet -is sehtencing you to death for murder," I

snarled. The :45 roared once as I shot him in the middle of
: his cravat. He was the perfect butler to the last, blotting
with his handkerchief to keep his blood from soiling the
rug.

“Will that be all, sir?" he asked I shot him again
as he hummed a chorus of the “White Cliffs of Dover.”

It was a cold Saturday night and I hunched my power-
ful shoulders against the wind. I was sure going to sleep

.

dfll day tomorrow.. Back in my apartment I pushed open
the door to my bedroom and stopped dead in my tracks.
There wTas a tall curving blonde.
“Dang it all,” I shouted, -‘There goes my Sunday."

^
H’ya, Tootsie!

“I don’t care,” she whispered fiercely, “take me.”
“I'm here on business,” I scowled. She thrust her

curves towards me. I dodged nimbly. Her firm, young,
curving, jutting, soft body melted against mine, searingmy

H
n
T

C
b-
twoed suit ’ My hands gripped her bare shoulders

and l kissed her hard. Her lips were moist and, sweet and
working hungrily. I pulled away and backhanded her
across the jaw. “That’ll teach you to chew Tootsie Rollswhen I’m kissing you,” I snarled.
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se1^ against; me; her body hot, pulsating

imd sUcky. I left-hooked her and she. fell back, knocking

rlmo 1 !!l
a fnd two

,
eas‘V chai rs * She S°t U p . at nine andcame towards me, feinting with her hips. I appealed to

u. By DANNY THOMAS— 1

I’ve been “in person” most everywhere but in my own
home. My entire career has consisted of personal appear-
ances. An entertainer’s lot can sometimes be an awful
lot to bear when it comes to living that happily married

life, bringing up children, and trying

S
~ —

j

to play the role of husband and father.
But that is show business. A life

you can’t call your own. A series of
m night club dates, theatre engagements
m and charity benefits that seem to be
fb trying their best to keep an enter-

tainer tied up in knots when he tries

to mentally argue the point of career
versus family.
With me it was no different from

p the rest. We. all yearn for that stay-
at-home booking. The one that sets

Danny Thomas V°U UP as a Hollywood film star liv-

ing in Beverly Hills where driving to
the studio compares with the- executive making the trip
from home to office.

Or it could be that two-year run on Broadway in a hit
show that allows for a season ticket to commute on the
Long Island . Railroad.

This year, that great playdate came to me in the mechan-
ical medium of television, It’s a show called “Make Room
for Daddy” which got its title from my own Wife, Rose-
mary.. -

As is probably the case In many families where the
father travels on the road—selling buttons, girdles,
dresses or, .as in my case, humor—the child, or one of the
children moves in with mother while daddy is away. In
my case, the kids not only moved ip with Rosemary, but
they took over my dresser drawers and clothes closet.

Then, when I would phone home from the east coast to
say I was flying in that night, Rosemary would round up
the kids, point to the dresser drawers and closets and say:
“Make room for Daddy, He’s arriving tonight.”
And that, too, was the true basis for the creation of my

television show “Make Room for Daddy” which ABC-TV
bought and immediately sold to American Tobacco and
Speidel Watch Bands.
Now I can have dinner at home every night and break-

fast, with my. children in the morning; and for 30 weeks,
at least, I can brag about being a family man, a home-
body, a father, and a husband. It was show business that
took me away from my home—but not for too long;,

COMEDIAN LITTLE
By AL SCHWARTZ & SHERWOOD SCHWARTZ

Hollywood.

,
Once upon a time there was a happy little comic who

was always afraid that his rating would fall. Each month
when rating day rolled around he became more nervous
than ever. Then one day it happened. He was out at
Lakeside playing golf when he heard a voice shout, “Fore!”
Comedian Little gasped. Four! They must be talking
about my rating, he said to himself in a panic. Four!
The golf clubs dropped from his numbed fingers. He must
see his agent at once!

Twenty minutes later he parked his car in Beverly Hills,

stalked , into his agent’s office and yelled; “The rating is

falling!” .

His agent wagent looked at him aghast. He could see
his 10% slowly sinking behind the Bank of America. “Are
you sure?" cried; agent wagent.

Comedian Little sobbed.“It!s all over town. I just
heard it on the golf course. What should I do?’’

“What should you do?” echoed agent wagent. “Do
what everybody does. Fire your writers."

“But I like my writers. They give me good scripts,’’

“That’S no excuse,” shouted agent wagent. ‘‘When the
rating drops, the writers have got to go, Thus it has
always been; and thus it shall always be.”

*/
.

-+ • * .
-.

.

Comedian Little and his agent wagent rushed over to

talk to the writer whiter?. Tlie writer winters were stand-

ing around the room writing next Week’s script on the
wall. There was plenty of paper, but they liked to confuse
the mimeograph department.

“Stop,” commanded Comedian Little. “Stop at once.

The rating is falling!”

The writer Whiter? saw the accusing looks in the eyes
of Comedian Little and agent wagent. “It’s not our fault,

’’

they answered, “It’s, pur director weetor. He couldn’t,

direct Milt Josefsberg to a bottle of ketchop. It’s his fault

that the rating is falling!”
# + *

Comedian Little, agent wagent, and writers whiters

rushed over to: talk to director weetor. Director weetor
was busy casting. So they pulled the fishing rod out of his

hands, and exclaimed, “The rating is falling!"

“Don’t blame it on me," replied director weetor. “It’s

producer wooser. It’s his fault. He couldn ?t produce a

smile on Liberace.”
* * #

Comedian Little, agent wagent. writers whiters, and
director Weetor rushed over to talk to producer wooser.
Producer Wooser was busy trying to cut down expenses.
He was emptying his fountain pen into his. water cooler.

On a close shot, this Would be the Blue Danube.
“The rating is falling,” bellowed Comedian Little.

“Don’t l°ok at me,” yelled back producer wooser. It’s

the advertising wadvertisirig agency wagency.”
.
* . * . *

Comedian Little, agent wagent, writers whiters, director
weetor, producer wooser rushed over to the advertising
wadvertisirig agency wagency—Dancer Wanser, Fitzgerald
Witgerald, Sample Warhple.

“The rating is falling,” they, all screamed.
The advertising wadvertising agency wagency was

thunderstruck. This was only natural for they handled the

thbnder account for the weather bureau.

“Speaking off the top Of our heads,” they answered,
“There’s only one thing to do. We’ve got to pay a visit to

the Wise Old Owl."
“The Wise Old Owl," the others all echoed in unison.

Of course. That was it. She would know what to do when
the rating was falling.

* * *

Comedian Little, agent Wagent, writer, whiters, director

weetor, producer wooser, advertising wadvertising agency
wagency all rushed over to the Wise Old Owh
The Wise Old Owl was sitting in a wise old tree by the

wise old brook with a wise old look on her wise old face:

“The rating is falling,” they wept. “What shall we do?’’

(The Wise Old Owl sat for a moment in deep thought.
She looked down at them, and asked, “Is your rating

falling on Nielsen?”
They nodded grimly.
“Is your rating falling on Trendex?”
They nodded again.
“Is your rating falling on Tri-City?”
On,ce more they nodded.
“Aren’t you high On any rating?”
Comedian Little replied, “There is one rating on which

we’re No! 1. It’s called, the Cemetery Rating Service in

Death Valley. “They contact two spirits each week
by crystal ball.” .

The Wise Old Owl seemed lost in thought once again,

and then suddenly she pulled an egg out from under her
and held it before them. “There’s your answer, boys,"
she said. She noticed, the puzzled looks on their faces,

and added, “Not one of you saw me lay this egg. Right?”
“Right,”, they agreed.
“I kept it pretty well hidden, and out of sight. That’s

what you’ve got to do. If. you’ve laid eggs with Nielsen,
Trendex^ and Tri-City keep it a secret. In the words of

my great-great-grandfather, Omar Owl, the sage of Griffith

Park, ‘Post Sequitus omnibus ex laxitellus’.”
They gasped, “You mean—?”
“Exactly,” chuckled the Wise Old Owl. “Do what all

the other shows do. Only talk about the rating that favors

you the most,, and ignore all others,”

Plenty In the Red
Two Commies run into each other on Broadway* One

Commie says, “Where are you going with the suitcase?”
Boris says: “Going to Russia. It's wonderful there. YOU
get anything you 'Want—wine, women. Why don’t you go
w;ith me?” The other, guy says: “America is the best

place. However, write me. If it’s good. I’ll come over,

if it’s bad, I won’t.” So Boris says, “How can I write if

it’s bad? The Russians will kill me.” So Igor says: “If

it'S.gOod, write me in black ink. If it’s bad. write me in

red ink,”

Weeks go by and finally Igor receives a letter front

Boris: “Russia is the greatest place on earth. Here you
can get anything you want. You can get vodka, you can

get caviar, you can get women. You cap get everything,

but you can’t get red ink.” Joe E. Lewis.
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Les Gottlieb

I
XYLOGIST, ANYONE?

LESTER GOTTLIEB
(CBS Radio Program V.pj

Situation comedy, according to such eminent research

authorities as Oscar Katz and Harper Carraine, has always

been the ingredient most likely to capture the maximum
audience. Ever since Jack Benny launched his Maxwell

and revealed himself as a penny-
pinching pixie, the comic who devel-
oped a running character and story
has outlasted the lesssturdy monolo-
gist or revue-type entertainer. .

. But in 20 years of broadcasting, this
'grim business of finding situations for
our high-priced

. performers has
reached the danger point, hastened by
the devouring casualty lists of TW

I don't know if Messrs. Robinson,
. Weaver, and Weitman have had time
to explore this problem but they may :

face 1954 without any “on-the-aic”

work for their new crop of funny

men.and women.
To help them, I have had a pleasant but unrewarding

chat with the 17. S. Employment Service, renewed my
subscription to The Chief, and even sped through the

Sunday book supplement of the Times in order to devote

more time to perusing the situations Wanted Section. From
A to Z> I have assiduously combed the various trades and
crafts of our modern day world to find just one or two
new jobs a comic might essay in situation comedy. The
cupboard is bare.

Just to underscore this frightening problem let us take a.

brief, alphabetical look at all the occupations already ac-

counted for:

Antiques: Although, the late, lamented Luigi sold art

objects, he also, covored all the jokes on immigrants,

school teachers, Chicago, retail stores.

Bartender: Ed Gardner mopped up. with this one from
Palm Springs to Puerto Rico, but not enough to discour-

^

age Jackie Gleason, .1 Would say this field is definitely'

overcrowded.
Bus Driver: The aforementioned Jackie Gleason uses this

job for the “Honeymooners” sketch.

Comedian: Jack Benny clinched this one years ago, but
..Danny Thomas hasn't let this bother him.
Dancer: Ray Bolger.

Dance Instructor: Kathryn Murray has a hammerlock
hold here, although there are some who will contend this

is not “situation comedy."
Ectoplasm: The Leo G. Carroll-Ann Jeffreys-Bob Sterling

“Topper” series indicate they have a ghost of a chance
with this one.

Fighters: Buttons, Skelton, Peter Lind Hayes have, from
time to time, played this type, but can now expect pro-

fessional competition from Rocky Graziano.
Garment Biz: Jake Goldberg has this field all to himself.

Housewife; Jean Carroll, Harriet Hilliard, Grade Allen;

all play the better halfs.

Investments : This was nice, virgin territory until Clarence
Day’s .“Life With Father” preemed on CBS.

Judge: Joan Davis’ breadwinner wears, the black robe.

Kitchen Help: Unlike.ly anyone is going, to dream up a

better domestic than Beulah.
Lawyer: Sam Aldrich is a.lawyer and an expert on plagiar-

. ism. So be careful.
Medicine: Dr. Christian an<J Dr. Kildare, are not exactly

comics, but they’ll have you in. surgery if you start

muscling in.

Nursing: See above and to make it more difficult, rumor
hath it that since nurses on this planet have been ex-
hausted, one network is busy developing a Space Nurse,
an atomic Florence Nightingale.

Opera: Pinza tried this as Bonino. Anybody want to try
again?

Publicist: Colonel Flack has staked this one out all for
himself.

Professor: Mr. McNutley (Ray Milland) and Ronald Col-
man (Halls of Ivy) go for academic laughs here.

Money Can Be Fun
Quizzes: Not necessarily situations but see Todman and
Goodson under*M for Millionaires.

Rhumba Band: Desi Arnaz conga’d this one into the upper
brackets.

Secretary: My Friend Irma, Meet Millie, Private Secre-
tary.

Teacher: Our Miss Brooks, Mr. Peepers.
Unstated: This is wide open. There are certain situation

comedies where the audience is never told, just what in
hell the star does to earn his keep. (My Favorite Hus-
band, George Burns, Ozzie Nelson, etc.)

Ventriloquist: Jimmy Nelson, Edgar Bergen, Paul Win--

,
chell. Also puppets like Kukla and Ollie, the Bairds.

Woodwork: The papa on “Mama” is a carpenter,
routh: - Junior' Miss, Corliss Archer, My Little Margie.
Zoology: Zoo Parade has a corner on all our furred and
leathered friends;

*

As you will note only one letter in the alphabet—X—
remains Wide open. A check of Webster’s finds six occu-
pations under this classification:

Xaverian: Jesuit missionary priest; X-Ray technician:
one skilled in the use of X-Rays; Xylophonist: one who
ptays the xylophone; Xylographer: wood engraver; Xylol-

expert in woods; Xylotomist: one who prepares
wood for examination by microscope.
bhm pickings?^ Well, frankly, I just can’t picture Jerry
ester or Jan Murray as Xaverians, but how about a story

J"
out

A
an xyloIogist ? Who’s available? Morey Amster-

am, Al Bernie? Wait a minute. What about Jack Garter?
e s young, he’s talented, he projects. Listen to this,
} S,

*s a xylologist (that’s a wood expert, schmo).
j

s b(
?
ss gets a big order from a ventriloquist to make

nvi?.?
les lor

.
the Christmas season. Jack has to work

Tivi .
His wife Wants. Jack to ask the boss for a raise,

„ .^..decide to have the boss over to dinner. But they

iicLi u
a

:
es mixed up, then the wood for the dummies is

q
bV jmstake for the fireplace arid. ......... .

.

oee what I mean? It’s gonna be a tough season.

The Task Ahead: Making TV The
^Shining Center of the Home’ And

ling Create A New Society

of Adults

Pat Weaver

By SYLVESTER L. (PAT) WEAVER
(NBC President)

I believe broadcasting, that is, radio and television,
Will prove to be the most important communications devel-
opment in human history, after the. development of lan-
guage. I formerly believed that the invention of print was

comparable in importance, but as time
goes on and one begins to perceive the
future implications of the entire com-
municatioris pattern of services that
will emerge from broadcasting, arid

the power to create a new world im-
plicit in that pattern, then one begins
to be even more dramatic in one’s
evaluation.

When broadcasting is examined by
people who generally make little use
of it, it runs into violent handling.
Nonetheless, if those critics of the
service live in multiple-channel arid

multiple-station markets, like .New;
.York, then selective choosing of radio and television serv-
ice, almost, around the clock, will give any individual a
more complete arid more valuable aggregate of informa-
tion, insight, cultural opportunity, and entertainment than
is available in any other phase of communications—printed
media, theatre, motion pictures. In New York, of course,
we have: fine music available almost continuously. We
have coverage of the UN in session, arid other sendees
not normally, available. The full output of four television
arid four radio networks complement the local product,
and in those schedules there is far more than escape and
diversion. Arid even in the escape and diversion, at NBC
in any event, the producers of inost programs suitable for
the purpose, are constantly vigilant to choose those sub-
jects and those characters which will serve to illuminate
the problems of our times, and the character Of our funda-
inental beliefs. In enterainment, they are alert to the
opportunity ever to broaden the appeal of the theatre arts,

the fine arts, and the arts of living itself.

Nothing is easier than to quote our aspirations and direc-

tions in this area and review the latest slapstick comedy
simultaneously, to indicate a lack of integration between
purpose arid program. But in our records we are demon-
strating that our shows can serve purposes beyond diver-

sion, arid that gradually we are gaining a deeper feeling of

obligation on the part of the elements in the industry for

the tremendous influence we know we have on viewers
and listeners.

World One Small Town

It Takes Vast Resources

PROSE POEM
By SAM LEVENSON

ijMfllMlltHimilliMIIHHMHlIMMjlimlim

Basic to the reasons why we believe in broadcasting’s

impact, is the knowledge that we are making the entire

world into a small town, instantly available, with the lead-

ing actors on the world stage known on sight or by voice

to all within it. This creates a situation new in human his-

tory in that children can no longer be raised within a fam-
ily or group belief that narrows the horizons of the child

to any belief pattern. There can rid longer be a We-Group,
They-Group, under this condition. Children cannot be

brought up to laugh at strangers, to hate foreigners, to

live as man has always lived before.

And this points the way to the opportunity of television

to create a world of adults, instead of bigger children. Our
world in electronics is extremely small, and the knowledge
that all children will be citizens of it does riot disturb most
of us, even though we recognize that change will be nec-

essary:

This, of course, makes it most important for us in our

stewardship of broadcasting to remain within the “area of

American agreement,” with all the implications of that

statement, including however some acknowledgment in

our programming of the American heritage of dissent. Be-

cause we in broadcasting generally operate as communica-
tors, we have not been as perplexed by the problems that

this situation creates as we may be in the future. We are

newsmen, information relayers, the presenters of people

of all kinds who have all kinds of opinions on all kinds

of things. Our use of the medium to attempt to influence

opinion, as newspapers do in their editorial columns, has

been sparing. We recognize of course that selection is

itself a responsibility, but generally the record of broad-

casting has been excellent in this respect.

This fact also points the moral to those American fami-

lies who do not wish to participate fully in the general area

of American agreement, for they must designate broad i

casting use to their children, even as they now do book
selection, picture going, theatre going, and other experi-

ences.

The great network operation that can help Create a new
society of adults over the decades ahead must do so with

tremendous resources. It must not allow a degeneration of

its service so that the television-radio set becomes an
amusement box. To us at NBC, the set must become “the

shining center of the home.” And this it can be, with color

and magnetic tape, with world wide news service, sym-
phony orchestra and opera companies, withtelementari.es

of still undreamed magnitude, with entertainment that in

part becomes highly literate, that serves every segment
Of our population with programming that is valuable and
rewarding. »

This means building a business; with a very high gross

income, and a high profit potential. For it is only when
one has a rich, prosperous business that one can afford

to expand the elements of public service, arid that one can

afford general activity for program improvement not im-

mediately indispensable to commercial Success,

To be able to afford the great network service, and real-

ize the potentials of televisiori, calls for building an opera-

tion that differs from the former radio network operation.

I don’t recall what the occasion Was but somebody sent

us a bouquet of flowers. .
Mama gasped when we opened

the long box. There, wrapped in green waxed paper, were
two dozen roses in. a forest of ferns.

There were tears in her eyes as she placed the roses

one at a time into a water pitcher with a slightly chipped
handle. She smelled each flower individually, inhaled the.

perfume deeply, and held her breath for a moment in

order to saturate her senses.

Then, as one under a spell, she walked slowly into her
bedroom. When she came out again her hair was combed
and she had. on a new dress. The tone of her voice was
subdued. She even asked me to please run down to

the grocery store for an eighth-of-a-pound of pot cheese

‘from today.”

The thrill of live roses in the house was too much for

one person to bear; Mama picked out three of the long

stemmed beauties, added a few ferns, and sent them to

the next door neighbor.

As each one of the children came horn e from work the

same scene was enacted over and over again: “Hey,
where did these come from? Ain’t they gorgeous?”

“Don’t, touch,” mama said, “just smell.” :

And smell we. did. All evening long we kept pushing our
noses into the flowers until we smelled like roses and the

roses smelled like us.

As the days passed the flowers began to fade and mama
began to philosophize on how human beings were like

roses, and how soon we all wither away and die.

Finally, each kid folded a rose between the pages of a
book. •

. Mama went back to chopping liver, arid she stopped say-

ing “please.”

Even today the support of the great companies that basic-

ally financed the radio, networks would give only a fraction

of the resources necessary to network operation in tele-

vision. Thus NBC-TV has from the beginning made
efforts, to broaden the base of support and get the re-

sources on which to build the great network service.

But there was another phase of planning for the new
patterns in television (and which is just as necessary in

radio), that became apparent some years ago. Broadcast-
ing has built its success in many wavs, but the measure-
ment of circulation in radio got into certain ruts, notably
concentrating on per program ratings which influenced
the development of radio use without most advertising
people fully understanding what was happening. Because
riaost agencies were run by men brought up on printed
media during the 30’s and even the 40’s, radio had a bitter

fight at the agency level for equal treatment .with print.

Media and research activity was directed largely by men
not entirely sympathetic to. radio, or so it always seemed
to me.

It is human, I suppose, to concentrate on what you have
and how to improve that, instead of thinking about what
you really want, and how’ to get it. Now most radio opera-
tions were built up with certain habits of use and pro-
cedures that the agencies and clients finally got com-
fortable with, and when television came along, they wanted
those same known values because that seemed the. j way
least likely to shake their known security. It was and is

hard to get a fresh approach, to sell goods and services on
the most efficient basis possible.

But in our NBC-TV planning we recognized that what-
ever the wishes of the individuals and companies trained
in radio, that great network service television could only
be offered under a new; plan, and that welhspent adver-
tising dollars should not be focused by single companies
against single audiences. There are the great hit excep-
tions of course, but this brought up another point. A Col-
gate Comedy Hour (originally co-sponsored with Frigid-
aire), was great value for the several products that could
reach big weekly, huge monthly, and unbelievable seasonal
audiences cumulative Nielsen last season), and
therefore it made sense to allocate the time among, an
advertiser’s owrn products if it could be afforded. But this

also means that several independently-owned products can
and Will pay far more for the opportunity to reach the
same audience than would a single company, because it is

actually more valuable to the smaller companies. Small
companies never had exposure to the great nighttime, all-

set, all-family circulation of the radio hits, and they got
their first opportunity in television on NBC. What hap-
pens when the tremendous audiences are given the word
on a product that has real appeal in “nightime attraction”

television is known to most of my readers. The values
explode the business. And once we have taken the impli-

cations of that and organized for it so that all American
national advertisers are consistently called on with a con-

sistent message of how broadcasting Is best used by any
group of products, within the fantastic mosaic of usages on
a well-planned broadcasting service, we will have support
for our industry that beggars the past.

Buying Frequency

When buyers of “impulse” products with low brand
loyalty can buy frequency and repetition across the week;
w'heri small products can combine in related product adver-

tisements to be placed against proper audiences; when
research profiles audiences at given periods, with audi-

ence composition and definition analysis; when no cam-
paign breaks Without special broadcasting campaigns that

go into selling-in-depth and other modern marketing con-

cepts—when these and many other planned steps are taken

in network broadcasting, then we will have a healthier

business that delivers more effective circulation at lower

cost, a Wider range of uses to meet a wider range of adver-

tiser heeds; and resting on our prosperity will be a pro-

gram service that fulfills the potentials of broadcasting as

a civilizer as well as an entertainer and as a salesman..

Because the need of the nation is for the great network
service, it Will be a cause for real concern to opinion

makers in this country if the short-range objectives of any
group force television into a fragmentized service. Fres*

(Continued on page 104)
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Life With Father - - TV Style - - Greatest

Libel Ever Committed On Man
By CARROLL CARROLL

Hollywood.

This may be taken as a solid ef-

fort to register a very strong beef

against the way any number of

television shows, of the type known

as “f a m i 1 y”

or “situation-

comedy, ’* per-

sist in por-

t ray i n g a

group who
comprise the

very spine of

our society, a

group that is

the' s 0 lid
corps of our
culture, a

,, group without
Carrel Carroll .*

ho
'

w , fven

Motherhood would vanish from the

wholesome American sc.er.e. That

group is The American Father.

There is no real reason why I

should appoint myself - the defend-

er of The American Father and
ambitiously, graciously and self-

lessly assume the dangers, fears

and panoply, of a warrior in his

behalf. Yet. in the absence of any

other vo'unteers. willing to do bat-

the hearthstone, the Gallup of su-*

burban domestic relations. This is

by no means the case, ;I .

just

Watched television for a few nights,

and the result of this watching
would seem to indicate that per-,

haps Christine Jorgenson, nee
George, was doing some pilot-

thinking when he abdicated from
The Masculine Sex.

Clearly men are going downhill
to, nowhere; at least nowhere that

looks like any desirable place

to a dispassionate, impartial w atch-

er of television families in action.

TV's tawdry little evaluations of

the family-life that is the backbone
of any nation; TV’s dreary little

skirls on the doodlesack of domes-
ticity; TV’s weekly sackings of the

sacred sanctuary of tomorrow—the
American home—cart lead only - to

one rational conclusion. The rule

of The Amazon is nearer than .
We

think. .

• -

Alan’s Inhumanity

t’e in defense of t-h’S'. obviously

set-up Neb. I'm moved to rivet on

my battered old college armor;

rummage through the hall closet

for the engraved mace I -u«ed so

successfully in the varsity j ovists,

and enter The List* for the Little

Man Who so:s to work everyday-
laden with errand*, and a slight

cold—earns a living, buys a home,
dresses, his wife and children.’ and.

• himseh’. wears- his
- old ~?uit-- two

years too long in order to provide!

some insurance as a hedge against
j

his sudden withdrawal from .this

veil of smog.- Fd do as much for
;

a dog. But dogs don't need mei

Dogs have the ASPCA. The Amer-
;

ican Father has no such sturdy.
1

backing. He is a “loner." a soli- ,

tary little understander in an
:

acrobatic act called “The Family.” :

bearing on his patient shoulders

not., .only the pyramided dead-,

weight of innumerable top-mount- 1

ing “dear ones," but. also, the salty

irritation of national ridicule.

It's hard to understand why this

is,, in view of the fact that most of

the television material is written
by men. It’s difficult to explain
their mass masochistic attack on
their own gender. True, the Writers

of every television family series

SHIRLEY EGGLESTON
RADIO • TELEVISION
BROADWAY •

.

SCREEN
LExington 3.-ii00.

.

demic of Gracie Allens. It is re-

Dr. ,A. N. Goldsmith

are. theoretically, appealing to the
;

covering from, a bad attack of Cor-
vanitv 'and cupidity of tHe. distaff

| nSs Archers and a severe case of
division of bur civilization. But i Henrv Aldriches. But can it fight
how longwill it be before all wom-
en rise up in resentment against
the implication that they have been
foolish enough, or bat-eyed enough,
to accept as their life’s companions,
creatures of as little wisdom, skill,

wit or talent as the ones they see
I depicted-,; to Jbe ..the., typical • specie-

off the psychiatric dangers inher-
ent in the premise that every
American Father is a Pea-Brained
Booby the moment he leaves the
mysterious fastness of his office

i and. enters his home, the edifice in

which he should be master of all he
,

surveys? : How’ can a man be a suc-
father on our country s television-

, cessful comedian and a cornball
screens. father? How can a man be a wise

Is it not possible that the spuri- and reputable judge and a jerk-
ous characterization of Father as

|
husband? You can go right down

The Eternal Knucklehead by al- the line of trades, professions,
most all the Family-Type shows on skills and arts and in each find
TV could be. in a subtle way. un-
riernvmng the. basic social struc-

,

ture? For this treatment tends to.

build up in. men a resentment
against women that— if carried to

'

its ultimate possibility—could re-

sult in race suicide, while, at the

i

same time undermining women’s
! own confidence in themselves by
showing them in close alliance—

•

To take it from the. top: the na-... not t0 say in love—

w

; th the variety
tional attitude toward Dad today

is as different as that taken toward
his opposite number, Mom, as

Winston Churchill’s speech, coun-
try. appearance and politics con-

trast with those of Geocgi Malen-
kov. In case this fails to make my
point, there is as much difference,

in the way Mother is portrayed be-

fore the bar of American justice,

and the treatment accorded to

Father, as there i
c—to quote a

score of bores—between day and
night, black and white, wrong and
right or Amos and Andy.

Mom is the all-knowing pur-
veyor of good-counsel, the mag-
nificent solver of the insoluble,

the benevolent dictator—interested
onlv in the greatest good for the
greatest number, the supreme ar-

bitrator. the grand jury, the box-
ing commission, the FCC and
Marilyn Monroe all rolled into one.
While. Dad? .Well, Dad is just

rolled. Generally by Mom.

Dad a Real Gone Dummy !

Dad is the know-nothing, who
supplies the loot that buys the gro-
ceries. Dad is the Dunderhead who
.monthly meets the payments on
the first and second mortgages.
Dad is the Dope who does the
dishes in the evening because all

h? does all day is sit in a quiet
office. Pop is the mental-pauper
whose every gibbering effort to

make sense at family discussions
meets with hoots of derision from
the newest and tiniest member of
the domestic circle. There is little

that this poor “rioodnick” can un-
derstand. He can easily be made
a dupe by either of his teen-aged
children; and his wife, in con-
spiracy with the merest pre-pubes-
eent toddler, can best him at any
battle of wits. In fact, Mom is

always blueprinting some cul-de-
sac into which poor old Papa can
topple to his embarrassment—gen-
erally financial. Pop, in short, is

always “Target for Tonight.”

Anyone interested in my authori-
ty for these sweeping statements
might assume that I had just com-
pleted an elaborate survey of the
American home; that. I had, in ef-
fect, become the Dr. Kinsey of

of Kronk-Konk the average man
turns out to be on TV when he en-
ters his home and answers to the
name of Father.

In great concern I view this pa-
rade of farces that, depicts the
breadwinner as merely a crumb,
the medicine man of the family as a

little pill, the family’s big wheel as
a flat tire.

The nation has survived its epi-

some TV father who earns enough
to keep a pleasant roof over his

brood, but hasn’t enough stuff be-
tween his ears to help his kids
with their home-work. solve some
minor problem for his wife, turn
on the electric light, use the tele-

phone,'- make a simple logical der
duction, ask a sensible question or
perform any variety of casual do-
mestic task without causing flood,

fire, disaster and frequently threat
of divorce?

I predict that the first good, solid

domestic of family-type situation-

comedy show that hits the TV net-
work, in which the father, as well
as the mother, are depicted as pos-
sessing all their marbles; and in

which the progeny behave as intel-

ligent off-spring of this happy as-

sociation of two rational people.

HOWTO FAIL IN UHF
By DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH

There may be people afraid of succeeding In UHF, television. Thev
needn’t be. Here are some simple rules which should positively ensure
failure. They’re as reliable as the usual methods of making enemies
and annoying people.

Of course, to succeed in UHF-TV disregard these

rules. In fact, the opposite should be done. But
there .are the rules for making a mess of a UHF-
TV venture.

First locate your Station in very mountainous
country. .

Place the station down in a valley

around the corner from any populated area so that

it is thoroughly shielded. Never place the station

in generally flat country, or in a high spot over-

looking such country.
Select a locality in which there are many high

steel buildings crowded together around the sta-

tion in locations which will shield the waves from
all the homes in that neighborhood. Avoid
placing the station in a town mainly having
wooden frame buildings,

Put the station to one side of the cluster of homes to be served; And
preferably loeate it at a low point from which none of the receiving
aerials can be seen. Avoid a good central location in the middle of the
residential area. And be sure not to place the transmitter aerial on
the; top of a high tower overlooking that area.

Be thoroughly penny-wise. Select the lowest power transmitter
which any manufacturer can provide; In this \vay you can be sure
that only weak signals will be received vvith considerable noise and
blurring of the picture. High power transmiters which will produce
strong signals and clear pictures should of course never be selected:

In picking a town and a location, select one Where the population is

scattered over an ernorhious area with only one or two houses per
square mile. Further, pick a place for the: transmitter where the houses
are farthest apart and far away from the transmitter. Concentrated
population near the transmitting station is very objectionable, and might
even lead to financial success.

Also, select a City which already has a number of well established
VHF stations and a powerful competing UHF station as Well. Above
all, never go into a town Where there are no stations or only UIIF sta-

tions. Serious competition can thus.be ensured.

j

:

'

''

. ,

: V——HF; Have Fun
:

. f
Of course poverty-stricken localities With few people and little pur-

chasing power, are always desirable as UHF location. Since advertis-

ing in' such a neighborhood cannot bring results, the advertisers will

avoid your new station and thus ensure failure.

Network affiliation should be definitely avoided. If it is available

in the town you have selected, better try another place. The outstand-
ing network programs might please your audience, build up your busi-

ness,, and force success on you.

In going into any neighborhood, be sure that no one of your staff or
management is known to any of the local people. By forcing strangers
on the population and. by keeping aloof from them, dependable antago-
nisms, can be created. This is always helpful in leading to failure.

It is of course important not to have sufficient funds available even
to complete the station. But if this cannot be done, at least avoid hav-
ing'any surplus funds to Carry, the station over the initial buildup period
and to provide for unforeseen emergencies. Since emergencies gen-
erally arise, lack of reserves is a dependable way of achieving bank-
ruptcy.

By following all of these rules, completely and faithfully, failure is

certain. But one warning must be given. If these rules are disobeyed
-^or even if the opposite is done—success is likely. Planners of UHF-
TV stations are cautioned accordingly.

.

will get such a high rating the
show will have to go off the air

either because the sponsor won’t
dare monkey with the format for
fear of spoiling the rating, or be-
cause the rating is so high the show
sells so much merchandise the fac-

tory can’t fill the orders.
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DINAH SHORE

A station advisory board to

help set policy on a strengthened

“Crusade for Spot Radio’’ has been

established by John Blair, prexy of

the Station Reps Assn. At the

first meeting of the new boat’d

skedded for Jan, 12, a key item on

the agenda will be a proposition

that, the “Crusade”—-aimed at up-

ping spot radio biz—-incorporate,
in which case the advisory group

will become part of the corpora-

tion’s board of directors along

with the present directors of SRA.
Advisory board consists of Harry

Burke, KFAB, Omaha; Robert B.

Jones Jr., WFBR, Baltimore; Les-

lie L. Kennon, KWTO, Spring-

field. Mo.; Richard H. Mason,

WPTF, Raleigh; Philip Merryman,
WICC, Bridgeport; William B.

McGrath,. WHDH, Boston; Charles

F. Phillips, WFRL, Syracuse; Odin

S. Ramsland, KDAL, Duluth, and

Ben Strouse, WWDC, Washington,

D. C.

Fremantle’s Chiller

With Spanish language a grovv-

ing factor in American broadcast-

ing, Fremantle Overseas Rad io»

which produces a Spanish version

of “Superman” for American ana

Spanish markets, has come out

With a half-hour mystery senes

starring Arturo de Cordova. _p
c *

ries, “Los Perseguidos” (“The Per-

secuted”), consists of 13 open-end

half-hour shows adapted from

scripts by Lawrence Klee, ana

stars de Cordova as player ana

host.
. , .

j

Fremantle’s soaper series basea

on Mexican films, “Cinta de Plala

. (“Silver- Screen”), ,
has already

been sold to WHOM, N. Y.
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Biz Poses Multiple Problems
Will Come Some Clear

-

ix Impresarios Are Confident That Out of ’54

Patterns And A Plushy Future

By ROBERT W. SARNOFF
(Editor's Note: The following article was contributed by
Mr. SamOff while he was serving as NBC vice presi-

dent in charge of the Film Division. He has since

been elected, executive V.P. of the network.)

Just is in the early days of motiori picture industry, a

few major distributors and producers arose from the con-

fusion to give it stability, so in the present early period

of him syndication stability is coming front organizations

which are willing and able to assume responsibility for

programming of quality, and to meet the complete needs

of broadcasters, advertisers and the public.

A successful syndicator will be one to whom local sta-

tions and advertisers can turn for a variety of program
needs and the multiple services that have become an
integral part of programming supported by the advertising

dollar; A successful film syndicator,
in the final analysis, must combine a
thorough knowledge of broadcasting
With a deep-seated sense of service to
the public.

A year ago there were 110 TV sta-

tions in 64 cities. Today there are
more than 300 stations in over 200
cities. Syndicated film programs are
filling a large part of these new pro-
gramming hoiirs Which cannot be
filled by network originated shows.

It is this demand which film pro-
ducers and distributors—large and
small alike—are now seeking to meet,

and from which a pattern is beginning to develop. This
emerging pattern of the industry has already made it ap-

parent that enormous advantages accrue to the public, the
television station, and the advertiser through the use of

good syndicated film programs: The growing' television

public is given an opportunity to see the fine first-run pro-

grams. . ( like “Douglas Fairbanks Presents” and “Inner
Sanctum’’), as well as repeats of success series like “Vic-
tory at Sea” and “Badge 714” (formerly “Dragnet”) which
ran originally on the TV networks. Syndicated film en-

ables the TV station to fill its local program hours with

entertainment and information of a kind not available

through local origination. As a result; the whole quality

level of TV programming throughout the nation is being

raised.

Robt. Sarnoff

Catering to Local Clients

The local advertiser, with a limited budget, has now
found a way to use the. TV medium, which he can no
longer afford not to use. Syndicated film makes it possible

for him to buy programming to fit his pocketbook and
sales needs. A regional advertiser or multiple-market'

sponsor, can through syndicated film, concentrate, his ad-
vertising dollars in the areas where the largest proportion

of his sales are made. A national advertiser can supple-

ment his basic TV coverage by means of syndicated film

series.

It has also become evident that there is more to syndi-

cating a film program than for a salesman to go but into

the field with a can of film Under his arm, The true syndi-

cator’s task and responsibility begins with the sale, and
continues long after. It takes substantial financial and
physical resources, as well as advertising know-how, to

Convert a film series into an effective advertising and sell-

.
ing tool; The. costs of selling, printing, shipping, advertis-
ing and merchandising a TV film series add Up to a consid-
erable sum.

Cornerstone for Stability

Despite the laments of certain self-appointed critics,

network programming has raised the quality of television
as a national medium to a relatively high level—one which
certainly compares favorably with magazines, newspapers,
books, and other mass media. Syndicated films have the
potential to raise the remaining available program time to

an equally high level.

With the need for quality film programming so appar-
ent, it is obvious that one of the cornerstones for stability
in the industry is the rerun, which makes possible the local
showing—at a local cost—of programs of the highest qual-
ity. Although film syndication is already a multimillion
dollar business, much qf this investment remains to be
recovered. Few film series made specifically for syndica-
tion can recover all their costs on their initial run. It is

impossible for a really fine scries—which may cost as
much as $1,000,000 to do so. The rerun* therefore, be-
comes ^conoihically important.
The television audience, furthermore, is growing at the

rate of 500,000 homes a month (or about 1,300,000 view-
ers). Reruns are actually first runs to these viewers. Sta-
tistics, show that there are literally millions who miss even

«t.he highest rated episodes of the highest rated Series the
first time around. Reruns are first runs to these view-
ers, too>

W’hen popular TV film shows are repeated, tl.iey almost
Invariably reach a larger audience than they did on the

o
rs

^,..
1
.

un A six-city ARB survey shows, the “Victory at
kea’ is currently reaching more than twice as many homes
on its second run as it did on its first.

From the advertiser’s point of view, a rerun is desir-
because he gets a program that is a proved success,

mid one whose sales-effectiveness is a matter of record.

,

d he. buys it at a price that makes it a particularly good
advertising investment.

'

ybe validity of reruns does not mean, however, that
e\ery film program' should necessarily continue to be
shown just because it was produced. By exercising care-
jut d1Serimiiiation^^ selecting only the best programs for
indication, TV film distributors can perhaps do more than
anyone else to enhance the quality of TV programming
on a national scale.

A further and extremely important factor for achieving

stability in the syndication industry in pricing.; A few
syndicators feel that the sale is the thing—at any price.
Some film organizations, upon entering a market, quote
varying prices to stations and

.
to agencies for the same

program, often resulting in bargains and deals. Unless
these tactics are eliminated, the public and the industry
will suffer.. The greatest threat facing the syndication
business today is price cutting by producers and distribu-
tors in an effort, to salvage unsuccessful film properties
or to raise needed cash. For this reason the NBC Film
Division has dedicated itself to the maintenance of a
stable price structure for all its properties and thereby
provide sound business practices for the industry.

It is no secret that quality and commercial success often
go hand-in-hand. -Hollywood took a long step toward less-
ening its recent travails by producing excellent movies
which turned out to be boxoffice successes. The future of
film syndication depends upon this same kind of winnow-
ing process. The slipshod production, thrown together by
a shortterm promoter w ho gets out with a few fast dollars^,
will eventually gather dust in a film-storage vault. The
future of the industry depends on those organizations
which; can combine the best in showbusiness with an
honest fulfillment of obligation to the advertiser and the
public.

programs will be remembered as the “Crystal . Set Era of
TV”—it had its place, but aren’t the improvements spec-
tacular?

Edw. Madden.

By EDWARD D. MADDEN
(V.P., General Manager, MPTV’s Film Syndication Div.)

A year ago, at Variety’s Anniversary time, heated dis-

cussions had been raging oetrveen vocal groups, as to
whether ..the preponderance of future TV broadcasting
would be on film or done “live” within the fourwalls of a

studio or stage. The basic point both’
groups w ere missingwas that the
viewing public wasn't particularly in-

terested. in the mechanical means used
to bring their favorite shows to them
on their home screens. Researchers
found that the public had shown their

preferences for such shows in the 10
Top Television Programs of 1952 as
“I Love Lucy,” and “You Bet Your
Life,” two out of the top three shows
haying a 50.5 rating or better, and
both on film. The balance of that

year's first 10 shows were “Talent
Scouts,” “Godfrey and Friends,” “Mil-

ton Berle Show,” “Your Show’ of Shows,” “Comedy Hour,”
“Toast of the Town,” “What’s My Line?” and “TV. Play-
house.” The tabulated. ARB score 12 months ago stood at

8-to-2 in favor of “live” programs.

Now, a year later, the ratio is 64o-4 in the Top 10
roster, with the first three shows, topping the list, repre-
senting the TV-film industry—“I Love Lucy,” “Dragnet”
and “You Bet Y’our Life:” “Our Miss Brooks” garnered
eighth position in the poll and every indication has it this

show will continue to build in audience appeal and im-
prove its rating as time goes by. Because televiewers

.would not. know the difference most of the time, were it

not for the usual film credits, the public's choice in. the

.matter of film vs. “live” continues to prove the Show's the

Thing.

The output of all TV programming on film during 1953
was, of course, substantially larger than in the previous
12-month period. During 1954. about 45°c of all TV
programming will be made on film. Filmmakers will be
turning out 120 hours per month .of completed TV films.

The crying need for good stories will continue and some of

the public's favorite TV talent will constantly be on the

lookout for new material for films to be made in the imme-
diate future. But the advertiser and his agency are by now
fully aware that they can get greater flexibility, more
selective market coverage, lower advertising cost, and in

many cases higher rating through film syndication than
through network placement.

$50,000,000 Program

This puts the problem squarely up to the film syndica-

tion business to bring network calibre shows to the film

syndication field. We at MPTV are doing this through a

three-vear $30,000,000 production program. For example,

this winter, one of radio's perennial favorites, Ed Gard-

ner. is bringing "Duffy's Tavern” to TV via films. “Flash

Gordon.” the 20-year-old King Features Syndicate charac-

ter, makes his debut ion TV, fi.lnied expressly for video

audiences. Ella Raines, starring as “Janet Dean, Reg-

istered Nurse,” offers a dramatic series on film, and Drew
Pearsons “Washington Merry-Go-Round” brings the world

famous Washington reporter to TV in weekly. 15-minute

telefilms. . “Paris Precinct,” costarring Louis Jourdan

and Claude Dauphin, based on true stories of the French

police, wiil be filmed on actual locations throughout

France.

Advertisers who'- spend tremendous amounts of money to

bring news, information, education and entertainment to

the consumer public, are conscious of the latter’s prefer-

ences for filmed programs. .
They, are realizing more and

more, day by day, that by filming a. program, giving the

producers a less limited area in which to .film their shows,

as against the confinement of four walls of a studio or

theatre, they can attain higher ratings at 'a- lower cost in

the long run. Research has proven this just as surely as

it has classified the selections of favorite shows ii> the

more than 25,000,000 out of 47,000,000 homes that have

sets.

A year from now, at Variety’s 49th Anniversary time,

the old, film vs. “live” argument may give every indication

of becoming a thing, of the past. The ratio of the Top 10

Shows of 1954 may well stand at 8-to-2 in favor of film—

stranger: things hare happened! For its 50th, or Golden

Anniversary, Variety's TV-Film muggs can look to a

clean sweep in the video field—it 11 be 10-to-0 and * live
*

Geo. Shupert

By GEORGE Tv SHUPERT
(V.P. In Charge of ABC Film Syndication) /

Film Syndication is today a multi-million dollar busi-

ness. It is the means whereby the local sponsor can buy a

television program of a quality equal to that of the top

spending national advertiser at a price he can afford. In

my opinion, film syndication has only
begun to show its ultimate potential,

but before it does many of today’s
syndicators must either change their
methods-Hpr fail.

!

' •

Our setup, at ABC is a simple one.
The Flm Syndication Division is. treat-

ed seriously and given equal status
with the other four major divisions
of the network. We have been grant*
ed our independence from the other
network divisions in Order that we
will not end up as a dumping
grounds for. unsuccessful network
film programs. Nor must we favor

either our five owned television stations or our affiliates—

-

we pursue a strictly first come, first serve policy. This is

very important if we are to successfully compete with

other syndicators.

We are fully cognizant of the fact that television has up .

to now* known nothing but a sellers market, and that this
is going to change one of these days—-perhaps soon. We
believe that in the ensuing battle for the advertiser’s

.

dollar we will need quality
,
product, fairly priced, offered

to stations and .advertisersi'bXia.. quality sales force w hich
is both' able and w illing to render intelligent service to
the. film buyer.

'

••

Our two initial offerings—“Racket Squad” and “The
Playhouse ’—are each tops in their class. They have al-

ready proved their worth on a network basis and can be
performed several more, times on a local basis before they
will have played to their ultimate audience. Vie will have
other top quality, film shows available—some ot them first

runs and others Which have been top rated network pro-
grams.

To offer these on a local and regional basis, we have
already built the nucleus of a top .quality sales organiza-
tion These, men have been chosen because they, know both
the local advertiser's problems and the local station's prob-
lems. They are not order takers nor are they ordinary film
salesmen. Each man is expected to know, all there is to
know about his product. In addition he must possess ex-
pert know ledge of the television film basin e-S -its new
developments and its various problems. Thus he can offer
his clients much more than quality product alone. He. can

'

render a much needed counseling service.

We feel that our price structure must be realistic both
to the buyer and the seller. The buyer must get mOre than
his money’s worth. The seller must get enough to allow
for a fair profit and a continuance of his operation on a
quality level. Certainly no useful purpose will be^served
by the film syndicator cutting prices so low as to operate
at a loss. We do not subscribe to the policy of selling at a,,

loss now in the hopes that some day we may be able to get
what our product is worth. We think we are entitled to a
profit, now. We also, know that no business will last long
with shoddy product and we want, none of it.

We are extremely bullish in the future of films for tele-

vision. We feel that one day the profit from film syndi-
cation .operation will represent a pretty health}, slice of
ABC's overall profit.

By FRANK WISBAR
Holhwood.

It is a truism, but it is good to restate it once more:

There is no difference between the horde of cavemen
listening to a gossip-carrier with news of the neighboring

tribe, or the masses in the streets of Athens entranced by

the stage plays or their Greek masters of the drama, or

ladies sitting on the balconies of royal courts enchanted

by the talcs of wandering minnesingers, or our theatre-

goipg audiences, or our radio listeners or our television

viewers, when it comes to a story. They hare listened and

they will listen, as long as it is a good story.

From Euripides to Fred Coe, from Mozart to Felix

Jackson and from Shakespeare to Robert. Montgomery, one

eternal truth prevails: t ho story is the: thing!

What makes a good story?
The answer is difficult.;

Every hum ah being lias the irresistible desire to belong.
He is gregarious and interested in his neighbors because,
deep in iris heart, lie feels insecure. Since lie does not
know from where he comes and where Iris destiny will

force him to go. he is insecure as a matter of course. With
insatiable cpriosity, he w ill listen to the tales about people
and their experiences, always hoping that maybe, one day,

they will give him a hint about the true purpose and the
impenetrable mystery of his life. If lie hears that tragedy
befell a neighbor, lie crosses himself, grateful that. he was
spared this time; if he learns about the jackpot luck of

the man next door, his desire is aroused to equal the

other's success. It gives him courage to go on. The ex-

periences others make and talk about 'by wav of stories)

influence his outlook on life, and, influence Iris decisions.

Therefore: A good story is one which gives the largest

mass of people the .strongest feeling of security within the

sector of their owm existence, within the orbit of their

(Continued on page 104)
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How To Make Wince-Meat

Out of a TV News Show
By JOHN DALY

When Variety asked me to write a piece for its 48th

anniversary issue on how to put on a good TV news show

I heartily agreed, as I have some rather definite ideas on

the subject; But when the suggested length for the article

was mentioned I quickly cast about

for a new subject, one that could be

treated adequately within the space

limitation.

Hence the above title. For when
a television newsman is pleased with a

show he has just done—or seen* he

would have to go .to great length and

detail to explain exactly why it was

a good show, since so many factors

enter into achieving a happy blend

of the right words and the right pic:

tures. But when a news program—
his own or somebody else’s—makes

John Daly
him wince, it is easy to tell whyS Here

are a few; examples.

One of the gentlemen who can make wince-meat out

of a TV news show is the gimmick-crazy editor or TV
expert. He sits in his office with his shoulders hunched

watching the show and says.it hasn’t got any movement;

“VVe have to put movement into it. Why don’t we have

our boy sit on the corner of the desk? Then he can say,

'Good evening. How are you? ’ and-he can walk around

the desk, sit down, and he can do the news. It gives it.

pace; it gives, it movement,” The fact that the move-

ment is meaningless doesn’t bother him at all. This addic-

tion to movement for movement’s sake alone is some-

thing that those of us who appear before the cameras

and who have editorial supervision in some degree over

leievision news programs have to fight.

There is. another device the gimmick-lovers like even

better. The TV reporter is sitting down at. a desk and

working very hard; trying to make sense out of a compli-

cated story. Now he must get up and walk across what

seems like several hundred yards of studio to some carts

or maps, talking as he walks. He hasn't been making
things very clear anyway, but with the chart—rand the:

hike—he can confuse the audience so completely it won t

know What,.he is talking about.

leagues and t owe a large vote of thanks to these intrepid

and quick-witted lensmen,

In the infant days of TV news reporting, the camera-

man was often an old newsreel man whose only concern

was the picture. Sound to him was an abhorrent thing

which, with its ugly microphones and wires, only made it

harder to get the pretty picture he wanted to take. He
always looked for action, whether or not it was news-

worthy or even made sense. The water skier was to him

the superb story, because it was the superb picture. The

fact that he had shot it every March 12 since he was old

enough to hold a camera did not detract in any way from

its excellence in his mind.

On the other hand, a Congressman announcing a resolu-

tion to impeach the President was, in the mind °f the

transplanted newsreel m^n, a big bore, because it Was a

bad picture. And in the early days, before cameramen
learned the requirements of the new medium, there wel(e

several incidents comparable to the classic" tale of the cub
reporter sent to cover a ball game who returned with no
story. His explanation was tliaf the stands had collapsed;

killing several hundred people, and the game had been
called off—therefore lie had no story. Today, fortu-

nately,with cameramen trained to recognize what is news
and What is not, and with cameramen and reporters work-
ing together as teams, there i$ Little danger ofTheir return-

ing from an assignment with their film unexposed because
the event they were sent to cover was cancelled by a

cataclysm.

Yes, there have been, and still are, a lot of problems,
and a lot of egregious errors have been committed. But
TV news is hardly out of the crawling stage as yet, We
who are in it are growing up with it and learning our
lessons the hard way, because there is no school to go to.

The reason it has matured as. fast as it has, and is getting

better all . the time, is that it is highly competitive. Each
network strives to get the news on. first, and always to show
a picture. This sometimes leads to half-baked coverage,
but as technical problems are overcome one by one, as the.

period between the time something happens and the time
it can be put On the air grows continually shorter, and as

the people engaged in TV news reporting, spurred by the
healthy competitive urge to “get there fastest with the
bestest.” constantly find new and better ways of dping
their, jobs, television comes closer and closer to realizing

its full potential as a news medium.

!
Still——Very Still

One’ of the initial' mistakes ma^e^ in' television news was
the still. When you were given a TV news program to do,

you looked at the film material that was available, and
then before you reached for a gun, you remembered there

were still pictures. So you reached for them instead.

After you had used them, you sometimes wished you had
reached for the gun. As a rule of thumb, there is such

static quality to a still picture on television that you do
harm by its use, unless it is of transcendental importance.

If it is the only available depiction of a great disaster,

and you use it with a frank admission that it is there

because you have not yet got the film which you hope to

have in a few hours, and “this story is so big that we
thought you would like to see in this still picture what
the scene looks like,” then you have a valid reason for

using it. But just to put a still picture on; especially if it

is the face of one of our national leaders with his mouth
open arid one eye half shut, does, neither your show nor
his career any good.

There is another obsession which is sometimes found
among producers and managers—mostly among those

whose mothers went to see ‘ The Front Page.’- They will

move onto a television hews set and say, “The trouble

with this is it doesn’t look like a city room. Take off your
coats, roll up your sleeves, open, your neckties, Then, it

Will look like a newsroom.” Unhappily, the victims who
have been so instructed, particularly if they -happen to be
conservative and neat in their dress,will feel silly and
act that way when they get on the television screen.

. There is another aspect of gimmickry that really is not
a gimmick, but it is something that can cause trouble.

That is the interview. If you are searching, as you often
have to do, rather frantically for material to cover the
period of a TV news program, you will turn to the inter-

view. Now. the interview requires the most rigid self-

discipline. An interview properly used.and given a proper
amount of time can become a very useful ingredient in

television news coverage, But an interview used to no.

other purpose than to fill three minutes, or to no other
purpose than to put on the screen the physical person of
somebody whose name happens to be in the news, does
no good to the program or to the person who is put on. It

is a reasonably good concept, I think, that interviews in
television news presentation very properly belong on the
half hour or hour weekly review. There an interviewee
can be used to support the basic ingredients of a story
which have been previously drawn together and developed.

That Change of Pace

One method that is used rather widely is the presenta-
tion of a story with a brief exchange between an inter-
viewer and interviewee as the first step- Then film which
affects. or depicts the story matter in which the interviewee
is the expert is shown.- There is, thus, an opportunity to
discuss the film with the/interviewee, as it is shown, taking
it in at a proper point, going back to the visual depiction
of interviewer and interviewee, and then back to film,
intercutting. It gives a change of pace, gives renewed
interest, and brings an expertize to the explanation of the
film which otherwise would be lacking. Then, again, there
are those who put personalities on a television news pro-
gram for a minute and a half. The guest comes in, and the.

commentator says, “This is Mr. John Doe who yesterday
afternoon climbed the side of a building to save a little

girl when the building was on fire. Mr. Doe, it has been
very nice to have you with us.’’ A minute and a half is
up. “Goodbye. Glad you were here.” That kind of inter-
view does not improve any program and I don’t think it

should be used.
. Cameramen—or cameraman-reporter teams—are one of
the most Important factor's in TV news reporting. It is
they who are oti the shot where the news is happening,
and actually, by deciding instantaneously what to shoot
and. what not to shoot, they perform a very real editorial
function. Their news sense and judgment, which must be
applied in seconds without the benefit of reflection or
hindsight, strongly affect program quality, and my coi-

1

—By MAGGI MeNELLIS

Maggl McXellis

“Getting to know you, getting to know all about you . . .

getting to like you” . . . these words by Rodgers &.Ham-.

merstein accurately describe the feeling of the TV viewer

regarding the most fascinating personalities of the day.
Years ago, film press agents desper-

ately tried to keep a star’s happy
marriage a secret from the public.

A wedding ring, it was believed, de?

tracted from the glamour of the idol

of the people. It was standard pro-

cedure for a star to be mysterious,
wear dark glasses and issue state-

ments through the publicity depart-

ments of the studios ... carefully

worded statements that had, the ap-

proval of the big boss.

Television has changed air that.

Each time a viewer switches on his

TV set; a personal invitation is ex-

tended to him to get to know his favorite film star,

baseball player or symphony conductor. On any number
of programs he can see and hear these people. sitting

around, answering
.
questions . and giving their personal

opinions on a variety of subjects.

I was amazed to discover that several hundred traffic

policemen were delighted when it was brought out on
“Leave It to the Girls” that Aldo Ray is a former cop.

The Aldo Ray of the film, “Miss Sadie Thompson.” is quite
different from Aldo Ray, the traffic cop. Herewas a

regular guy with whom these boys in blue could identify

themselves and they liked it!

When Robert Wagner revealed on my WABC-TV show
that for the picture “Beneath The 12 Mile Reef” he had
to dye his hair and get a permanent, a score of male
viewers wrote, “I guess I shouldn’t complain just because
my wife wants me to get a haircut every week. Look
at that poor Wagner guy ... a permanent!” Bob had
established a rapport with these fellows. From now on,
they will be sympathetic towards him instead of resenting
his good looks. Interview programs tend to humanize stars

and that seems to be the order of the day.
Radio also plays a great role along these lines. I inter-

viewed Deborah Kerr on radio and she spoke charmingly
of her 20-month-old daughter who is the same age as my
Meg. Listening to her you realized that she is truly a
devoted mother. And what an effect this had. on other
mothers who sometimes take a dim view of “actresses.”
They wrote, “I saw Deborah Kerr as that unfaithful wife
in ‘From Here to Eternity’ and I sure was surprised to
hear her talk about her own little girl, i got quite a dif-

ferent idea of her.” Another letter contained about the
same words but this mother mentioned “Tea and Sym-
pathy,” the Broadway, play in which Deborah is appear-,
ing; Because of her frank answers to questions every lis-

tener would like to ask, these, women were getting to know
Miss Kerr as a friend.

Most men know what Roy Campanella can do when lie is

catching for the Brooklyn Dodgers. But it probably wasn’t
until Ed Marrow took a camera into the Campanella home
that they knew that the first mitt Roy ever used is promi-
nently displayed in his basement rumpus room, And, al-
though most people would imagine that Leopold Stokow-
ski has a magnificent grand piano in his penthouse, few: of
them knew that he cherished a large and not very musical
Chinese gong until Mr. Murrow gave them an intimate
glimpse of the. Stokowski apartment.

TV shows these fabulous personalities as they arerWhat
they say is what they think . .. . not what someone else
w rote for them. What they wear is their personal choice
... not what was designed for a fictitious screen character.
And, as we are. all loyal to what is familiar to us, so does
the viewer become more loyal the better he gets to know a
star. Television is the greatest Friendship Club ever
found!

J. C. Swayze

If You Ain’t Got Jitters

’t a
By JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE

I have, I suppose, a zany twist to my mind that sparks
an interest in the darndest things, among them that nionu
mental bogey of show business, stage fright* I am some-
thing of a student of this particular form of jitters. Arid

since the old saw; “misery loves com-
pany,

0 has the ring of sterling, I have
found one ' Comforting facet to the
malady. Even those you don’t sus-
pect suffer from it. The only excep-
tions I ever heard of are Ethel Mer-
man and Lilli Palmer. Miss Mer-
man's, “Why should I be scared 1

know’ my lines; don’t I?” is an all-time
classic.

: One evening during the period I

was on the Sunday Goodyear Play,
house a member of the stage crew
summed up with accuracy during re-
hearsal;

“Before I was in this business I used to wonder how
all those people on my TV screen could be so calm. [

don’t wonder anymore, I know'. They’re all just scared
to death.”
There is one comforting school of thought made up of

those who say the only time you need to worry is when you
don’t have stage fright. It was Jimmy Durante Mho said;

“When you get that nervous feeling, then you kno\v you're
going to be good.” .

I didn’t know Al Jolson but I remember O, O. McIn-
tyre’s line that lie suffered the backstage jitters like every-
one else but, when finally onstage, he clicked with ma-
chine gun-like rapidity. I can. testify to that because I saw
him from out front;

I remember when Max Liebman, rehearsing his cast
and giving instructions, wound up: “So you have to. re-

member all these things—and take care of the butterflies

as well.”

Ethel. Barrymore once said she had suffered exquisite
torture all her career from this mysterious ailment, which
can,, on occasion, make the victim feel too weak to -utter a
line. Her debut as a teen-age youngster, so goes the
legend, found hier in that fix, literally. The spell that

had struck her speechless was. abruptly broken by a hearty
voice from the balcony. “Come on, Ethel, we’re all for

you.” She may have suffered stage fright endlessly but
she’s never been speechless since, thank goodness.
A lot of you riiay-remember that great speakeiy.Al Smith,

and you may also recall that he was struck dumb the first

time, he -upped to a microphone. Of course, he later had
a word for the darned thing—“raddio”—and the country
loved the coinage. It became as widely circulated as the
famed blooper of Graham McNamee’s “Gasoloon,” which
Ed Wynn promptly picked up and kidded him about for
.weeks in the days of the “Fire Chief” programs. And,
by the way, what do you suppose caused Graham to sav
“gasoloon” when he’d intended it to be “gasoline?” The
same Old thing, a form of stage fright. One afternoon,
making a recording, the veteran McNamee. had to repeat
a simple announcement 21 times before he managed to
get it out as it should be. And this, mind you, was onfe

of the glibbest veterans the airlanes ever owned;

More Bloopers

Another case was Harry Von Zell’s “Hoobert Heevdr, ’’ as
odd a label as has ever been tacked on that distinguished
former chief executive. It’s the jitters that lay behind
most of these fantastic mixups. Another incident was that
of the . actor who intended to say he was going “to give
the bell, a pull,” and wound up saying he was .-going “to
give' the bull a pill.” And, of course, there" is the -chap

‘ who was introducing the premiere of a new show spon-
sored by £he Perfect Circle Piston Ring Company. He told

a waiting nation the elaborate program was being brought
them by the “Cer-fect Perklc. Riston Ping Company.”
Back in the years I served as a Kansas City newsboy I

used to watch the acts from the wings in the city’s play-
houses. I’d also watch them beforehand and I have a vivid
recollection of Jack Haley, that Broadway and Hollywood
veteran, in makeup and stage clothes, walking in a circle
as„he rehearsed to himself in a chant the lines of a new
act. He saw or heard nothing, moving as if in a nervous
trance. And here was one of the hep guys of show busi-
ness, fully capable of getting out of any jam he was apt to
encounter onstage.

Who’s Skeered?

I remember one evening when I was starting a new
show. “Are you scared?” asked Tuffie, my wife. “Hardly;”
spoke up a friend standing by, “Do you ever get scared
anymore, John?” I -could manage only a sickly grin, and
hope he didn't know my legs had turned to rubber. I was
on the Opening of this season’s “Show /of Shows,” and
shortly before we took the air was talking to Bob Burton,
Imogene Coca’s husband. “Well,” he said, suddenly. “I

shouldn’t be taking up your time now when you’re worry-
ing about remembering your lines and all that.” Up spoke
Len Cantor, who was serving as my “Man Friday” to see I

didn’t get lost in the unfamiliar shuffle. “Don’t you be-

lieve it,” he said, with conviction, “Mr. Swayze is one
of the few here this evening who isn’t worrying about lines

or anything else!”
I almost fell off the stage apron. I wasn’t worrying? U

was paralyzed! Yet others: have said the same thing,, ask-

ing hovv I keep cOol when something goes wrong on the

“Camel News Caravan.” “Don’t you ever have stage,

fright?” they ask. Boy, oh boy! .1 not only get it oh opi'n-

ihg nights, L occasionally have recurring spells on a show
I’ve been on for years. They zoom out Of nowhere, these

spells, arid attack with their insidious legions.
In tprn, I'd always envied my good friend, Ben Grauer,

as cool appearing a potato as I ever saw face a micro-
phone or camera. “That jasper,” I said to myself, “just

hasn’t any nerves.”
By chance one afternoon Ben plopped down besi.clrf

me at a lunch counter, where I, was having a sandwich.
He reached in his pocket and pulled out a small silver pill*

box, precisely the same kind I carry and from precisely
the same place, Mexico City. He opened it, this unflustered
cool cucumber, and what did I see inside? Precisely the

same kind of nerve sedative tablets I. use myself when
the going gets too rough!

Yet, you know, somehow I fancy we’d miss ’em if we

didn’t have ’em, at that.
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RAPE OF THE- TAPE
By LOU DERMAN-

Hollywood.

Thp TV Producer shuffled along the park; road leading

to the zoo, deep in thought, his brow wrinkled in seven

The Sponsor's
clearly defined channels

threat, reverberated in his brain: “Get
more laughs, Kahn, or I drop ‘Life

With Moe’ and pick up ‘Life With
Joe’,’’ v
More laughs, more laughs—

.

“Life With Moe’’ averaged, a laugh

every four seconds, but that wasn’t

good enough. Their opposition, Beat

the. Experts, got screams every three

seconds by beating experts with rub-

berhoses.
The Public is a masochist, Kahn

thought bitterly.

More, laughs. Where to get more
laughs?

Lou penman Fire the writers? Na.

lie had hired and fired every Writer in town at least

three -times. Apparently the writers had a strong union

and they never submitted a new joke without first getting

approval from the Guild office.

Kahn’s job was at Stake and he knew. it. He had to coax

louder and funnier laughs from his studio audiences, but

row 9 Once he had received a wonderful telegram from

The Sponsor about their last show. “Great. Terrific,

Never heard such screams. They laughed like lunatids.”

Luckily The Sponsor had never discovered the truth.

They really had been lunatics.

Forty schizophrenics smuggled out of a nearby institu-

tion and planted strategically among the studio audience. .

For 30 consecutive minutes they had chuckled, giggled,

snickered, tittered, guffawed, screamed, howled and gone

crazy. Correction—they had already went crazy.

They had even found the soap commercial deliriously

funny, and the TV viewing audience had thought it a won-

derful gimmick: foaming soapsuds onstage and a frothing

audience offstage.

Oh. yes. There had been one other stroke of genius.

Kahn had gotten the idea one day while strolling, about

the zoo, just as he. was doing now. The Sponsor had then,

. just as now, threatened to cancel “Life With Moe,” and

Kahn in desperation had cOme up with a lifesaver.
.

•' He had distributed a pack of honest-lo-goodness laugh-

ing hyenas among the. studio audience, all dressed up as
;

out-of-towners. They had clocked a laugh-a-secondr—a rec-

ord for Studio B—and one hyena, the hammy one in the

pack, had leaped up on the stage and begun mugging before
.

the TV cameras. By the time they could reach him he had
blurted out the Name of The Song and won himself $5,000

and two weeks in Europe with Cy Howard.

Yes. they had clocked a laugh-a-second that night.
" The producer sighed.

You couldn’t rent . a pack of hyenas every week—it ran
into too much money—and besides, hyenas were too tricky

to handle. That hammy one had almost queered the act.

He stopped before the hyena cage and stared wistfully

. at one hysterical animal.
“Hya, Mr. Kahn, Manna hire Felix tonight?”

It Mas Joe, the amiable, bribe-able zookeeper.
“No, Joe,” Kahn said sadly, “I used up the budget money

last week On itching powder.”
"Itching poM'der?”
?‘‘We sprinkled it on the audience scats.”

“Oh yeh. Good idea. Get a lotta laughs?”
“Only one every four seconds. That stuff w orks slow.”
“That’s too bad, Mi\ Kahn,”
“Yeh.”

. .

Kalin listened' to the manical screech of the hyenas and
a frustrated look crept into his honest blue eyes.

“If only 1 could get people to laugh like that,” lie said
wistfully.

"Uh, Mr. Kahn ”

“Yes?”
“I gotta confession.”
“What, Joe?”
“That hyena, it ain’t really* laughing.”
‘‘What do you mean?”
“It’s got laryngitis. It can’t laugh.”
“Stop kidding, Joe,” Kalin said irritably, “I hear it laugh.

How can you. tell me Felix has laryngitis?”
“Inside Felix, Mr. Kahn . . . a soundtrack:”
An incredulous look spread over The Producer’s harried

features, lie could hardly hear his own voice as he
whispered:

“Laughs . . . on a soundtrack, huh?”
Sure. What the heck, Mr. Kahn. People come to the

zoo to hear our hyenas laugh and vve can’t afford to gam-
ble.- So, starling last week all our. hyenas switched to
tape.”

£a,in ’s ejcs al Piost popped out of his head.
Genius! Sheer genius!” he shouted. “You take out

^hyena’s voice-box and insert a laugh-tape. . .

Uh, Mr, Kahn, begging your pardon,” the zookeeper
saia respectfully, “the phrase

. is ‘dub in.’ It’s a term
C01

*?ed by us zookeepers.” ;

l.hi’cw an affectionate arm around Joe.

” »

V-’hJ-nd.^yqu. don’t know what you’ve just done for

j

’ .- e sahl in ' tense, quivering tones. "'Your gimmick

iii

g°* ng *° revolutionize- the entire industry. And when

•f.

"^oi’y ®f Television .is written* my name will rank
h Baird, Zworykin. and Madman, Muntz.”

# # .

*•

,
ihe week “Life With Moe” had been filmed, and

pnr.
'

lahgher dubbed in every two seconds. The audi-
ce, poor trusting souls, couldn’t tell a straight line from

pi i ae"
c
.“ llne—but didn’t seem to care, They never had to

Jaimi
S

i ? j°ke "'ere, funny. Every time the “audience”
^ey laughed—and “Life With Moe” continued to

gain more and more listeners.
That

named
Wit

oieboard in Variety read:
Life With Moe ... 169
Life With Joe 7
Life With Pat ................... 5
Life With Nat . . 3

*> .
e Wtih Freiberg . . . .

3 2

a-S'i* i-,

the end of the Tear. “Life With Aloe” was
...Raided ,th.e Nobel Peace Prize : as:

“The Entertainment Vehicle most responsible for spread-
ing chaos and confusion, among Soviet spy agents.”

Moreover, "Life With Moe” became such a TV must
that they figured out a M ay to beam it to people who had
only radio sets.

With such phenomenal success, Kahn’s services became
sought after by every TV network in the country. He
reached the pinnacle of his career, however, when he man-
aged to combine several oiling comedy shows into, one
fabulous riotous package entitled:

“Life With Moe, Joev Pat, Nat and Freiberg.”
And Kahn .took no chances. He dubbed in enough laughs

to sink a Don Wilson. .

'
. Kahn's Magnificent Hoax must have remained undc-

:

tected forever, if he hadn’t let success turn his head. Burst-
ingwith his great

.
secret, Kahn told a fcllow>producer

about his Perfect Grime. One drink led to another and
Kahn decided to prove to his skeptical; friend what a
genius could do when the mOOd seized him,
That fateful Sunday 8 p m., Kahn’s “Life With Moe, Joe,

Pat, Nat and Freiberg” was rolling along smoothly, pick-
ing Up the usual 14 laughs per second. Suddenly
Kahn stopped his cameras and gave orders for the

laugh-tape to keep playing under the blacked-out screens.
Shortly thereafter, 40,000,000 Americans did a concerted

double-take when they realized they had been laughing
at absolutely nothing for three solid, minutes!

Infuriated at having been thus duped, The People began
to vent their fury at the new medium which had outraged
their intelligence. Newspapers carried banner Headlines
every night, and the. dispatches all told the same grim
story:' ;

' v

Salem, Mass .—A witch-hunting mob burned a 19-inch
TV set at the stake.

Dalhart, Tex .—A hanging party stormed a private home
and strung Up a quivering TV aerial.

Kansas City .—An unruly crowd raided a saloon and rode
its TV set out of town on a bar rail.

Kahn? To save 1 him from. mob violence, the Government
had to. step ip,

They sent him up for life on an income tax charge—
or as Variety put it:

CANNED CACKLES OUT—KAHN JN CAN.

1

By SOL SAKS
: “ '

(Writer, -My Favorite Husband’ CBS-TV

)

Hollywood.

The one important lesson we in television can learn

from the motion picture industry is that underestimating

the customer can be a fatal mistake.

From the time they were able to offer— at the cost of

a few pennies—the entrancing sight of. figures that moved

to people who had rarely if ever been inside a theatre,

the motion picture industry grew with leaps and bounds.

Grew, both culturally and economically to be a colossus;

rich, powerful, influential . . , and afraid of its own
flickering shadow. This colossus of the entertainment

world was guided not by directors, writers, actors or

even producers: but by men
.
in walnut-panelled offices

who had their fingers on the pulse of the boxoffice and
claimed to know just what the average person—symbol-

ized by a little old lady who lived in Keokuk—wanted
to see.

But the man in the walnut-panelled office claimed to

know only what the. little
:old lady in Keokuk w anted to

see; the standard of what she should see lie left to any
self-appointed guide vociferous enough to threaten effects

at the b oy Xnd, every time one of these Lilliputian guides

raised his voice 111 remonstralion, the colossus .would

quiver in fright, apologize, and promise never to disobey

again.

The net result was usually a non-controversial. non-

moral. lion-intelligent picture featuring Betty Grable’s

legs, made at a cost that could build a college and
bringing back enough profit to build a small city.

—-Ami Then the TV Dawn

Then along came television.

At first the motion picture industry decided to just

ignore it and maybe it would go away. But when they

fotind they would have to give battle, they fought the only

way they knew how. They got more expensive publicity

agents to get bigger pictures in more newspapers of

prettier girls in scantier costumes standing next to a can

of axle-grease in commemoration of Lubrication Week;

they sent movie idols out to hold revival meetings all

over the country, exhorting the faithful that movies were

still the best entertainment; until, panicky, they reached

the reductio ad absurdum of trying to defeat television

by pulling cardboard framed glasses on people so that

they could see roller coasters coming out of the screen.

Then finally, when all else had failed, a few of the

more forward thinking men in the industry presented

one last hope; a -revolutionary method of attack, a brand

new thought—the bestWay to get people to go to the

moyies was to make good movies.

In a few short years, despite the inevitable, niistakos,

the television industry has already made some achieve-

ments of which w;e can. all be. proud; shows like “Mr.

Peepers” and Philco Playhouse, writers like Paddy.

Chayefskv, records of the American scene like “See It

Now.” -

But already wc begin to see ominous signs.. Already

the men in live walnut-panelled rooms are figuring- out

the surefire formulas; the .-Writers, directors and actors

are alreadv taking their places along the assembly line

bells which will carry their efforts through the fusing

machine and into the puitch-press with four adjustments;

A imitations of "I Love .Lucy”; B,. imitations of "What’s

My Line?”; C, imitations of "Dragnet”; and X, an adapt-

able adjustment for airy future successful formula some,

daring pioneer might discover*

Soon , the self-appointed inspectors will take their

place in the shipping room; the bluenose reformer to

pass on the product, morally; and the grocer from New
York State to pass on It politically,

' Let's be brave. Let's,- within the bounds of good taste

Bob Consldine

Stars Of ‘Electric Pictures’

Worth All They Earn
By BOB CONSIDINE

They re not a bad lot, these stars of TV, or “electric
pictures” a$ the medium is called by NBC’s Ann Gillis,

They more than earn Whatever they make. Someone
recently wrote that Liberaee makes $40,000 a w eek 1 or woe

it a minute? ) .
for doing what appar-

ently comes naturally; More power
to him. I’m sure he’s underpaid. For
TV people work or worry 24 hours a

day, aswell as in .13-week periods.
Berle, Allen, Groueho, Lucy and the
Bishop work for coolie wages.
They are never “off.” Goggle-eyed

fans may see
.
them (with the excep-

tion of the Bisli) relaxing at. Toots
Shoe’s or Lindy’s, the Pump Room
or the Brou n Derby, in the wee sma’
hours. But they are working. They
are talking shop. That’s work. TV
people talk only shop. Radio people

have been known to mention other topics. H. V. Kallen*
born, Lowell Thomas and. others have been know n to go
for a full evening without some discussion of their light-

ing, writers, channel number, rating, etc.

Not TV people. For them there is no variety, except
with a capital V, and thus no rest. The top ones are con-
stantly in rehearsal or going through the usually well-con-

cealed agony of “the show,” or unwinding after a.
; tavern

or clarinet cave, pi* taking part in a benefit—often spu-

rious. Sleep brings little surcease, for then they enter into

a common nigHirnWe: .

They show up late for “the show ” because of an accident
or a defective watch. Then they lose their script, or the
Teleprompter develops, crankcase trouble and sticks bn a
line which ends with “suddenly. . . In this macabre
dreami the audience consists, entirely of that member of
the sponsors advisory board..-who hates the star's guts like

crazy and is determined to replace him by Tony Wpns.

Television stars, nine times out of ten. are convinced
that most makeup, dabbers are out to run them off the air..

The makeup people seem to them to be in cahoots w ith the
lighting directors, w ho set their scalding; beams in such
a way as to bring out the nibst wrinkles per square inch.

If the TV-^tarT
.ic_a_c.Qmeiiian he she is bound to th ink

that his her writers have entered into a secret conspiracy
with a rival comedian to make him her—the ifirq come-
dian-sound duller than Joe Josephine Miller. And as a

constant viewer of comedy programs I'm inclined to be-

lieve the .fears are often wellgrounded.

If. the TV star runs a panel-- of -political -discussion he
finds his soul gnawed, by the basic ingratitude of politics,

who serve him for free. Homer Q. QuackenlrJier. the
candidate, willingly stood on his head pn “the show" just

before election. But now that he's safely ensconced in a

fat cat job in Washington, the bum wouldn't thin',; of 'filling-

in for a scheduled principal who broke her leg on the way.
to the studio.

There is a poignant lack of security around c%en the
most famous TV stars. II they can be said to be happy
from time to time, those times must be immediate];; after
a pew 13-week option has been picked up. The times are
not lengthy. There is always a. new Mbrry, What's the
opposition doing? What about that new show on that big
.independent, where they’re throwing red cherry pies in-

stead of plain old black and whites? What's the fellow
with that rating outfit got against you?

‘Tjie Shon’

That lack of security comes out in all discussions about
“the show.” There is no other show; in a parallel field

except “the show." Discussion of anybody else’s TV effort

embarrasses the principal of “the show.” He she is quick
to read into the friendliest friend's simplest remark about
somebody's else's show a reflection on “the show.” All

but an excoriating discussion of a semi-rival's show is mis-
taken by the principal as a blast at “the show.”He M.Ve

casts about wondering if the speaker really is a true
friend, or whether the sponsor will spend enough extra
money to make “the show " so big it cm be received only
on 27-inch screens.

It’s a wonder these people are as nice folks as tho\ are,

when you consider all the pressures, all.the uncertainties,

all the insecurity, all the dependence on the whims of

patron and public.

I know only two that TV completely soured, as com-
pared to dozens ruined by Hollywood or who went hay-

wire with a newspaper column.

One. a beloved figure among elderly women and fanciers

of Chic Sale humor, has Won millions of fans as a kind of

latter-day Will Rogers. Yet he has the most genuine
loathing of people Fve ever encountered. He honestly
States evcr\body who works for him, despises all who
shower blessings' upon him. and can’t wait to get to toe
seclusion of his hotel after a show, there to lock himself',

in against the world.
.

Another, \vhoni millions of moppets pray for each ever

iiing, remembering him in their prayers along with their

parents and dogs, submits to tons of publicity pictures each
year showing him dandling bug-eyed toddlers on his knee.

My wife recently said to him, “It must be wohderfulto be
loved by so. .many children. Do you have any of jour
own

"Hell, no," he said, quite offended. “I hale the

little ...!”,
But by and large they’re a good lot. They take a healing

from the more acid longucd critics; But. they must have
this comfort: They burn up more material in a month than
some of the imperishable vaudeville stars of old—on the

Keith'-Orpheum. Pantages, Sullivan and Considinc time

—

did iq years. And reach more people. And work harder
for what little they can keep in the way of w orldly -good-4-.

Period.

and good citizenship, provide the best possible; entertain-

ment we can, And if any of the irresponsible amongst us

step outside the bounds of good taste and good citizen-

ship,, there arc duly constituted. authorities tb bring them
back in line. Within these confines we will make many,

mistakes and. produce some trash; but if a proper propor-

tion is| worthwhile and : entertaining, that wohdcriul 1)1-

tie bid lady jn Keokuk w ill be on our side.
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By BOB CHANDLER
As new television outlets spring up almost daily and as fewer and

fewer areas remain without television, network radio finds Itself on

the horns of a constantly growing, dilemma. The Webs are losing their

audiences, and consequently their billings. In the battle to regain

answers to be sure, but at least inklings of what can be done. CBS
has inaugurated a new era in radio journalism with its series of dociD

menfaries under Stuart Novins and his unit has undertaken projects

formerly in the province of the print media—and done them better,

With intensive research and preparation - and lots of good legwork,

Bv ROBERT M. WEITMAV
(V.P.. ABC Talent and

Programming)

Competition, like Variety, is the
spice of show business. One should

Vision Screen for the loudspeaker to give a listen to these. NBC too

has evolved pure radio in its “Weekend** concept, and shuttling back
to CBS, the web has struck a potential vein of listener, gold in its

"Stage Struck.”
Radio must use its natural advantage over TV. It can move faster,

.
. ....

get into smaller places, it can evolve from the work of one on-the-spot around better television means

man with a pocket transmitter of tape machine rather than an an- more viewers,

nouncar, cameraman, audio man, director and engineer. It must use In our shop, we are trying to

its advantage of reaching audience where TV can’t—in the automobile, diversify Just as a movie theatre

petitors, but we should try to excel

00 in relation to Our own standards

ck Having learned, after years ‘in

its the theatres, that if every show
was good, everybody did better

er, business, so I .believe that all

those audiences, they’re faced with a dual problem: first, to justify the documentary unit has come up with' exposes and studies of condi- understand that we should not only

their existence; second, to reawaken the public’s awareness, not in .tions in this country that are sweeping and dramatic in scope. They're be as good or better than our com-

radio (because the public is aseare of radio), but in network «dio.
... 7*'

Question of justifying their existence is a more crucial One than they vision screen for the loudspeaker to give a listen to these. NBC too
in relauon 10 opr own standards.

WOuld. like to admit, and becomes more critical as TV expands. Ex- has evolved pure radio in its "Weekend" concept, and shuttling back Having learned, after years -in

perience has shown in nighttime radio that in the fields of
.

drama, to CBS, the Web has struck a potential vein of listener gold iri its the theatres, that if every show

comedy and general entertainment, people prefer to see and listen "Stage Struck.” was good, everybody did better

than to listen alone. The networks are faced with the reality that in Radio must use its natural advantage over TV. It can move faster, business, so I believe that ah

the field Of entertainment as it’s now constituted, television is in the get into smaller places, it can evolve from the work of one on-the-spot

catbird’s seat and will continue to be so in terms , of audience and man with a pocket transmitter of tape machine rather than an an-

revenue. nouncer, cameraman, audio man, director and engineer. It must use

The webs may point to their morning and afternoon strength to its advantage of reaching audience where TV can’t—in the automobile,

dispute this. But that strength is a tenuous one at best—television the factory, the store. Americans like to Work and play with a radio

is making giant strides in daytime programming, and the top agert- at their sides. Network radio has these advantages over TV, but thus

cieS arc preparing, for the plunge into daytime video. Morning tele- far it hasn’t made proper use of them. Local radio has, and it’s pro ?it-

vision too has jumped, and the morning TV habit has taken hold more ing; network radio, by contrast, hasn’t and it’s feeling the pinch. An
rapidly than radio experts like to admit. There’s no question that example of local radio’s initiative is the series (first summer, now

the factory, the store. Americans like to Work and play With a radio should have a change 0! pace, daily

at their sides. Network radio has these advantages over TV, but thus TV programming should make the

far it hasn’t made proper use of them. Local radio has, and it's profit- saiim try. The problem is not <-0

ing; network radio, by contrast, hasn’t and it’s feeling the pinch. An simple in. TV.- Many- shows are re-

example of local radio’s initiative is the series (first summer, now d.uircd nnd many sponsors have tp

year-round) of where-to-go capsules on WNEW, N. Y. for General be satisfied. And sponsors must
Motors Acceptance Corp.,- a natural for the. driver and auto sponsor sell merchandise,

alike. Accepting this theory, the ques-
N°twork radio has a function and can perform it, but its job is to tion is what can be done about it?

go through some thorough soul-searching and come up with new con- First of all, the best available
cepls of that, function. Once it finds a raison d’etre and goes about talent must be mobilized. Not only

soapers on network radio are here to stay—-they allow the hausfrau year-round) of where-to-go capsules on WNEW, N. Y. for General

to go about..her work and at the same time provide her with enter- Motors Acceptance Corp.,- a natural for the. driver and auto sponsor

tainment, something that television can’t do. But as more and more alike.

housewives switch to TV in the daytime, how many radio networks Network radio has a function and can perform it, but its job is to

can support themselves on the basis of soap opera coin alone? .
go through some thorough soul-searching and come: up with new con-

This situation brought about by the expansion and refinement of
cepls of that function. Once it finds a raison d’etre and goes about

television leads to the question of self-justification. if television: is
£l"ln®

t
U
,l ‘Ti

aud.''1'

"

d sp°"sols wl11 “me »»?*»<•».*•»
going to take the play a*ay from radio in (he general entertainment epe of the old adage of building a better mousetrap. Do what televi-

field! ivhat then can network radio programming do that a local station s.on and local radio can’t do and you re in business,

can’t do as well? Music and news? In most cases, no. The fantastic

development of the recording industry since the introduction of the
LP has made music available to even the lowliest 250-twatter. The
wire services likewise have made news available to the stations as
quickly and surely as it’s available to the networks.'

Programming Ripley

if the function of network radio is to instantaneously transmit to Rv fARI c wiiin
all afiiliales programming which they otherwise would be Unable to .

.

DJ * r v *

attain^but programming which gets audience-r-how does it justify
(General Manager, WCBS Radio, N. Y.)

its existence when the only programming it can offer which will at- There’s a wonderful song in pered the mixture by scheduling
tract audience is the very same type of programming the station can Rudgers'& Haffinrerstein’s "Me^ and' lively, personality-gal— Joan
produce i.self.

Juliet” called "The B ;g • Black
wards 9:30 just ahead of God-

This dilemma explains what on the surface appears to be a paradox -

rt „ u vUaiiv rhdrartpH 7oc ac
frey s network sh6w -

—the fact that while network radio has been barely able to hold its
u ’ 1

^-
VIiaiIy cnaiacxenz '- s » as

. In the afternoon we lured Emily
own in terms cf billing, local revenues in most of the country have J'°M probably remember, the great, Kimbrough away from the Writing
risen to alltime highs. It also explains the constant increase in sales expectant mass of people who sit and lecture field to do a mature
aC TUiV UaUm 4... a j rrt^r • . . _ i riof radio. sats. This holds true in even the most highly saturated TV
market:—New York, for example, has seven television stations, but
almost all its AM outlets report substantial gains in revenue and
profit, with at least two of them reporting record gross billings this

Motors Acceptance Corp.,- a natural for the. driver and auto sponsor sell merchandise,

alike. Accepting this theory, the ques-
N°twork radio has a function and can perform it, but its job is to tion is what can be done about it?

go through some thorough soul-searching and come up with new con- First of all, the best available
cepls of that function. Once it finds a raison d’etre and goes about talent must be mobilized. Not only
filling its functions, audience and sponsors will come a’flocking. It’s. 'a

‘

performers, but writers, directors,

case of the old adage of building a better mousetrap. Do what televi- producers and musicians;
siori and local radio can’t do and; you’re in business. This talent must be coordinated

through executive staff with the
entire sales organization.
. Secondly, it must be understood
that there is not one public, but
many publics which combine to

make the mass audience.
Thirdly, there must be a realiza-

tion that this public is fickle, tires

easily, and therefore needs new
entertainment stimuli. For this

reason we should not be afraid to

experiment with new faces, new
ideas, and new formats.
Only through this type of experi-

menting, can we develop the kind of

competition that is healthy for the

entire industry.
It is my hope that the new year

will bring bigger and. better showsout front waiting to be entertained, and amusing afternoon commen-
Looking back at 1953, it seems *ary * We changed the time on the

. u ... already successful "Galen Drake
to me that all branches of the an- show,” and we added a folk humor-

tary. We changed the time on the to all the networks. There’s always

already successful "Galen Drake roorn lor one more.

year. On the other hand, the networks, while registering only a tertainment industry were pretty ist, John Henry Faulk, also a gifted ' cording lecture work composing,
slight, ir.crease in gross billing at best, have brought in so much of busy during the year wooing that member of the lecture circuit, in etc., insofar as such activity would
this fc’lling under trick sales formulae and overloaded.. discount struc- hig hiaek piant with rpnpwpd ar. the late afternoon- aid in buildine the Dersonalitv s
tures that the term “gross billing” is almost meaningless for comparison

b^k Sjant renewed ar-

purposes. dor. More than ever before, the

Why has local radio made such substantial gains while network rev- audience, pur customers. Were our
enue has barely been able to hold . its ground? Why has. national spot first arid foremost consideration,
business skyrocketed upwards with the very -same sponsorship' -monies wp all nf iK-wpim thw ,nH
that were funneled out of the webs? Because local radio has entered

™ ’ a
7

us sc
, ,

siage ’ *nd

an era of specialization, specialization which draws audience and which Proadcasting people alike wanted

the webs can't duplicate. Foreign language stations have made sub- new audiences, bigger audiences,

big black giant with renewed ar-
l ’ie laie aiternoon;

. aid. in building the personality's

dor. More than ever before, the ,

Now all these changes had four radio audience.

audience, our customers. Were our
asic objectives. Actually, all these objectives

j *

tn„on, nr.i.
L Greater emphasis on "person- were quite similar. What we want-

first and foremost consideration. aiize(j programming.” The in- ed to do was to take radio to the
We, all of us—screen, stage, and crease in the number of radio people. We wanted, to bridge the

broadcasting people alike—wanted sets in dens, bedroom, etc., meant gap between performer and audi-

new audiences, bigger audiences, the decentralization of family lis- ence. We were trying to get closer

there was more program planning new theory, granted, but certainly
to please the individual, rather one that seemed right for the

stantial grins; ferm stations will hold their audiences; an increasing for our shows. And WC went about fu2
g t0 3 degree - Therefore, to the bia fi.ack giant. Not a

number of urban stations have found ready audiences, in; the Negro winning them in different ways. to pleasl ThT SiCaD rathef one that selSed^dlbt
?
for tl epopulation via programming especially slanted for them; popular ;P

P*ease ine l.nqiviquai, rather one xnaiseemeq ^ngne ior me
music and news specialists find ready listeners and. ready bankrollers;

The inovies tried new projection than the family unit. ,
times. The year 1953 gaye^ us a

even classical music stations have found new sources of audience and methods to lure people a^vay from 2. Programming for easy> but ehance^ to test our theories to see

coin. Run through the list of stations in any community—you’ll find home. The theatre went back to not casual
> listening. V?

W thG
fh

w
,

01
:
ked n

p

0
,^

a trademark on each station s programming, and that trademark Won’t basics with sceneryless produc- 3. Greater emphasis on talent fL rSippS'iSnE a
S
;
a
L!t°‘\

be so much the network it’s affiliated with as the type of listener it tons, where actors actually read who could be equally entertaining h a nnpnp5 ^

a

WiMnappeals to in its community:
. their lines. Ballet hit the road and before a large convention audience,

nvnkpri rnars nf annmninHnn fnr itc a lnnal nluh oulliaiunn n ngures Covering ine IWO lOCal I

an the family unit. ,
times. The year 1953 gave us a

2. Programming for easy, but chanc(
?
to test pur theories to see

>t casual, listening. how they worked out. And now

' empkasis -talent take an objective look at what has

Whither Webs?
In the face of this 'fait accompli, where do the networks go?

evoked roars of appreciation for its a local club gathering, a! civic or- 1 a m andonironi-iate onri oa ni79h gram ume periops lo iu a. m. anu
entrechats and elevations even in ganization—or

What the hinterlands. And while still phone.ShA
I

nA
UOa~Pr 3 studio micro- 4-6 p . m. Mon.-Fri.) shows that in

p ne
* 1953 these time blocks have a 20%

4, Greater emphasis oh talent higher share of audience than in
with outside activities such as re- 1952.

can they offer that the local station can't, and that television can’t comparatively new itself, television
offer with more appeal? There are some obvious answers-^instantane- sought new audiences by introduc-
es on-the-spot news reports at important events, musical events like in£ a number of stimulating, vigor-
concerts and operas—in a word, communications. But will these alone ous

*
highly experimental produc-

.
be enough to support network radio? Not four networks, anyway. tions.

Fortunately, the webs have come up with a couple of answers, partial Radio, too, was changing as

ED IIERLIHY
NBC

tions.

Radio, too, was changing as
local stations moved ahead with re-
vitalized program patterns. Let
me outline for you what has hap-
pened at WCBS, New York, as an
example of the pattern of. local
radio station programming in 1953.
Not that we did anything complete-
ly new, or different, or startling.
Stations all across the country
were devising the’ir own approaches
to appeal to greater audiences, but
I know this station .best and it’s

fairly illustrative of the direction
in which local radio moved in ’53.

In January of last year WCBS
was in a fortunate situation; we
were the No. 1 station audience-
wise, in our market and, commerr.
cially, we had a virtual sellout. Not
content to rest, however, we want-
ed new audiences, new sponsors.

To win them, we had gone to
work on our programs. Every Local
daytime program (except news-
casts) in the WCBS lineup had
been rescheduled, revamped or re-
placed within a 12-month period.
We added live music, an instru-
mental quintet led by Elliott: Law-
rence, to our "Jack Sterling- Show”
and tightened up its overall pro-?
duction. We reprogrammed the
8:15-9 a. m. spot with Bob Haymes,
singer,, comppser, radio entertain-,
er. W'e added more tape-record-
ing, more field reporting to the
"Bill Leonard Show” and height-
ened its drama by putting it in a
30 minute framework. We pep-

JACKSON BECK
Announcer

THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR
.... Narrator-Actor

MUrray Hill 8-6600 Radio—'TV—Films
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air. Boyd is a former partner

of Mary Pickford and Buddy

Roa rs in MW. Inc., and for-

,

me president of the National

society of Television Pro-,

dutcfs; now a Candidate for

Roly Orders in the Episcopal

Church and a senior student at

the Church Divinity School of

the Pacific, in Berkeley, Calif.

He will graduate from the.

seminary and be ordained in

the Episcopal Church next

' June.)

Hollywood. ..

If “religious’' programs on TV
and radio are to achieve the im-

pact which, will be satisfactory

both to church bodies and to the

industry, several apparent hurdles

will have to be jumped, And they

can be.

An important TV or radio spon-

sor doesn’t just launch a new pro-

gram or even a schedule of spot
' announcements without much seri-

ous consideration; backed up by

solid research along specific lines!

V/iiat is the audience sought

?

Where in this audience located?

Will network do the job best, or

will the most effective method be
pin-pointing via specific markets?

Is the sales message being geared

ic people who do not know the

product or company name, to peo-

ple, who are rT-^i^iar with both but

are buying a competitive product,

or to people who are familiar with

tire name and are buying . . . but
who are now. asked to! buy a new
product by the same manufacturer?

In regard to the use of TV and

. radio, by a. church, body, the sainC
type of questioning must be pur-
sued, and specifically it can be
boiled down to this: are we trying

to reach the churched or the un-
churched with this particular pro-
gram? The distinction is quite im-
portant in this case because the
"entire approach will be predicated
on the answer. The terminology
• semantics

.
being most important

here), the. physical background,
symbolism, the whole methodology
will be based upon the answer.
Lacking the answer, danger is ac-
tually courted ... . danger of old
prejudices and misinformation im-
intelligenlly dealt-with and unreal-
istically not squarely faced.
The great success of Bishop

Sheen has actually obscured a vi-

tal point. His : success is that of a
dynamic, personality, ideally suited

,

to the TV medium,
If we will look back through the

years at the efforts of church, and
radio to achieve good religious pro-
grams, \ve will find the memorable
instances of success in terms of
personalities: Fosdick, Sockmnn,
Sheen. There has been a stagger-
ing lack of specific creative ap-
proaches. This is especially shock-
ing when one realizes the enormous
creative aspect of religion in a re-
ligious man’s life. The minimum
oi fresh creative thinking along
lines of religious programming is
ironical when one realizes that
ciiurch bodies are interested in a
&°ul among souls, a man among
men, an individual located in the
midst of a Hooperated-mass. But
more frequently than not the
church bodies have failed to reach
the sought-for soul, man, individ-
ual in the crowd.

I Bypassng Sameness

and^ the TV nets are in a position
to do. something about this). The
answer to badly written, directed
and produced programs is good
craftsmanship and solid creative
work grounded in a professional
experience,

This costs money. And so the
idea of sustaining religious pro-
grams must be. reappraised increas-
ingly. If a program is to compete
on every basis, from creative in-
genuity and acceptable cir.ftsman-
ship to plush treatment in regard
to promotion and time slot, there
appear to be two realistic alterna-
tives: either the church body must
put up the money (as in the case of
the Lutheran-sponsored dramas) or
commercial sponsorship must be
acceptable, and therefore desirable
both to commercial sponsor and to
church body (as in the commercial
sponsorship of Bishop Sheen).
One more hurdle should be men-

tioned here. The cleric who acts
in a liaison function between
church body and industry can,
quite without being aware of it, be-
come a counterpart of the dreaded
“sponsor’s wife,” She became in-
famous as the symbol for unneces-
sary tampering with creative ef-
forts, for authority which had to
be handled with kid gloves while
regarded with fear and contempt
and for “no talent.” If the church’s
liaison-functionary will seriously
define his field of activity, this hur-
dle can be eliminated. His job of
consolidation is the basic one: he
must represent the church in terms
of the goal of a given TV or radio
project and in terms of the motives
underlying it, as well as the uses
to which the project wilrbe put :

It is most important that the
industry understand why church
hod ies are

;
interested in radio and

TV. It is vital that religious bodies
understand how the industry func-
tions and what the industry inter-
est in religion is. The industry’s
lifeblood is good programs which
will attract audiences and sponsors.

Not Television?
=By HARRY SOSMKs=

The Lutheran-produced dramas ! paper,
nave offered us; an interesting ex-
periment to watch, as they repre-
sent one of the few deviations in

k- l
lsiia ^ Pattern of sameness in

\liich TV is following radid. Ex-
ibis particular experiment

na the other rare deviations from
J e pattern, one may make the
overall obsei-vation, regarding TV

,

as radio, that personalities
a * e been oo *.*„*»,

the

Of the Various forms of tele-

vision programs, the dramatic form

has advanced the furthest and

firmly established itself as one of

the most important parts of TV.

The filmed shows and live shows

that cleverly integrate pre-filmed

spots with live studio action are

always improving and absorbing

Hollywood motion picture tech-

nique and finesse. This is espe-

cially remarkable when one con-

siders the limited amount of time

and money that is available in

comparison to Hollywood stand-

ards and the tremendous handicap

I required to produce a new show

|

every week, which when shown, is

as forgotten as yesterdays news-

inused as “crutches

a!, r
lescn^ati°n of religion, and

creative approaches < in
drama, panels and discus-

es) have been notably lacking.

rlll,^ Pjten it has been felt by

lop
1",0

!
1 b?^ies’ especially on the

a nr.
eve

‘ that a good motive for
ogram.compensates for a weak-

sl/ou’

1
^

^

^p'ynright badly, produced

cptin’rr
a church body is com-

Sion
ng 'Vlth other sponsors for au-

slotc
Ce

T^
e
?ments, in specific time

or ctot
-
^ ls not 'fair to a network

Ppa «:
a
V
on

.
to

.
Present a weak pro-

on a network
Pram
b,

'.and, in TV

However, with all Of the ad-

vancements in the Various depart-

ments, i.e., camera, iighting, set

designing, direction, etc., there is

still one glaringly weak and ama-
teurish facet. This fault exists

in spite of the fact that motion

picture producers have long since

recognized its tremendous Value

as one of the most important fac-

tors in the ultimate success of its

great pictures. In many cases it

is a known fact that a fine musical

score, has been the difference be-

tween a boxoffice success or flop.

Television is still using record

libraries and soundtracks from
so-called "library services” that no

Hollywood 'B’ picture would dream
of using.

;
Not only is the music

itself bad but the sound recording

is the worst possible and instead

of enhancing a fine job of acting,

writing and' direction, this cheap

and old fashioned library music

KENNETH ROBERTS
Tins is Nora Drake
Radio—for Toni

Television Newspaper
SU 7-5400 ’

cious stone in an inferior setting.
It dulls the true beauty of the
stone whereas the proper setting
sets off the real beauty and high-
lights the interesting facets.

It’s the old story of penny-wise-
pound-foolish. There are many
fine dramatic shows in which the
drama and humor could be clever-
ly heightened by music properly
composed for them. This neglect
was understandable in the pioneer-
ing days when everyone was grop-
ing and there was no precedent
established. Today the motion pic-
ture industry, through many years
of trial and error, has established
the importance of various key ele-
ments of successful pictures. The
importance of music is an estab-
lished fact. It doesn’t , have to. be
proven to anyone today; fi?ast of
all the public. No Hollywood pro-
ducer of ‘B’ pictures would, dream,
of using music of the inferior
quality being used irt grade ‘A’

television shows nightly.

Since TV is gradually absorbing
the best of, the various motion pic-

ture techniques and, of necessity,
devising certain ones of it is own

,

there is no excuse for ignoring one
of the most important of all.

The first argument advanced of
course would be costs, which is not
entirely an honest one. The cost
percentage-wise, as compared to
the whole, is so small that. I’m sure
any sound business man who real-
ized how much could be added in

value lor the few dollars intelli-

gently spent, would not hesitate.

The picture business has long
since recognized the importance of
the right musical score so why not
television?

DUMONT IN KCTY (K.C.)

DuMont Labs completed negoti-
ations with' Herbert Mayer, prexy
Of Empire Coil Co., for the pur-
chase of UHF station KCTY in

Kansas City, Mo., for an undis-
closed sum, and on Friday (1)

morning the FCC gave its approval
to the changeover. Immediately
turned over to DuMont’s broadcast-
ing division, the station became
the web’s -fourth o.&o. and its first

UHF’er.

KCTY has been set to receive

tile full sked of DuMont’s program-
ming, Ted Bergmann, network
chieftain, disclosed after the pur-
chase was announced.
Other DuMont o.&o. is WDTV in

Pittsburgh, Pa.

since n
1 1S

.

becojni»>g impossible ' makes the entire production look

lior itfic^
00

u
at ^ng structure dete- 1 and sound cheap.

.
I can only .coin-.

' in the case of sa weak link
'
pare this to the placing of a pre-

BILL SILBERT
BUtterfield 8-3859

Strangest Thing Happened When

I Left Berlin’s ‘Maskebar’
By LEON PEJAHSON

(NBC Commentator)

On the occasion of a recent visit to Berlin, something occurred which
I myself find it bard to believe—thougii the incident involved me and
—what shall I say—the shades of Adolf Hitler?

I went with a group, of American newsmen, after dinner at the Press
Club to a place of entertainment called the Maske-
bar, or the Mask Bar. The girls wear masks—that .

is, up to midnight, when they take them off. One
of the boys made ail unkind erkek about that. The
girls are not very pretty, or very young, and Joe
Fleming of the UP said: “The management fig-

ures that by midnight they've taken in all the
dough they can, so there’s no harm in letting you
see the facts of life.”

Itwas just about this time that I left. I had had
enough smoke and bad air. I got outside, hailed a
taxi, and drove slowly through the streets of Berlin,
looking at the ruins in the moonlight. When we
came to the Reichs Chancellery—or what’s left of
it—I stopped the cab, paid the; driver,, and Wan-
dered in among the ruins of the building where Hitier breathed his last.

It was an eerie place. To describe it, I would need the morbid and
melancholy phrases of Edgar Allan Poe. And my moOd was suited to

the scene—or I would not have been fible. to believe what happened
next. .

:

" V
.

A figure stepped out of the darkness and approached me. It looked
for all the world like Adolph Hitler. It came close. There was the
cap with the high crown, the puttees, and the ridiculous little mustache
—though I noticed the mustache was a triflle singed.

The figure stopped and addressed, me. The very tones of voice were
Hitler’s'.

“I have waited eight years for this,” he said, and I recalled it was
just eight years ago to the day since Hitler’s death. “Eight years, and
when I return, what do 1 find: but an American!”

Leon Pearson

Willi Tliat Tie, What Else?

“How do you know' I am an American?” .

“By your necktie. No one but. an American would wear monkeys on
his necktie.”

“There was a time,’’ I said, “when we had to take insults from you.

Not any more.”
“Oh, no?” said Hitler. “Are you not taking insults from my people,

my German people?”
“Certainly not.” I said.

“Then what is the meaning of this phrase I have heard only tonight,”,

he said—“ ‘Ami, go home*. ‘Ami’ means American, no?”
You don’t understand,’’ 1 retorted, “the Germans on our side don’t

say such things. It’s only the Germans on the other side,”

"What do you mean,” asked Hitler! “by our side and the other side?”
“I am speaking of the different sectors of Berlin. For Occupation

purposes, Berlin was divided into four sectors by the four powers.
Those cries, ‘Ami, go home,’ come only from the Russian sector.”

At this point,, an expression of amazement came across. Hitler's face,

which could be seen even there in the shadows—amazement followed
by a mischievous brightness of the eyes.
“Then you arc not getting along with the Russians! Ha, ha! I could

have told you. You are not getting along with the Russians!”
Here his Voice rose so high I was afraid he would be. heard out in

the street. He brought his arms up like, a puppet and he kicked his

heels and did a little dance, that reminded me of the dance he did in

the Forest of Coiupiegne in 1940.

“I could have told you! Like you. I made a pact with Stalin, but it.

didn’t work.”
“The reason it didn’t .work,” I said, “is because you turned and

stabbed him in the back.”
“But when did it begin?”

The Real Enemy
“Well, I suppose the beginning of the Cold-War dates back . .

.”

“Ah. wdiat a beautiful phrase! So which is your real enemy today,
Germany or Russia?”

“Frankly, we do not consider Germany an enemy now.”
“That's good! One of these days, you might even come around to

helping my country—in spite of the old hatreds.”
"We have a gigantic program — a very expensive program — for

rebuilding the : strength of Germany.”
Herr Hitler stared at me. Then lie moved closer and examined my

necktie again. "You are an American, aren’t you?”
“You don’t seem to realize, Herr Hitler, that much lias happened

since your death. We now are rebuilding not only the industrial and
commercial strength of Germany, but also the military strength.”
“What? My soldiers will be back again?”
“No. certainly not. No Welirniaclit. This will be a new' German

force, integrated in a European Army, for defense against Russia.”
“But we get arms again!”
“Yes, if you are willing to take them. There seems to be some

reluctance.”
“Explain this — I do not understand.”
“Well, your people seem to have had enough of War. an d we en-

counter a little difficulty to persuade them. We are offering all sorts

of inducements.”
Hitler said: "We arc getting anus again without having to tear up

a treaty?”
“That’s right. In fact, without even having to pay for them. We

are giving you arms. under the Mutual Security Program.”
“But what happens to the French and the British? What do they say

about this?”

“They are co-sponsors of the plan.”

Hitler had no comment at this. Ho merely stared at me. His jaw
fell, w;hich was rather a grotesque sight, for the jaw of a dead man is,

at best, macabre.
. I saw at once there was no point in trying to explain all this, so

I merely said: “Herr -'Hitier; -you must remember you.have been dead
for some time — ”

“Eight years,” he said, “Only eight years. Can it be that — ”

I started to go, but he moved toward me and seized my arm. “Wait,

wait! Tell me one more thing: Do you believe in reincarnation?”

“I don’t quite see the connection.”
“If you believe in reincarnation,, perhaps there is hope for me. I.

madev
a mistake; Right here on this spot. I never should have done

avvay with myself. If I could only find some magic potion that would
restore me to life — do. you think there might be a place for me?”

“Certainly not” I said.

"Well, not in the Adenauer Government, but — ”

"There’s no place for you, Iferr Hitler, in my camp.”
"Well,” he said reflectively, “perhaps it is a little early. Put one

of these days — ”

Here he clicked, his heels again and did thfit grotesque little dance.

"The Cold War?,” he said in a Shrill voice, “what a. beautiful thing!”

And he Went off cackling into the catacombs.
I left the place hurriedly, and went back to join my comrades. I

decided not to tell them what I had seen, I was afraid they vouJdnt

believe it.
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By ROBERT GESSNER
(Chairman ,

Department of Motion Picture

s

t
N.Y.XJ.)

Prof. Gcssner

When universities first opened

their doors for business back in

the days which we now label, with

a straight face> The Dark Ages, the

p r of e s s o rs

taught the
problems v

o f

k e e- p i n g
healthy and
out of jail, To-
day, some 10

centuries later,

that d o u b 1 e
billing of Med-
icine and Law
are still ter-

rific grossers
—people insist

on becoming
Jll and delight in law-breaking—but
new attractions have been added.
The latest of these is Television,

Which threatens at this writing to

steal the show.

Tills is the most sensational up-
heaval in modern education. There
has been nothing comparable, since

colleges discovered football was. big

business. Next to possessing an
imposing athletic plant no self-re-

specting university wants to be
caught dead without a TV setup.
Michigan State, for instance, is

equally proud of its Rose Bowl
performance and its rosy TV stu-

dios. Some schools, such as the
University of Southern California
and Rutgers, at the close of the
football season were more pleased
with their cathode rays- than their
forward passes.

This phenomenon is more sur-

prising when you consider how re-

luctant for so many centuries were
universities in accepting such a

staid art as the drama. Only a few.

years ago Harvard shook its leo-

nine head against Professor George
Pierce Baker’s notion of erecting a
student theatre. It has taken some
long years for academicians to ad-
mit that niolion pictures, like the
horseless carriage, is here to stay.

Our Department, founded in 1941,
is still the only four-year curricu-
lurii in the country.

Jet-Propelled TV - !

ever since, was: “What are you do-*
ing about Television?”

It was a query- which sent us
into a one-man Committee for the
Investigation of Undercover Tele-
vision. Television had not yet In

those days come to life. It was,
however, clear even on a seven-
inch screen that this was primarily
moving images. That they were
transmitted electronically, not via

celluloid, seemed secondary. The
creative, requirements of a story,

acting, sets, etc., through technical
facilities

_
of camera and editing,

were obviously an electronic. eXr
tension of. motion picture tech-
nique. The result was that the
Department of Motion Pictures was
assigned the responsibility of in-

struction in the field of Television.

..'TaiiVt the Same -

But. jet-propelled Television
hasn’t had to hoe an earth-bound
path. Like atomic energy,, nobody
understands it but everybody
wants a slice of it. Publicity de-
partments want it for promotion,
athletic departments for revenue,
Drama departments for drama,
Speech for speakers, Radio depart-
ments to replirce

-
a^ytngncraft.'Not

unlike the fairy princess in the
castle, the suitors woo her for her
dowry without considering whether
the marriage will be happy.

. Television can be all things to all

men. It can extend a university’s
public relations, it can bring in

money for bigger and better ath-
letic scholarships, it can transmit
lessons into living rooms, it can
educate as well as entertain.

' Although a university’s prime
purpose is instruction, the main
emphasis to date has not been on
courses of study in the field of
Television. The chief obstacle has
been an absence of trained teach-
ers who know the medium as well
as the reluctance of professional
practitioners to take time off for
teaching. The cost of facilities is

an obstacle to private institutions,
such as NYU and Columbia, not
so for the state-endowed Universi-
ties of Illinois, (Oklahoma, Michi-
gan State. Ohio, University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles, etc,

.
Television has entered college

through the front door, but it’s

roaming the learned halls looking
forlornly for a classroom. The
academic question of.’ how you
teach Television is quite similar to
the production question of who
best produces shows—radio people,
motion picture people, or live TV
people.

Our experience at NYU might be
of interest to those in the indus-
tries as well as in the colleges who
are vexed by experiences of their

,

own. The first college course for
credit in the country began in 1945
in the Department of Motion Pic-,
tures, as the result of, curiously,
an innocent inquiry from Barney
Balaban, president of Paramount
Pictures. The question, which has
been repeated I am. sure in a hun-
dred different climes and climates

Because Television has been
commercially sponsored through
agencieswho have been sponsoring
radio programs and because Tele-
vision has been transmitted by
commercial companies! previously
operating exclusively in the field

of radio, there has been the popu-
lar misconception that Television
is closely related to radio. This has
been similar to saying that, painting
is like music because people

(
pay

for both. There is no doubt that
the commercial on a radio show
and the commercial on a television
show are the common goals of an
advertising agency, just as the
selling of time on a radio program
and time on a television program
are the common objectives of a
network. But as far as The For-
gotten Mari, the Audience, is con-
cerned, the Commercial is what he.

is willing to suffer, like breakfast
oatmeal, before the aromatic eggs
and bacon and coffee. To confuse
the issue for the myopic, it was the
radio companies which first began
broadcasting visjual images. Every
month that passes Miss Cathode
Ray swells in embarrassing dimen-:
sions, betraying, her prenuptial
affinity with Oscar of Hollywood,
so that the day of the shotgun wed-
ding, can no longer be postponed.

At any rate, by teaching our stu-
dents camera, lighting, editing,
sets, costumes, make-up, and all

the visual . language of story telling,

our students have been enabled to
pursue, with talent, careers in both
celluloid and iive television. To us,

Television is an . electronic trans-
mission of moving images, and to
the audience it matters not whether
these images arrive, in the living
room from celluloid or an elec-
tronic source. An image is an

Can Anyone Be Funny
N. J,?

.By MAX SHULMAN

Season’s Greetings

TEX ANTOINE
(Uncle Wethbee, too)

WNBT

image is an image for o’, that, an’

that an’ o’ that, and with due
apologies to the prosody of Robert
Burns.

Schools throughout the ages have
been .charged with the responsi-
bility of study and research .in

fields which have later benefitted
commercial enterprises,.and this is

no less true for Television. We tori

need our support from those who
would most benefit by training pro-
grams and experimental prodiic-

ductions. The Television industry
should not commit the shortcom-
ings of the motion picture indus-
try by failing to appreciate the
value of training young people for
future programming. Already it is

evident that Television burns up
talent faster than any other enter-
tainment enterprise. Nothing could
be more disastrous to both to the
educational and entertainment re-

sponsibilities of Television than
the neglect of talent which is

needed to staff the potential 2,000
TV stations designed for this coun-
try.' This responsibiliTy is so fright-
ening that only venerable 'profes-
sors might be the sole ones willing
enough to enter where others fear
to tread.

Why not set up a TV Industry

j

Training School, supported by all

the networks? The idea speaks for
itself, but who will speak up and
call the meeting to order?

I am older today, and I know that

nobody—not Mark Twain, not S. J>:

Perelman, not Aristophanes—could

write a funny show about. Plain-
field, N. J.

But this hap-
pened many
years ago
When I was
young and
f o o 1 i

s

h and
dauntless. I

got a call one
day from a
man who had
been at col-

lege with me
?ind was now
in the radio

Max Shulman

producing .
business. . He had, he

said, an idea that would pay me
large sums of money for a few
minutes’ light work each : week.
Dazzled, I went forthwith to his of-

fice. Here I was further dazzled;

The office was panelled in walnut*
-and my friend, who .had been at

college, a tacky and saturnine fig-

ure who spent his days skulking
about in the library stacks, .had now
blossomed into a florid fellow with
porcelain caps and a spread collar.

What’s more, he called me “Lad-
die.”

-v

. So beguiled was I by the walnut
panelling, the gleaming dentition,

the spread collar, and the Laddie
that it completely escaped my no-
tice that the project was in-

capable of achievement. He want-
ed me to write a furihy show about
Plainfield, New Jersey. This was
to be a sample script, the first of
a proposed series about typical
American towns. After Plainfield,

I Was to write further hilarious
scripts about such mirth-generating
centers as Wilkes-Barre, Youngs-
town, Fort Wayne, Cedar Rapids
and Duluth. It was hoped to inter-

est a motor car company in spon-
soring the. series, the sales pitch
being that anybody who heard
these jolly broadcasts would leap
instantly into his automobile and
drive off to visit these capitals of
gaiety.

With a clap on my back and no
money for my trouble, my friend
sent me off to Plainfield, where I

was somewhat dismayed to find a
conspicuous absence of sportive-
ness. The natives were sober, bor-
dering on the funereal. They
walked down the cheerless streets,

bent on their dingy business, arid
when I explained iriy mission in the
town, they cast me a cold eye, I
was pretty dispirited myself when
I left Plainfield that night, carry-
ing with me a few fly-blown parri-

l >
f™m the librai*y and Cham-

ber of Commerce.
Back at my desk I read the pam

phlets, quieted my trembling; an(I
fell to work With the determin atio2
of, a man who has made an utter
fool of himself and can’t face the
thought. I rolled paper into mv
typewriter and began: ;

“Plainfield, the Queen City ofNew Jersey, lies in beautiful
Watchung Mountains, 24 miles
southwest of New York City. Here
40,000 good burghers live in trim
homes on wide, clean streets, if
you’re a Plainfield resident, you
can spend your Sunday afternoons
at one of the city’s 16 parks and
playgrounds—playing baseball, ten-
nis, softball, soccer, archery, lawn
bowling, horseshoe pitching, crick-
et, field hockey, football and skat-
ing. And if you spend your Sun-
day afternoons doing all these
things, you can spend your Sun-
day evenings at one of Plainfield’i
three modern hospitals.’’

(There, thought I, there’s a joke.
This isn’t so hard when you put
yourmind to it. I continued typ-

ing.! »

“Plainfield has 14,521 telephones
on which 71,838 calls are made
daily. Four hundred telegrams
are sent each day and Plainfield
citizens own 14,690 passenger cars
and 1,805 truefer . The. local post-
office each year sells $279,000
Worth of stamps, the glue oq the
back of which tastes just as awful
in Plainfield as anywhere else.”

(See, said I to myself. Another
joke. This is turning out to be a
breeze!)
“There are 10,395 water meters,

14,996 electric meters, 13.467
1

gas
irieters, and 135 meter inspectors
—all with sore feet.”
(What a fool I was to ever doubt

this thing! Why, this will bathe
funniest document since “Floogle
Street")

“Plainfield’s industries include
motor trucks and busses, printing
presses, tools and hardware special-
ties, hats, dresses, adhesives and
broad silk—broad silk is different
from ordinary silk; the silkworms
are"fatter .. .’V

That did it. Suddenly the ' whole
brave sham collapsed. I rose,

sighing, from the typewriter;
Young, foolish arid dauntless
though I was, it was clear eveh to
me: nobody can be funny about
Plainfield, New Jersey.

I never subhnitted the script to

my friend, but it didn’t matter any-
how, because the project died

aborning. My friend^soon left radio

and went to Hollywood. Todaj
is with Orange Julius.

THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE and HARRIET
On Television arid Radio for ABC

j <n •

-S'

But Stanton Snags GM
First break in the Chesterfield-

Arthur Godfrey relationship came
last week with the ciggie outfit

stepping out of the Wednesday
night “Godfrey & Friends” on

CBS-TV but staying on as an alter-

nate. The breach was filled im-

mediately, however, when web
prexy Frank Stanton personally;

went to bat to swing General
Motors into the skip spot effective

with show of tonight (Wed.).

Chesterfield’s halving of i's

sponsorship is indicative of a gen-

eral cutback in major spending tlmt

probably stems from recent Di-

verse medical reports on smokh'O’.

The GM deal, on the other hand :3

an important gain for CBS since

the motor outfit has devoted most

of its “special” TV splurging to

Shows on NBC. Just how Godfrey

himself figured in capturing GfljV

coin is not known, although God-

frey and Defense Secretary

Charles Wilson, former GM proxy,

are close friends.

Starr New TWA Prez
Hollywood.

Hugh Wedlock lias resigned as

prexy of the Television Writers of

America, western region, citing ‘a

heavy writing schedule” as. his rea*

son. He is succeeded by Ben Starr,

who was v.p, Wedlock will remain

On the exec board, .

Nate MonastCr, as exec boar!

member who garnered most vote*

in the recent TWA election, step*

up to v.p.
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TELEVISION’S BEAN BALL
By ROBERT SAUDEK

(Director, TV-Radi.o Workshop, Ford Foundation)

One of television’s problems is pusliing them around, interrupting^
“ "

that too many programs are writ- their tram.ef tlmaght.^hy sbould-

ten on the back of a rate card, television be difTerent? Salesman-

Theix* appears to be no embarrass- ship can be direct and convincing

ment in asking a capable writer or and still not intrude on -the cus-

produeer to routine his program ( oiiicrs’ sense of the iitness 01

for arbitrary interruptions of arbi- things.

trary lengths, for the presentation is it possible that some copy-

of completely irrelevant material • Writer some day will convince his

Without adequate transition. associates that the mechanical

This arises directly out of.
.
the workings of an electric toaster

fact that program producers take
;

might be interesting to the audi-

for granted a set of rules which ciice? Breathes there a woman

have not been revised since the
j

with soul so dead .that she will not

days when the “bean ball” was out- respond to a sonnet instead of an

lawed from baseball. It seeivis that exhortation; to buy cosmetics?

no one has given mature eonsici-
j Business is business, but Lever

oration to the bean ball in televi-
: Bros, decided to do their business

sion. Just as the audience is at-
: jn a spectacularly handsome build-

tuning to a good set of characters
,ng t

. ahd Lord & Taylor display

arid a good plot, out of the tube ; tiieir wares in windows that easily

conies the baseball traveling ninety
[ ma tch most Broadway set designs,

miles an hour arid hitting you right
j u .is remarkable that so many ad-

ori the head. You are given One yeitisers turn their television show-
minute to recover from the blow, ' cases into bargain basement coun- mvT t ma \t
and sort out the characters and s

ters without taste or design or any JUHM IILJjMAJN
plot in your mind when the show

; effort to show their products in an TelepixXfws—SthTear
resumes.

! interesting and informative man- For Con Edison

The bean ball was invented -in
j
iter. -.It is riot ,

impossible to iinag- —WB1X—
order to make a batter duck, scare line that a prominent performer —————

s

Can Do It Alone
By MEL ALLEN

It’s no mere coincidence that a. sportscaster can come up with a triyri-

ad of pertinent facts during the play-by-play of a sports event. The
keyword is research, not just before every game, but during the actual

course of the game itself, with a ready, willing and able staff standing by.

My kid brother, Larry, has the all important job
of gathering and collating this important statistical •

information for me. Without it, no sportscaster ,

~~

can possibly do an adequate job. Larry digs up
# *

background information on each player, as well as
'

••

alltime records of the teams and the competition. , iSP
At least a week of preparation goes into every '

football game I cover. After brother Larry lets fm? '

me have all the material, I study it. I carry the
lineup in my pocket and spend every spare minute
memorizing the numbers and corresponding play-

ers. I’ve got to know each football team thorough-
ly before the weekend, as though I’ve been playing :

with them. I make it my buisness to get to the M , AM
site of the game at least one day ahead. Then I

interview each coach, watch films of his team in action. I ask him
all sorts of questions, including some about the opposing team. The
latter is an effective device, sometimes, to find, out all about the
strengths and Weaknesses of the adversaries. Thus, by the time the
game starts, my head is cramiried with info about all players, their
fortes, their shortcomings, their personal quirks and their favorite
plays. Since the scene changes every week, this becomes quite a chore.
I’ve got to keep in iriind the three essentials. 1, Accuracy. 2. Speed

Mcl Allen

him away, strike him out. Slow- might undertake to associate him- perimentation in television adver- ip translating action into words. 3. Adding color,

vitted batters sometimes caught it self with a product on television,. Using, and the integration of pro- rn,. „„„„ 1? i flAl t. i-,
'

... 4I

on the head and were left dazed, provided her appearance gave her gram material with the tone and v it i ^

V

1®

'

There is no scientific proof that more to do than, the standard eri- nature of the advertising is not so and this association enables me to gather a wealth ot anecdotes

advertising's bean ball has the dorsement. It is conceivable that difficult that it could not be tried, apout tne players.

same, effect on the customers, but Herman Wouk or William Saroyan, Nobody likes the pitcherWho Television has not decreased the need for research. In fact, it has
t as much as the
)’s and q’s. How-
who are riot corn-

row called. Therefore, if televi- i sketches that would -involve the mercials need are a few hurlers pletely familiar with all the aspects of the. sport. The finer points must
sion's bean hall can sell goods even .product without over-involving it. who have plenty on the ball and a be explained to them. I believe it is a sportscaster’s job to develop
when the audience ducks, how;

j

much would they buy if they really
’

liked the salesman?

.
For the past year the American

;

Machine & Foundry Co., gen-
erally known as AMF, has pro-

,

duced among the most absorbing i

television commercials.' Their in-

!

terest is not only because their

.

products /include a pretzel bender. |

an automatic pin spotter and a;
power tool machine, any of which

In short, there is a place for ex- 1 change of pace.

By JOHN KAROL
fV.P. in Charge of Sales, CBS Radio Network)

power tool machine, any of which
; ^as been most gratifying to for many of the stories on the con-

1
u
1

'
3 ^6 boring commercials if

, note during this year, the accept- . tinning values of radio.
Onl> they contained the orthodox v,,- .ymet- nf trarte nabprs of I fn n p m Ani Vi nf

be explained to them. I believe it is a sportscaster’s job to develop
new sports fans as well as please those who are already devoted fol-

lowers. Arming yourself with information that can turn a factual ac-

count into a human interest story helps achieve this end.

Just stop to realize how many millions of women have become rabid
baseball or. football fans because of TV. Do you think they would
have “caught the bug” if the game hadn’t been explained to them? Do
you think their attention would have held if the dull moments in the
game hadn’t been leavened by pertinent comments?

So you see, research is a necessary factor to “hypo” the play-by-play
and increase the legions of fans. And the kiddos who help on the re-

search deserve kudos.

announcer
displaying

'ance by most of the trade pap^s of
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bit of money in these sets they are
going to use them. However, we
can go beyond common sense to
research and get some indications
of their usage. In the. first week
of March of this year, Nielsen re-

ports that in the course of a week,
36,000,000 homes listened to night-
tirrie radio. And these homes lis-

tened an average of nine hours
and 20 minutes per week. In the
daytime, 40,000,000 homes listened
during the week. They listened
an average of 15 hours and 46.
minutes. These figures do not in-

clude out-of-home listening. We
know from data on this hard-to-
irieasure phase of radio listening
that the out-of-home audience is

increasing and that it is a very
large audience. . The 26,200,000
sets in automobiles constitutes a
bigtime medium in itself;

of our medium arid its constructive
The facts you have been reading

1
thinking on all media.
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ID Nighttime, Too

JACK STERLING
“THE BIG TOP” CBS-TV

“TIIE JACK STEKLIXC, SHOW” WCES
"MAKE UP YU I K M jN'D'—C BS

’

These points have gained recog-
nition rather rapidly and they have
played a major, role in the strength
that network radio is displaying.
Another set of factors, combined
with these, is adding to the strength
of nighttime radio.

Advertisers, like their trade
press contemporaries, are becom-
ing increasingly, aware of the fact
that at night radio can. reach the

.
riomvorking housewife—just as it

does by day—and that it also can
reach the 18,400,000 women who
work. The importance of this au-
dience potential, is greatly magni-
fied by the fact that over half of TV

BEN GRAUER
NBC RADIO
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By ROBERT E. KINTNER
(President, ABC Network)

Usually, at the end of one year or the beginning of a new year—

rnd often at points between these two extremes—business leaders and

others pause to "point with pride” or "view with alarm” certain de-

velopments in their industry or on wider horizons.

. The same holds true for broadcasting, although
’

'"1 most statements by network executives are in the
"point with pride” category—and usually in the
"we are the Number One network” subdivision.
Network "A" claims supremacy on the basis of
the Nielsen rating of its average program—but
does not point out its clearance advantage, created
by a government-controlled monopoly, responsible
for this lead. Network "B” comes back with its

claim for rating supremacy based on Trendex,
and logically so, for in the competitive television
markets Network "B” enjoys an advantage. But
the question is—Who is really on first?

Bobt. Kiotner
?fetwbrlc “B'' begins an advertising^campaign de-

signed to show commercial leadership, and pegs
the copy to total annual gross billings, to date. Network "A” comes back
quickly showing PIB; figures for the current month, and indicating

that this month has been a turning point in the billing picture. Each
network claims to be first, and each substantiates the claim-^-albeit

on a different base.

But the question is again—Who is really on. first?

There seems to be some doubt—in the minds of not only the agen-
cies and advertisers but also of the networks themselves—as to just

who occupies first-base and who is on second.

But there isn’t much doubt as to who is on third. That position* is

occupied by the American Broadcasting Co. In terms of the generally

applied criteria of ratings, billings or the other coarse "yardsticks

used to measure the position of the first networks, the ABC Radio and
Television Networks are on third.

Robt. Kintner

JIM BACKUS
as "Judge Bradley Stevens” in

“I MARRIED JOAN”
NBC-TV

Don’t IgnoreTime & Place »
We believe that advertisers and their agencies are using the mag-

nifying glass rather than the telescope to examine broadcasting. Their
interest should be in the specific program or time period they buy,

rather than the often misleading concept of the position of the entire

network. Network "B” may have a charming, folksy emcee in its day-

time radio programming, but ABC's morning serials consistently out-

rate this personality among younger housewives. Too few advertisers

are aware of this precise information.

In television, Network "A” may lead in both ratings and clearances

for all its dramatic programs, but ABC-TV, in open competition with

all. networks, secured the "United States Steel Hour” arid we have
every reason to believe our client is pleased with the association.

There is no question that Lucy and Ricky are a fine, and very amus-
ing young married couple/ They have done well, and deservedly so,

ABC-TV has developed a situation comedy, "Make Room for Daddy,”
as a vehicle for Danny Thomas, and those "in the know” forecast that

this will be one of the top : programs of television. It is believable,

warm, entertaining and funny; in time, it too should be a "first.”

In a very real sense, then, the label of the Number One network,
is a myth. There is no Number One network. When you examine the

component parts of the individual networks rather than make the

overall rule of thumb classification, there are several "first” networks.

In the field of magazines, is McCall’s really the Number Three mag-
azine? The answer is no. For when a reader has a copy of McCall’s

in front of her, it is the Number One magazine for that time—it ab-

sorbs her full attention. . The advertiser with an insertion in McCall’s

does not have to consider the higher circulation, of Life or the. Ladies’

Home Journal, for to millions of readers McCall’s is the Number One
magazine.

The same holds true in broadcasting—to its audience, at the time

of broadcast—the program and its network are Number One.

Another analogy—hotels. In Chicago there are a number of fine

hotels. Possibly the Ambassador East is the "first” hotel for Chicago.

But the Drake, has certain suites and rooms far better than some of

the less plush accommodations in the Ambassador. Vet, there are

those who will only stay at the Ambassador regardless of the ac-

commodations available. ABC, in both radio and television, has some
Very desirable "suites.’ Nonetheless, a few—their number is growing
smaller every day—advertising executives who are "Ambassador-ori-

ented” will not even consider accommodations at ABC. These are the

few who settle for inferior accommodations just for the address.

%.
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JEAN SOREL
RADIO—TV—STAGE

Management—MADELYN KILLEEN, Circle 7-3648

Miilioiis Look

And Listen-

One By One
^ By FELIX JACKSON_
( Producer,

CBS-TV ‘Studio One’)

Television has rocketed to. its

present popularity through an ever-

broadening maze , of superlatives

and awesome statistics.

Today, with—— less than a

' \ decade of
existence be-

W ' m hind it as a

mass commu-
nications me-

of lives it is

Felix Jackson
capable of

Felix Jackson
touqhing . its

stature as a "going business” is

written in even greater sums. As
show business, on a multimillion

dollar scale, it is rivalled, in scope

only by the vast Hollywood movie
industry.

Yet, from the standpoint of en-

tertainment, television presents, a

most remarkable paradox. By the

very nature of the audience it

reaches,, its most pronounced qual-

ity is intimacy. A quality, let me
add, that is riddled with perils and
pitfalls.

. Foremost among them is the mat-
J

ter of audience complexion itself.

Despite the astronomical figures

that hang about it like an outside

halo, and unlike its contemporaries

in the entertainment arts, televi-

sion must address itself, both audi-

bly and visibly, to literally one per-

son at a time.

For the TV producer, this places

the matter of programming square-
i

ly on a personal level and con-

!

fronts him with a psychological
'

hurdle unique in show business.

This audience-of-one concept dic-

tates a highly specialized approach

to television production, if the me-

dium is to hold its own in compe-

tition with other forms Of enter-

tainment.

No Time For Trivia

Television has no time ,to waste

on butlers who. stalk across the

stage to pour dipped accents into

a telephone that jangles just as

the curtain goes up., The show
itself must get attention right

away. It must literally shock its

audience into attention—agreeably,

maybe, but shock it nevertheless.

We’ve been trying to avoid this

pitfall on "Studio One.” I hope

we’ve been successful. In "Dry

Run,” for example, our story of a

dramatic submarine rescue during

World War II, we attempted to cre-

ate with the first few shots an at-

mosphere charged with suspense,

and—as the story demands—frus-

tration. In "Silent the Song,” we
opened with tile dramatic clement

of a famous opera singer stricken

voiceless in the middle of an aria.

But once the TV show has won
attention, this, attention must be

.held also, at a disadvantage pe-

culiarly its own. One, two, three

or even more people in a living

room will not have the same reaC-

SOME LIVE MUSIC,

MAESTRO, PLEASE!
By JAMES SHELDON ==^===-^-—

(NBC-TV Director)

I’m not expecting Mr. Petrillo to give me a free life-long member^
ship card, but I’m putting in a pitch for live musicians!
No one disputes the fact that- the play’s the thing and the writer

puts his all into the words on the paper. The director translate*
these to the TV screen. Ilis cast plays a vital part-^ond a wealth of
acting talent is available to him. His sets create illusions—the best
designers work regularly in the medium. Costumes arid makeup play
similarly creative roles. The finishing touch lies with the musical,
backgrounds.
The theatre has demonstrated the Importance of music in giving

form and shape to, a play—e g., "Streetcar,” "Death of a Salesman,"
"Seven Year Itch.” The movies have used it for years, and "High
Noon,” "Third Man,” "Laura,” are but a few which attribute an im-
portant part of their success to their music.
The same thing should apply in television dramatics. But, what

is the situation of the producer who faces the everyday realisms of
money. When all the figures are In for sets, cast, script and director,
there’s usually no money left for music. And, after all, there are
recorded cues available. But, even if the right record is available,
the director has to

.

tailor his action to the music, not vice versa as
in the other mediums. Music does not have to be original all the
time, but it should be custom made to fit the particular situation.

Live, you can control not only the content blit the concept. The par-
ticular instrumentation which sets the particular mood or character
and helps the story along, This is not impossible, but much more
difficult with records . . . plus the time element, of which there is

never enough. Despite the excellent help of the most cooperative
people at the networks, I can remember several occasions when I’ve

wasted more time searching for the right record fpr a 15-second cue
that it would take to score a whole show live/

.• =
.

. 'Solo Backgrounde
: |

Some shows have gotten around this ... using solo instruments.
Hank Sylvern does a beautiful job with the organ on "Suspense."
Tony Mottola's guitar is an integral part of "Dainger.” Seme shows
are able to afford a full orchestra. The large budgeted U. S. Steel
series, of course , and the , mugh .smaller budgeted“Armstrong .Circle

Theatre”—-which affords its directors the luxury of Harold Levey and
15 pieces. And I know from my own experience as the original di-

rector; of "Mister Peepers” that part of its success is due to the wit
and humor of Bernie Green’s baton.
And don’t think the audience doesn't know the difference. Last

summer on "Studio One Summer Theatre” I had Billy. Nalle’s live

piano back almost the entire show. We had moire requests for the
name of the tune he wrote than we did for the name of the director!

On "Robert Montgomery Presents” this past Thanksgiving, Ray Por-
ter’s a capella nine-voice choir brought a continuity and flavor that I

couldn’t have given the show with recorded music. The public knew
the difference!

'

It doesn’t always have to be a full orchestra. Some scripts might
be better just backed by a small combination or a solo instrumenL
And some scripts could manage very well indeed without the added
luxury. But, if the writer knew live music was available how fnuch
more leeway he would Have to achieve even greater effects. And how
much easier it would be for the director to follow through and how
much more exciting the final result would be for the audience—and
the client.

Since television has become the great monster that devours the
talents of so many writers, actors, designers, directors and producer*
—let it also feast on the musical genius.

And, after all, since television, every client’s mother, sister and
aunt have, become authorities on writing, designing, producing and

|

directing—why not let them be authorities on musicians as well?

tioris to either fantasy Or comedy,
that tiie same persons would have
in a house, packed with hundreds
of others./ There are no mass emo-
tions, there is no mass stimulation

—and there is no captive audience
that has paid anywhere from S.60

to $6.60 for its seats and is deter-

mined to get its money’s worth.
I The very fact that the TV show

j

plays to countless small audiences,

scattered all over the land, gives

the television producer a special

kind of responsibilit.v. On Broad-
way, for example, the theatregoer

has advance knowledge of what he

' is going to see. The reviews arid

the advertisements have told him”
whether the vehicle is suitable or
unsuitable for adults, for children,
or for both.
No such previous warnings ara

posted for the TV audience.' Th®
, producer's effort must stand or fall

on its spontaneous appeal, or lack
of it, to a wide ranee of viewers,
with an equally wide diversity of
tastes. It must please as many as
possible, bore as few as possible

—

and offend none at all. 'Meeting all

these. specifications in a single show
is quite a job.

. X
:

NELSON
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RDF: LINK BETWEEN
U S. AND FRA
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[
By PIERRE CRENESSE

f ( North American Director, French Broadcasting System)

This has been a banner year for French Radio in the United States,

with its successful contribution to the production of the National Assn,

of Education Broadcasters’ tape network highlighting its program plan^

ning.

This ambitious project was added to the already existing schedule of

regular shows sent out monthly by RDF.

Since March 7, 1953, the French Broadcasting System has produced,

for the TOO stations of the NAEB network, over 100 programs designed

to promote and foster French culture through radio, and including such

diversified material as great plays
:

in French, literary talks, dramati-

zations of the lives of great composers, and discussions about such very

controversial musical schools, as dodecaphortism and. concrete music.

L'Avare by Moliere, Le Cid by Corneille. Hernani by Victor Hugo,

and Cyrano de Bergerac by Rostand, have been among those plays

presented in French by the celebrated Comedie Francaise which have

iiiet with, success wherever they have been heard. In New York, they

are broadcast over WNYC on Saturdays at 2 p.m. Modern dramatists

have not been neglected in a series called “The French Theatre,”

ivhich Includes' plays by Giraudoux, film producer Marcel Pagnol, and
versatile, talented Jean Cocteau. A gamut of French composers and
their works offers a panoramic audition of France’s contribution to

riuisic from the 14th Century to the present day (WNYC—Sundays at

noon r. Contemporary French Composers presented interviews with

Arthur Honegger, Darius Milhaud. Francis Poulenc—to name but a

jew—as well as Pierre Boulez, leading dodecaphonist and tapesichord-

L*t. The American public was also privileged to hear the famed
French Music Festivals of Sceaux, Versailles. Vichy, Besancori and
SLrasbourg. as well as fascinating dramatizations of the lives of many
great composers. Great Writers of France < Great French Poets and
The French Academy round out the cultural programs for the NAEB.
All of these shows are produced in Pari* by Magdeleine Paz. and-rr

except for the Comedie Francaise and French Theatre programs

—

The ‘Telectronic
By DR. ALLEN B. DUMONT

WM. KEENE
Thanks To Those For "Whom I

Worked in *33 and Best Wishes
To All For A Happy And Prosper-
ous 11)54.

wm. keene
' LE 2-1100

all are in English,

French Editorial Opinion

Another important feature added to the roster of French Broad-
casting System shows in 1953 is the French Press Review, a 15-minute

- summary -of French editorial opinion, shortwaved—from—Paris -4md
presented every Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. over station WNYC. .

In addition to the above, the French Broadcasting System (RDF)
lias continued to produce. and distribute to over 350 stations through-
out the country, as well as Alaska. Hawaii, the Virgin Islands,
Panama. New Zealand and Canada—and over 100 stations in Japan—
Its 20 regular programs a month: Masterworks from France (classical

music*. Songs of France i for the folklore fancier), Paris Star Time
(top tunes*. French in the Air (language lessons >. and -Bonjour
Jtlesdames 'recipes, fashions, etc., strictly for the ladies), all pro-
duced in Paris by a staff of Franco-American radiomen headed by
Paul Gilson _and Michel Robida.

. Heard every Sunday night from 11:30 to 12 Midnight over WNBC. as
v. ell as 90 NBC network stations, is Stars

_
from Paris, presenting

Frances most popular stars—^-from perennial favorites Jacqueline
Franco L* and Jean Sablon' to little-known but up-and-coming starlets
Army Gould, Mouloudji and Michele Arnaud. During the summer
months. Stars from Paris was also heard over 128 NBC network sta-

tions. on Monday nights from 10:35 to 11 p.m., and met with a great
deal of enthusiastic audience response. .

During 1953, the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. broadcast the
Music Festivals of France, both in French and in English, and these
were also heard over some of the stations of the Universal Broadcast-
ing System in the United States.

All of the French Broadcasting System’s transcriptions are non-com-
mercial, sustaining programs distributed free of charge, except for
mailing costs, to stations throughout the country, as well as those
other countries enumerated -above. .

In addition, I have had the pleasure of appearing on one of Lilli

• Continued on page 190/

ST. L. EDUC’L STATION

SETS PROGRAM FORMAT
St. Louis.

A substantial part of. the pro-

grams on Channel 9, the new edu-

cational TV station here will in-

clude music and entertainment ac-

cording to Chancellor Arthur H.

Compton, proxy of Washington

Univ, and a member of the St.

Louis Educational Television Corm
mission. Dr. Compton said that dur-

ing after school hours entertain-

ment of worthwhile nature for chil-

dren will be provided.

Also the station will offer col-

lege courses for adults in addition
to programs for school use. Rich-
ard J. Goggin, gen. mgr. of the
station, said four major types of
programs would be offered; educa-
tional subjects during school hours;
high level entertainment for chil-

dren in late afternoons; adult edu-
cation in early evening . and cul-

tural and informative presenta-
tions later in the evening. Approx-
imately $150,000 is still needed in
the campaign to raise $450,000 for
tlie first three years of the station’s
Operations.

Chi’s 1,545,675 TV Sets
Chicago.

Latest in the monthly surveys
conducted by the Chi Electric
Assn, pegs the number of TV sets
In the Chi area at 1,545,675.

.
New installations during Novem-

ber totalled 28,798, reflecting a
seasonal sales' upbeat.

In
—By-ALBERT DUFFY—1

Co-chairman, Publicity Committee
SWG Television Writers' Group)

Hollywood.
Look back through the old files

of Variety—along about the time
radio was taking its first uncer-
tain steps as the newest toddler in
the family circle of show business
—What does radio mean to show
biz? Will it ever be as important
as vaude, the legit or pix? What
about the performers, the direc-.

(

tors, the writers in show bizr—will i

they make the transition into this
[

new* field? Will they even bother !

w ith radio?
These and a hundred questions

like them were being posed in

think pieces and dope stories by
Variety’s muggs.

In the past two years, during
television’s period of painful ges-
tation, a new generation of
Variety muggs have been asking
the same questions and exploring
the same problems—this time
about TV. This is by way of re-
port from Hollywood of how thd
screenwriter has taken his place

(Continued on page 186)

.America is standing on the
threshold of a new era — the “Te-
lectronic Age,” It is an age that
symbolizes electronics, with visi-

bility. It embraces the idea of a
useful television system applied to
everyday living.

This newly-opened future for

television has a great potential —
one that goes far beyond the fac-

tors of entertainment, education or
culture.

The applications to which tele-

vision can be put . are so vast that
I have little doubt that the “Telec-
troriic Age!’ will have a tremendous
effect on our patterns of thought,
morals, actions, commercial opera-
tions and everyday living.

Even with the great strides we
have made with broadcast televi-

sion programming and techniques,
TV has only begun to scratch the
surface of possibilities for which
it can be used,

Definitely* a major part of tele-

vision’s future lies with industrial

and scientific television. This im-
portant phase of television’s future
is not generally known or under-
stood by the public. When all the
possibilities of TV’s use in indus-
try and science are revealed (many
uses are classified under security
regulations) it will probably stag-

ger the imagination of the average
citizen.

Although the present role of tele-

vision in industry and science is

only a small fraction of what it

will someday be, there already are
some surprising instances of its

use. These are spread over a suffi-

ciently varied field to give a good
picture of the all-inclusive role

wfiiclv industrial television is des-

tined to play.

In the field of science, television
is now considered as playing a
vital role, with future possibilities

unlimited,

!
DuMont’s Superb Role

|

Recently, an audience of more
than 1,200 military, men and busi-
ness leaders, at a meeting of the
National Advisory Committee for
Aircraft at Lewis Laboratory in
Cleveland, saw latest ramjet en-
gine in action in a supersonic wind
tunnel by means of DuMont closed-
circuit television. The action would
have been impossible to view with-
out television.

In conjunction with the Argonne
National Laboratories, a division of
the Atomic Energy Commission,
DuMont assisted in the develop-
ment of stereo, or three-dimension-
al television; It utilizes a split

screen and polarized glasses. Sci-
entists, working from behind a
lead wall with dangerous radioac-
tive materials, manipulate me-
chanical hands. The hands are at-

tached to devices which are so deli-

SEASON'S GREETINGS from

BLOSSOM SEELEY and BENNY FIELDS
CURRENTLY—Twice Daily: 11 to 12 A.M. ; . . 7. to 8 P.M.—WMGM

Direction: William Morris Ag'oncy

*
I

cat*
1
t5®t they pick up and pour

small flasks and do other precis*
laboratory work. The fact that the
operator can see in three dimen-
sions in such precision work givei
him a much greater degree of ac-
curacy.

. The ability to send very fine
high definition pictures via indus-
trial television is a boon to medi-
cal men. Television gives medical
students a surgeon’s eye view of
operative procedure.

Previously, they had watched
from amphitheatres, where the
view was often blocked by surgeons
and nurses who surrounded the op-
erating table. Now, lecturers in
nearby rooms can point Out to
larger audiences surgical proce-
dures and other pertinent points
without bothering operating sur-
geons.

In the study of bacteriology and
other sciences, TV has contributed
much progress. Slides, previously
viewed through a microscope by
One person at a time, Can now be
seen on a TV screen by many per-
sons at the same time.

Scientists have employed TV as
a third eye to reach inaccessable
places such as volcano craters,

crevices in ocean bottoms, and
abandoned mine shafts.

Not long ago the British govern-
ment used a TV camera to locate a
sunken submarine that went down
with 75 men aboard,

i

In industry, as in science, there
is no limit to the uses to which TV
can be put. For instance, a utility

.

company employs TV as a means
of checking smoke conditions at

power plants smoke stacks.

Many companies use closed-cir-

cuit television to hold sales meet-
ings between distant points. Rail-

roads are exploring the use of TV
in checking 1 switching on incoming
and outgoing trains.

Television plays a vital role in

relaying messages to many people
Separated by great distances in a

short period Of time.
A great degree of imagination is

required to visualize the astound-
ing possibilities of industrial tele-

vision. In the not-too-distant future
it will become a necessity rather
than a luxury.
To the average person, television

today means sports, drama, variety

shows and news programs. To the
television scientist, it means a

milestone in technical and scien-

tific advancement, an electronic

key for solving industrial as well
as scientific problems.

Sat. Farm Show Next

On NBC-TV Chi Agenda
Chicago.

Latest offbeat program idea to

be tossed in the hopper by Chi
NBC-TV exec producer Ben Park
and his web programming crew in-

volves a farm show angled for a

Saturday morning time slot. Willi

the Chi-produccd “Hawkins Falls,”

“The Bennetts” and “Ding Dong
School” rolling along as estab-

lished properties (“Welcome Trav-

elers” is now completely agency-

produced) and no other major ven-

tures on the upcoming agenda.
Park has been cast! rig about for

some . additional ‘ low-budgeled
sleeper formats worthy of eventual
home office attention.

Since a rural-targeted show,
would invade a hitherto unex-
plored and unexploited network
territory, and since the Windy City

would be its natural point of

origin, Park has started sketching
the outlines. Eddy Arnold is be-

ing considered as possible host for

the show.

A couple of telestars are going
out to the hustings to meet their

constituents. Old hand at the barnr
storm trick is Gene Autry, the
Wrigley CBS’er, whose 50-city trek
will be launched Jan. 8, opening
in Duluth and winding up in Bir-

mingham Feb. 28. In troupe will

be regulars Pat Buttram, Rufe
Davis, maestro Carl Cotner and
Cass County Boys, plus the nag
Champion.

Other singer-actor going safari

is Dennis Pay, but only for a week
starting Jan. 27, in behalf of his

NBC-TV sponsor, RCA Victor.
He’ll kick off in Chi for two days,
then New York (Jan. 29-31) and
one-nighters in Philly, Detroit and
Cleveland.
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CARD
By ALAN BUNCE
( President> AFTRA)

About 30 years ago a shotgun wedding took place that shook the

theatrical profession to its backdrop. After centuries of living apart

in a virginal world of its own, “The Theatre” was wooed, won and
. taken in commercial, wedlock by Big Business, which heretofore had
' been content to buy tickets at the boxofTice. With the invention of

the radio tube, the performer suddenly became pregnant with adver-

tising possibilities, and the American sponsor, being at heart an honest

man, hastened to the altar with an astonished and‘.slightly suspicious

• bride.

The intervening years have shown this union to be one of mutual
advantage, if not complete compatibility. The results of this "marriage

of convenience” on public and performer alike have been revolutionary.

The immediate effect on the public, of course, was to bring the theatre

to the audience instead, of the audience to the theatre. The actor,

now giving his performance in the living-room, was no longer depend-

ent on the sale of tickets, the weather, Christmas week or Lent. With

no sleeper jumps, defaulting managements nor even a curtain rising,

he found himself playing to 10 years of audience in one night. Instead

of gambling on the hit or flop of a theatrical venture, he tied his

fate to the advertising budget of a soap company, or the sales cam-

paign of a cosmetic. The actor’s rough road had unexpectedly branched
into shining new highways which sped him on not only to new fields

of activity; new ways of making money, but to keener competition,
: new demands on his resourcefulness, talent and adaptability. Facing
. now the complexities of radio and television, finding himself an im-

.
portant item im the advertising plan of a tobacco firm, he discovered

. that he must now be artist and accountant, performer and business-

man. With his livelihood depending on many single "jobs” each month
instead of one or two “engagements” a year, the necessity for a stricter

management of his professional life became apparent. And the crying
need for a pooling of interests soon brought about successful efforts

to create new unions to assure proper uniformity and organization of

his working Conditions. Thus, as the stage actor many years ago fought
for and won the blessings that came with the birth of the Actors'

Equity Association, as the motion picture performer found protection

in the Screen Actors’ Guild, sp the radio and television actors, singers,

announcers, dancers, specialty acts, etc,,- formed new uriits-^-the Amer-
ican Federation of Radio Artists and Television Authority, now suc-

—cessfully--merged ‘into-AFTRA. Today, the 4A’s (Associated -Actors and
Artistes of America), with five thriving major branches, each repre-
senting a different performing craft,, stands as a triumphant refutation

of the old fear that “temperamental” actors could not or should not
get "mixed up” with unions.

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR AND

• PRODUCER
"NAME TIIAT TUNE" NBC-TV

Examining the Ledger

For the benefit of any doubting Thomases, any who still question
the value of union membership, let us take stock. We could go back
over 50 years and find inspiration in the story of “The White Rats.”

that original group of vaudeville performers who united to fight the
unfair practices of the old booking offices, My late father-in-law,

J. C. Nugent, talked glowingly of those early struggles and pointed
with pride to the fact that they set the pattern for Our present day
performer, unions. But let us take AFTRA as our example. What
good is it? What does the member get for his money? More. I think,

than even the most ardent member realizes. In addition to the privi-

lege of belonging to one of the most highly respected labor unions
in the A. F. of L. roster, it should hardly be necessary to list such
obvious advantages as welfare funds, death benefit plans, etc.

In trying to picture the position of a performer without benefit of

unions, we might compare him to a soldier without an army or head-
quarters, or to a salesman without a reputable business organization

behind him. Unlike the isolated actor of yesterday, desperately trying

to decide how much salary he dare ask without risking the job, the

union member today can start his negotiations (if, indeed, any are

necessary) with the solid, unalterable backing of his union code,

respected alike on both sides of the desk. Surely one of the greatest

services of the union is to take the performer out of economic com-
petition with his fellow performer and to bring him the dignity and
strength that are inherent In a well-run American trade union.

Estimating the actual financial benefits accruing from union mem-
bership is largely guesswork. But a backward glance reveals some in-

teresting figures. The New York radio actor of 1936, for instance, often

had ho choice but to accept a fee of $10 or perhaps $12.50 for a 15-

minute show. Today the AFTRA minimum is $30.50 for the same job.

Half-hour radio programs were pretty much take-it-or-leave-it affairs,

The performer today, through his. union, has brought stability and
responsibility to the profession, helping himself and his employer alike.

And, best of all, with an organization controlled and governed by its

o\vn working members in the true American way, the performer can
face the hazards of his calling with greater confidence and pride.

e Shows They Never Did
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JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE

It’s All Over

In 60 Minutes
By WILLIAM MOLYNEUX
{NBC-TV Scene Designer)

Art was long and Time was*fleet-
ing, till TV changed all that. No
contemporary art form is briefer
or more transitory, for no matter
what blood, sweat and tears go into
getting a program on the air, gen-
erally speaking it’s all over in an
hour.

If there were time to brood this

might lead to interesting frustra-
tions, but the designer is so im-
mediately involved in plans for the
next show he’s too busy to think
about the fleeting nature of his

glory.

An infinite variety of tasks and
problems create this “busy-ness.”
Broadway musical comedy budgets
these days run to $250,000. but it

is hoped by those who underwrite
them, that they are making a long-

term investment. Next to this the
$6,000 budget I had for “Suor An-
gelica,” one of the NBC Opera
Series, may seem modest, but when
you consider it was for a single

one-hour performance it becomes
rather substantial. To justify that

kind of budget and realize the
scope it permits calls for endless
book-work, deskruork, shop-work
and scrounging around in prop
shops.

The book-work starts when the

scene designer gets his assignment.
For the recent color telecast of

“Carmen” I did research on Span-
ish architecture, and studied the

Opera's libretto. From this read-

ing came a departure from the usu-

al scenic treatment of “Carmen,”
for in the fourth act, I transferred

the scene usually played outside

the arena to a confined area just

inside the gates, which helped con-

vey Carmen’s feeling of being

trapped.

After research comes the prep-

aration of rough sketches which are

discussed at a planning meeting
with the production staff-producer,

director, light-man, etc. The de-

signer emerges from this knowing
where he must provide free-space

for camera movement, what kind

of fabrics will be used in the cos-

tumes (information he needs so his

walls will not war with them in

confusing effects) the amount of

time available for moving sets, and
the amount of space for setting

them.

The preparation of final sketch-

es, done in color even for black

and white broadcasts, follows. Af-

ter their approval, the designer

prepares his working drawings to

scale, and paint elevations for the

carpenter and paint crews, who
perform the miracle of transform-

ing an idea on paper into three-di-

mensional reality. When lie isn’t

needed in the shop, he goes out in-

to the outside world and looks for

props.

Three and a half, years designing

TV sets has taught me there’s no
such thing as a routine operation

and no permanent record of one’s

efforts. It may seem futile that the

fruits of so much time, money and
effort are disposed of after an
hour’s use, but the fact is this pro-

vides a healthy climate for the

creative artist. With no time to

muse on past triumphs the scene

designer cannot rest on his laurels

but must progress in his work by
meeting ever-changing challenges.
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This 18 Your Life?
EDWARDS:—Now, Mr. Jones, you met the principal of your school
who came out of a sick bed, all the way from Mapawonee, Oklahoma.

JONES :— (TEARFULLY ) Good old Mapawonee.
EDWARDS :—You’ve met your long lost friend whom you hadn’t

seen for 40 years, and the adopted daughter of your brother-in-law’s
cousin who came from Tabulu, Japan. How' does that make you

;
feel? /

JONES:— ( Sobbing ) Just wonderful. Wonderful.
EDWARDS: -—Well now, hold tight, for an even bigger surprise. Do
you remember working in a little town near St. Louis?

JONES:—Mackushla, Missouri? "
i

EDWARDS:-^-Mackushla, Missouri. Right. You clerked in a bank
for $38 a week. •

'
•

JONES:— (Worriedly) That’s right.

EDWARDS: —Well, here’s Mr. Hawkins, the manager of that bank,
Mr. Jones; Come on out. Mr. Hawkins. (MR. HAWKINS, A
TIMID LITTLE MAN, ENTERS, EXTENDS HIS HAND TO MR.
JONES)

EDWARDS:—Do you remember him, Mr. Hawkins?
HAWKINS That’s Jones, ail right.

JONES:— (LAMELY) Hi.

EDWARDS:—Well, Mr. Jones, you worked in Mr. Hawkins’ bank for
four years and then one morning vou didn’t show’ up. Is that right?

JONES:— (LOOKING FOR THE EXIT) If you don't mind, Mr.
Edwards-

—

EDWARDS:— (EXUBERANTLY ) In fad. you never showed up.

Ha; ha, ha! ,and at the end cf the month the bank found out it

was short $40,000.
HAWKINS : -Forty-five.
JONES:—I’ve got to leave now.
EDWARDS:—Wait a minute. Look who’s coming. Mr. Jones. The

Sheriff of Mackushla,' Missouri. (SHERIFF ENTERS;
SHERIFF

:

—Howdy, Jones.
EDWARDS;—-Yoti haven't seen Mr. Jones in 10 years, have you,

Sheriff?
SHERIFF:—That’s right. We got a tip he was in a saloon in

Genesee. I got there just as he was leaving. 1 fired five shots
but he got away in his car.

EDWARDS':—Boy! I ll bet that was exciting. .

JONES :—You can keep my prizes. Mr. Edwards, I'm leaving.

EDWARDS:—Hold it a second. Mr. U&re’s. someone else who
,wants to see you. Mr. Wilkins.

JONES:—Wilkins?
EDWARDS:—Yes. after you left Genesee, you crossed the state line,

putting your offense under the jurisdiction of the Federal authori-

ties. Folks, how about a big hand for Mr. Wilkins of the FBL
(WILKINS ENTERS! TAKES A BOW, PUTS HANDCUFFS ON
MR. JONES ) Surprised, aren't you, Mr. Jones?

JONES:—That's one way of looking at it.

EDWAR.DS:—Well, we’ve gots lots more surprises; Here are three
depositors. Mr, Hyman, Mrs. Owen and Mr. Bridges, who have
claims against vou for the money yoii absconded with. (THEY
ENTER THROUGH THE DOORWAY TO LIFE AND HAND
JONES SOME PAPERS '

MR. BRIDGES:—These are subpoenas to appear in court.

EDWARDS:—How about some applause. Folks. (THE AUDIENCE
APPLAUDS. DISTRACTING EVERYONE. JONES RUNS OFF
THE STAGE, THE SHERIFF DRAWS HIS GUN AND RUNS
AFTER HIM, THE OTHERS FOLLOW. EDWARDS IS ALONE)

EDWARDS:—Well, our time was up anyway. Tune in next week
for THIS IS YOUR LIFE?

Whai’t My Line?
DALY:—Well, panel, so far you've all been stumped and Mrs. Beaver

has won $45. You’ve got one more chance. Let's- see now, Mrs:
Beaver is self-employed, you won’t know the commodity she sells,,

but it's recognizable without the wrapper, and it’s used in a house..

CERF:-r7-I’ll take a. last guess. Mrs. Beaver sells bananas!
DALY:—No. I’m sorry, panel. You didn’t -get this one, but it was

pretty tough. Mrs. Beaver is a stripper. (ALL LAUGH'. Thank
you' for coming. Mrs. Beaver, and here's your 50 bucks—1 mean
dollars.

* *

You Bet Your Life

MARX:—Oh. I'm sorry contestants. The 30lh President of the United
States was Calvin Coolidge. You lose the jackpot of S9.000.

CONTESTANT:—Oh nerts!

MARX :—Well, whaddya know. You win $100 anyway. Nerts is the
magic word!

CLAIRE MANN
Beauty and Health Authority of DuMont-TV

Star * Producer of Daily 1:00-1:30 "CLAIRE MANN TV SHOW
Dedicated to Glamourizing Women of All Natione
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economic life, within the sphere of their morals and ethics

-as they understand and accept them.
.

A story is told well if it is written with such artfulness

that the listener gets involved and entangled, that he

lives through the ordeals and triumphs of the characters as

if they were his own ordeals and triumphs. Subconscious-,

ly. he applies the experiences of the characters to himself

and his .own problems. In short, he has received and

understood the “message.”
.

‘

.

‘ The good story can be recognized by three distinct

signs: It is entertaining. Its theme emerges from the

contemporary stream of life. It has a definite purpose of

conveying a message, .

The theme is the foundation of a story. It must be clear,

precise, ar.d without distracting ornaments.

At a time when communications were slow, when

churches, schools, newspapers and political organizations

failed to remedy blatant injustices in the social order of

the day, the Schillers, the Ibsens, the Strindbergs and the

Hauptmanns stood up and screamed their accusations from

the pulpit tf the stage into the faces of the mighty. In_^

strong s.ories, they delivered dramatized.editorials against

the forced draft of youth of their country to serve in for-

eign wars, against the lack of pension for invalid officers,

against the introduction of machinery in manufacturing

plants without thought Of the fate of the dismissed laborer,

against the enslavement of women in the home and in

the community, etc. They made the stage a moralizing,

political platform; their books; became fighting pamphlets;

they caused revolutions on' one hand and inflamed will to

resistance o:i the other.

Many ef their themes, so very important a lifetime ago,

have lost their impact, because wrongs have been righted.

Our communication system of today, in combination With

our internal political order, is so efficient that the writer

very often comes too late with a dramatized problem^ be-

cause city hall or the women’s clubs cr the editorials and
columns ef the newspapers have taken care of the problem
and made it a

.
point of public discussion, which usually

brings the desired results,
'

1

human spirit. He must take sides, or he will remain a

writer out of contact with, his time. In our race against a

communist-inspired writing, we must write the better

stories and win the greater audiences. Our better stories

must .prove:

the Value of life of the individual

the value of the individual's good relations with others

the value of our way of life in a free world

the value of our great past, applied to the present and

future.

Television is the broadest platform ever presented to the

modefiT wFirer^td" carry his" themeiffprwafd' andlefliis

message be heard by the greatest mass of people. -The

legitimate stage reaches only a few, the motion picture

reaches millions, but television reaches tens of millions al-

most hourly, day and night. Its penetration and convinc-

ing power are unbelievable.

The tiresome argument of the motion picture people and
exhibitors that television is a hateful competitor must stop,

because both have only one real competitor: Communism.
If this competitor wins the souls of the people, the fight

among movie and TV people wili be remembered as a most
stupid act of fratricide:

All differences must be eliminated. Peace and unity
must rule within. The spirits must be raised, not the
prices. The art of powerful writing must be cultivated,

not the haggling for higher royalties.

The writers are our last and strongest hope—that they
will deliver the bread and the wine.
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herent, in “selling” a show. We know how quickly the
public reacts to good taste, quality, entertainment and
story values in production. As producers we see to it that
these values are never lacking ih our own shows.

Finally, as producer-distributors, we do not fear to enter
jntp comprehensive production, schedules, for we have
confidence in our own sales power. Since last January
for example, we have had one or more of pur shows ii
constant production. This has made it possible for us to
assemble and retain capable production personnel who
are secure In their jobs and therefore very much con-
cerned with the quality and cost of the shows which they
are helping to create.

Our dual role as producer and distributor has been an
Important factor in the widespread distribution which was
obtained- in so short a time for our shows. Qur plans for
the- year ahead call for further expansion of the producer-
distributor policy. .

- 1- - — — ^

—
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A Weapon for Victory
i

Then what is there to write about?
Today we have more burning themes at our fingertips

than ever. Our. world is divided in two great camps : the

free world and the enslaved world. More than ever, today
we need dramatists to explore and exploit the theme of

human relations.. This is a theme that has no value in the
enslaved part ef the world. It could become the secret
weapon for victory in the hands of the writers of the
free world.
The fight between the two worlds is a savage one. The

Aristotelian and the communist philosophies of Writing are
locked in battle. Both are eager to win the masses;

Aristotle teaches that writing is poetry. Poetry is Art.

Art is Beauty. Beauty uplifts the soul. A soul uplifted by
the experience of this art will become strong to stand up
under the gnawing doubt in the values of our existence. It

will feel secure. Man’s uplifted soul will feel the nearness
of God within him, and will lose the fear of the ultimate
death cf everything living.

Aristotelian philosophy is the victory over animalism,
barbarism, over negativism and anarchism. Shakespeare’s,
Mozart’s, Lzssiag’s, Albert Schweitzer's works are living in
the realm of this philosophy and have made the world a
richer and better place 1 to live in.

The communist credo of writing in our time and our
world is the exact opposite. Its- aim is to tear down,- to
plant doubts in our hearts, to sow uncertainty, to deny God—to make us feel insecure and spiritually helpless 1 As
remedy, they offer us their alternative: That man doesn’t
need to search for God, since man himtelf is God and that
he doesn’t have to recognize anything above him, with the
exception of Super-God: the State!

It is a tempting credo for human beings who live with-
out guidance and conviction within themselves and are
insecure within their family, their community arid their
nation.

It is the writer's duty to enter this battle for the

By HEUB KAUFMAN
(President, Guild Films

)

. * : ...

We began producing TV programs against our will; We
never intended to produce programs. Program produc-
tion literally was forced upon ii$. >

Originally organized as a distribution firm. Guild Films
set up an efficient and experienced staff and system for

economically and expeditiously handling and servicing

the sale of TV show series. But our search for sizable

shows was hampered by three unfortunate conditions.

Where satisfactory shows were contemplated, but not yet

made, most of the budding eager-to-go-into-business pro-

ducers had little more than an idea; They usually needed
almost complete, financial backing, and very few of them
appreciated either the importance or the cost of such
backing.

Where satisfactory shows already were in production,

the producers were unwilling as a rule to accept what we
considered to be reasonable distribution terms. These
producers felt that their show, was all important and that
the busiifss of selling, promoting and servicing it was
just one of those necessary evils and of relatively small
value.

'

Then, of course, there were all kinds of shows which we
considered unsatisfactory.

In the face of these conditions we reluctantly decided to
produce our own shows. The first of these was Liberate,
followed by "Life With Elizabeth” and “The Joe Palooka
Story.” All three are in almost constant production.
Our experience as producer-distributors has proved for

us the desirability of the combination.

sures exist today to do just this. Every pressure that tries

to make television follow the old radio pattern is a pres-
sure toward a fragmentized service. The argument runs
as follows: In network operation, when a client insists

on a low-circulation show he likes, instead of a show which
fits into ah overall programming strategy, and which main-,
tains the basip circulation which is what is paid for by the
time rates; or when an agency uses pressure to increase
commercial time, or cut production rates, or refuse pre-
emption rights to the network, etc., then the momen-
tum of the network operation is slowed, its resources cut,

and the proponents of the fragmentized service are aided.
The latter include many of the syndicate companies, tal-

ent companies, motion picture companies'' and companies
under their control, as well as some, of the

.
advertising

agencies, some station representatives, etc.'' The general
pressure. Of these forces is to shift the money from the
facilities or time-buying side of the business to the talent
or program side. "When this is done in a network like

NBC, by the network itself selling a- key program, part of
the income is set aside for our public service response
bility. The other operators generally make the public
service responsibility a matter for the stations, and main-
tain that they are only in the entertainment or amusement
business, or in the business of selling goods.

Wanning Up Affiliates

Pulse on Public
Our intimate knowledge of the buying market enables us

to determine what constitutes a salable show. We pick for
production the kind of shows we feel the public wants,
and therefore the ones which can be depended upon to
"payoff” for the* sponsors. In fact, our decision to pro-
duce a particular show is largely dictated by our own
understanding of the market demand.
Our sales commitments are guaranteed by our own pro-

duction capacity. We therefore are able to avoid one of
the pitfalls which exist where the producer and distribu-
tor are not one and the same.
As distributors we fully appreciate the problems in-—— ~

:

—

Awareness of these possibilities has already created a
change of heart among executives in many affiliated sta*

tions who now realize that their future is in this- •‘'maga-

zine concept” type of broadcasting which has emerged in
the last few years. More and more of the advertising lead-
ers are coming around to this belief, although in the day-to-
day operations, it is hard for them to change their pre-
viously taken positions. . v
But with all the troubles, it is still an exhilarating

future that we have. One of the major influences which
will work for our success in the great network service is

4he increasing awareness of opinion makers that the leaders
of advertising, and particularly the agency heads; are far
more responsible for the new standard of living that has
come to our country than they were previously credited
with. As public recognition of the advertising agency re-
sponsibility in building our economic structure grows, so
too will the advertising fraternity’s wVarehess of their
responsibility toward the good health of the media they
support, and their responsibility through their buying
actions in determining the kind of program service Amer-
ica will have. It is not as showmen, as in radio, but again
as advertising men, that the agencies will move ahead,
using soon the power of color to create again the incentives
which will drive the people’s productivity forward to a
new and higher standard of living. As they realize that
this;, can be done more economically under an advertising-
buying rather than a program-buying strategy, and that the
former also will enable the broadcaster to support a far
more incisive and complete schedule, and hence a more
vital, useful and enriching instrument, then the agencies
Will overwhelmingly support the NBC efforts.

‘COME BACK IN FIVE YEARS’
,By TED

(Director?, DuMont Television Network)

I

I’ll never forget those words:

“Come back in five years.”

The occasion was one of the first

calls I ever made as a television

time salesman for DuMont—to a

New York advertising agency

which is no longer in existence.

After I regaled the radio direc-

tor of the agency for 45 minutes

about the wonders of the new tele-

vision medium, and tried to sell

him the limited New York-Phila-

delphia network we then had in

late 1947, he dismissed me casu--

ally with those memorable words,
‘ Come back in five years.”

We have with us today a situa-

tion which seems to parallel

closely what we were up against

in. those early television selling

days.

I refer to our present attempts
to sell UHF stations throughout
the U.S.

The FCC’s new allocation plan,
providing for 500 stations in the
VHF and at least 1,500 in the
UHF, makes quite clear just how
important UHF will be in Amer-
ica’s television future:

Use of UHF will giye the coun-
try a truly competitive television
system, will assure all major mar-
kets as many stations as they can

support economically, and will

provide viewers with a wide choice
of programs.

But we in television, and espe-
cially those of us who meet Madi-
son Avenue advertising executives,
have been acutely aware that
there has been some skepticism
as to the ability of UHF to cover
a market.

That’s what makes me recall my
early days of selling VHF tele-

vision. Arid that’s why it is com-
forting to remember that not so
long, ago these same agencies
doubted that VHF would soon
reach enough market penetration
to constitute a major advertising
medium.

Let me make it clear first of all

that I am not going to ask any
advertisers to pioneer in the de-
velopment of UHF. But I am ask-
ing advertisers not to apply a dif-

ferent and tougher set of stand-
ards to UHF values than they do
to VHF. Nothing in the arithmetic
of cost-per-thousand can logically
carry a UHF or VHF any more
than docs the television screen in
the viewer’s home.

Let’s have a quick look back at
the evolution of television net-?

work programs in 1947, *48 and
’49. We had some tough going.
We kept hammering for adver-
tisers to extend their network time
purchases and we kept being re-

buffed for_supposed lack of circu-

lation-in spite of the fact that

our rates were commensurate with
circulation actually at hand. Usu-
ally the advertisers just didn’t

want to be bothered, even to go
into Boston and Philadelphia .by
network.
We remember how hard it was

in those early days to develop suc-
cessful sales patterns. We remem-
ber the steady evolution of the
first big shows: Old Gold’s “Origi-
nal Amateur Hour,” which was
DuMont’s first network hour Sale;

Procter and Gamble’s first TV
show,' “Fashions Qn Parade;”
General Food’s “Captain. Video,”
TV’s first big cross-the-board sale
to a single sponsor; and the first

multiple-sponsored high budget
network programs, "Cavalcade of
Bands” arid “Cavalcade of Stars.”

In a general way, the same sort
Of development Work Will now
have to take place with the wide-
spread opening of UHF stations.
One DuMont contribution to the

The ‘New* Radio
Coluriibus.

Radio will never die note:
State of Ohio is planning a

$750,000, nine-station, five-
channel, two-way radio hook-
up for police communications
on its $324,000,000, 241-mile
turnpike.

Transmissions will be au-
thorized from 152 to 174 meg-
acycles in the VHF band.
There has been no call for a
program manager or an-
nouncers.

promotion of a realistic . attitude
towards UHF took the form re-

cently of a cost-per-thousand com-
parison between a substantial
number of UHF stations and VHF
outlets of similar set potential.

. This study, which has attracted
a lot of favorable comment among
agencies, made graphic the fact

—

as. orie example—that a half-dozen
of the top UHF stations yielded a
better cost-per-thousand than 73
VHF outlets much more heavily
bought and readily accepted.

This comparison disregarded en-
tirely the special inducements
offered temporarily by many UHF 5

operators,' the spectacular rate of
growth in almost all instances, and
any dependence On the Widely-
held belief that those individuals
who have made real investments
in receiver conversions form an
especially zealous and responsive
group of television viewers.

Each"operator of ope of the new
UHF stations must make a huge
investment—$500,000 to $1,000,000
—and at the same time he must be
willing to take a rate commensu-
rate with circulation which hardly
begins to airiortize his investment.

Here it is well for the advertiser
to realize that, in spite of all these
UHF stations being opened, there
is a strong likelihood two to three
years from' now—if business con-
tinues firing the same curve it has
for the past five years—that we
will once again be facing a time
situation of acute scarcity in es-

tablished TV markets.
We all know what the situation

as to time shortages Was in tele-

vision in 1953, even though more
than 200 stations had gone on the
air in the year arid a half after
the lifting of the freeze. In spite
of this rapid advance the problefti

.

of networking was still far from
solved. All four networks faced a
major difficulty in getting network
station clearance. It has been a

catch-as-catch-can situation in try-

ing to satisfy advertisers’ orders.

But With the right kind of sup-
port UHF television can change
this situation. As each day passes
arid more stations are built, the
closer we can come to four really
complete national inetworks.,,.,to ...

take care of virtually all foresee-
able needs of our advertisers.

The only condition in Which a.

national advertiser can live in se-

curity with his time franchise is

in the availability of sufficient

network stations to give him na-
tionwide clearance for; all major
markets according to his needs.
And that means full development
of UHF.

But if UHF operators do not
get advertising support; if they
have to fold up, we will find that

there has
.
been created a com-

pletely deadlocked monopoly, situ-

ation in which a comparatively few
major advertisers are favored-

So, again, I am not asking the

nation’s advertisers to pioneer In

UHF—but only to Include UHF
markets in their budgets, with an
eye to advertising’s own future

satisfaction;

Let’s not hear those words:
‘•‘Come back in five years.”

Let’s not go back to 1953!
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IF YOU LOOK YOU'LL FIND IT
By TED MACK

Have w<? “scraped the botton of the barrel" on talent, as has been
asserted recently?: No—decidedly no!!

Never haye there been so many applications for auditions for
'‘Original Aniateur Hour as at present. And never previously has

the percentage of talent been so acceptable. That

applies also, to the obtaining of jobs by talent

after it has appeared on “Original Amateur

Hour.” .
'

.

The list of persons who have gone on from our

show to places in the entertainment world within

tlie~lastr -five^-years fills two single spaced type-

written pages.

.

In the 18 years of “Original Amateur Hour’s”

history there has been no,, greater tempo than

n0\v. And opportunity never has been so immedi-

ate as at present. From all over the NBC-TV net-

work one obtains instantaneous response to a good

act an interesting personality. And the vision of _
. M

others appearing draws an increasing number of
ieft 1CK

requests for; auditions.

Wc are bringing acts into New York for television appearances
from every part of the continent. The most remote hamlet may
produce as good an act as the largest metropolitan center; This
procedure requires organization,- experience and judgment—but the
effort, the "patience, and the cost pay off.

Two TV-cplumnists—Charlton Wallace in the Cincinnati Times-Star.
and Norman Clark in the Baltimore News-P.Ogt—recently noted that,

unlike certain network talent shows that feature professional per-
formers, the “Original Amateur Hour” has no trouble whatsoever in
rounding up a great deal of good talent. I believe that is because,
as John Lester remarked in the Newark Star-Eagle and other papers,
“Original Amateur Hour” is accepted as an institution. Its “gradu-
ates’ are in every phase of the amusement world. 'and its method of
projecting the talent, rather than the m.c., gives the break to the
performer.

But no show—or institution—can live on tradition. We are con-
stantly alert, searching, auditioning. We adopt every improved means
of projection. We went to television even before there was a network.
Except for one dramatic show, we are the oldest program on that
medium. ,

.television has broadened the field for talent. Where they pre-
viously had no opportunity in radio, the dancer, the paritomimist, the
magician and other silent specialty acts are now seen regularly by.

millions of, people. When they appear on “Amateur Hour,” job of-

fers frequently come to them before they are off the air.

Television also gives the hopeful aspirant in a far-away place an
opportunity to see, as well as hear, what is going over. Thus, the base
of our- talent source is broadened.

I: find-, also, that talent is improving in quality. And viewers and
listeners, are quick to sense that. An artistic dancer, who had made a
serious study of the art; won three consecutive times a few weeks ago
by overwhelming vote of our coast-to-coast audience. This young man
exemplifies the upbeat. .

I must confess, I enjoy working with these folk, trying to uncover
their talent and project it,, and entering into* their spirit of zest and
hopefulness.

,
Oh, there's no shortage of talent! The problem is to

marshal it to the best advantage—and that’s wjiat we try to do. From
the volume of mail that flows in I gather that we're making a lot of

happy with, our. efforts.

Television is now installed in
two-thirds of all the homes in
America. By the end of 1954, it is
estimated, more than 35,000,000
families will own sets, and audi-
ences of more thap 60,000,000 will
watch a single network program.

This fabulous audience, consid-.
ered in the

. light of its buying
power, will make television a giant
in merchandising. It is already
the greatest single pipeline to the
American consumer, a fact of
which most, business men have
only recently begun to be aware.

But this year, American busi-
ness will . be preoccupied as never
before with the job of moving
merchandise through the

.
impact

of advertising,

In fact, the
very health of
our national
economy may
depend upon
the success of
their efforts

during 1954.

Economists
tell us that

we are enter-
ing a period
when the pro-

duct i o n of
consumer goods will reach an all-

time peak. Fortunately, at the

same time, they point out that

private incomes and savings are

also at a high level, and that the

nation will enjoy, continuing pros-

perity if only the average wage
earner can be induced to spend
a portion of his earnings and sav-

ings for the products which will

improve his standard of living.

To this end, advertisers will

spend a record $8,000,000,000 dur-
ing the coming year. But they
will expect unprecedented results

from every media sales, sales,

and more sales.

3. L. Van Volkenburg

\L
Merchandising

Tele-Sessions simply means tele-
vision for business meetings—ses-
sions. that is. The electronic
miracle thus applied modernizes
old ways of holding meetings for
dealers, salesmen, stockholders,
and buyers

..

Distinguished from home TV be-
cause it is a completely private
system—not for the public—

a

c'.osed circuit Tele-SeSsion is ex-
hibited only for the important few
chosen by the company holding the
meeting.

Tele-Sessions teed off last year
with a coast-to-coast dealer meet-
ing for James Lees & Sons; manu-
facturers of carpets. National mer-
chandising policies were set forth
by Lees’ top management to their
dealers simultaneously across the
nation, with productive sales and
promotion results.

Within the past year, A. T. & T.,
Atlantic Refining, Esso, Ford, Phil-
co, General Electric, Westinghouse,
and many other large companies
have used closed-circuit TV. Not
only did the top companies begin
no-Tir oiT m^sSrnn^Trnr The

*

country’s topper, President Eisen-
hower, was televised closed-circuit
lrom the White House into the
herd Dearborn plant for impressive

.
dedication ceremonies.

reie-Sessions also moved Into
color TV this past fall. For the
h'\st time, a novel hat style- show
mi’ retail store buyers on large-
screen color TV was presented by
A-ce and Disney. Hats. With images
approximately 30 square feet, the
impact of color TV was great upon
the store buyers invited by Lee.

.

ftf ,

1 ortly thereafter, proceedings
oi the ,58th annual National Assn, of
manufacturers Congress of Ameri-
‘•n Industry were televised in
ai ge-screen color, television to a
u thousand NAM members and

v
’ a new record audience, for

^i‘

u in
|,

any type of color televi-
T"_e.

color pictures were su-
add the tint telecast became
i-

^le several thousand
attending.

Already clbsed-circuit TV has

By NATHAN L. HALPERN
(Pres:, Theatre Network TV )

had some good type casting, with
well-known commercial pitchmen
and women like. Kate Smith, Betty
Furness, and Hex Marshall—and
some excellent untypical casting in

President Eisenhower. Corpora-

(Continued on page 190)

Television, the newest medium
of them all. is now prepared to

take up this challenge from Amer-
ican business. On the strength of

its history alone, it can be confi-

dent of doing more than its share
of the merchandising job. With
its rapidly expanding audience and
its decreasing costs per-thousand
viewers, television can deliver

sales more quickly and economic-
ally than any other medium.

Door-to-door selling has enjoyed

i a huge success in this country be-

j
cause it gave the salesman an

|

opportunity to demonstrate his

product to the consumer at the

By J. L. VAN VOLKENBURG
(President, CBS Television)

location of its ultimate use. Tele-
vision now makes this same door-
to-door principle of selling pos-
sible on a multi-million scale. On
one single network program, a

manufacturer can create an almost
unbelievable consumer demand for
his product before it is stocked in

a single store.

Television’s merchandising suc-
cess stories are already numerous,
but they are truly just beginning:
Soon a new element will be added
to television—color. Now that the
FCC has finally given its approval
to the NTSC standards of broad-
casting. color television for the
public will be a reality within the
year. It will give products of all

kinds an eye appeal and believe-
ability they have never achieved
before in any other medium. Pack-
aging and display will take on a
new meaning. Entire campaigns
y/ill be styled especially for the
color cameras. Most important of

all, many advertisers who have
never used television—manufac-
turers in the clothing and decora-
tion fields. for instance—will pe
attracted to this medium by the
unique presentation which color

alone can give to their creations.

Consumer demand for these new
products., as well as many familiar
ones seen for the first time in

color, is sure to have a stimulating
effect on our entire economy. In
time, color television will become
one of the most potent forces for
economic progress in our country.

What is the future of this giant

in the marketplace? Will television

be content to play just a leading
roie in influencing the buying hab-
its of the nation? Or will it. as
some fear, establish such a singu-
lar pipeline to the consumer that
it ultimately will over-shadow and
engulf all other forms of adver-
tising?

Such a trend does not seem to

be indicated by recent surveys.

For despite the fabulous growth
of network television, it has not
achieved its success at the expense
of other media. Rather, on the
other hand, newspapers, maga-
zines. Sunday supplements and
other media have all benefited
with a proportionate share of the
increased advertising budgets
which have ballooned largely from
the success of recent television

merchandising. According to an
impartial survey conducted bv the
Magazine Advertising , Bureau,
most of the money appropriated
for network television is new

money, and not diverted from the
budgets in other media. In other
words,; television is bringing; and
will continue to bring, many new
advertisers into the market.

It is almost an axiom in thc acl-

vertising business that “the more
efficient* a medium can become,
the greater the share of the sell-

ing load it will be expected
.
to

carry.” Television’s boo min g
growth may be directly attributed
to this principle. During 1953. the"

CBS Television Network alone re-

ceived a 40?c increase in total
dollar value of billings, the great-
est gain of any network. To be
sure, this, increase is. in part due
to the addition of 76 new station
outlets this year 'CBS Televisidn
more than doubled its number of
stations in 1953). But of more im-
portance to the advertiser is the
new flexibility which has been
made available by the participat-
ing sponsorship p’an. making it

possible for many bi-sineyses with
modest budgets to enloy the bene-
fits of network telev'sion without
the cost of going it alone. On
many important network shows
like the Sunday afternoon Omni-
bus” program, the p’en .of snared
costs has proved to be a Tremen-
dous boon to advertisers. In addi-
tion, our 15-mihv’te segment p’ati
for daytime network shows, by
which an advertise” may.' buy as
many segments as he chooses on
a daily, weck’y ; .or -seaisor.rl basis,
has brought, television within the
means of mary new advertisers.

Television’s continuing growth
will depend, to a large degree,
upon its adaptability to th.e chang-
ing needs of advertisers, large and
small. But our chief responsibility,
as alwajs, will be to maintain the
kind of qua’itv programs which
will assure advertisers of reaching
the biggest pnssib’e audiences. As
long as We fulfi l this primary re-
sponsibility. network television
Will continue to be the most effec-
tive and economical means, of
moving merchandise on a. mass
scale across the

. counters of
America.

WILLIAM BOYD
llopalong Cassidy,. Inc.

They always told me we would
need a gimmick on TV. I don’t/
know how many times—surelv a
million—I heard them sav. “Who
cares about watching a trombone
player? How many different ways
can you photograph a piano
player?”

And so. for about four years I

looked over a batch of program
ideas ranging from stop-the-music
type gimmicks to songwriter gim-
micks. etc.

Boy, did they laugh when I

asked. “What’s the matter -with
putting our band on TV doing ex-
actly the kind of thing we’ve been
so successfully doing for so many
years — placing tor dancing?”
After they slopped laughing they
asked. “Where's the gimmick?'*

Well, fellows, we've at last found
the sponsor. Lincaln-Mcreury. who
•believes as wo '

'rip.
.
t hgj,,.,th.j.ro.. ..-.is

much'''..fjood'“”e7i UMTiuniv.cn t to be
had by viewers from a., simple. un-
pretentious musical program on
which the band is seen (notice. I

said the band is seen' plaj ng for
dancing in a room -where dancers
normally dance. In. other words,
we're not trying to fool anyone,
we’re not trying to get by on gim-
micks, Time will tell whether
we’re right or wrong, but so far

it looks like we have been right,

judging from tile manner in which
our rating has climbed.

There is no doubt in my mind
that television has not -really solved
the problem of what to do with
bands. The fault, hadn't been solely

that of television, it has aho been
tiiat of the bands. Let’s face the

facts: there are only a very feu-

bands around today in whom the

public is interested.

However, neither has television

been blameless in this respl’ct. Too

often, producers, agencies and net-

(Continued on page 190'
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Charles

Sanford

“YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS”

NBC-TV,
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MATA «rf HARI

Currently

YOUR SHOW of SHOWS”

Return Engagement

HOTEL PIERRE
COTILLION ROOM

fling JAN. 12th (6 weeks)

Return Engagement

hotel thunderbird
IAS VEGAS

Opening MAR. 11th (4 weeks)

CONCERT TOUR 1954-1955
(Columbia Artists Management, Inc.)

Personal Representative

MARCEL VENTURA
Hotel P.laza, New York

CARL REINER

“YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS”

N BC-

Written by:

MEL TOLKIN

MEL BROOKS

TONY WEBSTER

JOE STEIN

DANNY SIMON

DOC SIMON

“YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS
’1

NBC TV, Saturday Nights
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TV moves fast.

Are your commercials giving

you the jump on competition

of years behind? Think it over.

Could be your sales curve is
• • ’ 1

caught in a creative backwater.

McCANN-ERICKSON, Inc.

Advertising

New York • Boston A Cleveland • Detroit • Chicago

Cincinnati • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Hollywood

Portland and offices throughout the world
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BLOCK
and his

Make Believe
Ballroom

What an opportunity: Radio’s number-one salesman Is now on New York’s

first station—WABC. Martin Block is in a class by himself! And has been

for .18 long years! No other disc jockey can match his- fanatical followingr-or

phenomenal sales success; his afternoon program ranks consistently first or

second in popularity. Now he’s bringing his unique appeal to a 64% larger

audience . . . thanks to WABG ’is impressive coverage (nearly 6,000,000 families in

89 counties). And you’ll be surprised to find out how little Block costs to buy!

Get the facts, figures, fulb information. Call SUsquehanna 7-5000, right away.
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clearance record. Even this record was broken by’ /

vision Network has tripled in size! It now has 205

stations . . .and still continues to grow!

Leading this rise, in October 1953, Bishop

Sheen’s outstanding “Life Is Worth Living” pro-

gram became the first network series to be scheduled

>-over J=65^ stations•JDuMoht’^

program and weekly Professional Football broad-

casts also topped 100 stations . . . setting another

December 27th with 131 live stations . . .the largest

live clearance in network television history.

In its 57% average annual rise in billings since

1950 ... in its network growth . . . and in the creation

nf-topprograms^the-risingsuGcess-oflhe-Du-Mont*

Television NetWork reflects new pleasure for its

public, new profits for its advertisers.
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435 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, HI.

MO 4-6262

A Division of The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc
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THE AMERICA* TOBACCO CQ^ INC.

Lucky Sirikm Cigarette*

“Flrlvate Secretary,” starring AnnSothern
Montgomery Presents—

Yonr Lueky^trike Theatre1
’ (Alternate Weeks)

'"The Jack Benny Program1’
.

"Your Hit Parade” (Alternate Weeks)
"Make Room for Daddy” starring Danny T1m

(Alternate Weeks)

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY
Floor Catering, Building Material

-'Armstrong's Circle Theatre”

CHRYSLER CORPORATION

Plymouth, Podge, DeSoto, Chrysler Automobile*

"Medallion Theatre”"

CROSLEY DIVISION

OF AVCO MANUFACTURING CORP.

Radio and. Television Sets

"Your Hit Parade" (Alternate Weeks)

DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

OF AMERICA

"The Groucho Marx Show—
YouBeVYour Life”

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.)

"Cavalcade ofAmerica?

'> A VA"' \ \ , NJ-VC "Sb
* >3v-X^^ \ ' ••>

H V'x WMM

s ^ ' \ s * '\w%
%V v.

^ O' s sj
N

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO., INC.

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

"The American Way"

"The Jack Benny Program"

CREAM OF WHEAT CORPORATION

Cream of Wheat .

"Theatre of Today"

CONSOLIDATED COSMETICS, INC.

LanolinPlus Products

"The Edgar Bergcn-Charlie .McCarthy Show

• (Alternate; Weeks)

GEMEX COMPANY
Watchbandr

"The George Jfessel Show*
(Alternate W'eeka)

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

"The Fred Waring Show”
"The General Electric^Theater”

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

LAMP DIVISION

"The Jane Froman Show”

GENERAL MILLS, INC.

Betty Crocker Cake Mix, Cheerio*

"The Stu Erwin Show"

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY

Life-Saver Tubeless Tires

"The George Burns & Grade

.

AllenShow" (Alternate Weeks)

LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY

Surf, All-Purpose Detergent

"Art Linkletter*s House Party

U. S. STEEL CORPORATION

"United States. Steel Hour"
(Alternate eeks)

NATIONAL PROGRAMS

.»»
.

DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

OF AMERICA

"The Groucho Marx Show—
. You Bet Your Life

’

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

"The Bing Crosby Show"

GEO. A HORMEL & COMPANY

Cannetl Meat Products

"Music W itli the Hormej Girls"

LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY

Surf-, All-Purpose Detergent-

"Art Linklctler's House Parly”

THOMAS NELSON A SONS

RevisedStandardJersion ofthe Bible

"The Evening Conics"

REXALL DRUG COMPANY

Drug Products

"Amos *n* Andy”

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC.

N I W .... • .O.ION - .»-*>« • CHICAGO • . M ’ ’ , .H M. »

• MH f*ANC.»CO . HOlltWOO® . Id ANG.l.. *
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TV and Radio
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49 East 52nd Street

York 22, N. Y.

BILL TODMAN
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Jinx . . . and friends . . . Sahara Desert ... December, 1953
Thank you. Radio and TV, for making a Magic Carpet for the McCrary Family in '53—Our datelines for the year:

Korea, Japan, Formosa, Hong Kong—Coronation—Madrid—Paris, Algiers—Mexico City—the Big Three Confer-
enee, Bermuda—all this and New York, too! Jinx and TeX McCrary.



1130 ON YOUR DIAL

565 fifth Avenue, New York 17. N. Y.
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KAGRAN CORPORATION
ON THE AIR

howdy
pOOPY j

_at?sSSt'S^
?N "

^ ' (Cj

0

\\ ,cr^-'
.^o^vvv; .
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JOHNNY
JUPITER

4 West 58th St.

New York 19, N. Y.

X* .V
.

'

. ,V M Cy

^ - v; -

^=»/ y

~^4
*>

ken nordine

Currently:

Motorola TV Hour

Sky King TV Theatre

Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Faces in the' Window

Frigidaire

Toni Co.
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only one thing that can keep this new breed

of vanishing Americans from vanishing when your

commercials come on . . . creative ingenuity.

ADVERTISING

Nww York Ckicofo D.lroit San FrccUc, Lot Angolos Hollywood Mon,rodl To,on,o Moniro CBy London
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larrij

nright

i nc
“LIFE BEGINS AT 80"

“JUVENILE JURY"
“WINKY DINK AND YOU"
“0H> BABY!"

667 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK 21, N. Y. TE 2-8600

DICK SCHNEIDER
Director

“THE BIG STORY” - NBC-TV

for PALL MALL and SIMONIZE

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
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TV theatre at its best..?

•.v.;.y..vv

- *

*•<
•v.v/.v.y.y!

/: .';

X/

<&

I. V

THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR
produced by The Theatre Guild
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Warmest Best Wishes

MERCEDES McCAMBRIDGE

FLETCHER MARKLE

INC.

Radio and Television Productions

.270 Park Avenue, New York

CURRENT
— TV -

“ROCKY KING DETECTIVE’’ “COLONEL HUMPHREY FLACK”

Starring ROSCOE KARNS Starring ALAN MOWBRAY
Featuring TODD KARNS Featuring FRANK JENKS

- RADIO

-

“MODERN ROMANCES” “HOLLYWOOD STARWAY”

AVAILABLE

DRAMA, Half Hour (Live)

"ROOKIE COP"

"THE SERGEANT AND THE LADY"

"MISTER FEATHERS"

"AMAZING MRS. TUPPER"

"RENDEZVOUS"

"WOMAN'S DECISION"

Daytime Series

"LADIES CHOICE"

Panel

"WHAT'S THE GAG"

AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

"WIN FOR HIM"
"THREE TO WIN"

• "SPIN THE PICTURE"

MARC DANIELS

Management:

William Morris Agency

VMf.llm.
Phil Weltman
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J^^!Rlf^TY Annivenary

DECCfl RECORDS

21V TRANSCRIPTIONS
4th ANNUAL CONCERT TOUR IN SPRING

Publicity—DAVID 0. ALBER ASSOCIATES: Gene Shefrin

Exclusive Management

MUSIC CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
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JOE CONNELLY MOSHER

TELEVISION:

'Meet Mr. McNutley"

"Amos V Andy"

RADIO:

"Amos V Andy"

"Meet Mr. McNutley'

JEAN MARTIN
with JERRY LESTER
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Forty-eighth WS&mF&Fy Anniversary

Best Wishes from

}\.

DANNY THOMAS
"MAKE ROOM FOR DADDY"

ABC-TV
for

Lucky Strike

Speidef Watch Band

onmratula

om

Chicago an
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Season's Greetings

GART
Conductor -Composer

THE PAUL WINCHELL SHOW-WHBT

DENNIS JAMES

CHANCE OF A LIFE TIME

'Keeps

' * /

crowd

glued

to the

receiver

'Skiety

CHARLIE
DOBSON

Currently:

DIG DOBSON”
Saturdays, 2:00 - 5:00 P.M.

(PARTICIPATING COMMERCIALS)

“The girl next door”
Sundays, 1 1:00 -11:15 P.M.

(WHITE CROSS SLEEP PRODUCTS)

=WPTZ-TV=
PHILADELPHIA
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And A Happy One
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CHARLES MARTIN
PRODUCER-DIRECTOR

PHILIP MORRIS PLAYHOUSE

Thursdays-lO P. M. CBS-TV
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GREETIN GS

MEL ALLEN
"Thanks to everyonetor everythlng

,,

NEW YORK RANGERS HOCKEY

-

WMGM

TODAY'S BASEBALL-WMGM

WILSON, GLICKMAN AND LEE
WORLD SERIES-MBS

WILSON, GLICKMAN AND LEE
TV-WABD

BERT

LEE
WMGM
"The Call Letters

of the Stars"

NEW YORK

¥'- ' '

w
life

v® <

from

CLAIRE and SAXIE

DOWELL
WGN

JULIAN

BENTLEY
WBBM WBBM-TV

73's

THE WORKING PRESS OF THE NATION
1954 edition

The most comprehensive and accurate com-
pilation of key personnel on the nation's sys-

:

terns of communication ever published! Edi-
tors, writers, broadcasters . . . on all news-
papers, news services, feature syndicates,
radio and television networks, and allied
services . ..a MUST TOOL for the publicist
. . . and every organization with a story
to tell the public. Price $25.

FREE EXAMINATION BEFORE YOU BUY
Write for your copy and :def ails

THE WORKING PRESS OF THE NATION
420 Lexington Ave. MU 5-6400

New York 17, N. Y.

BRUCE MAYER
emcee

"LADIES DATE"
Film and Live Commercials

Narration — Guest Appearances

BRUCE MAYER PRODUCTIONS
Cl 5-7194
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SUiCK MOTOR DIVISION

UNITED STATES TOBACCO COMPANY
<

MARTIN KANE

UNITED STATES TOBACCO COMPANY

«v;.> C«v FMN1

Jackie
Gleason

SCHICK INCORPORATED GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

I

1
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JANE
PICKENS

Persona! Management

48 West 48th Street

NEW YORK CITY

STEVE ALLEN

STEVE ALLEN SHOW
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

NBC-TV

WHAT’S MY LINE?
SUNDAY NIGHT

CBS-TV

Management

JULES L. GREEN
Public Relatione

ARTHUR CANTOR

CORAL RECORDS

i t ^ i ; liiJIlllili I L' 1 > I i II k 1 i a JR k t. A L C ». U . A m
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YOUR STAR AND HOST IN

FAVORITE
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HPM.^PJrtm
EACH MAGNIFICENT' HALF-HOUR DRAMA A VIVID AND REWARDING EXPERIENCE

IN TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT!

Plonned fcr 3 Full length

Ccmmercialj PIui Opening

end Closing Sponsor

Identification!
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IN C

. . .WGN reaches more people

per week than any other Chicago

station . . . bar none.

With more than 4,686,000 radio

homes in WGN’s coverage area

you have the greatest advertising

potential in the Middle West. *

WGN’s Illinois coverage repre-.

sents 94% of all Illinois retail sales 1
**

WGN . ... more than ever your

basic buy in the Middle West.

A national advertiser said:

''Out of five markets used in this

promotion, WGN-TV delivered

40% of the returns/'

local agency told WGN-TV

:

"The leads developed from a

single announcement on your

program were better than four

times any other television show

we have utilized."

Large or small . . . make WGN-TV your

best buy in Chicago . . . serving more local

retail and national spot program adver-

tisers than any other Chicago station.

.
*Ni*ben Coverage Service

**$ales Management Survey of Buying Power

Chicago
11

. 1 AVII 50,000 Watta

Eastern Sale* Office: 220 E. Vint Street, New. York 17, N.Y. for New Yerk City, Philadelphia end Beetoil

Geo.P.HbllingberyCo..

Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities

Los Angeles—411 W. Sth Street • New York—500. 5th.Avenue • Atlanta—223 Peachtree Street

Chicago—307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco—625 Market Street

minor

Chicago tribune lEelebMon station

Congratulations

Procter & Gamole's

"FIRESIDE THEATER"
General Electric's

"GE THEATRE"
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Sis the curtain goes up on another successful year

Philco and Goodyear broadcast their sincere

appreciation to all the talented actors, actresses,

writers and technicians whose work has
• v9

TELEVISION playhouse *

Sundays . 9-SG P.M. E.SX
*

NBC-TV *

SPONSORED BY

PHILCO CORPORATION

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, INC
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PRODUCER OF THE

“JACKIE GLEASON SHOW”

"MY FAVORITE HUSBAND"

ClS-TV Evary Saturday Evantng
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Ml
Ptoducet of

#
7ty-/tota/.'. .

.

Our current top-rated shows prove

that we have a success-formula

that pays big dividends in

traceable results. It is our flrni belief

that CRISIS is destined for fully Os

brilliant a futuire. Inquiries aro

invited from agencies and

advertisers in search of an

economical, powerful, resuttful

format.We are at your SERVICE !

.

WALT FRAMER PRODUCTIONS
1150 AVENUE of the AMERICAS, New York 30, N. Y. • OXford 7-3322



it happened one night. ..

• •• WCltV's initial telecast from its new Empire State Building

transmitter with a telethon for The Lighthouse.

The cognoscenti say a charity is lucky to get half of the money
pledged during a telethon.

WatV proved differently. Of the 19,626 verified pledges
received— totaling $115,000— a fancy 93%,
or $107,000, is in the bank.

There are Some, 4 million TV homes in this Metropolitan Market;
and The Lighthouse received some 20,000 pledges.

Even without a calculator it is obvious thatWatV hit a
minimum of 1 in every 200 homes with its opening.

It is also obvious that the average contribution was
in excess of $5; in cash, not lOU's.

this is impact
When it comes to how many homesWQtV hit, the surveys are

no help; they don’t contact viewers through the night.

We do know WQtV hit 1 in every 200. But for every viewer

that contributed, how many did not? How many homes do you

have to hit to net 20,000 five dollar bills'?

Would 1 in 20 be a fair guess? Or 1 in 50? Or TOO or 200?

We don’t know, nobody knows. We think we’re not “blue-skying’'

when we estimate our audience that night as more

than a million of the 4 million TV homes.

this is coverage
Where did the money come from? The addresses show that:

94% came from the 7 New York and 3 New Jersey counties that

make up the population heart of this Metropolitan Market.

These 7 counties represent 73% of this market.

this is penetration
COUNTY % OF PLEDGES COUNTY % OF PLEDGES
Bronx 15.9

Kings ....29,0

New York ....... ..... ......18 0
Queens 15.6

Richmond .6

Bergen .......2,20

Essex 5.39

Hudson 2.77

Nassau —2.6

Westchester ............—.2.1

9

TELEVISION CENTER 1 NEWARK, N J
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C .* Af EO COPPER CLEANSER • CAMFlELD TOASTERS • CORNING GLASS

W O R K S , P Y R E X WARE • DITZLER PAINTS • GENERAL ELECTRIC RADIO

AND TELEVISION • GILLETTE RAZORS AND BLADES U. S. AND CANADA

s' .
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GO O D ERH AM WORTS. W.H I S KEYS v ,G:X%R;$::£-£H'E CK WESTERN BREW t^RY CO,,

ED ROBERTS
14 years with

P & G’s “AMERICAN FAMILY”

t»o‘ t
c» 0 °'

. N ** \ O * *

STAG PEER • ff
»

• f. HEINZ 57 VARIETIES • HOTPOINT ELECTRIC

APPLIANCES • LINCOLN NAT I O N A L L t l E I N SURA N C E C 0 M P A N Y

M A G N A V 0 X RADIO AND TELEVISION • M 0 H A W K CARP E T At l L L S

Packard ,\i o T o r car company • pfeiffer's beer

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS, PAINT DIVISION • SNOW CROP FROZEN

FOODS • SUN-MAID RAISINS • IIIRAM W A LK E R — TEN HIGH WHISKEY

EYDIE GORME
Pers. Mgt., KEN GREENGRASS

CORAL RECORDS
STEVE ALLEN SHOW — WNBT

Press. CAROL COLEMAN GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
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JANE FROMAN

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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BESS RANDY

OF TV’s

THE BIG PAYOFF’
for the COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO.

Monday through Friday 3:00*3:30 P.M.

CBS-TV
thanks to WALT FRAMER and the WM. ESTY GO.; INC.
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KEEP YOUR

FITZGERALD

** • *

The same understanding^ realistic approach that has made D-F-S the largest

radio advertising agency for 18 consecutive years is also at work making Tele-

vision more effective for many of the nation’s largest advertisers, among them

:

AMERICAN CHICLE
CAMPBELL SOUP
FALSTAFF BREWING
GENERAL MILLS
PROCTER & GAMBLE

STERLING DRUG

NEW YORK • CHICAGO ’ HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • TORONTO
#
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To my friends —
THANKS for the BEST YEAR YET

Radio. Television and Concerts

LANNY ROSS

National Concerts and Artists

71 1 Fifth Ave., New York

General Artists Corp.

1 270 6th Ave., New York

ANNOUNCER • ACTOR • NARRATOR

ROBERT WRIGHT
Currently SPOKESMAN

AMERICA'S ELECTRIC LIGHT and POWER CO/s
"YOU ARE THERE"

DUNHILL CIGARETTES

SHERWIN WILLIAMS
PAINTS

(Ray Bolger Show)

£ s*

Personal Management: MADELYN KILLEEN—Cl 7-3648



has made it so.

Whore is Music City, U. S. A. today ?

In the 20s— it was New York, pouring out Broadway tunes.
%

In the 30s— it was Hollywood, grinding out cinema musicals.

In the 40s— it Was neck-and-neck between New York and Hollywood as the twin music
capitals of America.

.•s' .
,

But today, the musical center of gravity has shifted to Nashville, Tennessee-the modern Music
City, U. S. A.— thanks to Station WSM’s formidable, unequaled talent pool.

You needn’t take our word for it; we admit to a flair for colorful tall tales.* So we’ll spare

you the typical Tin Pan Valley exaggeration, and refer you instead to a few conservative,

highly respected journals Whose reputation for impaling stark facts is unquestioned.

Farm and Ranch

Nation's Business

Collier's

Pathfinder

Coronet

American

New York Times Magazine

"It is a well known fact that the balance of power in the present day music
industry has shifted from New York and' Hollywood to Nashville, Term.”

"What brought this music into great popularity nationally, and now inter-

nationally, was . Station. WSM. It’s country music glamour boys are as

big-someiimes bigger-in record sales and juke box popularity as Bing
Crosby or Frank Sinatra . . .

”
^

"Nashville is the focal point . . . For years this form of show business flour-

ished apart from the Hollywood-New York axis, but recently the balance has
been suddenly and violently disrupted. The NashviUe muse has won the en-

tire nation ... if the rest of the radio industry is in the doldrums, WSM
has more business than it can handle ...”

"Not all the gold in the South is in the vaults at Fort Knox. A sizeable chunk
of it is found in Radio Station WSM, Nashville, Tennessee, capital of folk

music . . . The reason is Grand Ole Opry, owned outright by WSM, the. show-
case of American folk music . . . All the major record companies do a land-

office business in Nashville.”

"Events occurring today in Nashville comprise a sociological phenomenon.
‘Will it ever stop growing?* the newly-rich song publishers, record firms and
performers keep asking.”

"This year income (is) prophesied to reach $35. million. The top country

singers, expected to gross at least $7,500,000 from records, personal appear-

ances, radio, and sheet music sales . . . give thanks to Radio Station WSM.
a powerful clearchanneler which blankets 30-odd states.”

"There’s a revolution brewing in the music business . . . (and) the center of

this activity is Nashville, home of the fabulous radio program called Grand
Ole Opry.”

Similar reports have appeared in Time, Look, Billboard, Variety, Redbook, Wall

Street Journal, Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post, and many other publications.
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“IT’S A GREAT LIFE”

RAYDIC CORP. PRODUCTIONS
Represented by

FAMOUS ARTISTS CORP.

The TEEVEE Co.
Producers and Distributors

"INVITATION PLAYHOUSE"
"CAMERA'S EYE"

117 QUARTER HOURS IN THE CAN
> • •

PRODUCED EXPRESSLY FOR TELEVISION

211 SO. BEVERLY DRIVE

BEVERLY HILLS •
• BEVERLY HILLS. CALIFORNIA

HOLLYWOOD • NEW YORK

UpperMidwesy
KSTP-TV NOW REACHES
NEARLY TWO MILLION
PEOPLE REGULARLY WITH
ITS 100,000 WATTS ON
CHANNEL 5.

100,000 WATTS

NBC

MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL

IF YOU'D LIKE MORE SPICE FOR YOUR SHOW,
WHY NOT ADD A LITTLE RELISH*

Season's Greetings

to all my friends.

Sincere thanks for a busy year.
* *!

THELMA PEUSH
Like Relish wlrh a "P" Relish PL 7-6300
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GOODSON & TODMAN
present

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF’

sponsored

'Acclaimed by Mr, Allen's Relatives'

WNBT
, 10 P.M.

RALPH LEVY
CBS

JIMMY NELSON
DANNY O’DAY • HUMPHREY HIGSBYE • FARFEL

.— Personal Management=======]

LOUIS W. COHAN

“JACK BENNY” TV SHOW

NEW YORK
1 774 Broadway

Now York 19, N. Y.

CHICAGO
203 N, Wabash Avo.

Chicago 1*111.

.



SALESMANSHIP Sarra's commercials are extremely effective

“visual selling”- they make friends and
motivate buying action.

ATTENTION
Sarra’s ingenious use of audio-visual
techniques compels attention for the
product's complete story.

Sarra's commercials possess an
unforgetable quality-the impression
lasts long after the broadcast.

RECMNITKHI
Sarra's advertising experts never forget the

primary importance of strong

product identification.

ACTION
The advertiser gets results when Sarra’s

team of creative advertising men and expert

technicians apply their talents.

More than 2500 TV commercials already

produced, and more than 20 years' experi-

ence as specialists in Visual Selling give

Sarra “know-how". Find put how it can

work for you.

VIDE-O-RIGINAL is the name for

a quality-controlled motion picture

print made in Sarra’s own photon

graphic laboratory. And whether

you order one-or one hundred-

each is custom-made for maximum
fidelity on the home TV screen.

OTHER SUCCESSFUL TV ADVERTISERS

SERVED BY SARRA

The STUDEBAKER Corp.—Roche,
Williams A. Cleary, Inc.

CHAMPAGNE VELVET GOLD tA-
.
BEL Beer. Terre Haute Brewing
Co.—Weiss A Geller, Inc.

JERGENS LOTION, Andrew Jer-
gens, Inc. t-

R

obert W; Orr A
Associates, Inc.

SYLVANIA TV sets, SyWania Elec-

tric Products, Inc.—Roy S. Dura-
tine, Inc. :

.

The GREAT ATLANTIC A PACIFIC
TEA COMPANY—Paris A Peart.

RAINBO, FAIR-MAID, COLONIAL
breads, Campbell Taggart Associ-

ated Bakeries.

CUP BOARD OF
RECENT SARRA RELEASES

LUCKY STRIKE, American Tobacco Co.-
Batten, Barton, Durstine A Osborn, Inc.

PET Milk Co,—Gardner Advertising Co.
Awarded Chicago Art Directors’ Club

Gold Medal.

NEW YORK: 200 East 56th Street CHICAGOt 16 East Ontario Street

TELEVISION COMMERCIALS • PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION • MOTION PICTURES • SOUND SLIDE FILMS
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MARTIN GOODMAN PRODUCTIONS

65 West

NEW YORK CITY

ComDliments of the Season

ROBE
R.C.A. VICTOR RECORDS METROPOLITAN OPERA

Management

MOE GALE
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Best Wi

JOSEPH SANTLEY

PERRY COMO SHOW

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR"

GILLETTE'S CHRISTMAS WITH THE STARS

Joe Santley's production of Gillette's Christmas show was one of the best main events of the year."

—Jack Heilman, Daily Variety
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For over six years KTLA has been acknowledged as the

leading independent television station in Los Angeles.

In the face of many special rating interpretations, a

moment’s review of the ratings will prove it to you again.

For example: both ARB and HOOPER in October and

again in November show that KTLA ranks above all other

independent stations more than 56 c
/c of its class A time.

. . . BUT RATINGS ARE NOT THE ONLY MEASURE
OF LEADERSHIP !

KTLA leads in public acceptance and has won more

awards than any other TV station in L. A.

KTLA leads in top local personalities built to give that

personal appeal which means more sales for you.

KTLA leads in protecting its audience from false adver-

tising and has never allowed “switch” advertisers.

KTLA leads in strict application of NARTB standards to

all of its time classes to insure audience loyalty.

KTLA leads in commercial effectiveness because we never

load up with those triple arid quadruple spots which are

sure death to sales.

When you check all the facts, you, too, will agree that

KTLA is truly the Leading Independent Television sta-

tion in Los Angeles.

Offices and Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 * Hollywood 9-3181

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

MmBS KTLA-THE BEST ADVERTISING BUY IN LOS ANGELES
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Here's Hoping All of You STRIKE IT RICH In 1954!

HULL
Happy for Over 5 Years With Walt Framer arid

"Strike It Rich"

Happy for Over 4 Years With Colgate-Palmolive Company

“STRIKE IT RICH”
Monday Thru Friday 11:30 AM CBS-TV

Monday Thru Friday 1 1 AM NBC RADIO

Wednesdays 9 PM CBS-TV

SE
HflBLfl

ESPANOL
Uptown . . . midtown . . . downtown . . . Bronx
and Brooklyn! Wherever you go today in and
around New York, you'll find this sign in

more and more stores. "Spanish is Spoken"
... that's what it says, and more retailers

are finding it an important tool with which to

attract the buyer who each day is playing a
greater part in the sales picture of your prod- :

uct and many other products . . . the SPANISH
SPEAKING CONSUMER. Almost three quarters
of a million strong, and getting larger all the
time, this market within the great market of
New York, responds best when you speak— in

Spanish!
H

For a complete story on this new and astounding market,
and how best to reach it, we suggest you write or phone . .

.

New York's outstanding

foreign language radio

station.

136 West 52nd Street New York 19, N. Y.

Telephone: CIRCLE 6-3900

ETY

“WELCOME TRAVELERS”

TOMMY BARTLETT

7th Year PROCTER 2nd Year

& NBC

GAMBLE TV

Les Lear Productions
HOTEL SHERMAN. CHICAGO
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DURWARD KIRBY • DENISE LOR • KEN C

and the “MAIN ONE”
CBS-TV Monday thru Friday 1:30 P.M.

Best Wishes

from

CREATED BY DOUGLAS JOHNSON

WRITTEN BY BILL BARRETT

DIRECTED BY FRANK PACELLI

PRODUCED BY BEN PARK

BERNARDINE FLYNN JIM BANNON

MAURICE COPELAND ROS TWOHEY

Philip Lord Muriel Monsel

Butler Manville Irwin Charone

Art Van Harvey Norman Gottschalk

Elmira Roessler Toni Gilman

Vivian Lasswell Val Bettin

John Galvarro Mary Foskett

George Cisar Stanley Gordon

Russ Reed Vera Ward

Best Wishes

THE BENNETTS
WRITTEN BY BILL BARRETT

SUPERVISED BY TED SISSON

DIRECTED BY LYNWOOD KING

PRODUCED BY BEN PARK

DON GIBSON ELOISE KUMMER

BEV YOUNGER JACK LESTER

Sam Siegel Jerry Garvey

Viola Berwick Carlton Kadell

Jinii Aiidelin Kay Westfall

Karen Conley Dick Cleary

Jacqueline Berkey Elsbeth Hofmann
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Watchm IZARD

on the NBC-TV Network from Chicago

A HERBERT S. LAUFMAN PACKAGE

JULES PEWOWAR

Written by DON HERBERT

Published by POPULAR MECHANICS PRESS

Now in FOURTH printing of 25,000 each

Available at all bookstores—$3

"Mr. Wizard's Science Secrets Kit

Available at bookstores and toy departments—$7.95

75,000 CHILDREN

carry Mr. Wizard's Science Club cards

and meet weekly at more than 5,000

clubs in 42 states, District of Columbia,

Hawaii, Canada and Mexico to perform

Mr. Wizard's experiments.
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"ETHEL and ALBERT”

Starring

PEti LYNCH find ALAN BUNCE
NBC-TV, SATURDAY, 7:30 P.M.

(FOR THE SUNBEAM CORPORATION)

TOM LOEB

Producer

WALTER HART

Director
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THE JACKIE GLEASON SHOW
CBS-TV

A JACKIE GLEASON ENTERPRISE PRODUCTION
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CREATES—WRITES—AND PRODUCES

THE PERRYCOMO SHOW

For Chesterfield Cigarettes

Exehstve Representatives

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

CARLTON E

MORSE
WRITER-PRODUCER

Presents:

ONE MAN'S

FAMILY

FAMILY
SKELETON

.(Radio) (Radio)

THE WOMAN IN I LOVE A
MYSTERY

I Radio

)

( Radio)

ONE MAN'S FAMILY
(TV)

CONGRATULATIONS

BETTY ANN GROVE
The Red Buttons Show

CBS -TV C B S-TV





FOR KELLOGG . .

.

*Thru
LEO BURNETT COMPANY

nMERICA’S TOP TV SERIES

OF WESTERN ADVENTURE!

“WILD BILL
HICKOK!”

CO-STARRING

«U Y

MADISON
ANDY

DEVINE

FEATURE FILMS FOR THEATRICAL EXHIBITION=

- COMPLETED

-

ALLIED
ARTISTS
RELEASE “HIGHWAY DRAGNET!”

RICHARD

Starring

WANDA JOAN

CONTE * HENDRIX • BENNETT

NOW IN PREPARATION

“WANTED BY THE F.B.I.”
and

“WOLF PACK!”

5545 Sunset Blvd. • Hollywood 28, Calif. • HOIlywood 3-6844

F. BROIDY PRODUCTIONS

NEWS

ROBERT F. HURLEIGH
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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NBC

MON. THRU FRI.

10 P.M., EST

The TV film series with the longest run

and the top audience rating for kids
*

“HUH
5 5

$ Ml”1

Produced by

4th Year for

Buster Brown Shoes

ABC -TV (Via

Leo Burnett Agency)

11th Year oh Radio

for

Buster Brown Shoes
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JACK

DREES

On ABC-TV:
"Sports Highlights'

"Ask the Man"

On CB5-TV:
HPabst Blue Ribbon Bouts-

TV Football:
All American Game of the Week

Big Ten Game of the Week
Big Seven Game of the Week

ALEX DREIER
NBC-TV and NBC Radio

Best Wishes For The New Year

AUSTIN KIPLINGER
ABC Commentator

"It's a

beautiful

RADIO NBC TV

Eileen BARTON
Latest Coral Release

“Don’t Ask Me Why”
Coral Record* Dir. MCA

USE the Versatile

MARY LOU

FORSTER
The Girl With The lift -

in her voice!
• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN'S VOICES
• Comedy characters
• DOUBLES (ago 2-40)

• COMMERCIALS
Ctntaftf: RADIO REGISTRY. MU MSOB

RAY HEATHERTON
"The Merry Mailman"

and

'The Ray Heatherton Show'

Coral Records Personal Appearances

Personal Management

SANDY HOWARD PRODUCTIONS

853 7th Ave., New York Cl 5-6971

JIM HURLBUT
it

at
n ii w

“News of the World”

Season's Greetings
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‘‘When the editors of the Journal asked me
to write an article for their magazine, I was

astonished and honored. I had never before

written anything, or even authorized a by-

line, hut the suhjeet matter intrigued me.

The article is called ‘How to Be Loved.’ I

wrote it to remind you of your own feelings

w lien you started to love—of your own rich-

ness of hearts—your wonderful woman in-

stincts which you always had, still have, hut

which may have been neglected or forgotten

in this hectic, rushing life of ours. You will

read my sincere beliefs on love, and how
to be loved in the January Ladies’ Home
Journal.”

Don't mis* this very porsonal itatement by a woman
vyhose magnetic charm has held millions spellbound . . .

Ernest Hemingway, the famous writer, has said': "Stiff

know* more about toy than anyone."

JANUARY

LADIES
HOME

35i

A CUkTIS MAGAZINE

ON YOUR NEWSSTAND NOW

iltfTt/i

• I • 1 1 l-T • 1

'll/lL'If if.1 / ZJ 1
1

tfift famous
9rou|» of...

300
(silent)

Communicate with us for
our latest list of

• Major Company Features
•Westerns
• Serials .

• Comedies

lommomuEHLTH
-'/f/t/t nnt/ • J< /< rt ,i< n , >h .

MORT SACKETT, Pres.

723 Seventh Avenue New York 19. N,Y.

BILL

WOLFF

WBBM STAFF

CBS CHICAGO

-"HAVE TRAVELLED" for

“DINNER WITH THE PRESIDENT”

NBC-TV CBS-TV ABC-TV DuMONT

-"AT HOME" with

“JANE FROMAN SHOW” - CBS-TV

“THIS IS SHOW BUSINESS’' - CBS-TV

ctlank BuIooUk
MUSIC DIRECTOR
MUrray Hill 8-6600

SAM FULLER
Executive Director

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

NBC-TV
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HELEN HALL
WOR’S

ADA WELLES

SID SMITH
TV DIRECTOR

“COLGATE COMEDY HOUR”
NBC, HOLLYWOOD

Continued from page 102
I

in the qhaotiq new world of tele-

vision.

As of today more than 500 mem-
bers of the Screen Writers’ Guild

have television
.
writing credits.

Every month sees more SWG
members turning to this hungry
new market to sell his wares. .

A semi-autonomous Television

Writers’ . Group has been formed
within the. SWG to handle jvriters’

problems in TV, to negotiate TV
writing contracts, to arbitrate

credits and adjudicate grievances.

. As of now an even hundred
television producers have sighed

the TV writers’ basic contract or,

in the case of producers not yet

in production, letters of adherence.

The contract itself, incidentally, is

a precedental document (not won
without an early show of strength

on the part of the writers, by the

way) that establishes the prin-

ciples of residual rights and sep-

aration of rights for the writer-
something writers have never

i been able to establish in the mo-
tion picture field.

Three members of the incoming
SWG executive board were elected

specifically • to represent the TV
writers on that body and to act

j

as liaison between it and the TWG.
Within the TWG itself subcom-

mittees ' have been appointed to

:
explore the presentation of annual
awards for TV writing, -.to arbitrate

J

credits (doubly important now that

! residuals are involved), to conduct
roundtable ' discussions

,
with lead-

ers of the industry, to bulletin the

membership with up-to-date mar-
ket lists, to settle grievances, and
to handle the ever-growing prob-
lems of the writer in TV.

. This present organizational set-

up has not come into being with-

out its full share of troubles and

I

headaches. Originally an advisory
i group functioning amid the chaos
of TV itself, the .TWG has
emerged this year as a body fully

representative of the TV writer.

This year, for the first time, the
' executive board of the Group was
elected by SWG members with
television credits and it will make
periodic reports to those who
elected it.

To sum up, the Hollywood
screenwriter feels he has made the
first transitional steps into TV suc-

cessfully. He feels that a good, I

workable minimum basic agree-
ment has been negotiated — an
agreement that gives him a firm
basis for future negotiations in the
field of TV. He feels that TV is.

going to loom larger and larger
in- his sGheme of thing^ in—the-
years to ..come and that TV pro-
ducers have come to recognize and
appreciate the special talents he
can bring to the solution is bound
to become television’s biggest bug-
aboo in the years to come—the
problem of supplying a continuing
stream of dramatic, well written
stories and screenplays for the
monster TV tube.

REVERTING TO TYPE

Everyone In Pitt Figured Nick

Perry to Resume Thesping

Pittsburgh.

Nick Perry, one of town’s most

popular teevee performers, who an-

nounced last summer following his

resignation from WDTV to go with

new UHF channel 16, WENS, that

he was quitting the cameras for

good to go into the sales and busi-

ness end, has had a change of

heart, as everybody whp knew him
figured he Would.

Last week, Perry had another

announcement to make, that hie

was fed up with being a salesman
and would be back on the grease-
paint block again immediately.
He’s staying with WENS, however,
and will do a daily filmed program
called "This is Pittsburgh,”, in
which he’ll shoot things of interest
around town in the daytime and
run them off on Channel 16 for 15
minutes at night.

Program, Monday through Fri-
day, got under way last week
on a sustaining basis, but there
were sponsor nibbles almost at
once after Perry’s return to the
airlanes had been announced. He’s
also lined up on WENS as the
commercial announcer for flock of
bankrolled shows.

When You Want Results

In The Pittsburah DistrictIn The Pitt*

You Want

WDTV
CHANNEL 2

In News

In Dramatic Shows

In Sports

the Finest Shows from Four Networks

HAROLD C. LUND, Gen. Mgr.

PITTSBURGH'S

Phone EXpress 1.-3000

TV STATION
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BACKBONE OF AMERICA
With Wendell Corey, Yvonne De-

Carlo, Thomas Mitchell* Gene
Lockhart, . others

Writer; Robert E. Sherwood «

Producer: Adrian Samish
Director: Marc Daniels
60 Mins.; Tues. (29), 8 p.m.

MILLER HIGH LIFE
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

The long-awaited premiere of

Robert E. Sherwood as a TV
dramatist (under his three-year,

nine-play contract) must have

found many a viewer wondering

what all the shouting was about.
True, as one of America's more
distinguished playwrights, Sher-
wood was on the spot, He had to
deliver. 'Perhaps hot revolution-
ize the new medium, but certainly
elevate it a notch or two as a cre-
ative force for enlightenment.

The sad truth is that “Backbone
of America," Sherwood’s initial

entry, did none of these, but rather
emerged as a somewhat common-
place, uninspired contribution
sorely lacking ini the “TV touch.”
Sherwood; indeed, committed the
sin of writing down to his public,

thereby selling both himself and
the medium short.

By the time the playwright got
to the core of the matter and per-,

mitted his chief protagonist,

Thomas Mitchell, to proclaim his

inalienable rights as an American
citizen to live in peace and dig-

nity after a horde of Madison Ave.
promotion sharpies descended on
his “average American” household,
too much that had gone before was
downright dull. And what pro-

fundities there were to utter were
strictly shallow and lowercase.

The unfortunate aspect is that

What Sherwood was trying to say

has needed saying badly for some
time. For in his saga of Fred
Tupple and his “average American
Indiana family, Sherwood throws
the spotlight on the hocus-pocus

facet of Americana wrhen the

[IS*’
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Cecil &tetoart
,

$

AMERICA ?S G R EATE ST S I N G I N G G R OU

P

CHICAGO SUN-TIMES: Cecil Stewart's

Royal Rogues, a singing quintet, each of
whom also has featured solo parts, blend
their magnificent voices in a medley of
stirring songs. They bring the show's first

stanza to a sock climax.

LOS ANGELES EXAMINER: "Truly one of the

greatest singing organizations to come out
of the West Coast in many a year."

LOS ANGELES TIMES: "Cecil Stewart's Royal

Rogues is most unusual singing group.

Each singer, individually, has a beautiful

solo voice and their blend is thrilling."

MILTON BERLE: "This is the greatest group
I have ever had the privilege of working
with, and if was a great pleasure having
them in my picture 'Always Leave Them

ling
if M

Now Playing the Current Nite Spots on the West Coast
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TV's Five Sweethearts of Song

For past 3 years the sing-

ing stars of Ina Ray Hut-
ton's all-Girl TV Show.

With half million TV Fans
this sensational group is a
"natural" for your pro-
gram.

These, two acts can be
combined with sensational
effects; u s i n g special
choral arrangements of
favorite show tunes.

Now Available
for TV or Nite Clubs

IF YOUR AGENT CANNOT OBTAIN THEM FOR YOU
Phone or Write

Cecil &tetoart -prolmcttonsi
344 SOUTH ALVARADO STREET, LOS ANGELES 57, CALIFORNIA Phone: DU. 4-6820

huckster contingent, in perpetual
ing the Greenbelt Home Corp., and
its smalltown Indiana housing de-
velopment, throws the giveaway
book at the Tupples to bally their
designation as the typical, normal
Middle of America family. The
Tupples rebel, refuse to compro-
mise on being “average.” As, an
idea it had merit, but it was dis-

sipated by the playwright as his

scripting effort became diffuse and
complicated.
The manner in wrhich. Sherwood

said it was hardly conducive to top-
rate television viewing; His tech-
nique, of first things coming first,

with the middle and the end in
their exact consecutive places, was
strictly a hangover from the War-
ner-Metro-Par-Goldwyn pix school
of story construction designed for
mass appeal. . Even

;
the insertion

of a film clip of a train speeding
across the midwest plains some-
how seemed ludicrous and oldhat.
Through the entire first half, one
kept wondering when Sherwood
was going to get down to brass
tacks and say something, but by
the time he did, the play was im-
mersed in cliches and bromides,.

“Backbone,”' too, suffered a his-

trionic embarrassment in the
slotting of Yvonne DeCarlo as
“V. J.,” the topkick of the huck-
stering hoopla fraternity, for hers
was a performance in which pos-
turing proved a poor substitute
for conviction and dramatic tal-

ents.* Too, casting a femme in the
role, while perhaps serving Sher-
wood’s “compromises” toward ex-
pediting a love interest and the
final fadeout clinch, only served to
put the play’s accent in the wrong
place. Sherwood would have had
a-far-better play by sticking to the'

theme at hand of resolving the
dilemma of Gotham encroach-
ments on mid-America.
The others in the cast did their

best to overcome the inadequacies
of Sherwood’s TV script, notably
Wendell. Corey, the principled un-
derling to V. J. who has no relish
for his assignment to find the typi-
cal midwest family; Mitchell as
Tupple, along with the others.
Marc Daniels’ direction also
seemed commonplace,

. It’s no secret to Sherwood or
any one else at this late date that
TV, notably in the realm of drama,
is an enlightened medium. It has
a structure and a style of its own
that needn’t pay obeisance to films
or the stage. One has only to re-
call, as but one illustration, the
long list of. superior Philco-Good-
year Playhouse attractions. In
contrast, ..Sherwood’s “Backbone”
Had an oldhat aura about it, as
pedestrian in dialog as in style.

Rose.

James Thurber in print and
Thurber translated into the tele-

|

vision
,
medium appear to be two

different things, at least
.
judging

from the two adaptations; of the

humorist’s work that have been
presented on tele this season. First,

“This Little Kittie Stayed Cool,’’

sot only a mild reception when
delivered on “Omnibus” earlier
this season. The second, a larger
production of a different type, got
its exposure last w eek (29> On ABC-
TV’s “Motorola TV Hour.”

Production was a musical adap-
tation of Thurber’s fairy tale, “The
Thirteen Clocks,” and felicitous as
Thurber’s ' story (for children or
adults or both) might have been
in print, on television it seemed
rather flat. Two erquisites of fairy

tales are charm and warmth k.,
unfortunately the Motorola^presS?
tation lacked both. rru: ~ •

resen*

of a pleasant score bj Mark
and an excellent singing

Buccl

headed by
John Raitti

Roberta Piter•s
cast

and

Teleplay has an interesting
genealogy. Story was written S?
Thurber, and then adapted to niSj
form by Fred Sadoff (who also JiJ
the teladaptation) for Sadoff’s al!
tors' workshop group, which fim
presented it. Bucci wrote thi
music and with Thurber’s help aiS
wrote lyrics. Last year, the BartS
Theatre in Virginia presented ?
other adaptation of the storv
Motorola exec producer Herh
Brpdkirt chose the Sadoff version
for the tele show, however.

n

Lack of charm and warmth in
the televersion can be traced to
two factors. One - lies in the adan
tation itself. With Thurber’s pro-
pensity for coining strange words
for his fantasy, and with the manv
non-sequiturs that fairy tales of
this type : call for, the teleplay
should have had a far more leisure-
ly pace than, was given it in the
hourlong presentation. The rather
harried pace the video version took
on detracted from its simplicity
hence much of its charm. Sec-
ondly, while Casting on the sur-
face seemed good. Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke, as the Golux (serving both
as a character and the narrator)
gave a performance somewhat
on the stumbling side while
Basil Rathbone, as the vil-
lain of the piece, never was able
to make1 his character jell. Add
to this the fact that the pace of
the piece, left the viewers trying
to figure out some plot contriv-
ances and forced acute attention
in order to follow the story, and
there’s some inkling as to why it

didn’t quite come off.

Miss Peters had a minimum of
lines to

,
speak, but her voice was

in beautiful form and she appeared
poised and certain of herself in her
first video acting; role. Raitt im-
pressed on both the acting and
singing end. Russell Nype was re-

stricted to thesping, and being hid-
den behind a mask until the snap?
per, didn’t make much of a dent
Alice Pearce had a good bit as an
enchanted lady w'hose tears turned
to jewels.

Possibly the best part of the pro-

duction lay in Fred Stover’s sets

and Jimmy Naughton’s are di-

rection. They gave dimension and
charm to the story. Al Lehman’s
costumes wrere also a distinct plus.

Chan.

‘LINE,’ ‘NAME’S SAME'

TV-AM TOPS IN BRIT.

London.

Great Britain’s only ' annual ci-

tations in broadcasting spheres—
this radio anchtelevision awrards fos-

tered by the Daily Mail-—went to

“What’s My Line” in TV and “The

Name’s the Same” ip AM.
Both are American shows (with

.

“Name’s Same” a TV’er in the

U. S.), botih are Goodson & Tod-

son productions, and both are on

GBS iii America.

Admiral's $1,175 Tint Set

Admiral Corp.’s first
,
color set

will have a 15-inch tube and a

$1,175 pricetag, against a 21-inch

monochrome table model at a rec-

ord low of $179.95, both being in

company’s 1954 line announced

iast week.
Company ’54 target is 30,000 tin-

tele receivers.

Greetings to

in

COLOR

If you don't have a color roceivar,

This will appear to bo in black and whito

CHARLES ISAACS
and

JACK ELINSON
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Closed-Circuit TV
_ Continued from page 105=
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tion executives have turned TV
thespian for Tele-Sessions with

good results, the big business stars

whb had previously beeh widely

known to trade audiences by name,

-could now-be-seen-and heard by

many. The impact of the corpora-

tion executive “traveling” by elec-

trons to meet with the trade is .both

new and': important to American
business life.

Tele-Sessions, too, can integrate

show business and biisihess mer-

chandising in a fascinating new
kind of showmanship.^. Thus, Na-
tional Dairy Products Corp. will

present shortly an unprecedented
tWo-hbur entertainment show—
with show girls, dancers, singers,

circus acts and stars-r—on closed-

circuit TV, specially created for

the electronic edification of the

Sealtest trade audience in 16 cities

simultaneously. The entertainment

Will backstage the show’s primary
purpose—to present the entije

year’s Sealtest promotion campaign

in the most effective manner to the

trsdc*

Not only is closed-circuit TV be-

coming a business mainstay, but

its educational and professional

uses are growing too. During the

past year the American Cancer So-

ciety inaugurated a regular medi-

cal program in color TV to a net-

work of seven cities for doctors’

professional instruction. Little pub-

licized to date, this is an experi-

ment with great 1 otential impor-

tance in serving the health needs

of the nation. Smith, Kline &
French Laboratories, too, has con-

tinued its closed-circuit pioneering

for instruction of the .medical pro-

fession at various medical meetings

around the country.

RDF—II. S., French Link
Continued frompage 102

,

Palmer’s WABC-TV programs; on WNBT’s Art Treasures of ih

'

Louvre, Mutual’s Wonderful City, and both Henry Cassidy’s NBC Tv
and John McVane’s ABC-TV News Shows, as well as on station Wicr
Bridgeport (Conn.), to discuss the. Moroccan question.

Both in planning the distribution of our programs for the A meriea h
public and in my broadcasts to France, I never forget that I am jw
and foremost a news correspondent and have been for the past 17 years

On tlie Commie Hot Seat ~ l
In all my reports to France, my primary aim is to give the French

people a true, undistorted picture of the United States, by
. telling

k ' \ : X ~ ImIh
' -

.

X, y.v
^

s'- / s

s ' 1

* v

ON CHANNEL
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\2rn

<
* ^ BASIC AFFILIATE

I-X.

\ <mw' \ f
Cash registers in the great Kansas

I tWm \ I
City market ring up well over

| 1 lap \ \ one-billion dollars worth of retail

I % |
sales annually! The best way to

I | 1 **

|
make them ring for you is to

$ f / \ I swing your national spot sched-

I % ''
% I I ule to WHB-TV! That’s because

I |
WHB-TV offers viewers a com-

I g
V I

plete lineup of star-studded CBS

I 1 .

i Network TV programs backed
by a variety of sparkling, neW,

nr-, * .
.

”
.

. . smartly-produced local shows
featuring top talent. More eyes are on Channel 9 in the 352,946 TV homes*
of the nation’s 17th market—-and this means greater impact and more sales
for your advertising dollar when you Swing to WHB-TV!
WHB-TV’s new transmitter tower (jointly owned with KMBC-TV) is 1,079
feet above terrain. Maximum allowable power-^-316 kw visual, 158 kw aural.

Contact your nearest BLAIR-TV representative for choice spot availabilities.

JO rcpoit of Kansas City Electric Assn.

rnrC TO ADVERTISERS AND \ it*

Hire agency executives... | fe

fi WIXG, pocket-size maga-
|

1 1922 * 19o3

WHB.
P
TV afid WHa ArUcles I ^ftL- Z^rniM

on advertising and marketing
| 111 Cgjji|]E

.
rros’by's Rnfio and ^TelevU

j

Inp and sales executives. Ask !
"'***”’'*•

: for your free copy on your I — _ . .. .

company’s letterhead. I Don Davis, PresidentDon Davlsi, President
John T. Schilling, General Manager

WHB-TV
CHANNEL BASIC CBS-TV
Sharing Time Konsos City

WITH KMBC IV

Represented Notionolly by TV

710 kc. 10,000 watts
•A

. . MUTUAL NETWORK

OLDEST
fiotipnollf by

CAU LETTERS ; John dlair t co.

them the desires and ambitions of Americans and what they are
fighting for. Very often my comments, which are carried by a major
network throughout France, greatly irritate the Communists and they
retaliate in blistering editorials. These are in answer to mv
bi-weekly news commentaries sent to Paris via shortwave and relayed
on our AM network through the facilities of the Voice of America-
facilities extended gratuitously and graciously to all accredited forei^
correspondents.

Furthermore, I interview Frenchmen visiting the United States
recording their impressions and reactions to the American way 0 [

life, arid I also report to my compatriots on the tremendous success
of our top artists on the American stage, radio, TV and in night,

clubs—such as Lilo, Patachou and Michele Morgan.'

In January, I broadcast President Elsenhower’s ihaugui-atibn, from
Washington direct to Paris; in July, I covered the nrjeeting of the Big
Three in the Capital; and in October, I reported the Sesquicentennial
of the Louisiana Purchase, from New Orleans.

We are working, at the present time, on the production of an im-

portant goodwill show in which top American actors, those as popular
iii Europe as they are in the U. S., will send the French radio audience
their New Year’s greetings,, and will also play very short scenes, in

French, from our great classics by Moliere, Hacihe and Marivaux
At the end of the program, M. Pierre Descaveis, the. Administrator oi

the Cohiedie Francaise, as well as members of its celebrated Com.
pany, will congratulate these American artists and thank them lor their

gesture of good will and friendship toward France.

I would like to take this opportunity to say that these important
exchanges between .France and the. United States would not be pos-

sible without the wonderful cooperation we have constantly received

from the American radio networks and independent, stations, as Well

as the determined spirit of the American people working towards a

better world through mutual understanding. We are especially grate-

ful to Ted Cott, chairman, of the Consultant Committee of the French
Broadcasting System, whose advice has helped us develop, high-caliber

programs sure to appeal to the American public; and to Seymour
Siegel; who devotes so much energy toward bringing the best foreign

culture to the youth of America. Our goal is peace and under-

standing the world-over through radio: let’s keep up the good work!

Where
T

s The Gimmick?
Continued from page 105,

works have been losing .sight
.
of.

the forest because of the trees.

Fellows, why all this insistence

upon a gimmick? Granting that a

good gimmick might help provide
a good show, is a gimmick always
necessary?
Looking at the Lombardo band

very objectively—and if 1 couldn’t
be objective about my own band
we. wouldn’t be in business today—

•

it has sustained a great deal of
popularity with the public oyer the
years. The public pays good money
to dance to it in ballrooms and in

supper rooms, to see it concertize,
and for its records. A long time
ago a few brothers said to one an-
other, “We only want one thing:
to be the best dance band in the
world. We intend to do that . by
playing good dance music, and. not
be trying to be comedians on the
side, or by doing anything else
except playing dance music.”

No gimmicks.
I assume that all of us have had

the experience of sitting in a sup-

per-and-dance room while a good

band was playing dance music.

During those minutes when we
didn’t dance, what did we do?

Chances are that nine minutes out

of every 10 we were watching the

faces and aijtics of the people .who
were dancing, There’s a lot of

pleasure to be had in watching

other people having fun. And

that’s what the- cameras on our

show do during the moments they

are not focusing on. the bandstand

or on my informal table-hopping

(yes, we do that, “naturally” on

non—TV evenings, as well'.

Now, please do not gel the idea

that. I am against, any and nil gim-

mick shows. Certainly there are

shows whose gimmicks are original

: and entertaining. Bui. is a gim-

‘ mick always necessary?

CO STU

3 WEST 61 st STREET

NEW YORK CITY
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3 TOP-QUALITY, STAR-STUDDED SHOWS

FOR THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS ADVERTISER

MYSTERY

U1L
As Scotland Yord-J COLONEL MARCH

A fascinating, BRAND NEW half-hour film series of scientific crime

detection based on material
.

provided by America's best-selling

mystery writer JOHN DICKSON CARR.

Let"COLONEL MARCH" sell for you on a regional or syndicated

'basis at amazingly low costs! 26 weeks of programming available.

ROBERT
COMEDY

CUMMINGS
Starring in "MY HERO"

JOHN CROSBY, NOTED TV CRITIC, says "The dialogue, the stag-

ing and the production are of a very high order indeed and I see

no reason Why "MY HERO" can't eventually give "I LOVE LUCY"

QUITE A RUN FOR ITS MONEY."

NIELSEN RATINGS SHOW: Playing opposite a top budget,

Hour variety show extravaganza "MY HERO" earned a na-

tional average rating of 29.9!

39 Weeks, of maif-hour programming available.

Second run iii moil mojor markets; Erst run throughout

* *

Second run in mow moior marKoist nrsi n»n mrwwHnwu. ^ 1

rest of country.
• \

Ac -|c * + -pc * * . * * ***JfW**Jf**‘

ADVENTURE

and THE PIRATES

OFFICIAL FILMS' fabulously successful, faithful reproduction of the

beloved comic strip that appears regularly in over 220 newspapers

with a combined circulation of more than 25,000,000 readers!

This half-hour show pulled ratings like these for Canada Dry Jn

56 different markets: ATLANTA— 23.5; BUFFALO— 33.3; CLEVE-

LAND- 20 8; ROCHESTER- 37.3; ST. LOUIS -35.0

NOW AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL OR REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP.

26 Weeks of programming availablo.

OFFICIAL FILMS, INC. 25 W. 45th St ,N Y. 36 • PI 7-

Why WQXR is

a radio station to
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LOOKING BACK....TO 1970
By PAUL LEVITAN

(Producer, Special Events, CBS-TV)

The World’s a small apple—and vision even took them to his in-

getting smaller. And helping to aysural Ball.
^
To the tune or tens

shrink^ it; are
.
television’s special

events broadcasts. ernment set off an awesome atomic
Less than a decade ago basket- blast on Nevada’s Yucca Flat. A

ball games from Madison Square good part of the population of the

Garden were among the indus-
cou

?
tI
7

went on. a "walking cam-uaraen weie ? era” tour of the home of th«»

try’s first TV remotes. This wasn t United Nations in New York Citv
much of a shrinking job—just a Qn: Christmas Eve the nation on-
coup’e of miles, across Manhattan joyed the outdoor singing of thZ
—but at the time it was big and Men an(j Boys Choir of the; Wash-
complex and confusing. >ngton National Cathedral and the
Pioneer technicians struggled Boys Town at Omaha. When the

under such weighty problems as first shipload
, of liberated prison-

•‘Where and how do you light for ers of war returned from Korea,
a basketball game?” ‘‘Where

,
and TV’s remote cameras enabled mill

how do you place your camera lions of their well-wishing eom-
( cameras)?” “How much mobility patriots to look in at dockside in

will they need and how do they San Francisco,

get it?” Even such a basic item. 7
——

-=7
-7—- _—.-p—-

as focusing the camera was far ..

Nô An ActorJn^the Lot j
from settled. Some claimed the To date, the shrinking has en-

canieraman should do it. Others compassed most of this Continent

were sure it would be best to b^ve with the network feeding UN
it done from the control booth. broadcasts to stations in Canada.

The few hundred humans Who Of course, on none of these pro-

had access to a receiver—mostly grams do we have the benefit of

in labs and workshops—learned trained actors, Still, we have man-

about these broadcasts by boxed aged to muddle through with the

notices in the papers saying MTV>.helP. of such professionally un-

TONIGHT! 8 P. M, (Approximate- known TV performers as D. D.

ly) ’’ Sometimes the show would Eisenhower,.. H. S. Truman, S.

get on the air at 8:07:20 and some- Glaus, R. Taft, A. Stevenson, J.

times at 8 22-30. McCarthy and A. Ton. Bomb. In-

ThPn V With everything else
cidentally, special events programs
have even managed to rack up the

earnest. Television started, to flex
audIence"atings m the m-

its electronic muscles. Cables and y ‘

-
. .

microwave relays spread to all Best. Of all, the shrinking hasn’t

parts of the country. And, lum- stopped. The rest of the globe is

bering along after them, came TV’s *ar from Sanforized. Soon to

remote pickup - cameras. By the come
.

are; trans - oceanic, Latin

time 1948 rolled around, We were American, and finally, round-the-

able to tackle a Presidential Con- world ‘‘live” broadcasts. Not only

vention. AH the way from Phila- will we watch our own elected leg-

delphia lslators legislate, but, if we wish,

Jhe STi&S
able

;- V't ?
d

fh.S of Deputies. As a nation we’ll fol-
meetmg. had spread £ the ^.nt OIympic her0es to their
Where viewers in Baltimore,^Vash-

,rials in an/ in the world. If
ington, New York and Boston ,. A hnlrl Pat,_
could watch their democracy at

work in Philadelphia.

|
Philly's Initial Zing

I

the future must hold more Pan-
munjoms, perhaps events will pro-

ceed more swiftly and surely with

half the world looking oh.

We’ve only begun. By the time
If wac immediately after the uegun. .oy nine

tn,-iur
VVaS

r'.IIIlrrnf{nnc
y

fhaf tv we’re through, television will wrap

“caueht Si " Sroit and PiS W this Whole, big, revolving appk
caugnt hre. ^Detroit ana Pitts

anj set it down in yoUr living room
bnrgh and At anta and. St. . Louis

as aasil as ,, n0 * hahdles
6
a sta.

and Los Angeles all joined hands
^reiiir

rnnti^pntal
1^ uf^arli^itv^Moinirfg

* As for my stake in this future,
continental.

_

In each city y.g j have two primary ambitions, one
up was a^big event. Cumulatively,

of which ril probably realize. The

IfaKnn other is to° fantastic. My ambi-

nfa tions? 0ne - 1 want to produce the

innh^
er
r?mpmhPr9l°!lHu

rp
n^nvpH first remote broadcast from the

afn WV/the m00n - TWO, I Want, SOmeday, tO

’’•AHf?lF^'anH^i3&S
,

nl^A
P
^1’h^~PTOdtrce~iustr

!

ioneAshow-'that‘--has.:.a:nd paclfic °ceans at the
real honest-to-goodness rehearsal.

..ame time. But there I go dreaming. It’s just
So far and so fast had the not economical to rehearse an atom

It’s because WQXR means something very

special and personal to its listeners.

It's because WQXR provides New York's only

consistent source of good music. It s because

WQXR’s listeners tune to it as a station, not

just for a special program.

It’s all summed up by the .
reaction you get

whenever you mention WQXR : "Oh, that's my

favorite station
!"

This very personal listener loyalty brings very;;

generous results to WQXR advertisers. This

year nearly 300 of them have found out how the

nation's No. 1 good music station in the nation’s

No. 1 market pays off in more sales for them.

Let us tell you more l

shrinking proceeded. bomb
The year 1953 was even more dent,

spectacular — from the special —
events point of view—than was r 1

1952, despite the absence of Presi- $1.01

dential conventions and national noni

election. During the past year, for*

television, like any healthy 10-year- or»

old, bounced all over this country,
I

putting meat on the programming
skeleton.

Parents in their living rooms
watched 50,000 Boy Scouts from ==
every state making fires and cook- >j
ing hot dogs at the Third Annual .

Boy Scout Jamboree on a Cali- A
fornia ranch. For the first time a
nation’s viewers joined the revelry
at New Orleah’s century-old Mardi
Gras Parade. The ever-growing Ri

audience saw the Inauguration of 42
the President they had watched sc
campaign and then elected. Tele-

bomb or the election of a Presi-

$1.00 MONTH Establish YOUR perms-

nant address hero ip Los Angeles. Wt
forward all mail for our many custom-

ers personally end efficiently.

ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
.1244 S. Grand Ave.

Los Angeles 15, California

SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS

AND TITLES
On FIRESIDE THEATRE
Telovisipn Show

by

RAY MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Avo,, H'wood 29, Cal.

Send for Free Optical Effects Chart
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nUAn am fm

The Radio Station of The New York Timet

"Always the Best in Music
"

229 West 43 Street • NcwYork36,N. Y.»LA t-1100

. . i completely rerstyled and ||
excitingly decored with
extravagant Simplicity.

Dancing, Entertainmen t, Television

. ; . and a superlative cuisine
I mndifioil A m^rirnh nlan. lY

V‘V /

. ( modified American plan, if desired).

Your Hosts, The Family Jacobs

coMPiemr : > MIAMI BEACH
,,..cj»«o u*,nM O'-"''™

f

*

For Reservations, Pleas# . . .Walter Jacobs

N. Y. Office: TR 4-3193

"Summertime," SKY HIGH Lake Tarleton Club, Pike, New Hampshire
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Plagued by an inordinate fear of

possible state control, by almost as

strong a dislike for heavy commer-

cial broadcasting add in many

-prtft,s—hy—ai—current—lack of funds,

:Ger.man broadcasters look forward

with paradoxical optimism to the

future of TV in their country.

Among most of Germany’s four

regional networks the radio opera-

tions, supported by a levy of two

marks (50c roughly) a month on

each set, are expected to keep the

embryonic TV operations on their

feet for at least the next couple

of years. West Germany r.ow has

20,000 TV receivers, which pay the

networks five marks each monthly

(100,000 Deutsche Marks or about

$20,000 American money), enough,

perhaps, to allow for a half-hour

TV show.

Radio has 12,000,000 sets there,

issuing a revenue of, nearly 25,-

000,000 Deutsche marks a month.
From this TV gets its funds, but
for it to expand it heeds more

money then radio can muster to

help. This is the major problem.

State support has Dcen offered,

but almost categorically refused

by German broadcasters, who by
long -,conditioning^Jia.ve.„ grown to.

fear the restrictions of state cen-

sorship. Instead, small portions of

the TV programming schedule will

be sponsored on most regional

webs to garner additional funds,

Even this is looked upon with dis-

dain, according to two German
broadcasters,- Ulrich Lauterbach

and Friedrick Sauer, who last week
neared the end of six-week junkets

through the States arranged by the

U S. Department of State’s Inter-

national Educational Exchange
Service.

Lauterbach is production chief

for Radio Frankfort and Sauer,

film and outside broadcast head
for Radio Munich—two of the West
Germany’s five regional networks,

each an independent operation and
each presently with the makings of

a small TV outlet. The great white
hope for TV, according to Lauter-
bach, is programming sufficiently

good to induce many of Germany’s
40,000,000. people to invest in re-

ceivers, and thus add to TV
revenue and the industry’s chance
for independence.

To conserve wealth and. to bring

best programming, the five, inde-

pendent regionals have banded to-

gether to produce in the future the

main, part of the TV sked (via West
Germany’s only channel). Coopera-
tive programming won’t begin un-

til next spring however, because
until then construction of micro-

W^yewreky lowers on which a na-

tional hookup is contingent won’t’

be ready. Right now, each region

has to struggle along as best it can.

Radio Frankfort, for example, is

not wealthy enough to afford the

luxury of independent TV program-
ming. Munich, on the other hand,
covering all of rich Bavaria, plans

to do a half hour (even after na-

tional ties) regularly for its own
market.

To both Lauterbach and Sauer
the survival of TV is as much a

moral issue as one financial. They
feel that TV can survive without
commercials although the poorer

webs intend to utilize it during re-

stricted programming hours. Lau-
terbach commented, “A station

must work in the public interest.’’

"We don't like doing commer-
cials in Germany—radio and TV
people both, and the people gen-

erally, but we must do it for

awhile^ but how we do it (meaning

WHY ADVERTISERS RENEW CONTRACTS

with

AM 1330 K.C.

FM 107.5

5K.W.
20 K.W.

For more than twenty years some of the foremost national and local adver-
tisers have renewed their contracts with W E V D to reach the Jewish popu-
lation of the New York Metropolitan area.

Here they And an amazing market of vast buying power, represented by
more than 600,000 fain ilies with a population exceeding 3,000,000*

To this, adult listening audience .WEVD’s selected cultural, educational and
entertainment features in Jewish and in English are an eager “must” on
the dial.

Through the years advertisers have proved the loyalty of WEVD’s unique
audience . . . it stays tuned to-WEVD . . . it responds quickly to quality . . .

it has the means to buy.

That is the ONLY reason why sponsors renew their WEVJD contracts year
after year..

Advertisers who wish to cover the Metropolitan New York area
need the voice of WEVD*

Send for Your Copy of the Distinguished Rosier of

WHO'S WHO AMONG WEVD’S SPONSORS
All Programs Broadcast on AM and FM Simultaneously

HENRY GREENFIELD, Managing Director

WEVD, 117-119 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

to what degree and when) I don’t

know,” opined Sauer.

Radio Munich has radio com-
mercials now, but in limited time
segments and this coin goes into a

cultural fund. Frankfort, clean un-
til now in that respect, has been
forced to project plans for similar

commercial time, hut there, since
it is one of the poorer operations,
coin must go into TV operation.

The regional networks, according
to the German visitors here, break
-down this way^RadioUMunich^with-
about 2,500,000 million listeners in

Bavaria; Radio Frankfort, with 1,-

000,000 in the Hessen area; Radio
Stuttgart (Wittenberg and parts of
and Baden). Radio Baden-Baden
(French occupation zone); each
with about 1,000,000; and then
there is the largest web, NWDR
(English zone for the. most part,
covering Cologne, Hamburg and
Berlin) with the remainder of the
12,000,000 sets in its area. Each is

a public corporation.
After a week in Washington,

D.C., both Lauterbach and. Sauer

went tneir own way across the na-
tion. Both were immensely im-
pressed by American efforts at
educational TV, and gently scoffed
at .efforts of commercial broad-
casters to undermine independent
educational stations.

“I appreciate the effort (U.S ) is

making with educational TV. Here
it is really good. Here they are
really fighting for educational TV,”
Lauterbach said, and as an ex-

ample he pointed out the educa-
tional v.entUr4^ -i

CBS-TV Pacts Campo

For Seven-Year Deal
Latino bandleader Pupi Campo,

who’s featured on Jack Paar’s
morning show Fridays on CBS-TV,
has been signed by the network to

a seven-year contract. No immedi-
ate plans for a new show; he’ll

continue to appear on the Paar

.

segment.
Bandleader is currently installed

in. the Chateau Madrid, N. Y.

nitery.

ALLYN EDWARDS
11WAKE UP EASY"

MONDAY TO FRIDAY, 6:00 to 8:30 A M., WNBC

Saturday, 7:00 to 9:30 A.M.

//THE JANE FROMAN SHOW"
CBS-TVCoast-to-Coast

Direction

- etr>yfr
~'
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PHIL LESLIE
Still Writing

"FIBBER McGEE and MOLLY"

NBC

By LEGNAR
The gem of Columbia's ocean is

another way of saying ‘‘.This Is

Ed Murrow..” At a network with

a treeful of topflight reporters and

analysts, plus pundits on fhis'a &
tliata specialty (and guys behind

the; scenery with that, who-me tag

of anonymity), the No. 1 cape fits

with graceful humility around the

Murrow shoulders.

The ‘•trouble” with Ed Murrow.
:—rmiat in his adult life he’s hardly

known what it is to produce a

turkey. v ' V
-

That he icas a flop in 1946-47

When he served as the web’s direc-

tor of public affairs (with veepec

stripes that he still holds ) was not

evident to anyone but him. After.

this quickie he returned to his on-

the-air character and made a state-

ment. '‘Tm notan executive. Bud-

gets, inbaskets and out-baskets

aren't for me. After a year and a

half I returned to broadcasting

where l belong .”
.

After his sixmonth of “Hear It

Now’’ on radio to June of 1951. the

irresistible urge to give the- show-

eyes reached fruition in November
of that year, with the preem of
‘ See 1

1 Now,’’ which he produ ces
and edits with another lofty fellow

and shrewd administrator, the tow-

ering Fred W.. Friendly,

A click from the go, it’s been get-

ting better , and on a couple of oc-

casions “See It” has shown itself to

be the most powerful “eyes and
ears” in all of television.

The Murrow & Friendly “stprii
”

. of Air Force Reserve Lieut. Milo

J. Radulovich is easily the most im-

portant single contribution made to

television. Even if the stunning
“expose” had not had, the result of

r turning the officer to his Reserve
berth by direction of Air Secretary
Harold Talbott—this against the

erroneous interpretation of. the
case by Defense. Secretary Charles
Wilson—the Radulovich half hour
would still stand as historic. Next
in line for the “hot potato ” medal
was an up-and-sock-’em report or,

VRD TRAUBE
film of the battle of the American
Civil Liberties Union in trying to

hire a hall iii Indianapolis against

the apposition of the local Ameri-
can Legion. For “See It” this was
an after-the-fact thunderbolt, but a

sensation just the $omc.

Murrow has four heads. In addi-

tion to ‘‘See If,” he presides over
the CBS-TV ‘‘Person to Person,”
which in its maiden season as an
“at home” imager has become a

top stanza and one of the few in-

terview sessions which makes any
sense in teevee. His radio standby
on the net is of course “Edward
R. Murrow/ With the News/’ long-

time crpssboarder which to his

viewers is a natural extension of

his wartime “This Is London” air-

casts minus the blitz.

|

Another extension but in reverse
—and the fourth of his noggins

—

is the daily CBS Radio; capsule,

j

“This I Believe,” which inspired

his 1953 bestseller symposium of

j

that name.
Part Of what Murrow himself “be-

lieves’* as a broadcaster is embod-
ied in a statement he made in 1947
when he teed off his new radio
series: “We shall dp our best to

identify sources and to resist the
temptation to use this microphone
as a privileged, platform from
which to advocate action.” But
Marrow doesn't need to advocate
action. What came out in the

Radiilovicfi program teas advocacy
by reason of superior reporting;

the “action” was considered an
inevitable result, as is often the

case tchete the “cause” reporter is

equal to the subject.

East.week (Dec. 29) Murrow did
his “See It” finale of the calendar
year (with “Person to Person”
launching him into 1954 on New
Year's Night). Having done the
strictly colossal hour-long “This Is

Korea , . . Christmas ’52” last year,

this was the sequel, though down
to the show’s regular half hour
and sans the wartime aura. But
what Murrow & Correspondents
can do in 30 remote minutes is the
envy of the sojournalism trade.

The “little” things loom big. For
instance, when a Marine told him
he lives in Portland, Ore., Murrow
quickly warmed up the : lad with,

“that’s my part of the country.”

That was all.

Here was a tasty temptation for

Murrow to hog the. picture by over-

personalization. Oregon is Mur-
row's country in the sense in

which he threxri out the phrase. '.

Though a North Carolinian

(Greensboro), at age four he
moved with his 'family • to - Blan-

chard, Wash. Murrow could have

told the Gl about; his
.
days at

Blanchard elementary school, Edi-

son (Wash.) High ' School, and
Washington State College.

There were other warm vignets

in cold Korea at Christmas Eve

that gradually turried to morning

in the fluidly-bridged editing proc-

ess. Here Was Murrow back- arid

forthcoming with
.

soldiers near ‘‘a

holp in the ground surrounded by

sandbags.” With a Negro o.fficgr, a>

Company commander, articulately

expressing -his views on the reason:

for the fighting as the cameras

gave play to his men as he spoke

. / . with a platoon: sergeant who
said “The fighting was worth it de-

spite the hardships” . . . with an-

other looey Of the 1st Marines (5th

Battalion) who said, “The will to

be a Marine makes a good Marine
nine times Out of 10” . . . with a

I group receiving their mail by heli-

copter and Murrow being “sirred”

silly as he carried on the telepix

report . . . with a section of the

Field Artillery as they sang

j

“Dreaming of a White. Xrnas” and

I
“Silent Night” foffkey and all) and

i GIs in another sector being picked

! up in the latter song . * . with an-

! other Marine, on security detail a

! few yards from the enemy, who
(said “Every man should spend
some time in the Armed Forces”

;

. . . with a minesweeper—Ed Scott

calling the play and interviewing

j

members of the crew as the craft

'sped across. the waters ... with
• the 3oth Infantry as they enter-

|

tained Korea orphans at a Xmas
'

dinner and one little girl sang

f
"'5il.en.t_.'. Night” in her native

.
tongue ... and fihally at Inchon

r

j

scene of Gen. MacArthur’s land-

I

ing in the first few months of the

i conflict, where replacements de-

j

barked to square off the vets’ ‘‘Ro-

tation Blues” and where one of the

reliefs took the mike to say “hello”

to his wife who is pregnant—and
he gave anticipated date, Feb. 10,

Another milestone in “The ‘See’

Around Us” with a bow to spon-
soring Alcoa for foregoing the
plug.

s in
By ALLEN Dl'COVNY

(Exec. Producer, Rockhill Productions)

CHAN FOOD
PAMPER TASTE

/ HOUSE OF

CHAN
52nd STREET.

& SEVENTH

AVE.

If you can’t forsake table

Dine with us, took like Gable

If you not type for gym

See us and be slim

Feast to your heart’s content

On delicacies front Orient

Chari food give palate pleasure

Never increase waist measure.

After:Theatre Specialties V • V.»..v.7/W sK » . . .’.v. .-«**

This is the time of year when
(

pressure groups, such as Pareiitr

Teacher Assns, the National' Assn,

for Better Radio & Television pro-

grams and others, declare an an-

nual “open season” for sniping at

network and independent package

producers. Their well meant efforts

to raise the standards are directed

at the entire field. Their heaviest

artillery and most pointed barbs;

however, are usually reserved for

and aimed at the producers of what
they choose to call genetically

“children’s programs.”

As a Writer, director, producer
of many so-called “children’s pro-

grams” oyer a period of many
years, it is my considered opinion
that in most instances the criti-

cisms offered by these groups are

valid. Anyone in his right mind
must freely admit that bestial

crime and horror are not conducive
to the best psychological develop-

ment of the child mind; that in-

genious methods for killing, maim-
ing, stealing and defrauding, graph-

j

ically. demonstrated, invite experi-

mental imitation which has been
found to be the source of- much
juvenile delinquency; that other
“imitative devices” such as bad
grammar and vile oaths defeat par-

ents’ and teachers’ efforts to de-
velop a sense of good taste in the
minds of their youthful charges.

This “alarming failure,” to, quote
from the NAFBRA report, . . to

provide television programs which
meet fundamental standards of ac-

ceptability for child audiences” is

due, I regretfully feel, to ah in-

dustry-wide attitude shared by
producers, broadcasters, advertis-
ing agencies and trade publications
^which—fosters : a popular miscon-
ception, to wit: that “kid shows”
are necessary evils; that they are
and of necessity must bCj per sc,

Class C productions; that juvenile
audiences are not discrimimiating
and \vi 1

1 ,
therefore, accept any old

hogwash dished up for them so
lo.ng as it includes a good guy, a

!

bad guy and a lot of noise.
j

In-vthis, the “pressure groups,”
too, are npt entirely blameless. For
in lumping together., as do the ra-

dio-TV fan publications, all pro-
grams designed for audiences rang-
ing in age from five to 15, they
tend to destroy the incentive on
the part of many producers and
sponsors of programs wider in
scope, more elaborate in produc-
tion details than, let us say, “Ding,
Dong

;
School,” to strive for arid

achieve higher standards of parent-
teacher acceptability. And why
must this be?. Why shouldn’t “chil-
dren’s programs” be broken down
into divisions as are adult pro-
grams? To lump together, in the
same category, programs

,
like

“Ding, Dong School/’ “Ho\ydy Door
dy,” “Mr. Wizard” and “Tom Cor-
bett, Space Cadet” makes no bettor
sense to riie than to place Dionne
Lucas’ cooking program in the
same division as “What’s My Line,”
“Foruiri of: the Air” and “Studio
One.”

Pressure groups arc responsible
for another area of misunderstand-
ing between themselves and most
producers of

. juvenile programs
who have been led to believe
through arbitrary statements and
autocratic attitude that, in effect,
children arc to be given not what
they want, but rather what educa-
tors and parents feel they should
have. Which is, what is good for

them. It is not surprising, there-

fore, to hear statements such as:

“We’ll give the little so-and-sos

what they want so long as they
want it enough to buy the sponsor's
product, and to hell with the
PTA!” Fortunately, this attitude

is not. shared by all of. us, since

some of us have learned from per-

sonal coritact with educators and
PT groups that there is no objec-

tion whatsoever to the kind of ex-

citement demanded and enjoyed by
juvenile audiences so long as the

production: follows the simple dic-

i tates of good taste arid excludes
harmful ingredients such as imita-

tive devices and unnecessary hor-
ror, violepce and bestiality.

Let me cite; as an example, the
“Tom Corbett,. Space Cadet” series.

It may come as something of a

surprise , to many people, particu-

larly lay viewers, to learn that as

much time, thought
,
arid painstak-

ing effort goes into each half hour
“Space Cadet” program as is ex-

pended on any “Class A” nighttime
show. Far more, in fact, than in

sorne of them.. Perhaps because,
in case you don’t already know it,

“Space Cadet” is a science-fiction

series projected far into the future

at a time when interplanetary in-

tercourse will be an accepted fait

accompli arid the Word “universal”
will have. far more depth of mean-
ing than it has today. For this rea-

son, and because it is our policy to

make the show as scientifically ac-

curate in every detail as it is pos-

sible, a good deal, of research is

essential before a Story idea can
become an acceptable script.

There are very good reasons,

even above and beyond personal
integrity, for making such a fetish

of autheriticity in the production
of “Space Cadet.” First, we have
learned that most juveniles arc. fas-

cinated with all things scientific.

Secondly, our success has proven
that most youngsters are complete-
ly captivated with the concept of

flight through space and the prob-

able. possibility of visits to other
planets in their own lifetime.

To accomplish this end, we have
retained the services of Willy Ley
as technical adviser. Mr. Ley, one
of the. foremost living rocket ex-

perts and an internationally recog-
nized authority on the subject of

space travel, attends every script

-conference, guides the writer in

the development of his factual de-

tails and painstakingly edits the
script for technical errors. This
service is especially useful to us,

since our concept arid format
eschews the usual prototype men-
ace or “heavy,” employing instead
conflict that grows out of the space
cadets’ associations at “Space.
Academy” and/or that provided, by

[.natural phenomena in space. .

A
COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Mgt.j William Morris Agency
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Outside of

Is
I By MORT NUSBAUM.

(WHAM-TV, Rochester)

Rochester, N. Y.

I ran into my old .friend Buster

Bovitz in New York last week.

(I go to New York every month or

so to get my shoes shined; it’s a

pretty sporty feeling to be able to

tell your friends you went to New
York to get your shoes shined.)

The last time I had seen Buster

was about 10 years ago when he

had been a comedy writer for ra-

dio- Except for a checkered vest

and a gold elk’s tooth, he looked

about the same. I asked him what
he was doing, these days. He spat

on my shoes reflectively.

"I’m still scribbling,” Buster

said, "only no\y it’s for the televi-

sion. No more one-liners like in

radio. I write saturation comedy.”
I thought this over and said,

'•What?” .

“Saturation comedy,” Buster ex-

plained, “it’s like you get these

gags and you run a story around
them.. The one I work on now is

called “The Fimbiick Family.” We
establish this guy, Elmo Fimbiick;

he works in a bank. He all the

time does something wrong, like

losing a sack of money or some-
thing. Then he has a wife and two
kids who always get in trouble,

like with chickenpox. I spot the

gags iri the story, A couple laughs
and a couple tears', that’s satura-

tion comedy. You see?”
“What you doing now, kid?”

Buster wanted to know.
I told him I; was doing some

television Svork in Rochester.
Buster Shook his head sadly.

“You ought to get back to the big

town, kid,” he said; “Once you' get

out of New’ York all the stuff on
the TV is the same. Its like once
I was in Philadelphia, all the shows
I saw had these broads on them
showing you how to cook eggplant.

There’s no class, like the things
we do here,”

I said that sometimes we did
shows Without eggplant.

1 •Brains and Idears* 1

“The big thing,” Buster told me,
“is that once you get out of New
York you got no brains. It’s like

here I’m an idear man. A producer
comes along? he’s got a show he
wants to do, he needs idears, For
instance, like with ‘The Fimbiick
Family.’ They had this guy Maxie

Moon, he’s like a Mickey Rooney
type, only fatter. He was a natural

for saturation comedy. Only they

needed an idear. So they come to

me. Quick like that, I say let’s put

him In a bank. None of the other

shows have put a man In a bank.

And that’s how the show started.

Up in Rochester, who can you go

to when you need an idear? You
got no one up there who can say.

quick like that, put him in a bank.

Up there you . haven't got the

brains.”

X ventured that sometimes we
came up with an idea or two.

“It’s not the same,” Buster said.

“You want to do a show the right

way, you got to have writers and
idear men. You got to have con-

ferences. Like we sit around the

table and one guy says, how about
someone comes in the bank and
slaps Elmo across the face will11 a

wad of dollar bills?. And another
guy says, compliments of George
Washington. You see what I mean?
It’s creative, one guy sparks an-

other. It’s like I saw in the paper,

television is a creative industry.

You gotta have brains and idears.”

I said that it was possible to be
creative outside of New York. ;

“That’s a bunch of goulash,”

Bovitz, said. “All the brains and
idears are here. For instance,

while we’re talking, I bet there” are

,10 agencies working right now op
new panel shows. And. the give-

aways. All over New York there

are guys figuring new angles, like

how you can give a contestant
enough money so he can get to the.

hospital where his sister is dying.

That’s what I mean, creative. In
Rochester who thinks about such
things?”

No one, I admitted.

“In comedy alone, once you get,

out of New York you’re nowhere,
Like how many guys in Rochester
are working on the new relaxed
comedy? Here it’s the biggest thing
in the industry, it’s the hew trend?
Does ahyone in Rochester write re-

laxed, comedy?”
I said no. but that relaxed com-

edy started in Chicago anyway.
“It .

started there,” Buster said,

“but it wasn’t anything until we
did it in New York. Here we do
relaxed comedy with a punch, keep
it; moving. We don’t give it a

chance to slow down. We all the
time are creating.”

I was too numb tp answer.
“Tell you What, kid,” Buster

said. “You want to be smart, you
go back to Rochester and start

thinking. Like get some new idears

and then come to New York. Come
up With something big in satura-
tion comedy and you’re all set.

Like you could do something with
a family, they speak with some
kind of foreign accent, they’re all

the time having trouble with the

landlord.”
I said I would think about it.

And I have been. I have my
ticket to New York and my
bag is packed. But so far my
idears haven’t jelled ,on .

the show.

I’ve got this thing called “I Re-
member Moishe,” it’s aibout a* fam-
ily with an accent who have land-

lord trouble; But somehow egg-

plant keeps sneaking into . the

script.
'

But I’m confident. Once I get to

New York, I’ll be real creative.

Fred Allen isn’tJhecoming a full-

blown disk jockey, as rumored
some time back, but he’s presiding

over a show with sohg-pl.ug values

in a format switch of the NBC-TV
“Judge for Yourself.” Packagers,

Goodson & Todman were to “sneak
preview” the new deal last night

(Tues.) and along with that the

professional judges are jettisoned

but the joeblow panelists retained.

Difference is that the latter, in-

stead of matching their talent se-

lection attributes with* the pros, are

now alone in picking put waxed
tunes for hit list possibilities.

. Comedy values are retained via

Allen’s interviewing the lay choose

ersof songs by secret vote. The
final say-so will be by studio, audi-

ence applause, however, their

choice to be followed by revelation

of the interviewees’ picks.

Execution of the tunes is by a

permanent company, presently con-
sisting of Kitty Kallen, Bob Car
roll, and the Skylarks. Three songs
already recorded will he exposed
weekly (among last night's num-
bers, for instance, was Teresa
Brewer’s “Bell Bottom Blues”).

The packagers have been consider-
ing the change for some time,

there being increasingly difficulty

on previous format in securing the

type of talent willing to be exposed
for “judgment.” The pick-a-song

motif is felt to be a stronger de-
vice.

Paley, Stanton, Et AL,

Set Up Foundation
Albany.

CBS board chairman William S.

Paley, prexy Frank Stanton and
attorney Ralph Colin are listed as

directors of CBS Foundation, Inc.,

chartered here as a nonprofit mem-
bership corporation. Aim is “tq

alleviate want and human suffer-
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By HAL DAVIS

(V.P., Kenyon A Eckhardt)

So the sponsor wants you to do the commercials?
Gee, pop, that’s tough.

And the trade papers are backing you up in your resolution to

stand firmly on your constitutional rights as an artist.

Well, let’s look at the facts of life.

The client isn’t: interested in you. Not really. He- is using you
as a salesman; To sell goods. Otherwise, he’s not in business.

The agencies aren’t in business. You’re not in business.
'. What’s the advantage of TV in selling goods? According to the
experts, it consists of the combination of sight and sound delivered
into the home.
The combination works at its best in a convincing product dis-

play or testimonial by a convincing performer. This doesn’t excuse
shoddy commercials, unbelievable actions and Worse words required
of any performer. Commercial techniques have a long way to go
for perfection.

, But suppose you Want to stay away from the dirty and sordid
commercial end. Let somebody else handle the selling, let me do
the entertainment. Buster, nine times out of 10, it won’t work.
Our surveys show that people trust performers who perform

believably.' People don’t go for commercials with sound over film.

They , like somebody to sell them.
And why shouldn’t you?
Are you any different than Arthur Godfrey ,6r Ed Sullivan?

Just poorer?
It hasn’t hurt these performers to sell their products: People

don’t laugh at them in the streets. It’s riot beneath their dignity.

Sometimes they say:. “Well, I’ll be
;
on for so and so a while,

and then go on for such arid such. People won’t believe me.”
Maybe your client turnover won’t be as great if you sell, more

goods. Did you ever think of why shows .are dropped? Did you
ever look at the shows which stay on for years and years and years?
They may not be as artistic as desired, but they sell. And, more

often these days, they are. also better produced, better directed
and more satisfactory to their audiences.
Always conceding that the answer should be given in each case

on the basis of product, star or performer -belieyability and in-

herent correctness of commercial approach, there is no excuse for
any performer not going along to Sell his sponsor's product.

If you can’t feel that way, get the government to subsidize your
efforts. Our clients are having too much trouble convincing, dealers
and sales forces that people have to be sold. They’re riot anxious
to add an anchor to the sales -effort;

But save the agony for the Little Theatres. And it has to be a
great performance plus selling—not one without the other.

Anyway, that’s one man’s opinion.

ing and to better improve mankind
by voluntarily making contribiri

tions and rendering financial as-

sistance to such other corporations,
community trusts, funds, founda-
tions, activities, agencies or insti-

tutions, organized and operated ex-
clusively for charitable, scientific,

literary or educational purposes,
as shall be beneficial to the busi-

ness activities of the Columbia

Broadcasting System, Inc., or any
one or jnore of its subsidiaries; or
the well-being of the employees
thereof.”

Offices are in New York and
subscribers to certificate of incor-

poration are Paley? Stanton, Colin,

Joseph A. W. Iglehart and Dorsey
Richardson. Filing attorneys were
Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin &
Kaye.

BONNE ANNEE

The French Broadcasting System ex-

tends greetings of the season to all

its friends, with the special hope

that the year 1954 will see the con-

tinuation of the long friendship be-

tween France and. the United. States,

as wi work together , . . through

radio /. . for lasting peace.

PIERRE CRENESSE, Director.
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entire country and as it is impos-

sible to please all the people all

the time, the nightly total of view-

ers has been kept down to reason-
11

able proportions. Now all this looks
I

1
'

• —p. r HANS HOFIIN J
like being changed. The govern-

ment set its heart on a competi- ‘

•

; Berlin.

* \ t|ve system, and although they’ve
West Berlin’s show biz during the past year was still shaky but

Rv HAROLD MYERS -een compelled to
ĥ °nce

®"
hopeful. Some of its branches still had to struggle along with finaniBy HAK - sions to public opinion, they are
cial or other difficulties resulting from Berlin’s position as an iso.

London. that there is no future, for the standing pat on their basic policy.
pity. Others regained considerable ground. One shouldn’t

Thprp has never been such anxi- time being at any rate, in dlstribut-
j

.. Monkeyshlnes
1 forget, however, that Berlin’s show biz, which had a complete col.

ety And for the British motion ing
.

the
.
ir p

J?
duct

.
a ba

£5: Originally, they had intended lapse in 1945, received substantial outside assistance during the post-

pWture"hdttstry, which has regu- with'

» inWucti.. ri * imsored wstem. w ye.r».: Withoit. it, it would not be back on the track ,o
P
p&

farly emerged from one crisis only “"®tiu^ped.theatres. Tlrey reel
on .^merjjan iine$, but J. Fred war prestige.

to start another, this is really say- ^ouia
a the nicture eo- Muggs’ appearance on the Coro? During the past year, American influence on local show biz has

ing something. The facts this time JJ® r
JJ tt,at u nation program made a monkey been very big. Probably more stateside performers than ever before

are really telling, and there is no
JJJ*

pu
.J" uaA h, < tn 'preview a out of their plans. It was a heav- found their way into Berlin, which has developed into an attractive

getting away from the problems D*
publicize it en-sent weapon in the hands of spot for U. S. show pepple. Berliners have seen just every type of

that are piling Up one on top of
then have to of- the opposition and they have ex- u. s. performer, ranging from outstanding jazz Orchs like Kenton,

the other. Sr it »« a flattie in the majority Pelted it for aH they are worth. Krupa and Hampton, to beauty queens and ice artists. Even such big

To start with, there’s the percn- if situations Now, as far as can be ascertained, Ensembles as the American National Theatre Ballet or the 123-mem-
niai question of admission tax, ’

.
AIlc fu nn tuA AV_ the government has been modified ber Army Band from Washington came over.

which
.

nowadays drains the
.

box-
bihitors in regard to the future

' I5
any -°f Si®. A big publicity lift was given by ex-Germans who returned to Ber-

office to the tune of almost $100,-
thane and size of motion pictures

the
I® Amnfithm' lin »

either for temporary film jobs or nostalgia—such as Rudolf
000,000 a year. If a reasonable PolUical and industry opposition

Schuenzei Oscar Karlweis. Willy Eichberger ( Carl Esmond). Henw

s drains the .box. ^ future X"1* '*0t .7. 'SSESZZ A -big publicity lift was given by ex-Germans who returned to Ber-
ne of almost $100,- thane and size of motion pictures lin -

either for temporary film jobs or nostalgia—such as Rudolf
”
'LSZFZSi: WSHSfitSS Schuenzei, Oscar Karlw^V^E^W^rl- Esmond), Henry

proportion of that money could fje
be channeled back into the indus- j

a
5
e
n
C
nrnrliirt inn

try, to be divided between exhibi-

tors, producers and distributors, ^
*he .

th
y

balance sheets would look health- is undergoing a major change they

ier, production would keep in the ^
Black, there would be no need to J*"®*

and wiH Bave to make ma-

go cap in hand to the government
}
or

for indirect Subsidies, and the in- tPr®* 9n? PaiincV
P
Cm

dustry would be in a healthier po- dent ^spirit^Stcven^Pallos)

sition to face the prospective on- 5
a*®d °" ^££*££1

«et of commercial television. d
J?5§£.“ ’

x

apd
.Si.

to its introduction.

Fix Stilt Sitting Pretty

Koster, Paul Kohner, just to name a few. Others came in connection
with festivals, film or vidpix making.

Fibn Metropolis:

Berlin used to be Germany’s film metropolis before the war. At
_ -

. j that time, roughly 80% of all German pix were made here, with

ll S Aifli Kill TV IJIAIIK about 20% in Munich. But this trade was strongly handicapped
U«U« /UU/ 9 uui i f

since most of Berlin’s studios (Babelsberg, Johannisthal, etc. ) were in

By D. L. GRAHAME Russian-dominated territories after the war’s end, which resulted in a

Mexico City. reversed situation between Berlin and Munich. After some rather

Pix continue sitting pretty as quiet years, to everyone’s surprise local film production started on a•ct ui cuiuiuci tiai icicviatvu* ;«• x . „ j ia #..i fix continue MIUHK uiruj as w v»v* jyi.v m r* r- vii a

The motion picture theatre box- '^"ioe wfdescreen
* preseh^tfon Mexico's top pal* public diversion, brisk upbeat last, spring. For 4Ue.Hr* time inJrnany years, local

offices have been a valuable arid with a 2-1 ratio This is o n l y but a fast defining, uneasiness is Studios were running at full capacity^ BeUin filmites succeeded m
reasonably steady source of income scratching at the problem and a discerned with the advent of 1954. convincing quite a number of these colleagues who had gone, west-

to successive governments and DOgitiVe lead will have to come The disturbing factor is not so wards for safety reasons that it wap no risk to make pi^ here. So

naturally they are reluctant to cut from tj,e major producing enter- much the situation within the many ex-Berlin producers transferred their projects back to this city,

their share. The money bourns in Ss But^

T

cannot ^bl a hbppy trade-higher costs, sharper com-
u
Alsa oir the local b;o. front, the situation has great^ improve^ for the

steadily via the. weekly checks from Srognect for them petition and, concerning Holly- benefit of local; film producers. While formeily Berlin ( which has

exhibitors who, in addition to their „ . . ... wood, a drop in its dominance 228 cinemas ) was a golden outlet for U. S. distnbs, native pix took

other burdens^ have to assume the .^er yea
^
s ?^ru

? down here of more than 90% to over the dominating role,

role of unpaid tax collectors. K
img,

v, $
U
-?KicnnlKiP around 60%^-but a rising menace

Like many
,
other measures^

^ wJl outside the biz. That menace is

started as a temporary expedient, lalioJ branded the problem child: TV. Although this city has still not regained its former position as
admission tax Is here to stay. It c tv of hudeS^ olus Proximity and modernization Germany’s theatrical metropolis, West Berlin’s legit life has further
was first introduced during World t-u Sibrn'ellea

:

to mi make the pic trade in Mexico con-
impr0ved during the past year. Two facts still handicap this trade

War I when the government was -V*®
^ gadv Fuhd” eives siderablv reflect the business m in particuJar: Most of the Berlin theatres are in not too good a

Since then, by a series of spec-
tacular increases, notably during

Legit Situation

them a snorting chance to’ clear the-'U. S. The native branch, now financial shape and many of their top performers have not returned
fi-om West German cities. as yet.

^ ;

' V
tvorid War/HTlhrM^-l^ "1 in^ 1930.'.‘'“singly Pop Music
been well milked may represent almost the entire ^ ^ ^ tn stresspe n e 1 milked.

profit. So long as the conquest s^°ws * m lts ®n(|eavor to stiess
jazz . jias been the most popular contribution the Yanks brought to

|
Trade Hits Back

I of the complete American market tmality over postwar Berlin. Almost a\J famous jazz troupes touring Europe have

Now with one voice thev are remains illusory and the majority f
11011®" 8.®! ^ * J found their way to Berlin, and included last year were Gene Krupa,

hitthie back and there* is’inereas- of British pix are confined to the 'es?°.ns ’" aJut at the Philharmonic,” Stan Kenton and Lionel Hampton, as

ink ^dnfidenc^that There -arthouse.,circuit, this
.
is /the only well as Harel Scott and the Deep River Boys,

some favorable, conccssinn in this economic way of. keeping the pro-r
;some favorable concession in this economic way or seeping me pro,

year’s budget. Last year’s plea was Unction industry on a stable finan-

turned dowm, but not without a cial basis,

promise that the trade’s case would
be given careful consideration in .

the coming budget. Thore was also I But what happens if, by force of

Record Smasher
|

all departments, wiaescreen is

0 . — ------ — — — —
.

——“ having greater acceptance than is

the..coming budget. Thore was also But what happens if, by force of third-dimension. The big block to
an implied promise that, if there circumstances, they are compelled 3.0 is the official insistence that
were no upward trend in boxoffice to switch their entire schedule to each customer be given, for free.

Sale of American phonograph records is on a steady upbeat, having
Handicap 1 surpassed the classical repertory by a wide margin. All this is actu-

Production is definitely better in a»y quit? remarkable. Jazz Was forbidden during the Hitler period,

all departments. Widescreen is Berlins ]azz audience is probably the largest and most receptive one

kmrivwf rfrontor a (>r>«nt9nir><> than is of all German cities. •

,
Classical Music.

^ |

;
One of the best, things about West Berlin’s show biz last year was its

receipts, the Chancellor of the Ex- Cinemascope productions? So a pair of brand new peepers, and longhair stuff.. The '.number of important classical music events, both
chequer would put the admission far, We have only seen “The Robe” refusal to permit a higher rate foreign and domestic, increased steadily,
tax claim towards the head of the’ in Britain and there are no two than the ceilinged 46c for the .

Queue.
; opinions about this film’s potential novelty pix, all of which whittled Concert biz registered big b.o., and was always SRO when the

.

As cverjone knows, there has at the boxoffice. The trade is unan- profits. Berlin Philharmonic, considered by some as the world’s best orch en-

.
unfortunately been no upward hnously agreed that it will be a The long-agitated and finally semble, under Wilhelm Furtwangler, were the performers.

receipts. Gn the con- record smasher wherever it is government-attempted proposition Local opera performances again found international approval’ last
traj^. they ve been d pping stead- scr^iicj^JBuL ^aL, -G f-.. foreing^50%^playing-jtime-:for- -ye^r. AtlhcTl'asf CulturarFestlval; ”tHe most sUbstatitial program was
lly-^durtng- llic_ p«st year or two, though, pioneering the field, is re- Mexican pix has apparently been offered on the opera side. In all, 23 different operas, including seven
and even the Treasury is not get- ported to have cost between $4,, killed, though the government’s preems, were presented..
ting all the coin it ahticipated, OOO.OQfi^.OOO.OOOi Such an under- appeal from injunctions exhibitors -j

————
,
—

—

:

[ —^
From that point of view, the trade taking in the present financial cli- obtained is pending in the national INiteriea

[
ma^- mate in Britain would be unthink- supreme court. Opinion is more Before 1933, Berlin claimed the Continent’s most luxurious night

1 ab
i
e ’ al?.' any producer who asked general that exhibition can’t be life . It lost much ground in- the ’30s, as the Nazis showed ah open

ammirt nf ppiinf fh-it mav ho
a bank to finance a project of such forced, that a pic can only rise, dislike for this sort of show biz. In 1945i Kurfucrstendamm and£ ninlv
ma?ni u

'

d
?
would be. advised, o see or fall, on its own merits. _ Friedrichstrasse, on which the bestknown nightclubs were located,

a psychiatrist, To spend that sort Mexican comoetition to Holly-
, Iookcd more like battlefields,lated a plan which v.ould cost the of money on a single British film Wood though higher, is neither .. . .. . . ... . . , . ,,

• government someth ng like S20., would be a sure road tolhe bank, vmy hisl nlr so very strong. That -
^ow, eight years later, visitors are

(

again surprised at the laige

000,000 annually and of this total ruptcy court. comoe it'on holds et onlv around von<!ty of nl8htly entertainment this city has to offer, covering every

exhibitors will h-ve a little extra thI mnr nVnVb nt ST ?J»a1 ntaJL Hme The type from old German ballroom to the latest striptease acts. The at-

for themselves, rs wou'd the pro- v
indePendent filrtimakers m 20/o °L oa

{ft ic
tractions offered at these spots, however, are still not able to compete

t - f
ro

» Britain are more than anxious other 20% of opposition is mostly
;n tPrn .

1H«miiv
nrfnoc’

3 r - acl
]|”

st
/
nent about their future prospects if this Italian. French, Spanish and Brit- *

.... .. _ .. , . ...
seat prices there would be some bigscale type production becomes ish. Those Europeans are doing The whole situation would look look different if Berlins cabaiets
concession to be prssed on to the

th accept/d thjnBi but they are increasingly, better on this market, would have big headliners But salaries for names apparently con-
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are

still somewhat in the dark whether 1 TV'ttiSFtoTHead “1 ?!
nued the>r upward trend and local spots just can't afford to pay

the actual contributors of the tax. fhp vact cPrpf<n ..poop n f rinprria- ^
s —

' them. A couple of mtime rooms seem to haye the best chance to get
It is no exaggeration to suggest cpnnp wni ,iH ho «?nitahlp fnrthp Hn"

Video, now in its third year, has aiong. Not to forget gambling casinos and^—another dernier cri-

—

that the future prosperity of the *vnp n f pntortainmpnt in
just begun to worry filmsters. TV cafes w'ith “Spielautomaten” ( slot machines). These spots attract all

,
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still somewhat in the dark whether
the actual contubumrs of the tax. the vast screen acreage of Cinema-

that thi
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St Scope would be suitable for the do-
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V
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rnestic type of entsrtainment in

laril mpic?J ^,St

J
y ,n which most British studios special-

large measure on government ac- Af

Before 1933, Berlin claimed the Continent’s most luxurious night

life. It lost much ground in the ’30s, as the Nazis showed ah open
dislike for this sort of show biz. In 1945i Kurfucrstendamm and
Friedrichstrasse, on which the bestknown nightclubs were located,

.looked more like battlefields.

„ Now, eight years later, visitors are again surprised at the large

variety of nightly entertainment this city has to offer, covering every

type from old German ballroom to the latest striptease acts. The at-

ceptance of their claim. Without no* more than Wa
relief many sma’l exhibitors will

JJ for the fbGct
be forced out of business and even

P
, ,

“ ‘

rill Sr. interests, publishers of the perhaps “jive-joints” in which customers, of whom there are quite a
big local daily, Novedades. That few, mainly stick to beer), All in all,. West Berlin’s night life. stillw— w w . r-’ 1 V-xvww v T via « . 11 1 1 I 1

%
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some of the major groups maybe iney arc also trouDiea uy favor expanded when cinema-radio qani’t compare to other Continental cities, such as Paris or Copen
compelled to shutter some of their fact that then* Eady money expec- tycoon Emilio Azcarraga estab- hagen.
unprofitable theatre« tations for the next three years, are lished Televicentro, one of the —-— •

.
— — .

i—-——ii— i-
, c less attractive than they have been world’s top video theatres, for his . Radio I

Major^llerv r.ene_—
. j hitherto. The compromise scheme XEWTV, channel 2. But there was
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Radin was verv miich a livp lnVt Vear (stin no TV roniDetitio^K
It is this deve opmert that has vvhlch ,'vas s6t still no major problem for piemen most ZluSr ^adio station
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capital reserves. Indeed, many of income win ne uppea it ineie is most of whom can t afford even
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them have been forced to the con- *f
x relief, but for the time being the cheapest cinemas.
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: Television.
elusion that they will "have'".to shut ^ey must reckon on the lower Upsurging how Is Azcarraga’s

—~————: "
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..— .. .. . , ,cf
up shop if the conventional 2-D ' move To ^expand TV' yange,^^ limited . .

Berlin was consMerably far' advanced in -the video
„
F '‘ s‘ s'a

:

film goes out of fashion. As if all this were not enough to well withih the bounds of the
j
10* *•* M ^Gin-Witzle^en. Ait .the war set

A few brave spirits saw the op- to contend with, the British film federal district, which includes this
tcchnwups -back a^decade^m IV research and advancement^

portunity of combining good, show- industry is now threatened with city.
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the 3-D craze which hit the indus- compared with /their American towering volcanoes. That’s figured every radio shop havmg TV sets on s?le.
.

Sale, howevei, is a

try earlier this year. But the idea .confreres, but even so they’ve to give XEWTV a 500-mile Tange. °* mPney* °f 'Vhich Berliners just hayen t enough.
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try earlier this year. But the idea .confreres, but even so they’ve to give XEWTV a 500-mile Tange. 01 mPney, oj wnicn Berliners just naven i enougn.

never caught on in a big way, and been far from happy at the obvi- He’s to set up two other like re- Berlin has developed as a nice production centre of telepix for the

the few pioneers who made this ous encroachments TV has been layers—one for the far west, the .
'U. S. market, with units checking in and put. Edward Gruskin, John

capital; investment now find they making on boxoffice attendances, other to service the far east, Gulf Nasht (“Orient Express”), Edward R. Murrow (“See It Now’

)

ant
J

are denied third-dimensional prod- But they’ve been saved by the fact and Pacific coasts. Paul Gordon’s Europaeische Television Gesellschaft, were some or

uct. The majors with . * that there is still only a single tele- ' All that/plus improved fare, hits the outfits here last year, Programs were mainly made in association

films have come to the conclusion vision channel operating for the pix. With local pic producing outfits,.
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Aussie To Gain Via

New Techniques
By NORMAN B. RYDGE=

> _ -a.

Norman . B. RydgW

(Chairman of Directors, Greater Union Theatres)

Sydney.

1954 is the year we must answer the call to put into

Practice the faith and belief which brought motioh pictures

to its present World status. About 100,000 theatres are

onerating in all countries of the world, countless millions
1

of pounds^ are expended in studios,

and more than 1,000,000 people have
careers because Way back in the be-

ginning of things the pioneer had an
over-mastering faith-in an ideri.

;
Industry is not created by doubt-

ers and by disbelievers. The men who
carry an industry forward are people

Who have confidence in it, people who
will exert their energies to carry it

forward.
In the past few years there are

some people in this industry who say

its future has been challenged, that

it will be relegated to a minor role.

T -av that every other form of entertainment has limita-

-lions which are unknown to the motion picture. We will

never know how high is tops*
t . ,• : . . .

Films will always retain their pride of place provided

u-e have faith in their future, and not only think and be-

lieve in it, but actively do things to foster and develop it.

At no stage in its brief history has the motion picture

stood still Terrific advancements have been made because

the industry has always sought to irripfove its entertain-

ment and its technique in presenting, that entertainment.

"T No Standstill j

Today we in Australia hear much about widescreen,

stereophonic sound arid many other developments. True,

all these have comb to stay. For instance, the 3-D picture

as. we know it will not.become the picture of the future.

It has its purpose, a limited . purpose.

But even 3-D is an indication that this industry does not

stand still. It is forever prepared to. try out new ideas.

This displays courage. The fact that some ideas have been

found generally unacceptable to the public cannot be urged

in criticism of the industry or its ideas.

At least the industry is game to try them out arid is

prepared to discard them. This is courage of a big kind

and from it comes advancement arid progress.

On the development of Cinemascope, 20th-Fox has spent

colossal sums in endeavoring, to create a better motion

picture which will attract better attendances.

Constructive Moves
They have displayed a .unique courage in risking such

colossal sums to improve the entertainment which today

we offer in our theatres. This type of constructive effort

deserves the highest possible commendation.
If 20th-Fox, by means of Cinemascope process, can pro-

duce a motion picture which will attract bigger attend-

ances, then tbe entire industry stands to gain as a result

of their enterprise.:

Personally, I do hope their efforts meet with .a tremen-

dous success because, believe me, if those efforts are sue?

cessful, it means we too iri Australia, who are members
of this great industry, must share in that success.

The man with the magic lantern brought our industry

Into being. The man who gave it motion won for it World-

wide audiences. The man who gave it color enhanced its

appeal. The man who gave it sound carried it to great

heights. We have all gained from their efforts. _ __
OurTndustry, over 50 yCars old/has nofTtodd still, ancT

people who can carry it forward to new heights are people
who are architects of a bigger future for all of us work-
ing in this industry.

FRENCH FIX UPBEAT
_

Paris.

Growth* expansion and firmness are the three attributes

of the French film industry during the past year. A rise in

production a°d a growing awareness and adaption of wide-
screen plus a decided hike in co-production marked the
year’s activities. The French also took a firm stand against
U. S. companies during the accord talks and demanded a
subsidy for hypoing their films abroad. There also was a
finalization of a special Film Aid Daw, heavier reciprocal
patterns with other countries, increased use ,of color and a
tendency to go back to the double features.
But 3-D did not make the expected splash here and

“Bwana Devil” (UA) and “Man in Dark” (Col) did disap-
pointing biz first-run with derogatory crix hurting. Films
did better in secondary situations. Warner’s “House of
Wax” broke the ice a bit, being easier ori the eyes, since
showing it only dubbed to do away with the extra strain
of reading subtitles. Widescreen has shown definite ad-
vantages with “Sangaree” (Par), “Quo Vadis” (M-G) and
“Julius Caesar” (M-G) definitely benefiting from the en-
larged screens.

• Only li houses here are equipped for 3-D projection.
There are 36 more in key cities and the. provinces; Four
houses will have Cinemascope innovations with stereo-
scopic sound, and 20 houses already have widescreen
Provinces have 12 widescreen installations.

Tintera Grow in Popularity i

The French drive for biz has seen a big rise, in color
wuh 25% of last year's productions tinted. Statistics show.
that.tinte.rs automatically get about 30% gross over black-
and-white. Technicolor came into use here for the first
hme with Martine Carol inaugurating it here in “Un
Laprice De Caroline Cherie” and “LuCrece Borgia.” There

|

s a movement underway to construct a French Techrii
lab. Eastmancolor is also coming into use here. Nega-
Jve corries from U.S, but positive stock is made here,
rfvacolor is also a big tinter here with 10 filmed this year.
Also in usage is Agfacolor and the Italo Ferraniacolor.

* ,9Prodricti°n finally has settled into art important part

ir
film Picture here. Earlier difficulties have been

oned put, and many top grossers were in this category,

a
were 30 Franco-Italo productions, five Franco-Span-

p*?’ one Franco-German, one Franco-English and one
anco-American film. In the search for material, re-

B.O. Pulse;

By ROBERT F. HAWKINS
Rome.

Feeling In the Italian film industry is buoyant after,

another upbeat, year. Continued optimism is based on
many factors, most of which have contributed in

. pushing
this year’s Italian feature production total to an un-
precedented 160, an increase of 30 over 1952, Among
these factors are; an- increase iri the number of spectators
in Italian pic houses during the year, from the 740,000,000
mark set last year to this twelvemonth’s estimated 780,-

, 000,000 (Italy is one of few countries in the world regis-
tering an increase); a consequent and considerable spurt
in the total b.o. take, up 10% over 1952 to a healthy gross-
estimated at $148,000,000 for 1953; the success of mariy
Italo-mades, and the rise of the Italian slice of the local
market to over 30%; continued government aid in the form
of generous tax rebates- to Italian pix; increased exports,
and increased success of exported product.

And in a negative sort of Way, TV did its share: still in
its infancy here with a 12,000 set total, it’s felt that con-
siderable time will pass before its influence is felt at the
local boxoffice. There were warriings, amidst all this
euphory, from

:
reputable Italian Sources as well as indus-

try-wise foreign visitors, against the longrun conse-
quences of overproduction and the substitution of quantity
for quality, of b.o. for prestige, but the year’s statistics
were hard to beat, and most of the warnings have fallen on
deaf ears.

Filins Cost $33,000,000
An approximate $33,000,000 has. been spent this year

on local film production. Of the 160 features, 60:odd are
in color—-likewise a record—using various systems such as
Technicolor, Eastmancolor, Gevacolor, but predominantly.
(% ) shot, in Italian Ferraniacolor; Color was likewise a
feature of approximately one-half of the - 400-odd short
subjects made here this, year, Ferraniacolor predominating
here again. Newsreels made by the three pooled groups.
(INCOM, Universal, Mondo Libero) totaled 370^ In the
field of technique, only four pix were lerised in 3-D; using
the Poldelvision . system; among them “Cayalleria Rusti-
cana,” a Tot'd comedy, and an animated cartoon feature.
These were also shot in 2-D. Cinemascope was used by
one visiting unit (“We Believe in Love”—20th), and on
Errol Flynn’s “William Tell” until the latter item ran out.
of funds and was stalled, but many, recent Italo-mades have
been lerised with masked viewfinders, and will be adapt-
able to widescreen projection of conventional type.

Co-productions continue, in most cases, to prove the sys-

tem worthwhile, and in some cases, especially with regard
to the Franco-Italian splice, have resulted in top b.o. fig-

ures in both countries. Experience has suggested a few
changes iri the joint production setup, principally to make
it more elastic, and these have been incorporated in agree-
ments signed during the year. Franco-Italian co-produc-

tions with a total of 36 make up the bulk of the 40-odd
pix jointly produced by Italy and other nations. The re-
mainder is divided among Spain (Which signed a pact this
year), Germany, Britain, U. S. and Turkey.

With increased Italian production, and increased re-
sponse to local pix by the Italian public, the number of
films imported has decreased this year to an estimated 400
(but many of these pix are not expected to leave the
vaults). The largest portion, as usual, is made up of U. S.
productions, with 60-65% of the market.
.
With 3-D hardly making a dent in the Italian market,

the trend has slowly begun here towards the wide screen,
and many showcases in .the key cities have set up new
screens on their own at the start of the fall season. Cine-^Scope, with “The Robe,’' is being set to roll with the

tres may slow down its mass adoption. ^The Italian ^lias
more or less taken technique in his stride. What he is after
is still the picture—and entertainment.
That the local producer has* finally succeeded in locating

the b.o. pulse of his public, and providing it with the fare
its looking for, is evident from the b.o. figures racked
UP by a large number of Italo-mades in recent months,
figures which have regularly challenged those , of leading
(and more expensive) imports. And With the b.o. draw
equal, or thereabouts, it’s obvious that the exhibitor will
prefer the local product, which entitles him to tax rebate
piiyileges. Eloquent testimony to the rising b.o. power of.
the Italian film on the home market is the fact that this
year the law concerning the compulsory programming of
Italian pix has rarely if ever been invoked.

Television Plans 7
Italian TV is still in the store-window phase; most of its

local viewers still see programs (over its single channel)
or snatches thereof, from sidewalk positions, in front of
radio-TV shops. Penetration into homes is estimated at
about 12,000 sets, and limited to areas surrounding Milan,
Turin, Genoa, Florence and Rome. Yet local TV is now
on a regular basis, its "experimental” period ending Jan. 1,
1954. Three studios, in Milan, Turin and Rome, service
the areas covered by the net, with Milan handling most
sports, legit, news; Turin telecasting children’s programs
and reviews, and the Capital beaming political news and.
pix. Milan has 13 cameras, Turin three, Rome four.
Five mobile units cover the rest of the territory,- - - —— *

With pix. flourishing and TV supported by. indirect gov-
ernmental subsidies, Italo legit is moribund, though it as
well receives help from’ the government. Many of the
better Italian thespers have died in recent j'ears, and few
youngstrs have replaced them. Others have gone over to
pictures, or dubbing jobs, Where pay is better. Causes for
the decline are multiple, and have to do with prices, per-
sonalities, lack of theatres and facilities, etc. Fact is, how-
ler, that theatre is no longer a draw.

makes also came into prominence—'with 12-pre-war—films
getting a facelifting.

Under the special unit for hypoing French pix abroad,
Unifranee Films, the foreign intake for French films has
increased this year. The increased participation in festi-

vals and the special film weeks have helped hypo the
prestige of the better French productions for resulting
growth in foreign contracts; Special film weeks were
held in London, Mexico, Tokyo, Hongkong and Buenos
Aires. French have decided that it is time for

.
them to

get a bigger ,
and better distrib ratio in the U. S.

French tenacity in increasing U. S. distrib without thor-

,
oughly understanding the, market was a factor that led to

'the U. S. Impasse. Most French producers refuse to think

. of longterm planning; and believe it is sufficient to dump
their better films or dub a certain number to insure re-

turns. They do not realize that most of the U. S. public

has to be conditioned and made aware of French films

by a heightened pre-production publicity schedule.

|
Sees French Outgrowing U.S. Pix

|

Old axiom about a good French pic outgrossing a good
U. S. film still seems to be true here, with 49% of last

year’s grosses going to French pix arid 37% to American
films. Number of spectators has dropped off a bit but
rising tab prices were made the actual b. o. take the big-

gest since the war. The combined weekly take of the 31

first-run houses is just a bit below the combined take of

57 theatres, music halls and chahsonniers which shows
that films are still the top entertainment draw here.

Of the five top Paris grossers three were Franco-Italo

pix and two U. S. Topper was the H. G. Clouzot’s “Le
Salaire De La Peur,” followed by “Limelight” (UA). Tfiis

was due in part to the great adulation and admiration
France has for Charles Chaplin. Next Was a sequel by
Julian Duvivier in “The Return of Don Camillo,” and then
Paramount’s “Greatest Show On Earth,” followed by Rene
Clair’s comedy “Belles De Nuit.” Of the next batch, “Ivan-

hoe” (M-G) ,
“American in Paris” (M-G ) , “The Quiet

Man” (Rep), “House of Wax” (WB) were toppers.

Feeling is also growing here that greater U. S. produc-
tion, especially increased coproduction would enhance
French names and techniques in the U. S. Anatole Lit-

vak’s “Act of Love,” with Kirk Douglas, Dariy Robin,
Serge Reggiani and Fernand Ledoux. likely will be the

first important example of this type of production. The
need for making French, stars known to American audi-

ences is now recognized as a paramount factor in eventual

entrance into the U. S. market.

-man,-Fr-enGh, Italian-)—and—many-understanding -English;-
partly to the heavy tourist trade all through the year.

Zurich, the country’s biggest city, is the centre of Swiss
show biz. Iri legit and opera public favor is on the con*
ventional side, giving preference to Classical and standard
works rather than new, fresh product.
Opera and operetta repertoires are almost exclusively

made up of revivals, any attempt at presenting a modern
musical opus, though tried again and again, is practically
fruitless. Menotti’s “Consul,” for example, though helped
by rave reviews, flopped completely a couple of years ago.
More and more, small-seaters and arthouses are opening

in the big cities, shaping as highly promising outlets-for
- unconventional-and-contemporaryTegtt-fare~ ‘—~—

~

Bleak U. S.’ Pic Year T
1953 was a pretty black year for Yank pictures. Al-

though U. S. product has garnered a major portion of the
country’s playing time, the top grosSers and extended ruris
in the key cities as well as the hinterland have been pre-
dominantly European, with only a few exceptions. The
number-one spot among the latter was gained, by a wide
margin, by “Limelight.” It was the year’s top grosser and
racked Up phenomenal biz wherever it appeared.
Only other Yank pix having played to above-average

b.o. returns in the key spots were “Greatest Show On
Earth” (Par), “Quo Vadis” (M-G), “High Noon” (UA) and
in some situations. “House of Wax” (WB). Rest of the
year’s top grossers were all European productions.
The current excitement over 3-D, Cinemascope and Pan-

oramic Screen developments has not shown much impact
on the Swiss market. Although local exhibitors carefully
follow all incoming news on the subject, the new trend
is far from having any overall effect. Their “wait and
see” attitude has its equivalent in the public’s opinion,
who can “take it or leave it.” However, it looks as though
widescreen will win over 3-D in the end.

f U. S. Jazz Inroads

By GEORGE MEZOEFI
Zurich.

In terms of show biz, Switzerland, with its 4,000,000

population, presents a unique situation, being a blend of

German-Austrian, French, Italian, British and U. S. influ-

ences, with only a negligible amount of local product; This

is partly due to the country itself being multi-lingual (Ger-

Concert life in this territory is versatile and of genCir‘1

high standard. The major portion of regular concertgoers
are in the longhair trade, and classical concerts featuring
names . from Europe and abroad can always, count on a
ready audience. Nevertheless, jazz concerts have gained
considerably here and are nearly always SRO, provided
some big name is involved. Such orchs as Lionel Hamp-
ton, Stan Kenton, Britain’s Humphrey Lyttleton or Nor-
man Granz' “Jazz at the Philharmonic” package have
played to excellent b.o.

The year’s hit tunes have stemmed mostly from Ger-
man, French and U. S. origin, the latter riding high with
“Terry’s Theme from Limelight” and “Song from Moulin
Rouge.” The Les Paul/Mary Ford platters are Steady
sellers and so are, among the younger fans, etchings by
Doris Day, Rosemary Clooney, the Billy May and Stan
Kenton orchs.

Swiss radio is state-owned and strictly non-commercial.
The network includes three stations, one for the German,
French and Italian part each. Accent of the programs is

inore on the heavy side, especially in the German part,
whereas the two other stations allow more time to -light

entertainment.
'

TV is still in the diaper stage in this Country. First
telecasts have only begun late in '53 in Zurich and are
on a tryout basis with three to four weekly telecasts of

about an hour each. As per today, influence of TV on
Swiss show biz is practically zero. The TV net is equally

state-owried and excludes all Commercials for the moment.
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Bombay.
Attendance at cinemas of India

showed a marked decline. in 1953.

The boxoffice on an all-India basis

was off 40% to 50% compared to

1952. At one time it was^feared
many theatres would close down.
But actually only four theatres in

Madhaypradesh had to close down
because of inability to pay the en-

tertainment tax. That other cine«r

mas did not shutter was not indic-

ative of the bad business condi-

tions. On the other hand the aura

of prosperity that hovers over the

filin business has created an im-

pression that there is easy money
to make in the exhibition field.

This keeps newcomers ever enter-

ing the. show biz no matter what
the previous lessee of the theatre

had to give up because of dwin-

dling revenue. This is the one

factor that has kept the exhibi-
~ tihn line “alivCT

- : '
:

'

•

To make matters worse, the num-
ber of pictures produced also

showed a sham decline. India,

produced only about. 230 features

.during 1953 or a. loss of nearly

25%. In proportion to-the increase

in the number of theatres during

the lastwar and the years just fol-

lowing. the decline in production

. was way out of line in relation to

actual demand.
One thing became very patent.

In previous years it was possible

to run the same show month after

month with no change in program.
But now exhibitors have to think

of changing programs even be-

foreweek is ended. Pictures had
to be so often exhibs have started

asking whether Indian pix have
now to be shown the same ,

as

English films, one or two changes
- weekly.— :

Production activity reached very
ldw levels, with the result that

seven studios had to close shop.

Many tried to keep alive by reduc-

ing- floor fees for indie production
units. Studio hands w'ere laid off

by the hundred. Contract players

were kept at a minimum. Out of

the sheer drive for economy, new
faces were hunted and given leads.

The economic depression in the

trade~is well illustrated.by the ~di'p
s

of nearly 20% in revenue earned
by the state governments: through
the entertainment tax. Part of this

decline was, of course, due to the
• exemptions granted to drama, mu-

sic and dance performances ar-

ranged by registered societies.

One Consoling Factor

The one consoling factor in the

bleak atmosphere was the solidar-

ity exhibited by the trade. The
-Film- -Federation of India. w<a$.

formed during the early part of the
year, combining all the branches
in the industry. Also a code of

ethics was adopted for publicizing

pictures.
Ortce it used to be the practice

of producers to turn out very
lengthy pictures. While the craze

for such productions had disap-

peared in north India long ago, it

still lingered in the south. The past

year dealt a heavy blow to.this type

of pic in the south. The average
length of a south Indian picture

noW is 16,000 feet as against

lengthy ones of 20,000 to 25,000
feet.

The contents of films produced
during last year also underwent
many changes, plots getting aWay
from the old mythological yarns.

The accent was all along on social

themes, with occasional sallies into

the political world. Cuts ordered
by censors on partisan dialogue
and scenes, totalling 3,000 to 4,000
feet in a single film, awakened
many producers, and resulted in. a

trend towards escapist films mod-
elled after Hollywood.

1954 Outlook Not Bright

The year 1954 does, not seem to

hold bright prospects. The horizon
is devoid of any promises especial-
ly in production that many Indian

.
theatres fear they, not have enough
pictures to operate. This fear has
actuated many of them to look to

. the foreign film distributors for a
continued supply of pictures.
Hence, it will not be surprising if

many Indian cinemas, at least in
the south, turn out to be foreign
film operators in 1954.
Of course, Indian producers are

not sitting idle. The belief gained
ground late in 1953 that color
might be the saving factor. With
the.- setting up of a Technicolor

.
unit in Bombay by Forrest Judd,
Indian producers have been toying

vinth the idea of producing tinters.

Probably 30 Indian pix will be
made in color this year! Because
the Indian government has decided

to treat processed color copies of

Indian films as regular imports
from foreign countries (and levy

the same duty of 4c per foot),

Indian producers have been much
handicapped. .

Although many situations remain-
ed morning or matinee show opera-

tions for English pictures during

1953, it is likely that foreign

pix will arrive as the regular

feature in an increasing number
of. "spots in the next 12 months.
While individual distributors com-
plained of a drop in business,

others had ait unprecedented rise

in billings. The all-round figure

was encouraging.

[
Foreign Film Biz Up 15-20% |

Each exchange of .the Foreign

JJistributionJUnit is able to keep in

live contact a maximum of only 40

to 60 theatres leaving 250 to 300
spots, untouched. .

These are very
inaccessible for reasons of lan-

guage difficulty or
v
transport prob-

lems. Considering the wear and
tear on prints against actual reve-

nue to be obtained in out-of-way

spots, distribs found servicing them
to be unprofitable. The overall in-

crease in foreign film business is

reported as between 15 to 20%.

By SIR HENRY FRENCH
—ti)ifectar-General;~British™‘Film~

Producers Association

)

London.
Opinions differ widely as to the

value of Film Festivals to the film

industry. Some festivals are un-
doubtedly of importance to the

nation, city or town in which they
are held, speaking generally, the
promoters of festivals are much
more enthusiastic about, them than
the producers or- distributors- of

films without which festivals could
not be organized. So far as my ex-

perience goes, the attitude of the

film industry during the last four
or five years has become more and
more lukewarm on the! subject of

the large and best known festivals.

The Administrative
;
Council of

the International Federation of

Film
;
Producers Associations an-

nounced early in December, after

a meeting in London, that its pol-

4ey--was-to : reduce-the -number of

festivals of all kinds, and particu-

larly to limit festivals with com-
petitions to one a year. Although
this statement of policy appears to

be revolutionary, it has been
known for several years that the
Federation was not “in love” with
ihtemational festivals.

The Federation is in a strong
position to determine policy on
this subject. It now includes among
its membership almost all national
associations of film producers. If

these associations and their indi-

vidual members abide by the Fed-
eration ruling they will refuse to
send any films to festivals which
have not been approved by the
Federation itself. The statement of
the Federation’s policy will not be
brought into full operation until
the calendar year of 1955. This
gives the authorities of, shall we
say, the Cannes and Venice Festi-
vals plenty of time in which to get
together and decide upon th ir fu-
ture programs so as to come into
line with the

.
Federation’s policy.

The intention of the Federation is

that it will consider all applications
for approval to hold festivals year
by year and will commit itself hi
1954 only to a limited number of
approved festivals in 1955. Simi-
larly, in 1955 it Will deal with ap-
plications for 1956.

I
Costly Affairs

j

There are many reasons why film
producers desire to see the num-
ber of.

. .festivals drastically re-
stricted. In recent years the num-
ber has been steadily growing. It
is probably true to say that ho
producing company would, if left
to itself, participate in any festival.
Associations do so only because
they know that films will be sent
in from other countries. Participa-
tion is; in any case, an expensive
business.
As regards the festivals them-

(Continued on page 222)

Rio de Janeiro,

Rio Is not the conventional B-pic

tropical port, it boasts no fan-

waving traders in shorts and cork

helmets and Russian spies are

pretty scarce just now. It's an

easygoing city, but on the whole

rather staid and respectable despite

alarmist “deterioration of morals"

reports.-

But once a year inhibitions and
respectability are thrown to the

winds! A three-day collective fit

comes upon the city. Class dis-

tinctions and necklines drop; news-:

papers don’t come out and radio

stations, either go off the air or
broadcast nothing but sambas and
marchas. The world may end with

a whimper, but the banging in Rio

won’t let. you hear it.

Whatever Freud would have
called this, it's known as Carnival

to Cariocas. These are the days

when portly businessmen conquer
their repressions and parade about

,

dressed as babies, when- respect-

able matrons don bikinis and the

shims have their field-day in

travesty.

Carnival is not something the

true Brazilian, can take or leave

alone. . It is as if the Dyhbuk of.

some primeval ancestor possessed
him, dictating his convulsive mo-
tions and guiding his feet in the

savage and brilliant choreography
of a tribal rite. The only way for

him to escape Carnival’s intoxi-

cating . influence is to leave town
on a four-day weekend. Last Carr
nival close; to 200,000 “refugees"
from Rio jammed up its deficient

railroads and crowded interstate

busses two or three days before
bedlam started.

Rio begins, preening itself for
Carnival about two weeks before
the event. Clubs and hotels hold
^dances tol.whiclLtheJGI^loria-Hot^s,
“Baile dos Artistas” is one of the
most popular); the city administra-
tion decorates lampposts and parks
in. the downtown district, especially
along Avanida Rio Branco (main
street) and at the erstwhile famous
Praca 11 de Junho; a curious
melange-of-cheap-redlight- district,

ghetto and hohiestead of inspired
samba-composers. Street revels do
not begin until Saturday of Car-
nival week!
Those who have seen Rio’s out-

door Carnival during the last 20
years, however, feel and deplore
its slow death. Gone is the corso
(car parade) and part of the blame
for this goes to automobile manu-

(Continued on page 222)

PARIS' 70 LEGIT HOUSES REMIND

OF 1WAV flOLDEN ERA IN *2®s
By TOM CURTISS

.
Paris.

Paris legit is; in healthy shape
with 1953 seeing over 200 preems
at City of Light’s 70-odd theatres.

Condition of local show biz recalls

state of XL. S. legit in the lush ’20s

when Broadway had approximately
same number of available houses
and approximately same number, of
new offerings per season.
Smasheroo class h e r e, true

enough, is small as it was on
Broadway 25 years ago, but mod-
erate clicks pay off with handsome
profits and are responsible for gen-
eral activity. Interesting contrast

Paris-N.Y.-wise was fate of Ten-
nessee Williams- play, “Rose
Tattoo" here and on Broadway.
‘Tattoo,” produced . in N.Y. for

By ERNEST TURNBULL“ (mwgCngVnec^
Theatres, Ltd., Sydney)

Sydney.
Australian exhibitors will be

faced in 1954 with a challenging
decision—to convert to Cinema-
Scope and so keep pace with: the
industry’s changing

.
times or (as

some did for too long in the early

days, of soundfilms) sit back to
“wait and see.”

My own view is that most pro?

gressive exhibitors will jump
aboard the bandwagon as quickly
as equipment can be made avail-

able, Hoyts has implicit faith in

Berlin.

Nineteen hundred fiftythree

brought a sort of revival for the

West German film .industry, and
it seems now as though German
films are right back on the way to

their best prewar position. There
were still relatively few German
pix of international appraisal last

year. But the quality of the Ger-

man average production has been
greatly improved, both technically

and artistically, during the past

year.

Meanwhile, the number of an-
nually produced pix has reached a
satisfactory point. West Germany
produced 21 films in 1948; 55 in
1949; 69, 75 and 73 in the respec-
tive following years, and almost
reached the 100 mark in 1953.. For
the first time since the war’s end,
Berlin studios, once Germany’s
leading film center (80% of all

German pix Were made here before
1945), Were running at full ca-
pacity.

Simultaneously with their quali-

ty upbeat, German
,
pix pushed

ahead on the b.o.: ladder. While
one year ago, Hollywood features
still dominated the native market—they held, for instance, 39.9%
of playing time in this country’s
most important key cities in Sep-
temberi 1952 (September, 1951:
42.3%) followed by German pix
with 31.8% (26.1%)—situation is

now reversed. German pix gained
44.9% of dates in September, 1953,
followed by American films with
29.3%

.

(Last statistics of October,
1953; German films—47.0%; U. S.
films-—-29.1%.) Reason for this is,

of course, not alone the quality
improvement of local pix, but their
steadily growing number being
produced and shown.

a capital outlay of some £1,500-
000 to equip as many of its circuit

of 185 theatres as is practicable.

The excitement Surrounding
Cinemascope in the American film
industry has spread to Australia
with feverish intensity. Although
this revolutionary new process is

still a novelty here there is a
marked impression among exhibi-

tors and other . keen industry ob-
servers that standard presentation
is already outmoded.
Cinemascope is thef “shot in the

arm” exhibition in this country
welcomes. It opens up an entirely
new vista for theatre-owners large
and small and my- firm conviction
that because of it a. roseate future
lies ahead* is widely shared.
Throughout the war and postwar

periods the Australian economy
has passed through an artificial

b.oom, soaring inflation, a “baL-
anc e cl

7
’ recession"; deliberately

(Continued on page 222)

Greek Him Boxoffice;

American Pix Are Hurt
By IRENE VELISSARIOU

Athens.
Film trade in Greece is again on

the downgrade. Firstrun business
has declined in attendance about
15% in 1953 from the previous
year. This is due mostly to in-
crease in the admission

.

price im-
posed to cover the double cost of,
prints after the local currency de-
valuation. This is confirmed by
the strange fact that while the firsts

runs are lower this year, the
neighborhoods continue very
strong, with upbeat in admissions
over last year. This proves the in-
ability of patrons to pay high ad-
mission prices.

Columbia’s “Salome,” which was
scheduled to be released with in-
creased admission price, was final-
ly presented at regular prices, be-
cause a similar policy on Para-
mount’s “Samson and Delilah” has
dropped attendance and hurt the
picture’s results.

Italian, French and local compe-
tition against American production
grew a bit keener in ’53. Ameri-
can "majors, it's felt, must produce
and send better, films here and in
Europe generally if they are inter-
ested in Continental patrons’ sup-
port. American films are being
beaten by European productions
when they have more appeal to
European audiences. As a matter
of fact, American pictures totaled
56.31% of last year’s attendance,;
While a few years ago they covered
75% of the trade. This speaks for
itself.

$85,000, ran eight months todnever paid back. In Paris the sam!
show, produced for $4,000 mademoney during its three-month S
though it never registered as V
much-patronized iteip.

*

Year’s big ones were Andr.
Roussin-Madeleine Gray’s adabta
tiorr of John Erkine’s “PrivateS
of Helen of Troy,” retitled “Helen.
or4he Joy of Living,” which hadLondon production and has been
optioned by Joshua Logan for NV
production^ Henri;; Jearison’s adapl
tation of Italian comedy, “Dazzlimr
Hour/’ which received a west-coast
tryout and is due in New York a<?

a Gilbert Miller-Jose Ferrer offer-
ing; “Keari,” Jean-Pabl Sartre
adaptation of the 100-year-old
Alexandre Dumas play, as a star-
ring vehicle for Pierre Brasseur*
new Jean Anouilh play about Joaii
of Arc, “Lark,” which John Huston
has bought for Broadway '

54-’
55 *

Jean - Louis Barrault - Madeleine
Renaud Co.’s staging of the last
Jean GiraudOux play, “For Lu«
crece” and Paul Claudel’s “Colum-
bus;”

- -Xlunners-up - included
- “

novelist
Julien Green’s first play, “South”*
Marc-Gilbert . Sauvageon comedy’
“13 at Table”; Barillet-Gredy com-
edy, “White Queen”; Thierry Maul-
nier drama of behind-Iron-Curtain
life, “House of Darkness”; Jean de
Letraz farce, “Eugene’s Mistress”;
Michel Duran’s comedy, “Have
Confidence in Me”; Albert Husson
comedy, “Pavements of Heaven”;
and Gallic adaptations of “Dial M
for Murder,” “Fourposter," “To
Dorothy a Son/’ “Rope,” and
“Deep, Blue SeiZ* Both French
Version -of “Seven Year Itch” made
by Jacques. Deval and Armahd
SalacrouV'neW"*-'^
Guests,” though panned by crix,

did moderately good biz and both
Andre

.
Roussin’S farce “When the

Child Appears” and Max Regnier-
Raymond Vincy’s “Late M. Marcy,”
holdovers from previous year, pros-
pered.

Musicals

Only new big musical was “Lov-
ers of Venice,”

.
Michel Zevaco-

Vincent Scotto operetta, which
Went into the Mogador after the
revival of “Belie of New York” had
done an 8-month stint. Folies

Bergere still holds its two-year-old
show, “Real Madness”; Casino de
Paris continues with a slightly

revised version of its two-year-old.
revue* “Gay Paris”; and the mod-
est, intimate revue, “Ah, What
Wonderful Revels,” a miniature
“Helizapoppin,” at the Dounoii,
arriving early last summer, has
turned -into-a-real~hit: -— — “•

Labor Troubles

General strike in August which
tied up railroads, city transporta-
tion, mails, telegraph and tele-

phone service, et al. did not hit

legit as most houses were closed

down for hot-weather holidays and
few remaining open got patronage

of the stranded populace.
In October, scene-shifters at

Comedie-Francaise’s Salle Luxem-
bourg walked out in attempt to get

overtime pay hiked. Government
responded by closing all four state-

subsidized theatres—Salle Luxem-
!
bourg, Salle Richelieu and its two
legit houses, the Opera and Opera-
Comique—for three weeks. Huddles
of Minister of Fine Arts with treas-

ury oificails had happy results be-

cause the four state-angeled houses

reopened Nov. 11, and the govern-
ment promised t*ie treatres addi-

tional funds. Techdicians got a pay
rise and more elaborate produc-
tions are being planned.
Theatre National Populaire, tour-

ing troupe which is also govern-

ment-sponsored, did two three-

month stints at Palais de Challiot

Theatre. Company, headed by Ger-

ard! Philippe arid Jean Vilar, added
Shakespeare’s “Richard ’ II” and
Moliere’s “Don Juan” to its rep

of classics late in year after being

under fire for its failures with

several modern dramas.
Import of foreign scripts is in*

creasing in Paris legit and among
U.S.-British plays announced for

early ’54 are Tennessee Williams
“Summer and Smoke,” T. S. Eliot’s

“Confidential Clerk,” Graham
Green’s “Living Room,” and Arthur
Miller’s “Crucible.” Adaptation of

Eugene O’Neill’s “Desire Under the

Elms” did badly as did adaptation

of S. N. Behrman’s “Jane,” but in

general U. S. and British hits in

French adaptations have proven
fair bets.
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LONDON FILMS present

CLAIRE BLOOM • HILDEGARDE NEFF
i I

ir«ifW*n>'>r.M TO

A CAROL REED PRODUCTION

LONDON FILMS- present

TREVOR HOWARD

ELIZABETH ALLAH • MARirSCHEir
in GRAHAM GREENES

The HEARTof theMATTER
Produced by IAN DALRYMPLE

.

BRITISH LION presents

NUSTJUR $M

AN INSPECTOR CALLS
Produced by A. D. Peters

LONDON FILMS present

JOHN MILLS ‘ CHARLES LAUGHTON

do BANZIE•a.

HOBSON’S CHOICE
A DAVID LEAN PRODUCTION

LONDON FILMS present

WELLS • ALAN BADEL

THREE
CASES of MURDER
AN IAN DALRYMPLE PRODUCTION

'

BRITISH LION presents

JACK HAWKINS aBABETH^ALLAIt

FRONT PAGE STORY
co-stairht EM MHOK
A JAY LEWIS PRODUCTION

BRITISH LION presents

JACK HAWKINS * GEORGE COLE

DENNIS PRICE • MICHAEL MEDWIN

THE INTRUDER
AN IVAN FOXWELL PRODUCTION

BRITISH LION presents

Richard Attenborough ‘Cathy O'donneu

DEREK FARR ‘IAN hunter

EIGHT O’CLOCKWALK
A GEORGE KING PRODUCTION

BRITISH LION presents

EUWIT • MOM IMHMir

THEY WHO BARE
Colour by Technicolor

A MAYFLOWER PRODUCTION
'

'

GROUP 3 presents

TIE COKQOEST OF
EST

Print by Technicolor

A COUNTRYMAN FILM PRODUCTION

GROUP 3 presents

GOOCIE WITHERS • JOHN McCALUMI
JEREMY SPENSER

DEVIL OR HORSEBACK

GROUP 3 presenrs

MURIEL PAVLOW •

JOHN GRECSON • NIALL MacGWHS

CONFLICT OF WINGS
Produced by HERBERT MASON

BRITISH LION FILM CORPORATION, 76-82 WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W.1-
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GREETINGS AND GOOD WISHES

from

REG CONNELLY
LONDON

<*

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY & CO., LTD.

CINEPHONIC MUSIC CO., LTD.

DASH MUSIC CO., LTD.

HARMS-CONNELLY, LTD.

ABERBACH (LONDON) LTD.

BEVAN MUSIC CO., LTD.

OVERSEAS MUSIC, LTD.

BILLY REID PUBLICATIONS, LTD.

PARIS
EDITIONS CAMPBELL CONNELLY

NEW YOR

K

CAMPBELL-CONNELLY, INC

REG CONNELLY, INC.

CANFORD MUSIC, INC.
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SEASON’S GREETINGS TO AIL

LEW & LESLIE GRADE
's fi

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD. INC.
Vice President in Charge: EDDIE ELKORT ' Vice President: HANS LEDERER

FRANK TAYLOR

250 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19
Telephone: JUdsori 6-4190 Cables: LEWGRADAQE NEW YORK

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD. INC.
Vice President: HENRY DUNN

8580 SUNSET BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIFORNIA
Telephone: CRestview 4-3755, 4-3855 Cables: GRADAGE HOLLYWOOD

GEORGE LEROY
6 RUE CARDINAL MERCIER, PARIS IX

E. ECKERT-LUNDIN
KONSERTBYRAN S/F AB, BERZELIIPARK 7, STOCKHOLM

NATIONAL SCALA, COPENHAGEN

LUIGI IVALDI
SUPERPRODUZIONI TEATRALI, VIA MERAVIGLI 7, MILAN

B. H. IBELINGS
LANGE POTEN 15a, THE HAGUE

HANS TENNO
AM WEHRHAHN 65, DUSSELDORF

F. BERMUDEZ
HORTALEZA 18, MADRID

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD.

Telephones: REGENT 5821-2-3-4

REGENT HOUSE
235 - 24f REGENT STREET, COT4DONTW.1

REGENT 5592-3-4 Cables: GRADAGE LONDON
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S

TO ALL

FROM

JACK BUCHANAN

CURRENTLY STAGE— STARRING IN AS THEY'RE HAPPY
GARRICK THEATRE, LONDON

FILM— M.G.M.'S—
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GREETINGS
FROM

BERNARD DELFONT

TO ALL HIS

FRIENDS AND

ASSOCIATES

3

LONDON. ENG.
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Presenting the Worlds Greatest Artists in

S. A. GORUNSKY
announces

SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI

INGRID BERGMAN
MARIA MENEGHINI CALLAS
GUIDO CANTELLI

DON COSSACK CHORUS
BENIAMINO GIGLI

RAM COPAL’S INDIAN BAI.LET

TITO GOBBI

HALLE ORCHESTRA
JOAN HAMMOND
LUIGI INFANTINO

BURL IVES

BYRON JANISr

EILEEN JOYCE
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
EDMUND KURTZ _ _,

EFREM KURTZ
LONDON’S FESTIVAL BALLET

ALICIA MARKOVA
ERICA MORINI

PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA
LILY PONS
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
ELAINE SHAFFER
MOIRA SHEARER
EBE STIGNANI

FERRUCCIO TAGLIAVINI

renata Tebaldi

VIRTUOSI Dl ROMA

S. A. GORUNSKY LTD.
123 Pall Mall

Tel.: WHitehall 9676/7

London, S.W.I., England

Telegrams: GORUNSKY LONDON
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KEITH PROIUSE & CO • LTD

PAMS- ACADEMY. RATH. LONDON CABLES - STALLS . LONDON
CODE - vV 1 5T E R N UNION 5 LETTER EDITION

TIVOLI CIRCUIT AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND
DAVID N. MARTIN . . . Managing Director

Current Attractions:
Tivoli Theatre, Melbourne

“BIG TIME”
Betty Driver, Walton A O'Rourke,
Dene Jimae, Norman Vaughan,
Bab* McKinnon, Chevalier Bro*.,

Halama and Konarski, The Ltttleiofins,
Jimae, . Bert Duke and Joy, Joey Porter,

David Sterle, Dorothy Hall,
Frank Ward, Jack Baker,

The Debonaires, Tivoli Adorable*

St. James Theatre, Auckland, N. Z.

By arrangement with Paul Derval of Paris and
.
Bernard Delfont of London, In association

with R. J. Kerridge

“FOLIES BERGERE”
22 scenes—10 acts

—

40 Beautiful Girls

Her Majesty's Theatre, Brisbane

By Arrangement with JF. C. Wiliiamton Theatres ltd.

“THE TOMMY TRINDER SHOW”
Tommy Trlnder, The Six De Paulis,
Mary Prlestman, Bouna, . Gloria Dawn#

Frank Cleary, Harry Moreny, .

Lloyd Martin, Toni Lamond,
The Morenos, Toni Green, Joe Lee,

The 4 Boys, The Exquisite Six.

For Early
Tivoli Theatre, Sydney

Emile littler's . London Production

“ZIP GOES A
MILLION”

A Musical Extravagance,

Featuring Roy Barbour.

Presentation:

Throughout Australia

and New Zealand
In Association with R. J. 'Kerridge

THE VIENNESE
BOYS CHOIR

A Celebrity Attraction

Booking Representatives:

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD.,
Also Paris (George Leroy)

Tivoli Theatre, Sydney

“LATIN QUARTER’ 9

Lowe and Ladd, Hank Sleman and “Archie”,
Trio Daresco, Chatty Wood and Partner,

Frank Cook, Susan Jeans,
Carl Carlisle and Masle1 Weldon,
Guy Nelson, The Ba Icombes, .

Renlta Kramer, Claudlne Cheret,
The Chadells, Eugene and Carlotta,
Lewis Jacob, Les Modeles, Les Nus, .

Les Danseuses.

Tivoli Theatre, Melbourne

A NEW RALTON R. JAMES
PRODUCTION

Michael Bentlna, John Blytho,
Warren, Latona and Sparks, Rudl Grasl,
Dagenham Girl Pipers, Frances Duncan,

Edith Crocker Bears, Lies Chaludls,
Sonya Corbeau with Ballets by Ronnie Hay.

235 Regent Street, London
Hollywood (Henry Dunn)

New York (Eddie Elkort)

TESSIE O’SHEA
sends Season's Greetings from Germany where

she is the first Star to entertain both

British and American Forces.

"They're giving me a wonderful time!'
1

TESSIE.

FOSTERS AGENCY
London

Publicity

PHILIP RIDGEWAY ASSOC., LTD.

69/71 Monmouth Street

London, W.C.2.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
New York
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HYLTON LTD , 125, PALL MALL, London, S.W.I. WHI 7241. Telegraphic address Ja*back Piccy London
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CHAPPELL & CO. LTD.

50 New Bond Street, London, W.l.

IRVING BERLIN LTD.

14 St. ' George Street, London, W.l.

WILLIAMSON MUSIC LTD.

14 St. George Street, London, W.l.

^L. VICTORIA MUSIC PUBLISH ING CO. LTD. ^
52 Maddox Street, London, W.l.

EDWIN H. MORRIS & CO. LTD.

52 Maddox Street, Lbndon, W. I

.

WALT DISNEY MUSIC CO. LTD.

52 Maddox Street, London, W. I

.

STERLING MUSIC PUBLISHING CO. LTD.

. 50 New ' Bond Street, London, W.l.

NEW WORLD PUBLISHING CO. LTD.

14 ’St. George Street, London, W.l.

MADDOX MUSIC CO. LTD.

52 Maddox Street, London, W.l.

H ATC ftFF V to EDDIE FISHER, LOU LEVY
fin I w v r r AND all our friends in u.s. a.

FOR MAKING OUR SONG

I’M WALKING BEHIND YOU
By BILLY REID

LOOK OUT FOR: -

ALL MY LIFE
(THE THEME OF “EIGHT OXUKSK WALK" FILM)

AND BILLY REID’S NEXT SMASH HIT!

REMEMBER ME
Wishing You All A Happy and Prosperous New Year

_ from PETER MAURICE and JIMMY PHILLIPS
THE PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO., LTD., 21 DENMARK STREET* LONDON, ENG.
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To You From the Members of My Orchestra,

and From Us All Here at the

NEW COCOANUT GROVE

$01

EDMUNDO ROS
177 Regent Street

London, England
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A. E. VERE BARKER AND CONNIES, LTD

TO ALL THEIR FRIENDS IN THE U.S.A.

ON THE COMMENCEMENT OF

WITH

CHARLES K. FELDMAN AND FAMOUS ARTISTS CORPORATION
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The Film that was booked for one week at the Marble Arch
Pavilion, /and retained for 13 record breaking weeks.

Raves for the Film Raves for Elsy Albiin

Ray Nunn—Daily Sketch:

"A British film I think every grown-
up fan should see . . . handled deli-

cately and sensitively by a splendid

cast . . . I’d give it an T certificate,

T for intelligent”

Roy Nash-rrThc Star:

“It held my interest ... A terrific

portrayal of a woman carrying a pri-

vate thunderstorm around with her.”

Peter Burnup—News of the World:
“Ripe adult entertainment. The deli-

cacy
1

of its unfolding enehanted me.”

Dudley Carew—The Times
“Faithful to the claustrophobic at-
mosphere Cocteau knows so well how
to build up ... Miss Elsy Albiin gives
a moving performance as the girl

caught in an unnatural trap.”

P, B.—Sunday Pictorial

“This is French with tears. Superbly
acted.”

Nice—Matin
“A slice from real life with magnifi-*
cent artistry. The casting is perfect.”

VARIETY I

“Meaty provocative entertainment.”

1 Gwen Robyns—Evening News
'“To my mind she is a mixture of both
Ingrid Bergman and Garbo, the same
winsome look of Ingrid combined with
the superb Garbo bone structure

”

Dick Richards—Sunday Pictorial

“Oiie of the most genuinely attractive

and charming young women ever to
.hit these shores. Rates a high place
in my list of film folk worth knowing.”

Cecil Wilson*—Daily Mail

1 “Elsy Albiin brings a spiritual glow
to the film”

Ray Nunn—Daily Sketch

“The theme is handled delicately and
sensitively by a splendid cast includ-
ing an appealing newcomer, Elsy
Albiin.”

Roy Nash—-The Star

“Miss Albiin, a Swedish actress of
Bergman-like beauty whom We must
certainly see again.”

Maurice Speed—What’* On
“Elsy Albiin gives a most sincere and
moving performance and her beauty,

is quite breathtaking.” :
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St

theatre

Circuit

inlhe

The circuit controlled by Hoyts
Theatres Limited and associates

embraces Australia's leading

first-run theatres in Sydney, Mel-
bourne, Brisbane, Adelaide,
Perth, Newcastle, Hobart and
Launceston (Tasmania). 1

Numerically and strategically

strong circuits in the suburbs of

Sydney, Melbourne and New-
castle! and in the la rger country
towns of northern New South
Wales and Victoria, complete
the theatre, holdings of the tore-

ro b s t e xhi bit in g •. orga n.i sation in

the Southern Hemisphere.

Hoyts Theatres Ltd. caters for one-third of
Australia's annual picture-going audience

ERNEST TURNBULL
Managing Director

Head Office: 600 George Street, Sydney

Telegraphic and Cable Address:

"Hoytsfilnri" Sydney

GREETINGS
BELLS oF HOME

TRAVELLING ALONE

LAZY COWBOY

MY LUCKY NUMBER

IMP ON BROADWAY

callaghAn's MONKEY
.

'

YOU'LL NEVER KNOW A LoVe LIKE MINE

MEET Ml STER CALLAGHAN

"ALICE IN WONDERLAND" BALLET

stricTly PERSONAL
'

.

* o .

.

REMEMBER tO REMEMBER ME

STRjEET oF SHADOWS

Fisherman john

DAVID TOFF MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
22 Denmark St., London, W.C.2., England • COV 1566-7
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"GOLDEN TANGO

"BIG 'EAD"

DREAM OF OLWEN"

£

LAWRENCE WRIGHT'S
30th EDITION "ON WITH THE SHOW'
NORTH PIER
BLACKPOOL
ENGLAND

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC CO., LTD,

WRIGHT HOUSE, DENMARK STREET

LONDON/ W.C.2
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MINTER Presents

INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

COMPLETED

IBy Air. with the J. Arthur Rank Org.l

KENNETH MORE HARE
-in —

A DESERT ISLAND COMEDY IN GLORIOUS COLOUR

OUR GIRL FRIDAY
Guest Star: HERMIONE GINGOLD

ADAPTED AND DIRECTED BY

NOEL LANGLEY

NOW IN PRODUCTION

DANCE LITTLE LADY
DIRECTED BY
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Rio’s Garioca
Continued from page 202=^,

facturers for suppressing running
boards and discontinuing produc-

tion of four-door convertibles; gone
also are some of the genuineness and
spontaneity, some of the warmth
and friendliness of the people in

the streets. Shortage of coin

caused by inflationary prices for

all essential commodities, inade-

quate salaries, transportation and
bousing difficulties have soured
the Carioca." He tries hard to for-

get his troubles and even to laugh
at them during these three days.

Mostly he succeeds—but not quite.

To Squirt or to Smell

One particular gadget usually

arouses the visitor’s curiosity. It’s

a small glass or metal spray con-
taining a mixture of ether and
cheap perfume and its original

’ purpose was to afford the fun of

squirting the icy concoction on
some unprotected part of the
anatomy of a member of the oppo-
site sex. This inoffensive gim-
mick, used only during Carnival,

has almost become a social prob-

lem due to the fact that a large

number of people have acquired
the habit of spraying the ether on
their hankies, inhaling it and get-

ting pleasantly high, although
more often than not they’re liable

to go to sleep in the midst of the

pandemonium. •

Most people use a costume of

some kind even if it’s just shorts

or a bathing suit (something in-

admissible at any other time), but
by far the most popular are pants
for the dames and skirts for the

swains—the cheapest way to

change your personality. And that

is when the queer*—of which there

is a large number ini Rio—really
comes into his own. Some are made
up so carefully and painstakingly

that it’s impossible to tell them
apart from the' real Mrs. McCoy.
They throw a series of notorious

dances in a downtown legit house.

An especially famous event is the

fashion show on Carnival Monday
where costumes (mostly feminine)

Worth anything up to $2,000 are

traipsed around.

Oh Monday also is the * city-

sponsored ball at the Municipal
theatre. High priced admission
and requirement of formal garb or

HARRY LOWE
Gloucester Mansions/ Cambridge Circus, London, W.C.2

Cable Address "LOWE0 London Templebar 0376

But One Who Helps His Acts

Sends Greetings

de luxe costumes have made this a

must with the upper strata.

Tuesday’s big event are the

floats, presented by Carnival clubs

and subsidized by the city. Motifs

are mostly humorous with partic-

ular. slant on political satire, but

many cars are allegorical, devoted

to history, art, etc. At around
midnight the traditional chant is

heard: “Today’s the last day; to-

morrow it’s all over.” Tomorrow,
however, does not begin until 5

or 6 in the morning. Then—after

all those jailed during Carnival on

minor offenses, such as drunken-
ness, indecent exposure, etc., are

released—Rio, reluctantly and per-

haps a little red in the face, goes

to sleep.

Int’l Film Fests

SS Continued from page 203

selves, as everyone knows, they are.

often gay social events which serve

a useful purpose in enabling mem-
bers of the industry to meet in

pleasant surroundings representa-

tives from other countries. On the

other hand, they are undoubtedly
expensive luxuries. Although fes-

tival authorities invite representa-

tives to attend as their guests, it

means several days away from
one’s normal duties, substantial

expenditure on travelling, and
often a considerable Sum has to be
set aside for parties, either at mid-
day, before dinner, or after the

festival theatre closes at midnight.
If a national industry, in addition,

sends two or three stars to a festi-

val, that involves further expendi-
ture. Moreover, from the point of

view of making a “splash,” the
attendance of stars is extremely
important.

At Cannes last spring the British

Film Producers Assn, did not enter
any film. I attended the Festival

for a few days and was constantly
asked questions such as “We have
been told that the British industry
has made some Very good films
recently. Why is it that you have
no entry in the Festival?” That
sounded a reasonable question.
The answer, however, was that
members of the B.F.P.A. thought
that it was in their best interests
to show their films without delay
to the public in as many foreign
markets as practicable rather than

to hold them up so that they may
qualify for entry at Cannes.

I have said enough to exlain why
the International Federation is de-

termined to bring film festivals

under control and reduce them
substantially in numbers. The Fed-
eration has been in existence only

four years. In this short time it has
performed quietly and modestly
some very useful work. Its. efforts

to regulate film festivals; has be-
come recognized throughout the

world;

Continued from page 202 sssssm

brought on by rigid currency and
import controls and (currently) a
soundly based prosperity largely

resulting from judicious .. long-

range government planning.
,

.

During these years, the film in-

dustry has proved an indispensa-

ble part Of the social fabric. While
overall attendances have fluctuated

to some degree, the theatre-going
community has cheerfully met the
small price adjustments, made
necessary by increased overhead,

and trading results in general: have
remained satisfactory.

Unquestionably Australian film

tastes have become more cosmo-
politan. As a film market the
Commonwealth is still preponder-

antly pro-American but British
product also scores strongly, and
surprising ground has been won by
hand-picked product from Franc®
and Italy.

In part this may be due to

the government’s migration policy

which in the past five years has
filtered into Australia’s pre-war
population of 8,000,000 a flow of

British and European migrants
nearing 250,000.

My estimate of 1954 is that it

will prove a bigger reveriue pro-

ducer than 1953 for distributors

and exhibitors —- assuming film

quality remains constant —- for

these reasons:

(a) Money value after years of

-inflation has been largely

stabilized.

(b) Substantial tax concessions

aiding industry and the
individual have made more
money available for amuse-
ments.

(c) Unemployment has virtu-

ally vanished.
(d) The abolition of entertain-

ment tax in. New South
Wales, Queensland and
South Australia has made
motion pictures a lower-

priced recreational com-
modity.

(e) CinemaScope will enliven

interest in film entertain-

ment and win hundreds of

thousands of adherents.

Heartiest
from

K. & P. PRODUCTIONS

LEON KIMBERLY HELEN PAGE
Specializing in Comedy Ice Attractions

Booking Through:

Leon Kimberly Variety Agency
Member of the Agents' Association Ltd.

Triumph House, 1,89, Regent Street

LONDON, W.l, ENGLAND

Cables: KIMBERLY VARIETY LONDON

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO MY
BOTH SIDES OF THE ATLANTI FROM

CO-PRODUCER "THE COUNTRY GIRL" BY CLIFFORD ODETS
"THE SHRIKE" BY JOSEPH KRAMM ("WINTER JOURNEY")

"PURPLE DUST" BY SEAN O'CASEY, "FOREIGN FIELD" BY MARY HALEY BELL, AND "THE BIG KNIFE" BY
CLIFFORD ODETS IN WHICH HE IS CURRENTLY STARRING AT THE DUKE OF YORK'S THEATRE.

Next Production Scheduled Is: r

By TENNESSEE WILLIAMS



It was our pleasure to present

STAN KENTON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

on their recent European tour, where he

/ nrv'/

We are now looking forward to presenting

WOODY HERMAN
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

for their European tour commencing April, 1954.

i

ALSO REPRESENTING THE TOP MUSICAL TALENT IN EUROPE

HAROLD DAVISON LTD.,

Suite 8, Egmont House,

1 16, Shaftesbury Ave»

LONDON, W.I., ENGLAND



By PAT BALLARD
Looking back over 30 years, when the old Putnam Bldg,

was the last stand of the shoestring music publishers and

even the top-rung houses were little short of glorified lofts,

many changes have come and gone-^-except. that a simjjle,

tuneful melody wedded to easy-to-dig

words has always pleased the custom-

ers out of town, whereas it has become
the fashion for Broadway Poobahs to

go for tricky tunes and lyrics that

. were loaded with four-syllable words
and had inner-rhyme poisoning. Only
the late Larry Hart was on top of

that end of the business. The music
printers got rich on "smart" songs

that never got off the shelves. And
then came the “Day of the Arrangers.”

We remember well one of the top

melody writers of the 20’s tearing his

wig when he first heard the orchestra-

tion of one of his simple, potential million-copy tunes. “All

I hear is noodles and no tune,” he rightfully bellowed, and

the bands got famous but it became tougher and tougher

to get songs to Sell copies. One of the wisest of small

publishers at in a rickety chair in a spook-infested cubicle

across from the old Lindy’s and picked simple “whole-

note” tunes with titles so homey only the millions of out-

pf-towners would spark to them via their little quarters.

He also sent 5G checks to a selected list of performers

with air time. Within a few weeks the cbpy sales deluged

his low-rent stockroom. .

Pat Ballard

GanYWipe Out Payola

In our opinion this gent knew the business, and in spite

of the dozens of attempts to “wipe out the payola” (like

doing away with sex); the above method of promotion has

npver been b-*at since acts were furnished spending money

to carol a pub’s pet plug from coast to coast to nice, live

audiences. While we kriOw he neyer took a dime; our old

pal Jesse Crawford could play a' new song, with slides,

at the Paramount, and 5,000 copies \yould be sold within

2 hours. Jesse played ’em simple, without noodles. It

could well be that future historians, balancing their type-

writers on Mars, will caption the History of the Rise & Fall

of Sheet Sales, ‘ TOO MANY NOODLES SPOILED THE
Gravy.”
. A sprig that violated all the rules of range, “Tennessee

Waltz.” would have, had—and probably did have—tough

sledding across the tin ears of hit song-pickers. But the

gal over the washtub out in .Ohio whose heart was touched

by the song, and whose burden was made lighter by the

magic helm -of a good pop lyric, could have told right away

that here was a great tune that probably will live long

and profitably. We. listened to its . first radio rendition

and noted , that a chorus was played exactly as written

. after the singer had sung it exactly as written. No
noodles. No arrangers’ opium dreams that took the basic

chords and thereupon constructed. a brand new (and lousy)

melody.

There are few arrangers in double A in ASCAP, but

they are
.

great fellows when they realize that the poor

tune writer probably sweat blood over the exact sequence

of notes that finally made the song, and then treat the

composition with respect instead of collaboration. One

(A Plague in 3 Acts)

By ARNOLD SHAW=
(V.P. & G.P.M., Hill & Range Songs)

(Instead of scenes, this plague Has P.C.’s, i.e.,phbne calls.

For best effect, all three acts should, be performed simul-

taneously, preferably, in a deep echo chamber.)

Act I. “Smash”
Setting: Writer’s studio. The walls are papered with a

de luxe edition, of. the Complete Works of Tschaikovsky,

Wall phone.

Phone Call 1. (To publisher.) How's the family? Just

. finished a, hit! Greatest song I’ve written! It’s tre-

mendous' ( Clap of thunder.)

P.C. 2: How’s the wife? (Softly.) Did HE* like it?

P.C. 3: Howlre the kids? (Breathlessly.) Is HE really

going to cut it? Do you know with whom? How
big’s the band? I. hope they all get a good night’s

sleep. Tell • HIM to take care of himself. (Writer

collapses on a couch of unrecorded songs.)

P.C. 4: And how are you? (Delicately.) How did it

come out? Is it strong? (With phone shaking.) Is

he going to release it soon . . . maybe ... I hope .

perhaps , . . could it be?
P.C. 5: (Bursting into tears.) You mean you aren’t

going to get other records? H6\y can you do that to

me—rt.o us—to my family! We’ll
.

starve with that

record !

'

• One of seven revolving deities whose turnings decide

the destihy of mortals on the planet Copiselia.

* * *

Act II. “He flipped!”
Setting: Publisher’s office, papered with returns from the

: rack. Battery of phones connecting with the record

companies.
. These are special one-way phones. Publisher can call but

has to wait for reply via 4th rate parcel post.

Phone Call 1. How’s the wife? I got a smash. You’ll

. flip, I hope.

P.C. 2: How’s the family? Sure, you can hold it. As
long as you like. It’s yours exclusively. I've. already

forgotten that I own it, I’ve got the most exclusive set

of songs in the business, so exclusive no one knows
they exist. Just let me know two days before you
bring it out so I can show copies to other A & R men.

P.C. 3: How’re your kids? (Uneasily.) Did it come out
great? I mean, just great or real great? You think

it will sell? Terrific! How soon are you going to re-

lease it? No, I’m not pressuring already. No, I’m not
planning to show it to anybody. Really, take my
word, believe, me! (Publisher collapses on couch of
unreleased masters.)

'

P.C. 4: How are you feeling? (Breathlessly.) It’s com-
ing out next week? Sensational! Somebody said they
heard it on the air yesterday. I know it couldn’t be.

Everything’s all set. We’ve ordered 4,000 Vinylites;

full page ads in all the trade papers, and my whole
staff leaves for 27 cities next week. This is it!

v. P.C. 5: I’m sick . . . That’s the record I waited 10 months
and a week for! My wife doesn’t get her mink and
I’m getting a divorce.

Manle Sacks

By EMANUEL (MANIE) SACKS
(V.P. of RCA and GM. of RCA Victor Record Dept.)

The entertainment world may change In many ways, but
the task of the showman does not: his is the always diffi.

Cult .assignment of tracking down and developing new
talent,

In all ages, the public yearns for
entertainment. And always the estab-
lished stars grow qld,- are not able to
work as often or as effectively, and,
ultimately, must be replaced.

Actually, the showman has a dual
responsibility. He must provide the
proper material and vehicles for the
established stars while at the same
time finding replacements to take the
-place of those currently enjoying the
public’s favor.

The problem of finding tomorrow’s
stars involves more than merely their

discovery, although ;that is hard
enough. For they must also be schooled, encouraged and
developed,

Today the demand for new talent is greater than it has

been in many years. Television—both local and network

programmingr—has created a vast new market for talent.

In addition, the great postwar expansion of the record in-

dustry has paved the way for additional talent opportu-

nities on recordings.

Television demands new faces. But the way of the new-

comer is extremely difficult. A virtual sellout of time and

the costs of programming tend to rule out all but the

established stars.

It is relatively much less expensive to launch a new-

comer on records. At RCA Victor we have established a
special fund for the development of new talent.

Recordings, promotion and advertising, and personal

appearance tours may cost more than $30,000 for only one.

untried performer. Yet- the risk is unavoidable if new
stars are to be built for the public.

In large measure, the current boom in record sales is

due to the fact that the industry has not been selLsatisfied.

We have built new stars a^d created new things on record-

ings—and we have increased volume at all levels of the

trade. ..

The added hits that our new talent has made possible
have brought added store traffic and a dividend in extra
sales, and this has benefited both new and old artists. New
names have provided new excitement and new consumers
for records.

Actually, all other branches of the entertainment world
also have benefited. Marty of these new stars—artists who
first became household names on records-r-have gone on
to broaden their audience through television, radio, per-

sonal appearances and motion pictures.

It is doubtful, however, if many of these new-talent
names would have had the opportunity for stardom if they
had not first come to public ^attention through means of

one or more hit recordings.

Great Bu ildupper

From the standpoint of the artist, recordings are of

tremendous influence and importance:

1. Through a recording, radio and coin machines expose
an artist to a nationwide audience.

2. With more than 24,000,000 phonograph players in

American homes today, a
.
hit record provides a unique

opportunity to build a large, and loyal following.

3. Recording success opens up career opportunities in

of the co-writers of “That Old Gang of Mine” told us
that the. tune was re-written many times and it took about
two years to get the song just right. Van & Schenk intro-

duced it. as v.ritten, with only fine harmony added, which
never hurt any song, and the list of hits that 'were, made
without “improvements” by the artists, arrangers and
special material writers would fill many pages in some
future saga of pop Songs.

Straight From the Heart

So now the amateurs who usually write at least one song
straigm from the heart are making more copy sales than
the pro s, whose hearts have , been slowly hardened by
the quick switches the song biz has taken in the past 30
year- From a simple song like ‘Margie’—rememberable
from the first time heard—the cycle has come back to easy
tunes which lie mostly in the intervals of the chord? (a
trick Ray Henderson parlayed into a million bucks, like

many beiore and after him) and we’re watching Broadway
bypassed as source material while the hills of Tennessee
yield the kind of corn people have always loved and always
will love until they get brittle and jaded and out of touch
with real human emotions.
How a horse-picker, (probably not tod good at it) can

expect to sit in the Turf and pick tunes for the poten-
tial 2 or 3,000,000 sheet music buyers in this broad and
essentially simple-hearted nation of ours, passes the under-
standing of this scribe.

The artists & repertory men take bows on their hits

but if you add up their misses their halos look less glossy.
The simply truth is, of course, that nobody has yet quali-
fied for the title of “Sixth Sense Sammy” when it comes
to picking potential hits. But the ones with real faith in
simplicity and a sincere belief in the songs they do pick
seem always to make the most dough, year in and year out,
althougn too many of them die young or buy a farm in
outer Oshkosh Flats, From the past 30 years we know less
than a half-dozen seasoned hit-makers who are still in the
racket, and they walk the streets with the bewildered look
of the punk fighter who originated the quip “Wha hoppen?’

So, pick ’em simple, with one-syllableWords, and shoot
the first arranger who tries to slip itt alr'augm'ented-rfltith
chord, whatever, that is, if anything. And look ,n;t for the
guy in the high boots and dungarees who steps aside to
let you pass through the corridor of the Brill Building.
He probably has another “Tennessee; Waltz” in his pocket,
scribbled on the edges of an old Sears Roebuck catalog
page.

'

Act III. “Flop”
Setting: A & R Man’s office. The walls are hung, row
upon row, with paintings by Dufy, Utrillo, Soutine and
Vlaminck.

.
Every inch of the ceiling is also covered

with modem French paintings. In the centre of the
room reaching, from the floor to the ceiling, like a giant
totem pole, is a pile of unplayed demos.

P.C. 1: (To record distribution.) How’s the family? Like
my new release? Can't miss!

P.C. 2: (To record distrib.) How’s the wife? I don’t
hear the jockies playing our new release. When are
you going all out?

P.C. 3: (To disk jockey.) How’s the wife, family, kids?
And how are you? (Laughing.) And how’s our new
release? Real change of pace, don’t you think? Dyna-
mite, eh? Well, we figure this one would start slowly.
But when it takes off, just watch it! (Kissing the
phone.) Counting on you! You really did it on my
last record, you did, really, you did. ( Collapses on a
couch of old trade paper charts.) «

P.C. 4: . (To record distrib.) How’s the family? Well,
it’s really moving now, don’t you think? Not as fast
as the last one. But we expected that. It’s the slow
starters that rack up the big sales. Rather see it

build slowly and get a long ride than go straight
up and drop dead overnight. This is really going to
be a big one! You watch it. You’ll see. A gold
record! Can’t miss! Don’t you think? I hope . . .

.
(Climbs to top of pile of Unplayed demos, takes one
off top, climbs down, and puts it hopefully on playback
machine.)

(As. the curtain descends slowly, a group of trade paper
reporters troop across the stage like a Greek chorus. Fac-
ing the audience, they mournfully chant: “You cam make!
some of the? people buy all of the time, you can make all
of the people buy some of

,
the time, but you can’t make

all of; the people buy all of the time.” As their voices
echo and re-echo, a phone starts ringing, then another, and
still another. In rapid succession, we hear:

Writer to finished a hit! ......... , .

.

Publisher to A & R exec: Got a smash to play foi: you!
A & R exec to distrib: It’ll sell a million!
Distrib to deejay: Can’t miss!
(Offstage, in the distance, we hear laughter that grows

and grows in volume until it is deafening. It’s the record-
buying and song-buying public , . J

television, radio, motion pictures, and clubs and theatres.

4. Revenue from records goes on forever for: tlie> artist:

the estate of Enrico Caruso has received more revenue
from his recordings than the great tenor received during
his lifetime.

Today the world hungers for music. And the recording
industry has an unparalleled Opportunity to satisfy this

hunger with outstanding musical entertainment.

The industry has made great strides in the postwar

—

period. These forward advances have included:

1. A better product—a non-breakable product; *

2. Better sound;

3.. Better players, available at a price the public can

afford;

4. Introduction of Extended Play recordings, making it

possible to appekl to the in-between record buyer—the

consumer who didn’t want the single, selection, but either

didn’t want or couldn’t afford the album;
5. The “new sell” in records—new techniques which

have revolutionized retail practices, bringing “island dis-

plays,” the power of self-selection for the consumer, and
production of eye-appealing album covers which are in

themselves point-of-sale displays.

Today approximately 75% of the industry’s sales are in

popular music. The teen-ager is the major customer for

these pop selections; it is the teen-ager who rushes out Ip

buy the latest hit—to listen and dance to the selection in

his home.

.
Undoubtedly our population increase in the years since

World War II has helped to expand the market for mu,sic.

The sharp rise in our teen-age population—due to tlie in-

crease in. marriages and births during the World War II

period—-is an important reason for optimism about the

long-range outlook on record sales: it is expected that the

teen-age population, which was 22,000,000 in 1950, will nse

to about 30,000,000 by 1960 and 35,000,000 by 1965.

Nevertheless, the recording industry cannot expect to

realize to the full the opportunities that an increased pop-

ulation and better sound through hi-fi recordings, are mak-
ing possible unless the trade cphtinues--to-“li-ve---up'-.lo..JLs_ :.^

responsibilities in the development of new talent.

The present recording stars are our foundation, and they

are essential for continued sound volume. But we must

find and develop new talent—the superstructure for our

business today and the foundation of our business to-

.
morrow.
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Suit Vs. BMI, Publishers’ Backseat

iffht the Transitional Problems

Never a dull moment In show biz and especially Is this

true of the. music business.

An industry, whose day-to-day existence has been never

nnc of passiveness, in recent years has witnessed even

more internicene intrigue than exists in the Kremlin.

The whole transition Of popular song publishing and hit-

TTvaidne has undergone radical changes which, as has al-

riadv beim noted over the years, put the record business

in ihe driver's seat of an entire creative industry, so far

as songsmithing and publishing are concerned. It reached

climax, of course, with the long-expected suit by the

Songwriters of America, an “informal'’ group of domi-

nant Iv ASCAP writers, against BMI,..the- networks, and the

nvri major record companies, RGA Victor and Columbia,

aliening conspiracy to the detriment of the writer-and

n ihlishcr-members of the American Society of Composers;

Authors and Publishers. The plaintiffs in the $150,000,000

trinle-damage suit made it clear that they were not suing,

however, on behalf of the publishers. The ASCAP pub-

lishers were equally vehement in that insistence. Despite

the recently aggrandized role of the record and the disk

iockcy
L

as this King of Tin Pan Alley, they tie. the old,

guard dominantly, of the publisher-members of the

ASCAP board of directors) felt “there’s never anything

ga
Th^ ASCAP^songsmiths, sparked b.V Arthur Schwartz,

himself a former attorney, scored this do nothingness on,

the part of the, publisher as typical of the craft, and that

while the writers were stagnating and experiencing grow-

ing economic constriction because of the paralysis of time-

honored trade practises between publishers and diskeries.

“Disk jockeys, trade paper pollsters, jukebox operators,

some of Whom can’t even spell and, to whom records are

about as emotional as a pack of cigarets which come out

of another type of vending machine, record companies, re-

cording artists—everybody but the music publisher, who
used to be pretty good at that, nowadays picks songs,’’ in

the words Of one veteran music publisher. “And don’t tell

me that in the final analysis the public really picks ’em.

We know that. But we used . to have a pretty concept of

duality and values in songs that we published. We picked

a song, invested as much as $l,b00-a-day overhead in our

exploitation machinery to properly project this type of

song for best audience reception, .and the record com-

panies would properly ‘cover’ the songs, not only one-way

but frequently both vocal and instrumental if they agreed

with our judgment. But not so today.”

Geniuses and New Sounds

“Today,” he continued, “we don't dare publish a song

until some artist perhaps likes it, or the whim of an a&r
‘genius’ decides it should be done with ccso chambers, or

a ‘craeking-your-knuckles’ type of arrangement. And then

if some disk jockeys in Cleveland and. Boston,. Nashville

and Baltimore, or if from somewheres in left field the

record appears to be ‘breaking for a hit,’ then we are in

business. A record should be a by-product of publishing;

not the sparkplug of songwriting and publishing. Anyway,
that’s the way it has evolved today,”

In the new spheres of influence, therefore, new angles

have asserted themselves with cut-ins and favored pub-
lishing tieu.ps and under-the-counter “royalty” payoffs,

with accent on the platters.

This, of course, is by no means a 1953 manifestation-—
it is merely an evolution of the postwar record boom where
an interpretation has proved a giant jackpot payoff to (1>,

the artist; ’ <2); the writer; (3), the diskery; (4), the pub-
lisher, Put that ih any sequence, but dominantly, of

course, it’s most directly returnable, in immediate values,
to the artist'.

A capsule reprise of sudden-name artists and their

parenthetic titles, omitting the label identification, best
tells the answer. There are instances galore. To spot-

light a few, Johnnie Ray “cried” himself from $75 to

$7,500 a week with “Cry”; Frankie Laine's “Mule Train”
?4o ! I Believe” and “Hey Joe”; Eddie Fisher’s “Any Time,”
“Wish You Were Here” to “With Those Hands,” “Many
Times” and “Oh, My Papa”; Rosemary Clooney’s “Come
Oti-a My House” to “Botcli :a-Me”; Les Paul-Alary Ford’s
“How High the Moon,” “Good Old Summertime,” “Meet
Mr. Callaghan” to “Vaya Con Dios’’; Vera Lynn’s “Yours”
and “Auf Wiederseh'n Sweetheart”; Kartha Kitt’s hybrid
A nglo-Frenchy boudoir version of "C ost Si Bon”; Frank
Chacksfield’s “Limelight” to “Ebb Tide”; Sunny Gale’s
“Wheel of Fortune” (Derby) only to be eclipsed by Kay
Starr’s Capitol version, just as Jane Froman’s “I Believe”,
which she originated on. her TV.cr was passed in sales by
Frankie Laine. Julius LaRosa, the “Humility Kid/’ with
"Eli Cumpari” and “Anywhere I Wander,” Les Baxter’s
'April In Portugal,” Richard Hayman’s “Ruby,” Leo Dia-
mond with “Off-Shore,” June Valli’s “Crying In the
Chapel,” and Joni James’ jackpot with “Why Don’t You
Believe Me,”..“Your Cheatin’ Heart,” “My Love My Love”
and 'Have You Heard?” are others. Miss James and
Fisher are the 1953 disk champs. Latter’s “Oh. My Papa”
looms a 1,000.000-platter hit and iii.s “I'm Walking Behind
You “Downhearted,” “With These Hands” and “Many
Times” are his past season’s cliekerpos.

bf Tin : Pan AU«'y

i
,Tlle King of Tin Pan Alley is the deejay and the record

is the sceptre with which he can knight any artist, song-
writer or publisher. Of course, what’s “in the groove” is
" mit counts, as there is case history, galore. Jo Stafford
at

? .

- Nelson; Eddy first waxed “With These Hands” and
while it caught on, after a fashion in England; and thus
attracted Eddie Fisher’s interest—more specifically thatm RCA Victor’s Manic Sacks who had faith in the hum-
De fi .and, had 1q. override his sales executives that this
would be a good selection for the Fisher style despite its
-oiemnity of the ballad—it took that interpretation to
icaiiy make it a smash!

the Mitch Miller-Percy Faith-Felj.cia Sanders parlay on
(Jiumbia with “Song From Moulin Rouge” put that film
i^’bt into the field. and furthered this year’s vogue for
'sirumentals after a period when the industry looked

By ABEL GREEN
back to “Dardanella” as the1 last really big smash instru-
mental. In this respect, no matter, the attitude of the pub-
lishers towards the diskeries and deejays the latter have
been derring-do in projecting instrumentals into popular
smashes. /

Despite the Charles Chaplin antipathy and open boy-
cott In some quarters, the London label treatment by
Frank Chacksfield of “Terry’s Theme” from ‘‘Limelight”
projected that into an unexpected U.S. : hit. Richard Hay-
man’s “Ruby” theme; Hayman and Jerry Murad’s version
of “The Story of Three Loves” < from the classic Rach-
maninoff’s “Variations” on a theme of Paganini bn Mer-
cury); Hugo Winterhalter-Henri Rene’s “Velvet Glove”;
Liberace’s "Three Loves”; Leroy Anderson’s "The Type-
writer” and his predecessor “Blue Tango”; the new Gor-
don Jenkins “Seven Dreams” album; the Liberace-Paul
Weston album of “Concertos For You”; Alfred Newman’s
soundtrack from the CinemaScoped “The Robe” (Decca);
Mantovani’s sleek vioiin treatments • of “Charmalne/’
“Swedish Rhapsody,” “Melba Waltz” and the like—all
these are samples of the instrumental disks’ smash come-
back. Others are Les Baxter’s “Gigi,” “Suddenly,” “Un-
der Paris. Skies” and “April in Portugal.”

The Continental Kick

The Yank penchant for Gallic influences continue, and
there are variations with generous borrowings from Italy,

not to mention the trend towards British pop labels, no-

tably the Vera Lynn, Frank Chacksfield, Anne Shelton and
Mantovani brand of interpretations. The smash Les Paul-
Alary Ford “Vaya Con Dios” (Capitol) takes care of the
Spanish trend too.

Cole Porter’s homegrown “Can-Can” score produced a

French postcard coupling, “Allez-Vous En” and “I Love
Paris,” that is on the crest. Eartha Kitt’s “C'est Si Bon.”
Vic pamone’s “April inPortugal,” Julius LaRosa’s “Eh
Cumpari” are samples of the quasi-United Nations influ-

ences on pop songs.
After Variety cracked ”wha’ hoppened—no ‘Humility*

songs,’’ Ruth Wallace quickly hatched “Dear Air. Godfrey”
(“sung with great humility”), on the Alonarch label, and
in another topical idiom Alercury was readying an album
of Christine Jorgensen songs with such obvious, titles as.

.“There'll Be Some Changes Alade,” “She’s Funny That
Way,” “Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered” and “I Wan-
na Get 'Married-.-” ,

The disk biz reversed itself somewhat by veering away
from the wierdies and the gimmicks and getting more on
the beam with melody. This, figured largely in the ren :

aissance of RCA Victor’s prowess in the pop field after

a couple of years when it looked like Columbia’s Mitch
Aliller couldn’t make a wrong move. Capitol and Alercury

were also ahead of Victor in the pop sweepstakes apd,

paradoxically', just as David Kapp exited RCA Victor as

the a&r topper (Joe Carlton succeeding) he left behind
a backlog of clieko platters by Eartha Kitt; Eddie Fisher,

the Ames Bros, and Perry Como, Carlton has continued
the upsurge, under direction of Manie Sacks, staff veepee
of the parent Radio Corp. of America who also assumed
the post of v.p, and g m. of the Victor record division.

Incidentally, Sacks got a third veepee tag when David Sar-

noff designated him as his aide within the NBC operation.

The Petrillo Angle
Just as AFAI prexy J. C. Petrillo achieved an accord

with the British on a prccedental Anglo-American band
swap, a new union hassle on the home-front snarled the

diskery business. The recording companies have a good.

. backlog of wax works but Petrillo's demands for a higher

recording rate and an upped contribution to the Music
Fund had union-disk relations up in the air at year’s end.

The possibility of a recording ban, however, was dimin-

ished by Petrillo’s okay to work without a pact.

Ted Heath, Ray Ellington or Jack Parnell look like the

first British bands to swap with the Yanks going over for

English dates, and it’s figured that Louis iSatchmo) Arm-
strong Will be the pioneer in-person invader into British

„ jazz circles.

On the subject of a record’s impact on a. personality.

Percy Faith wrote a cornball ballad, “Aly Heart Cries For
You,” which Frank Sinatra turned down at Columbia at a

time when he wanted a “hit record” desperately. Maestro
Faith became inhibited about' the whole thing, too, and as-

sumed the noin-de-disk of Peter Marks for authorship of

“Cried For You,” Alitch Aliller. Col’s a&r topper, however,

had beaucoup faith in it. He had Guy Mitchell in mind—
the singer took his professional billing from Aliller’s first

name in the saine degree that Hubert Prior V.allee’s ad-

miration for the late great saxophonist Rudy Wiedocft ac-

counted for the Yalcman’s professional handle—and ro^

leased it. It made Alilchcll a. star and then followed in

rapid succession "Sparrow in (he Treetop,” “My Truly,

Truly Fair,” “Belle, Belle, Aly Liberty Belle,” “Pittsburgh

Pennsylvania,” selling more than 5,000,000 biscuits all told.

In turn, Sinatra’s surprise histrionic bit in the Columbia
picture, “From Hero To Eternity,” has projected him anew
on disks, first with the title song from, that Columbia film,

and also with “South of the Border” and “I Love Y'ou.”

With accent on song performances, which is one factor .

in the ASCAP-BMI hassle, the Society’s public
;

relations

were stepped up to spotlight this or that songsmith’s birth-

day or anniversary, and thus radio-TV programming ac-

counted for periodic barrages of Gefshwiniana, Cohan mu-
sic, and the like. Mrs. Gus Kahn (Grace LcBoy), herself

a songsmith, went a step further by personaling this or

that show and thus kept her late husband’s catalog alive.

Ditto Mrs. Gus (Lillian) Edwards. Alargaret Whiting pe-

riodically salutes her famed dad, the late Richard Whiling.

A Hoagy Carmichael “birthday” salute came to pass, and
of course there are the periodic -“memorials-- with the

passing of some songwriting great. Otto Hafbach lead the

salutes to Peter DeRosc and Fred Ahlert, including their

respective mcdleys; same occurred with the passing of Em-
merich Kalman in Paris; and A1 Jolson’s anniversary usu-

ally reprises musical tributes which rebound to the per-

forming rights credits of his corps of songsmiths.

Irving Berlin’s “White Christmas” remains the blue rib-

bon seasonal song with Us 8,000,000 Bing Crosby and other
platters, although Johnny Alarks’ “Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer” hasn’t done badly with its 4,000,000 records,
year after year, of which the Gene Autry (Columbia) ver-

sion remains the standout. It is seasonally reissued and 're-

recorded,
i
and this year saw Perry Como doing a straight

version thereof. There are, of course,' the freak upstarts
like Jimmy Boyd’s “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus,”
which Irving Berlin—at the time that ASCAP writers
were taking umbrage at tile “hillbilly invasion’—endorses
as a thoroughly, original idea and “it deserves to be a hit,

as such,” in his opinion. < It was at this time that the
Broadway type of songsmith took exception with Patti

Page’s "Tennessee -Walt'/’-’ which Berlin, too, thought was
no different than “I’m Dancing With Tears In Aly Eyes,”
written by an ASCAP writer and in the same idiom in

another era )

There have been freak revivals, too. Pee Wee Hunt's
“6h!” (Capitol) was essentially a deejay kickoff, and dates
back more than a qiiarter-of-a-eentury to < the new late)

Byron Gay and Arnold Johnston. Gay’s big hit during his

lifetime was “The Vamp/'
On the subject of Crosby and Christmas song, his Ber-

lin rendition, along with “Silent Night,” “Adeste Fideles”
and “Jingle Bells,” have combined into, some $20,000,000
Decca disk sales, Crosby and son Gary have repeated
their last year's “Sairi’s Song” duet with another novelty
treatment of “Down by tlfie Riverside,” and Decca’s just-

released album of “Le Birjg/’ with Crosby singing French
•including some excerpts from his currently releasing
“Little Boy Lost,”: Paramount film shot in France », looms
as a solid item. (

The album sweepstakes are Up; and down. RCA Victor,

Which invested over $200,000 in “Call Ale Madam’’ and
realized more than 100 r > profit from the Irving .Berlin-

Ethel Alerman musicai, found itself able to produce the
“original” cast album

,
with everybody excepting Miss Mer-

man, who is tied to Decca. Victor put up $187,000 of the
“Me and Juliet” show and again RCA veepee Manie Sacks
hit the jackpot as a show investment, along with the album
rights, this time having no strings attached. The Rodgers
& Hammerstein musical has paid off its $325,000 invest-

ment within, weeks, and the RCA-NBC plugging, via radio
and TV spot commercials, is largely credited for putting
that show across, By the same token, Victor's disking
by Eddie Fisher of the title song from “Wish You Were
Here” is generally credited for projecting that “mixed
notices’’ musical 'the critics were almost unanimously
agin it. excepting John Chapman of the N. Y. Daily News',
into a Broadway hit, including a healthy second-season,
run. .

The 'Golden -Circle Album
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “Oklahoma/’ ( Decca > is the

only ‘•golden circle” album, i.e.
,
exceeding 1,000.000 sale,

although the original cast version 'Mary Martin-Ezio. Pin-
za) of “South Pacific" hit over the 500,000 sales mark.
An Album of another calibre that Decca is merchandis-

ing well is the Merman-Martin medley from the Ford 50th
Anniversary Show which Leland Hayward staged 'over,

both CBS and NBC video networks) and which got Hay-
ward an “advisory” S50.000-a-year contract with NBC-TY.
Capitol is clicking with the Cole Porter “Can-Can” orig-

inal album score and so. is Coluhibia with “Kismet.”
The packaged music business has seen . some slick sam-

plings on all labels. Decca's “Seven Dreams” '.Gordon
Jenkins) is 4 good seller. RCA Victor's Glenn Miller
“memorial limited edition” * S25 ) arid Arturo Toscanini
“Beethoven’s 9lh Symphony.” also... “limited edition" 'S52>,

have been standout. Unlike limiting Tosc.v to 5.000

albums, Victor wisely decided to limit the Miller package
to as many as it will sell first time out lit has gone over
100.000 albums at $25 per',

Other distinguished albums included Columbia’s S100
set of favorite short stories read by such name authors as

William Saroyan. Somerset Maugham, Edna Ferber. the.

Sitwells, Katherine Anne Porter, John Steinbeck. Truman
-Capote, Christopher lshcrwood, John Collier and Aldous
Huxley,

"This I Believe." also Columbia, edited and narrated by
Ed Murrow. comprised excerpts from the bestseller of the
same. RCA Victor also took another bestseller, “Show Biz.”

with George Jesscl narrating the cavalcaded light lights of

50 years of show biz on wax.

I psurp* of .\o\elty Hits

Parallel to the comeback of the instrumental record has
been tlie.Upsurge of the novelty or small groups. The 3

Suns like the Ink Spots' and- Mills Bros, long have been
standard but the Ames Bros, with “Yqu, You, You" i Vic-

tor), the. Four Lads with "isfanbul” 'Columbia), the

Four. Aces with “Stranger In Baradies” (Decca', The
Mariners with "1 See The Moon” (Columbia), the 3-D’s

('Don '-Cornell -A lan Dale-Johnny Desmond) with "Heart
of My Heart” (Coral). The. Hillioppers with “P.S.— I Love
You” and “To Be Alone” '.Dot'; The Gaylords’ “Tell Me
You're Mine” ' Mercurj ) are typical.

The religiose cycle has been very . much to the fore

this year too, a natural postwar evolution. Crisis always.,

sparjisithis type of ballad. Tallulah Bankhead signed off

with- Meredith Willson's “.May the Good Lord fli'ess and
Keep You” but not it took more ‘'popularly appealing”
ballads, with oblique secular overtones, to 'really. project

the ecclesiastic cycle..' Notable among these have been
“I Believe” (Jane Froman-Frankie Laine), ‘‘Crying In

the Chapel” (June Valli), “In the Mission of St. Augus-
tine,” "One Step /Toward tne Lord,” “Invisible Hands,”
“I'm Walking Behind You” ' Eddie Fisher), “Vaya . Con
Dios”, ‘the smash Les Paul -Alary Ford version). “With
These liqnds'-'.. ( Eddie .Fisher

' , “Robe of Calvar.y ’ J.bolh..

Jill.-Corey and. Jane
.
.Froman), and others.

The songwriter, taking a page from the music pub-

lisher, soon discovered that the publisher is a figurehead

in the normal relations of getting a tune into. the. air via

.

a platter. The diskeries created an open-door policy to

song-smiths. They presented (heir wares directly and, if

(Continued on page 228)
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So You Want To Be

By JOHN ABBOTT
(Director, Francis, Day & Hunter, Ltd.)

London.

If you arc in this soul lifting

and inspiring, business,, eithc* as a

writer or employee, for preference

the head of a professional depart-

ment, sooner or later may come the

urge to be your own boss. You

have seen it happen a dozen times

*—a simple plaintive ditty with the

old love appeal launched on the

radio and .

records bringing its

lucky publisher and writer thou-

sands of dollars, and like the gold

prospector in the days of '49, you

reason “why shouldn't it be me,”

You will look around and see

publishers who started with small

beginnings and made the grade

now able to take it easy with trans-

atlantic trips, wintering in the sun-

shine of Florida, the Bahamas, or

South Africa as the case might be,

sitting on the boards of various

societies and. directing the policy

of the music business, and you fig-

ure that, after all, they are getting

on in years and in due course

should make way for the younger
man. •

Summing up your assets you
have comparative, youth, initiative,

experience, contacts with all the

worthwhile artists, recording man-
agers which go to make up the

“knOw-how,” and perhaps a little

cash. Your friends have assured

you of their full support, and, so,

finally after much thought you will

say “Let's go,”

There are, of course, a few de-

tails to be settled first. As a music
publisher, songs are essential, and.

this is where your experience and
judgment serves you. You know
just what the public wants, and,

therefore, how to pick them. If you
are a writer some may be supplied
by yourself, but having decided you
want to be, a real publisher, and
not just a writer publishing his

own compositions, you will be pre-

pared to listen to anything with
merit. Directly the word gets

around that you are in the market
there will be callers knocking at

the door ready to supply the de-

mand for a cash consideration on
account of future royalties—they
feel this is necessary, to ensure
that their valuable mss will not
lay too long on a dust-covered
shelf;

know that it is always the publish-

ers’ privilege to pick up the check.

To Solve this problem look

around for some cute business man
who has made his money in some

other kind of industry. One, who

also has probably read; ini some

magazine of the huge profits to be

made from a successful song, and

feels that he would like the thrill

of being connected indirectly with

the entertainment world.; Anyway,

he figures that if it is not a suc-

cess lie can always write off any

losses against his income tax as-

sessment, so what can he lose, and
he may get a lot of fun.

The. Great Venture

A Suitable Office

Secondly, comes the question of

suitable office accommodation,
which must be in the recognized
Tin Pan Alley quarters. The ad-

vantages are that you will be in

congenial surroundings, hearing
the latest news, and able occassion-
ally to waylay an artist or record-
ing manager who has strayed into

the neighborhood. The offices

should be simply but tastefully fur-

nished with an impressive desk,

piano and gramophone, but most
important to round off the picture

is an efficient and attractive secre
tary; one who wil

(

l know how to

greet the welcome visitor and stall

off the undesirables with the old
story that the boss is out, or in con-
ference. As this kind of help
takes a long time to train, the
simplest thing will be to steal one
from some other publisher.

But the most important item,

from the start, and one that keeps
raising its ugly head, .is finance.

You have probably heard or read
stories of the oldtimers who
started on a shoestring. They com-
bined the jobs of pianist, book
keeper and plugger in the evening.
It was possible for them when all

that was necessary was a modest
credit with a printer, and having
got his current opus Off on the way
to success with the aid of a few
plugs from vaudeville, revue or
cabaret artists, to . induce the job
bers to take, a supply of copies for

cash at seven days. Today, it is a

long, costly and painful process.

Artists, recording managers, disk

jockeys, and all who go to make
life a grand sweet song have to, be
seen and entertained. The grand-
fathers of the music industry rid

ing around in horse cabs could be
' genial spendthrifts for about $10
an evening, but today nothing but
the best restaurants and clubs is

good enough to entertain your
clients, and you probably already

This having all been settled you
will now be ready for the great
venture, and you can hardly wait

for the crowds who will be flocking

to your office to congratulate you
arid wish the firm ' long life and
success. By the way, don’t forget

to have a photograph of the offices

taken to be exhibited 20 years
|

herice to show the modest begin-

ning.

You will begin your new life of

work and worry and find a few
snags. One of the first things that

will shake you is that the profes-

sion seems somewhat overcrowded
and too many songs fighting for a

place on the hit parade. Also, your
artists, recording managers and.

disk jockeys, although still friend-

ly; will not be quite so enthusiastic

about that certain winner and will

begin to find reasons why they

can’t do. it.

You will, of course, join some
organization to collect your per-

forming fees, but here again it

dawns upon you that a long time

is going to elapse before the cash

starts rolling in from this source
arid, 'likewise, from gramophone
royalties. These will come in time,

but whilst the corn is growing
there is a danger that the horse

may starve unless there is a good
hay-pile in the loft. Also, the an-

gel may get a little restive.

But nothing will daunt you and
there will be a-smile and-a hand-
shake for all as you^wait for the

silver lining—that big hit that is

going to put you right on the map
-and as a model of .' courage plus

hard work you will be a pattern to

any industry.
Therefore, if you have decided

that is what you want to be my
good wishes,, and the best of luck

for your success—but don’t say

you haven’t been warned.

U.S. Tunes Dominate

Austrian Hit Lists;

x
'
'sA",

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
123d Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom,. Santa Monica, Calif.

Exclusively for .Coral Records
JOEY’S T1IEME

Backed by .

'

CONEY ISLAND

The Small Publisher Today

Tija' Pan -Valley Moves Back to the Brill Bldg,

on Broadway

1

By ABNER SILVER

I remember when I first started

writing songs there were only a

handful of publishers and all were
big. There was Witmark with Al

Cook as Pro-
fessional Man-
ager. The staff

writers w e r e

Victor Her-
bert, Ernest R.

Ball, J. Kiern
Brennan, A 1

Dubin, Paul
Cunningha m

,

the Rule Bros.,

and yours
truly, I w a s

just starting

and was signed
Abner Silver

Vienna.
No domestic hit was produced

by Austria in 1953. Orchestra
leaders and pianists depended al-

most entirely on new American
and German songs, thus, royalty

distribution by AKM (Austrian so-

ciety of authors, composers and
publishers) will suffer another
heavy setback, as far as the in-

visible trade balance is concerned.

“Moulin Rouge” tops the year’s

list with "Granada.” “Vaya Con
Dios” is just out and does riot

come under the 1953 accounting.
“Half As Much,” “Tennessee
Waltz,” “Blue Tango” and “I Be-
lieve” rank about even; while
‘Limelight” . did not catch the
fancy of the public.

Despite the fact that a copy
costs orily about 25c., sales of

sheet music are low. Costs of
printing can only be covered by
AKM royalties. Disk sales are,

however, far better for Brunswick,
Parlophon arid Philips.

Two Swiss vocalists (Vico Tor-
riani and Lyss Assia) and Leila
Negra, a Negro songstress from
Hamburg, Germany, hit in Austria
‘this ; year. Latter was discovered
by an Austrian pianist and brought
here. She had. worked as a. ciga-

rette girl in Hamburg. Top Aus-
trian singers are Ernie Bieler and
Rudi Hofstettcr. Among the
orchestras, Ludwig Babinski and
Johannes Fehring are the best.

London.
“Sheet music might just as well

be printed on wax these days,”
they’re saying in Tin Pan Alley,

and that in a nutshell sums up
the British music biz in 1953 and
shows the shape of things to come
in 1954. For it’s the records that

have sold the tunes—which is a

state of affairs long accepted in

the U. S., but only just now mak-
ing its full impact on the British

tune scene.

And it’s the stars who have, sold

the records—in which connection
the-*success road has virtually been
the Laine that has no turning.
Frankie Laine registered the
year’s biggest hit with “I Believe,”
the disk sales of which are heading
for 500,000 at the turn of the year.
And this in a country that, only
five short years ago, a record was
a best-seller if it sold 10,000!

.
As for sheet-sales, “I Believe”

has cleared 300,000 copies—which
is likely to be beaten by the latest
Laine tune. “Answer Me,” Retitled
“Answer Me, Oh, My Love” be-
cause the Lord in the original
billing offended the BBC. The
Laine record of the song in its

American form cannot be broadcast
except on the sponsored Radio
Luxembourg wavelength, but it’s

soaring into the topselling brackets
without the aid—hitherto regarded
as vital—of the BBC.
Top songwriter of the year over

here is Bob Merrill, who trotted out
a string of hits starting with
‘Doggie in the Window” (sheet-
music sales of which were over
250,000 here), and continuing with
“Red Feathers,” “Look At That
Girl” and “Chika-Boom.” Early in

the New Year, they’re starting
work over here on his latest opus,
“Cuff of My Shirt.”

Of the home-grown product,
Harry Leon and Mark Malloy
supplied the only Coronation song
that really made the bigtime with
“In A Golden Coach (There’s A
Heart Of Gold),” which they have
followed up with a tear-jerker fast
making the grade as the year ends— “When You Hear Big Ben
(You’re Home Again),” Britisher
Billy Peid cleffed “Walking Behind
You” and “Bridge of Sighs.”
Odd factor of the year has been

the realization that the price of a
song-copy makes no difference to

the sales. Most copies here are
sold for one shilling but, in special
cases, the price is doubled. This
increased price did nothing to
lessen the tremendous sales of the
year’s biggest melodic successes-^-
the “Limelight” theme and “Song
from Moulin Rouge.” The latter
clocked up 200,000 copies at two
shillings (28c), and there’s a new
instrumental at the same price

—

“Swedish Rhapsody”— which has
already passed the 100,000.
While the record-buying public

still goes for vocalists (of whom
Frankie Laine, Guy Mitchell, Eddie
Fisher and Nat (King) Cole are the
top Americans, with Vera Lynn,
Dickie Valentine,. David Whitfield
and Tony Breht leading the British

(Continued on page 290)

with Alex Gerber as a team, but

strangely enough, my first three

big hits were with Benny Davis;

“Angel Child,” “Say It While
Dancing,” and “When Will the Sun
Shine for Me.” Waterson, Berlin

& Snyder had the best staff in the
business. It consisted of Irving

Berlin, Walter Donaldson, Joe
Young & Sam M. Lewis, Harry
Ruby, Edgar Leslie, George W,
Meyer, Jean Schwartz, Bert Grant,
Grant Clarke, Fred Ahlert, Pete
Wendling, M. K. Jerome and Cliff

Hess,

Take the Dreyfs Case. When Max
first started as Chafrpell; he de-

cided to play it smart arid different.

He went after Broadway shows
rather than pop songs. He had a

great idea, with no competition. One
by one he signed up every show
.writer. He discovered and en-
couraged a great many of them.
Once they clicked he would Start

music companies for them as co-

owners. To mention a few, there
were Gus Kerker, Louis Hirsch,
Gene Buck, Ray Hubbell, Jerome
Kern, Vincent Youmans, Rodgers
& Hart* Oscar Hammerstein. 2d,

Cole Porter; Sigmund Romberg,
Dorothy Fields and others. Simul-
taneously, he would sign every
great orchestrator, the Russell Ben-
nett type. The result—Broadway
producers beat a pathway to his

door That’s how Dreyfus made
his millions.

Shapiro-Bernstein with Dave
Oppenheim at its helm had a bril-

liant writing staff: Harry Carroll;

Ballad MacDonald, Bob Kaiser,
(King) (“Mary Earl”), arid Joe
Goodwin were but a few, and
they were hitting on all cylin-

ders. The Windy City was the
habitat of Gus Kahn and Isham
Jones who kept turning out hit

after hit, placing their* with New
York publishers. Later oil Gus
Kahn strictly, freelanced but al-

ways remained in Chicago.

Remick was headed by Mose Guiti-

ble arid Joe Kert, Raymond Egan
& Richard A. Whiting, Al Bryan
and Harry Warren were contract
writers; among others, and George
Gershwin Was a $25-a-week piano
player, and Irving Caesar was writ-
ing with him.

. At Leo Feist, Phil Kornheiser
was general manager. Staff writers
were Percy Wenrich, Fred Fisher,
Howard Johnson, Abel Baer, Al
Piantadosi and Ira Schuster. Harry
Von Tilser with Ben Bornstein as
P.M. turned out smash after smash
—words and music—some with
Andrew D. Sterling and others. His
brother, Will Von Tilzer (Broadway
Music) also was a big operator in
those days. His writing staff con-
sisted of Albert Van Tilzer, Lew
Brown and Charles McCarron. To-
day, the Catalog is very valuable.

Joseph W. Stern cornered the
market publishing “Gay 90” hits:

“Bird in a Gilded Cage,” “Take
Back Your Gold” and “The Man
in the Flying Trapeze,” etc. When
Stern passed on, the firm name was
changed to Edward B. Marks. L.
Wolfe Gilbert with “Robert E. Lee”
and others to his credit, acted as
prof. mgr.

Jack and Irving Mills were just
getting started. They published
songs by such unknows as Harold
Arl.en, Dorothy .Fields, Duke El-
lington, Sammy Fain, Jimmy Mc-
Hugh, Mitchell Parish, Hoagy Car-
michael and. Irving Kahal. The
brother^ were out in searclT of a
catalog. Ten years later they
bought Waterson ’s catalog for pea-
nuts. Abe Olnian demonstrated
sheet nausic in McCreery’s. Billy
Rose left court stenography to
write “Barney Google.” Harry Akst

1
was Irving Berlin’s personal ac-

companist and was already writing
hits.

s

Charles Tobias, Sam Coslow, Con
Conrad, Russell Robinson arid Cliff
Frierid were freelancing. Al Hoff,
man, fresh from Seattle, drummed
his Way into songwriting. In pre-
radio days songs were exploited by
dance .bands,, vaudeville,

. song
slides, cabarets, burlesque, amuse-
ment parks and summCr resorts
like Coney Island and the Rocka-
ways. The songwriters in vaude-
ville Had to jump on other writers
inasmuch as publishers would grab
any song they featured in their
acts. The star attractions at the
time were Gus . Edwards, Ernest
Ball, George M.: Cohan (who pro-
duced and sang in his own Broad-
way shows), Joe E. Howard, J.ae|c

Nonvorth, L. Wolfe Gilbert, Ana-
tole Friedland and Paul Cunning-
ham. .Gilbert started the idea of
‘Song Writers Night” at the Mt.
Morris Theatre up in Harlem. It

wasn’t long before TVIGM; Warner
Bros., Paramount arid 20th Century-
Fox got into the music business,
either by buying up or starling
their own firms. It was a new era.

Now let’s turn the revolving
stage to the present day picture.
True enough most of the; big firms
are prospering. They are bound to

have their quota of hits and should
they not they can always sit back
on their ASCAP . catalogs.

Click Newcomers
l

Some of the newcomers have
established themselves also, such
as Leeds Music (Lou Levy), Howie
Richmond, Hill & Range (Aberbach
Bros;), Bobby Mellin and Redd
Evans. Has the srnall publisher a

chance? Today a publisher is as

big as his song, although it may
be a long time between drinks. In

the past few years some of our
biggest smashes carne out of small
offices in the Brill Building. Vil-

lage Music published a. fox trot

called “Till I Waltz Again With
You,” the hit of the year. Perry
Alexander waited 12 years to pub-
lish “Cry.” Only a couple of years
ago Johnny Marks’ “Rudolph the

Red-Nosed Reindeer” and Gene
Goodman’s “I Saw Mommy Kissing
Santa Claus,” each with small of-

fices, boomed. The well-liked
Benny Bloom clicked “With These
Hands.” Larry Spier zoomed into

business with “Little White Cloud.”
Brandon Music, located in Chicago,
joined ASCAP about a year ago
and in that one year has done
astoundingly well with such
smashes as “Pretend,” “Why Don’t

You Believe Me,” “You Belong to

Me,” and “Gambler’s Guitar.” Ard-
more Music, which never had a hit,

printed “Vaya Con Dios.” The new
Cadence Records and its pubbery
bowed with “Eh Cumpari.” Nat
Tannen, “the 54th St. Hillbilly,” was
all smiles with “Hey Joe.” Frank
Loesser, who has office space on
the same preiriises, is fast becom-
ing a major publisher with “Just

Another Polka,” “Anywhere I Wan-
der,” “Rags to Riches” and the

“Kismet” score’s “Stranger in

Paradise.” George Plncus Music

Co. is off to a flying start with

“Native Dancer” and “The Jones

Boy.” J; J. Robbins’ “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes” score did OK with

Marilyn Monroe. Signet Music

cashed in on “Tell Me Why.” Val-

ley Music, a small out-of-town pub,

topped every list with “Crying in

the Chapel.” Milton Kellem Music

showed great promise for the fu-

ture with “Tonight Love." The
Gale Boys did exceedingly well

with Nat Cole's “Somewhere Along

the Way” and Tony Bennett’s “Con-

gratulations to Someone.” George.

Paxton started the. year off with

"There’s No Tomorrow.” At the

same time Weiss & Barry hit the

bull’s-eye with "Please Mr. Sun.

Speaking of country songs, a few

year’s ago Nashville, Tenn., was

fast becoming the capital of Tin

Pan Alley. As. a matter of fact

Lirtdy was considerig opening a

restaurant there. Lately the pic-

ture has changed.

Now such Brill Bldg, hillbillies

as Larry Coleman, Joe Darian,

Norman Giinbel arid George-Sand-

ler have written such sockos as Al

Porgie’s “Changing Partricrs,

Sheldon Music’s “Ricochet” »nd

“Papaya Mama,” and V»HageS

“Tennessee Wig-Walk.’Vand Po^
gie, Sheldon and Village are all

small New York publishers.
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50 Years of the German

By ROBERT STOLZ

Berlin; •

Let's look back a few
j

years!

There is a heavily damaged build-

hjg in the centre of Berlin 1945.

N6t onfr the window-glass is imsj

ng there is also no chair no teble,

no typewriter. A handful of de-

termined people walk or ride on

hikes over debris and remnants ^of

Spanish riders through the badly

hit capital.
' One takes .along a

chair, another one brings his type-

writer Tables and stoves are be-

in* transported on wooden carts,

work starts again; the work of

GEMA, the Germaft ASCAP.
On entering the

t
premises of

GEMA today, eight years later, one

no longer thinks of those days.

Perhaps, one may think that the

Society is celebrating this year its

50th anniversary of foundation as

the first German Performing

Rights Society, by Richard Strauss.

GEMA is today one of the great-

est Performing Rights Societies in

the world and has reached, the

climax of its success. Regardless

of the effects following two terri-

ble wars and despite the splitting

of Germany which also forces

GEMA to limit its activities to the

territory of the Federal Republic-
in Eastern Germany the govern-

menGy prohibited' all further activi-

ties of GEMA and appointed a new
society—the income has steadily

increased from year to year. In

1952 a record amount of 21,000,000

DMatk (nearly $6,000,000 U. S.

dollars) was reached in the small

territory of the Federal Republic,

This is a sum not achieved even in

the fatal days of the “Gross-
deutsche Reich.” But this increase

is justified. It proves that GEMA
lias succeeded in adjusting to

changed postwar conditions, ,to

raised costs of living and' to the in-

creasing number of musical per-
formances. In addition* GEMA has
twice as many members to take
care of as before the war.

Of German authors in foreign
countries, the greater part of
which had been confiscated as
•‘enemy property,” in France, Italy,

Spain, Sweden, Norway, Belgium^
Switzerland, Austria, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Argentina and
frazil. '

:

Good Market for Foreign Music

There is also another fact which
must not be overlooked: Germany
of today is receptive for music
from all over the world. Proof of
this are the following authentic
figures of shares of foreign Per-
forming Rights Societies in the
GEMA income of 1952. The un-
dermentioned percentage shares in

individual accounting items went
to foreign countries:

Film Music . . 53.5%
Broadcast Music 35.0%
Record & Tape Industry 28.0%
Classical Music ...... 13.0%
Other Performances . . . 17.5%
Gradually German composers

are beginning to make a name for
themselves abroad: the list of seri-
ous music by living composers is

headed by Werner Egk, .Boris
Blacher, Karl Holler and Wolfgang
Fortner. Composers like Reger,
Busoni, Bruch, Strauss, d’Albert
and Reznicek have never ceased to
appear on the concert roster of
foreign countries.

In the field of light music in
numerable, successes have been
scored by Eduard Kunneke and
Robert Stolz, melodies by Zeller
Becce, Arden, Grothe, Eisbrenner
Bohmolt. Mackeben, Melichar,
Postal

. Jary, SchmidsCder and Er-
win Fischer; many of them have
recently left the Austrian AKM in
older to become members of
GEMA. German hit song com
posers, were able to Score sue
cesses abroad; “Auf Wiedersehn’
( “Auf Wiedersehn Sweetheart”) by
.otorch, “La Le Lu” and “Haben
f

,e nicht ’ne Braut fur mich’
Have You Got a Girl for Me”

by Gaze, “Du, Du, Du” (“You, You,
i ou”) by Olias - or “L’amour” by
Stolz are only a few examples for
new German numbers which, next
to evergreens like “Capri-Fischer’
Fishermen of Capri”) by Wink

ler, “Tango Bolero” by Llossas
and many others of the interna
t tonal repertory, enjoy greates
popularity.

Responsible for this develop-
ment are the German composers
and their efficient publishers. The
Preparatory work for the “export”
'(» well as the “import” of music
was done by GEMA. After the war
Jbe .Society lost no time in estab-
lishmg contacts with its affiliated
societies abroad and in the mean-
time it has succeeded in obtaining
a release of the royalty accounts

‘Schwatzspieler’

For air those who wish to play
music without

.
paying royalties—,

hey are called “Schwarzspieler”
(unauthorized performers) in Ger-
many—times are bad. The activi-
ies of GEMA officials - have been
so thoroughly organized after [the
war, that, each show, even in the
smallest village, is reported, By
an intricate system of contracts
With all agencies and with . the
numerous German clubs and so-
cieties, GEMA has at the same
time succeeded in reaching a good
understanding with the producers
of shows. Although it may have
seemed until a year ago, as if the
reluctance expressed in connection
with the collecting of royalties, and
the lack of understanding in wide
circles as to the requirements of
authors, could unfavorably, affect
the functions of GEMA, the con-
rary atmosphere in Parliament is

now prevailing, due to intensive
explanations and skillful negoti-
ations. Each representative of the
Society, and particularly general
manager Erich Schulze, are today
considered “persona grata” with
government and Parliament.
GEMA hopes that with the pass-

ing of a new copyright law which
is to replace the old, insufficient
law, many of the difficulties which
GEMA is still facing, will then be
eliminated. Again it is Schulze
who, verbally and in writing, has
stood up for the realization of the
wish of German authors and for
the adjustment of German laws to
the revised version of pact agreed
upon in Brussels, 1948.
Far from taking a rest until, the

lawful settlement of pending ques-
tions, GEMA has tried in the past
years to clarify in Court all new
problems which have arisen with
the increasing “mechanical music”
against “live music.” Only very
recently a fair success was scored.
The German federal court decided
that public broadcasts over loud-
speakers of record music protected
by copyright are subject to the au-
thor’s consent* i.e. that in the ter-

ritory of the Federal Republic
“mechanical music” just as “live

mu$ic” will in future be subject to

royalty payment. .

Refused: WhyPubs

By BEN BLOOM
This word causes more heart-

aches than; many of the prevalent

diseased, for songwriting is a dis-

ease that many people suffer from
and in most cases it’s incurable.
That’s why so many amateurs are
taken in by, song sharks.

Almost every mail brings a pub-
lisher manuscripts from all. over
the world; and from the largest
publishing house right down to the
smallest, the person in charge of
opening mail has been instructed
to mark any envelope resembling
a manuscript “refused.” This prac-
tice exists because most of the pub-
lishers feel it is dangerous to. look
at these manuscripts' because of
lawsuits. Secondly, many of the
amateurs request the return of
their manuscript if the publisher is

not interested. However, they neg-
lect to enclose necessary postage.
Therefore, to look at such manu-
scripts would cause the publisher
a loss of time and money which
could never be reearned even if he
did eventually find a hit song
among the material sent in.

With the amateur in most cases,
songwriting is an avocation. They
don't seem to realize that there are
many, many writers who make
their bread and butter writing
songs. These writers, in many
cases, have spent years studying
their trade. They know the intri-

cacies of harmony and modulation.
Naturally, a publisher would pre-
fer to take a chance on a song
written by someone who knows his
trade. To recognize, a hammer
doesn’t make you a carpenter; and
the great majority of amateurs
•haven’t come to this realization.
They tell a story about the late
Otto Motzan, who, when asked by
the Naturalization Judge the popu-
lation of the United States, an-
swered, “130,000,000 songwriters.”

Men of Music
Values Will Survive Come-Latelys and Those
One-Record Phenoiiis Says Vet Brit. Publisher

By REG CONNELLY

‘Another Irving Berlin’

Whenever I attend a gathering
or go to some vacation resort and
it becomes known that a music
publisher is in its midst, I am al-

most certain to be confronted with
one or more people who know
“another Irving Berlin,” but the
publishers won’t listen to his stuff.

Last summer a number of ama-
teur: songwriters came to see me
and. most of them told the same
story—“we spent our last nickle

to come here because everybody
in our town told us if we can get
Eddie Fisher or Perry Como to

make our song we’re in.” I am
sure that all publishers feel badly
about this situation, but what can
we do about it. I admit that among

London.

I was perturbed to read a story

in a recent American music trade

paper, about a music man who had
recorded a parody on . the trials

and tribulations of the American
music publisher; and couldn’t help
thinking that this was the com-
plete extreme from the type of

man I had in mind for the title. 6f

this article. Conditions may be dif-

ficult and confused, but surely

they can never be helped by an
act of self-ridicule.

When I think back to the early

1920s and first visits to New York,
Paris, Vienna and: other famous
music centres, the two things that

remain most ineffaceably in my
memory are the great music men
and the great music. In Berlin,

everywhere the strains of “Ma-
donna,” Dr. Robert Katcher’s great

melody, later to become world
famous as “When Day Is Done.” In

Vienna, melodies of Lehar, Kal-
man and Stolz te set your ears

tingling. In Paris, Padilla’s “Valen-

cia.” And in New York, Texas
Guinan in a night with a fiddle

player giving a thrilling rendition

of Berlin’s “Always” while dear
old Vincent Lopez introduced cus-

tomers at Casa Lopez to our own
"Show Me the; Way to Go Home.”

But; it didn't take long, or much
seeking to discover wherever these

great tunes were, somewhere in

the background there was a pretty

good “music man.” It seemed to

me then, and in fact right up to

the end of the last war, such men
paid far more attention and exer-

the songs that are submitted and
never looked at, there may be a

million record and copy hit. How-
ever, if we were to undertake such

an exploration, it would cost plenty

of money with no assurance that

(no matter how big a song you
happened to find in the. mail) the

cost of finding it would ever be re-

turned.
Everybody has some time during

his or her life written a song. I

have—you have. But publishers

also receive mail from mental in-

stitutions and from prisons.

The publisher feels badly over
the fact that he is helpless when it

comes to opening all mail contain-

ing manuscripts.. Unfortunately,

the sharks and gyps are reaping a

harvest as part result of this. So.

Mr. & Mrs. America, please don’t

be mad at a publisher when he
returns vpur manuscript marked
“refused.”

cized far more consistent judgment,
than is the case nowadays. And it

certainly paid off. It became fash-
ionable in the postwar period to
talk of “breaking the monopoly of
the big fellows” and “giving the
little guy a chance to get in.”

Surely the truth is, that the so-
called “big fellows” tyere only big
and only published consistently big
hits when they had ability. And by
the same reasoning, who was ever
able to keep down, or out, the
“little guy,” 'who is ‘Tittle’- only
in the sense he’s new. If he has
that same , ability and music sense,
then the music world is his oyster,
for there are many farflung fields
remaining to be conquered.

Looking back, over the years,
there’s never been a time when
something really, worthwhile has
not broken through to set .the
world’s ears tingling, and toes tap-
ping. Often it’s from an obscure
source, and there has been a strug-
gle to: secure just that amount of
attention for it, necessary to get
the public’s full approval. In the

[end, though, the result is always
i the same. You can’t keep a good
! man. with a good tune, down.

‘Moulin Rouge* and Jolson

FRANKIE LAINE
Exclusively

COLUMBIA RECORDS

What more romantic story can
;
there be than the “Moulin Rouge”

j

song—a background theme, by
French composer Georges Auric,

i written as part of a film score
1 which, due to that unforgettable
.
lilt, was destined to prove of in-
estimable value to the elaborate

: star-studded film itself.

! In 1929, people in English pro-
vincial towns were making down
payments to secure a record by a
guy named Jolson. of a song called
“Sonny .Boy,” which swept the
world and lingered long after the

1 filmwas forgotten, and 24 years
later, another American singer,
Frankie Laine. with much the same
dynamic quality of the great Al,
made similar song history in Eng-
land with “I Believe.” This time
the medium is a record, of which
incidentally, the sale is the hitherto
unheard of total in this country' of
500.000. Thereby hangs a signifi-
cant tale. The record, used in its

.
intended medium* is a far more
potent and useful ally for the good
music man, than a film, because
the hit record is, in the home, and
can be played and enjoyed without
any extraneous conflictions such as

.

films or plays present.
1

I remember last year being in

the office of a famous New York
;

publisher, and he pulled am.anu-
: script from a drawer saying. “Tell
i me what you think of this.” I told

j

him.. It was by a well-known writer,
but notwithstanding this the pub-
lisher said. “We’ll take it to—:

and see what he thinks. If he’ll give
us a record, so well and good, if

not—the hell with it.”

That, to my mind, is an utterly
wrong approach. If there is a com-
position I believe in and have a

hunch has that little touch of
magic, certainly the fact I might or
might not be able to convince a

record man would not affect my
decision to accept or reject it. Can
you imagine one of the top music
men irt the 30s finding himself with
a great song lie believed in let-

ting the question of taking it or
turning it down hinge on whether
or not the top crooner of the day
liked it or hot?
The song’s the thing and the

message is inescapable; Where
there are good music men. there
.•.you’ll find inevitably good music
and songs, and it’s just as true to-

day as it was 30 or even 50 years
ago. They appear to be fewer and
further between in these demo-
cratic days, because the issue often

becomes confused by the numbers
of lesser and “pseudo”-music men
scrambling for the coveted prizes.

Occasionally, life being what it is,

they , win one, too. But that the

good music man,with wisdom .and

song sense, can take that in his

stride, confident in the knowledge
by diligent searching, suddenly
once again he’ll recognize that dia-

mond in the: rubble, and will know
immediately the- warmth and ex-

citement a privileged few of us

have known so often, the thrill of

which time in no way diminishes.

In conclusion, to borrow a para-

phrase of Irving Berlin “There’s

Direction I

no business like music business’’—

G. A. C. ‘ to the real men of music.
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Arrangement’ Of Freddy

Martin’s ‘Tonight We
By CARL HAVKRLIN

(President, Broadcast Music Inc,)

Where docs popular music end, and what we at BMI

call “concert music” begin? The listener who called a

radio station after a performance of the First Tschaikow-

skv Piano Concerto to ask where he. could buy a copy of

that “terrific arrangement of Freddy; Martin's ‘Tonight We
Love’ ” brought home a rather shattering fact—the two-

faced wall, with musical snobbery on one sideband musi-

cal uriawareness on. the other, was a-tumblin’ down.

“Musical Appreciation” has, for the past 50 years held

rigidly to the contention that there are two kinds of music.

Despite the fact that during the times of Mozart and

Haydn music was either good or bad, too many of us have

been taught there is ‘‘popular music” and “serious music.

And this musical prejudice is a long time dying. But to-

day with the weapons of mass communication, radio, tele-

vision, motion pictures and phonograph records, the kill

is coming! , .

And where does the popular music business fit into to-

day’s picture? It is no longer a separate isolated entity.

It is rather a substantial, bridge between formal classical

music and the tunes that ordinary folks sing, whistle, work;

play and dance to. Through the efforts of the enlightened

on both sides of the bridge, the once formidable gap is

closing. •
.

•

#

Concert halls now harbor, a diverse selection of musical

styles,, idioms and performers. One evening at Carnegie

Hall you -might hear Woody Herman’s orchestra playing

Stravinsky’s “Ebony Rhapsbdy,” and on the next, the Phil-

harmonic playing Robert Russell Bennett’s effective sym-

phonic arrangement of Gershwin’s “Porgy and Bess

Suite.” At this moment, the man in the street is whistling

the hit song “Stranger in Paradise,” based on a theme

from Borodin. Tomorrow he will be shopping at the rec-

ord store for the “Polovetsian Dances,”

All the meetings and Crossings' over im the once dis-

parate fields of concert and popular music are too many
to mention. Let’s just list a few. Several seasons ago,

Artie Shaw brought a full symphony orchestra into a

Broadway night club with a program of contemporary con-

cert music; Further down the same street, a film featured

Jose Iturbi playing boogie-woogie. Dave Brubeck, a stu-

dent of Milhaud, is now a leading jazz pianist, while Mel
Powell, who played piano for Benny Goodman and Glenn

Miller, has recently completed studies with Hindemith and

is teaching music at a New. York college. One of the most

popular boxoffice attractions in the country today is Lib-

erace, whose latest album is one of themes from the great

piano concertos. The biggest song of 1953 was written by

George Auric, ope of France s outstanding serious com-

posers, a member of the famed “Six.” Les Baxter, whose

magnificent arrangements of popular songs are consistent

bestsellers, is also the composer of “Le Sacre du Savage,”

a tone poem of high merit. Alec Wilder, writer of “While

We’re Young,” “I’ll Get Along” and other popular songs,

recently had his “Carl Sandburg Suite” premiered on

CBS’ “20th Century Concert Hall.”

I It’s a 2-Wav Street
!

Within the next couple of years a flock of major copy-

rights will be moving into public domain. Following is a

list of some of the tunes, (with composer, publisher and

original copyright date) whose’ 56-year copyright term has

recently, or will be expiring in the next yeay or two. The
list is called from the “Variety Music Cavalcade’’ com-

piled by Julius Mattfield: -

“El Capitan,” John Philip Sousa; John Church Co., 1896,

“A Hot Time In The Old Town,” Joe Hayden and Theo-

dore M. Metz; E, R. Marks, 1896; . ;

“Sweet Rosie O’Grady,” Maude Nugent; Jos. W. Stern

& Co., now E. B. Marks, 1896. .-

“To A Wild Rose,” Edward MacDowell ; P. L. Jung, 1896.

“Asleep In The Deep,”. Arthur J. Lamb; H. W. Petri &
F. A. Mills; Julie C. Petri. 1897.

“Danny Deever,” Rudyard Kipling & Walter Damrosch

;

John Church,. 1897; .

“The Sorcerer’s Apprentice,” Paul Dukas; Durand et

Fils, 1897. .

“The Stars And Stripes Forever,” John Philip Sousa;

John Church, 1897.

“The Fortune Teller,” Harry B. Smith Victor Her-

bert; Witmark, 1898.

“Recessional,” Rudyard Kipliig & Reginald DeKoven;
Anna DeKove.n, 1898.

“The Rosary,” Robert Cameron Rogers & Ethelbert

Nevin; G. Schirmer ji\; 1898.

“When You Were Sweet Sixteen,” James Thornton; Wit-

mark, 1898.

“Hands Across The Sea,” John Philip Sousa; John
Church, 1898.

“Hearts and Flowers,” Mary D. Brine & Theodore
Moses Tobani; Carl Fischer, 1899.

“If YOu Were Only Mine,” Harry B, Smith & Victor

Herbert; Witmark, 1899.
.

“Maple Leaf Rag,” "Scott Joplin; John Stark & Son,

1899. . .
;

“My Wild Irish Rose,” Chaiincey Olcott; Witmark, 1899.

“On The Banks Of The Wabash Far Away,” Paul
Dresser; Howley, Hayiland, 1899.

. “Stay In Your Own Backyard,” Karl Kennett & Lyn
Udail; Witmark, 1899,

"There’s Where 1 My Heart Is Tonight,”, Paul Dresser;

Howley, Haviland,. 1899.

“A Bird In A Gilded . Cage,” Arthur J. Lamb 6c Harry
Von Tilzer; Shapiro,. Bernstein & Von Tilzer, 1900.

•

“I Can’t Tell Why I Love You But I Do,” Gus Edwards
& Will D. Cobb; Howley, Haviland, 1900.

“Tell Me Pretty Maiden,” Owen Hall & Leslie Stuart;

Witmark, 1900.

“Ma Blushin’ Rosie,” Edgar. Smith 6c John Siromberg;
Francis, Day Hunter, 1900.. V

There are still a few who deplore the popularization of

the classics. But the fact is that sales of the original work
generally rise in direct ration to the popularity of the

adaptation. If any one group can take a major share of

the credit for making household names of Chopin, Ravel,

Khachaturian, Tchaikowsky, Grieg and. many other great

masters of concert and operatic literature, it is the fra-

ternity of popular music craftsmen in this country.

Some of the, shall we say, more conservative elements

in the music business have bemoaned the fact that there

arc too many new sounds around today—too many “gim-

micks.” The employers of the so-called “gimmicks” have

an answer. If, they say, French horns arc going to make
a song sound better and sell records as well, we’ll use

French horns. And the same goes for harpsichords, zith-

ers, cellos, bassoons, lyric sopranos and glockenspiels.

Moreover, they state with imicn righteous indignation, if

most of these devices were good enough for Mozart, Bach,

Berlioz, Wagner, Richard Strauss, Debussy and Hindemith,

why not for the man who drops a nickle in the jukebox?
Why not indeed?
And so, where for years the established pattern for the

presentation of a popular song was the standard five brass,

lour saxes and rhythm, today we have nearly all of the

harmonic and tonal implements once familiar only to the

concert-goer. The “new sounds,’’ which wore new only to

mass audiences, have ridged the barrier between concert

and popular music.

VirluosuH All

The music business today is not only big business, but

a serious and musically literate profession. The record-

ing companies have come to rely upon fine musical minds
to produce their popular records. Mitch Miller, for in-

stance, is not just an outstanding A&R man, but one of

the world's greatest concert oboists.; Men. like Camarata,
Percy Faith, Hugo Winterhalter, Henri Rene, Les Baxter,

Dick I layman and other leading conductors and arrangers,

are familiar with all types of music, They have the train-

ing and taste to make our popular music better than it

lias ever been before.

The record buyer today not only buys “Song front Mou-
lin Rouge.” but Percy, Faith's recordings of popular cias-.

sics as well. He buys. Winterhalter’s “An American in.

Paris.” Camarata’s “Woodland Sketches" and Mantovani's
albums of concert favorites. He buys Chopin and Rach-
maninoff and Bach and Sessions too. Those names are no
longer strange, for the melodies are familiar, and the

sound of a symphonic arrangement is no longer too “deep”
or too dull!

Through the efforts of many of the more intelligent, tal-

ented and responsible composers, lyricists, arrangers, re-

cording directors and musicians, popular music in the

United States lias matured more in the past decade than
during, its entire history. The ear. mind and heart of the
American, public has been Opened to all of the treasures
of our musical heritage. Not only have jazz, folk music
and popular songs become very respectable parts of our

-
. culture, but. concert music has been made materially and
psychologically accessible to everyone.

‘New’ Music Biz
Continued from page 225;
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Disk Biz Beaucoup High,

High Grosses and Hi-Fi

By HERM SCHOENFELD
For the disk biz, 1053 was a year of high grosses and

high fidelity. Total platter sales soared 15% over 1952

to the $225,000,000 marker and, according to current esti-

mates, the upbeat is expected to continue through 1954

to bring the industry’s total to $250,000,000. One of the

basic factors in the resurgence of disks into a key spot

in the home entertain uent picture, despite the ncar-satura-

tion. of television, was the swelling bally for hi-fi equip,

ment and recording techniques.

The expansion of hi-fi into the mass, consumer .market

shaped up as the same kind of big lift to the disk industry

that 3-D, widescreen and stereophonic sound was for films

and that color promises shortly to be for video. It was

another dimension in disk showmanship that’s paying off

on all levels of the music business.

- During the -Coming year, sales of hi-fi equipment are

slated to go well over the $200,000,000 marker. The im-

pact of the hi-fi kick cn top of the 24,000,000 phono .ma-

chines now in .circulation is being felt immediately in

over-the-counter sales, especially in the hypercritical long?

hair field which has grown rapidly from a 10% pre-war

to a current 30%. of the total market. Tlje continuing

growth of the high-fidelity movement, which has made the

nation phono conscious again, has been one of the prime

factors in the industry’s solid optimism about the indus-

try’s growth in, the next few years.

clicking with an artist or an a&F (artist & repertoire)
exec, they co.uld publish on their own, or place their

songs as they, see fit to best trading advantage.
The modus operandi of favored artist relations with

favored music publishers and/or songwriter is best illus-

trated by the Bob Merrill cycle who, for a time, shaped
up as a “one-man Tin Pan Alley,” Aligned with Georgie
Joy, whose son" Eddie also; has Guy Mitchell and Mindy
Carson (Mrs. Eddie Joy) under personal contract, Mer-
rill’s songs thus were judiciously channeled for best im-
mediate kickoff. “If I Knew You Were Coming I’d Have
Baked a Cake” was his kickoff some three years via

Eileen Barton on National, but mostly via the Guy Mitehell-
Mitch Miller (Col) pipeline he has registered on Colum-
bia. However, Patti Page’s “Doggie In the Window,” on
Mercury, was even more standout, including a lampoon
version by Ilomer & Jethro (“Hound Dog In the Win-
dow” for Victor).

As in the case of "La Vic En Rose,'.’ which was a long
lime coming to its deserved international fruition as a

universal hit,, including a completely new lyric idea than
the contrived “You’re Too Dangerous, Ciierie”-^-nothing
really happened until the American lyric version re-

tained the original French title and gave it a Yank treat-

ment—so did “April In Portugal’’ have the same ex-
perience. This (original) Italian melody was called “Whis-
pering Serenade,” including wheff on the original RCA
Victor release of the foreign waxing; but when Freddy
Martin’s Victor disk kicked off “April au Portugal”
• translated into its English counterpart) it really snow-
balled.

“C’cst Si Bon” likewise snowballed although the per-
haps boudoir version by Eartha Kitt. combining a sort, of
"fractured French treatment with English, topped them
all. And incidentally, put Miss Kilt into the diskstakes
limelight. The same s.a. appeal given her “Santa Baby”
coupled with tlve Greek royalty visit to Hollywood, pro-
jected this as the top “new” Xmas song of ’53. Dean
Martin finally made his first Hit Parade platter with
“That’s

.

Amove,” lybrid Italo-American ballad, from one
,

of the Martin & Lewis pictures. Perry Como’s “You
’ Alone” has an Italian flavored lyric, and Vic Damone
has also leaned in that direction. But dominantly it has
been the French influence.
Toward the end of the year, the Germanic cradled

"Oh, Mein Papa” came to the lore, especially via Eddie
Fisher’s Victor discliek. Eddie Calvert’s Britisli-waxed
version which Essex, an indie label, imported pioneered
“Papa ’ in the U. S,, but the Fisher- vocal version soon
outstripped it. “You, You, You” is another hit deriving
from Germany as is. ”j\lany Time's-'”

.

-..There, have "been freak or l‘lash-in-'the-pla(ter music
biz highlights of greater or lesser impact. Rosemary
Clooney, who went from “Come Oiva My House” to a
Paramount film contract, teamed with Marlene Dietrich
in “That’s Right. Don‘t-A Fight (Have a Piece of Fruit),”
which never got the most glamorous grandmother in
show business on the Hit Parade but raised some eye-
brows because of the double-entendre origin that was
paraphrased into this novelty record attempt.
Jimmy Boyd s smash 2.000*000 : sale with “1 Saw Mom-

my Kissing Santa Claus” for Columbia last year started
a—kid-cycle.- T-hta veal* Col’s liteh Miller-"camemp with
10.-yeai>old Gay la. Peev.ey doing “I Want a Hippopotamus
for Christmas.” Other novelty Xmas song treatments
were Louis 1 SatehmoV Armstrong's “Cool Yule'.’ a.nd
Stan Freberg-Dave Butler's two-parter of “Christmas
Dragnet." Brucie Weil was a one-shot 'near-sensation
with “God Blc<s Us All" on Barbour, a brand owned by

Columbia^ ‘360’ Pioneering

It took the top disk and phono manufacturers to, take

hi-fi out of the hands of the hobbyists and turn it into an
advertising catchword and a multi-million sales potential.

The audiophiles nursed hi-fi as their special baby for the

past 20 years until Columbia Records took the plunge

early in 1953 into the mass market with a completely as-

sembled, moderately priced unit. At the outset, Columbia '.

prexy Jim Conkling tentatively estimated that the com-
pany’s “360” machine might sell around 50,000. Before

the end of the year; Columbia’s only trouble was meeting

the demand.
Shortly after Columbia made its move, the other com-

panies followed suit in a general rush for the hi-fi Klon-

dike. Powerful corporate entities, such as RCA Victor,

philco. Zenith and a flock of other companies, provided
additional selling horsepower to widen the hi-fi impact.

Victor, as an example, entered the field on all levels with
assembled sets for the ordinary consumer and hi-fi com-
ponents, for the expert who could spend over $1,000 On a

deluxe, multi-speaker, high-powered setup.

The new disk trade bpdy, the Record Industry Assn, of

America, helped to exploit the hi-fi pitch with promo-
tions aimed at selling, more phonographs. The formula

was simple and basic: more machines equal more disk

sales. The RIAA; aim is to get phonos into every U. S.

. home and activate all machines now in circulation.

A big hypo in this direction during 1953 was the spread

of low-cost disks. RCA Victor’s introduction of 45 rpm
extended play platters, virtually a two-for-one price deal,

was an instantaneous click that was picked up by every

ether label. Within , a year of its debut, the 'EPs sold

10,000,000 platters at a total retail cost of $15,000,000. In

the LP field, Columbia; Victor and Decca also reported

climbing sales for its low-priced longhair lines.

.

When Pocket Books, the distributors of paperbacked
books, entered the. lowpriced field with a line of 35c pop

disks, the industry really began to take notice. While
the new Bell label is still tb prove itself after only a couple

of months of operation, the potential of some 180,000

outlets in drugstores, subway counters, . chain stores and
other rack outlets, promised to make a powerful dent in

the old distribution methods of the disk industry. The era

of the 3-5,000,000 bestseller may be at hand:
The other majors are still watching the Bell operation

closely to see if it goes over and RCA Victor has even

put a similarly priced label on its planning board, possibly

for this year. Manie Sacks, RCA veepee arid general man-
ager of the disk division, is exploring its feasibility al-

though this project may be delayed by the advent of Vic-

tor’s new “Label X.” another Sacks project designed as a

competitive commodity in the indie disk field.

In any case, the year ahead may see a radical reshuffling

of the disk industry’s pattern. What was okay for serv-

icing some 15,000.000 machines at the end of the last war
is now proving to be inadequate for the new mass market
horizons looming for the disk industry.

his father. Norman Brooks, a Canadian road company ot

A1 Jolson, got .attention with “Hello Sunshine” because

of the freak aping of the great Jolie’s style.

Because Ray Anthony's Capitol disking of the “Drag-

net” theme clicked, there followed a wave of other radio

and TV programs’ “l hemes,” none achieving the same
impact. On the other hand. Stan Freberg's clever parody

of "St; George and the Dragonet” (backed with “Little

Blue Riding Hood,” also clicko), resulted the same basic

tune—the straight dansapation version and its parody

—

being concurrently on the bestsellers. Freberg repeated

his unique disk showmanship with broad comedy ver-

sions of “C'est Si Bon” and “Dear John, and Marsha
Letters.”

From Dizzy Gillespie to Wally Cox is a far cry, but

the belated wave of bop jokes and the penchant by TV's

"Mr. Peepers” to indulge in "crazy mixed-up kid” cracks

caused RCA Victor to record him. Cox did not click on

wax. Jackie Gleason, oil the oilier hand, is a video comiP •

with a Petrillo penchant who has made his slick salon

musical treatments pay ol’ f in album form on the Capitol

label. Milton Belie and Georgie Jesse 1 are also ASCAP
writer-mciiibers but. other than appearing at intra-Soci-

ety functions for fun and. fraternal cheers, their general

impact on the Hit Parade scene is more AFTRA than

ASCAP. Ed Sullivan-, the Lincoln-Mercury skipper of

"Toast of the Town?’ saluted ASCAP and other music

biz, greats in his “story" cavalcades (Porter, Rodgers &
Hammerstein, et al.>, and. as result, has been made an

honorary member of the Society.
Necrology of 1953 included Louis D. Frohlichj. ’Schwartz

successor to Nathan Burkan, founding attorney for
’

ASCAP; Fred E. Ahlert. under whose ASCAP presidency

the new TV contract was expedited;. Emmerich Kalman.
Peter DeRbse,

1

Arthur Fields, J. S, Zamcenik. Theodora
• Dolly) Morse, Marty Symes. Walter Bullock.
Bcrezowsky, Jack Glogau, Vladimir Bakaleinikoff, Frank

La Forge Rex Ricarrdi.
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Songs from

COLUMBIA PICTURES
"Miss SADIE THOMPSON"— Starring RITA HAYWORTH & JOSE FERRER

Music by LESTER LEE- Lyrics by NED WASHINGTON

SADIE THOMPSON'S SONG
(The Blue Pacific Blues f

^

THE HEAT IS ON
HEAR NO EVIL, SEE NO EVIL (Speak No Evil)

*A MARINE, A MARINE, A MARINE v ' ;;v --

nul l TTlIiir
"

ih» *Lyrlet by ALLEN ROKRTS
:

0*'** *

. ii*** mi***!#

A Wonderful Tribute to 3 GREAT STANDARDS

!

Featured in the WARNER BROS. Movie. "THE EDDIE CANTOR STORY"

to***
'v*

* HOW YA GONNA KEEP

’EM DOWN ON THE FARM

DFVLAR • STANDARD • EDUCATIONAL O SACRED _• SECULAR

Publications from

MILLS MUSIC ITU. THE I F, WOOD MUSIC CO., INC.
AMERICAN ACADEMY OP MUSIC TAMPA MUSIC, PUBLISHING ASS'N, INC.

j GOTHAM MUSIC SERVICE. INC. ; RANGER MUSIC, INC.

SIDNEY MILLS, Gen. Prof. Mgr,

MILLS MUSIC. INC
1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NY.

Bivd., Hollywood 28, Calif. e 64 E. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4, l!5.

MILLS MUSIC, LTD., 24 Great Pulteney St., London W. 1, England

BEKNIE POLLACK. Prof. Mgr.
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there’s a Ifright new look coming

, WORLD’S MOST FAMOUS TRADE-MA
See it first on the labels of these fourjjreat albums!

RCAVi CTOR
FIRST in recorded music

^ TMK

• ail* .O’l*

Dealers: You can get the distinctive new 28-album black wire

counter merchandiser shown above from your RCA Victor distributor;
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?s products and services attain new

The large and growing catalog of BMI-licensed music in all classes—

^syniphtmic^-bperatic, educaimttal^gives- continu-

ing

affiliated with BMI.

BMI Service, too, is reaching newliighs. BMI not Only serves its

broadcast licensees—AM, FM and TV—with a steady flowr of practical pro-

gram aids, but provides its Repertoire and facilities to every user of music

. . . ballrooms, night clubs, motion pictures, hotels, restaurants, skating

rinks, amusement parks, wired music, industrial plants, symphony or-

chestras, chamber music groups, ch oirs and choruses, motion picture ex-

hibitors using intermission music and many others.

BMI-licensed pop song hits are maintaining leading positions in all of

the liiusic trade popularity charts—the Hit Parade, tlieVariety scoreboard,

Billboard charts, Downbeat polls, the everyday best-seller lists—and for

the past four consecutive years were voted Number One in all categories

by the nation’s juke box operators in the Annual Cash Box Popularity Poll.

In the field of Concert Music, BMI continues to foster composition and

encourage public interest through its annual Student Composers Radio

Awards, its support of the American Composers Alliance, and the exten-
.I <-

sive publication of Concert Music through its wholly owned subsidiary.

Associated Music Publishers, Inc.

Similar BMI services and efforts in the entire field of music are bein

conducted throughout
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SWEET AS APPLE CIDER
Theme Song of the great new musical

^ SOON TO BE A TOP POP HIT
\ As Well as a Standard Evergreen

A . . . • . RECORDED BY • • • • •
.•teg

,/>/ (Among Many Others)
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RAY ANTHONY—Capitol
TEX BENECKE—Victor

EDDIE CANTOR—Dacca
EDDIE CANTOR Album—Capitol

FRANKIE CARLE—Columbia
BING CROSBY—Dacca
FOUR KNIGHTS—Capitol

Mr. Jonas and His Bonos—London

GENE KELLY—MGM
JOE LAURIE—SHOW BUSINESS.

Victor

JOHNNY MANNIX—Dot
GLENN MILLER—Victor
RED NICHOLS—Brunswick
TONY PASTOR—Columbia
JACK RICHARDS—Coral
FLORIAN ZABACH—Dacca

If Observing Qur Sixtieth Anniversary in Fe

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSIC CORPORATION
RCA Bldg., Radio City, New York

HARRY LINK. Gan. Pro. M,r..
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FANFARE

on Its

48th ANNIVERSARY
American Federation of Musicians

of the United States and Canada (AFL)

President

NEW WORLD
M

Johnny White
Prof. Mgr.

ADVANCED

MUSIC CORP
Monroe Golden

Prof. Mgr.

Watch for a great, new score from the

Warner Bros. Picture

"LUCKY ME"
Starring Doris Day, Robert Cummings Phil Silvers

JACK McCOY
Standard Exploitation

WA OS. MUSIC DIVISION
488 Madison Ave. r New York 22, N. Y.



CHAPPELL & CO., INC

T. B. HARMS COMPANY
WILLIAMSON MUSIC, INC.

MUSIC CORPORATION

DE SYLVA, BROWN
& HENDERSON, INC.

GERSHWIN PUBLISHING
CORPORATION

/
"..4
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JIM LOW
MERCURY RECORDS

Personal Mgf, BOB DEVERE; 203 N* Wabash Aye., Chicago

Thanks to all the recording executives.

Writers and artists who have made 1953 a

memorable year for us ...

• • • and best wishes for a happy, healthy,

peaceful and prosperous 1954 to all

JOY MUSIC, INC.

OXFORD MUSK CORPORATION

HAWTHORNE MUSIC CORP.

SANTLY MUSK, INC.

TRINITY MUSIC, INC.

GEORGE JOY EDDIE JOY
JOE CSIDA CHARLES GREAN
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1954

ASCAP— entering its

many years of service to its licensees, and pledges

itself to a continuation

entertainment world the best in music.

575 MADISON AVENUE, YORK 22, N. Y.
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Raymond Paige
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
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DANNY DAVIS
sings

TELL ME WHAT > JUST A-WEARYING
HAPPENED FOR YOU

MGM 11649
K 11649

78 RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
THE GREATEST NAME IN ENTERTAINMENT

701 SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK 36 N Y

SEASON'S
GREETINGS

Orchestras Extraordinary

MEYER DAVIS THEATRICAL
ATTRACTIONS

Offices

NEW YORK
119 West 57th Street

PHILADELPHIA
The Bellevue Stratford

WASHINGTON
71* 13Hi Street, N.W.

Greetings from

GRANDMA'S DISC-JOCKEY

Al Crowder

“Good Old Days"

with john lord

KGLO Mason City, la.

DUKE
ELLINGTON

CAPITOL RECORDS

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER, President
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* ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

* LEO FEIST, INC.

* MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

* LION MUSIC CORPORATION

?n

* PINE RIDGE MUSIC INC.

799 7th AVE., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

ABELES & BERNSTEIN
745 Fifth Avenue, New York

MOMMlE DEAR
This New Tender Ballad Would Click in Any Spot

Complete Piano-Vocal r- Yours for the Asking

EMERICK JANOSKA. Bax 17 . MorrU Height* Sta.. New York 53 . N.Y.

The New
Dance Sensation!

THE
CREEP

MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

Congratulation?A^f2/J5?T
,

l
r

Gregg (Words) Hunter

Josh (Music) Baldwin

Cfflon and Dance

‘THE TEXAS POLKA’
BONNIE LOU-KING

#1279
A Cash Box "Bullseye Hit"

A BMI "Pin-Up" Chock-lilt '54 Cheico

Thanks Disc-Jockeys t !

Montauk-BMI 78-45 RPM
HOLLYWOOD 28. 4311 Yucca St.

TTjB

"The finest sound on record”

Recorded By

COLUMBIA #40108

M. WITMARK t SONS

SAMMY
FAIN

RALPH GINSBURGH
and H|s Palmer House Concert Orchestra

MERCURY and COLUMBIA RECORDS

DON'T MISS

MARS RECORDS, INC.
151 West 44th Si., Ntw Yotk 35, N. Y.

THE THRILL OF YOURmiiuSeason's Greetings ^ ; A LOVELY BALLAD
mm WfG' xws v«i it* swi



OFFICES IH EVERY MAJOR MUSIC CENTER OF THE GLOB

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING CO. Inc.

PEER INTERNATIONAL CORP.

MELODY LANE PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

CHARLES K. HARRIS MUSIC PUB. CO., Inc.

LA SALLE MUSIC PUBLISHERS, Inc.

!P DEUTCH , Genera! Pro

AMSTERDAM

AUCKLAND

BARCELONA

BOGOTA

BRUSSELS

BUENOS AIK

CARACAS

OFFICES LOCATED AT

GUAYAQUIL

HAVANA

JOHANNESBURG

LIMA

LONDON

MADRID

MELBOURNE

MEXICO CITY

MILAN

MUNICH

PANAMA

PARIS

PUERTO RICO

RIO DE JANEIRO

ROME

SANTIAGO

SAO PAULO

STOCKHOLM

SYDNEY

TOKYO

VIENNA

NEW YORK — HOLLYWOOD - NASHVILLE - MONTREAL

ROBERT P. IVERSiN, Vise President

RALPH
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My

By LOU WALTERS

impressions of the differ- *tre business—the legit stage, the
* v

• _i ) _ iU amJ iUa ima4iam nan.

ences . between show - business .
in

America, specifically- New- York,

and show business in dear Paris

and fogbound London . . .

By show biz I don’t necessarily

mean legit, films^ or the nightclub,

but the business as it whole. In

America, of course, the aim of

every actor is to be seen on the

TV or motion picture screens. I

know many a star and budding

artist who is laying off in New

York or Hollywood in preference

to working in St. Louis or Chicago;

many a glorious star who makes

one picture a year When he might

work 40 weeks pf, cafes and the-

atres. The Las Vegas hotels are

filled with actors w'ho’d rather

work three weeks at $10,000 per

than for 30 weeks’ at $5,000 or

$6,000. For in these dear United

States our leading stars keep an
eye on one. another, and the gath-

erers around the tables of the Hill

crest Counify' Ciub wouldn’t de-

mean tlveir standing by appearing

on a stage. They want to appear
on a screen.

But in Paris and London the

-stage is the thing, and the stage- of

the vaude house or the smart

nightclub is equal in importance,

and often Surpasses the 35m or

TV screens. In fact, in both these

cities. TV is hardly out of its dia-

pers.

The London Palladium is a shin-

ing example of showmanship. Here
Val Parnell plays the world’s great

stars, for perhaps 20 weeks of

straight vaude, then about 15

weeks of a revue type of show with

balance of season devoted to the

peculiarly English .
pantomimes.

Stars like Danny Kaye, Bob Hope,
Grade Fields. Frankie Laine and
others will., for some reason best

known to ‘ themselves and Val Par-
nell, play the Palladium but balk
at the Palace. Any British screen
or radio name will eagerly accept

a Palladium date, or in fact a spot

at any of the other London or

provincial vauderies. Towns there
the . size of Manchester, N. H., or

vaude theatre and the motion pic-

ture house—each of which, when
it has a good show, does good busi-

ness. When they haVe a bad show
they don’t try to bolster it by mix-
ing with some other ingredient;

they try to get a better stageshow
to sell.

In Pairs trie marked. differences

between one class of theatre and
another, are even more obvious.

The “music halls” like the Folies

Bergere, Casino de Paris and other

theatres devoted to the femme re-

vue type of show play this formula
year after year and never deviate.

The Bobino and ABC Theatres
have played stageshows for many
years. The pic theatre plays

straight pictures and legit stays

legit.

So it’s my contention that the

difference between Europe . and
America is that in Europe they
stick to their lasts and take an oc-

casional beating because they feel

that it isn’t the fault of the policy

bul of the show. In other w'Ords,

a theatre with a B picture isn’t

helped by a few inexpensive acts,

any more than an indifferent stage-

show is helped by a lousy movie.

Policies Hang On
|

There is consistency in Europe.
The Palladium policy has been
going on for years and years, so

has the Folies Bergere, and so: have
most of the other houses. Here in

America I have seen theatres that

play Martin & Lev is one week, and
Joe & Blow the next, or a show
with: Jack Benny, Rochester and a

Whole slew of stars, and the next
show a run-ofrthe-mine Vaude bill.

So what happens? The audiences
go for the stars because they are
getting a terrific buy, but when the
show droos the attendance drops.
There is. of course, an exception:

The Music Hall at Radio City,

where brilliant showmanship by
Leon L aonidoff and, Russell Mar-
kert and. expert staging and imag-
ination take the place of artificial

stimulants and headliners: where
an imaginative stageshow is com-
bined With a good motion picture
and where the grosses make your
mouth water.

And finally to the nightclub

—

here and in London and Paris.

Forty-eighth J^SRIETY Anniversary

the same money for a poor show
lIRlTtfiey do for a stir-studded one?;

If I serve roast beef I charge more
than tor, chicken. If I feature

steaks my audience doesn’t settle

for sandwiches. .

Now it happens that because of

TV and Miami Beach and Las
Vegas the salaries of the stars

willing to play for me are so high
that if I fill up I barely break
even. 1 don’t want, to pack them in

and make one-tenth of what I pay
my actors, or lose several thousand
a week. So I put together a show,
a consistently good show, or at

least a consistent orie. I fill it with
pretty girls and good actors and
the imagination that i ar.d my staff

can conceive. And it satisfies a
great majority of my customers.

It isn’t necessary that I he on
Broadway and 48th st. to be con-
sistent. There is* for instance, the
Ruban Bleu, the Blue Angel, the
Versailles and the Village Barn,
each with a consistent policy, each
with attractions large enough to

draw a reasonable audience, but
not so expensive that to stay in

business the room has to be packed
both shows.
So in short, I believe in consist-

ency in show business. Get a policy

and stick with it. Stick with it

rong enough to give it a good try.

Whatever your policy, make it as

good as you can in your price

class. Don’t cheat on your show,
your policy or your customers. I

believe that wherever there arc
four walls, that if you find a policy,

a good policy and stick with it,

you will do business, without of-

fering premiums of added motion
pictures or “unnatural” headliners,
or dishes or any other comeron.
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Cary. Ind., have one or two houses Cafe
f.

,n
V“"

don are * Peculiar in-

dedicated almost entirely to this ftrtutmn that open at 10 p.m. or
. . ;

'

, . atpr Tnn chnur iiciinilir Anncictc
branch of amusement—and this in ! •

a country that has perhaps oner
foyrth of the talent or the paying
capacity of the U. S.

Vaudeville at the Palladium is a

thing of beauty. It usually gets off

with a line of 16 girls and the lead-

ing artists of Europe present their

specialty; then, after a brief 10-

minutc intermission, the second
half of the show, which generally
consists of the headliner and per-

haps one or two other acts, takes
over. There are two shows a night,

at 6:30 and 9, for a moderate ad-

mission ranging from 75 cents to

S2; no picture, r.ot even a newsreel,
and no show runs longer than four
weeks; usually a complete change
weekly, or an occasional two-week
run at most four weeks with a

Hope or Kaye.

Is it because Parnell’s a better
showman that his shows look bet-

ter? I don’t think so. We’ve good
showmen in America.

Is it because Parnell sticks
r

to his

-guns, and doesn.’t ever vary- from
a stageshow policy? Metliinks that

that, is likelier, because I insist that

show business is certainly a mat-
ter of habit!

Is it because every important
Broadway theatre is owned or con-
trolled by the motion picture in-

dustry that one by orie vaude the-
atres turned into second-rate, sec-

oncl-run houses while the large pic-

ture palaces stole their audiences
and their acts only to lose not only

-the acts but inmiany cases the au-
diences. In London, the largest

cinema, the Empire, tried a com-
bination picture and stageshow
policy with dismal results, despite
fine shows and good films. The dif-

ference between stage arid pic

shows and good films 5 s clearly

marked. Motion picture theatres
play motion pictures -and vaude-
ville theatres play vaudeville—just
as legit sticks to its live talent
.without trying to mix it up with
the screen.

The show usually Consists
of one artist, not too often a head-
liner either. Sale of liquor is

stopped at 2 a.m. Food is usually
better than in most restaurants and
you are supoosed to be a member
to enter. They go on year after
year, presumably making money or
they wouldn’t stay open. Maybe
the low overhead helps; small or-
chestras Of six or seven men, an
act that gets from, $200 to $750 a

week is the attraction, except for
an occasional British chi-chi artist

like Noel Coward or Bea Lillie,

but these are the very rare excep-
tions rather than the rule. There
is no wild scramble for headliners.
Maybe that isWhy they stay open.
The polity is pretty apt to stay the
same week after week, so one
knows what one is getting.

In Paris we find the Lido with
its excellent American type revue.
For the five or six years it has been
open, the show' policy has remained
the same, with never a star
but good consistent beautiful shows,
good lbokirrg-^girls, good“costumes;
good acts, good management and a

fair price. It seats 600 and is SRO
most nights. The Nouvelle Eve,
an overpriced establishment but
with a good show, does well in

spite of the high tariff. Here, too,

the show is of the same consistency,
the same policy—a revue of girls

and pulchritude.
The now defunct Bal Tabarin

lost its business when its Owner
and impresario died. With a con-
sistently poorer, less imaginative
show the business declined, sure
evidence of the fact that showman-
ship kept the place alive and not
the. occasional headliner which
they tried to interject. And so I

come to America. I haven’t any
argument against headliners. I

wish I could get a Danny Kaye or a

Tucker or a Sinatra every two
weeks. 52 weeks a year. But I

don’t and can’t. Am 1 then to play
a $10,000 star one week and a

$1,000 attraction the next? Not if

Paris.

Purchase of the Bal Tabarin by
former acrobat Jean Bauchet is

giving rise to hopes that resump
tion of operation will revive the
Pigalle section to its former pre
eminence as a tourist trap, from
which it has been slipping of late

Trade expects that the spot will

reopen with the spectacle-type
shows. Because of corporate alli-

ances, it’s anticipated that Pierre
Louis-Guerin and Rene Fraday
will handle the production aspects
of his spot. They are among the
top nitery producers in Paris.

,

Baucher operates cafes in Marec-
ceqh, Morocco, and is conriected
with the Clerico outfit which runs
the Lido and Empire Theatre
here. Guerin arid Fraday have
long produced for this outfit.

Baucher’s purchase of the spot at

auction for $80,000, topped a bid
by a circus owner for $75,000. It

had been feared that this cafe
would be converted to other uses,

but that seems unlikely at this

point.

By SOPHIE TUCKER
It’s been an enchanted year. The time has all passed so quickly

these 50 years in show business, that I can hardly believe that I

gophie Tucker, a big gawky gal from Hartford, Conn., have been
celebrating my Golden Jubilee from coast to coast, surrounded by
friends and co-workers in my profession—old friends, new friends,

friends in all walks of life, friends from both sides of the footlights!

It’s been a rich and rewarding year, it’s been a joyous, exciting

year arid I am thankful for it. And thankful for the Unseen Hand
above which has given me these years of life and sustained me and
given me strength and health to carry on at the top of my career

in the twilight of my days. *,

Let. me repeat to you, therefore, what I said, to my friends who
Were able to attend the Golden Jubilee dinner at the Waldorf recently

:

Success! . Is it really fame and gold?

You won't know the answer until you're old.

And look down the road where the years have fled.

Then up the little stretch that lies ahead:

I'll tell you what success is. It’s the smile of d tot -

In an orphanage, or on a cripple’s cot:

If you've brought that smile of happiness,

Then you have achieved what I call success.

No, success isn’t glory or money in banks.

Success is the mumbled vrords of thanks
That the aged and helpless try to express

For some little kindness.
.
Yes, that is success.

Success is the gratitude in the eyes

Of a friend who has fallen, and whom you’ve helped to rise;

A friend whom you've given sonic reason to bless

Your name and yourmemory.- That's truly success.

Success is the prayer of those in need.
Regardless of color, or race, or creed.

For the one who has answered their cry of distress.

If that prayer is for you, then you've had success. .

And if I have earned just a little of these

,

To add to- my treasure ^of-life’s. memories
Then I have something worth more than all I possess,

Then I humbly can say—yes, I've had success.
.

Not with gold and with glory will my trunk be packed
When the Big Booker Up Yonder closes my act. •

All I'll take With me then will he th'ese souvemrs
Of the real gold in my Golden 50 years.

By HENRY TOBIAS
(Producer-Director, Totem Lodge, Averill Park, N. Y.)

When Variety affectionately

dubbed the Catskill Resort Area
the “Borscht Circuit” about 25
years ago, little did we suspect
that the borscht & potatoes would
develop into champagne & caviar.

As we know full well many stars

of today—Danny Kaye, Milton
Berle, Eddie Fisher, Jackie Gleas-
on, Red Buttons, Sam Levenson,
et al—started their careers in the
'Borscht Belt. In the early days
Jennie Grossinger, the “Queen oi

the Catskills” and her public re-

lations impresario Milton Black-
stone. representing the then fast

growing resort industry, resented
the Variety tag and felt that an
industry spending millions in

show business should be treated
with more dignity and respect.

There have been great changes in

the Borscht Circuit since the time
that Moss. Hart started at Copake,
Max Liebman at Tamiment, Ernie
Glucksman at Green Mansions,
Don Hartman arid Dore Schary at

Grossingers, Danny Kaye enter-
tained at White Rose Lake, Mih .

ton Berle appeared regularly at

the Family Jacobs’ Almanac Hotel,
and I started at Totem Lodge over
25 years ago. In those days there
were no visitirig stars. We social

directors had to be producers, di-

rectors, actors, writers, song-and-
danee men* emcees, comedians,
juveniles, dramatic actors, scenic

designers, electricians, stage man-
agers and stagehands all in one.

We had permanent social staffs

which doubled in other jobs such
as athletic directors, tennis pros,

basketball player s, lifeguards,

Waiters, bus boys, bellhops—with

Arthur Murray dance paiinerijiig,

besides!

.
Those lucky to get bigger budg-

ets could afiord complete musical
slock company units, including
scenic designers and costumers.
We were masters of own shows
with no sponsors or veepees to in-

terfere. It was then that we could
create experiment, and try out

ideas. Many a song and sketch
that 1 wrote and presented at my
summer spot, I later sold to Earl

Carroll, Billy Rose or Lou Walters
for- a^-^Brbad waj'-:-shoV\'r~Tlio- Sluif—

•

berts were the first to realize that;

the Borscht Belt was ready for

Broadway and brought Max Lieb-
man’s “Straw Hat Revue” to Now
York, introducing Danny Kaye.
The “Show of Shows” arid other
top TV shows were launched with

much of the material tried ;
and

tested during the summer, and
many a great, sketch and song still

lies in the trunk of a social direc-

tor, waiting , for a chance to be

shown on Broadway. •
• y

LUCILLE and EDDIE ROBERTS
The amazing and amusing stars of
“WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND?”

Now Appearing: The Cotillion Room
The Roberts are currently playing- a return engagem-ent at the Motel

Pierre to Jail. 11th. They follow this with the Detroit Athletic Club

Musical Tabs

i .i i .i it , • .. . . v. .. , ;

:uiit a brief trip to South America.
In England, then, there are the , l an sane or if my audience has

, Press Relations: Frances Kaytf and Gig Rosenfeld
thrctt : “sepawRle*' branches of the-

f
any souse.- Why should they -pay. h *. » » 'MANAGEMENT: MUSIC CORP. OF. AMERICA

Before Broadway felt it was
ready for the Borscht Belt, 1 felt

the Borscht Circuit was ready for

Broadway and so I started repro-

ducing Broadway musical comedy
successes at Totem Lodge. During
the ’30s we did such shows, as

“Connecticut Yankee,” “Good
News,” “Flying High,” “Hold Ev-

erything,” “Girl Crazy/’ “Whoopee”
and others. . *

Besides' the big shows on .Satur-

(Continued on page 290)
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!_--==== By CHARLES WILLUMS ^ - >
1

toe Evans and Eddie Kenny, vet song arid dance 1m-

Zionists, were not only laying off, but couldn’t find

thefr agent, Max Weber.
;

Weber was as elusive as an espionage operator, and

when the boys finally trapped him in the phone booth at

Lind.v's, his alternate office, he gave them a fast barrage

of digs’ and darts.
'

“Boys I hate to tell you this. Your act is dated like old

Bourbon, but not as good. Ha, ho, ha, Hot bad eh?” :

“You have a heart as big as a green pea, and just a$

hard as the can it came in,” Snapped Eddie.

• Save the puns arid coffee for the act, Eddie. Listen I

can get you a TV audition but you’ll have to change the

act. Put a girl in it.” •

“Aw Max, what could we do with a dame?” Saw her in

half?"
.

' "
•

,
.,

"Boys you’ve got to dig this new show biz, Nobody
wants to look at a couple of tired heel beaters doing nerve

rattles. 1 got a gal that will pull you out of the rut. This

chick has the Betty Grables, the Jane Russells and can

really shake her corpse.”
.

. “When can \ye see her?” asked Joe.

“I’ll send her over; about 11 tomorrow morning.”
1

The boys were rudely awakened early the next morning

by a visit from the hotel manager, Murphy. He used a

pass key for the invasion. Murphy was a huge red faced

Hibernian, who hated actors. He strode over to their

trunk and kicked. it tentatively.

"Well, if it ain’t my favorite hotel manager, in, the

flesh, and not a moving picture,” quipped Eddie.

"Kenny, you and ‘no talent’ are .going to be a moving
picture. Pay up, or out you go, but without the trunk.”

"Aw give us ajbreak, Murphi We’ll dig it up.”

“Dig up a new line. I’ll be up in the morning with a

padlock honey, and I won’t be late.”

Joe got dressed quicker than Owen McGiveny.

.Piloid, t he fort Eddie. Til go out and make a touch.”

A few minutes ilater Eddie heard a light tapping on the

door. He opened it, and a beautiful thing sidled in. She
had more curves than Carl Erskirie, but no control.

‘Hello baby,” she cooed. “Max sent me over. I’m Dodi
Brown." Eddie shook hands with her, but she wouldn’t let

'go- He suddenly found himself seated beside her, waiting
lor the next pitch.

“Max tells me yOu’re a dancer, Miss Brown.”

“That’s right,” sighed Dodi, “Ballet, belly and toe.

3-D in fact.”

“Are you working?” gasped Eddie.

“No. I just closed with a Rodgers & Hammerstein
show."

“Does an R & H show ever close, Dodi?”

“Only to give the stagehands a rest.” She kissed Eddie
long and hard. He broke her hold and got On his feet, full

of gooseflesh,

"Rehearsal tomorrow morning at 11, here, Dodi!”

A few minutes later Joe breezed in. “Anything new
Eddie?”

“Yes Joe, Max dug up a gorgeous doll for our act.”

“That's great. It will be more fun laying off with a
broad in the act. How do you like the hew kicks, asked
Joe, pointing at his feet. Imported from England. They
even squeak with an accent.”

“Who are you breaking ’em in for?”

“I got them at the Stroller shoe shop on 42d Street.”

“Are they giving shoes away, Joe?”
“No, but the holes in the soles of my old shoes were

giving me misery.”

“Go on ‘Bones I’ze a listenen’.”
"As I passed the store, somebody gave me a shove and

in 1 went. The clerk asked me my size. I took off my
old shoes, put on the new shoes, the clerk went back to
"rap up my old shoes, I went out the front door into the
subway and here I am. For 10c I got a short ride, and a
new pair of shoes, genuine leather.”
“And if youlre caught, you’ll get a long ride, and a pair

of .handcuffs, genuine steel.”
“1 m going to send them the dough from the first job

"c get." Joe slipped off the shoes and handed them to
Eddie.

,

ou wear the same size as me, fry ’em on. You’ll love
cm. Eddie slipped into the new shoes, and took a few
steps. "Very smart, worth $15 easy.”

"ihose postcards helped live out yesterday, Eddie. I
put them in my old shoes to cover the holes.”

J Invitation to Sing Sing
“What postcards?” T’~’~

' ~^
"

1 liose two postcards your Mother sent you last week,
remem ber? She said to say wour prayers and eo_ to com

a
.

nd- on thb other one, she said .‘your^ijrd. maiTAvas
S1(

‘. V°''s "diking slow, but going fast.”
Eddie started to perspire. “Joe, listen. Where are

lour old shoes now?”

Jt

,n the Stroller Shoe Shop.”

(

And where are my Mother’s postcards now?”
_ In my old shoes in the Stroller Shoe Shop.”
Eddie turned white. Joe, what happens when the clerk

mid.s iny Mother’s postcards with this address in your old
shoos?’’

Whyyou’il be aiTested for stealing my new shoes.”
t hats it, yelped Eddie. He slipped Off the new shoes

nnddhrew them at Joe. “Here, take 'em. their yours.”
.No,, you can have them. They pinch me,” squeaked Joe.
l don’t like that word ‘punch’.” Both boys started

packing furiously.
The door opened, and Weber hustled in.,

,

n6ws
' b°ys - I got a dub date for you tonight,

double, less commission.” .'•

• aW63*’ no^ I can pay for the shoes,” said Joe*mho is it for, Max?”

C0 -!*
ie yearly dance and banquet for the Stroller Shoe

Joe quickly handed the shoes to Weber,

road'

"

Ve ^lem ^ese sb9es as a door prize,wer e hittin’ the

..J,/ h°ys were gone, leaving Weber holding a
Po11 of hot shoes. •;

: (This is one of the many interesting chapters from ihe
: rvet . authorreomedian’s new book, “Vaudeville : Honky
Tonks to the Palace” (Holt; $

5

), just published and re-
cipient of critical raves.)

, r
By JOE LAURIE JR.

Dear Joe,

r Perf°rhiers were the first iicts in variety.
The Negro as a comic figure was popular after the Civil
War, and besides it was an easy thing to put on “black,”
a pair of big shoes, and old misfit clothes—no outlay for

wardrobe, and when you Were in
blackface you at least felt like and
looked like a professional actor!
•After a while many performers

“washed up,” or took off the cork, and
went into orther characterizations—
Irish, Jewish, Italian—but the min-
strels whb went into vaude and had
a rep as blackface comics stuck to
their makeups and identification, In
the early days of variety everybody
was trying to get away from the cork
because there were so many of them,

Joe Laurie Jr* -
and naturally the smart ones tried, to
break away so they would be “differ-

ent” and so get better dough and billing.

When vaude was in its Golden Age, blackface again be-
came popular. Nearly all the singles started to do black-
face, but it wasn’t like the oldtime minstrels Who tried
to portray a character; these new minstrels just put on
“black’ ’and talked “white.” No dialect, didn’t even try,

in fact some of them told Hebe stories in blackface! For
what reason they blacked up will never be known, except
to hide some awfu 1 -1ooki rig pans! Just like many Jewish
boys did Irish and Dutch in early days of variety, all the
boys, Jewish, Irish, German and Italian, took up. blackface
comedy. It

;
became a craze: Maybe it was because a guy

in blackface could get away with many things he couldn’t
in whiteface. People figured you were an “actor” When
you : had black on. Arid besides, working in whiteface
demanded a personality, which riiariy of the guys didn’t
have, but when blackened up with a big white mouth they
looked funny and got over easier. They dressed in regu-
lar street clothes and didn’t even try to do characteriza-
tions, The old minstrels wept!

' There were still a few oldtime minstrels who did" the
Negro, dialect and riiannerisrps and portrayed the Negro
as he was. The tops in our meiriory were Jim McIntyre
and Tom Heath, who did many acts in vaude, trying to
keep up to date, but “The- Georgia Minstrels” was the
classic of them all, and as far me and Aggie are con-
cerned the greatest of all the blackface acts! No slapstick;
just fine characterizations and bellylaughs. They were the
oldest twoman act iri vaude—teamed in 1874* They very
seldom spoke to each other, except for business reasons.
They lived in different hotels when possible. One was
a bottle man and the. other liked champagne.
They were without a doubt the deans of all blackface

acts, They were in variety and vaude most of their pro-
fessional careers—took a few detours in minstrel and one

. Broadway show (“The Ham-Tree”), but always came back
to their first love, vaudeville; Tom was the straight man
while Jim played the comic.' A guy by the riame of Butler
was McIntyre’s first partner. While playing a honkytonk,
Butler had to leave town suddenly. There are a lot of

stories why; some say he Was shot at by the natives of

San Antonio because he wore a high hat; others say he was
shot at becouse of woman trouble. Anyway, Tom Heath,

.
who was on (he, same show, joined Jim McIntyre and they
stuck together all through the years, unto their deaths.
Jim McIntyre went first on Aug. 18, 1937, arid Tom Heath
followed him Aug. 19, 1938.

Fox & Ward were together even longer than Mclnytre
& Heath* but were not as well known. They did an ordi-

nary blackface act and became popular because of their
long partnership. When they were together 50 years,
E. F. Albee gave, them a route (and plenty of publicity
for the Keith Circuit) for $350 a week. They were fine

gentlemen, never argued, and played out the string to-

gether. .

The big-hit blackface act to follow McIntyre & Heath
were Conroy & LeMaire—Conroy, a fine comic with a high
squeaky voice (a la Tom Heath, but no copy), and George
LeMaire, one of the greatest straight men in show biz.

They changed their act every few years, but “The Pinochle
Fiends” was one of their best.

Kaufman. Bros. (Jack and Phil) were an old team who
depended more on their fine singing voice than -on their

comedy. Irving joined his brother when Jack died. Irving
Kaufman. I believe, has made more recordings than any-
body in show biz—thousands of them under all kinds of

names. You may know him best as the man who sang
the French commercial on radio about Chateau Martin
wine.
Dan Quinland & Kellar Mack (later Quinland & Rich-

ards) were two old minstrel men who did a very funny act

called “The Traveling Dentist.” Dan was one of the great-

est of all interlocutors, stood over six feet, had a booming
voice, a fine vocabulary, and was a handsome guy (even
when he was in the 70s). Haynes & Vidoq did a swell
blackface act. Wood & Shepherd were one Of the great-

!""esf'"hTackFil ce ' njTf^iTTicls
“

As for the single men in blackface, there, were hundreds
of ’em. Jack Norworth (later Nora Baves &. Norworth)
started in show biz as a blackface mon.ologist and singer;

he called his act “The Jailhouse Copn.” .

A1 Jolson (Jolson, Palmer & Jolson) did the part of a

bellboy, in the act in whiteface and didn’t gel over until

J; Francis Dooley (&. Sales), on the bill 'with them, sug-
gested that A1 blacken up. lie did, and from. then on A1
did black; no dialect—just did a northerner’s idea of a

Negro dialect, llis brother Harry also did blackface later.

One of the greats was George (Honey Boy) Evans (got
his nickname through singing NorworthV. song. “Honey
Boy"), lie did a corking monolog and was a headliner for

years, and also starred in shows.
Lew Dockstader, the famous minstrel in whose shows

many of the great entertainers served their apprentice-
ships, was one of the tops of the blackface singles. He
later took off the cork arid worked in whiteface.

Eddie Cantor, who worked in blackface all through
vaude and in the Ziegfeld “Frolics,” worked im whiteface
in the “Ziegfeld Follies” and shows, but by some trick

of the plot always finished the show in blackface.
There are a lot of blackface acts I wrote you about and

will tell you about under different headings—two-man acts,

entertainers, monologists, etc. But here are a few names
that, come to. ’niind that were real good : Bert Swor, Rawls
Sf, Yoq Kaufmap, Ben ,Srq4;h t/ Emil Subers, Swor & Mack

iHI

L———By PETER LIND HAYES- - I

“Lazybones” Johnson was depressed. The reason for
his unhappiness was obvious to anyone who had ever been
victimized by the “cycle” phase of the. theatrical profes-
sion;

.

('.; • '

.
|i

Character men, especially in motion
pictures, are constantly fearful of the

;
pendulum; that swings them into pros-
perity for several months arid then
just as suddenly departs and leaves
them On their uppers in the cardroom
of an actors' club; “waiting for a
call.” At times a cycle will last long
enough for a character actor to get $11;
in his own name, in 1938 and ’39

.

' several “gangster types”, practically
retired on the paychecks they re-

ceived from Warner Bros. A year
:. Peter Lind Hayea later men were having their noses

broken in order to play punch-drunk
fighters in gory spectacles about the prize ring. At M-G-M
several “English types” made so much money playing
butlers they promptly went out: and rehired their old ones,
“Lazybones” Johnson, however, had a different problem.

He was a "Negro butler type”, and it was no longer con-
sidered wise: by sensitive casting, directors to “take a
chance” with a. character, actor that might offend a minor-
ity group. “Lazybones” had been fine as Sam The Pull-
man Porter in “Murder Train,” and who could ever forget
that triple double-take he did the first time he saw the
ghost in “House-Haunting.” The audience had literally

screamed at his bulging eyes apd trembling legs. Stepin
Fetchit and Hamtree Harrington had both admitted that
“Lazybones” was the best double-take man in the busl-

.
ness.

You can’t eat double-takes, though, and “Lazybones”
was beginning to get hungry. He hadn’t worked in over a
year, and he was now pacing the floor of his agent’s office

and complaining bitterly about his future.
“Look, Manny, I gotta make some money man! . * . I'm

.flatter than a fiat-top arid you jus’ gotta get me a job.”
Manny impatiently flicked the ashes from his cigar and

said, “’Babjy if I tol’ ya once I tol“ya a hunerd times, your
type is thru in pichers. ‘ Now; if ya get a act togedder I can
book ya at the Golden Wheel in Gplumbus, Ohio. The boss
is a freri of mine and if ya make good there I can book
ya in joints all over the middle-west!”

“But, Manny—what am I gonna do? I ain’t got no act.

man and I just never worked in a saloon since 1 was a
porter 20 years ago.”
Manny shrugged his shoulders and with his hands in the

air said, “Wadda ya’ want from me, -baby? Ya’ sing a •

little, dance a little, put it all tagedder and ya’ got a act!

But remember it’s gotta be a novelty . . . that’s what sells

t’day ... novelties! that’s, what the people want. Now
if ya’ don’t cook up a novelty I can’t go out on a limb and
send yo’ all the way to Columbus, so now go home baby
and cook up a novelty!”
“Lazybones” left Manny's office in a complete quandary.

He had to think up a novelty. His imitation of a banjo was
good but that had been done to death. His dancing was
riiediocre and there was certainly nothing novel about his
singing 'voice. What could he do that would capture the
imagination of an audience in Columbus, Ohio? All that
night he sped frantically from one nightclub to another 1

vainly seeking an inspiration for a “novelty.”
Finally he returned to his hotel room and fell into a

troubled sleep. He tossed and turned thewhole night
through but at 9 o'clock in the morning he jumped from
his bed a,nd shouted, "I've got it! I’ve got it!" Quickly
he put on his clothes and Tan to the nearest drugstore.
He purchased a large bottle of calamine lotion and from
the drugstore he went to the grocery store and bought a
two-pound sack of flour. On the way home he stopped in
the dime store and bought a large box of chalk. Back in
his room he concocted a strange combination of all three.
He worked them together until they jelled into a sticky
kind of paste, this he placed in a jar and, with spirits
high, boarded the Sunset bus for Manny’s office.

“Lazybones ” was beside himself with excitement. He
was fairly shouting at Manny. “Manny, wait till you dig
this.. Man this is it! . . . now you just relax for a minute
and you gonna’ see the greatest novelty of the year!"
At this point “Lazybones” disappeared into Manny’s

bathroom and prepared, himself for tile audition. He re-
moved the lid front the jar containing the strange concoc-
tion and proceeded to spread the contents all over his
hands and face. When this was done he threw open the
bathroom door and bounded into the presence of Manny.
Before Manny could utter a word “Lazybones" was down
on* one knee and in a croaking voice sang. “NuaaaHaaa
Mammy! Mammy! . . . the sun shines east, the sun shines
West. ...”
Manny lurched forward in his chair, jumped to lm feet

and screeched, “What in the hell are you doing?" “Lazy-
bones," completely unabashed, stood up and with a big
smile on his face said, “YoU Wanted a novelty. Manny,
and this is it, I was doing A1 Jolson. in White-Face.''’

.

(the original of Moran & Mack). John Swor & West Avery.
Spiegel & Dunn, George Thatcher.' Bill Van. Neil O’Brien

i who did singles, doubles, and sketches', Pistel & Cush-
ing. Jay C. Flippen, Jack George Duo, Lew Hawkins, Lou
Holtz, A1 Herman, JIufTord & Chain, John Hazzard /who
later wrote “Turn to the Right"), Mel Klee. Kramer &
Morton; Mackin & Wilson (Francis Wilson years later
became a Broadway star and the first president of Actor’s
Equity), Amos ’n’ Andy (who went under the name of
Sam ’n’ Hehry), Coaklcy & McBride, Hugh Dougherty
(who did one of the first stump speeches), and many,
many more,

While on this subject, when Frank Tiilncy (one of our
greatest, blackface comics) played Lpndon. he was a ter-

rific hit. He had to make out an income-tax return and
w hen the British authorities saw an item of $750 for burnt
cork (used for makeup), an English gentleman of the in-

come-tax bureau came to visit the comedian. “My dear
Mr. Tinney, we just can’t understand, your item of $750 for

burnt cork; surely it doesn’t cost thatmuch for plain

burnt cork?” Tinney looked at him with a typical Tinney
look dike a kid that-s been caught stealing jam) and said.

“But my dear plan, I use champagne corks!”
The oldtime blackface acts are nowWashed up; theri

Isn’t a blackface act today in show biz (except when th«

Elks put on a minstrel show), but they are not washed up
in your memories, sejt; Your pa], Lefty.
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A Further Account of the Trials

New York’s Lower East Side

—

and Tribulations of Two Boys From

Their Life Story, ‘Stage Struck’

As Narrated by AARON FISHMAN

When Joe Smith and Charlicion a ladder that ran along a rail,
•

fT
.

... _ «• A. _• ft J 1 1

Pale, down on the east side of New

York, first ran into each other they

were actually on bicycles. From

that strange, quarrelsome encoun-

ter emerged the famous comedy

team and with if the business of

arguing—a format of humor which

they have, successfully employed

forvover a half a century.

(5n their trek along the vaude-

ville trail, via the Atlantic Garden.

Tony Pastor's and the Palace, they

early came across one of its color-

ful characters—Mike Bernard, the
|

great ragtime pianist, Bernard

picked out a shoe box and hopped
off the ladder,

.

. “I got here a pair of shoes that’ll

,
fit you like wallpaper on the ceil-

ing, Try on the .left shoe.”

“What’s the maker with the right

shoe?” Joe asked;
“Nottiii’,” the clerk grinned,

“Ytiu’se getting funny?” " Joe
tried on the shoes. “They fit just

like you said.” He kept walking
up and down on the bare floor.

! “Hey! walk only on the strip of

carpet!” the clerk yelled at him.
‘Til take these shoes. How much

are they?
“Three dollars and a half;”

‘Til give you $3.”

“Nottin’ doin’ pardner.” The
was then playing for the vaudeville Qierk put the shoes back in the

acts at Pastor s on 14th Street, and box.

was as big a favorite With the
j

“Wh»fs the matter a onc-price

audiences as were the acts them--

selves. The theatre Was intimate

! shoe store in a basement?”
“To you it is!”

... “Cotne on Charlie." Joe called

because of its small size; the mu-
; and tliev both started to walk Out

sic pit had a rail around it that
! expecting the clerk to call him

was big enough for only a piano,

Mike Bernard was the one-man
orchestra.

back. It was a custom to bargain

in shoe stores that had no price

tags! To the boys’ surprise, the

It was down at the Lowenstein clerk did not call him back. When
Club on Henry Street that Smith &

j

Joe and Charlie were outside.

Dale met Bernard one Sunday af-
|

Charlie remarked. “Those shoes are

temoon when the members congre* [worth three fifty, Co back.-and pay

gated for their pinochle and poker
j

him that. I’ll wait here.”

games, Joe and Charlie had just Joe went back arid held out the

become members and were getting I three and a half dollars, as he

acquainted. Bernard had some
j

hesitatingly said, “Here . (
give. me

funny ideas of his own. He wore - those shoes.”

his kid gloves whemhe sat down to Ground Grippers on the Lam !

play pinochle and did not remove - •

.
—r

* - -• The clerk stared at Joe. ''What’sthem even when he Was eating a

salami sandwich served him while

playing.

After the game, he removed his

gloves, walked over to the piano,

played several ragtime numbers,
then changed to Bach and Beetho-

ven—he was that accomplished,

. Will Lester introduced the boys

the matter pardner, you'se not

hearin’ so good? The shoes you’se
want are now $4. Take it or leave

it.” .Toe walked out and slammed
the door. When he told Charlie
what had happened, Charlie told

him,” Those shoes looked classy

on you and they’re worth even $4.

to Bernard, and when he learned Make believe you gave him a 50c.

that they could do a buck and wing tl P- **oe returned to the store

and could sing he offered to teach on^^^e -

them a song he had just written.

He placed a professional copy on
the piano, started to play, and be-

gan to sing

—

Here's the $4. you robber! Now
give me those shoes.”
The clerk looked at Joe with a

sneer. ‘Pardner, those shoes
were S4. They are now S4.50! .

.

"She is nny ragtime star., icb.cn she and if youwalk out arid come back
' again,

.
pardner, those shoes willdoes the possumald

The boys all near and far ...”

He stopped playing. “Say!” He
turned, to Joe and Charlie. -Tm
doing a piano act at H. ft*. Jacob’s

Theatre on Third Avenue next
Sunday night. How about you and

h _ 1H& _ r- n ,, v
Lester here forming a trio and as- ‘

“this
0

-

sisting me in my act? The boys > _ ,

liked the idea and so the foursome 1

lost no time in getting down to
' framing and act.

“That routine sounds pretty good

cost you $5!”

Joe yelled, “I’ll tell your boss
what, you’re trying to pull on me!!”

“Tell him!’' the clerk yelled
back, “he’s my brother-in-law.”
Joe looked the clerk in the eye

“Listen.” he hissed,

this ain’t a shoe store, it’s a

“Yeh? so jump over the fence,

and don’t slam the door when you
go out!”

When Joe told Charlie how the
to me.” Mike beamed. “Well call

< c ierk tried to trick him again,
it Mike Barnard & His Raglin Trio;

j

Charlie too was sore now. “Joe
Meet me tomorrow at 10 at E. T.

, yOU NVa jt here, . . I’ll get those shoes
Pauli’s, my publisher on 28th

Street, to -rehearse. .

!

“We can’t get there until after

.

3:30." Joe told him.
,

“Yeah,” Charlie explained,”

we’re working at Childs.” i

“A couple of hash slingers, hey?”
chuckled Mike.

j

“Gotta eat while waitin’ for a

job. fio?” Joe apologized.
;

Their wardrobe was sort of ade-

i

quate, but Joe’s shoes' Were badly
wVpm—not -good-errough- to -dance !

in. The next day, after rehearsal
|

ait the publisher’s, Charlie went
|

with Joe down to the Bowery to !

buy a. pair of shoes in Bernstein’s
basement store. Andy Geller, an-
other stagestruck friend of theirs,

worked there. (He quit show busi-

ness eventually to become the mil-
lionaire shoe man Andrew Geller.)

“I want Andy to wait on me,”
Joe told one of the clerks.
“He ain’t here,” the clerk an-

swered, “he took off at three
o'clock. lie said he had to re-
hearse an act with a bloke named
Billy Green,” and giving Joe a
squinty look, continued, “What’s
the matter, ain’t I good enough to
wait on youse?”

Charlie tried to ease the situa-
tion. “Go ahead Joe/ let him. wait
on you, he’ll giVe you a good
break;”

“Sure, slip oft your shoe pard-
ner,” the clerk added. Joe handed
jiim the shoe. The clerk looked at
the inside of the shoe, then hopped

for ; you.” A few minutes
.
later

Charlie walked down into the base-

ment store. The. clerk came over

to him.

“Mister,” began Charlie, “what
happened to that fellow. I came in.

with? I told him I’d be back here

and to wait for me.”

“Oh that guy. .

I

wouldn’t sell

him those shoes for spite. I know
he’s nuts about them shoes. Hell
be back again and it’ll cost him $5,

don't you worry;”

“You’re right,” Charlie agreed,

“That the way to handle cheap
guys. I only met him the other

day. but now. I got his number.

.

oli by the way, I need a pair of

shoes. Let’s look at the same pair

of shoes you showed him." Charlie

tried on the shoes and kept stamp-
ing on the strip of carpet. The
clerk felt the tip of the shoe.

“They’re too short for you.”

“Nah!” Charlie answered,
! “They’re just right! I’ll cut my big

[
toe nail, break them in for a day

land they’ll be honky-dory.”

! Charlie gave the clerk a big smile,

j

“Wrap 'em ’up, I’ll take ’em. How
[
much are they?”.

.; “For you my friend,” the clerk

smiled back,” the shoes are $3.25,

[
and if you happen to. see that cheap

! skate, tell him what you paid for

( the shoes.”

|
Charlie* paid him and gave a

:
quarter tip. The clerk was very

j

pleased with himself. “Thanks,
and when you come here again, ask

I for Morris;”

|

Two minutes later Joe walked
into the shoe store. Morris walked

! over to him.
! “Aha!” he laughed,” ..you came
for those shoes, yes?”

;

“No,” Joe said, “I came for a

shoe horn that comes with those

,
shoes.

* * *

! Sunday night at; the H. R.

Jacobs Theatre on Third Avenue
Mike Bernard & His Raglin Trio
were a hit and after the per-

formance Mike came into the trio’s

dressing room. “Boys, we’ve got

a good entertainment act.” The
boys felt enthused.
“How much are we getting?”

Will Lester asked.

;
“Nothing,. this is a breakin’. and

next week we’re going to play a
club in Jamaica.”
“And how much are we going to

get for that?” Charlie asked.
“That’s another break-in, Mike

replied.

“Come on fellers.” concluded
Joe, “let’s break out.”
And that was the. windup of Mike

Bernard & His Raglin Trio. They
did not know it yet, but there as-

sembled—Joe Smith, Charlie Dale
and Will Lester—were three of the
historic Avon Comedy Four which
would soon come into existence.

Solly Violinsky, who is so proud
of his layoffs that he is writing a

book entitled “Laying Off Under
Four Presidents’’ is probably one
of the most quoted comics in show
business, He’s known in the trade

as a comic's comic; his most appre-

ciative audiences are in the profes-

sion.
.

.. Despite his record layoffs Vio-

1insky has his pride. He wouldn’t

accept- a loan of $1,000 because
“the party wasn’t reliable.” His de-

votion to the bangtails is well-

known, but finally he adopted a

system of beating the bookies on
the first four races—he showed up
in time for the fifth. Some days, he
beat the bookies completely, He
got worried one time before a 14-

horse race when the trainer told

him that there were only 13 other
nags to worry about. But he rare-

ly worried since his bookmaker

LEO DE LYON
Direction: GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

Kansas City.
'

. .

A kingsize vaude and . booking
agency has developed at ihe U. of
Kansas, which is furnishing pro-
grams to over 5,000 highschools and
towns in a five-state region. The
extent of this entertainment oper-
ation was revealed in a recent re-

port of the show circuit’s director,

Guy V. Keeler, the school's con-
cert and lecture manager, from his

office on the campus at Lawrence.
The operation is on a self-sus-

taining, non-profit basis, . but for
much of Kansas and bordering
towns of nearby states it is the
major source of live entertainment.
Keeler has as many as 40 persons
on the road during the school year
filling engagements that range

:
from informative lectures to magic,
music and drama.
The average weekly payroll for

the department, which functions
as part of the university’s exten-
sion service, runs to $6,000. The
performers travel the territory in

a fleet of 10 cars and small trucks
owned by the university.

Support for the program is de-
rived from highschobl arid ' civic
sponsors, who pay a minimum of
$22.50 for each show. A more de-
luxe unit will run as high as $100.
The schools in turn reap their in-

come from students who
.
pay ad-

missions ranging from 10c to 25c.

(

Much of the program is worked out

j

with students who help as part of

I

curricular work or extra-curricular

I
activities.

The state school takes the view
that! while it’s entertainment, it

also slips in a good deal of educa-
tion. The man with the dog and
pony act also tells youngsters how to
train their own pets. The reptile
expert also shows quick first-aid
for snake bite—-the approved medi-
cal practice, that is. Some acts,
such as ballet and musical units,
are instructive in themselves. Safe-
ty, too, gets a large whirl from
this department.
Almost the entire range of vaude

is represented by the school’s sup-
ply of performers. There is plenty
of magic, trained , animals, glass
blowing, archery, Swiss bell ring-
ing, musical instruments, tab plays,
as well as more sedate lecturers
and commentators. In some cases
the more current and cultural acts
are presented on a civic subscrip-
tion basis, a townsman getting a
series of 10 lectures for $10.
Man behind the K.. U! show cir-

cuit is Keeler, generally known as
the Barnum of Mt. Oread (mound
on which the school is planted). He
has been at it about 30 years, com-
ing to the university from a coach-
ing job from nearby Atchison,
Kans. He adds his share as a per-
former to the program by appear-
ances before luncheon and civic
Clubs.

Much of the program involves
established professionals, who arc
valued; for their instructional work.
Playing the K, U. circuit means
three and four shows a day for the

[

troupers in three or four towns.
The pattern is a show at “Podunk”
at 11 a.m., hop to “Squeegee” for
another at 1, at “Punkin Corner”

, at 4, and maybe the Town Hall at

|
the next town at 8.

generally carried him at the track
—and frequently had to carry him
back.

Violinsky was once asked to en-
tertain at an affair for. disabled
vets. He was glad to accept
“they can’t walk out on me:”
The comic had a short tenure in

Hollywood, where he observed, “N0
matter how hot it gets in the day-
time, there’s no place to go at
night!” He was fired in two weeks
by Metro and he protested that
they couldn’t possibly find out
how little he knew in tWo . weeks.
It was during this period that his
wife wired him that she was lone-
some for him. Please send money
so that she could go out. He wired
back, “Lonesome for you too. Send
money so that I can come home."

Violinsky is proud of the fact that
he has layed off in every medium.
He started laying off in the vaude-
ville days,: but soon found laying off

in radio more profitable. He’s now
laying off in television. He a so
has a good record of laying off

in the songwriting business.
. A

member of the Airierican Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers, the. organization sent him
his ASCAP buttonhole emblem.
He wired back. “Received emblem
for the buttonhole. At present
haven’t got a coat—please advise.”
Among others, Violinsky has writ-

ten “When Frances Dances with
Me.”

‘Big’ Money
I

Violinsky is a vaude vet who
used to play a piano and violin si-

multaneously. He recalls that he
used to make big money . . “The
bills were larger in those days.”

Violinsky is one of the more fa-

mous former residents of Bing-
hamton, N. Y;, where he can wa]k
down the street, look everybody in

the eye, knowing that they don’t

hate him, He realizes that it’s “be-
cause I never played that town.’’

Once when he was planning to

visit his hometown he was asked
whether he would fly there. Violin-

sky said, “Who want’s to get lo

Binghamton that quick.”
Violinsky is conceded to be one

of the more successful layoffs. His
first hiatus was so long that it was
not until his fifth year that he
found out his agent \yas dead. So
that his layoffs shouldn’t be a total

loss, Violinsky took to songwrit-
ing. He’s

,
specializing in writing

private hits. At any time, lie car-

ries at least 10 tunes on his own
hit parade. Even his father was
musically ahead of his time. Once
looking at Solly’s royalty state-

ment from ASCAP, the senior
Violinsky yelled “Solly; Slop, the .

Music.” Years later this became
the name of a radio and television

program. One of the proudest mo-
ments in Violinsky’s life was the

time he was compared to the late

George Gershwin. It was pointed

out that although Gershwin died,

.

his music lived. In Violinsky s

case, Violinsky lived, but his music
died.

His most affectionate recollection

stems from the time he was em-
ployed to play piano in a sportive

establishment. He was so good
that everybody used to stop to

applaud.
Years ago, Violinsky and several

songwriters were sitting in Lindy’s

discussing song titles—the major-
ity. including Violinsky; was in fa-

vor of short tags. Al Bryan, the

writer of “I Didn’t Raise My Boy
to Be a Soldier,” said “That was a

long title, and I couldn’t have made-
it any shorter.” “Oh yes yOU could.”

replied Sollv, “you could have said

’Don’t Go!’ ”.

Solly went broke playing cards

at. the Friars Club, and on the way
home he met Bugs Baer, another
card player, who was walking
pretty fast. Solly said, “Where are

you going. Bugs?” Bugs said, “This

is my bridge night.”, Solly said,

“Wait for me, and I’ll jump off

with you.”

Col Tops Broderick

Joseph E. Broderick, formerly
Boston division manager for Capi-

tol Records, has shifted to Colum-
bia Records as district manager in

New England. He’ll handle the

Columbia, Epic and phono equip-

ment lines,

Broderick replaces James Drad-

dy, who was recently named na-

tional promotion chief for Colum-
.bia.
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Thanks, Chicago, for

A Wonderful ’53

LENNY

COLYER
“Mr. Specs Himself”

Pers. Management: AL BORDE

203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago

UBIETY

Chicago, Chi
Chicago, May 1,

“Lenny Colyer acts as emcee be-
sides filling the comedy " slot in

fine fashion. He has some good
: quips about 3-D films and .specs

and also, about local politics. Co-
median gets laughs with his takeoff

on Billy Daniels, but even more
effective is his carbon of the John-
nie Ray imitators. For his finale he
has a switch on the Red Skelton
gin skit, bathing a baby with al-

cohol. Water drenched, he gets

yocks as he mops up the stage.”

Black Orchid. Chi
(FOLLOWUP)

Chicago, Aug 4.

“Impressions are his real forte,

and he swings directly into a

riotous routine after his slightly

scented monology of the forepart.

Ten top chanters are subjected to

his pointed caricature, each carbon
..rating.„a_bigLmitt for accuracy and
hearty" chuckles Tor burlesque.
Best offerings are impersonations
of Billy Eckstine (“a yawn in a low
register”), . Frankie. Laine, Rose
Murphy, and Carmen Lombardo.
Face contorted, hair disheveled,
and pounding a shoe against the
floor he sings “Cry” a la Johnnie
Ray for terrific walkoff.”

Crossroads, Clil

Chicago, Nov. 16.

“Lenny Colyer headlines the
present bill with a split routine
that has equally divided success.
Forepart is a ragout of garden va-
riety jokes that fails to stop the
chinking of glasses arid silverware.
Latter half is strong, rousing the
house to cackles and applause in

a string of satirical impressions of
bigtime singers with a few sharp
gags intermingled.”
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$ WATER FOLLIES
WORLD'S LARGEST

TRAVELING WATER AND
STAGE MUSICAL REVUE

BANNER YEAR

!

FOLLIES IS THE PIONEER OF THIS TYPE OF ENTEF-

! NO OTHER SHOW HAS THE SPEED, GLAMOUR

AND QUALITY OF OUR PRODUCTION, AND WITH ALL THIS . .

,

We are the most reasonably priced show in America

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WATER FOLLIES—23 Sensational Water and Stag*

Acts! WORLD CHAMPtttJ FANCY and STUNT DIVERS and SWIMMERS
, Side-splitting. Diving and Stage Comedians . . GORGEOUS BATH-

ING BEAUTIES . . Lovely Stage Ballet . . . Unmatched Water Ballet . . .

Evolution of Bathing Suits from 1B50-1 954 . . . LAVISH COSTUMES and
PRODUCTION NUMBERS . . Original Music and Staging. FIRST TIME
ON THIS CONTINENT! BREATH-TAKING REPLICA OF THE STREAMING
FOUNTAINS OF VERSAILLES !

,'/A

Water Follies has broken attendance rec-

ords throughout the United States and
Canada. Ideal entertainment for sponsor-
ship by all types of fairs, civic centers and
leading organizations, etc.

THE DWIGHT SISTERS
Mary and Frances

Synchronized Swim-
ming Champions
of the World.

6 OF THE

WORLDS

MOST FAMOUS
AND

ACCOMPLISHED

FANCY AND

STUNT DIVERS

Ttie/r diving evokes
"Ahs" and *'Ohs

"

from every crowd.

EDDIE ROSE
Internationally famoui diving

and Stage Comedian. Member
of Terrific Team of "DILLON
AND ROSE"

“Rose had the crowd roar-
ing with laughter, espe-
cially the children, as he
hangs on the board and
tails into the water in the
most ridiculous

.
positions.

Rose is a really fine slap-
stick clown . . . The high
points of the show were
the diving. exhibitions . . .

‘'You'll have to see it to believe if' .

r

Fort Woyne News-Sentinel

Write, Wire or Phone Our

PERMANENT ADDRESS

SAM SNYDER’S

WATER FOLLIES OF 1954
320-321 Walker Building

1 20 Boylston Street, Boston 16, Mass*

PHONE: HAncock 6-2245

DANNY DILLON

WORLD FAMOUS
IMPRESSIONIST,

MASTER OF CERE-

MONIES OF THE

WATER FOLLIES,

AND MEMBER OF THE

COMEDY TEAM OF
DILLON AND ROSE.

LIGHTS UPON

THE WATER
The. acclaimed
water b a I I e t

swims in total dark-

ness, their bathing

suits, gloved handy,

and bathing caps

lighting up
,

with

radiant phosphores-

cent effect.

"The aqua-musical revue blending grace, beauty and
sparkling humor ic something new for this part of the.
country and is good entertainment for every member of
the. family. The 2-hour attraction moves along at a rapid
pace with never a let-up in interest."

.... Montono Standard

"The show was spectacular, is a skillful blend of color,
comedy, music and vaudeville that brought a capacity
crowd at the arena on its feeti cheering for more. The
presentation is so well put together that not a moment
drags. The, crowd was rocking with laughter within a

few minutes of the start of the show . . . For more than
two hours of family entertainment the Water Fo-hes is

the standout show of its kind to play in this area for
some time."

.... Montreal Star

WORLD’S LARGEST PORTABLE POOLS

AND STAGE

Allows Water Follies to play for any length run

you wish. NOW AVAILABLE FOR i 954 BOOKINGS.

All individual Water Follies artists hooked through the

Daniel White Agency, 80 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
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Natasha
and

KOMAROVA KOMAROFF
Producers of

Lou Walter's LATIN QUARTER, New York and Miami

12th Year

BELLEVUE CASINO, Montreal, 5th Year

In Preparation: FOLIE DE PARIS

To Tour

MARY MON TOY
6 Weeks - DESERT INN

Las Vegas

Now, LATIN QUARTER, New York

ARIA CARUSO
Now Appearing

OASIS, Houston, Texas

JEANNE D’ARC CHARLEBOIS
Just Concluded, 4 Weeks at the

BELLEVUE CASINO, Montreal/ Canada

and Resigned for Twelve Weeks Year of 1954

GLORIA BERNICE

and

Now, PALACE, New York

MILES INGALLS

LOIS GERMAINE and LEONA FONTAINE

Just Concluded 6 Sensational Weeks

DESERT INN, Las Vegas

Currently Headlining with Olsen & Johnson in

, "Oh Wotta Nite"

Jan. 4th to Jan. 25th—CURRAN THEATER, San Francisco

TED and FLO VALLETT
Just Returned from Successful Ten-Week Engagement

at Palladium in London and Two Weeks at

Savoy Hotel in London

On Tour with

Harold Steinman's

SKATING VANITIES OF 1954

GAUTIER’S STEEPLECHASE
Currently Appearing SAHARA, Las Vegas

Opening RIVERSIDE, Reno, January 21st, 1954

ROYSMECK
THE WIZARD OF THE STRINGS

GINETTE WANDER
Opening BLUE ANGEL, New York

February 1954

JOE FLAOM
ASTOR HOTEL, NEW YORK— Suite 176-1^8-180

JU 6-3000
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THERE’S

LIKE

E'VE said it before. We'll say it again. You

showfolks get a big hand from us — with a big

''Thank you!" for your past and present patron-

age.

.... r

But we're no more content than you are to rest

on current laurels. So we're constantly improving

our service, comforts and decor to merit your con-

tinued loyalty, your lasting conviction that there

are no Chicago hotels like The Ambassadors and

The Sherman.

FRANK W. BERING. Chairman of Board

JAMES A. HART, President

PAT HOY. Vico President & General Manager, The Sherman

EUGENE BARRETT, Manager, The Ambassadors

THE AMBASSADOR HQTtLS

MAN

CHICAGO
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Australian Risley Sensation

''This group comes to us from Australia. When we say they

stopped the show at New York's Latin Quarter, you'll know
they are terrific. As you watch the six men and a woman
perform, you'll gape as you've never gaped before."

Currently — Return Engagement

LATIN QUARTER, New York

Mrs. Paul Remos

Presents

TWIN THRILLS

International Risley Artists

Just Concluded, CIRO'S, HOLLYWOOD

Soon, PALMER HOUSE, Chicago

CHAM BER HUANG
Oriental Harmonica Virtuoso

Now appearing:
HENRY GRADY HOTEL, Atlanta, Ga.

From "The King and I"

Versatile Singing Star •_
7us?iTdnc^ HOTEL, Washington, D. C.

With Thanks to My Boss

TED LEWIS FOR 3 YEARS
of "MAKING MAGIC"

CAROLE FROHMAN

ilitv of

''Miss Frohman is young and beautiful and she can really sing."

PAUL BRUNN.
Miami, Fla.

Booked for 1954 - EUROPEAN TOUR

MAXIE and MILLIE
"Musical Nonsense"

DU QUAINE and DANICE
"Artistry in Dance Interpretations"

LEW & LESLIE GRADE, LTD., INC

LONDON PARIS

Eddie Elkort, V.P.

Henry Dunn

250 West 57th St.

New York 19, N. Y.

JUdson 6-4190

MILAN fSYDNEY MELBOURNE

Hans Lederer, V.P.

Shelly Rothman

8560 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 46, Calif.

CR 1-5251

SOUTH AFRICA COPENHAGEN
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BUDDY HACKETT

Personal Management

frank faske

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

22nd Consecutive week

WAYNE ROOM * Washington, D.G.

IN

STATE FAIR of TEXAS
OCTOBER 9-24, 1954

BIGGEST STATE FAIR IN THE WORLD

STATE FAIB MUSICALS
JUNE 14-SEPTEMBER 5* 1954

AMERICA'S FOREMOST SUMMER THEATRE

STATE FAIB AUDITORIUM
JANUARY 1 -DECEMBER 31, 1954

AMERICA'S FI NEST LARGE THEATRE

DON “Glass-head” RICKLES
Direction: PHIL-WEB ATTRACTIONS, INC., New York

Season's Greetings

Currently HOTEL PIERRE, N. Y,

Direction M.C.A.

t. L THORNTON
President

JAMES H. STEWART
Executive Vice. Preiident

General Manager

CHARLES R. MEEKER, JR.

Vice Pretiderif

Managing Director,

State Fair Muticalt A Auditorium

STATE FAIR TEXAS
DALLAS

SEASON'S GREETINGS

I. M. RAPPAPORT

BALTIMORE, MD.
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WANTED' A Strutting Man, With A High Hat and Cane

"Jackie Barnett, Jimmy Durante's song-

writer, who impersonates him in 'The Ed-

die Cantor StOry/ would undoubtedly bo

first rate for the part in a biography of the

famous Schnozzola, Maestro.''

EDWIN SCHALLERT,

Los Angeles times.

"A young actor named Jackie Barnett

proves a scene-stealer as the young Jimmy
Durante/'

WANDA HALE,
New York Daily News.

"Jackie Barnett as Durante especially

good."
Los Angeles Times,

"Love Jackie Barnett as Jimmy Durante

in 'The Eddie Cantor Story'."

LEO GUILD,

Hollywood Reporter.

JACKIE
Management: JIM

Personal Management
JIMMY DURANTE
lent: EDDIE JACKSON

Drummer: JACK ROTH Piano Player: JULES BUFFANO

THE INTERNATIONAL ORIGINAL NOVELTY

FED! and FED I
"One Person Dancing Team"

After 24 MONTHS at Casino do Paris, Paris A Sensational Success in America

Currently: RETURN Engagement

PALACE THEATRE, New York
NIGHT ClUCS

Latin Quarter, N.Y.—14 weeks
Thunderbird Hotel, Las Venae—3 weeks
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans—4 weeks
Henry . Grady Hotel. Atlanta—3 weeks
Montmarte, Havana, Cuba—3 weeks

TELEVISION
Twice' an Ed Sullivan's 'Toast of. the Town,"

N. Y.

Kate: Smith Show. N. Y..

Cuba Telivision

Radio-Canada Television

St. Merits Hotel, Three Rivers—3 weeks-
Casa Lama, Montreal—2 weeks
Radi* City, Montreal— 1 week

CANADA NIGHT CLUBS
feellovue Casino, Montreal—3 weeks
Toronto Casino— 1 week

Cafe del' Est-1 week
Plaza Hotel, Montreal— 1 week
Beaver Club, Montreal— 1 week

PAIRS

Ernie Young's Fairs—4 weeks'

BOOKED UNTIL SEPTEMBER 1954

Canada and U.S.A. Fairs 14 Weeks and Many Other Engagements

THANKS AMERICA
r«n*iMI EDDIE SMITH, IH7 bmlnf, N.w Y.rk, N. X.

s A ALLEN
and now in 23rd

Continuing

CONSECUTIVE WEEK AT

68 Fit

LIANA’S
Avenue, New York

Special Material by ELI BASS



STOCKMAN'S HOTEL
Elko, Nevada

Thanks to JOE DANIELS

Persona! Management:

LEN FISHER
6 East Lake St., Chicago

CEntral 6-7353 A NEW VERSATILE PERSONALITY
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CHARLES TRENET
International and continental artist from

Paris. Now appearing -'Blue Angel," New
York. Starring "This Is Showbusiness," via

CBS television, January 12, 1954. "La Mer,"

written and composed by Charles Trenet, a

Columbia recording and still a world-wide

CHWHTA m> JOHNSON
Internationally famous acro-dancing stars

currently headlining at Frank Sennes' new
"Moulin Rouge," Hollywood, California.

RUSS PEAK
Hollywood's newest singing star, currently

appearing at Frank Serines' "Moulin

Rouge," Hollywood, California.

South America's number one RCA record-

ing star
.
"Anna" with Perez Prado's

Mamba Orchestra.

TONY AGUILAR
Mexican movie idol, soon making his

American debut.

.

-
I

.

Mexico's famous comedian who made his

. American debut earlier this season at the

Hispano Theater, New York City.

LETICIA PALMA
Mexican film star and still the Latin Amer*

’ ican top box office attraction.

The “LETTERCARRIERS’

Your own U. S. Mail Carriers — first tele-

vision debut on the Dean Martin - Jerry

Lewis Muscular Dystrophy patty via the

ABC network, November 24, 1953.

Exclusive Personal Management

WILLIAM L. TAUB
465 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. Plaza 5-5703

MEXICO CITY - LONDON - PARIS - BEVERLY HILLS
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MICHAEL DURSO
and His

COPACABANA ORCHESTRA f

in Yea r in Jules Podel I's

New vYork

Released: MGM Record Album—"Dancing at The Copa"

WEEK OF JANUARY 6, 1954
Numerals In connection with; bills below Indicate opening day of show!

whether full or split week
Letter in parentheses. Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; (L) Leew; (M) Moss;

cP) Paramount; (R) RKO; <S> Stoll^T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

new York city
Music Hall (I) 1 .

Patricia Raynay

.

Norman Wyatt
Jeanette Tannen
Jack Beaber
Jayne

: Hornby
Eric Hutson
George Sawtelle
Baudys Greyhounds
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace. (R) 4
Shooting Mansfields

,

Haydpcks
i F Lowery L- C-

Tooniay

Stuart Allan
Alfredo & Lenore
Lee Davis
3 - Swifts

'
‘

1 to fill

CHICAGO
Chicago tP) •

4 Aces
Sarah Vaughn
2 to fill

Miami
.
Olympia iP) 4

Dolly. Barr
Joe Termini
Park & Clifford
Frances Langford
X to fill

AUSTRALIA

ARTHUR BORAN
SEASON'S GREETINGS

SPRINGFIELD HEADQUARTERS FOR

ENTERTAINERS & SPEAKERS
Depended? Since 1914

Claude .King, Manager since
. 1944

known to acts as one of FAIREST
AGENTS in the Club Dote Field. Make
inquiry if in ANY doubt.
SPRINGFIELD ENTERTAINMENT

BUREAU
Earte HoteLBuilding, Springfield, Mass.
Phone 4*4773 Answering Service, 34
hours a day.

BRISBANE
His Majestys <T) 4
Tommy Trinder
Tpni Green
Joe -Lee

j

3" Fayes
> 6 De Pauls
1 Bouna
Mary Prlestman
Harry Moreny

• Lloyd Martin
: Toni Lamond
^Maureen Helman
• Dancing Boys
Ballet

MELBOURNE
Tivoli <T) 4

Betty Driver
Walton Sc O’Rourke

j

Chevalier Bros
Jimre

. Cq
Gene Jimae

I
Norman Vaughan. 1

Duke & Horsburgh
Joey Porter
Babs McKinnon
Peter
Dorothy Hall
Wolly Peterson
Debonairs
Adorables .

SYDNEY
Tivoli IT) 4

H Sieman St Archie.
Daresco 3
Lowe St Ladd
Charley Wood Co
Frank Cook
Susan Jeans
Renlta Kramer
Carlisle St Weldon
ClaUdine Cheret
Chaddells
Show Girls
Nudes
Ballet

BRITAIN

Walter Niblo
MacKenzie Reid i D

BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 4

Monte Roy •

i

! Howell Evans St Pat
;

Jo® hjng
; 5 Furres Chas Ancaster
Margo Henderson ‘Dancing Duvals

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY
Basin. Street

Lilly Christine
Phil Napoleon
Billy Taylor Trio

Blue Angel
Anita Ellis
Orson

:
Bean

Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Soir.
Jimmie Daniels
Patricia Bright
NoreneTate
Garland Wilson
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood &
Goodman

Cafe Society O'ntwn
Alan Dale
Leo DeLyori
Dorothy Dunn
Byel Booker 3
A Robbins Ore

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
J & J Williams
Larry Foster

Chateau Madrid
Alberto Castillo.
Pupi Campo Ore
Freddie Alonso
Santa Herreral

Copacabana
Kean Sisters .

Norman Brooks.
Dunhills
Jonathan Lucas
Herb . Fields
M Dufso Ore
Frank. Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel A$tor
Three Suns.

,

Hofei Biitmoro
Gleb Yellin,
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden
Dru Sc Dijon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A Rollini Trio

Hotel Pierro
Toni

,
Arden

L i E. Roberts
Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Relli Ore

Hotel Plaia
K Thompson
Williams Bros
Ted Straeter Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St Regis
Mary Meade
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

.
Hotel Sherrv-
Netherland

Juliana Larson
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Br.unesco Ore

Hotel Statler
J & T. Dorsey Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
. Latin Quarter
Franklin & Lane
Christine Jorgenson
Myles Bell
L & M .Murray
Mon Toy ’

Darvas & Julia
Lee Sharon.
Rob Murray

CHICAGO

THE

CHICAGO

AMERICA'S LEADING

THEATRE - RESTAURANT

. Blue Angel
Jene. Kelly
Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichbls
Bob VVeDyck Trio

Black Orchid
Josh White
Rita Dimitri
Yonel.v
Ken Sweet Trio

Chez Parse
Marilyn Maxwell
Kirby Stone Four
Rafael i Models. (3)

Brian Farnon Ore
Chamaco Band
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Margie Lee
Capck
Lippe & Balisch
Bobby May
Bob Bromley

Bill Griffin
N & J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears (7)

Boulevar-Dons (6)

F Masters Ore
Crossroads

Buddy De Vito
Dorothy Langdon
Gloria Brooks

Edgewater Beach
Horace Heidt Show
Johnny Standley
Richard Kerr
Ralph Sigwaid
Allen Brenneman
Russ Budd .

Sylvia Marie
Lyzabeth. Lynch
Conley Graves . Ore

Palmer House
LosChavales(ll)
Trini Reyes
D La Salle Orch

IOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

F Martin Ore
Charlivels (3)

Jara Mason
, Band Box

Billy Gray
Moore & Lessy
Larry Green Trio

Bar of Music
Arthur .Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Biltmore Hotel
Johnny Johnston
Bobby Sargent
Eileen O'Dare
.Hal . Derwln Ore

Ciro's
Will Mastin Trio
Sammy

.
Davis, Jr

Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charley Foy's .

Doodles Weaver

Jimmie Ames
A Browne Ore

Mocambo
Billy Daniel
Lita Baron
E Oliver Ore

Moulin Rouge
B Minevitch H R
De Castro Sis (3)
Dominique
Chiqiiita St Johnson
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (5)

Gina
.
Genardl

Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancers

Statler Hotel
George Gobel
Gloria Marlowe
Dupree Trio
Frankie Carle Ore
Ron Perry Ore

7 Ashtons
Ruby ' Richards
Art Waner ore
B Harlowe Ore
La Vie En Rose

Pearl Bailey
Guy Cherney
Van Smith Ore
No. I Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Sid Gary
Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields
Joan Bishop
Eddie Litwin

TWo Guitars
Vladimir Rozhen
Lubov Hamshay
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia KaravaolT
Misha Markoff
Town & Country
La Playa Sextet
Johnny . Morris Ore

Versailles
'Nice To See You*
GeOrgle Kaye
Fay DeWitt
Don Liberto
A1 Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart
Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchlto Ore

village Barn
Jackie Jay
David Blight
Holly Warren
Zeb. Carver Ore
Hal Graham Ore
Village Vanguard
Rose Murphy.
Three Riffs
Trude Adams
C Williams Trio
* Waldorf-Astoria

.

Jose Greco
N BrahdWynne Ore
Mischa Borr Oro

DANCE ACT
(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

and

135 East 33rd St., New York
PLaia 7-6300

“Wher? Show Business Meets'f

20% DISCOUNT
TO SHOW FOLKS
1 MUSICIANS

AT THE

“SHOWBUSINESS CORNER’’
Cabana Club Facilities

24 Hour Coffee Shop

1 f HffTlL

VARIETY
»17th5l o' ALTON RD

,
MIAMI BE ACH

Special

.
Permanent Ratea

from $17.50 Weekly

Transient rooms

also.available. A

Ttotel W/ns/or
MADISON AVE & 55th ST

Ralph Hamrick, Mir.
.

New York, N. Y.

MlAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Bar of Music

Bill Jordan
Beth Challjs
Gina Valenta
Hildegarde Hahiday
Fred Thompson

Birdland
Erroll. Garner Trio
Sarah McLawlcr 5

Shoremede
Preacher Rollo 5
Ray Mambo Ore
Lynita

Beachcomber
Sophie Tucker
Billy Daniels
Myron Cohen
Harry Richman
Blackburn Twins &
Evelyn Ward

Lcn Dawson Ore
Casablanca

‘‘Passing Fancy"
Revue

Warde Donovan
Gloria Richards
Cele Blake
Jack Marlin
Dave Tyler Ore

Ciro's
Frances Faye

.

The Red Caps
The Trenlers

Clover Club
Johnnie Ray
Danny Crystal
Betty Luster
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury

Five O'clock
B Ward Dominoes
The Nov-elites <3)
Dominique
Lcn Dawson Ore

.

Di Lido Hotel
Ritz Bros
Freddie Calo Ore.

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
^
presents

American Rep.; WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

(Continued on page 266 )

Lateit Comedy Material
for MC’i, Manielaris, Enter-
talnen, etc. Send for eur
lateit price Hit ef ,reat
ORIGINAL lagflles, mono*
looi, dialogs, perodiei,

, skits, etc. Written by thow
I biz top gngmen. Or tend
$10 for $50 worth of pbove.

Money back If not letlsfled,,

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
104 W 45 St„ N. Y„ N. Y. JU 2 0373

BEST WISHES
3RD MONTH

BILTMORE HOTEL — LOS ANGELES

Punch & Judyism
— Representation —

new York
Mark Leddy & Leon Newman

48 W. 48th Street

WEST COAST
Alice Faber Agency

120 EL. Camino Drive, Bev. Hills

\ .
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BOOKED SOLID FOR 7954
TOKYO—HONG KONG—SINGAPORE—BANGKOK—OKINAWA—MAN ILA
—HONOLULU—KOREA; back in the States in Moy, ploying: SACRAMENTO,
BAKERS FIELD—DEL MAR—SAN FRANCISCO—LOS ANGELES—RENO—LAS
VEGAS—LAKE TAHOE—VANCOUVER and SEATTLE.

- •
«'i

'6-/2

Exclusively

RECORDS

Exclusive Booking

UNIVERSAL ATTRACTIONS
2 PARK AVI., N. Y.

jVesf Coost Rep. Ben Woller Enterprises

233 W. 2nd St., Los Angeles, Calif.

king
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Senor Wences' act is a gem . . . his

embellishments are marvellous • • . So
dexterous and sure is Wences that when
it is all over, you are likely to get the

feeling of having been in the presence

of a supernaturally gifted illusionist,

rather than a ventriloquist/'

THE NEW YORKER
". ... Senor Wences is probably the

world's sharpest and most polished

entriloqOist." ;

N Y. WORLD TELEGRAM & SUN
"I hate all ventriloquists extept one. He
is SENOR WENCES." John Barber

DAILY EXPRESS

"I was especially pleased to see again

the impeccable SENOR WENCES, who is

unquestionably the finest ventriloquist

in the trade." Kenneth A. Hurren \
"What's On"

"The be-all and end-all of the vontri-

loquial art is embodied in Spain's SENOR
WENCES;" Ken Gordon

WEEKLY SPORTING REVIEW
"Don't say you have heard the best

ventriloquist until you've seen SENOR
WENCES, Who throws his voice around

• as if he were triplets"

SUNDAY PICTORIAL

SENOR WENCES

Continued from page 264

L'Alglon
Chuy Reyes Ore
L'Alglon Strings
Charlie Farrell

Latin Quarter
Jane Morgan
Bernard Bros
The Szonys
Veronica Bell
Ruth Costello
Ralph Young
Piroska
Ernie Amato
Cortez Ore
Campo Ore .

Lord Tarleton
Jack Stuart Ore
Leon .* Eddie's

Myra Davis
. Chuck Fontaine
Acres O'Reilly
Green Hair Girl
Jackie Gordon

. Billy Austin
Nancy Kent
Charlotte Waters
Bill Gray
Ralph Gilbert .

Nautilus Hotel
Janis Paige

Antone & Ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Allan Drake
Sans Souci Hotel

Nicholas Bros
Bob McFadden

.

Arne Barnett
Sac&ras Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs

Roney Plaza

MUt Herth Trio
Jacques Donnet Ore

Saxony Hotel
Estelita
Allegro Quintet
Suveen
Val Olman Ore,'
Helene
Tony De La Cruz

Vagabonds .

Vagabonds (41

Maria Neglia
Condos & Brandow
Mary Ann Bentley
Frank Linale Ore

LAS VEGAS. NEVADA
Desert. Inn

"Minsky's Follies''.
Paul Gilbert
De la Rosa 5
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore

El Cortez

Cooper Sisters
Eddie . Skrivanck 6
El Rancho Vegas

Georgia Gibbs
Jack E Leonard
Allah it Ashton
Dot Dee Dncrs

Bob EUis Ore
Flamingo.

Pearl Bailey
.

Ming & Ling
5 Cbrlstobels
S Felix Prod ,

Barbara Perry
Torris Brand Ore

Last Frontier
Mary Kaye Trio
Buddy ' Lester
Senor Wences
Jean Devlyn Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore

Golden Nugget
Nemo
Margie Garretson
Ish Kabibble
Joe Venuti Ore

Sands
Danny Thomas
B Eckstirie
Vic Damone

J McHugh & S .

Billy Gray
P Moore it B
Lessey

Frank Sinatra
Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sahara
Marlene Dietrich
Dick Shawn
Sa-Harem Dncrs
Cee Davidson Ore

Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Sparky Kayo
Billy Barty
Virginia Dew
BUI WiUard
Jimmy Cavanaugh
M Gates Palominos
G Redman's Ore

.

Thunderbird .

Jay Lawrence

Landre & Verna
Stuart Foster!

I MhQuaig Twins
Brewster Singers

RENO, NEVADA
Mapes Skyroom

Carl Ravazza!
Jay Lawrence
Mapes Skylettes
E Fitzpatrick Ore

New Golden
Toni Harper
Frakson
Dewey Sisters .

Golden Girls .

Sterling Young Ore
Riverside Reno

L of Ozark S Dcrs
Mary Small
Paul White
Riverside -Starlets
Betty Holt
Bill Clifford Ore

turies as other countries do in
decades, believe the French must
have gotten the idea fairly recently—maybe from

, some of . Caesar's
Legions’ camp followers, when lie

was considering all Gaul as some-
thing which was divided into three
parts.

HAVANA
Montmartro

M de Paris Orq'
Michelle Due
T it P Rodriguez
Rosendo Rosell
Alberto A Ballet
Sonia. Calero
Raul Diaz
E Antunez Orq
C de la Playa Orq

Sans Soud
Olga !. Chaviano
Walter Nicks
Juliet it Sandor
America Crespo
Rosana Martin Trio
Henri Boyer

Tondelayd
Xlomara Alfaro
Helena it Hector
Cachia.
Fernando Valencia
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Trdpicana
S de Espana Orq
Celia Cruz .

Mano Lopez
Marta it Alexander
Nazar.o
Paulina Alvarez
Klko Gonsalves
A Romeu Orq

.

Senen Suarez Orq

i

That OF Sahara Glide

— By Col. Barney Oldfield—.

Cairo, Egypt.
Little by little, the French are

being gnawed at about their Cul-

ture—that it’s not homegrown, but
acquired"
There was the Greek farmer who

sold them the Winged Victory.
And the Italian who provided

the Mona Lisa.

But the latest blast of all has
been dealt by Egypt.

It all started 14 years ago, when
Egypt had a king, not a president.

This king hired a digger named
Zaki Saad.
He was a different digger than

the rest of the king’s retinue. All
the others went for gold, but he
for sand.
He sunk his spade in the edge of

the Sahara, in the Sakkara monu-
ment area, and he came up with,
among other things, the Tomb of
Meho. Meho was a member of the
5th Egyptian Dynasty, of 4,303
years ago.

Zaki’s spade dealt a low blow to
the fabulous era of Toulouse-
Lautrec and the Moulin Rouge, the
young Hemingway, the feverish F.
Scott Fitzgerald, and the Techni-
coloratura memory-laner John
••Huston::

^
Its findings will be sprung on

the tourists this coming season.
Until this king sent Zaki into

the desert wastes with a royai com-
mission to back his shovel, the
‘can-can dancer was to all the
world as French as the clipped
poodle, kissing the ladies’ knuckles,
and pinching a pulchritudinous
cheek.

Yet; this Tomb of Meho, just in-,

side the. narrow limestone passage-
ways leading to the interior, has
two, tiers of excellent hand-chis-
elled can-can dancers falling for-
ward in the yi-yi finale position
—the crashing split.

This wall carving reflects the
time of Meho, 4,000 years and then
some before Offenbach’s musical
suite, or when our grandfathers
used to go to the Parisienne suburb

I

of Montmartre rather than an

;

Occulist to dilate the pupils of their

'

.eyes. .

The Egyptians, who think in een-

on its

on its

50th
. i.m ..

.

.Oi.

1904-1954

R. K. CHRISTENBERRY
President

"Special Material by
VISK" . * * the signature that

lends prestige to your act.

For information Write

A. GUY VISK
Writing Enterprises

"Creators of

Special Comedy Material"

94 Hill Street Troy, N. Y.

(The Mirthplace of Show Bis)
'
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LYNNE CARTER
and his Four Cartiers

Personal Management
JOE ROLLO

Milton Deutsch Agency
LOS ANGELES

i.

JAY
MARSHALL

•j

Direction

MARK J. LEDDY

LEON NEWMAN
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Bv GOWER CHAMPION
, Hollywood.

One night not long,ago I had a

wonderful dream.

I was dancing—with Marge—in

a nightclub; The floor was large

and polished. The Well-placed

spots kept me from seeing too

much of the audience, but I was
keenly aware of the fact that they

were hushed and quiet. Dimly,

through the clear . air i nobody was
smoking), I could see the waiters

lined up at the rear of the room,
standing at attention. One of them
shuffled uneasily at one . point and
a giant Nubian dragged him away.

The musicians; five of them, were

playing Valse Bluette in perfect
tempo, in spite of the fact that
they had completed hot Dixieland
licks before our act went on. And
the man on the main spot followed
our - movements perfectly, . even
though it was only the end of the
second week. At one ringside table
I saw a huge, redfaced Texan
drinking gingerale. He had to
cough once as we did a difficult'

lift, but he muffled it soundlessly
in his big white Stetson.

Unfortunately, I Woke up.
Actually, if I were able to live

in that dream forever I suppose I

would grow to hate it. No chal-

lenge. Anything cloys , when the
sweetness is overdone and I am
realistic enough to face the fact

that every silver lining must have
a little tarnish on it somewhere.

Of course, when I say challenge
this is the understatement of the
year. Dancers are really at the

i

tender mercies of patrons, waiters,

Captains, musicians and everybody
else who populates the dank inte-

rior of a club. Take a comic, for

;
example. If a drunk levels on him,

' 9 times out of 10 the gagman will

;

end up with a bigger yock by let-

j

ting his heckler have a little twine

]

and then jerking him up short
whenever he pleases. So waddya
expect me to do if I’m hoisting ail

102 pounds of Marge Champion
up towards the steamy ceiling arid

some ribald celebrant yells that my
truss is showing. Stop I cannot.

And if a perspiring waiter lets

gravity take control of a trayload
of dishes just as a juggler is going
through his windup trick, it is a
simple matter to direct an Indian
club out of its normal path so that
waiter will never make that ghastly-
mistake again.

Personally I wouldn’t object to
the falling of crockery, but I have
yet

.
to meet a waiter or bus boy

who could drop one in tempo.
In a fit of honesty, though, I

must admit that no performer can

icauj enpe auum an audience, in
show biz, you put yourself on dis-
play and if anybody wants to lay
out the cash to see you, why I
guess they have the right to do
whatever they want while they’re
j^atchingr-^-Only—it~does~mystify"
me sometimes why a fellow will
sweep into a club, scattering dollar
bills into every damp palm that
flags his path, then pay a steep
tariff topped with heavy amuse-
ment tax and never even watch the
show he’s been taxed to see.

I i

SEASON’S GREETINGS
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A
from "THE VENUS OF THE ICE

Currently STAR of"Sinbad the Sailor
• EMPRESS HALL, LONDON •

H

Tf^vC:

THE SMARTEST
LITTLE SHOW

THE DANCIEST MUSIC muf

THE FINEST FOOD

JULES PODELL'S

COPACABANA
10 EAST 60 STREET • NEW YORK

PL 8-0900
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The continued

SUCCESS STORY

The Woman of the Year

urrently

ATIN QUARTER

Followed by

LATIN QUARTER
Boston

Exclusive Management:

YATES ARTIST CORPORATION
565 Fifth Avenue, New York

Publicity : FRANCES E. KAYE & Co.

WwJdMzmL

MHpi^

•r "S'

RED
with

2j‘. r---—

J

DAMITO JO Just Opened

C I R OTS
Miami Beach

1 4 Week Engagement

& Direction:

Just Concluded

18 Week Engagopient

EL RANCHO
Las Vegas

RCA-VICTOR RECORDS
Latest Release

/BLUE PACIFIC"

b/w "fACE TO FACE 1
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SEASON'S GREETINGS TO NIL MY TRENDS M SNOW BUSINESS

TERRY STEVENS
r :

Thanks to FRANK SENNES AGENCY, New York City 6-3108

‘Authoritative laugh makers.”
Variety.

BILL BUD
CUNNINGHAM and AYERS

: Currently

LAURIER HOTEL, Lowoll, Mom.

MOUNT VIEW, Springfield, Mas*.

JAN. 18th (Thanks J. J. Sullivan)
.

ESQUIRE, Montreal

JAN. 25th (Thanks Roy Caopor)

Personal Management:
MILTON H. BLACKSTONE

565 Fifth Avo.. N.Y.C. El. 5-1 540

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branches- of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG PILE

(The Service of the STARS)
First 13 files $5.00—All 35 Issues «•
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)
• 3 Bks. PARODIES; per book • $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET ...... $25 •
6 4 BLACKOUT BKS„ ea. bk. ,$25 o
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D/s

BILLY GLASON
200 W 54lh St.. New York 19-Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

WmTi

llFl

By JOE COHEN

BLACK

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the Least)

A new note In
Glamor Comedy
Mgt.

:

GERBER-WEIS9
200 W. 57 St.. NjV.

'tdiu m’Gui' 'itigsir
"

The past year has been one in

which virtually everybody got into

the act to put theatres out of busi-

ness. Maybe the agencies and
bookers helped. But so did acts.

A lot of soul-searching should be
done by talent. The performer,
who walls loudest at every blow
struck at the theatres, . has railed

loudest at the circuits for letting

stages lie fallow, and yet, as a
Craft, has done least to help keep
the theatres open.

The usual run of booker has
complained that the acts have been
spoiled. At first acts started to

rebel at the idea of doing four
shows a day or more. In niteries,

they told their agents and-bookers,
the most , they had to do in one
night was three shows at a stipend
on a level with the theatre salary.

With the advent of television, acts
found that they even had to work
less. For only one show they got
what was tantamount to a week’s
cafe-theatre salary.

In the meantime, theatres had
i to develop new sources of talent.

I They pounced upon names brought
i to the top via disks, but there was
i no permanency with many of those

|

singers. They played a disker at

;

the height of his career and
brought him back at a higher sal-

la ry. In lots of cases, they never
made out on the second showing.

j

Again, the matter of. salaries be-
i came a matter of moot point in

|

many situations. Ultimately, the
theatre became a junior partner of
the top acts. .The high of years
back, 509o from the first dollar,

gave way to a 709b to 309b in favor
of the artists. The artists assumed
some of the obligations of the em-
ployer in those situations, but it

was evident that the house took
the short end of the deal. .

At that, any kind of attraction
became more difficult to get. Many
didn’t work out profitably, and ul-
timately,. everyone concerned with
house operation figured what’s the
use.

!
Pricing Out of Business

|

It’s become axiomatic that when
the salary structure reaches fan-

tastic heights, sources of employ-
ment-fall -oiL-Ac-ts* -agencieSyAhea^
tres, niteries and tele producers

For Publicity ofQuality-plus-Quantity

BRAVEMAN

REPRESENTING

ROSALIND RUSSELL

FRED BRISSON
BRUCIE WEIL
LE RUBAN BLEU

SUGAR RAY ROBINSON
AL BERNIE

JANE MORGAN
ETHEL SMITH

have learned that there is such a

thing as pricing one’s self out of

business. The latest indication of

the truth of that maxim is seen in

video. There are very few variety

shows left, the major reason being

the high costs of maintaining such
a display. It’s noted that the most
expensive Show’s on the video specr

trum are in the vaudeo genre. The
top shows can only be bought by

the bluechip sponsors, and there

are comparatively few of those.

The lopsided price structure has

hurt vaude and video. It’s hurting

employment chances in niteries as

well. A realistic look at the con-

.
ditioris prevailing at this time is

needed if the live talent industries

are to survive.

A major hope for some come-
back in the talent field is seen by
the fact that many theatres, having
rid themselves of one form of ris-

ing expense, are being pushed by
another. The new anamorphic
screen processes are producing
pictures that get 70-30 deal.

. As
with the pressures that came from
top act salaries, the houses are

again moaning that they see- very
little of the coin that’s being
taken in. Therefore, some houses
are seriously considering return to

stageshows.

!
Back To Stageshows?

|

It’s an open secret that until
the smash “From Here to Eter-
nity” came to the Capitol Theatre,
N.Y., that house, was considering

|

returning to flesh. Loew’s State,
on the same chain, Was also pric-
ing acts for that house for the
Christmas holidays. Scuttlebutt
has it that one of these theatres
will return to the stageshow stand-
ard when and if enough names can
be guaranteed to that house. It’s

reported that Loew’s, which oper-
ates both houses, .would prefer to
have the stagers in the State.

Another ray of hope lies in the
-fac,LJ:haL^ that_
stageshows can be run m theatres^
which have the widescreen proc-
esses. Loew’s State will change
over when the opportunity arises.
Radio City Music Hall, N.Y., will
also show a Cinemascope effort in
conjunction with talent, and there
are indications that the film firm’s
preference not to give their prod-
uct to houses with stageshows will
not be made a. permanent policy.
So there are indications this

vaude will have a second chance in
some situations. If it fails, come-
back is so much harder. It al-
ways is.

F'lRiPiV-lH

Associated Agents of America
reelected Eddie Luntz as the orr

ganization’s president at a meet-

ing held last week in New. York.

Also taking encores in oiflces for
another term are Irving Barrett,
vice-president; Harry Stone, treas-
urer; Jimmy Daley, secretary, and
Mickey Shaw, sergeant-at-arms.

.
Elected to the board were Dave

Cohn, Juliet Heath, Sim Kerner,
Oscar Lloyd, Eddie Ross, Harry
Rudder and Joe Zweig.

THE

uni
HELD OVER

AGAIN ! I

CHEZ PAREE

Mgt.:
. WILLIAM MORRIS

Aaericy

The Exciting Dancing of

TOMMY
CONINE

SANDS, LAS VEGAS
‘‘Tommy Conine makes a sock
impression with his tapistry.
Gleating shows fine rhythmic
feeling, and ability to wfri
.mitts is noted with every dis-
play. Sparkling zip on the par-
quet should zoom Conine into
upper brackets.”

.

PSXHETY
Nov. 25, 1953

.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

745 Fifth Asenee, Hew Yprk 22 PL«m 2*0236

WHEN IN BOSTON
It’s lit

ran
The Home of Show Folk

Avery A W«$MR«t«B Sfa.

Best Wishes to VtJETlT
and Thank You ,

JACK ENTRATTER

for an Enjoyable Ending

to 1953

Direction and Personal
Management
DICK ZALUD
1805 N. Wilcox
Hollywood 28

Representation

HENRI W. GINE
Artists Corp. of America
1 697 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Plaza 7-5145
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The Man in The Outer Office;

A Plea For A Vet Road Man
By NED ARMSTRONG

You wouldn’t know it, because

vou are new in the game, but the

piderlv gentleman standing in your

outer office because he would like

to be company manager Tor your

proposed tour, was once Jack Bar*

rymore’s best friend.

lie doesn’t look like much to-

day. He is thin, quite visibly an

old man. evidence of. feebleness

pnd a slow way of catching on belie

the strength and adaptability which

still remain strong within him.

But when Barrymore was dying,

he was one of a dozen who knew

Jack when he was wonderful and

when he was terrible who took the

trouble to pen a heartfelt note of

regret, and this was written on

eight pages of hotel stationery

from a small, one-night stand town

in Ohio.
, , .

He’s a manager, one of the spe-

cial breed of oldtime managers

who served the theatre a lifetime

in the rank of corporal but never

traveled without a star. In a life-

time of a service to theatre, he

never knew the meaning of work-

ing hours—once, on a job, his day

and night were yours.

In the younger days, when the

theatre had a. Certain glory, there

were many bright moments.

.

A celebrated '• musical comedy
queen once proposed marriage not

knowing that the dapper manager
was already married, and already

had been married then nearly a

dozen years. That was 40 years ago.

Very few people on Broadway or

in Chicago’s Loop or around the

Biltmorc in Los Angeles knew the

wife. Sometimes, in the old days,

sliie traveled occasionally with her

husband but she- always remained
in the hotel room, never visited the

theatre (except to slip in on an
anonymous pass) and in this way
the legend arose that the quiet

little manager was a bachelor.

I

A Few Friends

Of course, they did have a few
friends in show business they saw
socially once in a long while—a,

wardrobe mistress with the old
Ziegfeld Follies was the wife’s

close friend, and there was a

friendship With a theatre manager
in Philadelphia always revived
when one of the shows he managed
played a pre-Broadway date there.
And now, standing in your outer

office, dressed impeccably in dark
tones; with stiff white linen at his

throat, and a black homburg, who
would guess that this man was once
Chahin’s most trusted employee,
that he ran the Dillingham shows
for the last eight years, that he
frequently

. was responsible for
sums of cash so huge that he could
easily have dipped for .10Co and
no one would have been the wiser.
At one point in his life he came

very close to making an honest
and well deserved fortune.
A famous showman who owned

three theatres died bankrupt. Only
two people ih the city knew the
inside story of the showman’s fi-

nancial distress—our elderly man-
ager and a' downtown banker. In
the instance of a bankrupt estate,
a receiver must be appointed, and
this man, whoever he is to be, will
receive 5Cf of all monies handled
on the estate for as long as he
holds the position.
The old man standing in your

outer office, on this important oc-
casion. realized that he was not
politically strong enough -to- -wiiV
this receivership. He took the sit-

uation to a “friend, a man his
former employer had “trusted.”
The man was a celebrated. producer
of hit plays.

"You are strong enough political-
ly to obtain this receivership,” he
said; “All I ask is the job of man-
ager.”
The producer laughed at him and

ridiculed the offer. He told him
he. was a showman, not a real es-
tate broker, and ordered him out
of his office. Two weeks later the
newspapers carried the story of
this producer’s appointment to the
receivership of the big theatrical
estate, and a dozen years this
‘trusted friend” drew down a fat
annuai percentage. He did not
bU?e the old man. no,W, standing in
*°l,r outer office as his manager
,°n this deal, and that is why this
old man is standing in your outer
office. That nestegg would have
protected him.in his.jojd age.
The old man standing in vour

outer office knew Broadway when
there was a real glamor to the busi-
ness, when'the producer was a man
who rose to eminence in the field

because he had a talent for great-
ness of one kind or another. This
was in the days long ago when the
majority of. impresarios used their
own money, or Credit, and assumed
full-personal -liability for-each^suc~
cess or failure. It was during an
age when there were some celebri-
ties, not many, but the few great
Ones were all fabulously gifted
people and the true art of show-
manship was surrounding one per-
sonality with

,
a superior acting

company, dressing the show beau-
tifully, and giving it the utmost
artistic flourish.

Because it was a different, world
the profits were greater, but the
losses were staggering, since they
were carried entirely by manage-
ment. These were hard truths to

accept in those days, one thought
the great moment would last for-

ever.
'

Consequently, when one of the
great managers got into financial

trouble, his business manager (the
man in your outer office) drew
upon his own limited resources to

help tide him over a rough spot.

The rough spot didn’t tide over.
Fifteen years of earnings and sav-

ings were wiped out in tJiis mistake
of judgment—or was it the folly

of loyalty? The impresario drank
himself to death, leaving a waste-
land of debts back of him and a

few scribbled notes to his business
manager: “God bless you, son.

We’d never had made that last one
without your help.”

You probably thought you would
hire a young man as company man-
ager for the road tour. You’ve been
told that there are some Well-

trained yougsters in the business
today, certified public accountants,
ex-lawyers,, business efficiency ex-

perts. It is true, there are. and
every one of. them is a potentially

fine manager.

Background Count

However, the man in your outer
office knows every railroad passen-
ger agent from here to the Coast
by his first name and nearly every
theatre manager from years back
and he will guide your company
from coast to coast without hitch.

You can turn the entire tour over
to liim; he will book it, scale

houses, and represent you as if it

were his own show, his own invest-

ment. He may not. be very good
on small talk, since the people he
knows are mostly people you don’t

know, nor on- gossip, since the old-

time showman doesn’t gossip. But
When you are in trouble be Will

tell you, and when you want him.
you can always find him. for he
will either be at the theatre or in

his hotel room. The telegram on
your desk every morning will carry
the exact gross of the night before
to the penny, and willmot be in-

flated to make you feel good, nor
deflated to surprise you at the end
of the week with a better total.

The man in your outer office

waiting to see you about being
made your company manager for
the proposed tour knows enough
about show business to have made
him a> millionaire several times
over. Don’t misjudge him because
he didn’t make a killing, or isn’t

rich, or needs the job; The very
quality of honesty and loya lty

which made him a dependable cor-

poral in the very quality whiclv
makes him a reliable and trust-

worthy manager and is the reason
he is seeking the job today.

You. as a young producer, know
how hard it is to make an honest
buck, dou’t you?

JOSEPHINE HULL
“Solid Gold Cadillac”

Current Road Shows
(Jan. 4-16)

Confidential Clerk (Ina Claire,

Claude Rains, Joan Greenwood!
(tryout )—Shubert, New Haven (7-

9); Colonial, Boston ( 1 1-16 *.

Dear Charles (Lili Darvas, Oscar
KaHweis) (tryout) — Shubert,
Wash. (4-16).

Evening With Beatrice Lillie

—Blackstone, Chi (4-16).

Good Nite, Ladies—Great North-
ern, Chi .14-16 >.

Guys and Dolls—Shubert, Bos*
ton (4-16 '.

Harvey (Frank Fay) — Geary.
S.. F. (4-16).

Iramoralist (Geraidine Page,
Louis Jourdam (tryout'—Forrest,
Phila. (11-16).

Lullaby (Mary Boland' (tryout >—
Shubert, New Haven (14-16'.

Mardi Gras (Lenore Line) dry-
out)*—Locust St, Phila. Ul-16'.

Misalliance—Cox. Cincinnati '4-

9); Shubert. Detroit (11-16'.

Moon Is Blue—Keith. Dayton (4-

6); Hartman. Columbus (7-9';

American. St. L. 1 1 1-1-6'.

New Faces-^Biltmore, L. A. (5-

16).

Oklahoma—Dade County Aud.;
Miami (4-9>; War Memorial Aud.,
Ft, Lauderdale <11-13'; Peabody
Aud., Daytona Beach 114-16).

Porgy & Bess-^National, Wash.
(4-16',

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken*
—Erlanger, Chi (4-16 >.

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
Tilton)—American. SL L. (4-9 *;

Taft, Cincinnati <11-16'.

Starcross Story (Eva LeGalli-
enne. Mary Astor) (tryout 1—Wal-
nut St.. Phila. .

( 4-9

Time Out for Ginger (Melvvn
Douglas)—Davidson. Milwaukee i.4-

9 1
;
Harris. Chi (11-16'.

Twin Beds-*-Nixon. Pitt (4*9'.

Wish You Were Here— Shubert.
Chi (4-16'.

[Those Ziegfeld Days-And Nights!

By EDDIE CANTOR

a.
Hollywood.

When I think back to the years
I spent with Ziegfeld, a sadness
conies over me—a sadness brought
on by the fact that 'those happy
days are gone
fore v c r. A
show business
that was a joy;

you loved,
every minute
of it. You gave
-a-rper.fownanee—

j

that was your
very best and
went to sleep
contented. You
weren’t trou-

bled; in your
dreams about
what the Trcndex would be the

next morning. When you told some-
one “I’m with the Ziegfeld Fob
lies,” you were proud. There was
a ring in your voice that said, “I’m
in the same Company with Will

Rogers, Fanny Brice, Bert Wil-

liams, .Marilyn Miller and W, C.

Fields.” Compare that today, with

a performer telling you he has six

Eddie Cantor

and I, William Anthony 'McGiure
and Otto liarbacb celebrated in
Zieggy’s suite at the Statleri. While
waiting for the food, the Great
Glorifier kept writing figures on a
sheet of paper. He suddenly burst
into laughter. This was unusual.
Zieggy could watch an audience
growing hysterical at Bill Fields or
Bert Williams and he’d just about
crack a smile. We asked him why
the hilarity. Zieggy pointed to the
paper, and between spasms of
laughter, told us that if “Kid
Boots” sold out completely every
performance, he’d lose $2,000. a.
week; He wouldn’t cut an actor’s
salary, and if Earl Carrol hadn’t
revised the terms for the Carroll
Theatre, “Kid Boots” could not
have opened.

Five years after the

“Boots,” we were in

fbr another opening,

It was. another winner

cerned; Tough one for me.

opening of

Pittsburgh

‘‘Whoopee.’'

for all con-

I was
on stage all evening except for

changes of costume. Walter Don-

sponsors and eight products. “What I

a^son 3n <l Gus Kahn wrote the

are they?” you ask, and for the life > songs. They were receiving 5/c of

of hirt)—he can’t remember. . .Ltbe gross. Playing to $45,000 a

We laughed in the Ziegfeld days week, it was a nice take. We were
in Zieggy’s suite again—this time
at the William Penn Hotel. Gus
Kahn removed my shoes, brought
me some food, fixed a drink for
me and was all attention. I. asked
him why. He answered, “Eddie,
to Ida you may be a husband, to .

Zieggy you’re a star, but to Don-
aldson and me you represent o'

o

of the gross. What time do -you.

want your massage tomorrow?”
I remember one Follies when

my friend. Irving Berlin, wrote,
"A Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody.”

even .when the joke was on us. It

was in the Follies of 1918. Wood-
row Wilson was the President. He
was making too many trips to Eu-
rope. The Republicans and some
Democrats were criticizing him. In

one scene I announced the song
title. “Presidents May Come and
Presidents May Go, but Wilson
Does Both.” It was a big laugh.

[Imagine, then, the one night when
I pulled the line and it layed there.

1
1 learned later I had been framed.
Bert Williams used it before I got

on—so did W. C. Fields—so did
,
"Mandy,” and a hangup song for

Strawbridge Goes Equity

bridge

After 13 years of touring. Straw-

Productions, offering plays

for children, will become an Equity

operation as of Jan. 8.

Group is currently appearing in

New York at the Carnegie Recital

Hall.
'

Rogers. The audience must have
thought I was nuts!

i And the night during the Follies
1

of 1919. Van & Schenck were in

j

the show. We shared a dressing
! room. An old vaudevillian came
to visit them backstage. I was on-

-stage. The vaudevillian was broke,

j
Van & Schenck gave him 20 bucks
each and a brand new overcoat. 1

thought it was. very generous of

the boys until I discovered they
had given away my overcoat.

The New York run at the New
Amsterdam Theatre was always ex-

citing, but the road—that’s where
we really lived it up! It was on
tour where we d meet our theatri-

cal friends; the Marx Bros.. Ben
Bernie. Sophie Tucker,. Bard &
Pearl. Jessel.' Belle Baker. Jolson.

It was in Cleveland where A1 took

me to a Chinese i-estaurant. Jol.v

could handle chopsticks beautiful-

ly. He tried to teach me. but I

was so awkward—he tried and
tried, and gave up in disgust, say-

ing. ‘ Oh. use a fork. There’s noth-

ing Chinese about you—you're so

Jewish!”

Some Lower Mathematics

I'll never forget the night of De-
cember 3. 1923. We opened “Kid
Boots” in Detroit. Smoothest open-
ing night I ever experienced; the

audience, loved the show. Zieggy

me. “You’d Be Surprised.” I look
' back at the minstrel first act finale

and sigh. I can see George Le-
Maire,, greatest straight man ever
as interlocutor. Bert Williams and
.myself as end men. Van

&

Schenck
singing “Mandy,” and Marilyn

' Miller dancing—dancing?—float-
ing across the stage while the au-
dience oh'd and pod through the
number. John Steel was ih that
show\ and Johnny and Ray Dooley,
and Ray’s charming husband,
Eddie Darling, who was my under-
study, 1 missed one performance
and Eddie Darling went on. I

learned what a hit he was—you
never saw anyone so sick make
such a rapid recovery!

Gene Buck was hot only song-
writer for the Great Ziegfeld. but
advisor, buffer and diplomat-
keeping both Zieggy and his stars

happy. Gene actually gave me the
“Maxie The Taxi” character which
I introduced in the “Follies of

i

1919.” Can it really be that many
years ago? Recently a New York
iaxidriver brought suit against me.suit against

i my sponsor and NBC. claiming he
' wrote the ‘ Maxie The. Taxi” stuff

<in 1949. Taxidrivers are usually in

This bird is just 30 years

Altobell, Harrow Set

New ‘Stalag 17’ Tour
Leonard Altobell and Charles

Harrow have acquired the touring
rights to “Stalag 17.” Duo will

send tlie play out on the road this

month beginning with an engage-
ment at the Nixon, Pitt, Jan. 18.

Allobell’s . association .
with the

venture follows his. being taken off

the Assn. ; of
t

Theatrical Press
Agents & "Managers’ unfair list.

Harrow Was involvied in the oper-
ation of New, York's subway cir-

cuit last summer.

a hurry,
laic!

Those
Ziegfeld
trances

never - to - be - forgotten
nights when the en-

were crowded with the
stars and the showgirls listening

to the devastating, cheer-provok-
ing lines, of Will . Rogers!—lines

that would be just as big today.
"Wo never lost a war or won a

conference.” he drawled. “Amer-
ica is an open book—a checkbook”
he'd say, and nothing could fol-

low his act—nothing but the finale.

The pantomime of Bert Williams
—the robust humor of W. C.

j
Xi#ld.wfhe- songs- .of .. Fanny**Bric-e -

—they’re all gone now, but I have
my memories.

Today, with television, a

can h.av£ a big time, a big

a big. gating and security-

satisfaction, the joy of

of the Ziegfeld tradition

more, 1 could cry.

fellow
salary,

-but; the
being part

is no

,
„ , , .

GREETINGS
; ; .v

Katharine CORNELL and Guthrie McCLINTIC

Off-Broadway Debut

For ‘See How They Run’
1

“See How They Run,” a strong

entry on the straw-hat circuit in

recent years, will be given its first

New Y’ork produefipn this month.

Comedy is slated to be put on off-
.

Broadway at the Spring Street :

Auditorium foV three performances

beginning next Wednesday ( 13 1
.

Play is - being' produced'- by Dick
j

Fontaine. j

.
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Why George M. Cohan

Got Out of Vaude
By KAY AS1ITON-STEVENS

' -Chicago./'

^ few- weeks ago Gene Fowler and I were gabbing away

the hours of his stopover in Chicago on his journey front

the east to the west coast. He wouldn't talk ^bout his

latest book which Viking Press will publish in the spring,

U6r would he talk about his next book about which he is
(

already making notes. But he would talk about Joe

Laurie Jr.'s book on •‘Vaudeville/’ And who isnt? .

Every graybeard I know is remembering a forgotten

favorite Vaudeville story because of him.; Author Laurie

^oS kwpliimself^ occupFe^^
wanted to go through the country collecting them.

Memory is a sometime thing. Sometimes it’s right and

aometimes it’s wrong. The years play tricks on memory
and many a story has been ruined by fact.

When I knew George M. Cohan he loved to reminisce

about his early vaudeville days with his family. He en-

joyed telling me that he began edging away from vaude-

ville because of a notice Ashtort Stevens once wrote about ,

the Four Cohans at the old Orpheum in San Francisco.

On this Sunday afternoon opening a woman suddenly

rushed down the aisle With a riding whip in her hand and

lashed the faces of her husband and the woman seated

beside him. George told me AShton described the scene

and then went on. to say:

'•It was a hard act for the Four Cohans to follow!”

It became a Cohari-Steyens family joke. But Ashton

never happened to write George’s laughing reaction to that .

early vaudeville notice and so the printed record tells an-

other story. This story is not as humorous but it is more
enlightening. The words that * spill hot from Cohan’s

young mouth prove the; problems of the ancient vaudeville

writer were different, but no less difficult than the prob-

lems of the TV writer todaiy. ^ .

:•

The following is part of a full page interview written by
Ashton for the San Francisco Examiner in 1904 just before

the 25-year-old George M. made his first national hit

with “Little Johnny Jones” with its great song: “Give My
Regards to Broadway.”

.

|

Ashton Stevens & George M. Cohan •

|

Although this, was the first time I had seen George
M. Cohan at close range, I should say that there was
nothing in his clothes or carriage that differed con-

spicuously from the variety days/ He wore black;

double-breasted, broadly bound in silk tape, and dark
reddish gloves. The suit might have been that of a
vaudeville comedian Or of a professional follower of

the turf. His shrewd, Irish-American face was as

composed as Willie Collier’s. It was—at first glance

—

the discreet face of a messenger boy—only sublimated.
His eyes, like John Drew’s, are cut on the bias; and
when he lifts the heavy lids he lifts his head too, and
the whites make a large oval border for the strong
blue. So subdued is the banjo tone which marks his

stage talk, that you . are almost willing to say there
is none at all in his ordinary speaking voice,

I asked him about vaudeville and the skits, and he .

came straight to the point.

“As I told my father the other day,” be said, “the
only thing I’m proud of in vaudeville is .that I got
out of it. The houses are not all Orpheums and
Keith’s—not by a long way. There are only a few

i
good houses, and the others I wouldn’t like to talk
about—right out loud.”

While he lighted a cigaret, I asked if the work
came hard.

“No; that’s not it. When it comes hard it’s apt to

play hard. I never spent more than 24 hours on a
sketch. If I had contracted to deliver one on the first

of June I never sat down to write it till the last day in

May. It wasn’t the work, it was the ideas. Every
good vaudeville skit is an awful waste of ideas. You
give up everything you’ve got in that 15-minute act.

The Governor’s Son’ and ‘Running for Office’ were
short variety skits and I had only to elaborate them
Into three-act pieces and they have lasted us four
years in firstclass theatres.”

“But the royalties from your sketches— !’’

“The way they used to pay me was the funniest
Joke in vaudeville,” he went on. “A fellow would
owe me $500, and one week I’d get $35, the next
week 10, next 5 and the next nothing. After two
years of writing sketches I quit. You might as well
give them away. In fact, I did - give one away to
Filson, of Filson & Errol. I made him a present of
it because I liked him. He wrote to thank me, and
I wrote back and signed myself, ‘Your private play-
wright.’ He must have taken it seriously, for pretty
soon, when I fixed an act for somebody else, he said,
'Ain’t you going to give me the first chance at the
stuff you write?’ Yes, he was indignant. Hadnit he
given me my first chance to show what I could do in—— --the-Av^y-of^ilnngf'orsomebodyelse?---IIadn tt-he-per--^
mitted me to write a piece for him for nothing? And
hadn’t I been an ingrate in selling the next one? Then
..there’s Edmund Hayes. Five years ago. I wrote ‘A
Wise Guy’ for him and he’s never played anything .

else since. What’s the use! There’s no money and no .

gratitude in writing.”

Young Cohan stroked his chin with a glove and
pondered aloud*. “What are you going to do with
people like that? They’re the toughest customers in
the world, those variety people. Writing a song is
easier and makes more money. I got. a telegram last
night from Klaw & Erlanger asking me to write, a song
for Pete Dailey to sing in the forthcoming Amster-
dam Roof Garden burlesque, I dropped it in the
mailbox this morning.”
“Good song?”

. said I tentatively.
“Good enough, I guess. It needs a lot of stage busi-

ness.”
And beating the ragtime on his chair with* his

glove, George Cohan loosed his Bostonian tenorette
on the positively first rendition of “You Won’t Do Any
Business If You Haven’t Got a Band.” He sang with his

ft r
1? 8

.

l°w
’ and now looked up to see how the song had

hit its first audience.
V “That song will sell/’ he said simply. “Im 'my own

Forty-eighth
. MSSSflffFf Anniversary

publisher now. I’m the original publish-your-own-

stuff. Sobg publishers don’t like that phrase.
“Are you starring Just to M a star in ’Little Johnny.

Jones;’ or to cut away from the variety show sug-
gestion of the Four Cohans?”

“Just to be a. star, I guess. Father and mother
won’t want to work much longer, and' sooner or later

I’m bound to be tried out alone . 1 . and . . . well,,

now I’m 25 and anxious to see if the public will

stand for me in the centre, with motheic and father
in the ‘support’.”

“Shall you use your usual voice?”
Mr. Cohan’s grin was lopsided. “You wouldn’t be-

lieve it, maybe, but when I get on the stage I think
I'm talking just as I’m talking now. People tell me
that I twang the: second l .

hit the ; stage, but I never
hear the difference. Anyway, I’U do the best I can
with it. I don’t Want to play Hamlet, but. I must
own there’s not much satisfaction doing falls and slap-

stick work. But, of course, if the people won’t have

falls.”
;

“But you’d rather .be an author?”
“Yes, for all my sorry experience writing for vaude?

ville people. I’ve always been
,

crazy to get out and
write something good. I’ve been in this business
since I was a kid. I wrote songs at 13. It Was here in
San Francisco, years ago, that I wrote my first song
hit—‘I Guess I’ll Have to Telegraph My Baby.’ I’ve
never been out of the business. I’ve never been to
school. What little I know I’ve just picked up.

“I was a newspaperman once—for two. days. I
solicited ads for a Buffalo paper and then was fired.
And it was a free paper at that—they gave it away.
I was forced to write for the family. Among variety
people in those days it was an honor to be able to say
that you had been appearing in the same act for 20
years. I tried to change that—for the Cohans, at
least. I’m going to try something I’ve never tried

.
before in 'Little Johnny Jones.’ it Will be a bigger
show; and there’ll be an attempt at a real little story,”

He went away humming the last bars of his latest
? song:

I'd' buy everything that’s choice.
I’d buy myself a voicet

If I mere on-ly Mis-ter Mor-gan.

SEATS’ CAN SAVE

By NAT DORFMAN
There need no longer be fears about the state of the

Broadway theatre. It’s getting financially healthier all the
time,, thanks to an ever growing institution known as
“house seats.” For the uninitiated, “house seats” are'
choice locations set aside for friends of the producer,
friends of the general manager, friends of the company
manager, featured players’ friends, those of the director,
scenic designer, owner of the theatre housing the play,
friends of the friends of all those already noted and, be-
lieve it or not, for the working press. That would naturally
include oiitof-town critics, publishers who want to buy
seats. for themselves. or their friends, drama reporters who
want to buy seats for their friends, columnists who want
to buy seats for their friends, feature editors who Want to
buy seats.for their friends, end the- scads of scriveners on
the national weeklies and monthlies who want to buy seats
for their friends. It is to protect this varied and wide
array of “friends” who want “in” to see shows that house
seats were born.

An evil* you say? Hardly, though it may appear so on
the surface. Actually, it may be a blessing in disguise and
in time make the living theatre impregnable to critical

blasts; heat, wind, rain, snow, sleet, typhoons, hurricanes,
tornados, Holy Week, the weeks before Holy Week, the
weeks between Thanksgiving Day and Christmas, the

.
weeks after New Year’s when folks are recovering from
over-celebrating, the dates when Federal income Taxes
become due, the dates when State Taxes become due, and all

the other threadbare alibis gratuitously ottered when busi-
ness dips at the b.o. All of these economic disasters will
in time evaporate before the phenomenon of “house seats,”
the definitive cure-all for everything that has ailed the
theatre since critics came upon the earth to bedevil the
artisans of the show shops.
How will “house seats” save the theatre? Simple. But

first, let us . trace the growth of the house seat, it kll
began innocently enough in the early 1920s during the
days when the ticket brokers were permitted to buy the
choicest seats for their customers, often as many as 400
a night for from 12 to 16 weeks. Thus, if a visiting fire-

man, generally a critic from the hinterlands, or some
bigwig, wanted to see the show, the press agent or pro-
ducer would have to go to his boxoffice treasurer, make his
demands known and the treasurer, in turn, would see that
some broker provided him with the locations desired. This,
however, didn’t always work out; very often tickets weren’t
available when you wanted them most, so an ingenious
press agent prevailed upon his producer to set aside four
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New Dramatists Waiting

For Atomic Inspiration
By NED ARMSTRONG

Death of Eugene O’Neill reminds that years have passed
since the American theatrical scene has been galvanized
by the emergence of a great new dramatic force.

Fine and important new dramatists have come up the
past 20 years, and some have been deservedly successful.

But the biff excitement, the new horizon, the revelation
of important new thinking—this has been a long time
absent.

A New York drama critic recently suggested that the
American theatre had come to the end of a creative cycle.

The question then: what’s next and when?
/ Traveling around the country, and wherever show people
gather, The Gre^tT^se==whtclrinefans the past decade-
enters the discussion again and again.

Why the Great Pause? There are a variety of answers.
Some insist that the old problems are passe, and as proof

of this, point to subjects which were provocative 15 years
ago which appear soft and. uninteresting today.

Illustration : “The Children’s Hour/’ once an incan-
descent discussion of defamation and lesbianism which
proved of mild public interest when revived last winter
and sent on tour this fall.

If the shocker of 20 years ago doesn’t shock any more,
what subject would be a shocker today? What’s left?

What’s new?
Basically, good drama, the experts argue, is based on

general human behavior patterns; and usually, important
new drama surges from the sudden bright reflection of
some discovered attitude. All at once this new attitude
is part of a tremendous current of thought. One or two
persons are writing about it.

At a time when women were subordinate to men, Ibsen
wrote a play instructing women, to quit such bondage.
This was a bombshell in 1880, but would hajrdly stir the
emancipated female today.
Shaw was a witty and biting socialist who wrote with

caustic brilliance on many timely subjects. * Shaw sur-
vives, however, more because of great literary skill than he
does as a dramatist or politician.

Saroyan was a bright moment, and parts of Saroyan de-

serve to be rediscovered, Tennessee Williams and Ar-

thur Miller have greatness in them. But in none of these

is there a complete new horizon.

One view advanced regarding the lull in dramatic cre-

ativity concerns, interestingly enough, the atom bomb.
This viewpoint suggests that the explosion of the,

atom, and its potential threat to mankind everywhere, a
scientific fact universally accepted, many of the old ego-

moral values which were the framework of drama for cen-

turies have suddenly lost much of their impact.

With the startling arrival of the atomic age in science,

there has at the same time arrived, silent and unseen,

a new attitude toward the once sicred notions of self-im-

portance—the ego has had a big jolt, and the network of

old moral values is momentarily a tangled, mess.

This same argument advances the speculation that the

atomic age, not confined to splitting the atom, has split

the ego, and though. this mental eruption is a huge silence

with no telltale mushroom cloud, the force is terrific, the

penetration depth profound, effecting the heart of mankind
in a mighty way, largely directionless at this hour.

. ]_ New Values 1

An animal in the Woods, startled by a suspicious sound,
. freezes, and then belts in the direction of safety. In all

great cataclysms of new thought, there is the pause before

the storm. People are intuitive about major changes.

They wait.

The atom age started in 1945. This is 1954. We are

now on the threshold of a new age of manmade power.
Are we, emotionally, about to enter a new age of adjust-

ment to this nuclear circumstance?
If- so, this theory continues, we may be on the threshold

of a whole set of exchanging values, only waiting for some
major event, some crisis, to precipitate a general public

acknowledgement of ; the new attitude* and the almost
instant translation of this into terms of important new
writing, part of which will be for the stage.

And, in the meantime, with no other recourse visible,

the contemporary scene—the pause—concerns itself with
repeats, imitations, rewrites and revivals..

Theatre people are incurable, and love to discuss these
speculations. Has nuclear fission burned out the old bag
of tricks?

If the split atom is the symbol of the new era. into
which we are about to enter, has the popped meson a posi-

tive or negative effect on the ego?
When the familiar “his” and “her” values of dramatic

writing become passe,, what js left is “us”—that is man-
kind versus the latest threat to itself, the last scientific

frontier.

Perhaps such a turn in national thinking could result
in awakening a more mature and sober intelligentsia.

Would this mean the tragic muse?
The age just, passed was full of mockery and light

laughter. The. split ego could mean darker broodings.
Then, again, a sober world could mean a trend to strong,to six seats for every performance,ip be used exclusively. ,

• ’ a .sooer worm couia mean a irena to strong,

'~T$rm~press;
'^And this

1/' Agar TbdW,l^nhrbigInning
reftfect-:

of what has since grown into a gigantic industry unto
ing-tms •

•

.
,

.

.
•

.of what has since grown into a gigantic industry unto
itself-r-“house seats.”

It has taken several decades for the pace to quicken,
but quicken it did; Producers, seeing how well the house
seat idea worked out with the publicity department/ began
putting away house scats for his. Pwn use. The general
manager and company manager subsequently cut them-
selves a slice of the pie. Dramatists and directors next
made their wishes known, with stars and featured perform-
ers climbing the house seat bandwagon soon after. Indeed,
actors’ agents now put a special clause in contracts that
specifies the number of “house seats” accruing to the per-
former along with salary and billing notations. Since the-
atreowners have joined control of tickets with producers,
it wasn’t at all out of line that they should share in the*
choice pickings, so. before a show even makes its bow cm
Broadway, a definite allotment is set aside for air hands
involved.
What do “house seats” run to? Depends on the size of

the theatre and whether the show is a drama or musical.
Anywhere from 75 to perhaps 200 seats a performance!
But this isn’t all. The. vast army of Broadway angels are
beginning to growl into their checkbooks. For their in-
vestments they want “house seats,” too. So stylish, you
know. Nor will stagehands; musicians, ushers and door-

.
A magazine wrote on O’Neill’s death:
“For the stage . . .. is still a window on a nation’s cul-

ture, and Eugene1

O’Neill opened that window wide.”
What- frantic producer, tired of unsuccessfully seeking

the surefire “commercial” hit will do the play on his desk
he thought certain to fail and wake up one morning fa-

mous and prosperous and the discoverer of the first impor-.
tant new author of the atomic age?
As the boys say : what are we waiting for?

tenders long remain mute. They also have “friends.” In
time, the entire house, will be spoken for. With com-
plete sellouts guaranteed, we will heed no boxofficC, no
ticket brokers, no ads -in the newspapers and—no critics!
A show will open and perhaps remain for centuries. Know
what that means? New theatres by the hundreds to house
the new attractions that will crop up and also remain until
kingdom come. The movies can have their Cineramas,
their Cinemascopes, their 3-D’s; TV can haye its color, but
as long as the theatre can have its “house seats,” we can
breathe easily.

There’s only one fly in the ointment to this optimistic
dream. When you have a flop, you can’t give “house
seats” away. Wouldn’t it kill you?
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Days of Music, Legit
By THEODORE E. STEINWAY

The Steinway story is a famil-

iar one in the American scene. An
emigrant family arrived^ here in

1850. escaping from the turbulent

ronditions of Europe at that time.

Settling in New y°rk..-City» .
tne

men at once went to work at their

trade piano makings In a few

years’ they had learned the. lan-

guage, become citizens of the U. S.

and formed the partnership of

Steinway & Sons. Three, of them

bore arms for. their; hew Country

in the War Between the States.

In 1866 Steinway Hall was
opened. That is, the old hall, On

14th St There the great musi-

cians of the time performed—
Anton Rubinstein, Theodore Thom-
as. Leopold Damrosch, Patti, Clara

Louise Keliog and a host of others.

Charles Dickens lectured there on

his second visit to the United
States.

. Now, during the 1953-54 music
'season, -'.we. are celebrating the

Centennial of Steinway & Sons. We
can look back cn long years of

service to music and happy, excit-

ing years of association with the

great musicians and pianists of that

era. Today, from our new Stein-

way Half on 57th St., we contem-
plate a galaxy of stars from An-
ton Rubinstein. Jos.effy, Paderew-
ski, Busoni. Hofmann and the rest,

down to the greats of today ar.d

tire music; student of our modern
scene. Among today’s stars we'
number Artur Rubinstein, Horo-
witz. Serkin. Casadesus, Dame My-
ra Hess and Guiomar Novaes. The
recent tragic death of young Wil-

- liam Kapell was a great loss to us
all. Highly gifted. Americaridjorn
and trained. Kapell represented
the new American youth in the
pianistic field.

|
No~Tobacco Halls :

There are. of course, many
anecdotes and stories about the
great pianists who were familiars
in §tein\vay Hall. The story of
Anton Rubinstein and liis gold is a
favorite in the family. When niv
father. William Steinway, brought
him over to America in 1872, his
contract required that he be not
asked to play in “beer gardens or
establishments where tobacco is

sold" and that lie should be paid
in gold, as he mistrusted bankers
and “greenbacks."
At the end of his fantastically

successful tour there was about
$80,000 due him. Father called him
in and said: “Mr. Rubinstein,
there is due you on your tour

• about- $80,000, I can give you a
draft on Rothschild in Frankfurt
or Vienna, or Bleichroieder in . Ber-
lin." “No," said Rubinstein, “my
contract stipulates gold and gold I
will have." “Very well," said
father, “come back tomorrow
morning and I will have your
gold." So father, borrowed the gold
from the Pacific Bank—all good
American eagles and double

eagles, and when Rubinstein came
the next day there was reposing
on father’s' desk a large, imposing
box weighing some 120 lbs. Rubin-
stein looked at the box. started to
lift it, and shook his head and said:
“Mr. Steinway, on second thought
I might' be satisfied with a draft on
Bleiehroeder."
The first piano concert I heard

was in Old Steinway. Hall on 14th
St. The first opera I saw was at the
old Academy close by. When the
Metropolitan Opera House opened
in 1883 and Carnegie Hall in 1891,
the center of music gradually
moved uptown and I have been a
steady visitor ever since. What
great performances,

. what stirring
drama, and music we have seen and
heard in those distinguished halls.
Adelina Patti at the Academy of
Music. The first “Parsifal" outside
of Bayreuth at the Met. The open-
ing of Carnegie Hall with our own
Walter Damrosch conducting. The
first performance of the famous
Tchaikovsky B Flat Concerto, for
pianist Adele aus der Ohe. Pa-
derewski’s recital at the new Madi-
son Sq. Garden to a jampacked
house—the most sensational one-
man attraction ever to show there.
Joseph Hofmann’s Golden Jubilee
at the Met. The song recitals of
that sweet singer, John McCor-
mack, some of them at the Hippo-
drome, of tender memory.
A life in musical circles leads in-

evitably to the. theatre. The sister

muses of music and; the theatre go
-hand in hand and so my own life

in music has been immeasurably
enriched by my love for the thea-
tre and some modest work in it as

a rank amateur.
There is no business like show

business and I venture to say, that

music is show business, too. Music
and the theatre. Long may the
great sister arts dwell together and
grow closer. Music and. the theatre
J—a good combination of worktime
and playtime.

Pfeiffer to Use ATPAM

Flack in ‘Nite’ Hassle
Jules Pfeiffer, who took over as

sole producer of the touring “Good
Nite Ladies" after splitting with

his partner Danny Goldberg;, has

agreed to put on a member of the.

Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
& Managers to handle play’s flack-

ery, Decision followed negotiations,

with ATPAM brought on by fail-

ure of the management to hire a

union pressagent and company
manager. Hassle with ATPAM was
brought to a head when show
opened at the Great Northern
Theatre. Dec. 26.

No decision had been reached
at the end of last week on Pfeif-

fer’s request that he be admitted
into the union, in which case he
would double as company manager.

JOHN BEAL
New York

101 West 55th Street

Picture Representation:
Nat C. Goldstone Agency, Hollywood

By RALPH T. KETTERING
Theatre

Congratulations VARIETY

HIRAM SHERMAN

changibg world of entertainment.
In the motion picture we have
seen the talkers, color and third-

d ime nsion
topped by
large screen,
C i n e m a-

S c ope and
C i ii e r a m a.

AH are sur-

prising but no
more so than
vyhat is hap-
pening in tiie:

legit. When
costs climbed
to almost im- Ralph T. Kettering

P o s si b 1 e
heights there was the usual cry

of a dying theatre but those who
have given their life to legit knew
that someone Would stand forth to

solve: this almost unsurmountable
* '**

' J >w ''"r*' situation.

By FRANCIS ROBINSON ^ame a man
- name Paul Gregory with an idea.

(Met Opera four & B.O. HccidliShakespeare was right he con-
. The Metropolitan Opera is the

J tended — the play was still the
biggest thing that moves, except . thing. If it could still be as im-
the circus. Qn the road, the world’s ' oortant today why not begin with
foremost : operatic organization it.

more nearly resembles an advanc-
j

Charles Laughton had already
ing army than a band of 'strolling found the reading of the Bible, in-

No Bar to Opera Tours;

Navy to the Rescue Once
By FRANCIS ROBINSON !

(Met Opera Tour & B.O. Head)
The Metropolitan Opera is the

biggest thing that moves, except

more nearly resembles an advanc-
ing army than a band of 'strolling

players. In an operation so vast, teresiing even via radio. The best

there are. bound to be mishaps of
a corresponding size.

seller still was a best seller. The
Greeks. Romans and Chinese had

: But—touch wood—the Metropol-
)
found it expedient and profitable

itan has not missed a performance to present their stage plays witli-

on tour in this generation. The call . out scenery and with only a few
has often been close, but even in a props. Ben Greet used to go about,
world where the-show-must-go-on is the country prancing over verdant
i _ . ai. - xt j : _ : .... _ • • , i a • :• ,v i a «tlaw. the Met’s record is unique,
The huiilors of John

;
L; Lewis

more often than acts of God have
backed the company into a corner.
The coal strike of 1946 caught Chi-
cago with a two weeks’ supply of

> awns with his classic troupe play-

i g.Shakespeare at colleges, schools

and- in any backyard large enough
j to accommodate his small com-

|

pany. Why not again?

i. As the years galloped along
coal. A curfew was immediately

! the stock and repertory companies
slapped on the city, with lights in

; that traipsed across our land used
public buildings from 2 to 6 p. m.

:

diamond-dye scenery with furni-

only. j

It was the Navy rather than the
. ^ of t| ba ?a„e never reachdd

Marines that came to the rescue.
thealre and al

°
10 p. m. the ris-

Jack Manley. then manager. of-flie
, , curtain rcvea)ed

F
a Don ' We

little theatie in the Opera House
,vj(hout . so much as a toupee. Did

and a lieutenant-commander in the
, audit.nc0 mind? Nol a bit. It

Reserve knew. about six mam*,
a e melVt and surely one of

ships which had been completed '

the m„
R
sl excitiV„ -carmens" in t he

lust at the end of . the war and
.

|dstorv 0f that hardv perennial,
never used. Why not bring one of

, is doubtful if the Met will over
them up the river, tie herup alone-

f ,er dlsastpr ,han 0„ ,he
side the Opera House and use her ' T ,,„ „ir„ ,,,,,

motors for power?
|

j
No Time To Bargain

j

In some of the fastest red-tape
j

cutting in history, this was done.
The Maritime Commission demand-
ed a deposit of $25,000 with the
possibility of overcall but the gun
was in the ribs and Sol Hurok and
National Concert & Artists Corp.,

who were handling the Met tours

at the time, were in no position
|

to bargain. They coughed up with-

out a whimper. Incidentally, it

was the redoubtable Hurok and
Marks Levine of NCAC who were
largely responsible for the big

tours of recent years. They were
bold where the Met had to be con-

servative and underwrote the com-
pany to the tune of staggering

sums.
If the railroad strike that same

year had hit on schedule, the com-
pany would have been stranded at

its most distant point, but a five-

day reprieve barely covered the
last date. That fateful 4 p. in.,.

May 23, found the company, now
compressed like cattle into one
train, ambling through the beauti-

,.{ul-_f^|iI>vlands--of—‘Virginia*.-—The-
great Washington terminal lay si-

lent and deserted. By some dis-

pensation never explained nor
questioned, the Met train was al-

lowed to go through. It has been
J

suspected the crew just wanted to

get home. The stagehands, unable
to make the midnight departure
from Chattanooga, rode the last

train into the Capital and finished
j

the trip to New York by taxicab.
I

Costumelcss ‘Carmen’

~Houston was almost lost in 1947.

The Texas City explosion Which
took 512 lives had filled the Hous-
ton City Auditorium with evacuees,

A week before the engagement it

was not known whether they would
be out—but they were, and on the

open Sunday evening in Dallas the

Met gave & benefit for the sur-

vivors.

Then there was the costumeless
“Carmen" of 1948 in Atlanta.

Spring floods and a washout had
delayed the trains. In the shuffle,

It is doubtful if the Met will ever

face greater disaster than on the

1906 tour. The entire company was
in San Francisco the night of the

earthquake and fire. Caruso was
shaken out of bed and bis wits. He
would never sing in the Golden
Gate City again, strange for some-
one who was. born practically in

the crater of Vesuvius. Deems Tay-

lor likes to recall that Emma
Fames' major preoccupation with

the cataclysm was that she had to

go four days without her bath. Her
colleagues were less impervious to

the horror about them. In spite

of the loss of everything the com-
pany not only refunded on every

ticket but staged a mammoth bene-

fit for the victims. :
.

constantly
j

ture, draperies and props painted
rtainment. on it and audiences acceped it.

we have
|

Then along came a man named
and third- : David Belasco who insisted on be-

ing-more realistic. His scenery
must be the real thing. A bit
later a man named Bel-Geddes
picked up where Belasco left off/
He built his productions to last
forever. Houses became houses,
warfs became warfs. sidewalks
were -real sidewalks, and costs be?-

!
gan to rise as an important part of

jthe entertainment. True, the play
I had to be written a iid it had to be
: goed but the audience came to ex-
pect actual backgrounds.

Kettering We have all seen what happened.

iiciiai rrv
* am °ne who believes in high

...iw.
uaSes everyone in the theatre.

eeTknew M ‘hat youn* ..-westerner

V« .-Gregory. He believed the laborer

Sn,?n»?hiP
'vas " orth >

v Of his hire; So, hemountable W(?nt oUt an(j hired the best he
u.. tl

./could get. The wages of Charles
‘e

* Boyer. Charles Laughton. Agnes
1

Ka pnn
" -Mooireh’ead, Sir Cedj ic Hardwicke,

• ctiu thn Tyrone Power,. Raymond Massey;

KkJc im Anderson. Anne Baxter,

wk*
Henfy Fonda, John Hodiak. and

je0m \ tn
lj pv(j N0 jan ^id not stop. him. He

, knew they were entitled to, all they

in
ask,?d - And he knew that if the

Thinici play was good he did not need ex-

,7
ne ~ p ;

nen.sive. productions. Why not t"ke
?

ler
* J j'

- the money you would spend on
llnes

| i . ,

a
,

trappings and invest it in talent?
prpfita j e why not hark back to the Greeks,
ilays "itn-

t j Romans and the Chinese?
nly a few

j go about ! Created A New Trend ,|

!

So he changed the trend, of our

;

theatre. He found a Way to solve

•
production costs. He has created a

com-

'

nc 'v ?nd living theatre.
And. it all began when lie iis-

. , . „ tened. to Charles. Laughton read

companies
thc Bib l e over the radio. It pre-

land used
15011 ed 1° k im a germ of an idea

... f.-pni which he was smart enough to de-

.
.'ve»op .into “readings.” He did add
a f?\v props like the Chinese, and

er reached in hi.v latest “The Caine Mutiny
m. the ris- Court M-artial" he even conceded
Don Jose to having a drop in back of his

upee. Did actors, but that was his “proriiic-

t a bit. It tion” and it could be packed in a
rely one of bii's. a truck or any kind of con-
?ns" in the veyance.
rennial. Authors have been trxing to
:t will ever solve the problem by writing
an on the plays with two or throe charac-
inpany was tors and there will be some among
ght of the you who remember that Owen
'aruso was McGivncy, R. A. Roberts and some
is wits. He

. otliers presented a -whole play by
lie Golden protean impersonations.
for some- 1 But, in one fell swoop Gregory

cticnlly in seems to have solved the problem
)eems Tay- that appeared impossible. He Still

lat Emma carr'ed crews, stage managers, sup-
ation with porting casts and other attribufes

slie had to of t’'o theatre but lie has mini-.
• bath. Her mi'od the initial cost of produc-
icrvious to tion — the thing that has been

In spite sii'ling the legit theatre,

g the coni- The theatre is. indeed, a chang-
I on every ing world. It will never die. It is as

moth bene-
.
everlasting as music and poetry.

I All it needs is tliouglit.

HELEN CRAIG
New York'

_

Telephone Exchange LExington 2-1100
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Decline Of The West Seen In Fading I

gy
L-fl. Legit Biz; Angelenos Puzzled 1—By Bernard sobel—

j

Bv MIKE KAPLAN Almost the last time I saw Paris
y

Lo$ Angeles. I. was giving my energies to estab-

The Chamber of Commerce has been sticking its chest out lately, lishing a branchy of the original

contending that Los Angeles is now the third largest city in the court* Ziegfeld Club in that famous city,

try. on the basis of special census figures. On the subject' of its stand- Severn! months earlier I.had^mon*-

Ing as a legit center, however, both the Chamber and the lady^own- ^ed-^set up-branches -ln^Holly-

town, who insists that this is /‘The Athens of the West,” remain wood, Chicago, Philadelphia and

strangely uncommunicative.
.

Boston with the aid of Camilla Lam
This preoccupation with population figures is a civic pastime . here- ier, Frances Upton, Virginia and

abouts and it’s probably understandable in a town where everything Meredith Howard and other glori-

has to be described in superlatives. Los Angeles has the world’s £
ed girls who Were anxious to

biggest service station, the World’s biggest drugstore and, on a per honor the mefnory of the great pror

capita basis, what appears to . be the world’s worst legit audience, ducer and to aid an imperative

About the only resemblance to Athens appears to be the Acropolis, a charity. *

downtown restaurant which may or may not have been inspired by Paris, however, was my most
George Giyot. important objective. The girls had

Since the Chamber is preening itself over a numerological victory been accustomed' to vacationing
Over Philadelphia, a comparison of the theatre, tastes of the two cities there from time' to time, beauties
should not be considered unduly unfair, Granted, Philadelphia is on like Avonne Taylor who adorned
the eastern tryout circuit, which gives it an edge in terms of the the old steam-room at the Ritz, the
number of legit productions available. grand stairway at the opera, the

However, Philadelphia theatres were, in operation- only 35 weeks swanky night clubs and the boule-
last year, as opposed to 51 in Los Angeles, and tlie local tally derives vards; Yes, plenty ’ of our girls

added benefit from the subscription season operated by the Los An- went over there, but how could I

geles Civic. Light Opera Assn, As proof, there’s the case Of “Carnival find- them, collect them and get
in Flanders,” which barely reached a five-figure weekly gross in them to help me?
Philadelphia. Here, because of the considerable number of subscrib- As I stood perplexed in front of
er$ who purchased season tickets in advance, “Carnival” averaged the desk, ready to sign up for ihy
$36,000 per week for each of tour weeks. room at’ the Crillon, these ques-

Despite this addition to the season’s total, Los Angeles ended its tions were unexpectedly solved
SLweek legit year with a gross approximately $100,000 Under that Somebody’s hands closed over my
registered by the quondam third largest city. eyes and. when they- released 1 my
I Where Does Tlie W*et Start? '

!

vision, r looked around and. saw

The figures, of course, prove nothing—except, perhaps, that from star, Paris revue favorite, and for
the legit standpoint at least, Los Angeles would do better to pick a many years one of my best friends,
llgh‘ wilh a city its own size Boston, maybe. Besides, the Hub has Quickly, I told her oJ my hopes
always claimed ownership of the title of “Athens of the West,” al- an(j pians f0I. a ziegfeld Club in
though Angelenos will tell you ihal there's only onercal west and ,he French capital, an internation-
that starts at the Los Angeles River and. reaches to the Pacific. It is a i meeting place that would be
not true, however, that the phras£ “gone west” has come to mean particularly useful for rollertine
^ath^eause, of what has happened to legit troupes that invade funds and gaining memberships^

8

The reasons for the decline of the legitimate theatre in Lbs An- cn-Jn way
.-c°

geles, which at one time supported more than a dozen full-rsized .houses
saia '-•wire, pontincally, is to give

• during the year and supported them staunchly, are difficult, to de- ! j Pa//
y

'

^*ve them free food and

termine. For one thing, there has been a- steady -’deterioration, in
.} ?

r
!

n
vu

a
2- .

gather around

legit tastes until about the only, thing a producer can be sure of is
,

0 J 1
-

-

s *

that he wiIT enjoy a long run with “plays” like “She Dood It In! About 10 days later the guests
Dixie,”. “She Lost It in Campeche” and ‘Motel- Wives’—all of which

j

assembled. Mary Garden came,
ma;ke “Ladies Night In a Turkish Bath” seem like a Pulitzer Prize- jail-engaging, and all-aglitter with
winner by comparison, T -

: (.bracelets, spangles and necklaces.
The corporal’s guard of legit veterans left in town have. interesting,.; Richard Watts Jr., vacationing,, was

though not necessarily accurate, appraisals Of the situation. These.', there.. Mr. - and Mrs.. Frank Vance
range from the theory that ’ Lcs Angeles is not really one big -city

;

Storrs.. of the New York Theatre
but a conglomeration of about 23 hick towns to the remark that i

Program Co., several stray Ziegfeld
“there aren’t any good plays anymore, anyway.” Sandwiched in be- : Pirls and a sizable group of English
tween is usually the complaint that the only real theatres in town-.royalty.- Beth Leary graciously as-

are in the "downtown area and therefore inaccessible. The latter the hostess in' receiving the
complaint wounds civic pride, which points to the fact that there are ,

Shests,
.

arM Louis Bromfield, sud-
more automobiles in Los Angeles than anywhere else in the world. ,

denly inspired, directed the at-

The man in the street ( there are approximately 50 such non-car-, taches to bring in a piano. Around
• owning individuals in town (. queried at random over a period of

,

.noble instrument the guests
months, is less articulate. His responses range from “What is it?” .

speedily assembled and the place
to “Who needs it?” A few Angelenos, trapped as they left a legit took on the glow of April in Paris,
theatre and asked why they didn't go more often, had much more June, January or any month, for
cogent reasons. ~'\ that matter, associated with the
One cf the difficulties is as old as the chicken-and-the-egg routine.

.

glorified girls.

Patrons contend that they don’t attend legit as frequently because ! Bromfield lead the singing, and
the town doesn't get good road companies any mere. Producers ' the first number, of course’ was
counter this with the claim that the quality of touring productions

'

"A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody ’’

was maintained as long as business, was good on the Coast;., when it ' Irving Berlin’s immortal synthesis
was no longer financially sensible to send good companies here, they ! of verse, sensation arid femininity,
tried to get. by with, makeshifts. The grosses, of course, kept going Sweetness arid light prevailed. Nos-
l0
^u‘ . I

talgia brought smiles and tears.
Other things that appear to gripe the potential legit patron are the

!
Hearts- beat rhythmically Then

large number of “racket” theatres which utilize tyro talent and pose [something happened something
as professional houses, charging the usual professional scale, and the [dreadful. A bunch of intruders
fact that local newspaper criticism makes no effort to protect the I barged into the hallowed area Not

.
reader by distinguishing between amateur and professional production. ! crashees. Not drunks crazed by
Reviews are based upon the amount of advertising space purchased

;
Penrod. Not guests who had mis-

and the reviews are generally fullsome—in the pure sense of that
j

taken their way, but officials of the
abused word. Consequently, the newspaper reader is frequently Ritz, managers, assistant managers
auckered into attending (at S3.60 per seat i what amounts to a pro- ! secretaries and bellhops Thev
duction of the Wednesday Afternoon Club’s Drama Group because it ! were fighting mad shouting like
.has received good notices in the lav press,

!
gendarmes and waving their hands

Although Milton Shubert has
emerged as the late Lee Shubert’s

heir in the operation of the Shu-
bert interests, : the practical-pat-

tern of control is not yet clear.

As with most things relating to

the Shubert empire; little was
known specifically about the divi-

sion of authority between Lee and
J. J; . Shubert.

According to the , published
terms of Lee’s will, Milton, a
nephew, was named as head of his

organization,. But the Shubert
setup

:
was believed to have been

an equal partnership between the
two brothers, With ho formal divi-

sion of authority. In general, Lee
handled affairs in New York and
J. J. looked after matters on the
road, with Lee the more promi-
nant and more potent of the
brothers.

It is not yet clear whether Mil-
ton will be an equal partner with
J. J. In any case, the deteriiiina-

t ion pf practical,, day-to-day au-
thority may be a matter of per->

sonality, aggressivehess, etc. Also,
since Lee’s will named as trustees
and executors not only Milton, but
also Lawrence Shubert Lawrence,
another nephew and manager of
the Shubert theatres in Philadel-
phia; Sylvia Wolf Golde, a niece,
and William Klein, his attorney,’
of Klein & Weir, the control may
be a multiple affair.

However the. situation may work
out it’s expected that some changes
will occur in the Shubert organi-
zation. Certain executives who had
Lee’s confidence but. were not on
good terms with J. J., are figured
likely to be affected. And, perhaps
most important of all, there has
thus, far been no indication of the
status of John Shubert, only son
and heir of J. J. He is generally
regarded as the best liked, most
respected and one of the most able
of all the Shuberts.

No Clue to Value
Lee’s will gave no clue as to the

value pf his estate or the Shubert
empire, as a whole. Besides nam-
ing Milton head of the organiza-
tion and setting up the trustees
and executors of the estate, it left
$100,000 each to Milton, Lawrence,
Mrs. Golde and Klein. It also left
Milton; Lawrence and Mrs, Golde
a life income from one-sixth of his
residuary estate.
Mrs. Marcella Swanson Shubert,

Lee’s widow, was given his house-
hold, personal effects, library and
works of art, plus $200,000 taxfree
and a trust of $150,000. from which
she will receive the interest and
one-tenth the principal annually.
This is in addition to the iarge
settlement understood to have
been made on her at the time of
their divorce in 1948. They were
remarried a year later.
The Uriited Jewish Appeal will

receive $25,000 and. the Sam S.
Shubert Foundation, established
several years ago by Lee and J. J.
in honor of their late brother, gets
one-half the residuary estate, plus
the remainder on termination of

the trusts set up under the will
The -will stated that no provi-

sion was being made for J, j ; on
the grounds that he has ample
means of his own. It also failed to
mention John, who is . .presumably
provided for in J* J.’s will.

Lee Shubert died of a circula-
tory ailment Dec. 25 In Mt. Sinai
Hospital, N.Y., after a brief ill-

ness. His age was given as 78, but
he was believed to be in the mid-
80s.

GEORGE WHITE FILES

Los Angeles.

George S. White, veteran Broad-
way stage and cafe producer, filed

a bankruptcy petition in Federal
Court here; listing unsecured debts
amounting to $100,780 and assets
of $1,400. His 1953 income, he said.
Was $14,380.

Heaviest obligation was $35,000
borrowed from the late B. G. “Bud-
dy” DeSylva. Lightest was $l,
loaned by Max Dreyfuss.: Also list-

ed among the debts was a judg-
ment for $12,079, the result of an
automobile accident, in which two
persons wererkilled~iirT946.

*’

Met Opera ‘Fledermaos’
The Metropolitan Opera present-

ed Strauss’ operetta,. “Fledermaus’V
in the Howard Dietz-Garson Kanin
English version, last Thursday
(31), for the fourth successive time
as. the New Year’s Eve gala at the
N. Y. house. Gross, at a hiked top :

of $10, set a new Eve record, for
the house of $24,300. (Orchestra
seating was enlarged last summer).-

Event was also signalized by the
Met debut of famed ballerina
Alicia Markova, who danced in the
second-act ballroom scene in a spe-
cial divertissement devised by Met
choreographer Zachary Solov. Miss
Markova is the first great ballet
star ever to dance in an opera
ballet at the Met.

Cast also included Roberta Pe-
ters, Eleanor Steber (latter singing
her first Met Rosalinda), Jarmila
Novotna, Charles Kullman, John
Browrilee, Thomas Hayward, Clif-
ford Harvuoth and Paul Franke.
Tibor Kozma conducted.

‘Pacific’ 34G, Kaycee
Kansas City.

Only legit of any consequence
to play here this fall was “South
Pacific,” which wound a week in
the Music Hall Saturday (2) with
pleasing biz to its credit. Third
time in town, this time at a $4.27
top, show garnered a nifty $34,000
in six evening and two matinee
performances.

Formerly it played at $4.88 top.
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EDI.TH ADAMS
(Schult*!)

1

1

as if quashing a riot.

Ritz on The Fritz

. What was wrong? The answer
was very simple. The dignified Ritz
management declared that the
party would have to come to an
end. The music was improper. It
was disturbing, The singing was
sacrilegious; It would disturb the
guests, some of whom might be
playing solitaire, having a’ mas-

r
Strge/tsrklri Inap or—well~cldihg"
anything that guests might do. So
the party Would have to end at
once.

But just when the situation ap-
But just when the situation ap-
peared hopeless and the coriipany
was about to break, some genius
grabbed the manager,, pulled him
aside and began talking rapidly.
Then for a few tense moments,
all that could he heard was the
crinkling of bank notes.
The party, as a result; was a suc-

cess, so great, in. fact, that I went
on the next week to London, there
to start a British Glorified Club;
That project must also have been a
success, for just as I stepped on
the . steamer, homeward bouiid, a
messenger rushed up and handed
me the following telegram from an
international news agency:

“If - you contemplate starting a
Ziegfeld Club in South Africa,
kindly advise sc that we may cover
story.”
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CONSTANCE CARPENTER
Tlianh 3 ou, dear Dick and Oscar, for giving me the most vrendorfo)

role of my career.
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By EUGENE BURR:

The kindhearted critic (which sounds like a flat contra*,

fiction in terms, but isn’t quite) was having lunch with a

longhair musician who sprinkled cadenzas and glissandos

into the minestrone like a spoonful of parmesan; but
..finally he..got-off on-*~Hck' that Was
closer to home.

. “The newspaper strike took you Off

a spot, didn’t it?” he suggested sweet-
ly. “You didn’t -have to do a review
of ‘Kismet’.”
“Why ^shouldn’t I want to do a re-

"view of ’Kismet’?” asked the critic

belligerently.

The heckler answered a question
with a question. “Did you like it?”

. “Well1

. . .” said the reviewer with
the definitive finality of a critic who
hasn’t yet discovered what’s in his

Eugene Burr own mind.

• I thought so” said the heckler. “But a while ago you

.

Insisted that you like the stories of oldfashioned operettas.

And in ‘Kismet,’ after you dive through those droves of

’well, of imminently titivating-babeS which, I admit,

is a tough thing to do) you'll find that the story of that

pseudo-oriental flesh-fest
,

is maybe, perhaps/ just a little

hit pldfashibned. I' only mention it because the music is

theoretically by Borodin, and I was interested. . .

"What I had in mind,” said the critic with dignity, “were

the books of musical comedies, not operettas.”

“That isn't what you said,” answered the heckler. “It

doesn’t matter to me—and I don’t know much about it any-

how—but I do know that the so-called operettas that used

to deal with composers and other such talent-cursed per-

sons had books that were pretty sad. Those at least I do

know about.”
; . :

•

“There haven’t been many of them recently,” said the

—critic

The heckler nodded. “The last one I remember was a

clambake called ‘Music in the Air’ or ‘A Song in My
Heart’ or something.”

" Music in My Heart’ ”? suggested the critic.

"That’s it,” the longhair answered. “The. one that was
supposed to be about Tschaikowsky. If I remember rightly,

you liked it. Or didn’t you?”
“Well . . .” said the critic again with authoritative

finality.

“Anyhow,” said the heckler, “you can’t deny it was old-

fashioned. The music was Tschaikowsky, so We can leave

that out. But the tenor, who was also supposed to be
Tschaikowsky, had about as much relation to him as a
stale creampiiff has to a plum pudding. And so had the

story. There were times when, except for the score, you
didn't know whether you were watching ‘Music in My
Heart’ or ‘Blossom Time in Moscow’.”

He snorted and continued. “Why is it that libretto

writers, every time they use. the name of a composer in

their scripts, think they have to write like a. rnimeograph
machine? As soon as they decide to cash in on some poor
dead guy who composed music, they pull out the same old

plot and fit a new name to it. The composer’s a virginal

young gent (which puts it in the realm of fantasy right

away) who falls in love with some glamorous gal who
always turns but to be a soprano. She Sort of likes him
too, and his fresh young heart, blooms- under the sunshine
of her toothy smile. But he has a very good friend, and his

friend ancl his gal discover that they’re, soul-mates. So,

on the night of his great musical triumph, the composer
gives the gal. to his pal, hides his cracked heart under a
brave smile and an oldfashioned dress-shirt from Brooks,
watches the happy pair go into matrimony and the Wings,
and then .despairingly clutches a piano and immediately
knocks oiT his greatest score. Sometimes it’s'VAve Maria*
and sometimes it’s the Pathetique: But it's always ‘Hearts
and Flowers’ to me.”

"It's a good plot,” said the critic With grin) and deter-

mined consistency. “At any rate; people like it.”

"The first 20 times, maybe,” answered the heckler.
“After that,- when they meet it under still another name,
they begin to get sick of it. What gravels me most is the
fact that, if librettists would only learn how to read, the
lives of a lot of composers would provide true stories a
lot more dramatic than this decaying lollipop.”

“For instance?” asked the critic. •

“For instance, as long as wc’rc talking about ‘Music in

My Heart’ Tschaikowsky. He was no shy young idealistic

geniuswho fell beautifully in love with a glamorous un-
known; he was a lackadaisical fellow with a lot of ego. who
studied law through sheer inertia because his family
v anted him to, and who decided to write serious music
only because of the encouragement Of Anton Rubinstein,
the. musical lion of the day—and maybe because it seemed
easier than digging through a bunch of lawbooks.

“His experiences with women had no connection with the
standard operetta plot that was used on him. As a matter
of fact, his experiences with women were on the sparse
side, and a lot of people like to talk a lot about that. But
Jie did have two- outstanding gals in his life, and either
—iinc.-of-Hiein-wbuid-nrake' a~ more"dramatrc story-than~tlre-
phony that was put on the stage.

“In Hie first place, there was a gal he thought he was in
love with."He was no shy young genius at the time; he was
,37 years old and already fairly w'ell known. And he didn’t
havg to give her up to his best friend and then race like
hiful to an upstage Steinway and dash off the Pathetique;
he didn’t write the Pathetique until 16 years later. And,
as for the gal, he married her. "

Her name, incidentally, was Antonin?! Ivanova Milyu-
Ko\a—and try to write a lyric around that. They were
nun-ied -on the 6th of July, 1877; and by the next Octo-
ber they’d separated-.

. Some smart writer could .dp a job
1‘yiivg to reconstruct those three months. Most people,

J

ls be noted; agree that Antonina shouldn’t be blamed
or the smashup. That Was supposedly due to what’s been

•

,

°d. with the gentility that the Victorians liked to smear

Jl'
0Hn(l in their dirty minds, Tschaikowsky’s abnormality

pi
Perament. After the marriage he became silent and

In"!'
an(i *ie finally quit Moscow, where they were living,

«nc hotfooted it to St. Petersburg. But he didn’t set down

himself
1^ 3 ®rea^ music about it. He tried to kill

jr„ i .'^id in his own quaint and special Russky why/

or » .

n
.
g0 i*1 for anything as dull and routine as- shooting

fl]P i

l

|

lnsi^' He just waded out into a river on a frosty

tlu i ,

unt
.

Jl
.

^e water Was up to his chin; and then he stood

V’ waiting to catch pneumonia and die. It was a method

that took^plenty of time—at any rate, it took enough time
.

his brother to find him arid fish him out.”

^ .
““.fbink that this is the basis of a musical romance?”

asked the critic.

“Well, maybe not,” the longhair admitted. “But If the
producer could get hold of the tank they used in ‘Wish
You Were Here,’ I have a hunch that Bobby Clark would

pretty funny in the suicide scene. And, if you don’t
fhatj maybe the other gal in his life could provide the

libretto.”
‘‘Who was she?T - - —

-

She was a ^married woman named Nadezhda Filaretova
von Meek, and she was nine years older than he.’’

‘‘That’s fine for a romance,” murmured the critic. “And
What do you do with her name? Use it as the trademark
for a new miracle drug?”

. “The thing's romantic,” insisted the longhair. ‘‘Her; hus-
.band was a very wealthy railroad contractor; and the year

he died Mrs? von Meek started helping Tschaikowsky. She
kept oh helping him . for yearSi At first she gave him com- :

missions to compose special music for her; but after a
while she stopped kidding about it and just put him.on an
allovyahce of abbut $3,000 a year—which wasn’t grace-notes
in those days. It started before he got married and kept
right on after he’d left his wife. And it wasn’t until 14
years: later that they finally broke up; The lady began to
go a little potty and imagined she was financially ruined

—

which strictly was hot the case. But she thought so; so
she cut off Tschaikowsky’s annual take.”

_ ‘‘And he went to her. and cured her through the power
of his mind,” suggested the critic bitterly.

.

*

nothing of the sort; He got sore—even the ugh
he was quite wealthy in his own right by that time— and
broke off with her. completely.”

‘And
.

this,” remarked the critic to the spumoni. which
had arrived by that time, “is what the man thinks is ro-
mantic. . .

haven't heard the
.
best of it,” the other insisted.

She did all this for him, and they wrote to each other ail
the time, and - some

. of the letters were very interesting
documents. But they, never saw. each other—never' even
once!”
"You mean,” said the critic.

"irtance, "that lasted 14 years before it broke up over- her
stopping his payments, was conducted entirely via the
Imperial Tsarist Post?” •

The longhair nodded, “But When he died years ater
her name was on his lips!”

WHAT IS ENTERTAINMENT?
By CHARLES O’BRIEN KENNEDY

There is some conflict of opinion as to the meaning of.

entertainment, some holding that it is spiritual diversion
while others maintain that it consists solely of laughter.
Roughly speaking, laughter is born either of jovousness

of the spirit or of desperation. The
purpose of this screed is to caution
the young who would embrace the
hazards of laugh-production with more
audacity than aptitude. Let the neo-
phyte bear in mind David Garrick’s
opinion: “Comedy is serious busi-
ness.”

.

Perhaps one of the first mediums
for provoking laughter was the funny
story. Any old White Rat can testify
that the first “Pat and Mike” story
was told by Belshazzar at his memor-
able highjinks. One critic did not
wait for the morning edition, but

scrawled his critique on the wall, thus ending Belshazzar's
career as an after-dinner humorist. It must be said for
the King that lie did not follow in his father's footsteps
and eat grass for a laugh.
Now, let us consider the perennial pun. This humorous

Vice has persisted from the reach of ages even though it

was condemned by the ancients. Be that as it may, it does
not deter certain comical fellows from tainting the air
with the noisome fumes of these overripe witticisms. Some
say in justification that for this they are paid large salaries,
which seems to. affirm Stendahl’s observation: "One does
not kill a comedian—one buys him.” But still they keep on
with the grim persistency of the uninspired, regardless
of Mark Twain’s scathing opinion of repetitious comedy
and Shakespeare’s rebuke to insistent comedians.
Now for some examples of 1 physical comedy. A certain

Roman Emperor was up to all sorts of games to stir the
risibilities of his guests. To this end he put a number of

starved crocodiles in his swimming pool with a narrow
runway across the top. Here the jolly roisterers would
gather to join in. the fun as some lightly-clad damsels
danced across the plank. Very often one would fall in

and the spectators would split their sides as the saurians

devoured the toothsome morsel without sugar or cream.
Time made people gentler and they sought more humane

form -of entertainment. For instance, there was the sure-

fire trick of poisoning a victim's food and watching him
writhe in his death agony. Torturing the village idiot

was a mirth-provoking outdoor sport for the old and the
young. In one of the more civilized countries there, was

‘Iron Curtain9
[Traps Midgets—Shortage

Of Short People for Show Biz

_ burNET hershey

“We may have the largest stockpile of atom bombs, as
President Eisenhower told us recently, but the Soviets are.

today out in front in the stockpiling of—midgets!”
With all the impact of one of those East-West situations

which periodically rock the halls of the United Nations,
this critical pronouncement galloped right across the poker
table where four agents—theatrical, not foreign—formed
the essential decor for some of the biggest talk on a small
subject heard on Broadway this Season. “Yeh, we may
have the H-bomb, but the U!S,S.R. has a world monopoly
on midgets.” One vaudeville agent, a man who appears to
have survived in a business that didn't, was hammering
home his point: not only did the U.S.A. have a shortage of
short people, but that the Russians were to blame for this

one, too. To a theatrical agent like Irving Tishman, : who
for 30 years has specialized in handling midgets, It was a
blow at private enterprise, a repudiation of international

commitments and a denial of essential artistic and cultural
cooperation between nations. And; besides, it’s a mean
trick to. do him and his associates out of a flock of com-
missions.

Fact is, Tishman wasn’t kidding when he protests, that
the. whole thing is a plot hatched in the Krelhlin and that
the “Iron Curtain” is cutting off the midget supply.

-What-he-w^iS'-trying-to-sajMs-that'UJosl of the
-
Worlds

Chas. O’B. Kennedy

available midgets are today behind the Iron Cur-
tain-scattered throughput eastern Europe, and the Soviets
refuse to let. them travel. In any case, as one of the
players pointed out, McCarrari wouldn’t let them in, even
if they could come.

Eastern Europe and the Balkans always had a larger
midget population, per capita; than any region in the
world. Some experts ascribed it to an accident of
geology. They

.
point to the “goiter belt” of Europe, that

section where the water supply is deficient in iodine con-
tent, This, they always claimed,, indirectly contributed to
underfunclicning of the pituitary gland which, in turn,
produced midgetism. In recent years, American agents
scouting the U.S.A. for midgets made, the interesting but
slightly blasphemous discovery that Texas had an unusual-
ly high per capita midget population as compared with
other states! Deep in the heart of Texas was a goiter
belt—no iodine!

Conceding the validity of the poker player’s grudge
against the Russians for cutting off their midget source, a
further and more exhaustive inquiry into this matter— arid
without a subvention from UNESCO, too—revealed several
other reasons for the midget shortage, all of them clearly
realistic—-and new. For one thing, a tremendous amount
of clinical experience during the last 10 years has opened
a door to medical advances in the field of gland correc-
tion and control with beneficial consequences to those of
the human race who were marked for midgetism. Most,
of us are aware that midgets are not born, but get that
way because of the underfunefionirig of the ductless
glands, with the pituitary the principal offender and the
thyroid its most active accomplice.

•Vitamin combinations, new hormones and liver extracts
have corrected this glandular unbalance. One noted endo-
crinologist even came up with a prediction recently that
advances in this field would &at some not too distant. date
abolish the midget altogether from the face of the earth.
That is, unless he were bred for exhibition purposes, like
a species of dog or horse.

Perhaps before the scientists or even the Politburo get

around to reducing the number of midgets available for

the entertainment industry, our own homegrown, postwar
economic currents will have swept many of the little peo-
ple out of the show tents into normal pursuits. In fact,

something like this has been going on since the first war
years, with industry and trade absorbing part of the
midget population. Some may remember how eagerly the-
airplane factories snatched up midgets and put them to

work in the narrow spaces of wings and tails. “Operation
Pee-Wee.” one Sunday supplement called it, and the
stories of those midget war plant workers kept many, a
public relations man on the payroll for the duration. It

\vas one the few war plant stories that got in the
papers.

No Half-Pints Either!

mu«h-*pl©a«H^to-rh^dcriveff'frqiii T'l’StttltfTasyTiim s~wliere

the intelligent could revel in. the antics of the lunatic.

They laughed, didn't they? /What more do you Want? As
against this, the late Charles E. Van Loan once wrote:
“The only way to cure a physical comedian is to kill him.”

Now arises the question of “giving the public what it

Wants.” When comics say "the public,” do they mean
that all people possess the same low1 tastes?

Solon, the Athenian lawgiver,, openly rebuked Thespis

for injecting gags into the classics. Now, Thespis was a

showman (a very apologetic word at all, times) arid

brazenly replied that it was no great matter if he spoke

or acted in jest. Striking tlve ground violently with his

staff, Solon replied: "If we encourage such jesting as this

we shall quickly find it in our contracts and agreements.” .

Hence the “jokers” in theatrical contracts in the pre-

Equity days. By the way, Thespis is credited with the

introduction of the. nionolog. No comment.

Does tragedy entertain? Oscar Wilde once said: “He

must be a hard-hearted man who can read the death of

Little Nell without laughing!” This from the arch-come-

dian of his time and the author of that great tragic poem,

“The Ballad of Reading Gaol,” only adds to our confusion

while seeking a definition of entertainment.

You see how hard it is to define entertainment. Btit

there is one conclusion to be gathered: there is nothing

more tragic than a comedian whom the Comic Muse has

ignored or deserted.

Many of the old midget acts, those who have been
around for years, are in retirement, some of the perform-
ers being well over 50. Perhaps the b
The “story oT oifeof the* better-known, latter-day midget
acts—Buster Shaver with Ollie, George & Richard. This
combo migrated to South River, N. J., and opened a liquor
store And they’re not selling half pints, either!

Ah occasional show of paternalism took the curse off a

relationship which was often little more than mortgagee
and chattel. It came about something like this: a

h

; agent

would spot a midget'; beat his competitor in making contact

with the parents, and close a deal to take their abnormal
son or daughter off their hands for a specific weekly or

monthly cut of the midget’s earnings. The midget got only

“pocket money”; his living. expenses, clothes, and medical

bills were taken care of by the impresario. Naturally, a

chiselling manage* got away with murder when lie slept

them four in a bed and bought children’s shoes for the

adults.

Only when it came to feeding them was the manager
really in a tough spot. Doctors have established that

the midget's metabolic rate being one and one-half times

that of the normal individual he will eat and drink more,

in relation to his size, than the average person. As « re-

sult, a midget may eat one-twenty-fifth of his entire weight

at a sitting or drink enough liquids to provide him with a

bath. One midget, under three feet, drank fifteen large

beakers of ale in one evening.

So, if you know any young midgets bitten by the show
biz bug, tell ’em to forget it. Philip Morris has a boy,

and is holding on to him.
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FRANCHOT TONE

Kerr, Herald Tribune

s and human!”
Chapman, News

CHERYL CRAWFORD
in otiociotion with

Anderson Lawler
prtiiiili

^ ^ . cc . v EDWARD CHODOROV

- BETSY VON FlIRSTENBERG
Anne JACKSON • Larry BLYDEN • Henry SHARP

GIG YOUNG
Oirecfioo b, Mr Chodorov

s*ffmgj bjr William and Jean Eckart canvmtt s uPtr*;,*d b? Paul du Pont

HENRY MILLER'S THEATRE V
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FEIIER & MARTIN productions

GUYS and DOLLS
NOW IN 4TH YEAR!!!

Currently SHUBERT THEATRE, BOSTON

NEW YORK’S NO. I MUSICAL HIT

CAN-CAN
Now SHUBERT THEATRE, NEW YORK

IN PREPARATION:

SILK STOCKINGS

America's

t ConcertM

%

KENNETH ALLEN ASSOCIATES, INC.

1 1 3 West 57th Street

New York 19, N. Y.

IN ENGLAND

HERMIONE GINGOLD
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JOSHUA LOGAN PRODUCTIONS

MARY MARTIN, CHARLES BOYE
IN

“KIND SIR”
. .. _• A NEW COMEDY BY NORMAN KRASNA

with DOROTHY SflCKNEY • MARGALO GILLMORE • FRANK CONROY • ROBERT ROSS
ALVIN THEATRE

(In Association with THE THEATRE GUILD)

“PICNIC”
The Pulitzer Prize-Drama -Critics' Award Play by WILLIAM INGE

. /
. . , MUSIC BOX

(In Association with LELAND HAYWARD)

“WISH YOU WERE HERE”
Musical Comedy by ARTHUR KOBER and JOSHUA LQGAN

Music arid Lyrics by HAROLD ROME

SHUBERT THEATRE. CHICAGO ,

(In Association with RICHARD RODGERS, OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2nd and LELAND HAYWARD)

“SOUTH PACIFIC”
NEW YORK ON TOUR ENGLAND AUSTRALIA

“GAY and INVENTIVE."
. —Gibbs, Th« Now Yorktr

'‘ORIGINAL and FUNNi.”
^—Atkinson, N. Y. Timti

* COURTNEY BURR and
ELLIOTT NUGENT present

TOM EWELL
In GEORGE AXELROD'S Com.dy

7 ’™^

with

VANESSA BROWN

Directed by JOHN GERSTAD

Robert Neva George

EMHARDT • PATTERSON • KEANE

FULTON THEATRE, 210 W. 46th St N.Y.36

Designed and Lighted by FREDERICK FOX
—— Incidenfal-Mutic by-DANA SUESSf

Production Superviied by Mr. NUGENT
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MARIAN AHDERSQN

JAN PEERCE

VICTORIA DE LOS ANGELES

GREGOR PIATIGORSKY

BLANCHE THEBOM

ROBERTA PETERS

FRIEDRICH GULOA

JEROME HINES

LAWRENCE WINTERS

MOURA LYMPANY

ARTUR RUBINSTEIN

LEONARD WARREN

PATRICE MUNSEL

ISAAC STERN

ANDRES SEGOVIA

HILDE GUEDEN

PAUL TORTELIER

CESARE VALLETTI

TOSHIYA ETO

MATTIWILDA DOBBS

FRITZ REINER

ELAINE MALBIN

MARIA TIPO

Conductors:

WILLIAM STEINBERG
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LONDON’S FESTIVAL BALLET
First U.S. visit of the celebrated company from the Royal Festival Half
headed by ' world-famous stars Tamara Toumanova and Anton Dolin.
A brilliant repertory features eiciting new works and old favorites

THE OLD VIC in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”
Britain's great theatrical company brings

.
to North America the

brilliant production of Shakespeare’s "A Midsummer. Night's Dream.”
created for the: Edinburgh Festival and starring Moira Shearer and
Robert Helpmann. The company of 65 will feature a ballet troupe, and
the famous incidental music ©f Men.delssohn will be performed by a
full orchestra.

.

THE JAPANESE DANCERS AND MUSICIANS
America's first view of the legendary theatre art of Japan.

ROLAND PETIT’S BALLETS DE PARIS
Direct from triumphs in, London and Paris, the company which broke
all records on Broadway returns to the United States in a stunning new
repertory with Colette Marchand and Leslie Caron as guest artist,'
courtesy of MSM studios.

SADLER'S WELLS BALLET
Under, the direction of Ninette de Valois. The . fabulous company from
the Royal' Opera House, Covent Garden.

AGNES de MILLE DANCE THEATRE
The eiciting American company's second coast-to-coait tour.
(Season 1955-56)

ALEXANDRA DANILOVA and her ensemble

in great moments of ballet.

I MUSICI
The brilliant Italian ensemble’s premiere U.S. tour,

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

Exclusive Management.

miROK ATTRACTIONS. Inc. HUROK ARTISTS, in<

HUROK PRODUCTIONS, Inc.

711 Fifth Avenue, New York 22

Dooliinq Direction National Concert and Artists Carp

l
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ARTHUR M. WIRTZ
presents

ARA A
JACQUELINE du BIEF FREDDIE TRENKLER

THE BRUISES SKIPPY BAXTER

PETER FIRSTBROOK BOBBY BLAKE

JACK RAFFLOER & JERRY MAPES THE LAVONNES

tor cos

of all ages

GOLDILOCKS and her fri

from animal land

NOW PLAYING CHICAGO STADIUM

OPENING MADISON SQUARE GARDEN, NEW YORK, JANUARY 15

ce Stra Peter C

CONTRIBUTE TO THE

JEWISH THEATRICAL GUILD OF AMERICAJNC.
1564 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 36, N Y.





CREATORS AND ORIGINATORS OF THE WORLD’S FIRST ICE EXTRAVACIAHZA

THE

SHIPSTADS «» JOHNSON
NOW PRESENT THEIR 18TH ANNUAL EDITION

ICE FOLLIES
OF 1954
NOW ON TOUR

20 CITIES FROM COAST-TO-COAST

Sept. 17 -Oct. 11

Oct. 14 -Oct. 20

Oct. 22 - Nov. 17-
i

Nov 19 - Nov. 29-

Dec. 1 - Dec. 12;

Dec. 13 - Dec. 20

Dec. 21 - Dec. 24

Dec. 25 - Jan. 12'

jan. 13 -Jan. 20—

Jon. 21 - Jail. 31

Feb. 1 - Feb. 5—

Pan Pacific, 7600 Beverly Blvd.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

Denver Coliseum, East 46th and

Humboldt, Denver, Colo.

The Arena, 630 McClurg Court,

Chicago, III,

Cincinnati Gardens, 2250 Sey*

mour Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

Sports Arena, Herihey, Pa.

•The Arena, Grove St. at Orange,

New Haven, Conn.

Christmas Vacation

The Arena, 45th and Market. Sts.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The Gardens, 110 N. Craig St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa,

—The Arena, 3700 Euclid Ave.,.

Cleveland, Ohio .

Maple Leaf Gardens, 60 Carje-

ton, Toronto, Ont.

Feb. 7 -Feb. 14—The Forum, 23.13 St. Catherine
West, Montreal, Quo.

Feb. 16 - Feb." 28—Boston Gardens, North Station,

. Boston, Mass.

Mar. . 1 - Mar.
. 7—Rhode Island

.
Auditorium, 111 1

• No. Main St., Providence, R. I.

Mar. 9 -Mar. 14—Memorial Auditorium, Buffalo,
' N. Y.

Mar. 15 -Mar. 21—Onondaga County Wbr Me-
morial, Syracuse, N. Y.

Mar, 23 - Mor. 29—The Arena, 410 West Kilbourn

Ave., Milwaukee, Wis,

Mar. 30 - Apr. 18—The Arena, 2900 Dupont Ave,, S.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Apr. 21 • May 2—Civic Ice Arena, 4th North and
Mercer Sts., Seattle, Wash,

May. 3 - May 8—Vancouver Forum, Vancouver, B.C,

May 9 - June 29—Annual Vacation

Opens June 30—Winterland, Post and Steiner Sts.,

San Francisco, Calif.
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GILBERT MILLER
NEW YORK:

9 Rockefeller Plaza

TOTIN’ ICE

AROUND THE WORLD!
FOUR GREAT PRODUCTIONS FROM

THE WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCERS

OF ICE SKATING SPECTACLES

ALSO

HOLIDAY ON ICE, INTERNATIONAL
(EUROPE)

CARNAVAL EN EL HIELO
(SOUTH AMERICA)

For Booking Information, Contact . . .

GEORGE D. TYSON/ Executive Producer
-

HOLIDAY ON ICE SHOWS, INC.
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Til the Summer House
Oliver Smith & Playwrights Co. produc-

tion of drama in two acts (five scones),
- . _ ' , T.. Jill. ‘ A AmkivH •

undedicated, that tends to be ex- and a second large family in, say

asperating, r
Philadelphia—a sort of “Lives with

Oliver Smith, lyho co-produced Father” setup. That, approximate-
with the Playwrights Co., has sup-’ ly, is.the dizzy premise of a fantas-

plied three eloquently decorative tic
:
farce, “The Remarkable Mr.

settings, each with a stunning sea- . Pennypacker,” by Liam. O’Brien,

scape backdrop. One is the house brother of film-legit actor lid*

and garden, with the symbolic sum- mond O’Brien,

nier house where the sullen, har- With Burgess. Meredith giving aAhrlrtrcon* nicl IlUUbU VYIlUl C Wtc ouuvu, c

featires
••
;9MUdrid

S
%lifn6ci? EHzabcth ried daughter retreats from reality hilarious performance as the fabu

Ross, Logan Ramsey, staged by Jose to daydream and read comic books, lously uninhibited father commut-
Another is a beach where, a color- -tag

.
between two adoring house-

"lor; lighting, Peggy Clark; associate ful picnic is held. The third is a holds, this improbable antic is sur*
.dticer, Lyn Austin, ,At .Playhouse, N.Y., convincingly tawdry, c o .c k t a i l prisingly plausible and. generally

eine Whts)*
top (So Fri.. Sat.. -

louhgft . very funny. It is not ;a- comedy ti

3. Eastmah-Cuevas.,.:Judith Anderson Under Jose Quintero’s ex- be taken seriously, for. anyone who
liy .

Elizabeth Ross pressively unhurried direction, does so may find, its seeming ir-

, Solves Miss Anderson gives another of reverence, shocking. Normally
•diffica • . . : Miriam Coioh her seething, fire-breathing emo- carefree .

night-outers, , however,,
feranza .... . ... .... , Isabel Morel tional- performances. Mildred Dun- should find it consistently laugh-

ihtSa
ac,a *•**

Phoebe*
C
Mackay nock, top-featured as the panicky able and occasionally djuite tender.

mei. Logan Ramsey other mother, is plausibly pathetic -.It is a likely hit, partcularly for the
we-Bearers as always. Acceptable supporting family trade, and with probably

lian Constable ...... Muriel Berkson performances are given by Eliza- only minor revisions, is a lively

auffeur Daniel Morales beth -Ross -as' the bullied daughter; film prospect. Incidentally it gets
s. constable cSton Logiin Ramsey as the youth ..she Robert Whitehead and Roger L.

•; : :^u>.^^ean_4ta£ieton_

curious about life; Don Mayo, as a ner of Producers’ Theatre, Ine., off
Loneliness, frustration and des-

fortbright Mexican male animal; to a- promising start,

ir are the keynote of ‘‘In the Marita Reid as a member of his ‘‘Mr. Pennypacker” has a dandy

scenery, Oliver smun; cosiumcs, r Vi
Taylor; lighting, Peggy Clark; associate ful picnic IS held The third is a
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.Judith Anderson Under Jose Quintero’s ex-
Eiizabeth Ross pressively unhurried direction,

V Madta-S Miss Anderson gives another of

Miriam Coioh her seething, fire^breathing emo-
. . . Isabel Morel tianal- performances. Mildred Dun-
Marjone_ Eaton 1 j ae ^aninlrtr

Mildred Dunnock
. . Jean Stapleton

pair are the keynote of ‘‘In the

Summer House,” an impressionistic

ner of Producers’ Theatre, Inc., off

to a promising start.

‘‘Mr. Pennypacker” has a dandy
noisy retinue; Muriel Berkson as first act, with one of the funniest

and ciranp/lv
’

inarticulate drama the headstrong daughter, arid Jean, curtains in recent memory. It opens
and strangely inarticulate brama

stapieton as a garrulous waitress. in the bustling household, with
by Jane Bowles, which Oliver Paul Bowles, husband of the all-. Martha Scott as the pretty, serene
Smith and the playwrights Co, fhbr, has supplied haunting inci-
have brought to the Playhouse. For dental . music, Peggy Clark’s light-
the record, a captivated first-night

jng js expressive, Noel Taylor -has
audience, or at least the vocal por- designed the costumes and Lyn
tion of it, greeted even the scene
curtains with prolonged applause,

and there were bravos after bravos
at the close, particularly for Judith
Anderson as the smouldering emo-
tional star.

“Summer House” is slightly self-

conscious, rather incomprehensible
and unsatisfying. Perhaps decadent
is too strong a word. Call the play
specialized Cntertaihment, then;

Austin is billed as associate pro-

mother, Una Merkel as the prim
aunt, eight pellmell children and
an. explosive, por.kchop-whiskcred
Grampa.
Between, visits from a young

ducer. “Summer House” is a play minister, who proposes to the eager

to arouse strong reactions.

It’s obviously great stuff ,
if you

dig that sort of thing. But then,:

what isn’t? Kobe.

Tlie Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker

Robert Whitehead and Roger L. Stevens
production of comedy in three acts (four

eldest, daughter, the lad’s straight-

( Continued on page 290

)
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doubtlessly enthralling- -and' even scenesr by—Liam--OlBricn—stars Burgess;!- —

—

exalting for the initiates, but some- Meredith, Martha Scott; features Thomas:
Chalmers, Una Merkel, Glenn Anders,. . • ... , j 1 a _ i L^IIdUIlCl a* uua met

what rarefied and elusive for mat- Phyllis Love, Michael Wager. Staged by
ter-of-fact showgbers. At any rate, Alan Schneider; scenery and costumes,
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it seems a dubious commercial bet .§§“
3°*

and IS negligible film material. Laurie Pennypacker Nancy Devlin

Through the murky imagery Of Ee^Perfnypacker
Kcim

.’ .'“.^Billy- 'ouinn
Mrs. Bowles’ intermittently poetic David. Pennypacker-.: Lewis Scholle

hrn«;P thp epnprnl idea seems to be Edward Pennypacker.. . Jackie Scholle

’.,L-L
S

,11 iLn.i.. Elizabeth Pennypacker . ....Rohi Dengel
that were all loneljr, unable to Aunt Jane Pennypacker.. . Una Merkel
reach out to those we love (inyari- Wilbur Fifioia Michael, wager
ahlv- nnssessivel v) and fated to un- Kate Pennypacker -Phyllis LoveaDiy possessively) ana iaum io un Ma pcnnypacker Martha Scott
happiness and regret. The man- Henry Pennypacker John Reese
nered story involves two widows on Teddle Pennypacker Joel Crothers

the California roast Rnth are Urampa Pennypacker . Thomas Chalmers
tne uatliorrua coasx. coin are Quinlan William Lanteau
frightened, but one IS domineering. Young Man Roger Stevens
trying to impose her intolerant .^cienn. Anders

standards on her terrorized daugh- pa Pennypacker Burgess Meredith
ter and, indeed, on life itself. Policeman James Holden

. The other is timid, afraid to ap- T .

proach her spoiled, impulsive ,
Imagine if Clarence Day had

daughter, on whom she is utterly been, a bigamist, with another wife

dependent emotionally, and pathet-
ically cowed by her. Both mothers VUEITIIF j *nA|
and daughters are overcivilized, THtATRE dHII SPDf
and apparently Mrs. Bowles is sug-

1 "BB" Vl
gesting more than appears on the fo the Profession
surface as she contrasts their neu-
roticism with the exhuberance of I

.

/
the extrovert Mexicans clamoring /
-around them^— : —-

—

:
—

—

“Summer House” is a sensitive ® ^
and perceptive, play, frequently in- U H
teresting and 'occasionally touch- Q
ing. But it is negative and defeat-
ist. Its principal characters seem
to have no conception of how to G
earn companionship and iove they g
crave so desperately, but demand it

on their own terms. They are, '

therefore, essehtially selfish and T f
unsympathetic. The drama always

. _ «
seems to imply more than it sue-

z

ceeds in saying and, at least to the
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Theater Arts Inc., this pres-

entation of Thornton Wilder's

play is it.

Enriching Experience
It was one of the most mov-

ing, inspiring, enriching expe-

riences, in the .theater that I

have ever enjoyed—?'
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PHIL SILVERS

By DAVID WAYNE

The curse of every successful op-

eration in the history of show busi-

ness has been its inevitable carica-

turing in the public eye.

Of course. I may err when . I

pronounce this a curse because in

the fanciful temple we have con-

structed. the grotesqueness of our

own unique machinations may., in

the final result, bring more ticket-

buyers to the turnstiles than if ,we

all behaved like the college of

morticians.
After all. I never yet saw a fire-

eater portrayed on a camy bally-

hoo poster as anything other than

a menacing derhi-god who - could

expectorate: an inferno while

lighting tapers from both ears,

while in reality he is a middleaged'
fellow with a girdle under his

tights who was forced to swallow

a lighted cigar butt to avoid de-

tection during an adolescent exper-
iment and thereby stumbled over
his great talent in life.

We are all, in the entertainment
industry, victims of our own handi-

craft. Our tub-thumpers have
succeeded in creating great stars—
the royalty of the Americas-1—and
stamped them as mysterious exotic

creatures who- nibble on humming
birds’ tongues rolled in money. By
the same token, the creation of

these gilded and veiled immortals

has covered the normal task of the

industry with the gauze of illusion,

and thus the work of businessmen
and artisans has blossomed into a

sideshow that often rivals the

dervishes under the Big Top.

Producers, directors, writers, ad-^

vance men, press agents', ticket

brokers, songpluggers, casting di-

rectors, stage managers, office

boys, yesmen, story analysts, ex-

tras, bit players,
,

stunt men,
doubles—they have all become
sprayed with the legerdemain of

the cinema and theatre and by this

time it is not possible to admit to

your source, of livelihood amongst
strangers without being stared at

like an oCelot on Shubert Alley.

The agent, a trade I was holding

back for the punch, dominates this

questionable aura and shares it

with no man.

[

Average (Wrong) Concept
j

Query the man on the street

about an agent and 9 times out of

10 his analysis will include a beret,

CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' life

“Porgy and Bess"
From Dee. 21 for four Weeke

.

NATIONAL THEATRE. Wash., D. G.

’Unanimously strong reviews/'

Variety, Dee. 30.

Mgf.: BILL MITTIER, 1619 Broadway, Now York

long foreign automobiles, casting

couches, and cigars the Size of. a

walking stick. Moreover he is

likely to pinpoint the subject in

question as an assassin of the Eng-

lish language with a penchant for

sandals, smoked glasses and loose

women, all circling, in predictable

spheres of rotation, Palm Springs,

Las Vegas, Hollywood night clubs,

Palm Springs, Las Vegas and Hol-

lywood night clubs.

It is next to useless to attempt

to convince the populace that

agents are cloak and suit salesmen,

who are merely; peddling the warp
and woof of talent instead of a

herringbone pleat. They are not,

as we sometimes erreoniously as-

sume, complete products of our
business any more than Madman
Muntz sprang from the loins of

Henry Ford. Agents are execu-

tives with the world for: an office,

idea men with a blowtorch imagi-

nation. They are selling what they

have to sell and if there were no
such commodity as talent I will

give you 8-to-5 that they would be

convincing someone else they

couldn’t live without something
else. One agency biggie that ‘I

know has always had his eye on a

little seashell stand on the Tami-
ami Trail just outside of Ochopee,
Florida, and likes to think he could

turn an honest dollar there as well

as in Culver City.

Whatever the agent may be,,

there is a strong tendency to give

him ! scant credit for the creation

of our little empire. There exists

an overpowering urge to label him
as a two-legged version of the little

pilot fish who. skitters along in

front of the voracious sharks and
leads them to goodies, a small frac-

tion of which he is able to confis-

cate for his own gullet. I for one
Will take the time to debate the is-

sue since I already know that the

portrait is notcouched upon reality.

A Creative Contribution

Agents have, by and large, cre-

ated our business. True, they have

not personally constructed any

great studios oi’. sOt up tremendous
releasing organizations. They have

done a minimum of actual produc-

tion on an individual basis, and I

have yet to see one awarded the

New York Critics’ award for set-

ting up the “Best Deal of the

Year.’’ Yet it is these same agents

who have brought together some
of' 'the .World’s greatest talents. It

has been agents who have accom-
plished the impossible by aligning

elements of known opposing polar-

ity, and by doing this ignited the

"sparks" that led To New York and
Hollywood’s brightest successes.

In brief, the asent is a catalyst.

!
World Without. Agents

. I

Without agents this would be a

sorry industry indeed. It is un-
healthy to lay down a rule that, all

talent cannot front their demands
because I have met some who out-

smarted me and may again, but it

has been proved conclusively, and
sadly in some cases, that the ma-
jority of actors, directors, writers,

etc., are not to be trusted with,

their own future. The very tem-
perament that gifts them with
greatness can destroy them as easi-

ly when it comes to deals and dol-

lars. ;

Agents, on the other hand, can
be as cold and impersonal as an ex-

tinct cod. Their sole purpose in

life is to make the best possible

deals for their clients. As a con-
sequence they are able to approach
ariy negotiation with an objectivity

that an actor finds quite impossible.
This very disassoclation. that al-.

lows them to make a client, nibble

on graham, crackers in a cellar in-

stead of putting his name on the
tag end of a lucrative but detri-

mental contract, can also produce
lifelong annuities and a flood of

riches for talent with the sense to

listen.

Naturally, there is a scattering of
questionable agents as well as good
agents, and little ones as welt as

big ones, and to lump them all to-

gether under one heading is the

same as saying that all the apples
in Washington are sound and frpo
from burrowmgs.

I have met some shady cobblers
in my. day, and I have sighted some
butchers who weighed the sweet-
breads and several of their fingers
as well, but that does not mean
that I can’t get my shoes fixed by
an expert or pick up some prime
pork, chops on my way home to-

night.
.

No, the agent is one man the, en-
tertainment industrywould be
hard-pressed to. be without, and if

.you doubt this statement consider

Whether you would care to face

some .gimlet-eyed studio executive

cr theatrical producer and haggle

about the price of a commodity—
yourself.- Chances are you would .

I

take the critique of your price as

a personal insult and walk away in

righteous indignation, thus sinking

the deal.
^

The agent is the one way of

counterbalancing a situation such

as this and it is my prediction that

he will be around for a long time

yet— as long as there are actors to

act and vehicles to put them in.

And when that day is only a faded
.

memory I know, there are still

plenty of people who will want

seashells.
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ES
FELIX SNOW

Felix D. Snow, 60, leader in the-
^

atrical unions, died in Kansas City,
j

Dec. 25 after a long illness. He

had been hospitalized since Dec. 7

when he suffered a heart attack

after attending the annual meet-
,

r ing and dinner; of the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of Greater Kansas City.

Snow, was business manager of

Kansas City Local 31 of the; Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employes & Motion Picture

Operators, and had held the post

for several years. He was recently

reelected to the position while con-

fined in a hospital.

He also was third vice president

of the International, having held

a vice presidency in that organiza-

tion since 1940. Three years later

he headed the cleanup move in

Chicago Local 110, in which gang-

ster control was ousted ana its

operation returned to the union.

Snow was nationally knpwn for

his Chicago service. He was. noted

as one of the .most forthright and
dependable K. C. union leaders,

drawing a salute from the Kansas

City Star in its editorial columns

for his standing in the community
and theatrical and union circles.

He was active in K. C. theatres

from 1908 till the present.

Survivors include wife, brother
I

and two sisters.

Violet Macmillan
“ Violet MacMillan.66, legit and -

silent screen actress, died Dec. 28

in Grand Rapids, Mich. She was
. . married to John H. Folger, indus-

trial exec, who was her press agent

in show biz.

Miss MacMillan was known as

the “Cinderella; Girl” after win-
ning a contest, to find a woman
with feet ' small enough to wear a

“Cinderella” golden slipper. She
played a leading role in the orig-

inal Broadway, production of the
legituner,. “The Time, The Place
and The Girl.” . She also costarred
with Lon Chaney. Blanche Ring.
Trixie Friganza and Julian Eltinge.

Her husband and a son survive.

FRED B. HAMER
Fred Booth Hamer, 80, silent

screen director-actor, died Dec. 30
in Los Angeles. He was casting di-

rector for D. W. Griffith in the
filming of “Birth of a Nation” and
“Intolerance.” He also directed
such silent stars as Mary. Pickford;
Dorothy and Lillian Gish and
Richard Barthelmessi Hamer thes-
ped in “Broken Blossoms!’ and
“Hearts of the World/' At one time

he was stage director for the old

Belasco Theatre in L.A. He retired

from the film biz 20 years ago and

became a real estate developer.

His wife survives.

Gene Morgan, 66, veteran ChU
cago newspaperman with the Clu

Daily News for almost 40 years,

the last six of which were spent as

night club reviewer, died Dec. 29

in Downey, 111., after a long ill-

ness. A sister survives.

Charles V. Peterson, 52, radio

executive, died in Kerrviller. Tex.,

Dec. 28 after a two-month illness.

He had an interest in the Kerrville

Broadcasting Co., operators of.

KERV,: of which his brother, Hal

Peterson, is prez.

John Howard, former
,
Para-

mount sales executive and later

West Coast district manager .for

Selznick Releasing Organization,

died Dec. 27 in Santa Monica. He
retired several

1 years ago..

Mrs. Loretta Jones, 48, wife of

Clem Jones, assistant director at

Paramount, died Dec. 28 in Holly-

wood.

Mrs. Minetta Meyers, 58, wife

of talent agent Edwin Meyers, died

Dec. 27 in Hollywood,

Father of Pearl Primus, legit

and riitery dancer,'died Dec. 19 in

New York.

MARRIAGES
Patricia Arrto to Warren Bush,

Gibraltar, Dec. 31. Bride is daugh-

ter of cartoonist Peter Arno^groom
is producer for Radio Free Europe.

Betty Jones to Raymond. H.

Campbell, Delmar,*Ni Y., Dec. 26.

Bride is a dancer; he’s an associate

director of WABC, N, Y.

Susan Morrow to Gary Morton,

Los Angeles, Dec. 17- Bride is an

actress; he’s a nitery comic.

Lillian Fletcher to
n.

Charles

Brackett, Tucson, Dec. 26. Hes
•a

1 producer and head of the Acad-,

emy of Motion Picture Arts and

Sciences, v-.

Plays on B’way
; continued from page '286 ;

laced preacher-father, a process-

server, and a reporter, it presently

develops that a .worried young
.stranger is a son from the other,

unsuspected ..Pennypacker tribe.

The impatiently awaited Pa arrives

at this hectic point and brings

down the curtain with one of the

longest-delayed doubletakes in

Broadway history.
:

After that, the undeniably re-

markable Mr, Pennypacker is ver-

bally assailed; by all the outraged
relatives and. visitors, but pacing
up and down, waving his arms and
running his hands through his hair,

he spouts a continuous stream of

cockeyed logic and finally per-

suades everyone into accepting the
situation.

The yarn sags occasionally, not-

ably during a long and hoked-up
static “little talk” in which Pa

births
Mr., and Mrs.: George Bristol,

daughter, - New York, Dec. .
23,

Father is CBS Radio director of

advertising and sales promotion-.

Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Clark,

daughter, Hollywood, Dec. 24.

Father is veepee of the Gross-

Krasne TV company.

bamboozles the sedate preacher in-

to accepting, his son’s marriage into

the wildly unorthodox family, but

the scene is relieved a bit by a

staggered parade of little Penny-

packers running away from home.

As always, every time ^he. show

seems about to subside into the

humdrum, Pa erupts with ..another

harebrain idea or the deliciously

rambunctious children scamper on

and uncork fresh humor.

Under- Alan Schneider’s skillfully

broad direction, the performance

animates the happily preposterous

script. Meredith is believable and

ingratiating as the irrepressibly

garrulous Pennypacker, the offbeat

“pioneer” who wears knickers, is

up to this periled neck nv pro-

gressive causes and believes that in

having two wives and large fam-

ilies he’s merely 50 years ahead of

his time. .

Miss Scott is charming and un-

obtrusively amusing as his sorely
‘ tried but devoted wife-on-the-

scene. Miss Merkel has conviction

and a nice comic touch as the aunt

I who doesn’t succeed in maintaining

, a semblance of order amid the pan-

, demonium, and there are effective

> supporting, performances by Thom-
; as Chalmers as the irate Grampa,
! Glenn Anders as the aghast preach-

i er, Phyllis Love as the daughter in

love and Michael Wager as her in-

. tended spouse.
" 1r

-

A bevy of Equity juveniles are

l terrific as the Pennypackers chil-

\ dren of assorted ages. Ben Edwards
l has designated, a cluttered 1890s

, living room that any member of a

l large family will recognize as time-
- less, as well as the appropriate

s. period costumes.

. Broadway has a new hit in “Pen-
- nypacker” and a new playwright in

j O’Brien. Both are welcome.
»i' Hobe.

Borscht Circuit^—55 Continued from page 246

day night, the staff had to keep [staffs and Jess guest talent. This
the guests entertained day and will give a greater opportunity to

night the rest of the week. A embryo writers, producers,, direc-

Weekly program consisted of dra- tors, comedians and actors who
matic shows, concerts, campfires, can learn the hard way as we did

amateur nights, masquerade balls, in the old days, It looks that then

minstrel shows, quizzes and audi- arid only then will the pendulum
erice-participation nights such as swing back from “Champagne &
indoor games and square dancing. Caviar” to “Borscht & Potatoes.”

We also had to arrange organized -w m
-

:

activities such as calisthenics,

hikes, treasure hunts, water sports |BrS| Mibcbi%
and tournaments. Occasionally we Pilla IVIUSIU
would bring up an act 'or two--

. Ccnt nued from na _: 2!>r

for free—to supplement opr reg- ccnt.nuea from page 22G

ular company. Little by little this field), there Is a parallel apnrecia-
proved so popular the boss real- tion of non-vocal records that is

ized he could save a lot of room undoubtedly due to the tremendous
and board by bringing in acts for improvement in the standard of
the weekend. This was the begin- British instrumental playing,

ning of the new trend. Frank Chacksfield has made a

The owrier of Totem Lodge was
J

1
.

imseJf°nboth sides of
. in nrHpf tn the Atlantic with his big-soHins
the frsMo reahze thaMn order to

of ,.Umelight,,

something
h
more than ">d "ow “Golden .Violins,” while

borschf and potatoes. All resort* ,s r.ght up at the top

offered meals and planned day and
d j 2,f Rhaosodv ” '

nieht programs and athletic facil- .

Swedish Rhapsody Ron Goodwin

mes. Wwerl the first to install

professional; motion picture oquip- Ray M?rtln anii
proicssicmat. ;Nprrie Paraitlor
ment and show *V s P

before When it comes to bands, the crew

Bn^W^ at the top throughout the year hi*
they hit Broadway. been Ted Heath and his Music,

The one big problem to lick at which belted two records into the

a resort is the weather, so Totem hits with versions of “Hot Toddy”
Lodge was the first to build an arid “Dragnet.” In October, Johnny
indoor swimming pool so that Dankworth—an outstanding young

guests could enjoy their fun no alto-saxophone player and leader

matter the climate. And finally, of his own septet— launched out

in 1939 we introduced a regular with a . 20-piece band to challenge

policy of big names, booked the Heath supremacy and the year

through William Morris Agency, ahead should see an interesting

Almost every big name appeared musical duel between these two

at Totem—Eddie Cantor, Sophie fine combos.

Tucker, Joe E> Lewis, Milton And talking of dance bands, it

Eerie, Ritz Bros., Georgie Jessel, was hoped here that 1954 would

Harry Richman, Andrew Sisters see the breakdown of the barrier

and others. Of course in those that prevents British and American

days you could buy sorrie big dance orchs from playing each

names for as little as $500 a night, other’s countries. When James C.

or less* One show featuring both Petrillo, of^the American Federa-

Joe E. Lewis and Sophie Tucker tion of Musicians, chinwagged with

cost us less than $1,000. Now, only Hardie Ratcliffe, General Secretary

large spots like Grossinger’s and of the British Musicians’ Union, in

the Concord Hotel, with an all- Paris during the summer, it was

year-round operation and large fervently hoped that the door

capacity, can afford a Tony Martin, would be opened to an interchange

Or Martin & Lewis, of bands. But nothing happened.

NATHAN ABRAHAMS

THERON BAMBERGER

IRVING BECKER

Walter Campbell

JOHN J. JOHNSTONE

ED LEWIS

. ROBERT RONCHETTI

FRANK L. SMITH

HARRY SOMMERS

EDGAR WALLACH
C, WILDER

DICK MOON
t*

'

ASSOCIATION OF THEATRICAL PRESS AGENTS AND MANAGERS

Comics Pfd.

Other hotels which could not

afford such budgets were booking
lesser names such as Myron Cohen,
Jan Murray, Jackie Miles, Joey
Adams, Henny Youngman, Phil Fos-
ter, Sam Levenson, Gene Baylos

and A1 Bernie.

The demand for comedians lias

become so great that one booker,
Charlie Rapp, who handles many
of the outstanding hotels in the
Borscht Belt, guarantees the co-

median three to four shows per
weekend, such guarantees some-
times running into $2,500-$3,000 per
per week. Another agency, Baum
& Newborn, who handle several
hotels in the Blue Borscht Circuit
(New Hampshire, Adirondacks,
Berkshires) have lined up . a twp-
week, single-night circuit, travel-

ing the acts from hotel to hotel
each bight and Staggering the
nights conveniently. When the new
names graduate to higher brackets
and more lucrative fields, as a re-
sult of TV or record clicks, such
as Berle, . Caesar, Buttons, Leven-
son and others, they eliminate
themselves from the Borscht Belt,
playing only an occasional date
for sentimental reasons. The rest
of the comics then raise their
price. This has forced the hotel
owners and bookers to look for
newer faces, and start developing
younger comedians. Out of. this
crop have sprung such new names
as Dick Shawn, Alan King, Buddy
Racket, Larry Best and Cy Reeves,

Don’t kriow where or when this
vicious , circle will stop but per-
sonally feel that the tougher it

gets to hire comics arid the higher
their prices go, the sooner the re-
sort owners will revert 1

to their
original plan of permanent social

Forecast Bright

Even so, the general musical

weather 1954east is bright. The
bands are doing good business.

One-niters are paying proposUions

and every night throughout the

year, dozens of bands climb into

their coaches and play in the sticks

to hordes of eager kids who are a

carbon-copy of the American teen-

ager. They scream for “The

Champ,” “Seven-Eleven,” “How
High The Moon” and the rest of

the jazz repertoire and, in the next

breath, yell for “Limelight” or “I

Believe” or “Answer Me,” so where

are you?
As for the record companies,

there are smiles all round. Decca

has David Whitfield, Mantovani,

Frarik Chacksfield, Ted Heath,

Vera Lynn, Edmundo Ros, etc., to

rope in the shekels; newly-fpLined

Philips is riding with the American

Columbia catalog that gives them

the Frankie Laine, Guy Mitchell,

Doris Day, Johnnie Ray best-seller5,

etc.; the EMI group are okay with

Eddie Fisher on HMV, Ray Martin,

Tony Brent, etc., on Columbia ana

the veteran stric-tempo king, Victor

Silvester, on Parlophone, and the

smaller companies also have no

grouses. ...

Finally, a music-publisher said:

“The outlook is very bright. The

impact on the customers of the

cellent records that are now betnS

produced—not only in the U.

hut in-Engianijis/well—is the best

selling-medium for our songs tnai

we’ve ever had. What is more, u

the British songwriter can nse xe

the-riccasiori, he will stand a better

chance of ge^tting quick recognition

in the year ahead than he s eve

had before, because of the fine ana

thriving state of the record busi-

ness here.”

in loving Memory

f/ 1872 -Jan. 10/1946

Hit Brothers

JULES - HAROLD - ALBERT
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Critics Bleats, Agent Beefs, Aud Boos

Add Sour Notes to Met Opera Season It
By ARTHUR BRONSON

The N. Y. Metropolitan Opera—
where there is ftever a dull, quiet

or harmonious moment—is rigging

up storm shelters against a barrage

of brickbats from all directions,

some current and more expected.

Badgered, puzzled execs have been

enduring or sensing the needles

from music critics, talent agents

and lay public alike all this season,

while the highly-respectable oper-

atic emporium has witnessed some
of the strangest occurrences in a

decade.
One burly tenor has been taking

it on the tonsil this semester, his

appearance in “II Trovatore” a

couple of weeks ago reportedly be-

ing the occasion for some sound
booing from the standees—a rare

spectacle in this house. Bronx razz

was so boisterous that the tenor
did the unprecedented of shaking
his fist at the audience, while his

wife swept into the auditorium
from backstage to roundly bawl out
the offenders. For the tenor’s re-

appearance last Saturday (8), the
Met, reportedly, hired about 20
Pinkertons to police the hall. His
wife supervised the patrol, while
the place looked like an armed
fortress. __ ^
Tenor blamed a certain soprano

for his plight, although she had
nothing to do with the boos. It’s

common knowledge, though, that
the two have been feuding for
years, fighting for curtain calls,
etc., with customers (standees es-
pecially) now coming to watch the
fun.

On the critical front, most of the
reviewers have been out-of-sorts
with the management since open-
ing night, when appraisers from

(Continued on page 72)

Nudie Dancers Worked

Gl Camps in Britain,

Charge Made by VAF
London, Jan. 12.

Allegations that American GI
installations in Britain have been
running bootleg shows featuring
nude performers with little or no
professional skill have been made
to the U.S. Embassy here by the
Variety Artists Federation. The
ritish vaude union is urging an

immediate probe with a threat of
seeking British government inter-
vention.

,

p® ri°d of some months
,

claims it has received re-
portsof indecent camp shows, but
lound a reluctance of their mem-

.

s t° supply with concrete evi-

tin?n
e
'«u
Ind

^
ed

’ they were stymied
until the Empire News published

anH
e
?5

:Wltness
*
account last week,

imm
t

!l

1S
,

gave ^hem the lever for
mmedjate representation to theAmerican Ambassador.

erfi\
S

i
Wc

.

ek ' R - W. Swinson, gen-
eral secretary ot the VAF. received

(Continued on page 62)

Feel Free to Fume
The 55th St. Playhouse,

N. Y. artie, is making it easy
for its patrons to voice disap-

proval of a current attraction.

In fact, it practically invites it.

Theatre currently features,

'along with its regular attrac-

tion, a 40-minute surrealist

film called “The Pleasure Gar-
den,” made in Britain by
James Broughton. When pa-

trons kept making indignant
comments to the management,
Mayer-Kiijgsley, the distribu-

tor, added a brief foreword.
It exprains that the film had

gotten divided reaction when
shown at the 1953 Ediburgh
film fete, and it adds that the
management “won’t object
should you feel inclined to ex-

press your own feelings at the
conclusion.”

PS. The snipe gets a laugh,
but patron complaints con-
tinue nevertheless.

Embassy Gentry

Exempt From

That 20% Tax
Washington, Jan. 12.

A new headache looms for the
operators of theatres, nightclubs
and other amusements subject to

the 20% admission tax, under a
ruling handed down by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue.

Bureau ruled that “ambassadors,
ministers and other duly accredited
diplomatic representatives of for-
eign governments, together with
the members of their families liv-

ing with them, and members of
their households, including at-

taches, secretaries and clerks” are
not required to pay certain con-

( Continued on page 74)

By GENE ARNEEL

Motion pictures, sometimes called

the only American industry to

suffer a depression since World
war II, is staging a comeback
which is likely to see several re-

cently-released features joining
the all-time elite in terms of total

earnings. In recent months half

a dozen films have accumulated
sensational totals. Only 18 months
ago the filmbiz was coming in on
a prayer. Now it has the biggest

wings since 1946.

David O. Selznick’s “Gone With
the Wind” still holds the crown;
with domestic rentals of $26,000,-

000 it continues as king of film-

dom’s top money pix of all time.

However, for the first time the

reign is threatened. “The Robe,”
first Cinemascope release from
20th-Fox, conceivably could do it.

Time and the ticket-buyers will

decide.

“Wind,” a Metro release, first

moved into circulation in 1939 and,
via reissue, has made the full ex-

hibition rounds four times. It’s

being considered for another re-

play in widescreen, which obvious-

ly would mean even greater coin.

Can “Robe” catch up? This. Ini-

tial anamorphic epic in its early

dates has dwarfed other major-
scale productions which, when cur-

rent, received the overworked bill-

ing of phenomenal. The C’Scoper,
as of late in December, had bill-

ings of $9,000,000. This is from
227 theatres, and the runs at 102

of these houses were continuing.

(Continued on page 10)

WhoseWar Do You Like?
Here is one. for the political

analysts (amateur type).

When 20th-Fox made “The
Deserts Fox,” biog of German
Field Marshall Rommel, the

.

film had no difficulties at all

—

in Egypt. But when it came
along with “The Desert Rats,”
which tells the. saga of the
same desert fighting from the
British and Australian side,

the Egyptian censor flashed

the red light.

Possible explanations : The*
present Egyptian regime
doesn't want to remind its peo-
ple that it was the Eighth
Army that defended the coun-
try during the war; anti-Brit-

ish Egypt still harbors ' nos-

talgic and not altogether un-
sympathetic memories of the
Afrika Corps and its leader.

DOES INGRID STILL

RING YANK PAYBOX?
Extent to which Ingrid Berg-

man's unfavorable publicity and
her lengthy absence from the
American screen may have affected
her once powerful marquee pull
was put to the test this week (11)

when Italian Films Export opened
“The Greatest Love” in 81 theatres
in the metropolitan area. Film,
starring Miss Bergman, was dubbed
from the Italian.

Last pic in which the- Swedish
star could be seen in the U. S. was

I “Stromboli” in 1949. Her last

!
American picture was “Joan of

, Arc.” “The Greatest Love.” for-

!
merly titled “Europe ’5L” was

i (Continued on page 20)

British Revue Set

For Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan. 12.

For the first time in Las Vegas
history, a British revue will be im-
ported for presentation in that

area. “Piccadilly Revels,” to be
topped by Singer Vera Lynn and
comedian Tommy Cooper, will go
into the Last Frontier in April. Of
course, the Las Vegas spots have
used various British acts, but not a

completely imported display.

Revue was packaged by the

Harry Foster Agency, in London,
which represents the William Mor-

( Continued on page 62

)

Sinatra, Lanza Unseen
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Frank Sinatra will be heard
but not seen in 20th-Fox’s “We
Believe in Love,” in which he
warbles “Three Coins in the

Fountain,” written by Sammy
Cahn and Julie Stein.

" Also. Mario Lanza will be
completely out of sight when
he exercises his tonsils in

Metro’s “The Student Prince.”

Contrary to intensive rumor and
speculation in the trade, J. J. Shu-
bert reportedly is in full control
of the Shubert theatrical interests.

As surviving partner upon the re-

cent death of his brother, Lee Shu-
bert, he has complete authority of
all operations.

Despite accounts of bitter quar-
rels and, according to one story, an
actual exchange of blows, it is au-
thoritatively stated that no ques-
tion of J. J.’s control has arisen.
One broadcast report that J. J. had
“locked out” his nephew, Milton
Shubert, from Lee's office in the
Shubert Theatre, N. Y., is flatly

denied.

As sole surviving partner, J. J. Is

accountable to his . brother Lee's
heirs, including Milton , and an-

(Contlnued bn page 65)

By ROBERT J. LANDRY
.Magazine articles, books, pam-

phlets, editorials arid newsletters
have hit the American tobacco in-

dustry where it hurts—in sales,

which are down for the first time
since 1932. Long complacent in :

the face of lesser criticisms, the
tobacco iriterests now are

.
con-

fronted by an ugly word, cancer.
Here are the nightmares currently
motivating New' York’s recently-
organized Tobacco Industry Re-
search Council;

1 ) Growing suspicion that re-

form elements are out to get cig-

aret smoke off the tv screens of
America (i.e., out of the homes)..

2) Alarm that Congress will be
pressured to classify tobacco as a

“drug” subject to the Food A Drug
Act.

3) Dread that state legislatures
w'ill pick up the hue and cry and
introduce local nuisance bills;—
Creating a 10-year headache for
tobacco and a bonanza for lobby-
istsT

4)

‘ Worry lest Liggett & Myers
(Chesterfield) or some other com-
pany hits the market with a “chem-
ical” filter in addition to the con*:
veritional cellulose tip filter, and
thereby rides the cancer scare to
big profits.

Failure of"Liggett Sc Myers to
sign the fullpage ads of the Tobac-
co industry Research Council has
no official explanation, but. the
whisper around New York’s Ad
Row is that L & M may be ready-
ing to produce a radically different
cigaret which could advertise that
the cancer hazard had been scien-
tifically removed. If such a revolu-
tionary claim were to hit the mar-
ket, the sales advantage to the

|
sponsoring

.
corporation would be

i overwhelming.
Incidentally, the boom in cellu-

lose tip filter cigarets is so great
at present that Molnus Machine
Co., Ltd., of London, which makes

(Continued on page 74)

TO TEST IN LONDON
London,,Jan. 12.

Paramount is readying Tele-
(

meter tests in London, patterned
|

after the current Palm Springs,
'

Cal., demonstration and in con-

junction with the Westend Hotel

Group and Norman Collins. Latter

heads Associated Broadcasting De-
velopment Corp., which is now
spearheading Britain's current com-
mercial television offensive.

Demonstration proposed will be
.

via closed-circuit to obviate the
j

necessity of seeking government
approval. However, if necessary,

(Continued oil page 75)

Irving Berlin’s Heart Is

In B’way Show Markitag

33d Anni of Music Box
Irving Berlin's main interest and

hope for 1954 is to do a special

Broadway show under the title

“Say It With Music,” to commem-
orate the 33d anniversary of h's

Music Box Theatre In N. Y., and
opening on the actual birthday,

Sept. 21. The “if” on this prefer-

ence is whether he can assemble
the right cast. Meantime he and
Moss Hart have had some tentative

talks on the prospective book.

With “White Christmas" finished

with. Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye and
Rosemary Clooney, Berlin has

about one more month’s work on
another film, the CinemaScoped
“There’s No Business Like Show
Business,” with Ethel Merman. For*

that, Berlin will return to Holly-

wood, probably in late January. ,
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Department and specialty store f*

fashion buyers are "excited” bir

the sales impact of color television.

These buyers were relatively in-

different to radio, Only partially

enthused about black-and-white t*v.

but with color, video is how talk-

Temper, Tamper

lng the language of fashion. Such

is the considered opinion of Mrs.

Tobe Coller Davis, the fashion au-

thority. She adds: "A woman pur-

chasing a dress doesn’t ttiink of

the dress alone, but . mentally con-

siders shoes, stockings, hats,

gloves, jewelry and accessories to

go with it.” Because of this inter-

est in the ’’total effect,” color tv

can convey the full range of shop-

ping information the woman de-

sires. •

However, department stores di-

rectly. are a poor bet for the spon-
j

worship of fashion programs. They
are ’’notoriously reluctant to go

into expensive nationwide tiein.

promotions unless somebody else

picks Up the tab.” In short, it will

be the big manufacturer at the

national level who must -take the

initiative in exploiting Color tv for

fashion.
Fashion is a ^lSff-billhm-a-year

industry but the sparkplugging in-

variably comes from manufacturers
(Continued on page 24)

Pressagent Samuel J. Fried-

man was to griped by last

week’s fold of “Dead Pigeon”
< Vanderbilt, N. Y,h ..that he
issued a release in yetse.

in it, he blamed the flop on
the critics and invited them to

cover the opening of a garage,
which may be built on the site

if the Vanderbilt is razed.

Ikr rick’ and ‘Un FUm Pilofe*
*

;
i

Europe’s Show Biz Today

By STUART SCHULBERG

, Wiesbaden, Germany. tourists at all; they!re-promoters*-|

Bead the tourist statistics, check trying to put together a r tv deal

the airlines, ask the shipping peo- Take that, nice ydung couple

pler^they’ll all tell you the same comings down the gangplank at

story; every year more and more Cherbourg. They couldn’t care

Americans journey across the At- less about the Louvre or Holland
lantic and into Europe. Do they in tulip time. He's headed lor

come seeking adventure, romance, Rome to negotiate a blocked lire

culture, culinary thrills? No. In- co-production deal with an Italian

vestigation now proves that 83% syndicate, and she!s off to Paris to

of these annual travelers aren’t peddle two synopses, three treat-

. ; V--" j V - ments and a • shooting script for

mu ON
HORACE HEIDT

Pays Chet Hnndey 106
Los Angeles, Jan. 12.

A public apology and a payment
of $10,000 brought about an out-

of-court settlement of Chet Hunt-
ley’s $200,000 damage suit against

Mrs. Rae Suchman, who had ac-

Plaintiff charged Mrs. Suchman
with conspiracy to injure his pro-

fessional standing as a radio com-
mentator. r

“I am sorry that anything I have
said or done may have injured
your reputation as a good citizen

and a patriotic, loyal American,”
the defendant said in her letter of

apology. ”1 wish to state publicly
that I have no evidence which in

any way links you With any sub-
versive organization or undertak-
ing, This statement is a public
apology by me for any contribution
I may have made to organize ef-

forts to silence you or to induce
advertisers to withdraw sponsor-
ship of your broadcasts.”

.
Washington, Jan. 12. ~

The new session
.
of this 83rd

Congress has on its calendar a

number of matters of prime inter-

est to the entertainment business,

but is expected to pigeonhole most
of them because of its-jam-packed
calendar.
Most important single issue, and

the one most likely to get action,

is thf 20% admission tax. New
legislation has been introduced to

(1) wipe out the bite on motion
picture theatres; and (2) to kill the
levy off completely for all enter-
tainment admissions. It is too early
to predict what will filially come
out of the mill.

However, there are ‘these devel-
opments. COMPO is pushing ahead
on two fronts: first it wants to kill

the tax for all motion, pictures;
second, it will take a law to kill

the tax for all admissions under,
-say^50"centsmart'd

-
to accept a cut7

from 20 to 10% in the tax on
higher priced tickets. Legit thea-
tre people are also, entering the
lists actively to get a tax reduction
as are other amusements.

President Eisenhower indicated
last year that he will favor an
across-the-board reduction in the
admissions tax but not its complete
elimination. His most recent posi-
tion will not be made clear until

(Continued oh page 67)

Currently Edgewater Beach Hotel;

Chicago—(.hru Jan. 27th . ,. . Open-
ing Jan. 29th Hotel Statler, New
York City.
; Under Personal Management

WALTER PLANT
Statler Hotal^ New York City, N. Yi

RADIO
Berlin, Jgn. 5.

“Foreign Intrigud,” And (hat

heavy-set man boarding the plane
at Orly^he’s not flying to Munich
for the opera season. ' He just
heard about the King Bros,’ Gor-
man setup, and he knows a

.
Swiss

distributor who..-.1
-

;
•

Gone is Gershwin’s wiae-eyed
American in Paris. In bis place
stands a heavy-lidded guy with a

Apparently as part their, so- contract from the William
called

.

Neue Kurs .( New Morris Aeenev. Movie nrodiippr*

By JAMES L. CONNORS

called
.

Neue_ Jturs _ \ wew Morris Agency, Movie producers,
Course”), the Reds in East Ger- xv agents, Beverly Hills barn,
teany are how. showing a tolerant stormers—they> eome * in 'droves. 1

attitude toward western dapee mu* hoping to turn an holiest : franc,
sic, hitherto boycotted ^apd^classi- pound, 1 ira, mark,_kroner,_sorne'-
fied—as - -inferior-stuff.- Moulin- Where between T5slo and

.
Ankara.

Rouge,’ for instance, is constantly Actually they are a cheerful breed,
making its rounds via Communist ^hese refugees from Broadway and
radio stations, and has probably The Strip; Each is pretty sure
become the Curreht favorite, tune that he’s getting into European
with East German listeners. Padio production on the. “rez de ehaus-
Berlin, a Soviet-controlled station, see,” 0r ground floor. And even
has even started broadcasting orig- though the ground floor is pretty
inal American jazz records during, crowded how, the food and service
night hours. This programming, are still excellent.
however,, still consists mostly of

sentimental ditties.
Most Americans find the

chopped liver- tastes as. good at
Albany, Jan 12.

.
For the first time in many years, chez j^yjs as Lindy '

s and
The New York Court of Appeals East Berlin authorities Allowed a French coffee at least makes a

in a precedental decision last West Berlin dance orchestra (Kurt good antidote for matjes herring.
'*

Thursday (7) affirmed the jury V ridman, who is also a regular per- Au waiters, bellboys, European co-
award of $300,000 to advertising former at local GI clubs) to come producers and pretty girls speak
agency owner Duane Jones. Dam- over and play. jadLJheir a .QOfcseaLji^giiu, -
ages are against former employes, Friedrichstadt Palast. Widmari you want—an egg in your Byrrli?”
who “conspired” to steal Jones’ and his 17-piece ensemble brought Art Buchwald, the Paris Trib-
accoUnts .arid/ form a new N. Y. ad .American jazz, and

.

ballads
.
.arid un.e’s expatriate expert, has . been'

agency, Scheidler, Reck & Werner, scored a tremendous success. The cQ busV latelv interviewing the
Defendants have talked of taking juvenile audience wouldn't stop

50
(Continued on pagem ?

the case, to the United States Su- clapping, forcing the bandleader to

B Ski i nil 4V iHKSGl
you want—an egg in your Byrrli?”

. Art Buchwald, the Paris Trib-

the case, to the United States Su-
preme Court, but it is unclear here give one encore after another.

as to how they could mahage
to do this. Court of Appeals voted
unanimously, 6-0, for Jones. One the few German bandleaders J I

A

judge, John Van Voorhis, disquali- okayed by Goebbels during the late UVCF II WOOu ACtOFS LED

’Smuggling* Times
Widman, incidentally, Was one of

German ! bandleaders

fied himself as he wrote the origi- war years. Hitler’s .propaganda
nal opinion, while with a lower chief considered him as a “morale
court. raiser for the home front.” Wid-
The_ state!s_highesLfribunal-also-~man-then-kept-daring-to“smuggte

u
various phases of showbiz

affirmed the decision of the Appel- forbid^n
,

Anglo-Americon songs "““’th" wSnd
late Division upholding the Su- (Continued <on page 20)ALEC GU1NNESSN0W

Los Angeles, Jan. 12.

Possibility of a new California

_of—'Uommunist--infilh’fltion

—

UtfiliTiH

MONEY STAR IN U.S.

Canadian Pacific R. R.

Sells Its Newsreel
Montreal, Jan, 12.

Controlling interest in Associr
ated Screen News top Canadian
newsreel and film company was
transferred last week from the
Canadian Pacific Railway to a To-
ronto group headed by Paul Na-
tharison, vice:prexy of Empire-Uni-
versal Films Ltd and president of
Sovereign Film Distributors Ltd.

Operations of ASN here in Mon-
treal will remain unchanged.

Rising popularity of Britain’s
Alec Guinness among U. S. pic au-
diences is. reflected in thefact-that-
this fourth 1953 release^-“The
Captain’s Paradise’”—is expected to
outgross all that has gone before it.

The Ilya Lopert presentation,
which United Artists is distribut-
ing, is expected to gross a fat $1,-
500.000.

;
It has grossed $350,000

so far in 29 dates_.and«Js—bemg-
helped along also by its much-
publicized difficulties with both the
Production Code and local censors.

If it continues its present pace,
“Paradise” may gross more than
the three prior Guinness pix to-
gether. “Lavender Hill Mob” so
far has done $580,000; “Man in the
White Suit” $460,000, and “The
Promoter” $480,000.

late Division upholding the Su-
preme Court -jury’s verdict exoner
ating Frank G. Burke Jr., treasurer

of Manhattan Soap, Duane Jones’
“principal customer.” In a cross-

appeal, the Jones Company—had
sought a reviiew of that part of the
judgment dismissing the coriiplaint

against Burke.

following the surprise testimony of

Mrs. Irene Kent, radio-television

nAMUV V kVE AC ITMirUT actress, who works under the pro-

UAFUll EAIb nu IvPIlllIlI fcssional name of Irene Tedrow,
mi uriMPlMI /^ARirnv concerning. JRed-infiltration of the

IN MEDlfiVAITLOInbU I Old Actors’ Lab school in Ho’ly-

_ . : . , ... £,.• wood. Mrs. Kent appeared' as a
Danny Kaye will make like. Sir voluntary witness before a State

Lancelot in his next picture. This Senate Committee o^n Un-American
•trill ' K/k 1,1 A. IlAM A UHAilllATIAMe 1 V* . . . . •

10S.
w
tf

Productions, in Activities which had been. probing
1942, Jones, a man of experience which he is partnered with Syl- Communism iir Los Anceles educa-
te the advertising business, “or- via Fine (Mrs. Kaye) and -the tional Unit?l

' *g *

ganized^ the plaintiff corporation; writer-producer-director .
team of Mrs. Kent said the Lab was in-

Yanks Will Participate,

But Dubions Abou

Norman Panama and Melyin filtrated shortly after the war and
Frank. Outfit has ijist completed SOon reached the point where she
Knock

,
on -Wood,” with Kaye m the or^nizatte^heimd been

starred, for Paramount release. a member of the board of direc-W • . J f Yf i| •_ " vi VIIV . MVUiU Vi uuvv
revealed in N. Y. this tore. Lab subsequently was listed

week that M and Frank are now M a le:t wing outfit.aami i film *am . V AttA •'I'lurm a w
# #

scripting a film for Kaye “with a

I atin Film FnctlVStK medieval England background,
LallD null rCMlVaid wh '

ch will be of the Tvanhoe’ arid

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Jack Lait, editor emeritus Of the
New York Mirror and veteran
showbiz figure, has returned to his

home, following a siege in Cedars
of Lebanon Hospital.

Lait has been suffering from
circulatory ailments for some time
and retired to the milder Califor-
nia climate.

Motion Picture Export Assn. ‘Knights of the Round Table’
board in N. Y. last week formally school.” But it will be a comedy,
decided in favor of participating in Panama said he figures on pro-

! Metro Preps 30th Anni
Telecast for Sullivan

Dan Terrell, eastern publicity

Hedy Now Houstonite
Houston,- Jan, 12.

Hollywood actress Hedy Lamarr
|

and her. husband, Texas oil man
, Howard Lee, have arrived from
; California to make their home
here.
The actress actually retired in

1951.

the Argentine international fUm .ddetipn. .-shooting,; including ' some manager. left for the studio
fete during the second week of location work abroad, next June. the"\veekeml"to^aid*in^iettted'ui
March. Gompanies will also enter Dena outfit has a deal with Par |' telecast on th. M ni l -S
the Brazilian Sad Paolo pix test only for "Wood" but the pact may Xch will on Ed Sullifan s
next month with a sizeable group, be extended. In lensing this pic, “Toast of the Town” tv show
headed by MPEA prexy Eric John- Incidentally, said Panama, a new Event, scheduled for mid-February]
ston, attending. switch m promotion Was tried. As i s tied In with ^nth anni

Argentine participation was a th; production was rolling, the di- jubilee and will present clips from
foregone conclusion m the light of rector, cameraman and stars took Metro’s ton nietnroc «itiirtio’s stars
the $500,000 remittance from Ar- time out on occasion to m»hc a se-

™
wtlf af P ScUon^h of Do C

gentina and the granting of more ries of special clips to be used for schaiw will
P
tAkO hart Sultan

exhibition permits to U. S. imports television commercials. Company anH/nr “Tone!” ATarih-

the weekend to aid in setting lip
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Company and/or “Toast” .producer Mario-

gentlne
W
*Comnmnlca?Ums >• ^ci^atetn^e

was in the U. S. last October, he Panama and Frank arrived in
broached the film festival idea to jj; Y. from the Coast over the past

(Continued on page 05)

Cohn Fancies ’Can Can’

But With a New Script

meatics. confabs

wilt aiso

X* ?°aS^-
4u^ seL dp an hour radio network show

nffipp
6 C

°Th
e
/v for the Heart ^und in which Metro

fr^
C
psr

XeC
f
S ‘ end to t0Vr personalities will participate.

Irnv f*lTlAC fnr evnlnttorlnn nurnneae ~
. .?key cities for exploitation purposes

and chances are Kaye will join
them in this work.

You Tank We Use Home?

Harry Cphn, president of Colum-
bia, returned to the Coast Monday
(11) after a week in N. Y. conduct-

Cantor ’Resigns’ WM
uii auci a wcciv m n. 1 . uuuuiivi-

1

Eddie Cantor has again rc* i
"'„r7— _

if

ing homeoffice business, and eyeing sigried” from the William Morris

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Ida Lupino and Collier Young
are fanning “House of Seven Gar-
i' . A '* •' A •• * •' * J . a •

the .Broadway legit.

MAQiflVM v*«a Vi iiiuuu navt A au , .
. . 1 •nil*

Agency. Comic has left that office they can get Greta Garbo t *

Cohn still is showing interest in several times since he’s been rep- thorize use of name. There ^
4

picking up the screen rights to resented by the firm, but each time tually a house of that name
.

“Can Can,” Cole Porter-Abe Bur- kissed and made up ' when the Hollywood, inhabited Uy^s*10

rows musical, but so far there has agency came up with a substantial personnel.

been nothing approaching an ac- job for him. Filmakers has written GarboFilmakers has written Garbo

tual deal. Film company is high Cantor is on his last season on asking for okay. Have, com

P

lciet
j

on the show’s score and title but the Colgate “Comedy Hour” sched
feels a major rewrite would be re- ule and a vidfilm series for hin
quired in adapting the book. hasn’t jelled as yet.

screenplay from Frank Cavett. But

ule and a vidfilm series for him so far no -answer from always-elu-

hasn’t jelled as yet. sive Garbo.
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POST-STALIN RUSSIA A POSER

- Distribs are keeping, a closed-

watch on the rate of speed at which

the foreign market is equipping ib

«lf for Cinemascope. Extent to Hollywood, Jan. 12.

which exhibs abroad are willing to Two producers and one di-

brace the widescreen process is rector will join heartily in the

eoing to make considerable differ- celebration . of Metro's 30th

Ince to the companies which fre- Anniversary Jubilee because

nuentiy split playing time on the they have been with the corn-

more important foreigq circuits. pany ever since its was. organ-

problem becomes more acute ized.
.

since it’s realized that, even if Jack Cummings joined as an

theatre ops are willing arid eager office. boy, Sam Zimbalist as

to go Cinemascope, unavailability an editor*and Robert Z. Leon-

of equipment and currency restric- ard as a director,

tions may cause delays.

An exec ' this week cited one sit-

uation that is ‘almost certain to

a rise. His company, splits the play-

ing time of a certain foreign ^

house 50-50 With 20th-FoX. The

theatre' isn't: going CinemaScope,

at least not in the immediate fu-

ture Pretty soon, it is going to .be

confronted by 20th top pix which

the company will release in Cine-

mascope only. For 20th that

means a loss of revenue. For the v T

overseas exhib it means he must mgs and live impersonations,

lool- elsewhere for product. This, Addition of Joseph Bernhard to Withdrawal of so many releases

in turn is apt to cause unhappiness the Stanley Warner Corp. manage- from the riiarket has created a se-

v/ith the company that shared the ment team as a “consultant" is rious shortage of new film product

theatre’s Playing time with 20th seen a forerunner to Bernhard’s available for exhibition in Russian
^ 'm/t i « I Annnt m Avif a#. AirAro 1 1 iAnnan nf . . IUaa ‘ .am J mAauHa m ^ l* •

‘ Ca«i> a4

By FRED HIFT

While American film companies
are following the U. S. State
Dept.’s dictum, that this isn’t the
time to do any trading with the
Russians, the industry is hardly of

one mind with the official govern-
ment line. It is also being ad-
vised that it’s political folly to de-.

riy pix to the Soviets if they ask
for them, provided films to be made
available are carefully screened,

The State Dept, is primarily mo-
tivated by a fear that any film im-
ports to Russia might be twisted
by Moscow to fit its propaganda
line. The Soviets are known to

-have—done-rthis-with-

s

ome nf the
American pix they’re circulating.

Following, the death last spring
of Dictator Stalin, the new regime
at the Kremlin began shelving a

great number of Russian-made fea-

ture films because they were lib-

erally sprinkled with Stalin’s like-

ness ini the form of posters, paint-
ings and live impersonations.

Addition of Joseph Bernhard to Withdrawal of so many releases

Heller’s Pix Stake
As of the year end, Walter

E. Heller & Co., Chicago fac-

toring outfit, financed a total

of 17 independent productions,

all released through United
Artists.

Heller company has a $?,-

500,000. revolving credit fund
available for indie filmmakers
who release through UA. ..

m

•f Possibility looms of an oral Fed-
eral Communications Commission
hearing on the question of sub-

.

scription-tv in March. FCC has al-

ready indicated its interest in the
subject and has stressed the need
to define the toll-tv status.

As a preliminary, FCC attorney
Arthur Scheiner has .been asked to
submit a report covering the entire
subscription-video field. He’s ex-
pected to complete it wjthin an-
other 30 days. It was Scheiner who
also surveyed the color tv question
for the Commission. Adding im-

r

j»TgSfWegR? EIiBEg \ \Fs5i

pectation that Zenith Radio of Chi-
cago, which already has an appli-
cation for its Phonevisibn system
pending with the FCC, will peti-
tion the . Commission for hearings
later this month or in early Feb-
ruary.

Proponents of subscription tv
now feel that the FCC will be in
a position to rule on the ligibility

since it’s apt to be affected.

the Stanley Warner Corp. manage- from the riiarket has created a se- *
• of toll-tv as a broadcast service

ment team as a “consultant" is rious shortage of new film product The who’s-on-first? aspect of the without having to refer the matter
seen a forerunner to Bernhard’s available for exhibition in Russian ’personnel setup at Loew’s-Metro to the Congress. Nevertheless, the
appointment of overall topper of theatres and, resultantly, Soviet appears taking shape as the corpo- Seriate Interstate Commerce COm-

( Continued on page 18)Then there is the house that has the company’s Cinerama opera- authorities are now eager to make ration moves into the homestretch (Continued on page 18)

a contract with 20th or one of the tions. Bernhard, a veteran show- deals for foreign product to fill in. toward separation of production- ^
^h'ercompariies~Wltli~Cinema Scopr^-- -manr-has-had-top-le^el-expeFience-—This situation-mioses a problem, distribution - from - domestic— the^ —— ,

ers It isn’t equipped to handle in exhibition, production, distribu- Both the American film industry atres.
f*ACTV1* AQITC HE Mil I E

rinpmaScoDe Theoretically, the tion and color. As former head of and the American State Depart- it’s been a subject of much trade LAJILL AjfiJ UL 1T11LLLV/iaciiiouwv/j/i.. - v. .... . tv ,1 i- .

• ji'j.j ii !• i ... . ii .

exhibitor has the pick of that Warner Bros: theatres, predecessor ment are divided on the question speculation over past months; in-

rnmoanv’S top films. He can’t to Stanley Warner, he has intimate of “trying again” to do business siders now say the lineup figuresLU1IIMUUJ a
- . 1 • _ C . A. 1 /am ii t rino r» mi- • > « a « _ . .w . . . • M. • ' I

company S top turns, ne eibv. w ,,auiu,

play the CinemaScope produc- knowledge of the company s far

tions. Will he permit’' that dis- flung Ihe^tre empire.

to Stanley Warner, he has intimate of "trying again” to do business siders now say the lineup figures TO QUIT CONSULTANCY
knowledge of the company’s tar- with the USSR. There remains the this way: Nicholas M. Schenck, a tv r- n "* a a
flung theatre empire. ~ strong fear that the Moscow mas- president of the parent outfit, will -

Eugene w.^ castle, founder and

With SW embarking on the pro- terminds iriight “edit” our features head the picture company on a
£Prmer president of Uastle Films,

duction of Cinerama pictures, to twist them round for CommU- fulltime, active basis; all board jest week rmewed_his^ public at-

Biernhard is in a position to offer nistic Party propaganda aims, members of the parent, with the tacK upon t,ccil B. DeMille be-

advice on film-making, having But the pronounced change in exception of Joseph R. Vogel, shift
papse th

®,

.

latter s support of,

been president and co-founder Soviet attitude since the death of to the pic outfit; Vogel will be f ,

r
, T

honorary consultant

with Milton Sperling of U, S. Pic- ( Continued on page 20) nominee for president of the ex-.
*®

• J?
ta
J.
eS

trib to take his CinemaScope pix to

(Continued on page 18)

V.P. with Milton Sperling of U, S. Pic-

lln I ovoriie kffo tures as well as an indie producer
U|l bawlUJi yflilv on his own. In addition, he served

Top echelon personnel setup at as prexy of Film Classics and held

Columbia was clarified via board the same position with the Cine-

action in N/Y. last week; v.p. epau- Color Corp.
m

'

'

•;

lets were handed to Paul N. Laza- Company’s intention of expand-

With SW embarking on the pro-

duction of Cinerama pictures.

(Continued on page 20)

iuy
,

. Metro Execs HlF'Co.asf
Columbia was clarified via board, the same position with the Cine Quartet of Metro's top-echelon now associated with M-G-M Rec- wuk . +he techniaupc of nrndn^inp
action in N/Y. last week; v.p. epau- color Corp -

homeoffice executives leave for the <*d$, is slated to become treasurer
^nd exh bSSJanrff film^

lets were handed to Paul N. Laza- Company s intention of expand- Coast Fridav (15) to confer with of the theatre outfit. Key execs at an“ exhibiting propaganda^ films .

rus Jr. and Leo jaffe. Further, ing into fields other than show biz
studio officials on future product the studio, and those at the home- Castle called upon DeMille to

Nate Spingold will continue as a may also involve Bernhard. Stock- Dlans ^ office not directly linked .with the- resign his consultancy on the

Lazarus, who is 40, was named
ad-pub veep. He had been second.,

in command to Spingold. Latter
goes on. a semiactive basis shortly
but the fact that he is continuing
as. an officer of Col previously
hadn’t been made clear.

Lazarus joined the company in

1950 as studio rep at the home-

( Continued on page 20)

Spectacularly Values

Say N.Y. Story Execs
Eastern story editors discount

. Westbound are prexy Nicholas atre operation, will hold their

M. Schenck, veepee and treasurer same titles with, the pic company.

Charles Moskowitz, sales chief Charles C. [Moskowitz, v.p.-treas-

Charles Reagan, and pub-ad topper nrer and director of the, parent,

Howard Dietz. (Continued on page 20)

ivationai doxoiiic

(Continued on page 24 )

office aifter switching from United the view that studios are on the Trade Slumps Post-Holidays ;
‘KrilgHts’. NeW Champ,

Artists, where he had been assist- prowl only for spectacle yarns <r,. * oj j » oj <n £» Ail*
ant to the president. adaptable for the current wide- Linerama Zdf Tlonoo «3Q) Ixeet

Jaffe, who is 44, joined Col in screen era. They admit that story
. . . , ... .. •

. j „ ,

1930 upon, graduation from N.Y.U. him are on the decline due to tfisual post-holiday week Slump Washington and Boston as well as

Concerned with the financial end pr^luction curtailment, but .de- is being, accentuated this session by okay in Balto $fter- big opening

of the company, he was made as- clare studios purchase, any yarn, stormy weather oyer most Of na- round. Eddie Cantor StoTy, .also

sistant treasurer in 1945. He is also they believe can be turned into a tion. Dip in grosses seems, all the from. Warners, is okay in N. V. af-

listed as a v.p: of Col Pictures In- sock picture. Spectacle stuff* suit- more severe because of terrific ter two smash weeks, nice in.L.A.,

ternational. able for CinemaScope and wide- business done during the Xmas- and good in Philly after a terrific

. Board also reelected the balance screen, is, of course, being eyed New Years stanza. However, some opened. Besides Hondo, this -

of the slate of . officers, including: carefully, but the story diggers newcomers are still making great gives WB two additional potential-

Harry Cohn, president; Jack Cohn, aver that intimate subjects are not showings, with the general biz tone ly sock grossers.

exec v.p.; Abe Schneider, v,p.- being neglected. ; reported strong.
,

“Forever Female^ (Par) looms

treasurer; Abe Montague,v B. B. Cited as an example of the New
.
champion is Knights of good in Detroit and Omaha, strong

Kahane, Joseph A. McConville and search for good material without Round Table (M-G), this first, in Philly and trim in Buffalo.

Louis Barbano, all v.p.’s; Charles spectacular sequences is the recent ’Scoper for Metro, which is soar- ’‘Paratrooper’’ (Col), fine- ^in To-

Schwartz, secretary; Mortimer activity in Broadway play buys, ing to $338,000 although playing r0nto and Boston, is okay in

Wormser, assistant treasurer-secre- The past year saw a resurgence in jus£ .A^ ,

sPp£s *
.

C ir}erama (In- N; Y. and sluggish in Providence,
tary; Duncan Cassell, assistant sec- this activity with the major studios die), with_ launchings in two addi- “FrenGh Line" (RKp), also new, is

retary, and Arthur Levy, control
ler.

RKO Theatres Via List

l/Vv lavuiu L gcviuviivvu Ati mv « A AAA .
* . , » * « • , . ,

activity in Broadway play buys, ing to. $338,000 although playing -ronto and Boston, is okay in

The Past- year saw a resurgence in just 11 spots.
_

Cinerama .ilo* N. Y. and sluggish in Providence,

this activity with the major studios die), with launchings in two addi- “French Line" (RKO), also new, is

in spirited bidding 'for properties, tional cities, i,s taking second fancy on first week , of St. Louis

Plav Durchases included “Sa- money-
t

. moveover after big opening stanza

brina Fair" by Paramount in a “Hondo" (WB) is pushing up to another house. Oldie combo,

preproduction deal, ‘Teahouse of third position aithougff playdates “Public Enemy’’-“Little Caesar,"

the August MOon" by Metro, also 10 only nine key cities covered by al50 from WB. is picking up where

i
h?

pre?
U
p?odU°ctl Serient,; mfkinf

R left off

“Picnic.” by Columbia, and “Seven J®
e Ree

-
.

-^Otn), makjng. getting terrific total in Philly.

Year Itch" by agent-indie produ- ^ £llird s
;

uceessive week that this “Walking Baby Home,’’ (U), com-

cer Charles K. Feldman. Previous- C Scope pic has been high on the
paratjyely new, is solid in St.

list. T ,ai tic hio in Frisrn and PflnH In

. Trade Mark fttflstered .
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f; .. . « Louis, big in Frisco and good In
“Sadie Thompson" (Co s wmd- phm “Escape Ft. Bravo" (M-G)

RKO Theatres, although operat-
ing comfortably in the black, is on
an economy kick, reportedly being . .

. . _
„ L . „

supervised by Albert A. List, board TT, „ . .
ing up fifth while Millionaire

[s fairish in
* Denver, “Robe"

chairman, This is the. first instance XJ S Bcrglflari AsSUIfllllg <20th:) i$ _managing^ to^ hold up at
(20th), now playing mostly in key

^lst ^nQwn to be taking a Tnlsmt Jfe- T itprnrv r’KofeS
(20th), just

antj top subsequent-runs, is
definite role in management.J lalent & Literary Lnores

, in eight keys 'currently, is seventh,
. Chi

^
and hefty in L.A.’

is fairish in Denver, “Robe"

vicHnue role in management’s w in eigni Keys cunenuy, is sevcmn.
affairs, that is, other than with ton Maurice Bergman, Universal’s This means the top seven grossers
Dnlimr ma « i • i.i • -i. AT V _ aUUmm iPino »VibConnD niv

is, otner tnan with top iviaurice uergman, .uus.h mus ^ “Little Fugitive" (Indie) is doing I

strong in Chi and hefty in L.A.

“Little Fugitive" (Indie) is doing

As part of- the expense lopping, 'is. taking on; additional Biuties^asl or pmei’affia'r
-war Arrow iui rooms oiu in *

total of 21 employees in relatively the studio’s home office rep. His
|

‘.‘Easy To Love (Mr-GO is captur- «BQ*anv Bay- (par ) is fast in
’

minor spots have been released. office will absorb the functions of
|

ing eighth spot, with "Here Come Bay (pa,) u
: *ast ,n

.There s Slso some indication the present siudio contact depart- [ Girls ’ (Par) in ninth. Julius Cae-
<20th I shaD°s 1

Ur h9me<fice men| formerly headed by Jessica sar" .^?) >^"t W.^ •

p,?
Jn

.^ Y * s Avenue of^^Amencas Landau, who has resigned.
|

Captain s iMraaise ua), 9na . . “rjttie Bov Lost”

Wi
„g.

K
‘formerly the RKO Bldg.) In his new capacity Bergman , “Kiss Me Kate (M-G) are the.

^ looks bi^ in Toronto and
coated with the theatre will act as the studio's eastern rep

|

runner-up films. . .wm ' Mmti'eal

int.
° m°ve to the office build- for both talent and literary

.

prop-

1

His Majesty O Keefe (WB1 •

ing Which houses its 58th Street erties. He reports to Edward Muhl, shapes as one of the more promvs- (Complete Boxofficc. Reports on
Theatre. U v'd! in chargd of production. I ing newcomers, being smash in

1
Pages 8-9)

Love" (Ma-G) is captur- ‘War Arrow" (U) looms big in Chi.

‘Botany. Bay” (Par) is fast in

“Man in Attic" (20th) shapes

okay in L.A. “Forbidden” (U) is

oke in K.C. “Little BOy Lost”

(Par) looks big in Toronto and
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Responding to an earlier states

ment made by Theatre Owners of

America prexy Walter Refede, Jr.,

that •‘production is highly special-

ized fulltime work and unless a

raaniJs making a career of it he

should not undertake it," Holly--

wood producer David Hempstead
("Kitty Foyle,” "Mr. Lucky”) has

written to Reade offering "to join

with you in implementing a pro-

duction organization.*. .

Reade’s statement, originally

made in Variety, was in answer
to a query, relating to pxhibs em-
barking oil a production program
to alleviate the product shortage.

TOA chief stressed that
.
exhibs

should stick to their o\frn biz but
should encourage additional pro-

duction via financial assistance.

Hempstead, outlining his views
to Reade, said the coin problem
could .be solved "if your organiza-

tion, .would guarantee play * dates

for as yet unmade films. . .
.” Pro-

ducer noted that banks, armed with
playdate guarantees, would pro-

—vider-the—necessa^—fundS'-foF--the-
making of such films. "Naturally
I qualify this/' said Hempstead,
“to exclude all but establishedv
capable, and thoroughly proven
production talent. There has never
been a plethora of it here in Holly-
wood, but there is more today than
ever before. And it is more tracta-

ble, more open to reasonable nego-
tiation than.- ever.”
The organization he has in mind,

-

Hempstead continued, ‘‘would have
to operate only a very few Weeks
befOre being inundated with so-

called production packages whose
boxoffice names and records would
probably astound you.” Producer
Stated that the important thing
would be to set up an organization
on a sound basis “before attempt-
ing to negotiate the production
deals.”

In closing Hempstead said he
"would undertake to head, or to
be part of, such a production or-

ganization, if your announced in-

tention of seeking new sources of
product is serious, and if

.
you in-

tend to. pursue it in a practical
and courageous fashion.”

NAT HOLT EXITS PAR
“

AFTER 9 INDIE TINTERS
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

After producing nine color fea-
tures in three years at Paramount,
Nat Holt obtained an amicable re-

Twtn Shears
Hollywood; Jan. 12.

Nowadays it takes two film

editors to cut. a picture-*-one

in CinemaScope and ohe4n the
standard version.. Universal- :

International has assigned Ed-
. ward Curtiss to the .

C’Scoped
"Black Shield of Falworth”
and Ted Kent to the flatty.

MUton Carriith and A1 Clark
‘

are similarly dividing chores
on "Sign of the Pagan.”

St Louis Police Chief

. Withholds Action, But

Archbishop Raps ‘Line'

St. Louis, Jan. 12. \

.

With the police dept, and prose*

cuting attorney’s office playing

‘shuttlecock over the question of
whether ip officially ban "The
“FrencfiTLirie” at the Fdx~theafre.
The Most Rev. Archbishop Joseph
E. Ritter forbid Catholics "under
penalty of mortal sin” to attend
any showing of the pix whether at

the Fox or any other house.
In a New Year's Day letter read

in all Catholic churches the Arch-
bishop said' "Dearly Beloved: The
current RKO production; being
shown at the Pox theatre, ‘The
French Line/ was denied approval
by the Production Code Adminis-
tration. The

.
attention of our

Catholic people has been called to

this. Those responsible for the op-
eration of the Fox Theatre were ad-
vised of the feelings of citizens

about the very suggestive adver-
tisement and the lurid nature of
the presentation.
"Notwithstanding the fact that

several Catholic and non-Cathqlic
groups have made vehement pro-
test, the management of the Fox
Theatre, has defiantly persisted in

presenting this disgusting picture.
"Since no Catholic can with a

clear conscience attend such, an
immoral movie, we feel it is our
solemn duty to forbid our Catho-
Jia_i)^pJe_jymdex.P-enalty .qfjhortai
sin to attend this -presentation. At
the same time we now urge upon
you the grave obligation to refrain
from attending any presentation
whatsoever at the Fox Theatre in

( Continued on page 22 )

,

lease from his„contract, .cancelling,
two pictures on his program.
Paramount reported that it was

reluctant, to let him go,
. as all his

films had made money. Holt said:
"I feel that I would like to develop
my production plans along other
lines. It will give me a greater op-
portunity to study more carefully
the present trends in our busi-
ness.”

PREJUDICE DIES HARD;

Nabes Prefer Flat Prints of ‘Kiss 1

Me Kate* Relea&e

Minneapouis, Jan. 12.

Although in its 3-D form *Kiss
Me Kate” had a successful loop
first-run here, neighborhood and
suburban houses, including those
equipped for the new dimension,
are now showing it as a 2-D pic-
ture, with the single exception of
Paramount’s Uptown.
And the Uptown in its newspa-

per ads is making no mention of
the 3-D.

Metro branch here asserts one
other nabe house wished the 3-D,
but prints are unavailable.
- Industry leaders, however, be-
lieve that despite the improved 3-D
sentiment created by "Kiss Me”
and the current "Hondo” downtown
there’s still’ so much local prejudice
in the outlying sections against 3-D
to make it a liability instead of an
asset.

V.I.P/s Preview 'Cease Fire'

.Chicago, Jan. 12.
Biggest turnout in recent years

- r--for-an- -aflernoon'7pr^VieW“'of"a^pie^
wiis registered last Wednesday »7)
at the Century Theatre for Hal
Wallis’ "Cease Fire/’ Over 1.000
civic leaders, military officials,,
veteran organization toppers, ex-
hibs, press reps, and radio-tv per-
sonages were cuffed for the special
showing in 3-D, Pic as yet. has no

f booking locally*

in

Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

Evidence still crops out of dis-

tress among small town and larger
city subsequent run exhibitors. For
example, in LeRpy and Lake City,
Minn., the theatres have, gone to a
single show nightly policy and the
LeRoy exhibitor and the Monte-,
zuma, la., theatres are shuttering
Wednesdays, Pabst Blue Ribbon
tv fight nights. As "an economy
measure,” the ElsWorth, Wis,, thea-
tre also has gone to a single show
nightly.

Instead of seven nights a week,
the. Columbus, Jet., Ia., theatre is

open now only on week-ends. In
Mankato, Minn., the Paramount
circuit has switched the policy of
one of its two houses, the Grand,
from first to second runs and re-
duced adult prices from 50c to 40c
and children and teen-agers’ scales
similarly.

Start of .1954 finds 29. of this
territory’s theatres' with Cinema-
Scope equipment or new all-pur-
pose wide screen already installed:
or on order, but the vast bulk of
the independent exhibitors still

holding off.

A large number of holdouts are
believed ready to go to wide screen
if Fox will eliminate its demand
for stereo sound. This despite tbe
fact that North Central Allied, in-
dependent exhibitors’ body, contin-
ues to advise delay until prices
drop or there is further standard-
ization.

* . -A,

•'Crandall BrOwn'tiPN. Y.
—

Crandall Brown, veteran mem-
ber of Metro’s studio scenario de-
partment, is shifting to the home-
office story department as execu-
tive assistant to Olin H. Clark,
eastern story

,
editor.

Brown succeeds Stanley Cham-
bers, who has been iq the post foi*

• the past three years.

Minneapolis, Jan, 12. .

Trouble that many of territory’s

exhibitors- experience in obtaining

prints for desired dates is largely

!

due to the fact that so many of

them are remiss in returning them
promptly to the film exchanges,
according to Fred Finnegan, RKO
exchange head booker here.

Taking the careless theatreown-
J

ers to task. Finnegan’ 'points out
they are making it tough for them-
selves. Those complaining the
.most about the print, situation, he
claims, include many who are the
slowest in getting the prints back
to the .exchanges.

Finnegan’s careful analysis of
print return figures reveals that it

frequently takes from five to 10
days to get a print back from
North and South Dakota exhibitors
and from .five to six days from
those in Minnesota.

Protecting playdates, RKO usual-
ly has a print in exhibitor’s hands
two days in advance of the pic-

ture’s opening, according to Finne-
gan who asserts . that the return
should be made in one day or, from
the most distant point, in three
days at the outside after the pic-

ture’s run is concluded.

• .

UP 23% OVER 1952
Los Angeles, Jan. 12.

First-run theatres in Los Angeles
registered a 1953 gross of $11,117,-
100, almost 22% greater than the

I

$8,675,100 in 1952. It was the most
prosneiiaus-.y£aC-Since 1949 when
$13,596,400 went through the box
office.

.
Increase was due largely to

the drawing power of high budget
pictures.

Following are the comparable
quarterly grosses for 1953 and

1
1952:

1953
$2,350,100
2.709,400
2,897,100
3,160,500

1952
$2,298,500
1.891.800
2.262.800
2,221,900

:

$11,117,100 $8,675,000

CENSOR UNRILED

Binf /rd Shrugs Off Video Use of
‘Sadie Thompson* Excerpt*

Memphis, Jan. 12.

Memphis censor Lloyd T. Bin-
ford expressed himself as being
indifferent to a tv showing here
of a clip from Columbia’s "Miss
Sadie Thompson,” which Binford
has banned from theatres. Dance
scene with Rita Hayworth was
shown on NBC’s "Today” show
which is carried by WMTC here.

.
-Tm not worried about the tele-

vision showing of this filthy pic-
ture,” said Binford. He added that
local citizens can and should be
their ofrn tv censors, and Claimed
he knew of one mail, who ban-
ished his tv se.t to his attic beT

cause of the "Sadie” incident.
Meantime Columbia’s ‘‘Sadie

Thompson” is being exhibited
across the Mississippi River from
here at; West Memphis. On this
point Binford says: "This lewd film
i-ih’t fit to play, anywhere, but that’s
West Memphis’ business.”

Says the mayor of the other
town, II, B. Price : "We want a lot
of people from Memphis to ferry
over arid see what a fine progres-
sive city we have.”

Hollywood, Jan. 12.
Total of 425 films are currently

eligible for Academy Awards, it’s

revealed by Charles Brackett, acad-
emy president. List includes fea-
tures sliown

: commercially in Los
Angeles during year for a period
ol seven consecutive days^

LADY EJCHIB SETTLES

Betty Freeman Gets $5,900 On
.Antitrust ‘Action*

An exhibitor who fan her house
for only three irionthi^ before she
was forced to. close it' because of

alleged discriminatory tactics on
the part of five major distributors

last week
,
settled her year-old

antitrust suit against them for
slightly over $5,000.

'

Action, which
.
originally sought

$450,000, Was brought by Betty

.

Freeman as owner of the Parkway
Theatre Co., operator of the Park-

l

way Theatre, Spring Valley, N.Y.
Defendants were Universal, War-
ners, Paramount, 20th-Fox, RKO
and the Spring Valley Theatre^
Corp., operator of the Valley The-
atre. \

Settleirierit. of the suit canie in

the course of a pre-trial hearing
in N.Y. Federal* Court before
Judge"Irving R. Kaufman. Plaintiff,

j

who claimed the Parkway was
opened in JUne, 1946, but was
forced to shutter in August of the

same year, charged, the distributor

defendants with discriminating in

favor of SVTC's Valley Theatre by
refusing product to the Parkway
until 30 to 90 days after it Was
screened at the Valley.

Disney as Is on Video;

Walt Disney Productions will

continue its policy against sale of

any of its films to television, ac-

cording to Roy Disney, president.

There will be some tv activity,

however.
Chief exec stated that the com-

pany is readying a special video

program. This will be designed

as a revenue producer and 4s: a
means of plugging Disney pix in

theatrical release and other Disney
products.
Meanwhile, the Disney operation

is showing steady gains on the

fiscal front, the prez told stock-

holders in an annual report. For
the year ended last Sept. 30, the

company had: a net profit of $510,-

426, equal to 79c per common
share.. The 1952 fiscal year brought
earnings . of $451,809, or 69c per
common share.

Disney’s profit in 1951 was $429,-

840, qr.J>5£_per. share,- -The net-in-

1956 spared to $717,542 after ' a
loss of $93,899 in 1949,

j

As of the end of 1953, Disney
had total current and working as-

sets of $11,180,534, against total

current liabilities of $6,387,795, In-

ventories included $3,537,305 in

pictures in process, at cost, and $5,-

906,284 in completed films at cost
less amortization.

PUBLICISTS GUILD IN

PACT WITH MAJORS
Hollywood, -Jan. 12.

Publicists Guild and the majors
have agreed upon new contract,
subject to ratification by members
of Guild, calling for 5% Iffke,

which gives senior publicists, flat

$210 per week. FOur-year deal is

retroactive to Oct. 26, but can be
reopened for wage talks in Octo-
ber, 1955, or whenever; living cost
locally • goes more . than 5% above
index of last October.
Deal also provides that: flacks

come under an industry pension
plan to be set up.

Taylor's Swordplay in Italy

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Robert Taylor is up to play lead
in Metro’s “Swordsmen of. Sien-
na,” which will be filmed in Italy.

Nicholas Nayfack is producer.

N. Y. to L. A.
Mim i Benzell
Jeanne Cagney
Howard Dietz
Lester Gottlieb
Leslie Harris
Shirley Herz
Fay Kanin
Michael Kanin
Arthur M. Loew

. Jay Lurye
Gordon MacRae
Jack Morrison
Charles Moskowitz
Adrian Murphy
Charles Reagan

' Nicholas M. Schenck
Anna SoSenko
Dan Terrell
Ivan- Toro
John Wildberg
Jane Wyatt \

HOW HUH DEAL

Just-negotiated iFrarico-Ainerioan

film agreement provides lor- a

dozen specific uses of blocked U s.
-

company earnings, according to
Griffith Johnson; Motion Picture
Export Assn. v.p. who helped nego-
tiate the deal. •

_< Two-year pact : differs /from its

predecessor in that 'the filiri dis-

tribs will not be allowed to make
capital account deals on coin ac-
cumulating .over and above the
regular $200,000 monthly remit-
tance,.-.

French will issue : extra permits
to individual companies in return
for their taking French pix for
handling in the American market/
Hpwever, this .will not be accom-
plished via the MPEA.
The distribs have a similar ar-

rangement for the disposal of their
frozen funds in Britain where
there are 29 - permitted uses.-With-
pounds being channeled into pro-
duction, laboratories and other in-

vestments, the companies are ac-
tually short of pounds.

Johnson confirmed that the
$400,000 subsidy for the French
would come out of the 300,000,000
francs ($800,000) aid fund estate
lished under the last .agreement,
but barely utilized. He said the
French deal would include a clause
specifying that the. $400,000, are to
be used solely for the promotion
—and not for the distribution—of
French pix in the U. S. In return
for this money, the French are
making, available 110 permits an-
nually to MPEA members:

STATE DEPT. HANDLES

SCOUT DOCUMENTARY
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

.- Boy Scouts of America will dis-

tribute “Boy Scout Jamboree of
1953” in this country while the
State Department’s Overseas Infor-
mation Service will handle its dis-

tribution- in foreign-lands.—Docui-
mentary, built around the gather-
ing of 55,000 Scouts in Orange Coun-
ty, was produced by Geotfp Mui>
phy and financed by the Firestone
and Gdodyear tire companies and
the Department of State.

Directors were Paul Bumford,
Willis Goldbeck and D. Ross Led-
erriian.. Del Sharbutt narrated the
script, written by Martin Berke-
ley, Jack Moffit, Lou Ostrow and
Basil Wrangell. William Lava -arid

Charles Rosoff composed the score
and John Boyle, Hal Mohr and
Guy Rose handled the cameras.

L. A. to n. Y.
Herb Aller
Madeleine Carroll
Harry Cohn
Arlene Dahl
Yvonne De Carlo
John Dennis
Ed Dukoff
Sylvia Fine
John C. Flinn, Jr.

Melvin Frank
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Cary^Grant
George Qreif
Oscar Homolka
Kathleen Hughes
Jose Iturbi ,. __
Eric Jonhston

• Sam Katzman
J. D* Levy
A1 Lichtman
Robert McElwaine ’

Tom McBnight
George Montgomery
Patricia Morison
Norman Panama
ingo Preminger
Albert W. Schwalberg
Walter Wariger
Paul Weston

Europe to N. Y.
Leslie Caron
Sarah Churchill
Bernie Delfont
Wilbur Evans
Peggy Anil Garner
Leland Hayward
Patricia Medina
Maureen O’Hara
Brian Roxbury

N. Y. to Europe
Kermit Blopmgarden
George Margolin
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Rearview theatre projection, attempted in tlie past without

notable success, is again the subject of experimentation. The East-
; man-Kodak Co. reportedly is working on an improved rearscreen.

projection system.”

ji rearscreen system might aid in solving many* of the problems
faced by theatres due to insufficient light sources. Current tech-

niques in widescreen and 3-D require a tremendous amount of

light, and, by placing the projector closer to the screen, it's figured

the problem can be solved.

Warn Ohio Exhibitors State Must Not Be Flooded
By Razzle-Dazzle Exploitation

Columbus, Jan, 12.

Just in case the U. S. Supreme
Court does kill censorship, Robert

Wile, executive secretary of the :

Independent Theatre Owners of

Ohio, issued some rules of conduct

for theatre owners to prevent its

return in another guise.

“It is possible,” wrote Wile in

the weekly ITOO Bulletin, “that

censorship will be killed forever

in Ohio, or at least until a positive

law is passed by the Legislature.

That latter event could not take

place before 1955. In the interim*

exhibitors . . . could do much to

. avert such a law. If censorship
should be abolished and the way
opened for pictures to be released

without it, care should be taken
lest unscrupulous distributors of

burlesque pictures, so-called ex-

ploitation pictures, etc., flood the
state. If this takes place, there will

be a hue and cry for a censorship
law which would stand up. Such a

bill could be drawn: To avoid this

and leave us free lo run our busi-

nesses ourselves without bureau-
cratic permission, we urge every
exhibitor to use discretion and good
taste.

“Remember, the police will still

have- the power- to enforce. unused_|_
sections of the General Code pro-
hibiting the showing of immoral,
indecent, lewd" and salacious pic-

tures^ But you Will be able to show
“The . Outlaw,” “The Moon Is

Blue,” “Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye”
and, of course, “M,” if the law is

declared unconstitutional . .

Some exhibitors are readying a
fullscale assault on 20th-Fox to get
the company to drop its insistence
of stereophonic sound as a “must”
for the showings of Cinemascope
pictures. Assault will apparently
consist of general harrassment. In-
dividual exhibs, weighing this ac-
tion, will not state so publicly,
for fear of legal kickbacks, but it
has been the subject of private
conversations.

Here’s the gripe: If the four cur-
rent 20th Cinemascope pictures
were generally available, an exhib
leader stated, it would do a great
deal to ease current product short-

. (Continued on page 24)

li ving Maas, Motion . Picture
t.x port Assn, exec in charge of the

East area, left N. Y. last week
(») .for Tokyo on the first leg of a
two to three months’ trip that will
take him to 10 countries.

.
Maas expects to spend consider-

able time in Tokyo in preliminary
discussions of the American posi-

a^oca l;ion of Japanese
niport permits and exchange in

k L newAear
’ starting in April.

U was true that the Jap-

haH h?
01 ar deficit was higher than

ont?rr?it
en exp®cted

. but expressed

nienr^,
0I

J
JaPanese govern-

coiintriPt
e
S
tual .atand. Among the2 visit are Indo-

the Philipp’^
Sta”' ?“Im* and

Teach ’Em a Lesson
Albany, Jan. 12.

The Evangelist, official week-
ly publications of the
Catholic Diocese, in an edi-
torial titled “Revolt Against
Decency,” urged Americans
“regardless of religious affilia-

tions,” to. stand firm by the
pledge of the: Legion of De-
cency and the tenets; of the
Motion Picture Code and de-
clared: “If shovvhouses where
offensive motion pictures are
displayed are boycotted, pro-
ducers will be forced back in
line : arid worthwhile, movies
will be offered.”

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

After “riling the animiles”
"by pushing "The French Line**'
without a code seal, Howard
Hughes is now ready to back-
track and re-submit the film to
the Breen office with the ob-
jectionable single dance scene

' by Jane Russell eliminated ,

RKO has informed Legion of
Decency that the cut will be
made.

Question now : will all be
forgiven?

Howard Hughes’ blatant disre-
gard for Hollywood’s Production
Code, via the release of “French
Line” in St. Louis, has resulted in

a new low for the RKO chief
stockholder in terms of industry
relations. Trade execs in N. Y.
and on the Coast, including
“screen freedom liberals,” with
rare exception are privately ex-
pressing resentment toward the
airman.
Hughes has been the subject of

critical barbs before, stemming
from his handling of RKO’s busi-

ness affairs. His alleged misman-
agement is the basis of stockholder

(Continued on page 18)

New York Office Lacks

Information on Next Move

“French Line’’ is being held at

anchor by the RKO homeoffice de-

spite the fact that the jane Rus-
sell starter is riding the crest pf

an unusual spate of publicity.

Mindful of the b.o. value of a cen-

sorship row, some exhibs have put
in bids for the pic but. these, are.

being nixed by the film company’s
sales department.
RKO’s N. Y. execs are in a

unique position anent the pic*

They had no knowledge of the cir-

cumstances urtder which the St.

Louis opening was negotiated arid

similarly are in the dark re any
new stratagem for the film which
Howard Hughes might have
hatched. They don’t know, for ex-

ample, if any cutting is planned.

Thus, rather than do a blindfold

act, the boys on the selling end of

RKO are not talking “French”
deals with theatremen.

While ' the furore still rages oyer
Howard Hughes kicking over the
traces on "The French Line,” (see
other stories) the censorship ma-
chinery of the American film in-

dustry is grinding its gears un-
pleasantly in connection with

.
an-

other release, “Act of Love,” up-
coming at United Artists. In this

instance the dispute centres on ad-
vertising copy. No objection has
been raised to the content of the
film itself.

What marks the dispute
.

over
“Act of Love” is the raising of a

pointed question whether the Mo-
tion Picture ASSn. of America is

•’easier” on its member companies
than on non-member companies
-w-ho-oome-Mong.seeking.its okay.

If the present in-industry quar-
rel is not adjusted it may . lead to

United Artists releasing “Act of

Love" without the MPAA seal of

approval. Film was made in Eu-
rope by Anatole Litvak and stars

Kirk Douglas.
“Act” already has been approved

by the Production Code but Adver-
tising Code authorities have reject-

ed proposed ad copy, which is. the
root of the row. Significant point is

that MPAA is empowered to re-

voke a Production Code license iri

the event that its correlated ad-
vertising standards are not met.

In the case of “Act,” the rejected

ad copy will be used in defiance of

the Ad Code, according to Mver
P. Beck, general representative Tor

the film. Although it may mean
loss of the Production Code okay,

the Litvak entry will go into dis-

tribution next month, he stated.

N. Y. opening is set for the Astor,

Broadway showcase, on Feb. 11. .

Ad Code reps turned down the
promotion copy because it . con-

tained the catch statement,

(Continued on page 22

)

Walsh Optimistic on Filins;

Sinog Ruins Shooting*
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

For the first time smog blew
into a studio sound stage and
snafued a shooting schedule.
The invasion was aided and
abetted by huge blowers whose
normal function is to pump
fresh air from the outside.
H'he smog was so thick that

director Alfred Hitchdck had
to caricel a whole day’s shoot-
ing of long shots of “Read
Window,’’ showing James
Stewart ..and Grace Kelly, wfyo
got an unexpected day off.

Kramer Due East With
‘Caine Mutiny’ Print

Indie filmmaker Stanley Krarner
is due in N. Y. from the Coast Over
the upcoming weekend with a

print of his newest pic, ‘‘The Caine
Mutiny.” He’ll, show it for Colum-
bia homeoffice execs arid the Navy
Department (which cooperated in

the production) in Washington,
This is Kramer’s swansong re-

lease for Col; he’s now switching
to United Artists.

*

It’s open season da the Produc-
tion Code; so far as a substantial
segment of the press is concerned.
On the basis of press clippings Sent
into some N. Y. homeofnees. daily
papers in virtually even.' key city
have had articles over the past two
weeks anent Hollywood's self-im-
posed set of pic morality stand-
ards. Criticisms range from com-
ments that the Code is simply "be-
harid the times” to strong sugges-
tions that many producers have
been guilty of violations but
they’ve never been punished.

Syndicated piece by Meyer Levin
is an example, Columnist stated:
“A glance at current films such as
‘From Here to Eternity,’ ‘Miss
Sadie Thompson’ and ‘The Biga-
mist’ should convince anyone that
the film doctors who signed this
pledge were not taking the Hvpo-
cratic Oath but a Hypocritic Oath.
Having adopted the Code, pro-
ducers got high-priced writers and
directors to try to get around it.”

Code again was rapped by Bos-
ley Crowther ih his entire column
on page one of the N. Y. Times’
amusement section on Sunday (HR

(Continued on page 22 •

By HY HOLLINGER
Richard F. Walsh, president of

{•the International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employees, envisions
a

;

generally “good" year for the
film Industry during 1954 from the
standpoint of production activity
and employment. “The industry,”
he told Variety, “has reached the
bottom of its slump and there has
been a slight pickup.” He said lie

expected this pickup to continue.
“The IATSE,” he noted, “has no.

general complaint on the subject of
unemployment,

.
There's some uri-

employrnent, but it’s nothing to
yvorry about. We’ve always had
some people out of work. The new
techniques are helping to improve
what unemployment problem we
have.”

• Only Postwar Depression
Walsh admitted that the film

.companies and the theatre chains
“are getting tighter” in their nego-
tiations for new contracts, but ex-
pressed little concern regarding
this tougher attitude. “It’s just a
question of reaching an agree-
ment.” he said. “You must re-
member that this is the only in-
dustry that has undergone a' de-
gression since the war. And it’s

the only industry that hasn't been
{ able to raise prices. Unlike steel,

! for example, the picture industry

{

cannot pass on to the public the

j

cost qf wage increases, it’s a dif-
I ferent problem. If you add five

;
cents, to the cost of a ticket, the

i public would not come in. The
{ industry is tied to a fixed price by

{

public opinion.!’

Despite these Obstacles, Walsh
; said that his union “has done
> pretty good with wage negotia-
! (Continued on oage 22 1

With System

New York Exporters Sniff Bargaining Maneuver
Versus United States

Apparently impressed by the

growing popularity of Italo films

in Italy, Anica (National . Assn, of

the Motion Picture and Allied In-

dustries of Italy) intends to ask

for a 50% increase in the com-
pulsory playing time allotted to

native product by Italian, theatres.

If the government acts on the

Anica proposal, it would boost the

number qf days Italian exhibs must
allot to home films from 80 to 120!

As explained in Anica’s yearend
report, the increase is necessary to

permit a ' more complete distribu-

tion of Italian films in Italy and to

“remove .from the crowded market
much of the poorer foreign prod-

uct.” The country most immediate-
ly affected by such a measure
would be the U. S'., which provides

the bulk of the Italian theatres’

film fare.

Company execs ih N.
.
Y. were

quick to point out that this ap-

peared to be another of the pre-

liminary bargaining marieuvers ex-

ecuted by the Italians during re-

cent months, On prior occasions

Italian government officials have
let it be known that they are ex-

ceedingly unhappy With the dis-

proportionate
,
dollar revenue of

Italian . U. S, compared,
[

with the dollar withdrawals of Hol-
lywood front Italy, and there have
been frequent hints that the next
Italian film deal negotiations will
hear a lot of “tough talk” from
the Italians. The current Italo film

pact runs out in June and renego-
tiation of it should take place in

another couple of months.
The Anica report, somewhat in

contrast to its stated objective of
widening the exhibition scope of
Italian films, indicates vast prog-
ress within the native industry and
in the acceptance of its pix at
home. For instance, it says. Italo

pix drew 250.OQO.QOO Spectators in
’53 compared with 70.000.000 in

1948, an increase, of more than
300%.

Boxoffice admissions for Italian

films rose from 7,000,000,000 lira

($11,667,000) in 1948, to 30,000,000,-

000 lira ($50,000,000 >, an increase
of more than 400%. Finally, the
average Italian production in 1953
grossed

.
$90,000,000 lira ($150,000'

compared to an average gross of

51,000,000 lira ($85,000) for foreign
imports which are shown in

dubbed version. Export income of

the Italian industry in 1953
amounted to 4,000,000,000 lira ($6,-

667,000) of which, it’s claimed, only

$800,000 came from the U. S.

The controversy relating to the
use of a stereophonic sound system
entered a new phase las’ week as
a result of an unpublicized demon-
stration in N. Y. by Metro of new
sound device. Known as Perspecta-
Sound, the new gimmick permits
theatres without stereophonic in-

stallations to reproduce all sound
from one soeaker via use of a spe-

cial print; On the other hand, thea-
tres with stereo equipment can ob-
tain full directional sound with the
same print by using Perspecta-
Sound’s electronic unit.

Highlight of the new device is

that full stereophonic sound can be
obtained from a single optically

printed track, which can be also

j

used for regular single-speaker

(Continued on page 22 *

U’s Own 3-D Test
In ari effort to determine the

public’s present attitude towards
3-D. Universal has decided ori a

test of "Taza, Son of Cochise” in

five or six selected spots later this

month!* . ,

Outcome of these engagements
is expected not only to help for-

mulate U selling policy on the pic,

but also will have a measure of
influence on the company’s futurb

production plans. After a period
when 3-D seemed to be on the way
out, along came Warner Bros.

“Hondo” and Columbia’s “Miss
Sadie Thompson" to upset earlier

evaluations.
Regardless of what the result

of the tests may be U will continue

to stick to its policy of providing

exhibs with any version of the film

they warit. However, a favorable

audience response is apt. to shape

.U’s own thinking in advising ex-

hibs what version to book.
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Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

Given the cold shoulder by the

U. of Minnesota regents board, Sol

Fisher, owner of - two local neigh-

borhood theatres, one a “fine arts

house adjacent to the campus, says

he’ll carry his fight to the state

legislature to stop the university:

from exhibiting films, open to the

general public and for which ad-

mission is charged, in competition

with his own and other show-

houses.

At a regents sub-committee hear-

ing to consider his complaint, Fish-

er testified, among other things,

that the university is outbidding

him on product;- He also pointed

out it’s showing such sex films as

“La Ronde” on the “pretense”

they’re cultural. Also, that it’s now
reviving three Marlene Dietrich

oldies, “The Blue Angel,” “Seven
Sinners” and “Destry Rides Again,”

to capitalize on the publicity ac-

cruing to the star from her Las
Vegas night club appearance in a

sexsational -garb.

Fisher’s fight is part of a battle

now under way to compel the tax-

supported university to pease com-
peting not only with taxpayers*

theatres, but also
,
with a number

of other businesses. It’s claimed
that the university sells typewrit-
ers, clothes, desk lamps, office sup-
plies, chinaware, greeting .cards,,

magazines, gift items and novelties,

and the legislature will be asked
for a probe “to eliminate commer-
cial competition” with businesses
in the area.

Fisher tol/fl the regents during
the hearing that he tried to obtain
“La Ronde” for the first showing
in the university area, but the dis-
tributor ignored his queries “un-
doubtedly because he knew I

(Continued on page 16)
'

15,000 DATES

FOR RANKm
J. Arthur Rank featurei^jiandled

In the U.S. by Universal got more
than 15,000 bookings in 1953, the
majority of them in the conven-
tional or. large houses, according
to a yearend report by Harry Fel-

’ lerman, exec sales head of U’s spe-
cial films division. That’s a record
high for U’s British releases which
it has handled since 1946.

Haiti’s Film First
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

First feature film ever shot in
Haiti, “Treasure of the Untamed,”
has been completed by R-K Pro-
ductions, a new indie company,
with John Agar and Rosemarie
Bowe in top roles and Joel Judge
directing.

. Principals returned last week to
Hollywood where the picture will
be edited^ before a release deal is

made. It was filmed in Pathecolor.

Although there have been nu-
merous instances of continued ob-
jection to 3-D, a Polaroid Corp.
executive flatly stated this week
that 3-D has been re-established in
the U. S. as a top boxoffice attrac-
tion. J. Harold Booth, exec veepee
of the specs manufacturing firm,

said the stereo pix have “found a
secure place as a medium to en-
hance entertainment values.”
Booth attributes the recovery; of

3-D to better pictures, better pro-
jection and better viewers. He
stated that the release of such curr
rent films as “Kiss Me Kate”
tM-G), “Hondo” (WB), and “Miss
Sadie Thompson” (Col) marks the
beginning of the third phase of
3-D . entertainment, the two pre-
vious phases being the early sock
boxoffice reception (“Bwana Devil”
and “House of Wax”) and the sub-
sequent, downbeat attitude toward
the medium brought about by poor
pictures and faulty projection.
While the Polaroid exec cites the

current 3-D b.o. hits, there have
been reports from various sectors
that theatres reverted to standard
projection after opening them in

3-D. In many cases, the return to
(Continued on page 24)

Ford Sales Rally Into

31 Cities; Bigest Deal

For Closed-Circuit
(John Davis, Rank's top exec, re

cently expressed disappointmen
over the b.o. performance of Rani

.
P}x in the U;S. Specifically, h
blamed the exhibs.)

Fellerman said that, during 1953
there were 145 extended first-irui
and 350 subsequents specializing ii

foreign imports, including th
Rank films. However he empha
sized that great strides have beei
made in getting the regular house
to accept British pix. A number o
the larger circuits instituted spe
cial policies to accommodate th
Rank product. '

•

With an eye to the product short
age, U plans to put on special rep
to augment the regular sales forem promoting its British lineui
They’ll cover particularly thos
territories where exhibs hav
shown an interest in British pi:
Among the latter, and includin
those that got the widest circuls
tion in ’53, are “The Queen 1

Crowned,” “Lavender Hill Mob,
Man in the White Suit ” “th

“^ory Hunter*' an
The Cruel Sea” which is currenl
b'am the keys,

Ed Aaronpff’ s Own Shop
- d Aaronoifif, who ankled Univei
sai s homeoffice publicity depar

*nt on h bas opened hi

ofr[r>o t

Publicity — public relatior
office in New York,

Warnpi^ tf^
n

’ tavin2 been witWarner Bros, before joining l

and°sW k-
111 handle cpmtaerciiana show biz accounts.

Biggest deal so far in the busi-

ness use of closed-circuit theatre
TV has been negotiated by Box
Office Television, Inc., with the
signing of a deal with the. J.

Walter Thompson agency to stage
a closed-circuit sales meeting for

the Ford Motor Co. Event will be
piped to 31 cities on Jan. 28 and
will consist of a two-hour session

starting at 11 a.m. EST.
BOTV will direct, produce and

present the confab which will be
witnessed by Ford dealers and

:
£ales personnel. The New York
outlet, will be NBC’s Center Thea-
tre. Lined up for the attraction

are 12 United Paramount theatres,

two RKO, -two Stanley Warner;
two Loew, with the remainder in-

dependents. This is the second
business show signed for January.
Theatre Network Television will

stage a 16-city hookup for the Seal-

test division of National Dairy
Products on Jan. 22.

Wanna Hoi Parrot?
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

George R. Emerson, manager of

Metro’s, wildlife department, is free

on $2,500 bail on charge of con-

spiring to conceal and facilitate

transportation of 600 parrots and
parakeets “knowing they had been
imported” illegally.

George R. Todd, arrested with

him and awaiting appeal on sen-

tence for similar charge, bailed at

$10,000 before federal commis-
sioner. •

1952
Number qf booking possibilities

for individual features in the U. S.

and Canada declined slightly; in
1953 and at present stands at 17,-

550 as against 17,662 at the end
of 1952, a 20th-Fox survey shows.
Figure establishes a film’s potential
in a single run (once-around) but
doesn’t reflect the aictual number of
theatres in operation. Very few in-

dividual releases attain maximum
circulation.

Statistics gotten up by the 20th
branches reflect a variety of fac-
tors such as the closing of thea-
tres, the addition of several hun-
dred new driveins during the year
and the limited number of houses
that have attained firstrun status
as a result of court action (anti-

trust or otherwise),
Ozoners materially affect the

market as is obvious from the fig-

ures supplied by the southern
branches. Only Memphis registered
a drop of possibilities (12), Atlanta
in ’53 rose from 923 to 935; Char-
lotte from 742 to 752; Dallas from
1,199 to 1,205; New Orleans from
611 to 613; Jacksonville from 397
to 410, and Oklahoma City from
429 to 435.

. Total potential for the U. S.

alone is 16,288, compared to 16,427
at the same time last year. The
Canadian figure rose from 1,235
at the end of ’52 to 1,262 at this
moment. The potential, which
takes in most sub-runs, fails to re-
flect all the houses operating since
it eliminates competing firsthins
which couldn’t preem a film si-

multaneously in most situations.
Thus, the Broadway area would
account for only one potential

|

booking.
Branch areas that have shown

!

the most significant drop in play-
date potential include Albany,

(Continued on page 65)

Columbus, Jan. 12.

Rate increases of up to 2009© for
film hauling are in effect in Ohio
due to an error made- by an un-
named clerk employed by the Pub-
lic Utilities Commission. PUC had
ordered suspension of all truckers’
applications for the kike in prices
but the Clerk failed to place this

on the record. Consequently, the
rates became official.

Theatremen now must show at a

special hearing that the new costs

are excessive or else they will con-
tinue in effect.

‘EXCESSIVE’ DAMAGES

CONFIRMED IN DENVER
Denver, Jan. 12.

District Court jury verdict

awarding the Cinema Amusement
Co. damages of $300,000. in its anti-

trust suit against three film com-
panies has been upheld by the

10th U. S. Circuit Court of Ap-
peals here. Jury’s award was de-

cided early in 1952 for Cinema,
which operates the Broadway The-
atre.

In - appealing this, defendants
RKO, Loew’s and 20th-Fox claimed
the award was excessive and not

warranted by the evidence. Ap-
peals tribunal disagreed, noting
that there was sufficient evidence
establishing that the film compa-
nies had maintained a discrimina-
tory distribution system.
The court further commented:

"While the verdict was large,

viewing the record in its entirety,

we are unable to say that it was
grossly excessive, or that the trial

court abused its discretion in re-

fusing to set it aside on that

ground.”
Albert J. Gould, local attorney

for 20th, said that full study of the
decision will determine whether

i another appeal will be taken.

—r v-

‘Sadie’ in The Flat, Too
Columbia, which has been re-

leasing “Miss Sadie Thompson,”
the Rita Hayworth starrer, only in

3-D, will make the picture avail-

able in flat versions also. New
distribution policy goes into effect

immediately/ according to sales

chief Abe Montague.

Montague^ said; decision was
prompted by desire of exhibs sans
3-D equipment to book the film
and a test which showed “surpris-

ingly equal strength” in both forms.

On Permits
Need for an overall formula to

determine division of import, per-

mits among the various distribs

has been highlighted again by the
current hassle over who should get'
what under the new French film :

deal. I

Attempt to reach a solution was
made in N. Y. last \veek by the
Motion Picture Export Assn, but
got nowhere. Problem revolves
primarily around two “extra” per-
mits over and above the 108 basic
licenses last year and which are
again included in the two-year deal
now in force. Last year, after pro-
longed delate, the companies
solved the dilemma by simply
drawing lots out of a hat. Metro,
and Allied Artists were the win-
ners.

Now, with the French accord pro-
viding MPEA members companies
with a flat 110 permits for the
year, the other distribs are ques-
tioning the permanency of last

year’s allocation. Execs are agreed
on only one thing—they don’t want

• the matter to be left up to the
( Continued on page 20

)

Erased By Reassuring

Gesture of Kalmenson
Warner Bros., blasted for the

alleged “forcing” of unwanted pic-

tures on exhibs in » the Iowa-
Nebraska territory,, got off the
hoqk this week via assurance from
WB sales chief Ben Kalmenson
that the practice “was unauthor-
ized and in violation of specific

instructions from me.”
Kalmenson's statement was in

answer to a letter from
;
an exhib

in the area who claimed that cer-

tain pictures were “forced on me
on conditional sales” by the local

WB representative^ WB sales chief
emphasized that the exhib could
be “guided by what I say here in
your business relation with our
company. Furthermore, if you are
this time interested in any specific

pictures, please advise me as
quickly as possible and I will make
certain that prompt negotiations
take place with you for them,”

Allied Caravan of Iowa, Ne-
braska and Mid-Central hailed the
Kalmenson letter as the concrete
statement ‘‘we’ve been needing... . .

out in these parts for some time.”
However, exhibs were cautioned
not to confuse an honest effort on
the salesman's part with “forcing.”
“To be realistic about this thing,”
the Allied bulletin says, “it is not
logical to expect a representative
of a distributor not to make an
honest effort to sell all his product.
He wouldn’t work long nor feed
his family if he didn’t sell most of

his company’s film . . . Don’t be
out-bargained, but don’t let some-
one walk on you either.”

Philadelphia, Jan. 12.

Strongest pitch for a single,

united national exhibitor organiza-
tion in many a month Was .made
here yesterday (Mon.) by S, H.
Fabian, Stanley Warner prexy, in a

speech before the local Variety
Club Tent.

“Distributors,” he said, “must
listen to the voice of the. exhibi-

tor—especially if it is one voice
from all exhibitors—a lesson you
can learn from the recent argu-
ment. about stereophonic sound in

small theatres. I'm not suggest-

ing that exhibitors regiment them-
selves into one policy, one opinion.
I’m asking for unity—not uniform-
ity.”'

Fabian called for a single exhib
organization, run on a policy ac-

commodating itself to the needs of
exhibitors. “If we don’t want dis-

tribution to run pur business—as
it has been doing for these past
few years^—the remedy is in our
own hands,’’ he declared.
Another speaker at the dinner

affair at the Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel was 20th-Fox prexy Spyros
P. Skouras who struck a topical
note by declaring that the indus-
try bad ;to be alert to meeting the
public's constant rising standards
of taste. “From day to day, we
must appraise this public taste and
often remodel our output in order
to satisfy it,” he stated. “The
public is entitled to change its

mind overnight about what it

wants on our screens, on our stages
and on the air; And it does.”

If Skouras was referring to the
current agitation for an up-dating
of the Production Code, he wasn’t
specific about it.

Fabian outlined a six-point pol-
icy for exhibition, to wit:

(1) The admissions tax must be
killed.

(2) The near-successful defeat

(Continued on page 16)

U BUYING IN

For the first time in its history.

Universal has. retired a block of

its own common stock: Practice is

likely to continue from here on
in whenever the need arises.

Company reported to the Se-

curities A Exchange Commission
in Washington this week an in-

crease of 54,454 shares at $10 per
share upon the exercise of war-
rants for a like number of shares.
This was balanced, however, by
U’S open market purchase of 59.-

000 shares of common for $1,059,-
095.

Two U execs have new con-
tracts, the SEC was told. Charles
J. Feldman, v.p. and general sales
•manager, has a five-year deal
starting Jan. 1, 1954. Eugene F.
Walsh, v.p. and treasurer, was
handed a three-year contract with
the starting date Nov. 1, 1953.

U noted that it had 1.006,260 of

common stock at $1 per share par
value outstanding on Dec. 31, 1953,

as agajnst 1,007,806 on Aug. 31,
1953. The Dec. figure doesn't take
into account the 59,000 shares held
in the treasury.

Number of warrants for stock
purposes at $10 per share was re-

duced correspondingly during that

period, front 171,501 on Aug. 31,

j ’53, to 114,047 on Dec. 31. 1953.

UV Quarterly Dividend
Universal board last week de-

clared ,a quarterly dividend of

$1.0625 per share on the 4*ii cu-

mulative preferred stock of the

company.
Divvy is payable March 1, 1954,

to stockholders of record Feb.

1 15, ’54.
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'Love Lively $22,000,

1

LoS Angeles, Jan, 12. 4
First-runs have settled down to

post-holiday pace this frgtae, and,

while some good spots still are

doing handsomely, most situations

are feeling the lag. Stoutest of

newcomers is “Easy to Love,’' with

neat $22,000 in two theatres,

Combo of “Forbidden" and “Bor-
der River" looms modest $15,000

or close in two houses.
“Man in Attic” and “Man

Crazy” is rated an okay $12,000 in

three smali-seaters. Third frame
of 3-D “Hondo” is heading for

excellent $24,000 in two situations

but “Sadie Thompson,” also 3-D
In third, two houses, is off to just

fair $17,500.
“Knights of Round Table” shapes

good $19,000 in third stanza in onq
house. "12-Mile Reef” is pleasing
$22,000 in third/ two sites. “Robe”
Is handsome $10,000 ..in. third
frame, one spot, while “Million-
aire” looks for $14,000 in 10th
week, two situations. Second round
of “Cantor Story” is good $10,000
while “Living Desert” is nifty

$7,300 in fourth round.
Estimates for This Week

Globe, Iris, Uptown (FWC) (782;
814; 1,715; 70-$1.10)—"Man In
Attic” (20th) and “Man Crazy”
(20th). Okay $12,000. Last week,
Iris, Uptown “Captain’s Paradise
OJA) and “Song of Land" (UA)
(2d wk). $6,000.
Fox Hollywood, United Artists,

.
Wlltern (FWC-UATC^SW) (756;
2,100; 2,344; 70-$l.l0>—“Forbid-
den” <U) and “Bonder River'/ (U).
Modest $15,000 or close. Last week.
Fox, Wiltera, Palace, “Walking
Baby Home” (U) and “Glass Web"
(U), $29,200; U.A. and Hawaii,
“Here Come Girls” (Par) (2d wk),
$7,500.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan

G&S) (2,213; 980; 70-$1.10)—“Easy
to Love” (M-G) and “Great Dia-
mond Robbery” (M-G). Neat $22,-
000. Last week, Orpheum. “Wild
One” (Col) and “Topeka” (AA) (2d
wk), $10,500.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,352;

$1.20-$1.50)—“Cantor Story” (WB)
(2d wk). Good $10,000. Last week,
$13,200.
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1.Mo-

lise>-^“Man. Between” (UA) (2d
wk). Mild $4,500. Last Week, $7,000,

Egyptian (UATC) (1.538; $1
$1.80)—“Knights Round Table’
(M-G) (3d wk). Fine $19,000. Las
week, $34,300.
Los Angeles, Chinese (FWC)

(2,097; 1,905; $1-$1.80)—“12-Mile
Reef” (20th) (3d wk). Fast $22,000,
Last week $30,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; $1.85-$1.50)

—“Robe” (20th) (3d wk). Hand-
some $10,000. Last week, $13,700

Loew's State (UATC) (2.404; 90-
$1^0)—“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) <2-D)
(3d wk). Modest $6,500. Last week,
$9,600.

HUlstreet, Pantages (RKO)
(2,752; 2,812; 95-$l.50)—“Sadie
Thompson” (Col) (3-D) (3d wk).
Just fair $17,500. Last week, $24,-
000.

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (ABPT-F&M) (8,300; 1,430;
85-$1.25)—“Hondo” (WB) (3-D) (3d
wk). Big $24,000. Last week, $31,-
800.

Ritz, Rialto (FWC-Metropolitan)
(1,363; 839; 90r$1.50)—“Act of
Love” (UA) (3d wk). Fair $7,500.
Last week, $8,600.
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.20)

—

“Conquest Everest” <UA) (3d wk).
Dull $2,400. Last week, $3,100.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 70-$1.50)—“Living Dekert” (Disney) (4th
wk). Nifty $7,300. Last week, $9,-
500.

El Rey (FWC) (861* 70-$1.10)—
“Little Fugitive” (Indie) (4th wk).
Light $2,700. Last week, $2,800.
Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-

$2:40)— Julius Caesar” (M-G) (9th
wk). Okay $4,500. Last week^ $6.-
800.

Wilshire, Warner Downtown
(FWC-SW) (2,296; 1,757* $l-$2 20)—“Millionaire” (20th) (10th wk
Wilshire-9th wk Downtown). Mild
$14,000. Last week, $19,500.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2,80)—“Cinerama” (Indie)
(37th wk). Into 37th frame after
robust $29,500 last week.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . .

.
$501,600

(Based.on 25 theatres)
Last Year .

•
. . $473,000

(Based on 23 theatres).

Cleveland, Jan. 12.

“Knights of Round Table” is

grabbing the biggest money here
this stanza with lively, takings at
the State in second week. Biz is

being tempered by fact that there
are so many holdovers playing cur-
rently, many films being in third
sessions. Best showing of third-
weekers is being registered by
Khyber Rifles,” at Hipp. “Sadie

Thompson” is down sharply to okay
takings in second frame at the Al-
len after great opener.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) <3,000; 50-$1.25)—
Sadie Thompson” (Col) (2d wk)
Oke $15,000 following great $33,000
last week. ..

Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700;
50-$1.25>—“Khyber Rifles” (20th)
(3d wk). Nice $14,000. Last week,
big $18,500.
Ohio (Loew's) ( 1,200; 90-$2.40)—

Julius Caesar” (M-G) (3d wk). Un
exciting $6,000. Last week, $8,000

Palace (RKO) (3.300; 70-$I.25)—
“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d wk)
Fairly good $12,000. Last week
big $17,000.

State fLoew’s) (3,450; 90-$1.25)—
“Knights Round Table” (M-G) (2d
wk). Lively. $20,000. Last week,
$22 ,000 .

Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-85)
“Here Come Girls” (Par) (2d wk).

Fair $7,000. Last week, dandy
$12,000.

ST. LOO; ‘BABY’ FAT 17G
St. L6uis, Jan. 12.

Fanchon & Marco relighted the

Missouri for moveover, extendea-

in date of “The French Line/

but the film will be. withdrawn

after Jan, 18. It rolled up a nice

total on first stand despite blasts

from clergy, .and interest con-

tinues, “Knights of Round Table

is a lusty draw in third week at

Loew’s; “Walking - Baby Back
Home” continues very big* in sec-
ond week at the St. Louis. Much
colder weather over the weekend
boosted biz all around.

Estimates for This Week
Fox . (F&M) <5,000; 60-75)—

"Fighter Attack” (AA) and stages

show. Opened, today (Tues.). Last

week, “Veils of Bagdad” (U) and
stageshow, fair $12,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 90-$L24)
—“Knights of. Round Table” (3d

wk). Lusty $18,000. Last week,
sock $28,000.

,

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
“French Line” (RKO). Fine $14,-

Oqo. Holds. Last week, house was
dark.'"

Pageant (St. L. Amus.)
;
(1,000;

90) — “Captain’s Paradise” (UA)
(3d wk). Fast $3,500. Last week,
$4,000.

St, Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;

60-75) — “Walking Baby Back
Home” (U) and ’Tumbleweed” <U)

(2d wk). Solid $17,000 after nice
$23,000 initial frame.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

90)—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (3d
wk). Big $3,000 after $3,500 last

week. -
•

K.G Off; Torkidden,‘$12,000, tutors’

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .. . . .$2,712»000

(Eased on 24 cities, arid 229
theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. y.)
Total Gross Same Week

Last Year . ... $2,030,100

(Based on 22 cities and 208
theatres.)

• 9

Pitt:

‘Hondo’ Hefty $34,000,

Frisco; ‘Cinerama’ 32G,

‘Baby’ Bright 10G, 2d
San Francisco, Jan. 1 2.

Heavy weekend rains failed to
dampen the bigger entries here
this session. This was particularly
true of “Hondo,” Which is heading
for a smash $34,000 at the Para-
mount. “Sadie Thompson” looms
big at St. Francis. “Cinerama,”
which was terrific opening stanza,
is holding close to initial week's
total at Orpheum. “Walking Baby
Home” still is big in second Gold-
en Gate round. “Knights of Round
Table” shapes great ini second
frame at the Warfield.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-

95)—“Walking Baby Back Home”
(U) and “Glass -Web” (U) (2d wk).
Big $10,000. Last Week, sock $27,-
000 .

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.60)—
“Millionaire” (20th) (6th wk). Final
week, fair $9,000. Last week, fine

$15,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; $1-

$1.50) — “Knights Round Table”
(Continued on page 24)

ing

13G in 2d, Port.

Portland. Ore., Jan. 12.

;

Biz is off generally this
,
stanza

after several recent big weeks.
Almost 100% holdover situation,

of course, is hurting some. Neither
of new pix is doing too well.

“Hondo” still is stout in second
round at Liberty after smash
opener. “Knights of Round Table”
shapes big also on its holdover ses-

sion after setting a new record
opening week at the Broadway.

Estimates Tor This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1.890; 90-

5*1.25).— “Knights Round Table”
(M-G) (2d wk). Big $13,000. Last
week, record $23,800.

vCentury (Foster-Breall) (800; 50-
7(h—“O.K. Nero” (Indie). Good
$3,000. Last week, reissues.

Guild (Foster) (400; $lW‘Cap-
tain's Paradise” (UA) (3d wk).
Steady $4,000. Last week, smash
$4,500.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; $1,05-
81.25)—“Hondo” (WB) (3-D) and
“Great Diamond Robbery’’ (M-G)
(2d wk). Stout $11,000 or near.
Last week, scorching $19-000.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2.000; $1-

$1.50) — “Millionaire’’ (20th) (6th

wk). Oke $4,500. Last week-,

$6,400.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1.600; $1-

$1,50>—,T2-Mile Reef” (20th) (2d
wk). Tall $9,000. Last week, giant
$18,500.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3.400; 65-

90)—“3 Sailors and Girl” (WB) iand
“Mexican Manhunt” (AA). Fair
$6,000. Last week, “Here Come
Girls” (Par) (2d wk), fine $10,600
after $7,400 opener.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65

90)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G). On pop
scale run. Modest $6,000. Last

. week, “Easy to Love” (M-G) (2d
I wk), $6,000.

Feature on St. Paul’s Life
Producers Representatives, Inc.,

headed by Irving Lesser and Sey-
mour Poe, has acquired distribu-
tion rights to “The Magnificent Ad-
venture,” feature based on the life
of St. Paul.

This is the first pic made for
theatrical distribution by Cathedral
Films, which has been turning out
religioso product for churches for
the past 15 years.

Cincinnati, Jan. 12.

All houses except one are hold-
ing with holiday winners. Biz in

general is above par in view of

festive letdown. “How to Marry
Millionaire” in third stanza at

Keith’s regained town lead which
“Hondo” took over in bow at Pal-
ace for that stand’s best gross in

over a year. It still is hefty in sec-

ond frame. “Sadie Thompson” is

doing all right for the Albee after

tall takeoff. “Fighter Attack,” only
new bill, shows strain of heavy
opposish. “Julius Caesar” contin-
ues strong at Hyde Park Art.

Estimates for This Week
Albee ( RKO) (3,100; 75-$l)-^

“Sadie Thompson” (3-d). (Col) (2d
wk). Okay $9,000 in wake of socko
$19,000 first. week.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
“Fighter Attack” (AA) and “Jenni-

j

fer” (AA). Mild $5,000. Last week,
“Jack Slade” (AA), $5,500.
Grand (RKO) (400; 55-85)^-“All

Brothers Valiant” (M-G). and
“Paris Model” (Indie) (2d wk).
Fairish $4,500 trailing big $9,000
bow. * .

Hyde Park Art (Schwartz) (600;
$l-$2.80)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(3d wk). All , right $6,000 after
$7,000 second stanza. Matinees oil
school days getting big lift from
student trade on group price-cut.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
“Millionaire” (20th) (3d wk). Lead-
ing the town with solid $13,000 in
wake of terrific $19,000 second
Hame

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$U—
“Hondu” (3-D) (WB) (2d wk). Hefty
$12,000 on heels of Wham $26,000
preem, and theatre’s biggest take
for more than a year.

Pittsburgh, Jail. 12.

. Post-holiday biz continuing on
upbeat. Holdovers are dominating
the setup, most bf them doing okay.
Only new entry is “Sadie Thomp-
son” solid at Stanley. Stays at least
another week. “Knights of Round
Table" at Penn is still going strong,
in third session. Both “12-Mile
Reef’ at Harris .and “Khyber
Rifles” at Fulton" ' are finish!
three-^yeek runs satisfactorily.

Estimates Tor This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 85-$l.25)—

‘'King Khyber Rifles” (20th) (3d
wk)/ Tapering to fair

. $6,500 on
windup. Last week, big $12,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,100; 85-$1.25)
<r-“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d Wk).
Okay $8,000. . Last week, a hefty
$14,500.

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 90-$1.50)

—

“Knights Round Table” (M-G) (3d
wk). Holding very well at $16,000
or over. That’s more than enough
to earn it another holdover. Last
week, over $27,000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 50-85)—
“Little Fugitive” (Burstyn) (3d wk).
Showing unexpected strength in
stretch. Fine $3,500, and holds
again. Last week, $4,000.

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 50-85)—
Sadie Thompson” (Col). Only new

picture at first-runs this week and
that’s helping. Solid $19,000 looms
Stays. Last week, “His Majesty
O'Keefe” (WB), nice $15,500.
Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.30-$2.80)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (5th wk>. Biz

seems to have lev'eled off at *

fairly steady pace, with the heav
iest trade coming on weekends,
when near capacity. Big $20,000 or
over, about the same as last.

joo,

Del; ‘Love’ Lusty 19G,

‘Knights’ Boff 20G, 3d
Detroit, Jan. 12.

Biz looks good at downtown
houses this week. “Easy to Love
is finding the pickings easy at the
United Artists, to lead newcomers,
followed by “Forever Female”
which shapes fine at the Michigan.
Of ... holdovers, “12 Mile Reef” is
big at the Fox, as are “Knights of
Round Table” at Adams and “Sadie
Thompson” at Palms.' “Cinerama”
swings easily along in 43d week
and big brackets at Music Hall.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; . $1-

$1.50)—“12 Mle Reef” (20th) (2d
wk). Great $40,000. Last week,
wow $60,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
80-$l)

—“Forever Female” (Par)
and “Bad for Each Other” (M-G).
Good $17,000. Last week, “Here
Come Girls” (Par) and “Half A
Hero” (M-G) (2d wk), sock $16,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1-$1.25)—

“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (2d wk),
Strong $18,000. Last week, great
$30,000.

Madison (UD) (1,900; 80-$l)—
“Decameron Nights” (RKO). Slow
$5,500. Last week, “Captain’s Para-
dise” (UA) (2d wk), nice $7,500.

Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
80-$l)—“Dimaond Queen” (WB)
and “Prisoners of Cashah” (Col).
Okay $14,000. Last week, “Botany
Bay” (Par) and “Steel Lady” (UA),
good $17,000;

United Artists (UA) (1,938; 80-
$1)—“Easy to Love” (M-G). Swell
$19,000. Last week, “Millionaire”
(20th) (7th wk), big $16,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95-$1.25)
—“Knights Round Table” (M-G)
(3d wk). Smash $20,000. Last week,
wow $26,000.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.80)—“This Is
Cinerama” (Indie) (43d week).
Great $19,000. Last week, $19,600,'

Kansas City, Jan. 12,

Moderate money is indicated in
current week with several hold-
overs and slow newcomers. “Three
Sailors and Girl” at Paramount is
okay but “Bad for Each Other”
at the Missouri is slow. . “Forbid-
den” at four Fox-Midwest first

runs looms passably good. “Knights
of Round Table” in third week at
Midland continues pleasing. “Cap-
tain’s Paradise” is sock at Vogue
in third week. Orpheum getting
nice money from “King of Khyber
Rifles” on second stanza. Very
warmish weather early days of
week turned chilly over weekend.

Estimates for This Week
Klino (Dickinson) (504; 75-$l)—

.

Sea Around Us” (RKO) (5th wk).
Fair $1,200, in final week. Last
week, oke $1,400.

Midland (Loew) (3,500; $1-$1.24)
—“Knights Round Table” (M-G)
(3d wk). Hefty $13,000, and may
hold a fourth. Last week, nifty
$17,000 and fanny followup to
opening week's wow $30,000,

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 60-85)—
“Bad for Each Other” (Col) and
“49th Man” (Col). Dull $5,000. Last
week, "Paratrooper” (Col) and
Glass Wall” (Col), $6,500.

Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,913;
75-$l)—“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (2d
wk). Neat $10,000. Last week, fancy
$17,000.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

65-85)—“3 Sailors and a^Giri” (WB)
and “Black Fury” (WB). Qke $8,000
or near. Last week, “Here Come
Girls” (Par)

, (2d wk), same.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100: 2,043;
700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Forbidden”
(U) and “Veils of Bagdad” (U).
Okay $12,000. Last week, “Walking
Baby Back Home” (U), great $18 -

000.

Vogue ' (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
“Captain*s paradise” (UA) (3d wk).
Handsome $3,000, and continues.
Last week, giant $3,600.

Hub; ‘Cinerama’ Terrif

30G, 2d, ‘Reef’ 18G, 3d
_ • Boston, Jan. 12.
Despite being swamped with

hold overs, biz shapes fairly strong
here this frame. “Khyber Rifles,”
in third week at the Met and“Be-
neath the 12-Mile Reef,” ditto at
the Memorial, each continue okav.
“Cinerama^ in second full week at
remodeled Boston shapes terrific.
Sole newcomer, “His Majesty
O’Keefe,” at Paramount and Fen-
way, is sturdy.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-$1.10)—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (8th wk).
Okay $6,000 following good $6,500
in seventh.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
50r$l)—“Fanfan Tulip” (Lopert)
(15th wk). Nice $4,000 after $4,500
last week.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

(1,354; $1.20-$2.80)— “Cinerama”
(Indie) (2d wk). Holding at wow
$30,000. Hefty hoopla gave this
SRO $21,000 in first 3 days, with
invitational show for the Jimmy
Fund. Did capacity $34,000 in first
full week.

Exeter (indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—
“Little Fugitive” (Burstyn) (3d wk).
Nice $6,800 following $7,200 second
stanza.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—
“His Majesty O’Keefe” (WB) and
“Sun Shines Bright” (Rep). Nice
$5,000 for new Burt Lancaster pic.
Last week, “/fere Come Girls”
(Par) and “Te:fes Badman” (AA),
$6,500.

Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $1.20-
$2.40)—V—Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(3d wk). Sock $13,000 after $14,500
for second.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 85-$1.85)

—“Beneath 12-Mile Reef” (20th

)

(3d wk). Oke $18,000 following $22,-
000 for second.

Metropolitan (NET) (4.367; 80-

$1 ,25)—“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (3d

wk). Fine $17-,000 following $26,000
for second.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3.000; 50-90)

—“Easy to Love” (M-G) (2d
Good $12,000 after $20,500 for first.

Paramount (NET) (1,700: 50-90)—^"His Majesty O’Keefe” (WB) and
“Sun Shines Bright” (Rep). Slick

$16,000, Last week, “Here Come
Girls” (Par) and “Texas Badman”
(AA), tall $18,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 60-95)—

“Paratrooper” (C61) and “Nebras-
kan” (Col) (3d wk). Trim $12,000
after $16,000 for second frame.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—
“Easy to Love” (M-G) (2d wk). Oke
$6,000 following $10,500 in first
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Chicago, Jan. 12. f*
Downtown film activity continues

at a strong ebb this session as mild 1

f eather and four strong new; en-

tries keep traffic thick. Out-of-

nivners here for furniture con-

clave are helping to build tall

grosses, notably for Cinerama, 3-

g’ers, and the^^copjrj Bi^news

is being made >by 12rMile *>cef

.

which opening: to a hangup $40,-

000 at the Woods, and .Hondo,

whacking out a wow $75,000 at the

Chicago with Four n Aces-Sarah

Vaughan topping stageshow. Duo
of ‘‘Back to God’s Country” and

-Forbidden” views hardy $21,000

at United Artists. .“Lure or the

Sila” at Monroe is nice $12,000.

Second week of “War Arrow”

ar.d “Tumbleweed” at Roosevelt

looks great. In third frame, “Here

Come Girls” at McVickers shapes

lively. Roadshowing Of Julius

Caesar” is bringing sturdy, tOtaUat

gelwyn. Grand looks brfsk with

“Easy to Love” and “Diamond Rob-

bery” for third also.
.

.

“Millionaire” is sock in seventh

week at Oriental. “Robe” in 16th

frame at State-Lake still is great.

“Cinerama” is running away with

bulky money in 24th week at

PfilflCC.

Estimates for This Week
(Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)

—“Hondo” (WB) (3-D) with Four
Aves and Sarah Vaughan onstage.

Sock $75,000. Last week, “Kiss Me
Kate” (M-G.) (3-D) with stageshow
(2d wk), $46,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—

“Easy to Love” (M-G) and “Dia-
mond Robbery” (M-G) (3d wk).

Fine $11300. Last week,. $15,500.
Loop (Telem’t) (600; 98-$1.25)—

“Living Desert” (Disney) (3d wk)..

Hot $16,500 after last week’s
$22,800.. .

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-90)

—-“Here Come Girls” (Par) and
“Redheads From Seattle” (Par) (3d

wk). Hearty $15,000. Last week,
$24,000. :

'

Monroe (indie) (1,000; 55-98)

—

“Lure of Sila” (IFE). Good $12,-

000. Last week “Cruisin’ Down
River” (Col) and “Prisoners of Cas-
bah” (Col) (2d wk), $4,400.

Oriental (Indie) (3.400; 98-$1.25)
—“Millionaire” (20th) (7th wk).
Lush $26,000 after $40,000 last
week

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.20-$3.60)
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (24th wrk).

Great $40,000.: Last week, $47,000
via five extra shows and holiday
crowds. -

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
“War Arrow” (U) and “Tumble-
weed” (U) (2d wk).

?

Nice $17,000
after last week’s $24,000.

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.25-
$2.40)—"Julius Caesar” (M-G) (3d
v/k). Two-arday run shapes tidy
$15,200.

: Last week, $17,800.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-

$1.80)—“Robe” (20th) (16th wk).
Smash $34,000 after $36,500 last
v.eek.

Surf (H&E Ralaban) (685; 98)—
Annapurna” (Indie) (3d wk).

Bright $4,800 after $6,400 last
week.

«oV
n
!fe

d Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-
98^“

T?ack t0 God’s Country” (U)
and Forbidden” (U). Plump $21,-
000. Last week, “Walking Baby
Back Home” (U) and “Veils of Bag-
dad" (U), $17,000.

Cl 0^
0ds

.

(Essaness) (1,198; 98
§ ;

25) — 12-Mile Reef” (20th)
^hopping $40,000. Last week,

o
jVIogambo” (M-G) (8th wk), $20,-

p„!!

r

?
r,d

..
(Indie) (587

:
98)—“Little

ciffi
ve

T
(Burstyn) (3d wk). Neat

?4‘2°0 - Last week, $5,500.

i<r,
Z,cs

(
eId (Lopert)

Captain’s Paradise”

H400
Tfim $3 ’300'

(430;
<UA)
Last

98)—
(11th
week,

Boy Lost’ Bangup 23G,

t i«i^ Monteal, Jan. 12.

al riii
d<^ers

*

a
5
e not belpihg gener-

v h ill

11 .Picture here this session

hit £ J'y
ave a*>d storm also

?iiw de badly - “Little Boy Lost’shapes as outstanding, with big to

in JLi?We -

s‘ Caddy” is okay

“Minfnn
d

-
r.®un? at Capitol while

at
-also is- -holding- fir-at Palace jn seeond round.

p.
^ates for This Week

“Mifr
ce (C

;
T ) (2.625; 75-$1.25)—

nno
na

i
r<? (20th) (2d wk). Fine

“The
P
fJ L ) (2,412; 50-80)—

$12 non
d
ly (Par>.(2d wk), Okay

at S22°OOo!
ter rouaing first stanza

(2,131; 50-80)—
Continued on page 24)

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come../ . :

'

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

$17,500 in D.C.
Washington, Jan. 12:

Sole newcomer on mainstem
horizon currently is “His Majesty
O’Keefe” at the Metropolitan,
which looks terrific $17,500. It
also is sock at Ambassador, where
day-dating. Several h.o.s. which
preemed with the New Year, are
showing lusty staying power and:
generally raising the b.o. average.
Living Desert,” at Lopert’s Play-

house, continues sock in second
stanza. “Fan Fan the Tulip” at the
Dupont is also hefty in holdover
session. “Sadie. Thompson” con-
tinues solid in third stanza at RKO
Keith’s as does “12-Mile Reef’’ in
third at Loew’s Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 60-$l)—

“Easy to Love” (3d wk). Skimpy
$7,000 in final 4 days. Makes room
for three days of Sadler’s Wells
Ballet. Last week, okay $13,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 54-$l)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d run) (2d

wk). Fine $8,000 after sock $11,-
000 last week, Holds.

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-$l)

—

“Fan Fan Tulip” (UA) (2d wk).
Brisk $5,000 after sock $6,500 last

week, setting house record for
French pix.

Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 70^$1.25)—“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (3d wk).
Big $14,000 after flashy $21,000
last week

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 55-85)

—“His Majesty O’Keefe’’ (WB).
Smash $17,500. Last week, “3

Sailors and Girl” (WB), $12,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$1.20)

—“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d wk).
Very steady $17,000 after sock
$22,000 last week. Stays. •„

Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)

—“Living Desert” (Disney) (2d
wk)i Socko $9,500 after record-
breaking $14,000. last week. Stays
on.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)

—-“Cinerama” (Indie) (10th wk).

Bright $18,000, after sock $29,000,

best since opening for New Year’s

week
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$1.25)

—“Eternity” (Col) (20th wk). Up-
sweep to $6,000. Last week, $7,-

500, including New Year’s EvC.

Holds again.

H.0js Hamper Mpls. But

‘Paradise’ Plush $5,000,

‘Sadie’ Socko 9G in 2d
Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

Booming New Year’s business

nearly all down the line has re-

sulted in a current status quo sit-

uation. With holdovers more nu-
merous than in any recent stanza,

the most important newcomer this

canto is “Captain’s Paradise,”

smash at sure-seater World. The
paucity of fresh fare and its own
superlative merits are assuring it

a hefty gross. Otherwise, it’s the

third week for “Here Come the

Girls” and the second for “Miss
Sadie Thompson,” “Hondo” and
“Easy to Love,” all of them box-

office winners here.
Estimates for This Week

Century (Par) (1,600; 65-85)—
“Here Come Girls” (Par) (3d wk).

Okay $4,000. Last week, good
$5,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)

—

“Great Diamond Robbery” (M-G).
Skelton

.
rates well at this house,

but Opinion is divided on film’s

merits. Fair $4,000. Last week,
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d run) (2d

wk), slow $3,300.
Lyric (Par), (1,000; 65-85)—“Gun

Belt” (UA) and “Marshall’s Daugh-
ter (UA). Mild $4,000. Last week,

(Continued on page 24)

‘HONDURAS’ BIG $7,000,

1NDPI3; ‘HONDO’ 15G, 2D
Indianapolis, Jan. 12.

Biz that started to boom New
Year’s week is still profitable for
holdovers at three first-run situa-
tions here. “Knights of Round
Table” at Loew’s, is boxoffice
leader, and may hold again.
“Hondo” at Circle in second week
is smash. “Appointment in Hon-
duras” is Standout newcomer.

Estimates, for This week
Circle .(Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 65-

95)—“Hondo” (WB) (3-D) (2d wk).
Hefty $15,000 after sock $26,000
opener.

Indiana (C-D) (3.200; 95-$1.25)—
“12 Mile Reef” (20th). Nice $11
000 in 5 days following big $28,000
first stanza.

Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 60-76) —
“Decameron Nights” (RKO) and
“Louisiana Territory” (RKO). Mild
$4,500. •

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 95-$1.25)
—“Knights of Rouhd Table” (M-G)
(2d wk). Solid $16,000. Last week, I

smash $30,000.

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—“Ap-
pointment in Honduras” (RKO) and
“Vigilante Terror” (Indie). Dandy

:

$7,000 With “All-Star Jamboree”
on stage replacing second feature i

Sunday only. Last week. “Three
Redheads from Seattle” (Par),

$6,500.

<r > m )

Philadelphia, Jan. 12.

Snowfall of 11 inches in the last

two days is sloughing b.o. trade
at first-riins this stanza. Too many
holdovers and extended-runs will
not help. Real talk of City is the
terrific total being racked up by
two oldies, “Public Enemy No. 1”‘

and “Little Caesar,” at the Stan-
ton. Money it is getting will be
greater than that taken by many
new entries. “Forever Female’’ is

rated as strong at the huge Mast-
baum, particularly in View of run-
ning headlong . into the storm.
“Eddie Cantor Story” is taking the
the normal second-week dip after
a terrific opening round at the
Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30)—

“Mogambo” (M-G). (14th wk). Solid
$6,800. Last week. $9,400.
Boyd (SW) (1.459; $1.30-$2.80)—

“Cinerama” (Indie). (14th wk).
Fancy $22,500/ Last week, best
week of run here, wow $36,400.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.50)—

“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (3d wk).
Nice $20,000. Last Week, $38,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1;200; 50-

99)
—“Here Come Girls” (Par) (2d

(Continued on page .24)

Toronto Sock on H.0js;

‘Girls’ Wow 16G, ‘Boy’

Same, ‘Kate’ 15G, All 3d
Toronto, Jan. 12;

No newcomers necessary, with
all holdovers on posf-holiday top
product appeal, still big on third
stanzas. With “How to Marry a Mil-
lioniare” and “Kiss Me, Kate”
neck-and-neck to top city. “Little

Boy Lost” still is big in third
round. “Here Come the Girls”
looms great in third frame. “Julius
Caesar” is still doing near capacity-
nightly biz.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059:

955; 470; 694: 698; 35-60)—“99
River Street” (UA) and “Gun Belt”
(UA). Neat $15,500. Last week.
“Great Sioux Uprising” (U> and
“Private Eyes” (MonO), big $16,500.'

Eelinton. University (FP) (1,080:

1.558; 40-75)—“Little Boy Lost”
(Pat) (3d wk). Big $16,000. Last
week, sock $23,000.
Hyland (Rank.) (1.250: 50-85)—

“Day to Remember” (Rank) (3d

wk). Nice $5,500. Last week. $7,000,
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 65-$! 25)—

“Millionaire” (20th) (3d wk). Still

big at $22,000. Last week, smash
$29;000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2.096; 65-85) —

“Easy to Love” (M-G) (3d wk).
Neat $9,000. Last week, big $14,000.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90) —

-

1

“Paratrooper” (Col) (3d wk). Fine
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2.386; 40-75)—“Here
Come Girls” (Par) (3d wk). Great
$16,000. Last week, smash $21,000.

Towne (Taylor) (695; $1.25-$1.75)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (3d wk);

Wow $10,00b for turnaway night

biz.

Uptown (Loew) (2,745: 40-75)—
“Kiss Me. Kate” (3-D) (M-G) (2d

wk). Lusty $15,000. Last week,
great $21,000.

BfizzardBlitzes Bway Bat ICiughts’

Keen 150G, millionaire Slips to 19G,

Taliant* 11G, 'Paratrooper 11WG-
Already hard hit by the usual

post-holiday week slump, the big-
gest snowstorm in five years is

drastically sloughing Broadway
first-run business in the current
Session. While Sunday (10) night
trade was hit by the snow (it was
nearly a foot deep by yesterday),
this downbeat was nothing com-
pared With the 'sluggish biz of
Monday and yesterday (Tues.). The
handful of theatres which are mak-
ing a decent showing are much in

the minority as a consequence.

Even the launching of the first

Metro C’Scope p r o

d

u

c

t io n,
“Knights of the Round Table,”
with the customary stageshow at

the Music Hall, was hard hit. It

is estimate^ that the storm and re-

sulting bad driving conditions
clipped at least $10,000 off . the an-
ticipated total at the Hall. Despite
this, the first week is expected to

hit a sock $150,000. The show reg-

istered a new non-holiday Satur-

day high on Jan. 9, but the record

snow began, to hurt soon there-

after. The Hall, which depends
considerably on out-of-town trade,

naturally was hit badly by impos-
sible road conditions.

Virtually every house reported
demoralized trade, especially the

longruns. Glaring example of this

is “How TO Marry a Millionaire”

at the Globe. After landing a ter-

rific $59,000 in the eighth stanza,

it wound up the ninth week last

Monday (11) with a mere okay

$19,000. Another C’Scoper, “Khy-
ber Rifles,” slid from smash $59,-

000 in second session to $23,500 in

third week at the RivolL

“All Brothers Valiant,” which
was a big $32,000 opening frame,

dipped to a slow 511,000 in second
week at the State “Paratrooper,”

sturdy $30,000 in first round; slid

to $11,500 in second at the Cri-

terion.

“Eddie Cantor Story.” which
•held to a great $63,000 in second
round at the Paramount sans stage-

show, will nosedive to ah okay
$30,000 in third week. “Times
Gone By,” fancy $15,700 opening
stanza at the Guild,

.
dipped to

$11,000 in second week. “Here
Come Girls” is down to okay $12,-

000 in third week at the Mayfair.

“Sadie Thompson.” which^ held

with smash $57,500 in second ses-

sion, is plunging to a good $26,000

or less in third week at the Capi-

tol. “12-Mile Reef,” a Cinema-
Scope pic. was trimmed to $52,800

in fourth week at the Roxy after

socko $92,000 in third at the Roxy.

It was much the same story at

every house, it just being a matter

of degree of decline. An exception

is “Cinerama.” which is heading

for a big $42,000 in 32d week at

the Warner, near 31st stapza total.

“Forever Female” opened yes-

terday (Tues.) at the Victoria while

“Crime Wave” was launched the

same day at the Holiday.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1 .300; 80^$1.80)

—“The Bigafnist” <FR) (3d wk).

Current round winding up tomor-

row* (Thurs.) likely will be off to

barely okay $7,000 or less. Second
w*eek soared to fancy $16,000.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.80-

$2.40)—“Gilbert' and Sullivan”

(UA) (12th wk). The 11th week
ended yesterday (Tues.) dipped to

$7,000 after socko $10,000 in 10th.

Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)

—Week of revivals ended yester-

day (Tues.) got fast $4
;
800. In

ahead, “Forbidden Stories” (Indie)

(8th wk). $3,200. “Final Test" (In-

die) opens Jan 25.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 70-$2.20)—“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (3d Wki;

Present week ending today (Wed.)

is off sharply to good $26,000 after

$57,500 in second.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)

—^“Paratrooper” (Col) (3d wk).
Initial holdover, frame ended yes-

terday (Tues.) wound up with okay
$11,500 after $30,000 for opening
week.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)—"Conquest of Everest” (UA) (6th

wk). Fifth stanza ended last night
(Tues.) held with great $14,300 af-

ter $19,600 for fourth.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; $1-$1.80)

—“Millionaire” (20th) (10th wk).
The. ninth round ended Monday
(11) dropped to okay $19,000 after

wow $59,000 for eighth week..
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)—

“Times Gone By" (IFE) (3d wk).
Second frame ended Monday (11)

held at great $11,000 after $15,700
in initial week.

Holiday (Rose) (950; 70-$1.80)—
“Crinie Wave” (WB). Opened
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “Pub-
lic Enemy No. 1” (WB) and “Little

Caesar” (WB) (reissues) (5th wk),
dipped to good $11,000 after $20.-
000 for fourth week. Made a sen-
sational i nicy-getting rim here,
especially for a pair of oldies.

Mayfair (Brandt )( 1 ,736; 70-$l .80)
—“Here Come Girls” (Par) (3d
wk). Current session ending to-
morrow (Thurs.) looks to dip to
around $12,000. oke after big $24,-
000 in second week.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; 95-$l.80)—“Little Fu-
gitive” (Burstyn) (15th wk). The
14th week ended Monday (11) was
oke $4,000 after- great $9,500 in
13th stanza. Winds run on Jan.
19, with “Golden Coach” (IFE)
coming in Jan. 20 night with a
benefit preem for N. Y. Cardiac
Home and $25 top.

New York (Brandt) (598; 55- 1

$1.25)—“Lure of Sila” (IFE) (3d
'

>yk). Looks like good $6,200 in cur-
rent round after $8,000 last week.
' Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$120)—
“Sins of Jezebel” (Lip) and 8 acts
of vaude. Current week (8 days)
winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks only light $16,000. In ahead,
“Wild One” (Col) and vaude, socko
$35,000, best here in many weeks.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-51.80)— “Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) (3d-

final wk). Final stanza ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to dip to
oke $30,000 after great $63,000 in
second week, taking in New Year’s
Day but not New Year’s Eve. “The
Command” (WB). initial Warner
Cinemascope pic to play here,
opens Jan. 15;

Pails (Indie) (568; 90-$1.80) —
"Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (16th
wk). The current week started
Monday . (11* after landing good
$9,500 in 15th week. Previous
stanza was smash $19,500.

Rialto (Mage) (600; 50-98) —
“Striporama” (Indie ) (15th wk).
Present stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to get fast $5,500
after $6,500 for 14th week. “Un-
tamed Women” (Indie) opening
here has been delayed for Several
weeks as this continues on.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$2) —
“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (4th wk).
The third round ended yesterday
(Tues.) slipped to nice $26,000 after
smash $59,000 for second. Stays
on.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers! (6.200: $l-$2.50)—“Knights
of Round Table” (M-G) and stage-
show’. Initial week for first Cinema-
Scope pic here plus stagebill is

beading for big $150,000. Storm
slashed total about $10,000, with
Saturday trade biggest non-holiday
Saturday at house. Holds, natch!
In ahead, “Easy To Love” (M-G)
with annual Xmas stageshow’ (5th
Wk>. held at terrific $170,000, to
round out a great extended-run
date.

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) <5.717; 65-$2.50)
-“12-Mile Reef’ (20th) (4th wk>.
Current frame ending today (Wed.)
looks to dip to. mild $52,800 after
sock $92,000 for thin! week and
terrific $135,000 for second. Con-
tinues. “Hell and High Water”
(20th) due in Feb: 1.

State (Loew’s) (3.450; 85-$1.80'<—
“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (3d
wk). Second session ending Sunday
(10) slipped to slow’ $11,000 after
big $32,000 opener.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-SI.50) —
“Living Desert” (Disney) (10th wk).
The ninth round ended Monday
(11) tumbled to nice $8,700 after
smash $16,200 for eighth week.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90-$1.50) — “Annapurna” (Indie)
(5th wrk). Current round winding
Friday (15> looks to dip to fair
$3,600 or near after good $5,000 in
fourth week. “Horse’s Mouth”
(Indie) opens Jan. 19.

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
90-$1.5Q)—“Lili" (M-G) (45th wk».
The 44th w’eek ended Monday (11)
wras fancy $6,200 after socko $12.-
000 in 43d stanza. This, keeps
running along at even keel despite
how long it has been here, Now
seems sure of staying at loast a
full 'year if house can get distrib’s
approval.

Victoria /City Inv.) (1.060; 95-
$1.80) — "Forever Female" (Par).

Opened yesterday (Tues.).- In
ahead, “Man Between” (UA) (9th

wk-6 days), mild $6,500’ after good
$15,000 in seventh week, to round
out a healthy longrun date.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.60) — “Cinerama” (Indie)

(32d wk). Current session ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for
a smash $42,000 after $44,000 in

31st week. Advance sale probably
is helping thic to hold so high
despite storm; Stays on.



The boxoffice blockbusters of all time—films which have grossed

,

or promise to gross, $4,000,000 and over in dbmestic rentals—are

presented below. The list has been updated to include 1953’* king-

size product. "This Is Cinerama” which, while obviously one of

the all-time greats, has yet to be circulated sufficiently to make
any reasonable estimate of Its full gross. The estimate on "The

Robe" is of necessity a broad one. "Gone With the Wind" still

heads the list, for its total income of $26,000,000 already has been

achieved; "Robe" might outdistance this eventually, bup let's wait

and see.

Gone With the Wind (M-G) (1939), . . . . * .

.

$26,000,000

The Robe <20th ) (1951) ,
..

'. •: . . . .. ........ 20-30,000,000
1.

2 .

3.

4:

5 .

6,

7.

8.

9.

10

Greatest Show on Earth (Par) (1952)

From Here to Eternity (Col) (1953)

Quo Vadts (M-G) ( 1952) ......

.

Best Years of Our Lives ( RKO ) ( 1947

)

Duel in > Sun (SRO ) ( 1947 ) .

Samson and Delilah ( Par ) ( 1950 ) . . .

.

This Is the Army (WB) (1943). , i .. .

.

Bells of St. Mary’s (RKO) (1946)

11. Jolson Story (Col) ( 1947 ) . .........

12. Shane (Par) (1953) .

.

13. How to Marry Millionaire (20th) (1953)

14. Snow White (RKO) (1937) . . . . . ....

.

15. David and Bathshebq (20th ) ( 1951 ) .

.

16. Peter Pan ( RKO ) (1953 )......... .

.

17. Going My Way (Par) (1944) . . . .... . .

.

18. Snows of Kilimanjaro (20th) (1952): . .

19. For Whom Bells Toll (Par) (1943) . .

20. Welcome Stranger (Par). (1947) . :

21. Hans Christian Andersen (RKO) (1953)

22. Ivanhoe (M-G) ( 1952) , . . . .

.

— . :

.

23. Sergeant York ( WB) (1941)..........,

24. Life With Father (WB) (1947) .......

.

.

25. Blue Skies (Par) (1946)

26. Egg and I (U) ( 1947) . . .......

27. Leave Her to Heaven ( 20th ) ( 1945 ) . . . .

.

28. Big Parade (M-G) (1925) . . . .... . . ...

29. House of Wax ( WB) (1953) . . .. . . . .

.

30. Unconquered (Par) ( 1947 ) .... . . , .

.

.

31. Yearling (M-G) (1947)

32. Meet Me in St. Louis (M-G ) (1945) .
.'.

.

.

33. Mogambo ( M-G ) (1953) . , . . . . .1 .

.

34. Show Boat (M-G
)
* ( 1951 ) ........

35. Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (20th) (1953)

36. The Outlaw (RKO) (1946-50) . . . . . ... .

37. Forever Amber. ( 20th ) ( 1947 )

38. Green Dolphin %t. ( M-G) (1947) . ... . . .

.

39. Jolson Sings Again ( Col ) (1949

.

40. Moulin Rouge ( UA) ( 1953)
41. Mrs. Miniver (M-G) ( 1942) ...........
42. Razor’s Edge ( 20th ) (1947) ..... . .

43. Red Shoes (E-L) (1948-50) . . . ...

44. Song of Bernadette <20th ) ( 1943 ) . . * . .

.

J

45. Spellbound (UA ) < 1946) ....

46. Since YouWent Away (UA ) ( 194t» .

.

47. King Solomon's Mines < M-G ) (1950)
48. Notorious ( RKO) ( 1946 ) .

49. Y'ankee Doodle Dandy (WB) (1942)
50. Salome ( Col ) ( 1953) . .

51. Battleground ( M-G ) ( 1950 ) . .

.

52. Annie Get Your Gun (M-G) (1950) ...

.

.

.

53. Green Years (M-G) (1946) .

.

54. Anchors Away ( M-G) ( 1945) . .

55; Bachelor and Bobbysoxer ( RKO ) ( 1947 )

.

56. Easy to Wed i M-G) (1946)
57. Four Horsemen ( M-G ) ( 1921 ).......
58. Great Caruso «M-G) (1951)....
59. Paleface ( Par ) < 1945 ) .

.

60. Random Harvest • M-G ) ( 1942 ) . ........
61. Road to Rio (Par) (1948) .

62.. Road to Utopia (Par) ( 1945)
63. Thrill of a Romance < M-G ) ( 1945 ).....
64. Till Clouds Roll By (M-G) (1947)
65. Valley of Decision (M-G) (1945) .....

66. Easter Parade < MrG ) ( 1948 )

67. Cheaper by the Dozen (20th) (1950) ....

68. Two Years Before Mast ( Par ) ( 1946 ) .

.

69. Red River ( UA

)

*.( 1948 )

70. Hucksters « M-G ) ( 1947 )

71. Harvey Girls ( M-G) ( 1946)
72. Stage Door Canteen (UA) (1943)
73. Lost Weekend < Par ) (1946 ) ^

.

74. Sailor Beware ( Par) f 1952 )

75. Cinderella ( RKO

)

f 1950 )

76. Adventure (M-G) (1946)
77. Saratoga Trunk (WB) (1946)
78. Streetcar Named Desire (WB) (1951)..
79. 30 Seconds Oyer Tokyo (RKO) (1944)

.

80. Hollywood Canteen < WB) (1944) .

.

81. Three Musketeers (M-G) (1948) : .. ...

82. Weekend at Waldorf ( M-G ) ( 1945 )

83. Born Yesterday ( Col

)

( 1951 ) . .

84. Father of the Bride (M-G) (1950) .....
85. Joan of Arc ( RKO ) (1949) . .........
86. Johnny Belinda ( WB > (1948)
87* I Was a Male War Bride (20th ) ( 1949)
88. Margie? (20th ) ( 1946 ) . .

89. Mother Wore Tights (20th) (1947) . ...

90. African Queen ( UA

)

( 1952)

.

91. Shltke Pit (20th

)

(1949) . .

92. Cass Timberlane (M-G) (1948) ......

.

93. State Fair ( 20th ) < 1945 )

.

.

94. American in Paris ( M-G) ( 1951 )......
95. Ben-Hur < M-G ) ( 1926)
96. Dolly Sisters < 20th ; ( 1945)
97. Emperor Waltz ( Par ) ( 1948 ).,.... .

.

98. Holiday in Mexico (M-G) (1946) ......
99. Jumping Jacks (Par) (1952)

100. Kid from Brooklyn (RKO) (1946)....
101. Night and Day WB) (1946) . . .....
102. Reap the Wild Wind (Par) (1942) .....
103. Sands of Iwo. Jima (Rep) (1950) .......
104. Singing Fool (WB) (1928)
105. Smoky (20th) (1946)
106. Ziegfeld Follies (M-G) (1946) *

.
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METRO UPS *54 SKEP

TO BETWEEN 20-24 FIX
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Metro will celebrate its 30th an-

niversary year by ; turning out be-

tween 20 and 24 features, accord-

ing to Dore Schary, production
chief. Previously a program of 18
pictures had been announced. All
the films will be known as Jubilee
productions.

Schary said the company has
made no decision on further Cine-
mascope production. At present
Metro has two such films com-
pleted, three in work and three
on the schedule. :

All-Time Wows
i Continued from, page 1 ;

Engagements, which* terminated in-

cluded the 13-week stand at N. Y.’s

Roxy, where the admissions gross
reached $1,638,000.

1,000 Wired For C’Scope
There now are about 1,000 thea-

tres equipped with C’Scope screen
and stereophonic sound, thus meet-
ing conditions for licensing - the
pic as set by 20th.

If “Robe” is to receive a full

playoff, either the company must
ease its screening demands < there’s
been some relaxation already so
far as small theatres are con-
cerned), or many theatremen will

have to do an about-face from their
present attitudes. There’s a seg-

ment in exhibition now simply not
in sympathy with the idea of wir-
ing for stereosourid. The economics
do not sit well with them.
There are many question marks

re the future of "Robe." One of
the big selling points has been
its identity as first in the squeeze-
lens process. Will this value lessen
as other big tC’Scopers move into
wide distribution? Can subsequent-
run proportionately maintain the
staggering boxoffice pace set at. the
deluxers?

There’s divided opinion among
highly-placed b.o. analysts In the
trade on these points. Some execs
believe the U. S. and Canada gross
income will reach $30,000,000. But
at this time the uncertainties pre-
clude any valid exact estimate,

,

K ‘This Is Cinerama*
Not to be : overlooked in the tall

coin sweepstakes of all time is

"This Is Cinerama." But even more
than with "Robe," big "ifs" obtain
Even allowing for over-enthusiasm
in his figures, Si Fabian’s claim
that the entry has amassed $6,500,-

000 in theatre admissions in seven
cities is a- startling precedent.
There’s nothing like it in all show
business. But the where-do-we-go-
from-heres make it impossible to
predict total distribution money.
It’s a unique situation.

The new list of money champs
(the over-$4,000,000 golden circle)
has its first 3-D’er. Warners’ "House
of Wax’’-—although many critics In-
sisted it couldn’t hold a candle to
a "good’’ picture—has taken over
$4,500,000, already and has plenty
to go. Pic has yet to run its full

course of the 3-D market—now
numbering 4,060 theatres — and
will play in 2-D format.

Revised Calculations
In updating the roster year-to

year, Variety makes certain revi-
sions to cover instances where a
film has picked up additional reve-
nue, via reissue and where esti-

mates prove inconsistent with the
facts as later established. Metro’s
"Ivanhoe," for example, earlier had
looked like a $7,000,000; this is

now cut to $6,000,000. Warners’
"Life With Father” had been un-
derquoted at $5,100,000; it is now
listed at $5,900,000. United Artists
"Red River" grossed $350,000 over
the past year, bringing the new
total to $4,350,000.
Some films are near to joining

the ifelite company of $4,000,000
grossers, figure to make it via re-

handling at a later date. For one,
Republic's "The Quiet Man" now
has $3,800,000 in the UU.

‘Birth of a Nation*
Finally, in $ny discussion of out-

standing pix and the b.o,, the sub-
ject of -'Birth of a Nation" often
comes up. H. E. Aitken of Wauke-
sha, Wis., owns the film outright

—

he writes Variety that lie financed
it "in our Mutual studio in flol-
lywood while we- were producing
five pictures a week under D. W.
Griffith, two westerns under Torn
Ince and three Keystone comedies
a week under Mack Sennett."

But Aitken is vague anent the
gross, in that he "confirms” a
Varibty estimate published a cou-
ple of years ago which placed the

Represented are all films which went into release, during the ^53
calendar years or at the tail end of 1952. Excepted are those sent

out so late in 1953 that there's insufficient boxoffice experience

fy-om which to project the final tally on complete playoff. Trade
estimates are for domestic (U. S. and Canada) rentals accruing to

the distributors; foreign take excluded.

The - Robe. . , « . . * . , . • •

Shane , . . ...

.

How to Marry Millio

Peter Pan .........

Hans Christian Andc
House of Wax (3-D)

Mogambo ....

Gentleipen Prefer Bli

Moulih Rouge » .

;

Salome . . . .

• i 9 • * • •

Caddy .

Come Back, Li

Moon Is Blbe
Seated Stiff

Stooge .

.

Stalag 17 .

Road to Bali . .

.

Roman Holiday
Call : Me; Madan
April in Paris .

.

Island in Sky .

Bwana Devil (3-D)

Fort Ti <3-D) . . .

Band Wagon.

.

Above and Beyond

Off Limits
Springfield Rifle . .

.

White Witch Doctor.
Because You’re Mine

,

Trouble Along Way. ...

Thunder Bay . ....

Bad and beautiful
Niagara
Beast from 20,0(00 Fatl
Dangerous When Wet.
Naked Spur ......

Titanic . .

Kettles on Vacation .

.

Merry Widow
By Light Silvery Moon
All Bros. Valiant .

Prisoner of Zenda
Blowing Wild .......
Desert Song .........

I Confess ........
Jazz Singer
Man Behind Gun .

.

Meet Capt. Kidd .

.

Second Chance (3-D) <

So Big ....

South Sea Woman .

.

War of Worlds .

Botany Bay . .

.

Young Bess .......
Francis to Big Town
Houdini ....

.

Return to Paradise

.

Sangaree (3-D)

So This Is Love. /
Desert Legion .......
Ride Vaquero .......

It Came from Outer Space (3-D) • • • • • 4 •

Never Wave at WAC.

.

Stars Are Singing

Lili

Man in Dark (3-D)

Pony Express
Seminole ...........
Great Sioux Uprising

.

Fair Wind to Java . .

Gun Smoke
Lawless Breed
Meet Me at Fair

Small Town Girl
Take High Ground . . . . . .

.

Big Heat . ..... , ...

.

. ,

.

BJackbeard the Pirate...

. .20th $20-30,000,000

. , . Col 12,500.000
. . Par 8,000,000
. 2dth 7,500,000
..RKO 7,000,000
. .RKO 6,000,000

. vWB 5,500,000

. .M-G 5,200,000
7.20th 5,100,000
...UA 5,000,000
. . Col 4,750,000
...WB 3,650,000

. . .Par 3,500,000

. . .Par 3,500,000

...UA 3,500,000
. . . Par 3,500,000
. . .Par 3,500,000

.Par 3,300,000
. . ; Par 3,000,000
.

.

. . U 3,000.000
. . Par 3,000,000
. . . Par 3,000,000
. .20th 2,850,000

. . WB 2,750,000

...WB 2,750,000
. . .UA 2,700,000"

. . Col 2,600,000

. M-G 2,550,000

..M-G 2,500,000

..M-G 2,500,000

..M-G 2,500,000
. . . Par 2,500,000
. . ;YVB 2,500,000

.

.

.20th 2,500,000
. .M-G 2,450,000
. . WB 2,450,000
... ..U 2,400,000
..M-G 2,350,000

.. .20th 2,350,000
. . WB 2250,000
. . M-G 2,250,000
..M-G 2,250,000
. .20th 2,250,000

. . . . ;-tU 2.200,000
. M-G 2,200,000
,..WB 2,125,000
..M-G 2,100,000
..M-G 2,100,000

. . WB 2,000,000
, . WB 2.000,000
..M-G 2,000,000
.. WB 2,000,000
. . .WB 2,000,000
. . .WB 2,000,000
. . .WB 2,000,000
... WB 2,000,000
. .RKO 2,000,000
. . .WB 2,000,000
.. ,WB 2,000,000
. . ;Par 2,000,000
. . .Par 2,000,000
. . . Par 1,900,000
...20th 1,900,000
...WB 1,900,000
,..M-G 1,850,000
:. . . u 1,800,000

. .Par 1,800,000
. . , s UA 1,800,000

. . Par 1,800,000
...M-G 1,750*000
.. .20th 1,750,000
...WB 1,750,000
. . U 1,650,000
.. .M-G 1,650,000
.....U 1,600,000
.. . . U 1,600,000

. . 20th 1,600,000
. .RKO 1,600,000
. . . Par 1,600,000

. .

.

. Col 1,600,000
.. M-G 1,525,000
. . .M-G 1,500,000
. . .M-G 1,500,000
...M-G 1,500,000

. . , Col 1,450,000
....UA 1,400,000

. . . Par 1.400,000
. . . . .U 1,400,000

U 1,350,000
...20th 1,350,000
...M-G 1,350,000
...M-G 1,325,000
. . . Rep 1,300,000
... . U 1,300,000

U 1,300,000
u 1,300,000

. . . 20th 1,300,000
. . M-G 1,300,000
...M-G 1,300,000
. . . Col 1,250,000

. RKO 1,250,000

11)

total at $35,000,000 to $50,000,000.
While Aitken would prefer to stay
with these figures, some key vet-
eran execs in the business say that
that amount of income could not
have been reached at the time, de-
spite its wide repetitive playdating
by statesrighters. Majority of
tradesters figure the total at some-
where around $10,000,000. -

In any event, Aitken states he
has turned down all offers for tele-
vision rights to "Birth,” excepting
permission to use a few clips on
special TV shows.
He further reports; "We are now

preparing a series of 30-minute TV
shows which will tell a story of
how we started nickleodeons in

Chicago, followed by > film ex-

changes in Milwaukee, St. Louis
and Kansas City. This led to two
national distribution, systems, the
Mutual and then the Triangle, in

35 cities. Also, there were open-
ings of offices in Europe. At the
same time we established studios

in Chicago, New York, v New Jer-

sey, Yonkers and Hollywood. We
produced some 2,500 films in these

studios, including "Birth” and “In-

tolerance."
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Exhib Asks Parents IF a Theatreless Community
Doesn’t Further Kid MischiefDoesn

Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

Making a new and different ap-

proach iri his appeal through the

local newspaper for better support

lor his filrt theatre,: the* only one

n the town. Loran Qarnant, ex-

hibitor at te Roy, Minn., near

here, warns, the community’s pa-

rents thatm, the showhouse is

forced to close because of insuf-

ficient patronage their children

may be driven to unwholesome

surroundings tor their recreation.

In effect, Garnant, asking a

number of questions and answer-

ing some of them himself, told the

town’s fathers and mothers that* by

remaining away from his show-

house they may, drive their chil-

dren into delinquency.

••If we close/ where are your

children going to spend their even-

ings 9 ” asked Garnant in the news-

paper. “Out on the highways in

automobiles or visiting places

where’ you do not want them to

be in?” .

Bluntly asking the residents, too,

if they wish to live in a town
without a film theatre, Garnant

says the dwindling patronage al-

ready has made it necessary for

him to drop Wednesday nights

from his weekly schedule and to

limit shows to onie a night other-

wise.

“Do you business men want our

Main Street to be no more active

than it is between the hours of six

and seven every night/’ also asked
Garnart. ‘‘Come downtown and
see your main street between those

hours. See what it looks like. How
about your store display windows
when they are lighted and deco-

rated in the evening? Who is

going to see them? The very few
places open ; evenings on Main
street will not draw people down-
town and from out of town.”

Flouting Code With

‘French Line’ Release
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

The Breen Office has formally
notified RKO that it faces a $25,-

000 fine for releasing ‘‘The french
Line” without the seal of the Pro-
duction Code. Whether further
fines will be imposed for each
booking of the film without the
seal is a question to be decided at

the next meeting of the MPAA
Board of Directors.
Other studios in the association,

issued a statement ‘‘.deploring the
violation of the Code by any pro-
ducer". and anouncihg their desire
to ‘‘reaffirm their complete faith
and confidence in the principles
and administration of the Code.”
When asked if he knew any plans

by member studios to do anything
more than “deplore” the situation,
president Eric Johnston said he
had no discussions on the subject.

Presentation of the N. Y. Film

Critics’ annual awards for 1953 is

skedded for Jan. 23! at Sardi’s in

N. Y. The N. Y. Daily News’ Kate
Cameron, chairman of the group,

will hand out the scrolls. • Critics

voted “From Here to Eternity” the

best film and also honored its di-

rector, Fred Zinnemann, and its

star, Burt Lancaster. Audrey Hep-

burn got the nod as the best ac?

tress.

Prior to the presentation, pn
Jan. 21, the Independent Motion
Picture Distributors Assn, in N.Y,
will award its first; hefnor plaque in

memory of Joseph Burstyn. It'goes

to Burstyn ’s own French import,
“Justice is Done.” Group each year
will make the award to the best

foreign language film picked by
the N.Y. critics.

If there is to be a restrictive

( adult) classification .for motion

pictures it would be wise to insti-

tute such a policy when and if

the Supreme Court rules in favor

of censorship rather than in the
consequence of a negative decision.

That’s the opinion of Dr. Hugh
M. Flick, the N. Y. censor, who last

week attended the High Tribunal
hearings on prerelease censorship
involved in two pix ‘'MV in Ohio
and “La Ronde” in N. Y. Flick

meets with censors from six other
states in N. Y. Jan. 21-22 for a dis-

cussion of common problems.

He said, that" there was no real

agenda for the powwow, but that

various common problems would
be discussed. The feasibility of

“adult” labels on films, as well as

the current controversy over the
Production Code, are among the
items likely' to occupy the censors’

attention.

Flick said he came away, from
the Supreme Court hearings with
the impression that the Justices

are in favor of some type df regu-
lation. He Was impressed also by
the argument that knocking out
prerelease censorship didn’t really

solve the problem since stopping a,

film after it has had a run at a

theatre, still represents pre-censor-
ship for those haven’t seen it. Con-
sidered the most liberal aftd co-

operative of the state censors, Flick
has long been in favor of adult
classifications- for. Certain films.

However, he admits, this \yould def-

initely put a heavier workload on
the censor boards.

ANOTHER RKOINDIE DEAL.

««*•

Top Grossers of 1953
Continued from page 10

Jeopardy ..............
Meet Jekyll & Hyde. .

.

Torch Song . . . . . „ . . .

.

Treasure of Golden Coi
Farmer Takes Wife...
Lone Hand

Sombrero

--aw & Order

Star

u - 1.250,000

u 1.250,000

Col 1.250,000

.

.

. .20th 1,250,000

.... M-G 1.250,000

Col 1.250,000

,>.... i . U 1,200.000

. . . . .Par 1,200,000

.. . .20th 1,200,000

. . . .20th 1,200.000

, . . . M-G 1,200.000

..... U 1.200,000

. . . M-G 1,200,000
'..

. . 20th 1,200,000

....20th 1,150,000

U 1.150.000

. .... . .U 1,150,000
1,100,000Lo wS* 1,100.000
1,100,000

... .M^G 1,100,000

... .RKO 1,000,000

. .

.

.20th 1,000.000

, . . .M-G 1,000,B00
U 1,000.000

.. . . WB 1,000,000

...RKO 1,000,000

.. . . .WB 1,000,000

. . . . . 20th 1.000,000

1,000,000,

....RKO T,000,000
»!•!«• U 1,000,000

1,000,000

Set to. Distrib* Robert Stillman’s
‘The Americano’

RKO has entered a deal to dis-
tribute “The Americano,” which
Robert Stillman Productions has as
next on its lensing slate. Ursula
Thiess and Glenn Ford will share
the lead.

This is the fifth indie release
which RKO has picked up in the
past five weeks.

Quebec Bans ‘Luther’ As

Abridgement of Freedom
Montreal, Jan. 12.

Despite the pleas of various
Protestant church groups, includ-
ing a • letter from Ambrose Dos-
kow, New York attorney for Louis
de Rochemont, there is little

chance of “Martin Luther” being
shown publicly in Quebec Prov-
ince.

Quebec Province, making up a
third of Canada’s 15,000,000 popu-
lation, is possibly the greatest
stronghold of the Roman Catholic
faith in the world.
The wide publicity given, the

ban slapped on “Luther” plus the
letter from producer de Roche-
mont’s lawyer to Premier Maurice
Duplessis calling this action a
“shocking abridgment of religious
freedom” and asking him to cor-
rect “this Violation of our common
legal tradition” hasn’t helped any
possible reconsideration of this
particular

;

film. According to Alex-
is Gagnon, chairman of the board
of censors, the .film was banned
orf grounds that it was “in keep-
ing with previous decisions regard-
ing films offensive to various re-
ligious groups/’

This is not the first film ruled
put in this province as offensive to
“certain groups.” The J. Arthur
Rank production of “Oliver Twist”
after being passed by the censors
was recalled and shelved on a sec-
ond look after pressure from a
Zionist group in Toronto.

All films killed can be resubmit-
ted after a certain period apd with
modifications some have been re-

leased. Such was the case with
“The Outlaw,” which .was turned
down flat , when first offered but
several months later when air the
hoopla had died away it was re-
submitted and played all over the
province, with certain deletions.

It is doubtful if “Luther” will
get the same treatment and the
only places it will be sho\tn will
be in Lutheran churches providing
there is no advertising to this
effect. This last consideration to-

gether with the fact that it was
nominated as one of the 10 best of
’53 and a complete and favorable
review of the film in the Montreal
Star by their New York drama
critic has made “Martin Luther”
the most talked about film of the
year in this part of Canada.

•I

Between ‘Asking’ and ‘Fixing’ Prices

Hollywood, Jan, 12.

Three indie films will be pro-

duced by Herman Millakowsky this

year under the banner of his old

German production company, II.

M. Films.

Shooting starts here in March
with a story, still untitled, about
an escaped German war prisoner
at large, in this Country. Others
are “Hotel Excelsior,” to be filmed
in Rom£, starting in July, and
“Hotel King David,” a November
starter in Jerusalem.

Philadelphia, Jan.. 12.

Refusal of admission, prompt/
eviction of offenders, cooperation

!

with Parent Teacher Associations.

>

and proper distribution of the
'

service staff are cited by Ted
Schlanger, zone manager for Stan-
ley Warner Theatres here, as the

J

basic approaches in combatting

/

teenage vandalism in theatres. •

Schlanger’s suggestions are con-
tained in a plan issued to all SW
managers in this area where van-

1

dalism has become a serious prob- !

lem. In, recent meetings of SW i

staffers, subject has been the most
discussed 'point on the agenda. 1

“When the situation gets out of
‘

hand,” Schlanger notes, “the judir
j

cious use of special officers can
help bring it into line, but the
problem cannot and will not be

1

cured by just the use of a special

.

officer. The manager himself.

.

through the steps outlined, will

represent the only cure,”

REPUBLIC MEN SEE 6

UPCOMING RELEASES
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Six new Republic productions
were screened here for inspection
by branch managers from five

western states, with prexy Herbert
J. Yates and western divisional

manager Francis A. Bateman con-
ducting the meetings. Managers
were. Gene Gerbnse. Denver;
Jack C. Parlin, Portland: Thomas

j

McMahon.- Salt Lake City: Paul
;

McElhinney, Seattle; George Mil-
j

chell. San Francisco, and Jack
j

Dowd, Los Angeles.
j

Pictures screened were “Jubilee
Trail,” “Johnnv Guitar,” “Woman !

in the Fog.” “Tilt Outcast,” “The
Shanghai Story” and “Hell’s Half;
Acre.”

Washington, Jan. 12.

If questions and comments di-

rected at counsel are telltale, then
the Justices of the U.S. Supreme
Court are reluctant to sweep away
the right of individual states to
censor entertainment. More prob-
able, the Court may instead cur-
tail the censors' dictatorial powers.
Issues before the top tribunal are.

of course. Ohio’s ban on “M” and
New York’s ban on “La Ronde.’"

Attorneys for the two states
dropped a veiled threat that if cen-
sorship were thrown out, the states
might have to adopt the alternative
of licensing the motion picture
theatres as a method of controlling
what was put on the screen.

Position of the states was best
expressed by C. William O’Neill.
Attorney General of Ohio, who
told the court in the “M" case,
“The basic question is whether
Ohio has any right to protect itself,

or whether it has no right and
must accept any picture before any
audience, at any time.”

.
Washington, Jan, 12.

In a sweeping opinion, covering
many aspects of distrib-exhib trade
practice .relations, Stanley N.
Barnes, assistant U. S. attorney
general in charge of the antitrust
division, declared that the prere-
lease of given pictures by distribs
does not necessarily involve the
fixing of admission prices or the
granting of unlawful clearances.

1 However, he cautioned that, “there
ire dangers in the practice. . .

.”

Barnes’ view is contained in a
letter to Sen. Andrew F. Schoep-
pel, (Rep.,Kans. ), chairman of the
subcommittee of the Senate Small
Business Committee which held
hearings last summer on industry
trade

.
practices. Letter, although

dated Nov. 17, was released by the
Schoeppel group only today
iTues.).

Antitrust division sees nothing
unlawful in distribs asking exhibs
What prices they intended to

charge for a picture. He termed
the request, “reasonable” in that
it permits the distrib to estimate
his returns. He noted, however,
that if an exhib. decides to alter

his admission charge after submit-
ting his bid. the distrib has no
right to compel him to change his

price. That, Barnes said, would
constitute price fixing.

Schoeppel had asked Barnes
about Ruben Shor, a Cincinnati ex-

hib, who charged RKO attempted
to fix prices on Walt. Disney’s
“Peter Pan” and Samuel Goldwyn’s
“Hans Christian Anclersen.” When
the company negotiated with Shor
for “Andersen.” it demanded that

the exhib give RKO a specific

amount for each ticket sold/ both
adult and children’s. Shor nixed
the deal, charging the company was
attempting to fix prices.

In an opinion that may have
far-reaching consequences in the
future sale of prerelease films,

Barnes said that the antitrust di-

vision regards this form of rental

as legaL ”In connection with our
overall study relative to the pre-
release of motion pictures,” Barnes
said, “we have considered whether
this matter of pricing motion pic-

tures on the part .of distributors is

proper. It is our considered opin-
ion that it does not constitute the
fixing of minimum prices for ad-
mission by the parties to the li-

cense agreement and hence it is

a proper method by which to de-
termine the film rental to be paid

by an exhibitor to a distributor.”

Hepburn Gets Booth Role

In ‘Time of The Cuckoo’
j

Ilya Lopert, head oL Lopert Film
j

Distributing Corp., wfll swing into
j

production via an asociation with
David Lean, English director. First

pic on Lopert’s sked is “The Time
of the Cuckoo/’ which he and
Lean will co-produce with Lean
also serving as director.

Plan is to lens the film in Ven-
ice in May. Arthur Laurents, who
wrote the original Broadway play,

in which Shirley Booth starred, is

scripting the pic adaptation and
Katharine Hepburn has been
signed for the starring . role. Uni-
ted Artists has the distribution

rights.

N.Y’. Trade Lunch Tees Off *

Brazil’s Film Festival
!

Blueprints for the First Interna- 1

tioVial Film festival of Brazil are
‘

now in the making for a Feb, J

2

start in Sao Paulo in conjunction !

with the fourth centennial of that
]

city. Plans were disclosed last
j

week at a luncheon at the St. I

Regis Hotel. N. Y.. attended by
Brazilian officials and film firm
reps, call for a scale on the level
of other international film festivals

held in Cannes, Berlin and Venice.

According to J. B. de Berenguer
Cesar, Brazilian consul general in

Newr York, prexy of the film fes-

tival committee will be. Dr. Vicente
Rao, Brazil’s minister of foreign
relations, with President G etui io

Vargas as honorary head. Commit-
tee will comprise Brazilian distribs,

exhibs and producers. According
to festival spokesmen, U. S. film

industry is cooperating to the ex-

tent of sending* a delegation of

more than 40 stars, producers and
other top personalities to represent

the U. S.

Are Legit, Pic Antitrust

Slants Any Different?

Rep. Celler to Probe Why
Washington, Jan. 12.

Dismissal recently of an antitrust

suit against the Shuberts and other
legit theatre booking interests has

raised the question here of where-
in legit is different from motion
pictures, which have been found
subject to the antitrust laws by the

l'. S. Supreme Court.

Question was asked last week by
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N, Y.\
top ranking Democrat on the Home
Judiciary Committee. Celler prom-
ised that, after Congress had con-

vened. he would take steps to “in-

sist that the House Judiciary Com-
mittee take a new look at defini-

tions of ‘business’. We must nail

down the number of activities that

now seem to be immune from our
antitrust laws.”

Celler looked askance at the de-

cision of U. S. District Judge John
C. Knox, in New York. Knox threw
out the four-year-old suit of the

Justice Dept, antitrust division

against the late Lee Shubert. J. J.

Sliubert and others. Knox
found that theatrical hookings
are not “business.” subject to

the antitrust laws any more than
is baseball. Supreme Couyt recent-

ly exempted baseball from the an-

titrust laws.

,

Twig Heads Pitt for WB
William Twig, assistant branch

manager for .Warner Bros., in Bos-

ton, has been upped to the post of

branch manager of the Pittsburgh

office.

He replaces Jerry Wechsler who
resigned.
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See $5,000,000

London, Jan. 5.

If the admission tax relief

scheme, as submitted by the indus-

try, is accepted in toto by Chancel-

lor of the Exchequer, American

film rentals from Britain will rise

by approximately $5,000,000 a

year. This is indicated by. a break-

down of the scheme prepared by

Mex Union Plans Confab

Of Stage, Film Stars

Mexico City, Jan, 5.

A world meet here with the aim

. .
,

of economically and fraternally
the Cinematograph Exhibitors A“

[ h fitti - <t c oic ^dio TV
.notation for submission to the

;

benehtung Stage, pic, laqio, i v,

Mex Radio Strike Looms
Mexico City, Jan. 12.

Radio stations XEW and XEQ
and tele station XEW-TV, among
Mexico’s toppers, housed in lux-

ury Teievicentro, face a strike

Jan. 21 unless they bow to their

player and musician demands for

permanent staff rating and a 20%
pay hike.

Walkout had been set for Jan. 7,

but the National Actors and Mu-
sicians unions agreed to a fort-

night-stay at the request of the

Federal Board of Conciliation and
Arbitration.

sociation for submission
government; J

Basic industry agreement his

been achieved on the main plank

of seeking relief to the tune of

$20,000,000 a year, but other trade

associations have yet to agree the

detailed reliefs as suggested by

the CEA. These are designed pri-

marily to help the small theatre

operator, and more than $11,000,-

000 would be conceded annually

to admissions up to. and including

28c. At this juncture, there is no
intention on the part of the trade

bf passing any of the relief on to

the general public as it is argued

That the concession sought is the

minimum necessary to keep the

industry on a profitable level. If

the Chancellor insists on conces-

sions to the public, the scheme
will have to be extended beyond
the $20,000,000 sought by the in-

dustry..'

That there will be an increase

in the dollar indebtedness to the
j

U.S. is one of the stumbling blocks

towards acceptance of the present

scheme. This point was empha

nitery and other pro players, is

planned by the National Actors
Assn. (ANDA). Victor Junco, its

new internal sec, revealed "the

plan. Protecting players, Mexican
ns well as foreigners who work in

Mexico, from dishonest agents, , is

another aim of the meet, Junco
said.

Show biz organizations in the

U.S., Latin America, Spain, France,

Italy and Great Britain are to be
asked to attend the meet Which
ANDA hopes to hold shortly.

,000, Rome
Rome, Jari.^ 12.

‘‘Bread, Love and Fantasy,” with

Vittorio De Sica and Gina Lollo-

brigida starred, appears to be well

on the way to becoming a boxoffice
sized by the Chancellor of Jhe Ex-

,
• . .. .. .

chMuer when he negotiates the *»“• Th»‘ is ««**,. accomplish-

industry demands two years pre-i ment for an Italian .film facing

viously, as any increases in earn-

ings accruing to exhibitors would
have to be shared^ with distribu-

tors. However, there would also be
a proportionate increase in British

film rentals.

competition from such American
pix as “The Robe,” “Peter Pan”
and “Roman Holiday” in its first

week at the Metropolitan and Bar-
i berini here, “Bread” chalked $32,

?

• 000. Pic got good reviews in Rome.

., Major factor in the present pro- |

w
J^
ch

•

s
.

8oing

posal is the extension of the new
[

very strong at the Capramca and

Eady scale which comes into op- JW*. ‘wo "inch. smaller houses

eration on Aug; 1 next. Under the

;

recent industry agreement this is :

ter. The week before the same two

pegged t. around $6.500.(H)«. Wt&tegS Ra<luln

acceptance of the new tax scale

would up this figure by a further
;

(French ), did Only $4,400.

One of the boxoffice hits of the

S800,000r This was part of a pledge • week was ‘Roman Holiday’? (Par),

given by the industry when the - Which may become Paramount’s

four-power Eady agreement was
j

best grosser ever in . Italy. It did

negotiated the latter part of last over $16,000 in Milan on first week,

year. 1
In', its first week at the 598-seat

In the industry’s four associa- ;

Ariston and 880-seat Fiama here
j

tion submission for tax relief, em-
;

hit a smash $18,000.
; 4 . . „ • , .... .

phasis is made on the general de- 1 “The Rohe” continues solidly at
j

_TovarJch, revival with Elvire

cline in admissions since the pass- the Capitol, where it registered P0PescS*
an

f| ^
^scha Auer at Athe-

Paris, Jan. 12.

Two musicals, “White Horse Inn”
and “Lovers of Venice,” Xmas holi-

day arrivals, have outgrossed all

other Paris legit shows since their

preems, and look set to do sturdy
biz through most of 1954. “Inn" is

making its third Paris appearance.
Original production Was staged at

Mogadpr here by Eric Charell after

show had been Berlin and London
hits in 1932. Present edition is re-

vised revival of Maurice Lehman’s
mounting of four years ago. Some
of “Inn’s” colorful background and
flavor have been sacrified to cut it

to the tastes of the family audience
which is the 3,000-seat Chatelet’s

main b.o. stay. Weekly take is close

to $23,000. top grosser here. • %
“Lovers" at the MogadOr, is a

new romantic, adventure operetta
With a bright score by the late Vin-
cent Scotto. Staged in lavish fash?

ion, it is coining $22,000 for eight
performances per week.
. Also in high brackets, all getting
over $4,000 nightly, are “Real Mad-
ness,” Foiies-Bergere 2-year-old
revue, “Thunder Revue” at Casino
de Paris; ‘'Flowering Path," Francis
Lopez operetta with Georges Gue-
tary at ABC and Marquis de Cue-
vas’ ballet troupe at the Empire.

Biggest moneymakers among the
straight shows are “Dazzling Hour”
at Antoine (now in second year),

“Helene” at Madeleine, Jean Anou-
ilh’s Joan of Arc play, “Lark” at
Montpatnasse-Gaston Baty, “Fool-
ishness of Cambrai,” new Jean de
iLetraz farce at Palais-Royal;

revival

Many Changes for film BiznArg.

Seen in ’54; Cite About-Face onU5.

S. Skouras Host At

‘Rohe’ Athens
Athens, Jan. 5.

The most Interesting recent

show biz event here was the big

gala preem of “Robe” 6t the 1,265-

seat Attikon late last month,. It

was a benefit for the Earthquake

Victims* Fund. The King, and

Queen accompanied by Princess

Hcllcn of Greece attended this

charity preem as well as the cabi-

net, diplomatic corps and other

government officials. They .were

received by Spyros Skouras, 20th-

Fox prexy, and his nephew, who Is

manager of the Skouras Films

Company of Athens.

The 20th-FOx chief executive

hosted a cocktail party at the

Grande Bretagne. Hotel on the

of the preem at which the whole
Cinemascope story Was handed lo-

cal distributors, exhibitors* and
newsmen.
The first few days of the “Robe ’

run were terrific. However, if any

other theatres will go for the new
method When able to affdrd it

seems very doubtful at the present

time.

ing of the peak period. From the; over $10,000 Christmas week, de-
1951 level of 1.383,000,000 there

j

spite $1.60 admission, or about
has been a steady annual dip and

;

twice the average scale. In its first

it is estimated that the total for
j

32 days at the Cap, it grossed over
the year ending March 31 next ! $65;000.

will amount to 1.251,000.000. This
|

Over the Christmas weekend,
Will mean a drop of 44,000,000 over

; “Master . of Ballanttae” (WB)
12 months, equal to a decline of ;

grossed $26,000, playing at the
almost $8,400,000 in gross receipts,: Adriano, the Galleria and- the Su-

According to the OEA’s latest percinema.
submission, the three most popu- -

'
'

-

lar prices are those of one shilling;

(14c.), one shilling and sixpence
(21c.) and two shillings and three-

pence (30c ). Relief on these three
categories alone on the lines sug-
gested. would cost

,
the Chancellor

more than $12,500,000.

nee; and “When the Child Ap-
pears” (now in third yearT at Nou-
veautes.

MEX COMPOSERS WIN

PAY TILT FROM FILMS

Yank Product Reverses

Swiss Trend With

Is Manhandled

In Guitry’s ‘Versailles’

Paris, Jan. 5.

After the gala showing of the

Sacha Guitry pic, “If Versailles
i

Were Told to Me” at the Opera 1

last week an indignant letter was
addressed by the Duke of Brissac,

a local paper here decrying the

manner in which Guitry had twist-

Paris, Jan. 5..

Week’s film grosses are topped
by “The Robe” (20th), which gar-

nered a fine $75,000. Next strongest

is the Franco-Mexican pic, “The
Proud Ones,” with $51,000 in three
houses, followed . bv “Moulin
Rouge” (UA) with $46,000. “Rouge”
got fine crix appraisal here,

’

“Stalag 17” (Par) is doing nifty

biz on Word-of-mouth and strong
reviews with $30,000 despite being
in its third week; Winding up the
toppers is the light French comedy,
“Julietta,” with $10,000.

Others in order are Franco-Italo
“Panique A Gibraltar,” the Gallic
“Virgile,” the Russo film, "Sadko,”
and Carol Reed’s “The Man Be-
tween,”

\ .

Provinces are giving best money
to the Austrian “White Horse
Inn,” the French-made “Wages of
Fear,” “Proud Ones,” “Senior Dor-
mitory”* and “Prisoner of Zenda”
( M-G )’

“Stalag 17” (Par), “Rouge”
(UA), “Blackheard The Pirate”
CRK.O), the Franco-Italo “Spata-
cus” and Spanish “Maria Morena.”
Of the newcomers those in for

probable good returns are “Little
Fugitive” (Burstyn). "Peter Pan”
(RKO), “Captain’s Paradise” (Lo-
pert’ and Gallic “La Belle De
Cadiz.”

Many

Mexico City, Jan. 5.

Film production has resumed
,

normalcy here with the peace-pact-
ing of music composers and pro-
ducers, ending a snarl that started

j ed history and insulted the name
|

Nov. 15 when the tunesmith al-
• 0f France’s past royalty. The film

most 100% struck to enforce their
j is a spectacle depicting the history

n • ' II itJ. n l* demand for a 50% pay hike. Nix-
|

0f the Chateau of Versailles as

I riZC nOliuHV DOOKlIlgS ing *?y.most producers caused sev-
j

told through its kingly proprietors,
T

; T
' 7 eral pix to be completed without

;

its scandals and colorful intrigues
_ .

... Zurich, Jan. 5
• music. [against the background of French

vefopment' to totor 1

F"“ “n<lcrwrit‘en

pix so far, U, S. distributors are h^irina rfLn nlVho-
b
?nr

t
'’

nerkine since during the vear-end
finally backing down on their 50%

s
c

l

_a
® U

fr

nc
i demand, and providers of back-

holiday season they garnered a ior/ ,._ 5„
major portion of the country’s &lound mus,c^eet 12 /o more coin,

most sought-for playing time,
i

Christmas bookings are negligible Arg. Opens $3,000,000
here because most theatres are'
closed Dec. 24-25.

Metro leads the parade this year
with no less than six major book The Argentine Finance Ministry
Ings. “Lili” opened day-date in has announced that a S3,000,000

the government arid proceeds will
go towards restoring the Chateau
of Versailles.

The Duke claimed, in his letter,

that the film should not be export-
ed for it exploits scandal, makes,

. , ,
. , ,

a 'travesty of the kings, and even
Credit for Pix Prod. 1 reduces the Revolution to an up-

Buenos Aires, Jan. 5. i

^ing
;

of a group of revelers who

Zurich, Basle. Berne and Geneva,
With Zurich also using New Year's

credit has been opened in the
Industrial Credit Bank for loans

showings of “Julius Caesar” and assigned to film producers lor

“Band Wagon.” :
making 21 pictures to be produced

RKO is-next with “Peter Pan” in
;

early in 1954* The terms of these
Zurich, Baste, Geneva and Laus-

[

loans differ from those granted
ahhe. 2Qfh-Fox had the preem of i

previously Under a decree of Dec.
lobe” in

|
3, 1952,which were 70% of priCinemaScopcd “The Robe’

Zurich and Geneva. UA is releas-
ing “Moulin Rouge” in Zurich .and
Basle. One booking each goes to
Paramount and Universal, -with
“Shane” and “Abbott and Costello

j

which .got some of the: coin are
to Mars” in -Bertie and Zurich, re-

1
expected tb turn out filn)s worthy

spectivcly.
: of screening at the International

Other playdates are shared by j -Festival scheduled for Mardel
German and French productions. ! Plata in March. '

produc-
tion cost, for repayment over two
years plus 5% interest.

Nothing is. revealed now about
the hew terms, .but the producers

forced Versailles’ gates and danced
in its gardens. He adds that it is

not right to exploit a film like this
and say the money will rebuild the
very edifice it so delicately mocks.
The Duke Is also president of the
Friends of Versailles and protests
against it in his official capacity.

He also says that risque elements
make this unlikely for showing to
children with the loss of the edu-
cational aspects of the film. The
Duke feels that perhaps it would
be feasible to revise , the pic, re-
shoot new scenes and tone it down
it at all possible. Guitry has not
replied ’tp this .missive.

t
Robert

Atnon is in the U. S. with* a copy,
of the pic Ip show U. S. dislribs.

in

Japan in ’53;

% to Foreign Pix
Tokyo, Jan. 5.

Total distribution receipts of
Japanese and foreign films re-
leased in Japan during 1953 are
estimated at $63,800.000, a 35%
boost over 1952, according to an
announcement by the Japan Mo-
tion Picture Assn. Approximately
$40,000,000 of the total went to
Japanese film makers and the re-
maining $23,000,000 to American
and European companies, mostly
U. S. distiibs.

Last year’s figures were $31.-
000,000 for local

. products and
$18,000,000 for Imported films.
There are 3.734 film houses in

Japan and during 1953 it was es-
timated by the JMPA that 800,006,-
000 admission tickets were sold at
an average price of 15’^c tax ex-
cluded, Making the total gross
$125,000,000. Average person at-
tended the cinema 9,2 times during
the year.

Japan earned an estimated $1.-

130,000 during. 1953 from export of
its films and the re-export of for-
eign films to ^Okinawa and Korea.
This is also a 35r/o boost over
1952, Okinawa and the U! ’ S.
mainly Hawaii, -were .--the, - biggest
purchasers of the Japanese prod-
uct,. 298 features going to 1 he mid-

, Pacific,, island, 157 to the tJ. S.

Buenos Aires; Jan. 5.

What may happen in this coun-
try in the. next 12 months ,'s any-
body’s guess, and that goes for
show biz as well as anything. Both
1952 and 1953 brought unexpected
deaths which involved big changes.
The year 1954 might .mean far
more sweeping, changes.

Dictatorships are unpredictable
from year to year. Who can tell

'

what or who may sway one man’s
caprice, influence his tastes or
arouse his fears. A sample of how
unexpectedly things can develop:
1953 closed with a “volte face” so
sudden, a : reversal of: previous
policies so complete, that everyone
is groggy and undecided as to the
outcome. The switch Was from
vinegary aspersion of the U. s. to
enthusiastic eulogy of President
Eisenhower and the American peo-
ple. If something unwonted oc-
curs (and, the desired economic aid
is not forthcoming), the old hate
could be turned on again. So the
situation Is uneasy although the
change is Welcome to all the bet-
ter-class people.

All this naturally bad a telling
effect on show biz not Only for the
probable economic effects but also
because the people can renew con-
tact with America again since
newsreels, magazines and books
are allowed to enter freely once
hiore after a 3-year hiatus.
A surface improvement for

American film distributors is Al-

ready evident in the^ atmosphere if

not in actual benefits. Optimists
expect a flow qyj. S. capital, from
Which a boom must segue. Pessi-

mists can’t believe that U. S. in-

vestors will so easily hear the siren
calKof Perbn. Because the coun-
try is in dire economic straits as a

?

result of his previous policies, a

depression worse than that of 1953
is oredicted.

However,. One fact Is evident
on which the future can be ap-
praised; Despite Peron or economic
stresses, the country is burgeoning
with a surge of educational and
intellectual growth, which makes
for much activity, and it’s difficult

to keep pace with the tempo. It’s

not that audiences are bigger, but

that they’re more hep. The men
who rule local show biz haven’t

realized the extent of that develop-

ment and underestimate their,

audiences’ intelligence. Film pro-

ducers, aod their scripters and di-

rectors, continue riding in buggies,

while everybody else rides or

wants to ride by plane. That ac-

counts for the failure of 90% of

native films in their own territory.

Films and Gambling Top Draws
"Whatever happens to Argentina’s

economy in the next 12 months,
it’s' safe to assume that films and
gambling will continue as the top

entertainment. If the Five-Year
Plan gets down to repairing high-

ways and electrifying the interior,

exhibitors upcountry will be thank-
ful.

For all branches of show busi-

ness, a great deal hinges on what

^ becomes of Congress’ absurd law
(No. 14.226), approved at the end
of 1953 making vaudeville ob-
ligatory in all film theatres of the
country. It is backed only by a

few tanco-warbler-com posers, -now
turned Union leaders, whose “art”
is obsolete, but seek this way of

jacking up royalties. The most
bitter opposition comes from the
native film production interests,

which the law will injure the m.o«t.

American distributors are in-

clined to have no fear of this law,

feeling certain that audiences like

Yank films and will reject anything
supolementary foisted upon them.

If the law is enforced contrary
to all expectations, exhibs wonder
where all the talent is to come
from to supply the country’s 2.200

fiilm theatres. The exhibitors also

ask, even if talent is found, how
will, they be able To persuade film

pat»-ohs to accept it.

Nevertheless, if the authorities

persist on enforcing this unpopu-
lar measure, the development will

be of interest to foreign talent

agencies because the deluxe cine-

mas will be allowed to use foreign

acts “Whose artistic standing war-
rants ah exception being made of

them.”
'

A lot Wilt depend in. 1954 .on

American films being allowed bet-

ter ptoyirig time. Talk of 3-D.

CitiemrScOpe, Cinerama and so on

is heard down here.'but the exhibs

• (Continued on page 13)
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BRIT. PRODUCERS' 34%

Film-makers Get Third of
Grosses Under Eady

B.O.

Sydney, Jan. 5. *

The new year has started off

with a terrific pic-buying splurge

bv Aussie patrons that has amazed

even the most; optimistic showman

here It is remindful of those lush

davs of the last war when box-

offices were besieged day and night

by lbng lines, More .astonishing,

too since over here it s the sum-

iner' season, with the mercury top-

ping the 90-mark. /

On current upsurge, circuit

chiefs predict that -this year may

be the greatest boxofflce one in the

, istoiy of the industry. There’s

proof, indicated towards the end

of 1953, that the Aussie public has

placed film entertainment at the

top of its buying list.

“Robe” (20th) continues to do

sellout biz ip its third stanza at

2,200-seater Regent for Hoyts.

*‘Thd' Cruet Sea” (Rank), is smash

at 2,600-seat State under the

Greater Union banner. “Sea broke

the Aussie record for a 2-D nonj

color pic, and gave GU its greatest

boxoffice take. “Sea” looks to pace

close to “Robe” here, “Mogambo
(M-G) is another topper currently

playing day-and-date at five Metro

houses.

“Walking My Baby Back Home”
(U) has hit the jackpot for GU at

the 1 ,300-seater Lyceum. Other

toppers here: -include “Moon • Is

Blue” (UA), “Peter Pan” (RKO>,

“Beggar's Opera” (London), “Road

to Bali” (Par); and “Meet Captain

Kidd” (WB).

In Melbourne, Adelaide and

Brisbane, Other top Aussie key-

spots. it’s thfe same hot boxofflce

story, with “Robe,” “Eternity”

(Col), “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G), “Mo-
gambo” (M-G), “Peter Pan” (RKO),
“Niagara” (20th) and “Military Po-
liceman” (Par) out in front.

3 Brit. Studio Unions
Ask Weekly Wage Hike

London, Jan. 12.

British pix producers are con-

fronted with a three-union demand
or substantial increases in weekly

rates of pay. The claim, embracing
every studio category, has already
been submitted on behalf of the
As'sn/ of Cine Technicians, the Na-
tional Assn, of Theatrical and Kine
Employees and the Electrical

Trades Union through the! Joint
Industrial Council.

The film-makers’ reply to the
unions' claims will be made at a
JIC meeting which has been con-
vened for. Thursday (14), and will

be based on* a discussion at last

week’s British Film Producers
Assn, executive meeting. It is be-
lieved that the producers will re-
sist the union demands, claiming
that revenue earned is not suffi-

cient to justify a further pay hike,

but a modest
.
compromise is not

being ruled out at this juncture.

" London, Jan. 5.

In the? first four
;
month's of jthe

current -Eady Fund year (Augdst
o November, 1953) the share
akenr out for British film-makers
was around 34% on gross boxoffice

receipts. In the same period, Brit-

ish pix had earned more than
$5,550,000 in rentals. There was
an additional $680,000 earned by
British shorts in film, rentals. .

in an analysis released last week
ny the British Film Producers
Assn., it is shown that more than
500 British films are currently
eligible forji share in. the first fea-

ture Eady "divvy while there are

almost 600 shorts qualified to par-

ticipate.
.

The earnings of British pix dur-

ing the four-monthly period re-

vealed little or no change com-
pared with the comparable period
the year before. This indicates,

some say, that the brunt of the
boxoffice decline is being born
mainly by imported pictures.

Top 100 Grossers Of

W. Germany in 1952-53
Berlin, Jan. 5.

There were only 18 American
films among the first 100 biggest

grossers in West Germany during
the 1952-53 season as compiled in

West Germany’s* most importan
key cities. The big upward trend

of domestic pix is evidenced by the

fact that no less than 58 spots were
captured by German films during
this period. Third best nation was
Austria with nine features, fol-

lowed by France with seven films

Toppers here were the Franco-
I talian pic, “Don Camilo and Pep
pone,” the Swedish film, “She
Only Danced One Summer” and
the German productions, “Don’t
Forget the Love,” “Ferien vom
Ich” and “im Weisseu Rbessl.”
Paramount’s “Greatest Show on
Earth” took sixth spot, being the
best U.S. grosser during 1952-53.
Other successful Hollywood pix
included “Desert Fox” (20th), in

15th spot; “American in Paris”
(M-G), 23d; “Snow of Kiliman-
jaro” (20th), 47th; “Casablanca”
(WB). 54th; “The River” (UA),
67th; “Diplomatic Courier” (20th).

68th; and “The Great Caruso”
(M-G). 74th.
Most successful distribs during

1952-53 were Herzog and Gloria
and Schorcht, all domestic outfits.
Gloria, however, is also, selling Re-
public pix while Schorcht is hand-
ling Selznlck features. Metro, last
season second best distributor, was
pushed back to fourth position. Al-
lianz. which sells both German and
French features, took fifth spot.
The public showed a preference

for dramatic films In the year with
a 28.9% ratio as compared with
comedies. 25;6%, and adventure
Pix. 172%.

London, Jan. 5.

There are mqre British-made pix

being shown in Great Britain today

than at any. other time since, the

war, even including the short-lived
period of the 45% quota. This is

the opinion of Sir Henry L.

French, director-general of ' the
British Film Producers Assn.,
based, on the survey conducted by
his organization,, which was named
“French’s gestapo” by the ex-
hibitors; Sir Hetiry agreed there
were still far too many quota de-

faulters. But he regarded the over
all position as being substantially
healthier, and an indication of the
growing boxoffice pull of British
films.*

Since the 1948 quota act came
into operation, the required per-
centage of British films to be
shown by exhibs has remained
static /at 30% apart from the first

two initial years. It started off at

.45%, Was sliced the following
year to 40%, and from then on has
remained at 30%.
By the end of March, the gov-

ernment will have, to decide
whether there is to be any varia-
tion in the quota, because the 1948
Act requires six-months notice o
any change. The quota year al

ways starts on Oct. 1. As a pre
iminary, the Films Council, which
makes the recommendation to the
Board of Trade prpxy, has asked
the BFPA to submit an estimate of
upcoming British production by the
end of this week. Last year the
producers refused to. comply with
a similar request because of the
uncertainty in regard to the future
of the Eady levy, uncertainty in

regard to the futufe of the Eady
levy.

’ Wins London Date
London, Jan. 12.

The Boy Friend?” a new musi-
comcdy which opened originally at
the Players Club Theatre and sub-
sequently, transferred for a six-
Week run at the nabe Embassy,
moves to the West End Thursday
, 1

*’y when it opens at Wyndham’s
under Sir Bronson Albery’s man
agement. •

lyrics were* written by
andy Wilson, with special musi-

ViL u
angei

??
nts by Phil Cardew.

vida Hope directed.
-

West End Yidetide B.O. B^ger Than

Usual; ‘Robe’ Wham 117.000 in Otb.

Continued from pace; 12

Scot Exhibs Worried
v By 16m Film Upbeat

. Glasgow, Jan. 5.

Growing number of 16m film

shows being, organized all over

Scotland is worrying regular ex-

hibs, George Singleton, vet Scot
cinema owner, said the position is

becoming acute. .

Churches, clubs and factory or-*

ganizations are running these 16m
film shows. Pix reportedly include

such worthwhile product as “Snows
of Kilimanjaro” and “African
Queen.” Increase of mobile cin-

emas in rural areas is also hitting

at film theatres in towns and cities.

In some instances, “pirating” of

early-run pix is being carried on

so that rural houses often get

Hollywood product nearly as soon
as cinemas in towns,

Estimate 78 Mexican
Filins Produced in ’53

Mexico City, Jan. 5.

“Picture production won’t exceed
78 in 1953.”

That flat statement by a spokes-
man .for . The technical-manual
workers locals of the Picture Pro-
duction Workers Union (STPC) is

accepted by the film trade. That
estimated output for the past year
will be the lowest since 1947;when
the general .slump after Mexico’s
unprecedented wartime boom saw
only 55 films made. The 1952 crop
was 98, sharp drop from the over-
extended output of 126 in 1950.
Ther? wasn’t much quality im-

provement last year, and hardly
any to speak of in 1953 as only one
pic, “Mr.

. Photographer,” latest by
“Cantinfias” (Mario Moreno), had
a really important gross
Low production, in 1953 is at-

tributed largely. t.o almost-complete
suspension of film-making for three
months because of labor troubles,

including a solid 61-day strike. In

addition, ’the Tepeyac, one of the

must save some coin before they
can get the necessary screens and
equipment. In any case, there is

still so much 2-D product to Catch

up with that it all seems much
further in the future thaft 1954.

After all big films like “Greatest
Show on Earth” (Par), “Quo Vadis’’

(M-G), “Duel in Sun” (Indie).

Samson 8c Delilah” (Par) and
Snows of Kilimanjaro” (20th) are

still in the distant future.

A glance at the best grossers in

1953 gives an idea of wrhat the
public would like in 1954? and
preferably ..as tinters.

Bicycle Thief,” released only in

November, on which .» all- returns

have yet to come in, was released

day date in eight first-runs, a rec-

ord in itself, and may cop highest

grossing honors.

Other big grossers were: “Don
Camilo” (Unitalia). $129,996; “De-

tective Story” (Par), $128,432; “La
Casa Grande” (Interamericana),

$122,330; “Great Caruso” (M-G),

$121,052; “American in Paris”

(M-G), $116,265 (returns still com-
ing in); “High Noon" (UA), $113,-

160; “Tho Circus” (ArtkinoV $104.-

926; “Camille” (Sono). $104,610;

“La-Pasion Desnuda” (Interameri-

cana), $99,230; “Desert Fox” (20th ),

$102,534; “Queen Is Crowned”
(U). $85,905.
Other top films, none sensational,

included “Father’s Little Divi-

dend” (M-G), “Streetcar Named
Desire” (WB), “African Queen”
(UA), “Favorite Spy” (Par). “David

8c Baths'heba” (20thV “Death of a

Salesman” (Columbia). “Happy Go
Lovely” (RKO). “Half Angel”
(20ih), “Payment on Demand”
(RKO) and “Strangers on a Trail”

Claim Yank Pix Lost Impact
American films have lost much

of their impact and it is to Europe
that the patrons look for fresh

viewpoints.
The most likely changes are

bound to occur in the system of

exploitation in 1954. Exhibitors

have been hard hit by the - price

cuts. As General Peron is quoted

as saying that he didn't care if

some theatres charge $2, provided

the masses can buy entertainment

for 20c. the Motion Picture Ad-
visory Board is expected to come
up with suggestions for some such

dual arrangement. This idea, dis-

pleases native producers, who fear

it will wipe out the benefits of pro^

tectionism for them.
Nationalism and Protectionism

are here to stay. * Reciprocal ex-

hibition pacts are what official

minds aim at. Local picture pro-

ducers are achieving better organ-

ization through a UniArgentina
(Rgtribution outfit and by amalga-
mating the five major producers in

one setup. Studio workers have

also formed cooperatives to try and
cut production costs,

The new year is bound to bring

more theatre-building, even if

there is a depression, with the

state taking the lead in insuring

more legit theatres are available.

There were no guest companies
from the Comedie Francaise or

Italy in 1953.

It looks as though radio won’t

be allowed to jog along content

edly as in the last six years, rest-

ing on the laurels of the past. If

Congress re-allocates the major
networks to “commercial” enter-

9 i

> Tokyo, Jan. 5.

Paramount’s “Greatest Show on
Earth” was the top grosser, of the

198 foreign films released in Japan
during 1953,

.
doing $500,000 gross

at the boxoffices. “ShaUe.” also Par,

was among the four pix earning
more than $300,000, the other two
were; “Cinderella” (RKO ) and the

controversial Pacific war epic,

“Task Force” (WB>.

The best five of the major com-
panies were:

Metro. “Quo Vadis,” “Father of

Bride,” “Billy the Kid,” “Singin’ in

the Rain” and “Father’s Little Divi-
j

dend.”

Paramount, “Greatest Show on
Earth,” “Shane” “War on Worlds,”

“Son of Paleface” and “Carrie,”

Warner,
%,-
Task Force.” “Distant

Drums,” “House of Wax,” “White
Heat” and “Charge at Feather
River.”

20th-Fox, “Snows of Kilaman-
jaro," “Niagara,” “Gentlemen Pre-

fer Blondes.” “Song in My Heart”
and “Pickpocket” ( “Pickup on
South St”)
RKO, “Cinderella,” “One Minute

to Zero,” “Ft. Apache.” “Alice in

Wonderland” and “Blackbeard the

Pirate."
Universal, “World in His Arms,”

“Mississippi Gambler." “Against
All Flags,” “Prince Who Was a

Thief” and “Desert Legion.”
Columbia, “Eternity/’ “Salome,”

“Red Beret,” “Ambush at Toma-
hawk” and “California Conquest.”

Republic, “Quiet Man,” “In Old
California,” “Thunderbirds,” “Fair
Wind to Java” and “Toughest Man
in Arizona.” -

United Artists, “Limelight,"
“Rough Shoot” and “The Secret
Four.”
Among European films released

included “Sound Barrier” and
“Moulin Rouge,” both earning
more than $140,000. Other top
grossers among European pix were
Fanfan La Tulips,” “A Queen Is

Crowned” and “The Net.”

top local studios, wais .closed for n -

four months because of funning in prise, competition may reenter the

the red. (picture and brighten things up.

Femme Jap Film Star

In Hong Kong for Pic
Tokyo, Jan. 5.

Shirley. Yafhaguchi, TOho star

and Japanese wife, of American
sculptor Isamu Noguchi, recently
denied a visa for the U.S., is now
in Hong Kong with her husband.
She Will make a Chinese-Japanese
musical film, “Humans in Heaven,”
while in the Crown Colony.
The couple then goes to Java

where Miss Yamagilchi will appear
in a Japanese-Indonesian joint ef-

fort, “Behind the Glory,'' to be di-

rected by Toho’s Studio’s K. Tana-
guchi.

New 3,500-Seoter in Moat City

Mexico City, Jan. 12.

The newest, swanky cinema here
is the 3,500-seat Cine de las Ameri-
cas, owned-operated by Gabriel

Alarcoii and associates. It bowed
big New Year’s Eve.

Biz continues big. with “I Con-
fess” (WB), the feature pic.

London, Jan. 5.

The extended Christmas holi-

days gave West End first-runs a
smash weekend, the upward trend
In biz being reflected in: most parts
of the country. Grosses were, gen-
erally speaking, substantially ahove
average for the season,, with lead-
ership still being retained by a
trio of holdovers. Still topping is

“The Robe,” which chalked up a
colossal $17,000 in its; sixth round
at the Odcon Leicester Square.
The Carlton’s “Julius Caesar” is

still a major, draw with nearly
$10,000 in its eighth stanza while
at the Odeoii, Marble Arch. '“Here
To Eternity” in its second West
End run, grossed a hefty $8,000 in
its first holdover frame following
five w#ek$ at - Leicester Square
Theatre./:'-'

Antong the newcomers, “Gentle-
men Prefer Blondes” set the pace
at the Leicester Square Theatre?
with a great $12,500 likely in its

first frame, “Grace Moore Story”
opened with an okay $8;400 in its

first week at the- Warner Theatre,
but stays only two weeks/ “Money
From Home” looms strong $8,500
in its first Plaza ; week.

All West End. theatres were
closed Christmas Day and holiday
week grosses are, therefore, for a
six-day period.

Estimate? for Last Week*
Carlton (Par) (1128; 55-$l.70)—

“Juljus Caesar” (M-G) (9th wk).
Still in the big ' money with pros-
pects of fine $8,500 this frame
after smash $10,000 in eighth
week. Stays indef.
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$l .70)—

“All Brothers Valliant” (M-G) (3d

•wk). Heading for steady $11,000 in

third-final week after pleasing
$13,500 in second* week: “Band
Wagon” (M-G) opens Jan. 7.

Gaumont (CMA) (1 ,500; 50-$l .70)

—“The Kidnappers” • (GFD • '3d

wk). Below expectations after rave
critical .appraisal, although build-

ing. Second frame. $6,200 was
$1,400 above opening week and
third and final week likely will be
about the same. “Million Pound
Note” (GFD) preems Jan. 7.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-51.70(—“Gentlemen Pre-
fer Blondes” (20th). Drawing long
queues and opened to smash biz

With great $ ! 2,000 likely opening
frame. Holds.
London Pavilion (UA) vi.517-.50-

,

$1.70)—“I, The Jury” (UA'*" and

;

“Floating Dutchman” (Indie) (4th

wk). Surprise moneymaker and
;
heading for big $8,400 this round

! after $7,600 previous week. Could
/stay on but forced out by “Moon
Is Blue” (UA) Opening Jan. 8.

Odeon, Leicester Square 'CMA)
(2,200; 50-$l,70) — ‘The Robe”
(20th> (7th wk). No letup, with this

initial CinemaScoper still attract-

ing big crowds particularly during
holiday weekend. Sixth frame
grossed handsome $17,000. Holds
indef.

Odeoh, Marble Arch (CMA)
2.200; 50-$l.70)— “Eternity” (Col)

(3d wk). Still in the big money
here after its five-week run at

Leicester Square Theatre, Second
frame (six days) topped $8,000. To
be succeeded by “How To Marry
a Millionaire (20th) which has gala

preem Jan. 14.

Plan (Par) (1,092; $1.70) —
“Money From Home*’ (Par) Shap-
ing as strong attraction and head-
ing for $8,500 opening Week. Stays
a second round with “Hell Below
Zero” (Col) opening Jan. 15.

Rita (M-G) (432; 30-S2.15) —
“Ivanhoe” (M-G) (2d Wk). Expected
to finish this stanza at fair $1,600.

Stays on.
Warner (WB) (1.735; 5O-$l,70'—

“Grace Moore Story” (WB) (2d

wk). Finishing second and final

week at moderate $5,700 after

average $8,400 opening Week. “So

Big” (WB) preems Jan. 7.

DeSica to Do Pic in U.S.
Rome, Jan. 12;

Vittorio De Sica, one of Italy’s

top postwar actor-director, leaves

for Hollywood next March or April

to djrect his first made-in-US pic-

ture, tentatively called “Romance.”
De Sica, visited America three

years ago and was skedded to re-

turn soon after to make a film for

Charles Feldman, with Ben Heeht

handling the scripting chores.

However, nothing ever came of it.
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Telecasts
OF THE NEW YORK

PREMIERE!

I I

On “This Is Your Life’

over NBC TV-
covered by ABC TV!

Total of 34 TV and Radjo

shows plugged the picture day

by day, week by week to 270

million listeners™ with more to come!
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A warning to - distribs not to <

abuse a recent U. S. Supreme

Court decision Is contained in ah

‘•industry case digest”*lssued last

week by Herman M. Levy* general

council of ^Theatre Owners of

America. Levy’s analysis is based

on the Crest case in which the

High Court ruled that distribs had

the right to restrict firstrun show-

ings to downtown theatres.
.

Noting that the decision “was a

major victory for distribution*’’

Levy says that “this addition to

the already tremendous discre-

tionary powers in distribution can

be a dangerous instrument, and it

behooves the distributors to watch

carefully that this additional dis-

cretion is not abused.’’

Levy emphasizes that the ruling

is not a “greenlight” for distribs

to indulge in discriminatory tactics

or an “indirect suggestion’’ for

distribution to employ compulsory
competitive : bidding. TOA official

says the ruling “strengthens the

distributors’ position at a time

when theatres in general are

pathetic victims of a sellers’ mar-
ket. It also widens the 'no-man’s

land’ area that has been develop-

ing rapidly between first-run apd
subsequent-run operations/’

“Distribution policies over the

past few years,’.’ Levy says, “have

resulted in the siubsequent-run

operator slowly becoming 'the for-

gotten man’ of the industry. The
cumulative effect af unlightened

and uneconomic distributor prac-

tices is taking its toll,, and chao$

may#well result unless distribution

alerts itself to the plight of the

subsequent-run theatre, owner and

unless distribution makes its pri-

mary objective a change in its

policies to insure the subsequent-

run theatre owner a fair and
reasonable opportunity to exist.

DOUBLING IN 1954

McDonald On Bike Between
' Theatre and Tele Pi*

Hollywood, Jan. 12#

Frank McDonald hgs signed two-

way directorial pact with William
F Broidy Productions. ' Contract
Calls for dividing time between
theatrical pix and telefilms series.

Previously handling Broidy’s

“Wild Bill Hickok’’ teleseries, Mc-
Donald has done twelve in “Annie
Oakley’’ series in addition to the-

atrical features. ,

Bus

Night Pix Downtown
Youngstown, Jan. 12.

An unusual deal has been made
between downtown theatres and
the Youngstown Municipal Railway
which is aimed at business for

both. The bus company sells a

Weekly bus pass for $2, but’ any
person attending a downtown film

on Friday evenings may purchase

the same pass for $1.50. The
transit company figures the plan,

Which started last week, will en-

courage bus' patronage.
Permission for such plans must

be gained from the Public Utilities

Commission of Ohio.

HARLEM’S STAR SUES

ON ANTITRUST RAP
Eight majors were named de-

fendants in a treble-damage, $7,

500,000 antitrust suit brought. Fri-

day (8) in N. Y. Federal Court by

the Harlem Grand Amusement
Corp., operator of the Star Thea-
tre in Ndw York’s Harlem area.

It's charged that the majors “com-
bined and conspired” to deprive
the Star Of firstrun films from 4931
to the present. -

Greenvine Theatre, Iiic., which
opened the . Star in 1 1931, last year
assigned the house to the Harlem
Grand Amusement Corp. Not only
did the majors deny firstrun prod-
uct to the $tar, the action asserts,

but they also carried on such “ille-

gal activities” as a “fixed system
of runs and clearances” to the
detriment of the plaintiff.

Women’s Clubs Endorse
‘How to Marry Millionaire’

Washington, Jan. 12.
Four features have won the top

two-star rating in the latest month-
ly .report to member organizations
by the General Federation of Wom-
en’s Clubs. The high ranking was
given to Paramount’s “Cease Fire”;
20th’s “How to Matry a Million-
aire”; “Living Desert,” RKO; and
“The Man Between,” United Art-
ists.

.

One star was awarded to “Easy
to Love.” Metro; “Flight Nurse,”
Republic; and “Genevieve,” Uni-
versal.

Only 40 Writers Have

Contracts, Only 109

Jobs in Film Studios

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Screenwriter employment at the

majors, which touched an ail-time

low when it dipped below 100 last

November, is up a bit, to 109, the

first time in a year there has been

a gain in scribbler jobs. Survey of

the majors discloses of the 109

writers now working there, 40 are

pactees.

Overall, picture is far from a

roseate one for the writers. Who.
until the 3-D and widescreen proc-

esses hit Hollywood a year ago,

numbered over 200 at the eight

majors, but thO new year did bring

hopes the slight uppance was a

good sign of things to come.

Last Sept. 1 writer employment
was 123, with contracted writers

set at 40. Since that time 20th-

Fox and UI have each added threeK
while Paramount has sliced six,

RKO five.

UI for the first time in a year
has taken over the top spot in em-
ployment of writers, with 24 on the

payroll, four of them pactees. Met-
ro, customarily on top, is second
With 23, 18 under contract. Next
is Columbia, 19, two of them Con-

tractees, followed by 20th, 17,

eight pactees.

Warners’ situation is about the

same, with eight writers, six under
contract. Paramount is down to 12

after having 18 on the payroll last

fall, and has only a pair of pactees,

as compared to three last Septem-
ber.

Republic, which had seven writ-

ers last September, now has four,

none under contract, and RKO,
which had seven also, now has two,

neither under pact.

Writers and agents, generally,

were inclined to feel that with the

panic over insofar as the new proc-

esses are concerned, there would
be a steady upbeat in employment
this year.

ROTARIANS RELIGHT

TINY BURG’S THEATRE
Newtown, Pa., Jan. 12.

Public-spirited Rotarjlans of this

community raised sufficient funds
to reopen the Towne Hall Theatre
of ’ Newtown, only picture house in

a radius of five miles. Theatre
closed down for economic reasons
early last year. Action of the local

citizens, a move that has been
followed in other small commiihi-
ties, points up again the value of

a motion picture theatre hot only
as a medium of entertainment, but
also as a community service.

Newtown has a population of

about 2,000 and is a shopping cen
ter for surrounding rural, areas.

Theatre is called Towna Hall be
cause it rents facilities in a build-
ing that was bequeathed to the
town. It closed its doors after pro-
viding. entertainment and com-
munity services for 20 years.
Prime movers in re-lighting the

theatre "for the overall good of the
community” were George E. Otto,
president of the Community Wel-
fare Council, Newtown, and Rich-
ard H. McFeeley, principal, George
School, Bucks County. House now
operates for. the last four days of
each week and the program is

changed twice weekly.
Rotary Club set up a non-profit

community service council to pur-
chase the assets of the former op-
erators.

Wanger’s Prison Yarn

Is From His Heart
Detroit, Jan. 12.

Producer Walter Wanger, here
Kfor -a special prerelease screening
of his “Riot in Cell Block 11/’ at-

tacked American prisons as recruit-

ing stations for Che underworld.
His new film is based; on riots

which have besfct U. S. prisons re-

cently. Said Wanger: “After what
I saw, I wanted to make a picture

that would make the public realize

what a failure the prison system
is today/’

. Wanger’s allusion to
,
“what I

saw” is the 102 days he spent in

jail for the 1951 shooting of the
Hollywood agent of his actress

wife, Joan Bennett.
Wanger blames the prison situa^

•tion on “vested interests” of the
underworld and politics which are

preventing proper reorganization

of the penal system, Four major
faults of prisons are idleness, fail-

ure to separate and medicate psy-

chopaths, overcrowding and releas-|

ing prisoners before they are ready
to resume normal life*

Warden William H. Bannan of

Jackson Prison praised Wanger’s
feature for its authenticity. It

closelyLparalleled the riots at Jack-

son in 1952. Scenes of riot destruc-

tion • at Jackson arci included in

the short documentary introduc-
tion, ;

Fabian Urges
'Continued from page 7

of the; admissions tax last year was
an exhibition victory. It can be
repeated in 1954- However, “if

we want to win all our objectives,

inside the industry and outside; if

we want to be heard with sym-
pathy, to put power into our policy,

we must cohere into a strong
united exhibitor organization,”

(3) If the producers don’t want
Hollywood, to dry up and the in-

dustry to fade, “they must give
the average exhibitor a 'chance to

live, to make a profit, to grow, and
to keep on improving the sales-

room where Hollywood merchan-
dise is bought.”

(4) If the present sellers’ market
isn’t cured “in a reasonable time,”
then exhibition must provide its

own remedy by making its own
pix to ease the critical product
shortage.

(5) Unless theatre tv gets off the
ground, where it’s been stalled for
too long, “exhibitor initiative and
action are imperative.” He dis-

closed that several projects Are
currently in the making in the
tergescreen tv field.

(6) The establishment of an ar-
bitration system is indispensable
regardless of whether or not exhib
unity can!; be achieved.

In his speech Fabian urged a
study of the industry’s past to
properly evaluate the present and
tlye future. ' He cited the inevitably
cycles that come with innovations
but warned his exhib confreres
that they “can’t sit it out. You
must fight it out. The cycle doesn’t
turn up by itself. We turn the
wheel, but only with work and
sweat.” Fabian also urged the cre-
ative side of the industry not to
give up making features in the
standard media. “The more media
the better,” he declared, “The
theatre of tomorrow is the all-pur-
pose, all-media theatre. What we
want from Hollywood is to choose
the media td suit the story, not to
abandon any

k

method of proved
worth.”

TV Gets the Quickies

Fabian indicated he thought tv
eventually may help .rather than
hinder exhibs. “What are we los-
ing to tv from the vaults?” he
asked. “The whodunits, the formu-
la westerns, the hokiest comedies,
quickies of all kinds. The lowest
quality on the entertainment
scale/' Television, he thought,
can’t Compete with the theatre
screen in excitement or impact.
He cited various* themes and film
types in which Hollywood excels,
i.e., big musicals, big westerns,
spectacles, etc., and urged the crea-
tors to explore these channels for
entertainment. If they do, he
held, “I have no fear that the ex-
hibition industry will be short of
customers.”

Skouras as well as Fabian sound-
ed an upbeat note on theatre tv.
Skouras also pictured Cinema-
Scope as a boxoffice saviour and
expressed confidence that the
downward trend of the past six or
seven years has now been reversed.

Inside Stuff—Pictures
In installing Cinemascope, “every effort should be made to con-

tinue at least the same picture height iii the theatre as .presently is

used,” 20th-Fox told exhibs and equipment dealers last week in a
36-page booklet detailing Cinemascope data and equipment require-

ments. .

*

Put together by Earl I. Sponable, 20th ’s research chief, the brochure*
emphasized that it was erroneous to call CinemaScope a “ribbon of
picture” and that the height of any picture is determined by the
sightlines of the house, “No picture system or any other aspect ratio

can put any greater picture height in the theatre than is dictated by
the sight lines,” Sponable stressed. Booklet covers everything from
projection equipment and screens to sound and film handling.

- New Hampshire’s interest in MGM’s “Easy to Love,” ^yhich opened
at the Colonial in Laconia, was of local character,

Water-skiing scenes employed Colleen Gallant, “Miss New Hamp-
shire of 1951”; Terry Miller of Weirs Beach; Mrs. Patricia Whitney,
who .operates a roller skating rink with her husband . at Alton Bay,
and Mrs. Linda Fritz, wife of an Air Force officer stationed in Man- :

Chester. New Hampshire water skiers went to Cypress Gardens on
Florida’s Lake' Louise for the shooting of the -film.

Feud with Scottish film critics is netting Metro minimum mentions
in the weekly review pages of the Glasgow papers, Distrib has
vastly curtailed the number of exhib trade showings and film writers
have few opportunities of seeing M-G product prior to opening at the
theatres. Last week, reviewers were invited to the trade screening
of “All the Brothers Were Valiant” on the same day that the film
preemed at the Regal Cinema.

v ;
-

.
•

The “blacklist” appears expanding as basis for business endeavors.
Outfit on the Coast, known as Calstate Publications, is n^w seeking .

advance subscriptions for its “two-volume collection” of the record of
the California Legislative Un-American. Activities Committee, covering
1943-53 and including an index of those named in the Committee’s
reports. Project is being undertaken for nr:vate gain but reportedly
will not be carried out unless there are sufficient advance subscriptions. ..

Leon J. Bamberger, RKO’s sales promotion manager, and Rutgers
Neilson, foreign publicity chief

, are to be honored by the S. Rankin
Drew Post of the American Legion at a meeting next Wednesday (20).

They’ll be cited for holding continuous .membership in the post since
its formation 35 years ago. Unit was named for- a screen star of that
time who-lost his life as a flier in World War I.

The . Radio- City Music Hall, N.Y., which seldom, if ever, partakes
in .pre'em hooplas, dropped its sedateness slightly for the opening last

week of “Knights of the Round Table,” Metro’s first CinemaScope pic-

ture. Kleig lights, perhaps for the first time, were placed in front of
the theatre and parade of 15 horsemen,* garbed as knights, culminated
in front of the theatre.

N.Y. Journal-American on Sunday (10) got; underway with its
-

second
anniial contest in which readers are awarded cash prizes of up to $500
for selecting the outstanding films and players of 1953. Winners must
match the list already made . up (and sealed in a City Hall ceremony)
by Rose Pelswick, the daily’s pic critic.

Continued, from page 7

couldn’t afford to meet the univer-
sity’s bid, which was a $800 guaran-
tee against 50% of the gross for a

three-day showing.” In making the
deal, said Fisher, the university

insisted upon and received a guar-
antee that the picture would not
be shown at his or any other thea-
tre 30 * days before or after the
campus presentation.

Previously having had its local
first-run downtown, “La Ronde”
has been barred in some states and
cities because of its sex. Nonethe-
less, “La Ronde” fitted, in with the
university’s cultural and educative
program, according , to Malcolm
Willey, university vice president,
who also Was a witness at the hear-
ing.

Willey defended the university’s
action in presenting films because,
he said, the institution ’'has a rec-
ognized educational function of
showing films that represent art
and culture.”

Is Dietrich Culture?
. Fisher asked Willey , and mem-
bers of the regents’ sub-coihmittee
if they had seen “La Ronde” and
the university vice-president and
several others -replied in the af-

firmative.

“And you consider it a contribu-
tion to culture and educative?” the
exhibitor inquired;

“Absolutely,” asserted Willey.
Fisher also expressed the view

that it was “beneath the univer-
sity” to try to cash in on Miss
Dietrich’s present “notoriety/’
“Do you believe that these old

Dietrich pictures also constitute
art culture and education?” Fisher
wanted to know, and received an
affirmative answer from Willey.
The latter said the films in ques-
tion provide students with an un-
derstanding of a star’s evolution
and mption pictures’ development,
inasmuch as the first of them was
made in 1931 and the others much
later.

“The university can outbid me
for pictures because the Film So-
ciety uses thousands of dollars of
fax money,” Fisher told the re-
gents. '-It has no overhead, no
payroll to meet and it pays only
$65 a night rental for a. 5,500-seat
auditorhfm. I don’t mind competi-
tion, but I can’t compete with
that.”

Fisher insisted that the univer-
sity is going far beyond education’s
function by advertising its film of-

ferings on the radio, circularizing
the general public and obtaining
publicity for .the offerings in the
downtown 1

newspapers’ amusement
sections. He charged “it’s unfair

competition for my own and other
theatres.”

W. T. Middlebrook, another uni-

versity vice-president, denied that

the university uses tax money. He
said that all of the Film Society’s

expenses, including the salary of

one employee, the film rental, the
union projectionists’: salaries and
the $65 auditorium rental charge,
come out of boxoffice receipts.

Fisher expressed the belief that

James Nederlander was “forced
out of business” at the local Ly-
ceum, legitimate roadshow house,

by competition from the university.

Contacted by the Mornjng Tribune,
Nederlander emphatically denied
that such was the ease. “I want it

made clear that university activ-

ities have nothing to do with me
leaving Minneapolis. I’m leaving
only because. 1 got a good offer

from Detroit,” said the legit show-
man.

N.Y. BiH Would Make ’Em

to

Albany, Jan. 12.

Assemblyman Daniel M. Kelly,

Manhattan, today (TuesJ intro-

duced a bill amending the general

business law to require theatres

screening 3-D features to display

sign, minimum oiie foot wide, that

Polaroid glasses are necessary for

viewing, sign to be located at or

adjacent to boxoffice.
Kelly told Variety purpose is

to give public adequate notice that

special glasses must be worn and
prevent patron confusion between
3-D and processes like Cinerama
and CinemaScope, not . requiring
viewers.

Kelly also reintroduced a meas-
ure requiring theatres selling re-

served seats to display at or near

boxoffice a diagram showing loca-

tion and number of each seat
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Film attendance increased fromf
10 to 20% in the United States

during 1953. While the upbeat did

not apply to all situations, it was
generally experienced ..

by most
chain operators, the big circuits as

well as those operating a half-a-

dozen theatres.

Theatre execs attributed the. in-

crease to “more interest in* films

and a little less interest in tv."

The new techniques^-3-D, Ch'.e-

rama, Cinemascope, Widescreen,

and stereophonic sound—received

the credit fpr making the public

theatre conscious, In addition, a

good supply of hot product, many
of which managed to establish new
record grosses and runs for the-

atres, contributed to the general

upbeat,

While revealing attendance in-

creases, theatre officials were re-

luctant to admit that the business

had emerged from its “difficult'’

phase. As One theatre executive

put it, “The attendance is up and
our losses are less.”

Discussion of financial • returns

of theatre operation has placed ex-

hibitors in a paradoxical situation,

a problem that has even invaded
the inner councils of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations.
On the one hand, the industry is
fighting to squelch recurrent talk

that the industry is on its last legs

and is facing difficult financial

1954V SMASH GETAWAY

Minneapolis Theatremen Express
Gratification at Grosses

Dislribt dock
i
Continued from page 1 ;

. Minneapolis, Jan. 12,

There are loud cheers in local in-

dustry circles because 1954 has
gotten off to such a smash boxof-
fice start. Here and throughout the
territory, New Year’s week brought
the biggest; grosses of any recent
similar period, circuit heads -and
branch managers agree;

“Terrific” was the description of
business over the Paramount chain
by its president, Harry B. French.
“Grosses generally were amazing,
especially in the Twin Cities,” said
French; “It’s most encouraging.”

In Minneapolis hefty takes were
chalked up by “Miss Sadie Thomp-
son,” “Hondo,” “Here Come the
Girls” and “The Sea Around Us,”

j
in particular. “Exceedingly gratify-

j

ing,” asserted Harry H. Weiss,
RKO Theatres district manager.

- A single day’s pre-New - Year’s
advance showing of the new Mar-
tin & Lewis picture, “Money From
Home,” with admission raised .from
85c to $1, garnered approximately
$5,000 at 4,000-seat Radio City. For
Minneapolis that's M tidy one-day
sum.
Reopening as the Suburban

World with a “fine arts” policy and

tude would be reflected In public Rowing of

Ion to film-gbing. Oh theWr 1 $EF£SEL2*r!L*3S:

the competition that .may be able
to play them? If not, the distrfi)

Is going to take a loss unless he’s
willing to make a standard version
available.

A third example is cited. What if

a key situation is equipped and
plays a Cinemascope picture but
the rest of the circuit, in the hin-

terlands, isn’t ready -for the sys-

tem? And what if the opposition
has some, houses, that are equipped?
Conviction is growing that the
companies—with the exception of
20th—will protect their interests
by making available duplicate ver-

sions of their CinemaScopers, par-

ticularly abroad where the decision
to go CinemaScope isn’t as com-
pletely up to the individual exhib
as it’s in . the U. S.

There is a possibility that 20th
also may bow to econpmlc realities.

Since most distribs
,

have a fair

backlog of unrefeased product
abroad, they’re not forced into any
immediate decisions. In fact, they
are hesitant to make longrange
policy anouncements in view of the
uncertainties of the year ahead.

problems for fear that this atti-
^ . _ 1 _ 1 J !_ n _ A. L 1 * 'Ll! - I

reaction
hand,, the industry is faced with
the task of claiming “poverty” in

order to receive elimination or a
cut in the 20% Federal admis-
sion tax.

The smalltown and nabe thea-
tres, it’s pointed out, are still run-
ning into perilous times, since
they have not been able to take
full advantage of the new tech-
niques. A renewed tax .

fight as
well as a battle for more advanta-
geous terms from distribs, it's in-

dicated, will be waged in the name
of the small operator.

November Up 12%%
Chicago, Jan. 12.

December receipts at City Tax
Collectors office, denoting Novem-
ber theatre revenue, indicates a biz
jump of 12%% for the month over
the same session in 1952. Thea-
tres kicked in $108,789 in taxes
last November, against $95,987 the
year before. Total of $1,118,039
was paid in taxes by theatres here
for the first 11 months qf 1953.
Same period in 1952 showed collec-
tion of $1,044,414, a rise last year
of about 7%. JLTpbeat is charged
largely to increased admissions, de-
spite the fact that more houses
Were operative in 1952 than in
1953.

.

'

AU amusements, theatres in-
cluded, paid the tax office $171,834
last November and $1,800,259 for
the first 11 months of the year. To-
tal amusements were up 5% over
1952 as the revenue for that year
reached $1,718,752.

est,” the neighborhood Granada,
shuttered for more than a year
since the Paramount circuit aban
dohed it, has been chalking up
“sensational” grosses, according to
Ted Mann,

t
owner of; the Minne-

apolis and St. Paul downtown
first-run World theatres, who has
taken oyer the uptown house.

Shoestringers’ Triumph
“Little Fugitive,” the production

made by a trio of amateurs on a
shoestring, is on its way to making
some solid coin via circuit engage-
ments. it breaks into the mass
booking market on Feb. 4 in
Loew’s metropolitan N. Y. thea
tres. Pic, being released by the
Joseph Burstyn Co., will be cou-
pled with United Artists’ “The Man
Between.”

“Fugitive” concludes a 15-week
engagement at the Normandie The
atre, N. Y., on Jan. 18. It has also
played art houses in key cities, but
the Loew booking marks its first
entry into the circuits.

Amosement Stock Quotations
flV.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuetday (12)

1953-54
High Low
15%
50%
50%
22%
12%
47%
14%
734
30%
36%

12%
38%
38%
11%
7%
41%
10%
4%
24%
26%

in 100s

AmBr-ParTh 161
CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”
Col. Pic.

:

Decca
Eastman Kdk.
Loew’s ;

.

Nat. Thea. . .

Paramount .

Philco . , . .

Weekly Yol.Weekly Weekly

20
. 12
41
194
150
460
154
43
67

High
15%
48%
48%
20%
10%
47%
13%

• 7 .

"

27%
29%

Low
15
47
47%
10%
10
47
13%
6%

27
28%

Tues.
/‘Close

15%
47
47%
19%
10%
47%
13%
6%
27%
23%

Net
Change
for week
+' %—

l

3
fc—1%“

• %
— %— %— %
+ %

Continued from page 3

29% 21 RCA . 354- 23% 22% 22% ' %
7 4% 2% RKO Piets. . . 86 3% 3% 3% _-

.

5% 3% RKO Thea. .. 107 • 4% 434 434

.

%
: 4%/ •234 Republic .... 77 3% 3%: 3%
11% 9% Rep., pfd. , 11 11 1034 1034 —
12% 8% Stanley War*. 176 11% 11% - 11%

-j-

3 8
21% 13% 20th-Fox ... 405 21 18% 20% %
1934 14 Univ. Pix. . . . +52 19% 18% 19 •Ts

68% 61 Unlv„ pfd. ... 70 64% 64 64 f- -V4

17% 11% Warner Bros;t 88 14% 1334 1334 %
84 62% Zenith . .... 23 66 63% 65 *— lit

American Stock Exchange
6 2% Allied Artists 180 6 5% -5%
1734 8% Du Mont .7. 82 9% 9% 9%
17% 13% Technicolor . 54 14% 13% 1334 %
3% 2% Trans-Lux . . 3 ,

. 3 • 3 3 —
Over-the-Counter Securities Bid Ask

'

Color Corp, of Amer. . %. 1% —

-

U.S. Non-Pros to Star
In de Rochemont’s Film

Kansas City, Jan. 12.

A young Kansas City couple who
have never played a part on the
screen have been picked for the
leads in the new documentary
which Louis de Rochemont is mak-
ing in Cinerama. Betty, 23, and j nabes
John Marsh, 26, are the pair.

Couple were located through the
University of Kansas City where
Mrs. Marsh was in a drama class.

Sugannan, Hofheimer Sell,

Close, and Go Own Ways
Columbus, Jan. 12.

Gradual dissolution of H. & S.
Theatres, neighborhood chain op-
erated by longtime partners Al-
bert L. Sugarman and Lee J. Hof-
heimer has been completed with
the sale of final properties. Waver-
ly Drive-in in the new atomic plant
area near Waverly, O., went to
Toledo interests. Company closed
the Champion and Avondale and
sold the Indianola to Frank Maf-

^zetti, owner of the Linden. All are
nabe houses.

After these adjustments, - the
partnership was dissolved with
Hofheimer retaining the North-Hi
drive-in, which he later sold to
Ethel Miles, operator of. seven

and three other Ozoners.

^

Sugarman retained his interest in
the World, an art house, and the
Little. These he turned over to his
son, Charles, who now operates

mijttee also has a rep looking into

metered tv and preparing a report.

Encouragement- for. subscription-
tv. applicants was , seed recently
When the FCC indicated it wouldn’t
oppose J'M "stations engaging in
“questionable,” i.e. non-broadcast;
activities provided they kept up a
36-hour minimum weekly sked. Ex?
tending this argument, attorneys
feel that the FCC position might
also cover FM stations going into
partial subscription-tv service.

FCC’s own analysis of economic
difficulties being encountered by
TV stations is further seen aiding
,toll-tv proponents,

Interesting new angle* which
might well serve as a stormwarn
ing for the days when, fee-tv gets
the green light, was brought up
when the Sun-Air Drive-in Palm
Springs, Cal,, protested to the Jus-
tice Dept, and the FCC regarding
Paramount’s Telemeter pay-as-you
see test currently being conducted
at the desert resort.

Herbert Nusbaum, attorney for
Ben Bronstein, operator of the
ozoner, challenged (1) Telemeter’s
right to run pix ahead of theatres
without going through the regular
bidding procedure, and (2) Par’s
right to be in subscription-tv at all
since it puts the company back into
exhibition from which it is barred
via the consent decree and divorce-
ment. :

Considering that several film
companies, and particularly War-
ner Bros, and 20th-Fox have made
active overtures to Skiatron to buy
into its Subscriber-Vision system,
observers are watching the Palm
Springs action with more than
passing interest. It’s felt that,
should a court actually grant Bron
stein’s request—-that Par be -forced
to divest itself of the Telemeter
interest—an important precedent
may be set and the distribs may
well find themselves barred from
controlling this new -electronic out-
let.

Cinerama .

.

Chesapeake Industries
Polaroid .

U. A. Theatres
Walt. Disney .

Actual Volume,
t Ex-dividend,

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus' A Co.

)

1%
23^

49
8%

/ 8%

2%
3%

51
10
934

— %
-f %— %

11

Continued from page 5

Marsh is a dentist, recently gradu-

:

the two houses, the elder Sugar
ated. They were chosen because man having retired.
they fit the role of typical young ——:—

;
—

.

Aumrixaris who have traveled ex- James Stewart Bally Trip
Washington, Jan. 12.

James Stewart will be intro-
duced to official Washington brass

Is entitled "The Thrill _ot Your tSvereal’s ‘TOein St Story

"

iTifrrinoon • _ 1 • . v i

tehsively.

The de Rochemont fijm takes
them to Europe for a 4-month trek,
their first actual trip abroad. Film

! L" "'•“h he stars, tees on. Aircouple and their first trip to the
States.

Larry Graburri Joins Col

Larry Grabiirn, formerly ad-pub
director of Odeon. Theatres, To-
ronto, has joined Columbia as
Coast assistant to Paul N. Lazarus,
ad-pub v.p. at the homeoffice.
Now in N. Y., Graburn will wing

west this week to take over the
job.

Force Assn., members of the White
House staff, lawmakers, foreign
ambassadors and the press are

.
qn

the invitation lists to screenings
of the film and a luncheon and
dinner.

Stewart Will be accompanied by
Mrs. Glenn Miller, widow of the
Oi’ch leader, wliq will gift the Li-
brary of Congress with original

1

manuscripts of her husband’s com-
positions.

‘Robe’ Whams Singapore
Singapore, Jan. 2.

Twentieth Century-Fox’s “The
Robe” in CinemaScope is setting
new records here at the Cathay
circuit’s Odeon Theatre. House,
which rates as the most modern
showcase in Malaya, gala preeined
the pic Dec. 23 before an audience
consisting of both invited guests
and the public.

General run got started the next
day and. in the first week of its run*
up to Dec, 31, 1953, the b.o. re-
turns had broken all records both
in terms of gross and attendance.
To mark the occasion, the Cathay
group brought Jeffrey Hunter and
Constance Smith here for personal
appearances.

v O'Donnolls' 99-Day Cruiso
Dallas, Jan. 12.

Robert J. O’Donnell, veepee-gen-
eral manager of Interstate Circuit,
and his wife will sail from N. Y.
Jan. 23 on the S.S. Caronia for a
99-day cruise to Tokyo, Yokohama
and the South Pacific.

Trip will keep O’Dohnell, Vari-
ety Clubs’ Internationl Ringmas-
ter, out of the U. S. while the Vari-
ety International Convention is

1
held here March 22-25.

action looking to depose him. But,
in the case of “French Line,” film
Officials feel that Hughes 'Is guilty

qf a direct, and possibly costly* fils-

service; tq the entire industry.

"The Code has been* defied be-

fore,” stated a v.p. in the east,

“but for the most part there Was
some ‘principle’ involved. In the
Hughes matter I fail to see how
‘principle’ enters into it. I don’t
quarrel with non-conformists gen-
erally but in this case Hughes is

trying to make a buck with his

picture at the host of tremendous
industry prestige and at the risk

of bringing new censorships upon
us far more burdensome than
we've ever had before.”

Other execs said that the elimina-
tion qf a mere 80 feet from
“French Line” would square it

with the Code administration. They
add that such a relatively simple
cut could hardly impair the pic’s

value and that Hughes' disinclina-

tion to comply reflects his lack of,

concern about the welfare of the
trade.

Exhibs Ducking

On the exhibition front, some
theatremen have asked to play the
film but bids are being turned
down by the homeoffice (see sep-
arate story). But a check by
Variety unveiled an unusual situa-
tion. A substantial number of ex-

hibs, while acknowledging they
probably could turn over a fast
dollar with the film, want n^part
of it. Theatreowners, including
some who recently played the
Code-nixed “Moon Is Blue,” share
the thought that the film, as it now
stands, might result in a major
migraine in the form of public and
church antagonism.

Hughes’ action ' in Opening
“French Line” in St. LoO has had
further repercussions. RKO dis-
tribution V;p. Charles Boasberg and
his exec aides haven't made any
public statements, of course, but
it’s apparent that they’re doing a
burn. Ope source close to the in-
side pointed out that it's unprecc--)
dented for a sales organization to
be so completely ignored by a
studio boss in selling a film, as
Was the case With ‘Trench Line.”

Whether the controversy over
the film will be taken up at the
next Motion Picture Assn, of
America hoard meeting depends on
the next step taken by RKO. It

doubtless would be placed on the
agenda if the film company elects
to appeal the $25,000 fine which al-

ready has been imposed upon it

by the Code administration. If no
such appeal is taken, on the other
hand, the MPAA would hot be
called upon to take any new action.

Specific date of the board con-
clave has yet to be set.. But Eric

due in N. . Y. today ( Wed.) front
l«the Coast and it’s believed he’ll

call the. meet pronto.

A. Johnston.MPAA president, is the running.

Another St, Louis Rap
St. Louis, Jan. 12.

More opposish to the showing of
“The French Line” sprang up last
week when the Better- Films Coun-
cil of Greater St. Louis* Inc., nixed
tfie film which has been switched
from the Fox to the relighted Mis-
souri, a 3,500-seater only, a block
away. .

Council, through its prez, Mrs.
Charles Shepherd, said it has a
policy of not recommending any
release lacking production seal.

‘Knights’ In Both Forms
Taking cognizance of the eco-

nomic realities of the foreign mar-
ket, Metro is planning the Euro-
pean release of its “Knights of the
Round Table,” in both Cinema-
Scope and standard widescreen
versions.

Company has already announced
that it will make “Rourid Table”
available with a streophonic opti-

cal track which eliminates the need
for the magnetic pickup equipment
but necessitates the addition of two
backstage, speakers.

Statement of Arthur M. Loew,
Loew’s International prexy, that

his company would adopt the sim-
pler directional sound method,
caused . considerable consternation
at 20th-Fox which was immediately
swamped with, queries as to why it

didn’t go along with the cheaper
method. M,-G achieves its stereo
sound effect via cues on the optical
track which permit the necessary
division.

Metro plan is said to call for the
release of the CinemaScoped
“Round Table” iii only a few key
spots. The rest of the engagements
will be widescreen. Between 80

and 90 foreign houses are presently
equipped to show CinemaScope.
Meanwhile, 20th prexy Spyros

P. Skouras is concerned over what
he sees as the inadequate utiliza-

tion of multichannel sound both in

his own studio’s and other pix. He
recently took up the matter via

.
a

long letter to Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th’s studio topper. Skouras feels

that directional sound is a “must’”
on CinemaScope films both artisti-

cally and as an added b.o. incen-
tive.

At the same time,, he takes the

position that, it’s hard to convince
exhibs of investing in the sound
equipment unless picture, content
justifies it. To date, the studios

have made only the most limited
use of. the sound potential. It’s the

position of 20th that it will only

release its CinemaScope pix with

the four-track sound so that a thea-

tre not equipped for it is out of
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THE GREATEST HOLIDAY
ATTRACTION IN YEARS I

NEWMOON REPRESENTATIVES READY!
See Press book for 3 foil pages of names and addresses of New
Moon trailer dealers.

MERCURY DEALERS ACTIVE!

"LONG, LONG TRAILER" PROMOTION!
Never Before Such Promotion ! Timed to synchronize with Washing-

ton's Birthday Bookings in hundreds of theatres.

MUITI-MILLION READERSHIP!
In its "Picture of the Month” Column alone more than 93 million

people will see M-G-Mr
s Ad in 11 top national magazines. Also fan

ads, smash teaser and display ads in newspapers.

FABULOUS AD CAMPAIGN ASSIST!
The New Moon Trailer Company, Mercury Cars and Youngstown
Kitchens will each run full-page, 4-color ads. Additionally, The New
Moon Trailer Company will run full-page ads in 4-colors in terrific-

circulation Sunday supplements and 11 top national magazines, plus

local advertising at time of playdates. All ads plug the picture.

KEY CITY OPENING BALLYHOO I
*

Duplicates of the exact big New Moon trailer used in the picture will

be available to spark the ballyhoo launching of the picture in all

key-city openings.
^

M-G-M STARLET TRAILER TOUR!
Two beautiful starlets will make national tours, each in an exact

duplicate of the New Moon trailer. Each star will make newspaper,
radio, TV and other promotional publicity appearances.

TV PLUGS ON "LONG, LONG TRAILER”

REACH 50 MILLION WEEKLY!
During February and March there will be plugs for "THE LONG,
LONG TRAILER” on the Philip Morris program "I Love Lucy” over
CBS -TV reaching 50 million every week.

500 PHILIP MORRIS FIELD MEN!
500 Philip Morris representatives will work with you. Their names
and. addresses are in the press book. Philip Morris have prepared
tie-in window cards and posters in several sizes which they will plant
by the thousands in tobacco stores, supermarkets, drug chains.

Mercury car dealers from Coast to Coast will extend cooperation in
promotion for their car used in picture.

;

7-FOOT STANDEE!
Wait till you see the smash standee, 7-feet high, 4-feet wide in
6-colors ! It’s a wow, sure-fire ticket -selling. Available at N.S.S.

29 NATIONAL TIE-UPS!
A list of 29 national tie-ups of Desilu Manufacturers (featuring

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz) is shown in the press book.

USE THE PRESS BOOK I

The showman campaign book is a treasure chest of tie-ups, ideas,

sock advertising. Co-operative ad layout for local dealers.

EVERYTHING SYNCHRONIZED
FOR HOLIDAY SHOWINGS!

Read These Trade Press Raves!

Then Call Your M-G-M Branch I

"Funniest picture in a long, long time. Figures to equal box-office

sensation ‘Father of the Bride\”

—

M. P. Daily. "Big box-office.

Exploitation natural.”—Variety. "Sock entertainment.”

—

Film Daily,

"Excellent. A rare and wonderful thing. Will attract all customers.”

—Af. P. Herald. " Shrewdly timed piece of casting. Top business.

Happy customers. Saturated with merchandising opportunities.”—
Boxoffice. "Hilarious comedy. Record-breaking returns.”

—

Showmen's
,

Trade Review, .

'

M-G-M presents LUCILLE BALL, DESI ARNAZ in “THE LONG, LONG TRAILER”

with Marjorie Main • Keenan Wynn • Screen Play by Albert Hackett and Prances Goodrich

Based on the Novel by Clinton Twiss • Photographed in Ansco Color • Print by Technicolor

Directed by Vincente Minnilli • Produced by .Pandro $. Berman
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Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Walter Mirlsch signed Sidney
Franklin, Jr., as story editor at

Allied Artists . . . Janies Best drew
a featured role in Panoramic's
“The Raid,” which Robert L. Jacks
will produce with Hugo Fregonese
directing . . . Herbert B. Leonard
resigned after eight years as pro-

duction manager for Sam Katzman
at Columbia ... National Legion
of Decency handed “B” ratings to

Warners' “Three Sailors and a
Girl,” Columbia’s "Miss Sadie
Thompson” and 20th-Fox’s “Man
Crazy,” , . , George Montgomery
gets, the : title role in Sam Katz-
man's “Bat Masterson, Badman”
at Columbia ... Marilyn Monroe
off the payroll at 20th-Fox for re-

fusal to report for pre-recording
sessions for^Pink Tights.”

Columbia signed II. C. Potter to

direct the Betty Grable tunefilm,
“The Pleasure Is All Mine.” ...
Robert Keith joined RKO’s “The
Big Rainbow” bast, replacing John
Mclntire who is tied up with
“Broncho Apache.” . ,

..Phil Carey
assigned to co-star with Fred Mac-
Murray in Columbia’s "The Killer
Wore a Badge/’ to be produced by
Jules Schermer . , . Warners signed
Mae Marsh to play a Hollywood
character actress in “A Star Is

Born.” . . . Dianne Foster drew a

top role in the Harry Joe Brown
production, “The Gunslinger,” at

.
Columbia . ... Benedict Bogeaus
signed Frank Sully and John
Dierkes for featured roles in his

indie production,.“Desperate Men."
Collier Young and Ida Lupino

6igned WilHam Talman to star in
Filmakers’ “The Firebug.” . . .

Eugene Iglesias will play a 'deaf
mute in^ RKO’s “The Big Rain-
bow.” . . -Mervyn LeRoy return-
ing to Warners where he directed
pictures prior to joining Metro in
1939 . . . Jaek Cummings will pro-
duce “Babylon Revisited” for Met-
ro in England with either Mont-
gomery Clift or Marlon Brando as
male lead opposite Elizabeth Tay-
lor. . < E. G. Marshall will play a

•police
. lieutenant in “The Killer

Wore a Badge” at Columbia . . .

Ray Boyle signed for a featured
role in Metro’s “P.O.W. Story.”

. Helen Winston, snagged a role
in Richard Goldstone's “Tobor” at
Columbia.

.

. Gilbert Roland and Niven Busch
are forming an indie company to
produce “Blood on the Horns,” Ro-
land’s own story of his father, a
Spanish bullfighter. Bill Ash will
make his screen deBut in Pano-
ramic’s -“The Raid,” starring Van
Heflin ,

tf
. Republic will hold the

world preem of “Jubilee Trail”
Jan, 15 at the Saenger Theatre,
New Orleans. . .‘Wilton Graff will
play a Hollywood emcee in “A Star
Is Born” at Warners ... Henry
Rowland drew a featured role in

Panoramic’s “Gambler From Nat-
chez.”. . .Third filming of “Daddy
Long Legs” with co-star Fred As-
taire and Leslie Caron at 20th-Fox,
with Sol C. Siegel producing the
musical version

;
in Cinemascope.

Donald Barry Productions has a
program of four films, “Daughters
oi Billy, the Kid,” .“Convict Stage
to Yuma,” “Louisiana Swamp
Girl” and “Santa Ana’s Treasure,”
each budgeted at $150,000 . . . Ab-
ner Greshler signed Aleen Leslie
to screenplay “Vendetta,” based on
the Marie Corelli novel . . . Laslo
Benedek will direct “Bengal Rifle,”

a Ted Richmond production star-

ring Rock Hudson at UI . . . Cleo
Moore signed a term player pact
with Panoramic Productions, start-

ing as femme lead in “Hawk of the
Desert” . . . Paramount inked H. L.
Davis to write the screenplay for
the new version of "The Covered
Wagon,” starring Alan Ladd . . .

Arthur Lubin will direct UI’s
“Francis Joint the WACs” with
Donald O’Connor and Lisa Gaye
starring and Chill Wills -speaking
for the mule.

King Bros, program for 1954 con-
sists of four films: “The Syndi-
cate,” “Indian Fighter.” "The
Two-Headed Spy” and “The Boy
and the Bull” . . . David Brown
drew a two-year contract as story
editor at 20th-Fox ... UI picked
up Lisa Gayc’s player option . . .

Charles Brackett will produce
Claude Binyon’s screenplay, “A
Woman’s World,” at 20th-Fox . . .

Paramount assigned Bobby Dolan
to produce a remake of the musi-
cal, "Anything Goes,” first filmed
in 1936 . . . Pat Dugan will produce
“My Three Angels,” based on the
Broadway play, for Paramount . . .

Richard Carlson announced that
he will produce, direct and star in
“Love by Force.” an indie for which
he wrote the original story.
Tony Owen has a package deal

for the production of "C.I.C."
• Counter Inetllgience Corps) in
Germany this summer, in associa-
tion with George Marshall,' who
will direct, and Dana Andrews,

who will star . . . Warren Douglas
completed the script of “Ketchikan”
for production by Lindsley Parsons
at Allied Artists . . . Metro as-

signed Johnny Green to produce
two more musical shorts: “The
MGM Jubilee Overture” and an un-
announced subject to be conducted
by Alfred Wallenstein . V . UI as-

signed Mari Blanchard to one of

the two top femme roles opposite
Rory Calhoun in “Dkivn at Socor-
ro” . . . Warners signed two more
newcomers, Robert Dumas and Don
McKay for roles in “A Star Is

Born” . ... RKO handed a new con-
tract to Arthur Hunnicutt and as-

signed .him to “She Couldn’t . Say
No.”

Seven films in various stages of
editing at Warners are: “Dial M
for Murder/’ “Them,” “Ring of
Fear,” “The High and the Mighty,”
“A Star Is Bom,” “Lucky Me” and
“The Talisman” . V: Dorothy Phil-
lips returns to the screen to play a
society matron in Columbia’s “The
Human Beast” . , . Fred Karger as-

signed as musical coordinator on
“The Pleasure Is All Mines”

t
at Co-

lumbia . . . Dan O’Herllhy will play
Rock Hudson’s rival in UPs “Ben-
gal Rifles” ... Leo Gordon joined
the. “Sign of the Pagan” cast at
UI ... With the sighing of Howard
Pine, UI how has a total of nine
producers under contract

Hecht-Lancaster signed Cesar
Romero for one of the top roles in
“Vera Cruz,” slated to role in
Mexico iCity. Feb. 22 ... Darryl F.
Zanuck sighed Stephen Papich as
dance director for “The. Egyptian”
at 20th-Fox . . . “We Believe in
Love” at 20th-Fox goes back to its

original title, “Three Coins in the
Fountain” . . . George Fisher,
Hollywood commentator, and Joan
Shawlee, tv fashion commentator,
will play themselves in “A Star Is
Born” at Warners. . /. . Jim Backus
and Jerry Hausner completed a
cartoon script called “Rockef/
Racket” and sold it to United Pro-
ductions of America . . Crandall
Brown switched from the Metro
studio scenario den^’ment to the
home office story staff.

Chinese Features
Washington, Jan. 12.

Communist China's govern-
ment-controlled film industry
“reached new heights” in 1953,
it has notified the world. Last
year, it claims, it produced 17
features and educational pic-

tures, 31' documentaries, 96
newsreels, One cartoon and a
.puppet show film. In addition,

last year, China' imported 40
features and 30 educational
pix from,the other Iron Cur-
tain nations (mostly Russia).

The Chinese announced also

that they are completing a

full-length eolor picture of a
traditional Chinese opera,
“Liang Shan-po and Chu Ying-
tai” and plan to do other tra-

ditional operas on film.

Joe Bernhard
,
Continued from pane 3

,

Leew Who’s Who
Continued from page 3

will continue as second in com-
mand to Schenck.

Earlier, it had appeared that
Schenclc’ would move to. board
chairmanship of production-distri-
bution. In that event, Moskowitz,
and possibly Vogel, • would have
been in the running for the presi-
dency, this despite the fact that
Vogel is fundamentally a “theatre-
man.”
However, intelligence from with-

in is that Schenck now has no in-

tention -of slowing down. He’ll re-
main actively at the helm so Jong
as he is capable of so doing, Fur-
ther, it’s pointed out that the gap
between Schenck and other offi-

cials of the company is an unusu-
ally wide one. He has the confi-
dence of stockholders and the sup-
port of top members of every divi-
sion of the overall operation,
including the studio. No one else,

at this time, approaches Schenck
as the boss, it’s pointed out, and
for someone else to replace him
under the present set of circum-
stances is regarded as hardly even
a remote possibility.

Divorcement has been on sched-
ule for next month but some time
back the company succeeded in
obtaining a six-month extension.
It’s now set for August.

M-G’s Global Fest

A unique “M-G-M World-Wide
Film Festival” to mark Metro’s
30th anniversary year in the for-
eign field has been skedded by
Loew’s International in key* houses
abroad for the week of Feb. 15.

According to Lbew’s Interna-
tional, prexy Arthur M. Loew, there
will be a one-day, prerelease show-
ing of a previously

J

unreleased
Metro picture during every day of
the fete. When it’s all over, the pix
will be withdrawn to await their
regular engagements.
Loew called the festival a trib-

ute to the Metro studio which has
sufficient product to arrange an af-

fair of this kind. Not every coun-
try- will get the same films. Among
the pix to be utilized will be
“Knights of the Round

,
Table” in

Cinemascope and the stereo-
phonic optical sound track; “Rhap-
sody,” “Executive Suite,” “Julius
Caesar,” ‘’Mogambo/’ “Easy to
Love,” and “The Band Wagon.”
All are in Technicolor.

holders, at the company’s annual

meeting in Wilmington, Delaware,

today (Wed.), will be asked to

approve a clause in the company’s

by-laws allowing it to pursue ac-

tivities in non-entertainment fields.

Return of director Mervyn
LeRoy to Warner Bros, is inter-

preted in. some quarters as tied in

with Cinerama. Separately, SW
prexy S. H. (Si) Fabian has been
negotiating witKWarners and with
LeRoy to make a picture in Ciner-

ama. Talks with Warners involved
the making of “Helen . o^Troy” in

Cinerama, but the idea was dropped
because of WB commitments with-

Italian partners. Pic is now slated

for Cinemascope. In discussions

with LeRoy, no specific property
was mentioned, but Fabian wanted
the director to oversee .. a Cine-,

rama project. There’s a chance
now that if WB embarks .on a
Cinerama film in a Co-proudction
arrangement with SW, LeRoy will

be at the production and director-

ial helm.

In. welcoming LeRoy back to

WB, executive producer Jack L.

Warner said the company was
turning over to the director a

group of the latest books and play
propffttiCs “from which he will se-

lect his first picture.”

Meanwhile, Stanley Warner is

preparing to open its tenth Cine-
rama outlet in the United States.

St. Louis' Ambassador Theatre re-

ceives the medium on Feb. 10.

First night will be a benefit spon-
sored by the Variety Club for
Crippled . Children, with regular
public showings beginning with the
matinee the next day. “This Is

Cineraria/’ initial film in the
medium, is currently on view In
New York, Detroit, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Washing-
ton, Pittsburgh, San Francisco and
Boston. .

Post-Stalin Russia

Yank Tunes
Continued from page 2

into his presentations, which won'
him many friends among the non-
Hitlerites.

Generosity of Eastern authori-
ties towards western music was
also evidenced at the recent DEFA
filmball in East Berlin. Here, two
orchestras mainly played American
and British songs. “Sugarbush,”
“Red Roses for a Blue Lady” and
“Moulin Rouge” were played over
and over again. “It was some-
thing unique,” one observer
opined, “to see Soviet officers

dance to music which they were
taught to dislike.”

Western observers are rather
surprised at the sudden tolerance
towards American music as shown
by East German Commies. They
remember very well that not so
long ago a bandleader there risked
his neck when giving out with a
“decadent” western song. It is

generally felt that the main reason
of Commie radio stations to broad-
cast western dance music js con-
nected with their hope to win back
East Zone listeners. Latter usually
picked a western radio station
when feeling in the mood for a
piece of dance music.

One Soviet German paper recently
held: “If they want to. hear this
so-called music, well, let them have
it. After all, we are a free democ-
racy. Civilized people know where
the real art in music is to be
found.” And this brings East Zone
hepcats (of whom many are regu-
lar customers in West Berlin jiVe-
joints) to saying: Let American
bands come over

!

continued

Stalin, one prominent U. S. news-
paper correspondent just returned
from Moscow, believes it is “a bad
mistake” to keep Hollywood films

from going into Russia and the
satellite countries since they pro-
vide. a link of inestimable value
/between the Russian, people and
the free world.

The correspondent, who asks to

remain, nameless since he is re-

turning to his post soon, added
that it Was his impression the So-
viet government at this point was
ready to make all sorts of conces-
sions, including the important one
of allowing a measure of super-
vision for the distribution of any
American imports.

Back -Compensation?
He also maintained that, if it

meant getting new Hollywood pix,

the Red regime would probably be
willing

,
to make some sort of finan-

cial settlement for the dozen or so
American films which are current-
ly being shown throughout Russia
without royalty payments to their
U. S. owners. Moscow has . main-
tained that these pix represent
“War booty,” an argument Which
doesn't hold water With the Amer-
ican film companies With Yankee
concepts of property rights.

Only recently the State Dept
advised Eric Johnston, Motion Pic-
ture Export Assn, prexy, that it

didn’t think this was the time to
do any film trading with the So-
viet Union or the satellites. Lack
of facilities for checking exhibition
and editing is crucial.

SOme foreign managers, feel
strongly that any U. S. film shown
behind the. Iron Curtain would be
a distinct asset, particularly since
only non-political productions
would be sent, anyway. Against
that is the fear that, should the
industry go ahead and make a .deal,
it might backfire via an accusation
of “trading with the enemy.” It is^

partly for this reason that the
MPEA and Johnston will not make
a move unless it has State Dept,
blessing.

The Soviets, vial Artkino, their
U. S. distrib, have asked for the
renewal of licenses on nine pix
which they acquired in the ’30s.

Both this request as well as an in-
formal bid for a batch of new films
have been nixed by the MPEA in
the light of the State Dept.’s atti-

tude. Back in 1948, Johnston made
a deal with the Russians for

.
pur-

chase of a number of films. How-
ever, the Soviets kept stalling, and
the MPEA finally gave up trying.
' According to the previously quot-
ed U. S. correspondent, the situa-
tion has now changed, particularly
since it is believed to have been
Stalin, or someone in the group
near him who threw in the 1948
monkey-wrench. Also, the Russians
are embarrassingly short, of domes-
tic pix. Their ’53 output was down
to between 25 and 30 features. A
number of films that had been in
production at the time of stalin’s
death had to be scrapped due to
the new Soviet line which no long-
er treats Stalin as a semi-god.

Woo India and Italy

American distribution execs have
noted with interest the signing of
a‘ new five-year trade agreement
between Russia and India which
made specific mention of films.
They are also intrigued by news
of a proposed Soviet-Italiah film
deal. Dr. Eitel Monaco, president
of Anica, the Italo producers or-
ganization, leaves for Moscow Jan.
19 to start talks at the invitation of
the Soviet government. The tim-
ing of both these moves is consid-
ered significant.

In India, anti-American feeling
is growing in the wake of a re-
ported military assistance pact be-
tween this country and Pakistan.
The Russians, for a long time have
mounted a “cultural” offensive in
India and have used film as part
of that campaign; It is feared that
now, with India in an emotional
turmoil, the Soviet propaganda pix
may find response. The talks of the
Italians with the Russians come
at a time* when the Italian indus-
try has served clear notice on the
U. S. distribs of dissatisfaction
with its earnings in America. .

According to Nicolas Napoli,
Artkino prexy, in N. Y.,. Russian
pix have about a dozen outlets in
the American market and their
bookings can go higher on excep-
tional productions. There is some
16m circulation too among colleges
and other interested groups. Napoli
said that he had no further in-

from page 3
*
structions from his Moscow prin-
cipal. He indicated that the .next
move would be up to “the sellers/'
i.e. the Americans.

Claim 4#,000 ’Installations’

Washington, Jan. J.2,

Soviet Union claims a nationwide
network of 40,000 installations to
show films to its farm communities,
according to the U.S.S.R. Ministry
of Culture.

Pix shown are largely agricul-
tural instruction films.

Continued from pace 1

,
produced and directed by, Miss
JBergrian’s husband, Roberto' Ros-
sellini. It’s playing the RKO cir-
cuit/ key 'houses of the Loew’s,
Skouras, Brandt, Century, Fabian
and United Paramount circuits; and
the indies,

When Miss Bergman left her
husband and daughter to go to live

with Rossellini, her action resulted
in much unfavorable newspaper
publicity and . even threatened
Congressional action to “license”
film players according to their
moral qualifications; “Stromboli”
was her first picture with Rossel-
lini.

Since then she has made two or
three others, including “Greatest
Love.” According to the latest in^
formation from Rome, Miss Berg-
man will

,
star In a CinemaScope

film Version of Arthur Honegger’s
opera, ’.’Joan attHe Stake,” which
her husband has Staged successful-
ly in Italy and which has been
booked into the La Scala in jVlilan
and the Paris

:
Opera House.

Booking of “Greatest Love” into

the. RKO circuit is seen significant

since it’s second dubbed film to

play the chain within recent
months. The other was “Rome 11

O’clock.” “Greatest Love” has
been dubbed in Europe, using the

original: voices of Miss Bergman
and Alexander Knox. Film was
one of the entries fif the Italian

film festival at the Little Carnegie
Theatre, N. Y., in late 1952. It has
since been fitted with a new sound-
track.

Who Bets What?
Continued from pace 7

French government which undoubt-
edly would decide on the basis of

local (French) billings.

Attempt to arrive at some kind
of fixed formula is practically as

old as the foreign market. The
last, time the companies got to-

gether Was in 1947 when it came to

divvying up Australian coin. Since
then, arrangements have been
more or less based on compromises
rather than a set rule. Biggest
difficulty is to arrive at an equita-

ble basis for cutting up a batch of

permits in a given area while still

doing justice to conditions prevail-

ing there. >

Proposed formulae pretty much
reflect the companies making the

pitch, Metro, for instance, has
held that the only just division

would be on the basis of produc-
tion costs. Others would like to

have taken .into consideration the
number of pi:: released in a terri-

tory, local billings, domestic bill-

ings, etc. Since there are ten

MPEA members, and the interests
of one almost inevitahly conflict

with those of another, MPEA
execs admit that the likelihood of

finally coming up with a satisfac-

tory solution is very slim even
though it Would save many hours
of discussion and much aggrava-
tion.

Continued, from page 3

ly Warner Bros, had obtained the
rights to “Dial M For Murder/’
the film

’ production of which has
already been completed.
There is lively film interest in

several recent Broadway entries,

but the bidding hasn’t started in

full force yet.: These include, “Oh,
Men! Oh, Women!/’ “The Prescott

[Proposals” and “The Remarkable
Mr,. Perinypacker.” If the Produc-
tion Code restrictions could be
surmounted, there would, be a

scramble for “Tea and Sympathy/’
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“Should do hefty gross

—Variety

“Wonderfully funny!” —Time

“The tills should jingle

merrily !” —Ind. Film Journal

“Sure to be one of Guinness’

biggest money-makers!”
—M. P. Herald

/.

“Bright, frisky, pungent fare!”

—Film Daily

“One of the merriest of the

mischievous Guirinfess films
!

”

—N.Y, Times

“Great fun on all counts!”—Cue

“A natural for long runs!”

—Boxoffice
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Doing smash business in all first engagements I

SYRACUSE—Eckel; BOSTON—Astor; DAYTON—Art; NEW HAVEN—lincoln; CHICAGO—

Ziegfeld; STAMFORD—Plaza; LOS ANGELES—Ritz; HARTFORD—Art; MEMPHIS

—

Warner; NEW YORK—Paris; CLEVELAND—Stillman; OENVER—Esquire; BUFFALO—

Cinema; SALT LAKE—Tower; RICHMOND, VA.-Lee ; MILWAUKEE—Strand; SAN DIEGO

—Mission; ROCHESTER—Cinema; SEATTLE—Blue Meuse; SAN FRANCISCO—United

Artists; KANSAS CITY—Vogue; PHILADELPHIA—studio; CINCINNATI—Guild; HOUSTON

-River Oaks; DALLAS—Esquire; FT. WORTH-Bowie; PORTLAND, ORE.—Guild;

DETROIT—Madison; ST. LOUIS—Shady Oak, Pageant; SPRINGFIELD—Art

NOW
situations coming up

!

more

(lMNIVEa,.

A
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CHICAGO
James Coston equipped 15 houses

for Cinemascope = in his Chi-Wis-

consin circuit.- >
.

_ •

. ,

Jack Garber, B&K flack, back

home; recovering from surgery,

Charles L. Casanave, former pic

distribution exec in Chi, now^head-

ing Fred Astaire Dance Studio

Corp.

Woods Theatre,- whose Walker

screen was nixed by 20«i-Fox for

showing of '*12 Mile Reei* ^
stalled an Astrolite and shifted

the Walker to the Lamar Theatre.

“Eddie Cantor Stoiy” . set lor

MeVickers Jan. 29; ‘‘Money From
Home “ in 3-D, opens RKO Grand
Feb. 3; and “6lenn Mlller Stonr

is set for Chicago Theatre Feb, 12.

Green Valley Theatre, Green
Valley, 111., went to part time oper-

ation last week. .

Negotiations under way for set-

tling Alamo and Imperial Theatre

antitrust suits out of court.

Ed Wolk, local theatre -supply

dealer, purchased Coed Theatre

building from Lucien Levacare

who had operated the house for

five years. Wolk said he did not

intend to reopen the theatre which

has been closed for several months,

branch manager, replaces LeVoir
at Republic.

Charlie Weiner, I.F.E. distribu-

tor, hooking up “Secret Conclave"
with Catholic organizations on
deals similar to "Martin Luther's"

with Protestant denominations; has
"picture set for full week of Feb.

2-8, at Hays Theatre, St. Cloud,
Minn. ;

.

'

Circuit owner Bennie Berger,
North Central Allied president,
reappointed Minnesota chairman
for the 1954 Crusade of Freedom
to raise funds for Radio Free Eu-
rope Feb. 12-22.

Fire in Paramount's nabe Loring
Theatre here was conflned to the
ventilating system, but routed
patrons in sub-zero weather.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Biz at first-runs has been boom-

ing for last couple of weeks.
. .

j. j. Parker’s Broadway installed

Cinemascope, with "Knights of

Round Table" in first.

Harry Lewis took over man-
ager's desk at .

National Screen J.

Service office here. ,

Keith Petzgold in as .general

manager for Jesse Jones circuit of

five houses. .

•

Jack Braxton made manager of

Bagdad Theatre.
Old landmark, the Playhouse

Theatre, will he razed in favor of

: a parking lot soon.

OMAHA
Ralph D. Goldberg remodeled

his former nabe house, the Arbor,

and is renting it out as offices,

Goldberg now has seven houses

going, including the downtown
State and Town spots, _
Don Shane, manager of Or-

?
heum, received a citation from
Teasury Department’s savings

bond division for showing short,

"Cash Stashers.” .

Randall G. Mcllvaine, 'former

assistant, upped to manager of

Brandeis Theatre here, replacing

Larry Caplane, shifted to Kansas

City; Mo. ,.. ..

Carl Rose completed installation

of new curved widescreen at his

Sun Theatre in York.

ST, LOUIS
Bernard Taylor, voice teacher on

staff of Juilliard School of Music,

New York, elected prez of the Na-

tional Assn: of Teachers of Singing.

Komm Theatre Enterprises of

fctv LOuis lighted a 500-car ozoner

near Granite City, 111. A 200-seat

"theatrette” has been built for pa-

trons who wish to see the show out-

side of their cars. Heaters are pro-

vided for auto patrons. ....
H E. Webster relighted his Web-

ster, Steelevillc, Mo., after having

shuttered it for 10 days.

Edwards and Plumlee Circuit,

Farmington, Mo., shuttered the Re-

gal, Elvins, Mo., for indefinite

period. ,
•

The Cinderella, a unit of the

Fred Wehrenberg Theatres, boasts

the largest Radiant Atrolie s^en
in a St. Louis nabe. It is 37 feet

wide.

MINNEAPOLIS
Drive-in Corporation, operating

outdoor theatres in territory, elect-

ed: Leo Ross, Sauk RaDids. Minn.,

exhibitor, prexy; Frank Mantzke,
Barnie Ben field and Harry Ressler,

veepees, and Cal Nygaard, secre-

tary-treasurer.
O. E. Maxwell, Northwest Sound

Service head, back on job after re-

covery from major operation,
Flu had Fay Dressell, RKO

branch manager, out of commis-
sion.
Cinerama negotiations for Para-

mount's loop State or Century here
still status quo.
Paramount chain’s plans to re-

open shuttered loop ^Vster as twin
bill second-run house continue to
be stymied by unacceptable pro-
jectionists’ demands.

Chet LeVoir, who resigned from
Republic to join Universal sales
staff, assigned to South Dakota. He
fills vacancy created by Kenny
Adams’ promotion to sales man-
ager to succeed Pat Halloran. Lat-
ter was transferred to Milwaukee
as branch manager. Dick Stahl,
former North Star exchange

KANSAS CITY
A new angle to theatre robbery

was added to holdup of Gladstone
Theatre here Jan. 3 when Bill CoL
Her, manager, was held captive

about an hour before thieves made
off with $1,131. Gladstone is east-

side subsequent run of Fox Mid-
west circuit.

Roy Hill appointed manager pf

Tower Theatre, Fox Midwest down-
town firstrun. Hill moves over
from the Fairway, which plays day-
date with the Tower, Uptown and
Granada Theatres. He replaces
Barney Joffee, who resigned Dec
31 after many years at the helm of

the Tower.

here for last 25 years, resigned to

go with Associated Theatres as

private secretary to Ernest Stern*

"Harold Cornelius promoted to

Washington, Pa., as manager of the
Stanley-Warner Washington.

Harris circuit sold its Harris
Theatre in DuBois to A. P, Way,
vet exhibitor ip that city who now
owns all* .three houses there.

Victoria in Wheeling, W. Va„
purchased ,by West Virginia Thea-
trical Enterprises, a Dipson-circuit
operation. pipsons operate all the
other downtown Wheeling theatres

except the Rex, which is a George
ZCppos enterprise.

David M. Finenjan and Robert
Leiber will hot renew their lease

on the Rankin Theatre, which ex-

pires in a few months. Leiber will

continue at . the Paramount in

Braddock while Fineman will de-

vote all his time to insurance.

Jack Weltner, UA booker, elect-

ed to succeed Alverne A. Lostetter,

Universal cashier, as president of

Film Exchange Employees Local

F-ll. • •••;
•

LOS ANGELES
Nat Cohen, head of Anglo-Amal-

gamated Films, arrived from Lon-
don to huddle with Herman Cohen,

Abtcon Pictures prexy, on plans to

release the joint production, * River

Beat,” starring Phyllis Kirk.

Alex Cooperman, western ..rep

for IFE, arranged bookings in Los
Angeles and San FranciscD for the.

Italian film, "Lure of Sila
"

Calk Coda
Continued trom^pare 5
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MANAGER NABSBANDIT,

RECOVERS $1,000 LOOT

DALLAS
William O’Donnell and Lynn

Smith,. Sr, named co-chairmen
of the 1954 Texas Theatres
Crippled Children's Fund, spon-
sored by Texas COMPO. A check
for $157,635 obtained in 666 Texas
theatres was recently turned over
to the Gonzales Warm Springs
Foundation by R. I. Payne and
Claude Ezell, co-chairmen of . drive

held in 1953.

Sol Sachs, local branch manager
for RKO, will be honored Jan. 22
by a group of Houston and Gulf
Coast theatre men.
Bruce L. Collins, general man-

ager of Corpus Christ! Theatres,
revealed that the $100,000 fire at

the Palace Theatre in Corpus
Christ! was fully covered by insur-

ance. It was - the first, big blaze

there in a theatre during the last

35 years.

Mike Gilbert, manager of Inter-

state Theatres at Harlingen* pro-,

tested to the city commission there
against the renting of the Munici-
pal Auditorium for showing Of

films. -

boston
Joe Cifre, pioneer theatre equip-

ment distributor and owner of

company bearing his name, re-

tired, and will establish a resi-

dence in Florida. Equipment biz

has been turned over to three for-

mer employees, Dave Fox, Art
Porter and Mack Paul, who will

continue operations as the Major
Theatre Equipment Corp.

Bill*' Kumins, WB salesman,
upped to salesmariager, replacing
William Twigg, appointed manager
of company’s Pittsburh branch.
At recent Variety Club (Tent

No. 23) elections,. Walter Brown
was reelected Chief Barker,

,

Other
officers named were Philip Smith,
first assistant; Michael Redstone,
second assistant; James Marshall,
doughguy; - Kenneth Douglass,
property master.

Pilgrim Theatre management
(American Theatre Corp.) obtained
a temporary injunction against the
adjacent Shopper’s Garage, Inc
restraining the use of drills and
buffing machines between the
hours of 11 a.m. and 11 p.m. Ac-
tion was result of many patrons
registering objections, to the noise
to extent of ...

requesting refunds
ahd threatening boycott of theatre
James Connolly, 20th-Fox branch

manager, named campaign dir.ee

tor ; for .1954 March of Dimes in
Suffolk County.

Continued from pas* S

Same day brought*^ pictorial blast

by Otis Guernsey Jr. in the N. Y.

Herald Tribune. Latter led off its

amusement pages with a layout, of

stills from several films purporting

to show where the pix are in con-

flict with theh Code’s set of rules.

"Captain’s Paradise," "Eternity”

and “How to Marry A. Millionaire”

were among the pix* given as ex-

amples.

Prevailing opinion, as expressed

via editorials, was in favor of con-

tinuing the Code, but with revi-

sions. Columbus Dispatch, though,

wants it to stay as is, with no
changes at all. The daily stated:

"It has imposed only moderate
standards of morals and decency.

These have sufficed to fend
attempts at official censorship in

many states and in others, such as

Ohio to keep long-standing cen-

sorship at* a mild and not at all

irksome level.

Exhibitor leaders, too, in one
Way or another are getting into the

act. Wilbur Snaper, president of

Allied States, opines that "per-

haps, the Code should be. more
realistic.” He feels that Allied

should have participation in dis-

cussions concerning possible

changes in the . film regulations.

Snaper pointed out that exhibs are

in direct contact with . the public

and are the firstHo be affected by a
controversial film.

Similar opinion was voiced last

week by Walter Reade, president

of Theatre Owners of America.

"There's a: very thin line between
an act of sin and an act of loye.”

Also • cause for complaint was art

work showing a line of girls who
are indirectly identified as prosti-

tutes.

Bede insists that "elimination of

this phraseology -and. the artwork
would be more dishonest than to

show it.” He adds: "These two
points are an honest representa-
tion of the picture and the picture

has the approval of the Production
Code. The film is neither bawdy
nor dirty; the advertising is hon-
est. For this reason we cannot con-
form with Advertising Code.”

As distributor, of the pic, UA
has taken, no official position re-

garding the controversy because in-

die producers have right of approv-
al on all ads. However, UA v.p.

Max E. Youngstein has written a
letter to MPAA president Eric A*
Johnston suggesting that, the Ad
Code has two sets of standards.
One of these, he feels; applies to

MPAA member companies and its

application is liberal. However, the
second is a relatively stringent one
which MPAA undertakes to force
upon . non-members.

This alleged situation has placed'
UA in a "delicate position” with
its independent filmmakers, Young-
stein complained. He adds that the
distrib. would comply With any
unanimously and uniformly ap-
plied ad code but rebels at restric-

tions placed only upon, companies
jtyot in the MPAA membership fold.

Metro Sound
Continued from page 5

St. Louis Police
Continued from page 4-

SL Louis, Jan. 12.

Alertness of Howard Zalauf,

manager of the Esquire, enabled
cops to capture the two bandits

who had robbed him of $1,000 in

receipts as he was about to make
a night bank deposit in Clayton, a

St. Louis suburb* When the ban*

dits? one with a gun, fled in an

auto Zalauf gave chase in his own
car, and a pair of cops, who joined
in, made the pinch.

The coin and an automatic pistol

Were found in the bandit car. The
prisoners admitted the stickiip.

Two Stickupa In Buffalo
Buffalo, Jan. 12.

Burglars appear to .be making
targets of local theatre owners cur*
rently. Following burglarizing of
the safes at the downtown Cinema
and the Riverside over the holiday
weekend, Which jobs represented a
loss of . several thousand dollars,

vandals also partly wrecked west*
era New York’s first summer the-

atre, the Lake Shore Playhouse at
Derby.

Disk Walsh
Continued from page S

PITTSBURGH
Bill Twigg, sales manager for

WB in Boston, been appointed
head of the company's exchange
here; replaces Jerry Wechsler, who
resigned.
Tom Duane is new manager o

Republic branch here; succeeded
John Zomnir, who resigned sud-
denly to return to UA as city and
circuit salesman, post formerly
held by veteran Harry Rees, who
lias

.
retired.

Ike Sweeney, on sick list for
three months* checked in at: Rep
again as a special sales rep.
Anna Cohen, with UA exchange

sound systems. Device was first

tipped off two weeks ago from Lon
don by Arthur M. Loew, prexy of

Loew's International, who said it

would first be used abroad with
British and continental prints of

"Knights of the Round Table,”
Metro’s first CinemaScope picture.

However, demonstration in N. Y.

Friday (8), witnessed by industry
leaders and top exhibitors, indi-

cates ..that plans are afoot for its in-

troduction in tho.v United States.

Loew left for the Coast Monday
( 11 X to confer with studio officials

about plans for the device.

The new- system requires the re-

recording of the three standard
sound tracks onto one standardsize
optical track. Old single-track

sound can also be rerecorded for
stereophonic affect. Metro demon-
stration consisted of a reel from
"Knights,’:’ a reel from "Julius Cae-
sar,’’ and the musical prologue to
the latter.

Advantage of the new system, al-

though it slightly cuts the aspect
ratio of CinemaScope pictures from
2.55 to 1 to 2.33 to 1, is that it

makes the same print available to
the single-track house as well as
the one with stereo sound. It’s in-
dicated that is also saves wear and
tear on prints, since magnetic- ste-
reo-sound tracks now employed afe
harder *o process and quicker to
wear out.

the.Archdiocese of St. Louis which
would presume to show this, par-

ticular picture in the future.

"As the Bishops of the country
stated in their annual message, 'A
process of degradation is viciously

at work in our own country, where
the defieiation of the flesh, con-
tinues to enlist new devotees.’

UVe highly commend the Pro-
duction Code Administration of its

vigilant action in refusing ap-
proval of this disgraceful film.

Those studios in Hollywood which
support the Motion Picture Pro-
duction Code, sometimes at consid-

erable sacrifice, command the re-

spect of all. Those responsible for

the enforcement of the code, which
was agreed to by the movie pro-
ducers themselves, deserve our
wholehearted support.”

Not Critics!

After members- of the morality
and crime prevention squads of the
local police caught the first show-
ing of the film they made written
reports to Chief of Police Jere-
miah O’Connell who. asserted- the
department was not equipped for
"dramatic criticism” and stood
ready to carry out any order that
Prosecuting Attorney W i 1 1 i a m
Geekie might issue under the state
laws. The report of the cops
singled out two scenes as objection-
able but. made no recommendation.
Geekie by-passed the report by
stating he would take no action
against the film unless the cops
sought a warrant.

Replies to Archbishop
St. Louis, Jan. 12.

Denunciation of "The French
Line” by Archbishop Joseph E.
Ritter of St. Louis has been an-
swered by Edward B. Arthur, in
behalf of the Fox and Missouri
Theatres, where the film has
opened. Theatre exec, in a letter
to the Catholic prelate,^argued that
objections to the film by Catholic
groups were based solely on the
fact that the Production Code Ad-
ministration has withheld its seal
of approval from “French Line.”

Arthur stated that the PCA is
not an official authority. He further
charged that PCA> either, by de
sign 01 error, tended to discrimin-
ate in granting seals to some films
and denying them to others of
e4ual merit both in subject matter
and treatment.

Arthur said the picture was
booked through RKO before he,
himself, had seen it. He added this
was Common practice "for we have
great respect for the rfioral re-
sponsibility of the executives.” of
that film company.

Earlier, Archibshop Ritter in-

structed Catholics in St. Loo that
to see "French Line” would be
“under penalty of mortal sin.”

tioris” and that many members of

IATSE had received salary boosts
during the past year. On the sub-
ject of prolonged negotiations,

especially in the east where con-
fabs for new pacts have at times
extended more than a year, the I

A

topper said; "We; believe that if

we can stay on the job and nego-
tiate on a retroactive basis, it’s bet-

ter than walking on a picket line.

That’s our policy to the last min-
ute.” -

'

Walsh is pleased with the out-

come of the recent pact talks on
tlie coast which saw IA craftsmen
receive a 5% wage hike, a 2c-an-
hour contribution to the union’s
pension fund and 5c. for the wel-
fare fund. "The important fac-

tor,” he said, "is that the idea of

a pension fund has been recog-
nized.” At present, 16,000 I

A

members are covered by the pen-
sion plan.

Elusive Fty-By-Nighters

The. union 1 chief feels that the

IA has done a thorough job in

organizing the film industry and
that hardly any organizing areas

remain open in pictures^ The cut-

down in major studio productions,
he believes, will be absorbed by
indie activity

! and by increasing
vidpix production. On the Coast,

he said that 95% of the teiepix

outfits are tinder agreements, In

the east, he admitted that it is

more of a job, but the IA is con-

tinuing its drive in that sector.

"It’s an 'if* market,” he said.

There are many fly-by-night pro-

ducers and they’re tough to catch
up with."

Walsh, in reiterating the union's

policy on foreign production of

films for the 1J.. S. market, stated

that the IA had no objection to

film-making abroad that involved
the use of frozen funds or that was
necessary for authentic locales.

He termed this "legitimate” pro*?

duction. He, however, blasted pro-

ducers that went abroad spe-

cifically to obtain cheap labor, and
especially those that made film

commercials and vidpix in foreign

countries "which are used to sell

American products to the Ameri-
can people.”

Woe Unions on TV Sales
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Robert L. Lippert, indie film

producer, is proposing a common
pool through which Hollywood
guilds and unions would get a

share of the profits from the sale

of: theatrical films to television.

Proposal is under advisement by
the, Hollywood AFL Film Council,

which appointed a committee com-
posed of John L. Dales; Herbert
Alier, Ralph Clare, John Lehners,

James Tante and Dolph Thomas to

study the question.

Idea is to "swbeter” attitude of

Unions to sale of ’theatre features

to video.

The independent producer. Lip-

pert said, is entitled to recoup his

production costs before a percent-

age of the gross receipts from tv

are tossed into the pool. Other-

wise, he added, the indie would not

be able to continue, making pic-

tures.
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We are proud to have the -

unique privilege of re-releasing

- GOLDWYN - MAYER
PARAMOUNT
SELZNICK and

UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL
.

... i

Picture* in Great Britain

BRITISH PRODUCTIONS for 1954

1 1
COMPLETED

[
- -

,

STAR OF INDIA
Cornel Wilde, Jean Wallace, Herbert Lom

Producer Raymond Stross

ALBERT RiN.
Anthony Steel Jack Warner
Robert Beatty William Sylvester

Producer Daniel M* Angel

THE RUNAWAY BUS
Frankie Howerd, Margaret Rutherfonl, Petula Clark

Producer Val Guest

LOVE IN PAWN
Bernard Braden, Barbara Kelly, Jean Carson, Reg Dixon

THREE STEPS TO THE GALLOWS
Scott Brady, Mary Castle

THE LIMPING MAN
Lloyd Bridges, Moira lister

PARK PLAZA 605
Tom Conway, Eva Bartok, Joy Shelton

• ’ N

ESCAPE BY NIGHT
Bonar Colleano, Andrew Ray, Sydney James

Peter Cheyney**

Meet mr. Callaghan
Derrick de Mamey, Harriette. Johns

THE GAY DOG
. Wilfred Pickles, Petula Clark

•

1
:

; J IN PREPARATION 1 1

THE SEA SHALL-NOT HIVE THEM
International Cast

Producer Daniel M. Angel

ESCAPADE
London's Top Stage Success

NOW IN RELEASE

DECAMERON NIGHTS

Joan Fontaine, Louis Jourdan
"

An M. J. Frankovitch — Wdliam Szekely Production

MAN WHO WATCHED THAWS GO OY
~7Sc&fUe*6tr -

Claude Rains, Marta Toren, Marius Goring, Anouk
A Raymond Stross Production

.

(In Association with Joseph Shaftet Productions Inc.)

I’LL GET YOU
Ctorge Raft, Sally Cray

In association with Bernard Lubcr

MURDER WILL
Valerie Hobson, James Robertson Justice

EdwBrdUnderdown

III WARDOUR STREET, LONDON W.l.
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MONTREAL
(Continued from page 8 V

“Hondo” (WB) (2d wk). Off to

$7,000 following fair $12,000

opener.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,805; 50-85)—

“Little Boy Lost” (Par). Big $23,-

000. Last week, “Kiss Me Kate”
<M-G) (2d wk), $17,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)---

“Stand at Apache River” (U) and
“Shadow of Past” <U). So-so $7,000,

Last week, “Cruisin’ Down River”

(Col) and “Combat Squad” (Col),

$9,000.

Orpheum (C.TJ (1,048; 40-65)—
•‘Black Eagle” (Indie) and “Outside
These Walls” (Indie). Poor $6,000.

Last week, “Fort Algiers” (UA) and
“The Fake” OJA), $8,000.

OKE $9^00, ’BAY’ 7G
Omaha, Jan. 12;

Usual post-holiday letdown has
moved in this week. Two strong
holdovers, “How to Marry Mil-
lionaire” and “Sadie Thompson,”
are almost as strong as the new-
comers; “Forever Female” is just
okay at Orpheum. “Botany Bay”
looks good at the Omaha.

.

Estimates for This \Veek

. Brandeis <RKO)
. (1,100; 75-$l)

—

“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (2d wk).
Fancy $7,500 after $12,000 opener.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-76)

—“Botany Bay” (Par) and “Gun
Fighter” (20th). Good $7,000 or
near. Last week; “3 Sailors and
Girl” (WB), $7,500,

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 65-
85i__‘'Forever Female” (Par) and
“Vigilante Terror” (Indie). Okay
$9,500. Last week, “Walking Baby
Back Home” dJi, $11,500.

. State (Goldberg) (875; 80-$D—
“Millionaire” (20th) (3d wk). Socko
$7,500 after $9,500 second stanza.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9

)

“Great Jessie James Raid” (Lip)
and “Johnny Giant Killer” (Lip),

anemic $3,500.

Radio City (Par) <4,000; 65-85)—
“Easy to Love” (M-G) (2d wk). Sat-
isfactory $7,000. Last week, good
$10,500.

RKO-Orpheum <RKO) <2.890; 85-
$1)-—“Sadie Thompson” (3-D) (Col)

(2d wk). Brisk $9,000. Last week,
smash $16,500.

RKO-Pan (RKO) <1.600: 50-76)—
“Sea of Lost Ships” (Rep) and
“Crazy Legs” (Rep). Word-of-
mouth is favorable and tall $6,000
looms. Last week, “Gun Fury”
(Col) and “Combat Squad” (Col),
fat $6,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l)—“Hon-
do” (3-D) (WB) <2d wk). Plenty of
patrons. Great $8,000. Last week,
big $15,000.

' World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)—
“Captain’s Paradise” <UA). Big
$5,000. Last week, “Sea Around
Us” (RKQ), fine $6,500 in 10 days.

How to Mokot

a6ood Movie

on

FILM and the
DIRECTOR

by Don Livingston $4.50

Mir. Livingston, an experienced
Director of more than 60 films, tells

you how the professional gets the
best results from his actors and
equipment. You’ll learn, for in-

stance:

• Hour to achieve good composi-
tion <*nd continuity

• How to coordinate the three
major elements of movie produc-
tion

• Dow to eliminate unnecessary
expense and save valuable pro-
duction time

If you want to write, produce, or direct
better moviet on any budget for any. audi-
ence, you'll find much practical help in
fhit book. For an ON-APPROVAL copy,
send a postcard to

SRhe K/foemiUan
ten 4 tofifth Ava., Naw York 1

1

’Rifles’ Wham $20,000,

Buff; ’Female’ Hot 11G
Buffalo, Jan. 12.

Fresh product is paying off here

currently with newcomers racking

up trade reminiscent of the holiday

period. “Forever Female” looms
trim at the Paramount. “Khyber
Rifles” shapes socko in first week
at the Center.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) <3,000; 40-70)—

“Escape Ft. Bravo” (M-G) and
“Great Diamond Robbery” (M-G).
Good $13,000. Last week, “Kiss Me
Kate” (M-G), same. *

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
—“Forever. Female” (Par) and
“Texas Bad Man” (Indie), Trim
$11,000. Last week, “Here Come
Girls” (Par) and “Eyes of Jungle”
(Indie). $10,000 in 5 days.

Center (Par) <3,000; 80-$l)—
“Khyber Rifles” (20th). Sock $20,-
000 of over. Last week, “3 Bailors
and Girl” (WB), $10,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-$D—
“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (2d wk).
Holding at nice $10,000. Last week,
$22,000, T / ^
Century (BuhaWk) (9,000; 65-85)

—“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d wk).
Fair $7,500. Last week, $15,200.

‘Sadie’ Sultry $12,000,

Seattle; ‘Reef 11G, 2d
Seattle, Jan. 12.

Biz is off generally here this

stanza with plethora of holdovers
cutting in deeply. Lone important
newcomer is “Sadie Thompson,”
w’hich is rated big at Paramount.
“12-Mile Reef” is one of few strong
holdovers, being great in second
stanza at Fifth Avenue. “Wild
One” looms Very good at Coliseum.

Estimates for inis Week
- Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90-
$1.25)—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA).
(3d wk). Okay $4,000 after $4,500
last Week.
Coliseum (1,829; 65-90)—“Wild

One” (Col) and “Paris Model”
(Col). Swell $10,000. Last week;
“Fighter Attack” (AA) and “Jen-
nifer” (Indie), same.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500:
$1-$1.50)—“12-Mile Reef” (20th)
2d wk). Great $11,000 after $19,-
000 last week.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 75-$l)

—“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G)
and “Crazylegs” (UA) (3d wk).
Good $5,000. Last week, $6,200.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90-

$1.25) — “Young Caruso” (IFE).
Mild $3,000 or near. Last week,
“Beggar’s Opera” (WB), $2,600.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 75-

$1)—“3 Sailors and Girl” (WB)
arid “Limping Mari” (Lip) (2d wk).
Good $6,000. Last week, big $9,500.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 84-

94)—“Kiss Me Kate” (3-D) (M-G).
(3d wk). Off $3,800 in 4 days. Last
week; mild $6,200.

n .Paramount (Evergreen) *3,039;
84-$1.09) /— “Sadie Thompson”
<3-D) (Col). Big $12,000. Last
week, “Here Come Girls” (Par)
and “Hannah Lee” (Indie) (2d wk).
oke $6,000 at 90c top.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 8)

<M-G) (2d wk). Great $23,000. Last
week, huge $50,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 95^
$1.25) — “H o n d o” (WB) -(3-D).
Smash $34,000. Last week, “Here
Come Girls” (Par) and "Champ
For A Day” (Indie) (2d wk), $12>
000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 95-$1.25)
—“Sadie Thompson” (Col). Big
$15,000. Last week, “Cease Fire”
(Par) (2d wk), wow $10,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,538;

$l:80-$2.80) — “Cinerama” (Indie)
(2d wk). Socko $32,000. Last week,
terrific $35,000.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
£0-$1.20) — “Captain’s Paradise”
(UA) (3d wk).

. Fine $6,000. List
week, $7,000.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1.80-
$2.40 >—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (3d
wk). Sturdy $8,000. Last week, big
$8,500.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—
“Annapurna” (Indie) (3d wk).
About $2,600. Last week, good
$2 700

State (Par) (2.300; 65-85) — “Sea
Of Lost Ships” (Rep) and “Trent’s
Last Case” (Rep). Oke $4,000. Last
week, “Striporama” (Indie) and
“Perils Of Jungle” (Indie), $3,500.

Bridge (Schwarz-Reade) (399; $1-
$1.20)—“Tonight at 8:30” ‘Indie)
(3d wk). Fast $3,200 after $4,200
in second round. “Liv’ng Desert”
(Disney) due in Jan. 14.

‘Knights’ Near Record

306, Denver; ’Escape’ 7G
Denver, Jan. 12.

“Knights of Round Table” is

packing the Orphgutn to a near-
record total, and is holding. It
will be smash $30,000 or better for
this Cinemascope pic. “Living
Desert” is getting a fourth session
at the Aladdin. Biz is generally
good considering that three bills

are In third weeks, while another
is in second. “Ft Bravo” is good
enough at Broadway, and will hold.
Saturday’s snow - did not hurt biz
much. Something unusual here' is

fact that eight houses currently are
playing single bills.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) <1,400; 50-85)—

“Living Desert” (Disney) (3d wk).
$6,000. Stays over. LastFine $6,000.

week, $9,000.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50-

85)—“Escape Ft. Bravo” (M-G).
Fairish $7,000. Holding. Last
week, “Three Sailors and a Girl”
(WB) (2d wk), $6,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)

—“Forever Female” (Par). Last
week, “Here Come Girls” (Par) (2dJj
Wk), $6,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)—“12-

Mile Reef” (20th) (3d wk). Good
$11,000 or near. Last week, $20,-
000 .

Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)

—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (3d
wk). Okay $2,200. • Last week,
$4,000. ,

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
“Knights Round Table” (M-G).
Smash $30,000. Stays on. Last
week, “Easy to Love” (M-G) and
“Great Diamond Robbery’* (M-G),
$8 ,000 .

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50-
85)—“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (3rD)
(2d Wk). Fine $12,000 or close. Last
week, $21,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1 ,967; 50-85)—“Con-
uest of Cohise” (Col) and “Sky
oriimando” (Col). Fair, $4,000.

Last week, “Forbidden” (U) and
“Monte Carlo Baby” (Indie), $6,000;
Webber (Bailey) (712; 50-85)—

“Terror Street” (Lip) and “Limp-
ing Man” (Lip). Okay $2,000 dr
near. Last week, “Forbidden”. (U)
and “Monte Carlo Baby” (Indie),

$2,500.

S

Pror, ’Hondo’ Big SG, 2d
Providence, Jan. 12.

Most stands currently are
.
still

riding high on holdovers of holiday
bills. “Take High Ground.” , one
newcomer, at ; Loew’s Albee’s
“Hondo” is socko in second round.:
Saturday-Sunday snow hurt.

Estimates for This Week .

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-85) —
“Hondo” (WB) (3-D) (2d wk). With-
out the specs’ price, rousing- $8,000.
First week, wow $16,000.

Ma.iestfc (Fay) (2,200; 65-85) —
“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d wk). Nice
$4,500 in 5 days. Second stanza was
sock $14,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; 50-70) —
“Take High Ground” (M-G) arid
“Shoot First” (M-G). Mild $9,000.
Last week. “Easy to Love” (M-G),
big $14,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2.200; 50-70)
—“Prisoners of Casbah” (Col) and
“Paris Model” (Col). Opened Mon-
day (11). Last week, “Paratrooper”
(Col), good $6,000 though weekend
storm held it down.

PHILADELPHIA
(Continued from page 9)

wk). Still good at $11,000 in 5 days.

Last week, $19,000.

Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 99-$1.30)

—“Forever Female” (Par). Strong
$23,000 or over. Last week, “Easy
Tp Love” (M-G) (2d wk), $21,000).

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-
$1.30)— “Walking Baby Back
Home” (U) (2d wk). Good $9,000.
Last week, great $17,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74-

$1.30)—“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d
wk). Off to fair $15,500. Last week,
$25,000.

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 85-$1.25)—
“Eddie. Cantor Story” (WB) (2d
wk). Normal dip to $17,500 in first
holdover round. Last week, terrif
$40,000.

Stanton (SW) (1 ,473; 50-99)—
“Public Enemy” (WB) and “Little
Caesar” (WB) (reissues). Talk of
town with wham $16,000. Last
week. “War Paint” (AA) and “Jack
Slade” (AA), $11,000,

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)
—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (3d
wk): Holding at oke $6,500. Last
week, $7,500.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.50)
—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (11th wk).

An
1

?? 111® 8°°d $5,400. Last week,
$8,000.

World (T-L) (500; 76-$1.30)—
“Joe Louis Story” (UA) (3d wk).
Sloughed to mild $3,000. Last
week, $6,300.

Polaroid Exec
Continued from page ? S5SH

2-D was heralded with newspaper
ads saying, “Now, you can see. it

without special glasses.”

Booth declared that 5,000 the-,

atres in the U. S. are now equipped
for 3-D and that Hollywood has

ready for release early in 1954

more 3-D features than were
shown throughout 1953. He added
that increased technical knowliow
has improved the quality of stereo-

photography arid that shooting a

pic in 3-D how presents no prob-
lems that can't be solvqd on the

set. Exec also noted that vast im-
provements have been made in

standards of projection' and that

the 3-D viewers have also under-
gone modifications and improve-
ments.

Booth said that it's not possible

to ascertain the time for the in-

troduction of Polaroid’s single-

strip Vectograph prints, noting
that it involves major capital in-

vestments and .that progress with
this development depends on the
stability and predictable annual
requirement of the industry.

> »

Chi Suburbs Lukewarm
Chicago, Jan. 12.

Of some 35 outlying theatres that
picked up “Kiss Me Kate” directly
after its two-week first run in the
Loop, only 12 of them, played the
pic in 3-D, though most of the
houses were equipped for the extra
dimension.

v

.

.
While “Kate!’ enjoyed two Strong

3-D weeks at the Chicago. Theatre
over the hplidaysi the, suburban,
theatres apparently are still dubi-
ous about depth. Majority of ads
boasted ‘Tri 2-D!” as if that were
the come-on clincher.

Castle Asks
»

•
• .

Continued from page 3

grounds that this was working
against the best interests of the
Hollywood film industry itself.

Castle has repeatedly sounded off

to the effect that U. S. Government
films are “a total waste pf the tax-
payers money arid in most cases
are defeating the avowed purpose
of Winning friends for the United
States.”

Apart. from a routine acknowl-
edgment of several communica-
tions from Castle, producer De-
Mille haS declined to enter, into a
discussion of the merits of Castle’s
criticism, Millionaire Castie arid

millionaire DeMille are both Re-
publicans.

Color & Dept. Stores
SS Continued from page 2

.and distributors, rather than local

emporia. Mrs. Davis, who is known
professionally simply as “Tobe,”

foresees the broadcasters finding

their precedent for fashion adver-

tising in the special sections, run-

ning 10 to 15 pages, in Vogue,
Harper’s, Town & Country, and on
a more modest scale in Life and
Look. In such cases (color again is

the big comeon), the sales strat-

egy originates with the maker of a

given fabric who brings together

the various dress manufacturers
using that fabric, and dividing the
costs cooperatively.

While a quarter-hour program in
color tv will be very costly, Tobe
thinks it is likely to be well within
the range of color splashes in Life.
“Tieins” is the key to the financial
problem. She envisions fashion
programs hitting the homes of
America in the morning hours arid

designed to produce sales results
that very afternoon.

Does Tobe thing color tv can sell

high fashion gowns at whopping
prices, $300 to $600, per garment?
No. “Items will be primarily for
riiass appeal ready-to-wear with
plenty of emphasis oil accessories.”

The foregoing points on color
video’s impact upon the fashion
world will be stressed this evening
(Wed.) at the St. Regis Hotel, N.Y.,
when the annual Tobe Award Din-
ner meets to hand out an Oscar
to “The Fashion Retailer of the
Year.” Some 300 fashion VIP’s
will attend.

Tobe is consultant fo over 150
department stores and is publisher
of two fashion newsletters. Inside
Retailing and Tobe Guide.

ARTHUR RAPS BOOSTED

SCALES AS ’SUICIDE’
• Los Angeles, Jan. 12.

Campaign against upped admis-
sion prices in 1954 was proposed by
Harry C. Arthur Jr., prexy of Fan.

chon & Marco, who was recently
made board chairman ofthe South-
ern California Theatre Owners
Assn.

“The Motion Picture Industry •»

Arthur said, “was founded as V
mass-entertainment medium, and
it’s high time we remembered this
fact. The steadily upward trend in
theatre admission prices is fast be-
coming a habit with producers and
distributors, arid is turning our in-
dustry into a ‘select-audience’ en-
tertainment mediuiri. It’s, a form of
veritable Industrial suicide.”

Agents Settle for $17,500
On Sale of Old Films

Hollywood, Jan. 12.
A $17,500 out-of-court settle-

ment last week ended a $720,000
damage action against Eagle Lion
Films over a deal for the sale of
81 old pix to tv.

Action, charging breach of con-
tract and demanding damages, was
brought by George Frank; a theat-
rical agent, and Mrs. Levarioria
Batchelor, widow of another agent.
They claimed that, in Oct. 1949,
they had made a deal with EL for
the rights to the oldies for $90,000
with a $1,000; deposit. It was
claimed that, 20 days later, the
studio broke the agreement, re-
funded the deposit and sold the
films to someone elese.

In their Suit, plaintiffs held that
the films now are worth $810,000
and that they had been deprived of
$720,000 in potential profits.

Yule Troupes Return
Hollywood, Jan, 12.

Last of the groups of volunteer
performers who entertained U.S,
troops in Europe under the auspices
of the Hollywood Coordinating
Committee has returned to town.
Group consisted of Maxie Rosen-

bloom, Gladys Ahern, Will Ahern,
Donna Brown, Dru Dalton, Cathy
Downs, Joan Elms, Maxine Mar-
lowe, Pat Moran, Jack O’Connor,
Ludwig Dreyfuss, Diana Morris
and Donna Morris.

Exhibs Hit
Continued from page 5

age. “It could place us one month
ahead,” he said. “All we need is

one top picture a week. We have
no objection to. Cinemascope. In

fact, the majority of small theatres

are ready to install Cinemascope
screens immediately, but they won’t

go for the big cost of stereo-

phonic sound.”

Exhib feeling is that stereo

sound does riot giye the big plus

that 20th prexy Sypros Skouras has
insisted it does. In some exhib

quarters, the view is that the; pro-
posed test of “The Robe” sans di-
rectional sound will never come
off. Exhibs, who have been asked
by 20th to submit a formula for
the testing of the picture without
the directional sound, have not pre-
sented a proposal and to date no
one has indicated just what the
proposed, test aims to prove.

Although the test is supposed to
come off some time after January
15, exhibs in the forefront of the
anti-stereo sound movement, are
quietly preparing a ^surprise move
which, they feel will make the test

unnecessary. The action involves
a current engagement of. a C’Scope
pic.

- RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—

r

Rockefeller Center
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$40,000,000 IN TELEPIX PROD’N
Philadelphia, Jan. ‘12.

This yidpix-happy city is witnessing an unusual slugfest and TV
station rivalry in which the cream of the telefilm crop is being

tossed in opposition to each other.

The whole fight centers over a bid for the 7 to 7:30 p.m. audi-

ence, with WCAU-TV, the CBS affiliate, and WFIL-TV, the ABC
affiliate, as the- major contenders. But the unusual aspect is that

the ABC affiliate has negotiated a deal with the NBC Film Division

for its vidpix ammunition to throw against the rival CBS affiliate.

Until now WCAU-TV has been, topdog, by a big margin, in the

7-7:30 rating area, with its almost uninterrupted cross-the-board

syndicated vidfilm displays. 'The audiences have been eating ’em

up. As result, WFIL-TV has bought the juiciest morsels (“Victory

At Sea,” “Dangerous Assignment,” “Captured,” etc.) out of the

NBC film syndication files to throw against the WCAU entries,

even going so far as to arrange a three-year deal for each of the

five properties (which means two 30-Week rerun cycles after Com-
pletion of the first 39 cycle.)

General Teleradio, which three*’ —— ....

‘

’—;

—

weeks ago bought out the entire V. »• n j
Phillips Lord package of proper- AirCfait S Air jpr6ftfl

fifm ‘synafcatfon *!U^SoJ2et£;

organi"ation
begi

by "midVetaJy!
TiJiiir fVMpll and General anni has been booked into a total

fito *>r yWe.; is dis.

also screening product akggd at ^npunng.

outright purchase or coproduction. .

While all the details of the new mi 1 , V) I HH
organization haven’t been set ( not IVQClIf K21PIT I A
even the name—it could be Gen- llllvlll UUvIl JlV
era! Teleradio, General Telecasting

or some new corporate name), the 17 f l
decision has finally been made PlUTAIlA IAIT ltl
\tefter two years of study) by 14111 UlfV IVI t/T
O’Neil, and the new outfit should
be in operation by late spring. W 1 PI fi 1
Firm will distribute vidfilms for I p|fi|l||l|C
network sale, national spot, region- 1 vlvllllllu lIXvlIUll
al and syndicated deals. V
On the production end, it hasn’t Vidpix with that “made-in-Eu-

yet been decided whether the new rope” stamp will shy away from
firm will set up its own studios, help the cops-’n’-robbers fiction motif
finance outside productions, enter which has been inundating

;
the

deals as coproducers or make out- video channels and from here on in

right purchases. It’s virtually cer- hue closer to a real-life pattern to
tain, however, that it will distrib- present a more realistic picture* of
ute only those telepix in which it what’s happening in the world,
has a financial share—it will shun That’s the opinion, at least of John
straight, distribution deals for indie Nasht who, as a pioneer among the
producers. No properties have commuting U. S.-to-Europe telepix
been set for production, although impresarios, is in a position to
O’Neil and Martin have been know.
screening many. They are

,
con- Nasht, who was one of the first

sidering a vidpix version of to stake a claim in the Europe-
“Counlerspy,” one of the Lord based vidpix operations for U. S.
properties, on the basis of scripts station consumption with his “Cafe
already prepared, however. Continental” series and later with
_ New setup will be headed by his “Holiday in Paris” series, has
O’Neil as prexy, but Martin’s status been averaging seven to eight
hasn’t been determined. He moved transoceanic hops a year to keep
in from his general planning-pol- abreast of the trends and patterns
icy post at Teleradio to help set up in the telepix scheme of things,
the organization, but once, it’s a His most recent venture was the
running operation, he may move “Orient Express” series now play-
pack into, his old spot. That will be ing the syndicated circuits and only
decided once the execs of the new iast week Nasht, after a week of
outut are chosen. Hollywood - New York-Washlngton

huddling to negotiate for financing,

etc., left N. Y. for Rome to lay the
groundwork for two new telepix

series.

First of these will be “Assign-
ment Europe,” which will embrace
the semi-documentary technique
along the lines Of “Dragnet.” Be-

, T - . .. fore embarking on this venture,

wni 7
1

'
ni
' u'

orns Agency is cur- however, Nasht will go into pro-
pushing

' several nameproj- duction on a feature length film to

lh
C L I

s
.
teiepixers, chief among be shot ip Italy,these being a series based on “The

~

;

Trt
^Se and starring Peter CPltiriP n i nrn

ON N.0. POLICE FILES
ttal, and he may also be fitted into New Orleans, Jan. 12.

.

a taped radio stanza. Cameras started rolling here

,

A ”] ,r^
telepix series would be Friday, (8) on initial production

i n
1

\t
for bobbysoxers and fea* of teleifilip series based .on actual

anc
^ Malone,, who scored on case histories from the files of the

fA»?
aS^ay *ast season in “Time Out New Orleans Police Department.

anH \ Title is “Maudie” Films are being directed by Vic-
ls Mso talking with Joan tor Stoloff, who arrived recently

art nfi
1 and Melvyn Douglas to em from Hollywood. Frank Phares

aliv vL?
aren

,
Douglas, incident- doubles as producer-writer, with

f^'Tl*?'**** Miss Malone’s Jack Sledge as associate producer,

beat ivu
gei>’” On the down- Tentative title of the series is

is ‘Mr’ ^.°*V,!
ll agency’s Properties “N. O. P. D.” Phares said the

Train ’ .,
e<* on the Arthur films will be given a different treat-

much inwlfv
wh

J
ch ^n’t getting ment than “Dragnet.”

Aeent-v i

and may be shelved. New Orleans city and police offi-

with j
1s.° ls toying around dais are cooperating in production

Shadow ”
lx viEr^on of “The of series, which is being bankrolled

by Hollywood and local coin.

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

An unprecedented; $40,000,000
in telepix production looms, for
Hollywood in 1954, with more and
more companies being squeezed
out or leaving the field voluntarily,
so that less outfits will be making
more telefilm than ever before, it’s

revealed in a survey of the field.

Another significant trend dis-

closed in the study is emergency
of syndication as a ; factor of con-
siderable potency. Number of pre-
sponsored series is 34, while syn-
dicated properties total 23, far
more than ever before. And in
line with the general situation,
only seven series are in the works
without either a sponsor or syndi-
cation setup. Day of the shoe-
stringer has ended, and tv pix is to-

day big biz. Those close to the in-

dustry feel that the next year of
operations will see ain even fur-
ther weeding out of companies,
while the amount of production in-

creases.

Modus operandi production-wise
is beginning to take on the pattern
of motion pictures, with several
huge companies, some new, some
vets, beginning to dominate the
scene from a mass production
standpoint. In this, some saw the
day when a comparatively few
companies would turn oift telepix,

rather than the 50 to . 100 compa-
nies which have been on the scene
in the past. And the exiting of
about 15 firms from the produce
tion scene in the past year gave
credence to this belief.

Ziy’s $5 000,009 Budget
Undoubtedly the major giant In

Hollywood vidpix is Ziv TV, which
is doubling its 1953 program, and
will have eight series before the
cameras this year. It’s estimated
Ziv’s ambitious production sked
will entail a budget of close to

$5,000,000, an alltime high for any
single company. Ziv, incidentally,
syndicates all its product, and its

expanded sked is based on the suc-
cess it’s had via syndication.
Paramount is a major newcomer

in the field, and having acquired
Warners. Sunset lot, will produce
vidpix with KTLA, its local chan-
nel, having a strong hand in the
operation. But at this time it’s too
early for a production estimate.

But its product, also, will be syn-
dicated.

Another major newcomer, First

National, the syndicate which
bought Eagle-Lion, has budgeted
several millions of dollars for pro-
duction this year, and it, too, plans
syndication of its vidpix.

Revue Productions, MCA’s sub-
sidy which is by now a televet,

stays in the front-line, with close
to $3,000,000 budgeted for five se-

ries. Several more series are now
in the blueprint stage at Revue
-and a new MCA subsid. Helena
Productions. Product . from this

plant is pre-sponsored and syndi-
cated, via MCA-TV.

Desilu has an estimated $5,000,-

000 in production set for this year,
but its breakdown is in in an en-
tirely different category, since the
company provides physical produc-
ing facilities for several series,

and the total for five series lensed
by Desilu hits the $5,000,000 mark.

Despite the upped production
and a generally optimistic feeling
pervading the vidpix scene, pro-
ducers face the new year with a

good deal of uncertainty, and. in

some instances, temerity. Main
reason for this is the development
of magnetic tape and color, and
while the producers on the whole
want to get into the act they frank-

ly confess in many cases they
don’t know if it’s commercially
feasible to go ahead yet. Opinion
is sharply split, with some firms
already lensing in tint, while
others take a standoffish attitude

that it’s silly to do that now.
More uncertainty comes from

the program content itself, with a

good many producers in a quan-
dary, some feeling situation com-
edy has had its day, and. dramatic
anthologies are the safest bet,

while others take the completely

1 (Continued on page 44)

ARTHUR LYON EXITS

COMET;’NAME KLINGER
Arthur Lyon has resigned as*

western division manager of Comet
Television Films to return to the
packaging business. He’s being re-

placed by Walter A. Klinger, for-

merly with Consolidated Television
Sales.

Comet, incidentally, sold its Car-
dinal features, package of eight
films to KTLA in Los Angeles and
its Hal Roach comedy package to
KRON-TV, San Francisco.

Barrett in Exit

Halsey Barfett, longtime eastern
sales manager of Consolidated Tel-
evision Sales, last week ankled the
firm. Barrett said the absence -of •

any policy oh new product caused
his resignation, since most of the
old Jerry Fairbanks films the firm
handles is in third and fourth run.
and Consolidated’s management
hasn’t shown any inclination to buy
or produce new telepix. Barrett
hasn’t made any new plans yet.

His resignation stirred specula-
tion in the trade, however, that the
firm may\ shutter in the near fu-
ture. Rumors cropped up a few
weeks ago after Peter Robeck re-

signed on the Coast . as general
manager. Consolidated denied that

it was closing its doors, claiming
that it was mulling an offer to pur-
chase the firm; That deal is pre-
sumably dead now; and it’s viewed
as likely that if no new product
is forthcoming, the firm will either
shutter or sell out. Number of
salesmen in the field have also re-

signed.

JAMES MASON SETS

TELEPIX READINGS
James Mason makes his telede-

but in a series of vidpix featuring
readings of classics by himself, his

wife Pamela and Richard Burton.
Series of 26 quarter-hour telepix

have already been shot on the
Coast by Mason’s own production
company, Portland Productions,
and Mason has set at distribution

deal with Ely Landau's new Na-
tional Telefilm Associates.

Trio do readings from such
sources as Shakespeare, Edgar Al-

lan Poe, the Bible. Guy de Mau-
passant, Robert Browning, Omar
Khayam, Alfred Lord Tennyson
and Emily Bronte. Films go in(,p

immediate syndication this week.

RCA’s ‘Match Girl’ Into

65 Vidpix Markets
RCA’s “The Little Match Girl,”

a late starter at the Christmas sea-

son, has been sold in 65 markets
since then. Half-hour one-shot

telepic’s most recent sales have,

been in N. Y., Chi, Washington,
Cleveland, Atlanta, Boston and Los
Angeles, plus four of the six avail-

able Canadian markets.

The distrib company; RCA Re-

corded Program Services, devel-

oped inquiries through a brochure
since salesman did not have prints

of the Hans Christian Andersen
tale (adapted to tv by a European
production company) until a few
days before Yule. A few stations

have rerun the film, mostly Over

the holidays, with WNBT, N.Y.,

giving it three showings.

Syndicated vidpix are pulling au-
diences as large as network entries

.,

in many key cities, according to re-
ports by Variety correspondents
this week! In Los Angels vidpix
are the spoilers for two top net-
work personalities, with MCA-TV’s
“Amos ’n’ Andy” on KNXT out-
rating the first half of the Milton
Berle show and “Superman” on
KECA-TV edging out Arthur God-
frey’s “Talent Scouts.”

Reports also show that in single-
station markets, syndicated shows
drawing high ratings despite their
confinement to fringe time slots.

Among the top-rated Shows report-
ed are Ziv’s “Boston Blackie.”
leading in Detroit and second in

Chicago; Ziv’s “Favorite Story,”
tops in St. Louis; and UTP’s “Heart
of the City” (“Big Town” reruns),
first in Houston.
Los Angeles—“Amos ’n* Andy”

(KNXT) 25.5. topping first half
hour of “Milton Berle Show” on
KNBH (which drew 17.7); “Super-
man” (KECA-TV) 22.3. edging
“Talent Scouts” on KNXT (which
drew 19.51; “Wild Bill Hickock”
(KTLA) 21.3; “Kit Carson” (KECA-
TV) 20.8; Shevron Theatre (KTTV)
19.5; Gene Autry (KNXT 19.2
(ARB ratings.)

Chicago—With four stations each
’.with a network line, it’s*the web
shows that top the Windy City rat-

ing parade during the prime eve-
ning hours. But in several in-

stances it’s the syndicated vidpix
that hold down the No. 2 spot in
the four-way nighttime derby, and
in the fringe time with no net
competition the vidpix often lead,

the parade.
For example, the top rated tele

pic is “Cisco Kid” (WBKB), with a
16.8 to beat its Saturday afternoon
rivals, Registering strongly in the
tougher evening lineup are “Bos-
ton Blackie” (WGN-TV> and “Fa-
mous Playhouse” (WNBQ) both in
second place in their respective
time slots with a 15.6. “Wild Bill

Hickock” (WBKB) itops all comers
early Sunday afteii\oons with 13:2.

“Badge 714" (“Dragnet) (WGN-
TV) and “Foreign Intrigue”
(WNBQ) score identical .12.4 rat-

ings in their prime time berths.
“Ramar of the Jungle” (WBKB)
also notches a 12.4 Sunday after-

noons. Other strong entries are
“Liberace” (WGN-TV* 10.8; ’Vic-
tors' at Sea” (WNBQ) and “Ab-
bott & Costello” (WNBQ) both 10.

(All Pulse ratings.)

Philadelphia — “Superman”
(Continued on page 32)

Hollywood. Jan. 12.

Bing Crosby Enterprises has set

a deal with Ken Murray for the
latter to produce and star in a new
television show, “Where Were
You.” First four programs are al-

ready tanned, with others ready
for scoring. BCE takes over March
1. when production starts on next
27 shows.
New format casts Murray as

emcee, with program claimed as

new approach, combining comedy
vignettes, news. quiz, unusual
guest interviews and historical ma-
terial with news-documentary flav-

or Ralph Staub. long identified

with Columbia Pictures “Screen
Snapshots,” directs. Jean Halloway
is scripting.

NTFC Elects Goldsmith
Dr, Alfred N. Goldsmith, RCA

consultant, has been elected chair-

man of the board of the National
Television Film Council. Election

took place last week at NTFC’s
first board meeting of the year.

Meeting also plotted its program
for 1954, including a stepped-pp

membership drive.



tv-films
Vednetday, January 13, 1954

United Artists is calling it quits*

on its vidpix operation. Finn.

United Artists Television, is up for

sale, and while there have been

some negotiations with other vid-

pix companies, no deal has been

made yet, UA toppers said the

telepix syndication operation was

being dropped because the firm

wanted to pour more money, into

financing and distributing theatri-

cal features.

Subsid distributes “Cowboy G-

Men,” the Henry Donovan-pro-

duced half-hour westerns; a 15-

‘minute women’s series starring

Ilka Chase .and “John Kieran's

Kaleidoscope.” Believed to be a

factor in the decision to shut down
Is that UATV. doesn’t own any

half-hour property tit’s got a

straight distribution deal on “G-
Men”) and the parent company is

reluctant to go into vidpix produc-

tion . Operation was headed • by
Ted Long, who took over after

George Shupert exited to head up
ABC’s film syndication division

Official Films racked up one o

the biggest weeks in . its history

with $225,000 in syndicated sales

last week covering, four half-hour

telepix series and its musical shorts
""
library. Music - library was sold to

stations in Japan and Switzerland

via their American reps.

Deals included sales of the Boris

Karloff “Colonel March of Scot-

land Yard" and the “Secret File,

U.S.Ai” series* to KTTV, Los :
An-

geles. Deal was set by Herman
Rush, Official’s sales v.p. Karloff

stanza was also set in Galveston,
While the “My Hero” series was
bought by Arnold Baking Co. for

WABC-TV, N. Y. Also set for “My
Hero’’ was a five-market Canadian
sale.

TIM McCOY PACTED

FOR MPTV TELEPIX
Motion Pictures for television’s

film syndication division this week
signed veteran western star Tlin

McCoy, to film a series of 30 15-

ihinute vidpix on stories and lore

of the west. Series is already in

production at the Mercury-Interna-
tional Studios oh the Coast, with

air date set for March 1. MPTV
also set another 15-minute series,

“Junior Science,” also already in

production in N. Y. for a March 1

launching.

MPTV is foregoing the dramatic
treatment on- McCoy In favor of a

storytelling format in which, the
Onetime colonel and Wyoming ad-
jutant in charge of Indian affairs

will discuss and demonstrate pio-

neer and Indian life. Series is be
ing produced by MPTV production

chief Lew Kemer. David-Monolian
(ex-Warner Bros; and Columbia) is

directing.

“Junior Science” pix are being
produced at Junior Science Stu-

dios in N. Y., with Dr. Gerald Louis
Wendt, director of science

.
for

UNESCO and onetime science edi-

tor of Time, handling the commen-
tary on the series. Harvey Cort is

directing. Dr. Wendt flics in from
Paris Jan. 26 to start the second
cycle of 13 pix. Films ’are being
made in color and black and white,

with total of 39 scheduled.

Frieberg to TPA
Hardle Frieberg last week jollied

the Ed Small-Michael Gordon-

Michael Sillerman headed Televi-

sion Productions of America as

eastern sales manager* Frieberg

resigned as an account exec at Ziv

to join TPA. Previously, he head-

ed his own packaging firm*

Frieberg’s initial assignment will

be TPA’s current drive on the Ed-

ward Arnold-hosted Series of Old

Sovereign-produced half-hours for

General Electric and Hamilton
Watches, retitled “Your Star Show-
case.” Firm recently ended a

three-day clinic of. its sales person-

nel In N, Y. preparatory to launch-

ing sales 'on;the show.

-— -

—

' --* Entirely new concept in tv-film

ink a MiMiii distribution and production, em-

MRSHF.KOFFS ‘DRAGNET bracing the use of franchise hold-mfipnciivrf O IWtum-* en as distribution agents arid ,as

1MT17PKQT Til MrA production financiers, has been' set
IIIIEJVCmI ly .

IWvIl up by Ely Landau and Martin Ross,
Hollywood, Jan. 12. who recently purchased Bernard

MCA has purchased Mike Me- Prockter’s syndication outfit,, PSI,

shekoff’s interest in Mark VII Inc* New firm, which will operate

Productions for an undisclosed under the name National Telefilm

sum and the producer of the Associates, Inc., will distribute the

“Dragnet” series is ankling the set- old Prockter product, along with

Up Landau’s own shows, and will move
Exec producer Stanley Meyer into the production field on its

and director-star Jack Webb* re- own, will help finance outside pro-

tein their interests in the firnr. duction and will work /straight dis-

Meshekoff, who was married re- tribution deals for indie producers,

cently to Helena Carter, plans to Under the NTA setup, there are

travel abroad for several months
before returning to the telefilm

field. A •

There’s an ironic clause to the

14 franchise holders, in different
cities and covering different re-
gions, who will set up offices and
maintain staffs as Independent dis-

THI BIG FUSS

NBC Sets TasMin To

‘Fibber’ & ‘Gildeirsleeve’

.
. Hollywood, Jan* 12.

NBC signed Frank Tashlin to

produce and direct a pair of pilot

telefilms for the “Fibber McGee
and Molly” and “Great Gilder-

sleeve” shows which the network
owns. He reports next week and
expects to finish the assignment by
the end of the February.

Currently directing RKO’S “Su-
san Slept Here,” which co-stars

Dick Powell and Debbie Reynolds,
Tashlin will return to feature films

after winding the NBC stint and
will prep scripts on “Feather-
brain” and “The Kittenball Story
which he has listed for . indie pro-

duction this year. Producer-direc-
tor now has a partnership deal

with NBC on the comedy series

“Oops, It’s Daisy.”

Army’s ’Big Picture* VIdpic Picks
Up Some Nation’s Headlines

A non-commercial telefilm series

made the national headlines as the
Defense and State Depts. kicked
up a loud fuss between them pn the
showing of a pic

.
in “TheTlig Pic-

ture” skein which relates to Korean
war atrocities. As a .result, the
film was not shown as skedded last

Friday (8) and has been deferred
until February. “Big Picture” is

an Army series produced by the
radio-tv branch of the Signal
Corps and syndicated.

Meantime, WCBS-TV, Gotham
flagship of the web, goes into its

seventh cycle with the package
starting Sunday (17), and as a re
suit of the national focusser this

and other stations taking it as i

sustainer expect to have a circula
tion windfall on the showings.

Hassle of Defense and State re-

volved around responsibility for re-

lease of the atrocity sequence
which they figured would endanger
relations on negotiations starting
in Berlin Jan. 25. At one point it

was a topic of heated discussion by
legislators.

Motion Pictures for Television’s

new film syndication division is al-

ready in the black on its first syn-

dicated series, the Drew Pearson
Washington Merry -Go- Round,”
with a major factor being the ter-

rific netos break on former Presi-

dent tikrry Truman’s denial on the

first segment last week that he had
ever characterized Congressional
investigations of Communists as a

“red herring.”

Film, which is shot every
Wednesday night, processed in

N. Y. and Washington and air

expressed the next morning to sta-

tions, is already in 51 markets,
after only 30 days of selling. It’s

virtually a record for any syndic

cated show, even , more so for a
news show. Moreover, those mar-
kets that have bought the series

comprise the larger metropolitan
areas, comprising sbme 63.6% of

the national tv audience.

Since the frontpage and edi-

torial coverage given last Thurs-
day (7) and Friday to the Truman

deal under which MCA is taking tributiqg companies, but who will

Over the “Dragnet” series, it’s handle only. NTA product. For
understood, that’s likely to put the their exclusive franchises, they’ve

agency in one of the most advanta- paid in initial coin, will have to

geous positions for a vidpix distrib- guarantee certain sales quotas and
utor, will pay coin Into a -production pool
Under the deal, MCA is reported which will be used to finance NTA-

to be entitled to check and change produced properties and outside

all prices at which the subsequent shows which NTA will buy into,

runs of the telepix are sold. Since In return, they get a percentage

NBC Film Division controls the of their sales plus commissions,

secjpnd runs under, the. title Badge Exclusivity
714,” this 8jves MCA a

. In each case the franchise hold-
entre into the NBC books, ^us

ers ai
.e independent businessmen,

even more ironic, since MCA is a
jnostly from the film and tele

competitor, via its _ MCA-TViAO.
fields, who’ll operate their firms

syndication operation. It
^
epu a

under different names but will dis-
conceivqbly revise the entire price

tribute NTA product exclusively.

Jt the N^C^r prl^ Thos* dabbingpother

to

product will continue, to \ do so
untiL their present contracts run
out. In each office there will, be a
staff, one. member of which is re-
cruited fromjthe tele or broadcast-
ing or agenfiy field.. Eventually the
number of franchise holders will
increase to 23. Under the current
setup there’s a staff of 22 salesmen
working out of the 14 offices. Su-
pervisory control will be at the

:oi“. .rHAnVIff set finMde- 1
franchise level, with overall superb-

production staff qnd set ftnai ae-

1

.
. thrpp

half-hour is set to roll the first

week in March.
While on the Continent, Unger

interview, film has been sold in six will also meet with Jacques Rach-

markets, with negotiations in the milovitch, producer -of Comets
works for several more. With Pear- “Mediterranean Tales” s e r i e s

,

son aiming at exclusive stuff in which has resumed production af

each show via Interviews with top ter a delay of more than a month,

politicos (House speaker Joe Mar-
tin is the interviewee in this week’s
segment), MPTV veep Ed Madden!
and publicist Mike O’Shea are
planning a regular service of sup-
plying newspapers and wire serv-
ices with- transcripts of the show
each Friday.

News break was virtually un-
precedented for a tv’er, and fOr a

Oliver Unger, proxy of Comet
Television Films* planes to Europe

niw^fitwnatlona^
1

Talent wonting out or tne i« oinces. su-

Scout’* vidpix scries. They-U select pervisory control. will be at the
ocim“1 ..V* i J; rt off ond final de- franchise level, with overall super-
a production st

t vision handled by three v.p.’s, one
tails on lensin* of the films. First

jn each NTA^wned office.
!

Immediate distribution plans call

for syndication of all the product
acquired in the Prockter deal, plus
Landau’s “The Passerby” and "Bill

Corura Show,” and the new James
Mason series (see separate story).

Former group includes the “China
Smith” and “Orient Express” se-

ries, as well as “International
Playhouse” and “Play

.
of the

Week.” In addition, NTA is com-
mitted to produce at- least two half-

hour drama series this year, with

(Continued on page 32)

Joan Bennett, Daughter

Pacted for GE Vidpic
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Joan Bennett and her daughter,

Melinda Markey, have been signed

by producer-director Frank -Wis-

bar to play mother-daughter roles

in “You Are Young Only Once,”
vidpix segment, entirely unheard GE vidpic rolling Jan. 25 under the

m m mwmvv - i « f . • « _ a a. « _• • __ — . • •
.

of. MPTV is basking in both the
publicity and business limelight
because of it, and the firm expects
to continue pushing it in the press
as well as in the syndicated field.

MENDELSOHN EXITS

UTP FOR GUILD JOB
Monroe Mendelsohn has re-

signed as advertising-promotion
chief of United Television Pro-

grams to join Guild Films in a

similar capacity. He moved into

N. Y. from the Coast last week af-

ter more than a year with UTP*
first in N. Y. and more recently on
the Coast.

Switch marks a reunion for Men-
delsohn and Reub Kaufman, Guild
prexy. He wo/ked for Kaufman
When the la'.ier was a partner in

Debler A; ;.vertisi/ig, Chi agency,
and late' in K-a > fman . Associates,

also Chicago. V. hen Kaufman be-

came a partner in Snader Tele
scriptions, Me/.delsohn moved over,

with him as i-ales service coordina-

tor. He joined UTP from Snader.

aegis of Bing Crosby Enterprises.

It will be the first joint vidpjx

appearance of Miss Bennett, and
her 18-yeaf-old daughter. Richard
Carlson has the male lead.

Deal is also set for Miriam Hop-
kins to topline “Beauty in the

Desert,” GE telepic rolling Jan. 18.

Roach Studio’s 250
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Compaies operating at the Hal
Rioach studio turned out 250 telepix
and over 3,500,000 feet of negative
for a record-breaking period the
past year, according to studio v.p.

Sidney S. Van Keuren.

WASHINGTON MERRY- GO-
ROUND

With Drew Pearson; Harry S. Tru-
man, riie6t; Ken Roberts, Fred
Uttel, announcers

Producer: Times Sq. Productions
26 Quarter-hours
Distributor; MPTV Syndication
Leave it to Drew Pearson to

grab himself a big plum for his
debut as a telepix pundit via a
quarter-hour series produced and
distributed by Motion Pictures for
Television. <New York airing is

via WABD, N.Y., flagship of Du-
Mont.) The presence of Harry S.

Truman on the firster- was not kept
a secret in the advance bally al-

though the subject matter was.
Under Pearson’s prodding, the
former President came through
with a made-in-Kansas City film-

terview locationer which had suffi-

cient impact and news values for
other stations and newspapers to
comment on some of his stater
ments. Chief among them was a
rebuke of- Sen. Joseph McCarthy
for his “approach by suspicion”
method to the subject of Commu-
nism, and this naturally led to a
thumbnail review of the issue of
Commies in Government.

Ex-White House occupant said
indictment of Commies eame dur-
ing his and Franklin D. Roose-
velt’s, regimes (Via their appoint-
ments of judges, et al., who fig-

ured in sentences and prosecu
tions) and that he knew of no in-

dictments under the Eisenhower
Administration. On the politica

side, he said the laws on subver- of appointments in the ex-

sives originated under Democrat Pending sales setup, of Motion' Pic-.

Woodrow Wilson, went into hiatus turcs for Television were ari-

under the 12-year GOP Adminis- noiinced over the weekend, with
trations and were resumed under Edward B. Hewitt moving into the
FDR and HST. He noted that San Francisco office of MPTV’s
there were nearly 7,000 dismissals film syndication division as man-
of Government employees during ager and Bruce Collier taking
his Presidency, with -lOO °f these charge of the division’s Dallas
classified as loyalty risks and 6,400 office. Hewitt was formerly Coast
3

S

^ o Kll |Unn manager of the Movie Advertising

tolhe questionTHST also revealed
that he never characterized the -SJifff S? ?,

CC
wJ

nt eXec W th

80th Congress’ spy hunt as “red ^MAL-TV, Washington,

herrings’’ but that a White House MFTV s feature film division

reporter ' put 6uch a
.
question to fidded Howard Anderson, former

him at the time and he said the film director of WFAA-TV, Dallas,

probes “might be” termed as such and Robert Feiner, formerly with
without he himself using the 20th-Fox, as Dallas sales staffers,
phrase. (According to this, what In New York, Elisabeth Beckjor
was apparently the traditional “in* den, formerly in charge of pub-
direct quotes” to which a Presi- licity, promotion and research at
dent ur privileged was used then the O. L. Taylor station rep firm.

JSL’flS into the syndication opera
cdus6 the stir thAt time* As- 3. ijnn « « nceicfatif nnKivAi 4 i» »fAl^
postscript, to this, in an interview L

1”"
m;

S
i.

to pub lclty top"

with reporters the next day (9)
per Mike O Shea.

HST was informed that a tran- r~—~- "
1

script showed he had used the WCBS-TV’S 208 FEATURES
phrase and he refused comment.) A sizeup of its film programming
While the Truman vis-a-vis was for 1953 shows that WCBS-TV,

the main course, Pearson served Gotham flagship of the CBS net-

triggered segment. His “Predic.

( Continued pn page 32

)

other good dishes iiii this .quick- workf presented 208 full length
tri^rprt sppmpnt h,q “P.-Priir-

1 features as New York premieres
with these divided between its

“Early Show” and "Late Show.”
Highlighting the year’s feature

film programming on the station

was the purchase of 20 different

packages totaling 245 pictures.

Just how much of a stake Sam
Goldwyn is establishing . in vidpix

came up for renewed attention last

week when Sam Goldwyn Jr. re-

signed his producing post at CBS-
TV and announced formation of a

new tv-film production company,
with headquarters at the Goldwyn
homeoffice in N. Y., and production
on a half-hour Series to begin April
1 at the Goldwyn lot in Hollywood.
It’s the second family-owned vid-

pix operation set up in recent
months, with Mrs. Goldwyn (Fran-
ces Howard) having recently set up
Howard Pictures for distribution
of more than 50 old Goldwyn fea-

tures.

Goldwyn Jr. moved into the N.Y.
office this week, with a deal on a

new
. half-hour property nearly

closed. He’s currently talking to

writers, with an . eye toward an
early start on productions. Just
which property is involved is being
kept under wraps. New ; firm

doesn’t yet have a name, but the
corporation papers are expected to

be completed in a couple of weeks.
Firm is to be only a producing
company, but it’s speculated that

Howard, with a sales force already
in operation, might take over dis-

tribution should a network sale on
the initial property fail to come
through.
Goldwyn Jr. joined CBS-TV ear-

ly last year following his discharge
from, the Army, where he func-

tioned as a: public relations officer.

His last assignment at the web was
production chore on the new kin-

nie of the “International Airport”

I

series, which CBS Is trying to ped-

•dle under a new format.
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rev, the rumors or reports to the, contrary, Robert E. Sher-

woodr will continue under, his NBC-TV three-year contract (at an
overall !

^gurc In excess of $200,000) and fulfill his nine-play tv

commitment. Because of the general drubbing accorded his Initial

entry,, “backbone of America,'' opinion was expressed in some
quarters that Sherwood, and NBC might call it quits after his

“Pontius Pftate” (his second tv original, which is already com-
pleted), goes before the .cameras. .

However, there's one facet of the Sherwood deal that Will hence-

forth be subject to change. In negotiating his contract with the

network/ Sherwood Was given Carte blanche on practically every-

thing, with no hindrance .or interference from anyone/ In VBack-
bone of America" he was responsible to no one, with result that

all, concerned were reluctant to offer suggestions or advice, despite

their keener know-how and familiarity with the medium. From
here" on in,’ however, it's understood that Sherwood will yield this

“no interference" clause and establish a closer working relation-

ship permitting others at the network some back talk on resolving

various issues and problems.

NBC went into another color k
premiere yesterday (Tues.) with a

closed-circuit telecast Originating

at the Colonial Theatre, N. Y., and
seen by prospective advertisers and
time buyers at various of its owned
and operated Stations. Show was
s la hted exclusively fdr national

spot and local advertising—niaiply
department stores—in a 30-minute
demonstration produced for NBC
Spot ' Sales byWNBT, N. Y. flagship

of the web; To Carry out the proj-

ect, some’ of the local and network
personalities were recruited, with
Gimbel's for instance, plugged Via

Jinx McCrary, and Macy’s by Faye
Emerson & Skitch Henderson, latter

in a charming story theme revolv-

ing around a dancer's "rags to rich-

es" transformation with Hender-
son doing the pianolog-poetry.
Ed Herlihy did the overall nar-

rative treatment and plugs for
“color franchises" available to lo-

cal emporiums, and the tints came
off strikingly ter prove the power

. of color in selling fashions, acces-
sories, sundry groceries and locally
distributed coffees. WNBT’s Jo-
sephine McCarthy put on her. cook-
ing show, first in monochrome then
in the hues to show the edntrast,
this approach applying to a couple
of other segments. Marie McNa-
mara, known as "Miss Color TV"
of the web, modeled gowns from
Gimbels, vari-hued fabrics were

(Continued on page 32)

Hollywood, Jan. 12.
Jackie Gleason trained to Goth-

am today (Tues.) after looking over,
CBS Coast television facilities.
Elan is being formulated to move
his entire show* including chorus
culies, to Hollywood next April.

Last night (Mon.), Gleason was
toasted and - barbecued at the
Friars Roastmaster dinner emceed
by Jack Benny with Ronald Rea-
gan. Harry (Parkyakarkas) • Ein-
stein, Billy Gray, Harry Ackerman,
Phil Foster, Ray Bolger, Gedrge
Burns, Dan Dailey and Phil ''Sil-
vers ^on the dais. Benny comment-
tcl. ‘‘Gleason is the second best
comedian in television, I don’t
know who is best, but there must
be someone better than Gleason."
Ackerman credited Gleason with

originating such classic comments
??

‘‘Mmmip.’ boy," "Pow, right in
and "Charge it to

l 13S. Comedian was gifted with a
Uai

.

r
,
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Eiges Off Sales Hook
NBC realignment as sanc-

tioned by the board , of direc-
tors last Friday (8) whereby
practically all execs in radio
and tv will henceforth report
to executive vicepresident
Robert W. Sarnoff resolves an
unusual situation that’s pre-
vailed for v.p. Syd Eiges’ press
division.

Not generally known (but
baffling to those aware of the
situation) was the fact that
Eiges reported to Jack Her-
bert, who, until his resignation
a few weeks back, was head of
sales.

Dodge Division of the Chrysler

Corp. is taking over sponsorship

of the Tuesday night Danny Thom-
as vidfilm series on ABC-TV (as

the alternate-week client with

American Tobacco Co.) with Spei-

del, the present co-sponsor, bowing

out of the . picture next month.

Dodge sponsorship begins on

Feb. 26.

Watch band company had a firm

39-week commitment on the half-

hour situation comedy series, but

asked ABC if it could find a sub-

stitute sponsor for the few weeks
in February during the company’s
business lull.. ABC shopped around
among potential interim clients,

and Dodge expressed " willingness
not. only to fill in for Speidel but
to take over the watch band com-
pany’s altematerweek share from

- (Continued on
v
page 46)

By GEORGE ROSEN
High on the ’54 agenda of NfiG

prexy "Pat" Weaver is the tackling
of the network radio problem.
While specifically Weaver’s pri-

mary concern is to do something
constructive about the state of
NBC’s radio; which is going
through some pretty rough times,
both coin f.nd prestige-wise, there’s
little doubt but that Weaver’s "Opr
eration AM/* on the basis of past
performances in the realm of tv,

could have a vital bearing on the
whole future pattern of the sound-
only medium. .

Just what Weaver has up his
sleeve is shared only by the prexy
and his boss, board chairman David
Sarnoff. However, it ’wouldn’t sur-
prise NBC associates, that. When it

emerges in final blueprint, it could,
be as . a revolutionary

,

concept to-

ward inviting public (and sponsor)
acceptance of 130,000,000 U. S.

radio sets.

It’s known that Weaver i$ cur-
rently deep in the throes of the
"network radio of the future",
scheming. It’s strictly a hush-hush
project, and may not even be trans-
lated into concrete action until the
latter part of the year, if then/ But
that something has to be done in

terms of NBC reasserting itself in
radio and getting its share of pub-
lic-sponsor acceptance, i$ a recog-
nized fact both within and outside
network circles.

$1,500,000 Deficit

NBC radio, as the major "trouble
spot" in the NBC-RCA operations,
took it on the chin in ’53, winding
up with a deficit in the neighbor-
hood of $1,500,000. Aggravating
the situation was the fact that the
network’s chief rival. CBS, made
a whopping success of ’53—as net-

work radio goes these days^-show-
ing a healthy profit on the opera-
tion, and only in recent weeks in-

viting $2,000,000 in fresh sponsor-
ship coin into the Columbia fold.

It’s more or less an open secret
that veepee Ted Cott has been un-
happy with his lot in programming
the NBC radio network setup and
has made several as yet unsuccess-
ful efforts to translate his talents

into the more exciting tv facets of
the NBC operation. If Cott’s

“Magic 28" programming formula
as innovated several months back
failed to create any public enthusi-
asm and left the network precisely
where it was before, despite some
hefty exploitation, it’s recognized
that the problem of licking the sit-

uation within the confinements of
the present framework is one that
transcends a Cott or. for that mat-
ter, any other individual saddled
with the job. Thus it’s antici-

pated that the projected Weaver
formula for the future could well
toss out any and all preconceived
ideas as to how a radio network
should be programmed and op-

erated.
Reappraising the “NBC radio

story." the trade has been cogni-

(Continued on page 40)

TV Drama Eatings
Here’s how the full hour tv

dramatic shows line up on the
basis of the Dec., ’53., ARB
ratings:

Kraft Television Theatre
(NBC) 32:2

Studio One (CBS) 30.5

Philco-Goodyear Tele-
vision Playhouse)
(NBC) : 30.2

Robert Montgomery Pre-
sents (NBC) 24.8

Motorola T V Hour
(Tues.-ABC) 14.8

Kraft Television The-
atre (ABC) 8.5

U. S. Steel’s ABC-TV show
is not listed in Dec. ARB rat-
ings. It registered a 23:6 in
Nov. tallies.

You Make it, But

NBC-TVs morning programming
lineup remains in a state of flux
and it isn’t likely that the situation
will be resolved until the first of
March; That’s the new date
scheduled for the premiere of the
ambitiously -

.
conceived "Home”

show (originally scheduled for a
mid-January bowl. But even the
"Home" program is currently

v

at
sixes and at sevens, both as to the
hour designated for its slotting and
the talent-format com p o n e n t s.

(Whether the show starts at 10:30.
11, 11:3Q or even noon is still to
be determined.)

Meanwhile, pending the time
NBC puts its "Home” in order,
everything remains “iffy” on the
remaining morning program seg-
ments. “Glamour Girl” already has
been lopped off, with “Breakfast In
Hollywood.” a restaurant remote as
replacement, having teed off Mon-
day ill’*. Also scheduled for ax-
ing are a brace of soapers, “Follow
Your Heart" and the “Bennetls,”
but as yet the network hasn’t de-
cided

^
on replacements, and can't

until '
it knows where to slot

“Home.”
Present sponsored entries are

due for reshuffling lagajn depend-
ing on the “Home” berth). Bank-
rolled segments sticking are “Haw-
kins Falls" (SOS and Wesson Oil);

“Three Steps To Heaven” (with

Procter & Gamble latching on as
sponsor) and “Bride and Groom"
(Jergen's). All of them will prob-
ably be involved in the checker-
board moves.

NBC board of directors at its

first meeting of ’54 last Friday (8)

went through the expected motions

in bestowing more network execs

with veepee stripes, and partially

resolving the "who reports to

whom" personnel realignment and
divisional breakdowns under the
new “Pat & Bob" regime^ But still

left unclarified was the status of
several execs in operational areas
regarded as out of step with the
new administrative setup.

From one high NBC source this
week came the revelation that,

there will be no wholesale shakeup
of a major consequence, as ru-
mored in some quarters, but that
a number of personnel shifts can
be expected before NBC sets its

new house in order.

Tapped for . official designation
as No. 1 man in sales at last Fri-
day’s' board meet was George Frey,
vet NBC’er who succeeds, jack
Herbert, who recently resigned;
named veepees were . Tom Mc-
Avity, who is now chief of
tv programming, and Carl Stanton;
who has taken over exec veepee
Robert W; Saraoffs role as top
man of the Film Division.

Major area of speculation con-
cerns Charles (Bud) Barry, who
returned from a European sojourn
last week. Since Barry, former tv
programming chieftain^is now left

dangling between programs and
sales, it appears to be a question
of whether he’ll want to stay un-
der the present setup. (Some of
the daytime program entries in-

novated by Barry' last season are
being lopped off the tv schedule.)

Proposal is to give Barry' a rov-
ing assignment, as veepee in charge
of tv program sales, operating on
both the programming and sales
fronts as a specialist* on NBC-
created packages. The fact re-

-(Continued on page 44)

‘Give ’Em Hell, Harry’ Plays TV Circuit
Harry S. Truman’s “‘Television

Week" in New York had its climax

Monday (11) with the former Presi-

dent finding himself embroiled in

a hot controversy stemming from
the virtual shytout of spot radio,

tv and newsreel coverage of a trade

event in which he was the guest of

honor and principal speaker. Since

the event was a luncheon of the

Radio & Television Executives So*

ciety, whose members live on, by
and for broadcasting, the blackout

constituted an eyebrow-raiser that

may have far-reaching repercus-

sions within the trade.

The verboten ukase was credited

to Matthew Connelly, the ex-Presi-

dent’s press aide, with a Truman
nod in that he did not wish tp put

his off-the-cuff speech o.n the line

for viewers and listeners to mis-

interpret, in edntrast to official,

script-supported appearances, be-

fore the mikes where such poten-

tial hazards are accepted as a mat-

J

•ter of course. Editing was also re-

1

jected. The sole picturized and '

recorded periods were the first

three minutes of Truman’s speech,

and then the lights were dimmed
to indicate that the radio and tv i

dogs were to be called off to come
j

on again at the tailend briefly.

How this was handled mechan-
ically was lost in a mire of specula*

tion and confusion, but visible on
the dais was an NBC mike. There
were a couple of still photogra-

j

pher's near the dais, with tv

newsreels working on the balcony
in the ballroom of the Roosevelt
Hotel, scene of l’affaire Truman.

The chief actor was flanked by the

top echelon names from networks
and other broadcasting spheres,

with RTES prexy George T.

Shupert running through the intros

quickly and then it was Vgive 'erri

hell Harry’s" turn. The principal |

performer was given standing ova-

tions upon his inaugural entry,

With daughter Margaret by his side,

another thunderous mitt when he
got up to speak, and a sendoff yam-
mer at tlve finale. HST played it

like he would in Rome, sending
the mob into everything from tit-

ters to yocks as he slanted his re-

marks toward the trade in his first

appearance before such a broad-
casting body.

Hits at Censorship
Alihough he was serious and

light in turn on subjects ranging
from public affairs to trade mat-
ters, his big wallops came in an-
swering questions put to him via

cards sent up to the platform. He
hit out against film and tv censor-

ship,: lauded radio-tv coverage of

the political conventions last year;

said that televising of a President’s

press conference "is Up to the

(Continued on page 32)

Despite some speculation as to

his future status as a member of

both the NBC and RCA boards of
directors, William E. Robinson,

who shifts from the New York
Herald Tribune to Steve Hanna-

gan Associates on Jan. 15, will re-
main berthed with the network
and parent corporation direc-
torates. (Only a few short months
back Robinson’s name figured in
the “who's - going - to - be-the-next
NBC-prcsidenl?” speculation.)

Robinson is relinquishing his
post as executive veepee "and pub-
lisher of the Herald Tribune to
become chairman of the board- of
the Hannagan public relations set-

up as well as chief executive offi-

cer. with Joe Copps continuing
as Hannagan prexy.

Robinson has been with the Her-
ald Trib since 1934.

‘MEET MILLIE’ GETS

A
“Meet Millie" has landed a tv

sponsor <Tafon—no fat backwards)
.—and takes off Jan. 30 across a

CBS network of more than 40 sta-

tions, Half-hour coast-originating
comedy, show, now airing on radio,

goes into N.V. live at 7 p.m. with
possibly a quick kine for the same
hour on the Coast.

Frank Galen is producer and
head writer with script assistance

from Artie Julian and Howard
Leeds. Leads in the radio series

—

Elena Verdugo, Florence Hqlop
and Marvin Kaplan—double over

to tv.
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WELFARE

HINGE ON
Washington, Jan. 12.

The increasingly critical situa-

tion in the UHF broadcasting in-

dustry was brought to the attention

of the U.S. Court of Appeals here

last week with the filing ®f a Pet'”

tion. which might well result in a

drastic change of policy by the

FCC in dealing out tv channels,

Although the immediate effect

of the action, if successful, con-

cerns only one specific area, the

broader Impact of the petition may
be far-reaching, particularly as it

Involves the welfare of UHF sta-

tions generally. But, in addition,

the action constitutes a sharp chal-

lenge to the way in which the Com-
mission, as presently constituted,

is carrying out policies laid down
under a previous Commission for

the encouragement of a nationwide

television system in the U.S.

The petition, filed by WCAN-TV
In Milwaukee, a UHF station,

seeks to /stop the Commission from
going through with its assignment

(6f a third Commercial VHF chan-,

nel (6) in the Milwaukee area, fol-

lowing its proposal by the Hekrst

Corp. which has been trying to

establish a VHF outlet in competi-

tion to the area’s only V station,

TVTMJ-TV, which is owned by
Hearst’s rival, the Milwaukee Jour-

nal. Hearst publishes the Milwau-
kee Sentinel and is the licensee of

radio station WISN in Milwaukee.

The WCAN
.

petition is no ordi-

nary one. Its framer was Benedict
Cottpnc, formerly FCC general

counsel, Who was brought into the

case as co-counsel by Philip M.
Baker, counsel for.WCAN. Cottone;
who left the Commission after it

came under Republican control, is

now with the law firm of Lucas &
Thomas, headed by former major-
ity leader of the Senate Scott W.
Lucas.

Argument Jan. 14

Although the petition was filed

only last Wednesday (6), it Was
considered sufficiently important
by the Court to call an informal
conference the following Friday
(8) withr’Lucas, Cottone, Baker and
Roger Wollenberg of the FCC Of-
fice of General Counsel. At that

conference, the. Commission gave
assurance it would defer action on
any of the applications for channel
6 (including one by Hearst) in

order to permit the Cpiirt to hear
arguments Thursday (14) on a mo-
tion for a temporary restraining
order to stay assignment of channel
6, which was to take effect yester-

day (11).

After reviewing the history of

tV channel allocations, the circum-
stances which led to the freeze,

the addition of the UHF band, and
the principles under which the
freeze-lift order was issued, the

> petition points out that policies

were adopted by the Commission
which gave assurance to UHF ap-
plicants that additional VHF chan-
nels in their -areas could be as-

( Continued on page 44)

Minneapolis, Jan. 12,

With radio station WCOW aban-

doning it's plan : for a UHF tv sta-

tion, the two UHF channels as-

signed to the Twin Cities are go-

ing begging. Every present indica-

tion is they’ll never be taken up.

In view of the financial difficul-

ties encountered by UHF stations

elsewhere, IffCOW officials decided

not to appeal from an FCC deci-

sion denying the station additional

time to construct the proposed
UHF outlet.

WCOW group also explained
they didn’t relish competing with

the four Twin Cities’ VHF tv sta-

tions; and the one more sopn com-
ing up.

;

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

For the first time since they’ve
headed their own show on "Com-
edy Hour,” Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis went oh the air last Sun
day (10) without material written
by Norman Lear and Ed Simmons
They . Contributed a script as .per

their contract, but it Wasn’t used.
They have three more to do this

season for Colgate and for each of

/which Simmons and Lear receive

$10,400, highest salary ever paid
a team of waiters in tv or radio.

Not unless the waiters receive a

formal letter each time from the
attorney for the comics to deliver
a script for the next show are they
committed, according to the con-
tract.

Many versions are abroad on the
reason behind the break between
M & L arid their writers,, but the
one most frequently quoted is that
the comics resented an exclusive
Page One story in Daily Variety
hoting the writers’ precedental
deal in terms of money. Under-
stood. M St L. figured that made
them too important and also point-

ed up they needed the most ex-
pensive writers in the business .to

hold their rated position.

TV Cycle; Pacts Colgate

To Five-Year ’Rich’ Deal
The drawing of a couple of his

characteristic ’’Droodles” on Garry
Moore’s CBS-TV show a Couple of

weeks back
,
got Roger Price a reg-

ular berth on the daytime stanza,

with a one-a-week pact for a full

cycle. Sy Fischer, topper in the
N. Y. office of Frank Cooper Asso-
ciates, set the Price deal.

Another pact worked out by
that office is a new five-year docu-
ment with Colgate for ’’Strike It

Rich,”, owned . jointly- with Walt
Framer. Already in the house, oh
recently worked out arrangements
are “That’s Rich,” starring Stan
Freberg; “Breakfast in Hollywood”
to NBC radio and tv, and “Second
Chance” < radio) •

. sold to Richard
Hudnqt. Company’s -The Lineup,”
owned

v
with. Larry Klee; will be

filmed by CBS on the Coast via

web v.p. Harry Ackermam Writers*
set include Will GUCkman on Paul
Winchell show, Leonard; Stern and
Sid Zelinka for Jackie Gleason,
with Dick Linkroum as associate

producer and director on NBC’s
projected “Home” daytimer.

With Bing Crosby’s tv proem via
the tclepix

.
route on CBS fetch-

ing him a whopping 48.7 on the
Trendex scoreboard to ride rough-

j

shod over the opposition, NBC was
in the throes. this week of working
out a segment on the Colgate
“Comedy Hour” that will bring the
Bing ' further' into the video pic-

ture, Disregarding the rivalry, the
web hopes to show Crosby .is well
as its own Bob Hope in a cut-in
of the famed Pebble Beach golf
tourney on the Coast in which the
pair figure as the bigwigs. It’s

scheduled for next Sunday (17),

when the Colgate stanza will be
headed by Frank Sinatra, plus Alan
Young in his first appearance this
season on the Colgate stanza.

C. osby’s debut rating more than
doubled the scores of his competi-
tion on the other three webs. “Tele-
vision Playhouse” '(NBC) came in
with 10.5 for probably the » oorc>
competitive showing Of the big-
league drama series, which 'tip tc
the Bingle bow has had Fred War-
ing against it for f?e» •

. '.ctrie

(Continued on page 46)

REMINGTON SUCCEEDS

STEINHAUSER IN P-ITT

Pittsburgh, Jan. .12.

Fred Remington, of Press edi-

torial staff, has been named radio-
tv editor of the Scripps-Howard
afternoon daily. He succeeds Si

Steinhauser, who resigned the first

of the year to move to Florida.
Latter, who was with the Press Tor
27 years, almost 25 of them on the
radio desk, plans to take an ex-
tended vacation and rest before
announcing any future plans in

Miami, where he and -Mrs. Stein-
hauser will make their home.

Remington is a graduate of Col-
gate Univ. and attended the Medili
Graduate School of Journalism at

Northwestern Univ. He served as

a lieutenant on a cruiser in the
South Pacific in World War II and
came" to the Press in 1948 from
Cedar Rapids, where he worked
fob the Gazette. On the Press,
he’s been a copy editor, reporter;
feature writer and editorial writer.

A giant cash giveaway contest Involving a total cost of nearly
$300,000 is being inaugurated by WABC-TV, ABC’s New. York
flagship, in an attempt to lure audiences to Channel 7. Contest,-
called “The Lucky Seven Contest,” will give some $75,000 in prizes,

backed by a fullscale advertising and promotion campaign. It’s

scheduled to start either Jan. 25 or Feb. 1. r
Contest is the idea of station veep John Mitchell. He’s hired

Masterson, Reddy It Nelson to package the project /or the sfatl&m.

;

Project is similar to the recent “Lucky Bucks” circulation building
contests run in .the N. Y. Daily Mirror and the News’ competitive
“Bonanza Bills” giveaway. With ABC’S new program lineup Along
with extensive advertising apparently uftable to make a dent jn the
Gotham audience, station has decided to go in for more spectacular
methods. Full details of the contest haven’t been set yet, hut
it’ll include writelns plus identification of places and faces flashed
on the WABC-TV screen.

It’s the first known giveaway of its type for a tele station.

Paul Kelly as Lead In

‘21st Precinct’ TV’er
Paul Kelly will take over the

lead role on the tv version of “21st
Prccinc Radio edition is tire

biggest rating puller among CBS
sustainers and stars Everett
Sloane.

Video version of the half-hour
weekly show, which uses the same
documentary technique as “Drag-
vet,” is now'in preparation. Stait-
ng date and time slot have yet to
oe set,

Pacting of Kelly is one more evi-
dence of the manner in which
egit-pix personalities a»e staking

.r permanent claim in video.

The Gotham arm of TV Guide,
the weekly fan mag owned by Phil-

adelphia publisher Walter Annea-
herg, approached New York tv in-

dies recently with an unprecedent-
ed twist in their reciprocal adver-
tising that called’ for the stations

to offer the publication a “guaran-
teed rating” on its televised spots,

since the latter felt it was not
receiving an “equitable” rating on
all videops. The deal was suggested
upon termination of the normal 13-

week biz cycle between the outlets

and the^mag at which time Guide
pointed to its substantially In-

creased circulation as reason, but
those involved (WOR-TV, WPIX
and WATV principally) flatly re-
jected the proposition, feeling that
it was not mutually beneficial.

If accepted it would have meant
that the stations, in return for ad
space in TV Guide’s metropolitan
edition, had to offer a time slot for
the bopk’s advertising which had a
fixed audience rating, and if it

didn’t reach the promised popu-
larity on a given occasion Guide'
would be entitled to additional free
time in another spot on the sked.

Joe Bodkin, manager of the
book’s local edition, it has been
reported, did not approach WNBT
and WCBS-TV, keys for NBC and
CBS respectively, since he felt that
rates on those operations were suf-
ficiently high to merit continuation
of the old “dollar for dollar” recip-
rocal ad agreement. If, for exam-
ple, either of those stations were
to spend an arbitrary $700 in paid
advertising in the book, the latter
would in turn spend an equal
sum on the .air

NBC’s ‘Nothin’ Would

Be Finah Than Dinah

Going 3-a-Week TV’
Dinah.. Shore is due in N; Y. from

the Coast on Sunday (17) to pre-
pare for her first color tv appear-
ance (Jan. 22) on her quarter-hour
NBC-TV showcase. With the
singer, who has a 10-year tv ex-
clusivity with the network, pres-
ently slotted twice a week (Tuesday
and Thursday), NBC wouldn’t be
averse to Miss Shore upping her
tv exposure to three times a week
in view of her bigtime rating pay-
off. (Recent 24.8 Nielsen led the
field in the video vocal sweep-
stakes.)

Status of singer’s ’54 season cafe
dates will

. be resolved in huddles
with her attorney, Henry Jaffe. She
has a N. Y; commitment for the
Waldorf-Astoria, but not until late
summer or the fall, whiii* Los
Vegas is dangling $25,000 per week.
Latter date is contingent on how

i Chevrolet feels about %

Koblenzer Named To

New DuM Sales Job
Gerry Martin, DuMont’s director

of web sales, to finally pin down
the “loosely organized sales respon-
sibilities” r'at the network has es-

tablished the post of eastern sales

manager and named William M.
Koblenzer to the job. Overlapping
job titles and duties caused . con-

fusion among . outsiders and net-

work men alike in the past.

Koblenzer will cover much the
same areas of- biz as did the web's
general'Inanager , John H. Bachem,.
before he was upped to his pres-

ent post, accdrding. to Martin. Ba-
chem until the first of the year was
national sales manager*

Koblenzer has been associated

with DuMont since 1949 and has

handled a number of the web’s, ma-
jor accounts in the east. Prior to

DuMont, Koblenzer headed the live

sales department in radio and tv

for Ziv.

The retention of the baseball
players’ pension fund (which in

the future is expected to accrue
nearly $3,000,000 in annual incomp
from tv rights to the World Series)
is a foregone conclusion, it appears,
but the athletes* are pressing now
for a guaranteed share of the coin
since the club owners insist that
“out of the goodness -of their
hearts” only do the players get
any cut at all, according to J. Nor-
man Lewis, lawyer for the latter.

A meeting held the middle of
December in Cleveland between
Hank Greenberg and John Gal-
breath, for club owners, ; and
Ralph Kiner, All le Reynolds and
Lewis, for the players, Avas the
scene, it is reported, where assur-
ances that the pension will be re-

tained were made. Since club
owners announced early in Decem-
ber that they wished to drop the
players’ pension plan there was
considerable friction between the
two groups.
From ’50 through this last World

Scries the players received an ap-
proximated 85% of $1,000,000 in
tv revenue coin yearly, but with
the increase in the number of
video sets across the nation and
the installation of coaxial cable the
game sponsor will be asked for
three times Original sum.
A meeting will be held within a

week at which the lough edges in
player-owner agreements will be
ironed out. “It’s going to end. vve
hope, in a substantial increase in
pension,” Lewis said.

Cincinnati, Jan. 12.

There was no uncertainty about
the Natibnal Collegiate Athletic
Association’s stand on restricted

televising of football games ^at its

convention here, last week. By; a
vote of 172 to .9 the association

adopted the report of its 1953 tv
committee recommending the curb-
ing.

The ball passes to the ’54 com-
mittee as yet unnamed. Its pro-
gram has to be submitted to a
mail vote by the colleges. :

Although it was generally as-

sumed that the new committee >vill

string along with the single-game-a-*
:

week televising schedule, question
was quickly raised here about
sponsorship of the $4,000,009 deal.

t

General Motors was the tagger
last season; . One report voiced
here as coming from New York
was that GM might continue as the
tagger only if the top game of the
week is picked up instead of a
game scheduled months ahead.

Tom Gallery and Lindsey Nel-
son, NBC-TV execs, Who attended
the convention, were not in posi-

tion to comment on the future set-

up involving their network, which
carried the 1953 series of 11 Satur-
day games and two panorama
shows.

Representing CBS-TV at the
powwow were Sig Mickelson and
Judson Bailey.

Les Airies, director of special
events for ABC, and Tom Mc-
Mahon, DuMont sports director,
also came on for the meetings. Du-
Mont did a half-hour telecast of
the Thursday dinner, at which the
coach-of*the-year award was pre-
sented to Jim Tatum, Maryland,
by Joe Williams for Scripps How-
ard. newspapers which conducted
the poll among the coaches.

Notre Dame again led the small
band of advocates of unrestricted
television for college football.
The Rev. Edmund Joyce. N Are

Dame vice-president, demanded
that NCAA tv committees from
now on appear at the convention
with prepared programs for the
next year to allow debates oi the
floor of various points.

Objecting to a suggestion by the
committee that future tv studies
deal with an investigation of the
delayed tv phase of the program.
Father Joyce intimated that he
didn’t want Notre Dame’s program
jeopardized without opportunity to
debate the action. In the past sea-
son Notre Dame games were tele-

vised on Sunday nights.

Mutual of Omaha Joins

John Daly Bankrolling
Chicago, Jan. 12.

Mutual of Omaha starts sharing
sponsorship of John Daly’s ABC-
TV nightly newscasts as of Feb. 1,

taking over joint bankrolling of the
Monday and Wednesday segments
with the Whitehall Pharmacal Co.

New., addition leaves only, a Fri-
day participation open on the
cross-the-boarder. •

Mutual Broadcasting hit more
than $23,000,000 in gross billing
from radio during ’53 for the sec-
ond highest figure in the web’s 20-

year history. The estimated total
in coin for last year beats ’52 by
more than. $2,000,000, In 1946.
the web reached a sum of nearly
$26,000;000 at the year’s ’end.

Seventeen of the top national
advertisers booked with Mutual
during ’53, six more than two years
ago. Of the 564 stations in the
network an average of 434 of thepi
were tapped for use by each web
sponsor. *

\

Adolf N. Hult, web v.p. head-
ing up sales, reported a record vol-

ume in summer biz which in p^'t
accounted for increased billing. To
him it was a- “sigriificf nt- reversal”
in the usual summer slump*
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practically everybody and* his

sister* with' a tv show worth the

peddling has been beating a path

to the doors of Cunningham &
Walsh, now that the Chesterfield

agency has exited from* its seven-

year association with the multiple

Arthur Godfrey radio-tv program-

ming on CBS.
.

' Several million dollars in spon-

sorship coin is involved in the

ciggie company's Godfrey bowout.

While Chesterfield is retaining its

bankrolling of the top-rated “Drag-

net'’ series on' NBC-TV, plus the

Perry Como quarter-hour tv seg-

ments on CBS, it plans some fresh

reentries into the video program
sweepstakes and is surveying the

availabilities.

Despite the inevitable cropping

up of rumors. Chesterfield deci-

sion to call it quits on the Godfrey
Wednesday .night “Friends” par-

ticipation arid its. cross-the4)oard
identification with the morning
radio-tv AG show stemmed strictly

from, agency-network business dis-

agreements, notably in the failure

to re^olye : demands for contiguous

rata structures. For almost a year
Chesterfield had been sponsoring
Godfreys without a contract pend-
ing the efforts to arrive at satisfac-

tory terms.
- Actually, CBS anticipates little

difficulty in grabbing off new
Sponsorship' deals. General Motors
is already picking up some of the
Wednesday night slack. The God-
frey ratings, despite some ominous
predictions, at the . time

.
of the

Julius LaRosa blowoff, have held
up with the usual Top 10 payoffs
(also including his Mpnday night
Lipton-sponsored “Talent Scouts”).
It’s just a question, says CBS, of
finding the right clients and mak-
ing the right deals. With: Chester-
field out, Bristol-Myers latched on
to Godfrey’s daytime shows start-
ing Monday (11*.

Honolulu, Jan. 12.

First program clinic to be staged
by Broadcast Music* Inc., in the
Hawaiian Islands lured 200 broad-
casters, with 107 of them taking in

the windup of a two-daiy session
held last week (6-7) at Hotel Hale-
kulani. Speaking contingent from
the States were headed up by
Glenn Dolberg, BM1 v.p. for sta-
tion relations. Hawaiian Assn, of
Radio-TV broadcasters played host
via a Japanese fete at Ishii Gar-
dens;

Vacationing Edgar Kobak, U. S.
radio consultant, looked in on the
sessions, and among local speakers

Ai
er
^r^

aiT,es Smith, manager of
£' w * Ayer here; and C. Richard
£vans. prexy-g.ni. of Hawaiian
g^casting System (KGBM and

Hollinger, prexy
of HARTB, (opened the clinic* with
fa! lowing from the U. S. making
ddresses: j. Leonard Reinsch,

?v?
ag

A?,
g di *'ector of WSB (AM &

ta: B£n Lai**d, g.m. of

r,™’ preen Bay*. Wis.; Murray
pr,?n

d ’ P,0Sram director of WIP,

KYnn *I
a
.

rry
.
Spence^ prexy of

T ib?,
0

' Aberdeen, Wash.; Philip
J^ky, v .p . of KSFO, San Fran-

JesselVSurvey
New York.

Editor, Variety:
Anent my ideas on surveys

and ratings,, I did a little

checking on my own. First of
all they always listen to me on
CBS, which I'm not on; second,
they like Johnny Burke who’s
been dead several years.

I made a dozen calls this
past week and. asked people
what program they listen to on
Thursday night on NBC. Four
people said, Jackie Gleason
(who’s on CBS, 8 p.m. . on
Saturdays). I asked the next
four what they listen to on
CBS on Saturday night. One
fellow hung up on me; the
other three said the. Colgate
Hour. I asked the next two
people what program they
enjoyed most, and they an-
swered, George Jessel’s “This
Is Your Life;”: And the. other
said, Duffy’s Tavern (which is

not on). . George Jessel

:

,

Upswing in sponsor interest in

daytime serials (tv style) is re-

flected in the new business racked

up by CBS. What makes the situa-

tion all the more unusual is that the

Columbia soaper upbeat comes at

a time when NBC is reversing its

tv procedure and lopping off a

brace of morning weepers which
it hasn’t been able to sell.

Pouring fresh coin into the CBS
daytime tv . coffers is General

Foods, whwh is buying the video

version of “Portia Faces Life” in

the 1:15 to 1:30 p.m. cross-the-

board segment, and American
Home Products, which has pur-
chased a new serial; “Bright Star,”
for the 4:15-4:30 five-times-a-week
afternoon slot. (“Bright Star,”

along with the new Mona Kent-
scripted “Woman With A Past,”

replaces the half-hour cross-the-
board “Action In The Afternoon”
which goes off at the end of the
month.)
Unusual aspect of the GF

“Portia” buy is the 1:15 to 1:30

time factor—for it’s another illus-

tration of how CBS has been mak-
ing continuous inroads (both night

and day) on station option time.

Author Vs. Critics Back
“Author Meets the Critics” gets
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Vir8lba Pe-terson continues as moderator.

By LEONARD TRAUBE
A long reach toward video’s

adulthood was blueprinted last

Week, with formation of a com-

pany of playwrights teamed with

their producer who will devote
themselves to half-hour formats Un-

der a plan that’s unprecedented in

the medium and bids to usher in a
hew era that’s multi-pronged in
dimension. Such a view may be
considered over-enthusiastic nor-
mally, but in this instance the play-
wrights are among the top script-

ers ini tv, who have proved them-
selves commercial and artistic for
one or more seasons under the
masterminding of Fred Coe, the
production factotum of the :Philco-
Goodyear “Television Playhouse”
(plus, of course, Wally Cox’s “Mr.
Peepers” and other stanzas of the
nortdramatic variety).

Six top playwrights embraced in
the equal partnership setup with
the producer are Horton Foote,
Paddy Crayefsky, David Shaw, Tad
Mosel, Robert Alan Aurthur and
N. Richard Nash. Ail of them have
come through with widely kudosed
efforts in the one-hour class with
several of them accounting for
works that are regarded"* as tele-

vision classics on the NBC-TV Sun-
day nighter. In fact,- ‘Television
Playhouse” has become the envy of
the trade for most of the more
than five years it’s been displayed
and has perhaps the widest intra-

show biz audience—including Hol-
lywood and legit story hunters—in
addition to its national audience.

Patterned After B’way Co.

Company is tagged Playwrights
’54 and in its basic approach fol-

lows the pattern of the Playwrights
Co. on Broadway which in the orig-
inal group of Robert E. Sherwood,
S. N. Behrman, Elmer Rice. Max-
well Anderson and the late Sidney
Howard encompassed five in the
top layer of dramatists in the coun-
try. What motivated this unit of
writers a generation ago finds its

almost exact counterpart in Play-
wrights '54—giving the play as-

semblers the golden opportunity
to become their own beneficiaries
in terms of coin and charting their
future more rosily than would ap-
ply to them as independent mem-
bers of the craft where they’re sub-
ject to fixed fees of such small
level (even in today’s upped rates)
as to makb them turn to related
fields (pictures, legit, etc. ) which
are ever flirting with their services.
But once having established them-
selves in the medium which
brought them out and which they
know best, they prefer to stick to
it and carve out their own desti-
nies.

Up to this point, there’s no inte-
grated tv writers’ stable existing

(Continued on page 46)

15% Radio Decline,

M&L 42.8—‘Toast’ 19.4
Martin & Lewis piled in on

their chief oppbsition, CBS-
TV’s. “Toast of the Town,”-
with the NBC comics scoring a
42.8 Trendex on Sunday (10 )

against 19.4' for the Ed Sulli-

van-emceed stanza. M i L
are one of the few in the Col-
gate “Comedy Hour” stable of
rotating stars that have been
able to sweep past the Lincoln-
Mercury show this season. Pre-
vious week the Schnoz took a
beating from Sullivan;
But Columbia brass point to

a reversal on the scoreboard in
the case of Herb Shriner’s
“Two for the Money” which
has. gradually been sneaking
up on the Caesar-Coca “Show
of Shows” with the rating on
Saturday (9) giving Shriner
an edge via his 24 to 23.7 for
his powerhouse rival.

NBC-TV has taken a three-year

lease with options for extension

on WOR-TV’s "$3,000,000 studios

at 67th street. New York. The
web will move in around the mid-

dle of February with its new
“Home” show, while the General
Teleradio Outlet will ship, every-

thing to its new but much smaller

operation in the Empire State

Building. Two of latter’s elaborate

video presentations, “Harlem De-
tective” and “Broadway TV The- ? for itself,” while the stations would

. Despite . what appear to- be
enormous gains made since its mer-
ger last February with. United Par-
amount Theatres* ABC is expected
to face tough sledding at the first

of a series of four regional affiliate

meetings starting tomorrow (Thurs.)
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in

New York. While the network
execs won’t be walking into th«
meets empty-handed, affiliate beefs
are expected on the questions of

reduced billings and a new rats

plan on the radio side, and in tv
a smaller-than-expected billings in-

crease.
Radio Is expected to provide the

most trouble, with the web show-
ing a 15% decrease in gross bill-

ings for the first 11 months of the
year ABC Radio grossed $26,953,-

930 for the first 11 months of 1953,
compared to $31,584,384 for the
same period* in 1952. Billings de-

cline comes despite a revised rate
card (instituted in October, 1952)
which provided contiguous fea-

tures which would substantially
lower the net. What’s also a .cause
of concern is the fact that Mutual |

long a fixture in the No. 4 position
in me networks, is slowly creep-
ing up on ABC, and should end
the year only about $5-6,000,000
benino ABC.
Another cause of friction in the

radio web is the new plan for split

sponsorship of morning arid eve-
ning quarter-hour strips, plus the
sales plan on the Martin Block
afternoon network spread. Station
Reps Assn, director Tom Flanagan
loosed a blast at the plans last
Week, charging they were simply
“a rate cut.” He said the quarter-
hour strips require the stations to
set aside “large blocks of time” for
network use “without any assur-
ance that any part of the time . . .

will be sold.” He said that the
four-weeks-notice recapture clause
makes the privilege of local spon-
sorship “meaningless.” He at-
tacked the Block sales plan on the
basis that the show’ is “of a type
that any well-run station can build

atre” go down the drain.

NBC-TV won out for complete

use of the 67th street floor space

over two other unnamed competi-

tors, one of which was reported as

a motion pic studip. The web
has been renting part of the space,

in the building for use in some of

the offerings from its Gotham key,

WNBT.
“Harlem Detective” terminates

today (Wed.) and “Broadway TV
Theatre” quits on Jan. 29. Both
show's are large-scale dramatic
presentations that do not lend
themselves to the capsule studios
in the Empire State. Building. The
WOR-TV production staff now must
gear all production to the restric-

tive floor space available.

Performer Pitchmen & 6The Puff
9

The growing trend toward per-

formers taking the tv stump for

the products which sponsor them
has never been in greatef chal-

lenge than in the current contro-

versy on cigaret smoking. Forma-
tion of the Tobacco industry Re-

search Council to look into the

connection, if any, between smok-
ing and Such diseases as lung can-

cer is a case. of the jury being out

and not expected back with a ver-

dict for some time* but probably in

advance of the findings by fleldmen

of the American Cancer Society

whose results are due in about a

year and a half..

Meantlirie, top names go along

peddling cigarets, presumably out

of habit-forming considerations but

in some cases because of contract

stipulations. How the public

(smokers arid .
nons) will take to

the continuation of blurbs by their

favorite teevee characters
.

as the

situation gets hotter wilf probably

not be reflected as sensitively as

in fan and “Jear-sir-you-cur” mail

applying tp programs and person-

alities since the advent o.f broad-

casting. But there is a far larger
public which never takes that pen
in hand but which constitutes
public opinion of that mysterious
sort which the greatest of public
relations counsel have seldom been
able to figure or fathom.
To this public, the spectacle of a

performer turning handsprings for

the ciggie which pays for his gro-

ceries may seem out of place with
his true function as an entertainer,

arid many of them already have be-

gun to question the propriety ’ of

sucto pitches. On the other hand,
to have these entertainers sudden-
ly drop the plug would seem to be
an admission by the manufacturers
that the case against the cig is

c
a

serious one. Thus the tobacco
group, if it desires to get perform-
ers off the hook, might precede
jettisoning of the star blurb by ah
announcement that, whether or not
contracts exist, these performers
are not .obliged or bound in any
way to front such pitches.

The entertainers who would then
continue on the plug route w/Ould

be doing so on their own, and the

public would then know where to
fix responsibility. This method j

would, of course, also tend to trap
most performers Into scramming
the ciggie pitch or suffer whatever
consequences might be in store
for them, their programs, or the
products they three-sheet. But this

is a situation the entertainer has
brought on himself by appearing
in the role of a straight drummer
only after the public has made an
investment in him in his primary
role of a show busincsser instead
of a business showman.

Off to the side in this whole
controversy is Liggett &. Myers
(Chesterfield, Fatima), which is

going it alone and is not part of
the newly formed TIRC to which
the others of the Big 5 (and sev-

eral other industry components)
are subscribers. But that company
will be subject to the same rules

and public Influence as if it were a

party to the trade group. In fact,

with, no word yet from Chester-
field, the public may. want to-know
before long why that company, is

doing a lone eagle* .

(Continued on page 46)

Impasse on the selection of a
successor to William B. Ryan as
president of Broadcast Advertising
Bureau has finally been settled,
with exec veepee Kevin B.
Sweeney getting the unanimous
nod from BAB’s five-man selection
committee. Selection of Sweeney
didn't come as too much of a sur-
prise, since he had been upped
from veep to his exec v.p. post last
month, after Ryan's resignation.
Choice of Sweeney was an-

nounced by Committee Chairman
Robert D. Swezey (WDSU, New
Orleans) following an all-day meet
In N. Y. on Thursday (7). BAB
board of directors okayed the ap-
pointment via a phone and wire
poll. With Sweeney moving up to
the top post, two new veeps will
be named, While exec v.p. post oc-
cupied by Sweeney for less than a
month will be abolished. Sweeney
joined BAB as a veep after a stint
as sales marager of. Don Lee Net-
work Television.

Press Berth on Coast
CBS-TV public relation.^ chief-

tain Dave Jacobson is on the prow l

for a No. 1 aide on the West Coast,
following resignation of Norman
Siegel from the post. Siegel came
east last weekend to tender his res-

ignation. His future plans are in-

definite. He joined the network a

year ago.

,
Jacobson has been talking to Sid

Garfield, CBS Radio exploitation

director* in the hopes of wooing
him over to the tv fold as Siegel’s

Successor; Garfield, however, pre-

fers to.remain berthed in the east.



Son; Set'
St. Louts, Jan. 12.

A new broadcaster organization,

embracing {laytime radio stations

and named Daytime Broadcasters

Assn., was formed here Sunday
UO). First objective of the new
outfit will be to prepare and file

with the FCC a petition asking

that the present sunrise to sunset

daytimer operating schedules be

stabilized at 5 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Attending the meet here were
70 broadcasters repping 55 sta-

tions from 20 states. Of this group

50 stations . signed aboard DBA.
Next immediate move is a mem-
bership drive aimed at getting a
majority of the 700 daytime AM’ers
into the association so as to pre-

sent a solid front when the com-
mission is approached.

Although many of the stations

in DBA are also members of the

National Assn. Of Radio-TV Broad-
casters, DBA prexy Ken Patterson,

of WSIV, Pekin, 111., stressed that

the newly-formed group repre-

sents no wholesale small station

defection from the big all-industry

organization. Rather it was set lip

to deal with problems unique to

the daytime operators which do
not fall within NARTB's scope.

It’s planned to establish state

DBA groups, with organizations al-

ready being formed in Iowa, Min-
nesota, Missouri, North; Carolina
and Arkansas. Next national ses-

sion is slated to be held in con-
junction with the NARTB conven-
tion in Chicago next April.

Ray Livesay Of WLBH, Matoon,
111., was named secretary-treasurer.

Robert L. Harrison, KCRV, Caru-
thersville, Mo., Was elected veepee.
Directors afe: Jerrill A. Sheperd,
KNCM, Moberly, Mo.; George B.

Anderson, KJSK, Columbus, Neb.,
and. George W. Dodd, WGGH,
Marion, 111.

DBA dues are pegged at $15
monthly.

Radio-TV Correspondents

Elect darkness Prexy
Washington/Jan. 12.

Richard Harkness, NBC commen-
tator, Was elected chairman of the

Radio and Television Correspond-
ents Assn, last week, succeeding
Martin AgrOr sky, of ABC.
. Others elected included William
Costello, CBS, vice-chairman; Jo-

seph F. McCaffrey, Mutual, secre-

tary; Gunnar Back, ABC,, treas-

urer.; The executive committee of
the Association, which accredits to

the House and Senate Radio Gal-

leries, includes the Officers and the

following who were elected to the
committee -

—
' Julian Goodman*

NBC; William Higgenbotham, IJP

Television; Ann Corrick, Crosley
Broadcasting Cojrp., and Agronsky,
ex-officio.

Gray $ WOR

ABC Radio's Horning

ABC Radio, which for the bast

couple of mouths has been stress-

ing the value Of
.
dramatic seg-

ments in the morning, has finally

won Campbell Soup and the Ward
Wheelock agency over to its way
of thinking, -With the result that

Campbell is dropping "Double or

Nothing" on the Web and replac-

ing it with "Grand Central Sta-

tion.”

At the same time, Campbell is

moving "Station” down to the li-

lies a.m. slot, with Ex-Lax taking
"Modern Romances” and installing

it into the 11:25-11:40 segment on
a four-a-week basis instead of the
three-a-week it Mbld previously.

To complete the morning soaper
lineup, ABC has prepped a new
property, "Ever Since Eve,” which
will go into the 11:40-11:45 slot.

"Eve” is being produced by Jack
Mitchell, who’s been put in charge
of all house-owned soaper pack-
ages.

Three top WOR and WOR-TV
Sales execs have been bumped to
make room for two others who
were lifted from NBC’s radio and
video o&o’s in Cleveland. Gordon
Gray, new topper for the Gotham
outlets of General Teleradio, has
brought in Charles Philips to head
up WOR-TV sales and William P-
Dix to do the huckstering oh the
radio end.

Philips, who is now director of
sales for WNBK, NBC owned
video outlet in Cleveland, and
Dix, sales head for WTAM, an-
other o&o, officially take over in
New York Feb. 1.

Robert C. Mayo, with the WOR
operation for 13 years and now
chi'ef of sales for both the radio
and tv stations, and John F. Sloan
and Bill Crawford, his right hand

.
men . in video and auaio respec-
tively, were those asked to retire

by Gray yesterday (12) morning.
They leave on Jan. 31.

Gray is thoroughly acquainted
with his new aides. Before he
took over the double operation for
General Teleradio the first of the
year, he worked opposite the two
in trying to pick up biz in the
Cleveland market where he was
sales chief of WTAR, CBS affiliate

there. Apparently Philips and Dix
work best as a team, since Craw-
ford is being ousted for Dix, de-
spite the fact that WOR-AM had
one of its best years last session.
Gray will oversee for sales him-

self instead of bringing in a third
man to replace Mayo, the old
chief.

It’s Happened Before
Omaha, Jan. 12.

Don’t be surprised if the Univ.
of Nebraska never gets around to
applying for the educational tv
channel earmarked for Lincoln.
The school has been making ex-

tensive use of tv time donated by
commercial stations.

George Round, chairman of the
school’s tv committee, says there'
are no concrete plans to use the
educational channel, although Uni-
versity officially has "expressed in-

terest” in it.

Web has been researching the

morning audience composition in-

tensively over the past couple of

months, and has come up with the
findings that the "young house-
wife” audience, which does most
of the buying, prefers dramatic
fare to audience-participation. As
a result the network has dropped
all audience-participation shows in
the morning (with the exception of

"Breakfast Club” at 9, of course)
and it only remained to convince
Campbell to make the switch.
Lineup of soapers before noon
now comprises "My True Story,”
"Whispering Streets,” "Modern
Romances” and "Ever Since Eve”
(all house-owned), John Gibbs’
"When a Girl Marries” and “Sta-
tion.” Switch is effective Mon-
day (18).

AMOR AS ABC RADIO

PROGRAM SALES EXEC
«

.

• .•••'' •

Addison Amor has joined ABC
Radio in the newly-created post of

director of program sales. He’ll

report to national program chief
Ray Diaz under the new setup,
working as a liaison between pro-
grams and sales. He was formerly
with Lang-Worth Transcriptions,
previously with RCA Thesaurus.

New post Was created following
resignation of Leonard (Buzz) Blair
as eastern program chief. (Blair
moved into the tv end as associate
producer of the web ?s "The
Mask.”) Bill Hamilton was moved
over from his production manager
post to fill the eastern program-
ming niche, but it was also de-
cided at that time to set up the
program sales post.

‘Father’s’ New Megger
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

William H. Brown Jr., produce
tiort supervisor of Young & Rubi-
cam; has been signed by CBS-TV as
a staff director and will take hold
of "Life With Father.”
Brown replaces John Claar on

"Life” with latter concentrating
largely on "Our Miss Brooks” for
the Web*

TV Scoreboard
Stations authorized...... 620
VHP authorized. ........ 322
UHF authorized. . . . .... . 307
Stations on air » « ......*. .350
VHF'on, air. . . , .... . . . . . 238

yUHF on air.. ... .... ... , .
119*

Applications pending . , . . 348
Applications In hearing.. 175
Stations with network in-

terconnections .... 261

Purchase of Storer Broadcasting

Co. of the properties of Empire
Coil CO. last week, (8) in a wallop-
ing $8,500,000 transaction doesn’t
end there. Bound up in the buy,
which further upbeats the "near
network” stature of Storer over
the years, is the assumption of Em-
pire’s indebtedness which is fig-

ured to be in the neighborhood of
$750,000. But that’s considered
small peanuts against the acquisi-

tion of tv stations in Cleveland and
Portland, Ore., and other proper-
ties from Herbert Mayer, Empire
prexy, who’s announced his retire-

ment.

The tv stations involved are
WXEL, Cleveland, and KPTV,
Portland, adding a pair of major
markets to the Storer setup which
consists of radio outlets in Miami,
Detroit, Toledo, San Antonio, Bir-

mingham. Wheeling and Atlanta,

and VHF tv stations in Detroit,

San Antonio, Birmingham; Atlanta

and Toledo. Under FCC rules,

Storer would have to relinquish

one of its video properties in con-
formance With rules limiting VHF
tv ownership to five such licenses.

Trade circles immediately start-

ed speculation on divestiture, with
interest centering mainly oii the
Birmingham and Atlanta opera-
tions. More interest, however, re-

sided in the upcoming affiliate and
opposition scramble turning upon
the radio or tv (or both) setups in

Detroit, Cleveland and Toledo
(CBS, ABC and NBC, respectively).

But before the buy can be called

an official bag the usual FCC ap-
proval will have to be forthcoming
on the transfer.

A; big facet in the purchase is

the Empire plant in New Rochelle,
N. Y., which makes transformers.
George B. Storer will integrate
that with his Standard Tube Co.,

a 30-year operation in Detroit, and
probably augment that steel tube
activity with manufacture of coils

and transformers for the video
field. Storer headquarters is in

Miami, where company reportedly

(Continued on page 46)

No Vitamin, BBD&O Or

ABC-TV for ‘Adoption’;

Kathy Godfrey’s Quizzer
Vitamin Corp. of America and

BBD&O have decided to abandon
their proposed sponsorship of
“The Truth About Adoption” on
ABC-TV, and instead have taken
over Larry White quiz package cur-
rently on DuMont, “On Your Way,”
as a vehicle for Kathy Godfrey.
"On Your Way,” which goes off
DuMont Jan. 20, preems on ABC-
TV the following Saturday, with
Miss Godfrey and John Reed King
emceeing.

"Adoption” has had its ups and
downs. Originally titled "Up for
Adoption,” it underwent a more
careful than usual scrutiny by
ABC-TV when offered to the web.
After the web okayied it, show’s
title was Changed to "The Truth
About Adoption.” Final axing came
this week after BBD&O kinnied
the show. It was decided that
there were too many legal and
moral complications involved, and
both client and agency agreed to
drop it.

f>With Miss Godfrey already
signed for the show, it was decided
to \ get another vehicle. Welch’s
Wine was dropping "On Your
Way,” which on DuMont was
emceed by Bud Collyer, so BBD&O
picked it up, with Miss Godfrey
Set to do color and interviews and
King handling the quizzing, Miss
Godfrey; sister* of Arthur, was
brought out from KPHO-TV in
Phoenix.

i«

SegaM Changes Mind,

KKL Sale Now Off
Dallas, Jan. 12.

Lee Segall, Variety Broadcast-

ing Co. prez, revealed Tuesday
(5) that the sale of radio stations

KIXL and KI%L-FM, With all

assets and properties, to the Uni-

ted Fidelity Life Insurance Co.

here is definitely off.

Both Segall and D. Easley Wag-
goner, insurance firm’s prexy,

who jointly announced- the sale

two Weeks ago, couldn’t come to

terms on some financial differ-

enccs.
Station* in operation here since

1947, has an AM power of 1,000

watts daytime and an FM power
of 10,000 Watts -at night.

433 Salesmen In

Search of A Client—

WPIX Recruits Col. U.

To stimulate the chances of sale

for a program on WPIX, Gotham
video indie. Which has been run-

ning opposite "Lucy” On Monday
nights for two years without a

sponsor, 433 alumni of the journal-

ism school at Columbia U. have

been called in to pitch it at local

advertisers. The program; “New-
O-Rama,” is done as a special news
feature by the journalism school

for the station.

School’s Dean, . Carl W. Acker-
man, called mostly on*those local

alumni engaged in advertising and
publicity to approach potential

sponsors in order that the institu-

tion can get some remuneration
for the program. If sold, the net

income for the school, Ackerman
said in a letter to alumni, "will

amount to a few hundred dollars

per week.” .......

DuM AWAITS REACTION

ON ‘DUOSCOPIC’ TEST
A video receiver which permits

two audiences to see different pro-

grams on the same screen simul-
taneously with the aid of polaroid

glasses was introduced last Thurs-
day (7) by DuMont Labs. The in-

novation called the “Duoscopic”
has two images projected onto the
screen by two cathode-ray tubes

set at right angles and aided by a

partially silvered mirror. Ear
pieces with a simple switch opera-
tion, are provided so that the view-
er can hear as well as see the pro-
gram of his choice Without disturb-

ing his neighbor.

Without the polaroid glasses or
their substitute, polaroid filters

placed in front of the receiver, the
two programs appear superimposed
on the screen, A simple flip of the
glasses either Way allows viewing
either of them.
The manufacturing firmn will not

provide Duoscopic on a large scale
until they get some reaction from
the trade. It’s being panacea for
the husband and wife with widely
different tastes in tv pAgramming.
One estimate places the cost of

the Duoscopic presently at $2,000.

‘Super Circus’ P.A. Flop
Detroit, Jan. 12.

,

Whatever plans had been made
for future p.a. tours of TV’s "Super
Circus” probably are being discard-
ed now as a result of the poor re-
sponse to the show here Dec. 30.
A previous "Super Circus” p.a. in
Cincinnati also failed to attract an
audience.
Show here was sponsored by the

SS Peter and Paul Missionaries.
Talent cost $7,500. Rent for the
14,000-seat Olympia Auditorium
was $6,000 and advertising was $6,-
000. Receipts totaled only about
$15,000. Tickets for the two hour
shows—one a matinee—Were scaled
at $3.60, $2.40 and $1.80.

WNOE Names Walker
New Orleans, Jan. 12.

Robert C. Walker has been 'ap-
pointed program director of
WNOE, MBS affiliate here, Benton
Paschall, Veep and general man-
ager, said Sat. (9). Walker comes
here from WABB, Mobile.
He succeeds Eldon Durand,

By SANFORD MARKET
Cleveland, Jan, 12.

Only color pattern in Cleveland's
radio future appears to* pe .a
healthy shade of black on the right
side of the financial ledger.

All eight AMer’s report current
operations are better than a year
ago, even though 1952 was on the
upbeat, and that the Outlook for
the coming year is "for continued
strong sales, especially in national
and spot sales which have hypoed
operations this year.”

Programming changes to meet
the challenge of the three video
outlets, hustling salesmen, and
concentration on news, sports and
music are responsible, say the sta-
tion operators, for the rosy-colored
horizon that saw one sunup to sun-
down indie chalk up a sizzling 75%
increase in 1953 biz. All other sta-
tions also report percentage hikes
and officials, although reluctant to
give exact figures hasten to add
that expenses, too, . have been on
the rise.

Yet, there are obstacles ahead
as William Lemmon, WJW man-
ager, pointed out when he said
"sales may be up, but they’re the
spot business for short-term com-
mitments, and not the long-term
programming type.”

Nevertheless, optimism rides
high, particularly When stations
venture into untrammeled fields;

as, for example, WTAM’s Band*
wagon, which is SRO; WHK’s alert
programming that took "whodun-
its” off early evening video opposi-
tion for late-evening playback,
with sponsors; WGAR’s fastmoving,
saturation selling to attract new
sponsors into radio; WSRS, WDOK
and WJMO’s ability to beam spe-
cialized stanzas and WERE’s par-
laying sports and diskers for top
dollar volume.

Station Breakdown
Spinning down the dial, here’s

the station-by-station rollcall:

WJW’s Bill Lemmon says station
shows around 8% increase, with
local and national spots helping
to offset loss in ABC network in-
come. Specialized programming,
including "Moon Dog Show,” and
increased activity by augmented
staff of seven • salesmen has
brought business into station.
Promotional activity based on
"Pete’s Friends” and opera music
attracted sales, too.

WTAM’S General Manager Lloyd 0

Yoder indicated national spot sales .

are up 30%; local, in excess of
40%. Station bonanza is "Morning
Bandwagon,” year-old dare-devil
program that saw Johnny Andrews
brought in as emcee for 18-piece,
two-hour 7 a.m. live band show.
Hefty sale of spots for this NBC
o&o, at augmented rate card, now
finds sponsors waiting in line and
willing to take other spots for
first opening in Bandwagon pe-
riod. Only interruption in "Band-
wagon” are 10-minute Sohib news

(Continued on page 36)

Wile’s ‘Go West’,

Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Color television is making im-
portant strides in many directions
and Hollywood will figure promi-
nently in every net advance. This
high note of optimism was sound-
ed at a panel discussion of teletint

by NBC's experts at luncheon of

Hollywood Ad Club at the Moulin
Rouge.

Frederick Wile, veepee of pro-

grams and production for the net’s

video operation in Hollywood and
moderator of the discussion

.

at-

tended by more than 300 industry
leaders, declared that the west will

become increasingly important in

the net’s programming pattern, and
that a heavy schedule of origina-

tions is in the offing. Austin Peter-
son, head of the Ted Bates agency ,

here, said that with the laborator-
ies and know-how techniques,

Hollywood is the logical place for

the production of color commer-
cials for tv.

Wile caled colorcasting "the ad-,

man’s dream come true” and that

creative genius will meet its great-

est chalenge. He foresees adver-

( Continued on page 46)



RADIft-TELEVISIOnr

Washington, Jan. 5. 4

FM radio, a financial failure

since its commencement, would be

given an opp6rtiihitjr to get itself

hut of the red via supplemental

services under a - plan offered by

^FCC proposed a rule permitting

FM stations to provide background

music sans commercials, plus

weather; news, time, etc., for res-

taurants, trolleys, buses, hotels,

and other public places. The re-

quired weekly minimum broadcast-

ing time for FM stations would be

lowered from the present 42 hours

to 36. In addition, FM transmitters

would be permitted to engage in

“multiplexing”; by this they could

seftd out the specialized -programs

in their regular hours of operations

without interfering with normal
broadcasting. In effect, they would

be operating two channels at the

same time; FCC asked for inter-

ested comment before Feb* 15.

The Commission admitted it was
moved to action by the financial

plight of FM. In 1952, tor example,

only six of the 53 FM-only oqtlets

were in the bladk. Most FM sta-

tions are owned by AM stations

and broadcast identical programs.

A sharp dissent was put into the

record by Commissioner Frieda

IlcnnOck.
“In my opinion,” she charged,

“this is a reallocation Of the FM
band and no amount of emphasis

that ‘Our aim here is not the con-

version of the FM broadcast band
to some new specialized non-

broadcast service or services' will

change this result.

“If the spectrum space allocated

to FM broadcasting is excessive, or

not fully utilized by that service

and capable of accommodating the

services, all persons interested in

radio communications should be

given an opportunity to apply for

the use of these frequencies.”
Explaining its position, the Com-

mission majority explained:
“The available data indicates

that on the whole, FM has not yet

succeeded in developing a sound
economic base, The approximately
$3,000,000 in FM revenue reported

1 Continued oh page 4.6)

Chicago, Jan. 12.

N RC-TV is slicing its morning
half-hour “Ding Dong School”. strip

clown the middle to make it avail-
able in 15-minute portions in an
attempt to lure aboard some addi-
tional sponsorship identities.
Widely acclaimed show beamed at
the pre-school set is currently un-
sponsored four days weekly with
General Mills bankrolling the Fri-
day segments.
Big hurdle in peddling the show

as a half-hour package are the time
charges, running between $18-
$19,000. It’s figured that with the
program sold in quarter-hour
slices, with the resultant savings
in time costs, it would have more
Appeal for the smaller or special-
ized advertisers. With Dr. Frances
Norwich the only on-camera talent
used, production costs are minute
by network standards. Production
charges will be $750 net per 15
minutes under the new plan.

In ABC Radio Fade
ABC Radio Is calling it quits on

the “George Jessel Salutes” show
‘Uter Jan. ^M. Program, which
ica-tured Jessel and Paul White-
"^. was launched this fall but
could n t latch on to a spohsor.

Place, the web is installing

I',

n hour-long musical segment for
i-e Thursday 9-10 p.m. slot (“Sa-
utes. was 9-9:30) featuring White-
!.

l'n
;,

vo
;

alist 'Shirley Harmer, the
> ndleacler’s vocal quartet ar.d
.nne rs 0 t his tv “Teen Club” seg-

Star Spangled Boner
Montreal, Jan. 12-

Faces are still red around
the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Montreal studios follow-
ing a first-class musical flub
on New Year’s Evfc.

In a review of the major
events during f53 the. Corona-
tion coverage was highlighted.
As the procession made its

way through Westminster Ab-
bey recorded music in the
Montreal studio was used as
a fill-in. And the music played
at this memorable moment was
none other than “The Star
Spangled Banner!”

It took embarrassed officials

of the CBS four days to find
an answer to this gaff. Ex-
planation "finally offered put
the blame, on a record from
their library loosely labelled
“Coronation March,” This
sounded appropriate to the
shows producer but he didn’t
know one. of the numbers on
waxing would be “Thei Star
Spangled Banner.”

Significant overtones will attend

the experimental full-hour show-

case for “Lux Video Theatre” on

CBS-TV later this month (28),

when the Lever Bros.-spofisored

live video
,
entry emanating from

the Coast will make like its long-

running radio counterpart in tieing

up with major film studios.

It’s one of thcK few instances

where a top studio has yielded up
one. of its properties for tv adapta-

tion.

Film in question is Par’s “Place

In the Sun” (which in turn was
adapted from Theodore Dreiser’s

“American Tragedy"), George
Stevens, producer-director of the
Par production, will be included
in the “package,” acting as ad-
viser on the project. Buzz Kulik
will direct. Such top film person-
alities as Jeanne Crain and Far-
ley Granger will portray the leads.
(Montgomery Clift, in. the original
film production, nixed the tele-
cast)- In return, however, Par has
committed Lux to

;
a number of

cuffo Par plugs on the show, with,
special emphasis on the studio’s
“Shane.”

This will mark the initial Lux
tv presentation in its full hour

Natch
The space problem being

what it Is at ABC-TV, pro-

duction staff of “The Mask.”
the web’s new Sunday night
hour - long mystery which
bowed this week, was shuttled

off into a suite of offices on
upper - Broadway away from
the net’s main offices.

As if to give the staff the

right atmosphere to work In,

the net discovered that the of-

fices were sandwiched between
two buildings, one containing
a funeral parlor and the Other
housing the American Acad-
emy of Embalming & Mortuary
Research.

form. Present half-hour show is
(
... ... ... . ... . .

slotted 9 p.m. Thursdays
“Big Town” in the ad jacent slot is

Gotham Broadcasting officially

takes over New York radio indie

WINS from Crosley on Jan. 27, and
j

with the change will, come cuts in

time
around for a full 60-minute slot

J. Walter
j
agency.

Crafty Kraft

Metro execs reportedly were
expenditure and shifts in person-

1 none too happy over Kraft Tele-
nel. J. Elroy McCaw, who heads

j.vision Theatre’s acquisition of F.
the new ownership, has not com -

1

Scott Fitzgerald’s “Babylon Revis-
mitted himself concerning any ma- ited,” which was presented on
jor policy turns, but it is reliably

j
Kraft’s ABC-TV hour dramatic

reported that half the office and t showcase last Thursday (7).

week by signing Red Skelton 4o a

being preempted for the occasion), j

vear deal to turn put Tivv

but Lux has notified CBS that it is
j

^lf-hour transcribed .co m e d v

cancelling Out oh the Thursday jjhous per week, w ith distribution

and is currently shopiping i

to star
)K one of the biggest radio talent-

. program deals in the past couple
Thompson is the

j
0f years. It points up the fact that

while film may get the big play, it’s

that backlog of radio properties

With Pulse and C. E. Hooper
still battling it out in the highly

competitive clty-by-city tele re-

search field, American Research

Bureau has quietly been moving
in with its new 60*dty report and
has taken away a lion’s share of the
agency business, with Hooper the
chief loser. Latest agency to sign
with ARB is Benton Sc Bowles,
which gives ARB four out of five

of the Procter Sc Gamble agency
group.

Since its announcement last Oc-
tober that it was expanding its

city service to 60 cities, by March,
1954 (firm is ahead of schedule.,

'it’s, delivering the complete pack-
age this month), ARB has expand-
ed its client roster from 180 to 260.

Other agencies signed, besides
B&B, are : Compton, Maxon, Geof-
frey Wade, Tathan-Land, Earl Lud-
gin and Needham, Louis Sc Brorby.
ARB previously had Young & Rubi-
cam, Biow and Leo Burnett, ac-

counting for the P&G. sweep,
Among other new. clients, pollster
has signed Motion Pictures for
Television’s new Film Syndication
Division.

.

ARB moved into the city.-by-city

field on a large scale (it covered

Despite the fact that the Feeder- !

only 35 cities
i
previously t followin'!

K
I
an agreement with Trendex. under
which the latter entered the radio;
field with AM city reports while'
ARB held down the tele end. Radio-
tv reports aren’t sold as a pack-
age, but the two firms have been
cooperating in sales efforts. Tra-
ditionally, it‘s been Pulse vs. Hoop-
er in the area of city surveys, but
ARB is assuming major status in

the field.

ick W Ziv organization’s big guns

are trained on tv-film, the outfit

studio space at the station will be
sub-leased to another firm.

First among WINS execs to leave
is Joe Besch, the outlet’s .publicity-

that’s the groundwork of the or-

ganization.
*

Under a guarantee vs. sales per-

centage deal. Skelton stands to

make a minimum of SI.500.000 on
the series, with the total of 780
half-hour stanzas expected to cost

promotion and „ advertising *direc-
j as a possible Alan Ladd vehicle,

tor. Harry Folts, station s Sjen-
1
Retaining tlie Other rights, along

eral manager,, and Harry G. Kir-
1

^,ith the Fitzgerald estate, Par.
wan, biz. chief, were questioned

! gave the nod to Kraft and its agen-
about their future status. Attitude

; CY j Walter Thompson, for last
expressed was one of expectancy

: ^cek *

s vicjeo adaptation.

Metro has just financed a deal io the neighborhood of $3,000,000.

whereby it takes «over the film Herb Gordon. Ziv’s production v.p..

rights, to “Babylon” from Para- ', will produce with Henry Hayward
mount, which originally acquired

Wilmington. Jan. 12.

Electric and. Westing-
the first round in their

General
house lost

directing. Script^

j

Ca
?
rt ‘ake °f key

by Skelton himself will presumably i

pa.eni., auay from RCA. Judge

work on much of the program con
' lent. Deal Was set by Freeman
i.Keys. with Skelton free to do film

and television, work during the

and indecision. One source report-

ed that Folts. at least, “is open for

negotiations.” -

McCaw made no statement about
his proposed executive lineup, but

hC did say.

(to WINS)
whatsoever. Basically, you’re bet-

(Continued on page 46)

Albert B. Maris, in Federal District
court here, ruled that RCA could
eontim-e to grant sublieenses after
Dec. 31, 1954, on certain patent
licensing rights which were to

expire at that date. GE and West-
inffhouse brought the suit to end

^ three-year period. Programs will

Par’s only proviso was that Kraft be produced on the Coast.,

abstain from making any krnnies Firm had all its salesmen in for
j
RCA -

s conlro i over , hff pa ,cnts all
of the show. This automatically

,

a meeting Monday ( 1

1

1 at which
;

ruled out the Kraft NBC-TV ; it disclosed' the deal. Show, which
Wednesday night stanza (which is according to Ziv exec v.p. John L.

“We haven’t come in
;
fed to the Coast and some other

{
Sinn will be sold at prices conrpar-

with any fixed ideas i affiliates via kiheh On the other
j

able to the once-weekly Ziv prop-

hand, the ABC-TV Kraft edition ; erties, goes on sale

goes out oh an all-live cable. [for a March 1 start.

re

Following are the ARB ratings of the Top 25 Iv shows based on the first

/..

week in December

in the electronics field.

Case stems from a 1932 consent
decree in an antitrust case in

which both plaintiffs and defend-

immediateiy !
ants, along with 11 other com-

' panics, were.charged with restraint

of trade in radio manufacturing.
Under the consent decree. GE and
WestinghoUsc disposed of RCA
stock and also granted licensing
privileges to RCA on certain of
their patents. It was these privi-

leges they sought to have ter-

minated.

Talent Cost

Dragnet
I: Love Lucy
You Bet Your Life .

.

. Milton Berle .

Jackie Gleason ....

Talent Scouts
Toast of the Town .

Godfrey and Friends
:• What’s My Line . .

Our Miss Brooks .

.

Life of Riley . .

T-Meh in Action .

Ford Theatre .

Fir.eside Theatre
Burns and Allen . . .

Jack Benny
Cavalcade of Sports ......

(Giambra ivs. Herring)
Comedy Hour—Durante ...

This is Your Life ... ......

Your Show of
.

Shows . . . ..

Big Town
Red Buttons .............

Kraft TV Theatre
Mama -

Playhouse of Stars ........

Rating Homes People (Av, l -2 Hr.) homes
(add 000) (add 00Q)

.NBC 61.3 15,010 39.780 $37,500 $2.50

CBS 60.0 14,700 39.690 38.000 2.59

NBC 51,3 12.890 -33,770 35.000 2 62

.NBC 49.0 11,640 33.740 34,000 2.92

.CBS 48 3 10,500 32,800 - 30,000 2.86

CBS 46.5 9,800 23.910 25,000 2.55

CBS 45.6 10,630 31,210 17,500 1.65

.CBS *42.6 10.300 30,680 20,000 1.95

.CBS 41.2 8,460 20,900 17,000 2.01

CBS 41 ,1 7,940 20,410 32;500 4.10

.NBC 40.7 7.150 21,810 32.000 4.48

NBC 39.2 7.390 18250 25,000 3.38

, NBC 38.1 8,460 19.630 30,000 3.54

;nbc 37.9 . 9,090 22.360 25,000 2.75

CBS 37.0 8,490 24.280 35,000 4.12

CBS 35.7 7.410 21.040 40,000 5.40

NBC 34.8 8,020 17.800 25.000 3.12

. NBC 34.3 8.540 27,410 40,000 .469

.NBC 34.3 7.600 17,250 18,000 2.36

.NBC 34.3 7.380 21,000 26.500 3.59

CBS 33.5 6,860 16.120 22,500 3.27

. CBS 33.4 7,780 19,760 25.000 3.22

.NBC 32.2 6.880 15.790 10.000 1 .45

CBS 32.2 6.080 15.430 20,000 ' 3.00

.CBS 30.9 6.240 16,100 30,000 4.80

Talent
Talent Cost Cost
per 1,000 per 1,000

people

$ ;89

.97

1.04

1.01

.92

1 .05

:56

.65

.81

1.59

1.47

1.38

1,53

1.12

1.44
• 190

1.41

1.40

1.04

1.20

1.40

1.27

.03

1 ,'3r)

1.87

Zenith Counters

Chicago, Jan. 12,

Long-smoldering patent feud be-

tween Zenith Radio and RCA. Gen-

( Continued on page 46)

HARRIS INTO ABC-TV

EASTERN SALES POST
With ABC-TV moving more and

more into the blue-chip sponsor-

ship field, the wbb has taken Stan

Stanley out Of its eastern sales

manager, post and created a special

niche for him
.
in a special sales

capacity. Stanley will concentrate

on a few handpicked accounts and
act as an allround troubleshooter.

Replacing Stanley in the eastern

sales post will be Jerry Harris.

\.ho before joining the web’s salts'

staff two years ago. was with Ward
Whcelock agency in Philiy. Both

Stanley and- Harris will continue to

report to national sales chief

Charles < Chick) Abry.
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Hollywood, Jan. 12. 4

KTTV is invading the early

morning programming sweepstakes

on Jan. 18, when it expands its

hours-on-air frort 109 a week to

1 19 hours weekly, Channel has

acquired 11 additional teleplx

properties to give it a totaLof 30

telefilm shows, believed to be the

highest number screened, by any

station in the country.
.

Channel v.p and manager Dick

Moore said he. feels there is a

lucrative field in the early ayem

screenings, and that’s why KTTV
will begin beaming its? shows at 9

a.m., instead of the current 11 a.m.

••We know that 300,000 swing-

shifters who are set-owners have

no opportunity to see the night-

time shows, and many of them

haye asked us to go oh earlier so

that they can watch tv in the morn-,

ihg,” Moore said.

As part of the new program
structure, KTTV will show two

half-hour vidpix beginning at 12:45

p.m., with Sears bankrolling. Sears

is dropping its nighttime Dude
Martin show in favor of a cross-the-

board bankrolling of the telepix

shows. Martin • will act as host for

the telefilm shows.
In a breakdown of the station’s

programs, Mpore disclosed approxi-

mately 42% of his shows are live;

34% are theatrical films (late pix

show until 3 a.m;); 20% are telepix,

and 4% are kinhies.
'

Moore reiterated his optimism

over the value of vidpix for an

indie, saying this has brought the

station names it could not other-

wise afford, and has on the whole

served as an economical way of

programming.
Newest additions to KTTV’s tele-

pix sked include “Annie Oakley,”

which debuts Jan. 5; “Inner Sanc-

tum,” Jan. 9; re-runs of “Terry

and the Pirates,” Jan. 6; “My
Hero” re-runs, Jan. 6; “Water-

j

front”; "Sunday Startime”; “Files
j

of . J e f f rey Jones”; “Boston
Blackie”; “Kent Theatre”; “Cap-

f

lured”; “Gloria Swanson Theatre”

and California Theatre.”
.Other celluloid shows on the

channel include “Hollywood Off-

beat” “Badge 714,” “Death Val-

ley Days,” “Art Linkletter and the

Kids,” “Favorite Story,” Hopalong
Cassidy, Abbott and Costello, “Life

.of Riley,” “Heart of the City,”

Look Photo Quiz, and Les Paul and
Mary Ford.

Continued from page 26

the first group of 26 scheduled for

distribution by May 31. Coin will

be levied from each franchise hold-

er for production of the shows, and
whichever other properties NTA
wishes to help finance as copro-

ducer or co-owner. A three-man

board of franchise holders will act

as an advisory group on produc-

tion ,
but , will exercise no control

over it. !

Name of PSI, Inc., has been
changed to NTA, and the entire

corporate structure has evolved

from that. Landau, who took over

PSI as prexy, is president of* the

new outfit, and Martin Ross is v.p.

and director of sales. Franchise
holders include Moe Dudelson, De-
troit, former United Artists dis-

trict sales manager; Dion Swartz,

Minneapolis, tv and. -theatrical film

distrib who formerly handled
Comet and Commonwealth prop-
erties in that area; Arthur Kalman,
Philadelphia, formerly with Motion
Pictures for Television; Bernle
Tabakin, Hollywood, producer of

the “China Smith” series and for

mer Coast sales chief for PSI; Dave
Wolper, Chicago, former Coast
topper for MPTV; Dave .Christian

son, formerly with Compton and
McC.ann-Ericksoh agencies, and
Frank Stone, who formerly operat-

ed his own Atlanta agency, part-

nering the Miami franchise. Other
franchise holders are Bert Stern,
Pittsburgh; George Phillips, St.

Louis;; Ken Rosswell . (former
MPTV : southern rep), Dallas; Rob-
ert Patrick, Deniver; Fred Meyers,
Memphis; Ira Gottlieb, Boston and
Dan Kennis, Washington.

Continued from page 25

With sales last week by United.

Television Programs of Roland
Reed’s “Waterfront” series to Fall

City Beer in the midwest and Seal-

test Ice Cream in the east, produc-
tion will start on the Coast on the

series within the next couple of

weeks. Stanza, which stars Pres-
ton Foster in the role of a tug-

boat- captain, had previously been
sold to Standard: Oil of California

for a regional exposure, but Reed
needed a couple of more regionals

under his belt in order to go into

production on the first 26 half-

hours hi the series.

Fall . City Beer, via- the A. A.

Prater :
agency of St. Louis, is

picking up Louisville, Bloomington
(Ind) and Huntington, W. Va. Seal-

test moves
t

in with Pittsburgh,
Johnstown and Altoona, all Pa.
Standard of California is using the
show to replace Revue Productions’
Chevron Theatre on its seven-state
lineup. Starting date for the series

is Feb. 14.

(WCAU-TV) 30.9; “Cisco Kid”
(WCAU-TV) 30.4; “I Led Three
Lives” (WCAU-TV) 27.1; “Craig
Kennedy” ( WCAU-TV ) 23.5; “Wild
Bill Hickok” (WPTZ ) 22.7; “Ra-
mar of the Jungle” (WFIL-TV) 18;

“Range Rider” (WPTZ) 17.7.

“Kit Carson,” in the first six

last month with 20.3 rating,

dropped this month to 16.2.

Detroit — “Boston Blackie” has
taken over top spot among locally

sponsored syndicated film shows,
with the erstwhile leader, “Foreign
Intrigue,” dropping to a three-

way tie for third place. The top
six shows are “Boston Blackie”
(WXYZ-TV) 24.0; “Cisco Kid”
(WXYZ-TV) 20.5; three-way tie for

third place at 18.0, with all three

on WJBK-TV—“Foreign Intrigue,”

“I Led Three Lives,” and “City

Detective”; two-way tie for fourth
place between “My Hero” (WXYZ-
TV) and “Favorite Story” (WJBK-
TV), both with 15.5; three-way tie

for fifth place all on WXYZ-TV at

14.5 among “Bigg Baker,” “Super-
man,” and' “Range Rider,” and
“Wild Bill Hickock” (WXYZ-TV)
14.2, (All Pulse ratings.)

St. Louis—“Favorite Story” 48.5;

“Victory at Sea” 47.3; “Sports
Spotlight” 40.5; “Jeffrey Jones”
39.8; "Big Playback” 33.5. All on
KSD-TV.
Houston — "Heart of the City”

48.0; “Amos ’n’ Andy” 44.0; “Cisco

Kid” 37.0; “Foreign Intrigue” 36.5;

“City Detective” 34,5; “Victory at

Sea” 32.5. All on KPRC-TV.

Continued..from pace VI

president" but that tv pf Congress

in session^ is a question that an?

swers itself, asking.,whether any-

one had ever seen how that body
conducts

1

itself.
* Asked whether

the hiring of an ad agency helped
the Republicans in the Presiden-

tial campaign, he ' replied that

“they won.” He said he was cast-

ing aside tricky
.

qr political ques-

tions, but on a television series for
himself, jokingly remarked that

he’s "open to offers” after saying

that “you people have used me in

the past.” He hoped and felt sure

that broadcasters would never en-

gage in “mudslingirig” and com-
pleted

.
his 20-minute stint so

solidly that he was hard to follow.

But there was a nifty afterpiece

when H. V. Kaltenborn got up to

present the former President with

the same mike used by HVK to an-

nounce to the country in Novem-
ber, 1948, that (Soy; Thomas E.

Dewey had been “elected” Chief
Executive by a “landslide,” It was
a socko act, but the show was far

from over. Mindful that HST had
imitated HVK on the Dewey “pre-

diction,” Kaltenborn did a take-

off himself on the Truman man-
ner, gave the latter the mike,
whereupon Truman went into an
aping of the commentator. After
that, even Martin & Lewis would
have been hard pressed . to get

: a

hearing.

The “TrUman Week” actually

was spread over four days, from
Friday (8) to Monday, starting with
his interview-on-film by Drew
Pearson in latter’s tv preem on
WABD (N. Y.) of the DuMont net
which aroused considerable atten-

tion and newspaper, followups, plus
interviews at the Waldorf Hotel
and elsewhere, On Sunday he ap-
peared on NBC-TV’s “Excursion”
in a question-answer session, the
questions being pitched by youn«
people in what was probably a high
mark of his off-the-cuff career
With most critics lauding the man-
ner in which he expressed his

views on vocational and public af-

fairs topics without ducking any
question and playing it straight
with not even an overtone of
politics. The ex-President

Advertisement in the personate column of the New Brunswick, N. J.,

Pally Home News: .

v

“Alexander M. Jones earnestly and respectfully requests that his

friends, business associates, relatives and all others refrain from
telephoning his home, or otherwise disrupting his serenity, between
8 and 8:30 o’clock of a Thursday evening. These. 30 minutes are
regularly observed as the Groiicho Marx half-hoiir.”

ironic sidelight to “no time for kovacs” on WCBSTV—*with the
performer’s . contract .expiring as of his Friday (15) morning stanza

and h|s future not charted by the station—is that Ernie Kovacs was
a wake-’em-in-the-morn pioneer for Columbia’s N.Y. flagship. He was
first launched at noontime, opening up 'that period for the outlet in a
then “daring” sneakup on such slotting, and after proving something
of a moneymaker wa$ sent into the^wee a.m. sphere. At various times,

also, he was pitched against some bigleague network shows including
Milton Berle’s, and for about 21 months has been occupyng the 8 to

9 a.m. slot- on* the local.

Wth Kovacs’ departure, the station will fill the period With its “Morn-
ing Show” until the web recaptures that time plus preceding hour to

“fake on” Dave Garroway’s crossboarder ‘.’Today” on the rival NBC-TV.
Humorist Walt Kelly and the Baird Puppets are among the components
in the .semi-documentary stanza that will fight dt out with the estab-

lished competition starting Feb. 1.

To some people tuna is tuna, but Edgar Bergen has a particular
fondness for Van Gamp’s Seafoods’ White Star and Chicken-of-the-Sea
tuna, and for the very good reason that Van Camp participates in the
sponsorship of his radio series on CBS. So What happens? Another
brand of tuna swam into the type fount at the print shop and gave
Bergen the gremlins. But it’s all straightened out now and Edgar,
Charlie and Mortimer will double up on their portions of White Star
and Chicken-of-the-Sea Tuna at salad time.

is

scheduled for one more “Excur-
sion,” winding up a threesome.

Jinx ft Faye
Continued from page 27

Vidpix Chatter
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Canadian Mounted TV

Pix on Stoloff Agenda
OttawaV Jan. 12.

New film production coippany,
S & S Films Ltd., has been formed
to finance a series of half-hour
telepix on the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police. Series will be
produced and directed by Holly-
wood filmmaker Victor Stoloff,

Firm is also contemplating produc-
tion of a second telepix series and
feature films.

Stoloff arrives in Canada later
this month, following completion of
a series of films on the New Orr
leans Police Dept., which he’s
wrapping up for tv in N.O. curr
rently. .

New York
CoCa Cola and its bottlers plan-

ning special press screening and
hoopla for its just-finished series
of tv film spots (and radio), in

which lop show biz personalities
dramatize bottling industry’s 50th
ahni in one-minute dramatic Vig-
nettes. Jean Harrison produced;
Penny Morgan coordinated project
. , , With Jo Dine exiting his flack
post at Ziv to form Dine & Kal-
mus, Marge Henderson, formerly
with Ben Sonrienberg and Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, takes
over the public relations post at
Ziy, with the Dave Alber office
handling special projects . , ..

Screen Gems has set up a still

photographic library available to
all publications: It’s headed by

ad-pub manager Harry McWilliams

shown, and a complement of maga
zine cover girls )vere given a live

display. Color even extended to
such local programming facets as
the weather, with Tex Antoine—
Con Edison’s Uncle Wethbee—giv-
ing new dimension to this phase.
In a part of the Macy’s stanza,
store’s newspaper ads were shown,
then contrasted with how tpe same
setup would look in color, for an
effective series of transitions. ,

Groups of retail and ad execu
tives were spotted around the coun-
try, with N. Y.’s gathering assem-
bled in the color cubicles at the
Center Theatre. The feed went out
to WNBW, Washington; WNBK,
Cleveland; WNBQ, Chicago; KSD-
TV, St. Louis; KRON-TV, San
Francisco; KNBH, Los Angeles;
and in the net’s Spot Sales office
in Detroit via WWJ-TV. In the lat-

ter case, interest centered on
colorfilm of good definition show
ing Lincolns and Mercurys in ac
tion.

It was figured that some i.OOG
executives viewed the demonstra-
tion, with o&o v.p. Charles R
Denny and Spot Sales director
Tom McFadden the chief hosts in
N. Y. One of the pitches was that
stores can develop color commer-
cials to be shown with regular
b&w programming. There seemed
no. doubt at this showing that such
local advertising, Whether Spot or
full program, would go into up-
beat and' Introduce another “new
era” in television revenue. Pro
ducer of the show was John
Stearns under Supervision of Rich-
ard M. Pack, WNBT’s program di
rector. Trau.

a

F&P Ups Bryan
Pointing up the increasing im-

portance of automobile firms in
the broadcasting scheme of things
station rep firm of Free & Peters
last week named its longtime De-
troit manager, William W. Bryan
a veepee.
Bryan has been Detroit office

manager for the past 10 years.

The Chicago Radio Management Club was formally disbanded last

week and the Broadcast Executives Club of Chicago, was organized as

its replacement. While the new outfit embraces both radio and tv

exec personnel, its backers point out that it Was • not set up in comf
petition to the Chi Television Council . Its formation, however, is a
result of failure of the Radio Club and the Council to get together
on proposed merger terms.

i,

The Broadcast group will place most of its emphasis on the sales

side of the business at the station, station rep and agency levels. Offi-

cers elected at the teeoff meeting were: President, Johif Cory, F*ee ~&
Peters; First Veep, Art Harre, WENR; Second Veepee, Gate Blockin,
BAB; Secretary, Gwen Dargle, Foote, Cone & Belding; Treasurer, Ruth
Babick, Earle Ludgin; Trustees, Lou Nelson, Wade; Arnold Johnson,
Needham, Louis & Brorby; Howard Meyers* Venard, and Len Matthews,
Leo Burnett.

A stabber: N.Y., Sunday Times of Jan. 3 included a “Chronicle of
Fleeting 'Fame” comprising unusual achievements of personages who
died during the year. Item three was Douglas Coulter, 52, of Scarsdate.
The citation: “He produced the first variety show on a radio network.*

Harry Sosnik, who conducted the orchestra on- the NBC-TV program
“Christmas Greetings,” was inadvertently omitted from the credit' lineup
in the review of the show. Sosnik’s crew, Comprising 35 men, some
of whom are members of the NBC Symph conducted by Arturo Tosca-
nini and others, provided a strong musical backbone to the proceedings.
In addition, maestro Sosnik foiled for Eddie Albert in the “September
Song” specialty, besides being on camera in other respects.

Eileen Barton has cut a 13-week series of platters for radio stations
to promote Marine Corps recruiting. Marine Corps hopes to place the
platters with approximately 1,000 broadcast stations across the nation.

Following Miss Barton’s segment, Marine Corps will issue 13 weeks
of platters by Toni Arden. The 15-miniite “Eileen Barton Show” has
the singer backstopped by Alvy West, with Joe King, himself a former
Marine reserve captain, as announcer and emcee.

Advanced Television Acting group of the American Theatre Wing
in New York has gained the participation of network guest directors
in staging a new script

.
every two -weeks. Among them have been

DelberUMann, Garry^ Simpson, Dan Petrie, Andrew McCullough, Robert
Stevens, Alan Neuman, Martin Ritt, John Peyser, Charles Dubin and
William Corrigan. Guest director setup is similar to that developed
in the Wing’s radio courses which has resulted in a high record of
web employment of actors. Upcoming as tv stagers are Vincent Done-
hue and Ralph Nelson;

With the space problem at ABC
.
becoming increasingly acute, the

web has leased a floor at 2000 Broadway, N. Y., under a five-year deal.

Web’s tv sales staff and part of the radio sales department will move
over to the new offices in a couple of weeks, leaving more space in

the Des Artistes Hotel offices on 67th St.
Acquisition of the property gives the network a total of 13 buildings

it either owns outright or leases. Included in the leaseholds are two
Broadway office suites, three theatres (Little, Ritz and Elysee), space
at the DC Luxe Labg. and at the Des Artistes. Web owns the home-
offices comprising *ix buildings on W. 66th St.

New Telepix Shows
Continued from pace 26

tions of Things to Come” is his
most personalized device, whether
in radio or tv, and this gimmick
has a curious value in its “spot”
character. Whether most of the
crystal-balling holds up is some-
thing for a statistician to worry
about. For Instance, that the tax
laws will be “completely revised”
with burden on the lower income
brackets; and that the 22,000
PO-Ws held by -the -United Nations
don’t want to go home (to North
Korea, Red China, etc ); that the
Reds are “bluffing” and that the
prisoners will be released Jan. 22
by the LN and taken by boat from
Inchon to Chiang’s government hq.
on Formosa.' (Newspaper dispatch-
es later indicated that may occur
on Jan. 23.) In his roundup sec-
tion, Pearson’s No. 1 statement was
that there will be increasing re-
liance on the A-bomb with the
land Army to be cut in the next
two or three years.

-All this was given with the air
of authority typical of Pearson’s
colorful attack, but what makes
this program significant and per-
haps unique is that it’s on film
wherein its datedness must not

show. In addition, the film syndi-
cation division of MPTV is obliged
to distribute the stanza at a fast

clip to insure its freshness at slot-

ting time.
Initialer was repeated on Sun-

day (10) at 11 p.m. on WABD and
other outlets, and apparently this

two-arweek technique will be. em-
ployed for the run. Acousticon di-

vision of Dictagraph Products Co.

picks up: the check with Ken Rob-
erts plugging that and Fred Uttel

making the pitch for Pearson’s
weekly newsletter at $1 a copy,

latter being, a two-pronged mail

pulter and potential revenue pro-

ducer. All in all, quite a lot of

show for 15 minutes—with a ter-

rific snapper in Pearson offering

Sen. McCarthy time to “answer
Truman.

Trait.

New Orleans—Irving Zeidman,
former program director of KNOE,
Monroe, La., recently took over

the duties of program director of

WSMB, ABC affiliate here. John
R. O’Meallie, general manager ana
veep, said Zeidman succeeds Harry

Arthur, who resigned last week.
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>n.«i ' television screen seemed conducted. 1the airer In a manner Guire, Hank SylTern, Perry Writers: \
suited to ‘TBedda Gabler” that was easy to lake. Her handling Ivans. Rita Altman, others 31 Mins.,

« m!tsented“by "U. S. Steel Hour" of the commercials, although done 1* *
Sustaining

in ABC-TV lasVweek (5>. It could nicely, didn’t conceal the overfre- Producers. Robert Stevens, Hall- NBC.TV>1
? Hant the Ibsen tragedy is over- quent spotting. Incidentally, Miss sted Welles Apparen
b

for a livingrdom; or that Francis: husband, Martin Gabel is Director: Stevens necessary

. hrief hour— less time out for now producing.
. Writer: Welles now occup

*
, Isn’t aUite suf- On the plus side were intermit- _A ... _ ms retinu<

fident to
h
?epresent one of the tent 3«zz offerings rendered by a ®° Sun., g p.m.

dldnV s"ri

star-vehicle classics: or group of musicians, whose names Sustaining' parativelv

ffSfirffK Tallulah were rattled otr at the end of the ABC-TV, from N. If.

nlrtirhead and one of the chief proceedings. Other than that, pro- The revitalized ABC-TV, already that perioiBanKnedu, , were gram failed to come up with any- fninltt ' fiftll Ail 1 In IWa triiln'A I tho t/lflill/AI

With Gary Merrill; William Prince, Helen Grayed, George Rock, Fred* With John -Scott Trotter Orch, Ken
Sherry Britton, Jean Carson, die Morgan, Sir Frcderic Gas,

NSrth,
n
othei*

Ck Benny’ Shere®

Herbert Berghof, David Burns* prnj,^?P . vAward Sohnl Writer-Producer: Bill Morrow
Barbara Nichols, Kathleen Me- Director;* Alan Yorkln Director: Frederick deCordova
Guire, Hank Sylvern, Perry Writers:* Vie McCleod, Tom Adair wr>S<»;5’

30 Mins., Sat. 1p.m. GENERAL ELECTRIC
CBS-TV, from Hollywood (film)
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rector: Stevens necessary to sustain the timeslot J
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ABC-TV, from N. Y. several seasons of
P
comedw durine U automatically gave an aura of

The revitalized* ABC-TV, already that period started a Habit among «P«taney to the 34 out-

irly well entrenched in the video ther v
|f^

er
/* For years it’s been axiomatic in

ogramming sweepstakes on Tues- sion has a better chance of get-
ra(lio that BC can do no wrong. On

ys and Fridays, is uiaking its^big ting in that Saturday
^

night groove thc basis Qf the GE Sunday night

Bing'

Hedda may be Miss Bankhead s Colgate Comedy Hour Sunday Town” is almost axiomatic. While staples in the field of rural revelry. Crosby). At this stage of
Hamlet, but if so, such an election. (10). Snow was a standout blend- p/g not likely that the new scries Their collective efforts are excels it might seem totally un
would have to await another vote ing of trapping and staging that will make much of a dent in the lent for devotees of barnyard

|
and unreal for the Gr
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suicide curtain. _ v. Low *8 ou
i
inguon Hour” and CBS’ “Toast of the Grayco (Mrs. Jones), who are would have preferred a “live”

Hedda may be Miss Bankhead s Colgate Comedy Hour Sunday Town” is almost axiomatic. While staples in the field of rural revelry. Crosby). At this stage of the game
Hamlet, but-if. s°,-.such *n elwtion.. (10). 5how was a

'

^andout it’s not likely that the new scries Their collective efforts are excel- it might seem totally unnecessary
would have to await another vote mg of trapping and staging that will, make much of a dent in the lent for devotees of barnyard and unreal for the Groaner to
—in the legit arena, where_ Law- gave the _madcaj) revelers socko Sunday night ratings, it’s, about bacchanales and even more sophis- dandify himself in an effort to look
rende Langner of the Theatre support. The pacing, was fast, the the Only step. ABC could haVe ticated gentry since there’san ele- 25 again,* and it can he argued that
Guild, which produces Steel coordination was uut of the top- taken in order to move into the men t of hillbilly burlesque in these the singer has yet to

.
achieve an

Hour,” threatens to present her in drawer and the chorines were: an field.
.

proceedings. on-camera tv stance more appro-
the role after stating he was im- eye-appealing assemblage of pul-

Fortunately, the network has Major guest last Sat. (9) was priatc to his demeanor and casua'-
pressed by her interpretation mil. chritude.

’ come up with what promises to be Harpo Marx Who went through ness. It can also be argued that
The plain fact is that muen ot miss TDe Martin & Lewis comedy toonotch fare in the whodunit field; several of his better known de- there was no reason for the Bing
Bankheiad^s wordage was slurred in formula seldom strays from the and it most certainly should be vices. He worked at the harp, ‘ to permit his initial showcase to

an exasperating example of peDDie- loud, the raucous and the pratfall able to capture the Viewers who’ve honked a series of horns, and did j
fall, from grace and its high quali-

mouthedness occurring at Key sch0ol. Several times during the started to find the all-comdy Sun- a bit with Miss Grayco. There was i tative level by introducing a strip-

points and sufficient_unta itselt to melee, ribtickling comic gems day night formula somewhat jaded, a fairly wellstaged burlesque of !
per (Sheree North*;

interrupt interest. Baragrey, too, emerged hut for the most part it
it's good o^beat programming, and panel shows (“Junk Box Jury.” The fact remains that none of it

as Eilert Lovborg. was occasionally
\vas the same old M&L knockabout

j£ is willing to foot what looks “Schmo Business”) and an ordh- really mattered—for if there’s a
guilty of such muddy passages^n pattern.

. , . like a large sustaining bill, it estral contribution of “Melody in more natural, sure and at-ease per-

an otherwise head s ,up. PWror- There were plenty of sketches
sh6uld build slowly but surely. F ” The Spike Jones session bv : former in show biz he’s. still beingformer in show biz he’s. still beingon > wvMv- - 7 . > j- , 'r ,

* allUUlIl UU11U b.UWlj UUt OUlCli .
* *
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nance but this sin extendedjieither t0 piease the M&L contingent and ... nrnfframmine innovation in virtue- of the fact that it’s startling kept under wraps Whatever the

to the Judge Brack -of Luther Ad-. the boys gave thej^all in each.
,
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PtS^^nt^ns hou^ and unorthodox and has a fairl? minor flaws of Chapter 1 on the
ler.who conducted himself hke

A
the Guest Franklin Pangborn came m

f

Jat »t s the^fir^t continuou?
. .. wide appeal among all elements .

1 Crosby GE tv agenda, and they
polished actor he is, nor to, Alan on a toy department routine to

Sler- makes it a good bet for this time-

!

were apparent, they’ll probably be
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'polished actor, he is, nor Jto 1
Alan, oiTa -toy department • routine to: ^keArrgood^t For this «

Hewitt, as Hedda’s husband, in an- help 0u{ but bis talents were eharacters.
,
,
.These are Ga rj Mer- ^ e Ior

other capable enactment. The wa^ted . in fact- he
;

took such a
nSdlfovS brothere ^grtnere

Thea Elvested of Eugenia Rawls heating (a ducking in a pool and . 91 -the- Gumojle Drotners, mariners T ; ^

was par for the cotirse. an explosion that tore his clothes) 1? wp?u»c
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RESOURCES FOR FREEDOM
11..-. ..... ii40« nn" n Hallsted Welles wrote the initial ! urai, m

vuaiai;tci 9 < xiivoc a* v v*w* j .. 11,

rill and William Prince in the roles Sioc - ;
takes care of now that Mr. Big

;
has finally succumbed to video’s

• blandishments.
What is important are the
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the dialog; In the adaptation by and “it’s Easy To Remember.” His tually any ^novel-length w hodunit
j gQ Sun. (10), 3 pjn^ formal 30-minute sequencing of

Ei ik Barnouw using the Noel Lang- crooning was okay on all, The to the show s purposes and format,
j
CBS-TV, from N.Y. sones and the inevitable banter

ley translation, the Ibsen work Modemaires delivered a rousing. Initial production was a good : “Resources For Freedom,” a : with a guest star—particularly
seemed like a synopsis and all but rendition of “Crazy Man, Crazy” yarn about a series of killings or

J
one-shot documentary prepared by w hen the guest is a Jack Benny 1 .

devoid of its inherent electric real-
in . between the mayhem for strong threatened killings in a burlesque the CBS public affairs division. As it turned out this was one of

ism. Considering the sock stuff resuits. Gros. house, with a twist ending which was an informative pictorial sum- those dream talent parlays, a visual

that producer-director Alex Segal '
;— while mildly telegraphed still lent

|
marization of the report of the throwback to ex-radio semesters

has dished up on “Steel Hour,” m Sullivan led with his chin on a good deal of suspense to the ses-
j
President’s Material Policy Com- of the Hope-Crosby byplay, which

;— while mildly telegraphed 'still lent
|
marization of the report of the throwback to ex-radio semesters

Fd Sullivan led with his chin on a good deal of suspense to the ses-
j
President’s Material Policy Com- of the Hope-Crosby byplay, which
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of his oft weeks. Trauv. w« n^onHna four eomedv turns criminal - Case - minded brother; While the one-hour show unfolded comedies en the listening-only cir-—— nf QAVPrf^c^makine uo the CBS- sc<)red in what’s actually the lead, without any spectacular effects, cuit. The Benny-Crosbv interlude

uriiinn rppIp who returned Jan. TirlmVr
awi/hmnp nf these of Merrill, whose role is less central, the highlights of the commission’s was a little gem in itself. It was

5 SYrS; YLlSe ialhrt' the 'NBC was exdellent as the restraining in- report were projected in a thought- so good that the introduction of a

seemed aVe«^ch subdued^gent ™Y0S's^^ Martin
“

^I^wis On Huence. Sherrj' Britton, Jean Car- provoking way sufficient for the third party in the person of Miss

ml his first show of the year on S55!i?!
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<twas herhaDS in- son (playing it straight) and Bar- ' occasion. It was. mcidentaliy, the North didn't, hurt it—but it didn't

NRrW He nfemi^d the show bara Nichols were believable strip- ! first time that an official document hclto it. either,

to conce’ntrate^OiTa"top retinue of fact the show’s pers and Herbert Berghof as a psy-
s

of this type was given such a video What is important, too. in the

guests—which Ordinarily seems ^libh^fpopMpr vvat ^musicomedy chiatrist-tumed-manager and David
,
treatment and that may be ex- Groaner’s first time up. was the

fike good policy especially since
s
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e
nninrp^ Grav but even Burns as the harassed house man-

j
plained by the fact that William S. c’incher that all the surrounding

the guests happen ^d^Ui^e capped ager gave fine performances.
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Production was a little ragged Served as chairman of the' com- Scott Trotterts musical background-

Rave. Fum procession consisted of bn^rthe starter, but should pick up mission. mg Ken Can>enter and more

It’s curious to note that in nitery Hrawler Andv Griffith in a nifty after a couple of weeks. Set de- With Edward R. Murrow han- notably Bill Morrow s solid con-

circles, Miss Raye has been the . k on attending a football signs by Howard Barker were ex- dling the commentary in his cus- tn^s writer- producer* have

femme version of Berle. In some iame and miscSuing^ cellent, giving the show a mood of
;

tomary trenchant style, the docu- made the AMrto-tv transition with

instances, routines could have ®
T arrv Best in okay dialects realism and suspense. Coproducer . mentarv focussed on the two main same grace and ease. Chalk up

been intcrchanced. Their styles of an ii «rima0e stuff peeked on char- (with Welles) Robert Stevens di-
\
areas of the report-—raw niaterials as a plus factor, too. the directorial

clowning on the nitery floor are a5*pl5.. jn the subwav° Hai*r\r (St. rected the initialler,with the meg- i and energy potential. Film clips assist from Frederick deCordova

similar, and even at this point in Mimmo making with the ging somewhat on the rough side,
;

were used to depict the modern who does the Burns & A.len CBS-
their video careers, Miss Raye

J;anHc nine; a uorko elaboration on but the effort on the whole was a
j

techniques of exploiting the iia-
, .

works like the Berle of his early S’ hoSfine ?he closed good one.
|

lion’s reservoir of coal iron, lum^, Bing bodes some happy video

days in video before he went into EUd
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.v) and the classical con- One negative note, however: the ' ter. ra re minerals and water re- semestcis for o4. Rose.

a^a^milde? tl^oi com^Ava^n’t struction craziology of Willie, West web. whether by design or not. has
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'd<K:um.nUr>- stressed the'NBC-TV. from Hollgwood
The show revolved around in performance since the desert self-policing is in ordei here.

frnntimipd on paee 36) This late-afternoon show
Charlie ADnSwhitP^ efforts^ to eet animals are considered difficult to Chan . i (Continued on page 6b)

; catch .all for both kids and
a wedge^in showbiz Berle would train—in a Liberty horse type rou- — — and. because of that, doesn’i

be his manager hiring the teen- tine, complete unto orthodox form- rpvr /l 1 W\ •
1 succeed in either direction,

singer at $25 weekly, and in order ations, and individual tricks and I II I aIaw KA171A1A7 Lee.however. isanimpishly
to get hint publicity, he wants Miss involving the use of an undersized 1 1 LUlUl ACVICW ing comic with a vast rep
Raye to be seen with him. The' pro- Pony. The segue to the Copa Gnls of zanyisms required for thi

ceedings provide a fine framework (8 ) and production singer^dancer of cross-tlie-board effort. H
for the youngster’s singing which is Jonathan Lucas from the Copaca- l :

• an expressive face and can
of a quality that belies his years, bana, N. Y., in “Song & Dance ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR dreamed up for its Saturday com- dance and pratfall expertly a

and some top clowning my Miss Man” was a tame affair.
rinHn* mi thp Ted Mack-emceed mercial! If, in the vvords^of the as mugg his way through of

Raye. Berle got into the . act upon Miss Gray did a few numbers Tinting.up t
_

. „ announcer, it takes Pet Milk to weak material. Lee might cli

occasion, but generally, he seemed she’s been associated with. ‘‘Shrimp “Original; Amateur Hour, last
turn tbe trick, it looks like the in a different kind of showci

,
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————————— and because of that, doesn't fully
K form-

fPIT /I j YY •
1 succeed in either direction. Pinky

ks and I If I ^1^-* If jivyiAWAT Lee,however, is an impishly amus-
lersized 1 V

.
I^Qinr ikHwIMlAf ing comic With a vast repertory

•a Girls of zanyisms required for this kind
-dancer of cross-the-board effort. He has
Dopaca- l '

;

• - '
:

• an expressive face and can sing.
Dance ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR dreamed up for its Saturday com- dance and pratfall expertly as well

U Tinting .in thA Ted Mack-cmceed mercial! If, in the words^of the as mugg his way through oft times
umbers Tinting up t

_

. „ announcer, it takes Pet Milk to weak material. Lee might click big
Shrimp “Original; Amateur Hour, last

turn tbe trick, it looks like the in a different kind of showcasing.
Content to let the others walk off Boats” suffered from offish produc- week’s NBC^TV contribution to the “Amateur Hour” sponsors have got
with the proceedings. tion inserts but she more than
Ruth Gilbert, Arnold Stang and made up for that with "Big Ma- “rainbow network,” proved a two-

way revelation. It not only

Show originates from the El

themselves a medium. Capitan Theatre in Hollywood with
Otherwise, tint Or black-and- a group of children and adults on

Mike Mazurki rounded out a gen- mou” that had support from a
cijnCbed “Amateur Hour’s” future white. Ted Mack and the “Amateur stage. On show caught, the adults

erally good cast, and even Eddie quartet of males and six femme
status thanks to a flexible format Hour” impresarios, after a 19-year seemed to be getting a kick out

Lahtor made a surprise walkon at dancers. As a total attack dn the
; n the vaudeo genre as a natural radio-video fling with the nation’s i

of Lee’s extravagant antics while
uie close of the show. :

.
Jose . rival channels, particularly NBG,

the color cable,’ but through tyros, have parlayed their stanza
j

the kids seemed to carry an air——~ ttie show could hardly measure up,
e pet Milk^

^

sponsorship auspices into institutional value. Mack has of bafflement. The stanza featured
Come-on Story” would have being sans an impact though pleas- came up with probably the most a natural, easygoing demeanor that > Lee in a potpourri of special ma-

been a-more -appropriate title for ant enough to take otherwise. PVe-and-stomach arresting commer- sits well with the viewer for. !
terial songs, a skit with a hobo

y»l
Fnday (8) edition of ABC-TV’s Trail.

efal to-date AS such Pet Milk can eschewing the slambang technique. !
on a park bench and a couple -of

Cbmeback Story.” There was ——--
. take a bow* as one of the on-the- he generates warmth. Sincerity ’ brief hoofing stints. It would up

?£*»n8 in the Show, which tapped WARH’* ’S4 Biz air Dioneers in advancing the cause keynotes his approach to the con- with an aud participation game in
the career ..of - EddieCondon, -to^cue VVABU « /WU 04 mz ?i

r
in all its brilliant testants. Productionwise, the as- which three ladies had to eat a

it enougn to taxe ouiei\viac.
eye-and-stomach arresting commer- sits well writn the viewer tor, ;

leriai songs, a skii wun a nooo
Trow,

cial to date; As such Pet Milk can eschewing the slambang technique. !
on a park bench and a couple of——“— take a bow as one of the on-the- he generates warmth. Sincerity ’ brief hoofing stints. It would up

WABDY 753G ’54 BlZ air pioneers in advancing the cause keynotes his approach to the con- with an aud. participation game in

i nf cherrv Pie in all its brilliant testants. Productionwise, the as- which three ladies had to eat a
ful

cc
i °V vonaon, to cue ^ •

, nf cherrv Pie in all its brilliant testants. Productionwise, the as-iwnicn tnree ladies naa 10 eai a

^
b
^i90J^^ha.ck tag. Program was es- WABD, New York hub for the

red.K,.ed
y
SI}iendor4 sorted turns are paced for maxi- banana while piling five cups and

y
*
a-'routine sketch of the DuMont web, has inked 13 adver- ce idom before has a • tinted-up mum results. There’s something -saucers -into .a. 'pyramid.

.

The. con-
b jazz as depicted via Con- Using contracts for ’54 to the tune Droducf i eft such an impact oh an refreshing in the very casualness i test was typical of the show. The

•Sion!
eet established pf $753,421, Nine of them repre- the th« sfow after an: qversurfeit- i

giveaways for both losers and

•SSv&l se»‘ sponsors. switly^io tend hardened) "com- ing of the comedic titans. Winners tvere relatively inexpen-

Grecnwich t
or *he 0£ the total, four contracts are patibility

1
' viewers monitoring the NBC-RCA put its best tint foot sive items for which the brandname

tlmffloist's namh
'm bear(ng on a 52-week basis, reported 5,ow. 4»nk the Center Theatre, forward in dressing up "Amateur

,

received the usua euffo plug.

Giving show"Hleasant fillin was Lawrence L. Wynn. WABD sales N. Y.. booths, left no Joubt as to .
Hour ' and for the most. part the

; .

Lee has ‘hSPotenUa for pilo(-

Arlene Francis « mSeee ^he'l chlel- Only one of the sponsors, the fabulous future in store for'^ skin tones and multi-shaded_back- nfi! a fine comedy' fot k ds

^1vS^s^Sr« pi^^r f^t^VeSS:-M S«lu.r
3t

a Inner r-: ..
pV- oi iyihc

servfd sen^ new sponsors



women and children first

No need to man the lifeboats, it’s just our way of pointing out that Pinky Lee, the gentle-

man illustrated, is star of a brand new daytime television show designed to appeal to both

the women who run the home and the children who run the women.

The Pinky Lee Show (5:15-5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday) is audience participation

with Pinky's own distinctive brand of^songs, dances and comedy. In his last TV show, “Those

Two,” Pinky had an average Nielsen rating of 23.0 with an average audience share of 42.9%,

so he can be expected to do great things. Just to make it easier, the 5:15 period has no net-

work competition and precedes the highest Nielsen rated daytime TV show—Howdy Doody.

The Pinky Lee Show is priced very attractively too.

Your NBC representative can give you the entire story very quickly.



or the whole family

8:00 to 8:30 p.m., Saturday night, on NBC is just about the best time you could find for reaching

the whole family. This is the peak viewing period of the television season.

Spike Jones has a formidable record of attracting audience. He is one of the few people in

show business to sell over ten million records. His personal appearances are sellouts. And in four

previous appearances on NBC Television, he had a remarkable Nielsen average of 35.6 with an

average audience share of 57.6%.

So when you place the tremendous attraction of .Spike Jones’ musical mayhem in this cream

time period, youhave an outstanding combination. That’s a good description ofthe Spike Jones Show.

This unique availability will continue only through March 27. You may purchase the whole

half hour or in ten-minute segments. Either way, the Spike Jones Show is a rare chance to make
a whale of an advertising impression on a great number of people in a short time. A call will

nish your NBC representative to you with complete information.

<• .

television
vice, of Radio Corporation ofAmerica
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Continued from pace 33

double idea eliminating waste and
promoting world trade. At times,

the show became somewat plati-

tudinous in its stressing of the ob-

vious, but. when it hit upon the hu-

man factor, it was standout. That
was done by comments from the

working people . in the field. A
statement by the United Mine
Workers chief, John L, Lewis, was
ceremonial compared

.
to the vivid

impression made by three miners

and the owner of a medium-sized
mine. More of these interviews

would have given a more down-to-
earth key to the documentary.

'The. area covered by the docu-
mentary was vast and could easily

have been the subject of several

shows. The overnight appearance
of a boom oil town out west, which
was briefly shown on film, needed
a fuller treatment as did the de-

velopment of mining techniques

for lesser grade . ores. Within the

limits of the one-hour frame, how-
ever, the program probed into the

various facets of the resources

question adequately enough to

stimulate concern.

pared with the questions that
,

so

badly needed /answering; questions
mainly as to housing, higher sal-

aries for city employees, more aid

from Albany, etc. The mayor was
also polite and prepared in his

answers which were politic and
all-embracing.

There was no need for Ben
Grauer as moderator to control or
curb the give-and-take, since the
prepared statements.were calm and
clear, for the panel would have
been surprised had. they elicited
any deep conviction. Yet Mayor
Wagner, to the New Yorkers not
familiar with . his photogenic pre-
sence, must have appeared an able
speaker, sure of himself and well
able to fence with phrases.

"
• Rose.

rather remarkable, considering that
the outlet preemed less than a
month ago, with the staffers just
now getting their feet wet in the
new medium.
That plethora' of spot buyers

must be found to bring this 100,-

0Q0-waiter into the black. But it

would be regrettable if healthy biz

at the ’ same., time killed the im-
agination and enthusiasm seen
here. Pon.

COMMUNITY IN FOCUS
(City Report)
Writer-Producer: Larry Geiraglity
Director: Arthur Owens
30 Mins., Mon., 6 p.m.
WCSH-TV, Portland, Me.
Non-plethora of spot buyers of

Besides Paley, other members of i
piperack clothie. variety is leading

the commission appearing on the

show were Eric ’Hodgins,* Fortune
mag editor; Arthur H. Bunker,
president of Climax .

Molybenum
Co.; George R. Brown Texas engi-

outlcts in smaller tv areas into am
bitious local programming

:
that

may send a greater percentage of
Peabodys and Sylvanias into the
regions, especially where alert

neer; and Dr. Edward S. Mason, of
!

public-servicing is concerned. Va-
Harvard University. Hcrm. !

euum-filler at hand sizes as sock
' adult fare pinpointing city govern-
i
merit activities in an entertaining
manner that neatly avoids the twin

;
curses of excessive gab "and cuffo
politicking that have wrecked for-

. CITIZEN'S UNION SEARCH-
LIGHT

With Mayor Robert F. Wagner. Jr

cuest; Gabe Pressman. Victor
! mer meet-your-ci'ty efforts;

Reisel, Milton Bergerman; Ben
; Larry Geraghty,. news director of

Grauer, moderator
#

' outfit’s radio side and city news
Producer: Robert Klein {editor for tv, approaches local mu-
Director: Larry Roemer

! nicipal topics and problems from
30 Mins,.^Sun., 12:30 p.m.

! a Murrowish philosophical stance,
WXBT, N. Y.

:
adeptly running the interviews to

This is a carryover-into video i elicit facts of significance, and
of the long-running WNBC, N. i.,

! steering the cameras, both live and
radio show, designed to focus tne

. min, into areas that the city fa-
spotlight of public opinion on ' thers wouldn't necessarily select. !

prominent public and political
] session under review.had femme

issues and personalities. It was^ a
] CqUncil member explaining under

natural, therefore, that the tv edi-
, c iose questioning how her com-

tion should be inaugurated with
; rnittee was going about selecting

the first on-the-air pronouncements
| a new $15,000-per city manager

by newly-elected Mayor Robert F. from grand total of three appli-
Wagner, Jr. cants for post, and why local tal-
To expect eitherMayor Wagner eot stood a poor

,
chance for the

or “Citizens Union Searchlight”, to
;
nod. Geraghty’s needle was sharp

provide a half-hour of provocative : enough to be painless, with lady
excitement in the manner of the . readily giving with facts that the
late Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia may .! dailies had missed. Second section
have been too much to expect,

]

was video tour of city’s blighted
even for a< dramatic a medium as neighborhoods, ijrtth responsible
tv. Nonetheless there’s every evi-

' officials from city’s health and
dence that “Searchlight” could planning depts. called in to de-
niake for an enlightening and : scribe via charts and models the
rewarding Sunday morning oro-

;
remedial measure that were being

gram for the harassed New taken. Dollying of camera through
Yorker. ? room after room of miniature slum

Chapter of the tv version of : dwelling was so effective that city
“Searchlight” highlighted many of

:
official watching it on monitor re-

the political and economic prob-
,

marked that all the picture lacked
lems facing the new mayor and the

j

were the odors..

New’ York citizenry as voiced by • “City Report" is segment of
the pane) consisting of Gabe Press-

[
cross - the - board “Community in

man. political reporter for the Focus” layout, with other stanzas
World-Telegram; Victor Reisel,

j

covering farm topics, the local

labor expert for the Daily Mirror,
j

medical, center, civil defense, etcI _

and the chairman of the Citizens Camerawork, sets, lighting, film

Union Committee, Milton Berger- quality, and production values gen-
man.

j

erally are on a topflight metropoli
The panel was polite and pre- tan level of excellence, which is work was smOo.th, other produc

LOOK UP AND LIVE
With Bud Collyer. The Mariners,
Mary Mayo, Rev. Charlea Tem-
pleton

Producer-Director: William Work-
• man ’

.

30 Mins.. Sun.. 10:30 a.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

With all forms of religion hav-
ing taken a greater interest in

youth and youth activities ovep the
past decade, “Look Up .‘and Live”
shapes as a natural facet of re

ligioso programming that should
win plaudits, all the way round—
from church groups’, lay organiza-
tions; parents and from teenagers
themselves. The latter is the most
important group, for they com-
prise the viewers CBS director of
religious programming Dr. George
Grothers has fashioned the show
witff an eyd toward.

Simply, stated, “Look Up and
Live” is religion with a sugar
coating.: Initial show had Bud
Collyer as emcee, The Mariners
and Mary Mayo on the talent end
and Rev. Chuck Templeton dcliv
ering the sermon. Working in an
informal atmosphere, Collyer
(who’s superintendent of the First
Presbyterian Sunday School in
Greenwich, Conn.) emerged as an
emcee of- considerably more
warmth and sincerity than is evi-
dent on

;
some of his commercia’

shows. ^

Mariners and Miss Mayo gave
forth with some hymns, all in good
taste and all delivered with spirit

and zest., Rev. Templeton, onetime
cartoonist for the Toronto Globe
and now an evangelist for the Na-
tional Council of Churches of
Christ, handled a sermon that wras
distinguished for its good taste
simplicity and a wholesome philos-

ophy that should especially appea
to young people. Incidentally,
the NCCC should consider putting
on a television series. Rev. Temple
ton would be perfect—he’s clean-
cut and goodlooking, has a pleas
ant voice and a sense of ease be
.fore the cameras.

Everything about the show
smacks of smart programming
from the tele and from the relig-
ious standpoint. There’s a maxi
mum of entertainment and a mini
mum of moralizing.. Show stresses
what religion has to offer young
people without making any de-
mands upon them. In line with
that, program presents an award
even' week to a young person
who’s been most active in his or
her community. Initial scroll went
to a girl from Manhasset who
wrote, composed and directed an
operetta given in her parish. Pro-
gram will devote itself to all three
major faiths.

On the technical side, producer-
director William Workman brought
it all off without a hitch. Camera

tton values simple but good, and
Workman succeeded, in creating

an atmosphere of informality, that

gives the show an aura of pleasant-

ness that’s lacking in most other

religious stanzas. ' • Chan.

DEAD ON ARRIVAL
With Bob Bentley* Mary Lou Trent,

Susie Pettit, Harry Hall, Glenn
Nance, Dave Upson, Paul Lugah-
nani, others

Producer: Bob Roberts
Directors: Rick Leighton, show;

Betty Matthews, film

Writer: Verine Jay •

30 Mins.; Tues., 10 p.m. (special)

WLW-T, Cincinnati

A public service feature, “Dead
Oh Arrival” was presented before
New Year's Eye to stimulate holi-

day safe driving apd as a year-
round reminder of traffic danger.

Pointed at drunken drivers, pro-

gram wras presented live and in

film clips. It traced a manslaughter
case from the time of wreck- to

placing of the - driver in jail.

Realistic procedure; conveyed a

sobering warning of tragic de-
velopments in such cases* Players
In the show, all freelancers, were
convincing. Incident was of a tipsy

driver, behind bars with his con-
science after he smashed into an-
other car and caused a fatality.

Story carried to the home and
wife and daughter of the victim,
for the sad news, after hospital
and morgue scenes leading up to
the “dead on arrival” recording.
Program was supported by Cincy

Enquirer. Paul Lugannani, the
paper’s police reporter, narrated
routine details of jail, hospital and
morgue scenes. Dave Upson was
the voice of Bill, the drunken
driver.

Dramatic presentation was fol-

lowed by a talk between Municipal
Judge Frank R. Gusweiler and
Peter Grant, WLW newscaster, on
tragedies growing from drunken
driving. Kell.

Cleve. Radio
Continued from pace 30

and three, five-minute sponsored
news stints. Station is now con-
sidering extending Bandwagon
time period. Yoder also is reported
viewing new evening period of

news, sports and “better music,”
Sale of Cleveland Browns and Ohio
State grid contests added to cash
intake. *

.
WGAR's John Patt reports lo-

cal biz up 30%, and that previous
years’ “top billings for any station”
will carry through again in current
12-month period.. This CBS affili-

ate has been emphasizing ayt.o ra-

dio as well as morning diskr and
late-hour shellac periods to high-
light saturation spot selling, par-
ticularly for auto dealers. Pitch for
departraerit store business, always
a toughie in this newspaper-depart-
ment store lineup, has brought
some nibbles. Station now plans
hard late afternoon disk stint, mov-
ing Hal Morgan from 11 p.m. trick
to hour-long 4:30 p.m. shift for
homeward-bound, as well as house-
wife interest bid.

WDOK’s President R. . Morris

Plorce claims a 10% business

hike with spot sales pacing the
upbeat. Station, operating with
decided emphasis on nationality,
race and disk offerings, has par-
layed its high indie Status with
“Youth Series” and “quality
music during early evening hours.
Gimmicks' such as “wheel of for-
tune"—lucky number dollar bill,

etc., also have bolstered financial
status.

WERE’s 50% Boost

WERE’s General Manager Rich-
ard Klaus noted a 50% hike in

spot sales and a 50% boost in pro-
grams. Emphasizing, sports, jockey
personalities, and news, station

also capitalizes on cosmopolitan
stanzas* Success of indie’s past
year’s Operation—hailied as best so .

far—will see station adding an-
other five salesmen to staff as well
as hiking, the number of men in

newsroom to meet anticipated 1954
stepup in news coverage. Station
carries Cleveland Indians’ ball

games; hockey games, and Notre
Dame football games. Station also

has been granted Channel 65 and
expects to be operating some time
in 1954.

WHK’s General Manager, K. K.
Hackathorn sees a 3% hike
over year. ago. Loss of cross-the-

board Cleveland Electric Illumi-

nating program cut seriously into a

20% increase in spot sales and i

16% hike in Mutual pfograni sales.

The general manager said willing-

ness to experiment with program-
ming brought results. Station took
Mutual whodunit! series for play-

back after 11 p.m. news show to

attract video-tired listener, and
scored with sales cross the board.
Also, while other stations picked
up football stanza for Saturday
afternoon, WHK moved into disk
music field, picked up sponsor for

large, non-football audience.

WSRS’s Manager Jack Kelly says
“program sales up 10%; spots up
10%. This is a continuation of a

progressive increase for the past

five years." Station stresses news
and race programming; highlight-
ing of Negro music two hours dui>
irig the day and two hours nightly;

28 daily newscasts, with coverage
ot Cleveland city hall and direct

lines into nine suburban communi-
ties. Located in suburban Cleve-
land Heights, indie operation
caters to foreign language groups
with daily two-hour polka show.
Operations is on 24-hour basis

with Kelly saying ’1 am more bull-

ish than ever that our saturation

sales program will see even great-

er results in the coming 12 months.
Banks, food dealers and . outlying

department stores are moving into

radio as never before."

WJMO’s Manager Paul Nakel
noted a sizzling 75% increase in

sales with station’s dual-drive pro-

gramming of 90% Negro and 10%
nationality attention “attracting the

bulk of our business.” Overall

music pitch, he maintained, is not

“extreme, but will cater to general

audience.” Polkas, too, are strong

feature in this indie sunup to sun-

down operations.
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New York
Al De Caprio has returned as di-

rector of CBS-TV's “Fred Waring
show’’ after a year’* absence dur-

ing whieh he's: been
.

in. the net's

technical operations dept . . . Bill

I iebling is repping film property

titled '‘Follow the Years ” by radio-

tv scripter Sidney Remlclc , . . Ted
Granik shopping around, for ac-
tion manager for his West Palm
Beach tv operation . ... Jack van
Volkenburg to Iowa over weekend
for father’s funeral.

Ituth Manning into “T-Men in

Action” on NBC-TV tomorrow
(Tl)iirs) . . . Grant Sullivan into

title role on tonight's Kraft pro-

duction of "The Atherton Boy" on
NBC-TV tonight (Wed.) ; . . Rex
Trailer, headliner of WPTZ’s
(Philiy) "Ranchhouse” Show, in

N Y for huddles with manager
Ernie Walling and NBC-TV execs

on a possible network spread .

Kcs Zimmerman has resigned as

guestshot booker for the Arthur
Murray show to open his own
agency. William Morris Agency
will now book that spot. Zimmerr
man had been with Morris office

before going oyer to book the
Murray show.
During Harry Marble’s three-

week vacation starting Saturday
(16) his fSat. WCBS-TV pinchhit-
ters will be Ned Calmer on “6

O’clock Report” and Winston Bur-
-deit on “News of the Night.” In-
cidentally, Martinson Coffee has
bought the Jim McKay sports seg-
ment on “6 O’clock Report” for a
cycle of Thursdays . . . Technical
crew of Margaret Alien show gave
her a surprise breakfast . . . John
Peyser took over as director of
CBS-TV’s “Man Behind the Badge,”
vice Art Singer . . . Bolr Drew cast
for NBC-TV’s “Frontiers of Faith"
Jan. 24 . . Gene Schrott, CBS-TV
flacker, on three-week European
jaunt ; . Anne Jeffreys and Rob-
ert Sterling, a Mr. & Mrs. team in
private life and ghost couple on
the “Topper" series; are expect-
ing their first child in July .

Alfred Levy, prexy of Talent As-
sociates, to the Coast on a two-
month biz and vacash trip . . . If
11-year-old Brandon de Wilde, star
of ABC-TV’s “Jamie,” keeps grow-
ing as rapidly as he lias in recent
months, producer Julian Claman
Will consider altering the title to
"James;” . . . CBS-TV appoint-
ments: Edward L. Saxe as v.p. and
assistant to prexy J. L. Van Vol-
kenberg; Robert Milford as associ-
ate production mgr. under Carlton
Winckler; Elmer W. Lower as di-
rector of news-pub affairs in Wash-
ington, D. C., with Others in the
D. C. sector named by web topper
Sig Mickelson in that division be-
ing William Corrigan as newsfilm
mgr. and Donald W. Richardson
as syndication mgr. for newsfilm
there.

Gore Vidal, whose novel,“Mes-
siah.” is skedded for spring issue,
is doing original for “Studio One"
titled “Dark Possession” which is
being prepared at Key West home
of playwright Tennessee Williams
and is slotted on the show for next
month, Summer series of the
Westinghouse stanza, incidentally,
will be produced by Alex March
. , . Dr. Ashley Montagu, anthro-
pology Dept, chairman at Rutgers
U.. returns to WCBS-TV’s “Cam-
era Three” for two programs (Jan.
9 and 16) based on “17th Century
Man.”

. . . Jan. issue of Lifetime
Living has "How Old Is Old." by
Norman Ober, of program writing
division of CBS-TV, while fighter-
Uirned-aclor Rocky Graziano tack-
lcs a third field via “With These
J wo Fists,’’ autobiog that he’s now
dictating and. due in the fall.
Jacques Kreisler (watchbands.

etc.) and Bymart - Tintair have
bought into the Kate Smith day-
timer via Disegpla Plan, \viih
lormer tor 10 weeks on Thursdays

1; ‘U( '

1
' for six programs same

uay. but with different starting

iv. „°i'
0<

'

,cl1 • • • Caroline Herbert,
Dick C lose and Bob Blake, of NBC
o||ot Sales, are headed for Louis-

5 r J
D i) ddle with WAVE, and

V A\ T, - i v. Stations recently
Jiamrd th c web’s SS as their ha-.
|ional sales reps. . . , Joe Ornstein’s
Are VVe Civilized?” film has been

k rlnJ.'V.
0 more holiday bookings

if i

l!S 1

V

- makln« • total, of five
!]° ( ,IV S for

t
,ie anti-war film. New

EasU‘r
i le Lincolns birthday and

Kib\mel now producer for
d Second” onw ABD. DuMont, Sunday nights.

: assistant director for Jose

Center
S

N*
Y* legit series at CW

edition of TV Guide . . . The Studs

Place
;
gang, Studs Turkel, Chet

Roble, Win Stracke and Bev Young-
er, reasssembling for - annual skit

at the Chi Baseball Writers ban-

quet Jain. 17 . . , Bill Bailey prop-

ping a new Westem-motifed kids
show slated for a Saturday after-
noon slot on WNBQ ... Red Gard-
ner shifts from the AM to the tv
side as a producer at WBBM-T

(
V

. . . WNBQ’s weatherman Clint
Youle marking his fifth anni on
the station this month . . . Fahey
Flynn new moderator oh WBBM-
TV’s Saturday night "Hitchihg
Post” .. . . Hauser Motor Sales has
dropped its thrice-weekly ride on
Norm Barry's 10:30 p.m. sports show
on WNBQ, picking up the "Inner
Sanctum” vidpix for Saturday
night slotting on the same station.
Car dealer continues with the Sat-
urday = night feature film on the
NBC station in a latter time period
. . . Tavern Pale Beer returns to lo-

cal tv with the “Colonel March"
vidpix Thursday nights on WBKB
. , . Barr Sheets, ex-director of
guest relations at KNX, Hollwood,
added to the CBS film sales staff

here . . . Jack Brickhouse host-
ing a new half-hour Thursday night
WGN-TV sports show for Hamms
Beer . . Art Haug, formerly di-

rector of photography at United
Film, added to the WBBM-TV news
film crew .

'WIZARD' HOT ON? KJNNIES

57 Stations Taking Chi Show' Via
The Delayed Route:

Chicago, Jan. 12. .

With whet’s believed the lurgest
kinnie network extant, NBC-TV’s
“Mr. Wizard" is currently being
showcased on 57 stations via the
delayed bicycle route. What’s more
the moppet-angied science demon-
stration show conducted by Don
Herbert has a backlog of sta-
tions who have requested kine ver-
sions of the show as soon as more
prints are available. When the
new outlets are added to ,the kine
string next month, plus the 14 sta-
tions that carry the show live,

"Wizard” will be getting exposure
on 91 stations; Interesting angle
to the record number of clearances
is the fact that the stations get no
revenue from it.

Show is a public scryice with 1

the Cereal Institute paying the
production costs in return for
“good breakfast" institutional
pitches woven into the forma. Chi-
moored program enters its third
year in March.

In Order; Bonfig:

Memphis — Audrey Caughey,
w.k. Memphis femme spieler and
scripter and Dick Cook; disk jock-

!

ey and personality star here, have'
both exited WMPS, ABC affiliate,
to join WCBR, daytimer. Miss
Cook will handle script chores and
also do a show. Cook will serve as
p.d. of the indie and also do a daily
morning show with Miss Caughey.

Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

Subscription tv is the only an-

swer to the industry’s “skyrocket-
ing" time and production costs

problem, in the opinion of H. C.
Bonfig, ?enith Radio Cdrp. veepee
and sales director, who told the
Minneapolis Advertising Club in a

talk that “television simply must
put its economic house ini order."

Bonfig also went on record to

the effect that color tv set mass
production “is at least

1

two years
^way and probably more.”

The Zenith exec declared that it

has been brought out that "com-
mercial tv has become so costly

that only 50 of the nation's top
companies can afford as much as a

weekly half-hour network pro-
gram.”

“The number of important ad-
vertisers who are' abandoning tv ;

demonstrates that the present sys-

tem already has sown, the seeds of

its own destruction,” asserted ^on-
fig. “The blithe' assumption that
advertising somehow will take care
of the bill, regardless of the
amount, simply will not wash.
There is a limit to those advertis-
ing dollars, and we are getting
close to that limit at an alarming
rate."

He also cited a report showing

that “at least 30% of all new tv
stations are going "to be operating
in the . red during 1954,

"In order to preserve commercial
ty, other revenue sources must be
tapped to help offset the stations
and networks' fixed costs,” asserted
Bonfig.

If the FCC grants Zenith’s appli-
cation to use "pay-as-you-look” tv,

the company is ready to go with
five "proved" systems, the Zenith
exec said. While the tv industry
is on the verge of the great color
video development "there is no
known way in which that develop-
ment can be brought to pass in
the immediate future, according to
Bonfig. Nor can the industry es-

cape the fact that color sets will
be largely handmade and limited
in number, he added.

KIOA 150G Sole Ok d

Omaha, Jan.’ 12.

Approval of the sale of ; KIOA,
Des Moines, for $150,000 do a group
of Denver business men headed by
Don Searie has been granted by
FCC.
/ Rex Lathen, formerly of KMMJ,
Grand Island, Neb., has taken over
as manager.

YEAR-END REPORT ON

BELL SYSTEM NETWORK TELEVISION SERVICE

In 1953 the Bell System added some 17,000 channel

miles to radio relay and coaxial cable routes for video

transmission. About 50,000 channel miles of coast-to-coast and

border-to-border network now connects some 240 stations

in 150 cities with a potential audience for a

single program of 100,000,000 people.

1953 moved ahead with—

—a record number of stations added to the Belt System

television network

—an international video link with the connection of

television facilities extending into Canada

—the first coast-to-coast color television transmission.

More television “firsts” and new developments

can be expected in the year to come. The Bell System

will continue to keep in step with the

industry’s requirements for network service.

Chicago
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BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR iNTERCITf

RADIO AND. TE1-€VISI9N : ANO TOMORROW'
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Month after month, ONE station leads in Chicago television.

Month after month, ONE station wins greater aadience acceptance.

Quarter-Hour
Station WNBQ programs are credited with the top rating

in more quarter-hours than any other Chicago station—

—27 per cent MORE than Station B.

—44 per cent MORE than Stations C and D COMBINED.

The average rating for Station WNBQ for all quarter-hours

is greater than that for any other Chicago station—

—
5 per cent GREATER than that for Station B.

—14 per cent GREATER than the COMBINED average

ratings for Stations C and D.

This is only another chapter in a continuing story, proving to all

advertisers that the largest audiences in Chicago

anteeing greatest sales returns, are offered by

<?<MIITY STATION
'» CHmj*

"‘American Research Bureau

ip
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she's hostess on

“THE ELOISE

McELHONE SHOW”
WPIX—3:00 - 3:30 P.M.,

Mon.-Fri.

SPONSORED

she's witty and glamorous

on

“LEAVE IT TO

THE GIRLS”
WABC-TV—7:30-8:00

P.M., Sat.

SPONSORED

she's casual and friendly an

U\

ROMANCES”
WABC—11:00. 11:15 A.M.,

Mon.-Frl.

SPONSORED
.'*5!

0

From the Production Centres

{++4» f

4

4 4 4M 4 4 »4-4+44+4

IN 'NEW YORK CITY . . .

Maria Carayas, longtime radio-TV timebuyer at the Roy S. Durstirte

agency, resigned to. join Hilton & Riggioin a similar post . . . Barbara

Karen into the cast of CBS’ “Aunt Jenny” through Jan. 22 . , , Fred

Robbins chosen chairman of the radio-TV division of March of Dimes
campaign for ’54 . . . ABC prexy Bob Kintner did a guest shot on his

network’s “The Evening Comes” Sunday (10) . . pick Bellamy exiting

Benton & Bowles as radio-TV press chief with future plans indefinite

. . . George N. Beecher, ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt v.p., now veepeeing

for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample . . . Wauhillau LaHay back at her K&E
desk: after surprise Haiti honeymoon, • having been hitched to Jack

Long, of American magazine, at Pott ali Prince ... Peggy (Mrs. John)

Derr, wife of the CBS sports chief, entered in Tampa Women’s Open*
Golf tourney . . . CBS Radio sales veep John Karol to address American
Marketing Assn! luncheon tomorrow' (Thurs.) . . . Suggestion in Variety
review of Columbia’s “Dead Stop” that the traffic documentary should

be repeated was. followed by KCBS, web’s Frisco outlet, which reprised

it 11 days later . . , Ara Gerald, Adrienne Bayan and Richard Janaver
have joined the “Our Gal Sunday” cast ... John Stanley is new to

“Backstage Wife” . . . Donald Buka into “Stella Dallas” . . . Added to

the cast of “Just ‘Plain Biii” are Irene Hubbard, Mandel Kramer, and
Florence Robinson . V . Staats Cotsworth of “Front Page Farrel” will

have a one-man show of his paintings at the Philadelphia Art Alliance

through, Jan. 24.

Walter T. Gassenhelmer, WQXR engineer and husband of Station

[
press Chief Pat Hurley, recuperating at home in Jersey after heait

attack which hospitalized him before Xmas Week . Noble Sissle to

[ start regular daily show Monday ( 18) via WMGM . . . . Panelists for

Mutiial’s “Rod and Gun Club of the Air” flew to Nassau, Bahamas this

week to do on-spot sequence's. Making trek are producer Ray Nelson
and panelists VanCampen Heilncr, Ray Ovington and Milo Boulton and
pressman Harry Algus ... Hal Peary is subbing for the Ted. Browns
on WMGM this week, while latter holiday in Miami!. . . Paul Godofsky,
prexy of WHLI, Long Island, named director of a Great Neck bank.

IN CHICAGO
Jack Simpson, Foote, Cone & Belding radio-tv director.

,

,
ing yeepee stripes ! . . Wieboldt’s “Your Neighbor Show

t

i

l

she's Eloise McElhone

and she says—
I'm ready to bring

customers to your

door in '54.

Personal Management!

LESTER LEWIS
ASSOCIATES
1 1 East 46Hi Street

York PLae 3-5082

now wear-
helmed by

June Marlowe (Myrtle Green) into its 19th year on WMAQ as the oldest

continuously sponsored program on the Chi NBC station . . . Indie
WCFL has signed for the Nielsen Chi area radio rating service ... . ,

Needham. Louis & Brorby has resigned its portion of the Swift billings

and has taken on the Wilson meat packing account ... Leslie Mony-
penhy shifts from the Chi Tribune to WGN as a newscaster, taking
oyer the 6:15 p.m. newscasts . . . For the record: WMAQ sales manager
Rudi Neubauer is hack at his desk after a short vacation; ditto WBBM
sales manager Bill Miller . . . Studs Terkel hosting a daily afternoon
jazz disk show via WAAF , ... . Howard Clothes bankrolling Joe Wilson’s
five-minute nightly sports squibs on WMAQ . . . Veep Evelyn Young,
ex-James S. Beattie agency, heading up the new Chi office of the
Maryland ad agency which handles the Oklahoma Oil radio-tv billings
. . . Henry Bussey new associate director at Chi NBC . . . Bill Anson
working a two-hour platter show each afternoon via WENR . . . Bill
Joyce of the Katz rep firm into the hospital for repairs on his spine.

IN WASHINGTON ...
Neal J. Edwards switches from WTTG-DuMorit. to WMAL-ABC

where he will be sales manager starting Jan. 16. replacing Harvey Glas-
cock, who resigned . . . NBC’s' Doris Corwith, president of American
Women in Radio and Television, checks into the capital Jan. 22 for a
two-day meeting of organization’s, national board meeting, and stays
over until Jan. 30 to attend a meeting of the American Legion Auxiliary
plus the Women’s Forum on National Security . . . Diane Cameron
returns toWGMS as account exec after five year hiatus with other
radio-tv stations, including recent stint with WOL . . . WWDC’s Art
Brown has been named to Big Brothers’ advisory board and will bead
up the radio-tv campaign for “Big Brother Week” next week, . .

Lionel Monagas, Chicago-born son of the late Lionel Monagas, legit
actor on Venezuela and Broadway, has been named associate producer
of WTOP-CBS* Billy Johnson Snow, town’s top rating daily “family”
tv show . . . Elmer W. Lower has been named director of News and
Public Affairs for CBS-TV in Washington and for WTOP-TV . . . Earl
Wood has moved from WOL to NBC stations' as night operations
manager.

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
Pianist Jimmy Sheldon joined Horace Heidt’s band as featured key

thumper and producton man for Heidt’s radio-TV activities . . . KSAN
owner Sherwood Patterson appointed his son Norwood, general mgr!
of station. Patterson’s UHF station, KSAN-TV, should hit the airwaves
by mid-February . . . Ex-localites Walter Crohkite and Ruby (Eve)
Hunter sky’d in to celebrate KPIX’s fifth tele-year . . , Teevee’s animal
expert Willis Parker featured in this week's SatEvePost. His tv com-
panion Betty Wing Jr. ^pictured walking a pet skunk down a local
street!, is seriously ill in Palo Alto hospital . . . KNBC remodeling
their Radio City studios . . . Muriel Landers subbed on “Exclusively

:
Yours” while pgm. hostess Marjorie Trumbull sunned in Hawaii . . .

: Ralph Connor’s “Standard Hour” string section signed for local appear- •

• anccs with the Agnes De Mille Ballet. Section did similar job with
Sadler's Wells Ballet during recent engagement . . Woody Herman,
appearing at the Diamond Knee, making the radio-tv rounds.

IN PITTSBURGH ...
Dan Mallinger. head of WENS news department, and. his bride, the

former Marcclle Heyman. home from their Miami Beach honeymoon
. . . Pittsburgh Railways is bankrolling Ralph Fallert’s 5:30 news on

’ WCAE . . . Joe Tucker, WWSW sportscaster, and Iris wife off for three-
week vacation in Florida . , / Menncn’s has picked up the tab for

..quarter-hour of Davey Tyson’S early morning show on WCAK . . . Tom
O’Connor, of KDKA sales department; on a. naval training cruise to

I. Port-au-Prince v, . Aft Pallait, WWSW deejay. has an article in the
current Good Housekeeping oh. what m^kes standards of certain plat-
ters ... Kevin Burns, camera’man who left WDTV for KSFD-TV in
San Diego, has returned to Channel 2 again. . . . Dudcy Moore.i basket-
ball Coach of DuquesnC U., on “Time Out” teevee series every Thurs-
day night in “Time Out for Basketball” , . : Duquesne Brewing Co has
taken “inner Sanctum” for Pittsburgh rtVDTV Wednesday evenings
at 9) as well as for Johnstown (WJAC-TV Friday nights at 9 30) ...
Beckley Smith has started his 20th year of newscasting for Kaufmahn’s
department store . . , Tony Ortale, president of \VHOD corporation who
does “The Italian Hour”- on that station, celebrating his Ifeth anni in
radio here; *

.

-
. ; .

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .

KSTP public service director Ben Leighton dividing time between
here and Washington where he’s in frequent consultation with the FGC
. . . WMIN radio conducting a “Why I Hate Steve Cannon’’ contest
with listeners invited to submit written reasons for prizes. Cannon is
one of station’s disk jockeys whose patter has gotten a lot of people’s

oats and he himself is publicizing the contest on his Shows . . . Cedrlt
dams, WCCO’s TV and radio top personality, to bo profiled by a

national periodical again, this time by Cosmopolitan . . . American
Tobacco pacted to bankroll Stew MacPhersonf

i WCCO radio early
morning “News Hl-Lltes” show . . . KSTP president S, D. Hubbard
off for two months in Florida . v., Fred Van Hiilt, former U. of Minne-
sota football star and a polio victim who still requires a wheelchair,
starting new WCCG five-minute Saturday “Sports Memories” show',

sponsored by Western Oil & Fuel Co. . . . Federated Mutual Implement
& Hardware Insurance Co., Owatonna, Minn., Inked for WCCO radio
news analyses by Dr. E. W. Ziebarth, U. of Minnesota speech depart-
ment chainnan and CBS consultant, three nights a week . . . Minnesota
Hospital Service Assn, for Blue Cross and Blue Shield- now sharing
with Hamm Brewing Co. local sponsorship of radio WCCO’s nightly
“Edward R. Murrow with the News” . . . KSTP’s elaborate new' TV
studios nearing completion.

IN CLEVELAND . . ,

. Todd Purse has been signed to do the WJW afternqon disk spots .

WEWS opened its new transmitting tbwer boosting its effective radius

to 100 miles . , . C. C. Russell retired as station engineer for NBC
transmitter after 30 years with the company; John Disbrow, st: on
veteran, succeeds him.,". . WERE’s news director Jerry Bowman named
to mayor’s safety committee . . . NBC’s Henry Levine taking vacation
from Bandwagon chores to vacation in Chicago . . , WGARrs Hal Morgan
searching for beauty to reign as “Queen of Winter Festival” . . , WHK’s
Bill Gordon awarded Mrs, Jan Henry first prize mink scarf for winning
contest . WNBK’s George Cyr bowled 235 to pace radio-tv bowling
league , > . WXEL opened Sunday 45-minOte long amateur show w ith

Joe Berg emceeing li a.m. stanza.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .

McCall’s magazine will stage an award luncheon for Dolly Banks,
general manager of WHAT, at the Hotel Warwick (21) . . . Jack Valen-
tine, lead of WCAU-TV’s “Action in the Afternoon,” in Graduate
Hospital for surgery . . . Chris Harwood, former local broadcaster, doing
late-night show from Chester, Pa. restaurant, over WPWA . . . Phila-
delphia Orchestra’s CBS broadcasts, held up for a -week in hassle with
Musicians Union (Local. 77), will begin Jan. 16. They’ll be heard locally

over WCAU, six nights later (22) . : . WCAU stations have
.
purchased

a 30-acre tract in Roxborough section of North Philly as site for new
tv transmitter, expected to be completed by early Summer . . . WIP will

feed to Mutual web address of Henry Ford II, who will receive the
Poor Richard Club’s medal of achievement at 48th annual dinner in

Bellevue Stratford, Jan. 16 . . . KYW deejay Gabe Millerand raised
$250 in appeal for -23-year-old quadruple amputee, who was severely
beaten and robbed by six hoodlums in Lps Angeles on Christmas Day

IN CINCINNATI . . .

Waite Hoyt’s third annual Christmas show on WCPO-TV extended
to WHIO-TV, Dayton, for caroling by 125 men and women greats of
all sports in the Cincy area . . . Morgan Sisters are the newest; singing
combo on WLW-TV. Trio came from WDTV, Pittsburgh . . . Hubert
Holloway, WKRC’s humorous news commentator, has a Sunday after-

noon 15-minute spot added to his five-minute weekday strip at 6:40
p.m. . . . WKRC’s Stan Matlock, newscaster, and Douglass Allen, Times-
Star staffer, double in a new quarter-hour weekday evening WKRC-TV
series." Matlock does the news and Allen changes pace with a local
human interest feature of the day.

NBC’s ‘Gotta Fix That Radio’
Continued from page 27

zaht of two major blunders within the radio network failed to show a

the past decade that plunged NBC
|

loss in those years, it was strictly

radio from its onetime unques- a matter of bookkeeping expedi-
tioned supremacy to its present ency, for economies were instituted

lowly state. First off, it’s argued I
to equalize the radio losses. Two

quite vehemently in some circles 1

that Sarnoff, backed by the RCA
millions, was in a position to

match, dollar for dollar, and .for

that matter should if necessary
have doubled the ante, in prevent-
ing the now-historic exodus of the
top talent array (Jack Benny,
Amos ’n’ Andy, etc.)—the initial

Bill Paley brainchild that sparked
the CBS ascendancy into a new
sphere of affluence and eventually
enabled Paley & Co. to run off

with the leadership status. While
only a few major personalities
were involved in the shifts, it was
enough to generate the “go Colum-
bia” trend of sponsors and audi-
ences.

Then came the three-year regime
of Joe McConnell as prexy—the
NBC period of “integration”
which, in retrospect, is now viewed

j

by some as one of the worst mis-

j

takes in the NBC books; a period
i
in which the web’s radio operation,

.
far from taking the intiative to re-

,
capture its onetime glory, was rele- I

1

gated to a stepchild status as, un-
j

der the integrated pattern, the ma-

1

jor accent was throvyn on tv. If

years ago, faced with a $1,000,000
AM deficit, exactly $1,000,000
worth of personnel was laid off,

USB the Versatile

MARY LOU

FORSTER
The Girl With The Lift

-

in her voice!
• DRAMATIC LEADS
• CHILDREN'S VOICES
• COMEDY CHARACTERS
• DOUBLES (ag« 2-60)

• COMMERCIALS
Contact: RADIO REGISTRY, MU 8 •080#

$1.00 MONTH Establish YOUR perma-

nent address here In Los Angeies. We
forward ell mall for our many custom-

ers personally and efficiently.

ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
1244 S. Grand Ave.

Los Angeles 15, California

CORRECTION
The hectic holiday season failed to provide us with a
proof of our VARIETY ANNIVERSARY ISSUE advertise-
ment. Hence the name of the sponsor of our Sunday
night CBS radio show on alternate weeks appeared in-

correctly. We are very proud that the Edgar Bergen-
Charlie McCarthy Show is still among the top three in

radio because of the joint sponsorship of VAN CAMP
SEAFOODS 1 WHITE STAR and CHICKEN OF THE SEA
TUNA and LANOLIN PLUS.

f.

Edgar, Charlie and Mortimer
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"BRIGHT, fast-moving and

incisive . . . certain to attract

millions”

(New York Daily News)

”, . . spectacular achievement

...a super vaudeville show...

socko all the way ; . . should

bring a new electric excite-

ment into Sunday afternoon”

(Variety)

*V. . almost overwhelming in

its volume arid variety... well

worth hearing”
(Time)

"...imaginative ami construc-

tive radio . . . there is substance

to the program”

(Chicago Tribune)

H
. . .informative entertainment

.. .comprehendve news cover-

age, timely features”

(Cue)

lit just six weeks, NBC Radices WEEKEND, the -two-hour Sunday news-

paper of the air, has taken over the afternoon w ith the highest ratings in network

radio. (See your Nov. 15-2 1 Nielsen pocketpiece;

)

Call you remember when any new program ever achieved this leadership in

such a short period of time?

WEEKEND, from 4 :00 to 6:00 PM, NYT, is as broad in appeal as the

largest metropolitan paper. Every fascinating item of human interest and news

is- covered vividly by nationally-known Editor-specialists (Mel Allen . . . Tex

McCrary and Jinx Falkenburg . . . H. V. Kaltenborn . . . Ed Herlihy - - . Elmo

Roper . . . Fannie Hurst and Merrill Mueller are hut a few.) From sports to

fashions , . . from teen-age features to business trends, WEEKEND is provoca-

tive, compelling entertainment for every member of the family.

This unique, unprecedented programming concept offers unheard-of com-

mercial integration possibilities. Because of its broad appeal, WEEKEND
sponsors can capitalize on the features which are natural tie-ins to their sales

messages. By positioning your commercials in related WEEKEND features, you

pre-select those audiences which have greatest market value for your product.

In audiences . . . in showmanship . . . in promotahle “name’’ personalities

... in low cost, WEEKEND is one of network radio's best values. Buy as many

or as few one-minute participations as you wish. Invest only $2.250 per partici-

pation for the most popular Sunday afternoon show in network ra*dio!

Goodrich and Buick have already profited through WEEKEND. Call your

NBC Radio Salesman today

!

lieadqmtiers for new
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Welfare of UHF Stations
Continued from pace 21

signed only under these principles,

which were designed *to promote

competitive balance between VHF
and UHF.

When WCAN-TV went into oper-

ation, the document reveals, its

owner, Low Poller, believed that

an additional VHF station could

not possibly be assigned to Milwau-

kee under the principles of the lift-

freeze report. That report, the peti-

tion further disclosed, showed that

Hearst had proposed the assign-

ment of channel 6 during the allo-

cation proceedings and again in

1952, only to be turned down by

the Commission because the assign-

ment did not conform to the chan-

nel separations provided in the

report.

Zoning Restrictions

Although the present assignment

of channel 6 in the Milwaukee area

is based on its location in suburban
Whitefish Bay (and thus techni-

cally within the 170-mile separa-

tion of stations on the sa >ne
channel), the petition cites a re-

quest in the Hearst application for

a waiver of FCC rules to permit
location of the main studios for its

tv 'station in Milwaukee proper,

Whitefish Bay is a residential sec-

tion under strict zoning. Hearst

had not told the Cohimission, the

petition stated, that “no part of

the proposed Hearst station is ex-

pected -to be constructed in White-

fish Bay.”

The petition further points out

that the Commission has turned

diown proposals to add even UHF
channels in Los Angeles, St. Louis

and Cleveland even though engi-

neering data was presented to. show
that the channels could be assigned

under the minimum separations

called for in the allocations report.

The Commission, it was brought
out, refused to add the channels

because it felt the existing alloca-

tions are sufficient for these, cities.

WCAN-TV claims it will be -eco-

nomically injured if th^ channel 6

assignment stands, for the immi-
nence of another VHF station in

Milwaukee, it asserts, threatens -to

slow down conversion to UHF
which now exceeds 40%. The peti-

tion cites articles in the Sentinel
indicating that Hearst will have a

station on the air on channel 6 in

the near future. (This was prior to
the filing of competing applies-*

tlon's for the channel)., '*

In addition, the petition declares,
Hearst is already 'Soliciting busi-
ness 1 for the proposed tv station
from firms advertising on WCAN-
TV and as a result the latter has
lost $32,000 in cancellation of con-
tracts in the last three weeks. Rep-'
resentatives of WISN, Poller- as-

serts, have been goirig around tell-

ing his accounts that the Hearst
station expects to be .on the air. in
60 days. As a result of such repre-
sentations, Poller adds, other ac-
counts have refused to exercise
renewal Options and expected new
business has failed to materialize.

In order to preclude the Com-
mission from acting on channel 6
applications before the Court can
hear arguments on the petition,
WCAN-TV asked for an immediate
stay order. Citing previous “over-
night” actions of the agency, the
petition declares that “it is not
sheer speculation to suggest that
a merger of applicants is likely to
be presented to the Commission
and granted by*> invocation of the
foregoing procedures. Any prior
information concerning negotia-
tions for such a merger in suffi-

cient time to obtain court relief

before a grant of a . merged appli-
cation could be made would be
impossible to obtain since it is the
very essence of such procedure
that close secrecy be maintained
by all concerned until 5 p.ni; on
Tuesday, a few hours before action
is

1 taken by the Commission (at

regular Wednesday meetings).”

r The merger Suggested would be
between Hearst and WMIL Which
recently surrendered its UHF per-
mit in. order to apply for channel
6! Counsel for WMIL is another
former FCC attorney. Seymour
Krieger, who anticipated that the
Commission would adopt the
Whitefish Bay proposal and got in
the WMIL application even before
Hearst, to make sure the channel
w’ould not go uncontested.

Since
;
the WCAN-TV petition

Was filed with the Court, a third
application was filed for channel
6 by a Michigan and Wisconsin
group which includes: former sen-
ator Blair Moody (D-Mich.). The
company, Independent Television,
Inc., is headed by Jack Kahn, Mil-
waukee lawyer and real estate
man.

Continued from page 27

mains that with McAvity the new
program chief and Frey upped to
the major sales berth, it gives
Barry an “in between” status.

When, last season, board chair-
man David Sarnoff moved Pat
Weaver into Barry’s programming
domain, Barry was given a three-
year contract as Gen. Sarnoff per-
suaded him to stay. Whether he’ll
still be inclined to stick it out as
a “roving” veepee is problematical.
Also regarded in the realm of

speculation is the future status of
Adrian Samish, who was brought
in by Barry to supervise daytime
programming and has since • ex-
tended the scope of his operation
to the creative program division.
What happens in the radio net-

work echelon sphere also remains
a matter for conjecture, since
some consider it a certainty that
‘things will pop” in that area. The
rumors of a Ted Cott exit have
widespread, but officially denied.

RCA’s Realignment
Ijnan organization realignment

of RCA’s top echelon staff designed
to keep pace with the company’s
expansion in recent years, four
vice-presidents were promoted to
exec veepee status and a consoli-
dated staff was set up to service
all divisions of RCA. The realign-
ment will remove some of the ad-
ministrative detail handled by
David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board, and Frank M. Folsom, RCA
president.
The promotions involve Joseph

B. Elliott, exec veepee in charge
of consumer products; W. Walter
Watts, exec v.p. over electronic
products; Elmer W. Engstrom,
exec. v.p. of the RCA laboratories
division; and Charles M. Odorizzi,
exec v.p. of the newly designed
corporate staff,

Elliott, Watts and Odorizzi will
move from Camden, N. J., to the
RCA^ exec offices in Radio City,
N. Y. Engstrom will continue to
headquarter at the David Sarnoff
Research Center in Princeton,
N. J. Switch of three of the execs
to New York will make room for
new exec personnel in the Camden
setup.

$40,000,000 Telepix Prod’n
Continued from pace 25

contradictory 'view. Just about
everyone says they want to do
something “different,” but no one
has yet come' up with a solution as

to what that intangible is.

There’s also a sharp split in

opinion of the value Of names,
with even the personalities taking
different views on their tv value.

A good many producers feel a
‘‘name” personality is essential if

ai series is to be sold; others feel

it’s the general program Content,

not the w;k., which sells the se-

ries. And since both sides can
'provide evidence to give substance
to their 1 contentions, it further con-
fuses the picture. Some stars say
tv is a great thing for actors; it .is

particularly luring to comics on
the personal side of the ledger.

Where they formerly plied their

trade in bistros and theatres, al-

ways oh ,the road, they can now
settle down to a more sane exist-

ence. But other stars contend
vociferously that tv injures them
at the theatrical b-o., and that too

much of them on tv, which is cuffo,

is suicidal.

Breakdown
Following is a company-by-com-

pany breakdown of the vidpix
scene for 1954, as far as can be
determined at this time:

Arrow Productions: 26 “Ramar
of the Jungle”; 39 “Ellery Queen.”
Syndicated. .

Bing Crosby Enterprises: 1

6

GE’s; 26 dramatic anthology; 26
situation comedy, GE Sponsored,
others syndicated.

B. & R. Enterprises: 35 “Where’s
Raymond?.” Sponsored.

William F. Broidy: 26 “Wild Bill

Hickok”; 26 “Criminal Investiga-
tor”; 26 untitled series. “Hickok”
sponsored. Others not angeled.

Jack Chertok: 26 “Private Sec-
retary”; 13 “Cavalcade of Amer-
ica." Sponsored.

Joan Davis Co.: 20 Joan Davis.
Sponsored.
> Denmac: 17 Dennis Day. Spon-
sored.

Desilu: 31 “I Love Lucy”; 31
“Our Miss Brooks.” Sponsored.

Family Films; 26 “This is the
Life”; 26 John Gilda vidpix. “Life”
sponsored; Gilda isn’t.

First National:. '“International
Police,” “Reader’s Digest,” others.
Syndicated.
Flying A: 20 “Death Valley

Days”; 26 “Annie Oakley”; 26
“Gene Autry”; 26 “Range Riders.”
“DVD” and “Oakley”, sponsored,
others syndicated.

Filmcraft: 19 Groucho Marx.
Sponsored.
Foup Star Productions: 10 Four

Stars. Sponsored.
Frank Ferrin: 13 “Smilin’ Ed’s

Gang.” Sponsored.
Gross-Krasne: 39 “Big Town”; 26

“Lone. Wolf.” “Town” sponsored,
“Wolf” syndicated.
John Guedel: 52 “Linkletter and

the Kids.” Syndicated.
Lewislor Enterprises: 35 “Let-

ters to Loretta.” Sponsored.
John W. Loveton: 24 “Mr. and

Mrs. North”; 16 “Topper.” Spon-
sored.

M_rk VII: 39 “Dragnet.” Spon-
sored.

D. P. I. & Martero: 35 “Make

Room-for Daddy.” Sponsored.
McCadden: 21 “Bums & Allen”

Sponsored.
Meridian; 7 Schlitz (26 more if

renewed). Sponsored,

Revue: 39 “City Detective”; 26
“Kit Carson”; 22 “Meet Mr, Mc-
Nutley”; 22 “Pride of the Family”-
13 “Pepsi-Cola Playhouse.” “Detec-
tive” syndicated, others sponsored

Stuart Reynolds Productions:
Untitled series. Sponsored.
Roland Reed: 33 “My Little Mar-

gie”; 10 “Rocky Jones, Space
Ranger”; 26 “Waterfront.” “Mar-
gie” and “Waterfront” sponsored
“Jones” syndicated.
Hal Roach: 14 “Duffy’s Tavern”*

16 “Life of Riley.” Syndicated.
Screen Gems; 12 Ford Theatre.

Sponsored.
.

Stage Five: 20 Ozzie and Harriet.
Sponsored.

Studio City: 44 “Outlaws of the
Century.*’ Not sponsored.

TeeVee Co.. 39 untitled. Not
sponsored.
Telemount-Mutual : 26 “Cowboy

G-Men.” Syndicated.
Video Pictures: 17 Hank Mc-

Cune; 25 Adventure series. Not
sponsored.
Frank Wisbar: 44 “Fireside

Theatre.” Sponsored. •
,

Ziv TV: 52 “I Led Three Lives”;
39 “Favorite Story”; 39 “Mr. Dis-
trict Attorhey”; 44 “Meet Carliss
Archer”; 26 “Cisco Kid” three
additional series.' All syndicated.

Missing from the lineup were,,
several companies which, for one
reason or another, didn’t have any
production in sight for the new
year. Among these are Interstate
Television, Allied Artists’ slibsid;

Buck Rogers Productions (which
never made a telepic); William
Boyd Productions and Roy Rogers,
both with so many telepix canned
they saw no profit in further
shooting this year; Universal Pic-
tures’ tele subsid.

Detroit—WJBK-TV this week be-
gan transmitting maximum power
allowed for a VHF station—l.CiO,-
000 watts—from its new 1,057-foot
tower, second tallest in the world,
in suburban Berkley. Civic and
governmental officials joined with
the WJBK-TV staff in a half-hour
show commemorating the event.

\'\V

Eileen BARTON
Latest Coraf Release

“Don't Ask Me Why”
“Away Up There”

Coral Records

Dir.: William Morris Agency

row ittS
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UKRAINE DAY JACK CARSON CELESTE HOLM SIR CEDRIC HAIDWICKE

-V~« 52 star-studdedhalf-hours A successful, tested program . .

.

first run in over 150 markets

of top TV plays

rollicking comedy / taut drama

tender romance l exciting adventure

***

spine-tingling mystery and intrigue

*

Your* Star Showcase, with Edward Arnold as host, is a proved

program—with a fresh, audience-building format. Even in mar-

kets where it appeared as The General Electric Theatre, it is new

to more people than the number who saw the first run. And the

addition of Arnold assures even larger audiences.

Your* Star Showcase offers local and regional advertisers 52

different, top quality
,
network-calibre programs with a proved,

impressive audience record. The series boasts ratings! of 20.3 in

Chicago . . 30.5 in San Antonio . . . 22.9 in Cleveland . . . 32.6 in

Kalamazoo' . . 47.4 in Charlotte, etc.

Your* Star Showcase is a series to which the phrase “presents

with pride” truly applies. It is great drama. It is a weekly parade

of marquee names .. .

.

sparkling scripts . . ... tight direction . .

lavish production.

On all counts, Your* Star Showcase can be the showcase for your

product. Call, write or wire for the complete story.

:&
‘Advertiser or brand name, t Videotex, February, tSst
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TV Phnmghts Showcase'
Continued from page 2f

except through the Alfred Levy*

David Susskind Talent Associates

setup which packages for Coe’s and

other productions, also figuring in

the deal as managers and agents,

and will perform similarly for the

new group. So far, though net-

' works have been on the move to

bring name writers into their

camps, they have relied on the in-

dividual, fancy money approach un-

der pacts which have seen such

dramatists as William Saroyan.

Ben Hccht and Robert E. Sher-

wood, among a few others, doing

chores directly for the video

screens with mixed results (Sher-

wood has done only one, “The
Backbone of America,” with eight

to go under his NBC contract ).

What the group is shooting at is

"dignity, authority and equity” for

writers, and feels the under-one 1

roof scheme is the only way to

achieve that,

The Coe & Six will be a corporate

setup with each scripter earning a

fee to begin with and profits from
the sale of packages going into the
pot for divvying. Such packages
will be tailored for the $20,000

trial- arrangements covering residu-

als, including vidpix and feature

film equities, and some coin is ex-

pected via a tieup with a major

book publisher on the group’s

"Best Plays” along anthologlcal

lines such as the Burns Mantle

(now John Chapman) series in

legit. Another positive factor in

the new company’s workings is an

insurance policy covering death

and providing for widows and fami-j

lies through the authors’ equities.

be used as a color guide. Fabrics

and costumes, he said, are giving

him more trouble than all the rest.

More than 50% of the costumes

used had to be made new. Basic

standard colors for makeup to

achieve flesh tones are being de-

veloped, he added, and inks and
dies are also being studied.

WINS
Continued Irpm pace 31

Storer TV Buys
; Continued from page 30 ;

has been trying to annex a tv star

tion. .

The Storer buy, discounting the

assumption pf debts, matches . in

money the purchase by Westing-
house Stations last February of

WPTZ, Philly tv’er, from Philco,

although that one was for a single

station. Near that class (about

$8,000,000) was the purchase by
Edward Noble of the old Blue Net-
work from NRC 10 years back in a

“divorcement” activity that gave

class of sponsor and first crack at
j

thq Blue another color in its break-

the output goes to NB(X with prexy
j

out as ABC.
“Pat" Weaver and tv program vice-

:
Principal parties in the deal

president Tom McAvity having • were John B. Poole, counsel and
been formally presented with the director for the Storer interests;

details
,

eariy this week for kick^ [Martin Kramer, acting for Empire
ing around in the next few months. Coil with Mayer, and Morton H. i

while John Keating of Honolulu

with potential launching on tv not Wilson, Washington lawyer.. Cen-fgave another $25,000. Bankers

before next fall. NBC comes di- tralized in the transaction from the Trust loaned the remainder of the

rectly into the picture on “first [ start was N. Y. radio and tv invest-
[

sum necessary to fill the $450,000

ter off if you don’t revolutionize

everything.”

He emphasized that he intended

running the New York outlet with-

in the restrictions of the local mar-
ket, just as he has done with the

other nine radio and two television

stations owned by Gotham Broadr

casting.

However, one observer close to

the recent sale indicated that

Gotham will let go of a good por-

tion of the"station’s floor space and
will concentrate the offices around
large studio number seven located

at the rear qf the floor on which
WINS now Is located. It appears,

for the time being anyhow, that

the n^w owners will operate oh a

lower budget than that allocated by
Crosley.

Contrary to other reports; the

departing Besch will not leave New
York for an out-of-town post with
Crosley. Wife, actress Gusti Hu-
berV has commitments Which will

hold them both in N. Y.

McCaw laid out $75,000 for his

share in the purchase of WINS.

FCC FM Action*
*

! continued from page 31

in 1952 amounted to about 6/l0ths

of 1% of the total broadcast reve-

nues.
'

“Eighty-seven percent of* the 616

FM stations on the air* were oper-

ated by AM licensees, the large

majority of which provided the FM
service as a ‘bonus.’ Only 159 AM-
FM stations reported preliminary

FM revenues fof 1952. These 159

stations aggregated $02,600,000 in

AM revenues and $1,700,000 in FM
revenues. Thus, FM revenues

represent only 5% of their com-
bined business.

“Of the 53 independent FM sta-

tions reporting in 1952, only six

reported a profits Five had net in-

comes before Federal income taxes

of $2,000 or less, the highest

income being $4,600.

“These facts, we believe, demon-
strate FM’s financial difficulties.”

FCC has had the matter of sup-

plemental services under consider-

ation for more than two and one-

half years. It has been studying
permission to use multiplexing for

more than three years.

Continued from page 2$

DeFore Heads TVAcad
Hollywood, jan. 12.

Don DeFore won by a narrow
margin over Danny Thomas in the

election for presidency of Acad,

emy of Television Arts and Sci-

ences. He succeeds Charles Rug-
glef

c
' v

Also elected were:, Hal Hudson,
first veepee; Robert' J. Black, sec-

ond Veepee; Shirley Thomas, sec-

retary; Tom. McCray, treasurer;

Galq Storm, recording secretary,
arid Mildred Beach, corresponding
secretary* V ;

v'

RCA Wins Ronnd
Continued from, page 31

refusal" by reason of Coe’s pact ! merit broker Harold E. Stark, who
with the web which has two years : handled the negotiations,
to run as of next May.

I The deal came right after Mayer
For the first 13 cycle each sold his Kansas City tv’er, KCTY,

scripter will turn in two finished i to Allen B. DuMont Labs for $1.
stories to total a dozen yarns, with with DuMont, however, taking over
13th to be by a guest

% writer. : indebtedness. Mayer also gave up
Stagers are not yet set, * though

|
CP’s for UHF’ers in Denver and

some of them will come from Coe’s . Indianapolis of his own volition-
present group of directors, and
there’ll also be guests in this setup. •

Piayrights ’54 (the running title
;

util be altered with the calendar
year,) is also working on contrac-

purchase price.

Wile’s ‘Go West’
Continued from page 30

SID StATE and
MARTY STEINBERG

. Present

TOMMY
LYMAN

at iht

LAS VEGAS
55 East 54*h St., N«W York

(Next to Bill's Gay 90‘s)

Special Material by

MILT FRANCIS

ABC, Affiliates
Continued from page 29

Users drawing funds from other

selling activities to expand their

participation in color tv. When
asked by Harry Lubcke, tv con-

sultant, if we may expect live re-

peats of colorcasts, Wile said “it’s

not in the cards.’’ John K. West,
NBC western division veepee, who
chairmaned the meeting, offered

that a plan is beihg developed for

rebroadcasts by black-and-white
kipe.

‘

i Barry Wood, NBC executive pro-

ducer of color tv programs, said

that the network will spend $15,-

.
000,000 this year on tinted tv and

i that “mobile units .will- take Amer-
ica along wherever it goes.” He

get one-half to one-third of their

normal local revenues through sale

of the Block show.
On the video side, the beefs are

likely to be less severe, with dis-

appointment in the billings picture

probably dominating the sessions.

Web’s 11-riipnth total is $18,490.-

818, or slightjy more than 10%
over last year’s $16,415,685 11-

months’ total. This compares to a

30% billings increase for DuMont,
the No. 4 tv web. which ends the !

bllIing for

(Crosby was on for GE in the first

of “a few” outings): Next in line

was DuMont’s “Rocky King,” with
6.2, and bringing up the rear was
Walter Winchell on ABC, whose
quarter-hour drew 4.1.

If there was ever any question
of the Crosby pull, it was dispelled

by the figures. However, the fol-

lowup stanza will naturally be ex-
pected to provide a better index on
the Groaner’s potency in the rat-

ing sweepstakes, now that he’s

crossed the tape as a tv yearling.

All-Star Golf Spree

Others slated to participate in

the golfipg spree are Dean Martin,
Phil Harris. Gordon MacRae, Stan
(“Dragonet”) Freberg and Gen.
Omar Bradley, latter to present the
cups. From within the NBC ex-
ecutive echelon itself will be tv!
program v.p. Tom McAvity, who's

j

leaving for the Coast today
(Wed.)'. s

Sinatra is stepping into the star

Abbott & Costello,

eral Electric and Western Electric
took on . a new aspect here last

week. Zenith entered a petition in

Chi Federal District Court to iile

a counterclaim against RCA and
the others seeking $16,000,000 in

triple damages resulting from al-

leged illegal electronic patent
monopolies.

The Zenith fnove Is a counter-
action to suit filed ..gainst it and
its Rauland tube-making subsid by
RCA in 1948 charging patent in-

fringements. The original suit is

still pending in a Delaware court.
Judge Michael L. Igoe has set hear-
ings for Jan; 22 on the Zenith peti-

tion to . attach the counterclaim to

the original RCA action. v

The .Zenith antitrust suit has
been entered on the same legal
battleground, with some of the
same legal and judicial personal-
ities involved, that produced the
motion picture industry’s ' prece-
dent-making Jackson Park decree.
It was Judge Igoe who handed
down the restrain of trade dictum
in 1946 against the major film dis-
tributors

.
and exhib chains. At-

torney for the plaintiff in that his-
toric case was Thomas C. McCon-
nell who, with Zenith general coun-
sel Joseph Wright, is repping
Zenith in the current action.

vear with close to $13,000,000, and !

ve
j?
GGn ^hf show since .

illness of Lou Costello but are ex-

.

an overall tv network billings in-

crease this year of some 34%.
ABC-TV execs, on the other

hand, will be able to point out the

fact that the net didn’t really get

rolling until the fall. They’ll point

to October billings, for- example,
which were 58% over those of Oc-
tober. 1952 ($2,297,037. compared
to $1,145,811). Point that will be
made in the tele sessions is that
with increased audience accept-
ance of the net’s new shows and
personalities, retention and addi« | j, .

iV i . • • . wviiMiivavwt X vyviiviwii miiu WVtVli
declared the electronic process is

j t j0n 0 f blue-chip sponsors arid ex-
the only , natural color. Norman
Grant, director of design and art

i operations: commented on the dif-

ficulties of achieving the right col-

ors, and that out of 1,000 experi-

1 merit color chips about 50 would

9

WHY?
Walter Winchell . . : Dec. 31, 1?53

"WHY aren't LUCILLE & EDDIE ROBERTS

(the wonderfully entertaining people at the

Cotillion Room) on television?"

if you can use ' • the Roberts
Showmanship

can and will co-operate with you in

promotional ideas and campaigns.

The warm, cordial informal

style that has charmed mil-

lions of people will charm your

audience. (May we tell you

more?)

Direction

pansion of the network service into

daytime and. what’s now gaping
holes in network option time, it’s

peeled to head it up March 21.

For Jimmy Durante’s Colgate
outing - on Feb. 7 he’s to have
Tallulah Bankhead as guester, but
word from the Coast was that
Marlene Dietrich will join the
Schnoz. Miss Dietrich has Suddenly
become a “hot" video property via
her recent cavortings at the Sahara
in Las Vegas, but- whether the two
grand dames will be on the stahza
is not known at this point.

Minn. Daytimers Organize
Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

Affiliating with the similar na-
entirely conceivable that -the web

: tional organization and pledged to

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Mgt.: William. Morris. Agency

AGENT WANTED
Live Wire. Must Have Contacts
with Stage and Film Casting Di-

rectors. Send Complete Resume.

BOX VI 254. VARIETY
154 W. 46th St., N. Y.

can double its billings next year.
On the radio side, the web will

point up the reshuffling of its en-
tire morning schedule with empha-
sis on dramatic segments and a vir-

tual sellout sponsor-wise. But it’s

going to. have to come up with a
more definite plan for selling eve-
ning time, plus a convincer that
Block (who occupies 2:35 to 4:30
p. m. on the network daily) can’t
be duplicated by any old staff dee-
jay or"announcer.

wage a last ditch fight to obtain
1

uniform daily signon and off hours
for daylight radio, the Minnesota
Daytime Broadcasters Assn, was
orjganized here.

|

Stanley Whitman, manager of
j

KNUJ, New Ulm, was elected pres^
dent.

OPTICAL EFFECTS For
KUNG STUDIOS, Chicago

' by
.

RAY MERCER & CO.
4241 Normal Avo., H'wood 29, Cal.

Send for Free Optical Effect* Chart

m Continued from papfe 27 ss
he rtf on in. Speidel agreed and
cancelled out.

UpperMidwest

Also Buys ‘Bank’
Chicago, Jan, 12.

ABC-TV gets another commercial
addition to its Sunday night roster
on Jari. 31 when “Break the Bank”
climbs aboard under the auspices
of the Dodge Division of Chrysler
Corp.
The Bert Parks eipceed aud-

participationer, formerly seen via
CBS-TV, goes into the 9 o’clock
(CST) spot, left open by Hazel
Bishop’s cancellation of the last

half-hour of the Peter Potter
show, .

;

Albany—Schenectady City Coun-
: cilnian Samuel S. Stratton" is now
. doing a five-minute newscast, Mon-
, day through- Friday, over WROW-
' TV.

KSTP AND KSTP-TV HAVE THE GREATEST

AND FINEST FACILITIES OF ANY RADIO AND

TELEVISION STATION IN THE NATION AT

ITS EXPANDED TELEVISION CITY SITE WHERE

THE TWIN CITIES MEET.

100,000 WATTS

nbc

MINNEAPOLIS * ST. PAUL
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• ..and the women who won it in 1953

Top Award: For service to the community For service primarily fpr
Helen Tullis — Broadcaster, in general: Dolly Banks - Ex- women: Marion Gifjord-Exec-

WMAR TV, Baltimore. ecutive, WHAT, Philadelphia. utive, WHAS-TV. Louisville.

For service primarily for
youth: Judith Waller— Execu-
tive, National Broadcasting Co.

•> •>' .«

For service to the community
in general: Bea Johnson —
Broadcaster, KMBC, Kansas
City, Mo.

\
<•

For service primarily for wo-

men: Beulah Donohue—Broad*
caster, WTMJ -TV, Milwaukee.

For service primarily for
youth: Jean Sullivan — Broad-
caster, KMTV, Omaha.

THE JUDGES
MRS, OSCAR AHLGREN

President, General Federation of Women's Clubs

MRS. HAROLD S. BURDETT
President, American Legion Auxiliary

MRS, OVETA CULP HOBBY
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare

MRS. ANNE HOLLAND
Top winner, 1952 Mike Awards,
Representing American Women

in Radio and Television

OTIS LEE WIESE
Editor and Publisher of McCall’s

The seven women you see here have just won

McCallY third annual public service awards . .

.

the only awards made exclusively to Women broad-

casters and executives.
••

\
•

Each winner— like blind Helen Tullis and the

remarkable work she has done to help the handi-

capped — performed an outstanding public service

last year.

McCall’s instituted these awards to accord nation^

wide recognition to the accomplishments of women

in the field of broadcasting. For, as a magazine for

women, anything that concerns women— their hopes,

needs, problems or achievements—concerns McCall’s.

The stirring stories of all the winners are featured

in January McCall’s . . . to be read by women in more

than 4,525,000 homes across the country.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
.By HERM SCHOENFELD.

Eartha Kitt: ‘'Somebody Bad
Stole De Wedding Bell" “'Lovin'
Spree" (Victor!, As a, followup to

her 1953 clicks, Eartha Kitt opens
the new year strong with the light,

bouncy. Calypso tune, "Wedding
Bell." Some of the sexy Kitt
mannerisms, are omitted on this*

side, but it’s a solid change of pace
with big commercial potential.

"Lovin’ Spree," cleffed by the same
team that produced "Santa Baby/*
is another charming, rhythmic tune
that’s also due for a big play.

Rosemary Clooney: “My Baby
Rocks Me"-"When You Love Some-
one" (Columbia). The blue clement
in the rhythm & blues field be*
comes glaringly evident in "My
Baby Rocks Me," especially when
a songstress like Rosemary Clooney
essays it. Production-wise, it’s ex-
cellent; commercially, it’s a cinch;
but taste-wise, it’s questionable.
The title tells the song’s whole
plot. Flip, from the Paramount pic,

"Here Comes The Girls," is in
more standard idiom, with Miss
Clooney handling

.
the torch lyric

|

expert ly.

Frank Sinatra: "Young-At-
Heart"-"Take A Chance” (Capitol*.
In top vocal form with a firstrate !

could count big both in the pop
and country markets. On the
bottom deck, Red Foley reverts
back to the straight hillbilly genre
in a duet with his daughter^ Betty.
Bob Manning; "Venus Di Milo"-

"You Made Me Love You" (Capi-
tolfc One of Capitol’s promising
young artists, Bod Manning makes
his strongest bid to .

date with
"Venus Di Milo/* a fine ballad that
stands up under repeated spins.

Manning also does nicely on the
flip standard, hitting With a good
beat without being obvious.
.Martha Raye: "Wolf Boy"-"Blues
In The Night" (Mercury). Although
Martha Rave is better known for

\

her comedies than her vocalizing,
she has sufficiently good pipes to
score as a legit songstress. Un-
fortunately,: "Wolf Boy" is orte of
t h ose pseudo-dramatic opuses,
usually delivered by Frankie Lalne,
but with little prospects of break-
ing through iii this case. Miss Raye
does much better

,

on the great
standard, "Blues In The Night," in
a rich orch. and choral arrange-
ment.
Peggy Lee-Victor Young. Orch:

"Where Can I Go Without You”-
“Go You Where You Go” <DeccaK

EARTHA KITT .. SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL
« Victor )

'.• V- v .... . . .... .

•. . .

;

. .

.

. .

.

.Lovin’ Spree
ROSEMARY CLOONEY ... . . . MY BABY ROCKS ME

( Columbia) . When You JLoue Someone
FRANK SINATRA .... . .

.

YQUNG-AT-HEART
( Capitol) . . . .... . . ... . ; . . . . ... . : . . . .Take a Chance

ballad to work over, Frank Sinatra
rings the bells in the “YoUng-At-
Heart." It’s a lilting melodic num-
ber with a clever lyric that doesn’t
strain for effect. Flip is also clever
but without the musical content to
sustain, it.

:

Sarah Vaughan: "And This Is My
Beloved”-‘‘Easy Come, Easy Go
Lover” <Mercury >. Still looking for
a big one to reestablish on the top
wax listings; Sarah Vaughan won’t
find it on this coupling. "Beloved”
is a class tune, excellent for Miss
Vaughan’s nitery repertoire hut
too difficult for the pop market.
The rendition is impressive. Re-
verse is*more good material, but
tailored more for the aficionados of
Miss Vaughan.

Billie Holiday: "Remember" -“I
Can’t Face The Music" (Clef*.
These sides by Billie Holiday aren’t
designed to hit the golden circle of
bestsellers, but for their own jazz
target, they hit the mark. La Holi-
day’s workover of Irving Berlin’s
beautiful “Remember" in fast
tempo adds new values to the
standard, as does her more delib-
erate interpretation of the flip.

Both sides have standout instru-
mental jazz backing.
Red Foley: "Tennessee Whistling

3Vfan”-“As Far As I’m Concerned”
(Decca 1. About every year or so.
Some boogie-woogie novelty croos
uo as a click and "Tennessee
Whistling Man" could be it. The
idea, tune and beat are all stand-
ard. but the whistling gimmick on
this side gives it the edge that

The around-the-world travel motif,
successfully .exploited in “Some-
where Along The Way," gets an-
other twist in "Without You,” a
good/song delivered to the hilt by
Peggy Lee. It’s in a low key that
may grow slowly but steadily.. Flip
is too nuich on the arty side in
some strange kind of Tin Pan Al-
ley pidgeon English,

:
M i c k e y Rooney: “Alimony

Blues" - "Bouillabaise” (King).
Mickey Rooney is another show
biz personality who has taken oc-
casional fliers on wax without
much success. Rooney, however
shows his versatility with a knock-
down rhythm & blues rendition of
his own number, "Alimony Blues.”
which might be autobiographical.
But he sijngs it with a sense of
humor. On the flip, he dishes up a
hip recipe for the French dish
with an infectious b'eat.

Archie Bleyer Orch: "Amber"-
"Julie’s Jump" (Cadence). Archie
Bleyer's Cadence label has been

!

turning out a limited but highly
;

selective number of pop releases
;

with top results. On this coupling,
j

the ex-Arthur Godfrey maestro
|

scores with two contrasting instru- i

mentals. "Amber” is an atmos-

!

pheric piece with a rich orchestral :

texture while "Julie’s Jump” is a 1

swinging piece that breaks up the
joint; It’s an attractive medley,

j

Album Reviews
Eddie Fisher: "May I Sing To •

You’’ (Victor). Victor’s "golden,
boy” Eddie Fisher, in this package, 1

LAWRENCE WELK
and hia

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
124th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif*

Exclusively for Coral Records
JOEY’S THEME

Backed by
CONEY ISLAND

delivers a flock of songs identified

with other top vocalists; last and

present. It’s a good repertoire and

Fisher doesn’t make the mistake
of trying to ape the original styles.

The set includes "April Showers’

•

<A1 Jolson); "Night and Day"
(Frank ginatra); .••Nature! Boy"
(Nat Cole): "Where The Blue of
The Day" (Bing Crosby); “I’m Just
A Vagabond Lover" (Rudy Val-
lee); "Begin The Beguine" (Tony
Martin), and "You Call It Mad-
ness" (Russ Columbo). Fisher also
does some Introductory patter that
well could have been confined to
the jacket liner. Hugo Winterhalter
contributes his usual fine support.

Morton Gould SL Columbia Con-
cert Band: "Strike Up The Band"
(Columbia). This is a striking set
of band instrumentals that well
could, be used for a hi-fi demon-
stration disk. Under the baton of
Morton Gould, this studio band

j

plays with verve and bounce in a !

wide variety of orchestral color- 1

ings. Set ranges over such num-

;

bers as the marching "Our United !

States" to the more sedate "Mari-

:

anna” and includes “Wing-Ding,"
,

"Midnight In Paris" and "Italian
In Algiers.”

j

Stanley Black and Kingsway
Promenade Orch: "The Music of
Irving Berlin" (London). The com-

!

bination of Irving Berlin’s music
:

and Stanley Black's orch technique. !

adds up to highpowered wax. This
set includes 14 Berlin melodies and
Black gives each one an ingratiat-

;

ing and inventive workover.
j

Mantovan! Orch:* ‘‘Immortal!
Classics" (London). The lush, rich !

and flavorsome Mantovani style :

gets sock showcasing in this pack- 1

age of a dozen classical miniatures.
Repertoire includes fave pieces by
Mozart, Rubinstein. Mendelsohn,
Hanctel, Brahms and Chopin. Even

j

the maestro’s strictly pop fans will
j

find this delightful iistenieg.

Fela Sowande Rhythm Quintet:
“Paris In Song” (London). Fela.
Sowande’s organ work sparks the

!

combo on a flock of Gallic melo-

!

dies. Treatment on all is colorful
and ear-appealing.

PHniEfr
on

4 1. THAT’S AMORE (7) . . .

2. OH, MY PAPA (4) .......
3. RAGS TO RICHES (12)

4. RICOCHET (12)

5. CHANGING PARTNERS (7)

6. EBB TIDE (7) . .

7. STRANGER IN PARADISE tl) . ..

4 8. HEART OF MY HEART (1) . ....
9. STRANGER IN PARADISE ( 1 ) ..

;;
10. CHANGING PARTNERS (1)

Second Croup

Dean Martin Capitol

Eddie Fisher Victor

Tony Bennett Columbia
Teresa Brewer ,. Coral

Patti Page .Mercury
Frank Chacksfield ..... London
Four Aces Decca
Four Aces . Decca
Tony Bennett ; ..Columbia
Kay Starr Capitol

• •
•. i • *

•

MANY TIMES
.

I OH, MEIN PAPA !

t you. you, you
SANTA- BABY ......

JONES BOY ......« r ’• 1 • 11 ’'•»*•»»»»• i » i

I EH CUMPARI
4 ISTANBUL *

woman
!

VELVET GLOVE ’’’ 7’77’’’ ‘ 7’

7

‘ 77 777”
BABY, BABY, BABY .. . .

* V YOU- ALONE.
. 7 . 77 '

never stand in your way . . . 7 77777777777’"’
Oil! ..

1

4

_ _

. “
>

<}
I FEEL so LONELY

^
*pioutpr in parentheses indicate number of weeks sovnmdmmimmmmmi»

Eddie Fisher . . . . -.

Eddie Calvert

Ames Bros . .......

Eartha Kiti .......

Mi'ls Bros.
,

Julius LaRosa
Four Lads .......

Johnny Desmond .

Winterhalter-Renc .

Tcrcsa Brewer ...

Perry Como
J?' i James . ... . .

.

Pee Wee Hunt. . . .

.

Fcx’r Knights

has been in the Top

. . . . . Victor

....... Essex

.....

.

Victor

...... Victor

; Decca
. . . Cadence
. .

; Columbia

Coral

Victor

....... Coral

Victor

...... M-G-M
.... Capitol

Capitol

lOJ

Horowitz (RCA Victor, 2 LP;
$10.90). Actual recording of the

Feb* 25, *53 recital of Vladimir

Horowitz, marking 25th anni of the

pianist’s U. S. debut, has much of

the excitement of that memorable
event, and is a vivid memento as
well as an artist triumph Works
by Schubert, Chopin/ Scriabin and
others are played with all the daz-
zling technique and unique musi-
cianship of the famed artist.

Rimsky-Korsakovt Le Coq d’Or&
Tsar Saltan Suites (Angel; $4.95).
Attractive recording by. the Phil-
harmonia orch under issay Dob-
roweii of the t.wo opera-ballet
dance suites, conveying in full the
color and exotic charm of the Russ-
Oriental rhythms.

Wagner: Lohengrin (Decca, 4 LP;
$23.40). Vigorous, appealing per-
formance of the opera by Bavarian
Radio orch and chorus under Eu-
gen Jochum, with fine ensemble
work, and lovely choruses, as stand-
out, Lorenz Fehenberger is a. stur-
dy tenor as Lohengrin, Annelies
Kapper a lusty dramatic soprano as
Elsa.

Brahms: Trio No. 1 in B, Op: 8
(Westminster; $5.95). Robust,

'melodious reading of the w k tri*
on the grand scale, by pianist3
Badura-Skoda, violinst Jean Fo?.?n^'and celiist Antonio janigro'
Well-integrated performance with
good sound. ’

•

Shostakovich: Piano Concerto jt

Sonata No. 2 in B Minor (M-G-M-
$4 85). The bright, brittle eonceS
deftly played by pianist Menaham
Pressler (with neat assist from
trumpeter Harry Glantz), for ^
gayly appealing job. Pressler show's
his fine, tone quality and musician-
ship as well on the reverse, in the
sonata, although the work is a lit

tie heavy-gping.
• Liszt: Taust Symphony
Mazeppa (Urania, 2 LP; $li 90V
Colonne orch under George Sebas-
tian in a properly-florld reading of
the vast, grandiose, curiously-ai).
pealmg “Faust." Fourth side h!«
the Bavarian Symphony in a fierv
reading of the "Mazeppa” tone-
poem, Broil.

_ Bex Stewart’s Dixiecrats onened
Tuesday (12) at the Airport Inn
Troy, Stewart, Who played with
several of the nation’s top bands
lias done a disk jockey show overWTRY on Saturday night for the
last two years;

Listed below in alphabetical border of the artist are the top 35
bestsellers -in the pop disk field during 1953. Compilation is
based on the information contained in Variety’s weekly retail
record sales charts.

Artist-Title
AMES BROS.—“You, You, You" .

RAY ANTHONY—"Dragnet" ,, .

LES BAXTER—"April in Portugal"
TONY BENNETT-^’Rags to Riches’
TERESA BREWER—“Ricochet" . ....
TERESA BREWER—"Till I Waltz . Again With You"
FRANK CHACKSFIELD—"Ebb Tide"
KAREN CHANDLER—"Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me"NAT (KING) COLE—'‘.‘Pretend"

Label
. ... . Victor
. . . Capitol
. . Capitol
Columbia
. ; .

.

Coral
. , . . Coral

. . . London
.... Coral
. . CaDitol

^'^^^~*‘D0I* t. Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes" . VicioiOFDDV , t . .. . .
w . . . , 1 iuuiPERRY COMO—"No Other Love’’

PERRY COMO—"Say You’re Mine Again"
PERCY FAITH—"Song from Moulin Rouge"
EDDIE FISHER-—"I’m Walking Behind You"
EDDIE FISHER—"Many Times" .

EDDIE . FISHER-—"Oh, My Paoa" . ..
EDDIE FISHER—"With These Hands" ’!!/’’ ‘

’

‘

EREBERG—"St. George and the Dragonet" . .

.

GAYLORDS—“Tell Me You're Mine”
RICHARD HAYMAN—"Ruby" .... ...

‘

j ] !

’

R. HAYMAN-.T. MURAD—"Story of Three Loves"
HILLTOPPERS—"P. S. I Love You"

’*

DON HOWARD—"Oh. Happy Day"
PEE WEE HUNT—"Oh!"
JONI JAMES—-"Have You Heard?’.
JONI JAMES—"My Love, My Love"

. . . Victor
.... Victor
.Columbia
. . . .Victor
.... Victor
. . . . .Victor

. . . .Victor

. . . Capitol
. .Mercury
. .Mercury
, . Mercury

........ . . Dot
......

,

. .Triple A
.Capitol

.MGM
..MGMJONI JAMES—"Why Don’t You Believe Me’-" MGMEARTHA KITT*—“C’Est Si Bon" . . .

‘ * * ’ ' ‘

victorFRANKIE LAINE-"I Believe" .....
" “ '

' Columb aJULIUS
T
LaROSA-"Eh Cumpari" i!] ] Cademe

PATTI RArF^n Pg8 -

e
-

Window ” Mercury

I FS tt
G
£7i»

tl>e Winclow” • .Mercury

JO
S
STAV^^nR^/OR?^ ,Vaya Con DiQS” Capitol

JUN
S
p
TvMnD

^r
Keep R a Secret

M
., ColumbiaJUNE VALLI— Crying m the Chapel" . , . Victor

\

d ' bc
}
ow

.

in alphabetical order arc the top Z5 sheet music

™%i;
lU7 dl

i
r
r
mf7 195

.

3 ’ Co))lVila.tion is based on the information
contained in Variety's weekly retail sales charts.

TUNE PUBLISHER
Anywhere I Wander Frank (ASCAP)
April in Portugal Chappell (ASCAP)
Because You re Mine (ASCAP)
Changing Partners .Porgie (BMI)
Crying In The Chapel

. .Valley (BMI)
*he Window Joy (ASCAP)

Don t Let the Stars Get In Your Eyes Four Star (BMI)
i'- Alamo (ASCAP)

Ebh.vTide
; . .Robbins (ASCAP)

Hold Me, Thrin Me, Kiss Me . . ... . . . ..

.

V. ^.
:;1V^?ASCAP)

J, Cromwell (ASCAP)
!.
m Walk,nJ Behind You . .

. . Leeds (ASCAP)
Keep It a Secret
Many Times
No Other Love .

Oh!
Oh,' Happy Day ,

Oh, My Papa . .

,

Pretend
P;S. I Love You
Rags to Riches
Ricochet
Ruby

.

Say You're Mine Again
Seven Lonely Days .....
Song From Moulin- Rouge
Stranger in Paradise
Tell Me You’re Mine ,

Till I Waltz Again With You
Vayai Con Dios .

.

Why Don’t You Believe Me?
With These Hands .

You, You, You .....
Your Cheatin' Heart . . . . .

.

ucuud » riuvni 1

Shapiro-B (ASCAP)
Broadcast (BMI)

••••••••..

.

.. i . . Williamson (ASCAP)
. Feist (ASCAP)
BVC (ASCAP)

• • .Shapiro-B (ASCAP*

•

.Brandom (ASCAP)
....... .La Salle (ASCAP)

• Saunders (ASCAP)

•

... Sheldon (BMI)
. . , .Miller (ASCAP)
.... Mcredian (BMP
JefTerson (ASCAP)

. Broadcast (BMI)
.Frank (ASCAP)

Caprji (BMP
?
Village (BMI)

. Ardmore (ASCAP)
.Brandom (ASCAP)

Bloom (ASCAP 1
.

. . Mellin (BMI)

..Acuff-R (BMI)•y r • v %
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FATTER PLATTER BIZ FOR ’54
Col In $1,0001000

Mai king the first largescale Con-<

version t^'a new disk xnanufactur-

inc process by a major conipany*

rolumbia Records has launched a

$1,000,000 program to swing over

io automatic injection molding.

Heretofore, the industry, with few

exceptions, has produced records

bv compression molding, a method

similar to waffle-making,; since the

earliest flat disks were pressed in

1902.

The injection molding process,

introduced in this country in 1934.

lor making plastic products such as

buttons, is based on the automatic

molding of a plastic material that

has been heated to a fluid condi-

tion. Compression molding molds

a plastic mass, “the biscuit/’ to a

semi-solid, gummy state. The new
process uses the plastic compound,
polystyrene, which is poured in

pellet form into a hopper on top

of the machine.

The pressing process is fully au-

tomatic and disks produced under

such conditions are of exact weight

and thickness with perfect edges,

and each groove is reproduced ex-

actly as it appears on the stamper.

Because of the minimum of fric-

tion involved in working the fluid

substance, a single pair of stamp-

ers has an almost indefinite life in

contrast to compressing molding'
processes, where stampers yield a

little more than 1.000 disks before

a deterioration in the quality of

surfaces sets in.

The big advantage of the new
process is its speed. Besides pro-

vitl i ng a product of strictly con-

trolled quality, it increases output
by 25% to 38%. Each Columbia
double-cavity injection molding
machine Can produce 200 seyert-

inch disks or 90 10-inchers or 70 12-

inch longplayer platters per hour.
Columbia is spending $1,000,000

for the new equipment and a new
factory at Terre Haute, Ind. The
new machines are also being in-

stalled in the company’s Bridge-
port and Hollywood plants.

Injection molding has been gain-
ing ground in the industry ever
since the introduction of the new
33 rpm and 45 rpm speeds. In
1949, Columbia installed experi-
mental machines in its Bridgeport

(Continued on page 57)

RETURN TO MERC BERTH
Bobby Shad has ankled Decca

Records to, return to" his berth as

rhythm & blues topper for the
Mercury label.; Shad switched
from Merc to Decca about six

months ago to head up latter's r&b
and jazz division,

Shad, was in Chicago last week
huddling . with Merc’s prez Irving
Greene and veepee artists & reper-
toire topper Art Talmadge on up-
coming disking plans. Possibilities

of expanding Merc’s jazz output
under Shad’s direction were also

discussed.

.
Decca isn’t figuring to fill the

Shad vacancy for some time.

Although music publishers have
been moaning over the lack of live

music in the home, industry re-

ports on piano sales last year indi-

cate a healthy upward trend. Piano
sales for 1953 came close to the
200,000 mark and the keyboard
manufacturers are setting their

sights on new markets for ’54,

Last year’s piano sales were the
best the industry has achieved
since the late 1920s, when annual
sales hit a peak of about 350,000.
There has been a steady rise in

sales since the end of World War II.

In recent years the pubs have
been taking it on the chin with
consistently declining sheet sales.

New interest in pianos for the
home, however, is now sparking
some optimism among publisher
execs.

In face of talk about a general
economic recession, the disk in-

dustry is gearing for another boom
year in 1954.- During 1953, sales
zoomed 12% over the previous
year to: $225,000,000 on the retail

level, and it’s expected that this
year will see a similar boost to the
$250,000,000 marker or more.
That’s the prediction of Manie
Sacks, RCA veepee and general
manager of the Victor disk divi-

sion.

The fast getaway during the first

10 days of this year is one of the
solid indications that the next 12
months will be bright for the disk-

ers. If the present clip continues
through, the month, Columbia Rec-
ords willwind up with the biggest
January in its history. Victor is

also rolling at last year’s, pace,
which topped 1952 by 20%, while
Decca U making a strong come-
back into the hit lists xvith a half-

dozen strong sellers. Capitol Rec-
ords, which had its best year in I Steady inroads being made by
1953, also has an upwards-and-on-

;
the low-price Bell label in the wax

FISHER THIRD GOLDEN

PLATTER WITH ‘PAPA’
Eddie Fisher, RCA Victor’s most

consistent bestseller for (hd past

couple of years, has copped his

third golden platter in seven
months with his “Oh, My Rapa’’

version,
-

which hit the 1,000,000

marker last week.

Fisher also recently entered the
golden circle with his etchings of

“Any Time”, and “I’m Walking Be-
Hind You.”

wards outlook.
The biggest single

tributing to the growth of the disk
\

industry last year and for the com-
ing one is the steadily expanding
number of phonographs now in cir

market were pointed up again last

factor con- ! week w ith the diskerv’s parting of

Tommy and Jimmy Dof.sey and
Artie Shaw Ic His Gramercy Five.

The orchsters are the first top-

name diskers to join the label

culation. While there’s no accu-1 since its inception about six

(Continued on page 57)

to

The original cast album rights
to “The Girl in Pink Tights” were
nabbed by Columbia Records last
week. Album is skedded to hit the
market shortly after the legituner
hows on Broadway Feb. 25. God-
dard Liebeison, Col veepee, will
.supervise 1 the cutting session.

Score for “Tights” was penned
by the late Sigmund Romberg and
Leo Robin. Show stars Renee
Jcanmairc and Charles Goldner
and features Brenda Lewis and
David Brooks. Col also is covering
Ihe score via single releases by its

Pfictees.' Already set for
1 lghls” tunes are Doris Day and
lony Bennett.

Package marks Col’s second stab
ai an original cast album th.is.sca-
s<)n .L ;i bol recently released “Kis-
,n

i
'|;

>i

'v ith Alfred Drake and Do-'KMa Morrow heading up the origi-
n'll cast. Score for “Kismet” was
adapted from Alexander Borodin
music by Robert Wright and
Lcorge Forrest. The “Tights” set
«* ho gives Col a clean sweep in the
cgituner field so far this season.
Ohly other musicals to hit Broad-

' ,ty S1
!?£,

e new year began
".tT

.

e
?arnival in Flanders” and

T",
^Mi-ray Anderson’s Alman-

,
.
Aeither received the original

-st album treatment, "Flanders”

VitL*
q

,

uicl
>
toldo amJV“Almanae,”

Shim
116

,

1 St,H inning on' the Main
!>• ,

’ ^ias yet stirred up anyuvkery interest.

Ikh)
1

?
SCOie is being pub-lished by Chappell Music.

'

System With Griffith-

Set for Dates on Toast’
Capitol Records ,started its

artists’ personal management oper-

ation rolling last week with its

initial pactec in the new system.
Andy Griffith. (Griffith broke into

the wax bigtime several weeks, ago
as Deacon Andy Griffith on the

"What It Was, Was Football” etch-

ing. Cap brass, however, decided
to drop the Deacon tag for future

releases.)

Dick Linke, who’s in charge of

the management division for Capi-
tol, set Griffith for guest stints on
Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV “Toast of

the Town” show. Deal was for

$1,000 for the first shot Sunday
(10) and $1,500 for the next three

dates, which are yet to be set.

Meantime. Griffith’s disk has

passed the 300.000 sales mark. Cap
is propping a new Griffith disser-

tation platter tagged “Romeo and
Juliet” for release this week. Grif-

fith also has been set to appear at

the opening of both houses of

South Carolina's state legislature

! later this month.

months ago. Several major labels

bad been dickering for the Dorseys
since they reunited early last year,

as well as Shaw, who came back
to the podium last fall.

The Dorsey Bros, deal with Bell

will run for three years. They're

i
reported to be getting a $52,500 ad-

vance for the three-year period
against 5% of their disk salts. At
pact’s windup, the masters record-

led under the Bell banner will re-

> vert to the Dorseys.

|
Shaw . has been guaranteed a

A plan to convert the nation’s 100,000 disk sale on each release
disk jockeys to the 45 rmp. habit l and w ill be allowed to turn his

has been launched by RCA Victor
;

masters over to any major label at

! this w eek in a move which, it ! any time. Complete ownership of

‘hopes, will spearhead an industry the masters will revert to Shaw
drive. Victor, w hich has been d is-

|

after a two-year period,

tributing both 45 rpm and 78 rmp ' The Bell disks are priced at 35c
deejay kits at the same price to

1

and are peddled in close to 125 000
its distribs, has cut the price on outlets around the country. Bell

the 45 rmp kits by 40%. thus en- '!
is a subsid of Pocket Books. Inc.

!
couraging the distribs to sell the

j

.

;
:
—-—— —

|

local jockeys on the benefits of the

j

slower speed.

|
Virtually all the diskers would

'like to see the jockeys go 45 be-
j cause of the vast savings involved
i in materials. packaging and mail-
ing costs. It’s estimated that serv-
icing of the nation’s radio outlets
with cuflfo disks costs well over
$100,000 annually. Substantial
savings could be made with the 1

universal adoption of the smaller
and unbreakable 45s.

The Record Industry Assn, of

The disk industry will pay about
$700,000 additionally to the Music
Performance Trust Fund annually
as a result of the new agreement
inked with the American Federa-
tion of Musicians, Negotiations be-
tween the ‘major companies and
AFM. chief James C. Petrillo,

which began before the Christmas
holiday and resumed Jan. 4 , were
consummated rapidly last week
after a series of; friendly powwows.
Under the new five-year deal,

the diskers will hike their pay-
ments to the Trust Fund by 7 J£%
during the first 'two years, with a

similar increase during the final

three years. At the same time, the
companies agreed to pay the Fund
10% of their annual cost for mu-
sicians for the first two years, with
an additional 10% for, the next
three. The latter provision is a
new twist, -since heretofore the
disker; have only been shelling

out a percentage on records sold.

Since the companies paid the
Trust Fund some $2,000,000 last

year, it’s est imated that, the
.

total

increase incurred by the hike in

the royalty rate will amount to

$300,000 this year. The 20% bite

on the cost of musicians w ill -make

UP the remaining $400,000.

The new pact, does not change
the fundamental operation of the
Trust Fund as an industry-financed
body, since the AFM will not be
contributing any part of the coin.

The deal dispels the fear among
sortie musicians that the Fund
could be challenged by the indus-
try- as a violation of the Taft-Hart-
ley Law, which prohibits such
royalty payments; The Fund, how-
ever, will continue as before.

Petrillo was in favor of turning
over all increases to recording mu-

iContinued on page 57)

BG Is Set For

Execs Shifted in Robbins

Takeover of Feldman;

Thackeray New GAL
- London. Jan. 12.

The physical takeover of B?

Feldman & Co.. Ltd.. British music
company, by Robbins Music Corp.,

was completed last week. Ray
Thackeray, general manager of

a.v i u . , , . . „ .Francis Day A- Huntvr <an asso-
Amei ca. has been inlet ested in the

: company of Robbins'!, assumesnnnhlnm fai* enmA imtA am J L aa. * r +>problem for some time and has
been conducting surveys to deter-
mine the jockeys’ reaction to an
all-45 rpm service plan. Many
jockeys have been resisting the
conversion to 45 because it would
obsolete their libraries. Plans,
however, have been proposed to re-

the'post of general manager of

Feldman, and his co-directors will

be F. E. M. Day. E C. Day. Sam
Eckman Jr., Ben Goetz and \V. J.

K upper.
A first development of the take-

over will be the transference of

Bennv Goodman, kavoed by ill-

ness last year in the midst of a

! joint concert tour with his band

and Louis Armstrong's crew, is

now set to do a straight concert

;
tour next fall. Under a deal signed

jwith Lawrence Evans, of the. Na-

tional Concert & Artists Corp.,

\

he’ll do a six-w eek fall junket fol-

i

low’ed by a four-week tour during

the spring.

Goodman will work with an in-

\

strumental ensemble he is now or-
’ ganizing. It w ill consist of a quin-
:
let. quartet and classical trio in

addition to a jazz trio. The accent
will be on longhair programs fea-

turing Goodman in clarinet pieces
written by Mozart. Beethoven.
Brahms, Hindemith, Copland and
others.

Pubbery topper E. II. < Buddy)
Morris arrived in New York from
the Coast Monday (11) to launch

auditions ofk the Arthur Schwartz-

Dorothy Fields score for the up-

coming legituner, “By The Beauti-

ful Sea,” lor the record company
artists & repertoire men. Sepa-

rate preems have been scheduled
for the" diskeries throughout the

Week.
The “Sea” auditions mark the

second legituner within a month to

Which the aAr men arc giving the

onceover. A couple of weeks ago

Chappell Music? held a mas.s .preem

ot the score for “The Girl In Pink

Tights” by Sigmund Romberg and

Leo Robin. *

, . ,
.. ...

. ,
Feldman’s professional department

|
plemsh i ad io libraries with 45 rmp

fi-Qj-ii Shaftesbury Ave. h.q. to the
,

disks at nominal costs. Denmark St. offices of Robbins.

n “ _ _ ~ Leo Feist and Bluebird Music.

Rozsa to Lead Tulsa Orch

In Tribute to Hollywood
Tulsa. Jan. 12.

H. Arthur Brown, conductor of
the Tulsa Philharmonic Orchestra.

.j

has arranged a special concert this ;

! month in tribute to Hollywood.)
i Miklos Rozsa. Metro composer, will

!
be guest conductor for the concert,
at Tulsa Convention Hall. Jan. 29.

Carl Post. Hollywood businessman-
,

concert pianist, will be guest soloist

under Rozsa’s baton. i

By arrangement with M-G, Rozsa
will conduct his “Quo Vadis” Suite

in a program that includes Schu-
bert’s Unfinished Symphony and

i the Bach D Minor Piano Concerto.

Percy Hirons will continue in 1

charge of this department. He has I

been with the company for 32

years and has held his present post

since 1932.

It’s likely that the new manage-
ment may dispose of its Shaffes- •

bury Aye, building, but for the

time being its retaining a 'small
'

portion for use by its trade depart-
ment.

SINATRA, KING COLE

TO CUT DUETS FOR CAP
Capitol Records wiM cut a novel

;

Vocal duo next week when it pairs

Nat (King) Cole and Frank Sina-

„ .lira in a recording session. Plans
B
Hall flack*

-
^ KUC ** a date w ere set someFred Tobias and

have ankled the Mike u.<m *».«<.-*-
| H a h t „ iw.iaved bv each

ery to set up /heir own
.
Publicity

j^^!ll Uy each

otfice, Tobias is the son of the vet
tunesmith Charles Tobias; Hegner
is former road manager for the
George Shearing Quintet.

! of; the. star's booking.
Session will be held in Holly

wood next week while Cole is play-

Disk Sale for Promotion
M icro R ccords. special la be 1 sold

at the Davega department stores,

were put on sale last week at 49c
a disk. The records, which have
a list price of $2. were originally

sold at 57c each. Davega acquired
the masters from a low-priced label

and turned out about. 50.000 disks

as a promotion gimmick. Store, in

selling the records at 49e. is tout-

ing the sale as a 75 r
r' reduction in

price. As of last Friday morning
f 8

». Davega had 26.700 records on
hand.

Incidentally, Bernic Slein has

exited as record buyer for Davega
after serving in thai, capacity for a

number of years. He’s been re-

placed' by Morris Weissman, his as-,

sislant for about three years.

i ing at Giro’s there,

Sylvia Marlowe. h«rpsiclM)i di.rt

,

will tour next .season; under liian-

;
agement of Kenneth Allen Asmi-

' dates.
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The growing importance of tele-

vision as a song-plugging medium
is /spotlighted in Dr. John Gray
Peatman’s breakdown of his" an-
nual survey of . top song hits on
both radio and tv. For tlfe first

time, the Peatman survey showed
video moving ahead of network
radio in the total number of Audi-
ence Coverage Index (ACI) points.

The top song of last year, “I Be-
lieve,” Was initially- introduced via

tv on Jane Froman’s CBS-TV show.
(The tune, however, became a big

hit via Frankie Laine’s disk ver-

sion for Columbia.) “I Believe” re-

ceived 15.738 points on radio and
18.601 points on tv.

Vincent Youman’s “Tea For
Two” was way out front among
the top standards with a/ total of

11,206 points. Among authors and
composers, Irving Berlin copped
top honors with seven of his songs
’showing up among the 35; top
standards on radio-tv.

Suits on 'Ball Game’

Broadway Music filed separate
suits in New York Federal . Court
last week against Loew’s. Inc.

(parent company of M-G-M Rec-
ords) and Mercury Records.

In the suit against Lpew’s, Broad-
way claims that the defendant pro-
duced and manufactured a version
of “Take Me Out to the Ball Game
without permission or payment of

royalties. Broadway also claims an
infringement of the renewal rights.

Action contends that prior to

1908 Albert Von Tilzer and Jack
Norworth wrote “Ball Game,”
which they originally assigned to

York Music. York later assigned
the tune to Broadway. Latter pub-
bery also claims that the defendant
infringed by making a new ar-

rangement of the tune without con-
sent. Action seeks an injunction
enjoining and restraining the de-
fendants and an accounting of
profits.

Broadway’s suit against Merc, in

which Lake. Shore Publishing Co.,
Henry Friedman, Merc distributor
in Chicago, and Eddy Howard are
also listed as defendants, charges
infringement of the tune title.

“The Price That I Paid for You.”
by “That's the Price I Paid for
You.” Broadway charges that
Friedman obtained a copyright li-

cense in 1952 for “That’s the Price
I Paid for You” which is a piracy
of “The Price . That I Paid for
You,” a tune \yritten in 1915 by
Charles McCarron and Raymond
Walker and renewed in 1942.
Broadway seeks an injunction

and an accounting of profits, charg-
ing unfair trade practices and un-
fair competition;

(Jan. 1, 1953 to Jan. 1, 1954)

' The 35 song hits with the largest radio* and television audiences are listed below in order of total

ACI points received in the ACI Surveys during 1953. (Songs in stage pr film productions are indicated.

Songs currently active are marked with an asterisk. Songs whose activity ..began on the ali .survey

during fall of 1952 are noted by the 1952 date),

Total Number Of
, ACI Weeks On

Rank Points * Survey

2 33,272 37
3 29,310 43
4 29,007 31
5 23,983 38
6 25,769 24
7 25,271 26
8 24,458 3V
9 24,121* 28
10 2L870 31
il 21,138 27
12 20,754 22
13 19,013 27
14 18,651 29
15 17,731 24
16 17,392 26
17 17.059 17
18 16,868 18
19 15.084 17
20 14,447 20
21 13,024 21
22 12,683 20
23 12,091 12
24 12,029 17
25 11.764 17
26 11,493 21
27 11,422 20
28 11,391 20
29 10,611 25
30 10.163 9
31 9,920 25
32 9.442 19
33 9.231 17
34 9,215 13
35 9,039 27

Song Title, and Production %
Publisher

I. Believe . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . * . .

.

•• •
Cromwell

SOng From Moulin Rouge (Moulin Rouge) . ............. .

.

.. . Broadcast

April In Portugal (1952) • . . . . . m . • • • • •« • • •• • • • * • • Ohappoll

NO Other Love (Me And, Juliet) . . . . . .... . ? . . . ;

.

• • • Williamson

Side By Side . . v.v < ^ • • • • • • * • • • • • *.
Shapiro-B

Don’t Let The Stars Get In Your Eyes (1952) , . . . ........

.

..Four Star

Till I. Waltz Again \Vith You
:
... • > . . • • . » ».• • • .* • • • » • • • Villaige

Pretend * • . . ....... , . • v . .. * • • • . .

•

, ... • . • ..... .* • Brandom.
"Vaya Con . Dios. . . .......... . . ••.*»••.••••*•••••• ^^rdixiore.

YoUr Cheatin’' .Heart ... Acuff—R

You You You . . • * • ..... • . . * . • . . . * . .'. . .

.

i..,. • . . . • • Mellin

.

Ebb T’ide » • . • • » * .*. . • •••••• .. . . .......... . . • # .... . ... • ^Inbbiris

Ruby (Ruby Gentry ) ^/filler

I'm Wdiking Behind You ...» • • Leeds
Oh ... ... . . . ;..... .-.'.Feist

Doggie In The WindoW Santly-J

Keep It A Secret (1952) . .... ... ........ . . ... . . ... Shapiro-B

Why Don’t You Believe Me (1952) Brandom
Many Times . . . . .

. •.> . . . ... . .... . . . . ... . . . ... ,

.

Broadcast

How Do You Speak To An Angel (Hazel Flagg) . . . ... ....... Chappell

I Love Paris (Can Can) . ..... . . .............. Chappell
I’m Sittin’ On Top Of The World . . ... ... . . ... . .... . . ... Feist

Because You’re Mine (1952) (Because You’re Mine) ........

.

Feist

Ricochet -
» . « . . , . . * . . .» ... ......

i

. Sheldon
Rags To Riches ,

Saunders
Just .Another Polka ^ . ..Frank .

P. S. I Love You . . . ; . . . . .... .... .v. . ........ v .

.

La Salle

Wild Horses . . . , ........... . . . .,. . . ... ..... . . . . . . . .... . ... . Simon
Lady* Of Spain , ( 19o2 ) . > .. ,. , . .. Sain. Fox
Stranger In Paradise (Kismet) . Frank
Nearness Of You , . . * . . ... . . Famous ..

’ Hush-A-Bye (The -Jazz Singe i ) Re inick

'Crying; In The Chapel- . , • . . ..... .,. ............. ... .-.Valley

That’s Amore (The Caddy) , Paramount
Granada .

. . .........

.

. . .

.

• > Peer

on
(Jan. 1, 1953 to Jan. 1, 1954)

Total - Number Of

New Jazz, Blues Rhythm

Series Skedded by Merc
Chicago, Jan, 12.

New jazz and r.hythm-in-blues
series will be etched by Mercury
Records early this season., as Bob-
by Shad, late of Decca, returned to
the company to refurbish that de-
partment. Mercury has had a jazz
layoff since Norman Granz’s “Jazz

j

at the Philharmonic” parted Ways
]

with the label. New package is as
yet without a name but will in-

clude such current Mercury vocal-
ists as Sarah Vaughan and Dinah
Washington, plus a number of
others not yet pacted with the
diskery.

Art Talmadge. company v.p.,

, announced possibility that the art-

ists might tour on the road in con-
cert under Mercury sponsorship
but with independent promoters.

•

Rank
ACI Weeks On
Points Survey Song Title Publisher

1 11,163 23 Tea For Two \ . ........ .Harms.

2 9.737 10 White Christmas .Berlin

3 8,732 20 Lover .Famous
4 8.026 19 By The Light Of The Silv’ry Moon . Remick
5 7,923 25 Tdidcrly •».- « * * ». • . * . » »* *• • • * * • * *

«

. Morris

6 7,800 14 There’s No Business Like Show Business . . . Berlin

7 6,807 16 That Old Black Magic. . . : . Famous
8 6694 5 Easter Parade .Berlin

9 6,160 10 Winter Wonderland .BVC
10 5,515 16 ’S Wonderful ... . . . . . ,

.

. Harms
11 5.5li 11 Alexander’s Ragtime Band . Berlin

12 5,457 16 . September Song . DeSylva-B&H
13 5,337 12 Walkin’ My. Baby Back Home . DeSylva-B&H
14 5.227 IS Blue Skies .Berlin

15 4,400 10 You’re Just In Love . .

.

. Berlin

16 3*870 7 X Get A Kick Out Of You ........ ....... . . . . . . ... . . . .

.

. Harms
17 3,678 13 Manhattan * . Marks
18 3,548 12 April In Paris . ...... ............. . ... . Harms
19 3376 6 April Showers .................... . . . v .Harms
20 3,232 9 I May Be Wrong ... . Advanced
21 3*096 8 Tiger Rag . Feist

22 3.045 6 Make Believe * vT. B. Harms
23 3.032 8 Over The Rainbow . Feist

'

24 2,997 6 You Made Me Love You . . . Broadway
25 2,991 5 Give My Regards To Broadway . Vogel
26 2,976 7 California Here -I Come . Witmaik
27 2,928 11 Begin The Beguine . Harms
28 2.926 6 I’ve Got My Love To Keep Me Warm . Berlin
29

*

2,915 4 Christmas Song . . . Morris
30 2.808 7 Fine And Dandy . Harms
31 2,792 5 June Is Bustin’ Out All Over . T. B. Harms
32 2,782 8 In The Good Old Summertime . E. B. Marks
33 2.738 6 Blue Tango . ....- . Mills
34 2,683 14 Just One Of Those Things * Harms
35 2,670 11 St. Louis Blues * ..*.... . Handy

Katz J(oins Oberstein

Setup as Sales M^r.
Irv Katz has taken over the sales

manager’s slot at the Record Corp,
of America. Firm, headed up by
Eli Oberstein* manufactures the
lowprice Royal, Allegro and Varsity
records.

Capitol Signs Anthony

To New 5-Year Contract
.Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Ray Anthony's Capitol contract,

which still had two years to run,

was torn up over the weekend and
a new five-year pact inked between
the batoneer and plattery. Sighing
was announced by a&r veepce
Alan W. Livingston after negotia-
tions with Fred Benson, Anthony’s
manager, and Tom Rockwell, GAC
topper. v

.

Anthony originally signed a
seven-year deal With Capitol in

.1949. New pact came on the heels
of his smash “Dragnet” disking.
Batoneer also has had consistently
high

,
sales with such Cap albums

as “Campus Rumpus,” “House-

;

party Hop” and “Young Man With
a Horn.”

'LIU' AND /RUBY / OUT

Two Songs Disqualified For
Oscar. Awards

. Hollywood. Jan, 12.

Two more songs have been, elim-
inated from the Oscar derby by
academy rules. “Hi Dili” was
scratched a fortnight ago because
Helen Dculsch lyrics originally
printed in a magazine before the
war. Now, “Ruby,” from “From
Here to Eternity,” has been elimi-
nated from the running because
lyrics were added after film was
shown.
Acad rules stipulate both woi’ds;

and music, must be on soundtrack
for film to quali fy

.

Toledo Repacts Streseman
Toledo, Jan. 12.

Wolfgang Stresemanii has been
[reengaged as conductor of the To-

. .
I
ledo^Orchestra for the 19.54-55' Sea-

Before taking on the assignment : son.
, '.yith Oberstein, Katz had been as-

.
The Jan. 27 concert is to.be re-

soejated with Children’s Record corded by the Voice of America
Guild and Young People’s Records, for broadcast to Europe. Soloist
Moveover goes into effect Jan. 18. will be Carl Friedberg, pianist.

mg

Two Acts from WLW Show
King Records, Cincinnati label

specializing in country and rhythm
& blues releases, has inked Herb &
Kay, a Mr. & Mrs. vocal duo, and
the Morgan Sisters, a novelty trio.
Both teams appear on the “Mid-
western Hayride” aired over WLW;
King previously inked Bonnie

Lou and Charlie Gore from the
same show.

Paui-Ford ‘Vaya’ 1st Cap

Disk to Hit D.J.’s 3 Times

1953

Chicago, Jan. 12.

•New weekend policy recently ef-

fected converts Rainbo Arena,
northsidc stadium where boxers
and wrestlers hold forth during
the week, for another form of
sweating and straining—Saturday
night jazz concerts. First in the
series was kicked off Jan. 9 with
Muggsy Spanier, Dinah Kaye and
the Four Flamingpes spotlighted
in the 2,500;seater, with WGN
disk jockey Fred Reynolds emcee-
ing. Shows are aimed largely at
the teenage audience, which pre-
sumr.b 1

y has no access to good
jazz because it’s usually showcased
in saloons.

One show is slated per evening
with a different lineup each week
and with Chi deejays guesting for
the patter.

Leonard Schwartz, who promotes
the muscle matches at the Rainbo,
likewise sets the concerts. First
four shows are tapped at an aver-
age talent nut of $2,000, with Duke
Ellington hCadlineing the -next
format on Jan. 16, Gene Krupa on
Jan. 23, and three as yet unan-
nounced combos the following Sat-
urday. Win, lose or draw on these
shows, Schwartz intends to con-
tinue the Saturday night programs
until they catch on. It’ll be a tight
sciueeze, as the house, scaled from
$2.50 to $1.25 with tax included,
can only gross about $4,500 per
performance even at SRO.
In Schwartz* favor are the re-

cent successes here of . barnstorm-
ing jazz shows and the current ab-
sence of a topflight jazz bistro . in
the city to showcase the big names,
since the closing of the Blue Note,
“Jazz at the Rainbo” concerts all

are booked through Associated
Booking Corp. Bob Weems is han-
dling flackery. -

Welk, After 3 Years At

Capitol Records is readying its

hit platter, “Vaya Con Dios,”
by Les Paul & Mary Ford, for its

third trip to . the disk jockeys
around the country. It’s the first

time in Cap’s history that a disk
has hit the complete deejay list
three times.

Continuing steady sales pace of
the disk has sparked Cap brass to
make the precedenlal move. The
execs believe that by hitting the
deejay fOld again renewed interest
can be stimulated, Thus far the
etching has passed the 1,500,000
sales mark.
The special d.j. shipment, will

include a letter of thanks from Cap
prez Glfcnn E.

. Wallichs. Tune
which, incidentally, is published by
Cap’s pubbery

. operation, Ardmore
Music, topped 450,000 sheet sales.

Weston's N Y, Huddles
Paul Weston, Columbia Records’

Coast recording chief, headed back
to Hollywood Monday (11) after
a three-week stay in New York.
While east, Weston participated

in exec huddled ovgr forthcoming
product and promotions.

. Casino Gardens
Los Angeles, Jan. 12.

Lawrence Welk, who has racked
up a record long-distance run at
the Aragon Ballroom at Ocean
Park, may move next door and go
in business for himself in March.
Batoneer is dickering to buy the
long-dark Casino Gardens.
Welk started at the Aragon

March 10, 1951. His current con-
tract expires on the third anniver-
sary of that debut.

Casino Gardens, long operated
by Tommy Dorsey, was the Ara-
gon’s arch rival' during the: war
boom, when both enterprises were
active. It* recently had a short
life with a circus-type dance pol-
icy, but has been dark almost con-
tinuously for the. last three years.

Two Maestros Added As

Chicago, Jan. 12.
Tiffany Records added two mu-

sical conductors to its staff at the
year's outset, Joseph Gallicchio of
NBC, Chicago, and Jacques Dallin
Belasco of New York, as the new
diskery embarks upon an expan-
sion program this term.

Set for etching sessions soon’ are
Carl Ravazza, Kitty Crawford, Kay
Davis. Pat Scot arid Clark Dennis.
Latter has two of

. Tiffany’s three
biscuits to date, “You and Your
Smile” and “Granada.” Third disk
is Guy Cherney’s controversial
“Song of the Shirt,”

Detroit Concert Band
Set for 5-State Tour

Detroit, Jan; 12.

Bandmaster Leonard B. Smith,
will begin a five-state tour with
his concert barid next month. First

concert is slated for Rockford,
111., Feb. 8.

Soprano Patricia Hall will be
featured. In addition, Smith and
some of his. bandsmen will present
musieal workshops in connection
with the concerts. Smith has led

popular, highly succesful band
concerts at Detroit’s Belle Isle

Park for the past eight years. Be-
sides Michigan and Illinois, the

tour will take in Indiana, Ohio and
Pennsylvania,
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Toil Names in Hot Jazz Battle

A scramble to "nab top jazz per-4

sonallties is shaping up among the

major disk companies, which are

aiming to build their catalogs with

new names in addition to exploit-

ing their classic jazz backlogs. In

recent months both Columbia and

RCA Victor have been most active

in promoting the jazz kick*

Columbia has now added Pete

Rugolo to its artists roster under

a five-year deal. Rugolo, longtime

arranger and composer tor . Stan

Kenton, will form his own band

and will eventually hit the road

for dance and concert dqtes. Col

is projecting several albums by Ru-
golo in the concert jazz vein with

the new hand’s single releases to

be targeted for the straight dance
band market.;

Rugolo, who is currently working
for Metro studios as an arranger-

composer, was formerly with Capi-

tol Records, where he worked with

Paul Weston, now Col’s Coast re-

cording chief, and Jim Conkling,

now Col’s prexy. Weston, incident

tally, inked Rugolo and will super-

vise his first waxing sessions in

about two weeks.

Victor, meantime, has already

issued a couple of albums by
Shorty Rogers, another Kenton
alumnus Who is leading his Own
combo on the Coast. Victor is also

trying to nab Dave Brubeck, as is

Columbia at the present time.

Starting; in April, Victor plans to

issue regular monthly jazz releases,

starting with a Barbara Carroll

album.

Columbia is also projecting a

full sked Of jazz releases with sets

by Turk Murphy’s New Orleans
combo, a jam session featuring
Eddie Condon’s crew in the east

and the Eddie Miller-Matty Mat-
. lock crew on the Coast, a Buck
Clayton jam session, a set featur-

ing Coast trumpeter Chet Baker
and one with the Art Van Damme .

|

quintet.

Capitol Records will continue
with more Kenton releases in addi-
tion to sides and albums by Benny
Goodman, Both Decca and Coral
also have been laying heavily on
jazz with album releases of spe-
cially brganized concerts"designed
to giye a live quality to the wax
pieces.

Col Inks Robin
Robin Morgan, 11-year-old video

actress on the CBS-TV show, ‘T

Remember Mama,” has been Inked

by Columbia Records.

She’ll cut kiddie disks for Hecky
Krasnow, head of Col’s juve divi-
sion.

D1SKERS READY EASTER

DRIVE WITH PLATTERS
Although 1953’s batch of Yule

ditties failed to produce a solid dls-

click, the record companies are
still hot for seasonal songs. Point-
ing up diskery Interest in holiday
themes is the current wax activity
pegged for Easter release.

Spearheading the Easter stock-
pile drive are Columbia Records
and Mercury Records. Both labels
have hopped on ’’Easter Morn-
ing,” a new tune by June Winters
and Mary Ruffin, for a big pufh.
Col has cut the tiiqe with Gene
Autry and Merc has etched it

with Rusty Draper/ Both labels
are propping a three way spread
on the

;
disks, releasing, it for the

pop, kiddie and country markets.

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Jan, 2)

London, Jan. 5, .

Answer Me .... . . . ;

.

Bourne
Swedish Rhapsody ..Connelly
Oh My Papa ......

.

.Maurice
Poppa Piccolino ..... Sterling
Rags to Riches .... Chappell
Ricochet .Victoria
Big Ben ^ . Box & Cox
Mommy Kissing Santa Morris
Vaya Con Dios ..... Maddox
If You Love Me. .World Wide
Chicka Boom. ... ... , .

.

.Dash
Wish You Were Here Chappell

Second 12
Golden Tango . .

.". .

.

.Wright
Limelight ...... . . .

.

Bourne
You You You . . . . . . , .

.

Mellin
Moulin Rouge ... .

.

. Connelly
Flirtation Waltz. ... ..... Bourne
I Believe • — Cinephonic
Crying in. the Chapel. .Morris
Santa Got Stuck. .... Reine
Istanbul ..........

.

Aberbach
Big ’Ead ...... . .

.

. . . . . Wright
Cloud Lucky Seven , . Robbins
Hello Lovers . ... Williamson

Bergman to Buffalo

For Benida Huddles
Dewey Bergman, 'veepee and art-

ist and repertory head of Benida
Records, planed to Buffalo last

Thursday night .< 7 )‘ for confabs on
the company’s 1954 operational
plans.

Before leaving N. Y„ Bergman
signed two new singers to the
Benida stable, in Peggy Lloyd and
Ann Gordon.

lire Men on live Web Shows, AFM $

Goal: Local Proxies in N.Y. for Tafts

Coral Pacts Pioneers

Further bolstering its hillbilly

and western artists’ roster, Coral
Records has inked the Sons of the

Pioneers; Oatune combo formerly
was in the RCA Victor fold.

Coral recently tapped Jimmy
Wakely, ex-Capitol Records coun-
try singer, on a term pact.

ASCAP-SOUSA AWARD

FOR ARMED SERVICES
American Society of Composers,

Authors & Publishers will award
cash prizes of $1,000 each to win-
ners of the Armed Forces compe-
tition for the best marches for the
Army, Navy and Air Forces. The
contest has been open only to mili-

tary personnel, With judging of the
entries to be made at the Pentagon
next week.

Each of the services will have
its own judges. The $1,000 prizes

to the .winners will be called the
ASCAP-John Philip Sousa Award.

Sol Yaged’s Jazz. Band plays a
two^night stand at the Central
Plaza, N. Y., Friday and Saturday
Q5-16).

Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

Paris, Jan. .5.

Following the success of the
Norman Granz “Jazz At The Phil-
harmonic” all over- Europe,

.
an

analagous Gallic outfit, incorporat-
ing outstanding European jazz tal-

ent, has, been formed here for a
series of concerts by pianist Jack
Dieval, and called ’’Jazz Aux
Champs-Elysees.”

First regular concert -will be at
the Theatre Dcs Champs Elysees
in February. Founders stress the
fact that, they want to spread jazz
in Europe and play all over, be-
sides key cities. Outfit will get to-
gether at intervals for their tours
and concerts. Improvisation will
be an important part of the shows
as well as standards and new jazz
numbers. Already on the roster
are Hubert Rostaing, Hubert Fol,
Benny Vasseur, E.

.
Soudieu and

Pierre Lemarchand, and other na-
tions will soon send their pick of
the top jazzsters. It is planned to
renew the members every two
years from up and coming young
talent.

an Going

Chicago, Jan. 12.

Sauter-Finegan orch is pegged
for four college concert dates this
week, with the U. of • Illinois re-

vesting the band as part of its
school of Mtisic longhair concert
senes. Orch plays Northwestern
today (Tues.), Illinois tomorrow,

on Thursday, and Quin-
oy College on Friday.

fii

F
^

1
*.^lost ®f the schools, it’s the

n st time in many years that they
le sponsoring pop music.

NOTE: The current comparative talee strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-.

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways In the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

Th‘e demand for live musicians
on all live programs is due to be
the central issue in new contract

negotiations between the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians and
the major radio-tv webs opening
today (Wed.) in the N.Y. office of

AFM prez James C. Pctrillo. In

a new departure, Petrillo has call-

ed in the prexies of the key AFM
locals to negotiate with the webs
directly for the musicians in their

territory, Petrillo will be present,

as prexy of both the international

union and the Chicago local.

It’s understood that N.Y; Local

802, headed by A1 Manuti, will

make an allout pitch for the use
of live musicians on radio and tv
shows which are not disked or
filmed. Reflecting the; attitude of
all rank-andrfilers, Manuti has
often expressed his resentment
over the Widespread practice

,

of
using recorded cue, mood and
bridge music on live dramatic
shows.

It’s believed that Manuti and
the other local prexies will refuse
to compromise on this issue, since
the problem of unemployment in

tooter ranks is regarded as crucial
for AFM’s future. In the last pact
negotiations, no restrictions on
the use of canned music were im-
posed.

It’s understood, also, that Ma-
nuti will ask for ah increase in

the number of staff musicians em-
j
ployed at the major webs. At the
present timfe, the CBS, NBC and
ABC nets, radio and tv combined,
employ 65* men apiece, while Mu-
tual employs 40. The demand will

1

be for 80 and 52 men) respectively,
plus an Increase in the present
scale of $182 per man.

Petrillo called in the heads of
the key locals, including N.Y., Chi-
cago, Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco, at their own request. In
previous pact talks, Petrillo han-
dled the web talks on a national
basis, with himself and the AFM
exec board taking responsibility.

Petrillo is also planning to bold
talks shortly with major Holly-
wood studios for a new pact to re-

place the one that runs out end of

this month. The radio-tv agree-
ment expires same time.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 7

7 8

8 9

9

10

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

TUNE
(Many Times
}Oh, My Papa

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

4

5

3

7

6

10

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) Ilt^ng^fplradise

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) .... That’s Amore

fRicochet
TERESA BREWER (Coral).. <|Baby, Baby, Baby

(Bell Bottom Blues

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) .... Changing Partners

_Aim . (Stranger In Paradise
FOUR ACES (Decca) ........ ...........

|

Hefii’t Of NIy Tleart

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London) . . Ebb Tide

EDDIE CALVERT (Essex) > Oh, Mein Papa

DORIS DAY (Columbia) ..... ......... Secret Love

FOUR LADS (Columbia) .............. . . , , Istanbul

TUNES
(•ASCAP. fBMI)

tune publisher

’•‘OH, MY PAPA. .... ...... Shapirb-B

"STRANGER IN PARADISE. Frank

*THATrS AMORE. ....... . .Paramount

fCHANGING PARTNERS. Porgie

*RAGS TO RICHES ; . . . ..... . .

.

Saunders

*EBB TIDE . .. .. .. ...... .........

.

Robbins

fRICOCHET .
Sheldon

*HEART OF MY HEART. . . ... . .

.

Robbins

^SECRET LOVE . . . ..... ..... Remick

4MANY TIMES ./ . . . . r
. .

.

. Broadcast

RY.Cafe Week
As part of its program to open

job opportunities for its members.
Local 802,. N. Y. wing of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians, has
begun a campaign to install the
five-day \veek for musicians work-
ing in nightclubs. Opening step in

j

the drive was made recently in

I the Yorkville sector of Manhat-
:
tan, w’here the clubs agreed to a
five^ay week plus a $5 increase.
Scale for the clubs in that area
is now $95 per man.

It’s expected that Local 802 execs
will make a similar demand for a
five-day week, instead of the pres-
ent six-day work schedule, when
negotiations open with the niteries
in the midtown sector. Under such
a setup, the clubs will have to hire
additional men if they want to op-
erate the sixth and sevenjth days.

Set For Concert Dates
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

Platter biz’s first quartet of
femme spiritual singers is ready
to blossom out on a personal ap-
pearance kick.

Chirps are Jane Russell, Connie
Haines, Della Russell and Beryl
Davis. They teamed to record an
album,. “Joyful Noise Under the

Lord,” and Coral grabbed it for
distribution.

NoW, the quartet has signed a

personal management contract

with Gabbe, Lutz & Heller for

concerts and further recordings.

Deal, however, is strictly for

quartet and- each of the femmes

will retain her Own present tnan -

agement for furtherance ol indi-

vidual careers.

i
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RCA VICTOR
.

• •./ J

thanks the Record Dealers of America
for giving it O kmd^de vietoi^r

in BilUioard9s Annual Record Dealer Sun

RCA VICTOR SCORED MORE FIRSTS THAN
All OTHER RECORD COMPANIES COMBINED!

Which single label has been the biggest Seller for you so far this year in POPULAR SINGLES?

First—RCA VICTOR

Which single label has been the biggest Seller for you so far this year in CLASSICAL?

First—RCA VICTOR

Which single label has been the biggest seller for you so far this year in POPULAR ALBUMS?

First—RCA VICTOR

Which single label has been the biggest seller for you so far lhis"year in COUNTRY AND WESTERN?

First-RCA VICTOR
'

Which" single label has been the biggest seller for you so far this year in INTERNATIONAL?

First—RCA VICTOR
*

,
% t

'

Compared with a year ago, which label has 'shown the best sales improvement in vour store so far this

year in POPULAR SINGLES ?

First—RCA VICTOR

Compared with a year ago, which label has shown the best sales improvement in your store thus far this

year in CLASSICAL?

First—RCA VICTOR

Compared with a year ago, which label has ehown the beet sales improvement in your store thus far this

year in INTERNATiONAL?

First—RCA VICTOR

Which three record companies give you the BEST ALL-AROUND SERVICE?

First—RCA VICTOR

Which three record companies give you the BEST AND FASTEST DELIVERY SERVICE?

First-RCA VICTOR

Which three record Companies (through tlieir distributors) send you the most helpful salesmen?

First—RCA VICTOR

Which three record•companies provide the BEST MERCHANDISING PROGRAMS TO
HELP MOV E STOCK?

First-RCA VICTOR

Comparatively speakings which of the three speeds has accounted for THE GREATEST SALES
INCREASE in your store during the past year?

First — 45 rfim
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Inside Staff-Music
Pianist Mary Lou Williams and dancer Taps Miller came over re-

cently to London from Paris, where they have been working, to appear

at a party in their honor to be staged- at London s Bandbox Club, ine

crowds turned out to give them a welcome, but the only people missing

were the two stars who, with ex-Lionel Hampton singer Annie Boss,

had made the special journey from Paris to say hello.

Reason? Duo was not allowed oast the immigration officials at Dover.

Seems the officials thought they were coming in to work, and that

would never do, Useless to explain to the authorities that they w 31 e

merely coming over to appear at a party of their fans, and were going

straight back to Paris after the ball Was over. The immigration .people

nixed all suggestions, politely but firmly. So duo turned right round

and went back to Paris. Scots-born Annie Ross could have come i|>

okay but, as a friend of the other two, she refused and went went back

to Paris with them.
•91

~

If Rudolf Friml blossoms out with a new hit tune this year, credit

should go to the long memory of Capitol’s new warbler. Tommy Leo-

netti. Years ago, Leonetti’s vocal coach, Vincenzo De Crescenzo. had

him tearh an obscure Friml tune entitled “And Still I Love You/ When
the singer signed with Capitol and huddled with Lee Gillette dh. initial

material* he remembered the tune and suggested it. Gillette agreed,

but the plattery soon discovered that rtO copies of the sheet music

were available, Harms having dropped it from the revised catalog. A
copy was eventually located in a Hollywood shop which specializes

in such items and Capitol bought it for $50. Leonetti recorded it and

Cap decided the tune was just right to launch him on his platter career.

Steady rue in sales of Doris Day’s Columbia etching of “Secret

Love” has sparked the label to reissue a special platter for the deejays.

New d,j. release has 85 seconds shaved off the original running time.

Initial side. Which was culled from the soundtrack of Miss DuyV
Warner Bros, starrer, ‘ Calamity Jane,” ran three minutes and 40

seconds. It’s air-plugging was minimized, according to the jocks, be-

cause of its lengthy running time. The new deejay side. which runs

two minutes and io seconds, was edited from the original soundtrack

waxing.^

About 8.000 viewers attended the three-day Hi-Fi Fair last week at

Liberty Music Shop. N Y. What the effect of the large turnout on sales

will be can’t be determined as yet. According to a store rep,. attendees

were especially interested in the complete unit demonstrations. Fair

marked the first time that Liberty displayed its wares to the public

via a special exhibit. Show ran Jan, 4-6 and w'as open 12 hours each

day. Output of approximately 20 manufacturers was on display.

Carl Nutter, arranger for Sammy Kaye’s orch. has co-cleffed a song.

•‘The Man Upstairs,” which will be cut by his granddaughter. Holly

Ann Nutter, for Jubilee Records. Miss Nutter is a polio victim and
royalties on both the sheet music and disk sales are going to the

National Foundation of Infantile. Paralysis! Kaye’s music firm, Republic,

is publishing. The religioso tune was written by Nutter in collabora-

tion with King Guion and Renee Borek.
6

London Records has set up an annual “progress” award for its

distributors around the country. Award is based on sales and overall

management of the outlet. London's St; Louis Branch, Recordit Dis-

tributors, will receive label’s initial award for 1953 today (Wed.).

Award includes a plaque for the outlet and special prizes for the entire

personnel.

DANNY WINCHELL
sings

Over Somebody

ElseY ShoHlder

the Magic

Of Life

MGM 11650
K 11650

78 RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
T H E O E A T
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BETflIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music
sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing, comparative sales

rating for this and last week,

* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

Thl« Last
wk. wk. Title and Pabllsher
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km 2 •Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B). .

.

1 1 6
'

1. 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 2

tQia ^Stranger in Paradise (Frank). . . 2 I 5 4 6 3 2 1 4 2 1 99

3 4 tChanglng Partners (Porgie). .... 3 6 3 2 5 1 • • 3 8 1 5 7 77

4 3 Ebb Tide (Robbins). . ...... 4 3 • •

.

3 2 • « 2 7 4 6 4 3 72

5 6 That’s Amore (Paramount).

.

6 8 8 6 3 2 6 6 3 3 6 « • 64

6 5 Rags to Riches (Saunders) . ..... 7 7 5 .* •* 6 9 5 5 a 5 3 5 58

T 7 tRicochet (Sheldon). 5 4 7 5 •

.

4 7 9 7 8 44

8 13 Heart of My Heart (Robbins) . . .

.

8 5 • • 4id 7 4 EJ • • 4 4 • • 30

9 14 I Love Paris (Chappell). . ;

.

.

.

9 2 • • • • . .

'

10 • • • « • < 4 4 6 17

10 10 Vaya Con Dios (Ardmore)...... 10 • «

*

* • 9 9 . • • 7 • .

s
7 10 4 4 14

11 8 tYou, You, You (Mellin). . . . . • • • • 9 8 8
.

• '• • • 10 f • - • 8 10 13

12 15 You Alone (Roncom) ........ • • 4 • • • • • « • V .

.

8 9 4 .
4 - • 4 . • 4 12

13 9 tMany Times (Broadcast). • • • • « .
• • * • ' » 6 • • . « > 5 8 9 *4 4 11

14 . • • To Be Alone (Randy Smith). .

.

•_ « • •, • « • • • • • • 9 • • 4 4 • 4 4 • 4 9

15A * * Secret Love (Remick). ........ 9 • • 10 7 • • • • • • • 4 10 4 4' 8

New York
Denise Lor,. Pavis Records

thrush, guests oh Garry Moore’s

CBS-TV show Jan. 18 ... Tony
Scott Quartet held over at Minton's

Playhouse in Harlem after a 12-

week run . . . Alan Dean into the

Jefferson Hotel, St. Louis, for two
weeks beginning Jan. 20 . . . Bob
Stewart. M-G-M Records crooner,

on a deejay trek through the mid-
west ... Joni James opens at the

Stagecoach inn,, Hackensack, N. Ji,

Jan. 22 . . . Pianists Harold Cooke
and Richard Mayfield to the Town
Club, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands

... Eydle Gorme, Coral Records
thrush, repacted to Steve Allen’*

NBC-TVer . ... Danny Stiles con-

ducting the “Amateur Songwriter’s
Hour” on WATV every Sunday . . .

Karen Chandler opens at the. Hol-
lendon Hotel, Cleveland, Jan. 21

. , . Jaye P. Morgan. Derby Records
thrush, currently on Robert Q.
Lewis’ daily CBS-TV show . . . Art
Ford, WNEW disk jockey, will em-
cee the “Mambo Concerto” at Car-
negie Hall Feb. 20.. . . Johnny
Maddox, Dot Records pactee, be-
gan a week's stand at the Rosemont
Lounge, Detroit, yesterday (Tues.).

London
Ronnie Scott combo makes its

first personnel change since its for-

mation nine months ago. Victor
Feldman comes in to replace pian-
ist Norman Stenfalt . . . Songstress
Diana Coupland, who has lately

been singing with the Stanley
Black orch, goes solo in. Variety
Feb. 1 . , . New singer with the
newly-formed Harry Bence orch is

Derrick Francis ... Billy Holiday
being booked to appear in London
during a flying visit in February

. . Dickie Valentine, 24-year-old
singer with the Ted Heath combo,
who is to go solo in variety this
spring, is flying to New York on
April 4 to appear on the Ed Sulli-
van tv show, “Talk of the Town.”

U. S. pianist Mary Lou Williams
and American dancer Taps Miller
are joining the new variety show',
“Bapd Wagon,” featuring Jack
Parnell and His Music. Makers,
which goes out on the road shortly
for a long tour . . . Rosemary
Clooney broadcast with the BBC
Show Band Monday (11) and is

televising today (Wed;). She is

also making some records for
Philips while here, with a British
group backing her.

slightly when his single-seat plane
crashed at Midway Airport here
last week en route to Kansas City
. . . Flanagan continued trip by
commercial plane . . . Ray Pearl
bound for two w'eeks at Schroeder
Hotel, Milwaukee, on Feb. 2, fol-
lowing with fortnight at Peabody
Hotel, Memphis, beginning Feb. 22.

St. Louis
The A1 D’Laoey Quartet and

Barney Green alternating in the
Merry - Go - Round at the Park
Plaza ... the Los Chlcanos Quin-
tet holding forth' in the Forest
Park hotel . . . Sauter-Finegan
orch doing a full week stint at
Casa Loma ballroom . . . Leroy
Anderson will conduct his own
compositions with the St. Louis
symph orch Jan. 24.

Kansas City
Three Wilder Bros, set for a Las

Vegas appearance following their
fortnight at Eddy’s Restaurant
here . . Stan Kenton orch in for
a one-nighter at the Pla-Mor Jan.
16, making it a strong one-two
punch for early 1954 fordhe ball-
room, which had the Ralph Flana-
gan crew for a one-nighter Jan. 9

Charles Drake orch due to
take over in the Drum Room of
Hotel President late in January,
following the Stewart Scott orch

[

which played the room through i

the last of 1953. It’s a repeat date
for Drake.

Hotel . . . Earl Graves combo con-
tinues at Copacabana . . . Dotty
Jean, organ-ageordion, set at Castle
Hotel . . . Wolverton Trio, featur-
ing Polly Possum, held over at
Seven Seas.

Pittsburgh
Stan Bailey Trio into Tommy

Carlyn’s Club for a run. Combo
includes Bailey on sax. Bill Clydes-
dale on guitar and Johnny Brooks
at the organ . . . Frank Natale
threesome opened Friday (9) at
Merry-Go-Round after a 17-week
stay at Vogue Terrace . . . Lecuona
Cuban Boys set at Horizon Room
from Jan. 14 through end of the
month . . . Hy Edwards’ orch
winds up at Carnival Lounge Sat-
urday (16) Fletcher Peck Trio
opened Monday (ID at Copa for

.
(Continued on page 56)

Omaha
Ralph Flanagan one-nighted Sun-

day (10) at Peony Park, following
Tony Bradley orch . . . Mai Dunn
opened at the Music Box, down-
town dance spot Paul Moorhead
orch remains a fixture at Paxton
Hotel here . . . Shep Fields booked
at Peony Park .Jan. 16 . . . Heil-
man’s, duo pianists, set for winter
at Cottonwood Room of Blackstone

loroy

Anderson’*

. \-e Typewriter

MILLS MUSIC, INC

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
If you or* inttroilod in financing a

NEGRO BAND comprised of TOP
NOTCH MUSICIANS,

Call B. B. LINDSEY
AU 3-4020, Suit* 2-A-J
Or writ* 617 W. 143rd St.

Norclt Hotel New York City

Chicago
Russ Carlyle orch, late of MCA,

and Ray Herbeck, whilom Associ-
ated Booking band, both have
signed with Bill Black, McConkey
Artists veepee ... Eddie Volz Trio
spotlighted in new 801 Room
which opened on Rush St. last
weekend ., , , Bob Kirk orch into
Edgewater Beach Jan. 28 for four
frames , . . Frank Rullo, ABC staff
musician here, cut novelty sides of
“Oh, Mein Papa” and “I Love
Paris” for Mercury last week . . ...

Ralph Flanagan injured knees

A Scintillating Group of Stars

Billie Holiday Red Norvo

Four: week European Tour started Jan. 1.1, includ*

ing Sweden, Denmark, Finland, France,

Belgium and Germany

Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

New York
j

Chicago
j

Hollywood
A ' e p L Q - 4 6 0 0 I 203 Mo Wabash

|
961 ^ E? I v

d



It is with understandable pride that we salute Abel

Green and Joe Laurie for the inspiration provided by their

masterful history; RGA-VICTOR for its creative imagina-

tion in compiling the new song-album, "SHOW-BIZ"; Steve

Carlin, for the excellence.of his production; George Jessel,

for his knowing and witty commentary; . . . and we point

with pride, to our own ASCAP members whose inspira-

tional all-time hit songs are the very heart and soul of

"SHOW-BIZ"^the Story of the past 50 years as told in

songs that have echoed and re-echoed through five dec-

ades in the hearths and hearts of America.

We salute them for all of this but most of all because

these songs Were selected on their merit—-without any so-

licitation on the part of ASCAP. We bow to the judgment

of those responsible for the all-around artistry of this

exciting musical cavalcade, "SHOW-BIZ," and its 100%

ASCAP repertoire of song. <

AMERICM SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS

575 MMMSOH MEHUE, NH» KMK 21 «.».
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Band Reviews

STEWART SCOTT ORCH (4)

Hotel President
Kansas City, Mo.

It’s a slick, smooth combo that

Stewart Scott heads, as evidenced

by fact that the crew is playing its

third stand in the fancy Drum
Room of Hotel President in little

more than a year, and this one an
extended engagement as were the'

others. This time around, however,
the leader is taking a new musical
tack, with a setup geared for live-

lier, more varied tunes.

Lineup has Scott on fiddle dou-
bling sax, with Tim Hartnett an-

chor man at the piano. Wayne
'Brumfield embellishing on drums
and Ray Boegmann filling in

rhythms from the. string bass. For-
merly Scott was using a piano-
organ combination without sax.

While the organ had its strong
points, the crew shows added ver-
satility in its presentWorkings.
Tunes of the day, as well as

i

standards and Latins, come in for
solid play, and Scott, brings out
more novelty work with this crew’.

There is some hew emphasis on
vocals. Scott himself doing ballads,

Boegmann doing novelty tunes, and
duo combining with Brumfield in
trio work. Crew is strong on good
dance rhythms as well as dinner
music and is a very apt combo for
this room. Quin.

HARRY POZY BAND (8)

Gatjrieaw. Club, Ottawa
Kudos from acts and customers

Is nothing new to this able crew
holding the stand in the Gatineau
Club. Equally adept at showback-
ing and playing for dancing, : the

Pozy octet can. handle trickiest

show arrangements, often without
rehearsal of any kind, and works
happily with the acts it backs.
Style switches for the customers
on the floor to a predominently
slowblues in modern trend, fea-
turing reed solos.

Makeup of the Pozy outfit in-

cludes top local boys. Pozy him-
self, besides batoning, handles alto
sax. On drums is diminutive Eddie
Ackland with plenty showplaying
background. Paul Schnobb’s 88irig
is socko always. Norm Bigras and
Paul Traversy. on baritone and
tenor sax respectively, are okay in
solo and group efforts, with Cecil
Hughes and Eddie Hall nice on
trumpets, working the brass por-
tions. Art Rail's brass fiddle work
is clicko. Gorm.

Sumac's 1st Concert Tour

Lists Carnegie Hall Date
Yma Sumac will make her first

Carnegie Hall. N. Y., appearance
Feb. 17. This will be during a
national concert tour, also her first

in this country, in January and
February.

A company of 20 will assist, Miss
Sumac, consisting of r 16 musicians
(including three Andean

.
drum-

mers), three native .dancers and
Moises ViVanco, who has not only
arranged the music sung by Miss
Sumac, but has also' composed
original music which is included
in the program. Kenneth Allen
Associates is' presenting.

BETAIL DISK BEST SEILEHS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in

11 cities showing coin •

parative sales rating for this

and last week ,
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And in Close Harmony

-7

B. FELDMAN & CO. LTD. . . ... .London

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD . . . London

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION, LTD. London

LEO FEIST LTD. ............... London

ROBERT MELLIN LTD, ........ ... . London

Bluebird Music Co. . ... .London

Sun Music Publishing Co. Ltd.. .London

Magna Music Co. Ltd. . London

Dix Ltd. . . .......

.

London

Herman Darewski Music Publishing Co., London

British & Continental Music Agencies Ltd.

London

Publications Francis-Day, S.A. .... . . .Paris

Editions Feldman, S.A. . .Paris

Editions France Melodie, S.A. ......... .Paris
‘1

Francis, Day & Hunter, G.m.b.H. . . . . .Berlin

Francis, Day & Hunter, G.m.b.H. . . . Frankfurt

Editions Francis-Day, S.A. . . .Brussels

Francis-Day Muziekuitgevers N.V . .Amsterdam

Edizioni Musicali Francis-Day, S.R.L.. ... . Milan

FRANCIS, DAY &

HUNTER LIMITED
138 Charing Cross Road

London, W.C.2.

Telephone: TEMple Bar 9351

B. FELDMAN &

COMPANY LIMITED
1 25 Shaftesbury Avenue

London, W.C.2.

Telephone: TEMple Bar 5532

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

1 1 “Oh. My Papa” . ... ...

.

... .

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

2 2 "ThatV Amore”. , . ... . . ...

; PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
3 6 “Changing Partners'* . . , .

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
4 3 "Rags to Riches"
~ TERESA"BREWER (Coral)

5 4 "Ricochet” . . . . ; . .

.

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
6 11 "Stranger In Paradise”, ...

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)
7A 8 "Ebb Tide”. .

EDDIE CALVERT (Essex)

7B 9 "Oh, Mein Papa” . . ..........
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

9 18 "Secret Love” . .. .

.

FOUR ACES (Decca)
10 7 • "Stranger In Paradise”. .

TONY MARTIN (Victor) ........
11 12 "Stranger in Paradise”. ..........

. FOUR"LADS~TColumbia

)

12 12 "Istanbul” ...

FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol)

13 "I Get SO Lonely”.

FOUR TUNES (Jubilee)

14 .. . "Marie” :

;•

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol

)

ISA 14 "Vaya Con Dios”:

FOUR ACES (Decca)
15B 20 "Heart of My Heart” .

JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
'

17 10 "Eh Cumpari” . . , ...

JILL COREY (Columbia)
18 "Robe of Calvary”

DINAH SHORE (Victor)
”

19 .. "Changing Partners” . . . .:

pt MARINERS (Columbia)
20 . "Sweet Mama, Treetop Tall”. ......

2 1 1 1 1 8 2 2 83

8 .

2 ..

4 10

3 , . 2 3

5 . . 3 4

4 7 1

2 10

6 55

3 48

6 7 41

7 7 5 4 5 37

1 2 5 2 .. . . 8>

.

. r. . 1 10 82 .. ..

6 6 4..

1 16

7 .. 2

3 5

4 .

.

9 .

.

7 9 11

8 10

5 ..

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1

KISMET

Broadway Cast

Columbia

ML 4850

CONCERTOS FOR

YOU
liberace-Weston

Columbia
ML 4764

1

On the Upbeat
Continued from page 54I

i two weeks . .. Johnny Marino is

the new trumpet player, with
Howdy Baum's house crew at
Casino Theatre. He replaces

! Hershey. Cohen, who quit to join

{

the Walter Gable outfit at Ankara
. Fred Waring plays a public

concert at Syria Mosque Jan. 25
and then stays over for three days
as private attraction for Shrine
members . . . Harvey Cousins has

{replaced Henry Marconi on sax
with Tiny Wolfe orch at Copa . . .

Molly Paplle, organist and pianist,
into the Fort Pitt Hotel lounge . . ,

Jack Mahon band has checked in
at Bon-Ange Club for an indef-
inite engagement

Scotland
Lita Roza, Ted Heath's singer,

i
to appear in vaude at Glasgow

j Empire in July. . .David Whitfield,

I

record artist, set for starring role
with Bonar Cplleano in new road

[ show due at Glasgow Empire in the
spring. . .Ken Macintosh orch sked-
ded for engagements at Empire
Theatres in Glasgow and Edin-
burgh in March.
Dick Denny orch pacted for

summer season at Butlin’s Holiday
Camp, Ayr . . . Johnny Semple's

i-Dixielanders planning Scotland
and North England tour ef one-
nighters . . . Benny Daniels orch
at Palais, Edinburgh . . . Johnnie
Ray likely to play return Visit to
Empire, Glasgow.

San Antonio
Henry Brandon, whose band is

currently at the Anacacho Room
j

of the St. Anthony Hotel, making
plans to leave the band biz and

{ settle here with possibility of
opening a band booking agency
‘ *. • ®°b Cross, whose band pre-
ceded Brandon at the local hos-
telry, has already purchased a
home here for permanent resi-

dence . .. . Emilio Caceres, hot jazz
violinist, has organized a nine-
piece band arid is currently touring
the state. Sylvia Ortega is vocalist.
Caceres is also doing a number of
recording dates,— —

;— !

-
• a

Scott’s Audiorn Gets

Into Loogplay Field
Audi vox Records, indie label

launched last year by bandleader
Raymond Scott, is entering the
longplay field with a set of Scott
instrumentals. Several numbers in
the set have been culled from a
deluxe limited edition 78 rpm ah
bum packaged by Scott several
years ago.

.

Leonard Wolf, ex^Decca -promo*
tion staffer, is operating the disk-
ery for Scott.

Revamped Detroit Orch
In First Gotham Bow

The newly-reorganized Detroit
Symphony Orchestra will make its
first New York appearance Friday
(15> in Carnegie Hall.
Reorganized in 1951 after several

years’ layoff due to financial re-
verses, the Detroit Symphony now
has a permanent conductor in Paul
paray. Mischa Mischakoff, for 15
years concertmaster with Arturo
Toscanini’s NBC Symphony, is con-
certmaster now with Detroit. Goth-
am concert, will include works by

Capitol

8352

Weber, Wagner, Beethoven and
Ravel.

The New
Dance Sensation!

THE
CREEP

MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

SECRET
Recorded By

COLUMBIA #40108

M. WITMARK & SONS

America's Fastest

'

Selling -:Records!
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Attempt to pull a reverse switch

a nattern that has seen popular

songs* rising to hit stature, on the

strength of being featured in an

important film is being made by

.20th'Fox with “Three Coins in the

Fountain.”

So convinced is 20th that it has a

hit tunc in Jule Styne and Sammy
Calm’s romantic ditty of that same

name that -it’s changing the name

of the ClnemaScope picture, “We
Believe in Love” back to the origi-

nal ‘Three Coins in the Fountain.”

Moreover, the company is blue-

printing plans for promoting the

song into the bigleague class via re-

cordings, etc.; long before actual

release of the picture.

Studio got its first alert on the

appeal of the tune when Frank
Sinatra, who isn’t in the film, re-

corded it for the soundtrasek, back-

ed by Alfred Newman batoning the

20th studio orch. Execs at 20th

are so convinced of the potential

of the song that they authorized

the title switch. .. Feeling is that,

for a change, the popularity of the

number is apt to pre-sell the pic-

ture. Latter, started out as “Three
Coins,” but has carried a number
of tentative titles, including “There

Is No Place Like Rome.” Film was
lensed on Itafo location.

Pix in ’53 have generated quite

a few solid jukebox favorites with
such films as “Limelight,” “Ruby,”
"Moulin Rouge,” “Lili” and “From
Here to Eternity” launching the
platter flow.

Col Nabs Soundtrack

Rights to Indiscretion’
Columbia Records has nabbed

the rights to the soundtrack music
of the David O, Selznick produc-
tion, “Indiscretion of An Ameri-
can Wile,” starring Jennifer Jones
and Montgomery Clift.

.Col, meantime, is propping re-
lease of a Paul Weston album,
titled “Music for Jennifer,” which
will include numbers based on
films starring the actress.

Injection Mold
i Continued from page 49

;

factory and today the diskery pro-
duces 90% of its 45 rpm output by
the new process. Under its new
program, Col plans to continue op-
eration of its compression mold-
ing machines but on a diminished
scale.

Like Columbia, other companies
have also been testing the new
process and the new low-priced
label, Bell Records, a Pocket Books
enterprise, is using injection mold-
ing machines in its Rashway, N. J.,

plant. RCA Victor also has devel-
oped a modified injection molding
process.

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers40
CAPITOL

THAT'S AMORE1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

AR11S1
Dean Martin

Les Paul-Mary Ford

Stan Freberg

YOU'RE THE RIGHT ONE
VAYA CON DIOR ......

.

JOHNNY
WHAT IT WAS, WAS FOOTBALL (PART I) Andy GriffithWHAT IT WAS, WAS FOOTBALL (PART II)

*

ANSWER ME, MY LOVE . ; . .

.

.

.

Nat (King) Gole
WHY'
C’EST SI. BON
DEAR JOHN AND MARSHA LETTER >

COLUMBIA
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE . V

WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME?
SECRET LOVE .

DEADWOOD STAGE
RAGS"TO RICHES . . .

HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN
MAKE LOVE TO ME! . ...

2 .

3.

4 a

5.

ADI, ADIOS AMIGO
MAN ....

WOMAN

. Tony Bennett

. . Doris Day

Tony Bennett

. i .Jo Stafford

Rosemary Clooney
’

. . .Jose Ferrer

. . Teresa Brewer

. Teresa Brewer

Johnny Desmond

Cornell
. Dale, Desmond

Modernaires

CORAL
1. HEARTBREAKING WALTZ

BELL BOTTOM BLUES
2. RICOCHET

TOO' YOUNG TO TANGO
3.. WOMAN . . . .

BY THE RIVER SEINE
4. HEART OF MY HEART . . ..

I THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY
5. A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLER (PART I)

A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLER (PART II)

DECCA •
.

1. STRANGER IN PARADISE Four Aces
HEART OF MY HEART

2. THE JONES BOY ... . ;

SHE WAS* FIVE AND HE WAS TEN
' ’ ’

3. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE
HONEYCOMB

4. -Y*ALL 'COME' ............
CHANGING PARTNERS

5. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART
A LITTLE LIE

LONDON
1. EBB TIDE . .

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. THE SKATERS WALTZ

MIDNIGHT WALTZ
3. GOLDEN VIOLINS

A GIRL CALLED LINDA
4. CARNAVALITO .

THEME FROM “THE MAN BETWEEN”
5. THE CREEP

SLIM JIM

MERCURY
1. CHANGING PARTNERS ...

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN GO?
2. FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE

STOLEN MOMENTS
3. STRINGS OF MY HEART

MAMA-PAPA POLKA
4. THE CREEP

5. NATIVE DANCER
LONESOME SONG

M-G-M
1. YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING ........

YOU'RE NEARER
2. POPPA PICCOLINO

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN. A LONG TIME
3. TURN AROUND BOY

CAESAR’S BOOGIE
4. MY LOVE, MY LOVE ....

YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE
5. ST. LOUIS BLUES (PART I) . . ;

ST. LOUIS BLUES (PART II)

, i . Mills Bros.

George Shaw

. Bing Crosby

Kitty Kallen

............. Frank Chacksfield

. Mantovani

. . i .... Frank Chacksfield

. Cyril Stapleton

Fatter Platter Biz For ‘5*

Continued from page 49

rate .estimate of machines in home
use, industry leaders; believe that

the "figure now is well above 25,-

000,000 phonps, about 10,000,000 of

which are equipped to play the

three speeds.

During 1954, the caution among
television set manufacturers about
color is expected to further hypo
the number of phonos in circula-
tion. Increasingly, the tv set
makers, are turning to the newly-
opened high fidelity market with
completely assembled phonos and
their

,
promotions are slated to stir

additional 'interest in disks as a
home entertainment commodity.

’

In addition to Columbia and Vic-
tor entering the hi-fi field, Capitol
Records is planning to distribute
a name merchandise brand, as yet
undesignated. Capitol . distribs are

already handling the VM line of
turntables.

Currently, disk sales are winging
with four powerful pop hits run-
ning simultaneously. They are
“Changing Partners” with Patti
Page for Mercury; “O My Papa”
with Eddie Fisher for Victor,
^Stranger in Paradise” with Tony
Bennett for Columbia and the
Four Aces for Deoca, and Dean
Martin’s “That’s Amore” for Capi-
tol. “Papa’' has already hit the
1,000,000 marker.
The classical market is also

building steadily, with the impact
of the hi*fi . movement being felt

^specially in this field. In addi-
tion to the major companies, nu-
merous indie labels have been op-
erating profitably on a small scale

on the basis of masters made at

low cost by European artists and
orchestras. .

(MM
OF /W RECORD RATINGS

BY THE TRADE PRESS

.Ted Heath

...... Patti. Page

........

.

Gaylords

Gaylords

.. Ralph Martere
LOVE THEME FROM “THE GLENN MILLER STORY”

.... Rusty Draper

i

i i

. . .Joni James

. . . .Nocturnes

Lew Douglas

. . Joni James

Billy Eckstine

. . Eddie Fisher

. . Perry Como

RCA VICTOR
1. OH, MY PAPA

UNTIL YOU’VE SAID GOODBYE
2. YOU ALONE

PA-PAYA MAMA
3. YOU, YOU, YOU Ames Bros.

I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU’RE IN LOVE
4. MANY TIMES . . Eddie Fisher

JUST TO BE WITH YOU
5. STRANGER IN PARADISE ; Tony Martin

I LOVE PARIS»+++ + » >+ »
AFM Pact

Continued from page 49

sicians to the Fund, since he be-

lieved that these disk musicians

comprise the union’s aristocracy

who earn substantial yearly sal-

aries. Petrillo’s main concern has

been the buildup of the Fund
which, through its sponsorship of

cuffo concerts; provides jobs for

unemployed musicians.

Samuel F. Rosenbaum will con-

tinue to act. as the industry’s

trustee for the Fund, The com-

panies have been paying the fund

a 1% royalty on all disks selling

under $1, VA% on .
disks selling

to $1.50, and .2Wo on all disks

selling oyer $1.50. The basic rate

for recording musicians is $41 per

man for a three-hour recording

session.

Met Leads to Star For

San Anton’ Opera Fest
San Antonio, Jan. 12.

Verdi’s "Otello” will open the

annual San Antonio Opera Festival

of the San Antonio Symphony Or-
chestra Feb. 6. Cast will be head-
ed by Ramon Vinay, Giuseppe Val-
dengo and Ilerva Nelli. Verdi’s
"La Traviata’ will be given on Feb.
7 with Dorothy Kirsten, Jan Pcerce
and Robert Wecde.

The next weekend the festival

Will continue With Puccini's “Ma-
dame Butterfly,” with Victoria de
los Angeles, Brian Sullivan and
Valdengo. On Feb. 14, Bizet’s “Car-
men” will be presented, With Rise
Stevens, Vinay and Frank Guarre-
i*a. Peter Wolf will design all

scenery. Victor Alessandro, con-

ductor of the San Antonio Sym-
phony, will produce and conduct
all performances. The stage direc-

tor will be Antonio Stivenello.

Singers in. all four productions are

Marla Stader, Swiss soprano, l-jCjet Opera leads,

will make her U.S. debut with ,.Madame Butterfly” will be

Orchestra ^cie?" m}f. 15 in AusUn “ the

| N.Y., Jan. 25. I
u- ot Tcxas '

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A

SWEETHEART .,
(Calyort)

KITTY KALLEN (Dacca)

ASK ME NO QUESTIONS (t.i*•Troian)

BILLY WILLIAMS QUARTET (Morcury)

AWAY UP THERE (Womar)

EILEEN BARTON (Coral)

SAN FRANCISCO BOYS (Allan)

THE BREEZE AND I (Markt)

VIQ DAMONE (Mercury)

DON’T EVER SAY

GOODBYE (Radon)

GUY CHERNEY (Tiffany)

HIGH ON A WINDY HILL (bmd

GORDON MacRAE (Capitol)

HUGO WINTERHALTER (Victor)

I COULDN’T STAY AWAY FROM

YOU (Johnitono-Montoi)

THE FOUR- KNIGHTS (Capitol)

I TOLD A LIE (Citation)

VAN CLEAF SISTERS (Bonido)

I TOOK THE LONG WAY
AROUND (Hill 4 Rang#)

BETTY HUTTON (CVpitol)

MAN (Studio)

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)

NEW YORK (Simon Houia)

LLOYD SHAFFER (Cryitalotto)

OUR HEARTBREAKING

WALTZ (Vitiago Muiic)

TERESA BREWER (Carol)

TEXAS POLKA (Montaok)

BONNIE LOU (King)

TIME WILL TELL (6.1.

4

THE HltlTOrPERS (0.1)

WHAT IT WAS, WAS
FOOTBALL (Chariot)

DEACON ANDY GRIFFITH (Capitol)

WOMAN (Studio)

JOHNNY DESMOND (Coral)

GUY LOMBARDO (Dacca)

JOSE FERRER (Columbia)

tiHboord Cath loir Variety

Boot Buy B (Vary Goad)

73 (Goad)
t

Very Good

70 (Gopd)

72 (Good)
0

floopor of

tho Wook.

B (Vary Goad)
'

Very Good

Now Record

to Watch
Sloopar of

tho Wook

75 (Good) B (Very Good) Good

(Satio-

foctory)

7* (Good)

B (Very Good)
'

.

Sloopar of

tho Wook

Vary Good

74 (Good) Vary Good

(SatU-

factory) (Boot Bat)

70 (Good) C-r(Good) Good

Now Rocord

to Watch (Bait Bet) Bait Bof

70 (Good) C-f (Good)

lo*» Buy

'

Disk of

tho Wook
Good

.

72 (Good)

Bullioyo of

tho Wook

Now Rocord

to Watch
;

Diik of

tho Wook

Boat Buy

Sloopar of

tho Wook

Bait Buy

74 (Good)

Now Rocord

to Watch

B (Vary Good)

C-f- (Good)

.

Bolt Bat •tit Bat

JRQMRH
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13c A Performance
a

*

and The Manager Kiel

A Memory of 1898 Vaude

And Smiling William Morris

-By JACK NORWORTH-
This* is all true, so help me. It

dates way back to 1898 when I

first started in show business. And
what a lousy start. I had just done
a five-year hitch as a sailor. I was
always stagestruck and as a sailor

I noticed that the captains all had
long white beards and had take-

home pay of. about $5,000 per an-
num. So I thought the stage would
give me a greater chance to make
some faster dough.

Bidding goodbye to home and
mother and father, I made a bee-
line for New York.. Papa advised
me against such a silly move, but
off I went, happy as a lark and
with a vqry skimpy bankroll.

A very nice room with, stove and
kitchen utensils included cost

$2.50 per week. It was a nice
clean place and only had one draw-
back. There were no windows.
Skylight was used by people of
adjoining buildings who threw old
gum boots, newspapers, and such.

Soon I was down to one meal
a day. I had used most of my
dough to have letterheads printed
. . . “Jack, Norworth, Blackface
Singing Comedian, Also Cockney
Songs/’

had to do was eight shows on Mon
day through Friday and then on*
Saturday a measly 16. That's
right, 16. But it was good practice
Back in New York, I began my

daily grind calling on Bill Morris
Morning and afternoon. Same old
smile 'and same old “Come back
later.” This was befdrev“Dbn’t callme—I'll call you!”

Finally in desperation I bel-
lowed, “Look at these shoes, see
these holes in the soles, I’m hun-
gry and all you do is sit there and
give me that con smile and say
come back tomorrow.”

This time William Morris did
'

not smile. He said, “Young man,
ordinarily I would not do this to
you but you have sort of made me
angry and I just have to show you
something.” He opened a drawer
in his desk and- fumbled around
until he found a letter. He showed
it to me. It was from the manager
of the museum, in Baltimore.
“Just read that.” I did and one
line in the letter read, “You cheat-
ed me on that blackface act you
sent down here; you know that
Jack Norworth.”

When I did eat my one meal a
day it was a good one’. I found a
little restaurant on 6th Avenue
just above 14th Street. They
served' a full meal for 25c al-

though the portions were very
much on the miniature side. But
I had a great idea to supplement
the official serving. I picked put
the- homeliest waitress in the place
and flirted outrageously with her.

I even invited her to see Chaurtcey
Olcott round the corner at the
14th Street Theatre blit when the
night came, I had myself booked
for a mythical club date and could
not make it. Poor, deluded dame.
Her mother didn’t tell her, “Never
trust an actor.”

William Morris* Sr. had a tiny

office on the north side of 14th
Street, on the second floor. I used
to haunt him twice a day. I liked
him. He had the nicest smile, and
made you feel you were more than
welcome. When I went to see him
in the morning he always said, “I
have nothing for you this morning,
why not come back again this
afternoon?”. This kept up for
weeks. One day he asked me if I

could play a< dude. I told him of
course I could. I would have
played a female esquimo. Morris'
gave me a note and told me to go
over to Hoboken and see the show
and then call on the boss of the
troupe.

I saw ‘the show and thought it

was lousy. Just to give you an
idea. A man and wife, calling
themselves The Silvers, did an
illustrated song act. In the play,
Mr. Silvers was the villain and his
Wife the ingenue. In the second
act, in a garden scene, he was just
about to foreclose the mortgage
on the ingenue’s home when down
from, heaven came a white sheet.
They went into two illustrated
songs. At the finish, Mr. Silvers
continued his dirty threats about
the mortgage. That gives you a
faint idea of the type of show it

was.
I went backstage and saw the

boss man. He asked if I thought I

could play the dude part. I said,
“Of course I can but I don’t want
to . go with the show.” ‘And why
not?” he asked. I replied, “Be-
cause I don’t think the show will
last.” He got all hot and bothered
and yelled, “Why you dirty little
so and so” and a lot of other ex-
plicit words, “Get the explicit out
Of here,” Which I did. The boss
was Ed Blondell and the show was
“The Katzenjammer Kids.”- It
stayed out for .12 solid years.
But I never regretted turning

Blondell down. Had I gone weth
the show; I would never have had
the nerve to look Tor a good job.
Next day I reported back to Wil-
liam Morris. He seemed rather
annoyed with me. But then put
on his nicest smile and told me
.0 come back the followeng day,
vhich I did for days and days,
finally, I think to get rid of me
e booked me in a museum in
Baltimore. Salary was $20 for the
veek. In those days every mu-
seum had a little theatre. All I

Some Lower Mathematics

I hit the ceiling so hard I al-
most stuck. I gra'bbad a pencil and
a sheet of paper and started to do
some figuring. I put down-salary
$20—less $2 for Morris commis-
sion—dare to Baltimore round trip
about $5—room and board in a
farmer’s boarding house $3—chew
mg tobacco 50c^-incidentals 75c
—no tips to stagehands (that had
not been started yet)— burnt cork
75c per can for two cans.

Morris kept watching me, I con?
tinued my figures frantically.
Then I added up eight shows for
five days and 16 on Saturday. A
grand total of 56 shows. I de-
ducted all my expenses which
amounted to $12.75. Deduct this
iTom $20 and my take-home pay
was the lovely amount of $7.25.
imow you divide this into 58 shows
and we arrive at the rough total
of 13c a performance,

I shoved my figures over to Mor-
ris and said, “How can you cheat
anybody at 13c a show?”
'Morris, didn’t smile this time.
He burst right out into a big belly
laugh. He shook my hand and
said “Boy, I think you have a point
there, come in tomorrow morning
and I will really have something
for you.” This time I believed him.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Bronchos of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
me ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG file

(The Service of the STARS)
First of 15 files $7.00—All 35 Issues $22
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping!
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book,. $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET ... $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk.. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAQS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St;, New York 19—Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

NICK LUCAS
Jan. 18 Thru Jan. 23

KENNEWICK HOTEL

Kennewick, Washington

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

The Home of Show Folk

Aviry A WoshlsgtoB Sts.
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New Acts

DONALD O'CONNOR
(With Sidney Miller and Scatman

Crothers)
Comedy
Sahara, Las Vegas.

Nitery debut or no, the name of

Donald O’Connor insures the re-

turn of legit fare in the Congo
Room following the offbeat Mar-
lene Dietrich stint. O’Connor is

auspicious in his first start, and Sid
Miller scores a big assist.

O'Connor handles eihcee and
single stints throughout most of

the 80 minutes with such aplomb
as to make one think he’d never
left the nightclub stage—let alone
Just getting started. Show opens
with Saharem line in vocal and
terp description of Donald’s youth
and star walks on to terrific greet-
ing from audience. He rattles off

jokes by Miller and Sid Kuller as
well as their songs for top laugh
returns all the way.

Scattyian Crothers registers with
bleats of “Sunny Side of the
Street’’ and “Honeysuckle Rose,”
and tops it all with “Psychology Is

Not for Me.”
;
O'Connor returns to

do “Me and My Shdow” before a

huge shadow on scrim that follows

his every motion into most diffi-

cult steps. Then—boom—it stops,

and breakaway from O’Connor
routine is so sudden a shockwave
hits diners, with mitt-stinging ova-
tion to follow, as shadow and
O’Connor stage dance i contest.

Highlight of package is song-
writer skit, with Miller coming on
for raves as he starts out at 88’s

While, the pair duet. The thing

winds up with both making light-

ning costume Changes as they spell

each other in Impressions of fa-

mous folk, singing about the big

lure of Vegas-r-the casinos.

Headliner is on most of 80 min-
utes as emcee or prime talent.

Winning personality, along with
singing and dancing ability are
kingsize insurance factors that

need leave no trepidation as to his

future in this media.

for the International carriage

trade. Miss Thompson at the pres-

ent peak of her powers as a trouper
is more than an act. She’s an ex-
perience. Land.

VING MERLIN (4)

Violins
9 Mins.
Latin Quarter, N. Y.
Ving Merlin and his femme

fiddlers have been about for some
time, but haven’t been documented
in Variety’s New Act files. Merlin,

some years ago, had a full Scale

girls’ strong band which he’s now
whittled down to three. They make
some picturesque formations dur-

ing their selections, and their in-

strumentalizing passes muster.
They work in the classical and pop
vein with equal effectiveness.

The act has a class air, , both
musically and decoratively, and
can work most situations. Jose.

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

and

135 last 33rd Sr.. New York
PLaxo 7-6300

Special

Permanent Rates

from $17.50 Weekly

Transient rooms
also available. .

/mm

r

otel Wirii&m
MADISON AVt. I, SStb

Mgr. New York. N. V.

KAY THOMPSON
Songs, Talk
50 Mins.
Plaza, N.Y.

Kay Thompson is now on her
own, and it makes sense. Her ma-
tured skills as an entertainer, and
her razorsharp mind as a builder

of; comedy values, combined to

force the solo decision. That there

were months of painstaking prep-
aration and rehearsal .for last

Thursday night’s (7) stunning im-

pact may be assumed. If there were
any doubters that she could be
triumphantly airborne on her own,
they were speedily silenced. What
this performer delivered as seen at

the midnight performance was
something.close to a tour de force.

She remains, of course, highly
mobile, atyhost adagioesque in her
amazingly energetic style of work-
ing. Slender, . trademarked by her
black housepajama getup. with the
seqqine, she is actress, mimic,
singer, but always a dominating
personage. Her professional growth
since she appeared on a hopeful
radio showcase. “CBS Forecast,"
in 1941 is phenomenal; Even then.
Variety’s present reviewer wrote
“as a leading lady in featherweight
gaiety; Miss Thompson is about
the most plausible Candidate in her
class for general discovery.” An-
other 1941 comment that stands
the test of time, and Miss Thomp-
son’s infinite devotion to profes-
sional knowhow, is this: “her spe-
cial lyrics are a kind of material
that vaudeville has ‘always appre-
ciated but radio seldom has.”

Here is the nub of the gal’s

power; Material plus nuances. Her
stuff is almost steadily lean, fast,

tempered for laughs. Rich in

change of pace and characteriza-
tion she plays out the hostess role
at a cocktail party. Interspersed
are tart-sweet telephone calls to
her boy friend, now a patient at
Doctor’s Hospital. When she first

rings him up. she gets a laugh by
asking for him in Suite 406-
7-8-9—a sharp satirical apprecia-
tion of the elegance in which worn-
out wealthy playguyS take the cure.
To describe the routine is to miss

the command and authority and
the knowing lampoons of a type of
social fauna of which Miss Thomp-
son has made herself a mistress,
she should excuse the expression.
Her act is paced like a North At-
lantic gale. The musical arrange-
ments, the showmanly crescendos,
all bespeak much behind-scenes
planning and perfecting. Gags
come almost too fast to rack up
all the nifties.

This is a blockbuster attraction

TRUDE ADAMS ^
Songs

'

9 Mins.
Village Vanguard, N.Y.
Trude Adams, a likeable new-

comer in the singing ranks, seems
ready for uptown intimeries.

Showcasing at this Max Gordon
operation, Mi£s Adamis impresses
as one who can not only handle
material, but who could also sing
in a straightforward manner.
At show caught, she was too

preoccupied with special material
tunes and fairly intricate arrange-
ments of pops to concentrate too
much on voice. However, her classi-

cal vocal training manages to erupt
upon occasion. She shows excellent
voice^>lacemeht, a good range and
fine projection, Materialwise, Miss
Adams has some -good verbiage.
Her tune on foreign cars is a stand-
out. Material is clever but still suit-
able for the family trade. Jose ,

MR, STRINGBEAN
Song Comic
7 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y, -

Otherwise known as Larry
Dorne, Mr. Stringbean elaborates
on crying characteristics of John-
nie Ray. Whoops it Up so much in
“If I Die Tomorrow" that he tum-
bles into the pit with such planned
awkwardness as to arouse a wor-
ried house. Thin man can’t sing
woi'th . a holler, but apparently he’s
not supposed to, for his gravel
pipes are purposely buried by Joe
Morris’ band.

Instead, he reacts bodily to vari-
ous instrumental solos. Draws
Warm reception.

tunes. Her closing number, a pri-

vate version 6f “Frankie & John-
nie,” is also effective.

Gal receives neat backing from
Keith Ropkwell, bass, and Bob
Enas, at the accordion. Rockwell,
incidentally, is the owner of the
Purple Onion, San Francisco nitery

where Miss Remes formerly ap-
peared. Holl.

JOHN JULIANO
Songs
10 Mins.
Hotel Jefferson, St, Louis

. John Juliano,. bass baritone,
makes an impressive debut here
with a well-selected repertoire.

A six-footer with plenty of per-
sonality, Juliano possesses a line

tonal range; his enunciation is

wellnigh perfect, and using no un-
necessary gestures he has the cus-
tomers in his hands from the tee-
off . His interp of “The Girl That
I Marry” receives the heaviest
mitt, although his “I Feel Like I’m
Going to Live Forever,” “Easy to
Love,” “Ma, Ma,” a medley from
“The King and I” (in Which he
played -the Prime Minister), and
for. good measure, “Ebb Tide” and
“When You’re in Love,” all score.

Sahu.

JORIE REMES •

Comedy
!
20 Mins.

j

Blue Angel, N. Y.
Jorie Remes is a potent new-,

comer among comediennes. Armed
with the proper material, she can
really go places. Her forte is ver-
satility and an ability to project
herself forcefully via grimacing,
body and hand movements. Style
may be annoying in others, but
with Miss Remes it produces the
intended yocks. She also shows
ability as an actress, indicating
she’s a good bet for tv and legit
comedies.
Her material, while generally

good, could stand some pruning.
The effect of her big number, a
satire on French-song warblers, is

somewhat lessened by an overlong
closing bit and a tendency by Miss
Remes to milk her material. Miss
Remes’ scrutiny of French chan-
teuses includes the' chirper who
attempts to make every French
word seem dirtf , the Spanish sing-
er who switches to French songs
but maintains the style of the
former, the type who makes every
song tragic, and a burlesque type
dame who has discovered Gallic

ROY KRAL & JACKIE CAIN
Songs
15 Mins.
Blue Angel, N. Y.

Roy Krai and Jackie Cain are
a pair of attractive.youngsters. He’s
the crewcut type. She’s the boyish
bob, white-collar-and-cuffs sweet
young thing. Krai handles the 88
as . well as joining Miss Cain in
duos.

Pair’s arrangements are intrigu-
ingly offbeat as they work over
“Will You Still Be Mine,” “Season
in the Sun” and “Let’s Get Away
From It AIL” Femme solos on
“Indian Summer.” While generally
pleasant, their presentation is not
distinctive enough to overcome
their vocal .limitations. Holt.

STUART ALLEN
Comedy.
8 Mins
Palace, N.Y,

Stuart Allen is a pleasant-look-
ing youngster who’s making his
first stab at New York after a
breakin period at some of the
Miami niteries. He’s strictly of the
standup school, delivering a rapid
flow of unrelated gags, but unfor-
tunately he doesn’t have the ma-
terial to get the act off the ground.
Out of a string of jokes covering

everything from traffic to psychia-
trists, he doesn’t have one that
brings a real laugh. His opening
and closing song, “Make ’Em
'Laugh,” is a good piece of material,
delivered in okay style, but he’s
got to refurbish the rest of his act.

Chan.

CHANNlNG POLLOCK
Magic
4 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.

Channing Pollock is a magician
who appears to have been around
for some time, but has not been
recorded in Variety’s New Acts
file. His Palace stint is a briefie,
but he shows enough to project
him into good vaude. situations.

Magico, with the aid of a femme
assistant, makes white doves ap-
pear out of handkerchiefs, then
goes on to the card stunt in which
decks keep appearing out of either
hand.. It may not be as polished
as Cardini’s, but it’s highly effec-
tive, nonetheless. As a topper, he
takes the cage in which the doves
have been placed, covers it, picks
it up, walks to midstage and causes
it tn riisannpar r’hnn

KEEFE BRASSELLE
(With Gene Wesson)
Comedy, Songs
45 Mins.
Top’ll Sait Diego

„
Pairing of “The Eddie Cantor

Story” star and half of the We/
son Bros, team points to a payoff
in Vegas after a nine-night break
in at Yale Kahn's canteen he£

.
Brasselle’s biggest assets are his

freshness, youthful vitality and
I likeableness. He’s an ingratiating
guy who wins femmes from the
start and is liked by the freight-
paying males. Hard-working ac-
tor, at this stage, is aided more bv
personality than polish as niterv
performer.

Although the- opening show
lasted an hour and 10 minutes for
testing of all material, act promptly
was pared to workable length
Cantor tieup is pinpointed at out-
set as Wesson intros his partner
for hello-type song, “Tonight I
Love the World,” Cantor refer-
ence is withheld until socko finale
“Ai Jolson, Jimmy Durante, Eddie’
Cantor and Me,” Brasselle wallops
across Earl Brent material, leading
into “Josephine, Don’t Leana on
the Bell,” which earns recognition
mitt and rates as surefire any-
where. v’
Between intro and “Cantor Sto-

ry” reprise, Brasselle and Wesson
romp through a batch of carbons,

(Continued on page 62)

LENNY COLYER
"Mr. Specs Himself"

Currently:

Steve Harris'

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE RESTAURANT
Chicago

Per. Mgt. AL DORDE
203 N. Wabash, Chicago

HARBERS

I
Return engagement

BROWN HOTEL
Louisville, Ky.

- DALE
FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,

' presents

American Rep.i WM. MORRIS AGENCY
m a >««. .•> . a ^ Haaia*

BUSINESS

TERRI STEVENS

Thanks to FRANK SENNES AGENCY, Mew York City Circle 6-3108
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1 Vonsidering the prevalent "box office

blues" on all fronts, it is truly gratifying to note the record of the first

eleven weeks of the HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS basketball season, dur-

ing which the fabulous "Magicians of the Court" have played to 69 SRO

audiences in 74 scheduled presentations.
*

Looking ahead to the balance of 1954, we are confident of many

more of these capacity crowds. To everyone everywhere . .

.

who has helped make the HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS the greatest box

office attraction in the 62-year history of Basketball our sincere

thanks and best wishes in the New Year.

The antics and showmanship with which these sepia cage marvels

have captivated audiences in all parts of the world for 27 seasons will

be found in the soon-to-be-released full-length United Artists feature pic-

ture on the GLOBETROTTERS . . . "GO, MAN, GO."
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New Field for Performers Seen

New source of employment for

4

performers, writers, directors,

composers and musicians may re-

sult from closed-circuit theatre tv

business meetings. For example,
closed-circuit session of the Seal-

test division of the National Dairy
Products Corp. on Jan. 21 will fea-

ture musical and variety entertain-

ment in conjunction with the bust-

hess confab.

Event, promoted and produced
Tby. Theatre Network Television,

will be piped to 15 theatres in the

XJ. S. Two-hour show will origi-

nate from the Center . Theatre.

N. Y. Televised version will be
seen by Sealtest staffers in New
York at the Guild Theatre.

Program will feature singers,

dancers and show girls. Directed
by Alexander Lcftwich Jr., the
show stars Jack Sterling, radio arid

tv personality. The book is by
Frank Seaver and Earl Cobb,
Original music and lyrics were pro-
vided by Lynn Duddy and Joan
Edwards and Frank Westbrook
bandied the choreography. The
orchestra is under the direction of

Jeroirie Bresier.

LaRosa’s Coast Bow
Hollywood,. Jan. 12.

Julius LaRosa will make his

Coast debut at Giro’s Feb. 26 . For-
mer Arthur Godfrey singer is in

for two weeks.

LaRosa follows Nat (King} Cole
and Billy Daniels into the Sunset
Strip spot.

BILLY GILBERT
January 15

YOUR CHEVROLET
SHOWROOM
ABC-TV; 10 P.M.

Personal Mgt.:—DAVID L. SHAPIRO
1774 Broadway, N. Y. : Cl S-5368

For Night Ciubs: WEISS-GERBER

Real Competish
Chicago, Jan. 12.

Minsky’s Rialto, w.k. burley
house, is being razed to make
way for a new building of
Shops.
Marquee now reside “Rialto

Theatre Presents Speedway
Wrecking Co.—Greatest Strip-
per of Them All!”'

FOR SPECIAL MOVIE JOB
TRAINED SEAL ACT

THAT IS LAYING OFF IN

FLORIDA

CONTACT - ED RALPH

HOTEL COLUMBUS
MIAMI, FLORIDA

or

PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL
NASSAU, N.P.

BAHAMAS

OR COGNAC IN 3 ACTS
Hollywood, Jan. 12.

New York legit houses, most of
which are in operation, have been,
talking about installing bars for
the last six months. Here, the
Huntington Hartford Theatre

—

which won’t be open for at least
another four months—has obtained
a liquor license.

Authorization came through’ last

week for the sale of liquor in the
house, formerly the CBS Radio
Theatre, which Hartford Is refurb-
ishing for a late spring opening.
Present plans are for a bar located
on the balcony floor.

To get around the requirement
that food be served where liquor is

sold, Hartford probably will oper-
ate a snack bar catered by one of
the nearby restaurants. House, of
course, is the’ first legiter in the
U. S, to get an okay to self liquor.

White-Kaye Feud Off;

Actor Gets Run-of-Play
Feud between producer George

White, who staged “Nice to See
You,” longrunning revue at the
Versailles Restaurant, N. Y., and
comedian Georgie Kaye, W'as set-

tled last week with Kaye getting
a run-pf-the-play contract from the
nitery.

Kaye had been dropped last week
and was out for one night, when
the operators asked for his return.

Deal W’as revised " to guarantee
Kaye a stay as long as the show
lasts. In addition, K^ye is given
the right to make a reasonable
amount of television and radio ap-
pearances. Law firm of Silverstone
& Rosenthal repped Kaye cn the
deal.

Hassle started when Kaye some-
time ago appeared on “Toast of

the Town” on CBS-TV over the
objections of White, Who then
wanted Kaye dismissed. However,
the comic remained until the tiff

flared np, with White permitting
Kaye’s option period to expire

without renewal.

Dugan's O’Seas Jaunt
John Dugan, head of the Music

Corp, of America act and band de-
partment, will take a. threct-week
European jaunt starting Jan. 28,
which will be a combination vaca-
tion and talent trek. He’ll hit

Rome, Paris, Madrid arid London.
It’s his first trip abroad.

Nudie Dancers
Continued from pace 1

a reply from the U.S. Embassy
stating that inquiries, were being
made

,
at the headquarters of . the

Third Air Force and a fuller reply
would, follow in the future. In the
meantime, it was cited that it was
a rule at all GI installations- that
entertainment should conform to
the statutoi British regulations.
(These permit semi-nude models
who have to . remain stationary
throughout the performance.)

According to information col-

lated by the VAF, a number of
U.S. camps have been engaging
completely nude performers who
have danced on the stage and
come quite close to the audience..
Their information is that these
are not professionals but are either
models or complete amateurs;

A recent example’ quoted by the
VAF to Variety last, week was
the arrival of a bunch of girls at

a U.S. camp in Britain in their

ordinary working-day clothes.

They stripped completely, piled all

their garments together, walked
around the stage

;
and through the.

hall, dressed arid went home* For
this, it is said, they were “paid
handsomely.”

'

The VAF is -hopeful' that round-
table discussions with the- U.S.
Embassy and Third Air Force reps
will develop, and that it will re-

sult in a clean-up. They agree,

however, that none of the reputa-

ble agencies have been responsible
for these bookin'gs.

L. I. Op Flauntings

Inside Stuff—Vaude
Last week’s obituary on the gnarled 'old desert rat, “Death Valiev

Scotty,” will remind vet showfedk of Ralph Famum, originally aNew York vaude and legit act agent, later a Hollywood tenpercenter
About 1930 Famum who suffered from a throat ailment and excrucl’
atingly painful sinuses went onto the desert. He travelled alone on
a mule, almost nude so that his body was tanned to a charcoal, Famum
got to know the Indians and Was one of the few. friendly with “Death
Valley Scotty.” Later he resumed his theatrical activities. A wild sort
of guy who delighted in travelling 10 miles an hour in his car. Farnum
died on the operating table in 1936.

Harry Green, London nitery operator, became a grandfather Dec
14. British film actress Joan Rice, who’s wed to Green's son had a
son at Maidenhead, England. In originally reporting the birth in the
Dec. 16 issue Variety inadvertently listed the parents as Mr and
Mrs. Harry Green,

Jane Pickens to play the Sands
Hotel, Las Vegas, in May. . .Denny
Desmond slated for the Latin 'Ca-
sino, Philadelphia, March 11 . ..

Dorothy Shay to play the Casiiio
de Paris, London, end of April.
Myron Cohen tapped for the Bali-
nese Room, Galveston, March 23
. .Buddy Hackett down for the
Chez Paree, Chicago, Jan. 29.
Ethel Smith due at. the Beverly
Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky.,
Jan. 29. . . Sid Blue to travel in the
Ben Blue act. Turn is scheduled
for' the Automobile Show, Seattle,
Jap. 29 for 10 days ... Keri Remo
into the Vogue Terrace, Pittsburgh,
opening tomorrow (Thurs.)

Sugar Ray Robinson, paired with
Joe Sdott, has refurbished the act
with material from Eli Basse
Dorothy Dandridge follows Pearl
Bailey into La Vie en Rose, N. Y.,

Jan. 28.
;

Jap Dancers in N.Y. Bow
The Azunia Kabuki Dancers and

Musicians will make their first ap-

i pearance in America, presented by

j

Sol Hurok at the Century Theatre,

! N. Y.; beginning Feb. 16.

! This will be the first time that

|

a major Japanese dance company
has visited the United; States.

British Las Vegas
Continued from page -1

Cafes throughout Long Island

which are on the unfair list of the
! American Guild of Variety Artists

are continuing to get acts and are
operating normally. Among these

is the • Casa Seville, Franklin
Square, which has been: in the
forefront of the L. I. cafemen pres-

ently opposing the union on pay-

ment of the $250 welfare fund bite,

which is one of the principal union
demands. Other niteries in that

area are also getting their normal
requirements.

Situation will be studied at the

union's national board meet. Ef-

forts will be made to find out
which agents are supplying these
spots and also to determine who in

the union is to blame for the situa-

tion.

There have been some attempts
by the union’s attorneys, Silver-

stone & Rosenthal, to get the mat-
ter under control through the

v
Chicago

Paul Gray sporting record 37
club dates at banquets and lectures
in past four, weeks . . . John Carri-
dine slated for dramatic readings
at Black Orchid Feb. 2 . . . Rosa-
lind Courtright headlining Jan. 28
bill at Edgewater for four frariies,

with Johnny O’Brien and Belmonts
on the supporting card ... Anne
Russell current at Black Orchid,
replacing Yonely for next four
weeks ... , Characters slated for
Crossroads Jan. 18 . . .. Buddy
Hackett and Dupree Trio on bill

with Helen Traubel at Chez Paree
beginning Jan; 29.’. . Ames Bros,
open two weeks at Chase Hotel, St.

Louis, Jan. 29 . . . Wyoma Winters
to Yankee Inn, Akron, for fort-
night beginning Jan. 19 . , , Jackie
Kanrion opens Elnvwpod in Detroit
Feb. 1 for two stanzas Rfter cur-
rent stint at Chez Paree ... Don
Cornell pegged for Detroit Auto
Show Feb. 22 after Fox Theatre
engagement in St. Louis beginning
Jan. 19 . . . Sid Krofft to Bellyiew

New Acts
Continued from; page .60

including the latter’s specialty of
a quivery-lipped Bogart. When
BrasseHe joins in, the sight of two
bogus Bogarts builds to good yocks.

w , „ 0 .. ,

As K stands, Brasselle-Wesson

State Labor Relations Board, but i

tu™V c0P1

f
s ?c

Fu
close, but meeds

no decision^ have been handed •

m0 e s0c^ both
.

in material and

THE

HELD OVER

AGAIN!!

CHEZ PAREE

Mgt.; WILLIAM MORRI5
Aglncy

ris Agency there, and was sold by
the Morris office.

Lately, Las Vegas niteries have
been using lots of offbeat names,
inasmuch as the regular run of

'cafe attractions' have played the

j
Nevada spot several times. During

: the past year, the casino-backed
• niteries have gone in for longhair
names, tab versions of musicals, as

well as filmstars who aren’t dis-

j
tinguished by their ability to en-
tertain on a nitery floor.;

The attempt at a British revue
j,
marks one of the highspots in the

: efforts of the cafes in that city to
/ find new lures. The Strip hotel

• operators as well as talent agencies
have, virtually exhausted all the

!. regulation attractions in the U. S.

and thus are now trying their hand
at imports.

down as yet.

However, it is known that the
proper failure to police agencies
ajid even some AGVA acts has
brought on the situation where the
L. I. bonifaces can virtually

thumb their noses at .the union.
The current hostile attitude by the
American Federation Of Musicians
has also aided the nitery' owners,

!

presentation. The hard work that’s
ahead should produce a winner,
however, since both performers
have a flair for being liked and a
genuine, un-Godfreyian humility
that warms up the audience. In
sum, a pair of able talents iri an
okay act that should develop
quickly. Mort.y Jacobs’ keyboard-
ing is a helpful standout and Jack
Nye’s house crew cuts a toughiiao cuau aiucu tnc niLUiV' uvvuci^, \ _ s_ —

7

inasmuch as musical acts have J.

^uSolo arrangements.

been. used whenever 'acts in other
categories couldn’t be used.

Thank You

JIMMY GRADY
FOR SEVEN RETURN ENGAGEMENTS TO THE HADDON HALL

AND THE BRITISH COLONIAL IN NASSAU
Sibyj Bbwan

to

B’way Assn, for 14th Term
Robert K. Christenberry, Astor

Hotel, N, Y , prexy and chairman
of the N. Y. Slate Athletic Com-
mission, was reelected president of
the Broadway Assn, for the 14th
Consecutive term. Charles L.
O’Connor, of the Knott Hotels, was
named to the board of directors
for a three-year term. Others re-
elected to the board include Louis
A. Lotito. City Playhouses, Inc.

Don.

7’ WEEK JAN. tl

FAYE ADAMS
Songs
13 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.
Faye Adams possesses a winning

song style all her own. Voice is so
clear, and lyrics so articulate that
even the heavy brass, background
by the Joe Morris band can’t stifle
her renditions. Plain-looking, she
ghUers when she pipes out with
1 11 Be True,” “Happiness” and

the one that brought her up.
“Shake a Hand.”

’

In all three numbers she is well
supported by unobtrusive A1 Sav-
age. Her rich contralto shines es-
pecially in “Happiness” and clos-

first-
WjiilUker, in change o( hig "shake a IS'' showsShubcits Theatre operations.

j

rale song styling.
T. ,J. Mclnerny continues as man-

1

—: —--

aging director of the organization. ' * - c1iA . ,

-

j

Leslie Chandesh, for 17 years

1EsMySST :

hn Jan IQ
Lleg;lnU'' Brwk- of the Peter Schuyler Ho cl An®Jjn, jan. 19.

1 st.erdam, N.Y. ’
1

Casino, Montreal, Jan. 21 for two
frames.

Omaha
Pianist Molly Craft into Dundee

Dell . . Panto Mimics holdover at
Grand Bar . . . Ernie, Mac A .Bill
opened Friday (8) at Angelo’s, with
George Shearing set for Jan. 22
. . . Organist Marjorie (Slightam)
continuing record stay at While
Horse Inn of St. Regis Hotel . . .

Los Nortenos closed Monday (11)
at Colony Club : . . Rocky Stone
playing nightly at the Torch . v .

Larry Cummings group at the Cave
under the Hill Hotel . . , Comic
Jiiri McGowan remains at West-
ward-Ho, Jr. . . . Walter Scott
88ing at Airport’s Hayden House.

BUD and CECE

ROBINSON
Currently

MOUNT ROYAL HOTEL
Montreal *

January 17—George Jessel’s TV

"Where Show Business Meets'4

<1

20% DISCOUNT
TO SHOW FOLKS
& MUSICIANS

AT THE

SH0WBUSINISS CORNER”!
Cabana Club Facilities
24 Hour Coffee Shop V

17lhSi at ALTON RD
.
MIAMI BEACH FLA

Booked Solid with Polock Bros.

Shrine Circus till Dec. 1954

HURLEY
Poetry in Technicolor

Contact me c/o Joe Hiller Agency
Century Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa,

Per. Mgt.—BERT COLLINS

LEW

BLACK
end

PAT

DUNDEE
.

(Beauty and
the least)

A new note In
Glamor Comedy
Opening Jan. 19
The ELEGENTE

New York

Mat.:
GERBER.WEISS
200 W. 57 St.. N.Y.
COlumbui 5-8680

When in Buffalo Stop at the

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL

An Apartment for the price of; a Robrti

Complete Cooking Facilities

M. Lenchner, Mgr., 206 So. Elmwood Av.
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Plaza Hotel* IN* V.
Kay Thompson- Ted Strader

Orch, Mark Monte’s Continentals

;

cover, after 9, $2 ;
Saturdays, $2.50 )

.

Some years ago Kay Thompson
came out oi the Metro writing de-

partment ori the Coast, after a five-

year tour of duty on the typewrit-

ers, and became one of the most
original entertaining talents, along

with the William Bros., playmg the

posh par’ors. She has now taken

the next logical step and bcconv* a

single. In so doing, she qualifies

for the select sorority of lady top

bananas. The news about Miss

Thompson’s opening at the Persian

Room last Thursday (7) is this; the

lady is a wow. But who’s surprised.'

Her material as a single, like

her longtime turn in front of the

lads, is tight, fast, clever, and. as

sooliiflier.ted as a Dominican diplO"

mat. A Christmas fruitcake Of as-

sorted flavors comprises her 50-

minute routine, which is replete

With what used to be known in the

days beyond recall as Palace nif-

ties. To carry the analogy one step

further, there, are flavors, and in-

gredients in Miss Thompson’s
present performance that undoubt-
edly need a second or third sam-
pling to register on the palate. (See

New Acts);

Meanwhile, the Ted. Slractcr
Orchestra does a superb job of

handling the extremely tricky,

varied arrangements, since tins

performer ranges from chantcuse
to diseuse and back: Her highly
competent accompanist is Peter
Matz.

Mark Monte’s Continentals spell

the Straeter aggregation, as per
usual, and the two units keep
dancing an important stock-in-
trade of the room.

Both Miss Thompson’s enhance,
and her final . vanishing into the
kitchen (where all nightclub acts
always seem to end up), are sig-

nals for ovations. . Laiid.

Flamingo, Las Vegas
Las Vegas. Jan. 11.

Tony Martin (urith Hal Borne )

,

Alan King, Ron Fletcher Sc Fla-
j

rningo Starlets (10)* Singers <4>,

Torris Brand Orch (15); 110 cover
or minimum.

ster approached his work opening
night and in pre-show rehearsal co-

operation. Big question among the

trade here was more .on how he
would draw and perform, Gauged
on' premiere night’rf and reaction

the bedeviled baritone scored

strongly both as a personality and
performer.

Although tending to too much
of the humble approach and at

times; too casual a manner, overall

the act was solidly received.

Haymes doesn’t stint in his song-

alog, mixing current pops with
medleys of older songs he’s been
associated with. Technique is well-

turned with phrasing and enunci-
ation on the plus side. Intro gab is

easy on the ears and held to mini-
mum to add to showmanly staging.

Best of his mixture was the ballad-

ing of “September Song,” ’’Near-

ness Of You” and ‘‘Imagination,”
Supporting the show is a fast-

moving sparkling prelim. The
Marlowe line is up with new dance
designs, and the middle-production
Spot is an imaginative, bright se-

ntience featuring Betty Luster and
Ted Lawrie. Miss Luster’s ballet-

spins and modern-jazz solos earn
her a wham reception from the
tablet's, along with Lawrie’s song
and dance leads.
Joey Bishop, in the comedy slot,

comes up with a new delivery and
a bundle of fresh lines. When last

seen here he utilized a slow, wan
manner. Switch is to the' fast pat-
ter style ancl is highly effective.

Slight-loking comic sets up a series

of topical gags, reflections On show
business experiences, satire on
Palace-vaude nostalgia noodlers
and songwriters themes.
Backgrounding by Tony Lopez

and his orch is outstanding, with
kudoes due Arne Barnett, brought
in to accomp Haymes through' his
heavy arrangements. Lary.

Village Vanguard* X. Y;
.
Rose Murphy, Three Riffs, Trudc

Adams. Clarence Williams Trio;
minimum, $3.50,

One traditional and excellent way
for the Flamingo to begin the New
Year is to bring in Tony Martin for
a stretch, thus insuring a continu-

!

ous celebration for three frames. I

So the welkin rings, matching the
;

nice jangle of kingsize coins on the
i

green felt while Martin piles his i

songwares. i

During his baritoning, the Mar- i

tin artistp' on the floor is manna ;

for any nitery haven. His way with 1

a tune is magic. Ditto his way with
audiences. His charm is as contagi-

J

ous as his copious catalog of me!o- ;

dies. Following an easy swing
]

through "That’s What a Rainy Day 1

is For.” and "Easy To Love,” he’
is joined by his perennial sidekick. •

Hal Borne, on numerous Flamingo
jaunts. Both of the lads load the !

climax with yocks belting "Louise,” ’

grabbing instruments — Martin,
clarinet; King, trumpet — for a
noodle of "Saints Go Marching In.” •

and a strutoff “Lullaby of Broad-
1

way” that whips up an ovation.
The astute musicianship of Borne

;

gives the Martin tour an extra fine !

touch as the aecomper-conductor
gloves every cue.

i

Alan King is one of the very few
!

comedians who can pull yocks from
every corner of the capacious
Flamingo Room. His smart mater-
ial is delivered with equally smart
knowhow for .this talkers’ pitfall,

earning windup cheers.

Ron Fletcher & Flamingo Star-
lets make a bow this stanza with
startlingly modem-stylized terpery
which is definitely on the ultra
kick. Here is a line, with Fletcher
featured, that should do well for
some time. Movements of eight
femmes; two male steppers, has
mobile backing of two guys, two
gals on vocals. Fletcher’s opening
is vivid choreo in red 9t white to
"Jericho,” and smash effect mid-
way to routine brilliantly aided by
Harlequin wardrobe. Design of cos-
tumes, incidentally, is borrowed
from wall murals in the adjoining
Terrace dining room. Torris Brand
brcli. augmented this, semester with
four violins and cello for the Mar-
tin spot, gives solid sim^Ort
throughout. Will.

Max Gordon, who’s given the

new look to his Village Vanguard
with a tastefull job of redecora-

tion, still retains the Original
Vanguard aura with his shows.
There’s generally an excellent dis-
play and nearly always a newcom-
er bidding for a try on the bigtime.
This show’s new entry, Trude
Adams (New Acts), looks to make
the grade, and the other acts, Rose
Murphy and the Three Riffs, are
faves on the intime circuit who re-
peat their generally fine job at this
spot.

Miss Murphy has a chore in
overcoming the big lead built up
by the Riffs. This Negro trio is ex-
pert at harmonies, has a fetching
line of songs, with a heavy sprin-
kling of comedy. Boys show up
excellently in a catalog which in-
cludes "Climb the Highest Moun-
tain.” "Jambalaya.” and a satire of
"Old. Black Magic.” They’re good
for an encore and could have taken
more time without wearing out
their welcome:

Miss Murphy, at the piano, pipes
her way to audience popularity
with her thin, babylike voice that
hits its peak with her trademarked
"cheechefr” and a smattering of
jive gab. Her work hits its top
response toward the end of the act
and she walks off a winner. '

The Clarence Williams Trio
showbacks and dansapates with
proficiency at both tasks. Jose.

La Vie en Rose, N. Y.
Pearl Baztey, with Reginald

Bedrie; Guy Cherney, Van Smith
Orch, Jovita Orch; $5 minimum.

Pearl Bailey’s annual vi§it to this

Monte Prose* hospice is generally

an event marked by a business in-

crease. The Negro singer and
comedienne parries her lackadaisi-

cal air with the audience and comes
out a wiriher. Her comedy asides
and S6ng deliveries are usual from

f the top shelf, and it appears that,

this spot should be in the chips for
her run. Miss Bailey was slated

to open two days earlier than her
Thursday (7) bow, but* an auto ac-

cident involving her regular ac-

companist delayed the proceedings.
Reginald Beane took over these
chbres and provides a potent but
unobtrusive ivory background.

Miss Bailey has added one major
number to her usual catalog. .

In

“He’s Gone” she combines comedy
as well as dramatic elements, to in-

crease her stature. The standard
“Laziest Gal in Town,” with Its ac-

companying Smalltalk, is probably
the rowdiest number in her cata-

log, which brings howls to hepsters
who remember the Harlem cafes of
the Prohibition era, In her 30-

minute turn. Miss Bailey hits a. top
rating here.

Other performer on the bill is

Guy Cherney who, in his Manhat-
tan debut impresses as a likeable,

singer who shows a tendency to

dwell in the past. His numbers are
the evergreens written years ago,

which still remain
,
potent tunes:

He makes a fine, impression on such
standards as “Sittin’ on Top of the
World” and “Side by Side,” and
lots of others - which eventually
creates a warm and familiar mood,
so that the audience chimes in vol-

untarily on his finale, “Celia.”

The Van Smith and Jovita orchs
fill the musical requirements ad-
mirably. Jose.

Oasis Club, Houston
Houston. Jan. 4.

Arnira Amir. Maria Caruso, Al
Plincr Orch; $2.50 minimum.

Hover C lub, Miami
Miami, Jan. 9.

Dick Haymes, Joey Bishop, Betty
Luster, Ted Lawrie, Selma Mar-
lowe Line (7)

,

Tony Ifopez Orch,
Arne Harnett; $2.50 & $5 bev. mini-
mum.

Bond insuring appearance of
Dick Haymes : for boniface Jack
Goldman-- probably wasn’t- neces-
sary, judging from manner in
Wnicl.i the much-publicized song-

Ilotol Radisson, Mpis.

.

Minneapolis, Jan. 9.

Four Lads (5), Don McGrane
Orch <8

)

;

$2.50 minimum.

Vocalizing as practiced by the
Four Lads gets this boite off to a
good 1954 entertainment start. The
boys easily make their initial local
supper club engagement sufficient-
ly successful to warrant a return,
judged by customers’, approval.
Giying their melodic interpreta-
tions the vigorous stylizing that
has helped to popularize their
platters, they impress as floor en-
tertainers in the flesh by virtue of
their youth, enthusiasm, warbling
diversity and smart routining.

Group merits particular praise
for refraining from recourse to off-
color stuff. They exercise restraint
in accompanying business, use
brevity and conciseness in verbal
introductions and minimize com-
edy overtones in favor of pretty
much straight warbling.
At dinner show caught, the lads

did nine numbers and departed to
healthy palm-poundipg, They
scored particularly with their big-
gest recording hit, “Istanbul,” “Oh,
My Papa,” and a jazzed-up version
of “.When You and I Were Young,
Maggie.” Joe Mele accompanied
well on the piano and conducted.
Usual tophotch show background-
ing and customers dancing playing
was offered by Don McGra*A id
his crew. Rees.

;

The Oasis Club, formerly The
Yacht, onetime seagoing private
pleasure boat transported overland
to Houston, has just opened- Op-
erated by Shep ( Abdullah ) King,
international playboy, and Albert
Gee, Houston restaurateur, the
new 300-seater spot is creating a
sensation in this part of Texas. It

is extremely elaborate and employs
a number of publicity gimmicks,
such as hostesses in native Egyp-
tian costumes of veils and nothing
much else, and waiters outfitted in
robes, a fez, etc. The special sup-
per club room is the Egyptian
Room, a natural throwback to
young, moneyed King’s romance
with Sarnia Gamal. ,

On the premier bill is Maria
Caruso, who is introduced as a dis-

, taht relative of the immortal En-
.rico (although how distant is never
mentioned), The young colora-
tura soprano has a pleasing voice
and appearance, doing a good job
on classical and semi-classical
numbers before warbling a couple
of tunes from “Roberta” and
“Show Boat.” It is a well-bal
anced 15 minutes and serves as a
pleasing opener.

Amira Amir, hailed as a Cairo
“bellyrina,” runs the gamut of
what are purported to be temple
dances of Egypt but appear to be
merely variations of Minsky’s in
the heyday,, or of Royal Street,
New Orleans, any day. In her own
words, the dances are “exotic,”
Strippers must be billed as “exot-
ics” in the Lone Star state.
Al Pllner’s small, talented or-

chestra, with Pliner in streaks of
wizardy at the piano, showbacks.

Jedo.

Uftez Pareo, fill
Chicago, Jan. 10.

Billy Daniels (with Benny
Payne), Jackie Kannon, Rafael &
Parisienne Models (2), Brian Far-
non. Orch ( 13 ) , Chamaco Band
(5); $3.50 nxxnxmum, $1.10 cover,

Billy Daniels’ three weeks at. this
club should bring hefty coin to
the tills, both from the steady pa-
trons and from the furniture con-
ventioneers who’ll be flashing gold
around town for a fortnight. Open-
ing show played to the very re-
ceptive rafters, all acts getting big
returns. It’s a flashy card for the
conclavers, who aren’t sated de-
spite overlong running time.

Daniels has a^-minute segment
of stylized song with yawn and
stretch colorations, fanev hand-
work and a variety of writhing con-
tortions around the mike that
trademark his brand of showman-
ship. Olio is nicely mixed with
tender “My Funny Valentine” lead-
ing to strawhat strutted “Black-
bird” and building to an upbeat
medley of oldtinilo faves. “Game of
Love/ etched for Mercury though

not yet released, is a sock number
of the “Old Black Magic” ilk, per-
fect of course for Daniels.

Still, the bombshell of his output
here is “Yiddishe Mamma,” de-
livered dramatically to the front
tables with accompanist Benny
Payne piping duet on the last

verse, as he does oil several other
numbers. Payne's lungwork

'
pays

off heavily on solo impression of
Fats Waller midway in the slice.

Enthusiastic mitt caps all of
Daniels’ yield" right down to the
tune that’s become his middle
name. This is saved for the closer,

and begoff is natural,

It takes Daniels three numbers
to. overcome the climax of Jackie
Kannon’s exuberant comedy in the
preceding slot. Little fellow, a
hardly-known in the major niter-

ics here, grabs the unsuspecting
crowd after the first number and
doesn’t let go. Bright continuity
gags are points of departure into
specialty songs with the first big
moment being struck by “The
Fling

.
and I,” a Kinsey Report

spoof ala Rodgers Sc Hammerstein.
with, wife-stooge, a lovely dish in
a snug one-piecer, he uncorks, a
lively antic and, for wrapup, sings

a laugh-provoking India lyric as a
luckless prestidigitator. It’s a
well-designed routine that has
the house cackling continuously,
and Kannon also has to beg off.

Rafael and his Models open the
show In a fresh novelty turn that
is received as much for the eye-
catching frames of the two slightly-
clad gals as on Rafael’s wonder-in-
spiring ability ..to make hats from
odds and ends. The models, iden-
tical twins, pose and strut their
stuff while Rafael, a caricature . of
a Frenchman, swiftly covers their
heads with detachable, tidbits of
their body garments. In effect,
it’s a. kind of strip, though there
isn’t much to strip off the femmes
to begin With. Fantasy of hats
leads to a terp celebration with
the hatter, getting a good palming
for high kicking arid acros.

Payne, accom-arranger for Dan-
iels, fronts the orch for the head-
liner’s segment, while Brian Far-
non backs the remainder of the
show and shares dance sets with
Chamaco Rhumba Band. Orch
has been augmented for this show
by three violins. Les.

El Ranclio* Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan,. 9.

Nat (King) Cole, Buddy Hackett,
Patrice Helene Sc Jan Howard, Dot
Dee Dancers, Cole Trio, Bob Ellis
Orch (10); no cover or minimum.

It’s a banner three weeks for
this nitery, with Nat (King) Cole
making his first Vegas hop in over
three years.

Metamorphosis of Cole from that
first earful some time ago at the
Thunderbird is an interesting de-
velopment in personality from
jazz to cafe entertainer. Then, he
gave with fine, smart jazz from the
keyboard, spicing with occasional
lyrics and backed chiefly by Jack
Costanza’s timbalis and bongos.
Now, in the newly-redecorated El
Rancho surroundings, he is the
suave or coy dispensor of boudoir
ballads. He only bridges or punc-
tuates his songs with 88ing, scarce-
ly having time to sit out a chorus,
but tinkling away in standup posi-
tion or half-crouch. His trio (gui-
tar, bass, drums) is quietly effec-
tive with the rhythms.

In a nitery, a batch of saccharin
melodies almost tends to bring on
the yawns, and would if Cole
didn’t ignite his sesh with such
jumps as “That’s My Girl” and
“Walking My Baby Back Home.”
His “Calypso Blues,” with backing

[by Lee Young on timbalis only,
T could have more flavor and sock
punch with solid orchestration.
But with such a masterful con-
touring of the Walter Gross ballad,
“Tenderly,” he proves ability to
give out with the best warbling job
on a Vegas nitery floor of that
standard.

Buddy Hackett returns to finish
out his dangling contract, caused
several weeks ago when his Uni-
versal-International pic commit-
ment (“Fireman Save My Child”)
forced a bowout. He’s back with
much the same routine as before
and shows his genuinely funny
comedies to sustain yocks aiid to
keep generating for solid punches.

Patrice Helene 81 Jan Howard,
comedy terp duo, weaken their
impact with chatter aiid jokes
prior to the Hackett inning. By
snipping the gab and concentrating
upon their yockworthy legwork,
pair could chalk up a big mark in
the prime spot and aid overall pro-
duction.

Dot Dee Dancers put their best
torsos forward, along with the
other features of well - stacked
frames. Paradfes and skittish
prancing is even less than one-two-
three-kick. Two male steppers are
used to zlg and zag. Bob Ellis orch
gives extra lift needed in al 1 t'-ck-
ing„ Will.

Latin Quarter* N.\.
(FOLLOWUP)

;
Christine Jorgensen comes to"New York at a time when the bu k

of the Christine jokes have ha£
their peak circulation. But the
fact remains there’s a lively inter-
est in the former GJ turned femme
via Danish surgery. Indicative of
that fact Is seen by maitre GigiY
observation that the opening night
(3) resembled a medical conven-
tion. There hasn’t been as many
physicians congregated in" one
nitery at any time. ' Furthermore
the spot was packed -and biz at the
LQ is extremely good for the post-
New Year’s run.

The headliner is billed as Miss
Christine Jorgensen, as a stop
move for any controversy on the
gender of this attraction. In her
career in showbiz, Christine start-
ed with an act that resembled a
travelog, This time, she carries an
experienced comic. Miles Bell, and
aside from curiosity value which
pays off considerably at the box-
office, the turn is fairly entertain-
ing. There’s only one Christine
gag; and a rattier innocuous one at
that.

Rest of the session comprises
some okay badinage. It’s, good sit-

uation comedy that’s big b.o. for
one time around in the largeseat-
ers, more if the act comes back with
new and stronger material. Head-
liner has; a fair singing voice that,

at -some points, still sounds like
some Of the chirping found in the
AC-DC centres, In all the act gets
a fine response.
The rest of the Lou Waiters show

is staged in the best traditions of

this cafe showman. The. pace is

fast, colorful and there's enough in

this display to overwhelm the tour-

ist and impress the. experienced
rounder.;
Darvas & Julia cause some gasps

with their topflight acroballroom-
istics; Rob Murray, the Australian
juggler, provides an excellent spot
of comedy along with his manipu-
lations, and the Seven Ashtons
have the fastest seven minutes in
show business with their risley
work.
Other major items In this display

include Ving Merlin (New Acts);
Lee Sharon tastefully strips down
to as few essentials as is required
io keep the police from the doors,
and Elly Ardelty swings lithely
over the dinner plates for some
fine trapeze work. A good gimmick
here is the work of Miss Sharon,
Mary Mon Toy and Ruby Richards,
who form an interracial trio that
bespeaks fine showmanship and en-
tertainment.

.
The production ranks with the

best seen at this spot. Prominent
in this segment of the show are
singer . Jacqueline Marcy, dancers
Marjorie & Lee Murray* and singer
Stan Porter. Art Waner showbacks
excellently and the Buddy Harlowe
trio reliefs. Jose.

Encore Room, C lil

Chicago, Jan. 9.

Artie Shaw and Gramercy 5; $3
minimum.

Selection of Artie Shaw and his

ensemble for the comeback attempt
of the Encore Room itself is at-

tracting a great deal of attention
for- .the hitherto unnoticed upstairs
boite. Opening night biz was terrif,

with the holdout crowd marking
time downstairs at the . Preview
where the Norm Petty Trio is hold-
ing forth and which, like the En-
core, is under joint ownership of

Ralph Mitchell and Milt Schwartz.
Bonifaces have refurbished the

upper room slightly, covering the
tawdry murals with wall drapes,
but they haven’t as yet established
show policy. Scheme to date is to

alternate jazz units and regular
vaude

. attractions on separate up-
coming bills, but. the large success
of Shaw, who’s in for four weeks,
may dictate otherwise, especially
since the town is in need of a room
to showcase topdrawer jazz.

Gramercy outfit, a sextet despite
billing of five, churns up mellow
music in the old distinctive Shaw
idiom with updated extemporizing
and interpolating in the course.
Group doesn't indulge in the show-
manship of prolonged rides, blast-
ing solos or. other pircus. gadgets,
but favors smooth running instru-
mentation. Shaw’s clarinet rides
the fore, ofltimes accompanied
only by bassist Tommy Potter and
drum socket’ Irv Kluger, the latter
departing for a few standout solos
of his own. Otherwise tune ver-
sions have a strong vibe accent via
Joe Roland, with Tal Farlowe on
guitar and Hank Jones at piano
smoothing the textures.
Thirty-minute sets intermingle

the old Shaw arrangements, which
are soon to be repressed by Victor
for an album, and the newly-
penned' rambling pieces like “Stop
and Go Manibo” and “GrabtoWn
Grapple.” Largely, though, it*s the
faves like “Begin the Beguine,”
“Dancing in the Dark” and
“Frenesi” that attract salvos.

Les.
'
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WEEK OF JANUARY 13, 1954
Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate waning day of show

whether full or split week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (I) Independent; <L) Loew; (M) Moss;

(P) Paramount; (R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warnor

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 14

Marilyn Murphy
4 Step Bros
Eric .

Hutson
Janet Gaylord
Victor Moreno .

Anthony Makas
Rockettcs
Corps de Ballet
Sym Drc

. Palace (R) 13
Virginians
BObhy Colton
Brenda & Valenti

Dorothy " Douglas
Harris' & Carter
Dolinoff & Raya Sis
Steve Evans
Tien Tsl Leus

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 13

4 Aces •

Sarah Vaughan
2 to fill

MIAMI
Olympia <P) . 13

San Souci Rev
Pelro Bros
Novelltes

AUSTRALIA
BRISBANE

Hit Malestys <T) 11

Tommy Trinder.
Toni Green
Joe Lee
3. Fayes
6 De Pauls
Bouna
Mary Prlestman
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Toni Lamond
Maureen Helman
Dancing . Boys
Ballet

MELBOURNE
Tivoli <T) 11

Betty Driver
Walton & O’Rourke
Chevalier Bros
Jlmae Co
Gene J.imae
Norman Vaughan

Duke & ‘Horsburgh
Joey Porter
Babs McKinnon '

PetCr
Dorothy; Hall .

Wolly Peterson
Debonairs

‘

Adorables
SYDNEY

Tivoli (T) 11
H Sleman & Archie
Daresco 3
Lowe & Ladd
Charley. Wood Co
Frank Cook
Susan Jeans
Rcnlta Kramer
Carlisle & Weldon
Claudine Cheret
Chaddells
Show Girls
Nudes
Ballet

'

BRITAIN
BLACKPOOL
Palace (I) 11

Moreton & Kaye
Merle A Marie
J .Jeff & June
Swan & Leigh
Dowie & Kane .

3 Hellos
Victor Seaforth
Archie Elray St P

BRIXTON
.

.
Empress <l),. 11

Carroll Levis Co
Violet Pretty
Teen. Agers
Western Stars

EAST NAM
Granada (I) 11 .

El Granadas. & P
Barney Powell
Vernon Sis
Rusmar S
J & S Lunont
Ron Parry
Metropolitan <l) 11
Max .Miller

*

Roy Stevens
Elizabeth Ss Collins
Iris Long 3

S
erry Scott . . .

ill Wareham .de B.
Alton Puppets
Barbara Stetson

HACKNEY
Empire (S> 11

Charles Irwin
DolOre Whiteman
Norman Harper
Dpn Cameron
chief . Eagle Eye
5 Mohawks
Rustler
Frasers Harm Co \
WOOD GREEN
Empire <S) 11

Dr. Crock & C
Bonar Colleano
Alma Cogan
Fred Lovelle
K & ' A Alexis
2 Nadias
Angelos

Conley Graves Ore
Encore •

Artie Shaw
Gramercy 5

Palmer House
Los Chavales (11)
Trlnl Reyes
U La Salle .Orch

LOS ANGELAS
Ambassador Hotel

F Martin Ore
Chariivels (3)
Jana Mason

Band Box
Billy Gray
Moore & Lessy
Lorry Green Trio .

Bar of Music
Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore .

Biltmoro ' Hotel
johnny Johnston
Bobby Sargent
Eileen O’Dare
Hal Derwin: Ore;

Clro's
The . Goofers . (5)

Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charley Fay's
Doodles Weaver

Jimmie Ames .

A Browne Ore
Mocambo

Eartha Kttt
Paul Herbert Ore

Moulin Rouge
B Minevitch H R .

De Castro Sis (3)

Dominique
Chlquita & Johnson
Louise Hoff

^Barbettes (5)

’TSinn. Genardl
Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancers

. Statler Hotel
George Gobel
Gloria Marlowe
Dupree Trio
Frankie Carle Ore
Ron. Perry Ore

MlAMI-MIAMI BEACH

NEW YORK CITY

Blue . Angel
CbarleS Trenet
Orson Bean
Jorie Hemes
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

.
. Bon Sorr

Jimmie Daniels
Madmoiselles
Norene Tate
Three Flames
Mae -Barnes
Kirkwood A
Goodman

Cafe Society D'ntwn
Alan Dale
Leo DeLyon
Dorothy Dunn
Emil Cohen
A Robbins Ore

Celebrity Club
Marty Gutoty
Phyllis Miller
Alfred. Sc Lenore

Chateau Madrid
Alberto Castillo
Pupi Caropo Ore
Freddie Alonsb.
Santa Herreral

Copacabana
Kean Sisters .

Norman Brooks
Dunhills
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador

Jutes Laurie Ore .

La Vie En Rost
Pearl Bailey
Guv Cherney
Van Smith Ore
No. I Fifth Avo

Nancy Andrew
Jeff Warren
Bob Downey
Harold Fonyllle
Hazel Webster

Old Roumanian .

Sadie Banks
Billy Vir.j »

Joe LaPfule Oro
P’Aquila Ofc

.
Pirk Sheraton

Irving Fields
Joan Bishop
Eddie Litwin

Two Guitars
Vladimir Rozhcn
Lubov Ha rushay
Misha Uzdanoff
Schia Karavaeff
Misha Markoff

Hotel Asrof
Three Suns

Hotel mtlmoro
Gleb Ycllin
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda

Joan Walden
Dru dc Dijon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A Rollini Trio

Hotel Pierro
Denise Darcel .

Mata dc Hara
Stanley Melba Ora
Chico Relli Ore

Hotel Piexa
IT Thompson
Ted Straeter Ore
Monte Ore

Hotel -Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Mary Meade
Milt Shan ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Hotel Sherry*.
Netherland

Juliana Larson
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Bruhesco Ore

Hotel Statler
J St T Dorsey Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Orr

xatin Quarter
Christine Jorgenson
Myles Bell
L de Si Murray
Mon Toy
Darvas dc Julia
Lee Sharon
Rob Murray
7 Ashtons
Ruby Richards
Art Waher Ore
B Harlowe Ore

Versailles
'Nice To See You'
Georgie Kayo
Fay DeWitt
Don Liberto
A1 Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard

.

Barbara Stewart
Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Glee Ore
Panchito Orr

Village Barn
Jackie Jay
David' Blight
Holly Warren
Zcb Carver Ore
Hal Grahain Ore
Village Vanguard

Rose Murphy
Three Riffs
TrtJrte Adartvs
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Jose Greco
N Brandwynne Ore
Mlsrha Borr Ore

Atlantis Hotel
Henry Tobias-
Sid Lewis Ore .

Pepc dc Susie
Algiers Hotel

Buddy Walker
Mai ; Malkin Ore
Torv dc Renea

.

Bar of Music
Bill. Jordan
Beth Chailis
Gina Valenta
Ethel Davis
Guvette Wander
Fred .Thompson

Birdlahd
C Hawkins Ore .

Sarah McLawler S
Shoremede

Preacher Rollo 5
Ray Mambo Ore;
Lyiilta

Beachcomber .

Sophie Tucker
Betty Hutton
C Kaiy Dancers
Harry Richman
Louis Jordan Qrc
The Rotnaines
Len Dawson Ore

Casablanca
Harvey Stone
Marilyn Hightower

Clro's
Frances Faye
The Red Caps
The. Treniers

Clover CUib
< Dick Haymes
i

Joey Bishop
;

Betty Luster
: Tony Lopez Ore
i Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury

Di Lido Hotel
Ritz Bros
Freddie Calo Ore

Empress Hotel
Hal Edwards Ore
M Darby Dancers

L'Aiglon
Lisa Kirk
Henny Youneman
Zig dc V Baker
R-Basha Dancers
Chuv Reyes Ore
L’Aiglbn Strings
Charlie Farrell

Latin Quarter
Jane. Morgan

Bernard Bros
The Szonys
Veronica Bell
Ruth Costello
Ralph Young
Piroska
Ernie Amato
Cortex Ore
Campo Ore
Antone dc lha
Sid Stanley Ore.
Allan Drake

Lord Tarleton
Jack Stuart Ore
Jeannie Moore
Loon A Eddie's

Myra Davis*
Chuck Fontaine
Acres

. O'Reilly
Greeh Hair Girl
Jackie Gordon
Billy' Austin
Nancy Kent
Charlotte Waters
Bill Gray .

Ralph Gilbert
Nautilus Hotel

Jackie Miles
'

Antone dc Ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Allan Drake

Patio
Carmen Cavallaro
H Stern Strings
Sans' Souci Hotet

Mary Small'
Arne Barnett
Sacaras Qrc
Ann . Herman Den

Roney Plaza
Milt Herth Trio
Jacques Donnet Ore
Warde Donovan
Gloria Richards
Cele Blake -

Jack Marlin
Dave Tyler Ore

Saxony Hotel
Estelitav
Allegro Quintet <

Suveen
Val Olman Ore -

Helene
Tony De; La Crus

Vagabonds
Vagabonds (4;
Maria Neglia
Condos, dc Brandow
Mary Ann Bentley
Frank Linale Ore

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Desert Inn

“Minsky's Follies’'
Paul Gilbert
De da Rosa 3
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore

|
El Cortez

Bob Ellis Ore
Flamingo

i Pearl Bailey
! Ming dc Ling
! 5 Christobels
; S Felix Prod
: Barbara Persy
' T orris Brand .Ore
|

Last Frontier
: Mary Kaye Trio

j

3'iiddy . Lester
Senor Wences
Jean Devlyn Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore

Golden Nugget
Nemo
Margie Gairetson
Ish Kabibble
Joe Venuti Ore

Sands
Danny Thomiis
B Eckstine
V'ic Damone
Landre & Verna
Stuart Foster

Cooper Sisters
Eddie Skrivanek 6
El Rancho Vegas

Georgia Gibbs
Jack E Leonard
Allan dr Ashton
Dot Dee Dncrs
J McHugh dc S
Billy Gray
P Moore dc B
Lessey

Frank Sinatra
Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sahara
Marlene Dietrich
Dick Shawn
Sa-IIarem Dncrs
Cec Davidson Ore

Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Sparky Kaye
Billy Barty
Virginia Dew
Bill Willard
Jimmy Cavanaugh
M Gates Palominos
G Redman’s Ore

Thunderbird
Jay Lawrence
McQuaig Twins
Brewster Singers

RENO, NEVADA
Mapes Skyroom *

Carl Kavazza
Jay Lawrence
Manes Skylcttes
£ . Fitzpatrick Ore

New Golden
Toni Harper
Frakson
Dewey Sisters

Golden: 'Girls
Sterling Young Ore

Riverside Rerio
L of Ozark S Dcrs
Mary Small
Paul White
Riverside Starlets
Betty Holt
Bill Clifford Ore

HAVANA

CHICAGO
Blue Angel

Jcnc Kelly
T-any Roman
Neville Black
Val NavarO
Grace- Nichols
Bob WeDyck Trio

Black Orchid
Josh White
Rita Dimitri
Ann UUssell

.

Ken Sweet Trio
Chez Paree

Billy Daniels
Jackie Kanilon
Rafael di. Models (3)
Brian

,
Farnon Ore

Lhamaco Band
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Margie Lee
Cnpek

(7)

Lippe dc Balisch
Bobby May
Bob Bromley
Bill Griffin
N dc J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears
B.oulevar-Dons (0)
F Masters Ore

Crossroads
Buddy De Vito
Dorothy Langdon
Gloria Brooks
Edgewater Beach

Horace Heidt Show
Johnny Standlcy
Richard Kerr
Ralph SigWald
Allen Brenncnian
Russ Budd
Sylvia Marie •

Lyzabeth Lynch

Mbntmartre
M dc Paris Orq
Michelle Due
T & P Rodriguez

!
Ito.senrto Roscll
Alberto; A Ballet
Sonia Calero
Haul Diaz
E Anltirtez Orq
C dc la Playa Orq

Sans Souci
Olga Chaviano
Walter Nicks
Juliet , d: Sandor
America Crespo

,

Rosana Martin Trio
i Henri'. Boyer

Toridclayo
Xiomara Alfaro

.

Helena’ dc Hector
Cachia
Fernando Valencia
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

Tropicanr
S de Espana Orq
Celia Cruz
,Mano I.opcz
Martia & Alexander
Nazoro •

Paulina Alvarez
Kiko Gonsalves
A Roitieu Orq
Scnen Suarez Orq

“The Fifth Season;’ Sylvia
Regan comedy now on Broadway,
to be presented in Edinburgh and
Glasgow prior to London opening
end of February . . Murray Mac-
donald directing new Dodie Smith
Play, “I Capture the Castle,*' open-
ing Blackpool, Eng.. Jan. 19; Set-
tings by Paul Sheriff,

MARRIAGES
Mary Bacon td Tim Durant, Kil-

cock, Ireland, Jan: 9, Bride is an
actress; he's an actor.

Ann Toft to Lex Boyd, San Fran-
cisco, Dec. 31. He's a television
announcer.

Elizabeth MacGregor to Billy

Rusk, Glasgow, Scotland, recently.

He’s a comedian. .

Barbara Gil to Miguel Corcega,;
Mexico City, Dec. 31. Both are
film players.

Phyilis Brown to Billy Holmes;
Chicago. Jan. 9. Bride is singer at

station W.LS there.

Neva Sebert to Nicholas Wallace,
Glen Ellyn, 111., Dec. 26. Bride is

an actress; he’s with Pasadena
Playhouse.

Nancy Haigh to Grady Cowart,
San Antonio, recently. Bride is

music librarian at KABC in that
city. - • •

.

Ruth Morrow to Ted. Hohn, . Los
Angeles, Jan. 2. Bride is secretary
to M. W. Weiner, UI studio man-
ager*

Eileen Holliday to Henry Butch-
er, Edinburgh, Scot., Jan. 5. Both
are members of cast of Tom Ar-
nold’s “Rose Marie on Ice.”

Alice Ginsberg to Leonard Mar-
golis, New York, Jan. 3. Bride is.

staffer of Theatre Owners of
America.

Irma Louise Logan to William C.
Handy, Yonkers, N. Y., Jan. 1. He’s
80-year-pld composer of “St. Louis
Blues’’; bride has been his secre-
tary for 16 years,

Madeleine Kroiiick . to Milton
Levins, Albany, N. Y , Dec. 27. He's
office manager in the Warner ex-
change there..

Mabel Rathbun Ashforth to Rob-
ert S. Goldman. New York, Jan. 2.

He's with CBS.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Logan, son,

Glasgow, Scotland, Dec. 31. Father
is a singer with Geraldo orch and
a member of the noted Logan
vaude family; mother’s a former-
chorine,

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Golden,
daughter, Norwalk. Conn., Jan. 5.
Father is Warner Bros, advertising
manager.

Mr. and Mrs. Duff Kliew'er,
daughter, Norfolk, Va., Dec. 28.
Father is operations manager of
WVEC-TV, Norfolk-Hampton, Va.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Harmon,
son, Hollywood, Dec. 31. Father is
a television actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerrj’ Cowhig, son,
Holljavood, Jan. 2. Mother is Jean
Wiles, screen actress; father is a
pro football player with the Los
Angeles Rams.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kramer,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Jan: 4. Fa-
ther’s former manager of Holly-
wood Show Bar in that city; moth-
er’s the sister of Harold V. Cohen.
Post-Gazette drama critic and
Variety mugg in Pitt.

Mr. and Mrs. David Weir, son,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 2. Father’s a WB
salesman and the son of Mae Weir,
booker at WB exchange in Pitt.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank O’Brien,
son, New York, Jan. 6. Mother,
the former Peggy Bleakley, is ex-
N. Y. story editor for Cagney Pro-
ductions; father is on staff of
Metro’s Special Services Dept..

Mr; and Mrs. Jack Roth, daugh-
ter, San Antonio, recently. Father
is publicity director for KONO in
that city.

Mr. and Mrs. William Goetze,
son San Francisco. Dec. 14.
Mother, the former Mildred Fen-
ton, was long with the Ilummerts
and later operated her own radio
package house in N, Y,; father is

a publicist.

Mr. and Mrs. Sanford (Bud)
Wolff, son, Chicago, Dec. 29.
Father is Chi film attorney.

Mr. and Mrs. James Gorman,
daughter. Chicago, Dec. 31. Father
is manager of Loop Theatre there.

Mr. and Mrs. Art Hellyer. daugh-
ter. Chicago, Dec. 30. Father is
a Chi deejay.
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Bricker,

son, Hollywood. Jan. 5. Father is
a member of Ui’s legal staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald McGinnis,
twin sons, Los Angeles, Jan. 5.
Mother is Yolanda McGinnis, cast-
ing director at Allied Casting
Agency.

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ameche1

,

daughter, Santa Monica. Cal.,
Jan. 4. Father is announcer at
KLAC.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emmett
Dolan, son, Santa Monica, Cal,,
Jan, 7. Mother is the former ac-
tress Nan Martin; father is a Para-
mount producer.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kreisler,
daughter. New York, Jan. 9. Father
is with Loew’s International pub-
licity department.

.

OSCAR STRAINS
Oscar Straus, 83, Viennese com-

poser of such operettas as “The
Chocolate* Soldier,” died Jan. 11
in Bad Ischl, Vienna, of heart'

disease; Straus, whose first success-

ful operetta was -“A Waltz Dream,”
composed in Vienna in 1907, had
turned out more than 50 light

operas. He had also written more
serious works of music, had scored
several Hollywood films and con-
ducted orchestras.
Born in Vienna, Straus' was

initially interested in composing in

the classical VQin. He studied at
the Vienna Conservatory, the
Vienna U., and the Berlin School
for Advanced Music. Incidentally,
Straus was not related to either
Johann Strauss or Richard Strauss.

In 1908, Straus composed “The
Chocolate Soldier,” adapted from
George Bernard Shaw’s “Arms and

Berlinghoff, he was famed for his
generosity to indigent performers

Surviving; are his sisters, . Mrs’
William Morris Sr., Mrs. Dora
Maertz and Miss Ella Berlinghoff
a daughter and three sons. Serv-
ices will be held today (W’ed.) at
noon from Campbell’s * (Madison
Aye. & 81st St., N.Y.) with inter-
ment in Evergreen Cemetery, L.I.

MACKENZIE REID
Mackenzie Reid, 46, veteran

vaude performer who was part-
nered with his Wife in an accor-
dion act known as Mackenzie Reid
& Dorothy, died of a bronchial ail-

ment in London Dec, 26. The
couple had*, appeared in nearly
every key. entertainment town and
city in the United Kingdom. Thev
toured Middle East troop bases
during 1949-50 and played two
stints with Laurel & Hardy during

In .Memory of

WILLIE HOWARD
January 1

2

th, 1949

EUGENE — SAM CELIA

the. Man.” The musical was pro-
duced in New York in 1909 at the
Lyric Theatre and has had numer-
ous revivals since then, lv

.

While in New York in 1948,
Straus, completed his last work,
“The First Waltz,” which was
preemed in Munich tiyo years later.

The composer first came to the
U. S. in 1925, returning to America
in 1930 when he turned Out some
numbers for the film, “A Lady’s
Morals,” and the musical score for
“Daybreak.” HO also did the
music for the pic,

44The Guards-
man.”

Straus fled Vienna in 1939 be-
cause of the Nazi onslaught. He
took Up residence in Paris where
he was made an honorary citizen,

and was decorated with the Legion
of Honor, The

.
Nazi occupation of

Paris forced him to go to the U; S.

In later years he became an Amer-

their tours in 1947 and 1952.
Born at palkeith, Scotland, Reid

was a proficient accordionist at
the age Of five. He made his debut
in 1922 at Pringle’s Picture Pal-
ace, 'Edinburgh: Five years later
he bowed in London fit the Thea-
tre Royal; Stratford. Following
his marriage he joined his pianist-
wife in a turn which was first seen
in 1937 at the Empire Theatre in
Motherwell. They reputedly pos-r

sessed the greatest • number of
Scottish dress tartans of any
vaude double act.

JERE A; DELANEY
Jere A. Delaney, 66, night news

editor of Warner-Pathe News and
a vet actor, died Jan. 2 in Forest
Hills, N.Y. Starting his show biz
career at the age of 14, he had
appeared in' the musicomedy,
“Irene,” during the early ’20s. In

IN LOVING MEMORY OF

ALLEN T. SPARROW
January 14, 1951

JIMMIE. ALLYN and BOYD

ican citizen. He recently returned
to Bad Ischl, where he had a
summer, residence.

Surviving are his wife, a daugh-
ter arid a son.

EVAN EVANS
Evan Evans, 53, baritone and

member of the voice faculty of the
Juilliard Graduate School of Music
since 1938 died Jan, 3 In New York
of a heart ailment. Born in Bir-
kenhead, England, where he sang in
churches as a boy soprano, he came
to the U. S. in 1920 as represen-
tative of a firm of English cotton
manufacturers in Dallas, Tex.

Eight years after his arrival in
America, Evans gave up business
for a musical career. He sang in
New York with the Little Theatre
Opera Co. and the Opera Comique
He graduated from the Juilliard
Graduate School in 1932 and Was
a baritone Soloist with CBS for
eight years, singing on several of
the net’s musical programs such
as the “Cathedral Hour of the
Air” and the “Columbia Opera

;
Hour.”

During the ’30s, Evans made a
number of recordings and also
appeared in a few filmusical shorts.
On several occasions, he was one
of the judges of voice candidates

the Naurnburg music awards
?r c ye®r w^s an adviser to the
U. S. Government on the award of
Fulbright music sholarships in
Europe.

. Wife, a daughter, three brothers
and two sisters survive.

HENRY BERLINGHOFF
‘Uncie’’ Henry Berlinghoff, 82,

with the William Morris Agency inNew York since the turn of the
century, died Jan. 10 in New York
Htet *

r
.^ngthy illness. Brother of

Mrs. William Morris Sr., widow of
the agency’s founder, he was orig-
inally a compositor and later a mu-
sician who toured with country cir-
cuses prior to joining the Morris
office.

.
At the Morris Agency Berling-

hoff was associated with the vari-
ous theatrical ventures of the late
founder of the agency. In his later
years he worked in the publicity
department. Known throughout
the profession as “Untie” Henry

1922, he married Mary O’Moore,
star of. the show.
Delaney had also appeared in

the musical,“Babes in Arms,” and
in the film, “Lights Of New York.”
He recently performed in two
scenes of the film, “Waterfront.”
during location shots in New York.

Surviving are his wife, now a
dancing and drama teacher; a
daughter, Geraldine, a dancer with
the Broadway musical, “Wonder-
ful Town,” and a son.

HAROLD B. STOKES
Harold B. (Hal) Stokes, 48, well-

known Chicago ' radio-tv figure,
died Dec» 9 in Sail Antonio after a
long illness. Prior to leaving the
network because of illness in 1919,
he had been both radio' arid tele-

JOYCE O'HARA
January 9, (953.

vision program director of ABC’s
Central Division for a short time
in 1948. He joined ABC as a pro-
ducer in 1944 and was made radio
program director the following
year. Stokes entered broadcasting
in 1928, joining -WGN as band di-
rector. He left ’the station after a
year to go on a dance band tour
but returned to WGN in 1934, re-
maining there as a director until
1940.
Daughter survives.

A. GEORGE GORDON
.

A. George Gordon, 71, actor,
producer and theatre manager,
died Dec. 27 in Chicago of a heart
ailment. Early in his career he
had been associated with such acts
as Rowland & Clifford, Gaskell &
McVitty and the Neil O’Brian
Minstrels. He had owned and
operated the Gordon Players, a
dramatic tent show operation.
Gordon was an actor during the

silent pix days with Selig Poliscop
Corp. He managed the Palace and
Orpheum vaude houses in South
Bend, Ind., for about 10 years and
more recently was connected

(Continued on page 75)
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jlasL Hall* IT*

-Sew' Horizon” P^wentaUcm,

.ith Four Step Bros.
t
Pat Henning,

f£ * Hutson, Marilyn Murphy,

Clifford Orr, William Upshaw, An-

ihonvMakas, Janet Gaylord, Victor

MorenT Corps d<r Ballet, Rock-

ies, dlee Club, Raymond Paige

YuWhony orch; produced by Leon

Leonidofl; dances staged by Rus-

i/l? Markert ;
"Knights .o/ Round

Table" < M-G) ,
reviewed m Vari-

ety Dec. 23,

’

53.

Earlier impression that the. Mu-
sic Hair never would play a Cine-

mascope picture unless it aban-

doned its stageshoW are confound-

bv the current lineup. Because

here is the initial Hall’s C’Seope

nic and an unusually pretentious

ctafie layout—all together in the

same theatre. “Knights of the

Round Table” is shpwn via C’Seope

on what is reputed to be the larg-

est motion picture screen—28 feet

high and 70 feet wide—plus stereo-

phonic sound. Just what this big

entertainment buy, even with a 10c

tilt in the scale, will do to other

Cinemascope films current in N Y.

isn't difficult to surmise.

Even with this huge screen in

the world’s largest theatre, plus

the spectacular scenes from the

film, the stagesliow is not made
subsidiary as might have been ex-
pected, Leon Leonidoff’s latest

production, aptly enough dubbed
“New Horizon,” is easily his best

in months. It has pace, variety,

some comedy, topflight specialty

dancing, the Rockettes in some-
thing new and Gershwin’s “Rhap-
sody in Blue,” done by the ballet.

Stage lineup runs about 55 min-
utes, .making a tight program
schedule, with the film consuming
nearly two hours.

New wrinkle used by the Rock-
ettes. is to introduce each individ-
ual of the 36-member troupe, Un-
der a baby spot, while at the same
time projecting a huge, enlarged
photo of the dancer- on screens at
both sides of the stage, Eric Hut-
son does the song reprise introing
the individual members. Rockettes
work partly on the curved apron
usually used by the orch, bringing
the femmes down close. Finale, of
course, has their familiar precision
stepping, with Russell Markert
taking credit for staging a spright-
ly number. V
Big production number, how-

ever, is the complete “Rhapsody”
suite, which achieves new heights
even for the Hall in staging and
lighting. It is a masterpiece of
simplicity, featuring a giant tum-

. table with a chromium-plated floor
that permits full play of various
colored spots. This in turn reflects
the shadows of the dancers on the
rear background. Janet Gaylord
and Victor Moreno are. the skilled
central terp figures, with the bal-
let undulating on the margin on
the giant circular floor. This
wheels around for a fantastic cli-
max as the orchestral suite reaches
its peak note. Anthony Makas is
the piano soloist.

Raymond Paige wields the baton
on the semi-pop number, “Ameri-r
can Profile.” Orch which he di-
rects in this number starts as usual
in the pit, but is raised and then
moved to the rear of the stage.
Customary overture segues into
the Glee Club, emulating. Civil
war soldiers, doing “Tenting To-
night.” “Girl I Left Behind Me,”

, and other songs in Same vein, in-
cluding a ballad b.V Marilyn Mur-
phy. Scenic and song impact brings
solid response.

For change of pace, the Four
Step Bros, take over. Tap-danc-
ing foursome cleans up here. Their
usual solo tap specialties score
heavily as they are swiftly exe-
cuted.

Pat Henning offers the comedy
relief, coming in as a stagedoor
.lolinny, and then following With
ms by-now familiar clowning and
minncing. Starts a bit slowly here,
natural in a huge theatre, but per
usual proving a solid click.
House was near capacity at show

caught opening day (7), despite
frigid weather. Wed?.

threesomes and foursomes of late,

and this group stacks with the best
of them for showmanship and har-
mony both. Numbers are all ex-
ecuted with plenty of sway, bounce
and handclapping around the mike.
Their entire catalog deriving from
their Decca clicks, the Aces essay
six numbers, alternating upbeat
and romantic tempos, with the tall
tenor handling the leads and the
interim chatter.

Sarah Vaughan, backed onstage
by fine trio of piano, bass and
drum, works in the second spot
With individually styled songs that
now bridge the gap between
straight pops and jazz. She’s the
begoff act on the. card, giving per-
sonal touch to both the familiar
and the offbeat and the . selling
numbers that are not necessarily
her trademarked regulars.

Comic relief is tossed in by Rob-
ert Lamouret, Parisian ventrilo-
quist who operates a duck hand
doll that gets laughs chiefly from
pantomime antics and various
quacking interferences with La-
mouret's supposed monolog. Act
is brightest when duck is ludi-
crously provoked by shapely femme
stooge and when it shaves its mas-
ter at the close.

Show starts briskly with Los
Gatos, a trio of highly proficient
acrobats who engage in lively jit-
terbug stepping as they prepare
for a multitude

. of handstands,
multiple body balancing, and three-
decker shoulder stands that come
off quickly and with grace. Group
purveys a nicely styled olio of
standard stunts tpat provoke a few
thrills and big applause.

Louis Basil emcees and leads
house orch, which works from the
pit for this show because of the
3-D pic. Les.

Chicago, Chi
r, . Chicago, Jan. 8,
Four Aces, Sarah Vaughan (with

Lamourei, Los Gatos

( WB

)
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Casino, Toronto
„ . Toronto, Jan. 8.

.

Sally. Rand, Bobbie Van, Mulcays
(2 ) , Bobby Clayton, Dyerettes ( 5 >

,

Archie Stone's House Orch *

“Plunder of the Sun" (WB).

; Sally Rand is the main marquee
lure but Bobbie Van, coincident
with his feature role in the “Kiss
Me, Kate” film, ik also strong. Lad
also emcees the brisk 65-minute
stage package.

Dyerettes, in briefies, top hats
and sticks, open proceedings with
a tap strut, plus solo challenges,
with quintet over big on speed and
dexterity. Leads into The Mulcays,
man and woman team on the elec-
tric harmonicas, with the girl on
the melody and the man on chords.
Pair, in evening dress, score on
technique plus class deportment.
Bobby Clayton gives impressions

of an Arthur Godfrey program,
complete with imitations of “guest”
pop singers, and begs off to a
robust “Some Enchanted Evening.”
This brings back The Dyerettes for
further rhythmic bi-kicks in green-
spangled gowns and then a strip to
briefies for a whirwind acrobatic
finale.

'

In his own slot, Van opens with
a bouncy “It’s a Good Day,"
switches to some commendable
immicry of screen names, but hits
his stride w'ith an oldtime soft-
shoe acrobatic and then a session
of comedy and eccentric dancing
that rates an ovation. Then Miss
Rand in her standard fan dance
in the. blue light, to electric organ
accompaniment, with nothing new
added to the routine. But-the lady
goes over neatly on fan manipula-
tions.

Bill is topheavy on dance and
impersonations but all. acts please
the customers. Archie Stone’s orch
staunchly backgrounds. McStay.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Jan. 8.

Frances Langford, Parks & Clif-
ford, Dolly Barr, Joe Termini. Bob
Baxter, Les Rhode House Orch;
"The Paris Express.”

Palace, N. Y.
yince & Gloria Haydock, Chan-
mng Pollock, Stuart Allen, Fred
Lowery ti Catherine Toomay, Three
Swifts, Norton & Patricia, Lee Da-
vis, Shooting Mansfields (3), Jb
Lombardi Orch; "Sins of Jezebel”
(Lippert), reviewed in Variety
Nov. 18, ’53.

i » ii V' vApollo, Y.
Current Palace bill isn’t as well- 1 Faye Adams, Teddy Hale, Al

balanced a lineup as.it could be, j-Savoce, Pigment, George Wilshirc,
Leonard Reed, Mr. Stringbean, Joe 1

n jr. * n . .1 « n v . _ • 1 _i rv _• !

does a few eccentric dance steps
and chases after the tooters in a
parade from the apron, through
the audience and back onto the
stage for the finale. Session runs
75 minutes. House was fairly well
filled for opening performance.

.- Sahu.

athletic, satisfying* bill, topped hy
| me^Sge hmney

recently risen thrush Faye Adams n New York but thcT
(see New Acts) whose : stylized *

n w Voik, but they are

pipings are delivered fashionably,
The gal shares the lop slotting With
Joe Morris and his band, which at
times during the program is split,

into a six-man combo socko on the
brass and overpowering ii)

rhythm section.

Both male vocalists, Mr. String-
bean (see New Acts) and Al Savage,
do nothing more than complement
Morris and ereW ini their separate

what with two comics and two
dance teams, but it’s a fairly di-
verting lineup nonetheless. There’s,
no act of headline dimensions in
the bill, but there’s enough real
pro talent in the last hailf of the
bill to drive It home nicely.

Vince $ Gloria Haydock in the
opening slot are a hardworking
tap team that impresses with a
couple of straight turns and. has'
a nice change of pace in a finely
precisioned soft shoe. Next two
turns, magician Channing Pollock
and comic Stuart Allen, are re-
viewed under New Acts. .They’re
followed by. Fred Lowery Ac Cath-
erine Toomay. Lowery, the blind
whistler, is effective With his ver-
sions of “Indian Love Call’’ and
"William Tell Overture,” while
Miss Toomay does a comic version
of an aria from "Carmen” replete
with growls and mugging. They
finale together with a Romberg
piece. However, the act could use
some refurbishing, either stressing
the comic on Miss Toomay’s part
or playing it straight with more
duet work. As the act now stands,
there’s no apparent reason for
their doing a double. .

Three Swifts juggling turn con-
tains, some highly amusing bits of.

business as well as top pinwork.
Closer, in which two send pins
flying past the third’s head, is

solid. Norton & Patricia arq a
young pair of ballroomers who
some day should rise to the top
of their class. They’re imaginative
and talented, and while some of
their work at present is a little
rough, particularly in the lifts,

they’ve developed some spectacular
lifts and spins. They’re goodlook-
ing and engaging, but they could
cut out the bussing between lifts.

Lee Davis, in next-to-closing,
comes up with some very funny
lines and routines. His politico bit,

although somewhat overlong, is ex-
cellent, and his psychiatrist gags,
although on the familiar side, hold
up nicely. He’s got a good stage,
manner that u'arms the audience
up quickly. In closing, the Shoot-
ing Mansfields are a top marks- r̂e^er and‘‘sloDDilv“Drovokine

‘Par Gimmick’
•\ •

Continued from page !

Aga Khan, and fighting his private
v/at against oysters that he had
little time to analyze the effect of
American show business on Euro-
pean civilization. This is a rich
field for research' The research.

,
of course, should start with Bor-

Morris & .Bdiid . i H)-, .Yattlda Dix, rah Minevitch, who came
:

: to E.u-
Boginos (6); The Sellout (M-G). repe soon after the war. and par-

,, , \ ,

'

' . . . . layed some end money into a min-
Harlem s head house holds an

1 or French fortune. Maybe those
back
still

legal tender in France—ideal, for
buying country houses; junk from
the Flea Market, and quantities of
vin rose. Today Mimivitch is the
dean of the US. show business

the ' colony in Paris. His Impact on
France has been marked; several

of his French friends now speak
an American seldom heard east of
Sixth Avenue. His influence has
even reached to French Senegal.

renditions. Savage opens up with
j a lew vears back he signed up a

a hot rock ’n’ roll piece which for
| uam 0f native dancers who were

a; second^ only he holds With his
! working their way through the
f _ « t. _ .* 1 ..thin pipes, but by thesecond u l>-
: yoibunne by performing nightly

Shir S5S to * Left Bank boite. He promptly
Another instrument in . the, bond* ~

iiiiwkn/i *uAm « ].. a fiMnon -pqcciati
H is lyrics are intentionally drowned

;

^^bed them the Afi ican I>assioii

out and the tune, alone remains.
! pancers *

^tripped off their tiadi-

The same thing holds when he de- ;

tiona
i

ropes< measured them
livers the upcoming "I Had' a No-

1

ff r fancy masks and war paint,

tion,” and at the tail end of the ' ‘ But Borrah,” said a stuffy friend,

program he highlights Miss Adams “You can’t give these,' Sorbonne
!
in like fashion. Effect is pleasant.

1
students a Lroadway routine.

The athletic portions are pre-
' Their

sented in three acts, in addition to { “Well,’

a
dances .

are authentic,”
Minevitch replied, “When

the frantic antics of Morris’ band: !

j get through with them they’re
Yatilda Dix, a lithe lassie (also

; going to look a little chore authen-
New Acts), the Boginos. six who tir ail ”
offer exciting risley, and terper ’ _—

.

Teddy Hale, who has 20 minutes
;

Chend»e* *Le Sponsor* 1

subtle runs a gamut of fantastic
j An so it goes, in one country

steps. Hale is a slim, .slight Per* after another. In France one re-
former who handles his terping
confidently. Most of time onstage
he .

is without benefit of music.
Though 20 minutes is a long time,
he holds his audience. The Boginos.
a European import (four men and
two gals), excite with three foot-

spected director tells another he
has just finished “un fijm pilote”

and hopes to hear soon from ‘Te

sponsor.” In Germany, an estab-

lished producer sadly confesses

that MCA turned down the deal-
balancing editions going at once. |."der Gimmick” was missing. In
Their climax is reached when teen-

: Rome, local movie men try in vain
age member of outfit spins like i to find an Italian gesture which
pinwheel in a 'heavy wind between

j
wm express their contempt for

the legs of oldest Bogino.
; syndication rights. I have a Danish

4
Pigment (Markham., w’ith the

, friend who is still puzzling over
n

1 the whirlwind visit of an American

angles, using mirror sights, aiming
from between their legs, etc. Final I

bit, in which the father shoots
j

circles of glass targets off the heads !

of both mother and daughter, is
j

sock. J<f Lombardi’s house orch
does its per usual fine showbacking
job. Chan.

jokes.

Lotsa Law
Continued from pare 2

But show businessmen from two
: sides of the Atlantic don’t always

,
talk at cross-purposes. It’s safe to

. say that half the time one half

; of a transatlantic combination
grasps about half of what the other

: is trying to accomplish. For in-

|
stance, you tell a Swedish producer

I that your side wants to get out

This pic and vaude combination
the strongest the B&K

ngsmp has had in months, and
»:hn«.i'V

<
l
e
„appeal °f this bundle

h n f
t€lt VPrfJtty Story at the

.0. through the coming two weeks.
.... iri i

Spoi
!s two headiiners and a

wloiln°
f fla

?
hy supporting acts

Rpivi
ve n® ^tuP t0 thG palming.

varied foF-

tlie
’ tp ruh Jonger than

scopes
^ 30 minutes it actually

after
11 are repeating here

few t,lls stage only a

makino
nths H°use has beenmaking a habit of shotlichtine

Frances Langford has long been
a favorite in this house. Smartly
groomed, she- looks as good as

ever and still stamps herself an
ace songseller with full-ranging
vocalistics embracing a ballad as
adeptly as a rhythm tune. Scft up
strong Songalog with best of the
offering “I Love Paris,” “Night And
Day,” “Great Day” and jmotlier

oldie, “Blue Skies.”
Supporting show is heavy on

visual turns. Park & Clifford mus-
cle work, interwoven with singing,

adds up as an effective novelty.

Bob Baxter fills the comedy niche
capably w'ith his magico-nonsense.
Patter is sometimes heavy, but

overall he keeps the giggles and
gasps coming in steady flow. Roll-

er-skating stunts of Dolly Barr are

achieved with easy technique. Deft
skater sets up her spins and acro-

twists in palm-raising style.

Joe Termini almost walks off

with mitt honors Via an intelligent-

ly worked-out stint that highlights

solid instrumental work with add-

ed impact coming from some panto

I biz. Lary

Fox, St. Louis
St. Louis, Jan. 5.

Larry Storch, Tong Bros. (3),
Ray Anthony Rcrue with The Sky-
liners (8), Tommy Mercer, Marcie
Miller, Marilyn Moore, Anthony
Choir, Brother Lee Roy Orch (17);
“Veils of Bagdad” ( 17 )

.

Fanchon & Marco’s second-in-a-
row stage presentation in, this

huge midtown deluxer is another
fling at making this form of en-
tertainment a paying proposition
after previous efforts in this and
other F&M houses wound up with
limpid b.o. returns. With the re-
lighting of the nearby Missouri
this sector of the town is rapidly
becoming the amusement centre
and F&M is hopeful of inducing
natives to support the stageshows.

The current layout is overloaded
with music, only the opening and
closing acts being without it. After
Ray Anthony’s tooters tee off w'ith

"The Creep Band" to win a solid

mitt, the Tong Bros., Chinese bal-

ancers working mainly on a small
table, score with two of the , lads

doing a head-to-head balancing
stint that winds up with the under-
man climbing onto the table. This
is the highlight of their routine,

j

Then the musical end begins
with Marcie Miller., a blonde
looker thrashing “Changing Part-

ners” and “I Love You” for a hefty
hand. Ditto for Tommy. Mercer,
a personable baritone, for his in-

terp of “Stranger in Paradise” add
“No Other Love.” The band’s
“Slaughter on 10th Ave,” with the
maestro doing a trumpet bit, also

cops sustained audience approval.
The Skyliners, made up of An-
thony’s aggregation, keep the mob
palm-pounding with “Elmer’s
Tune’’ and “I Know Why.” An-
other blonde Iboker, Marilyn
Moore, scores with “Love Is Where
You Find It.”

Comic . Larry Storch wins guf-
faws for his yarns in Irish and
British dialects and his faking on
a sax along with Anthony, He also

tosses in some cowboy ballads,

(

his budget message is presented to fir^t on a certain picture, and he
! Congress later this month. ’ may well reply. “But there’s noth-
j

The President’s “State of_ the
jng t0 uorr>- about—the studio is

{Union” message on January 7 'did
; fireproof.” Gnce I told a Dutch

j not indicate w'hat he would request
j
actor that he had fluffed a scene,

of Congress regarding the admis- -Mr Schulberg,” he said, “I want
I sion tax. honest criticism, not praise, praise.

The Senate Judiciary Committee
: praise.” We urgently need an in-

has conducted hearings on a bill by
: ternational dictionary of w’ords and

Senator Pat McCarran to, make the 1 peculiar to the industry’*
jukeboxes subject to the copyright

, including a special glossary of or-
law so that composers^^ rcccive binary English words for dealing
royalties for their works played on

the BBC. The man to write
the jukes. This appears one of the

! dictionai*y uf not the glossary)
measures slated to be lost m the

js jjor j s ^jorros, who knows how
s^Ji“*

e
T T _ j- • ' r* ... ^ i

to say “producer’s share” in all
The House Judiciary Committee

[ languages and any weather.... | 1*1* » . . » t lUIltUOKVC OIIU Uil.V m 1 O (IJw •

still has pending a bill >\hish
j But even without the word books,

would give^Federal judges aut hoi- an() language ban-iers. dif-
ity to award less than treble dam-

|
feren cusloms ind va ,Ting lwh.

ages in private anti-trust suits, and
transatlantic production

'°
t
C

«
h
* wekPd up some interesting

of lim tatmnsjn such li igation
, iucofss„ p,/hilps shcldon Hcy-

^1,
2"

.,
P
.
l

H
CtUre n’dU5tr5 ‘S

nolds* European operations are the
1 deeply interested.

Rep. Emanuel Celler. of New best case in point. However. Doug
Vn i hoc ho u rtl TA' in.Vnrii.r*

: Fairbanks has scored from London.
\ork, has said he would introduce • r , ,.r .

legislation to make clear that the 1 ^» ,usltin}; Flash Goidon is

live theatre and other live enter-
tainment are subject to the anti-

making headway in Berlin, and
Peter. Rathvon's enterprises are

trust laws. This follows the recent
1

s**!1 *!

Nesv York decision that Shubcrt
1 Germany. Perseverance, know-how
and integrity ai*e all you need to

do business in Europe. It helps,

of course, to find European
.

part-

ners with the same qualifications.

When you do. new markets open
up1—and with. them comes a iiew

legit is not “business^ within the
iheaniiig of the Sherman Act. and
therefore not subject to antitrust

action.

Congress will also consider
whether pay-as-you-see tv shall be ..... . , * - . , j
rated as a common carrier and

f

satisfaction in helping to bridge

sublect to federal regulation as gap ‘dollar and othcrw ise> b<s-

suc j1
. tween Europe and the U.S. Enc

One issue in which the Federal i
Johns ion once called the movies

Communications Commission is
’ America’s ambassador of good 'Will,

deeply interested Is one to amend i
case. American film-makers

the law regarding political broad
casts, There is an unresolved ques-
tion of the exact responsibility of

the broadcast station for what a

political candidate Inay say on the

air. Tied in here are the question

of censoring a political speech and
the provision that equal rights on
the air must be accorded all candi-

dates for the same office.

Number of other bills of lesser

importance are either before the

Congress or are expected to reach

it within the next month.

on the Continent are the industry’s

diplomatic couriers.

One day. maybe, the bubble will

burst and we Americans will go
home, a little hung over' and spat-

tered with yesterday's champagne.
But I doubt it. I think like eco-

nomic aid. Cinemascope and “der
Gimmick," we’ll be around a long

time. As Brieklop said in a Paris

interview, “It's not that I don't

love the United States. It s just

that I find the pursuit of happiness

a kiltie easier over here.”



When It Street Sex O’clock On Broadway
By EDWARD L. BERIVAYS

“Damaged Goods/' the daring play by Eugene

Brieux, created a great sensation at its American

premiere at the Fulton Theatre in 1913, 40 years ago.

The play was a powerful attack on society’s taboo

against mention of venereal disease, and the ml
results of this secrecy. It made a plea for pre-

marital health examinations.

This production in 1913 had a terrific impact in

the United States and helped shake off the taboo

against any talk about sex on the stage or anywhere

in public life. “Damaged Goods” accelerated the

battle against every kina of prudery and helped to

set the trend towards freedom of expression. The

story of how the play was promoted and produced

is the beginning Of modem methods Of putting

across an innovating idea through the great com-

munications media of this century—stage, screen,

press, radio or television.

“Damaged Goods” was fighting sex prudery, but

hindsight suggests that here was a start towards

the underlying idea in a new profession, that of

public relations counsel. This idea was the need

to bring private interest into line with the public

interest. It also emphasized another basic idea—the

.

importance of enlisting outstanding group leaders

and opinion moulders to launch an innovating, idea.

r When We Were Young
i

In 1913. Fred Robinson, aged 23. and I, aged 21,

were associated. 1 Was editing the Dietetic and
Hygienic Gazette and assisting him with The Medi-
cal Review of Reviews, in a relatively tranquil

world There was some Balkan and Mexican trou-

ble, but World War 1 was still a year off, and Amer-
ica was concerned more with William Jennings
Bryan’s foibles than With foreign affairs.

A manuscript about Brieux’s play, “Damaged
Goods.” was received by us at 270 Broadway, our

little office in the old building at the corner of

Fulton Street and Broadway, The manuscript ap-

praised the play, was courageous, and urged a more
enlightened view on sex education. The article

urged elimination of medical Quacks who were get-

ting fat on public fear and
.
sex ignorance. The

article stimulated my_ interest. Fired, too, had *o
fears on the subject. His father, •William J. Robin-

son, editor of The Critic and Guide*; headed the

American Society of Medical Sociology, was? the au-

thor of numerous books on sex. and prescribed for

what were then called "blood diseases.”

We decided to print the article in The Medical
Review of Reviews though it Was a daring thing to

do—even in a medical journal.

r Enter Richard Bennett

Several days after this issue appeared, the New
York Times carried a five-line story which said that

Richard Bennett, an actor who was appearing with
Maude Adams in a Barrie play, was intending to
produce “Damaged Goods.” I ran in to Fred with
the item. “What a coincidence/' I said. I suggested
that we write Bennett offering him the encourage-
ment and support of The Medical Review of Re-
view's for his proposal. We wrote him at The
Lambs Club: “bear Mr. Bennett: The editors of The
Medical Review of Reviews offer you their support
and encouragement in your praiseworthy endeavor
to fight prudery in the United States by producing
'Damaged Goods.' You can count on us to help you.
Sincerely.” Signed; ‘The Editors.”

The next morning our secretary. Miss Kantor,

called from the small monitor switchboard on her

desk; “Somebody wants to talk to the editors

—

that must be you.” A rich, orchid-lined voice came
over the telephone; “This is Richard Bennett. I

would like to have lunch with the editors.” That
was me. It was like an invitation to a small-town

debutante to dine at Buckingham Palace.

I don’t know to this day what Richard Bennett
thought when he saw how young “The Editors” of

his letter was. But whatever he thought, he put on
a fine, emotional table-banging show for me at the

luncheon table in the dark, panellel dining hail.

“I have been interested in the project several

years,” he said earnestly. “A play so frank and so

sincere as ’Damaged Goods* cannot but accomplish
great good. My one desire is that the discussion will

interest legislators in the seriousness of the evil,

eventually bring about the passage of laws. Clean
health Is a necessity before a man and woman can
enter matrimony. Abolish prudery in this country.
Make America over. Sex is to be no longer a
mystery.”

Kinsey’s Forebear

Richard Bennett, forerunner of Kinsey, pointed
out that the play was so daring and dangerous that
he could not produce it on his own. He was grati-

fied that the editors of The Medical Review of Re-
views should have felt • it was worthy of their
support and that they would aid him. He intended,
he said, to produce the play, take the leading part,
gather actors around him who would be willing to
join him in his fight against sex prudery at no; pay
—but he had no money. What could I do?, He had
me sitting on the edge of my chair. I was convinced
that I had met a fellow altruist. Together we would
make America safe for sex. I . rushed back to the
office Jfter lunch and discussed the situation with
Fred. '

•The magazines were a new venture for both of us.
We had no money to put into the production, and
yet we wanted to put on the play. But it was not
only a question of money.. The public wasn't ready
for it yet—-even if we had the money.

i Starts a ‘Fund’
I

est. Why not have the Fund sponsor the play? We
could organize a committee of distinguished men
and women. We could sell memberships at $4 each

to defray the expenses of the play, giving each mem-
ber the right to see the one performance. Our
office would become "headquarters'for the Fund, and
I would become secretary. Jointly, Fred, Bennett and
I would carry on the fight for a better America!

We would rout even Anthony Comstock, the nemesis
of the period on all such questions. Comstock had
in 1905 Suppressed the production of "Mrs. War-
ren’s Profession” by George Bernard Shaw. Peo-

ple hiad paid $30 a seat for that opening night.

Crowds had stormed; the entrance of the theatre.

Comstock had been able to stop the play after a
single performance and had taken the case to court.

At this point in our discussions, doubts began to

arise. Maybe Bennett was not sincere in his protes-

tations on saving the world. Maybe he was just a

shrewd actor. How did we know he would go
through with ail this? I called up my father, an ex-

perienced businessman, a member of the Produce
Exchange. He did not think much of my editing a
medical journal, or of the high adventure of helping
to produce plays, but he was willing to meet Ben-
nett and. size him up. He was immediately as
charmed with Bennett's sincerity, willingness and
good faith as we had been. We were ready to move.

Our little office became the. scene of a great Amer-
ican movement that rushed forward. Newspaper
publicity followed. From time to time, Bennett
sent us bills for payment, and I paid them from a
special fund checking account.

Brock Pemberton

Inside Stuff—Legit

The late producer. Brock Pemberton, in 1913 a
bright young reporter from Emporia, Kans;, Wrote
in the March 13th issue of the New York Globe:
“There are no more seats for the production of
Brieux’s play, 'Damaged Goods' at the Fulton The-
atre tomorrow, March H." Andy quoting me. he
stated that the presentation of this play would be
v^t.he first step in a concerted movement for the edu-
cation of the people on sex matters.”

William J. Gaynor, the otherwise fearless Mayor
of New York, wrote us that he “would like to see
the play but feels he will not have the time;”

Two weeks before the special performance, the
New York . World commented that the play deals
“directly with the consequences of ignorance of
social diseases, presents the subject so frankly as to

j

preclude its performance before an average audi-
ence. yet so skillfully and sincerely as to become a
forceful preachment against the social evil. This
frank connection of the play and the fact that it is

to be given before a special audience, all of whose
members must become members; of the Sociological
Fund to gain admittance to comply with the law,
has made theatre managers wary of letting their
playhouses for the purpose. But Mr. Bennett and his
coWorkers expect to find an auditorium and enact
'Damaged Goods' two weeks from tonight.”

New acceptances of membership and checks
flooded in. Bennett used his persuasive powers on
a group of fellow Lambs and actresses to join the
cast, and they volunteered for the single perform-
ance—Wilton Lackaye, Bennett's wife, Adrienne Mor-
rison, Margaret Wycherly and other well-known
Broadway figures. A theatre was hired for re-
hearsals.

The Fulton Theatre, with great trepidation, agreed
to rent us the house for the single performance.
Harry Nelms, president of the New York Treasurers’
Association, handled the tickets for us. What a job
that was! Everybody in New York wanted to become
a member of the Fund and get in to see that first

performance—probably the only performance—of
“Damaged Goods”—for hadn't Anthony Comstock
been able to stop “Mrs. Warren’s Profession?” The
forthcoming performance became a cause celebre
even before the curtain rose.

.

Not generally known is that Roger X. Stevens attempted about two
years ago to obtain control of the Theatre Guild. That is believed to
have been shortly after a syndicate headed by him bought the Empire
State Bldg., N.Y. Falling to get a key spot with the Guild, the realtor-

producer arranged to join the Playwrights Co. on the basis of agreeing
to bring in the financing for its productions. More recently, he part-
nered with producer Robert Whitehead and realtor Robert W. Dowling
in the formation of Producers Theatre, Inc., to produce plays and
operate theatres. Since then, he and a syndicate bought the Squibb
Bldg., N.Y., and in the interim he has also acquired major realty prop-
erties in Boston and Seattle.

.

Proposition to the Guild was that Stevens was to have had a place
on the firm's board of directors, bringing in financing for its produc-
tions and having a major say on policy matters. Latter stipulation is

Understood to have been the chiller on the deal. Besides his other
activities, Stevens is a member of the board and the executive com-
mittee of the American National Theatre & Academy.

Lauretta Thistle, music-drama critic of the Ottawa Evening Citizen,

in a review of Louis Krohenberger’s “The Best Plays of 1952-53,”

remarks: “Isn't it about time this yearbook had a section on Canadian
theatre? As far as we can see, the sole reference to Canada is in the
London summary, where it is mentioned casually that ‘Alec Guinness
went trekking -off to Stratford-on-Avon, Ontario, to play two sick
Shakespearean king^-Richard III with a bent back and the King of
France with a fistula/ ... The editor of the Burns Mantle yearbook,
which has such a reputation for thoroughness, can hardly ignore much
longer a country which comes up with a festival like Stratford's.”

• •
•'

•. \ K-

The Cort Theatre, N.Y., will house a fashion show Saturday after-
noon (16), following the matinee performance of -“Fifth Season/’ About
60 fashion reporters and editors are expected to be on hand to view
the comedy and ensuing presentation.: Fashion display, is being, pre-
sented in line with show's acquisition of a completely new wardrobe
for- the femme members, of the cast. Updated, clothing for “Season,”
which deals with the garment industry, is, from the Willi collection
of WillNemerov* whose spring line will be shown at the fashion show.

“Backers of George firandt's touring edition of“Moon Is Blue” include
the producer’s uncle, film theatre executive Louis Brandt, $600, and
Wallace Garland, head of Broadway Angels, Inc., an investment syndi-
cate. The producer’s wife, actress Ellen Fenwick, is general partner
of the venture, which is financed at $15,000.

legit Bits

You Remember Lackaye?

We thought it over and talked it over; then 1
got an idea. Why not organize the Sociological Fund
of The Medical Review of Reviews which would
appeal to public opinion to support production of
the play on the grounds of social and public inter-

And then the whole show almost blew up the day
before the opening, I had instructed the printer to
put Richard Bennett’s name on the front page of the
special program in a font larger than Wilton
Lackaye’s. Lackaye saw the proof at rehearsal and
went into a tailspin. He refused to go on unless his
name got the same size font as Bennett's.

The afternoon of the performance was as hushed
as the opening of a fashionable art gallery. Mrs.
Philip Lydig, important social leader of the period,
showed her interest by taking a box. Six men from
the Yale University Civics Club came down from
New Haven, and delegates from the Educational Al-
liance, the Gramercy Settlement and the Greenwich
Settlement attended. Medical men, legislators from
out of the city, social and theatrical leaders crowded
quietly and gravely through the doors.

The performance came through without a mishap.
The actresses who played opposite Bennett surrepti-
tiously gave him cloves during the performance, but
so interested and tense was the audience that this
passed unnoticed.

The next morning Louis Defoe, New York World
critic, gave the performance a column. The clanging
of a bell from a passing ambulance during the per-
formance provided him with a keynote for a sermon
against the play. The other New York critics be-
lieved the play accomplished the purpose for which
Brieux had .written it—a powerful tract for a new
point of view on venereal disease and sex, “Dam-
aged Goods” should live and play on all over the
country. America needed it. It had struck “sex
O’clock” in America.

Certainly our effort to make the country aware
of the evil and change its attitude had been effective.
The production of “Damaged Goods” accelerated the
movement towards realism and frankness. In today’s
theatre “Damaged Goods” and its theme of venereal
disease would hot raise an. eyebrow.

Josephine Hull, star of “Solid
Gold Cadillac,” gets $1,000 a week
and 10% of the gross over $16,000

. . Jerome Robbins will stage the

dances, Lemuel Ayers will design

the scenery and costumes, and
Reuben Rabinovitch will preSsagent
"Pajama Game”. . .Helene Parker
has joined the Kenneth Later
agency in charge of legit casting . .

.

Alan Schneider, who staged “The
Ramarkabie Mr. Pennypacker,” on
a week’s vacation in the Bahamas
...Aldrich & Myers, whose pro-
duction of "Dear Charles” folded
last week during its Washington
tryout, are going ahead with an
immediate production of “Wooden
Dish,” by Edmund Morris . . Nor-
man Nadel, drama critic-columnist
of the Columbus Citizen, in N.Y.
for a 12-day gander at shows, and
propping for the annual newspaper
theatre party group which he
transports from Ohio to Manhat-
tan in March.
Roger Stevens, a member of the

supporting cast of “The Remark-
able Mr. Pennypacker,” is not re-
lated to Roger L. Stevens, co-pro-
ducer of the comedy with Robert
Whitehead, under the banner of
Producers Theatre. Young actor
came to New York a couple of
years ago and, as an; employee of
the American National Theatre &
Academy, created occasional minor
confusion in that organization, of
which realtor-producer Roger L.
Stevens is a member of the board
mid ^the executive committee.

.

Bromley, whose production
Pigeon,” in partnership

with his actress-wife, Haila Stod-
qard, ^folded last week, plans an
immediate production of his own
dramatization of “Caligula.” He has
dropped his options on “Fourth
Degree ’ and “By the Waters of the
Danube, but is about to sign an
Raptor David Westheimer's
Magic Fallacy” novella.
^ainieiI Mann has succeeded Her-man Shumlin as director of “The

Immoralist,” but no one is getting

riu
filling,, at least during the

Philly tryout . . . Correction: Zach-
ary Scott wears only ONE earring,

j
iy/o . . . Louis Schoncelt

head of the Mackey ticket agency,
h?™? lV“ar.

operation Monday (11)
at Mt. Sinai Hospital, N. Y., and on
coming out of anesthetic greeted
his wife with, "Renee, lower your
voice!” ... .

. With the collapse of
plans for the production of “High
Named loday,” in which she was
to have starred, Jane Wyatt will
visit her home on the Coast, but
will return to spend the winter inNew York.
MichaeL Kanin, co-author of

His and Hers,” has returned to his
home on the Coast. His collabora-
tor-wife, Fay Kanin, preceded him
by a couple of weeks, having left
during the play’s tryout engage-
ment in Detroit . . . Tele director
Luther Kennett will stage the The
atre Guild-John C. Wilson produc
tion of Charles Morgan's "Burn
ing Glass/' with Cedric Hardwicke
and Maria Riva . . Leland Hay-
ward, due back next week from a

European vacation, will sponsor
the tour of "My 3 Angels/’

Irving Berlin arid Moss Hart are
planning to collaborate on a musi-
cal comedy for next season. On
his return from a forthcoming
Coast visit, Hart will stage "Anni-
versary Waltz,” the Joseph M. Hy-
man-Beniard Rart production of a
new comedy by Joseph Fields and
Jerome Chodorov.
Joshua Logan, recovered from a

recent breakdown, went to Chicago
last week for a checkup visit to
"Wish You Were Here,” of which
he’s co-author, co-producer

. and
stager . . . Gypsy Rose Lee has re-
written her Broadway comedy.
Naked Genius,” and will star in

it on tour . : . Pressagent-producer
Jean Dalrymple, who was associ-
ate producer for Jose Ferrer on
the recent N. Y. C.. Center drama
season, has been appointed perma-
nent director of the N. Y. C. The-
atre Co.

Stockholders of the Falmouth
Playhouse, ... Coonamessett, Mass.,
have decided not to sell their hold-
ing in the spot, but may sell part
of the stock to an investor . ; ,

George S. Kaufman and Leueen
MacGrath (Mrs. Kaufman) will visit
London this spring, and the ac-
tress-authoress is also planning a
stage appearance late this winter
at the Nassau (B.W.I.) Playhouse

Mike Sloaqe, Paula Stone
(Mrs. Sldane) and Harry Zevin,
their former general manager,; who
were associated in the productions
of “Top Banana” and “Carnival in
Flanders,” were tagged^ with a
$1,234 judgment in N. Y. Supreme
Court last week on a claim by the
N. Y. State Industrial Commission-
er for delinquent unemployment
insurance payments in connection
with the latter show.
George Schaefer; co-producer

with Maurice Evans of "Teahouse
of the August Moon,” will be mar-
ried Feb. 5 in New York to Mildred
Trares, an actress he met last sum-
mer when he directed the operetta
season at the State Fair Auditori-
um, Dallas. Immediately after the
ceremony, the couple will plane to
London, where Schaefer will su-
pervise the West End edition of
“Teahouse” . . . Maurice Schwartz’s
production of Sholom Aleichem’s
“Let’s Change Places,” previously
slated to open tomorrow night
(Thurs.) at the President, N. Y., has
been postponed at least two weeks.

. New version of “Threepenny
Opera,” with the original Kurt
Weill score, and new book and
lyrics by Marc Blitzstein, will open
March 2 at the Theatre . De Lys,
Greenwich Village; N. Y. . . . "Fire
Exit,” by V. R. Lang, will be tried
out Jan. 26 at the Amato Opera
Theatre, Greenwich Village, N. Y.
... Ruth Draper will play a three-
week "farewell” engagement in her
solo character sketches, opening
Jan. 25 at the'Yanderbilt, N.*Y.

"Laura,” new production of the
Houston Playhouse Theatre, with
Lynne Carver, former Hollywood
actress, in the title role, opens to-
night (Wed.),

*
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Femme Star Key to New tharies’

Yvonne Amaud or Tallu for Sept. Restaging of

London Hit Closed Last Week on Road

Yvonne Amaud and Tallulah

Bahkhead are leading choices as

star of “Dear Charles,” which

folded last week during a tryout

engagement in Washington, but is

scheduled for reopening next fall.

Richard Aldrich Sc Richard Myers,

producers of the show in associa-

tion with Julius Fleischmann and

John Wlldberg, say that no addi-

tional financing will be necessary

to resume the venture.

Miss Amaud, French-born star

of the current London edition* of

the comedy, is believed the leading

choice to repeat the role on Broad-

way next season. She is, reportedly

interested in the assignment, but

if terms with, her can’t, be ar-

ranged, the producers believe Miss
Bankhead would be right for it

on this side. In any case, a tentative

deal has been made with the Shu-
berts to open the show Sept. 15 at

the Royale, N.Y.

Casting the femme lead has

been the chief problem from the

start. Annabella was first signed

for the part, but she was replaced

by Lili Darns during rehearsals;

Character is 'a femme novelist, the

mother of three grown sons by
different fathers. Mother has never
been married, but decides it’s time

to do so, and the situation involves

the, choice of which of the sires

she should wed. London edition

of the comedy has been running

13 months.
;

.

Backers of the U. S. production,

which is Capitalized at $75,000,

with no provision for overcall, in-

clude lyricist Howard Dietz", Metro
ad-pub v.p., $1,500; stage manager
John Effrat,. $1,500; Mrs. Marshall
Field, $750; co-producer Fleisch-

mann, $4,125; souvenir program
agent A1 Greenstone, $750; Boyd
L. Hatch, owner of the Sherry-
Netherland Hotel, N.Y., $750;

Stark Hesseltine, director of this

year’s Hasty Pudding Club show
and former Aldrich & Myers re-

ceptionist, $375; retired ad agency
head Glen Sample, $750; his wife,

$750; Dallas radio station owner

( Continued on page 72

)

Critics’ E for Effort OK

To Ethel Waters;

Drama Too Close to Home
Ethel Waters* interviewed by

Ed Murrow on his “Person to Per-

son” CBS-TV show last Friday (8),

was asked if she ever was bothered
when she got a bad notice. Miss
Waters replied:

‘‘I think I can say truthfully I

have never got a bad review. I

have been fortunate enough to be
sensible enough to understand
constructive criticism and when 1

got that I tried to improve on it,

but I have never received a bad
review and I am grateful to God
to be able to say that.

“I realize, too, it is the job of
the man to come in the theatre,
and you go out on the stage to
make friehds, and after all a critic

is a human being and you want
to make his friendship. I don’t say
you always can, but I don’t think
there is a critic ever sat in the
presence pf any performance of
mine wouldn’t say, well, the old
girl tries, and I try and I sweat
trying to do it, so if they give me
E for effort I am satisfied.”
Asked would she like to do an-

other play, she said:
"I would love to, if not too seri-

ous. and I also want to do it here
Anything in the good old U. S. A
I say that because I have so many
offers to go to Europe. But
don’t want to go to Europe. I want
to stay here. I love this country.”
Murrow: “Why don't you do a

serious play?”
Miss Waters: “It is too close tq

my past life. I don’t act. . I relive
unhappy experiences that along
through here I would like to forget
and i want to laugh, you know, and
sing again. I don’t say sing but
I want to be gay.

I constantly live in my tragic
Past (and it has been tragic) if
night after night you have to pour
out your soul and it reaches people

*ffects People. It is good then
and I am grateful to God for the
essin& and comfort I can give

People. I don’t resent that. But

timL
aV<

L
t0 get aWaV from it at

^-“ines because it undermines me,”

Pfeiffer to Be Own Co. Mgr.

In ATPAM ladies’ Deal
The Assn, of Theatrical Press.

Agents & Managers is permitting
producer Jules Pfeiffer to double
as company manager, settling the
dispute with him over his touring
production of ’Good Nite Ladies.”
Hassle between the union and the
producer arose over the latter’s

failure to employ an ATPAM flack
and company manager on the show,
which is currently at the Great
Northern Theatre, Chicago. Pfeif-
fer agreed to put on a union drum-
beater as part Of arrangement to
let him double as show’s company
manager.

Under an agreement drawn up
earlier this week, Pfeiffer is being
permitted to function as company
manager of his own production,
but cannot hold that position under
another management.

to
Maxwell Anderson is revising his

poetic drama about “Charles II”
of England as a possible vehicle
for Alec Guinness. Play, which was
originally written several years ago
and shelved because the author
was unsatisfied with it, is a pros-
pective production for next spring
by the Playwrights Co., of Which
Anderson is a member.

Playwrights Co. is considering a,

touring revival of Anderson’s 1946-
47 hit, “Joan of Lorraine,” pro-
vided a major femme star can be
obtained. Ingrid Bergman was ap-
proached about resuming the part
she played in the original produc-
tion, but she is committed for an
18-month tour of Europe and South
America in “Joan at the Stake,”
Arthur Honegger’s oratorio, staged
by the actress’ film director-hus-
band, Roberto Rossellini:

“Devil’s Hornpipe,” a musical
drama by Anderson and Rouben
Mamoulian, may be produced late
this spring or early next fall by
the Theatre Guild. It was formerly
on the Playwrights’ production
slate. The collaborators have re-
cently completed extensive revi-
sions on it,

If the “Joan of Lorraine” tour
materializes, there may be two
dramas about the Maid of Orleans
on the road. Already set to tour
next season is a revival of Shaw’s
“Saint Jpan,” with Jean Arthur as
star. It will be presented by Pro-
ducers Theatre, Inc., the syndicate
headed by Roger L. Stevens, Rob-
ert Whitehead and Robert W.
Dowling. Incidentally, Stevens

.
is

also a member of the Playwrights.

Herman Cooper Is

Equity’s New Counsel
Herman E. Cooper, attorney for

the American Newspaper Guild,
Motion Picture Machine Operators
Union Local 306, IATSE, and vari-
ous other unions, has been ap-
pointed legal counsel of Actors
Equity Assn. He was named yes-
terday (Tues.) by the Equity coun-
cil, by unanimous vote. He starts

immediately, succeeding Rebecca
Brownstein, who exited the assign-
ment after refusing to accept a
reduced fee.

Selection of Cooper* a member
of the firm of Cooper, Ostrin &
DeVarco, followed the recent fail-

ure, on factional grounds, of the
council to reach a choice between
Sidney Cohen and Godfrey
Schmidt, after A. Frank Reel and
George J. Mintzer had been elimr
inated from consideration.

Estimated profit of about $80,-
000 made by the N. Y. City Center
on its recent drama season pro-
duced by and starring Jose Ferrer
is believed to be the biggest ever
registered at the spot It’s ex-
pected the net will top that earned
on the 1949-50 season, under the
direction, of Maurice Evans. Exact
comparison won’t be known until a
final accounting Is made.

Although the gross for the Fer-
rer series far surpassed that of the
1949-50 series, more elaborate pro-

ductions, plus the general increase
of costs of alt sorts during the
four-year interval, limited the prof-
it on the recent four-show season.
At a $3 top, the Evans, series

grossed $222,100 On “She Stoops to

Conquer,” ‘‘Corn Is Green,”
“Devil’s Disciple” and “The Heir-
ess.” At a $3.60 top, Ferrer
drew $350,500 on ’Cyrano de Ber-
gerac,” “Shrike:” “Richard III”

and “Charley’s Aunt.”

Other winter seasons at the Cen-
ter have included “Captain Brass-
bound’s Conversion,” “Royal Fam-
ily” ,and “Richard II” in 1950-51

and “Wild Duck,” “Anna Christie”
and “Come of Age” in 1951-52.

both under the direction of George
Schaefer, with Evans as super-
visor. There were also several
spring drama seasons in former
years. One in 1947 under the direc-

tion of Ferrer,

1st English Drama Fest

Readied in Puerto Rico
The U. of Puerto Rico is cur-

rently sponsoring the first English-
speaking festival of plays to be
presented in Puerto Rico. .The
Group 20 Players, which has been
in existence for six years and last

summer offered a series of classic

plays in an outdoor season at

Wellesley, Mass., is putting on the
program at the University The-
atre, Rio Piedras. Plays being of-

fered include “Taming of the
Shrew,” “St: Joan” arid “Androcles
and the Lion;” Expenses for the
engagement are being footed by
the Puerto Rican government and
the university.

Company went to Puerto Rico at

the invitation of Chancellor James
’ Benitez arid Governor pf Puerto
|
Rico. The venture is a cultural ex-
periment in language and goodwill.
Group left for Puerto Rico Sun-
day < 10). and is due back Feb. 7,

Company also plans to repeat this

summer at Wellesley. A cast of 13
is filling the Puerto Rico engage-
ment. A return trip to Puerto Rico
is contemplated by the group for

next year.

As Nederlander Quits
Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

'

Discouraged by the paucity of

touring attractions and the road's

outlook, Jimmy Nederlander, after

six consecutive, successful seasons
as operator of the 1,860-scat

Lyceum, has quit.

Nederlander has disposed of the

theatre’s 10-year lease and the

Twin Cities United Booking Office

franchise to Bennie Berger, film

circuit owner, and will return to

his Detroit home, Where he’s had
several attractive offers. His father

runs a legit house in Detroit.
'

Berger has announced he’ll con-

tinue the Lyceum policy, playing

legit attractions along with occa-

sional special pictures and making
the house available for rentals. He
has had experience with such an

operation in Grand Forks, N. D.

He takes over Jan. 15.

Departure of Nederlander
prompted a Minneapolis Morning
Tribune editorial tribute to him
and a lengthy paen of his praises

by Tribune columnist George Grim.

In both articles, his going was

deplored and the “mercurial” for-

tunes of the road regretted.

Paul Green's symphonic drama,

“The Lost Colony,” will open its

14th season in Waterside Theatre

on Roanoke. Islaiid, N.C., June 26.

ice Ban

To Be Lifted Next Fall;

m
Moratorium on the registration

of apprentice drumbeaters with
the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents Sc Managers will probably
be lifted next Labor -Day. Union
suspended the induction of new
apprentices several years ago be-

cause of the extensive backlog of

flacks who" had become eligible

for admittance into ATPAM. Prior
to the moratorium, APTAM's rules

permitted six apprentices to be

On 'Almanac Bits

Complications have arisen over

ownership and royalties on two
sketches' in “John Murray Ander-

son's Almanac,” current revue at

the Imperial, N.Y. In both in-

stances, J. J. Shubert claims own-
ership. and in one case the state-

ment has been substantiated and
royalties are being paid to him.

Two skits are “Dinner for One,”
by Lauri Wylie, 'and “La Pistachio,”
by Billy K. Wells, adapted by Sum-
ner Locke-Elliot, Hermione Gin-
gold and Billy DeWolfe appear in

both, with Alice Pearce playing a
supporting bit in the second! Shii-

berf bought the U.S. rights to

“Dinner” several years ago in

England, for a fiat price of $700.
However, Anderson and the “Al-
manac” producers didn’t know of
the deal, so they arranged with
Wylie's agents to use the sketch
in the revue on the usual royalty
arrangement.

“Pistachio,” Shubert claims, is

merely a slight variation of an old
comedy routine. “Which One Is

Your Brother?.” used by the team
of Savoy A Brennan a quarter-
century* ago and bought outright
from Wells at that time. No agree-
ment lias been made about this
claim, as .vet, and royalties are
being held in escrow pending clari-

fication.

Purchase of the two sketches, at

widely different dates, is in lirie

with the Shubert policy of gather-
ing revue material for eventual

Extra-pricq dlvan-type seats in

the down-front locations of Broad-

way Houses are apparently a suc-

cessful innovation. Policy is doing
moderately well for “Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker*" at the Coronet,
N. Y., and advance indications are
that it may be even more effective
for “Confidential Clerk,” opening
Feb. 11 at. the Morosco. Similar
setup is also being readied for
“Ondine,” scheduled for Feb. 17
at the 46th Street.

Price of $7.80 will apply for the
divan-type seats for “Clerk” and
“Ondine,” same as for “Penny-
packer.” Scale for the rest of the
lower floor Friday and Saturday
nights will be $6 for all three
shows, but the price for week
nights Will be $5.40 for “Clerk,”
as compared with $4.80 for “Pen-
nypacker” and “Ondine.”

There has reportedly been no
appreciable resistance to t h e
ujpped-price for the divan-tvpe
seats from “Pennypacker” ticket-
buyers. Although a few prospec-
tive patrons have beefed, others
have expressed preference for the
down-front locations and haven’t
expressed any reluctance at the
extra tap involved. Psychological-
ly, it’s figured a good idea to have
a higher scale for the choice loca-
tions. And the increased gross in-
volved is not unwelcome.
Thus far, theatres owned by

City Playhouses, Inc., are the only
ones trying the special-price divan-
seat policy. Producers Theatre*
Inc., whiich operates the Coronet
and Morosco under sublease* is
presenting “Pennypacker” and
“Clerk,” the latter in partnership
With London producer Henry
Sherek.

: “Ondine” is being done
by the Playwrights Co , of which
Roger L. Stevens, one of the three
Producers Theatre partners. Is a
member.

come to around
gross.

* 4 Of V c of the

registered each year, but provided inclusion in their own productions,

that only two members could be
;

Since use of the bits in “Almanac”
taken into the union annually.

j

presumably prevents its inclusion

The pressagent’s chapter of • in some future show, they feel

ATPAM unanimously passed a j-
more than justified in asserting

resolution last week which pro-
j

ownership and collecting royalties,

vidcs for the registration of two
]
Understood royalties oh jeach skit

tyro , flacks annually to begin
around Labor Day. Yearly duo
would be eligible for union mem-
bership after a three-year period

of apprenticeship. Practice period
under the old rules had been the

i same. It’s understood that the

j

backlog of apprentices already
' registered with ATPAM should . be
I moved into, the union by the ’57-

'58 season.
The resolution has been present-

ed to the union’s board of gover-

Final Loss on ’Holmes’

Flop Reaches $1 15,465
“Sherlock Holmes,” Bill Doll’s

production of Ouida Rathbone’s
new dramatization of the Conan
Doyle stories, represented a S115.-

_ 465 loss. Venture was capitalized

nors where it’s expected to get an at $100,000, so Doll, a pressagent

okay.

Polly Bergen Out

1 making his managerial debut with

the show, was nicked for $15,465

personally. Meller played three

performances at the Century, N .Y.,

last Oct. 30-31.

Production cost was $82,869. The

Performer on Upbeat
As road show's w ane, winter stock

theatres are growing in importance
as a showcase for recent Broadway
offerings and name performers. In
several cases, performers who
headlined in the Main Stem pro-
duction of a play are repeating
their roles for the muffler trade.
This is especially highlighted this
season via “The Moon Is Blue.”
Which is taking on the aspects of
a touring production on the winter
stock circuit.

Donald Cook and Janet Riley,
both of whom appeared in the F.
Hugh Herbert comedy on Broad-
wTay, are making the rounds of the
cold-W'eather showcases in “Moon.”
Diio played the Arena Theatre,
Memphis, week of Nov. 24. They’re
appearing at the Capitol Theatre,
St. Petersburg. Fla., this week
and the Palm Beach (Fla.) Play-
house week of Feb. 1. Cook han-
dles the direction of the show,

Also scheduled for a one-week
engagement in a show in which
they both appeared on Broadway
are Paul Douglas and Jan Sterling.
Duo is slated for an appearance at
the Palm Beach Playhouse week
of Feb. 22 in “Born Yesterday.”
Miss Sterling replaced Judy Holli-
day -in the Main Stem version of
the comedy. Charlton Heston will

also appear in the play with Doug-
las and Miss Sterling.

Last year, Sidney Blackmer was
active in winter stock theatres in
“Come Back, Little Sheba.’’ in
which he co-starred with Shirley
Booth on Broadway. A number of
the original Main Stem cast of
“Stalag 17” are also playing sev-
eral of the winter stock outlets.

Following the shuttering early this

! season of the short-lived touring
1 edition of “Time of the Cuckoo,”
Mary Astor. who had been starring

in the road edition, repeated her
role in a winter stock production.

Polly Bergen, featured
#
singer in

j

“John Murray Anderson’s Alma-

1

nac,” is out of the cast because of! 19-performance tryout (an extra

! a throat ailment. Celia Lipton,
1 week was cancelled because of poor

i featured comedienne-vocalist, is business) grossed $26,914 and lost

I handling her own and Miss Ber-
j

$24,441. Broadway engagement
i gen’s assignments for the present, grossed $6,935 and lost $6,076 and

I Following a tonsilectomy during ! closing expenses Boosted_the defi-

j

the revue’s Boston tryout, Miss
: Bergen is believed to have re-
1

turned to work too soon, appar-

ently straining her voice.

cit another $2,403. Basil Rathbone*

husband of the adaptor, and singer

Jarmila Novotna were costarred in

the show.

Eight-Week Barn Season

Mapped at Sea! Harbor
Bryan Turner and Edward Och-

sen will inaugurate an eight-week

j
strawhat season in Seal Harbor,

|
Me., next summer. Productions,

which will be directed by the pro-

ducing team, will be offered at the

Windemere Suminer Playhouse.

Season will begin July 6.

Production slate includes a new
musical revue* “Out of the Blue.”
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TIko ‘Confidential Clerk
Henry Sherclc Si Producers ^Theatre

(Roger L. Stevens, Robert Whitehead,

Robert W. Dowling) productlonof com-
edy in three acts 'by T, S, Eliot. Stars

Ina Claire,. Claude Rains.
.

Joan Green-

wood; features Aline MacMahon. Newton
Bllek. Richard Newton. Douglas Watson.
Directed by E. Martin Brownei settings

and costumes
1

by. Paul Morrison. At
Shubcrt Theatre. New HaVen, Jan. 7, 54:

*4.00 top,

Sir Claude Mulhainmer ... Claude Rains
Eggarson Newton Bllek.

Colby Simpkins ....Douglas Watson
Lucasla Angel Joan Greenwood
B. Kaghan Richard Newton
Lady Elizabeth Mulhammer lna Claire
Mrs. Guzzard Aline* MacMahon

The Inunorallftt
. i

•

Philadelphia, Jan. 11.

Billy Rose production of drama in three

acts (eight scenes), adapted by Ruth and
Augustus Goetz from a play by Andre
Glde. Stars Louis Jourdan. Geraldine
Page; features Charles Dingle, David J.

Stewart,
,
James Dean, Paul Huber, John

Heldabrand. Settings, George Jenkins;

costumes. Motley; lighting, Abe Feder.
At Forrest,. Phllly, Jan, 11, 54.

Johii^ Heldabrand
Geraldine Page
Charles Dingle
Louis Jourdan
, James Dean

Paul Huber
David J. Stewart

Bill Gunn
V. Matalon

Dr. Robert
Marcelline
Bocage ...
Michel . .

.

Bachlr .

.

Dr. Garrin
Moktlr
Akur
Dollt

sparked until it really provesi
the

dynamite it should be, and if

Broadway hasn’t had its fill of
homosexuality, this one may. be a

moderate success. But more is not

indicated. Waters.

Once Upon a Tailor
Hollywood, Jan. 5.

Circle Theatre production of comedy
three acts (10 scenes) by Baruch

Lumet. Directed by Louis Ebandt. Set-

ting and costumes, Mol Solotaroff; light-

ing, Earl R; Richardson. At . Circle Thea-.
4re, Hollywood, Dec. 28, '53; *2.40 top.

Frenzl Than Wyenn
Sorele . .

Janet Brandt
Shaindele Seemah Wilder
Chane Bayle ........... Jean Alexander
Mechel . Jack Bernard!
Bertzi ..................... Alan Arkin
Leibel Fred Zusman
Velvel Leh Barton

in

on
Mademoiselle C’olombe
Robert L. Joseph & Jay Jullen produce

tion of comedy-drama in two acts (four

scenes and epilog) by Jean Anouilh,
adapted by Louis Kronenberger. Stars
Julie Harris. Edna Best; features Ell

Wallach. Sam Jaffe. Harry Bannister,

Mikhail Rasumny, Frank Silvers, William
•Windom. Staged by Harold Clurmah;
scenery, Boris Aronson; costumes. Motley;
production associate, Shirley Bernstein,

. At Lohgacre, N.Y., Jan, 6, 54; $0-54.80

top ($7.20 opening),
Julie Hands

»cn

“Confidential Clerk” will prob-
ably register on Broadway because
of the four-star combination of the
infectious personal appeal of lna
Claire, acting skill of Claude Rains,
physical attractiveness add stage
presence of Joan Greenwood, and
provocative writing of T. S. Eliot.

Add to this an overall cast pos-
sessing excellent thesping qualities
and a production presented in im-
peccable taste, and the sum total

reveals optimistic possibilities.

To expound his various sorties

into tile realm :

of. philosophy, the
aut> or has adopted a sort of comic
opera libretto for his theme^—

a

theme that revolves around a case
of birth complications, with the
final act appearance of a typical

governess handily straightening
out the mixed up paternity-ma-
ternity situation.

Script has the household of
British financier, Sir Claude Mul-
hammer, composed of himself, his
soniewlit shallow wife, Elizabeth,
his illegitimate daughter, Lucasta,
and his venerable confidential
clerk, Eggerson. A prospective

Sldme Adelaide Klein

Tailor” a chance to make the
grade. A warm, charming fable
about life in a jewish community
in Galicia in the 1880s, “Tailor", is

a diverting evening’s entertain-
ment. Done in Yiddish, it could

Folk humor, tastefully done, has

t . . . . . , universal appeal, which gives
P.hiUy hasn t had a chance to see

|
Baruch Lumet’s “Once. Upon a

“Tea and Sympathy” arid so, of

course, is not in a position to make
comparisons. But those in the audi-

ence at the premiere of Billy Rose’s

production of the Ruth and Au-
gustus Goetz dramatic adaptation easily become a classic in the Yid-
of Andre Gide’s semi-autobio- dish Theatre. As an Erigiish-lan-
graphlcal novel, who had seen the guage offering, -some script changes
New York success, were emphatic are indicated, but it has a definite
in declaring that this one at the offbeat potential for commercial
Forrest tonight (11) stresses the theatre anywhere. .

homosexual angle much more The basic story is that of Frenzl
strongly. the tailor, who insists that he is a

The Immoralist” in fact, makes specialist and refuses to acquire

some of the past plays dealing with sewing machines even though they

sex-abnormalities seen here seem have brought fortune to -Mechel,

almost mid-Victorian. Yet it is his former apprentice. To get

handled, for the most part, with money to meet the added dowry
dignity and except for those who demanded for his. elder daughter,

believe the subject, should remain Frenzl turris matchmaker oh be^

Colombe ....
Jullen ... .....
Mine. Georges
Mine. Alexandra
Chiropodist
Manicurist
Hairdresser
Gourette. ..

Edouard .....
Deschamps ,

.

Poet-Mlnc-Own
Gaulols
Dancers. . Lee Phillips
Stagehand

taboo, with good taste. A few years
back, when Philly had censors, this
one would probably have drawn
official ire right from the word
“go” and it is

.
unlikely that it

,
would have finished its two weeks,

member of the menage is B. Kag-
; But there has been no inkling of

han, fiance of Lucasta. Into this • any interference from City Hall or . -

assemblage Sir Claude brings Col-
j the police and tonight’s audience, awareness of Jewish idiomatic ex

by Simpk ns, introspective young! with some few exceptions, did not pressions and an understanding of
man whose background indicates

(
express itself as especially shocked, folk humor. It’s a deft job, replete
Certain cities, however, would with laughs * but some pf: the dialog
most certainly ban it arid, of comes riskily close to a burlesque

IS

half of the ugly daughter of the
town’s rich widow. The prize is

Mechel's son, a medal-winning
violinist, and the complication; is

that FrenzTs daughter, Shaindele,
is in love with the fiddler and he
with her.
Lumet has scripted with a keen

that he is the illegitimate sort of

the financier.
Lucasta. whose place in the

[ course, it is* completely “dead that could ruin the mood. Rewrit
household Colby had never had

: duck” as far as a film version is ing is indicated for some passages
clarified to him, reveals to nim

j
concerned. but the overall job of revision isn’t

that she is really Sir Claude s
; Rose has given the show a color-

gr®~*.. '.. . f

daughter and not his mistress as uf*n'ro^tTctSn nd^there areAdis- \~
“Tailor”^ has been directed with

many others had suspected. . Final
j finjulshed names on the credit HH!8

outcome is disclosure by the worn-
1 ciH2 Rllt init;

. . . d fi,n infante ( side. But tonight’s initialperform-
ftf

ran
K«ciwocc^

a
th £ many bits

an who had reared the infants that,
| anrp Hidn't rfallv 'hit on all rvlin- of business that enhance the

in reality, Kaghan is Elizabeth's ^"£5 the iLt of three arts
script’s authenticity. Local presen-

long-lost son, and Colby is not Sir
; ThP i scehe Qe Act II which ^tion has a further plus factor in

Claude's son but ker o\vn. whom
j should hav been dramatically «otably .that of

she had allowed ..him.to-claim in climactic missed a cog somewhere- p
'
S
$?

ce
Ht

n*?s
order to procure for the boy the

| and I draped to a dperoe FrenzL It is rich and authentic
rdvantages of wealth and training, possibly the nriddle-of-the-stream ^“^.'^.nas con-
It all seems complicated, and high-

! cKanffe of directors (Herman Shum- stan
r appeal. There are top sup-

ly improbable, but it turns ouf to I
.

Porting
. characterizations from

be as pretty a piece of genealOgi-

1

affected the smoothness %i the
Jaoet

.
Brandt, fineas Frerizl’slong-

cal jigsawing as the stage has seen
t performance No di^

suffering wife; Jean Alexander as
outside of Gilbert & Sullivan. 'rector^s now mentioned in the (J

1
.?,

.shrewdish widow; and Seemah
Written in a pecuUar meter that SrSSlni

mentioned in me Wilder, who’s also a film possibil-
is neither sustained prose nor po^. .* .. .. . , .

ity, as the riiarriageable daughter.
etrjr

, the author has employed .

Premiere finally worked up to a Impressionist sets by Moi Solo-
some lofty phrases to express sim-

1

triumph for Geraldine Page, one taroff are good though possibly
pie thoughts. Unlike many play- > costars, especially^m the anachronistic. Kap.
Wrights who paid their wordage

;

act when she combined a

merely for the purpose of becom-
[

vivid drunken scene, a sickbed solo

ing verbose, Eliot’s enlargements I

an
^.

a °*.P^her emotional

on routine expressions add consid- 1
outbursts Miss Page was not so

erable beauty to their context. He * *}appy in her opening act scene but

has observed the mental gymnas- v
fPen s“e had an excuse,

tics of a widely varied group of , .
Here as a neighbor who has

people and has chronicled those ; adored him since childhood, she is

gymnastics interestingly. Phiio-
;

asked by the authors to fall on her
sophic gems discuss the futility of

;

knees and beg Michel, the brilliant

material success without some root but erratic young archeologist, to

of spiritual foundation to which to manr her. The audience is already

anchor it. ! appraised that he is a homosexual
An ingratiating cast has been as- who has been sheltered arid clois-

sembled for “Clerk.” Miss Claire tered by his father ever since a

maintains the personal charm that painful episode in boarding school

has always characterized her stage
,

when, 11 years old, the boy had
assignments. Despite brief lapses • been fired for a sex offense. On
regarding complete familiarity

,

his death, the father leaves a will

with lines, a tendency that should :
in which he refers definitely to his

readily be overcome with added
;

son’s weakness and this prompts
playing time, Miss Claire conveys, the young man to take a chance on
a fitting picture of the slightly

,

the marriage.

dimwit wife who just simply . Even on the Wedding trip, how
“doesn’t believe in facts.” Rains ! ever, his tendencies become mani-
registers a telling portrait of a fest, with a shepherd as the third
man who has accepted compromise

;
angle. He tries to remain true to

as a manner of living. Miss Green-
(
his wife, who attributes his frigid-

wood’s American debut, as Lu- • ity to illness due to a lung condi-
casta, meets with considerable ap-
proval and draws a ready response.
.

Douglas Watson makes the Col-
by role properly reflective and
aloof; Aline MacMahon makes
much of her single appearance as

the “aunt” who had cared for the
two young men; Newton Blick
gives topflight support as Sir
Claude’s wordly - wise retiring
clerk, and Richard Newton is ef-

fective in the B. Kaghan fiance as-

signment. ......

Staging of preem exhibited a
tendency toward mechanical .-place-.

ment of characters for stilted

speechmaking. Virtually complete
lack of action in this talk-session
requires more fluid stage move-
ment. also a

j
factor that should

come with additional playing. Two
good settings account for favorable
visual reaction, and ‘striking rai-

ment has been provided for the
femme element. Bone.

Chair in mrisic has been estab-
lished at Brandeis U. by Frederic
R Mann in memory of William
Kapell, concert pianist killed in a
plane accident last fall.

tion. Eventually she learns the
truth, and in revulsion, becomes an
alcoholic. Finally he sends her
home, ill and stunned by a doctor’s
statement that she is to have a
baby, the husband finally follows
her and at the end they’ve decided
to make another effort, although
he admits frankly he is very dubi-
ous. It doesn’t look like a . very
happy future for any of them, and
it’s a solution pretty hard to make.

Louis Jourdan is Miss Page’s
costar, and although rie does well
in some scenes, he seems to be
groping and uncertain in others.
Charles Dingle, featured, is fine as
the superintendent of the family
estate, and James Dean is capital
as a native houseboy who spots
Michel's weakness right a\^ay,
David Stewart plays the role of the
literary-minded, shepherd who has
several illuminating (and very
frank* speeches.

George Jenkins’ sets are color-
ful, but -the number of scenes
(eight in all* makes for a slowing
of action. However, the first-night
curtain fell at 11:05—not bad. If

Eli Wallapl
Edna Preston

. . Edna Best
Edward Julieh
Joanne Taylor

Nehemlah Persoff
. . Sam Jaffe

William Windom
Frank SUvera

Mikhail Rasumny
R&rry Bannister
Jeanne Jerrems
Gregory Robins

Richard ©i Bordeaux
^ .. . Toronto, Jari. 6.
Davis Bros, production of romantic

drarna in three acts ( nine scenes) , by
Gordon Daviot. Features Murray Davis,
Barbara Chllcott, Max Helpmann, EarleGre>* Patrick MaoNee, Eric House. Di-
rected by John

. Blatchley; sets and cos-
tumes, Hutchinson Scott; lighting, Ray
Lawlor. At Crest, Toronto, Jan. 6, '54;M tOp.

aI?
t’ari » Murray Davis

» w
e °^B°hemJa Barbara Chilcott

Robert De Verc George McCowan
Imon Burley Bruce Swerdfager

R ’ X,OT* Ian Fellows
Gloucester ....... Irving Lerner
Undei Earle Gre-V

„r
f
rf

a
K
Caster Max Helpmann

» ?er^y * ' * Patrick Macnee
*Aff««o

B
?
hun

i." Norma RenaultAgnes Launcekron Bettv Leiehtrtn
Archbishop of Canterbury Eric HoS

the second act climax can be ' drama.

Modern treatment of the events
•fading to the forced abdication of
Richard II may lack the resounding
speech values embodied in the
Shakespearean version, but here is
a romantic drama that makes full
use of all the facets of an historic
milestone in the lessening of royal
powers.

In the title role, Murray Davis is
given full scope in a schizoid
characterization of a spoiled, pet-
ulant youth who comes to the
throne and then becomes a man,
only to be trapped and then de-
stroyed. A masculine mixture of
personal tragedy and triumph, with
the attendant desertion of friends
and mercenary nobles, Richard
abdicates and accepts banishment
for life in order to avoid a civil
war.
Davis gives a brilliant perform-

ance of Richard, complete with
maturing character mutations. As
his wife, Barbara Chilcott exudes
charming, luminous understanding.
Vibrant as crafty or hotheaded
dukes are Max Helpmann. Earle
Grey. Irving Lerner and Patrick
MacNee. Eric House scores as
Canterbury.

Direction • by John Blatchley,
plus gorgeous sets and costumes
designed by HutchinsOn Scott, rate
high credit for top production
standards. But it is a personal
acting triumph for Davis and Miss
Chilcott in this colorful rrW’irne.

McStay.

Jean^Anouilh is quite the lad in

Paris and his plays have been suc-

cessful in London and elsewhere.

But the French dramatist has had
Our Broadway flops in "Antigone,”

‘Cry of the Peacock,” “Ring
Around the Moon” and “Legend
of Lovers,” With the arrival last

week of ’‘Mademoiselle Colombe,”
chalk up a fifth

^
clinker for hirn.

As adapted by Louis Kronenber-
ger, drama critic of Time mag, the
new arrival rates that lethal des-
ignation, an “interesting” play. It

is loaded with ideas, but seems
cynical, riot particularly pleasant
and, because it tends to make its

points by implication rather than
dramatic clarity, it is also puzzling
and unsatisfying. It’s Hardly Broad-
way’s dish.

“Colombe” . is a backstage yarn
that is sardonically scornful of
virtually everything it treats, con-
centrating its ridicule oh the super-
ficialities of theatrical life and
making rude noises at marriage
and, indeed, love itself. . As with
other Anouilh plays, the characters
are not admirable nor even par-
ticularly sympathetic* so the show
tends to be heartless and, what is

W'orse, not compelling or sufficient-
ly entertaining.

Situation involves a gamin-like,
seemingly innocent girl who mar-
ries an egocentric, moralizing youth.
When he is drafted into the French
army, she joins a Parisian thea-
trical company in which his
termagant mother is the tempes-
tuosly domineering star. In this
atmosphere of sordid intrigue, the
demure young wife quickly blos-
soms into a pixy coquette. When
the suspicious husband returns
unannounced bn leave to discover
that she-s having an affair with his
brother (and presumably others*
the author makes some acute and
cynical comment, including a phil-
osophical exit speech by the star.

“Colombe” is a talky play and,
thou g h occasionally amusing,
wastes time and words on estab-
lishing situations arid characters,
and then repeats the fault in devel
Oping the action. Under Harold
Clurman’s perceptive and explicit
direction, Julie Harris gives an-
other of her light, sparkling and
stylish performances in the quiet-
starting but showy title role. The
portrayal reveals greater depth,
authority and perhaps more per-
fected technique for {his promising
young actress, but adds nothing
new in range or versatility.

1

It is,

therefore, just a little disappoint-
ing.

For Edna Best as costa r, how-
ever, the part of the flamboyantly
temperamental star displays still
another facet of one Of the most
versatile actresses in the theatre.
Her scenery-shaking performance,
a sort of caricature of Tallulah
Bankhead (if that’s possible), has
such dimension, variety and subtle-
ty that it galvanizes the whole play.

Following such diverse charac-
terizations as the corrosive wife in
“Browning Version.” the Supreme
Court justice’s catty wife in the
City Center revival of “First
Lady,” the captivating Lady Cicely
in the Center revival of “Captain
Brassbound’s Conversion,” the
rejuvenated heroine of “Jane” and
the jilted romantic of “Ladies of
the Corridor,” this portrayal of the
backstage tantrum-addict is a
genuine achievemerit.

Eli Wallach, already rated one
of Broadway’s more gifted young
actors, impresses anew as the self-
centered, self-righteous, self-tor-
turing husband. Sam Jaffe is ex-
cellent as a frustrated, spineless
and ironic secretary, and there are
competent supporting perform-
ances by Harry Bannister as an
aging, hammy leading man, Mik-
hail Rasumny as a fawriing hack
playwright, William Window as the
star’s ingratiating wastrel son,
Frank Silvera as an attitudinizing,
lecherous producer and Edna
Freston. as the star’s gossipy
dresser.

Boris Aronson has designed
suitably lurid scenery and Motley

has provided effective costumes
But the various assets don’t add un

-
'"’’glL “Colombe” just isn’t

much fun. Hobe.

- His and Hors
. Albert Selden & Morton Gottlieb pro-
duction of comedy In three acts <S j V
scenes) by Fay and Michael Kanin. Stars
Celeste Holm. Robert Preston; features
Howard St. John, George Voskovec
Elizabeth Patterson, Perry. Wilson, Her-
bert Nelson. Donald McKee.. Heywood
Hale B'roun, Lou Gutaert. Harry Mehaffcv
Helen Harrelson, Roy Monsell; staged tiy
Michael Gordon; settings. Charles Elson;
costumes. Frank Thompson. Oleg Cassini
At 48th Street. N.Y . Jan. 7. '54; *4.80$(i
top (*6 opening).

Jean

•

Helen Harrelson
Avis ........ , . . ... Elizabeth Patterson
Maggie Palmer ............ Celeste Holm
Super Loir Gilbert
Lydia , . . ...............

.

. Perry Wilson
GcoijK® »'•’<'<»•••*«•»• Herbert Nelnou
Dr. Carl Halek George Voskovec
Mike Foster .......... Howard St. John
Clem Scott ... . . ...... ,

.

Robert Preston
Judge . Donald McKee
Her Lawyer ....... Heywood Hale Broun
His Lawyer . Harry Mehaffcv
Bunty. Roy Monseil

Suppose a husband-wife play-

wrighting team wrote? a play about

a husband-wife playwrighting team
writing a play. It sounds like a nat-

ural, which could be a euphemism
for the obvious. “His and Hers,”

by Fay and Michael Kanin, is a

case in point:, In this instance, the
obvious Is banal and hardly Broad-
way standard, . although theatre
party bookings and the costars*
draw should keep it around for

.

awhile. It’s possible screen or tele-

vision material and a likely bet for
stock.

With Celeste Holm and Robert
Preston costarred as the co-authors—in this Cjase they’re divorced but,
as evident to everyone but them-
selves, still in love—-it all works
but according to pattern. The be-
smitten couple finally get hep to
what the audience has recognized
from ; the start, that they, rather
than their play, is the thing. Quick,
ardent clinch, and exit ecstatically.
Curtain.

This romantic taffy is modestly
relieved with assorted little quips
and slightly naughty observations.
But it’s Saturday. Evening Post fic-
tion, or perhaps more accurately
Cosmopolitan mag concoction,
transferred to the stage and look-
ing rather frail. The Albert Selden-
Morton Gottlieb production pro-
vides quality surroundings, but
can’t make mediocre material pass
for big league theatre.

That leaves the performances.
Miss Holm, looking quite ravish-
ing, if a bit trussed up in a couple
of places, is feminine and seduc-
tive as the glamorous author who is

forced to collaborate again with
her exrhusband because an exas-
perated judge has ruled that the
identical yarn they’ve been writing
separately is both his and hers. If

she doesn’t make the hackneyed
situation seem exactly brilliant, she
at least succeeds in getting the
designated laughs without busting
a gusset and is appropriately trem-
ulous in the romantic scenes.

Preston is properly he-mannish
and agreeably direct as the errant
ex-hubby, just back from a foreign
correspondent assignment, natch,
and scores neatly on the comedy
lines. Elizabeth Patterson mops up
in a small and juicy, if standard,
role of the iriaternal, outspoken
maid. There are able supporting
performances by Howard St. 'John
as a producer more Santa Clausish
than Broadway ever saw, George
Voskovec as a doctor innocuously
in love with the heroine, Perry Wil-
son as a plot-device sister, Herbert
Nelson as her cliche-spouting hus-
band, Lou Gilbert as a helpful
apartment superintendent, Donald
McKee as the bored- judge and
Helen Harrelson in the extraneous
part of an eager young secretary.

Charles El$on had designed a
somewhat consciously modern
apartment interior and a func-
tional courtroom insert, Frank
Thompson has provided suitable
costumes for the supporting cast
and, with the exception of an un-
becoming firstr-act dress, which
doesn’t go well with either the
star’s coloring or the cocoa-tint
apartment walls.,Oleg Cassini has
created striking gowns for Miss
Holm. Hobc.

Markova to Guest in D.C.
With Winnipeg Ballet

Winnipeg, Jari. 12.

Ballerina Alicia Markova will
guest - with the Royal Winnipeg
Ballet during the company’s en-
gagement at the National Theatre,
Washington. Week of Feb. 8, Miss
Markova will dance three nights
the last half of the week.

She’s also dancing with the com-
pany in Winnipeg this week (12-

13-14) prior to the troupe’s depar-

ture on a four-month tour
Canada and the U. S.

of
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“Wish’ $32,000, Lillie $25,000

Chicago, Jan. 12. :4

Windy City legit enterprises suf-

fered a bit of a hangover last week

after the lush holiday pickings of

the previous frame. Biz was off

generally with the expected lift

from the Furniture Mart conven-

tioneers failing to materialize.

“Time Out for Ginger” anchored

last night (.Mon.) at the Harris as

the only expected new arrival for

the month.
Estimated for Last Week

Evening With Beatrice Lillie,

Blackstone (2d wk) ($4AO] 1,398).

Notched over $25,000 (previous

" C
Good^Nlte Ladles, Great North-

ern (2d wk) ($4.20; 1,500). Near
$11,500 (previous week, over $12,-

500).

Seven year Itch, Erlanger (16th

wk) ($5; 3,600) (Eddie Bracken).

Topping $20,400 (previous week,

$28,400). •

..
•

Wish Yon Were Here, Shubert
(5th wk) ($5; 2,100). Just above
par with $32,000 (previous week,
$46,300).

‘Dorothy’ $2,700 for 12

At Rochester Arena
Rochester, N. Y., Jan, 12.

. In spite of two 'sellout perform-
ances New Year’s Eve, “To Doro-
thy, a Son,” proved to be a bit too
British for local audiences, so the
Arena Theatre closed the farce
Saturday (9), after a sad two
weeks, grossed $2,700 for 12 shows.

Local theatre - in - the - round
troupe launched a special two-
week run of “Charley’s Aunt” last

night (Mon.).' Dorothy Chemuck,
co-producer of the shows with
Omar K. Lerman, directed, James
Harwood has returned from The
Houston Playhouse to do Charley.
Martha Miller and Russell Whit-
ney also have rejoined.

Philadelphia, Jan. 12,

New year started off. slowly here,
with only one production, “The
Starcross Story,” at the Walnut.
Play picked up slightly in second
week with help of American The-
atre Society subscription after a
mild $13,400 for first seven per-
formances, including New Year’s
Eve. “Mile. Colombe,” which de-
parted Jan. 2, racked up a Choice
$31 ,000 for its second stanza.
Two premieres are

,
on tap this

week. Billy'' Rose’s production,
“The Immoralist,” . relighted the
the Forrest last night (II). Pro-
ducer is trying an experimental $2
top (plus taxes) for tryout run.
ShoW figures to be loser, even if

house goes clean. Advance, how-
ever, is very satisfactory. Lenore
Ulric in “Mardi Gras” reopens Lo-
cust tomorrow night (13).

Estimate for Last .Week
The Starcross Story, W&lnut (2d

wk) (D-1,340; $4,55) (Mary Astor,
Eva

.
LeGallienne). Notices mixed

on Diana Morgan drama, but sub-
scriptions big help. Fair, $16,500.

‘CHARLEY’ 10G, ST. LOUIS
St. Louis, Jan. 12.

The third visit of “South Pacific”
found natives still buying, and the
piece wound up at . the American
Theatre Saturday (9) with another
fine score of $34,000. Piece was
scaled to $4.88. “The Moon Is

Blue,” With Edward Andrews, Jac-
queline Holt and Michael Lipton,
opened a one-week frame at the
American Sunday (10), at $3.66 top.

“Charley’s Aunt/’ with Tim
Herbert and Don Saxon, wound up
a two-week stand at the Empress
Theatre Sunday (10), at $2.50 top,
with a gross of approximately $10,-
000. Ansell Bros, have switched to
a one-week policy with the teeing
off of “The Four Poster,” with
Jean Sincere and Leo Lucker in
the lead roles.

‘Faces’ $24,000 for Five
'

Days in Its L.A. Teeoff
Los Angeles, Jan, 12.

For the first time in a couple
of months, the town had two legit-
ers alight last week, but business
at one was so slow that the clos-
ing notice went up. Weak sister
was “Great To Be Alive,” which
had opened New Year’s Eve at
the 400-seat Las Palmas Theatre.
It eked out $3,300 for the first

full week, under operating costs,
and is slated to close Saturday
night (16).

“New Faces” rekindled the Bilt-
more after a two-month layoff and
racked up $24,000 for the initial
five days. First two stanzas of the
three-week stand are on Theatre
Guild subscription season.

FORTNIGHT WITH $84,00
Ballet Theatre, beginning its

U. S. tour a fortnight ago after
eight months abroad, racked up
some impressive figures for a start-
er. Last week, in seven per-
formances, troupe grossed $33,800.
Week previous, in seven, including
a hiked-top preem in N. Y., com-
pany garnered $50,200, for a fort-
night’s take of ’$84,000.
Troupe opened tour Dec. 27 in

Gotham with a record $21,200
single. That stanza also included
Philadelphia (two shows), $8,500;
Rochester, $4,500; Plainfield, N. J.,

$4,300, and Brooklyn (two), $11,-
700. Philly and Rochester were
guarantee dates. Last week’s (3-9)
takes were; Buffalo (two), $8,000;
Erie, $3,100; Hamilton, Ont., $3,-
600; Saginaw, Mich., $4,000, and
Detroit (two), $15,100. Buffalo and
Saginaw were guarantees.

‘Twin Beds’ 11G Tumaway
At Pitt With Twofers

Pittsburgh, Jan. 12.
‘Twin Beds” finished to turn-

away business in the finale of its
two-week stand at the Nixon and
got better than $11,000 oil the ses-
sion. Two-for-one policy made good
money for both house and attrac-
tion. It did $12,000 the first stanza
v'' l.th a lift from the New Year’s Eve
midnight performance.

Ttvofer attractions have been a
s ®ady click at the Nixon and on
strength of showing here, Manny
Davis, producer of “Twin Beds/’
js continuing the tour, and has

and Columbus set to follow.
Its future depended on what it

.
here^ and the $23,000 in a

fortnight at the Nixon gave the
Davis bankroll a cushion.

'GINGER' 16ViO, MILWAUKEE
^ Milwaukee, Jan. 12.

Ginger” took in

Oa^Wson h/re?
Ust week * the

ls

Current Roadshows
(Jan. 11-23)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Henry Fonda, John Hodiak, Lloyd
Nolan)—Syria Mosque, Pitt (12);

Kleirihans Hall, Buffalo (13); Mas-
say Hall, Toronto (14); Eastman,
Rochester (1,5); Lincoln Aud.. Syra-
cuse (16) (Reviewed in Variety,
Oct. 14, ’53).

Confidential Clerk (Ina Claire,
Claude Rains,

,

3 Joan Greenwood)
(tryout)—Colonial, Boston (11-23)
(Reviewed in Variety this week).
Evening With Beatrice Lillie

(Beatrice Lilliel—Blackstone, Chi
(11-23).

Good Nile, Ladies—Great North-
ern, Chi tll-23).
Guys and Dolls—Shubert, Bos-

ton (11-23),

Harvey (Frank Fay) — Geary
S F. (11-23).

Immoralist (Geraldine Page,
Louis Jordan) (tryout^Forrest,
Phila. (11-23) (Reviewed in Variety
this week).
John Brown’s Body (Tyrone

Power, Anne Baxter, Raymond
Massey)-r-Miiri, Aud., Atlanta (11-

12); Tenn. Univ. Aud., Knoxville
(13); Mun. Aud., Birmingham (14);

Alabama Univ. Aud., Tuscaloosa

(15)

; Laier Aud.. Montgomery, Ala.

(16)

; Aud.. Mobile (18); Mun. Aud..
Jackson, Miss. (19); Mun. Aud.,
Memphis (20-21); Mun. Aud., Vicks-
burg (22); Robinson Aud., Little

Rock (23).

Lullaby (Mary Boland) (tryout)

—Shubert, New Haven (14-16);

Walnut St., Phila. (18-23).

Mardi Gras (Lenore Ulric) (try-

out)—Locust St., Phila. (13-23).

Misalliance — Shubert, Detroit
(11-23).

Moon Is Blue—American. St. L.

(11-16); Cox, Cincinnati (18-23).

New Faces—Biltmore, L. A. (11-

23).
Oklahoma—rWar Memorial Aud.,

Ft. Lauderdale (11-13); Peabody
Aud., Daytona Beach (14-16); Na-
tional, Wash. (18-23).

Porgy & Bess—National, Wash.
(11-16); Mosque, Richmond (18-23),

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Erlanger, Chi (li-23).

South Pacific (Jeanne Bal, Webb
Tilton)—Taft, Cincinnati (11-16);

Memorial Aud., Louisville (18-20);

Tennessee, Nashville (21-23).

Stalag H—Pitt. (18-23).

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Harris, Chi (11-23L
Wish You Were Here—Shubert,

Chi (11-23).

Washington, Jan. 12.

The “Caine Mutiny Court Mar^
tial" drew three sellout houses into
Constitution Hall Saturday <9) and
Sunday night and •Sunday matinee
for a smash $36,000 gross. The
3,400-seat auditorium was scaled
from $1.20 to $4.80; The Broad-
way-bound drama was booked into
Washington by Super-Music, Inc.,

booker of large one-night attrac-
tions.

At the National Theatre, the
third week of “Porgy and. Bess”
pulled i nover $26,700, after a sock
$36,000 for the Christmas-New
Year week which

1

preceded. Opera
is now in its fourth and final week,
and still going strongly at the
Wickets. The National reports a
very solid advance for “Oklahoma,”
which comes in for. a single week
next Monday (18).

At the Shubert, “Dear Charles”
collapsed Saturday (9) after A dis-

astrous week of a scheduled fort-
night pre-Broadway tryout. Comedy
was panned and drew a starvation
$2,800. Management cancelled the
second week with the announce-
ment that the play would be re-
vised and recast for another try
next season.

‘Colombe’ $17,(10 ((),W $14200 (6),

Tennypacker’ $17JO
Broadway was hit by the tradi-

tional post-New Year’s slump last

week. Biz ,the previous week had
taken the usual end-of-the-year
bounce and was expected to fall off

during the past session. However,
in some instances, the dips were
greater than anticipated. B. o. ac-

tivity was slow most of the week,
but picked up generally on Friday
(8> and Saturday (9) eyes.

Unfavorable weather early part

of this week will probably put a

damper on receipts, for this stanza

also. Only musical to go clean last

week was “Can-Can.”

“Dead Pigeon” closed Saturday
X9) and “Madam; Will You Walk”
ended its six-week off-Broadwav
run Sunday (10). “Late Love/'

(C-$6-$4 80; 706; $20,235) (Arlene
Francis, Lucile Watson, Neil Ham-
ilton). Closed Jan. 2. Final week’s
gross about $8,900, with $7.20 top
New Year’s Eve; ran for 95 pen
formaoces with a loss of about $54,*
000 on a $60,000 investment.

Mile. Colombe, Longacre (1st

wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1,048; $26;817)
(Julie Harris, Edna Best). Opened
last Wednesday (6) to one affirma-
tive notice (Chapman, News), two
negative notices (Atkinson, . Times;
Coleman, Mirror) and four incon-
clusive opinions. (Hawkins, World-
Telegram; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
McClain, Journal-American;. Watts,
Post). Over $17,600 for first five

performances and one preview.
Me and Juliet* Majestic (33d

wk) (MC-$7.20; 1.510; $58,000).
Nearly $31,000 (previous week,
under $53,300. with $7.20 top New
Year's Eve).

My 3 Angels, Morosco (44th wk)
(C-$4.80; 935; 324,252). Closed
Jan. 2. Final week’s gross almost
$22,200, with $6 top 7 New Year’s
Eve; ran- for -342 performances
earning back nearly all of its $75,-

My 3 Angels” and “Sing Till To-
morrow” Closed Jan. 2, while
“Charley’s Aunt” rang down the

curtain on the eight-week City
Center drama series Jan. 3. Open-
ing this week is “The Starcross

Story,” which bows at the Royale
tonight (Wed.).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

j

000 investment

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Reime).
j

Oh, Men;' Oh,
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-

cal Drama), O (Opera). .

Other parenthetic designations

refer* respectively, to top prices

:

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, hut grosses are -net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Cam-Can, Shubert (36th wk)
(MC-$7.20; 1,361; $50,160). Nearly
$50,700 (previous week, almost
$55,000, with $12 top New- Year’s
.Eve). •

Charley’s Aunt. Citv Center (2d

wk) (C-$3.60: 3 090: $58,000) (Jose

Ferrer, Peggy Wood, Kent Smith).
Closed Jan. 3. Final week’s gross

almost $37,500. with no b.o. hike

Women, Miller
(4th wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 920; $23,000)
(Fi'anchot Tone). . Over $20,700
(previous week, over $23,700, with
$6 top New Year’s Eve.

Picnic, Music Box (46th wk) (CD-
$6-$4.80; 997; $27,534). Almost
$15,900 (previous week, over $27.-

200. with $7.20 top New Year’s
'Eve)/.

j

Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst
] (4th wk) <CD-$6-$4.80; 1.160; $29,-

! 500) (Katharine Cornell). Over
1 $21,000 (previous week, over $28-
j 300, with $7.20 top New Year’s
Eve). ;

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,
Coronet (2d wk) (C-$7.80, 1.027;
$28,262) (Burgess Meredith. Mar-

‘DOLLS’ SELLOUT $44,111

IN HUB, HOLDING OVER
Boston, Jan. 12.

Last week, at the. 1,700-seat
Shubert. “Guys and Doils” grossed
a sellout $44,111. resulting in the
musical holding oyer until. Feb. 20.

House is scaled at $6, Friday and
Saturday nights and $4.80 other

ghts. Week ending Jan. 2 grossed
over $46,700 at upped holiday
scale.

Sole newcomer this week is

“Confidential Clerk,” which bowed
into the Colonial Monday (11) for
a two-week pre-Broadway run.

‘Clerk’ Cracks House Mark

At New Haven, $19,308
New Haven, Jan. 12.

Preem of “Confidential Clerk”
at Shubert last week (7-9) cracked
the house record for a four-per-
formance, $4;80 top stand. With
SRO at every show, gross went to

a sock $19,308, which shaded “Sa-
brina Fair” by a few dollars.

Current is breakin of “Lullaby”
(Mary Boland) for a last half <14-

16). Next week is dark while “Lady
in Pink Tights” rehearses here.

Musical then plays full week of

Jan. 25-30.

New Year’s Eve: eight-week 'drama
j ^fejf^ver $7^0*100

for^he^LrThows New- Year’s Eve for regular seat?,

nflVrp?
5®*500 * h

.for- first five performances and one
onerea. _ _ ^ ; prcview ) ; opened Dec. 30 to four

*10 500? OVer 000 aPProvals (Atkinson, Times; Chap-
D-$4.80, 720, $18^5W>. Gver $6 000 m News; Haw-kins. World-Tele-
(nrevions w^ek over

|
gram; Watts, Post) and three dis-

$6 top New Year s Ae
: i seating views (Coleman. Mirror;

urda
.
y aft

,
er

. ! Norr. Herald Tribune; McClain*
and is beheved lost its full Journal-American).
capitalization of $45 000.

Dial M for Murder. Plvmouth
(62d wk) (D-34.80; 1.062; $29 815)

(Maurice Evans).
(previous week almost $26 900
w-ith $6 too New Year’s Eve).

Moved Monday (IP to the Booth,
but closes Feb, 27 to tour.

End as a Man. Lvceum (13th wk)
(D-S4.80; 995: $22 845) (Ben Gaz-
zara). Nearly $3 800 (previous
week, almost $9,400, with $6 top
New Year's Eve).

Fifth Season. Cort (51st wk)
(C-$4.80; 1.056: $25 227) (Menasha
Skulnik, Richard Whorf). Under
$21,600 (Previous week almost
$26,800, with $6 top New Year’s
Eve).

His and Hers. 48th Street (1st

wk) <C-$4!80; 925: $22,927) (Celeste
Holm. Robert Preston). Opened-
Thursday <7) to one favorable
notice (Chapman. News), five un-
favorable reviews (Atkinson,
Times: Coleman. Mirror; Hawkins,
World-TeWram; McClain. Joumal-
America; Watts, Post) and one in-

conclusive opinion (Kerr. Herald
Tribune): almost $14,200 for first

Sabrina Fair. National (8th wk)
(C-$6-$4.80; 1,172; $31,300) (Mar-
garet Sullavan, Joseph Gotten).

(previous week,
with $7.20 top

0vf7 £14
;Z5P i Under $30,600

around $32,800,

‘Harvey’ $8,000, Frisco;

O&J An Okay $14,000
San Francisco, Jan. 12.

Olsen & Johnson opened “Oh
Wotta Nite” at the Curran Mon-
day (4) to generally warm reviews.

Estimates for Last Week
Harvey, Geary (2d wk) ($3.60;

1,550) (Frank Fay). A thin $8,000.

Previous week, $11,500.

.

Oh Wotta Nite. Curran (1st wk)
($4.20; 1,758) (Olsen & Johnson).
Okay $14,000.

‘Moon’ $11,750 (4), Col.
Columbus, Jan. 12.

“Moon Is Blue,” on its second
time around, did a whopping $11,-

750 in four performances at the
Hartman last week, at a $3.75 top.

F. Hugh Herbert comedy was sell-

j
out for two performances and near-

'MISALL1ANCE' 1 2Gf
CINCY

Cincinnati, Jan. 12.

“Misalliance,” with Martyn
Green, grossed a slow $12,000 last

wreek in the 1,300-seat Cox. Top
wâ ^?3 :

69,
, ,.e *u with-' ly so for other two

This week South Pacific, vvi

j j

Many Davis product of “Twin
Jeanne Bal and ^ebb TU

:
s

Beds” is due next for a five-night
in the 2,500-seat Taft at $4.di top. _ twofer basis
It is the musical’s fourth Cmcy I

engag^ent on a twotei oasis

engagement in less than two years, i starting Jan. 19.

New’ Year’s Eve).
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (60th

wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1.063; $24,400)
(Tom Ewell). Over $21,100 (previ-
ous week, under $26,000, with
$7.20 top New Year’s Eve).
Sing Till Tomorrow, Royale (2d

w-k) (D-$4.80; 1.035; $27:000).
Closed Jan. 2. Grossed around
$2,000 for eight-performance run
at a loss Of about $37,000 on a $45,-
000 investment.

Solid Gold Cadillac, Belasco
(10th w-k) (C-$6-$4.80; 1.077: $28,-
300). (Josephine Hull). Over $28,-
300 (previous w-eek. a new. house
record, $30,344, with $7.20 top New
Year's Eve).

Sooth Pacific, Broadway (241st
wk) <MC-$6-$4.80; 1.990: S44.000)
(Martha Wright, George Britton).
Over $28,000 (previous u-eek, over
$41,200. with $6 top New Year's
Eve); closes Sat. (16).

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
four performances and two pre- 1 (15th wk) (D-$6-$4.80; 1.060: $28,-
views. 1

In the Summer House. Plav-
house (2d wk) (D-$6-$4.80: 999;
$23,500) (Judith Anderson). Under
$11,000 (previous week, over $16.-

000, w-ith $6 top New Year’s Eve,
for first seven performances);
onened Dec. 29 to three nods
(Chapman, News; Hawkins, World-
Telecram; Watts, Post), three pans
(Atkinson, Times: Coleman. Mir-
ror; Kerr, Herald Tribune) arid

one inconclusive opinion (McClain,
Journal-American),

John Murray Anderson’s Al-

manac, Tin Derial '5th WkV (Ri$7.20;

1,400; $50,300). Over $37,300 (pre-

vious week, over $48,700, with
$9.60 top New Year’s Eve).

Kind Sir. Alvin (10th wk) (C-$6-

$4.80: 1,331; $39,460) (Mary Mar-
tin. Charles B&yer). Over $28,400

300) (Deborah Kerr). Under $28,-

700 (previous w-eek, around $30,-

600, with $7.20 top New Year’s
Eve).
Teahonse of the August Moon,

Beck (13th wk) (C-$6-$4.80: 1,214;

$31,681) (David Wayne, John For-
sythe). Over $32,000 (previous
week, a new- house record, for a
straight play, $30,040, with $7.20
top New Year’s Eve).
Wonderful Town, Winter Gar-

den (45th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,510;

! $54. 173) (Rosalind Russell). Nearly
; $45,000 : (previous week, under
$57,600, with $9.60 top New Year s

Eve).

Miscellaneous
Madam Will You Talk, Phoenix

(6th wk) (CD-$3; 1,150; $15,000)
(Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn).
Almost $11,200 (previou$ week,

(previous week, over $30,800, with J under $13,100, with $4.80 top New
$9.60 top New Year’s Eve).
King and I. St. James (146th wk)

(MD-$7.20; 1.571; $51,717) (Yul

Brynner). Topped $25,200 (pre-

vious week, over $43,000, with
$7.20 ton New Year’s Eve); closes

April 10.

Kismet, Ziegfe T d (6th wk) (MD-
$7.20; 1,628; $57,908) (Alfred

Drake). Over $57,100 (previous

week, under $58,800, with $8.40 top

New Year's Eve).

Late Love, Booth .(13th wk) 1 (Wed).

Year’s Eve); closed Sunday (10)

after limited six-week run of 48
performances and two previews;
made an estimated profit of $10,000

on an investment of about $20,000.

Opening This Week
Starcross Story, Royale (D-$6-

$4.80; 1.035; $31,000) (Eva Le Gal-

lienne, Mary Astor). John C. Wil-

son, Messrs. Shubert and S.
.
S.

Krellberg production of play., by

! Diana Morgan; opens tonight
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The Metropolitan Is On
The physical fact is ihdubitaWe and undoubted. Most .

people know that the Metropolitan Opera House stands

on Broadway between 39th and 40th Sts;, in New York.

This, flbviously, is not what I am talking about. I apt

talking about Broadway, the Great White Way, the sym-

bol of everything that is globing and glittering and

sparkling in the-world of the American Theatre.
.

. W e

claim that our opera house belongs with that symbol.

Some people seem to doubt 11; to others, It just never

occurred. When recently a motion picture was made
which under the title “From Main Street to Broadway”

contained everything pertaining to show business—from

Miss Bankhead down and up—the producers . were mildly

amazed when I inquired why the Metropolitan was left

out When even the last theatrical kitchen sink was let in;

To call the reaction to this inquiry flabbergasted would

be a gross understatement. Whoever heard of an opera

house pretending to be a theatre?

Well, I insist that some people have heard of this

presumptuous pretension and if others haven’t, it is about,

time they did. What, may we ask, is an opera-house?

.

Is it by any chance a larger and fancy edition of parnegie

Hall? And if so, why do we have a stage, a curtain, and
dozens ol stagehands—all paraphernalia that go a long

way to making up a large hunk of our sad deficit?

Seriously speaking, everybody knows, or at least once
knew, that an opera is a play in music, drama or comedy,
as the case may be. If so many people are today only

darkly aware of this state of affairs, this is to a goodly

extent not their fault so much as it is the opera house’s,

and in saying this, I am by no means especially or only

referring to the Metropolitan. The tendency to regard

an opera performance as a concert in costume, a vocal

delivery with greasepaint on your face, is Widespread and
obnoxious: All opera houses that are really intent on
making opera the most exciting show on earth (which is

of course what it ought to be) must resist this sloppy
concept of non-theatrical opera.

The management of the Metropolitan Opera today is

eagerly conscious of this problem and—good music be-

ing almost a matter of Course in a firstrate opera house—

By JOHN GUTMAN
(Asst. Mgr., Met Opera House)

considers the theatrical rehabilitation of opera one of its

most urgent and also its. most exciting tasks. The in-

creasing coverage which the Metropolitan efforts have
been given by Variety are a fine testimonial to this, arid

one which we are quite proud of.

Two main factors account for the theatrical impact, if

any, of an operatic performance. The design of decor and
costume, and the. stage direction. However Important
they are, they must of course be not only coordinated
with but often subordinated to the music. Therefore, in

inviting such stage personalities as Peter Brook, Tyrone
Guthrie, Garson Kanin, Alfred Lunt, Joseph Maiikiewicz,

Cyril Ritchard and Margaret Webster, in addition to. such
fine opera experts as Herbert Graf and Dino Yannopoulos,

,

and in entrusting its scenic fate to people like Horace
Armistead, Eugene Berman, Charles Elson, Rolf Gerard
and Sam Leve, Met manager Rudolf Bing has made it a
principle without exception that, at the very beginning
of their chores, they, must consult with the. music director.

All artistic planning of a show at the Metropolitan today
is a three-cornered effort 'of conductor, director and de-
signer.

So far so good. Of course there is always the question'

of acting. There is a persistent rumor about, and has
been for the last 350 years, that opera singers just can’t

act, and if only they sing well, why should they? Well,

they should, and quite often can. The big mistake is to
believe that acting in music is the same as acting, period.

It isn’t. With all these leading stage directors milling
about our theatre, I have often had the fascinating op-
portunity to ask them what the difference in the two types
of acting really was. Alfred Lunt, with his usual charm,
came up with this one: ‘‘there isn’t so much difference, ex-

cept that on our side of the street we don’t sing so good.”
This is putting it pleasantly, though not quite realistically.

When it conies to acting in opera, what we really need
Is less of it. Exaggerated gesturing, to the point of the

ridiculous, has been the bane of this particular depart-
ment for a long time. Of course, some of these stereo-
typed and often caricatured gestures are dictated by the
physiological requirements of singing (although even that
is denied by so smart a stage director as Brook). One
thing is sure: acting in music cannot take a cue from
acting on the legitimate stage, By this I do not mean
that acting in opera would be Illegitimate, even if it i*
perfectly true that—historically speaking—opera was an
illegitimate child of the drama. The detailed kind of
play acting which we see in the spoken drama or comedy
is quite unsuitable for the larger space of the opera house
and for the more al fresco type of opera as a very special
kind of drama. v'

I think it is correct to say that ho truly adequate style
of acting has yet been found for opera. Nevertheless, even
if in this sector much remains to be desired, we are not
relinquishing our claim that an opera is a play, that very
often an opera, is. also a show, and. that with the type of
entertainment we are offering we are fully entitled to be
considered

.

part and parcel of that exciting and slightly
madT brotherhood that goes by the name of “Broadway.’'

’ One thing, we must admit, is as yet seriously hampering
our efforts at being a theatre. If you go to a show, dona
you want to know what is going on? If you dp, how do
you find out if people are singing at you in Italian.
French and German? Do I mean by this that I am ad-
vocating opera in English to the bitter end, even at the
Met?- 1 do not. As long as the Met remains an' interna-
tional, as Well as an American opera house, where all

the great foreign artists are expected to be heard, opera
in the .original will remain the order of the day. Where,
on the other hand; English as the; right operatic language
has already proved its indubitable superiority is on
television. But this belongs in another chapter and,
may : I add, to one of the most fascinating chapters yet
known to the history of opera.. Our experience in this
hew medium so far has been entirely encouraging. So
there is always hope that, even if Broadway should still

continue making sour faces at us, the day may come
when we will show on millions of television screens how
utterly theatrical an art form opera really is.

The Big Knife
London, Jan. 4.

Sam Wanamaker Sc Ralph Birch presen-
tation of drama in three acts, by' Clifford
Odets. . Stars Wanamaker, Renee

.
Asher-

son; features Frederick Valk> Directed by
Wanamaker/ Sets. Richard Lake. At Duke
of Yorks, London. Jan. 1. *54: $2.20 top.

. Russell . John Harrison
Buddy Bliss Philip Vickers
Charles Castle . Sam Wanamaker
Pattv Benedict Natalie Lynn

.
Marion Castle .......... Renee Asherson
Nat Datiziser ........ .

.

Meier Tzenllker
Mar.cUs Hoff Frederick Valk
Smiley Cop ..... George Coulcu.ris
Connie Bliss Heather Stannard
‘*Hank’‘ Teagle Joseph O'Concr
Dixie Kvans Diane Cilento
Dr. Frary Mayne Lynton"

For the second time in just
about a year, Sam Wanamaker has
directed and starred in a Clifford
Odets’ play in London. On the last

occasion when he brought “Winter
Journey” (“The Country Girl” >

here, he scored a combined artistic

and boxoffice success; on this oc-
casion, the prospect of his new
venture are less certain and they
will depend largely on the person-
al drawing power of the stars ^nd
the author.

Odets’ searing analysis of Holly-

ADVANCE AGENTS!
COMPANY MANAGERS!
We have been serving theatrical

shows for,; over 42 years. Ours is

fhe oldest, most reliable and ex-

perienced transfer, company on the

West Coast!

• Railroad privileget for handling
1

.
. show* and theatrical luggage .

• Complete Warehouse facilitieel

• Authorised in California. Equipped

to transfer and haul anywhere in

U. 5.1

• RATES ON REQUEST f

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street

los Angeles 13, Calif.

MUtual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

::;DI;R:EOT:0;n:'V':
i

Available to Anywhere

PROSCENIUM and ARENA

ALEXANDER WHITE
155 W. 46th St., New York 36, N. Y.

Plaxa7>6300

wood bears the stamp of the in-

tellectual’s contempt for a system
which thrives on personalities and
which demands the maximum pro-
tection for the. stockholder’s in-

vestment. Stars who are boxoffice
must go on churning out films and
cannot indulge in romantic non-
sense about doing a play on Broad-
way or living in domestic happi-
ness.

'

The development of this theme
allows for some good taut melo-
drama and for effective snatches of
dialog. But the overall effect is

not always satisfying and the . reve-
lations not as surprising as the. au-
thor might have intended. The
spark which is kindled in some,of
the mdre dramatic sequences is al-

lowed to dwindle too soon and the
climax, although possibly in char-

acter, leaves the issue unresolved.
.But it completes a picture of a

sordid Hollywood.
V/anamaker’s por tra y a 1 of

Charles Castle, the star who is be-

ing forced to renew his contract

for a 14-year term, despite its

tense virility; represents one of the

weaknesses of the production. As
Wanamaker also takes the direc-

torial credit he, not unnaturally,

has nobody to restrain him. Hence,
the role, which, keeps him on stage

throughout most of the three acts,

certainly calls for restraint both in

the use of mannerisms and in its

actual length. Let it be admitted,
however, that he gives the fullest

scope to other artists. .Renee Ash-
erson’s performance as his wife is

noted for its genuine sincerity. As
the studio boss. Frederick Valk
turns Ol a portrayal of outsanding
quality; the character, is :

richly

etched and clearly defined. There
is also a smash contribution by a

blonde newcomer, Diane Cilento,

as the starlet who has to be kept
quiet at all costs. Heather Stan-

nard, Meier Tzelniker and George
Coulouris are among the fine per-

formers recruited for this produc-
tion. Myro.

Opera-Concert Series

In N.Y. Bow With ‘Paris’

The American Chamber Opera
Society will bow its first annual
subscription series of opera per-

formances in concert form at Town
Hall, N. Y., Friday (15), with the
AriiericAn preem of Gluck’s : “Paris
arid fteien.” Cast will include
Mariquita Moll, Laurel Hurley,
Maria Leone and Paul Franke.
Arnold U. Gamson will conduct.

i = = =q
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CAB CALLOWAY
Sportin' Ufa

“Porgy and Bass?
NATIONAL THEATRE, y/ash.. D. C.
"As sauce for the feast there is the great Cab Callo-

way, e far steadier ‘Sportin’ Life, ‘ a characterisation
of charmlng malevolence-^-and you haven't lived until
vow ve ^seen him sing about 'Methusala's 900 Years'."

—RICHARD L. COE, Wash., D. C., Post

Mgt.: BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broodwdy, NewYork

‘ *

Future B’way Schedule
( Theatre indicated if boofeed)

SSS Continued from pace 1
—^^

three daily sheets were given seats

on the furthest left aisle, instead
of the usual center, next to the
standees and exits. . At first the
critics merely muttered into their

beards.

More recently they have taken
to sniping indirectly at the man-
agement’s policy in their reviews,

with iritro. remarks like “Fronv
where I sat,-4t sounded like. . .

or “From this side the view-
ing . . .

,” or that they simply
couldn’t see or hear. Now they ex-

pect to take up the matter at the
next meeting of the Music Critics

Circle, for more formal protest.

As for managements or person-
al reps of artists/ a good deal of.

ill-will has been engendered this

season. Ever since the house
opened, decades ago, recognized
managers 6f artists have been on
the Met’s door list, able to drop in

(free) to stand (no seat given) and
hear their, artist in performance.
Most agents don’t get a commis-
sion from their artists on their
Met stints, although they still have
to render certain services via
an appearance at the house.

This season the door list was
summarily cancelled, without dis-
cussion or limiting. An artist can
bririg in one person Tree on the
night he or she sings (to stand
around), but agents "mnw are gen-
erally barred, and several im-
portant execs haven’t been at the
house all season, for their first such
brushoff in memory. And the cloud
of ill-will seems to be growing.

Current London Shows
London, Jan, 12.

(Figures denote premiere dates)
Affairs of State, Cambridge (8-21-52).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
As Long As Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).
Big Knife, Duke York’s (1-1-54).
Birthday Honours, (Criterion (10-6-53),
Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
Carrington, V. C., Westminster (7-28-53
Champagne, On Ice, Hipp (9-17-53).
Confidential Clerk, Lyric (9-16-53).
Day By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53
Deer Charles, New (12-18-52).
Down Came Blackbird, Savoy (12-22-33
Escapade, Strand (1-20-33).
Fellas Berger*, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
For Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).
Guys end Dolls, Colliseum (5-28-53).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-39).
London Laughs, Adelphi (4*12-52).
Love From Judy, Savilie (9-25-52).
Leva Match, Palace (11-10-53).
More Intimacy, New Lindsey (12-29-53).
Moesetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Oddly Enough, New Watergate (12-22-53
Old Vic Repertory, Old Vic (9-14-53).
Paint Your Wagon, Majesty's (2-1L53
Pygmalion, St. James' (11-19-53).
question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53)
Reluctant Heroes, Whitehall (9-12-50).
Return, Duchess (11-9-53).
Ring Out Bells, Vic. Pal. (11-12-52).
Seagulls ;Sorrento, Apollo (6-14-50).
Sevan Year Itch, Aldwych (5-14-52).
Sleeping Prince, Phoenix (10-5-53).
Someone Waiting, Globe (11-25-53).
Trial A Error, Vaude (917-53).
Wish You Were Here. Casino (10-10 53
Witness Prosecution, W. Card. (10-28-53

. wwvaw*# hM9l TOC CIV
Living Room, Wyndham’s (4-16-53)
Orchard Walls, St. Martin's (11-30-53]

. SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Crime Punishment, Arts (t-13-54).
Boychik, Embassy (1-13-54).

Starcross Story, Royale, tonight
(Wed.). ... .

Corlolanus, Phoenix, Jan. 19.
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,

Plymouth, Jan. 20.

Iihmoralist, Lyceum, Jan. 26.
Lullaby, Jan. 27.
Mardi Gras, Jan. 28.
Confidential Clerk, Morosco,

Feb. 11.

Winner, Feb. 17.

Ondine, 46th St, Feb. 18.
Girl Pink Tights, Hellinger, 2/25.

Burning Glass, week March 1.

Child of Grace, March 18;
By Beautiful Sea, March 25.
Year Around, April 19.
Pajama Game, May 12.

Femme Star
Continued from page 69

Lee Segall, $4,500; attorney Mor-
ris M. Schrier, representing Music
Corp. of America, $3,000, and
Actors Fund president Walter Vin-
cent. $3,000. Aldrich and Myers
are listed as general partners.

“Dear Charles,” incidentally, is

an adaptation of an old Broadway
flop, by way of the French. Orig-
inal version, written by Frederick
Jackson, based on an idea by Ro-
land Bottomley, was called “Slight-
ly Scandalous.” With Janet Beech-
er as star, it played seven perform-
ances at the National, N. Y., dur-
ing June, 1944.

luatt^uuucii iiiauc
version, titled “Les Enfants d’Ed
ouard,” which was produced ii

Paris several seasons later. Ani
that was in turn adapted by Mel
ville as "Dear Charles/’ It opene<
Dec. 18, 1952, at the New, London
Featured male lead, in support o
Miss Arnaud, was Charles Gold
ner, who left the comedy a coupl
of months ago to costar with Rene
Jeanmarie in “The Girl in Pin
Tights,” musical currently in re
hearsal for a. Feb. 25 opening a
the Hellinger, N. Y.

With “Charles” in abeyance, Al-
drich & Myers, in association with
Fleischmann, are going ahead With
an immediate production of
“Wooden Dish,” Edmund Morris
drama, for which Herman Shumlin
is set as director, with a cast prob-
ably including Jairies Westerfield
Vicki Cummings, Howard Smitli
and Edward Binns. It’s tentatively
slated to go into rehearsal earlv
in February. '

Next on the A & M list is “Jan-
us,” a comedy by Carolyn Green.
It will probably be tried out next
summer at the Cape Playhouse,
Dennis, Mass., and/or the Fal-
mouth Playhouse, Coonamessett.
Mass., both of Which are operated
by Aldrich; Plan is to bring the
play to Broadway in the fall, Otto
Preminger, who directed “Moon Is
Blue” for A & M, will stage- the
show.

‘OKLAHOMA’ $29,300

IN 2D MIAMI STANZA
Miami, Jan. 12.

“Oklahoma” took in almost $29,-
300 at the Dade County Auditorium
here last Week. Take for the pre-
vious week at the Dade was
around $24,800.

Musical is splitting this week be*
tiveen the War Memorial Audi-
torium, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Mon-
day-Wednesday (11-13) and the
Peabody Auditorium, Daytona
Beach, Fla., Tliursday-Saturday
(14-16).

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys : C ( Comedy ) , D ( Drama )

,

CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy) , MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).

Corlolanus (D)—T. Edward Ham-
bleton & Norris Houghton (Phoe-
nix Theatre) prods.; John House-
man, dir.; Robert Ryan, star.

Girl in Pink Tights (M)—Shep-
ard Traube, Anthony B. Farrell,
prods.; Traube/ dir.; Renee Jean-
maire, Charles Goldher, stars.
Ondine (CD)—Playwrights' Co.

prod.; Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontanne,
dirs.; Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferret,
stars.

Winner (C)—Playwrights' Co.,
prod.; Elmer Rice, dir,; Joan
Tetzel, Tom Helmore, stars.

BROADWAY ANGELS,
INC.

Common Slock

Prict 50c a Shara

Write or phone for an offering

circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

M W. *SMi St., N*w York- 23

TRofolgar 4-1 81
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WEEK-EN D I N TH E COU NTRY ?

In the heart of America’s most famous liter:

ary haunts and historic points of interest.

Facing village green. Comfortable, restful.

A peaceful place to read, write, paint, or get

away from it all for aweek-end. Modernly ap-

pointed rooms with bath. Admirablecooking-
European plan. Write, wire or phone your
host- Loring Grimes, Jr. COLONIAL
INN, Concord, Mass. Telephone 460.

ATTENTION PRODUCERS
AND AGENCIES

Experienced American Writer-Editor

Will read, translate or adapt French

Plays for Stag* or Television. Phone

Ulster
. 6-0560 or write ' Box VI 854,

Variety, 154 W. 46 St., New York, N.Y.
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Royalty Issue

pnvaltv payments to authors on

n iperback *ejlitions^have been the

subject of repeated attack in the

O St year by the Authors Guild,

Kfich has practically hailed a cou-

o/e of the newer publishers as

heroes for paying 8c. a copy. Usual

'
ra
fiuild^uf '

now' join hands Mon-
,.,1V (18) at the Batbizon Plaza

ffiel N. Y., with the Mystery

Writers of America to kick the

issue (and the oldline publishers)

around some more. William Shirer

uili chair the meeting. Open to all

interested writers, at 8:30 pm.
Sneakers will be Rex Stout, Chris-

topher La Farge, Ann Petry, Bruno
Fisher and John Brick, of the

Guild’s Reprint Committee.
Pertinent statistic: over 260-

hiillion paperback books were dis-

tributed in 1953. Authors don’t

think they are getting theirs.

Look’s New Editorial. Look
Editorial stiakeup at Look sees

Daniel D, Mich returning to the

mag after a three-year tenure at

McCall’s as editorial director, with
Dana Tasker exiting Look after

less than a year as editorial
.
chief

of the slick.

Mich takes over the top post,

moving William B. Arthur up from
assistant managing editor to man-
aging editor and assistant to Mich.
Departing with Tasker* Who joined

the mag last winter, are William
Lowe and

.
Les Midgely? Latter

was managing ed, and Lowe was
former executive editor, a post
which has been abolished. Mich
joined Look in 1937 and rose
through the posts of m.e. and exec
editor until , he resigned to join
McCall’s as editorial director in
1950. Plans of Tasker* Lowe and
Midgley haven’t been announced
yet, nor has a replacement at Mc-
Call’s been set for Mich.

note,” Will be out Feb, 7. He has just

completed a third, this time non-
Florida, for publication in the fall

Of 1954. Pratt’s original paperbacks
have now sold almost 6,000,000.
When he went into this field, after
19 hardbooks, he predicted that
some day there would be book-
stores handling only paperbacks.
He was given the horselaugh, but
now there are two such, one in
New York and the other in San
Francisco.

Pratt’s outdoor drama, “Semi-
nole,” from which the novel was
adapted, has recently been pub-
lished by the University of Florida
Press.

Mr. and Mrs; Byliners
Ted and Dorothy Friend, Frisco

Variety muggs began a daily col-
umn in the S. F. Call-Bulletin start-

ing Jail. 1 1. He’s the former N. Y

.

Mirror nightlife byliner and she’s
the former Broadway p.a.

The column, a six day a weeker,
is San Francisco’s first “Mr.' and
Mrs.” chatter and comment pillar.

Since they left N* Y. nine years ago
to run a high Sierra weekly news-
paper; Which* they published for
oyer two years; they have made
Frisco their home. Their activi-

ties have included printing and
publishing and airwave work as a
“Mr. and Mrs,” team.

1953 Proved Brisk Year

For Books on Theatre;

By GEORGE FREEDLEY

What with Margo Jones down In

Dallas labeling her theatre nu-
merically and John Chapman label-

ing his rival to the “Best Play” se-

ries as “Theatre ’53" (Random
House; $5), it seems logical to arid

this brief survey of publications
similarly appearing in ’53,

There is nostalgia, ‘humor and

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
;»»+ By Frank Scully +»+ << » +

>

Hollywood.
It was a nice thought Bob Sherwood used to introduce a fragment

of bis multifarious talents to entertain such TV audiences as tune in
on NBC, and it was commendable that Miller’s High Life beer should
pick, up the $50,000 tab instead of shopping around for a sporting
event. Especially since the prez of Miller’s, one of Notre Dame’s Four
Horsemen, still is -a sports fan of the finest type. (He offered to buy
the Boston Braves for Milwaukee if nobody else would.)

As Sherwood’s “Backbone of America" dealt with an average Amcri-

o can family’s negative reaction to a giveaway radio gimmick, it might
pathos in Bernard Sobel’s “Broad-

j

he considered unAmcrican to say that it was an average script played
way Heartbeat” (Hermitage House; by exceptional actors and directed with exceptional restraint in that

$4,50) which tells us how a press High Life, Schlitz, Pabst, nor any other beer appeared on this average

agent beat .his way up to the top' American family’s dinner table. •

from a small Indiana town. The I don’t see how this got by Adolphe Wenland, the giveaway tycoon,
stories about Earl Carroll and Fib

j
because at one time he had the High Life account and in indie pic
productions used to have a man on the set whose chief job it was to
turn the High Life label toward the camera in the event a prop man
turned it toward the wall. It was an unobtrusive form of advertising,

Ziegfeld mark this title as one not
to be missed. If you like to look
rather than read, you will get a

splendid “Life”-size display in Tom
]

and I never heard a beef from average actors or average exhibitors,

Brit. Esquire Edition
A British edition of Esquire is

due to be launched May 14. Ar-
rangements are to be finalized dur-
ing the visit this week to London
of Arnold Gingrich, the publisher,
and Richard D. KravitZ; American
director of the British edition, who
is in charge of the editorial pro-
duction departments.
The first issue will have a print

number of 75,000 and will be sold
at three shillings and sixpence
(50c). The mag will be published
from offices in New Bond St.

TV Guide In Mo.-Kansas
Triangle Publicatibns is moving

into the Kansas City coverage area
with a Missoiiri-Kansas edition of
TV Guide, beginning with a Jan.
13 issue. LeRoy V. Bertin has
been appointed manager in K. C.;
Arthur Shulman is editor, and
Richard D. Morphew is promotion
manager.
Kansas City will be the. 18th

major city covered by the publica-
tion. The move there follows a suit
entered a few weeks ago against
a K. C. outfit which has been put-
ting out a television program mag
for about a year. The suit has not
yet reached a hearing.

Mag* Newspaper Shifts
Flock of resignations frorii top

newspaper
,
and magazine posts

last week saw Raymond H. McCaw
exiting as night managing editor
of the New York Times, T. S. Mat-
thews leaving his post as manag-
ing editor of Time and Daniel
Longwell ending his association
in various top capacities with Life.
McCaw is retiring to Arizona

after a 23-year stint as n.m.e. of
tlie Times. Matthew's, who joined
Time in 1929 as a book reviewer,
moved up to books, editor, general
editor and finally managing editor
in 1943. He was to have launched
an English edition of Time, but
the project fizzled . and Matthew'S
moved out. Longwell, who headed
the board of editors of Life until
this summer, helped form the mag
as senior editor in 1936. He served
a* managing editor from 1944 to
1947.

„ London Crix Switches
Kenneth Tynan, w'ho recently

resigned as drama critic of the
London Evening Standard and sub-
sequently took up. an appointment
m a similar capacity on the Daily
Sketch, has been named to succeed
Ivor Brown as drama critic of the
Observer. He will take up his new
appoint rivent in the summer. Tynan
recently authored a biog of Alec
Ouinness and also collaborated
with photographer Cecil Beaton on
"ersonna

. Graita,” an illustrated
review of 100 leading personalities;

I aul Dehri. has .left the London
Sunday Chronicle to take oyer film
reviews in the News Chronicle,
succeeding the late Richard Win-
riington,

4
W'ho died three months

.
Dehn has authored several

sketches for West End revues and
also wrote the original story of

r i

to Noon” which w'as
tiimed by the Boulting Bros.
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Prideaux’s “World Theatre in Pic
tures” (Greenberg; $7.50). It is

a conscientious though uneven the-

atre “history,” but it is pictorial iy
interesting.

It is pleasant to welcome Louis
(Tina) Kronenberger as the new
editor of the “Best Plays Series of
1952 :53” to succeed the seceding
John Chapman (previously noted)
whq had followed the founder,
Burns Mantle, in the editing of. a
great theatre reference tool as li-

brarians term it.

A real honey of a book and one
which appeals to all of us is Joe
Laurie Jr.’s “Vaudeville” (Holt;

$5), the true story of a theatrical
form which delighted us for a long
time but W'hich has suffered a sea
Change.

: All it needs is Laurie hack
in there pitching personally;
There is a new giant-sized book i

by Dariiel Blum (whose annual is-

sues of “Theatre World” and
“Screen World” [Greenberg; $4.50]
are invaluable). This new book is

such as befell Postmaster-General Suminerfield When he allowed a
non-General Motors truck to be immortalized on a postage stamp to

the Consternation of all the General Motors patriots in Ike’s cabinet.

That Sherwood’s average American family minded being called
“average” and would resent an invasion of privacy on being announced
from coast-to-coast as the winners of air $18,000 home, a honeymoon
to Bermuda for a daughter and son-in-law, and a course at M.I.T.
for a son, left me with a smirk that could easily be classified as sub-
versive. That, moreover, such a family, on being informed of the high
slum-clearance motives behind the promotion department of National
Greenbelt Homes, Inc., should then reverse its field and decide to

buy such, a home instead of getting it for nothing put. this plot-switch,
for me at least, as higher than High Life among unbelievable modern
fairy tales. _

Hram, “Chewing Gum Class,”. Eh?"
It must have been a long time since Sherwood went around with

average Americans. Or exceptional Americans either, since the years
,

between his labors in show biz were spent as a ghostwriter extolling
lOTratic Way of life, which as. Don Marquis onCe

Double Dutch To You
Article about “Unusual Words

and phrases” used in Variety was
featured recently on the main edi-
torial page of the Scottish Sunday
Mail, Glasgow, under title, “Vaud-
ery Is The Place to Yock.” The
writer, Stuart Gordon, said: “This
64-page newspaper,

.
published

every Wednesday from West 46th
St., in the heart of New York* and
circulating among theatre and film
people in. all parts of the world,
employs the most unusual but pic-

turesque phrases to convey its

appraisal of the international show
business scene. It may be double
dutch to many, yet to thousands all

over the globe who follow the in-

ternational show business scene
through its pages, it is crystal
clear.”

Article listed such words as
oaters* sagebrushers, hoofery,
grind house, stubholders, crix.

cleffers, schnozzie* vaudery and
yocks.

CHATTER
UIVs London correspondent, Bob

Musel, in Hollywood for 10 days.
Movie Life editor Pat Campbell

will also edit Ideal’s by-monthly
mag, movies.

Kaitherine Albert is the new
president of ' the Hollywood Wo-
men’s Press Club.
Nebraska City News-Press, Ne-

braska’s oldest surviving news-
paper, has begun its 100th year.

Screenwriter Richard Maibaum
joining the faculty of the U. of

Iowa as a lecturer in the speech
arid dramatic arts department.
“The Ladies of the Corridor,”

new play by Dorothy Parker and
Arnaud d’Usseau, will be publish-
ed by Viking next Monday (18).

N. Y. Times film reviewer Bosley
Crowther won the first annual
critic’s award of the Screen Di-

rectors Guild, to be presented at

the Guild’s yearly dinner, Jan. 24.

Robert C. Barton, formerly man-
aging editor, named editor of the

Lima (O.) - News, published by
Galvin Newspapers. Robert S.

Rochester was news editor, named
m.e.

• ,

Meyer Levin doing new column,
“The Candid Critic,’’ for Newark
Star Ledger^ Portland Oregonian,
Long Island Press and others. Five-

day-a-weeker covers books, films,

video, art, etc.
'

Bill Hall, ex-editor of Borzoi

Books for Young- People at Knopf,
now children's book editor at Gar-

den City Books-HanovCr House. He
will take full charge of juvenile

publishing at Garden City Books.

Louis Horst, founder and m.e. of

Dance Observer, arid rioted au-

thority on the modern dance, was
partied yesterday (Tues.) on his

70th birthday at the Neighborhood
Playhouse School of the Theatre,

N, Y.
N.’ Y. Legislative Correspond-

ents Assn* will conduct its annual

dinner^show in Albany, night of

March 13. Event, attended by no*

the virtues of the denu
brilliantly said, was “government by the chewing gum class.’

Shaw once said the democracies preferred mediocrity arid since they
preferred his plays more than other forms of government did, he
obviously had a foolproof defense of the mediocrity of his plays as
well as his public.

To argue that average Americans, or people anywhere else for that
matter, are against ... getting something for nothing is an elevating

‘‘A Pictorial History of the^Siierit * thought. But on the pragmatic level of life it is sheer nonsense. To
Screen” (Putnam- $10). Books now !

students of economics, politics or ethics, such an attitude toward Santa

cost more than tickets to hit musi- • claus is neither typical nor av erage. It is 'strictly from “Squares of

the Round Table.”

Our richest enterprises live on chumps who think they can get some-
thing for nothing. Life is a gamble and a gamble is motivated by
the belief that riches now and then can be got without being earned
by hard labor.

If all of us got what we are worth, the sum total, as appraised by
biochemists and atheists, would be $3.96 at present inflationary prices,

sales tax included. Even old plugs bring a higher figure at glue factories
than this.

Bankers No Better Than Agents?

The plain fact is that the Whole fabric of our civilization is threaded
with usurious techniques arid these are Worked out by specialists in

the art of getting something for nothing. Bankers get rich on other

cals but they do last and give pleas-
ure a great deal longer. This magr
nificently illustrated pictorial ac-

count of the films of my very young
youth is nostalgic, delightful and
just the answer to that argument
as to whether Beverly Bayne or
Theda Bara played Juliet. The an-
swer, of course, is they both did,

Legiters
Clarence Derwent, past president

of Equity and now- president of
ANTA, has fourid time to set down
memories of bis “first 50. years in

; people’s money, not their own.

ica” in “The Derwent Story” 1
AH peasants above the rank of Junior G-Men know about discounts,

wholesale prices and markups. They know that giveaways are not
really giveaways but are part of the advertising cost of a product which
is marked Up five to 10 times its manufacturing cost to take care of
the middlemen—all those “workers” between the" producer arid ultimate
consumer who get a percentage for helping sell the product to more
and more people.
To illustrate a common come-on designed to catch the average

sucker hunting, for something for nothing, coffee leaped 300 to 400ro
since 1945, You will often find it advertised today as •‘Special, 20c
off regular price." This is a much more effective selling device than
cutting the price 20c, because it seemingly is giving something

.
away

for nothing.
The same can be said of various forriis of merchandise specializing

in giveaways on radio and TV. It has been worked out to decimals
how much a mere mention of a product on TV or radio means in

increased business to a manufacturer. Jim Morgan, of “Queen for a

Day,” once worked out for me how five . seconds of a mere mention
of a product multiplied by 500 stations would cost an advertiser if

he bought the time from coast-to-coast or in spot announcements by
syndication. No wonder manufacturers find it cheaper to pile mer-
chandise on some deserving peasant who could never afford to buy
even the eoldfsweat off a freezer.

Papering The House 1

Why, recently on a Jack Benny program the Biltmore at Palm
Springs was mentioned so often one would have suspected it was the
hotel, not Lucky Strikes, that was sponsoring the program. It even
spilled over to the next week and was plugged by Dennis Day, who
wasn’t even there, having been held in Hollywood by another commit-
ment. This is all part of the great Afnerican tradition of getting some-
thing for something under the guise of getting it for nothing, because
no money passes between the parties involved.
Merely because the merchandise dispensed with such largesse by

m.e.V costs nothing to the producers of the package,, is no proof that

the producers are low fellows possessed of no motive except to exploit

an average Americano less privileged than himself.

Only the week before the Sherwood expose of "Operation Giveaway,”
“Welcome Travelers” over that same NBC played Santa Claus to Glenn
Dill, 57, and his wife Beatrice, 55, residents of a big red house in

Okemah, Okia,, a town of 3,500 people. The Dills were deluged with

merchandise and an order for $1,000 for merchandise they could pick

! tables, usually highlights the w'eek-
1 and choose from. They intended to give this away to neighbors more

(Henry Scliuman; $5), one of the
most pleasant books in years.
John Chapman, as noted above,

has severed his connectionWith
the “Rest Plays” and has started
on his ow-n w ith “Theatre :

’53*” He
includes a dozen abbreviated ver-

j

sioris of hit plays as well as the
casts and brief synopses familiar
to the readers of the “Best Plays.”
The late^Barrett H. Clark contrib-
uted a roundup chapter devoted to

the theatre in the U. S. outside

New York. No matter which you
pick, Chapman or Kronenberger
or both, you will have an excellent
statistical record of Broadway for
your library shelves.

Written in good taste and writh

restraint is Felix Barker's "The
Oliviers” (Lippincott; $5) w hich is

an excellent biography of Sir Laur-
ence and Lady Olivier (Vivien
Leigh). Rivalipg it in the biog-

raphy field is Cecile Sorel’s “Cecile
Sorel” (Stapleton; $2.50), an ex-
traordinary personal account of the
last 40 years of the French theatre
in France, England, America and
the world by its greatest actress.

Hundreds of theatre books and
printed plays have tumbled from
the publishers’ presses in 1953, but
I’m sure you. don’t want to scram-
ble through a bibliography this

morning. I’ve simply chosen a few
of the high-lighlights for your
pleasure.

end before adjournment of the
Legislature.

,

The Boston Globe will serialize

Horace Sutton’s tome on the Wal-
dorf, “Confessions of a Grand
Hotel.” The New York edition of

in need of it than themselves. ‘To us," said Mrs. Dill, “living is giving

and giving is living.”

“Welcome Travelers” Travels West

All their married lives they had been ofTsetting Polly Ad lor by
making thfeir house a home for children of all races and creeds. They

'the Sunday Herald. Trib’s mag sec- had educated their ow'n two children through college arid several other

lion, This Week, recently reprinted
a portion of the book.

William Orristein, Metro N. Y.
tradepress contact, has a short

story, “Valley of the Churches,” in

the current American Jewish
Times Outlook. Originally written
for “Deep Currents,” his second
collection, yarri was yanked from

! anthology to make room for “The
i Living Dead “ based on his sojourn
in Arizona.

children who had lived with them for a while.

It took a lot of research to pick this average American family, which

obviously was high above the average. That this giveaway will sell

more freezers, electric stoves, automatic washing machines, television

sets, film cameras, furniture and rugs to those who were not picked,

or who play their charity much closer to their chests, is of course the

main object of the manufacturers who tossed their merchandise into

the pool. The plug they got over 163 NBC stations, in their opinion,

paid off handsomely.
„ , ,

, .

,

Despite what professors of ethics might feel about it, this is the

i
American wa/. There is anpther \v*iy, but who wants it?
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Broadway
Chi disk Jockey Bill Evans and

wife due in next week to catch the

current legit shows, .

Sylvia Raskin, theatre Owners

of America staffer, engaged over

the weekend to Herbert Baer, of

Coatesville, Pa. ,

Agnes de Miile (a U. of Califor*,

nia grad) elected to the board of

trustees of Sarah Lawrence Col-

lege, Yonkers, N. Y.

Publisher Eddie joy and his

wife; thrush Mindy Carson, re-

turned to New York from a Nassau

vacation Monday (11).

Gus Lampe, director of enter-

tainment and music for Schme
Hotels, moving from Gloversville

to New York. Lampe formerly was

general manager of the Scnine

Circuit.

Richard Barstow, choreographer

for the Judy Garland starrer, A
Star Is Born," took a short leave

of absence to stage the General

Motors spectacle, “Motorama of

1954/' at the Waldorf, Jan. 21-27;

The Harry Salters have adopted

three children through Foster

Parents’ Plan for War Children.

Three children are Korean, Ger-

man and Italian war orphans.

Salter is currently producing N3C-
TV’s “Name That Tune.”

George Jessel and Jan Peerce

will top the guest list at a dinner

climaxing the Long Island drive

for State of Israel bonds at the

Forest Hills Jewish Center Sunday
117). Both have been active in the

bond drive throughout the country.

A classic film museum is being
started here undjer government
sudsidy.

Maurice Chevalier into new
Henri-Diamant Berger

.
pie, “With-

out Family.” t
On her return to France, Clau-

dette Colbert will star in a two-
language pic, “Women’s Battle.’’

Luis Mariano inked to play op-
posite Yvonne De Carlo in “The
Sea Eagle’’ set for Rome produc-
tion.

Patachou will head the Theatre
De L’Etoile variety show

, 4
when

Yves Montand exits his one main
production next month;

i Edith Piaf and Jacques Pills will

play the Alhambra here this month
arid then go on three-month tour
of France with the SUper-Circus.
Humphrey Bogart pa s s i n g

. through on his way to Rome to

start “The Barefoot Contessa” (UA)
under Joseph Mankiewicz’s direc-

tion.
New theatre here, Theatre Des

Arts, now rehearsing the French
version of the Anita Loos adapta-
tion of Colette’s “Gigi” for Febru-
ary rep.

By Hal V. Cohen
Sol Hellers decided against stay-

ing in Florida and are back at
Carousel.
Vinnie Faye, Joey Faye’s kid

brother, has returned to Casino as
house singer.

Jacqueline. Hurley signed for
next 11 months with Pollock Bros,
indoor circus.

Fred Favorite is back home, hav-
ing left the Mia Slavenska-Freder-
ic Franklin ballet.

Mark Lewis, stage electrician at
the Fulton for last 18 years, has
retired at age of 65.

Bernard Novak, business man-
ager of Catholic Theatre Guild,
left to study for priesthood.
Johnny Harris has signed Ron

Fletcher again to do the choreog-
raphy for his 1955 “Ice Capades.”

Larry Carra, formerly of Tech
drama faculty, producing-directing
winter stock company near Phila-
delphia.

.1

By Hans; Hoehn
Curt Bois was pacted by DEFA

to direct a him and to star in it.

Berlin’s traditional Press Ball
will be held Jan. 16 at Festhalle
am Funkturm. r ..

William Dieterle in Munich for
confabs on possible German-Amer-
ican coproduction.

Paul Henreid playing lead in
‘Cabaret,” first German film which
Willi Forst is directing in Munich.

Gustaf Gruendgens, Germany’s
ace legit star and director, given
the Federal Merit Cross with Star.

Tatjana Gsovsky invited by
SCala of Milan to direct Strav-
insky’s scenical oratorio, “Les
Noces.

"Arsenic and Old Lace” preemed
at Theatre in Nurnberger Stfasse,
With Leopoldine Konstantin in
femme lead.

Martin Hellberg, DEFA pic di-
rector and holder of Commie . Na-
tional and World Peace Award)

vacationing in the Caucasus (Soviet

Russia).
Bambi winners of 1953, awards

for the most popular German
screen stars, went to O. W. FischSr
and Ruth Leuwerik. Ingrid Berg-
man and Gregory Peck topped the
foreign field. :

Maxie Rosenbloom, Gladys and
Will Ahearn, Dru and, Kay Dalton,
Jack O’Connor, Pat Moran, Cathy
Downs, Donna Brown, Maxine
Marlowe. Joan Elms, Ludwig
Drefus and his combo were here
for a GI Yule show.

By Matty Brescia

Don Reid to Hotel Peabody’s
Skyway for two weeks.
Hoyt Wooten, prexy of WREC,

Memphis CBS outlet, to Washing-
ton on . tv biz.

Cliff Winehill, vet vaude per-
former and line of girls, at Silver
Slipper, Memphis’ only nitery.

Carl Sands orch shuttered the
Hotel Claridge’s Balinese Room at
the conclusion of holiday booking.

Clarence Camp, Jr., son of
southern jukebox fave, Clarence
Camp,

,
now singing with Tommy

Reed orch,
Hal Mclhtyre checked in here

for a day's rest and resumed his
one nighters through North Caro-
lina. The orch leader and his crew
have been penciled in for the Pea-
body during the week of the1 Cotton
Carnival here in May.

Jose Ortiz, formerly with Ken
Murray’s “Blackouts,” has settled
in Houston with a cocktail lounge.
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

Inked for one or two nights in
12,000-seat Sam Houston Coliseum
in March, .

JOe Sudy orch, at Shamrock
since September, closed New Year’s
Eve. Opens Baker Hotel, Dallas,
this week.
Joanne Wheatiy broke Shamrock

Room records during recent two-
week stint, inked for earliest pos-
sible return by Frank Briggs,
Shamrock Hotel maager.

Adman’s Victory
SSm Continued from page ! 5^!
alluded to the fact that “from the
date of its formation, Jones has
continued to be the dominating per-
sonality and the policymaker of
plaintiff corporation, which by 1951
had ^acquitted accounts in such
number and quality as produced
a gross billing of $9,000,000.”
To effect service, Jones referred

each of his principal customers to
one or more account executives in
his employ—men who “worked' in
close cooperation with the custom-
er and were directly responsible
for the handling of the account
thus serviced. Jones agency em-
ployed 132 persons, of whom 15
were “key men.” This business
talent was the core of the charge
of conspiracy and was Unaffected;
as the high court now rules, by the
question of whether Jones himself
drank too much or was guilty of
unbusinesslike "behavior at busi-
ness conferences. Employes were
not justified in scuttling his busi-
ness.

Issue of ‘Piracy*

Duane Jones was first “invited”
to sell out and get out but when
this deal fell through his “key
men” then made *the invitation
academic by removing themselves
and a substantial portion of the
agency billings. Jones has main-
tained and the trial jury agreed
that this was business “piracy.”
Precedent in the Jones case is

crucial to advertising agency prac-
tice and will have a permanent in-
fluence on the conduct of ac-
count executive raids within adver-
tising. That could be extended,
presumably, to talent raids of the
sort much in trade headlines since
World War II.

Scheideler, Werner and Beck
‘within six weeks after its formal
opening,” had in its employee “71
Of the 132 persons formerly em-
ployed by plaintiff.”
Coming to the heart of the de-

cision, Judge Lewis said: “Evi-
dence has led us to conclude that
the conduct of the individual de-
fendants-appellants as officers, di-
rectors or employees of the plain-
tiff corporation — ‘fell below the
standard required by the law of
one acting as an agent or em-
ployer’ (Lamdin v, Broadway Sur-
face Advertising Corp.). Each of
these defendants Was—“prohibited
from acting in any manner, incon-
sistent with his agency or trust and
(was) at all times bound to exer-
cise the utmost good. faith and loy-
alty in the performance of his du-

j

ties” (same case). *
1

London
!

Don Angel to New York and
Hollywood on the prowl for hew
talent for GI shows in Europe.

The Voltaires, a husband and
wife magico act, currently filling

a cabaret season at QuagUnOs and
the Allegro Room.

1

Kathleen Ferrier, who died last

October at the age of 41, left more
j

thah $39,000. Most of the estate

passes to her sister.

John Gordon, editor-in-chief of

the Sunday Express, was dipnoi*

guest at Variety Club's first lunch-
eon of the new year.
John Wildberg planed to the

U. S. last week with his, bride for. a
two-month stay during which he
will look over possible properties
for London legit.
' Diane. Cilento, who captured,
critical appreciation for her role

in “The Big Knife,” has been given
a five-year contract by the Alex-
ander Korda Organization.

In between a series of radio, TV
and recording sessions, Jose Ferrer
is showing Rosemary Clooney the
sights of London. They were both
feted at an MCA press reception.

Erich von Stroheim collared big
sca’e iiatiohal publicity on his first

visit to London in more than 12
years in connection with a revival
of “Greed” at the National Film
Theatre,

Christopher Hewett, one of the
stars of Jack Hylton’s production
of “Wish You Were Here,” was
knocked unconscious after he hit
the bottom of the bathing pool.
Two other members of the cast
dived to his rescue and first aid
was applied on the stage.

By Geeno Garr
Mario Cabre pacted to do two

pix in Italy starting this month.
“A Letter From Paris,” by Jose

A. Gimenez Arnau, a hit at Teatro
Alcazar.

Chilean singing duo of Hilda
Sour and Arturo Gatica sock at the
Parrilla Alcazar..

Lina Rosales and Ruben; Rojo
Under contract to director Antonio
Delamo for his film, “Sierra Car-
bonera.”
A new producing company,

Ansara Films, started its first pic,
“The Patrol.” It is being directed
by Pedro Lezaga at the Sevilla
Films Studios.
New producing company, Cinesol

S.A., apparently has a hit in “Zala-
mea’s Lord Mayor” directed , by
J. P. Maesso. It now has started
“North Wind,” from a novel by
Elena Quiroga.

First Italo-Spanish co-production
after signing recent film pact
started here under the direction of
Juan Orduna. It is tagged “Chalk”
from a novel by Blasco Ibanez and
will be produced by Orduna Films
and Pico Films (for Italy)..Pic stars
Virillo Teixeira, Ana Maria Amen-
dola, Sara Urzi, and Pepe Nieto.

By Lewis Garyo
Mexican impresario Candido

Hernandez visiting Lisbon and
Madrid in search of talent.

Legit company of Maria Lalande
presenting “An Inspector Call” at
Teatro Sa Bandeira of Oporto.

Legit star Joao Villaret back in
Portugal after two years working
in radio, tv and niteries in Brazil.
Radio singer Maria Bertini left

the Lisbon Nacional Radio to go
to Angola under a six-month con-
tract to Radio Club de Quanza Sul,

Brazilian chantoosies Alzirinha
Camargo and Solange Franca, who
have been working in Portugal for
the last few years, Went back to
Brazil.

Ballet master Charles arrang-
ing dances for the revue company
impresario Giuseppe Basto is prep-
P.ing for a tour of Portugese Africa
starting in April.
\ Newly .founded Symphony of
City of Lisbon, with 83 musicians
and directed by Maestro Fernando
Cabral, made its bow at the 8,000-
seat Sports Palace.

r
By Les Rees

Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
the Four Lads.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre-

senting “Skin of Our Teeth.”
Pianist Walter Gieseking flew

direct from Paris here for a con-
cert.

'
r-_."

Shipstad-Johnson “Ice Follies”
to make 18,th local Arena visit
April 1-25.

J,ony & sally DeMarco returninj
to Hotel Radisson Flame Roon
Jan, 14 for a fortnight.
Duke Ellington and his “Paradi

of Youth’ at St. Paul Auditoriun
for one-nighter Jan. 12;
Northwest Variety club inductee

new chief barker LeRoy J. Millei
and other officers and director:
recently chosen.

St. Paul’s annual Winter Carni-

[val set for Jan. 29-Feb. 7 with
several film stars expected tp
'participate in the mardi grasi ,

Minneapolis Symphony orch em-
barks Jan. 30. on first of three
tours, visiting 21 cities, among
them Detroit, Boston and Toledo.
Met Opera star Salvatore Bac-

caloni to play lead in St. Paul Civic
Opera’s production of. “Merry
Wives of Windsor” starting Jan. 14.

Gene Autry and his “Hit Show
of 1954” played two March of
Dimes benefit performances at

Auditorium here Jan. 9 under
radio station WCCO sponsorship.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Val Parnell, Moss Empires boss,

to Edinburgh to gander shows.

Teddy Johnson, British singer, to
Glasgow for Waxing of radio pro*
grams.

“Starlight for You” revue at
Lyceum, Edinburgh, ends current
run Jan. 23.
Evy & Everto, cycling duo at

Empire, Glasgow, pacted to join
Ringlings’ Circus in America.
George Daniels’ Irish company

set for Scot vaude seasons at
Paisley, Greenock and Glasgow.

Finlay Macdonald inked to new
post of second drama producer in
Scotland for British Broadcasting
Corp.
Margo Henderson, pianist-im-

pressionist, teed off as solo act at
Palace, Blackpool. Her husband
and. former stage partner, Sam
Kemp, is directing her act.

By Emil W. Maass
Gschnas Balls scheduled for Jan.

30, Feb. 6 and Feb 13 in Kuenstler
Haus.
Marcel Praw y* s “Broadway

Singers” appearing in Wiener
Werkel.

Zitherplayer Anton Karas will
contribute music to “Pearl of
Tokay” film.

Raimund Theatre opened suc-
cessfully with the Carl Zeller
operetta, “Der Obersteiger.”

Swiss singer Vico Torriani
signed contract for role in next
Sievering studio production.

Friedrich Gulda, Austrian pian-
ist, to hold master ' courses for
piano

.
at . next Salzburg festival

season.

‘No Smoking’
f= Continued from page 1

the machines, is nearly 500 orders
behind in deliveries to the United
States.

Show business enters the tobac-
co picture very directly since cig-
arets represent a whopping seg-
ment .of both radio and tv; sponsor-
ship.. Entertainers, along with the
networks, and the involved adver-
tising agencies, have ai stake of
self-interest in the status quo. Just
how far the reform elements can
get in 1954 with their anti-cigaret
campaign is anybody’s guess, but it

is increasingly clear that the main
target is television. Not hard to
figure why. Sight-and-sound broad-
casting hits the entire family circle
in a group as does no other me-
dium.

Hollywood
Zukor celebrated his 8lst

birthday.

LuigiJLuraschi to Italy , to attend
his mother’s funeral,

Jeanette MacDonald and Gene
Raymond planed in from N.Y.
Joseph A. Walsh fh town on a

tour of Paramount exchanges.
Gene Autry and his troupe to

-

Duluth to start eight-week tour;
Van Johnson resumed work at

Metro after holiday in Las Vegas
Jack Donaldson joined the Ed

Sherman Agency as an associate
Adolf Zukor in from N. Y. for

production huddles at Paramount
Robert Taylor, Eleanor Parker

and Robert Pirosh planed in from
Egypt.'
Lawrence Weingarten checked in

at Metro after four months in
Europe.
Seventeen magazine’s picture-bf-

mpnth for February is “Glenn Mil-
ler Story;”

Charles Laughton booked for
Mexico City reading engagement
in February.
Edmund Grainger in town after

attending preem of “French Line”
in St. Louis.
Clark Gable ordered to pay $4-

000 damages because of auto acci*
dent in Tucson.
Lou Costello has recovered from

his recent illness and will return
to work March 21.
Rex Allen and Slim Pickens to

Denver for the convention of the
Rodeo Cowboy Assn.
Richard Fleischer to Nassau,

-

Bahama Islands, to direct “20,000
Leagues Under Sea.”
James Stewart to Clarinda, la.,

to start three-week tour plugging
“Glenn Miller Story.”

;

Y. Frank Freeman named dep-
uty board chairman of the San
Francisco Federal Reserve Bank.
Jackie Gleason was guest of

honor at the Friars Club’s Roast-
master dinner, with Jack Benny
presiding.

,

- International production is the
key to the future of the Hollywood
film industry, according to Irving
Allen after 18 months overseas
where he and his partner, Cubby
Broccoli make three pictures for
Columbia release.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Georgie Price and Jan Bart here
to head up Bonds for Isrrael drive.

Robert Q. .
Lewis will emcee 16-

hour telethon for Cerebral Palsy
on Jan. 23.
Mary McCarty set for DiLido

Hotel’s Moulin Rouge along with
.

Zero Mostel.
Patio restaurant, new name for

rebuilt Mother Kelly's, will feature
Carmen Cavallaro’s trio and Har-

,

old Stern strings.
Casablanca discarded musicom-

edy-tab show idea and is prepping
its Club Morocco for advent of
Billy Daniels and a June Taylor
production on Jan. 20.
Georgia Gibbs follows Jackie

Miles into the Nautilus Hotel’s
Driftwood Room, with Jack Carter
on booking agenda, as Well.as Larry
Storch for a return date, .

.

Variety Tent 33 installation din-
ner staged at Lord . Tarleton with
Sophie Tucker, International Chief
Barker Jack Beresin and ex-Gov.
Fuller Warren as guest speakers.
Florida State Theatres Bill Dock
is new Chief Barker for the tent.

It has not gone unremarked in
N. Y. broadcasting and advertising
circles that magazines display some
willingness to help along the lung
cancer issue as a sideswipe at the
lushily prosperous competitive ad-
vertising medium of tv.

A strong possibility developed
last Week that Roy N6rr, who has
spearheaded much of the propa-
ganda, may soon have at his dis-
posal a fairly large donation from
millionaire moralists for the pur-
pose of “answering” in paid news-
paper ads the statements of the To-
bacco Industry Research Council,
Whose public relations counsel is
Hill & Knowlton.

sumer excises, including the ad-
mission bite.

This could be particularly con-
fusing in New York, UN; headquar-
ters and in Washington, headquar-
ters of the embassies. Any of the
exempted personnel may step up
td the boxoffice of a legit theatre,
film house, sports arena, etc., and
demand a ticket exclusive of the
admissibn tax, simply by identify-
ing himself. In the same way he
can get the 20% nitery tax re-
moved from his tab in a night club.

Similar exemption applies to
such things as the taxes on club
dues, telephone and telegraph bills,

transportation tickets, etc.

Igor Stravinsky in this week as
guest conductor of Chicago Sym-
phony Orch.
Bob Harrison of Consolidated

Radio Artists arranging personal
tours for Jimmy Thompson.

Boniface Jean Fardulli opened
back room of his Blue Angel last

Weekend and is calling it 801
Room,
Myrna Hansen, Universal pactee*

here to crown Mi.<;s Photo Flash. of
1954 who likewise will get a role
in a U film.
Eddie Cantor in town last week

for brief appearances prior to. bow
of Eddie Cantor “Story,” due .

to

open at McVickers Jan. 29.
Jack Worth conducting new Nile

Life Tour to Chez Paree, Cross-
roads, Old Heidelberg and Ire-

land's, all expenses paid at $1.2 per
customer.

Jamaica, W. Indies
Dudley Macmillan set the Nicho-

las Bros, at Carib Theatre for Jan.
15 date.

Peter Alt, of Rochester, N Y.,

here tp make full-length tinter of

Jamaica,
Anthony Capps, Hollywood pic-

.

ture dance director, arrived at

Tower Isle to make 16m color films

of native dances/ costpms and
folklore.

'•

Robert Camille and his Haitian
Atomica orch proving hit at local

clubs and theatres. Opening at the

Colony, combo played the Sugar
Hill Club and other niteries.
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Balaban & Katz Corp. For six later, he bought the, Dixie Theatre,

he managed the Liberty and still owned it at the time of

Theatre Libertyville^ 111. his death.
Tlie 1

’

,
- After serving overseas in World

at t rM t t.faff.r War I, Bush returned from theAUfS J.
service: and bought the strand in

Allen J. Leafer, 41, Albany res- Grafton, selling it to the Manos
taurateur and former orcnestra cjrcuit a number of years later,

leader, died of a heart attack Dec. There are no survivors, his wife
30 in Miami. A. native of New having died in 1950.
York, he began his musical career

at 16.
f

as saxophonist ""M T®<* ANNA CLEVELAND
Weems band and later formed his

r „ T ..

!!?>rh*stra Mrs. Harry B. James, 79, onetime
O.W n OICIIC li «

. ,1 » _ nrifroec nrnfncsiAnallv ' Irnnuin' ot

ANNA CLEVELAND
Mrs. Harry B. James, 79, onetime

° LeMer was'maitre d’ for some aetress professionally known as

veto at the New Kenmore Hotel. Anna Cleveland, died Jan. 7 m
Albany, before entering service in Manhasset, L.I., after a brief ill-

w VA War If |

ness, rnor 10 sne naa tourea
' irniimvintf his discharge he oi>-

the county as a dramatic actress,

erated
’

.
}« 1»12, Miss Cleveland became

xr v « h his brother Nate He interested in airplanes and was

id a '

1ateliight interview* ahd orie of the first Women fliers. She
a ! so did a_ lat^igM mtemew ana

gave up ilying and returned to the
111 US

r wBOW Alhahv^for a
3
time sta^e twice, appearing in George

over WROW, Albany for a tune
Kelly’s skit, “Finders Keepers,”

Surviving are his wife, a mother and jn a production of “So This Is
and two sisters. London,” put on in the early ’20s.

. A son, a daughter and a half-
HARRY A. POLLOCK sister survive,

jlarry A. Pollock, 50, Richmond, _—

—

Ind ., violinist and civic^ orchestra EDDIE JANE POINDEXTER
conductor, died Dec. 31 in St. Mrs. Robert M. Stewart, 28; who
Louis, Mo., while vacationing. He formerly sang with dance bands in
was. co-director of the Richmond Washington, D. C., died of a heart
Civic Orchestra,^ president and attack Jan. 3 at her home in Alta-
business manager,, of ^Local 388, dena, Cal. She sang with bands at
American Federation of Musicians, the Shoreham, Mayflower, .

Ward-
and a violin teacher. man Park and other Washington.. _ ii. i • . • - * • • . •. .

itmia A Him ' vvaiv#,
,
m ^guiii^vvu

Pollock* had played guest per- hotels, and also sang for a time in
formances .

with .the New York San Diego. She was known pro-
Pliil harmonic, and had been con-, fessionally as Eddie Jane POin-
ductor for numerous large music dexter.
festivals each year in New York. ^ A native of Kentucky, she is sur-

Wife, the former Ruth Tenery
, yived by her husband, who former-

and Roger Pryor units before set-
tling in Cleveland, Surviving are
his wife, daughter and mother.

george c. Atkinson
George Cook Atkinson; .41, for-

,
merly an account exec witftfWQXR,
New York, and more recently veer
pee and general manager of REAR,
San Francisco, died Dec. 30 In In-
verness, Cal. At one time associ-
ated with WCFI, Providence, R. I.,,

he was with WQXR for seven years
as an announcer and later as an ac-
count exec; He assumed his REAR
position in 1952.
Wife and a brother survive,

JACK VOLTA ?

Jack Volta <Jack VV ,f son PM
neld), variety artist, died at Leeds,
Eng.S Dec. 26 after falling c.u...i

cellar steps at his home. He was
brought up in the circus as a trar;

peze performer but as a boy began
playing animal parts and soon
took to cat impersonations.

In 146 Volta played the Cat in
“Dick Whittington” at the Grand
Theatre, Leeds, with George Form-
by. At onC time he played light
Comedy with* Vesta Tilley.

MAX PHEFFER
Max Pheffer, 60, veteran projec-

tionist and a member of Local 306.
IATSE, died of cancer recently at
the Variety Clubs Will Rogers
Hospital, Saranac Lake, N.Y. Fol-
lowing his discharge from the old
NVA sanitarium in 1935, he be-
came a Saranac resident and Was
relief projectionist at Saranac’s
Pontiac Theatre.

His wife, two daughters and a
brother survive.

man Kodak Co., and served with
the Air Force during World War
II.

His widow, two daughters and
.parents survive.

WILLIAM R. PURCELLA
William R, Purcella, onetime

vaude performer, died Jan. 9 in

Derby, Conn. • He had
,

been in

vaude for over 25 years' and toured
the world as n member of the
American Six. Following his retire-

ment from the stage, he took up
;
golf and became a

.
pro at the game.

Surviving are four brothers.

SAMUEL I. STAFF
Samuel I. Staff, 24, baritone

saxophonist and arranger, died
Jan. 7 in New Y’ork. He had been
a member of Woody Herman’s

j

band and had also, arranged music
: for the orch.

His parents and two brothers
f survive.

CHAMBORD GIGUERE
Chambord Giguere, 76, concert

pianist and opera director, died
Jan. 8 in Woonsocket, R I; He had
directed numerous opera produc-
tions in New England.
A stepdaughter and a brother

survive,

. Charles W. Pike, 79, longtime
stockholder of Loew’s,' Inc,, died
Jan. 8 in New York. A former
bank director, he had also been
engaged in the transportation busi-
ness before becoming, financially

interested
,
in showbiz. At one time

! he W’aS associated with the George
< Hamid interests. Two daughters
survive.

former dancer in New York in iv nlaved a truir
the late 20’s (danced with Fred bv two children
Astaire), died about eight years

y _
aS°* t?«m?tt r.

ly played a trumpet in bands, and !

BILL CURTO

FRED G. HENRY
Fred G. Henry, 67, Warren, O..

composer, musician and oldtime
Bill (Antonio) Curto, 65, owner movie operator, died Jan. 3 in that

of the Strand Barber Shop .in the city. He wrote “You Remind Me
Broadway area and tonsorialist for of a Rose” and “Honeysuckle
numerous top Tin_Pan Alley song- Time,” among other songs,
writers, died in Brooklyn, Jan. 6 In the early days of films Henry,
alter a five-week illness. As per- owned the Crescent Theatre in
sonal barber of Irving Berlin, be Warren. He later played the organ
went to Italy with the songsmith and piano for the old Opera House
two years ago.

. and the organ at the Ohio. He
^

Curto, who referred to Berlin as taught music and played in dance
jnvy boss, .also accompanied Ber- bands until retiring several yearslm r a ('a H Attnin I n«*f A _ W • .» Ilin to California last summer.

.
A

Broadway, barber for 40 years, he
started wielding the scissors at a
shop located on the site where
Loew’s State Theatre liow stands,

ago! Several cousins survive.

ADA BRANSON
Ada Branson, 85, who appeared

His. wife and two daughters sur- as tj1.® rea * a,unt >n the original proj
HitnfiAM f 1 * f'w am! A lanf 7 r Ht aH

Vive.

RUDOLPH BENSON farce during its trvout at the Thea-
. Rudolph Benson, 66, dean of

{?e Royal tn Bu?y St Edmunds
C i nemnati publicists, died im that gn

e

g.® 892 and m its subsequent
uty Dec. 31 two weeks after un- London engagement at the Royalty

duction of “Charley’s Aunt.” died
Jan. 2 in Putney, England. She had
appeared- in the Brandon Thomas

7‘-v VLL * 01 London engagement at t
dergomg surgery. Befqre opening Theatre later that year.
Ins publicity office in 1913 he was Miss Branson’s death :

a 1 epoi ter on dailies in Chat- onp survivor nf that ru

ms pupiicuy onice in ne was Miss Branson’s death leaves only
|a icpoiter on in Chat* one survivor 0f that run, 84-year-

!

tanooga, Cleveland, New Orleans 0]d ^ g Matthews, w;ho’s still ac-

!

and Cincinnati.-,
^ Jive as a performer.

j » 4
yiv, 4 U« AfAUlVIlV TVUV >3 BV

and Cincinnati.-,
^ Jive as a performer.

Benson publicized the former- _

Chestei Park, Cincinnati, Sym- m irchat Cnnciiv
phony Zoo and Zoo Opera as well ** ,

CROSBY.,
as Conev Island Marshal Crosby, 71, veteran Aus-

Surviving are his wife, a daugh-
ter and two cone T attpr ai*p TiPon 3ctor, di6d at Port MacQuari0**NG\\

A abroducer’ftie ZivTrfevisIbn South Wa,es' •,an - 3 follbwing a

on the
D
Coast and Mvron Who was 1,cart attack - H* appeared in such

a sooiated with his f^her in The Down Un<,cr films as "The 0ver'

m hS.v * “ landers," “Eureka Stockade” andPublicity business.

GEORGE WOODHOUSE
“Kangaroo.” He trouped in vaude
for years with the old Fuller cir-

cuit. More recently he wdrked in/-* ... .11 n i« a tUU, AUUl C T) UIIVV.I
George Woodhouse, 76 t

;
English commercial and national radio.

piano teacher and author of several Surviving are
hooks on his methods of piano play- anfj a dau^htor
ine, died Jan. 4 at Fareham, Hamp- _1
shite, Eng. The inventor of a prac- WOT ft mafmii i iakH oe rubber keyboard, he made KRvnHrnr!
numerous trips to the U. S. to lec-

,* ianlnc
lure on his method actiess, died in Grand Rapids.

,

In 1919? he founded the Wood- M^h. Dec 28. As Violet^lacMil-
house Pianoforte School in London, ^Ian

.
s*,

f
a lead^g role in the

which he operated until his death. ?i
,lgl

S?L
pro

,
dl
i
c
V.°”

His books included “The Artist at an<
^ f

l® N^Hslca ^

the Piano,” “Creative Technique” ji
ad a three-yea n^ on ®^°a^a

^and .“A Realistic Approach to Piano ?^«rvai ^
C
ixf

d,^d wl^lV introducing

Plavine ” v to World War I camps Irving Ber-
»•_* 1 4 T t T—. A — 4 _ ,TT« : ^ All-.

Surviving are his wife, four sons

vvvno iUvlUUvU A I1C iTI UOt CIV « • . , - « ,

Piano,” “Creative Technique” ji
ad a three-yea

n^
on ®^°a^a

^
“A Realistic Approach to Piano
L-jne »» to World War I camps Irving Ber-

Wite, two sons and a brother sur- l”1
’

8
.

*

I
,^

ate to up in tlie

.
vivc.

ANSEL N. SANBORN
Ansel N. Sanborn, 59, owner of

fi 1 1 n theatres in Sanbornvilie.
w oll’eboro ahd Ossipee, N. H.,. died

Morning.”
Mrs, Folgcr starred in several

silent films, retiring in 1922.

MRS. AMY A. CLARK
Mrs, Amy Ashmore Clark, 71.wv* v HI1U VOOIWCV. lit Ali| IUVU .... ' , . Lr-l.l-w

"f coronary thrombosis Dec. 26 in songwriter and music publishing

foueord; N. H. He served five ekec died Jan. J1 in New Yqrk
tci ms in the New Hampshire While m her teens, she performed
House of Representatives, becom- in musicomedies and later, wrote
big its speaker in 1939, and was songs and skits for Vaudeville. She
Pn-sident of the State Senate in was also an officer of the yon
1943. Tilzer Music Co. •

Rev. Robert Dunn, of Ports- . A son, Alexander survives Fu-
mouth, who has nlaved elerev- neral services will be held today
men’s roles, in several Louis de (Wed.) at, Frank E. Campbell ( The
Rochemont films, officiated at the Funeral Church,”) N. Y.
luneral. —

Surviving are his wife, two ROBERT H. SHELLEY
daughters and three sons. Robert H. Shelley, 40, a trum-

:

. peter known as “Bouncing Bob,”

T| JOHN L. BUSH died in Cleveland Jan. 10. Fea-
Lester Bush, 67, one of tured in Joe Baldi’s band as a mu-

Xirginia’s pioneer exhibitors, sical comedian at Cleveland s El-

.^ Dec, 28 in Grafton, W.Va., dorado Club for several years, he

hi
a three-month illness. Bush also doubled in tv and radio groups

^aaa^11.® theatres in Graf- as a solofst.
, , . u .

tmvn»P when he Opened the Born in Richmond, Ind., Shelley
n s first nickelodeon. Five years toured in vaude with Ann Sothern

W. B. “JIM” GARTHWAITE
W. B. “Jim” Garthwaite, 58, San

Francisco radio personality and
author of children’s books (“Shin-
ing Trail"', died December 30 in

Berkeley, Cal. He recently Voiced
“World News, Junior Edition” on
KGO-Radio. A member of the
Bohemian Club, he directed as
well as participated in their shows.

His wife, two sons and two
daughters survive.

ARTHUR G. MANLEY
Arthur G. Manley, 58, for the

last 30 years treasurer of the Shu-
bert Theatre, Boston, died Jan. 3
of a heart attack in Arlington,
Mass. Starting his career at the
Wilbur Theatre. Boston, some 41
years ago. he formerly was treas-
urer of that house before switch-
ing to the Shubert.

Surviving are his wife, two sons, i

two daughters and his mother.
j

KATHRYN CAMERON !

Kathryn Cameron, vet actress. (

died in New York Jan. 1. Her most
recent Broadway appearances were
in “Dark of the Moon” and the re-
vival of “Sally.” She had played
in stock and also * performed in
vaude. She began her acting career
at the age of 16 with a road com-
pany of Gilbert & Sullivan produc-
tions.

A brother survives.

LENA R. JACOBS
Lena Rockwell Jacobs, E3, be-

lieved to be the country’s first fe-

male saxophonist, died Jan. 6 in

Boston, During hef lengthy career
she played with New England’s
first two all-woman orchestras and
also appeared as soloist with many
top musical organizations of the

country.
Survived by son, Howard Jones,

a Boston maestro, and a daughter,

WILLIAM R. STEEN
William R. Steen, 55, veteran

booker and theatre manager, died
Jan. 1 at St. John, N.B„ after a

brief illness. In theatre work for

vears, he once wls manager of the

Regent. St. John. At the time of

his death he was a booker for the
Rank exchange, St. John.
Unmarried, Steen is survived by

a brother and sister.
•

•
t

BRUCE C. CARRUTHERS
Bruce C. Carruthers, 53, actor,

extra and technical adviser to vari-

ous Hollywood producers over the
last 18 years, died recently in
Woodland Hills,, Cal. A native of
Bedeque. Prince Edward Island, he
served in the Canadian mounties
for seven years.

Surviving are his wife, and three
daughters.

DON MAHIN
Don Mahin, 30* assistant film

editor, died Jan. 2 in his sleep at
his honl’e in Hollywood. Originally
an assistant sound cutter, ne had
been associated with the “Ozzic
and Harriet” telepix series for two I

years.
A brother, Lynn, currently with

the U. S. Air Force in Korea, sur-
vives.

DAVID P. BOYLE
David P. Boyle, 36, electrical en-

gineer for Pathe Laboratories,
died Jan. 6 in Hollywjod after a
short illness. Before joining Pathe
he was associated with the Easl-

Arthur L. Blanche!, 76. who at !

one time conducted gn orchestra
under his own name in Troy; N. Y..

and who played with Doring’s and
the 105th Infantry Bands there,
died Jan. 2 in Crown Point, Ind.,

after a brief illness. Survivors in-
;

elude his wife, five, daughters and
four sons.

Frank George Bailey, 83, an ex-
hibitor at Humboldt, Sask., since
1911, died at Humboldt, Dec. 10;

He started as a partner in the Lux
Theatre, Regina, in 1908. His Lux
Theatre in Humboldt has been op-
erated in recent years bv a Son. I

George. A son in Montreal and a
daughter in Regina also survive.

Mario Pompeii Soares. 66. come-
dian and impresario, died in Lis-

j

bon Dec. 25. He collapsed while
working as a promoter at the
Teatro Monumental in that city.

As a young man he joined the com-
pany of Teatro Apolo. A noted
comedian in his heyday, he was
also impresario of troupes touring
Latin countries and Africa.

Berta Luisa Fernandes, 19, died
recently in a car crash near Lis-
bon. A film starlet and featured
player in the operetta at Lisbon’s
Teatro Monumental, she had: been
signed as femme lead in a Spanish
pic and was oh her way to Madrid
when fatally injured.

Charles Carl, 45. night club uni-
cyclistl died Jan. 2 in Detroit after
a heart attack in a club where
he was performing. His parents.
Mr. and Mrs. James Carl, of Min-
eral Ridge, O.. five sisters, and
five brothers survive.

Clarence H. Gowman, 82. pio-
neer film producer, died of a brain
tumor Jan. 2 in Hollywood. He
was the first to use the twin lens
camera back in the silent film era.

Survivors include two sons ‘and
three daughters.

John R. Chadwick, projectionist
at the Victory Theatre, a Fanchon
& Marco, St. Louis nabe, died in

St. Louis, Jan. 1. A member of
IATSE, Local 143 for 40 years, he
worked in many St. Louis theatres.

His wife and two daughters sur-
vive.

,»

Roy L. Butler, who painted signs
for St. Louis theatres for more
than 40 years, died in St. Louis
Dec. 31. He and the late Fred
WeHrenberg formed a sign paint-
ing company 35 years ago on what
is now the city’s film iow. T.

Frank P. Speros, 62, owner of

the Marquette, an indie downtown
theatre, died in St. Louis Jan. 4.

Co-founder of the house, he later

became sole owner. Surviving are
his wife, two sons and two daugh-
ters.

Lester Levy, former salesman
for Columbia Pictures in St. Loui.s,

died of a heart attack Dec. 29 in

that city. Before serving in World
War II. he was a booker for the

company and later promoted to the

sales staff. His wife survives.

Irving Biba, 59, who owned and
operated the Hill • Theatre • in- HiU-

’ boro. Wise., in partnership with

his son; died recently at the Va-

riety Clubs Will Rogers Hospital,
Saranac Lake, N.Y., following a
heart attack.

Winifred Carter, 48, former N.Y.
musical comedy actress, model and
mag cover girl, died Jan. 6 in Dal-

;
las. She quit show biz in* 1928 to
marry Benjamin J. Hannewyk. Her
husband and mother survive.

James P. Marr, 78, drama coach
at St. Peters College, Jersey City,
N. J., for the past 15 years, died
Jan. 10 in Jersey City. Surviving
are (wo daughters and a son, Ed-
ward Marr, a Coast film and TV
actor.

Arthur Barwood, 60, manager of
the Nugget Theatre in Hanover,
N.H., for more than 30 years, died
Jan. 3 in tfiat college town. His
wife, three daughters and two sons
survive.

Jack Cievoner (John Henry Hart-
ford). 80, known in British vaude
as Wizard of the Concertina, died
at Leeds, Eng., Dec. 21. He had
been on the stage for over 50 years;

Mrs. Biedwyn Davis. 51, who waS
partnered in a singing duo with
her husband, Jimmy Davis, died re-
cently

;
in Sydney, N.S. Surviving

besides her husband is a son.

. E. V. Dennis, onetime actor and
director with stock and repertory
companies, died Dec. 21 in Hous-
ton,. Texas. Wife, Josephine De
Costa, who performed with her

j

husband, survives.
i

r'

.

:

J

Sam Kerner, 39, personal mana-
;

ger for David Streer and other
singers, died Jan. 3 in Hollywood.
Hjs wife, two daughters and a son
sui’vive.

Arthur Silber, 75, agent in
, Hollywood for 35 years, died there
i Jan. 9 after a brief illness. He was

j

manager of the Will Mastin Trio
• and Sammy Davis, Jr.

I
.

Father, 93, of Evelyn Gardiner
(Mrs. Victor Saudek', director of
KDKA Home Forum program in
Pittsburgh, died in San Diego, Cal.,
Jan. 5.

1 •.

Cleveland V. Beatty, 68. founder
of Station WOHI, died Jan. 5 in
East Liverpool. O! His wife, daugh-

: ter, and three sons survive.

|
Mother of Ernest and Dickie

Pearl, directors of Dean & Pearl,
1 advertising film producers and dis-

;

tribs, died recentlv-in London.
I

' -rr—r
•

l
•

i Lillian Rich. 54. screen actress
! for 30 years, djed Jan. 5 at the-Mo-

t ion Picture Cbuntry home in Cali-:
fomia.

i

——:

—

|
Mrs. Laura A. Corbielle, 85. re-

tired legit actress, died Dec. 28 in

;
Los Angeles. Two daughters and
a son survive.

Mrs. James II. Adamson. 71,
• mother' of songxvfiter Harold Adam-
son, died of cancer, Jan. 6 in Palm
Springs, Cal.

Alfred C. Court, 67. stage and
' screen actor; died Dec. 31 in Hol-
lywood. He w as a native of Ausr

i tralia.

!

j
Sgt. Walter C. Imhof, 51, a mem-

; ber of the St. Louis police depart-
} ment quartet, died in that city
Dec. 29.

Mother, 91, of Nick Nigro. owner
of Colonial Manor in Pittsburgh,
died in that city Dec. 30 after a
long illness.

Mrs. Josephine Panzer, wife of
, actor Paul Panzer, died Jaii. 6 in

Holl.nvood after a long illness. A
son also and daughter survive.

,

;

Alfred Wilson, cinema booking
;
manager, died at Ashton-under-

i Lyme, Eng., Dec. 23.

Henry Goldfcather, 44, Philadel-
Iphia editor of TV Guide mag, died
: Jan. 7 in Philadelphia.

London Telemeter
tSSSSmi Continued from pace' 1

trials could be made through a

channel allocated to Collins under
the government’s forthcoming leg-

islation.
.

Program is slated for, next

spring and will be attended by

! Paul Raibourn, Paramount v.p.,

l and , execs of the Telemeter com-

j

pany. Teieitieter is controlled by

|

Collins treks to the States next

W'eek and expectedly Will go to the

Coast to onceover the Palm

Springs tests.
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•ROOKS ATKINSON.
N. Ye Times:

"Very funny stuff » . . A kind of a Yankee
Herb Shriner.' That is to say his routines are

funny in themselves but they also poke fun

at New England characteristics.* He is a
wit with some dry material which is con-

cise and convulsing."

ROBERT COLEMAN,
N. Y. Daily Mirror:

"Had the first-nighters howling . , v He's

star material."

RICHARD WATTS,
New York Post:

"A young comic of imagination, fresh-

ness and talent. Helps destroy my theory
that a comedian can't be really good until

he reaches middle age."
(

LEE ROGOW,
Hollywood Reporter:

"His hair cut cruelly short, his manner
shy, his material apparently invented-on
the spot, he is possibly one of the bright-

est, most engaging comics in this fair

land"

WOLCOTT GIBBS,

New Yorker:

"I shall cherish for a long time . . , a
monologue by Orson Bean."

ELLIOT NORTON.
Boston Post:

"One of the most promising comedians
on the stage today. He has a keen eye for

human folly and a devastating way of ex-
posing it. The fact that he looks like some-
body's kid brother makes his sharp and
biting satire the more effective."

WILLIAM HAWKINSr

N. Y. World-Telegram:

"Brings down the house . . ,
"

>

WALTER KERR,

N.Y. Herald Tribune:

"I especially liked Mr. Bean's cheerful
whistling salute to contemporary disaster

(They're rioting in Africa) . . . Droll and
wickedly dry."

WARD MOREHOUSE,
N. Y. World-Telegram:

"A comedian to be cherished."

Time Magazine:

"A bright young monologuist.''

LOUIS SOBOL,
N. Y. Journal-American:

"Show-stopper." -

Currently in Broadway's new HIT

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON’S
**A I IfA ilAAM

Opening June 17th THUNDERBIRD, LdS V6£8S
Thank you HAL BRAUDIS

Agency;
Personal Management:

GLORIA SaFIER JACK ROLLINS
457 Madison Ave., New York 135 East 63rd St., New York

MUrray Hill 8-3950 TEmpleton 8-7707

Press Relations: VIRGINIA WICKS
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Determined attempt to tap po-

tential revenue via toll tv is being

inade by WPIX, the N. Y. Daily

News tv station, which for some
time has carried on intensive nego-

tiations with Skiatron, sponsor of

the Subscriber-Vision pay-as-you-

iee system.
i position of the station, Which

prides itself on its sport coverage,

is' weakened by the fact that (a)

it’s uncertain to What extent it

controls the rights to the sports

events it carries, particularly in

tie event fee tv is approved by the

federal Communications Commis-
sion, and (b) Skiatron is currently

negotiating with an important

financial group which may not

consider WPIX the ideal subscrip-

tion-tv outlet.

"Intriguing aspect of the situa-

tion is that Fred Thrower, WPIX
yip. and general manager, has

flatly denied that negotiations with

Skiatron are in progress. His

•‘‘what’s Skiatron?” act is the more,

surprising since it was .WPIX
which contacted Skiatron in the

first place and which has provided
the initiative in the talks so far.

Thrower himself has been sitting

In’ on: the discussions which he
claims haven’t taken place.

’ Furthermore, the station has
Used its program relay setup as

an added selling point in favor of

its becoming Skiatron’s N.Y, sub-

scription tv outlet. Relay in. ques-
tion involves pickup avoiding co-

ikial cable, by Outlying transmit-

ters. WPIX regularly beams to

WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, WTVU,
Scranton, WMGT (the Troy-Al-
bfiny-Schenectady area as well as.

the Holyoke, Adams and Spring-
field, Mass., territories).

1 Policy was started originally to

give local stations coverage of
home teams competing in N.Y. and,
Equally important, to save on cable
Charges. In the recent Hofstra col-

,
(Continued on page 70)

Back toW
For TV Version; Quit

James McClain, who quit shoi
biz in 1946 to become a ministei
is returning , to the entertainmen
fold as quizmaster of the televei
kion Of “Dr. I.Q.,” the radio sho'
which he emceed for the six year
preceding his ordination; He’
taken a leave of absence from hi
Three Cross Ranch for boys i

£®*as to host the quizzer on ABC
fV Starting this Week When
moved into a new Monday nigl
time slot for Hazel Bishop.
^McClain started studying for th
ministry in 1944, was ordained i

; 1Q46, at which time he quit, th
business. He started the Thre

#rt

r
«
s
i 11811011 at that time as a horn

appearance o

1a?1s
?
s ^our Life” gave him th

idea of moving back into tele as

HJIJ
8

- ®f raising funds for open
tions of the ranch.

as Maestro

By ARTHUR BRONSON

This Is Scientific?
. On a science fiction kick, Al
(Jazzbo) Collins, WNEW, N.Y.,

disk jockey, has compiled a
“Spacemen’s Hit Parade”
topped by “Oh, Moon Papa.”

Other tunes in the inter-

steller Tin Pan Alley, are

“That’s Ameteore,” “Changing
Rockets,” “Stranger In Crater
City;” “Ricochet Of The Shoot-

ing Star,” “C’est Si The
Eclipse,” “Jet Tide,” “Off

Shore on Saturn,” “I See The
Earth” and “Venussee Waltz.”

At Palladium
London, Jan. 19.

The London Palladium looks

to be having its shortest postwar
vaudeville season. .

According- to

present plans, which are expected

to be confirmed within the next

few weeks, the season will open in

March and terminate on May 1.

The deal for this surprise policy

switch is now being finalized be-

tween Val Parnell and Bernard

(Continued on page 70)

Drags in ‘Hollywood’ As

Part of Sneer Against

White House Ballyhoo
Washington, Jan. 19.

Although the film colony
.

had

nothing to do with President Eisen-

hower’s recent radio-tv fireside

chat, Hollywood is getting bum-
rapped by Stephen A. Mitchell,

chairman of the Democratic Na-

tional Committee, who may well

have left the impression that the

motion picture industry is master-

minding Ike’s public relations.

. Actually, Ike’s public relations

advisors are mostly New York mag-

azine and big industrial spokesmen.

Personages connected with Life,

Fortune, Young & Rubicam, Ford,

Consolidated, Vultee and Batten,

Barton Durstine & Osborn are in

Ike’s “kitchen cabinet.”

In a political speech in Western

Pennsylvania, which was released

to the press in Washington, Mitch-

ell charged the Republicans have

established a new “Department of

Ballyhoo” at the White House. Re-

ferring to President Eisenhower’s

radio-tv fireside talk prior to the

Opening of Congress, he said: “For

this occasion, the White House aug-

mented the regular ballyhoo staff.

,

(Continued on page 69)

By HOBE MORRISON

Broadway flops are expensive
for the newspapers, too.

Cost of press coverage of new
legit shows, including advance
news notes, feature stories and
picture spreads, plus reviews' and
the “obituary” announcements,
frequently runs to $5,000 or so for

the seven New York dailies alone.

That’s usually several times as

much as the advertising revenue
involved on a quick fold.

Producers and others associated

in Broadway disasters typically

wring their mitts and moan havoc,,

while friends murmur condolences
to the unfortunate backers who’ve
been shorn. It’s fairly common-
place, during the first few post-

catastrophe days, until normal per-

spective returns, to blame the

flops on the critics.

But turkey connoisseurs rarely

stop to figure that the nefarious
newspapers have also been among
the slickers helping along the mis-
guided efforts. In fact, most such
fiascos, would never see the. light

of first-nighter faces without the
promotional impetus of prelimi-

nary press ballyhoo. There’s noth-

ing like a casting note to excite a

stage-struck investor. Moreover,
having helped spur the misbegot-
ten ventures into existence, the

newspapers continue to spend val-

uable space and manpower to keep
the theatrical projects in motion.

As the reportorial, composing
room and art department payrolls

grow, this inflationary propaganda
reaches its climax with the pre-

opening feature and picture
spreads in the Sunday drama sec-

tions. Then, having paid their sal-

aried (and expense-accounted) crit-

ics to pronounce the death sen-

tence on the hapless^ hopeless sub-
ject of all this fanfare, the jour-

nals provide sympathetic space for

the exit ceremonies.
Take last week’s “The Starcross

Story,” for example. From the
first faint sounds of distant, future

activity about a year ago to the

(Continued on page 66)

Can Be Written Out Fast
“Hilltop House,” radio day-

time serial sponsored by Alka-

Seltzer (Wade), has done a

dangerous thing for a daytimje

serial—married off its heroine,

Julie Paterno. Not only is

she married but she woke up
one morning (in the script)

with a mink coat as a gift

from her loving husband*, who
bears the astringently Repub-
lican name of Reed Nixon.
However, writers Addle

Richton and Lynn Stone, are

playing the plot safe for pack-

age producer Ed- Wolf. They
have planted in the storyline

the fact that the husband has

a chronic illness so. he can be
conveniently killed off any
time. /

Can't Rufh Genius *

On the fire for about the
past two years is a deal where-
by Tennessee Williams is to

script a film for Elia Kazan,
the latter to lens it for War-
ners.

insider was asked why it’s

taking Williams so long to

write the project. The reply:

“He’s a genius so we can’t

hold him to a schedule,”

Soviets Bait

Austria With

D.S. Tilfar Booty’
The Russians are’ reportedly of-

fering individual American pix to

exhibs in the Red zone of Austria
under the condition they join a

Soviet-controlled exchange and
programming group. This is vir-

tually the only way in which these
theatres can obtain U. S. films
since Russian censorship Isn’t per-
mitting them to come through.

Executives in N. Y. are wonder-
ing whether the Soviets are thus
extending the scope of what they
call “war booty” pictures. Lat-
ter were picked up by the Red
Army in Berlin and have, been
playing Russia over the protest of
U. S. distribs w ho aren’t compen-
sated.

In the case- of the Austrian ex-

hibs, the Hollywood pix are strictly

bait to lure them into a setup
which precludes their doing any
booking of their own.

Aussie’s $10,000,000

Show Biz Jackpot For

Queen’s Visit Next Month
By ERIC GORRICK

Sydney, Jan. 19.

Australian show business is all

set to get right on the glamor band-
wagon for the arrival here Feb. 3

of Queeo Elizabeth .and. the Duke
of Edinburgh.

With every hotel and rooming-
house packed to Capacity and mobs
flocking citywards from minor bush
towns two weeks in advance of the

Royal couple, show biz expects to.

reap its greatest harvest with a

banner lineup of attractions. The
Royal Visit is the greatest event
since that farback day When Capt.

Cook sailed into Botany Bay and
set the natives back on their heels.

Aussies will spend around $10,-

000,000 on pleasure over the stay

here of the Royal couple, and 80%
(Continued on page 69)

Temperaments flared up again
last week at the Metropolitan. Op-
era, this time from the wrong side
of the footlights, in a wow of a
row that made page one nationally;
consumed reams of newspaper
space, and in Sum total left almost '

everyone in the dark as to what
had actually happened.

George Szell, Cleveland Orches-
tra maestro, picked as guest con- :

ductor to head the Met’s German
wing this season, suddenly asked
release from a year’s contract
after having conducted, only one
performance; went through a sec-
ond and final batoning chore
Thursday night (14 1 after blasting
the management (meaning general
manager Rudolf Bing) -somewhat
obscurely for “my reefent experi-
ences with present conditions” at
the Met, and wound up his Met
tenure Thursday midnight with an
odd exhibition of touchiness.

Bing, obviously caught by sur-
prise. was as equally clammish as
to what had happened to one of
the two big attractions of his cur-
rent season—the other is fellow-
conductor Pierre Monteux, who
had also been reported earlier as
ready to quit over disagreements
with management, but which ru-
mors w’ere later dispelled by his
sighing for next season—and could
only say that “Szell was tired;
that’s all.”

Various rumors floated around
Gotham music circles as to what

(Continued on page 68)

’Gambling in Any Form

Under Any Auspices’

Poison to Protestants
Albany, Jan. 19.

The New York State Council of
Churches (Protestant) went on
record Saturday (16) as opposing
“any change in the law which
would allow bingo or any other
game of chance.”

Eight bills have been Introduced
in the Legislature seeking to au-
thorize chiefly, via a constitutional
amendment, bingo, lotto and sim-
ilar games of chance, under the
auspices of veterans, civic, frater-

nal, charitable, educational and
volunteer firemen’s organizations.
Several measures likewise would
permit bingo for rescue and first

aid squads.
The State Council’s legislative

committee adopted a resolution
stating: “We oppose gambling in

any form under any auspices. The
alleged good which comes from
money-raising activities based on
petty gambling cannot possibly

counteract the evil done to society

as a whole. Therefore, we oppose
legislation to extend, and support
legislation to curtail, present gam-
bling opportunities.”

The State Council of Churches
has also fought bingo bills in the

past.
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By GENE MOSKOWITZ

Paris, Jan. 19.

Every decade or so there is a

shift in Paris of the most popular

quarter. Before the war it was

first Montmartre and then it

slipped down to Montparnasse,

where the U. S. “lost generation”

made its headquarters. Then, after

the war, it was St.-Germain-Des-

Pres, where the notoriety of Jean-
.• Paul Sartre and his philosophy of

Existentialism was embraced and
applied to a bunch of adolescents

' In the grips of a postwar moral and
spiritual lag.

Today there is a feeling here
that the days of St.-Germain are

numbered. Sartre has slipped

away, and conjecture is on as to

,
which quarter will get the next
big play. Upcoming quarter for

top attention is the Palais Royle
district near the Comedie-Fran-
caise, a stone’s throw from the

Opera. . A group of young show-
men have opened new clubs and
boitcs here in hopes of this move,
and arc pulling out all stops to

make; this come through. The first

step is usually to get the show biz

set, great vogue followers and crea-

tors, in on the ground floor and
then parlaying this by word-of-
mouth and newspaper publicity to

get the cafe set in, and then hop-
ing for the chain reaction that
makes for top popularity of a cer-

tain section here. >

Top spokesman for this new disr

trict is Marc Doelnitz, hooffer-

writer-actor, who has created a new
supper and drink club atop the
w.k. Cafe Regence called Club
Cour Et Jardin. Put on a mem-
bership basis, the club has caught
on fast here and DOelnitz has made
this a rendezvous for show biz

folk and journalist chroniclers.

Another new club, La Castagn-
ette, a flamenco spot < near this
area, is also rapidly becoming pop-
ular, Chez Gilles, an eatery with
a four-hour vaude and channson-
nier show; the Cinematech Club,

(Continued on page 62)

Polo Player
9
! Biopic

Hollywood, Jan, 19,

Life story of Tommy Hitch-
cock, war hero and 10-goal

polo player, will be filmed in-

dependently as “Horseman in

the Sky'* by Robert Cummings,
Frank Tashlin and Duncan Un-
derhill. Lehman Bros., N. Y„
financier/ will provide^ part of

the $2,000,000 budget.

Underhill will produce the
film/ with Tashlin scripting

and directing and Cummings
starring.

‘ROAD TO ROME’ SET

Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Metro assigned Esther Williams,
Howard- Keel and Marge and Gow-
er Champion to top roles in “Jupi-

ter's Darling,” to be produced by
George Wells and directed by
George Sidney.

.

Picture will be a musical version
of Robert E. Sherwood’s legit play,

“Road to Rome,” with Burton Lane
and Harold Adamson handling the
music and lyrics.

Remake ‘Anything Goes’;

Par Wants Danny Kaye
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Paramount is framing a remake
of “Anything Goes” for Danny
Kaye, although negotiations have
not yet begun wdth star. Bobby
Dolan is producing film with Ed-
mund Hartmann screenplaying.
Produced in 1936 with Bing

Crosby, Ethel Merman starring.

Actors Overeat When

Sad (To Feel Good) Or

Glad (To Feel Better)
By THYRA SAMTER WINSLOW
When I wrote straight fiction, or

what I like to think of as straight
fiction, no one ever came to me
for advice. Now that I’ve added
the writing of factual material on
diet to my repertoire, all that is

changed. I have been asked and
have given advice, and for free,

too, to a few thousand people, in-

cluding, it seems to me, about half
of the overweights in the enter-
tainment world. I’ve had mighty
good luck with, a lot of them, too.

I love giving advice! I ask only
two conditions. One is that the
people who come to me read one
of my books on diet first—-for I ceiv
tainly haven’t time enough to tell

them everything I’ve written. And,
second, once I’ve given them my
all, that they go through at least
the pretence of following what I

tell them. Why ask me, if you
aren’t going to do what i say?

In case you don’t know, my
books, which are related to diet are
Think Yourself Thin, which came
out over a year ago and the Wins-

(Continued on page 69)

To a Prospective Angel
Oh, little man with - the dreamy

look,
'i I’m pointing at you, 'you naive

schnook)
1 You’ve got the bug and you wanta

play
At putting on shows on old

Broadway.

OK. pal, the Street’s your
oyster,

(.4s for me—I’ll take a cloister)

|

So you buy a play, an already yet
i You're at home in the Sardi set.

But don’t forget, I told you, son,

live’ been around since ’twenty-

one)
Hams are charming and nice to

know— .

But your best friend’s a schinoe
with dough!

Tom Weatherly.

Canada’s H’wood Ways
Ottawa, Jan. 19.

Hollywood’s penchant for shoot-

ing films anywhere but in the

story’s locale has infected the Na-
tional Film Board of Canada.
With 265 federal legislators liv-

ing in more than 200 different

places, NFB’s documentary “Your
Member of Parliament” will be
shot late this - month ip a town
where dwelleth no MP. Arnprior,
40 miles west of the capital, Ot-
tawa, where Parliament sits, is the
choice “because it’s photogenic.”

Next problem; Are any real

MP’s photogenic enough, or will

they have to* use an actor? (This
question is actually -being consid-
ered.)

>
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, Washington, Jan: 19.

It looks like a busy year for
Broadway and Hollywood on the
correspondents’ entertainment cir-

cuit here:
Top name talent of films, stage

and radio-tv are being lined up,
as a result of President Eisenhow-
er’s decision to attend the Big 3
press dinners, this winter.

First scheduled and the most ad-
vanced in preparation, is the an-
nual dinner of the Radio and Tele-
vision Correspondents’ Association,
slated for Feb. 6. Bill Henry, Vet-

eran news commentator, and now
head of Bill Henry Associates,
is chairman of this affair. Bill

Shadel, of CBS, and Ann Cor-
rick, of WLW, are associate chair-

men. CBS is handling arrange-
ments for talent.

The White House Correspond-
ents Association will fete Ike on
Match 6; and the White House
News’ Photographers Association,
which includes the newsreel reps,

is tentatively slated to run its din-

ner to the Prexy on March 20.

Set Designer Howard Bay

No Commie Now; Ducks

45 Questions on Past
Washington, Jan. 19.

Howard Bay, well-known Broad-
way set designer with two Holly-
wood films to his credit, told a
House Un-American Activities Sub-
committee yesterday

.
(18) that he

is not a Communist, but refused to

say whether he was one prior to

1952; Bay, former president of the
United Scenic Artists NeW York
Local, appeared before Committee
after several previous postpone-
ments to answer previous testi-

mony by film script writer Leo
Townsend that Bay and his wife
Ruth were fellow members of a
Hollywood Communist group in
1945 and 1946.

The 41-year-old artist, whose two
year stint with Universal included
“Up In Central Park” and “The
Exile,” admitted knowing Town-
send but invoked the fifth amend-

( Continued on page 13)

NEGRO NETWORK SETS PREEM

‘Ruby Valentine’ Soaper Curtain
Raises Next Mon. (25)

Newly-formed National Negro
Network gets under way Monday
(25) with its first quarter-hour
strip, a sponsored soaper featuring
Juanita Hall. Program, “Ruby
Valentine,” will be carried in 40
cities linked by the web. Philip
Morris and Pet Milk will sponsor
the show, the first of what’s ex-
pected to be a series of network
programs.
Network gets a press kickoff to--

day (Wed.) with a cocktail affair
at WOV, its N. Y. outlet. Party will
be hosted by Leonard Evans, presi-
dent of the web, and Jack Wyatt
and Reggie Sefiuebel, cofounders
and execs of the net. Other shows
in various stages of development
include a Cab Calloway-hosted
whodunit, several more soapers and
panel and commentary shows.

GOLDKEITE TO BOW

AS CONCERT-PIANIST
Detroit, Jan, 19,

Jean Goldkett'e, mastermind of

dance, bands for a former genera-

tion, makes his bow Jan. 29 as a

concert pianist a(/Masonic Temple.
Goldlcette’s name was once a

household word, via best-selling

records, and as discoverer of many
top swing artists.

'

. Now he forgets swing for long-

hair*. His
.
program, to be played

for the benefit of the National Art-

ists Foundation, will comprise
Bach, Brahms, Liszt, Chopin and
Debussy selections,

Met Opera Skeds First

Visit to Chi in 3 Years
Chicago, Jan. 19.

The Metropolitan Opera will

make its first visit to Chicago in

three years with a six-performance

stopover May 20-23 at the Civic

Opera House. The Chi booking
will be under auspices of the Allied

Arts Corp., Whose managing direc-

tor,* Harry Zelzer, finalized the date

with Met topper Rudolf Bing last

week.
; The last and only previous Met

visit here under Bing’s direction,

was in the spring of 1951. The
Windy City was bypassed on the

two subsequent spring tours, giv-

ing rise to a number of reported
reasons for the detours, 'including
one that Bing was unhappy at the
critical reception given the 1951
appearance.

Show Biz Oasis

By ABEL GREEN.

Palm Springs, Jan. 19.

Despite the seasonal post-holi-

day letdown, this Stork Club
Sahara is by no means a deserted
village built on desert sands. There
is beaucoup weekly traffic to make
any of the hostels, eateries and
bistros look like a combination: of

Toots Shor-Lindy’s-Brown Derby-
and-Chasen’s With palmettos for a
backdrop. Only direrence is that
the swaying palms in the too brisk
breeze are more authentic than the
neo-Nile decor of El Morocco.
The hot stove league show biz

palaver—and that “hot stove” ain’t

kidding in the chilly desert retreat
—focuses chiefly on (1) Paramount-
Carl Leserman’s Telemeter, and (2)

what’s to be done about the motion
picture production code.
Between the Racquet Club, the

new slick Tamarisk golf club (Ben
Hogan pro) and the still further
distant LaQuinta (where the Wal-
ter Annenbergs and the John Bala-
bans are in retreat), there are such
personalities here as Frances and
Sam Goldwyn, Mervyn LeRoy, Vic*

Damone, Eddie Cantor with his
writers readying his Jan. 31 show
(which is also the date of his 62d
birthday), Eugene Zukor, Lou (Par-
amount) Novins, deejay Lou Quinn,
comedians Jack Haley and Glenn
(Capitol) Wallichs, Phil Foster, and
the usual William (Mousey) Pow-
ells and the Charles (Virginia Valli)
Farrells.

Feeling persists that a modifica-
tion of the production code is in-
evitable, but that Joe Breen office
is doing its best, under current
regulations, to enforce the existing
production code. Between “The
Moon Is Blue” and the still more
recent “French Line” (RKO), with

(Continued on page 69)

Herbert Comforts Writers
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Screen Writers Guild had a
“rugged, lean £ear” in 1953 but
there are “abundant signs tide is
turning,” President F. Hugh Her-
bert predicts. Increased production
in studios, increased revenues to
members from creatng properties
for television insure more profit-
able year for Guild. “Wide curved
screens of Cinemascope Which are
bringing customers back to thea-
tres cannot fail to presage a wide,
upward curve in prosperity to
writers without whom anamorphic
lens is just a piece of interesting
optical glass.”

Jack VYdbb as Film Writer
Jack Webb, who came into prom-

inence via tv’s “Dragnet” show,
appears making his. way into the
picture business as a writer.
He has author’s credit on “The

Big Sin,” Which is the title for a
feature which Metro has registered
with the Motion Picture Assn, of
America.

ECONOMICS OF

HORSE RACING
’ By NED ARMSTRONG

Hialeah, Jan. 19.

The unveilijig Saturday of the
beautiful new $2,500,000 Hialeah
clubhouse limelights the economics
of horse racing. Last year in 40
days of the January-Febriiary meet,
750.000 persons bet $63,000,000.
That’s a million and a half dollars
a day for 40 consecutive days.

Arid, on top
.
of this, the specta-

tors paid general admissions of
$1.50, clubhouse fees of

: $3 plus
tax, and those without automobile
paid $1.25 round trip on the bus,
There is more. Harry M. Stev-

ens, grand panjandrum of the race
track restaurant business, who op-
erates eateries at 30 tracks coast
to coast, says he catered 30 mi l-

lion meals last year and sold in-

calculable yardage of hot dogs.
No one who has tried to fight

his way out of any popular Amer-
ican race, track with an automobile
around 5; 15 of an afternoon will

doubt any of these, figures, rThe
traffic is staggering. At all mod-
ern tracks, authorities place empha-
sis on. parkirig facilities, which, of

course, is another fee.

PerHaps the
,
one statistic that

stands out from ail others is that
20.000 persons must wager an aver-
age of $100 each to totalize the
million and a half in bets a day.

Since the track takes 15% of all

bets plus breakage to achieve its

operational grogs of around $150,-

000 a day, and since the 20,000 ad-
mission fees are a plus on top of
this/the track grosses involved are
truly large.

By COL. BARNEY OLDFIELD
Cairo.

3iblical Moses had a soft touch
separating the waters of the Red
Sea compared to those who have
tried to separate song and dance
from an Egyptian film.

So, among the many suggestions
on the desks of various officials in

the Revolutionary government of
President Mohammed Naguib is

one designed to modernize this re-
stricted; Egyptian art form via a
tax-raised fund Which would tend
to unfetter the Syndicate of Mo-
tion Picture Technicians.

It is the result of a study pre-
pared by young Egyptian director
Fateen Abdul Wahab, and it’s now
in the hands of Major Salah Salem,
the Ministry of National Guidance
in the Naguib regime.

Boxoffice tabs in Egypt’s 300-

odd theatres range from the high
of 60c down to 18c, and this pro-
posed fund will come from a half-

piaster (cent and a half) ..tax per
ticket. The proposal includes sug-
gestion that this be accompanied
by a general lowering of the gate,

in order that the patron, if not the
exhibitor* won’t feel it.

The piaster-payer in the cosmo-
politan as well as the clear sand
stretches of the Nile country has
so far enforced, certain rigid rules

on filmmakers, and the penalty of

departure is to come up short on
a profit.

Toughest to beat Is the absolute
Egyptian demand for music and
dance in every picture. Therefore,
if the ticket buyer wants song-and-
dance, no matter What the story,
it’s up to directors and scenarists
to wriggle themselves into and out
of such situations as adroitly as

possibly. It may bring back the
riioney, but it has riot often re-

sulted in product Which could
make hi ucli of a ripple outside the
Arab; League.
Nobody blames the production

outfits,.: being Without subsidy or

philanthropy of any kind. Amdng
them •— Nahas (Gabriel Nahash
Ahram (Evangelos Avramoussi &
shareholders), Misr (which lias

banks, airlines, and textiles mill-

ing, too), Galal (Mrs. Mary
Queeney, herself an actress-pro-
ducer and widow of a director),

Shoubra (Kyriazi cigarets); and
Nassibian (Hrant Nassibian)—they
will account for about 60 features
in 1953. They did 80 iri 1952, when
a seventh studio. Lama, was ‘ in

operation before its fire.

Studios ride along with the pa-
tronage, rather than get into the
risky business of educating it to

other fare. To venture beyond
(Continued on page. 70)
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Sunset of Absurdity
The U.S. Supreme Court has spoken, In the language of 9-0,

Its disapproval of the “vague and confusing" definitions under

which New York and Ohio censorships have operated. Against

the impassioned pleas of attorneys for these st&tes, the Court

has pulled away from Its own 1915 position under which Ohio,

in particular, *functioned. Thus, time again displays its familiar

tendency to march on.

Censorship Is not abolished, although some gleeful spirits

would like to Imagine It is. Instead, It Is more realistic to say

that censorship has been disciplined, And a good thing, too, as

even the more intelligent censors themselves will privately con-

cede. Hereafter there will be 'a little more carefully-worded law

and a lot less capriciously-motivated, personality at work in the

practice of cutting and classifying.

One thing for sure. It is to be hoped that the Supreme Court’s

decision has brought the U.S. to the sunset of absurdity as ex-

emplified by Lloyd T. Blnford, aged 88, who has been permitted

by the City of Memphis, for reasons best known to itself, to pre-

empt the function of public Opinion and rule over public enter-

tainment by the sole law of his own private, and highly unpre-
dictable, whim. Bipford alone made censorship, and Memphis,
ridiculous.

Censorship has long needed the streamlining now implicit in

the Court’s decision on ‘‘La Ronde’’ and “M.” There will now
follow explicit definitions and refreshing reexamination; The
market in ideas will become more fluid—a remarkable prospect

in a world increasingly gripped by fear.

Showmen of maturity and responsibility will understand that
their victory is no invitation to license and shoddy sexsational-

ism. They welL know that censorship is a complex and tricky

subject, in which there is much more than meets the eye of
sweeping generality. The film business is faced as never before
with the challenge of being as adult as the concept of Justice
William O. Douglas indicates when he says, in his concurring
opinion, “In this nation, every writer, actor and producer, no
matter what his medium of expression may be, should be freed
of the censor,” Yea. But show business is never, but never,
freed of public opinion.

Future Lies With Courage—Industry Can’t Have Its

Code and Eat It; Too

By* HY HOLLINGER
What the- motion picture indus-

try needs are more independent
producers with courage and fi-

nances who can experiment with
new ideas. Studios that continue
to depend just on stars, favored
agents with packages, and fancy
exploitation “are not going to get
Very far.”

So spoke the perennial optim-
ist, Walter Wanger, in New York
this week to launch his “Riot In
Cell 'll/’ made for Allied Artists.

Wanger cited as his beau ideal of
an independent producer with
courage three men, Walt Disney,
Hal Wallis and David O. Selznick.
“And I’d love to be in that cate-
gory, too,” he added.
Ranging a broad reading of

trade subjects, Wanger came up
with some trenchant observations.
Most quotable line, with reference
to the hubbub over changing the
Hollywood production code: “The
industry can’t have its code, and
eat it, too.’’

Another Wangerism: “The code
is a service, not an opposition, or-
ganization.”

If exhibitors really want to par-
ticipate in production, they can do
so easily merely by putting up the
necessary coin. Wanger suggests

(Continued on page 1C)

Cat-and-Mouse Waiting

Game Marks Tollvision;

Patent Position at Stake
Lines are being drawn for the

patent battle which is seen shap-
ing in the Wake of any positive
Federal Communications Commis-
sion decision greenlighting the ad-
vent of subscription tv.

.

All three systems— SkiatrOn’s
Subscriber-Vision, Zenith’s Phorie-
vision and Paramount’s Telemeter
'--claim they have aces up their
sleeve, but no one is going to move
until commercial operations have
ctually started, since otherwise a

I???
6
!/

violation claim wouldn’t
stand up in the courts.

cot?
an^

t

evenL whatever system
S?® ?

n
u
he market firsts it is cer-

tain to be challenged by the re-
i Continued on page 16)

Weisl’s Freak Mishap
Edwin L. Weisl, N, Y. attorney

and member of the Paramount
board of directors, returns to his
Office today (Wed.) or tomorrow
after a- street accident which had
him out of action for the past
three weeks. He’s now fully recov-
ered.

Weisl was struck by an extended
side mirror of a passing truck on
Dec, 28. The blow fractured his

cheek bone and rendered him un-
conscious for a brief period. He
was discharged from Harkness Pa-
villion over the past weekend.

20th But Vexed

Hopping mad over Walter
Reade’s use of a sound “mixer” in

connection with the showing of

“The Robe,” %
20th-Fox this week

let it be known that it’s contem-
plating legal action to stop Reade
from continuing his policy.

Execs at. 20th made it dear that

not only would they attempt to en-

join the circuit from further pres-

entation of the film with single-

speaker sound at the Community
Theatre, Morristown, N.

>
J., but

(Continued on page 13)

NEIL AGNEW EXIT AT

REPUBLIC FORESEEN
Neil Agriew, veteran distribution

exec who jbined Republic as as-

sistant to president Herbert J.

Yates about six months ago, was re-

ported this week ankling the Rep
spot. Earlier, he had been distribu-

tion v.p. of Paramount and presi-

dent of Motion Picture Sales

Corp*
Agnew’s job at Rep never was

clearly defined. However, appear-

ances where he was set to become
a member of the top sales cabinet.

3
FREE WITH FILM

* /‘The biggest barnstorming ever
in connection with the opening Of

a picture” is skedded by Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis to hypo
their own film, “Living It Up,”
Lewis stated in N.Y. yesterday

(Tues.). He and Martin are
.
In

Gotham for a Copacabana run
starting tonight.

Lewis said the team will “tour
40 to 45 cities and We’ll be accom-
panied by Dick Stabile’s orchestra
and a couple of acts. This all will
be at the expense of Martin, and
Lewis./ Release of “Living” is set
for early summer.

First theatre to book the pic in

each of the 40-45 towns on the
sked will have the M&L stage show
gratis on opening day of their re-
spective runs. This can’t help but
get the film off to a robust start,

it’s figured. Lewis opines that
“Others ought to do the same; it

would be good for the industry.”

“Living It Up” is a presentation
of York Pictures, which is owned
by M&L, and is a Paramount re-

(Continued on page 13)

CHARGE STALL ON TEST

PLEDGED BY SKOURAS
Minneapolis, Jan. 19<

.

North Central Allied has now ac-

cused 20th-Fox of “backing away”
from its president Spyros Skouris’
promise to start tests of “The
Robe” and CinemaScope with one
sound track in all exchange ter-

ritories Jan. 15. “At least there’ll

be no *such tests until next sum-
mer, the current Allied bulletin

asserts.

Although more than a month
has elapsed since North Central’s

president Bennie Berger offered
to run a test in his Gopher Theatre
here in regular one-sound track
2-D, no reply has been received
from 20th-Fox, according to the
bulletin.

Organization is still advising ex-

hibitors to pass up CinemaScope
until 20th-Fox eliminates its stereo

(Continued on page 16)

The Wind She Blow
At the Hotel Pierre, N. Y.,

a few nights ago, a man who
identified himself as L. B.

Mayer’s son, announced plans
for film production and dis-

cussed a casting deal with
singer Toni Arden.
Miss Arden now knows that

L. B. Mayer doesn’t have a
son.

In the face of determined op-
position from Mike Todd, the
projected Magna Theatre Corp.—
20thi-Fox deal on “Oklahoma” blew
up yesterday (Tues.) and 20th for
the moment is out of the picture.

Magna board, after much heated
discussions in N. Y. that extended
over a period of days, finally nixed
any agreement, bowing to Todd’s
argument that arrangements as
outlined by 20th would be detri-

mental to the Todd-AO widescreen
process which has won enthusiastic
acclaim from those who have seen
it in the private Buffalo showings.
The board yesterday tabled the
20th proposition and Magnaj&mow
open to any favorable propositions.

This could include a revised pro-
posal from 20th, ivith board mem-
bers planning to study the whole
question of CinemaScOping “Okla-
homa.” There will be a produc-
tion meet of Magna exeCs in N. Y.
next week and the Todd-AO sys-

tem is due for early press pre-
viewing.
While the controversy over the

20th deal has created considerable

friction among Magna directors,

with George Skouras strongly
favoring a 20th tieup, Magna’s
“Oklahoma” production plans con-

( Continued on page 13)

With the proposed tieup with

20th-F6x scuttled, Magna Theatre

Corp. is now free to tap a total of

$4,000,000 in “private money” plus
$2,000,000 in bank loans via a deal
worked out with a Wall Street
group but which was held in abey-
-ance pending outcome of the nego*
tiations with 20th

This is a new financing setup,
replacing one which had been pre-
sented by Magna to the Wall
Streeters in November and which
Was turned down.
Formula provides for issuance of

notes in the amount of $4,000,000
to mature within five years. Deal
has been promoted by Kuhn/ Loeb
& Co., and the full group of under-
writers already is set.

Buyers of the notes, via stock
convertibility privileges, will have
a potential ownership, of Magna of
25%. Additionally, through a sep-
arate. deal, (actually the overall
setup is in two parts J, the investors
will hawe a 25% direct interest

(Continued on page 15)

Jack Warner Views

Todd-AO in Buffalo;

Wants ‘Oklahoma’?
Jack L. Warner, veepee and pro-

duction chief of Warner Bros., ar-

rived in New. York from, the Coast
unexpectedly over the weekend.
Topper immediately left for Buf-
falo to view demonstrations of the
Magna Theatres’ 65m Todd-AO
process. It's indicated that War-
ner, if interested, may enter a bid
to partially finance and distribute
“Oklahoma” in the Todd-AO proc-
ess.

Warner is also expected to renew
talks with S. H. (Si) Fabian, Stan-

]

ley Warner prexy, relating to pos-
sible WB production of a Ciner-
ama picture. Another company
exec, headquartering on the Coast*
pub-ad chief Mort Blumenstock,
pulled in to the homeoffice Mon-
day (18).

Bad Weather Bops Biz; ‘Knights’ No. 1, for Second

Time in Row; ‘Cinerama/ ‘Hondo/ ‘Reef’ Next

Cold waves as Well as snow-
storms and ice continue to batter

the boxoffice over the nation cur-

rently, with sagging grosses the re-

sult. About the only place where
the weather did not have an ad-

verse effect was in San Francisco
where weekend rains failed to

dampen traded Most exhibitors are

delaying the launching of new fare

until weather conditions improve,

j

Still champ for second week in a

j

row is “Knights of Round Table”
! (M-G), this being 6ne of few films

to successfully combat storm con-

ditions. It widened the gap be-

tween itself and the second-place
winner by racking up better than
$465,000 gross in some 25 represen-
tative key cities covered . by
Variety.
“Cinerama” (Indie) again is sec-

ond, same as a week ago. Third
place is going to “Hondo” (WB) for

second session in a row. It is play-

ing in 3-D. “12-Mile Reef” (20th),

a C’Scoper the same as “Knights,”
is taking fourth money. “Sadie
Thompson” (Col), another 3-D’er,

is winding up fifth.

“Millionaire” (20th), second
C’Scope pic to be released, again

is finishing in sixth spot. “Majesty
O'Keefe” (WB), just out to any ex-

tent currently, is showing enough
to cop seventh position. “Khyber
Rifles” (20th) will be eighth while
“Paratrooper” (COD, a newie, is

taking ninth place.

“Walking Baby Home” (U), with
new bookings this round, is taking
10th spot, with “Julius Caesar”
(M-G) in 11th slot., “Easy To LOve”
(M-G), which was eighth last stan-

za, rounds out the Top 12 list.

“Living Desert” (Disney) and “3

Sailors and Girl” (WB) are runner-
up pix currently.

“Cease Fire” (Par), a newcomer,
is nifty, in Boston and nice in L.A.
"Forever Female.” also from Para-
mount, shapes big on preem week
at N. Y. Victoria, and is okay in

Washington and Denver. “War Ar-
row" (U) looms good in Washing-
ton, and is oke in Balto and L.A,,

being top new film in latter city.

“Public Enemy”-"Little Caesar”
(WB). reissue combo, looks potent
in Chi, great in Buffalo and still

strong in second Philly week. “Act
Of vLove” (UA) is sturdy in L.A.

“The Command” (WB', initial

C’Scope Warner production, shapes
good in N. Y. on preem at the
Paramount. “It Should Happen To
You” (Col) looks socko on first

week at N. Y. State.

“Lure of Sila” UFE) is good in

Chi and Frisco. “Jack Slade” (AA)
shapes nice in Indianapolis. “Man
Between” (UA) looms good in

Frisco.

“Back To God’s Country” (U> is

hefty in Chi. “Little Boy Lost”
(Par) is nice in Toronto and okay
in Montreal. “Captain's Paradise”
(UA) looks torrid in K.C. and Min-
neapolis and good in Chi and
Boston.

“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G), good in

Balto and Toronto, is slim in L.A.

“Cruel Sea" (U) shapes hotsy in

Balto. “Little Fugitive” (Rurstyn),

lively* in Chi, is good in Pitt, Bos-

ton, St. Louis, N. Y. and L.A.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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Wednesday, January 20, 1954

Active participation of the Stan-f*

ley Warner Corp. in tv station op-

eration is one of the company’s ob-

jectives. S. H. ( Si ) Fabian, prexy

of the theatre chain, told stock-

holders at the company’s annual

meeting in Wilmington, Delaware,

last week that SW is “planning to

obtain as many tv licenses as the

. FCC regulations will permit.” Com-
pany already has a 50% interest in

The new tv station WTRI, Sche-

nectady, N. Y., how under construc-

tion.

Stockholders by a vote of 1,918,-

083 to 25,278 approved an amend-
ment to the certificate of incor-

poration authorizing SW to engage
in business outside of the enter-

tainment field.

According to Fabian, this move
was prompted because the com-
pany’s expansion in certain direc-

tions was hampered by restrictions

of the Consent Decree. He said

that as part of Warner Bros, Pic-

tures, the theatre company, now.
operating as Stanley Warner, “was
a unit in a diversified world-wide
business. Its growth and expan-
sion in various directions was prac-

tically unhampered” but under the
Consent Decree diversified activ-

ity in the motion picture field was
“wal.lcd-in by law.’’

SW topper announced an operat-
ing profit of $1,105,200 for the first

quarter of the current fiscal year,

covering the 13-week stanza ehd-
' ing Nov. 28, 1953. Figure was
reached following deduction of

$701,100 for depreciation and be-

fore provision for Federal income
tax, contingencies and losses on
fixed assets. Net profit after all

charges totalled $523,100. During
the quarter provision for Federal
taxes was $500,000, contingencies
$75,000, and net loss on fixed as-

sets was $7,100.

Since SW commenced business
is a separate company on March
1, 1952. no comparable figures are
available for the same period of
last year. Fabian, however, re-

ported that boxoflice receipts of
theatres continued to show an up-

(Continucd on.page 10)

B&K Elects to Exhibit

’Sadie’ in Flat Print;

Jack Warner Increases

Shares by 18,300
Jack L; Warner is high on War-

lier. Bros. stock issue. Last month
he :

' bought up 18,300 common
shares ;( how selling at around $14
per share), bringing his ownership
to* 247,299 shares. Harry Warner,
president of the company, gifted

7,700 shares to charities and indi-

viduals. He now has 8,000 shares
in a trust and 109,900 in direct

ownership.
In other stock activity, Robert L.

Huffines, member of the board of

American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres, bought and sold and
came out even in AB-PT common
shares. holdings. On Dec. 9 he un-
loaded his total block of 1,000

shares and on Jan. 11 he purchased
the same amount.

DUCKING SHOWCASE RISK

Reasoning of Col In Spotting

’Wild One’ at Vaude House

F3m People Don’t Respect Fipis?
Columnist Sidney Skolsky, who is also now a Hollywood fiim

producer, writing during his recent trip to New York said: “I won’t
go into details now, but very important is the fact that few people
have respect for the motion picture,

. This, goes for the vast ma-
jority of people who make them, sell them, exhibit them and
review them. And this feeling, of course, is projected to the
public,’’

By MIKE WEAK
Possibility of 20th-Fox paying a

higher dividend—-35c-40c per quar-
ter—in the next quarter Was the
subject of considerable speculation
in Wall Street last wfeek as the
common stock of the corporation
continued to rise. Chance that the
divvy distribution might be in-

creased from the current $l-per-
year basis to $1.40 or $1.60 was
understood to be pegged to in-

creased company earnings and a
decrease in the number of common
shares outstanding.
The fact that 20th-Fox earned

more than $1 a share in the final

1953 quarter indicates a nice boost
in annual 1953 earnings since this
could give the company $1.60 net
income per common share against
$1.18 in 1952. This past quarter,
of course, covers the month when
“The Robe” and “How to Marry a
Millionaire” were both recording
big grosses and giving 20th-Fox a
high percentage of all money taken
in at the boxoffice.
While the entire earnings for

1953 are not expected in Wall
Street to be more than 4Qc per
common share higher than a year
ago, the dividend prospects are
said to have been enhanced by the
common stock buy-in proposal.

Risk involved id opening a film

at a Broadway showcase* and the

tendency toward avoiding it, was
demonstrated by Columbia . in

launching “The Wild One,” Mar-
lon Brando starrer, at the Palace,

House is not regarded as a show-

case since film product is licensed

on flat deals (rather than a split

of the gross) and plays with eight

acts of vaude.
Col had been hesitant anent the

film’s b.o. power to begin with. An
opening at a conventional firstrun

house would have entailed $20-

25,000 for a campaign. This might
have gone down the drain, where-
as the Palace booking assures some
incoming coin, reportedly about

$3,000 per week’s run. Also, the

engagement at the Pal, which is

an RKO house, is being followed

by a run throughout the. entire

RKO circuit.

Reviews were generally favor-

able and some in the trade won-?

dered if “Wild One” were being
sloughed via the Palace debut. But
when a pic is initially questionable
to the extent that $25,000 for a

campaign makes too risky an in-

vestment, Col and other distribs

in past have been ducking the
Broadway showcasing.

Ike Asks Taft-Hartley

As Louisville Hypo
Louisville, Jafi. 19.

Fourth Ave. Amusement Co.,

owners and operators of a string of

film houses in Kentucky and In-

diana, will try an experimental

booking tonight (19), when the

Rialto, 3,000-seat filmhouse, will

bring Ballet Theatre to its stage.

House formerly played vaude
shows, and stage is one of the
largest in the city. Should public

response be worthwhile, house
might make an effort to book other
attractions for spot: dates, while
keeping to its film policy as the
breadwinner.

'Gratifying In

Chicago, Jan. 19.

Having been given free choice by
Columbia to show “Miss Sadie
Thompson” in either 2-D or 3-D,
B&K has elected to ignore the
added dimension and is restyling

its advance publicity for the pic
accordingly. “Sadie” is pegged to

1
‘'uri“ pvMpusa*..

open the Chicago Theatre this Fri- i .V"
°

day (221. Move is somewhat sur-
i ^av*„J.u„dj, 'd ®n the practicability

prising in view of the fact that the
] fain?

“n
?
m?n shares

past two Chicago attractions/were !

and retlnng them. This, is said to

heavy-pulling 3-D’ers, “Kiss Me
Kate,” which was fairly strong over
the holidays and “Hondo,” which
has been a smash for the past two
weeks.

Balaban & Katz veepce, Dave
Wallerstein, stated that the 2-D
choice for “Sadie” was made t6
conserve the added cost of glasses,

and he assured Variety that it did
not reflect any lack of confidence
in the tridimensional medium on
the part of B&K. “In some cases,

3-D can help a picture tremen-
dously, but we’re sure this pic-
ture would do equally well in

either medium. ‘Sadie Thompson’
shouldn't lose a thing in 2-D.”

be tied up with the improved in-

1 ventory. position of 20th-Fox—now
! understood to be about $40,000,000
: or $20,000,000 less than it has been
running. This reduction in the

!
number of common shares out-

;

standing, of course, would mean
that much more available when

(Continued on page 20)

WALL ST. REACTION

CONTINUES STRONG
Film business continues to show I

‘

BOGUS TALENT SCOUT

JUGGED FOR RAPE
Des Moines, Jan. 19.

Bruce McDaniel, 41, posing as a
film talent scout, has been ar-

rested here this week on complaint
of parents of a 16-year-old girl he
promised to “get into the movies.”
He was charged with statutory
rape, and when arraigned waived
to the grand jury when bond of

upbeat signs via some spectacular
pic grosses, generally improved
earnings statements and reaction in

Wall Street.
Wiihin the past week three stock

issues, were a.t their highest levels
of the past year. At one point on
Monday ( 18), 20th-Fox climbed to
$22.25, which compares with the
year’s low of $13.50.
RKO Theatres on the same dav

been identified as being on parole
from the federal penitentiary at

Fort Leavenworth.

Carrying “credentials” identify-
ing hint as a talent scout, after
taking pictures of the girl posed
in ait auto he later told her she
was being considered for a picture
to be made in Mexico and invited
her to pose for additional pictures
in a hotel room where confiscated

held to its yearly highmark of fihn showed the girl posed in yari

$5.12’ against a low of $3.25. ous stages of undress.

Last Friday, Universal went up to. McDaniel has admitted printing
$20.12' 2 from its year’s low point : the -“contract”, mfd'er which he-pur-
of $14.

I

ported ly was working with a Hol-
e's new top price is the highest .lywood producer. McDaniel/ even

• the stock has reached since 1947. i acted as his own notary.

in

Hollywood Union Stand
Washington, Jan. 9.

Changes in the Taft-Hartley law,

as recommended by Hollywood film

unions last April, are contained in

the labor message which President
Eisenhower presented to Congress
last week. *

The President’s s u g g e s 1 1 o n s

single out the amusement as well
as construction and maritime in-

dustries which he said “have
unique problems because their em-
ployment is usually casual, tem-
porary or intermittent:.”

The Chief Executive recom-
mended that in these industries the
employer be permitted to enter
into a prehire contract with a
unioq under which the union will
be treated initially as the employ-
ees’ representative for collective
bargaining. “I also recommend,”
the President said, “that in these
industries the employer and the
union be permitted to make a
union shop contract under which
an employee, within seven days
after the beginning of his employ-
ment, shall become a member of
the union.”
, An administration bill, intro-
duced in both chambers after the
President’s message was read, has
language to turn the recommenda-
tions into law.
On April 21 last, Walter Pidgeon

and John Dales Jr,, of the Screen
Actors Guild, testified before the
Senate Labor Committee in favor
of modification of the 30-day pro-
vision of the Taft-Hartley Act. It

provides that a man must join the
union 30 days after his employ-
ment in a union shop. SAG asked
that the time.be cut to seven days
because almost no actors were em-
ployed, on pictures for more than
30 days. At the same hearing, Roy
M. Brewer, speaking for the In-
ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees, called for a
closed shop, hiring halls and a
law which would permit unions tt*

discipline their members. The
President’s call for hiring halls is

similar to Brewer’s request in that
respect.

RKO Gives Up ‘Earth’
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

RKO relinquished, its claim to
the film title, “Target Earth,” in
favor of Abtcon Pictures, Inc.,

headed by Herman Cohen, on ad-
vice of its legal department.

Title was . originally registered
by Cohen before he went to Eng-
land to produce “River Beat.”
While he was away, RKO an-
nounced the same tag for a W. Lee
Wilder production, which will be
released as "Killers from Space”’

Loew’s, Inc., chalked up a net

profit of $4,380,603 after all

charges and taxes for the fiscal

year ending Aug., 1953. Annual re-

port, 'released to stockholders

Monday (18) prior to the com-

pany’s annual meeting at the end

of February, discloses that the

profit is equivalent to 85c per

share of common stock as com-

pared with a profit Of $4,692,806,

or 91c per share, for the previous

year.

Report indicates that the cur
rent financial status of the com-
pany is “gratifying . . . viewed in

the light Of conditions prevailing in

the industry . . It notes that
in spite of a substantial, decline in

theatre attendance in the early
months of the fiscal year, the over-
all accomplishments for the entire
year “was but moderately, below
the preceding year’s net profit .

.

For the first 12 weeks of the
current fiscal year, ending Nov; 26,

1953, Loew’s showed a net profit,

subject to year-end audit, of $1,-

133,893 after all jphafges and taxes.

Tliis is equivalent to 22c per share
(Continued on page 10)

L. A. to n. Y.
Mimi Benzell
Russell Birdwell
Mort Blumenstock
Robert. Blumole
Sammy Gahn
Yvonne de Carlo
Tom Conway
Wendell Corey
Bella Darvi
Howard Deitz
Paul Douglas
Jerry Fairbanks
Glenda Farrell
Edith Fellows
Glenn Ford
Y. Frank Freeman
Jackie Gleason
Mitchell J. Hamilburg
Alan Handley
Paul Helmiek
Sonja Henie
Stanley Kramer -

Charles Laughton
Jerry Lewis
Ted Loeff
Guy Madison
Dean Martin

;
Beverly Michaels
George Montgomery
Edward Muhl
Richard N<?y
Pat O’Brien
Thelma Ritter
Edward G. Robinson
Aaron Rosenberg
William D. Shaw
Tim Shiels
Dinah Shore
Leonard Sillman

.
George Stevens
Paula Stone
Jules Styne
Dan Terrell
Charles Vidor
Card Walker
Jack L. Warner
Raphael G. Wolff

By A. E. DAFF
(Exec V.P., Universal)

During the past year our indus-
try has been -accused, rightly or
\vrongly, of operating under a
policy of confusion. We have
gained a liberal education in the
science of optics; we have acquired
a new vocabulary; and we have? en-
tered into a new era in our busi-
ness. Many without technical train-
ing and experience were catapulted
into this new era Without time for
sober thought. Those of us who
realized we are in a revolution dis-
creetly listened to the engineers
and studied- diagrams, and hoped
that, like the theory of relativity,
it would be understood by at least
a few laymen.
The so-called contusion was bad

enough when restricted to our in-

dustry, but somehow or another
we ran the dangerous course of ex-
posing our public—the customers
—to similar confusion, Before we
could say “compatibility, the wise
men of our industry had some of
the technological accomplishments
buried before the public had a
chance to reach a verdict.
We are living in a scientific

world—we are in a scientific busi-
ness.

;
When it comes to how our

pictures are presented to the pub-
lic, rather than encourage con-
fusion in the. minds of our cus-
tomers, shouldn’t we try to sell

them pictures, rather than sys-
tems?
Our industry is making great

technological strides, but with
those strides pays little or no at-

tention to the psychology of the
ordinary man in the street. Any
sociologist will tell you that the
public is more interested in our
romantic view of life, than in our.
industrial problems.
We have . to discard a few tra-

( Continued oil page 20)

Allied Artists Sets

To Lure Indie Names
Hollywood, Jan; 19.

Profit-sharing deals involving
prominent indie film names is the
new policy adopted by Allied Art-
ists. Program also calls for stars,

directors- and producers in the in-

dependent field to receive options
on AA stocks and financing for
their pictures.

Under negotiation are deals with
Humphrey Bogart, John Huston,
Billy Wilder, William Wyler and
others. Clprk Gable was also re-

ported conferring with Steve
Broidy and other AA executives on
the subject but the report was de-.

nied later.

Allied Artists had in mind a sim-
ilar move shortly after it was or-

(Continued on page 13)

N. Y. to l. A.
Alec Coppel
Arlene Dahl
William Dieter]

e

Peggy. Ann Garner
John Haskell
Richard Horner
Mitch Miller
Gottfried Reinhardt
Jonas T. Silverstone
Georgia. Simmons
John Sinn
Sam Taylor

Europe to N. Y.
James Beard
John Beard
Wilbur Evans
Barry Gray
David Hughes
Analole Litvak
Eddie Rich
Dany Robin

N. Y. to Europe
Joseph Kaufman
Byron R. Kelly
Robert Lewis
Walter Starcke
George Tabori
William L. Taiib
Ninette de Valois
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A major film company vice president with a background in both

m oduction and distribution had some thoughts anent Hollywood’s

Production Code which he passed along in the course of a private

mnversation with a reporter. •

'I take a cynical view of all of this,” commented the v.p. ‘’The

answers' to all things are found at the boxoffice. Has the Code

meant the loss of any money at the b.o.? Of course not. If it did

here Would be some changes made. The producers drew up. the

rode in 1930 and have been living with it comfortably ever since;

It has had the effect of keeping outside censorship to a minimum

and hasn’t hurt us at all. ,
.

, , .

—We cater to the mass audience, including church-goers and.

community groups who are held within the scope of traditional

habit and moral pattern. Why should we favor those few, those

allegedly artistically-bent esoterics who would have us break loose

and flaunt the standards which our general people have adopted.

“Also, the hue and cry comes so infrequently that it serves as

evidence that the Code is oh the beam. One or two pictures every

couple of years results in a spotlighting of the Code. Look at the

hundreds of films made within the provisions of the Code, including

such strong dramatic material as ‘From Here to Eternity,’ which

bring no objections. .

• There may be an error in handling the Code but you must admit

it's rare.” '

-

l
• ..

Television ha# become a latter-

day paradise for film pressagentry.

Metro, Paramount, et. al., need

but tip the availability of a Holly-

wood personality and tv operators

join in a chorus of ‘‘Be My Guest.”

Pafiel programs, variety and ‘‘in-

terview” shows particularly are

anxious to focus bn any visitor

from the film colony, Naturally

stars are coached to gfet across

some upbeat words about whatever
film the publicist happens to be
tubthumping. In effect, tv is the

current pushover for pic plugs.

Pat Crowley, newcomer to pix,

is an example. Paramount has her
in “Forever Female” and is build-

ing its ad-pub campaign for the
film around her. Within a two-week
period, Miss Crowley, theretofore
a non-name for marquee purposes,
had this personal appearance
schedule on tv (not to mention
radio and press): Tex & Jinx, NBC;
Ed Sullivan, CBS; ‘‘Strike It Rich,”
CBS; Tex & Jinx (again); Mar-
garet Arlen, CBS; ‘‘Make Up Your
.Mind,” CBS; ‘‘Stork Club,” CBS;
Morey Amsterdam, NBC; Maggi
McNellis, ABC; ‘‘Broadway to

Hollywood, DuMont; Steve Allen,
NBC; Robert Alda, ABC; Virginia
Graham, DuMont; Lise Ferraday,
ABC; “By My Guest,” ABC; Dave
Garroway, NBC.
Within a period of five days, the

boys from Metro’s praisery depart-
ment had Ava Gardener set with
this round of p.a.’s: Tex & Jinx,
NBC; Walter Winchell, ABC;
.“Wliat’s My Line?” CBS, and Car-
away's “Today” on NBC. ‘‘Knights

(Continued on page 16)

Harris Sees Seif-Policing

At Studio Source Needed

For Industry’s Survival
Pittsburgh, Jan. 19.

John II. Harris, veteran Pitts-
burgh showman who owns a string
et theatres and is also producer

icc Capades," called on his
lellow-exhibitors to resist: every ef-
fort to .relax the Motion Picture
Production Code. Harris said thatm Iiis opinion public should be
made to realize that men who run
the country’s film houses are not
only not opposed to censorship ait
tie source but actually feel thatU s important.

, .

In
f
an interview, Harris quoted

h s father, the late John P. Har-

IS, ,

]° established the first
0<

J
eon kere shortly after the

“p the certtury. as saying
eliminate censorship and you

o ho
l

.

n
?i

t? the mo
.

vie industry.” An-
t lInS Harris pointed out was

Hnii,
any 'yeakeniPg of the Code in

n11(i" 00d
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W0U1<1 pimply result in

aividufi
e

stafes
CnSOrShlP by tKe ln‘

sidipc
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ko^i
?
e suggested that be-

stahria.
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^111® the self-imposed

slmum ?
S of film morality, there

for ,

)e a stiff®ning of penalties
<»ny producer violating the
(Continued on page 10)

Catholics’ Keen Interest
Albany, Jan. 19.

The interest of Catholic, pa-

pers in current controversies

Over censorship and the mo-
tion picture production code

was graphically illustrated in

the Jan. 15 issue of The Evan-
gelist. official weekly of the

Albany Diocese. It front-paged

seven such stories.

Impact of the U. S. Supreme
Court decision in the “La Ronde”
and “M” film ban cases had the
various state censors reeling this

week as they tried to assess the
extent to which the court had
clipped their wings.

Failure of the justices to be spe-
cific in their nixing of the New
York and Ohio bannings created
added confusion. As Clyde Hissong,
the Ohio censor, put it: “After this

ruling I don’t even know how much
of a statute I’ve got left here.” Like
most of the other censors, he said
that he would ask the state’s attor-

j

nev general for an interpretation.
The Supreme Court reversed the

lower court’s decisions upholding
the banning of “La Rohde” in

N. Y, and “M” in Ohio, but re-

fused to go all the way in out-
lawing pre-release censorship of

films. The Tribunal made pointed
reference to its 1952 decision in

the “Miracle” case.

If the censors were coiffused, so

were the distributing companies.
Question was raised whether it

j

would . now be possible to submit
censored pix for “re-review” under

J

the changed statutes which leave
j

the boards comparatively little el-
j

bowroom. Virtually the only cen-

1

sorable themes left are “obscenity”
j

and “indecency.” Hissong said he
. j

expected to be bombarded with re-
j

quests for reclassification of films

(Continued on page 20) i

Daff't Code Slant
Industry’s Production Code

should Undergo periodical re-

examination and reevaluation,
but it shouldn’t be broadened
at the base, thinks Alfred E.

Daff, Universal exec v.p. He
fears any serious tampering
with the Code would backfire,

‘‘The problem doesn’t lie

with the major studios,” he
said. “They are responsible
organizations. It's the fly-by-

nighters and producers of sex
exploitation films that would
take advantage of the situa-

tion and make it so much hard-
er for the rest of the indus-
try.”

BENNIE BERGER'S REPRISE

Brands Hollywood Production
Code Artificial Censorship

Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Washington, Jan. 19.

In a decision that was curiously
cryptic yet clearly made history,

the U; S. Supreme Court yester-

day (Mon.) voted 9-0 against the
state censorships of Ohio and New
York. Justice William O. Douglas
wrote a concurring opinion in

which he advocated that films en-

joy the same privileges accorded
the “free press.”

Decision took the form of a
single comment: “Judgments are
reversed.” This meant that New
York was declared offside in ban-
ning “La Ronde” ( French ) as
“immoral” and Ohio was offside in

banning “M” (American) as

“tending to promote crime.”
The Court referred to its own

earlier decision against New York
on “The Miracle” ( Italian ) aiid

seemed to establish the principle
that hereafter only “obscenity” or
“indecency” is a cause for cen-

1 sorship, and these must be pre-

cisely defined. As with the charge
of ‘sacrilege’ advanced by N. Y.
censors against “The Miracle,” the
High Tribunal found the state

j

statute “indefinite and confusing”
jin respect to the immorality charge
against “La Ronde.”

Similarly, the court in effect

j
found that the Ohio statute on

With Technicolor now furnish- : “promoting crime” in pictures was
i rig Cinemascope prints processed : vague and indefinite. This is of

in its own imbibition, dye-transfer i particular significance since the
‘.method, 20th-Fox execs are hope- 'Ohio law was drafted following the

|

ful that, by April, they’ll have 1915 Supreme Court decision

broken, the serious print bottle-

neck.

Decision to accept CinemaScope
prints processed via the imbibition
method represents a compromise
on. the part of 20th but also indi-

( Continued on page 20)

‘La Ronde’ Faces Redtape

Before Gotham Showing;

Mrs. Shientag’s Plans
Chance of “La Ronde,” the con-

A. W. Schwalberg. Paramount’s

No. 1 salesman, back in Gotham

following a Coast onceover, found

that the pessimism and uncertainty

that had pervaded Hollywood a

year ago has given, way to excite-

ment and growing confidence., “It’s

hot just at Paramount alone,”

stated the prez of Par Distributing

Corp. “All over there’s new and

real enthusiasm.

“At Warner.s everyone is high

on ‘A Star is Born.’ Columbia fig-

ures ‘Caine Mutiny’ so high that

they’re talking about ‘From Here

to Eternity’ as a trailer for it.

There’s upbeat at the other lots,

too. The gloom is gone; there’s

new vitality out there.”

Exec said he’s particularly elated

with the operation of Paris new
widescreen process, under which

subject matter is lensed on a

double-frame 35m negative. Tech-

nicians call it the “Lazy 8 sys-

tem and its designed to allow for

1.85:1 projection of a pic without

loss of definition. “It could even

go wider, to two^-to-one in aspect

ratio, but this might be risky,

said Schwalberg. Initial “Lazy 8

pic is “White Christmas,” now

shooting.

Any numerical cut in produc-
tion? “Not at Par,” replies the dis-

tribution topper. “We’ll have 24

(Continued on page 20)

Ban ‘Wild One’ in Memphis
Memphis, Jan. 19.

Memphis censor Lloyd Binford
appears working overtime, possi-

bly in quest of a record. He has

just banned his third picture so

far this year—Stanley Kramer’s
“The Wild One.” Earlier he nixed

a reissue of the 20th-Fox “Forever
Amber” and Columbia's “Miss

Sadie Thompson.”
Said Binford of “Wild One” and

the characters in it: “The; worst

and most lawless bunch I ever saw
and the. most lawless picture I

ever saw.”

Bennie Berger, Minneapolis ex
4 , . _ . . . . ... . ,

hibitor here on vacation, blasted .

cat*s that Techni technicians have

production code as ' artificial” cen- progress in making the

,

sorship which doesn’t mean too Techm method applicable to Cine-

much. Declared “public should be
j

maScopers. Teqhni so far has
WI„I4V1_ ^

only censor. Best censor is number
,

0Ut CinemaScope prints on;
trovers ia i French film given the

of tickets people buy to see pic- /Eastman positive which is rnuch
•

^rCenlight Mondav (18i by the
ture. If public wants to sbe a pic- ‘.slower and considerably more ex- 1* ~ ’ .. .

ture, let them see it. I am against pensive.

j

censorship in all forms.”
j

Indications are that both Techni

Berber however, declined to and the DeLuxC Laboratories in
j appears slim. The picture still re-

comment' on Howard Hughes’ •' H.Y. will continue to provide Cine- ; fnirps » Mrs FInr*»r»rp

U S. Supreme Court, cashing in on
the publicity of the decision via. an
immediate New York City playdate

‘•French Line” action.; Said „e i maScope prints on.Eastman color
quires a license. Mrs. Florence
Perlow Shientag, attorney for
Commercial Films, distributor ofdidn’t know enough of facts. ! positive with both plants installing

Looking at industry in general. an added, print each. Techni so far
J

(j5e picture, has two avenues of ap-

he said “Gloom is all I see.” He has been able to turn out only 30
j

proach open. She can request the

repeated his accusation that dis- !
Points a week, but imbibition print-

; Court of Appeals, state’s highest

tribs are changing pix from “masses is expected to both sharply
! court, to issue an order requiring

to class entertainment, taking it
: raise t|ie voluine and also drop the ' - - .

away from public which made- it,” i/price-.-

Present distribs’ sales policies! According to 20th. it current.

y

are as damaging to small town ex-
,

Pays 12c a fpot for CinemaScope
j
r 0 directly to the Regents request-

bibs as television. CinemaScope
,

prints. This includes the striping
| ix-g a change in determination in

and other widescreen ’ processes and sound recording which has to
j

view of the high court’s ruling,

are “no good to us smaller towns, be done on the Coast and. in the

! By time we can buy CinemaScope. case of the Deluxe prints, involves

it will no longer be a novelty.
1

( Continued on page 16 >

the board of Regents of the State
Board of Education, the censorship
body, to issue a license or she can

However, the Court of Appeals,
which by a 4 to 2 decision upheld
the 3 to 2 nix of the picture by
the Appellate Division, does not
convene until Feb. 23. The next
meeting of the Board of Regents,
on the other hand, is scheduled for
Jan. 28, an indication that Mrs.
Shientag will make her pitch to

this body. Gaston Hakim, general

88-Year Old Censor’s Tenure Should End, Local 1 manager of Commercial Films, said

, i. a • . n • n* c j |

he had not started dickering for a

Daily Editorializes Against Rampaging Binford

By MATTY BRESCIA
Memphis, Jan. 19. .

Lloyd Binford. Memphis’ now-

famoiis 88-year-old censor, has fol-

lowed his early 1954 ban on Colum-

bia’s “Sadie Thompson” by a ban

against, the reissue in black and
white of 20th Century-Fox's “For-

ever Amber,” This, in turn, has

led to a heated quarrel on the ques-

tion of veracity between censor

Binford and two local 20th execs.

Dewey Hopper, head booker, and

Tom Young, branch manager;
Binford flatly declares that the

current “Forever Amber” is not

the picture he saw in 1947 and

fondly recalls as “a beautiful Tech-

boss, Tom Young, and by his own
statement, “I called him a liar and
a hypocrite, Mr. Young told me
he did not like being called a

hypocrite, but he made no de-

fense.” Binford was questioned
by local dailies and Variety and
repeated that he wished , to be
quoted on his ‘liar and hypocrite’
remark.
Whether this latest outburst may

ring down the curtain on the cen-

1

sor’s career is now being dis-

theatre pending clarification of the
court’s ruling and the issuance of

the necessary license.

Femme attorney said she did not
eNpect any difficulty in the form of

(Continued on page 16)

niedlor picture not at all like the
j

tector of local morals out to pas-

one I saw last week.” Of the ture. “He is making Memphis

b & w. print he adds: “There
j

infamous in national publicity for

isn’t five minutes of this picture
j

narrowmindedness.”

which is all right. It’s not the] (Issue stirred dissension on the

same picture.”
|

five-ipan censor board itself and

I When informed that the 20th • two members were near to resigna-
1

booker had contradicted him, cen- : tion in disgust as the head censor

1 sor Binford phoned the booker’s l (Continued on page 15)

CUTS NO FIX BREEN
St. Louis, Jan. 19.

The “French Line” will continue
at Missouri Theatre here as result

cussed. The Memphis Press-Sci mi-
[

of Breen office’s refusal to accept
cuts suggested by RKO studio.

Amended version was nixed for

seal over weekend.
When Breen office turned down

Hollywood studio cuts as not being

enough, RKO personnel here were
notified pic could continue in its

original form.
Simultaneously local RKO execs

reported they’ve been advised that

plans are being made to book pic

elsewhere in country in. original

uncut version.

tar editorialized under the caption
“Forever Binford?” a straight sug-

gestion that the city fathers should
at this time put the elderly pro-
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It SIoaM laypea tt Yra
Judy Holliday toplining slick,

big city, canedy; excellent
prospects* •

Hollywood, Jan, 12.
Columbia release of Fred Kohlinar pro-

duction. Stars Judy Holliday; co-stars
Fcicr Lawtord; introduces Jack Lemmon;
features Michael O'Shea, Vaughn Taylor,
Connie Gilchrist, Walter Klavun, Whit
Bissell and guest panelists Constance
Bennett, Ilka Chase, ‘Wendy Barrie, Mel-
ville Cooper, Directed by George Cukor.
Story and screenplay, Garson .

Kunln;
c.imcrn. Charles Lang; editor, Charles

• Nelson; scarp, Frederick Hollander; musi-
cal director, Morris Stolboff. Previewed
0<-t.

•2U, '53, Running time, I* MINS.
.

Gladys Glover '.
. . . Judy Holliday

Evan Adams, III Peter Lawford
Pete Sheppard . Jack. Lemmon
Bitod Clinton Michael O'Shea
Entrlliln . . .

.

Vaughn Taylor
Airs. Rlker ............ Connie Gilchrist
BA*rt Piazza ........... ... Walter Klavun
Sour-Man . Heywood Hale Broun

A generous helping of fun for
the .payees is projeetcv. in this
very slick comedy toplining Judy
Holliday. She is. reunited with
director George Cukor and scripter
Carson Kanin, a trio that clicked
big with “Born Yesterday,” and
t he reunion is all to the good for
the customers. The boxoffice pros-
pects are excellent, particularly in
the key runs.

.
The laugh range in the smooth

Fred Kohlmar production is from
soft . titters to loud guffaws as
Cukor’s smartly, timed direction
sends the players through hilarious
situations. Plot is about a small
town girl who comes to the big
city to make a name for herself.
Right there story familiarity, stops.

Fresh angles: belt the risibilities

while dialog is adult, almost racy
at times.
. As the Gladys Glover of the plot,

Miss Holliday has a romp for
herself, and she gets major assists

in the comedy from Peter Lawford,
Jack Lemmon, the latter making
his major screen bow, Michael
O'Shea and the others in the cast:

Gladys has a different angle to
flashing her name in the best
places. With her meager sayings
she rents a signboard on Columbus
Circle and has her name embla-
zoned thereon. This quest for fame
sets off a lot of repercussions. She
becomes a television celebrity
under the tutoring of promoter
O'Shea, endorses all. manner of
goods, signs autographs and gen-
erally is acclaimed by the mob
which blindly figures she must be
someone important. During all the
excitement she is pursued roman-
tically by Lawford, head of a soap
company, whose real purpose
behind the anior is to get the
Columbus Circle sign to ballyhoo
his own products. Also in the
amatory chase is Lemmon, poor
but honest maker of documentary
films, who has a hard time keep-
ing his romance with the new
celebrity on even keel. True love
triumphs, however, after the cus-
tomers’ funnybones have had just
about all the punishment they Can
stand.

. Miss Holiday posing for photo-
graphic art on a pair of skis, par-
ticipating in a military ceremony,
or fighting off Lawford’s -wolfish,

advances is sheer fun. So are her
fights with Lemmon, posturing for
a . worshipping public or giving a
salted, reading of a her fame story
c tv. Lemmon scores strongly in

his film appearance, farcing to a
fare - thee - well without forcing.
Law ford comes over Well as the
Conceited wolf and O’Shea is good
as the sharpie out for a quick buck.
Seen briefly as video panelists are
Constance Bennett, Ilka Chase,
Wendy Barrie and Melville Cooper.
On the technical end, the picture

has been slickly mounted to show
off the story and players. Charles
Lang’s photography is very good;
Jean Louis’ costumes for Miss
Holliday are extremely smart. The
score by Frederick Hollander, di-

rected by Morris Stoloff, gives the
comedy mood an assist. Editing
and other credits are top grade.

Brog.

label, “The Command" hat an
edge In the outdoor market and
should roll up Important grosses.
In addition to the ticket sale
strength it gains from the gnamor-

8
hie lensing, its chances are fur-
ler helped by a fundamentally

sound cavalry-versus-Indians plot
and highly charged action footage.

Actually, the picture was lensed
under the brand of the anamorphic
process originally known as vis-
tarama—-later as WamerScope.
With Warners’ subsequent tieup
with 20th-Fox for Cinemascope, it

was decided to send the film out
with the Westwood label. All
anamorphics have a 2.fi6 to one
ratio so the only difference in re-
sults comes from the. quality of the
lense used.

In "Command” picture clarity
is lacking in many scenes except
for center screen, but as attention
is concentrated there the fuzziness
around the edges is of little con-
sequence to the entertainment.
Where squeeze-lensing plays its big
part is in the finale 11-minute run-
ning fight between Indians and a
wagon train, the sequence gains
great impact as the action spreads
across the wide screen, virtually
making participants of an audi-
ence. ItY the best such scene since
the stagecoach-Indians brawl in
"Stagecoach.”
Guy Madison, who had 3-D as a

big peg for his Warners debut in
‘•Charge at Feather River,” gets
another break because of the ana-
morphic treatment on his second
starring western. Two such starts
give him a strong shove upwards.
He turns in a thoroughly able job
of the heroics under David Butler’s
direction. Latter handles the Rus-
sell Hughes screenplay expertly
for actiop, particularly in the. lat-

ter half when the film takes on
more movement, and his staging of
the climax is a humdinger.
Madison is an Army medical cap-

tain unexpectedly assuming com-
mand of 4 cavalry troop after its

regular commander is killed. Story
is concerned with hoW he impro-
vises battle tactics to defeat at-
tacking Indians, wins the ' respect
of his men and saves a wagon train,

as well as two companies of infan-
try, before the action curtain is

rung down. Plot is from James
Warner Bellah’s SatEvePost novel,
as adapted by Samuel Fuller.

,

David Weisbart’s production su-
pervision is good in the use of the
cast, outdoor accoutrements and
action values, All are put together
in a manner that will please the
western fan, as well as offering
rugged entertainment for others.
Joan Weldon is practically the only
femme of importance in the east,

doing , nicely as a practical nurse
with the wagon train. Her charac-
ter. as well as the others, are more
or less to type, but perfectly suit-
able to the pioneer action. James
Whitmore does well by his role of
tough sergeant, as do Harvey Lam-
beck, griping trooper; Carl Benton
Reid, explosive infantry com-

I mander; Ray Teal, Bob Nichols,
! Don . Shelton and the others.

Wilfrid M. Cline handles the
WamerCoIor cameras for bold ac-
tion effect as well as pictorial
sweep, sharpening the picture’s
visual impact. Dimitri Tiomkin has
tuned a robust score to the action,
helping the fast movement, and it

has been directed by Ray Heindorf
for the best blending with plot de-
velopment. Stereophonic sound is

very good in the running action
sequences, but of little value else-
where. Brog.

Jivaro
<COLOR)

The l-ommahd
(COLOR)

First Cinemascope feature
western. Guy Madison and
strong boxoffice outlook.

.
Warner Bros, release, of David Weisbart

production. Stars Gny Madison, Jouir
Weldon,. James Whitmore; features Carl
Benton Reid, Harvey Lembeck, Ray: Teal,
Bob Nichols. Don Shelton. Directed by
David Butler. Screenplay, Russell Huthes;
adaptation, Samuel Fuller; from a
SutEvePost novel by James Warner Bel-
lali; camera (WamerCoIor), Wilfrid M.
Cline; editor. Irene Morra; score. Dimitri
Tiomkin; musical direction, Rav Hein-
dorf. Previewed Jan. 13, ’54. Running
time, 94 MINS,
bapt. -MacClaw Guy Madison
Martha , Joan Weldon
Sgt.' Elliot Janies Whitmore
k°l - Janfway Carl Benton Reid
Gottschalk Harvey Lemherl:
Dr. .Trent Ray TealO Hirons^ . . . Rib Nichols
Major Gibbs Don Shelton
Capt. _Forsythe ........... Gregg Barton
(pl.FieminK Boyd "Red" Morgan

^?*lf*r*?*, ••••*• • Zachary Yaconclii
Airs, Pellegrini Renata Vanni
Trooper Nikirk Tom Monroe

Okay adventure fare for gen-
eral runs favoring . escapist
entertainment, with Fernando
Lamas . and Rhonda Fleming
for marquee dressing.

As the first feature western
entry uhder the Cinemascope

Hollywood, Jan. 18.
Paramount release of a Plne-Thomas

production. Star* Fernando Lamas,
Rhonda Fleming; co-stars Brian Keith.
Directed by Edward Ludwig. Screenplay,
Winston Miller; story, > David. Duncan;
camera, Lionel Lindoh; editor, Howard
Smith; music. Gregory Stone. Previewed
Jan, 13, '94. Running time, 93 MINS. .

Rio ... ... .. .......... Fernando Lamas
Alice Parker . Rhonda Fleming
Tony Brlen Keith
Pedro Loh. Chaney
Jerry Russell Richard : Denning
Maroa Rita Moreno
Koyantl Marvin Miller
Vinny Morgan Farley

[i Sylvester Pascual Pena
Jacque . Nestor Paiva
Padre Charles Lung
Edwards Gregg Barton
Umarl Kay Johnson
Native Woman Row Turlch
Sylvester's Wife Marian Moatlck
Locket Native .......... Richard BarteU
Indian Girl ......... .

.

.

.

Eugenia Paul

This adventure yarn, colored with
action and romance In a South
American setting, will stack up
okay in the general runs, partic-
uarly for the escapist trade.
Film’s fictional story line provides
a picturesque backdrop, and its 93
minutes of showy Technicolor foot-
age is enhanced by names of Fer-
nando Lamas and Rhonda Fleming
for marquee voltage.

,

The producers, William H. Pine
;
and William C. Thomas, have ac-

|
corded feature, which takes its tag

from mine of * tribe oflieatf hunt-
ers, with their usual brand, of val-

ues which have paid off in the
past, even sending * camera crew
to the Amazon for background
shots. Direction by Edward Lud-
wig is rugged enough to overcome
the stereotyped aspects of plot, and
his use of the Amazon footage con-
tributes to the melodramatic ef-

fect.

’The romantic adventuring con-
cerns Lamas, a tough South Ameri-
can who operates a jungle trading
post not far distant from the Jivaro
country, arid Miss Fleming, who ar-

rives from California to wed the
fiance she hasn’t seen, in two years.
Unwilling to disillusion gal that
the man she thinks is a rubber
plantation owner actually has
turned into a drunken drifter in-

tent on finding a gold treasure
hidden in forbidden Jivaro terri-

tory;: Lamas finds himself falling
for femme. When it’s heard that
fiance and a party been killed by
Indians, Lamas, accompanied by
heroine and others who want the
gold, goes in search of the missing,
treasure-seekers, arid barely gets
back with femme after being at-
tacked by Jivaros.
Lamas projects his hard-hitting

character successfully, and Miss
Fleming, beautiful in tints, is an
acceptable heroine, benefitting by
some slick closeups. Co-starred is

an interesting newcomer,
.
Brian

Keith', who brawls with Lamas in a
couple of fights after going on the
make for femme, Pascual Pena as
Lamas’ Indian assistant is a brief
standout, and Richard Denning, the
fiance, and Lon Chaney, another
trader, also have a few good, mo-
ments.

Technical ?departments are well
handled, Lionel Lindon’s color
photography and art direction by
Hal Pereira and Earl Hedrick the
most effective. Will.

Boy From Oklahoma
^ (COLOR)

Folksy, humorous western with
Will Rogers Jr., Nancy Olson.
Entertaining fllmfare for oats
market.

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
Warner Eoi. release of David Weis-

hart production. Stars Will Rogers, Jr.,
Nancy .Olson; features Lon Chaney, An-
thony Caruso. Wallace Ford, Clem Bev-
ana, Merv Griffin. Directed by Michael
Curtiz. Screenplay, Frank Davis, Winston
Miller; from a. SatEvePost story by
Michael Fessier; camera (WamerCoIor),
Robert Burks; editor, James Modre;
music, Max Steiner. Previewed Jan. 11,
*S4. Running time, 17 MINS,
Tom Brewster .......... Will Rogers. Jr,

I

Katie Brannigah .......... Nancy Olson
Crazy Charlie Lon Chaney
Barney Turlock Anthony Caruso
Wally Higgins Wallace' Ford
Pop Pruty Clem Bevans
Steve ... Merv Griffin
Paul Evans Louis Jean Heydt
Pete Martin Sheb Wooley
Shorty Slim Pickens
Bally the Kid Tyler MacDuff
Johnny Neil -Skippy Torgerson
Joe Downey ............. James Griffith
Harry Charles Watts :

This is a folksy, humqrous west-
ern reminiscent of some of the old
Will Rogers starrers, although not
as broad, and it should prove en-
tertaining fllmfare in the feature
oater market. Will Rogers Jr.,

takes to the treatment in good
style, as does his co-star Nancy
Olson, and both will be liked,
A competent job of bringing out

the best points of the presentation
is done under David Weisbart ?s
production guidance and the War-
nerColor tints add to the visual at-
traction of the outdoor values.
Michael Curtiz’ direction is a de-
cided assist to the manner in which
the story and players come off, his
handling developing humor to
counterpoint the thriller action
with a touch that is just right.
The script by Frank Davis and

Winston Miller, from a SatEvePost
story by Michael Fessier, shows
what happens to Rogers when he
drifts through a small western
town and dallies long enough to be-
came sheriff, solve a murder, bust
up a bad gang and win himself a
girl. Plot gimmick is that he’s a
peaceable man who doesn't carry
a gun and has to have at his hero-
ics with only a lariat and a prayer.
Both stand him in good stead, as-
does a native shrewdness that
helps him best the baddies, even
when the. odds are might uneven.
Deft handling in all departments
keeps- the doings on a believable
level.

Rogers Jr.’s homespun playing
carbon’s his late father’s to some
extent, although, as noted, not so
broadly, and his physical likeness
to the parent should jog the memo-
ries of the oldsters* Miss Olson
dons the range wear; the part re-
quires attractively and counts in
helping Rogers show to advantage.
Lon Chaney has only one scene,
that of the town drunk gone be-
serk, and he makes it register
strongly.
Anthony Caruso, leader of the

town crooks, is excellent, and the
picture has further acting assists
from Wallace Ford, Clem Bevans,
Louis Jean Heydt, Sheb Wooley,
Slim Pickens and, in particular,

James Griffith. Latter hasn’t muck
to say but is noticed in every

scene.
Robert Burks handles his color

cameras well and the score by
Max Steiner is apt to the western
plotting. ’ Technical assists are

competent, Brog.

Taza* Son of Cochise
(2-D, 3-D-COLOR)

Beautifully photographed Iri-

dian-U. S. Cavalry actioner

okay for general runs.

Hollywood, Jan. 19,
Univertal-Int^national release of ; a

Ross Hunter production. Stars Rock Hud-
son. Barbara Rush; features Gregg Pal-

mer, Bart Roberts, Morris Ankrum, Gene
Igleslas. Directed by Douglas Sirk.

Screenplay, George Zuckerman; story-

adaptation, Gerald Drayson Adams: cam-,

era, Russell Metty;. editor, Milton Car-
ruth; mUsic, Frank Skinner* Previewed.
Jan, 15, .'34. Running time, 79 MINS.

Taza . . . . ...... . . . ....... Rock Hudson
Oona Barbara Rush
Captain Burnett ..... Gregg Palmer
Natch* ....... Bart Roberts
Grey Eagle Morris Ankrum
Chato Gene Igleslas

Cy Hcgan Richard Cutting
’ Geronimo Ian MacDonald
General Crook Robert Burton
Sgt. Hamm* Joe Sawyer
Lt. Willis Lance .Fuller
Lt. Richards Brad Jackson
Skinya James Van Horn
Kocha Charles Horvath
Lobo . Robert Hoy
Location Bit . . Barbara Burck
Tiswin Charlie . Dan White •

Following in the type of outdoor
feature U I has found acceptable in
general runs, “Taza, Son of
Cochise” is a colorful Indian-U.S.
Cavalry entry alternating between
hot action and passages of almost,
pastoral quality which can expect
okay grosses. Name of Rock Hud-
son will help it through all situa-

tions. -

Beautifully lensed in Techni-
color, this Ross Hunter production
will be released in either 2-D or
3-D, dependant upon wishes of the
exhib. In either medium fllm can
stand on its own, effective use
being made of the latter to provide
some legitimate thrills. The Spec-
tacular scenery of Moab, Utah,
furnishes a particularly apropos
background for unfoldment of the

.

George Zuckerman script, and
Douglas Sirk’s. direction is force-
ful, aimed at making every scene
an eye-filling experience.

This is the story of the great
Apache chief's son, Who promises
at his father’s deathbed he will
try to keep the peace that Cochise
so painstakingly made with the
whites. He is opposed here by his
younger brother, who attempts to
Win the tribe over to Geronimo
and take to the warpath again.
When Geronimo comes to the San
Carlos reservation, where Taza
captains an Apache police force,
for. temporary haven, the brother
and Geronimo plot a giant break
with guns purchased from a rene-
gade trader. They nearly wipe out
a column of pursuing cavalry,
headed by Gen. Crook, before Taza
and his own Apaches show up and
restore peace to the territory.
Rock Hudson suffices in action,

demands of his role of Taza, but
character is none too believable.
Barbara Rush, co-starring as the
daughter of Morris Ankrum, one
of Geroriimo’s followers, is in for
romantic purposes and handles
part well. Gregg Palmer is strong-
ly cast as a cavalry captain who
strikes up a friendship with Taza;
Bart Roberts is the fractious broth-
er and Ian MacDonald plays Gero-
nimo with a sneer. Jeff Chandler,
who was Cochise in studio’s “Battle
at Apache Pass,” repeats character
for the single death-bed scene,
without screen credit. Balance of
cast is stock.

Russell Metty’s color camera
work stands out among the techni-
cal credits, and Bernard Herzbruri

wlU And it intelligently handled
and It stand* a good chance to rack
up better-than-average returns in
both the exploitation and general
program field* Film would benefit
however, by tighter editing, id
eliminate conversational drags and
snap up the action.

a

Major premise of the Curt siod-
mak original, revolving around a
rocket ship flying into space and
capturing a meteor in flight, i9
carefully developed into a legiti.
mate story, which Richard Carlson
also co-starred, directs in know!
how style for slick, entertainment
Effect is considerably heightened
by Color Corporation of America 3
above average tints, vitalizing ih e
actio* visually as well as emotion-
ally/
When Goyernriient teehnicinns

recover fragments of a rocket
which hurtled into the sky at ] R

-

000 m.p.h., pieces of the most re-
fined steel which crumble because
of crystallization, they realize they
must jdeVlSfe some sort of shield t‘o

protect space travel against bom-
bardments of cosmic rays. They
plan to accomplish this by captur-
ing meteors flying 150 miles above
the earth, performed by specially
constructed rocket ships flying a
few miles faster than meteors
travelling 18,000 m.p.h; which

‘

scoop them into a compartment in
nose of the ship. Meteors then
Will be returned to earth for study
before, they are burned away’ bv
air-friction.

William Lundigan plays a young
flyer-scientist chosen to handle
one of the ships, arid Carlson and
Robert Karns* two others. Nai’ra-
tive shows them being trained for
the job, and finally their takeoff to
pursue approaching meteors. Lun-
digan Is successful in a thrilling
climax, but the other two are lost,

Carlson; when hffs ship goes off
course and shoots out into space,
Karns when his ship disintegrates.

Cast generally is competent,
with Lundigan most outstanding
in a_ persuasive role. He generates
romantic interest with Martha
Hyer, scientist-assistant to Herbert
Marshall, Lundigan’s father and
head of the dangerous scientific
experiment. Both present excel-
lent performances, and. also giving
good accounts of themselves are
Carlson arid

.
Karnes, Dawn AJ-

dams in a brief appearance as a
model, Lawrence Dobkin, George
Eldredge and Dan Riss.

Ivan Tors provides slick produc-
tion mounting. On the technical
end, Stanley Cortez’ color photog-
raphy is impressive. Jerome Pycha,
Jr.’s art direction atmospheric and
Harry Sukman’s musical score
suitable. Whit.

Jubilee Trail
(SONGS—COLOR)

Pretentious pioneer feature in
color, with sufficient action
exploitation pegs to shape well
for regular Republic market.

—r—

/

Hollywood, Jan. 15.
Republic' release of Joseph Inman K.me

production. Stars Vera Ralston, Joan Les-
Im*. Forrest Tucker, John Russell. Kay
Middleton. Pat O'Brien; features Burlrly
Baer, Jim Davis. Barton MacLane. Ric h-
ard Webb. Directed by Kane. Screenplay,
Bruce .Manning; based on the novel by
-Gwen. Bristow; camera (Trurolor). .Ja'-k
Marta; editor, Richard L. Van Enver;
music, victor Young; songs. Yourtr- Sid-
ney- Clare, Gwen Bki6tow. Prev'-wed Jan.
13. '94. Running time, 103 MINS.
Florinda Vera Rnlsfon
Garnet Joan Leslie
John Ives Forrest Tucker
Oliver Hale Tohn Hussell
Charles Hale Ray Middle! on
Texas Pat O’Brien
Handsome Bferute Buddy Baer 1

Silky Jim Davis
Bartlett Barton MacLr.ne
Captain Brown Richard Webb
Rinardi James- Millican
Dona Manuela Nina Varela
Don Rafael Velasco. .. .Martin Garralaya
Pablo Charles Stevens
Whitey Jack Elam

and Emrich Nicholson’s art direc-
tion catches the flavor intended.
Frank Skinner’s music score, too,
strikes the right note. Whit.

Rlderg to ihe Siam
(COLOR)

Intelligently - turned - out scl-
ence-fictioner which* may be
exploited for satisfactory re-
turns.

A pretentious epic of the pioneer
west, “Jubilee Trail” spends more
time sprawling over its lengthy 103
minutes than In the brawling ac-
tion it needs to sustain complete
interest. However, it is furbished
with enough exploitation pegs to
give it good prospects in the Re-
public market.
Film is dressed in Trucolor hues,

and they are very good, particu-
larly in the outdoor scenes. Other

Hollywood, Jan. 15.
United Artists release of an Ivan Tors

production. Stars Lundigan. Herbert Mar-
shall, Richard. Carlson. Martha Hyer;
Down Addams. Directed by Richard Carl-
son. Screenplay, Curt Siodmnk: camera,
Stanley Cortez; editor. Herbert L.
Strock; music. Harry Sukman. Previewed
Jan. 14, *54. Running time. 10 MINS,
Richard Stanton William Lundigan
Dr. Donald Stanton .... Herbert. Marshall
Jerry Lockwood Richard Carlson
Jane Flynn .. . ........ Martha Hyer
Susan Mannevs ...Dawn Addams
Walter Gordan . Robert Karnes
Dr* Delmar Lawrence Dobkin
Dr. Draydcn George Eldredge
Dr. Warner Dan Rlss

Sr* Michael Fox
Mr. O-Herll .King

.
Donovan

Kenneth Wells Kern Dlbbs
Sidney Fuller James K. Best
Archibald Gulness John Hedloe

Exploitation aspects of this sci^
ence>-fiction entry are high, its im-
aginative subject being given ex-
pert treatment right down the
line. Followers of this .type of film

physical values of the: presentation
are excellent, too, but the credit-
able points are rather lost in a

rambling screenplay that dwells
too often on talky, static sequences.
Bruce Mannirig scripted from
Gwen Bristow’s novel of the same
title, arid uses more of the tbme’s
material than is good for quick-
moving motion picture purposes,
Result is loss of- clarity.

Generally, the conflict is a fam-
ily one. John Russell has married
Joan Leslie, an act that upsets his

older brother, Ray Middleton, who
had dreamed of adding to his Cali-

fornia lands by marrying Russell
into a native family. Shortly after

Russell and bride arrive at the old

homestead, the groom is killed and
,
Miss Leslie moves into Los Angeles

f
to have her baby. Thereafter Mid-

|

dieton makes spasmodic appear-
: ances on the scene trying to get the

i (Continued on page 18)
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TAKES OVER FRIDAY NITE

It’s a Tough Predicament for 20th-Fox—Hold Sound
‘Mixer* May Cahcel Out Tracks

The
,

big

squeeze is

stereophonic sound
on and 20th-Fox is

caught squarely in the middle, pro-

fpqting vehemently agamst the

kind of industry thinking which

has placed it there. -

While 20th continues to carry

the lurch for four track magnetic,

sound as the only proper way of
presenting CinemaScope, a large

section of exhibition is sympatheti-

cally watching as attempts are be-

ing made to g6t 20th to back down

and supplement four .
track with

single track sound versions of its

features.

Fact that both Warner Bros, and

Metro appear willing to come

through with both kinds of sound

on their CinemaScopers. has made

the 20th position even more diffi-

cult and is certain to increase the

pressure on the distrib.
.

.

Another factor, likely to be

brought into play in another couple

of months, is the important rev-

enue 20th gets from the , driveins

which have no. use for stereo sound

whatever and which cannot be ex-

pected to install expensive equip-

ment for no other purpose than to

play 20th pix. There will be about

4,500 ozoners in operation when
the new season starts arid in 1953

the outdoor situations returned to

20th something like $8,000,000 in

film rental. Theatre equipment
outfits such as National Theatre

Supply have drivein sound /‘mix-

ers” available.

Exhibs maintain that the kind

of directional sound advocated by
(Continued on page 15)

Marines

to

Washington, Jan. 19.

U. S. Marine Corps has assured
director Raoul Walsh of its full co-

operation in producirig the 'War-

ner film, "Battlecry.” Walsh hud-
dled last week with Col. Raymond
F. Grist. Jr,, director of Marine
information, and Col. Henry P.

Crowe, assigned as technical ad-

viser of the film, and members of a

Warner location party:
Separately, Marine Corps, which

refused cooperation with Howard
Koch’s film, "Beachhead,” has seen

This followed private previewing
here to Donald Baruch and Col.
C. E. Towne, of the department of
defense, and Major Harold L. Pal-
mer. of Marine public relations.
Although the Marines would not
cooperate, a Marine official now
says “It’s a terrific picture, and
will help the Marines.”

AFTER 29 YEARS AT MGM
Hollywood,. Jan. 19.

After 29 years with Metro, Pete
Smilh will resign April 7 and take
advantage of the company’s pen-
sion plan. He was studio publicity
director up to 1931 and since then
has iunctioned as a short subject
producer.

_ Smith has produced a total of
shorts, several of which were

Uscar winners. When he retires he
will have 16. subjects awaiting rer

UNITED -ARTISTS* GROSSER*

Youngstein Counts Company's Past
and Upcoming Blessings

Hollywood, Jan. 19.

"Moulip Rouge” ^with domestic
take of more; than $5,000,000 is

United Artists’' top 1953 grosser,
Max E. Youngstein reported before
returning to N. Y. "Moon Is

Blue” was second with over $4,-

000,000 "Return To Paradise”
third, in excess of $2,000,000,r

Youngstein said latter was a sur-
prise since the Gary Cooper film
didn't ring up walloping business
anywhere but was "fantastic” in

quantity of playdates. Total of
$1,600,000 already in.

Too early to estimate but he ex-
pects 1954 toppers at' United Art-
ists will include. "Bronco Apache,”
"Beat Devil,” "Act Of Love.” Situ-

ation on advertising latter film has
riot yet resolved with Production
Code authorities, Youngstein hav-
ing received no answer to his pro-
test over withholding approval of

copy. Arthur Krim and Paul Benja-
mm are due here Feb. 1 to finalize

several deals initiated by Youiig-
stein.

Merger Is Doubled As

Decca Stock

2-for-l of Universal
Decca Records last week offered

145,842 shares of its authorized
but unissued capital stock in ex-

change for outstanding common
stock of Universal at the rate of

two Decca shares for one Univer-
sal share.

Resulting speculation that a mer-
ger between Decca and Universal
might be afoot found only a hol-

low echo at U where it was pointed
out that Decca, as of Dec. 31, 1953,.

already held a 59.6^ interest in U
via 600,075 of the film company’s
1,006,260 shares of outstanding
common stock. Decca move is seen
primarily extending what it consid-

ers a sonud iinvestment.

On the other hand, if the full

tenders of U stock are received,

and Decca adds 72,921 shares of U
common to its holdings, the record
outfit would be theoretically in a

position to vote a merger even

latter release and is highly pleased.ifridthdut approval of U stockholders.
mu:., f.n j : nova’s ovnhancra nffpr andDecca’s exchange offer and pros

pectus was mailed to U sharehold-
ers last week (15). It specifies that

the exchange period expires Feb.

23, 1954. Tenders received until

Jan. 27, 1954. if calling for more
Decca stock than is available, will

be pro-rated and no more will be
accepted after that date. If tender^,

received by Jan. 27 do not call for

more Decca stock than is available,

all will be accepted and tenders re-

ceived after, that will be accepted
on a first come, first served basis.

A Dodge, automobile sales meet-

ing will be staged by closed-circuit

television this Friday (22) in some
30 cities, coast to coast. What
makes this hookup memorable is

that the feed originates from 6 to

7 (|>.m. EST. Thus, as regards the
Atlantic seaboard, film theatres
contracting to carry the. hour from
the Theatre Network Television
organization must either interrupt
or significantly delay their eve-
ning performances of regular fea-

ture
;

showings. Heretofore closed-
ciretiit theatre telecasts of business
meetings have been confined to

morning hours prior to regular
grind. .

Because of the time factor, TNT
had a toUgh job corralling theatres
for Friday eve. It should be re-

membered that Friday night of it-

self is prime playing time for per-
centage film rentals. In many
cases, TNT had to shell out hefty
rentals to convince, exhibs to by-
pass the film program. In the case
of the Loew’s State Theatre in St.

Louis, the closed-circuit outfit had
to rent the house for the entire

day, guaranteeing a rental in rix-

cess of what it may have taken in

at the boxoffice.

Question of line clearances for

the telecast, which will originate

in New York from ABC’s Studio 1,

necessitated the unorthodox time
period.

Meeting will reveal details of

Dodge’s new’ and, expanded sales

and advertisirig program for 1954
to more than 15,000 Dodge dealers

( Continued on page 20)

MARLON BRANDO TO COAST

Actoir Released Early From ^Water-
front’ Still Shooting in East

Paramount,; which continues
aloof from CinemaScope, eventu-
ally will be able to turn out pix
measuring three to one (width
against elevation) via its newly-
adopted method of camera tech-
nique, according to technician
sources. Such a wide expanse is

hot intended for the present, and
further development of the proc-
ess will be required before it can
be put to use, however.

System, billed the "lazy 8.” calls

for the use of a double-frame negar
tive which travels through the
camera horizontally. .It’s

.
being

used in the current production of
"White Christinas,” Bing Crosb)*-
Danny Kaye-Rosemarv Clooney
starrer.

Conventional 35m negative used,
providing an image area of 1.472-

by-.997 inches, is photographically
reduced to the regular 35m posi-

tive. Point Which technical then

n __ . . j

make is that spreading the con-

Problems m New
* essarily means impaired resolu-
tion. "To put it simply/’ said a
Coast visitor, "any photograph
loses definition when it is blown

Marlon Brando left N. Y. for the
Coast Sunday (17) to begin work
in "The Egyptian” at 20th-Fox.

Sked for shooting "Waterfront”
in Gotham and Hoboken under
producer Sam Spiegel,, had been
arranged so that Branido could
complete his assignment in time
to take the 20th job. Brando is

teamed with Karl Malden and Eva
Marie Saint iri “Waterfront,” which
is continuing before the cameras
this week. : , .

Rear-Projectioa Houses

in

New and improved lens for wide-
screening is being sought by thea-

!

i tres currently using rear-projec-

j

]
tion.. There are approximately 20 •

j

such houses in the country, includ-

'

i ing sorrie of the Trans-Lux arties

; in N. Y.

Finances
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

niwf.
ve

,

Br°idy, Allied. Artists

^ new one-year loan

n't n
<

i

me
,

n „ the Security-First

Lnwr
a
^r
Bank L - A. and thejankers Trust Company of N. Y.

Deal provides for a revolving

$o‘Vo ooo
$l,250

>00°. an increase of^oo.ooo over last year’s pact. It

odri ?
ei mits guaranties up to $500,-

i)roHn
OVering bank loafis to indiePt oducers releasing through AA?

MAJOR HAROLD PALMER

MOVES TO QUANTICO
Washington, Jan. 19.

Major Harold L. Palmer, on mili-

tary leave from Paramount Pix.

reports to the Marine Corps School
at Quanticb, Va., tomorrow’, as pub-
lic information officer for that

huge reservation. Palmer is switch-

ing over after 2\z years at Marine
headquarters in Washington,
where he has been liaison on mo-
tion pictures. newsreels arid tv.

At Quantico he relieves Maj,
Andrew B. Ferguson, USMCR, who
returns to civilian life as station

manager of radio station wBIW, in

Bedford, Indiana.
Palmer is well known to the

Hollywood Studios because of his

influence iri getting MPAA to re-

verse! its decision refusing to accept
the title, "Retreat Hell,” for the

Warner film. He also helped set

up cooperation on such pictures as

"Retreat Hell,” ‘Flying Leather-
necks,” "Sulu Sea,” “Girls from
Pleasure Island.” "Battle Zone”

[ and "Beachhead.”

Organized film industry and the
American Federation of Musicians
will open .negotiations of a new'
employment agreement, covering
film work at the studios and the
licensing of theatrically-played-out
pix to ' television, at meetings in'

Miami early next week.

Y. Frank Freeman, repping the
Assn, of Mption Picture Producers,
and Nicholas M. Schenck, president
of Loew’s, will be the key execs
oh the side of the picture business.
Freemari is due in N. Y. from, the
Coast today (Wed.), and takes off

for the south at the upcoming
weekend. Schenck, nowr on the
Coast, will travel directly to his

winter home in Miami.

Sitting in for the AFM will be
James C. Fetrillo, president, and
members of the union’s exec
board.

Agreement between the two
! sides, which has been in effect for

|

the past three years, expires this

month. In addition to wage scales,

this has called for music retrack-
i ing charges on all pix peddled to
! tv plus 5 r c of the proceeds from
;
such sales as a contribution to

AFM’s welfare fund. Key point
was that only Jilms made prior to

1947 would be permitted for tv li-

censing; there has been a firm

_

tabu on telecasting screen product
i lensed after that date.

Specific agenda for the upcom-
ing meetings hasn’t been officially

revealed. However, that the ses-

sions and final decisions will have
a future tv-ing of standard the-

atrical films is regarded as likely

in the pic trade.

‘Guinnescope’
Several Salt Lake houses,

taking advantage of the Xmas
lull to close, announce on their

marquees that CinemaScope
is being installed. Local art

house, the Tower, heralding
"The Captain’s Paradise,” an-
nounced, tongue - in - cheek,
"Closed to Install Guinne-
scope.”

According to Richard Brandt, t

Trans Lux prexy, his circuit is '•

j
ready to convert the theatres to

j

front-projection unless a new lens
is brought on the market. He ex-
pressed considerable interest in a
report that Eastman Kodak is

working on the problem. At the ,

same , time, Trans Lux isn’t in any
j

great hurry to go through with the
j

expensive conversion job.

Difficulty faced by rear-projec-
tion situations is that they can get
only a 1 to 1 ratio of picture size
to the distance of the projector!
from the screen. Thus, if the pro-

(

jector stands back 15 feet, a 15-foot
I image results. It’s hoped that a

.

'newr lens might raise the ratio to >

!,2 to 1. Added problem is the se-

!

|
rious fall-off of light in the screen

|

w ings. Trans Lux is currently using
blue screens to minimize it.

(Continued on page .15)

Cinerama Still Eyes

NATIONAL THEATRES

FIND FUTURE GOOD
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

National Theatres reported net
income of $2,515,000 for fiscal year

! ended Sept. 26. This is equivalent

i

of 91c per share, compared to pre-
vious year’s $1,877;000 or 68c per
share.

First annual stockholders meet-

!

ing will be held here Feb. 16.
;

Prexy Charles P. Skouras noted
j

it’s “encouraging that income in

1953 from 385 theatres in opera-
tion at year end was higher than
income received in 1952 from same
385 theatres.”

Circuit had total 416 houses
!
open at end of previous year but
31 shuttered or disposed of. Con-
sequently 1953 attendance de-
clined about 6rr and theatre in-

come was down l
r
r. Economies in

operation, however, gave chain
greater net.

'

Total of $831,000 or 30c per
share was paid out in dividends
during year, National invested,
out of earnings. $1,100,000 in Cine-
maScope and stereophonic sound
equipment and related improve-
ments.
Said Skoui'as: "For first time

since World War II there are some
indications of reversal of general
decline in theatre attendance. We
hope present apparently favorable
trend will continue.”

Kalmine Negotiates
Minneapolis, Jan. 19.

Harry Kalmine arid a group of
other Stanley executives paid Min-
neapolis a second visit relative to

the acquisition of the 1.600-seat

Paramount Century here for Cine-
rama. After a number of confer-
ences with Harry B French, the
circuit’s president, however, they
depaHed without closing any deal
for the house, although signifying
their continued interest in it.

French says that both sides will
try to “work out" still existing

differences regarding the dears
terms and that he's hopeful that an
agreement can be reached. The
transaction, however, still is in the
"doubtful” stage, he points out.

The Century is one of four Para-
mount local loop first-run "A”
houses and the chain’s lease on it

has a considerable number of years
yet to run.

Currently, Cinerama's closest

proximity to the Twin. Cities is

Chicago, some 500 miles distant.

If the Century Js acquired this

w'ould be its only Upper Midwest
stand.

Re-elect Cooper, Ford
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Merlan C. Cooper was re-elected
for his ninth one-year term as

president of Argosy Pictures and
I John Ford as chairman of the

1 board of directors.

NABES PREPPED FOR

SUBSEQUENTING ‘ROBE’
Minneapolis, Jan. 19.

Four Minneapolis neighborhood
and suburban theatres, all of them
independent operations, will have
CinemaScope equipment and be
ready to. play “The Robe” when
it becomes available locally for the
subsequent runs on Feb. 2. The
new wide screens and stereo sound
already have been installed.

Theatres in question are the

Volk Bros/ Terrace. Riverview and
Nile and the Kaplan.-Field St. Louis
Park.

"The Robe” goes into the Ter-
race. Riverview and St. Louis Park
on Feb. 2 in the 28-day slot. The
Nile gets it after the aforemen-
tioned on 35-day clearance. All

four will charge advanced admis-
sions, probably $1. The picture

ran for six weeks at the 4.000-seat

Radio City here at $1.50.

It’s the intention of the Para-
mount circuit, which played “The
Robe” downtown here, to install

CinemaScope in its ace local

neighborhood house, the Uptown,
evenutally if it retains the house,

The deal has been delayed, how-
ever, by negotiations over terms
for. a renewal of the lease wiiich

is expiring.
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'Sea^'Arrow’ OK $17,100, 'Cease fire

Wfc 'Cinerama’ Sock $28,600, 37th

Los ABgelea, Jan. 10. 4
Local first-nins are in. a decided

slump this session, with new bills

failing to generate much steam and
a number of extended-runs play-
ing split weeks to finish out their
playdates. “Cruel Sea"-“War
Arrow" combo shapes okay $17,000
in three theatres. About average
$12,500 looms for “Cease Fire" in

two houses plus about $29,000
more for one riabe and four drive-
ins.

Popscale date of “Moulin Rouge”
with “Melba” shapes mild $8,500
In three spots. “Cinerama” is mak--
irig the strongest showing, with
very fancy $28,600 in 37th week
Just finished* with same pace con-
tinuing in present week.

“Knights of Round .Table” shapes
nice $15,000 in fourth round at

the Egyptian. “Living Desert’’
looms good $6,500 in fifth Fine
Arts stanza, “Sadie Thompson” re-

verted to 2-D in fourth session
but no improvement is noted, with
slow $14,500 likely in two. loca-
tions.

Estimates for This Week .

Palace, Vogue (Metropolitan-
FWC) (1,212; 885; 70-$1.10)—
“Cease Fire” (3-D) (Par). Average
$12,500. Last week, Vogue, “Con-
quest Everest” (UA) (3d wk-5 days),
$2,600; Palace in moveover.

’

Fox Hollywood, United Artists,
Wiltern (FWC-UATC-SW) (756;
2;100; 2,344; 70-$1.10)— “War
Arrow” (U) and “Cruel Sea” (U).
Gkay $17,000. Last week, “Forbid-
den” (U) and “Border Riyer” (U),
$13,500.

Globe, Iris, Uptown (FWC) (782;
814;. 1,715; 70-$1.10)—“Moulin
Rouge” (UA) and “Melba” (UA).
Mild $8,500. Last w'eek, “Man In
Attic” (20th) and “Man Crazy”
(20th), $11,700.

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan-
G&S) (2,213; 980; 70-$1.10)—“Easy
To Love” (M-G) and “Great Dia-
mond Robbery” (M-G) (2d wk).
Medium $12,000, Last week, $21,-
000.

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90-
$1,50)—“Cantor Story” (WB) (3d
wk). Modest $6,000. Last week,
$8,600:

Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1.20-
$1.50)—“Man Between” (UA) (3d
Wk). Light $2,500. Last week,» $4,-
200 .

Egyptian (UATC) (1,538; $1-
$1.80)—“Knights Round Table”
(M-G) (4th wk). Fine $15,500. Last
week, $18,000.

Los Angeles, Chinese (FWC) (2,-
097; 1,905; $1-$1.80) — “12-Mile
Reef” (20th) (4th wk). Medium
$17,000. Last week, $19,900.

. Loyola (FWC) (1.248; $1.25-
$1.50)—^“Robe” (20th) (4th wk)
Neat $7,500 in 5 days. Last week,
$9,900.

Loew's State (UATC) (2,404; 90-
$1.20)-*“Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (2-
D) (4th wk). Slim $4,500 in b days.
Last week, $7,000.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 95-$1.50) — “Sadie
Thompson" (Col) (2-D) (4th wk)
Switched to 2-D this frame. Slow
$14,500. Last week, $15,500.

Los Angeles, Hollywood
mounts (ABPT-F&M) (3,300;
85-$1.50) — “Hondo” (WB)
(4th wk).. Okay $11,000 in 4
Last week, $19,200.

Ritz, Rialto. (FWC-Metropolitan)
(1,363; 839; 9041 50)—“Act of
Love” (UA) (4th wk). Sturdy $7,-
000. Last week, $6,900.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 70-$1.50)
—“Living Desert” (Disney) (5th
wk). Good $6,500. Last w'eek
$7,000.

El Rey (FWC) (861; 70-$1.10)—
“Little Fugitive” ( Burstyn) (5th
wk). Light $2,000. Last week, $2,-
500.

Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50-
$2.40) “Julius Caesar” (M-G
(10th wk). Neat $4,500. Last week
$4,600.

Wilshire* Warner Downtown
(FWC-SW) (2,296; 1.757; $l-$2.20)
—“Millionaire” (20th) (11th wk
Wilshire, 10th wk. Downtown). Me
dium $11,500. Last week. $13,000
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364

1.364; $1.20-$2.80) — “Cinerama’
(Indie) (38th w*k). Into 38th frame
after socko $28,600 last week,

Providence, Jan. 19.

Majestic’s “His Majesty O'Keefe”
is riding high this week in an oth-
erwise slow session. Series of snow
storms and extreme cold have kept
most patrons at home. Loew’s State
is slow with “The Actress.” RKO
Albee’s “Appointment In Hon-
duras.” Strand opened Monday
with “Cease Fire.”

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-70—
Appointment In Honduras” (RKO)
and “Louisiana Territory” (RKO).
Average $6,500. Last week,
‘Hondo” (WB) (3-D) (2d wk), nifty

$8 ,000 .

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-70)—
‘Majesty O’Keefe” (WB) and “Lt.
Hobson Story” (WB). Socko $11,-
000. Last Week, 12-Mile Reef”
(20th) (3d wk), $4,500 in 5 days.

State Loew’s) (3,200; 50-70)

—

‘The Actress” (M-G) and “Half a
Hero” (M-G). Mild $7,000 in 5
days. Last week, “Take High
Ground” fM-G) and “Shoot First”
(M-G), $9,000,
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 75-90)—"Cease Fire” (Par) (3-D). Opened

Monday (18). Last week, “Prison-
ers of Casbah” (Col) and “Paris
Model” (Col), blah $3,000.

Para-
1,430;
<3?D)
days.

Roadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ,. ...

.

$470,700
( Based on 24 theatres)

Last Year . ..... $594,800
(Based on 23 theatres)

‘O’KEEFE* TERR1F 20G,

CLEVE; YAMS’ FAT 7G
Cleveland, Jin. 19.

Downtown find-runs are showing
enough' strength to battle current
zero weather, “Majesty O’Keefe”
is bulling its way to smash biz at

Allen. “Paratrooper” looks good
at Palace, slightly, outdrawing
Hipp’s “Man in Attic.” Staypvers
are topped by State’s excellent
"Knights Round Table.” “Julius

Caesar” at the Ohio shapes nice

in fourth week.
Eattmates for This Week

Alien (S-W) (3,000; 55-85) —
“Majesty O’Keefe” (WB). Sturdy
$20,000, Last week, “Sadie Thomp-
son” (Col) (2d wk), $15,000.

Hipp (Telemanagement) (3,700;

55-85)—“Man in Attic” (20th). Fair
$11,500. Last week, “Khyber Rifles”

(20th) (3d wk), $12,500.

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 90-$2.42)—
“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (4th wk).

Nice $6,000, and staying, Last
Week, $5,500.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-85) —
"Paratrooper” (Col). Good $14,000.

Last week, “12-MUe Reef” (20th)

(3d wk), $10,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 9041.25)—

“Knights Round Table” (M-G) (3d

wk). Excellent $15,000, and hold-

ing. Last week, ditto.

Stillman (Loew’s (2,700; 55-85)

—

“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Pleasing
$7,000. Last week, “Here Come
Girls” (Par) (2d wk)* same.

‘Knights’ Wham $30,000

In L’ville; ‘Baby’ Bright

12G, ‘Diamond’ Rich 7G
Louisville, Jan. 19.

Big doings on theatre row this
Week, with city’s four first-runs
giving patrons new strong fare;
Knights of . Round Table” inau-
urates the State’s new Cinema-
scope screen, and looks smash

$30,000. “Walking Baby Back
Home” is getting next biggest Coin.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 54-

75)-
—“Stranger Wore Gun” (Col)

and “El Alamein” (Colh Nice $6,-

000. Last Week, “Here Come
Girls” (Par) (2d wk), neat $5,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,-

200; 54-75) — “Diamond Queen”
(WB). Fast $7,000. Last week,
“Jack Slade” (WB), $6,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
994125)— “Walking Baby Home”
(U) and “Glass Web” '(U). Fahey
$12,000. Last week, “Millionaire”
(20th) (3d wk), wound up profitable
run at fair $8,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 99-$1.25)—
“Knights Round Table” (M-G). In-
augurates new Cinemascope
screen, and with upped scale
should cop smash $30,000 or close.

Last week, “Easy To Love” (M-G)
and “Sky Commando” (Col), $8,000.

Philadelphia, Jan. 19.

Freezing Weather dampened
Sunday biz but “Sadie Thompson”
at the Randolph looms hot. It was
previewed in 3-D but remainder
of run will be in 2-D. ‘‘Cinerama”
at the Boyd is still packing a wal-
lop in 15th week. “Paratrooper”
looms fairly good at the vast Mast-
baum. “Public Enemy” and “Little
Caesar” are still strong at the
Stanton, particular so for two
oldies.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-$1.30)—

“Mogambo” (M-G) (15th wk). Hefty
$6,000. Last week, $6,800.
Boyd (SW) (1,459; $1.30-$2.80)—

“Cinerama” (Indie) (15th wk).
Smash $20,000. Last week, $22,500.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.50)—

“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (4th wk).
Okay $15,000. Last week, $20,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—“Gun Fury” (Col). Fair $10,-
000. . Last week, “Here Come Girls”
(Par) (2d wk), $11,000 in 5 days.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 994130)

^-“Paratrooper” (Col). Just okay
$19,500. Last week, “Forever
Female” (Par), $23,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-

$1.30)
—“Bigamist” (FR). Good

$9,500. Last week, “Walking Baby
Back Home” (U) (2d wk), $9,000.
Randolph (Goldman *(2,500; 74-

$L30)—"Sadie Thompson” (Col).
Sensational $35,000. Last week,
“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d wk), $15,-
500.

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 85-$1.25)—
“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) (3d
wk). Fair $9,500. Last week, $17,-
500.

Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Public Enemy” (WB) and “Little
Caesar” (WB) (reissues) (2d wk).
Strong at $9,500. Last week, $16,-
000 .

Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)—“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (4th
wk). Fair $4,500 or near. Last
week, $6,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.50)

—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (12th wk).
Good $5,200. Last week, $5,400.

‘Cease Fre’ Loud $28,000, Hob; ‘Sadie’

Hot 4IG,Tlf MG, ‘O’Keefe’ 13G, 2d

Estimated Total Grots
This Week ... .

.

.$2,731,200

( Based on 25 cities, and 237
Vieatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year '

... . $2,242,100

( Based on £3 cities and 209

theatres.) «

Frisco; ‘Desert’ 6G
San Francisco, Jan. 19.

;

Biz looms perky here this ses-

sion despite weekend rains. Big-

gest coin . is going to ”12-Mile

Reef,” rated strong at the Fox.

“Man Between” looms good at the

United Artists. “Living Desert” is

heading for a new record at small
Bridge Theatre. “Knights of Round
Table” still is socko despite being
in third stanza at Warfield. “Hon-
do” is "fine in second frame at

Paramount.
Estimates for This Week

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95)— ‘Affairs Messalina” (Col) .
• and

Paris Model” (Col). Fair $10,000.

Last week, “Walking Baby Back
Home” (U) and “Glass Web” (U),

$11 ,000 .

Bridge (Schwarz-Reade) (399; $1-

$1.20)
—“Living Desert” (Disney).

First week ending,tomorrow (Wed.)

looks .
to hit new high for house

at sock $9,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; $L25-$1.50)—
“12-Mile Reef” (20th). Big $25,000.

Last w'eek, “Millionaire” (20th)

(6th wk),
;
$9,000,

Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656; ($lr
$1.50)—“Kiiights Round Table”
(M-G) (3d wk). Sock $22,000. Last
week, $23,000,
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 95-$l:25)

—“Hondo” (WB) (3D) (2d wk). Fine
$15,000. Last week, $34,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 9541 25)

—“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (2d wk).
Big $11,000. Last week, $15,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,538;

$1.8042.80)—“Cinerama” (Indie)

(3d Wk). Sturdy $31,000* Last week,
$32,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

65-95)—“Mari Between” (UA) and
“Heart Goes Crazy” (UA). Good
$6,000. Last w'eek, “Captain’s Para-
dise” (UA) (3d wk), $5,500 at $1.20
top.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370: $1.80-

$2 40)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (4th

Wk). Nice $8,000. Last week, $8,500.
Esquire (No. Coast) (957; 65-85)—“Lure Of Sila” (IFE) and “3

-Girls From Rome” (IFE). Good
$5,000. Last w'eek, “Yank In
R.A.F.” (20th) and “Fallen Angel”
(20th) (reissues), $4,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 65-85)—“Vio-
lated” (Indie) and “The Ringer”
(Indie). Solid $5,000. Last week,
“Sea Lost Ships” (Rep) and
“Trent’s Last Case” (Rep), $4,000.

Boston, Jan. 19
The 3-D pix are back in action

this stanza with “Cease Fire ’ at
the Met and “Sadie Thompson” at
the State and Orpheum, both shan.
ing strong. “Wild One” at Pilgrim
looms nice. With holdovers at bal-
ance of majors, biz Is spotty. How-
ever, “Majesty O’Keefe” is fine in
second week for two houses.

'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-S1.10)—

“Captain's Paradise? (UA) (9th
wk). Neat $5,000 in final week. Last
week $6,000.
.... Beacon Hill (Beacon..Hill) <800’

50-$l)
—“Fanfan Tulip” ‘Loperti

(16th wk). Good $3,500. Last
week, $4,000.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

(1,354; $1.20-$2.80) — “Cinerama”
(Indie) (3d wk). Tasty $28,000 fol-

lowing great $30,000 in second
frame.

Exeter (Indie) (1 ,300; 60-$l)—
“Little Fugitive” (Burstynj f 4th
wk). Trim $5,000 for final week.
Last week, $6,200.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—

“Majesty O’Keefe” (WB), and “Sun
Shines Bright” (Rep) (2d wk). Nice
$3,000 following $5,500 for first.

Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $1.20-
$2.40)—"Julius Caesar” (M-G) <4th

wk):
;
Okay $5,000 or near. Last

week, $11,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 8041 .25)

-“12-Mile Reef” (20th) <3d wk).
Wound up fine $16,000. Stays a

fourth.
Metropolitan (NET) (4:367; 65?

$1.10)—“Cease Fire” (3-D) (Par)

and “Geraldine” (Rep). Nifty $28,-

000. Last week, ‘‘Khyber Rifles”

(20th) (3d Wk), $12,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 65-

$1.05)—r’Sadie Thompson” <3-D)

( Col) and “War Paint” (UA). Neat
$24,000. Last week, “Easy to Love”
(M-G) (2d wk), $11,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)

—“Majesty O’Keefe” (WB) and
“Sun Shines Bright” (Rep) <2d wk).

Fine $10,000 following $17*000 in
f; ref wtuilr

Pilgrim ' (ATC) (1.800; 60-95)—
“Wild One” (Col) and “El Ala-

mein” (Col). Nice $16,000 or over.

Last week, “Paratrooper” (Col)

arid “Nebraskan”* (Col) (3d wk),

$8,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-S1.05)—

“Sadie Thompson” (3-D) (Col) and
“War Paint” (UA). Good $16,000,
Last week, “Easy to Love” M-G 1

,

$6,500.

25-Below Fails to Crimp

Clinton. Drops 13c Seat Tax
De^ Moines, Jan. 19.

Mayor and city council of Clin-
ton, Iowa, have abolished the city
tax of 13c a seat on theatres in the
town.
Tax last year yielded $291.98

from the town's three theatres.

Cincinnati, Jan. 19.

Smash kickoff of“Knights of
Round Table” at big Albee is get-
ting nearly half of downtown trade
this frame. Biz was battered for
two days by’ worst winter weather
to strike here in recent years.
Palace appears headed for a lively
session

.
with “His Majesty

O’Keefe,” Only other new bill cur-
rently is “Bad For Each Other,”
fair at the Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)—

"Knights of Round Table” (M-G),
Great $24,000 despite weather set-
back for first Metro C’Scoper.
Holds. Last week. “Sadie Thomp-
son” (3-D) (Col) (2d wk), $8,500 at
75-$l scale.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-85)—
“Bad For Each Other” (UA)

“Trent’s Last Case” (Rep). Fair
$6,500. Last week, “Fighter At-
tack” (AA) and “Jennifer” (Indie)*
$5,000.
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 7541)—

"Hondo” (3-D) (WB) (mo.). Big
$6,500 for third downtown session.
Last Week, “All Brothers Valiant”
<M-G) and “Paris Model” (Indie)
(2d wk) at 55-85c scale, $4,500.
Hyde Park Art (Schwartz) (600;

$142.20)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(4th wk). All right $4,000 after $5,-
000 third stanza.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500: 8541.251—
“Millionaire” (20th) (4th wk). Still
sweet, at $7,

;

000 trailing last week’s
$11 ,000 .

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85)—
"His Majesty O’Keefe” (WB). Good
$11,000. Last W’eek. "Hondo” (3-D)
(WB) (2d wk), $11,000 at $1 top.

Teef’ Rousing $17,000,

Balto; ‘Baby’ Bright 9G,

‘Desert’ 5iG, ‘Rifles’ 10G
Baltimore, Jan. 19.

Snow and low temperatures hint
fairish returns here this week, “12-

Mile Reef” is topping current list

at the Town. “Walking My Baby
Back Home”' shapes nice at Keith’s.
Dual oldies, “Little Caesar” and
“Public Enemy,” looms potent at
the Stanley. “Living Desert” is

big at the Little. “Khyber Rifles”
is still great at the New,

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3.000; 20-

70)—“Paratrooper” (U). Mild $8,-
000. Last week, “Easy To Love”
(3d wk), $6,500.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.100;

50-$1.25)—“Sadie Thompson” (Col).
Opens tomorrow (WTed). Last
Week, “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G) (4th
wk), good $5,500.
Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 35-

80)—"Walking Baby Back Home"
(U). Nice $9,000 or better. Last
Aveek, “Here Come Girls” (Par) (3d
wk). $4,000.

Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)—
“Living Desert” (Disney). Solid $5,-
500 Last week, “39 Steps” (RKO)
(reissue), $2,700.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-701—

-

“War Arrow” (U). Okay $4,000.
(Continued On page 10)

Mpls; Hondo’ Ok 4G, 3d
Minneapolis, Jan- 19.

Current lineup includes the im-
portant offerings of “Knights of

the Round Table” at Radio City.

Everi in the face of temperatures
as low as 25-below zero and plenty
pf snow, the first Metro C’Scoper
’contribution has gotten off to the
kind of fast start which makes a

terrific session likely. Otherwise,
among the offerings making their

debut, “Paratrooper” is moderate
at Orpheum. Its the third week
for the still okay “Hondo” and seo
ond for “Captain’s Paradise.”

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1.600; 65-85) —

“Count ' Hours” (RKO). Sickly

$3,000. Last week, “Here Come
Girls” (Par) (3d wk), $4,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85

“War Arrow” (U). Fair $3,500. Last
week, “Great Diamond Robbery’’
(M-G), $3,200,
Lyric (Par) (1,000: 65-85) —

“Plunder of Sun" (WB) and “Sa-

fari Drums” (AA). Sad $3,000. Last

week, “Gun Bait” (UA) and “Mar-
shall’s Daughter (UA). $4,500.

Radio City (Par) (4.000: 85-SI. 20)

—“Knights of Round Table” 1M-G 1
.

Mammoth campaign and huge'

newspaper ads for this big Cinema-
Scope picture spelling top figures.

Tremendous $25,000. Last week,
“Easy to Love” (M-G) i2d wk 1

,.

$7,000 at 65-85c scale.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) <2890;

65-85)—^“Paratrooper” (Col). Mod-
est $8,000. Last week. “Sadie

Thompson” (3-D) (Col) (2d wk'

$8,500 at $1 top.

RKO-Pan (RKO) ( 1 .600; 85-SI'—
“Sadie Thompson” (3-D) < Col I • m.

6.). Third dow’ntowTi stanza looks

okay $5,000. Last week. “Sea Lost

Ships” (Rep) and “Crazy Legs

(Rep), $5,500 at 65-85c scale.

SUte (Par) <2,300; 8541)—“Hon-
do” (3-D) (WB) (3d w'k). Deliver-

ing in great style. Still okay at

$4,000 or near. Last W'eek. $8,000.

World (Mann) (400; 5541.20 -7
“Captain’s Paradise" (UA) (2d wk .

Solid $4,000. Last week* $5,500.
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DETROIT
( Continued from page 9

)

‘‘Forever Female" (Par) and "Bad
for Each Other" (Col), $17,000.

Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—“Ap-
pointment Honduras" (RKO) and
"Marry Me Again" (RKO). Fair

$14,000. Last week, "Sadie Thomp-
son" (Col) «2d .w'k)., $18,000.

Madison <UD) (1,900; 80-$l)—
“Walking Baby Home" (U) and
“Border River" (U). Oke $11,000

or near. Last week, "Decameron.
Nights" (RKO), $5,500 in 6 days.

Broadway-Capitol .
1 UD) (3,500;

80-$l)—"Fighter Attack" <AA) and
“Man from Cairo" 'Indie). Slim

$13,000. Last week, "Diamond
Queen" (WB) and "Prisoners Cas-

bah" (Col), $14,000. S,',
United Artists <UA) (1,938; 80-

$1 )—"Easy to Love" (M-G) (2d wk).

Good $9,000/ Last week,. $13,000.

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95-$1.25)

—“Knights of Round Table” (M-G)
(4th wk). Great $15,000. Last week,
$19,000.

Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-
tions) (1.194; $L40-$2.80)—"Cine-
rama" ( 44th .wk). Great $19,500.

Last week, same./.

LADD RUGGED

PITT; ‘SADIE* 1BG, 2D
. Pittsburgh, Jan, 19.

.

The Harris has the only new pic

downtown this week. As a result,

“Paratrooper," helped by upped
scale, is doing okay. It might have
been better as would other houses
of the Golden Triangle, too, had it

not been for the miserable weather
over the weekend. Everything else

easing off at tag end of runs.

“Knights ot Round Table” in

fourth \Veek at Penn is holding lip

best of them all. “Sadie Thomp-
son" is rated disappointing in

second Stanley round.
Estimates for This Week

Fulton (Shea) (1.700; 85-$1.25)—
“Khyber Rifles" (20th) (4th wk).

Tyrone Power starrer had been
announced to go after three weeks
but slight pickup gave it a fourth.

Good $6,000. Last week, $7,200.

Harris (Harris) (2,100; 65-$l)—
“Paratrooper” (Col). Upped scale

is permanent thing here; Alan
Ladd’s name will bring okay $10,-

500 or better currently. Last week,
"12-Mile Reef" (20th) (3d wk),

$7,500.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300: 90-$1.50)

—

“Knights Round Table" (M-G) (4th

wk). Showing most strength of re-

cent holdovers, and should wind
up with close to $11,000. Fine.

Last week, $15,500.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 50-85)—

“Little Fugitive" (Burstyn) (4th-

final wk). Tapering off to oke
$2,000. Last week under $3,000.

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-$l)-^

“Sadie Thompson" (Col) (2d w;k).

Rita Hayworth starrer hasn’t been
coming up to expectations. Won’t
hit $10,000 bn holdover. Last wreek,

big $16,000.
Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.30-$2.80)

—"Cinerama” (Indie) (6th wk).

Most of the. bjz here on weekends
and since weather was so miser-

able this session, take got hurt.

Fast $18,000. Last week, $20,000.

‘Attack’

St. L; ’Knights’ 14G, 4th
St. Louis, Jan. 19.

Clear, cold weather over the
weekend brought only fair biz to

most mainstem houses, and few
big grosses loom this round.
"Knights of Round Table" is still

grabbing .
the heaviest coin In

fourth round at Loew’s. "French
Line,” holding over for another
week after a last-minute decision,

still looks fine in second frame at

the Missouri. “Little Fugitive”
shapes good at the Pageant.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) <5,000; 60-75)—"Bor-

der River" (U) and stageshow.
Opened today <Tue$.), Last week,
“Fighter Attack" (AA) . and "Sea
Lost Ships" (Rep) and stageshow,
fair $10,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s) <3.172; 90-$1.24)
—"Knights Round Table" < M-G)
(4th wk). Good $14,000, Last week,
$18,000.

Missouri <F&M) <3.500; 60-75)—
“French Line” <RKO) and "Crazy-
legs" (Rep) <2d wk). Fine $12,000.
Last week, $14,000.

Pageant < St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
90—"Little Fugitive" (Burstyn).
Good $3,500. Last week. "Cap-
tain’s Paradise” <UA) (3d wk),
$3,000.

St; Louis < St. L. Anius.) (4,000;
60-75)—“3 Sailors and Girl" (WB)
and "Flight Nurse" <Rep). Mild
$10,000. Last week. $10,500.
Shady Oak < St. L. Annrs.) (800-

90) — “Captain’s Paradise” <UA)
(4th wk). Oke $2,500. Last week,
$3,000, *

. . . i i

HONDO’ DENVER ACE,

25$ ‘DESERT’ HOT 51G
Denver, Jan. 19.

First-run biz here this stanza is

generally good. "Hondo** is soaring

to smash total at the Paramount
to pace the city. It Wiil hold.

"Knights of Round Table" still is

big ill second Orpheum round, and
stays On. "Living Desert" continues

sensational in fourth session and
is staying a fifth at the Aladdin.

"Paratrooper” shapes nice at the

Denver. .

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—

"Living Desert" (Disney) .(4th- wk).

Fine $5,500. Stays again. Last week,

$6 ,000.

Broadway (Wolfberg) (i,200; 50-

65)__*‘Escape from Ft. Bravo" (M-
G) (2d wk). Fair $4,500, Last week,
$7,000.
Denham (CockrilD# (1,750; 50-85)

—"Forever Female” (Par) (2d W'k).

Oke $6,500. Last week, $7,500.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)—
Paratrooper" (Col) and "Champ

for a Day" (Rep). Fine $14,000.
Last week, "12-Mile Reef" (20th)

(3d wk), $11,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)^—"12-

Mile Reef" (20th) (m,o f ). Fair
$2,500. Last week, "Captain’s Para-
dise" (UA) (3d wk). $2,200.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 50-85)—

"Knights Round Table" (M-G) (2d
wk). Big $13,000. Holds. Last week,
$30,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50-

85)—"Hondo" (WB) (3d). Sock $25,-

000 or near; Last week. "Sadie
Thompson" (Col) (3-D) (2d wk),
$11,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—"Go

Man Go" (UA) and "Golden Idol"
(AA). Nice $6,500. Last week,
Conquest of Cohise" (Col) and
Sky Commando" (Col), $4,000,
Webber (Bailey) (712; 50-85)—
Go Man Go" (UA) and "Golden
Idol" (AA). Good $3,000. Last
week, "Terror Street" (Lip) and
"Limping Man" (Lip) $1,500.

t t

‘Sadie* Stout $10,000,

Port ; “Knights’ 7G, 3d
Portland/ Ore., Jan. 19.

Town is bogged down with hold-

overs currently, but biz has kept
up nicely since the yearend holi-

days. “Hondo" is stout in third

frame while "Knights of Round
Table" looks tall at the Broadway
in third week. ‘‘Sadie Thompson"
shapes as big newcomer at the

United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90-

$1.25)—"Knights Round Table”
(M-G) (3d wk). First Cinemascope
attraction here. Tall $7,000. Last
week, $12,900.

Lmw’s8Sc
Look magazine, readying its -an.

nual film awards, is on the prowl

CoaUnti from page 4

on 5,142,615 shares of common
stock. It compares witti a oet In-

1 „ eaWbitor to be namei inccome of'$332,206, or 6c per. abare
j
of the recipients of the honor,.

Last year, mag cited Robert

LOOK WANTS TO GIVE

EXfflB ITS AWARD

reported for the corresponding
period of the .previous year.

Operating, revenues for the com*
plete fiscal year ending Aug. ’53,

were $177,558,874, compared with
$178,525,615 in the prior year.

Company’s balance
.
sheet for the

full fiscal period showed cash of

$23,763,992 compared with $18,7 16*-

324 a year earlier, inventories to-

talled $79,728,567 as against $86,-

Century (Foster-Breall) (800; 50- 1 492,467 the year before. Funded
70)—"Watusi” (Indie) and "Cajon"
(Indie); Oke $1,500. Last week,
"O K. Nero" (Indie), $2,800.

Guild (Foster) (400; $1)—"Cap-
tain’s Paradise" (UA) (4th wk).
Nice $2,000. Last week, $4,200.

Liberty (Hamrick). (1,875; $1.05-
$1.25)—"Hondo” (WB) (3-D) and
"Great Diamond Robbery" (M-G)
(3d wk). Stout $6,000. Last week,
$10,300.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $L
$.150)—"Millionaire" (20th) (7th
w'k). Fancy $2,500. Last week,
$4,200.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-
$1.50)—"Millionaire" (20th) (7th
Good $4,500; Last week, $8,800.

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65-
DO)
—"Appointment In Honduras”

(RKO) and "Geraldine” (Rep).
Slow $5,500. Last week, "3 Sailors
and A Girl" (WB) and "Mexican
Manhunt" (AA), $6,200.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 90-
$1.15)

—"Sadie Thompson" (3rD)
(Col). Big $10,000 or close. Last
week, "Quo Vadis" (M-G), $6,200.

’ 13G

$16,000, Tops in Buff
Buffalo, Jan. 19.

Two oldies, “Public Enemy" and
"Little Caesar” are the big news
here this session, with socko total

at Paramount and biggest coin in
city. "Bigamist” looms sturdy at
Lafayette while "Easy to Love’’
shapes bright at the Buffalo.

.
Estimates for This Week

Buffalo (Loew) (3.000; 40-70)—
‘•Easy to Love" (M-G). Bright
$13,000, Last week* "Escape Ft.
Bravo” (M-G) and "Great Diamond
Robbery" (M-G), $12,000.
. Paramount (Par) (3,000; 55-80)—
"Public Enemy" (WB) and "Little
Caesar" (WB) (reissues). Great
$16,000 or close. Last W'eek, "For-
ever Female" Par) and “Texas Bad
Man" (AA), $11,000.

Center (Par) (2,000; 80-$l)—
"Khyber Rifles" (20th) (2d wk).
Sock $12,000.' Last week, $20,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-80)—
"The Bigamist" (FR) and “White
Fire" (Indie). Big $13,000 or bet-
ter. Last week, "Sadie Thompson"
(Col) (2d wk), $10,000 at $1 top.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 50-70)

—"Give Girl Break" <M-G) and
"Affair Monte Carlo" (Indie). Mild
$9,000. Last week, "12-Mile Reef”
(20th) (3d W'k), $8,000 at 85c top.

“

‘Latin’ Hotsy $16,000,

Moiit’l; ‘Boy’ Big 14G, 2d
Montreal. Jan, 20.

Despite three new. entries in de-
luxers, both holdovers, "Million-
aire" in third session, and "Little
Boy Lost," in second, still are the
real moneymakers this week. “Lat-
in Lovers" at Capitol should out-
strip other newcomers.

Estimates for This Week '

Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 75-$1.25)—
"Millionaire" (20th) (3d wk). Okay
$21,000 following $25,000 in second.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 50-80 )—-
"Lathi Lovers" (M-G). Fine $16,-
000. Last week, "Caddy" (Par) (2d
wk), $10,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2.131; -50-80)—
"Sword & Rose” (RKO). Poor $7,-
000. Last w’eek), “Hondo” (WB)
(2d wk), ditto.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2.855; 50-85)—
"Little Boy Lost” (Par) (2d wk).
Okay $14,000 after $20,000 opener.

Imperial (C.T.) (1.839; 34-60)—
“Sabre Jet" (UA) and "No Escape"
(UA). Dull $6,000. Last week,
"Stand at Apache River" (U) and
"Shadow* of Past" (U), $8,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1.048; 40-65)—

"Slaves of Babylon" . (Col) and
"Devil Commands" <Col). Good
$7,000. Last week. “Black Eagle’’
(Indie) and "Outside These Walls"
(Indie), samev<'v>> m

/ Seattle, Jan. 19.

Snow and icy streets here this
session are cutting deeply into
film biz. Many spots have been
hurt as much as 50%. Howrever,‘

"Knights of, Round Table" is head-
ing for a great total at Music Hall
where it is the C’Scopedebut for
the Hamrick theatres. "Hondo," a
3-D’er, shapes big at Orhpeum,
"Sadie. Thompson” is way off to a
mild total in second Paramount
round. /

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick),. (800; 90-

$1.25)—"Captain’s Paradise” (UA)
(4th wk). Slow $2,500. Last week,
$4,200,

;

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
DO)—“Bad for Each Other” (Col)
and "Siren Bagdad" (Col). Slim
$5,000. Last week, "Wild One”
(Col) . and "Paris Model" (Col),

$9,700.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
$1-$1.50)

—“12 Mile Reef" (20th)
•3d wk). Slow $5,500. Last w*eek,

$11 ,200 .

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
—"Give Girl Break" (M-G) and
“Great Diamond Robbery” (M-G).
Poor $4,500. Last week, "All Broth-
ers Valiant" (M-G) and "Crazy-
legs’* (Rep) (3d wk), $4,200 at $1
top.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 75-
$1)—"3 Sailors and Girl" (WB)
and "Limping Man" (Lip) (m.o ).

Sad $2,000 in 5 days. Last week.
"Young Caruso” (IFE), $2,200 at

$1.25 top.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; $1-
$1.50)—"Knights of Round Table"
<M-G). Big $13,000. Last w’eek,
"3 Sailors and Girl" (WB) (2d wk)
and "Limping Man" (Lip), $5,000
at $1 top.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90-

$1.15)—"Hondo" (3-D) (WB) and
"Geraldine" (Rep). Big $12,000 or
near. Last 'week', "Kiss Me Kate”
3-D) /M-G) (3d wk-4 days), $3,800
at 94c top.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.039;

84-$l.09)—"Sadie Thompson" <3-

D) (Col) (2d Wk). Mild $6,500. Last
week, $10,300.

-
'

- - - -

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 8)

Last week, "Pathfinder" (U),

$3,500.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 50-$1.25)
—‘‘Khyber Rifles" (20th) (2d wk).
Holding strongly at $10,000 or near
after $15,500 opener.

.

Playhouse (SchWaber) (420; 50-
$1)—"Cruel Sea" (U) (4th wk). Still

hot at $5,000/ Last week, same.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-80)—
"Little Caesar" (WB) and “Public
Enemy" iWB) (reissues). Oldies
potent. $9,000. Last w'eek, "Majesty
O’Keefe” (WB) (2d wk), $6,000.

Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 50-
$1.25) — "12-Mile Reef” (20th).
Hotsy $17 000 or better. Last .week,
"Millionaire” (20th) (8th wk),
$5,000. i t.ia (ii » i #

debt due beyond one year was re-

duced during the fiscal year by $2,-

946.532 and the current bank loan
by $1.000;000. In Nov , '53, the $4,-

500,000 balance of this bank loan
was paid off.

Report indicates that Poli-New
England Theatres, lric., a circuit

comprising 15 theatres, has be-
come wholly owned by Loew’s, Inc.

as a result of a recent purchase of

the remaining 25% minority stock
interest.

Among deferred charges in the
consolidated balance sheet is a

sum of $445,281 for preliminary
and development expenses, 1 of

which $310,064 is research ex-

pense relative to new picture pro-

duction techniques. Latter sum,
it’s indicated. Will be charged to

production costs over the next five

years.
Company is extremely upbeat

about the foreign market, noting
foreign countries are becoming
more important in the affairs of
the company and that steady ex-

pansion of branch sales offices and
theatre operation, is being devel-
oped abroad. The company has re-

established its own office in Vi-
enna, and has added tw*o more
branches in Japan; making a total

of five in that country. Another of-

fice has opened in Tajpeh, For-
mosa. Report notes that a total of
121 branch offices and 40 M-G-M
theatres are bringing the com-
pany’s product to 169 individual
foreign countries. It d iscloses that
a new Metro Theatre, with seating
capacity of 2,491, is now under
construction in Buenos Aires.

O’Donnell, head of Texas’ Inter-
state chain. This year the publica-
tion wants a smalltown exhibitor.
K has been querying the various
distribs . to submit names of ex-
bibs wMo they think deserve an
award for contributions to the in-

dustry during 1953;

Shelton at Deputy Chief
Washington, Jan; 19.

Turner, B; Shelton was appoint-
|>d lastly w eek as deputy chief of
the Motion Picture Service of the
U. S, Information Agency. He has
been serving with the agency since
it split away from the State De-
partment last summer.

Previously, Shelton was a motion
picture consultant for the State
Department.

Walled-In
Continued from pagf 4

ward trend. Noting that three of
the company’s Cinerama theatres
—in New York, Los Angeles and
Detroit—has passed the million
dollar gross for "This Is Ciner-
ama,” Fabian said that the Chicago
engagement w-ould exceed the mil-
lion mark within a few weeks*
He disclosed that 210 of the com-

pany’s theatres had; been equipped
for 3-D,^170 theatres now have or
are installing widesereens (also
suitable for Cinemascope), with
100 more installations to be made
in the future, 130 stereophonic
sound units have been or are in
the

.
process of installation and 40

more will be added. "Parallel
with these new developments," Fa
bian said, "Kollyw'ood is releasing
in the standard 2-D process fine
product which has strong public
appeal.”
More than 82% of the stock,

representing 1.945.676 shares of
common stock, was represented at
the meeting. Harry M. Kalmihe,
general manager; Maurice A, Sil-
ver, Pittsburgh zone chief* and
Lester Crown, Chicago industrial-
ist, were elected directors for a
term of two years. Stockholders
also approved . the employment
agreement with Fabian Enter
prises, Inc., calling for the services
of Fabian

, and Samuel Rosen, ex-
ecutive veepee.

ContJnued from page S

Code. Harris added that without
strong means of forcing all film-
makers to live within the code, "an
opposition much bigger than the
television bugaboo will develop,
for there never has been anything
invented quite equal to public re-
sentment.”

Harris is the founder of the Va
riety Clubs, which he started lo-
cally in .1928 and presently serves
as Honorary Big Boss of the inter-
national showmen’s organization.
His disagrees violently about relax-
ing the code with another Variety
Club biggie, Bob O’Donnell, of

Continued from pace 3

that exhibs are providing lip serv-

ice but are doing, nothing; con-

crete to obtain additional product.
"It’s a. w'aste of time discussing

it," said Waiiger. "If exhibitors
,

want production, they can get it."

Idea of exhibs guaranteeing play

dates so that indie producers; can

obtain loans for production is "not

as easy" as it sounds, according to

Wanger. He pointed out that the

banks required completion bonds
and second money before agree-

ing to advance coin for production
projects and exhibs ,

haven’t put
their money where their mouths are,

Wanger points out that banks typi-

cally prefer a program of at least

three pictures, so if one is failure,

they have a chance of recouping

their coin on one of the others.’’

Wanger feels independent ex-

hibitors are missing a good bet in

not carrying out their proposed
production plans at this time.

"Never in the history of the pic-

ture industry has there been a

time when so much talent is avail-

able," he said. “And they are bet-

ter suited for their jobs than ever

before, There is no, justification

for the pessimism that exists re-

garding pictures. The spirit of en-

terprise lost in the last few’ years

has returned and the new media
have done winders to stimulate

business."
On the subject of the current

controversy relating to the Pro-

duction Code, Wanger said: “No-
body has had more controversies

with the Code than I have bad
over the past 15 to 20 years. Yet,

I’m .100% for the Code. If we
didn’t have it. we wouldn’t have

an industry. They’ve made changes
all along. There’s been a lot of

misrepresentation and extraneous
examples have been exploited. I

wish the critics of the Code would
limit themselves to making a few
pictures like ‘From Here to Eter-

nity’ instead of constantly rapping
the Cbde "

"The only solution for complete
freedom would be to have two
categories like they have in Eng-
land—for children and adults. The
Code’s main objective is not to

limit the potential of the screen,

but to try to convert those re-

sponsible for production to use

good taste."

Wanger’s Own Plans

Beyond "Riot in Cell 11,” Wan-
ger has an ambitious production

program. It includes the /‘Ad-

ventures of Hadjii Baba,” an Ara-

bian nights type of yam based on

the adventures of a British diplo-

mat stationed iii Persia during the

1800’s. He expects to launch this

project in February or March and

is .
currently negotiating for a

screenwriter and talent. He’s al?o

dickering for a property for his

wife, Joan. Bennett, which he hopes

to produce. Producer has regis-

tered the title, "White Fur Bi-

kini," as
.
the basis for yarn con-

nected with Terry Moore’s recent

controversy with the Army over

her proposed costume for enter-

taining GIs in Korea. He said he

was holding talks with 20th-Fox

regarding a projected indie pro-

duction in CinemaScope.
Wanger indicated he’s also de-

veloping two yarns owned by Al-

lied Artists—"The Yellow Knite,

based on a Saturday Evening Post

I serial dealing with a gold discov-Texas, who came out recently in
favor of following Samuel Gold-

i ery. and “The Queens of the Uni

I
wyn s suggestion. • / •

.

1,1
< Wfse’," *ar -sciehce fiction story.
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Polaroid and Technicolor Innovate Single Strip

Needing No Attachment

Ne . v attempt to restimulate in-

terest in 3-D pictures^ via a system

that requires no special projection

equipment and offers perfect syn-

chronization, its developing as a

result the deal consummated Mon-

day <181 between the Polaroid

Corp •
manufacturers of the special

3-D specs, and Technicolor. Meth-

od of presenting tinted pix on a

single strip of film and requiring

only one ordinary projector with-

out any attachment whatever has

been perfected by both companies.

This will be brought about by a

combination of the Techni dye

transfer printing process and the
|

new Vectograph base film of 1

Polaroid. The process still re-

quires .the -use of Polaroid glasses.

Unlike the Nord and Moropticon

techniques, which require specially

processed, prints as- well as special

projector equipment, the Vecto-

graph release prints can be shown

by all theatres without changes in

their 2-D booth equipment In

handling of the prints, it pointed

out that “a projectionist need hot

know that he is running a 3-D pic-

ture.”
:

Although this new printing proc-

ess can expand the market for 3^D

pix. with nabe and foreign houses

sans 3-D installations now able to

Show stereo pix, it’s now up; id the

studios to order prints In the Vec-
tograph process. To date, no
studio has indicated that it will

make pictures available In this

manner. Cost factors, too, haven’t

as yet been released* but there are

indications that a Vectograph print

will cost more than an ordinary
Techni print. How niuch more is

a question that still remains un-
answered.
Of the number of theatres in the

United States,, variously estimated
as between 16;000 and 20,000, ap-
proximately 4,500- are currently
equipped for 3-D. Hence, when the
new Techni-Vectograph prints be-
come commercially acceptable, it’s

obvious that the potential play
dates for a stereo pic will be In-
creased tremendously.
Neither Techni nor Polaroid

have indicated when they’ll be able
to roll with the new process or if

any film companies have placed a
print order. Agreement between
the two outfits calls for the manu-
facture of the release prints by
Techni and sale of raw stock by
Polaroid, including the payment of
certain royalties by Techni to
Polaroid.

Up . to now, 3-D pix have
been photographed On two strips
of film and have been pro-
jected from two strips of film. In
taking the pictures, - two cameras
will be used as at present, but the
picture will reach exhibs as a
single film. Both images are super-
imposed over each other on the
same film base, assuring perfect
synchronization, alignment and fo-
cus. Eliminated are such special
equipment requirements as inter-
locks. polarizing projection filters,
and oversize magazines.

MT. KISCO SANS CINEMA

Loses Only House Although Town
Itself Is Thriving

.2-4

Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Jan. 19.

This north Westchester residen-
tial community is without a picture
house for the first time almost
from the advent of films. The St.

Cloud chain, which operates thea-
tres in Mt . Kisco; Brewster and
Pleansantvillc, shut down the local
theatre on Jan. 1.

Shutdown is attributed to too
much tv plus the fact that the ci r-

cuit’s old building will be razed in

a railroad construction project
which is reshaping the heart of this

growing town of 6,000. Closing of
the theatre comes at time when all

other local businesses have shown
substantial advances, with a new
shopping center, etc. opening with-
in the past year and a half. Nearest
film theatre now is at Bedford Vil-

lage, inaccessible to Kiscoites ex-
cept by private car.

All I* Not Gold
St. Louis, Jan. 19.

Joseph Arisell emerged from
his Varsity theatre here, put a
box on seat beside him and
drove off. A stickup guy
trailed him. Just outside An-
sell’s garage the thug demand-
ed the box. Exhib quietly
turned it over.

Like Little Audrey he only
laughed. He knew the box
contained fresh eggs.

SPATE OF ANNUAL MEETINGS

Loew’s on Feb. 25 Probably Most
Significant

In

Continuing the psychological

warfare campaign against the U. S.

film distribs, the directive council

of the Union Nazionale Prbduttori

Film of Anica. the Italian industry

org, last week recommended an
increase in the dubbing fee of for-

eign film imports from the current
2,500,000 lira ($4.000 1 to 10.000,000

lira ($16,000). Move followed an
earlier Anica recommendation that

the number of required play days
for Italian pix in Italy be raised

from 80 to 120.

According to a spokesman for

the Union in Borne, the move to

raise, the dubbing fees expressed a

‘•growing protectionist tendency
on the part of the productiofis.”

He added that the legislation,

should help U. S. distribs in that it

would tend to keep, out inferior

films. Both recommendations will

be put by Anica before the presi-

dent of the Italian Council of Min-
isters.

Execs in N. Y. view these ma-
neuvers on the part of the Italians

strictly as preliminaries to new
pact negotiations between the Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn, and the
Rome industry and government.
These indirect threats, it’s said,

are meant to convey that the Ital-

ians mean to drive a hard bargain
and that they want a better break
for their films in the U. S. market!
Italians also want continued indus-
try subsidies.

Since dubbing is a practical ne-
cessity for the vast majority of

U. S. film imports into Italy, a

boost in dubbing fees would nat-

urally affect American pix more
than anyone else. The fees are de-
scribed as obligatory deposits Of

ten years without interest. Coin
goes to aid the Italian industry.

Columbus, Or, Jan. 19. .

independent Theatre Owners of:
unio will act as host for the Na-

'

tional Drive-In Theatre Assn, con-
vention at the Netherlands-Plaza
in Cincinnati, Feb; 2-4. It will

£
( >id its own convention Feb. 3-4.

t nis nieeting will include discus-
sum of new methods of operation,
achertising methods, irieans of in-
ci easing boxoffice receipts, trade
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NEWS OF 91 CLOSINGS

GIVEN TO CONGRESSMEN
Columbus; Jan. 19.

Ohio’s two senators and 23 repre-

sentatives last week were told that

91 film theatres in the state were
closed in an eight-month period

ending last Dec. 1. The informa-
tion was contained in a letter to

each of them from the office of the

Independent Theatre Owners of

Ohio, which is vigorous campaign-
ing for the repeal of the 20r o fed-

eral amusement tax.

Besides the letters, special com-
mittees in each Congressional dis-

trict have made personal contacts

with Congressmen to enlist their

support in the fight against the tax.

Washington. Jan. 19.

Hollywood is providing increas-

ing aid to the U. S. Information

Agency which is now* operating

mobile film units in 58 nations of

the globe, Theodore C, S'.reibert.

USIA director, told Congress last

Friday < 15 1 . Streibert.. former

president of Mutual Broadcasting

System, appeared before a sub-

committee of the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee. He answered

questions verbally and also pre-

sented written answers to a long

series of questions which has been

sent to him in advance of the
hearing.

He told the subcommittee that

the financial cutbacks suffered by

the agency Has hit its motion pic-

ture program hardest, causing a

virtual elimination of new produc-

tion except for pictures contracted

last year.

He said Hollywood has given

him an advisory committee, headed
by Cecil B. DeMille, whose other
members are: Frank Canra, Y.
Frank Freeman. Edward Mancix.
Milton Pickman. Gunther Lessing.
Roy Brewer. Walter Pidgeon, Rich-
ard Breen. George Sidnev. Carey
Wilson, William Pine. Sam Briskiru

Charles Brackett and Arthur
Freed.

“During the past six months.”
he said in a statement., “several

major contributions to the develop-
ment of the motion picture pro-

gram have been made by the mo-
tion picture industry’, the result of

close cooperation throu gh con-

tinued liaison. The industry has
made available itsworldwide com-
mercial distribution facilities to ob-

tain a quick playoff on important
motion picture subjects of current
interest..

“Among these are: the picture

on Falcon Dam, showing the dedi-

cation ceremonies in which the
Presidents of the United States

and Mexico participated, distribu-

ted abroad by RKO; a short on the
President’s atomic energy speech
before the United Nations, dis-

tributed by Universal; and a biog-

raphy of President Eisenhower,
distributed by 20th Century.

“Contributing to our production
projects, the industry has aided us
in securing highly competent writ-

ers and technicians, making them
available to us at terms favorable

to the Government. Top level in-

dustry executives are making their

services available as consultants to

the. agency on the motion picture

program.”

Washington, Jan. 19.
1 The stand of .the Justice Depart-
ment Antitrust. Division, that film
prereleasing is not a violation of

. the antitrust decrees although it

!
poses some dangers, is due for a

• goingover at the next board meet-
!
ing ol the Allied States Associa-

;

lion.

This w as indicated past weekend
i by Abram F. Myers. Allied board
: chairman. who

: said lie would go
j
into tiie subject in his annual re-

:
port to the board.

: The position of the Justice De-
partment -was expressed in a letter

;
by Assistant Attorney General

i Slar.ley Barnes, bead of the Anti-
i
trust Division, to. Senator Andrew

j

F. Schoeppel, head of a monopoly
|
subcommittee of the Senate Small
Business Committee.

Myers also claimed that the
Barnes letter was meaningless,

j

'.ommenting:

j

“Barnes’ letter does nothing to

j
dismtegrste the fog that is slowly

_ a i « a i j

enveloping Washington. From the

To Combat Law Seales
* T&tlK*
releases are lawful or not, I can-
not .get disturbed about the letter
because, apparently, it doesn’t say
anything or inettn anything.”

Flock of annual stockholders'
meetings is set for this month and
February. Looked to as the most
significant is Loew’s session in

N, Y. on Feb, 25, at which the
company expectedly will present
for a vote its proposed lineup of
principal directors and officers of

the. theatre and film divisions of
the corporation to be formed upon
divorcement.

Only routine matters are being
placed: before the Warner

: Bros,
meet. on Feb. 3 and the National
Theatres session on Feb. 16.

to

Buenos Aires, Jan. 12.

Because the film theatres are
unable to make both ends meet at

the very low admission scales fixed

b.v the Economic Council in Argen-
tina, following Pres. Peron’s plan -

. _
: ' ' •' ’

•• •

to give the people cheap entertain- ’ I (|FW^ WT Tft fNTItfl
ment, many major exhibitors are ^

.4” UllllU
switching to legit in an effort to

recoup their losses; Leader in lhif<

direction is Clemente Loeoco, who
heads one of the largest circuits,

including the Gras Opera, a 2,500-

seater.

Loeoco
.
has booked a French

“Folies Bergere” Co. from Paris
for three Weeks in March. This
means that subject to the regula-
tions. he Will have to book an
Argentine legit or vaudeville show
for an equivalent period. This too
means that at least one of the two
largest first-runs here will be ab-
sorbed by legit for a period of 12
weeks at least. Since the state-
owned General San Martin Thea-
tre is not available this year be-
cause of remodelling, there is a
chance that the Opera will be
leased to the cast = maintained for
the San Martin by the state for
the three weeks which must be
devoted to a native show.

American film distributors are
not disturbed by the loss of the
Opera as a source of film revenue.
Under the protection laws they
have little chance of booking their
pictures into the house during the
peak playing-thne of the season
anyway.. The greatest losers will
be the native motion picture pro-
ducers. In fact the protection laws
are really responsible for forcing
.exhibitors to switch to legit, in an
effort to recover the coin lost in

providing film entertainmem at

such a cheap scale they fail ,o

cover-tbeir overhead. Exhibs also
must recover the losses most often
involved in exhibiting native pic-
tures which gross well under U. S.
films in the same theatres.

Loew’s International expects to
introduce magnetic recording on
Him

.
prints in the foreign market

within another six months, accord-
ing to Orton H. Hicks, Loew’s In-
ternational 36m topper.

Hicks, who recently returned
from a 35,000 mile, trip that took
him to Europe, the Middle East,
various Pacific is! a n d s and
Australia and South Africa, said
the use of a magnetic track along-
side the regular optical one as a

convenient means of adding or su-
perimposing narration was still in
the experimental stage and .“we
haven’t got the right method
pinned down yet." Advantage of
the magnetic track would be Hint
narrations in various languages
could be recorded on it as per lo-

cal requirements.

Hicks said he didn’t see much
hope in 16m versions of Cinema-
scope because the halls showing
the narrow gauge product are too
small to accommodate it. Loew’s
> releasing Republic pix in 16m in

the foreign territories.

i

Darnell’s In New Mexico
Dallas. Jan, 19.

Linda Darnell, who left the ocal

Sunset . High School to become a

Hollywood film star, did a quickie

visit enrou v e to her ranch in New
Mexico where she 1$ vacationing

following several months in Italy

where she starred in “Forbidden
Women.”
She returns to Italy for another

film in April,
, , > i . t

> •. i : •/
j

; RKO Drops 2 Producers
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

In another economy wave at

RKO. two producers, Irwin Allen

and Sam Wiesenthai are leaving

the lot with a prospect of person-

nel cuts in several departments;

Allen, who is currently winding up
: “The Dangerous Mission.” ow ns

three story properties and is enter-

ing independent production. Wie-
senthal. whose last production was
“Second Chance,” also has indie

plans.

,

When these (wo depart in a few
i weeks, the studio’s production staff

;
will consist of Edmund Grainger,

executive producer. Dick Powell.

Ralph Sparks and Harriet Parsons.

j

Blass. To Des Moines

|
Herbert T. Blass, Warner Bros,

j

salesman In the Minneapolis area.

! has been named branch manager

;
of the Des Moines office.

He replaces Leon Mendelson,

I who resigned. . im,V;

LIMIT OHIO COMPLAINT

TO CLEVELAND TRUCKER
Columbus. Jar. 19.

William V. Blake, attorney for
Independent Theatre Owners of
Ohio, fijed a motion with the Pub-
lic Utilities Commission of OlUo
Friday '15) to dismiss ITOO re-

quest for hearing on film transit
I rate increases against Leonard M
Albrecht and E. S. Johnson.

Ohio Exhibitor Assn., thus, will
concentrate its fire at Jan. 25 hear-
ing solely against Film Transit Co.
of Cleveland. ITOO did not be-
lieve rate increases asked by other
two truckers were significant but
Film Transit’s newly granted rate

;
increases 'ranging up to 200 r^
affect 185 theatres.

Cinema Eds Elect Murphy
Hollywood. Jan. 19.

William Murphy, of 20th-Fox.
succeeded Frederick Y. Smith as
president in the fourth annual
election of American Cinema Edi-
tors. Other successful candidates
werg George Amy, veepee; Edna
Warren, secretary, and Fred Bir-
ger, treasurer.

'

New board of directors consists

of Alma Macrorie, Richard Van En-
ger, Ralph Winters, Tony Mar-
tinelli, Roland Gross. Aaron Stell

and William ReynqULst; -
, . r> i /

Nomiute \2 Fnufists

Far Arana) SDG Awards
HoUyvcopd, Jan. 19.

;
Screen directors Guild of Aro er-

ica named 12 finalists to compete
for the awrard as the best-directed
picture of 1953. An awkrd will
also be presented to the assistant
director. Candidates are:
“Above and Beyond,” directed

by Norman
. Panama and Melvin

Frank, assistant director, Marvin
Stuart,

“Call -Me Madam.” Walter Lang;
Harold Klein.
“Come Back, Little Sheba.” Dan-

iel Mann; Edward McWhorter.
•‘From Here to Eternity.” Fred

Zinnemann: Earl Bellamy.
. “Julius Caesar.” Joseph Man-

kiewicz: Howard W. Koch.
*Lili.” Charles Walters; James

Jennings.
. “Roman Holiday,” William
Wyler; 'William H Coleman.'

“Shane.” George Slewns; John
R. Coonan.
CStalag 17,” Billy W’ilder; C. C

Coleman. Jr. .

“The Robe.” Henry Kostcr;
Thomas J. Connors, Jr.

“Titanic." Jean Negulesco;
Henry* W einberger.
“Young Bess.” George Sidney;

George RhCin.

Set Kramer, Sabre Stock
Sacramento. Jan. 19.

Two recently formed film com-
panies. Stanley Kramer Pictures

Corp. and Sabre. Productions, Inc.,

were given permission to issue and
sell 100 shares of stock each.

Kramer company will start its

fir-t picture, “Not As a Stranger.”

this Spring. Sabre, headed by Vie

Orsatti and Joe Newman, has a

program calling for, two features

in 1955. u j 1 1
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Row Over Pix Rentals Between CEA,
Drew (My 50 Peopleh
10 Shows—-So He Closed

London, Jan. 19. +•

Unless there Is an immediate •

settlement between the Kinemato-
graph Renters Society and the •

Cinematograph Exhibs Assn, of

the Idhgstanding dispute over

break figures in. calculating film

rentals, the Board of Trade will

be asked to arbitrate. This is the

likely outcome of the stalemate

situation Which is developing be-

tween the. two organization*.

Three months ago, at the

In Giving Mgrs. Raise
London, Jan. 12’

Vienna, Jan. 12.

Harald Roebbeling, son of the

former Burgtheatre director, closed

his Broadway ‘Buerger theatre)

after presenting “Romeo and
Julia” 10 times before 50 persons.

He was in the red $15,000 by that
jj

time.
I

It was one of the strangest
j

theatrical experiences In crisis-ac-

costumed V i e n n a . Roebbeling

‘Swordpoiot’ Picked As

of the Eady negotiations, the CEA
accepted the inclusion of a clause

in the voluntary scheme to the ef-

fect that exhibs "would not seek

to recover any part of the

tribution by a reduction in

rentals.” Their acceptance

Prize-winning managers in the Cir- i nr0mised to pay all his debts by
cult Managements Assn, s ^annual

seijjng his bouse in West Berlin,
showmanship contest, attending an .

'

-.

'

•

. . .

awards luncheon, were told by — i n* in l

John Davis, a J. Arthur Rank
;

:

j frCDCD l IX AlI6IHuUIC6
time

}
topper, that all their theatre man-

v

agers would have received an in-

crease in pay. this year except for

the "unreasonable demands” made
Ly their union, the Society of

con- i
Cinema Managers,

film
j

Pointing out that of 588 man-
vas ! agets employed by the CM.A in the

Off Despite Upbeat In

based on an understanding that.

a

settlement of the break figure

Odeon and Gaumont circuits, 423
were paid above the union scale

Paris, Jan. 12.

Although the French population
has increased by 3,000,000 in seven
years <1946 to 1953) film attend-
ance declined 5% to 20% in the

Tel-Aviv, Jan; 12.

"Swordpoint,”

.
produced by the

I Israel Army in cooperation with
Carmel arid Geva studios, was
given the Film Critics Award for

1953. as the best: documentary

|
made in Israel during the 1953. A

|
panel of 15 local film crix judged

;

the pix.

i
"Swordpoint” was written

Buenos Aires, Jan. 12
There were 240 films released in

Buenos Aires* first-runs in 195.3
39 being native-made and 121
American. This compares with 321
releases in 1952, <35 being oath %
and 210 U.S. pix. Spain had more

problcrii Would be

within a period of 90 days. The
time limit expired Jan- 12, but a

joint meeting, arranged a week;

earlier, had to be postponed be-
j

cause a number of KRS members
were out of the country.

!

In a comprehensive report pre-

paired by -the officers and sub-

;

rnitted to lest Week’s general coun-
j

cil meeting, the CEA asserted that
j

it w'as desirable to acquaint the

KRS of the fact that, in accepting

an inevitable postponement, it did

not surrender any rights made
under the earlier agreement.

The points in dispute arise from

a KRS resol ution passed in March,

1951, and made retroactive to No-

vember, 1950, which the CEA has

asked, to be. rescinded. This stipu-

lated that break figures iri opera-

tion on March 8 that year were, tq

be retained, and no changes to

benefit exhibitors were to be intro-

duced. It further laid down that

theatres which did not have break

figure terms at. that time were not

to be accorded such trading terms.

There were further conditions re-

garding theatres which had con-

cessions from : some distributors

and riot from others.

negotiated
j

at a cost to the organization of over
, seme period, according to statistics

(

, $90,000 a year, he added that the ' ‘ J ,

[pay rises w'hich would normally

j

have become operative on Jan. 1

J
would now be deferred until the
outcome of the negotiations,

I In presenting the prizes. Rank
told the award winners that no

; man could serve two masters.

’Robe’ Sets All-Swiss

Gross Mark But Dips

In 2d; ‘Rouge’ Terri
• •

l

“The Robe”
CinemaScope

Zurich, Jan. 12.

<20th). launching
in Switzerland,

grossed a terrific $14,000 in its

first week, at the Rex here, the

highest gross of any picture in this

country. It topped by a small mar-

gin the "Gone With Wind” < M-G

)

mark. However, it doesn’t look as

though "Robe” would stay long,

the, second week having dipped
considerably to a little over $9,000.

Pic is now in its third week here

as well as at the Plaza in Geneva.
It drew mixed comments in both

cities, rangi rig from mild reviews

to violent thumbs-dow ns. Not one
was smash.

"Moulin Rouge” <UA) at the

Urban here and the Kucehling in

Basle looks like a longrunner, hav-

ing grossed a smash $9,300 on its

first round here, and holding near
this high pace through the second
and third weeks in both spots.

"Lili” »M-G) looks like the second
big survivor front the. holiday

bookings, although released in the

art spots. .
Word-of-mouth is en-

abling it to oulgross the first open-
ing, which included all the holi-

days. in second round. Now in its

third week of capacity business,

pic stays on. Reviews were uni-

formly smash, referring to the film

as "a gleam of light in the grey-

ness of run-of-the-mill Hollywood
product.”

‘ Julius Caesar" <M-G>. anntlibr
Zurich holiday booking, was disap-
pointing , in its first and second
weeks, despite excellent reviews.

Lisbon, Jan. 12.

The new season that started Dec.
25 looks promising in all principal
niieries here. Various places have
added strong acts to their ordinary
line of local talent. The arrival of
15.000 men of a U. S. Navy group
visiting this capital starting Jan.
20. likely will. add new hizl

Estoril casino has three local
bands in its restaurant and Wonder
Bar Club plus the group of singers-
comedians directed by Walter and
Mario Simoes. The Tagide is pre-
senting Augusto Gamucci and
Diana Kelly ballet and modern
dancers.

i

A real hit in local nitery life is

the South American Ballet Com- ;

pany of Alfredo Alaria at the Max- i

ime. Alaria and company fill the !

Maxime nightly.
j

The Palladium uses the Ballet
Cbnty Girls and Cuban chantoosie

j

Marisa Decuba. The Cristal nitery
|

has added the Ballet Sacha Gou-
j

dine to its fiobrshow. i

released by the Centre National
: Du Cinema here. France is the
only European country suffering
this decline in cinema attendance
since the war. Various theories
have been advanced jrto explain this
paradoxical situation in view of
the rising quality of French pix
and the many fete kudos. Moderni-
zation of theatres and addition of
widescreens and the lack of any
definite tv competition also should
have caused an upbeat. The falling
off ; is probably due to the still

shaky economy of- the French peo-
. pie with wholesale strikes and low
wages still A major factor here.

1
In spite of this drop, film gross-

!
es have not dipped because ticket

prices have been upped. Good films

! directed by Alfred; Steinhard. it is

|
the story of an unknown soldier

' who becomes a parachutist. It was
• highly praised for fts scenario* di-
” rection,

.
photography arid treat-

ment. Most of the documentaries
deal with special aspects of immi-
gration and land cultivation prob-
lems. •*

'

By WOLFE COHEN
( Prez, WB International)

Outlook for 1954 is very good

business-wise, but from the stand-

point of. dollar_j*emittances there

seems to be a tightening of dollar-
are doing well here and the Film

,
..... ...

. _ , ^ -

Aid Law, Which goes into effect ^ forelgn area
?

this week, will further help to
j

place the French picture biz on an
;

even keel.

This Film Aid Law will be

BECOMES PIC LEADER
Mexico City, Jan. 12. !

Gen. Abelardo L. Rodriguez, ex-
president of; Mexico, is becoming:
more of a film tycoon. lie now
ow ns controlling interest in ’ the
largest . cinema here, the 6,500- seat
Cine. Coloso, aswell as its running
mates the Cines Opera, Florida
and Colonial. This makes 11 houses
w hich the general now' controls
here. Among them are the swanky
Cine Chapultepec and the big
downtown secondary house, Cine'
Mariscala.

Rodriguez also controls several
cinemas in the provinces.

in

force four years. It is hoped the
new stipulations assuring produ-
cers of part of the cost will stabil-

ize production and help do away
with the fly-by-night film-makers.
Emphasis will be on quality. Those
producers showing pix that have
done Well at b.o. both here and
abroad will be first lip for consid-

eration for the aid funds Which
will back 35% of the funds of the

next film undertaken.
Another program to Increase

public interest . in films is the or-

ganization of the "Days of Cinema”
with a special team invading a

town. It will have a choice group
of films and give a show which it

is hoped will create a taste for bet-

ter films. Followups include intros

of stars, special concerts by leading
players, prizes for the best store

windows for an unreleased film,

etc., to excite town interest and
participation. It is believed that

this will eventually
,

pay off in

greater filmgoirig here..

GERMAN FILMS STILL

GAIN

New Christie Crime Play

t

London. Jan. 19.

Agatha Christie, -who currcn ly

has two plays in the West End. has
completed a n..\v crime thriller.

"The Spiders Web." which is to
open this fall with Mar.grret Lock-
wood in the lead,
star’s first stage
town apart from
Peter Pan.

Miss Christie's current plays are
"The Mousetrap,” which has bvtn
running over a year at the Am-
bassadors, and "Witness tor the
Prosecution ’ which opened at the
Winter /Garden .last fall. <

It will be the
appearance in

two seasons as

Dropoff In

British Admission Tax
London, Jan. 12.

New ammunition for the British
picture industry’s scheme for tax
relief comes in the latest statisti-

cal survey of boxofficc returns pre-
pared by the customs and excise
board. This info will be before
Boyd Carpenter, the financial sec-
retary to the Treasury, when he.
receives an all-industry deputation
Fob. 4.

This biz survey indicates a box-
office decline of 3%. and shows
that the adiriission tax income for
the government in the year ended
last November amounted to $104.-
963,600 as against the previous
year's $108,427,200, representing a
loss of revenue to the treasury of
$3,463,600.

Number of said admissions dur-
ing tiie first six months, to 1953.
according to the Customs arid Ex-
cise review, dropped by 20.000.000
or from 672,000,000 to 652.000,000
last year.

l or the month of November, tax
rece pts at $8,526,000 were one of

k th«< -loWedt -erif tabl'd.’ 1 I fk •'

Berlin, Jan. 12.

German films are continuing
their upward swing herb. Five of

the 11 big houses in the Kurfuer-
stendamm area are currently show-
ing local product. Their popular-
ity is even more evident in second-
runs. Although none of the cur-

rently running German preem-
house pix received special press
praise, they proved the biggest

draws in the two weeks after

Christmas.
Most local producers, who one

year ago demanded the setup of a

quota law, feel such law is not nec-

essary any longer because German
pix now are capturing even more
playdates than the most optimistic
had, expected. German films are
on their way to. reach the 70%
playing time status of 1933. Tlpit

may force a number of U. S. dis-

tribs to tic their, releases with local

films as already’ done by Repub-
lic and Selznick.

If this should continue or. spread,

we may likely find an, extension of

restrictions on remittances..'O'..
Subsidies are an evil. We don’t

like them in principle and where
they have been imposed upon us,

it is seldom that they have brought
to either the local government or
producers the expected return.

Since subsidies. Usually come ’ in

the guise of financial assistance to

local producers, it seems to de-

|
velop a lack of resourcefulness and
ingenuity in encouraging the pro-
ducer to make pictures suitable

for the international market •

In an industry such as ours, it

is most iiriportant that we w ork
hand-in-hand with our State Dept,
for the general welfare of the
U.S.A. as well as the protection of

our interests in countries wherever
trade and import problems arise*

Foreign film festivals are an aid

to our business, but if there were
only one such event a year it would
be better for the industry, Un-
fortunately there seem to be so
many springing up^ they lose their
meaning because of this frequency.

Our production program has
been particularly slanted to

foreign field, which is vitally

portant to our entire operation.
Most of our pictures in production
and contemplated are designed to
appeal to foreign audiences, the
same as

-
iri the U. S.

With respect to the future effect

of CinemaScope, foreign <josts

which are considerably higher than
domestic, will make its adoption
somewhat later than here in Amer-
ica, However, with an increased
number of pictures available and
provided there are no restrictions
for the dollar payments necessary,
we believe that the majority of
first-run accounts in every key sit-

uation will install CinemaScope as
soon as the pictures become avail-

to them.

a documentary
j

than in 1952, 23 against

film unit of the
i

13. Two of these Spanish pix,
“Augustfna de Aragon” and "V.o-
letas ImperialeA,” were sock at the
boxoffice.

The Italians also increased the
number of their releases to 21
against 15 in 1952 while the Brit-
ish dropped from 17 iri 1952 to

and
j

only six last year. Russian films

It is |d»PP€d from 11 to five, German
eight to three and the Mexican
from three to one. The first Israeli

film was released in Argentina
during, the year.
RKO and 20th-Fox topped the

number of releases by American
distributors* with 20 and 17 each.
Columbia and Universal had 14
apiece. Iriter-americana and M eti 0

released 12 pix each.
Of the native producers, Argen-

tina Sono Film had the largest
number of releases, nine; AAA and
General Belgrano had five each,
Interamericana; arid : . Sifa three

{ apiece while the balance was dis-

tributed by .10 smaller companies.
Seven of the releases grossed

over $100,000 in first-run spots

while 25 grossed over $50,000.
Par’s ‘Detective' Top Yank Pic
"Don Camilo” (Unitalia) was the

highest grosser, with $129,996 for

an 18-week run last October.
Runnerup in the gross sweep-

stakes was Paramount’s "Detective.
Story,” w’hich, With "High Noon”
lUA), focused; greatest attention

on American films during the y ear.

“Story” grossed $128,432 in ,10

weeks, when prices wTere still at

the/ higher level. "Noon” gi*dssed

$113,160 in 23 weeks, and might
have done Better had it been re-

leased oyer a bigger circuit.

U*S. Fdms.Having Become

‘Mosts* on Spanish Bills,

able

‘Hippo,’ 'Countess’ Due

In Dublin Next Month
Dublin, Jan.

Two now plays, slated for
don's West End. will preem
next month. Robert Moriev’s

C’Scope In Mexico Soon
' ?Iexico City. Jari. 12.

Cinemascope film production is

to be started in Mexico early this

year by Gen. Abelardo L. Rodri-
guez. ex-Presirient of Mexico, who
is a fiiin topper here. The produc-
tion schedule will be in accordance
with the deal he completed recent-
ly -with 20tlt-FoX.

This venture. Gen., Rodriguez
claims, will make Mexico; after
the U.S.. the fir 1 New World coun-

<ilFy to jlrbdriee U'Seopdri.n ' 7

edv, "Hippo Dancing." with the
author playing the lead, opens at
the Olympia Feb. 1. Piece will be
directed for H. M. Tennent bv

By Joaqniiu. C. Vidal-Gomis

Madrid, Jan. 12.

In the first months of 1918. the

year that saw the end of World
War I, the basic film of each and
eyery program in Spain was an
Italian feature, -with stars whose
popularity at the time can be com-
pared to that of Clark Gable or

Gregory Peck today.
In those early months of 1918.

an American film, made on a very

different scale from what the pub-
lic had been used to (Pearl White
serials and poor westerns)—the

the i Famous Players-Lasky pic. "The

im-
1 Cheat,” a Sessue Hayakawa-Fannie
Ward siarrer—arrived in Spain,

Film was presented to the exhibi-

tors at a cocktail preview and was
received warmly.
However, when after the screen-

ing the question of bookings ar-

rived, there were few exhibitors

brave enough to knock out Halo
features to substitute with MNs
Ward, Italian stars were the vogue.

But one exhib, Juan Roca. gave a

date for "The Cheat” at the Cine
Ideal in Barcelona, and the audi-

ence did the rest.

Times certainly have changed.
Today, when the lack of import
licenses creates difficulties in

bringing the necessary number of

American pix, exhibitors wring
their hands, because they know
that they cannot make up a pro-

gram. one that the public warns,

unless the basis is a good Ameri-
can feature.
American technique., the opti-

mistic trend of the majority of

American films, have become part

of the life not only of young folk,

but also of those who were young
1918, and they still enjoy them.

There is no question of political

sympathy with pix. When Spanish
people go out for entertainment

and

19.

Lon-
here
corn-

Prw t hey want to be entertained,
rc-ici asmmore, t tie ca>t including; . t ..^ XT..

A

dont worry about the nationally
of the pix it they enjoy them.HydeBrenda de Banzie. Wilfrid

White and Mona Wsshborrie. '

The other play, skedded for the
Gaiety two weeks later, is the J.
B, Priestley - Jacquetta Hawke^i
piece, "The White Countess.”
which is being directed by John •;

Ferriald. Sw edish-boru Viveca ‘

Lindfors has the lead, taking over
j

from Google Withers who has

American films have been those

enjoyed the most by Spaniards,
and they hope to continue doing >0.

Three-D has been received lure

rather coldly on account of glasses,

and the plots of what we have seen

have not been too optimistic. Put

"House of Wax” can be considered
a success compared to ".Sw:na

i bow^d out since ¥he ii •expect ing}i'De\Jil.»’ ^p#ih. h$ii lno TV nwiiate
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MPTOA of eastern Missouri and
southern Illinois, named co-chair-

man of the NTOA drive-in com-
mittee. He currently is division

manager of seven midwest states

for Midwest Drive-In Theatres,

Corp;, Boston.
,

NEW YORK
Gedney Amus. Corp., headed by

Irving Trencher, sold its long-term

lease on 800-seat Little Neck The-

atre in Little Neck, L, L, to Charles

Friedman’s Mimi Amus. Co. Berk

Trans-Lux manager, upped to city

manager.

KANSAS CITY
Nick Sonday, long manager of

the Uptown, one of Fox Midwest tion on “Wicked Woman” (current

Booker Norman GaskUl named
office manager of Columbia branch,
succeeding Harvey Schwartz; re-
signed.

Cinerama dropped Monday.and
Tuesday matinees at the Boyd,
despite fact the New Year’s week
was heaviest moneymaker of run.

Beverly Michaels, in for. exploit*-

vacation and assumed- new duties

as Universal sales manager.

Doh Swartz, Lippert and Inde-

pendent distributor, jeturned from
N Y where he acquired three Metro

\ circuit’s important day-date first- at Goldman), made publicity tie-in

produced Laurel & Hardy oldie (runners here (with Tower, Fairway Wjth March of Dimes’ women’s .di-

5 features. i and Granada)* resigned to accept
j
vision, throught UA flack Max

A Kumgold, brokers, handled the
j leeit bookings, Lyceum

5

an executive position with ConsoU-
transaction.

. TT t aeain playing Swedish films on ! dated Agencies,, which, operates

Charies .
Simonelli, * Universal b '

* [theatres utIowa, Missouri and ton-
eastern ad-publicity manager, in

Miami to participate in world i

preem of "Glenn Miller Story at

the
"" ?

todeMndent loop World has new sas. j£*.
all-purpose widescreen, bnnging to over operation of Sulh

« m - ^“/nd
8

M?r'aefe five^e" num^r^nocafdo^town ,

tres. Wichita. Kans.
Miami, Canb

. ' haitn so eOuiooed. Three have i New manathe Miami, urio
j < houses so equipped. Three have : New manager of the Uph

Theatres there Tuesday (19). J^mes
, t u ^Jur neighborhood- Harold Guyett, who has bee

Stewart, star of pic, attended
? J

l

heatreSf all of them in-
|
b!ing as manager of the On

New manager of the Uptown is

been dou-
Orpheum,

preem. (dependent’ operatmn^ have Cin- [downtown deluxer which is open
Herbert Kaufman^ Republic s :

aep^nqem,
JL nt ’ occasionally, and the Apollo, a sub-

' sequent-run. Spot at the Apollo is

filled by H. W. Bills, formerly man-
ager of Vista Theatre, northside

Miller.

TVJatenim
paces

of the Bound Tabic,” the new M-G
epic, came in for the honorable
mentions.

Case of Ava
This sort of film promotion, *s

typified by Misses Gardner3 and
Crowley, is only one aspect of the
pant publicity outlet video is offer-

ing. The radio-tv activity of film
looters is now; extending into a

branch manager in Chicago, won
company’s "Man of Month” award

for December. He is third branch

manager to receive this monthly

award.

CHICAGO

DETROIT
DiMiirp Productions i subsequent. Jack Steele becomes

i
«me

j
here from company's headquarters Don Scriven, back from military

Aaron Jones, McVickers general •

. chicaeo five years ago to head service in Korea, is new manager
manager, off to Florida until

: ue£:oit sa ies operations, now goes
;

of the Fairway. Post at the Fairway
March. „ , hart tn Phi office j

has been vacant for several weeks
Bose Dunn, manager of Hyde United Detroit Theatres equip- * since Roy Hill moved to the Tower

Park. Theatre, back to work after; ... -

ts 4000-seat flagship, the !
from which Barney Joffee recently

illness. —
: Michigan, with Cinemascope in

;

resigned.
B

.

e" Levy,
, nnw preparation for WB’s “The Com-

j

Allied Independent Theatre
genal staff of Eitel s Palace, now

. mand ,» Next UD theatres to get ! Owners of Kansas and Missouri
one of State-Lake managers.

, C’Scope equipment will be the will send Jay Wooten, former pres-'
Filmack celebrating Ms

Fisher and the Woods, both nabes. ident and currently a director, as
year in special trailer Re-ld

united Detroit The&tres took up its delegate to the national Allied
2**?-

, r . . . •„ i its lease on 3,500-seat Broadway- Drive-In meeting and convention
Illinois Variety Club, installing

Capitol and will operate it as a in Cincinnati Feb. 2-4. Wooten also
offipprc nt Pnnerp.cs Hotel I

^r^_rud d^^ntdwper UDT former :,r ***«™i- ••new officers at Congress Hotel
Monday (25). with Sun-Times col-

umnist Irv Kupcinet as principal

speaker.
Teitel Film Co. acquired ex-

clusive distribution rights in this

area for "Annapurna,” "Murder on
Monday.” "Miss Robin Hood” and
"Pickwick Papers.”

Bell & Howell Co. expecting
record year from 1953. Earnings
are expected to top the $2.81 a

share shown in 1952. .

"Khyber Rifles,” originally

skedded to bow at Oriental Jan. 21,

postponed till Jan. 28 as "Mil-
lionaire” run is extended.
"Here To Eternity” playing 46

outlying theatres;
Emery Austin, Metro director of

exploitation, and Rill Coleman, in

town discussing national tour of

trailer u,sed in. “Long, Long
Trailer.” with Norm Pyle and Joe
Doyle, local Metro publicists.

Mrs. Kay Simmons, former man-
ager of the Newberry of the. Bar-
tlestein circuit, now night man-
ager of Astor Theatre, vice Charles
Lansky. >

.Ben Zimmerman; manager of
j
field which had been handled ex

Carman Theatre (North Philly film- .clusively by the pic company’s ex-
vauder) in Doctor’s Hospital for a * pioitation department before. Thus
slipped disk. Ditto Harold-Bray- j \s the commercial tie-in operation,
son, manager of Fox Theatre* in

j

Mt. Sinai hospital. \ .

CpJpte, for example, latches on

A1 . . „ „.0n • to Arlene Dahl to promote Lustre
Albert- M# ,Conciir sttoriiey

^ Prpfii^ khBtnTWM ‘ A Aiiti ic t>»tr£»n

known in film colony, named chair-
! ™ "

man of committee of censors for
5/

1

V^i
lr

'5

Philadelphia Bar Assn, j

(starring Miss Dahl) and Colgate

Af sponsors it on tv, along with a

A lfied^s theatre Service ' now han-l Plu« *0T thc Product by Miss Dahj.

dlihg film buying and supervising Additionally, and here’s where the

booking for member houses, re- exploitation comes in. the adver-

placing Roy Sullender. jtiser follows the same campaign
The Cross Kevs Theatre, West

j

format in mag and press copy and
Philly key, sold by Stanley Co. of 1 billboards. For a while it became
America to Jack Feldman, for < difficult to escape the likeness of

$90,000. .
!MLss Dahl along with the endorse-

.
Although "Sadie Thompson”

| merit of hair wash and a mention
opened at the Randolph in 3-D for r of ^Here Come the Girls."
first -day’s showings, h o u s e i Th c of cliDS from fexinr*
switched it to regular two-dimen-

5
,

sional on second day and for re-
,

P 1* on tv r^cbed the po.nt

j
where some homeofflees are run-
ning film exchanges on the sice.

Par, for one, bad a kingside opera-
in providing local stations

mainder of run.

;
will attend the national board

ly operated house, but leased it ! meeting there, serving for Beverly

to Saul Korman two years ago.

Korman, who operates eight other
houses here, had operated the
Broadway-Capital as a first-run.

‘ Miller, now president of Kansas-
Missouri Allied. : Miller currently
is vacationing in Europe.

^ ....
. . . Kansas City Allied group will

Manager Wayne Parsons is staying ; hold its spring convention here
on.

SEATTLE
Willard Coghlan, former man

May 6-7.

LOS ANGELES
Film Row tossed special lunch-

ager of Orpheum, is in N. Y. ready-
: eon in honor of Morris Sudmin;

*\ A«tf 4aK oc nvnlnitool* . oriiU i?«.. ^L. w. «i,LA>n

PITTSBURGH
Rose and ’ Eli Kaufman closed

their Pittsburgh Poster Exchange,
and materials on current releases
they have in stock will be taken
over by National Screen, which
now becomes the only supply
source of film accessories here.
Kauftnans had considered the
move for the last six months.

Blatt Bros, circuit office, estab-
lished for 12 years on Boulevard
of Allies, moved from Film Row
to a single room on Castle Shan-
non Boulevard, with Earl Beck-
with and Frank Lewis in charge
of licensing and booking. Mrs.
Isabella Hoskin, who had been
with the Blatts 18 years, and
Sarah Desmond, resigned.
Don C. Hayman, West Virginia

exhibitor, advance man for Clyde
Beatty circus and newspaper pro-
motion chief in XJniontown, Pa.,
made his annual appearance last

week at West Virginia school of
journalism. He lectured on "The
Art of Publicity: How to Get It

and How to Recognize It.”

MINNEAPOLIS

ing for his new job as exploiteer

for Metro in the Portland and Seat-
tle. area, _

.

Three Hamrick Theatres man-,
agers copped top money of $500 in

the “Lucky Seven” Metro national
contests. Three out of seven win-
ners is some kind of record when
one circuit makes thitf sort of show-
ing. Latest Hamrick winner is Cass
Smith, for his layout and campaign
for "Easy to Love.” Smith is man-
ager ! of Music Hall here. Other
Hamrick winners, recently an-
nounced are Bob Anderson of the
Roxy in Tacoma and Marvin Fox
of the Liberty in Portland.

» .

• •

MANCHESTER, N. H.
Plymouth Teachers’ College an-

nounce^ it would begin an exten-
sion course in audio-visual aids,

Jan. 26.

"Skiing in New Hampshire,” a
film shot at Cannon Mountain, had
its New England preem before the
Snow-Chasers in Lynn. Mass. It

was produced by Don McBrien for
New Hampshire Recreation Divir
sion.
Edward J. Fahey, manager of the

State in Manchester, Was one of
division chairmen who assisted in

staging a doubleheader collegiate
basketball game in Manchester,
Jan. 17, for benefit of the Assump-
tion College Reconstruction Fund.
College was badly damaged by the
Worcester, Mass., tornado last ydar.

20th-Fox branch manager, who’s
celebrating 30 years with the com-
pany. M. J. E. McCarthy of Allied
Artists chairmaned committee han-
dling affair which was attended by
reps of the filjn industry. .

WB will release four shorts pro-
duced by Carl Dudley via his Vis-
tarama process. Films are “Aloha,
Nui,” "Pleasure Island,” “South of
the Sun” and "Sportsman’s Holi-
day.”

Consolidated Amus. Co., largest
theatre chain in Hawaii, bought
Allied Artists’ entire 1954 pro-
gram., starting with “Jack Slade”
gram, starting with "Jack Slade”
and "Fighter Attack.

Hope C’Scopes
Continued from page 5 ;

jtion

\ across the country with excerpts

|
from "Forever

1 Female” and "Cease
IFire” on schedule. Cameo Curtain

.... . ... .. . 1.1 ICo. picked up the check, tying in
considerable shipping problems, i tjje jwo pix its product. Camel
Techni’s release prints °n Eastman

] cigarets ditto ..with Chuck Heston
color come to 6 »£c to 63/4c Per i and -Pony Express.”
foot whereas the imbibition meth-

j

od drops the price to the regular] There s some money pa>off. too.

4.98c. Striping cost is said to be
'

4c per foot.

DeLuxe now has been licensed

to make Techni. prints but won’t be
ready until later.this year. Before
this, Techni had approached Pathe
Labs with a similar deal which
blew up when Techni insisted on a
high per foot cut of the profits.

It’s understood that the Techni

A top player, guesting oil "What's
My Line,” has the vast network
audience to tell of his new fiira

entry, and collects $500 for his

effort.

And apparently destined to take

on wider dimension is the tv adap-
tation of certain film properties.

Lux Video Theatre, following the
pattern set with its Lux Radio

imbibition prints will be used pri-
j

Theatre, on Jan. 28 will present

marily for export. Company has
j

its version of Par’s "A Place in

already started on "The Robe” and
"How to Marry a Millionaire.”

Originally, Techni w’as unable to

come up with an acceptable Cine-
mascope print handled via imbibi-

tion. "Robe” print problem is al-

most licked. The domestic side has

the Sun.” Par gets paid for this,

reportedly around $1,000 for the
one-shot use. and gets in some
talk anent its current release,

"Shane.”
Last year, Philip Morris Play-

house paid one film outfit over

Catholic organizations sponsor-
ing showings of I.F.E.’s "Secret
Conclave” throughout territory.

Harry Kalmine and other Cine- ~ m
rama executives here for a second

| ?e
]?•

Spungs, 111., shut

time to confer with Harry B.
j

^e house for indefinite

French. Paramount circuit presi- 1 ^e- od

ST. LOUIS
Bloomer Amus. Co., Belleville,

111., relighted its Ritz after being
dark for several days during in-

stallation of a Cinemascope screen.

John Fiorino will relight the
State, Duquoiii 111., shuttered
since Dec. 1.

The ozoner near McLeansoboro,
111., owned by Curtis F. Downen,
being readied for early opening.
Joe Brooks, owner-operator of

dent, regarding possible, acquisi-
tion of loop State or Century
theatres.

In its 11th week at 700-seat St.

Paul World. "The Robe” has estab-

1

T. E. Bracken will close his i
zation Board.

Hurst, a 350-seater in Hurst, 111.,

indefinitely and resume iis ma-
gician and actor.
Owners of indie ozoners in the

DALLAS
It was "a curb service” holdup

here at the Jefferson Drive-In
when a robber drove up to the
ozoner and without alighting from
the car stuck up Mrs. Willa Mc-
Keever and Cecil Anderwald, mak-
ing off with about $82 in receipts,

Coronet Theatre is celebrating
its fifth anni here with a special
90-day jubilee celebration includ-
ing special screen features, a
stage attraction and some reissues.

"Knights, of Round Table” regis-
tering a bigger boxoffice at the Ma-
jestic. San Antonio, than at other
houses where it’s being shown in
Dallas, Houston and other south-
western cities. Biz at first-runs
in San Antonio picked up since the
first of the year.
Humberto Gonzales moved the

Rex Theatre building from the old
town of Zapata to the new town,
and is increasing the seating ca-
pacity from 400 to 750 and install-
ing new equipment.
Suburban and ozoners have hurt

midtown theatre patronage, ac-
cording to Jesse D. Oppenheimer,
owner of Aztec Bldg., which houses
the Aztec Theatre, operated by
Interstate.
Oppenheimer revealed this in

seeking a reduction in new assessed

j

valuation before the City Equali-

received 279 prints and foreign j $7,000 for radio rights to some pic

around 165 with the rest presrvi-
j

stories. In View of the number of

ably to be made up by imbibition j.dramatic programs on tv, and the

prints. Emphasis in foreign has
|
commensurate ne*d for story ma-

been primarily on getting "Robe”
;

terial, it looks likely that original

prints since; . it’s a 20th policy that
Cinemascope can not be introed
with any other production regard-
less of availability.

For the moment, the print short-

age continues as a pressing prob-
lem with 20th forced to do con-
siderable reshuffling on dates on
both features and shorts. Added
difficulty is the high mortality
rate of Cinemascope 'prints as a
result of unskilled - projectionist

handling and inadequate demag-
netizing of equipment. Problem
bothers 20th if for no other reason
than the high print cost. .Company
has circularized exhibs with a long

product from Hollywood will be

tapped more and more for "re-

make” on these "theatres of the

air.”

Cat-and-Moase
; Continued from page 3

maining two, and possibly by oth-
ers. Each company claims it is in

a strong position patent-wise, with
Zenith particularly optimistic that
it has the basics of tollcasting tied
up.

It’s taken for granted that, at

and detailed letter, explaining the the outset at least, there will be a
reasons for print scratches and

;
good deal of cross-licensing since

sound troubles and detailing cor-
;
both Skiatron and Paramount have

rect handling.

PHILADELPHIA
Rtar Theatre* North Philly nabe,

sold by Milgram Theatres. Inc. to

1

lished all-time longrun film record " St. Louis area invited to a meet-

for that city.
I

ing^ called by Andy Dietz, prez of
; David Adelntan for $20,000. Film

DifTerences being ironed out be- Andy Dietz Enterprises and Co house. Which Originally cost $132,-
tween Paramount circuit and pro- J

op^auve Tihe^atries Feb^. 1 0. i 000, will be converted for commer-
jectionists union to permit reopen- 1 Myra StrOud, managing secre-

(

cial use.
ing of downtown Aster, shuttered tary' of the MTOA of eastern

. Stanley Warner Theatres con-
fer two years, as second-run duaf Missouri and southern Illinois, ap- verted Lane into artv house,
house. pointed to publicity committee of

: Sidney E. Samuelson, he
Metro exploiteer Harry Sears es- the Red Cross chapter here. Allied. Motion Picture Theatre

caped injury, but his auto was Dave Ross, former RKO sales- ; Service, operating in Philly ex-
smashed in a collision on an icy man in St. Louis, returned to town change territory, now handling
Duluth. Minn., street. as member of Universal sales film buying and supervising book-
Herb Blass, Warner Bros, north- staff: succeeds R. J. DeLier, who ing for member theatres, replacing

ern Minnesota salesman, a 25-year .
has quit film, selling field.

;

Roy Sullender.
man with company, promoted to : Wayne Smith, pre.xy of Eg\*p-

;
Bill Laird, former assistant man

‘La Ronde’ Faces
Continaed from page 5

patents pending. Latter two com-

|

panies take the position that some
' of the Zenith patent grants were
;
too broad to be properly applicable
and that there will have to be court

j
adjudication. It’s likely that, in
view of the almost certain clash.

picketing from religious groups,
j

a sinking fund w^l be established

Pic has a "C” rating from the Le- * intir which all parties will throw
gion of Decency. "Wherever the i

a percentage of their revenue
picture has played.” she said,

j

pending final decision.

"we’ve had no difficulty with pick- ) Question of patents is being
ets.” She said it had played in ' given a good deal of thought even
more than 100 cities. Film has 1

though any FCC ruling on pay-as-

been denied N. Y. audiences for •
you-see isn’t due for^t least three

two years, she said, and the distrib to four months. There are indica-

is anxious to show it in "this im-H»ons that the Commission may
portant foreign film market.”

j
hold oral hearings on toll tv by

Mrs. Shientag said she proposes mid-March,
to have a bill introduced in the

Charges Stall
Continued from page 3

1

New York State Legislature to re-

peal Section 129 of the Education
Law which requires a license for.

the exhibition, sale or lease of mo-
tion pictures. However, she said
[she favored criminal prosecution

j
sound demand, but an increasing

Sidney E. Samuelson, head of
|
of those who exhibited ah indecent

j

number of independent exhibitors

or obsence picture.” - throughout the territory neverthe-
"I believe the Supreme Court less are installing the equipment,

decision marks the end of film cen- ? Other matters in the usualiy-

sorship,” she said. "It has indi- provocative bulletin: No theatre

cated to state and city boards that • ought pay both BMI and ASCAP
previous restraint of pictures will fees.

be struck down. This is not to say ' Paramount’s telemeter can put

i ft*

. . .
prexy ... h- i

,

branch manager at Des Moines, tian Theatres Corp., returned to ager at the Trans-Lux. named man- i .. . ...
succeeding Leon Mendelsohn, re- his home ill Herrin. 111., after a ager of the World, which the T-L

|

Hmt improper pictures will be
signed. siege in a St. Loiiis hospital. chJfirt took over this year: succeeds !

shown. Criminal action can still • pletely out of it,

Kenny Adams back from Coast i William T. Powell, ^n^er. pi . F^n^^ * , «•., * 4 a ,

exhibs “back in business*’ or "corn-

depending bow

V * ? O'
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Film Reviews
continued from page I

3©© Trail
baby and is finally killed by Pat
O’Brien, drunken old doc who is

lying on his own death bed. During
all this Miss Leslie has picked up a
new suitor, Forrest Tucker, and
he’s around for the finale clinch to

. edge out Richard Webb/ another
suitor who seeks to marry the
pretty widow. Mixed in as a friend
of Miss Leslie's is Vera Ralston,
saloon singer who has fled a New
York murder rap.

Of the six billed as stars of the
• picture, Miss Leslie and Tucker
show to the most advantage, the
ferftme being particularly moving

; and sincere, as well as comely.
Four songs fall to Miss Ralston’s
character and they include the title

number, on which Buddy Baer, a
character pursuing the singer,
Joins, “Clap Your Hands," “A Man
Is a Man" arid "Saying No." Sid-
ney Clare and Victor Young did the
cleffing, with Miss Bristow aiding
the. lyrics on the latter. Young also
composed and conducted the back-
ground score.'

As associate producer-director,
Joe Kane moves the picture slowly
over most of

: the way, although
belting the few action sequences
With a good punch. He could have
used more such moments. Jack
Marta’s lensing is on the credit
side, as are the settings and cos-
tumes: Editing leaves much to be
desired. Brog.

(iof Mon, Go
(SONG)

Sports drama starring Har-
lem Globetrotters with okay
chances in program field.

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
United Artists release, of Anton M.

Leader production. Stars the Harlem
Globetrotters .and Dane Clark;, features
Patricia Brcslin. Sidney Poitier. Directed
br James Wong Howe. Original screen-
play, Arnold. Becker; camera. FP1
Stelnef; editor. Faith ElUott; score com-
posed and conducted by Alex North;
song, Sy Oliver and „ Mike Shore. Pre-
viewed Jan. 12, *54. Running time, 82
MINS. , •

.

•

.

Abe Saperstein Dane Clark
Sylvia Saperstein .......... Pat Breslin
Inman Jackson Sidney Poitier
Zack Leader Edmon Ryan
Janies^Willoughby Bram Nosseri
Papa Saperstein . , . .

.

Anatol Wlnogradoff
Mania Saperstein ........ Celia Boodkin
Fay Saperstein Carol Sinclair
Sant Ellsworth Wright
Slim * Slim Gaillard
Ticket Seller . , Frieda Altman
AiC . Mort Marshall
Secretary Jean Shore
1st Bathing Beauty Jule Benedic
2nd Bathing Beauty Jerry Hauer
Announcers. .Marty Glickman, Ii;il Stern
Appraiser Lew Hearn
Jrma Jackson Ruby Dee

and
The ITarlem Globetrotters

as Themselves

ried the basketball zealot, Sidney
poitier is good as Inman Jackson,

an original "Trotter" star who
sticks with the coach through all

the trouble. Also acceptable are

Edmon Ryan, sportsWriter; Bram
Nossen, principal heavy as the big-

leaguer opposing the Negro team’s

entry into organized basketball;

Anatol Winogradoff, Cplia Bood-
kin, Ruby Dee and, of course, the

Globetrotters themselves. Slim
Gaillard is spotted to give some
voyt to the Sy Oliver-Mike Shore
title tune during a party sequence.

Bill Steiner's lensing is excel-

lent in catching the excitement of

court play. Some , of the camera
angles would seem to

;

wear
.
the

Howe* trademark for filming sports.

Alex North’s Score is topnotch, em-
phasizing a rhythmic jazz mood
that fits- with the Globetrotter per-

sonality. This is particularly no-

ticeable in his treatment of “Sweet
Georgia Brown" whenever the

stars are clowning.. Brog.

TIi© Lowboy
(SONGS-COLOR)

Arrestingly lensed documen-
tary on the American cowboy
not quite qualifying as art

house material. Best suited as

off-beat supporter for feature
western bills.

The Harlem Globetrotters have
another go at motion picture star-
dom in “Go, Man, GO," and just
as they are the big attraction in
basketball, so will

.
they, be the

sales point for this United Artists
release. Slightly more than two
years ago Columbia released "The
Harlem Globetrotters" and it did
well in its field. There’s no ap-
parent reason why this one should
not enjoy a similar popularity in
the

, program market.
The production by Anton M.

Leader tackles the story from the
angle of Abe Saperstein’s long
fight to make a place in organized
basketball for his all-Negro team,
While the concentration is on the
coach’s dedicated drive, James
Wong Howe’s able direction does
not neglect those parts of the film
for which the public will pay

—

the incredible feats of the team as
it shows its mastery, of the game
and the showmanly touches that
contribute to its enormous draw.
In fact, the footage could have
used even more scenes of the hoop-
sters in action. There’s a story-
book finale in which the “Trotters"
win their first league tournament
in the final minutes of play, ex-
citing action enough for most any
sports or film fan.

Dane Clark 'portrays Saperstein
In the original screenplay by Ar-
nold Becker and gets over the mo-
tivations of the characters rather
Well- Plot shows the hard going of
.‘years of barnstorming before the
team was able to force the big
leagues to take notice of it. That
a good portion of the problems
had to do with race is put over in
the picture without direct men-
tion or soapboxing of minority
theme. Outside of. the scenes of
the hoopsters in action, one inter-
esting phase of the plot shows how
they adopted the clowning 'that
made them big boxoffice. A shoe-
string operation didn’t permit
many substitute players, so each
teammate would show off his spe-
cialty for several minutes in each
quarter while the others rested —

-

all the time keeping the ball in

Play.

Pat Brcslin is charming as Syl-
via Saperstein, the girl who mar-

Hollywood, Dec. 31.
Lippcrt Picture* release of documentary

'produced, directed, photographed (Eastern
Color) by Elmo Williams. Written by Lor-
raine Williams; told by Tex - Ritter. Bill

Conrad. 'John Dehner, * Larry Dobkin;
editor. Williams; technical advise. Ole Bill

Fraker: songs. Axel Johnson and Lor-
raine Williams; sung by Ritter and Curly
Wiggins; music composed and conducted
by Carl Brandt. Previewed Dec. 29, *53.

Running time; 41 MINS.
.

- .w

;

.
.

The life arid times of the Ameri-
can cowboy are documented in this

special production made by Elmo
Williams for Lippert Pictures re-
lease. While there are some situ-

ations where it might be sold as
a special art subject, it doesn’t
quite qualify as sureseater material
and it will find its best level as an
offbeat supporter for feature West-
ern bills.

Williams, who last year Won an
Oscar for his. editing on “High
Npon,” turns producer, director,
editor and cameraman with “The
Cowboy" to document the rise of
the legendary western symbol.
While his handling on the first

three functions is commendable, it

is on the lensing that the picture
is really outstanding, Photographed
in Eastman Color, the scene? are
arresting in composition and pic-

torial sweeri, having much of the.
flavor of such master painters of
the old west as Remington.
The simple narrative, written by

Williams,. goes back to the days of
the early west to show; how the
cowboy started, his duties then,
through the years, and now. Range
lore has always held a fascination
for a goodly portion of male film-
goers and this production caters
to that fascination with a solid au-
thenticity as Williams pokes his;

cameras at selected sites and types
in Mexico, New Mexico, Arizona
and Texas,

The nai’ration is realistic as

spoken by Tex Ritter, Bill Conrad,
John Dehner and Larry Dobkin.
Furthering the western feel are
songs by Axel Johnson and Lor-
raine Williams. “The Meadow-
lark" and “Cowboy Saturday
Night" are sung by Curly Wiggins,
while Ritters sings “Dodge City
Trail." The. background score is

another of the picture’s strong
points, the cleffing and conduct-
ing by Carl Brandt catching the
range mood. Williams could have
Used his editorial shears for fur-

tlier tightening of some scenes, but
the fans of cowboy lore will not
quarrel with their length. Brog

.

iiand Tii Liras Lett©
LetIre

(WHEN YOU READ THIS
LETTER)
(FRENCH)

Paris, Jari. 12.
Mnrecau release of Titanu^-Jad-Lux pro-

duction. Stars Juliette Greco, Philippe
Lemaire,. Directed by Jean-Pierrre Mel-
ville. Screenplay, Jacques Deval; camera,
llcnri Alekan; editor. Marinette! Cadiz.
At Francais. raris, Running time, 100
MINS;

biz here, but for the U. S, Its

chffnces are slim.- Sole value would
be in special spots, with exploita-

tion possible.
Philippe Lemaire, • young me-

chanic who preys on women, en-

counters Juliette Greco, a novice
in a convent who has gone back to

secular life to care for her young
sister, Irene Gaiter. He forcefully

seduces the young girl. Miss Greco
forces him into proposing to the
girl at the point of a gun. He falls

in love with Miss Greco and finally

talks her into leaving with him. An.
ironic twist has Len)aire falling

under the train in a banal accident
which ends the film.

JeajvPierre Melville's h e a v y-

handed direction puts too much
emphasis on the depth of character
which is not inherent; The mono-
toned speaking, the overemphat-
ic character ' insistence; and too
many symbolic incidents cut into

the meaty portions of the
;
narra-

tive. Miss Greco, the ex-existen-

tialist singer, here essays the role

of the future nun with, too much
grimness, but is telling in the later

dramatic portions. Lemaire over-

does the vile villain, and by the
time regeneration begins it is dif-

ficult to see what the army of
femmes sees in this shallow pup-
pet, Miss Gaiter arid Yvonne San-
son are fine as the young innocent
and the sensual : woman of the
world, respectively; Henri Alekan
gives this well-contrasted lensing.

Mpsfc.

LEiinoini Public IVo. 1
(Public Enemy No. 1)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Jan. 12.

Cocinor release of Cite Films-FideS-Peg
production. Stars Fernandel; features Zsa
Zsa Gabor, Jean Marchat, David Opalo*
shu. Directed by Henri Verneuil: Screen-
play, Jean Manse. Michel Audlard from
story by Max Favalelli; dialog, Audlard;
music. Raymond Legrand, Nino; Rota;
camera, Armand Thirard; editor. Chris-
tian Gaudln. At Marigflan, Paris. Running
time,

%
110 MINS.

Joe Calvct . . i Fernandel
Lola Zsa Zsa Gabor
Peggv Nicole Maurey
Sheriff Alfred Adam
Attorney Jean Marchat
W, W. Stone Saturnln Fabre
Slim David Opatoshu
Parker Tino Buazelli
Warden : .. Louis Seigner

This is the film which saw the
crew, and stars going to N. Y. for

the exteriors, but any other resem-
blance, between this arid a U. S.

gangster film or parody is purely
coincidental. The . idea of an in-

significant type' taken for a public
enemy is not new and this adds no
refreshing touches to this type of
parody. As is, this will do well
here on the Fernandel monicker.
For the U. S., it would make a
good programmer with Fernandel
and Zsa Zsa Gabor names. This
is out for arties.

Story has Fernandel as a near-
sighted demonstrator of sporting
equipment in a big N. Y. depart^
rrient store. When the manager
insists that he take off his glasses

he practically wrecks the store and
is fired. He gets the wrong rain-

coat in a film theatre. It turns
out to belong to a killer, arid there
is a gun in the pocket. He loses

his glasses and takes out the gun
in a subway which leads to his ar-

rest. Thfe police tag him as the
leader of a big gang and the moll
of the gang passing him off as the
real leader to allay suspicions of
the mob from the mysterious un-
known leader. From there on, it

follows the expected pattern but
the satire never really comes
across.
Ordinary direction of Henri

Verneuil does not cover up the
script inadequacies, and the
French view of U. S, habits is only
funny over here. Fernandel has
trouble creating a whole comic
character out of this melange but
gets a few chuckles through his
expressive mugging. Miss Gabor
is Miss Gabor as the head moll.
Nicole Maurey has nothing much
to do as an early gal-friend. David
Opatoshu turns in a nice bit as
a. dim but kindly killer. Made as
an English version, this might also
do for dualers. Mosk.

Three se
Max
Denise .

Irene .

.

Mamie .

Barman
Bellhop

. . Juliette Greco
Philippe Lemaire

. . . Irene Gaiter
. . Yvorino Sanson
.. Claude B'orclli
. . Robert Dalban
. . Daniel Cauchy

Measured pace of this film makes
it seem pretentious instead of giv-
ing it the drive that the essentially
hardboiled story demands. Story

|

ol' the love affair between an ava-
ricious skirt chaser and a would-be
nun : is given a weighty symbolic
'treatment that does not ring true
because the character-drawing is

< vague. This looks to be in. for fair

l*an©« Aiiioro, E Fantasia
(Bread, Love and Imagination)

(ITALIAN)
. Genoa, Jan. 12.

. Tltanus release of a Marcello Girosi
Tltanus production. Stars’Vittorio DeSica,
Gina Lollobrigida. Directed by. Luigi
Coiriencini. Screenplay. Contcpcini arid
Ettore Margadonna from story b.v Marga
donna; camera, Arturo Gallea; music,
Alessandro Cicognini. Previewed in
Genoa. Running time, 87 MINS.
Antonio. Caroteriuto .... Vittorio DeSica
La Bersagliera ........ Gina Lollobrigida
Anriarella Marlse Merlini
Don Emidio ............. Vlrgilio. Ricnto
Stelluti Roberto Risso

The producers will please both
the . crix and general public with
this item, a tastefulf well-acted
cortedy which is thoroughly pleas-
ing. Pic should get a fine run on
local screens, and rates as a neat
export package as tvell.

Film opens With arrival of a new
constabulary marshal in a smail
Italian village; Entree sets a ro-
mantic quartet in motion, with the

i marshal (Vittorio DeSica) wishing

an end to his bachelor career and
chasing the village midwife (Ma-
rise Merlini) and, not succeeding,
then switching to the local spitfire

(Giria Lollobrigida), who in turn
IS in love with the marshal’s as-

sistant (Roberto Risso). Love
game goes back and forth among
the foursome, with considerable
village kibitzing,- until the marshal
gets the midwife and bdy gets gal.

Pace is rapid, but allows some
amusing sketches of rustic types.
Among many amusing bits are the
veneration of “miraculous" bank-
note which shows up unexpectedly
in the poor gal’s home and the
marshal’s arrival in town.

DeSica properly overplays his
blustering role, never taking him-
self too seriously, all to good ef-

fect. Virgilio Riento is fine as
the priest who also, helps untangle
the romantics. Miss Merlini makes
a solid, believable suitee to De-
Sica’s. marshal:

. Roberto - Risso is

well , cast as the shy private in
love with the spitfire; and dozens
of minor roles are brightly filled
to round out the picture.
But its Miss Lollobrigida who:

steals the proverbial show with her
best performance to date, an. in-
stinctive, animal portrayal of the
town hooligan, basically a good
gal whose spendid looks and primi-
tive manners mislead people into
believing she's a ne’er-do-well.
Performance alone . will rate the
pic much’ attention. Hawk.

iPaoLktchcn End Anton
(AUSTRIAN)

Berlin/ Dec. 29;
Herzog release of Rhombus-Film Ring-

Film production, -Stars Paul Klinger,-
Hertha Feller, Heidemarle .Hatlieyer,
Sabine. Eggerth and Peter Feldt. Directed
by Thomas Engel. Screenplay, Maria
Osten-Sacken and Thomas Engel, based on
novel by Erich. Kastncr; camera, Franz
Weihmayr; music, Herbert Trantow and
Heino Gaze. At Marmorhaus, Berlin.
Runnihg .time, 92 MINS;
Punktchen Sabine Eggerth
Anton Peter Feldt
Herr Pogge Paul Klinger
Frau Pogge . . . Hertha Fefier
Frau Cast - Heideniarie Hatheyer
Bertha; cook Annie Rosar
Fraulein Andacht Jane Tilden
Robert, the crook Hans Putz
Driver Michael Janlsch
Klepperbein ' . Klaus Kaap

This film has been ably adapted
from the novel of the same title by
Erich Kastner, one of Geririany’s
most imaginative writers, and
looms as an outstanding produc-
tion. Although pic mainly con-
cerns children, it also appeals to
the older generation 'since there is

enough tongue-in-cheek dialog to
balance with the kid stuff.. Low-
budget film may also enjoy con-
siderable U. S. patronage.
“Punktchen and Anton" are two

kids who are great friends. She'
is the daughter of a rich stocking
manufacturer while he is a poor
youngster in a fatherless house-
hold. The girl neglected: by her
too party-conscious mother, secret-
ly helps her little friend by selling
matches so he can support his sick
mother. All ends okay when the
boy prevents a burglary of Punkt-
ehen’s luxurious household, with
the girl’s parents then realizing
that it’s better to dedicate them-
selves ipore to their child.
Standout is a new face, Sabine

Eggerth, as the girl Punktchen.
She is a lovable teenager with real
promise. Antpn is played by
Peter Feldt, also new to the Ger-
man screen. These youngsters
practically steal the pic With their
heartwarming performances. Paul
Klinger, Hertha Feiler and Heide-
marie Hatheyer competently por-
tray the principal adults. Jane
Tilden and Annie Rosar provide
fine comedy lines.

Thomas Engel's direction keeps
the whole thing easy smoothly. He
deserves particular praise for the
adroit handling of the young play-
ers. Very much on the plus side
is Herbert Trantow’s accompany-
ing music, with utilization of the
now popular “Egori," song by
Heino

.
Gaze. Franz Weihmayr’s

lensing is fine. Hans4

Ko©niglicli© Hohcit
(His Royal Highness)
(GERMAN—COLOR)

Munich, Jan. 12.
Schorcht release of Fllmaufbau-produc*

tion. Stars Dieter Borsche arid Ruth Leu*
werik; with Herbert Hubner. Lil Dagover,
Paul Bildt, Gunther Luders. Mathias
Wieman, Heinz Hilpert and Paul Henek*
els. Directed by Dr. Haris Braiin. Screen-
play, based ori Thomas Mann's novel, bv
Georg Hurdalek; Haris Homberg and Erika
Mann; camera, Werner Krien; music.
Mark Lothar. Previewed in Muriich. Run-
ning time, 90 MINS.

state with its Biedermeir-facade
threaten to kill the German-Amer-
ican romance, but a fairy-tale
change for the better leads to an
happy ending. -

Ruth Leuwerik is the femme
star as a very Europeanized Ameri-
can girl. She is no longer of In-
dian desdent, as in the novel, but
of German parentage. Dieter Bor-
sche, a rather stiff put sympathetic
actor, is playing perhaps his best
role, as a rather shy/lonely prince,

Gevaertcolor helps in bringing
the slightly decadent but enjoy-
able “Gemutlichkeit" ’of the pre-
first world war Germany to the
screen. Supporting cast is careful-
ly selected of top stage actors.

With Thomas Mann and the Ger-
man-American theme, this 'should
be a draw* for arty clientele.

.

• Hard.

Sop Intrepida
(Path to the .Kingdom)

(SPANISH)
Master release of Aspa production.

Stars Dominique BlanchaT; features Julia
Caba Alba, Jose Nieto, Margarita Robles,
Francisco Rabel. Directed by Rafael Gil,
Screenplay. Vicente Escrlva; camera, Al-
fredo Fraile; music Juan Quintero.
Joaouin Rodrego and Joaquin Turiria;
English subtitles and narrative by Walter
Klee, George Caputo. Previewed Dec. 9,
*53, New York. Running time, 9S MINS.

Author Thomas Mann came out
with a strong verbal and written
endorsement for this tinter version
of his novel and apparently he had
every reason to be pleased. Film
shows German production at its
current best, although it still lacks
the genial touch once to be found
in German top pix.

Director Dr, Hans BraUn has
turned Mann’s story of the discreet
and respectable love between a
Prussian-educated German prince
and an American heiress into a
tender, subtle film which moves
along at a not-too-exciting pace.
The heavy debts of his puppet

George Caputo, head of Master
Films, apparently rushed *"Sor
Intrepida" (literally, "Sister Un-
afraid") to Capitalize on the Yule
season. But it’s chiefly for the
arties and Latino houses.
Made a year ago ih Spain, it con-

cerns itself with the tribulations of
a successful singer turned nun.
Vicente Escriva’s script endows
the French Dominique Blanchar
with consummate faith and an un-
failing ability to blunder success-
fully through a series of contrived
situations. She teaches a paralytic

boy to walk through her ;
patience

and kindness (virtues which she
learns very quickly) in the face of
censure from insistent, unthinking
medical superiors who noisily, hold
that he must be "forced" to that
end. In so doing they drive the boy
to near paranoia before Miss Blan-
char takes over; she sings her
way through six. records to get the
necessary money to alleviate the
Order’s financial problems; she
helps redeem the soul of a
whiskyed cynic on his death bed
by pushing Christmas forward a
couple of weeks; and she convinces
an indomitable aunt, who has mil-
lions/to leave them to the church.

Despite the obvious resorting to
stereotyped characters, the sim-
plicity ot some of the dialog be-
tween Sister Maria and the boy,
occasionally between her and the
other nuns/and the quiet observa-
tion of the premature Yule cele-
bration, are rewarding.
The camera work by Alfredo

Fraile, although flaky, was done
mostly in soft tones befitting the
religious atmosphere. Miss Blan-
char speaks her lines in French,
but thanks to excellent dubbing in

Spanish it goes relatively unno-
ticed. Unnamed voice dubbed in
for Miss Blanchat’s during the
musical sequences deserves men-,
tion—whoever it was sang in a
clear, direct soprano that adds
credulity to the bit that Sister
Maria was once a successful singer.

Script continues to confuse, par-
ticularly wheirhe has Sister Maria
senselessly walk into the face of
fun-shooting bandits—an act tan-
tamount to self-destruction, some-
thing the Catholic church is

eminently against. Director Rafael
Gil did as well as he could with the
script material available. He was
too realistic, however, when he in-
cluded a “Dr. Kildare” scene at
clinical.

O Dost ino Em Apiiros
(Destiny in Trouble)

(BRAZILIAN)
Rio de Janeiro, Jan. 5.

U.C.B.. release of • Multifilms produc-
tion. Stars Beatrlz Consuelo. Hello Souto,
Paulo Autrari; features Armando Cuoto,
Jaime Barcelos, Waldemar Seyssel. Di-
rected by Ernesto Remanl. Camera, H. B.
Corell; music. Francisco Mignoni. At Rian,
Rio de Janeiro. Running time, 87. MINS.

Brazil’s first feature-length tinter
deserved a better fate than this.

Color system employed is Ansco.
It gives the whole pic a ; delicate
pastel shade although colors are
frequently blurred. Lens work is

clean but totally uninspired.
Story is that of Destiny come to

earth along the ' lines of “Here
Comes Mr. Jordan," but is infantile
both ‘in conception and execution.
It lacks the logic of a fairy tale or
the strength to put over its main
theme. Obvious lack of attention
to local detail robs the Sao Paulo
location Scenes of their genuine-
ness.
A few musical numbers are

forcefully injected into the plot.

Also a reason has to be found to

permit Beatrlz Consuelo, prima
baBerina of Rio’s Municipal thea-
tre; to dance a few times—so a

dream is provided. Some interior

sets are uhusually luxurious as

compared wth prevailing standards.
Performance of cast is Jjelow
average. ifrja.
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pinner

• . . directed it . .

.

on location in Africa and Europe, topping

anything he's ever done before, including

"Moulin Rouge" and "African Queen"!
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HUMPHREY

. . . stars in it . .

.

the Academy Award adventurer,

in lus biggest adventure of all!

Academy Award Winner

re»4r JENNIFER

&

• .. co-stars in it • * .

.

a great actress in the most challenging

role of her career!
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a torrid new talent

makes her American

debut in a role as

fiery as the

Mediterranean sun!
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HUMPHREY BOGART

JENNIFER JONES

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

.JOHN HUSTON'S—.

BesMteDevO
ROBERT MORLEY

pndt UMC • EMUS) UN0090MW

MO US backed by a high-powered, showmanship

campaign that beats them all ... newspapers, national

magazines, radio, TV, tie-ups . . . everything anu a

you need for SURE-FIRE, BIG BOXOFFICE GROSSES!
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'Hard Sell’ Via Dodge
Continued from pace 7

TRENCH LINE' DRAWS ‘C’

ON PROMISE OF CUTS
Catholic Legion of Decency has

|
placed RKQ’s "The French Line"

ai -
. 4 ... . S should hinge oh whether producers

- -
. _ . oa nrvrv ;

given to understand that the
j
arC more mature; than they were

TNT event. On Jan. 28, BQTV v
|

would; -be "expurgated. 25 years ago, "a question which is
present a 32-city lineup for the Legion reps first saw the pic on

; debatable."
*<**:,

al
j

Jan - 6, but withheld t^h^verdict r . ,*A gophomoric producer whose
Should be noted, w ill not g

. pending an \ anticipated decision spnse 0f responsibility *. obligates
the business, since in a, few cities

, by BKO fo delete certain footage, him only to turn out pictures that
this focusing on Jane Russell in a amass dollars, regardless of artis-r

dance scene. A second vewion^of j

j

c and moral considerations, needs
"Line”, was submitted , to the Mo- to be curbed by a restrictive code
tion Picture Assn, of Americas •

Production Code Administration,

which also thumbs-downed the

original last week. PCA nixed this

second presentation.

the sessions wMl; be witnessed in

hotels or in tv station studios.. These

deflections were caused by the un-
availability of theatres with closed-

circuit equipment or the difficulty

in arranging lines. Hence, the ilse

of tv studio facilities in the lat-

ter case. /

The Sealtest meeting will be

unique in that it will employ show
biz techniques in the form of a

musical production complete with

book, music, dancing, name per-

formers and production personnel.

The Ford and Dodge confabs will

be strictly business meetings for

the launching of new auto models.

The Sealtest and Dodge shows will

originate from New York and the

Ford session from Dearborn, Mich.
• »

.

~

Sol Fisher Consoles
Minneapolis, Jan. 19.

Sol Fisher, owner of two film

houses neap the University of Min-
nesota, lost on his main argument
that the academicians were unfair-

ly competing with tax-paying thea-

tres (his), but feels he came away
with some propaganda advantages.
First, university is now under scru-*

tiny, has been instructed to make
sure its. film bookings are truly

"cultural and artistic." Secondly,
the state legislators have been
alerted to the situation following
well-publicized hearings.

Fisher’s main peeve is that the

University got the hot artey pic-

ture; "La Roiide"

'

a; film nowtjn
adjudication before the United
States Supreme Court.

and salesman. In most instances,
{
city hookup for the Sealtest divi-

' j„ jts *‘C” (condemned) classifica-

tele-session .will be seen in UmJ**-*
i
«*». The *c'io5 ?f,

Uken
n.^r

a _ . . . . . ... | Corp. staged by TNT. Tne louow-
< tvv0 weeks , 0f hesitation, during

tres. In a few cases* hotel facili-
> jng ^ay (Friday) will see the 30- wb jcb period the Legion had been

ties will be used, with Dodge deal- {city network for Dodge, also “ • ^

ers taking- part in the, proceedings
by means of large screen tv moni-
toring sels. In a few areas, where,

television cable facilities are not

available, Dodge staffers will view
kinescope recordings, of the con-

ference after Friday.

In New York; Dodge dealers and
salesmen will gather at Fabian’s

Fox Theatre in Brooklyn, a 3,000-

seat house. House was selected
over the 400-seat Guild in the
Radio City area because of the
large turnout of Dddge personnel
expected from the N. Y. metropoli-
tan area.

What It Means to Exhibs

Business confabs via closed-cir-

cuit theatre tv have long been
cherished by exhibs as a potential
source of additional revenue. Three
such; meetings are scheduled for
this month. Sealtest and Ford as
well as Dodge. It can mean any-
where from $1,200 to $3,000 in ad-
ditional. per theatre income for
the month of January alone.

Although a specific price struc-

ture hasn’t as yet been deter-
mined for the rental of theatres,

it’s estimated that currently the-
atres can get between $400 and
$1,000 per use depending on seat-

ing capacity, location and time the
event is presented in theatres. Of
course, houses making facilities

available during regular film time
can receive a rental that caiumore
than compensate for the dropping
of the pix program.

Promoters of these closed busi-

ness sessions such as Nate Hal-
pern’s Theatre Network Television
and Box Office Television, Inc.,

admit that rental price structure is

still in a stage of flux since cost
factors, involving lines ahd produc-
tion costs; are still in the process
of development. Experience with
the theatre tv meetings is at a
stage similar to the early days of
home tv in determining rate card
rates for time and production costs.

In lining up deals with individ-

ual theatres and circuits, both
TNT and BOTV are experiencing
two points of view. There are ex-
hibs who are willing to accept
nominal rentals at this time for the
express purpose of encouraging the
use of closed-circuit theatre tv. On
the other hand, there are those
who want to establish standardized
contract rates ‘for all business ses-
sions at once. The Stanley Warner
Corp., one of the foremost advo-
cates of theatre tv, has its. lawyers
working on a standard agreement
which will apply for all the busi-

ness meetings.

Teeing off the activity, in the
business field, dormant since

TNT’s initial presentation of a
Lees Carpets meeting in Dec., 1952,

will
,
be tomorrow’s (Thurs. ) 15-

HOW MATURE IS HOUYWOOD?

1i This Nation’
tMtlnd from pace s

Minneapolis Paper Editorializes On
Proposed Code Change

|

T
^Minneapolis, 7an. l9.

J which upheld state censorship of
.

a lengthy editorial heaadhned motion pictures. The Ohio act ac-
‘ Film Code Under Fire, the Min- t

neapolis Morning Tribune declared
that any relaxation of the code

that spells out all the ‘donTs/ That
kind of producer often ignores the
[general principle noted above and
’gets away* with as much as he can
within the code's limits, the edi-

Decency Legiofc, in the light of torial says."
the PCA's second veto, and the fact Editorial states that the U S.,

that "Line" was continuing in ex- unfortunately, "still has Immature
hibition, this week decided to pro- producers who show- little evidence
mulgate. its condemnation of the of moral or artistic integrity/
film- Unlike PCA, the Legion was
not asked to look at the pic after

any deletions had been made.
If RKO decides to follow

through on distribution of the
film; industry experience indicates

that further hassling with outside-

industry groups is on the way.
Most recent example of this was
with "Moon Is Blue,” which alsf<

m Continued from pare 5

and scenes during the next couple
of weeks.

Several censor board heads

was* called ‘too blue ' by the* PCA P®11** by Variety indicated that,

and toe ^LeSSn^ThiS ent^r em after due study of the Washington

Ut

to Makr

«M

Continued from pa

4

countered opposition, some of it

demonstrative, on the part of Cath-
olic groups such, as the Knights of

Columbus, particularly
.
in areas

With large Catholic populations.

Continued from page 5

or 25 this year, the same as last

year."
While declining estimates on dol-

lar investment, Schwalberg made
it clear that budgets are growing
taller (Par,, too, has affection for

the »theory that only the big ones
can turn in a meaningful profit).

ruling there was a likelihood of
new statutes being drawn up for
approval by the state legislatures.

Some also spoke in favor of re-

strictive classification of pix, as in
Britain, a point of view long sup-
ported by Hugh M. Flick, the N. Y.
censor.

"Personally, I would like to see
..it (an adult tag on certain films),"

commented Sidney R/Traub, chair-
man of the Maryland State censor
board. "I have long felt that, had
our board a restrictive authority, a
good many pictures would go
through without deletions." He
said opposition to such a policy
came primarily from exhibs, but
added: "That Was 12 years ago,
when we first approached them

FILM and the
DIRICTOR

by Don Livingston $4.30

Mr. Livingston, *n experienced
Director ofmore than 60 films, tells

you how the professional gets the

best results from his actors and
equipment. You’ll learn, for in<

stance:

• How to echieve good compoti
tion end continuity

• How to coordinate the three
mejor elements of movieproduc
tion

• How to eliminete unnectssery
expense end seve velueble. pro
duction time

If you w«oi to write, produce, or direct
better movie* on any budget toe ear audi-
ence. you’ll find much practical help in
this book. For an ON-APPROVAL copy,
send a postcard to

0%e njHacmeUan
Sex 4 40 fifth Ave:, New Yoek 1

1

ditional attitudes, and set up some
new values and aids.

The most important will b6 the
recognition -that our problems can
be solved by concerted action, as

well, as individual exhortation.

Our industry, subject-as we are
to the whims and caprices of the
publfc, Should try to understand
these/instead of our own eccen-
tricities. v

Joe Doaks is interested in the
entertainment he gets from the
screen—the subject matter, the
stars, and the system, if that sys
tern adds a plus value to the other
prime 'Essentials.

Joe should be given as wide a

choice as possible for his selection
—that Is why Universal-Interna-
tional increased, its output from 3

1

to 34 pictures for 1953-54. Let him
be the judge of how he likes his
entertainment presented to him.
Given that opportunity he will

very quickly make up our minds.
That is why U-I is using all proven
and effective systems for the in-

dustry’s benefit and the public’s
decision.

A question, raised almost 20
years ago, can well be raised again
today.

Is the little exhibitor worth sav-
ing? My reply to that question is

—

without him we could not survive.

. Since the time I first read an
article captioned with the above
question, the little exhibitor,
throughout the United States and
the world, has proved

,
his value to

the Industry and to the people he
serves. Certainly they are to be
criticized, but to no greater extent
than all other segments of our
great industry, v

The great and frantic endeavor
to try and get our business back
to the artificial happiness days
during the war and the postwar
period, is blinding many of us to
the opportunities of today and the
future:
We have more oracles in our in-

dustry today than practical think-
ers.

‘•Some of the sets, such as for

‘Elephant Walk,’ look like a reebn- ^^^
come and the problem has gotten
a lot more acute.
The Supreme Court decision is

obviously toptf on the agenda of the
state censor conference in N. Y.
tomorrow (Thurs.) and Friday (22).

structed city,” he commented. He
also underlined more elaborate

casting and other production
values.

. Statistical data points this up
There will be three Martin &

* ... _ lumuiiuw urnua.; cu
Lewis comediea this year, the samq

AsKe<1 whethe* he saw the possi-
aS

-iv

I

K
1
^JiAw

a
ili

bility of the six censor states get-
tinS together on new and uniform

Jf
ger suPPort, as m Living censdrship standards. Traub point-

ed out that the statutes of New
legiter, which has^J^^t Leigh, Ed- York, Maryland and Pennsylvania
Ward Arnold and Fred Clark in were already very similar, the
featured spots.

In a sense, Par is matching last

year’s output on a unit basis but
with hoped-for added v a 1 u e s

thrown in. “Road to. Bali” and
“Little Boy Lost’

v constituted Bing
Crosby’s product in *53; his 1954
sked has "White Christmas" (he’s

teamed with Danny Kaye in this)

and "Country Girl," fFom the sqc
cessful Broadway play.

"Stalag 17" is figured to have
its con counterpart in "Bridges of
Toko-Ri“ fr-Om the James Mich-

N.t Y. and .Maryland laws having
been copied from the earlier (1913)
Pennsylvania; definitions; which are
now under fire as being too vague
and indefinite.

Ohio Hardest Hit

Probably hardest hit by the Su-
preme Court action is the Ohio
board which banned "M" on four
counts Under its statute, which dif-

fers quite extensively from the i

rest. Hissong indicated it was his

assumption that the "M" ruling

ener novel,, with Fredric March, was not confined to that picture
Grace. Kelly, Mickey Rooney and but set a precedent for the. future
William Holden. evaluation of a film's admissability.

High stakes are evident in oth- Hissong, incidentally, is one cen-
ers. "Sabrina Fair,” which is up- sor who doesn’t think much of the
coming, has Humphrey Bogart, adult label for pix.

Holden and Katharine Hepbuti\ "We now bar films for the so-

and Par anticipates it will give cial good,” lie said. “It would make

ac-
tually draws inuch of its language
from the 1915 decision. Thus, the
Supreme Court is specifically re-

versing its ruling of nearly 39
years ago.

In his written opinion. Justice
Douglas said:

‘The argument of C^iio and New
York that the government may es-

tablish censorship . oyer motion pic-

tures is one 1 cannot accept." Add-
ing that the court would not sus-

tain any precensorship of a news-
paper, book op pamphlet/ he went
on: "Nor is it conceivable to me
that producers of plays for the
legitimate theatre or for television

could be required to submit their

manuscripts to censors on pain of

penalty for producing them with-

out approval. Certainly the spoken
word Is as freely protected against .

prior restraints as that which is

written . . ... . the freedom of the
platform which it espouses carries

with it freedom of the stage. The
same result In the case of motion
pictures necessarily follows as a

consequence of our holding in

Joseph Burstyn, Inc, Wilson
(‘•The JVIiracle" case.) that motion
pictures are "within the free

speech and free press guaranty of

the first, and fourteenth amend-
ments.” Motion pictures are, of

course, a different medium of ex-

pression than the public speech,

the radio, the stage, the novel, or

the magazine. But the. first amend-
ment draws no distinction between
the various methods of communi-
cating ideas. On occasion, one
may be more powerful or effec-

tive than another..
"The movie, like the public

speech, radio, television, is transi-

tory—-here now and gone in an in-

stant. The novel, the short story,

poenr in printed form are perma-
nently at hand to reenact the

drama or to retell the story over

and again. Which medium will

give the most excitement and. have
the most enduring, effect will vary

with the theme and the actors. It is

not for the censor to determine in

any case.

"The first and fourteenth amend-
ments say that congress and the

states shall make ‘no law’ which
abridges freedom, of speech or of

the press. In order to sanction a

system of censorship. I would have
to say that ‘no law* does not mean
what.it says; that ‘no lawr‘ is quali-

fied to mean ‘some’ laws. I cannot
take that step.

"In this nation, every writer, ac-

tor or producer, no matter what
medium of expression he may use,

should, be freed from the censor.”

Wall St. Expects

1953’s “Rotnaii Holiday" a run for
the b.o, money.

Further on the musical front, the
new slate has "Red Garters,” billed
as an oatuner with ultra-modern
lensing techniques, matched
against last year’s ’‘Stars Are Sing-
ing.” Re comedy, followup pic for
Bob Hope—he had "Off Limits" in
’53— will be "Casanova’s Big
Night,” in color.

DEBATE CODE ON WCBS

This Saturday (23) at 3 P M.
Breenism Gets Going Over

Row- concerning the Production
Code will be literally aired in N.Y.
Saturday (23), via r halfhour de-
bate beginning at 3 p.m. over
WCBS-TV.

our job. immeasurably more dif-

!

ficult if we had to start dividing
pictures for adult groups."

Still Latitude in N. Y ?

Charles A. Brind, counsel for;

the N. Y. Board of Regents, said

Continued from pace 4
o

and if the common diwy is

boosted.
Plan of the corporation is to

keep inventory fairly low by re-

leasing only one picture a month,
rather than having three or four
films or more out in release per
month. Feeling is that this will

hold the backlog on an even keel
and not have too much coin tied

up in productions, costs of which
have not been amortized.
Current plan of releasing one

C’Seope pic a month is view-ed op-
timistically by 20th-Fox. Estimated
that if the average return from
these CinemaScopers holds* near
the level now foreseen for “12-Mile• A t i i . i . « o 'A

’ “1V * VA UVIT AVA ^OVVtl. XwX A 4* i*A
in Albany that.the Supreme Court

j Ree,,. and ‘ Rhyber Rifles,” the cor-
decision needed "Cianflcation. - We

,
poration

.

s net^y top J3.46 per
can certainly continue to function
under the terms ’obscene* and 'in-

decent’,*' he commented. Flick, who
has the enviable reputation of be-

)*ing the most liberal and reasonable
censor nowr operating, has stated
in the past that, he felt he could
run his board With nothing more/
than the word “obscenity” as a <

guide in judging pix.
;

Motion Picture vAssn . of A merica
:

prexy Ei-jc Johnston Monday t l8>
j

expressed the hope that “the day !

may not be far off when the Court

;

will go further and eliminate all j

common in 1954. The company
achieved this , high in 1946,

Defending tlie Code will be
Manning (Tim) Clagett. N.Y-. pub-^’?

political censorship of motion pic-

J

lie information director for the
i

tures so that the screen will. enjoy!

-»»no cm ante uu-n
Rockefeller Center

“IMfflTS Ae KOWD TABLE*
. taCaMttSapt

im TiiUft • imtuna•mmm

Motion Picture Assn, of America,

j

and Philip O’Brien, attorney wTho
To conclude, let me suggest that

;
serves as. MPAA’s 1 censorship con-

Sve restrict our speeches to the in-
dustry conference tables, and to
the public, unless they are "up-

the same freedom, of expression as
the press under our Constitution.

His statement •reflected the de-

!

gree of disappointment over the
Court’s failure to sweep aside ail
pre-release censorship. Observers f

suitant. Slated as the opposition
are Otto Preminger, whose produc-
tion of “The Moon Is Blue” was

beat." Few er oracles and less ! nixed by the Code, and Otis L. i
commented that it would apparent- •

lamenting in the market place ( Guernsey Jr.. N.Y. Herald Tribune
]

ly be necessary to pick off the re-
should be a good policy for the! film critic. Charles Collingswood

]
maining censorship obstacles one *

New Year—and the years to cohie. i wall moderate*
. j

by one via a series of test cases. 1

nn COMMAND

mmm
JMOMIKmi

PARAMOUNT
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DECORATE GERRY WAGNER

‘Order of Italian Solidarity*
Bestowed on Manager

Hollywood, Jan. 19. {.“Heartbreak Ridge, Byron

Washington. Jan. 19. j

Gerry Wagner, manager of the

Lopert arters here, was honored .

5

’Vtutwwi v «r" . . . • ' . - __ by the Italian government last

“Pohpi inland” as his first technical adviser on: Paramount $ „ fri„ 4W - , . . ,

lie with Rebel isianc1 as ms nr^i
rr.mm.nH"

^ week for the 30b he has done

it Barkings From Variety

Fdward Ludwig set an associate
\

MacLane. for indie production : .

producer-director ticket .at Repub* : -9' »
ass,2ned a

.
s -by the Italian government

!' “Pohpl U
assignment . . . Piper Laurie will

play a dance hall girl as co-star

Strategic Air Command'
; .

UI exercised its option op *n exhibition

Collier Named Balt* Barker f a new 11 -member board of direc-
Baltimoi'e. tors here at a session held in the

Recent election of officers of club. New members include Ben
Variety Club, Baltimore Tent No. Bluestcin, Gil Brandon. Foirdyce.

that

Soencer Tracy drew a top role •?> v ill.
'*

. ...B_r* c:_»f

M

oIva s Katzman production.

W coUDtries. especially in .he field of

star in the Sam
Billy the Citation reads: “In recognition

country’s 19. named Rodney Colier as Chief' Kaiser. M. A. Lightman, Jr„ How-
Barker for third time. 1. K. Mako- ard Nicholson, Nate Reis. Jack
fer and Pete Prince were elected Saviyer;, Tony Tedeseo, Alton Simi
first. and second assistant barkers: plus Brandon.
Sol Goodman, property master and •—

—

Aaron Seidler, doughguv. Fleeted

Id sene on board were Irvun
Sea*

with James Stewart and
il.m? Allvin starring and^Anthony i

toon titled, “Music, Music. Music" cinematographic art:
*

.

‘ >• k:: •> . ,_____ , Trtrin ThaOhrr ciant»H fnr -a

Maim directing . . , Alexander * ,* • Torin Thatcher signed^ for a

Korda talking a deal with Barry 5
character role in “Bengal Rifles’:

Jones to star in the film version of
:
ft hi . . * Michael Ansara joined

George Bernard Shaw’s “Misalli- 4
the ^ignof the Pagan staff at LI

aw." : . Nick Cravat checked in -.* Benedict Bogeaus signed M*r-

at Warners to play the king’s jes- n* 4n"!u,^ 1 |l
nd Edgar Barrier for

ter in “The Talisman.”
|

hls indie, ^Four Desperate Men”
q Gene Kelly and Cyd Chansse

‘Cinerama’ St Loo Preem

Benefit

Cards for Prisoner#
Minneapolis.

Northwest Variety Club Chief
Sap- Barker Bennie Berger, who also is

perstesn and Myer Rendeloian. a member of state prison pardon—- board, conceived the idea of fur-

,-lhL,r, v __. Rirkor '-nlshing- ever?* prisoner in Minne-
Sanberg New Ciney Barker st>u institutions with an in-

",
Cincinnati., ••

^
. dividual de<k of cards so that the

Edward

Heiress”
r

f
SS

. &> from “W?Sln j
'<}
ê 0

Dr<»du™<i «* ^hur Freed ,

in the Fog” to “Make Haste to
;

e °*

Live’’ ... UI assigned Aaron Ros-
enberg to produce nine films in

j

1954, including “The Galileans”!
“To Hell and Back,” “Man With
out a Star,” “Blow For a

jng.” “Foxfire,”
“

St. Louis. Jan: 19-

The Ambassador, being converted

ai into the first Cinerama house here,

is skedded to open Feb. 10. First

;
day's gross will be donated to the

St; Louis Variety’s Heart Fund.
The theatre has been leased by the

Warner Cinerama Corp..

B. Salzberg. owner of inmales will be able to while away
assies, lac , -is- neW Chief • tome .of tithe;

Variety Club. Berger said! 2.609 decks feat

•

moving up from first assistant been turned over to prisons,

barker to succeed Herman F. Hunt, —-

—

Screen Classic*!

Barker of Tent 3,

THE ULTIMATE IN STEREOPHONIC SOUND
r
? f*

Cinemascope

Ben Cohn To Europe
Ben M- Cohn, assistant foreign Stanley

Land- !
sa *es manager of Universal, left for from the F?jochon and Marco

The Long Hunt- “ Europe last v, eek in connection Service Co. and the St. ' Louis

ers/’ “Sonora/ ’’Fort Starvation”
j

w’Rh the 1954 Daff drive. Amiis. Co.

and “1980” . . , Ann Tyrell plays Cohn is captain of the 1954 cam- A1 Rosen, of Pittsburgh, .will,

a fortune teller in “Lucky Me” at 4
paign which extends over 18 weeks move in as managing director of

Warners . . . Frank Farrell, a bail- : and has 39 territories competing. the bouse.
iff in real life; plays a bailiff in

\

"

m' « '
Warners’ “A Star Is Bom” . . J
Alex Nicol returned to UI to co-

star with Rory Calhoun and Piper
Laurie in “Dawn at Socorro’’ . . ,

William Castle will direct “The
Law vs. Billy the Kid” for Sam
Katzman at Columbia.

Columbia set Lewis Seiler to

direct the Bryan Foy production.
‘ Those .

Reported Missing” . . . Six
veterans of silent films, Creighton
Hale, Gertrude Astor, Philo Me-
Cullough; Franklyn Famum, Jack
Mower and Jack Perrin, joined the
“A Star Is Bora” cast at Warners.

. Ray Bdlger bought “All the
Ships at Sea,” a novel by Comm.
William J. Lederer, for indie pro-
duction . .... Dan Dailey will nar-
rate “Tournament of Roses.” a

short filmed in Cinemascope by
a 20th-Fox camera crew directed
by Joe La Shelle . . . David Brian
drew one of top roles in UI’s
“Dawn at Socorro” . . . Ray Boyle
snagged a featured spot in Para-
mount’s “The Bridges of Toko-Ri”

. . Lance Fuller signed for UI’s
“Black Shield of Falworth.”

William BrOidy bought “Sweet
Violence.” authored by Peter
Brooke, to be filmed as a starrer
for Richard Conte at Allied Artists

. Shirley Whitney returned to
Warners to play a Hollywood ac-
tress in “A Star Is Born” . . . Sam
Katzman assigned William Castle
to direct Columbia’s “The Law vs.
Billy the Kid” . . . Felix Feist re-
writing Columbia’s “Pirates of
Tripoli,” which he. will direct ...
Milton Sperljng will produce Dan-
iel Boone” at Warners and is ne-
gotiating with Gary Cooper for the
title role . . . Allan Dowling Pro-
ductions signed Walter Doniger to
direct The Sea Is a Woman.”

j

which Tom Gries will produce ...
Dau OTIerlihy will do narration
for Dowling’s underwater docu-
mentary. “Hunters of the Sea.”

Next Bowery Boys comedy on
Ben Schwalb’s production program
at Allied Artists is “Jungle Gents.’’
starring Leo Gorcey and Huntz
Hall . , Grace Kelly finished her
chore in “The Rear Window” at

Paramount and moved into “The
Bridges of Toko-Ri" on the same
lot . . . J. CarrbU Naish will play
the title role in “Sitting Bull.” to
be produced by W. R. Frank in
Mexico with Lester Salkow direct-
ing . . . Joe Pasternak has three
pictures. “Athena.” “Love Me or
Leave Me” and “Hit the Deck.”
bn his production program at
Metro's Frank D* Kora drew a
featured role in Metro’s Val-
ley of the Kings” . . . Next
Alfred Hitchcock production for
Paramount will be “Catch a
Thief.” starring Cary Grant . . .

Arnold Laven will direct “Case
File. F.B.I.” for producers Jules
Levy and Arthur Gardner, starting
Feb. 4."

Edward Small borrowed Fred
Sears from Columbia to direct
“Screaming Eagles” for United
Artists release . . Robert Gold-
stem signed Constance Smith as
femme lead in “Tiger By the Tail,”
starting April 22 in London ...
Nicholas Ray will produce and di-
rect his own original, “The Gypsy
Story ” as an indie . . . Dr. Herbert
T. Kalmus, Technicolor prex.v,
signed A. E, Carlson as special con-
sultant and L. B< Prentice as plant
rnanager ... . Frank Ferguson and
v>n*u

C G
,

alidno are the 138th and
laytn players cast for speaking
roles in “A star is Bora” at War-
ners * . . Carl Krueger bought

Phil Fox and Harry Hartman «erv
elected assistant barkers. Reuben
Sbor and Paul M. Greenberg Were
retained as doughguv and property

Charlotte Names Vickers
Greensboro. N- C., .

Johnny Vickers is new- Chief
Barker of the Charlotte.. N. C>,

master, respectively. Hunt and • Variety Club,. being elected to suc-

Salzbeig Yi.ere named delegates to

the national convention.

Brandon Names Memphis Board
Mem phis.

'

M. H- Brandon. Chief Barker of
Variety 'Club: Tent. ;29 . here, named . Delivery . Sendpe.

teed Bob Alander. Others named
are H- F. Kince}% first .assistant

barker; Frank Reddingfield, second
assistant barker; J. Francis White
Jr„ doughgu^': and Bob. SimriL
property master. .

Vickers heads the Carolina. Film

-i
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Indie Producers Still Plenty Miffed

While several Indie film pro-f
ducers have already begun shoot-

ing color pix for tint tv, producer
beefs against the networks on lack

of specific color information and
standards have by no means dimin-

ished, Many producers, caught be-

tween their agency client demands
to see how package and other prod-

uct treatment stands up in tint

and a lack of Information on tint

standards, have been .
experiment-

ing for clients at their own expense.

Example of such a producer is

Filmways, N; Y. indie headed by
Ed Kasper and Martin Ransohoff.

Firm is experimenting with East-

man, Ansco and 16m Kodachrome
processes for one agency client and
will shortly start on work for four

more agencies. Research is costing

the firm "thousands of dollars,"

according to Ransohoff, but the

rub is that Filmways has to pro-

ceed on its own Without help from
the W'ebs.

Ransohoff blasted what he calls

'‘network silence" on tint prob-

lems. In fact, he says, producers
don't even know what the prob-

lem is on tintfilm transmission.

Why are the webs devoting so

much more time to live color than
to lint, he wants to know. Why is

It that when a producer tries to

get specific color information, he’s

stymied? Why haven’t the webs in-

vited producers in on clinics, as

they’ve said they’d do With agen-
J.

cies.. ^Why haven’t they even dis-

tributed any of their findings or

information on tint to the pro-

ducers?

There’s no reason, Ransohoff
charges, why producers should
have to invest their own coin in

research without some promise of

help from the webs. He said Film-
ways and its sister research com-
pany, Filmtronics Laboratories, are

willing to put their combined re-

search efforts into the tintfilm

problem with the webs, but haven’t
gotten any offers yet. Even with-

out a combined , netWrOrk-produccr
effort, he said, the producers work-
ing on their own are at a loss

about how to attack the problem
because they haven’t been told the
nature of the transmission problem;

Current research by the pro-

ducers is centered around shooting
and processing problems. Key dif-

ficulty being experienced by Film-
ways is in reduction of 35m nega-
tives to 16m prints. With 35m
more desirable for shooting pur-

poses and 16m nonetheless a neces-

sity (there’s only one 35ni color
projector in existence and only a

few stations are even equipped
w ith 35m black and white pro-

jectors ) ,
producers will have to

( Continued on page 24

)

Natch!
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Barbara Britton and Richard

Denning solve lotsa crimes in

their "Mr. and Mrs. North"
Vidpix series produced by

John W. Loveton.
So the other day Miss Brit-

ton’s wristwatch and Denning’s

cufflinks Were swiped on the

set.

Top Writers In

Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Negotiations are being consum-

mated between Chemical National

Bank and Authors Playhouse,

headed by Eugene Solow and

Brewster Morgan, for financing of

39 half-hour telepix ' shows based

on all published material from

American Classics. Top names

would be starred, with production

to start in March with a September

delivery date.

Authors w’hose work would be
brought to tele include John Stein-

beck, John Hersey, Ben Ames Wil-

liams, Joseph Hergesheimer, Lloyd
C.. Douglas, Christopher LaFarge
and many others. Three Steinbeck
pix have already been completed
with first run sold to CBS-TV’s
“Omnibus." These .star Thomas
Mitchell, Buddy Ebsen, Lew Ayres
and Tommy Rettig. Harry Horner,
W'ho directed the Steinbeck films,

and Robert Stevenson have been
set as directors for several of the
films.

WM. KEENE
Hope you were watching my per-

formance on the Sehildkrautsliow
last Thursday evening—and toy the

" a>
~WHAT HAVE I DONE
FOR YOU RECENTLY?

LE 2-1100

Production of the seven remain-
ing half-hours to fill out the full

lineup of 52 show's in Television
Programs of America’s Edward
Arnold-starring anthology series,

"Your Star Showcase," h r.s started

on the Coast, with TPA board
chairman Ed Small supervising
production. Couple of the films al-

ready are in shooting stages, w ith

all seven to be complete by Sep-
tember.

Series, In which Arnold is emcee
and weaves in and. out of each
story, is a compilation of 45 films

selected from some 400 screened
by TPA execs. Included are pix
produced and directed by Stuart
Reynolds, ' Axel Gruenberg, Shel
den: Leonard, Gil Ralston and
other indie Coast producers. Series
stars top Hollywood film names;
TPA sales effort on the series

was kicked Off a couple of weeks
ago in a ballyhoo campaign With
Arnold and an extensive ad cam-
paign in broadcasting and advertis-
ing tradepapers. TPA is currently
dickering with regional advertisers
on the series, and the pix will be
thrown open to local syndication
next month following completion
of regional negotiations. TPA is

backing the films with a premium
and merchandising campaign and
its own research projects. Pix, in-

cidentally. are firstrun in 150 mar-
kets. some of them having been
shown over limited networks.

Paris, Jan. 19.

Production on the projected

Jean Pierre Aumont vidpix starrer,

"Rendezvous Paris,’’ has been de-

layed following the ankling of the

French coproducer of the series,

es Ecrans Moderiie. The Martin

Poll-Ed Gruskin Inter-Continental

Television production firm is cur-
rently dickering with several for-

eign producers with an eye toward
a spring start.

Ecrans Moderne’s walkout came
after Ben Frye sold out his inter-

ests in United Television Pro-
grams and moved his Studio Films
out of UTP as a separate produc-
tion-distribution company. Origi-
nal deal with Ecrans Moderne top-
per Fred Tovano was for Studio
to finance and UTP to distribute,

but when Frye stepped out of UTP,
he set 'Studio as distrib, Tovano-
ankled because he said his interest

w as based on distribution by UTP.
Poll and Gruskin will coproduce

with a foreign producer. Series
is being Scripted by Robert Pres-
hell Sr. and will be directed by
Theodore Sills.

Joe and Jim Harris and Sy
Weintraub, Who recently pulled out
of Motion Pictures for Television,

are reported in negotiations to buy
out United Artists’ telepix opera-
tion. Trio; owners of Flamingo
Films and longtime MPTV execs,

are understood to be close to a

deal on UA’s Owned properties

—

the Ilka Chase women’s, show and
"John Kieran’s 'Kaleidoscope.” It’s

not knowm whether deal includes
any arrangement on “Cowboy G
MeH,” which Mutual-Telemount
Productions owns with UA working
on a straight distribution setup.

Just w-hat the Harris group
would do with the properties Once
they acquired them remains
poser, . how'ever, since they don’t
have a physical sales and distribu-

tion setup. "Superman," which
they own, is carried national spot
by Kellogg's, and consequently
doesn’t require a sales force. It’s

believed, however, that a deal is

in the works with the newly-formed
National Telefilm Associates under
which NTA would handle distribu
tion on the films. Fact., that Dave
Wolper joined NTA as sales veep
W'hile still retaining his ties to
the Harris group (he was one o
the original founders of Flamingo)
points up the possibilities of such
a deal, as does the fact that Wolper
brought over four properties from
the Harris unit further lends ere-
dence to the reports.

T^a, Anyone?
Latest institutional film to

make the rewinds of the tele-,

vision stations on a free basis

it a five-minute epic called

“Tale of a Teabag.”
pic wa* produced by Tele-

vision Snapshots, N. Y. in-

die, for the Tea Council in

conjunction with the 50th anni

of the invention of the teabag.

Babette Dodger, Snapshots

prexy, produced and directed.

Pic is being screened at a Tea
Council

.

party at the Plaza,

N. Y., commemorating the

50th anni.

Dave Wolper, former Coast v.p.

of Motion Pictures for Television

and one of the founders of Flamin-

go Films, has joined National Tele-

film Associates as v.p. in charge of

sales. Marty Ross, who bad as-

sumed the sales post last week
with the formation of NTA, moves
up to the position of exec, veepee
as operating chief under; prexy Ely
Landau.

Wolper was to have taken over
the Chicago franchise of N'TA,, but
with the'bhift in plans under which

j he’ll operate out of New York, Pat
O'Brien, formerly with United Art-

ists, will head up the Chicago office

of an NTA-owned branch. Wolper,
one of the young "Harris group,"

i Joe and Jim Harris and Sy Wem-

j

traub, who set up Flanmingo Films,

The Thursday night "Ford The- 1

brought four Flamingo

atre half-hour telefilm, drtftuatic
, tlon foliL pretties are 16 "So-

164 TV Stations

series Will henceforth get a 164- perman" cartoons, originally pro-

| minute quizzers and 77 quarter-

hour "TV Baseball Hall of Fame ’

shows.

station exposure weekly, giving it
j
duced by Paramount, the “Tele-

just about the most complete satu- Comics" series originally run on
ration possible in video markets %of

| nBC-TV, "Viz Quiz" series of five-

the U. S.

Up until this week the Ford
series were being carried by 63

NBC-TV stations, but under a deal

negotiated whereby the dealers in

the individual markets will pick up
lthe tab for station time, 101 addi-

tional stations were pacted in one
fell swoop. In addition to all avail-

able NBC stations Carrying the

show in its usual Thursday night

Slot, other outlets will screen the

pix within .48 hours after the NBC-
TV showing.

Move is indicative of the current
Upped budgets, and competitive sit-

uation among the auto companies
in trying to extol the virtue of
their '54 models at a time w'hen

market.

On Non-Royalty Films

A comprehensive listing of non-

royalty -films for television has

been compiled and is' being dis-

tributed by WOI-TV
,

Ames. I o.

The book, titled "Directory of Non-
Royalty Films for Television,’’ and
compiled and edited by T, M. Wil-

liams and Maurice Brunsvold. is

an invaluable guide for the film-

buyer and program manager, list-

cars generally are a drug on the
j
ing available films alphabetically,

by subject matter and by source.

Included is a listing of films

available in series, a file on U S
Government films and a list of

|
sources for 20 and 60-second pub-
lic service announcements. Each
film is described as to content,
length, color and size, with clear-

ance classifications assigned to each
film. An excellent introduction in-

cludes suggestions on how to book
films, on shipping, and handling ef

prints and on courtesies in using
free films. There’s also a lucid dis-

cussion on clearance. Book, as

printed by the Iowa State College
Press, is bound in looseleaf form
to provide for expansion as new
films become available. Chan.

Liberace Thru ’56

TWA NEGOTIATING

ON JOAN DAVIS VIDPIX
Television Writers of America

this week entered Into negotiations
with Joan Davis Enterprises op a
collective bargaining agreement
covering the comedienne’s ’film

shows. Scripter’s union won an
NLRB election last summer to be-
come bargaining agent for the.

w'riters on. “I Married Joan," Miss
Davis’ NBC-TV vidpix series.

A number of other indie film-

makers wi 11 sit in on the bargain-
ing sessions, writh possibility that
the pact adopted may become
standard for them too.

Washington. Jan. 19.

Film programs take up a much greater part of the average tv

station’s broadcast schedule than live shows, according to a survey
released last week by the National Assii; of Radio and TV Broad-
casters.'

'

Among stations in the smallest markets (with 50,000 tv families
or less), live programming averaged only 10.3 hours compared
with 26.5 hours of film. In the largest markets (with 1,000,000
families or more), stations averaged 32.5 hours of live shows com-
pared .with 42 hours of film.

Although many stations wrere unable to provide complete cost
breakdowns, the survey gave as "indicative" its averages of pro-
gramming costs of stations in various size markets. These showed
that the average cost of live programming per hour came to $85
as compared to $126 for filiri.

The survey is reported in the first of a series of video station
film manuals sent by NARTB to its tv members to provide "addi-
tional guide post in evaluating existing or proposed station film
practices.”

Guild Films’ "Liberace” vidpix
series is riding on what’s probably
the most comfortable cushion in

telefilm history. Show, currently
in some 160 markets, has been
signed for 70 markets through
1954, 18 through 1955 and seven
through 1956. Figures refer to
bankrollers who’ve picked up op-
tions for reruns and new episodes
when and if available.

Seven contracted through ’56

are all banks currently carrying
the show. Their original pacts for
52-weeks-firm have option clauses
for two years which have already
been exercised. Banks and biscuit
company sponsors in the group of
18 have renewed for one year. Re-

Lipscott, Fisher Script

‘Damon Runyon’ Pilot

Hollyw’ood, Jan. 19.

Alan Lipscott and Bob Fisher,

scripting team on ABC-TV’s Danny
Thomas starrer, "Make Room 'for

Daddy," turned out the pilot

script for "Damon Runyon Play-
a
.

re
j
house,’’ the new telepix series

which Screen Gems is syndicating.

Team was to have done addi-

from various sponsorship and sta- ’

tion categories.

Option renewals are subject to
; tional Runyon adaptations, but had

availahililr Dianict'c I.— l 1 1 A. Ur"’product availability. Pianist’s pact
with Guild provides for 117 epi-
sodes, with seven-year options. Of
the 117 shows, he’s completed 39
and is currently shooting another
13. Even at the rate of 39 per
year, which is the current produc-
tion schedule. Guild will have two
more years of product before Lib-
erace ’s options are up. Conse^
quently, the distrib is protected
product-wise, for the duration of
option periods taken by the sta-
tions. Nevertheless, it’s continuing
to protect itself via the conditional
clauses in the option provisions of
its contracts.

to bow put because of their ABC
commitment.

Vidpix Chatter
1
t

Ireland Set as ‘Ellery’

In Switch to Vidnix
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

After

Hollywood
Lew Landers and Paid Landres

alternating as directors on John W.
Loveton% "Mr. and Mrs. North
series ... William Tinsman Inked

year’s pact as casting director for

Roland Reed

.

. Harry Koplan-
Rosemary La Planche show tecs

off on KHJ-TV Feb. 15 cross-tho-

board, with Sues, Young & Brown
) bankrolling . . . Michael Kraike
' and Howard Welsch producing
"Damon Runyon Playhouse’* for

Screen Gems . . . KTTV sales chief

John Yrba left on crb$s-countyy
biz trek . . . Vidpix producer Vic-

JJjfl
a long series of delays, I i2

r
i-i

."Ellery Queen” finally "y*kes^the
| Moimted Policif series to^be tensed

switch from live to film video next
month,fthis time with John Inland [frank Wlsbar* negotiating for Aud-
in the title role. Norman and Irvr

; rey Totter for femme lead in
ing Pincus, w ho have owned the

\
"Pretending Makes It So.’’ and

package for some years, will pro- Hugh Marlowe as lead in “You’re’
duce under the firm name of Not- ( Only Young Once,” in GE vidpix-

vin Productions. { Angela Lansbury, John Beal and

For the time being, Norvin WtU
utilize a different director on each

;

,®*phne
Svitched

film With Ray Nnzano and Charles 1

f
™up

£ '• One^ii^Every Fanlily" to
Haaa inked to helm the initial pair.

, !•&£ JT:' Boh
Total of 39 pix is listed for the

, Clampett puppet show% “Bufta ‘0

series
- I Billy," launched on KTTV.
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’54’S BIG WEED-OUT IN VIDPIX

Following are top 10 vidpix series in terms of tv homes reached,

according to the December report of Videod?x, based on the Dec.

1-7 TV Hemes
program

Cisco Kid . , .

.

•

»

•

Wild Bill Hickok

Foreign Intrigue-,

Liberace
Favorite Story ..v

Superman
Kit Carson
Badge 714 .- . . - - •

I Led Three Lives .

Boston Blac«:ie • > <

«

«. « 4 ’• * • O-o

• • • a a • *- #

i • « •

Dbtrib Citlek (NTs)
Ziv 74 3,733
Kellogg^ 59 -3^7'tfO

Ballantine* 53 3B08
Guild 79 3209
Ziv 62 3.092
Kelloggs 55 2.399
BICA-TV 50 2JB52
NBC 57 2.719
Ziv 44 2^42
Ziv 56 2239

Coming year should prove i per,
nod of flux and adjustment in the

]

burgeoning vidpix.field,.with series f

of wholesale foldings, mergers, out-

In the hard-won “autonomy”

n fight by the NBC Film Division

| wherein Its for all practical pur-
11 poses an independent arm. of the

vindicates national spot sponsor

Hollpood. Jam 19.

. , , . . j ... v *5 Faina liaesp -Desantis Morgan will / network and less and- less subject*^ or
BSOT̂ ‘*£ i « *«** *£* «*£:**&

Sg •*— ***
highly placed' tradesters.

:

on' the
> a*™- to t>e six

' ?D522er
”

s '^-V Since- last March,,

basis of what’s been happening ‘

*_

t a??ea\ ^ “;e when the Falsa Dmsaon was esiab-
•
- «4« *..»«» -“W®"** few- «a o*rr,W ttO wm,to>*» V.

Hollywood, Jan- 19.

Tele pi x producers, feel that the *

most logical way to raise program- s

^-iKg -5tanda^_ »j HoRyvrood. Jan. 19.
stable 01

number tele- $'• Pepsi-Coia has renewed its
scnbb.ers a mmjmum num^r te up^^^ Playhouse” vidpix se-
pir< in a series. The producers lee

for 13 we<®k« m a deal invoh- v
-

this is the only way
;
.wriUng

.

:

.can
;, Jg*

^

sever** t«*-nBk$ag m&zm^
be improved since it relieves Die • ©utffii,. dominating. ...the entire pn-
writer of financial worries. They r^JSt -'ttme of Sim syndfer^cn.. wish,

a

feel a§en^s/^ Vid^ foies on Friday

*

f

cooperate, first by
• n is ^ by Pr^ so

**»*^ ct MCA.

' over the past six months:
'. Oyer the past two. months alone, backer for the sme£

’

• there’s- been more .action in buying

.

'

I -.and seiling of-'distribytion and pro- •

;

ductioa- faeilLies and important .

film properties than' in any one..
" year' since the vidpix industry gcc
.o.S the ground-some four years ago.

_

.Moreover.- .reports of deals in toe •

’ works—and while. - some of them ’

•• fcay ' he dead ''for She Sims. 'being, ;•

.' there's no . Jelling
' when •! they can

; come off and reach ’ consummation •

’ —have, been heavier than ever.

What’s expected
.

to • emerge, no!
'

... .ne£^sS.ar:iy in ' -the .space
,

of .'.a year
or even two. is establishoect oi •

umy as now—

.

i^„-
aw-y as producer and

r.p. 5.1.31115
,, ai

:! mai^-.a.:cohtin!aicg pilch
.

So operate
• unaliteral]y. and in. so doing has.
often ar'oused. the ire of adfliiate

' VLatisois on distributioa of pnodinct

.;
and. parti^iilajij as' %n priDrity on

' reruns.

.
. W'heiher the Daitioc oould, have

beaten the rap as surtvessfuIOy as it
-

: has so fir wii-bout a 'Samoff as a is'.

;
pii-cJl ' as ©ne cf . those m-ool

;
points.

Btit. wilij... Siirxx&S hhvmg. rere.c’Oy
been el-erar-ed to execx'taae T«'p.
and- seetmd in- oommaiMf m the

;
ne»3y - iiifSalied -*'Fai . 'VTeaia^r- tc

• Boh" regjirte at JiBC andwith Sar-
• Loretta, ’iour-.i: v-Iii crontmue. t*

. -asofl/s: erslwinie .chief: aide.. Cari 3*5,

•drarpatite' • fencers .in her .tej^pix !

.-Slia«Lci!a
f

.' bjwr\bs.sd2sig nhe- diid»t»a.
sertes for. Procter 3k. Gamble, bin wiih v.p. stripes- vS his oxviii tihe

'

with 'two cha ttg-es. saggesied- lay autoiiKaous aspet^i as not standing
Mass ' Young. • and her prodroner-

; srjli,. Cinder', the sagging' &' “NBC”,
husband Toss Lewis:. The?"ve been lohdraa1 sisteiatTEt oi- -suggestion

EdSy3j<oc»d. -Jar.. IS

notice on renewals so tlftre will be

adequate time for preparation.
...

?

Producers frankly admit, they’re

beginning to follow the^ film studio

pattern which they point out : has h

been profitable over years; Some

,

are of opinion they erred in too •

much emphasis on name stars or
j

in some ca^es, too muen on pro-

1

duction. Most .
have come to tfce

5

conclusion that the success of a .

series
-
depends largely on the

^

writers.
;

It's been a disappointment to'

• feeding.;' tbear prapeimss'- £® the -^approved' by P&G ie'iex^ixss; •fisretr can-'dirone the Dwmwot from the
!
syh'dieai^rs. Mure&ver. ibene's iMBe-'-idr Wiliam . Cra'ig. :

.

'

• parent, a? iicr as ih^ Unde 2i~&os-
;

s? to be; fewer distribs uast work .
. TiiZe vr*5! be' 'fianged to "Lorenia '

line -comphs# break"
•ob straight peiraesta .se deaiSv. with Y-mmg 5bov'T

' xnd "lead-arf istj-be-. naisl be amnorEOisied u- sbiiffie
, mend eye® c-our zaovmg. .it.Dwerd : t^r.rtesed to' get -into tbe sc.pjy.

- - :

: c©mpl«e3y or partiy oweed proa-.. fv^.er. l:'s reassnet iLai • iLi-i

•m by the distrih?. When tfce pe- w..ar> firs: name dtess^ tie ic her.

. riod- ©1 • flax, is teimplete, ' vidpix aSestity' witbpixi the xt&e -cn her
' industry is expected to see several - f. -̂r narre .This iart.or. plus itte
.' majors producang their ®nm a is sour icc the Sunday leiecast. as. t*e-

Recent termination' of Wiiliam

Z:v -with the majomy if others

hardiirg • only pa-odaiM in wnoch
they've got a finar-c-iai stake.

Trends were pcintea tsp in red-

eem mtnihs with the estabiishmeri
o»f Moisia Fict^ures- fee TeievisUQE’s

vidpix producers that, despite mass Bendix’s player contract with RK6- Sim synaiceuen diris^c-r.. whirr
unemployment among screenwTit-

' ^ave the effect of giving his rx on!y has several h^use-prad'D-re.d

ers, few have drifted to television,
r ‘-Life of Riley” vidpix series a paokagies "Duffy's Tavern’' eneei

- - - - —- *--- .....
a!r.-,-ar!:crg them-;, but has a snare of

li-.- every productioh it handies. Me;ve
toward eorsoh date.ra m prcwSt'.c*p:h

heied . Id be the reasoc. i:>r raniire

id thj* sho« ip hand aracmg lit

rated ieaoejs.

Beibre ret.iUTnng iro C'cnidcnaii

Craag .set/isp. am mra-eatKed bodged
i:or Frank Washjar’s ^Foresde The-

.

xtre- ' ibfifpxjt of 44 pix ’ for 335?

This w;13 make nesre money- ivaij-

abLe for >!-.it.r*es’ ahd fcxst Wirfibtr

has roni$el£«2
_

thas- year’s., aakd-

zzAzsi c.f 41 tf’.ehiix. Craig als:- or-

dered at.. M'ijcsijz'c. rf hew Ldhie
was hastened' by the Bernard Lev.ls audience pu.rL*£ap*aa*o2 kbow

almost endless Prockter-spearea syndicate ^ jul and .bancs a

While there’s never been any docu-

mented proof oh this. Coast studios

have generally been loath to give

the nod to their paetees ''covering

the country” with their tv pack-
Why pay &>c or a

Jerry Lester has joined with
vidpix producer William Van
Praag to do a series of five-minute
films with the comedian as star.
Evidently it's a partnership deal,
vnh both men sharing profits.
Team has completed 23 of the

capsules, but Van Praag hasn't de- Tn _hA—
ciaed whether to make outright *. i
sale of the package or hold it for ^ f

™
syndication. Several more films ivec
are to be made for series, but indi- *.

'

v
& *v ^

cat.or.s aiv that there are possible ;

^ eeK -

b.;>ers for completed package .. . **
n°'V. If finally handled through U/NkT Ia Tmt (In
s>::dic.uion.,Van Praag and Lester;

” lwl ^ Imi
_yr

v:.i*have to put the series through
;

rogu.ar vidpix distributor.

\ jousting’ between siarsV Hollywood' reai es-iate '.^leresis-

: studios' .and telepic .producers yor ; the Eag-e-lisn j-oi and set dp F~rki'

\
distributor’ billing the same

.

play- Natidnil " Fffms.. ' As-otber Jbtg-.

• ers in their packages
'

'srs’e dastrib setup was es^iibusut-

What'it amounts to is that there . isest of.tfee Ed Srpali-ikHachaei Gor-

reportedly were some restrictions- don - Midha.ej Se'Jermsn foypei

on' . sales- areas -for "Life” . under. '• -TelevasioB Programs of Amersca..-

the Bendix pact . with RKO.. based -with -their, takeover of Arrow Pr*>-

on. the theory that unlimited' dis^ --durtfons.

iriStiiio!! of teleseries would hurt Among the otLrer se«* c&nss>^,dif-

Ham Ft^er,

Named n 500G

li Talwb’ Fidpix Deal

S_.t f.«r S5XV 3i»v) has berf-n.ffjed

N. Y. .Scale Supreme Conn

the stars draw in picture, houses^, ti-ons and mergers m re'Cer: Weeks Ham. Tasfrf-r.. Jw KmirH-ccid

in i^rmimxlogy ' arid ttu*.. uttoordiiig

•'•ip •'•xitit&e.- ohsenerfM. wpLict meat a
fui.off' irom the web £ei.& . * iugber
t5>hsre: and the D^i'isaofc euET go
ary . boriiyr ifciiii BlA v.ar me
iari.er—&-:*u -the grandpa—-aiuriiig

m ifct new ptreii.:.

Crder r.Qi± a {.elicia. i?ie 5tar'.:m-
brffisf'd waag woa.td .Ec> mu* ar ud-
.prhc*d«ifl*a flagfci Had- -wtuiit Bid •

; rv idiSiiated w'Jir a major motion
pirrEfce '.tmtfh for if:* jiroduciios
O* Ih-f-i.T.n ffci fflmf '>.;•• i gaa
of a year .oi sm. wcuda o? aratable
far tt .release under ti»e 'BC\
Trlic Dn*iiu«E. " "TnifL nay lm rry'S-

laj-baJjers, vimai n;n nrily be
auUmamy- but as erjumrauu

mouf and * HimeyfriooB wiLfc Hoi-
' iyv. oof ’ that wiisud K^e a kaiigsiiswl

rev-nlLninn ul* an line wboje
vjdpuc patt.em as i: reia:*s :,ti pc'£*-

dncriiCi. daicr’l’miurc; and pre-u re-'

Jeasrhfu
.'Meanwhile. . tr.* DrrrsjDm .has

.
mapped an amhiuoiis status i»f key
cut? meetings on '.saJ.es ana arher-

< Cnnumaed -on page 25'-

Wis the 'selling up of Nauona'i aei-

e'2;.m" Associates, with the amalga-
mation of the FSI Inc. syndicalei

properties, asi XT'A prexy Ely

Landau's own semes - wr’i a p-issr-

bd«y that sortie of the properties

'see Bendix in a theatre currently handled by 1'nates Art-
5-5.- > may e^’entually move the

XTA told vis UA's indicated destre

and Gaild FUm;* by Goih;am hr ymo-

ducer-packager Albert Black. Lat-

ter claim? .r>e hroiug’fct Guild to-

gether With F.sner and

an an agreement under . wruch

Gmld waul'd f.r,ar:e and disnribnle

the “Jce Paloaks" xrdptx series

and has net rereaxes •i^mr>erisiat. ic.

has sent res.
to sell out ; the purchase' ©i the

,

entire Phil Itns S. Lord packaging, i---

ouift bv the Tom O'Xeil-snarked .
A-oeordi&g 5.> B.ack. Fasbsr -»!— - ” : » ho stars tr. the senes

* ’•> samed' a
ONe3 K.>rk~» ooiGeneral. Tele.radi-o, with

. .

making it known that he's angling kn© own
' c?>r.ira:t

roece. ot

Treas^iry Met. m Aciiior:
*'

ari

}

swr.-.:..*: from NBC-TV. to- ABC-1V
m late Apr;! or eari;< May :t s

been, learned At . -tcre same tune
the sh-ra w:;l c*cjz^vir: to f.lm Wats
jisyswcaa prodtartacc. 't»e;r g nand-T-.d

by Fmst Xaiaouxi Stiid.;»s' oi wb»hx
’rockier vm ns-' She
pres.;d-i nt F:-i»:xter heads

!

In Consolidated Setup ^ XBC .TV N, Y.^ ia , toS

J.>«ive°ek nlmed IUiXm” B^vch l™?.**? the forerunner of »««ve

to.succeed Halsey Barrett as east- :

cboperatmn between NBC com..

ein sales chief of the vidpix .dis- !
experts, and indie producers ot

uc-

UPPED BIT NBC FILMS * A 1>L “ a ’4

e

Manufacturing owned com- j

flints, the Mr. lour ser.es.- of

party ^ iB stay in the field; ' puppet-action plugs for local ami

t

a
’.
Tbtt quit because of the lack network programs.

i nMvJiiVl ± *y a * ••

'"Edgar G. '*Ted. Sisson has beer,

uoped to the status cf director cr

the NBC Film Division under vee-

pee Carl M. Siapton. Sisson was

0 : new product for distribution.
* rrr* had been distributing the

loved in receaUy as associate ci-

rector when Stanton was raised to

the chieftain level as Robert \t.

IVbile production hasn’t begun g^j^gr became executive v.p. of

several Jerry Fairbai^pi^uw'd ' >‘et on the color cycle of 10- and the network.^ but with the pix in their \ 20-second spots. XBC hat hi
v. d and fourth run, had been - that it w

Pui-.nng them mainly under its j * - t .

station Starter!’ package. Con- {
-^mmate

soadated will continue to push the ['color

:
S^saSe along with “Time for tint

atrr."^n^
it took over some

) mark uie nrei. uuic
hi-; been on Press

cted. Is ^ experts have gone out

.

He was an editorial staffer for the = Sacramento.
: \i'n- «.iu. tv..*, . . ii

of the

Attorneys' . for’ the . defendar.-js

have entered a general denial of

the charges.
.

O' «4 :> i

the s-.v:fc :r;

;< h-i? .r. g ike
f r»-

Scudder Foods Sets

‘Oaklev* in 3 Cities

a strong po?i':;e

cig.are* outfits and -a couple cf

other clseats angiaag for the pro-

gram. ;t’rifiers:o*d c>ne cigg';e. edm-
.
pany i< Pa;’s Mali, which sponsors

Prociter ? "B^g Story " There’s afc-

o'her angle to th.s too—’ T-Men”
on XBC-TV. currently sponsored

property, but whatever time it t>*



WishrCals on Vidpix Pndocers

Hollpi'OQdi. Jan. IS. ^

Alee and violence pervade the

megacycles today, and neither is

conducive to good tv piogiamming,
vet vidpix producer-dipeeter Frank
Wisbar avers.

Wisbar, producer of “Fireside

Theatre,’* which bay consistently

been within the top 10 shows in
ratings, says he has found it pays
off to avoid such subject mattery

and that In , his dramas be Jrt’Oids

these angles meticulously.
“Simplicity^ in telling a story is

the most important element, I be-

lieve. I have found it pairs ' off.

We have enough violence in the
'world today, without^ bringing

Hntari Hawks femes
Vi4pixCrew fsr Tkuvak’

Hollywood, Jan, 19.

IwBm
C—tfa»H fiw fitctt

solve the reduction problem. Thus

far, reduction has been unsatisfac-

tory.

But the producers point out that

all their work in researching proc-

essing did shooting may he for

Motion picture producer Howard SANCTUM
Hawks raided Meridian Pictures'with

vidpix company to use its entire I

camera crew on his dim, “Valley
of the Pharoahs,** to be lensed in]

Egypt

Galahad Productions
HI

St
„ ^ . i Writers: Various
Cameraman Buss Harlan and^

others in the crew leave this week
for Egypt, and resume their chores

on Meridian's Schlitz Playhouse of

Stars when they return in several

months.

naught if color transmission prob-
|
McPartlin Exits Chi NBC

For MPTV Sales Berth
Chicago, Jan. 19.

Jems require a different approach
to processing than they've taken al-

ready. While they’d like network
color experts to work’wiih them on

^
processing, even more important

more into the home of those 1 L* 5 to them is information on the prob-

Dbtribrtor: NBC Film Division
- NBC Film Division's first bouse*
produced dramatic vidpix series,

*Tnner Sanctum,” has picked up
some 00 markets in the two months
it’s been in distribution, a some-
what better record than the quality
of the series would appear to in-
dicate, Season's fairly obvious—
the “Inner Sanctum”, tag has a
near-magical effect, both audience

John McPartlin is resigning and sponsorwiSe, In that sense,

from the Chi. NBC operation to )
series represents a good buy, but

taifp over an exec sales assignment
j

fro® the programming viewpoint,

000.000 families who have Iv sets, il^ms of tint transmission. Thus far,
|

Feb. 1 at the midwest office of

“We operate
9
on the -principle ?Ransohoff savs, they’ve drawn a Motion Pictures for TV under Chi SKf"***^ whodunit types on

that a spirit of humbleness and; blank. Stopper John McGuire.
|
l.”1,

•

simplicity is the most dominant —————
i McPartlin had been with the net-

I

factor, and the mail response we A * ^ . f D. j
work lor nearly 10 years and, un- s fom^^SfalSd

1

get from all over the country'js tre-j NTA S ‘Pantomime PlX til a couple of weeks ago when heJ^i^j out the series in N Y has
mendously gratifying. It convinces

; New ly-formed National Telefilm • was given a new “special projects” 5 - - -* '*

oager o
ftet it

McPart-

us that the majority of American • Associates has acquired 13 filmed
jj
post, he’d been sales manager of 1 the squeaking door and the narra-

pedple want to see this type of . “Pantomime Quiz” programs . for
jj

WNBQ since shortly after its
jj

tion of “host” Raymond Johnson,
drama, not one which puts empha-

: syndication. Pix. made a couple ; launching in 1948. During McPart- That’s alright, but he’s gone even
sis on vice and violence,” Wisbar • of years ago by Bill Broidy packag*

[
lin’s tenure as WNBQ sales chief,

j
further in remaining true to the

said-. ' 3 ing
.
outfit on the Coast, ran net- , the NBC o. & o. developed into radio version, and that’s where the

Wisbar said also, "I don’t be- : work at that time but the show ! the top tv grosser in Chi and one
j
weakness of the series lies.

lieve in being overly artistic—the converted to live shortly after,
arty picture is not what the ma- 1 '

.

*
. . . . ..

’ of the top grossers in the country, j.
Put..-, simply,

jority of people .want. Of course
we have pictures which ‘miss’ oc-

casionally, but on the whole our
audience seems to prefer its drama
without violence. That’s why all

our shows are based on the same
principle, and they will continue
to be.”

The producer-director charged
there has been such a flood of
*vidpix with violence on the chan-
nels that “despairing parents don’t
know where to turn.”
“You can be realistic in the tell-

ing of a story’ and have it with suf-
ficient impact by use of dialog
rather than - the violent action
scenes which are overdone today,”
he asserted.

54’$ Big Weed-Out
Continued from pas* 23

board chairman of Mutual in order
to devote more time to film; at any
rate/ it’s been know-n for some
time that he’s been devoting much
of his time to setting up of the
new unnamed outfit.) Another re-
cent acquisition was the takeover
of United Television Films by

PEPSI-COLA PLAYHOUSE
(Mr. and Mrs. Spring)

“Mr. and Mrs. Spring” is a rath-
jer dull, sluggish yidpic which has
little meat to sustain it for. the
half-hour course. A flashbacked
story about a couple who grow old
together, it lacks Conflict or any
other dramatic elements necessary
to keep the viewer interested, In
addition, it's given rather heavy-
handed direction by Axel Graen-
berg, who also penned the tele-

Play.

The tele opens with the man
(Onslow Stevens) just having been
buried. When a reporter inter-
views his widow (Ruth Warrick)
for story on the man, it goes into
a flashback of their , courtship,
marriage, and their long life to-
gether. While there w’ere moments
of tenderness in the love story,
they did not compensate for the lack
of dramatics, Writers of this story
should be told editors don't send
reporters-for obits aften. the body’s
buried; nor do reporters in such
instances tell the interviewee (as

V_^t0
th?rin?dWr -rn that he i"

the outfit more than a year ago.
In the rumor stage biggest deal

of all is the much-reported unload-
ing of Ziv by Frederick W. Ziv and
John Sinn, with Music Cor,p. of
America most frequently men-
tioned as the prospective buyer
(NBC has also gotten its share of
mention in this respect). The MCA-
Ziv deal has waxed hot and cold
(and it's presently cold), but it’s no
secret that Ziy is looking for a
capital gains deal on which to re-
tire. Understood one of the hitches
in such a deal is Ziv’s desire to
unload his radio operation along
with the videofilm counterpart.
Since Ziv is presumably still open
to offers, sale of the outfit could be
consummated at any time, MCA is

reported to have been involved in
still another deal which fell

through, this the purchase of Con-
solidated Television Sales. Consol-
idated execs, in the face of rumors
that the firm was folding, admitted
having received a "fabulous offer”

great man.”
Miss Warrick and Stevens were

handicapped by thankless roles.
They had most of the footage, the
rest being bits. DaJcu.

SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE
(Rim of Violence)

Meridian attempted too preteh
tious an undertaking for a half-
hour yidpic in “Rim of Violence,”
a kaleidoscopic view of a metro-
politan city and its inhabitants.
Seen through the eyes of a cop
(Scott Brady), it touches briefly on
the lives of quite a number of peo
pie, but the touch is such a light
one no sharp characterizations
emerge, except for that of the pa-

trolman. End result is fair enter-
tainment
Fred Brady’s offbeat teleplay

show’s the cop making his rounds,
and the characters he sees on
them. Brief glimpses aren’t enough
to stir real interest. It does pick
up in second half, when the cop
kills a pair of gunmen trying

taining interest continually, and
winding with 4 punch climax. First
half deals with concern of Powell
and his wife (Frances Rafferty)
who fear their sick kid may have
polio. -Second sees Powell, a test
pilot, going to work. And as he
takes his jet through its stratos-
pheric paces, he’s continually wor-
ried about the

.
child at home.

There’s a deft suspensful touch
during this sequence made
more exciting through u$e of spec-
tacular jet shots filmed at North
American. Powell lands safely,
and happy ending sees the kid
sick—with the measles, not polio.-

Miss Rafferty is effective in her
restrained portrayal as the wife
Darla Ridgeway is good in the
moppet role. Daku.

by men whoknow tiseir Ci"*^
Junction.

Not to question who got the?*
first but “Range Riders” m
weeks bad a 'story with
plot even to nicking ike
to nail the killer. Because
is .at standard western with a

'

taff switch, the interest nature'
centers in Gail Davis, who ~sv%
the legendary, western figure 'vL
gained mortality at the .it**?**'
boxofffre ^punched ducats for ire*
are called Oakleys). She
little character here olkr
establish a femme version cf

’
’> t

straigbt-shootin’ upholder of peiJe
and decency among the bai<L« :

Pleasantiy acceptable, she 'doesci'
invest the part with asy
show of strength.

‘

Called on to tide like the
Sunless a double takes over ic «>,*.

long shots), she also handles <
with tiie practiced precision of t
Dodge marshal. It all must be
to the adult Western fan, that she
can outdraw any man and sfeocst

the rpscoe out of his hand She
even hit her mark on the naxhet.
Story is about a young feller a/fjeut

to be gypped out of his just in-

heritance by the bank prez. Sne
finds the cached loot and v-rz«

Brown* has ' used i
uP ^P1**3* G***1 WJXjn a

! scripts that are radio vehicles, and ^ntiibuted__by tww»
/added screen treatments as a i rT”

1 pm*?”1'

supplement. Series, at least on the £S5M,2J*
dge

*-kw
three episodes caught, makes use !

^™<*u?tlODT ^
team^ of Anuand

] of radio techniques at the expense 3

j of' ti*pafnipnf Viotror | •AJCiI3Ifllmid. QSOQ. lDO£t Oi .l&fe Ot*

Ulose his eyes and follow the story Sd (Stwithout a hitch. Vision adds little 3 ^ 61x11 8006 iiiSl

to the stories. That it's a basic
sactlon* m l

"~

fallacy is reflected in the apparent
talkiness of each episode, in the
static camera work. Despite the
use of some excellent actors, fairlv
good sets and good directorial trv
1 'A 1 V

FOUR-STAR PLAYHOUSE
(The Bad Streak)

by Alan Neuman, the actors seem
wooden, the sets phony and the
stories trite.

Nonethless, as NBC’s sales' would
appear to back up, the series

NOBODY’S FOOL
With Themis Mitchell, Rosemary
DeCamp* John Qualen, Randy
Stuart** AOeue Roberts, Joka
Call, Dan Gainer

Producer: Gross-Krasue
Director: Harry Horner.
Writer: Arnold Seholman (based

oh John Steinbeck story)
One half-hourshapes as a hot entry solely on \ tv

the basis of the “Inner Samctiim"
j

^ritdMce4..for CBS-TY, “Omiubtff

nomenclature. As a shortterm buv Of all the characters who inr.ibit

series should pay off in audience! J6hn Steinbects “Pastures of

Sooner or later, however, it’s
the most, pa-

bound to wear on the viewers, Shark W,cks„ who hved a

Best bet for programming g,” m a«?“ •» «ud the^
night slotUng. C)mn.

Ibody’s Fool, first ©f three Sua-—

—

beck
'•* ' ’ -

''

episodes filmed a$
ROCKY JONES, SPACE RANGES inserts on “Omnibus,” is a cost*

With Richard Crane, Scotty Beck-

1

pelting, compassionate excerp: d
ett, Sally Mansfield, Robert Ly- -j

lif« among the California unn-
XT , ,, , den, Maurice Cass, others $ lands. As television fare, it has z
Ne er-do-well son of Charles ’Producer: Roland Reed Productions high peak of interest maintadr^a?

Producers: Guy Thayer Jr., Ar- • the level and the quality expeced
thur Pierson

j

of the CBS 90-minute prograT-

Direetor: Hollingsworth Morse Arnold Schuman has
Writer: Warren WQsmi the Steinbeck, story of the, firmer
28 half-hours

j
whose neighbors believe h:a

Distributor: United Television Pro- 5 wealthy but^ eccentric. He lives

grams. ; -lie successfully- until his overpewer-
*' What’s going on behind the iron ^ Pfsse^veness toward his :eea-

curtain is of smaU concern to the
V daughter forces Inm to ne^r

little shavers, who must stick their
1 t.-

r
- -

y

heads into, the set when Ro<±y^l®I|-
“ds—qnd the jesp!Itany.^ o-

Jones “blasts off.” Of greater^- a Justice oi :se

Boyer, who runs a gambling house
in Reno, calls him a tin horn sport
and sets out to break him. He has
an inheritance of $100,000 to do it

with and for a time does quite
well. But he must be taught a les-
son even if .'it takes everything
Boyer’s got and it works both ways.
Despite the incongruity of dissolv-
ing from a roulette table to a sew-
ing circle, it’s high key drama with
all the arresting elements to main-
tain a suspenseful hold on the
looker.

The Bagni’s, John and Gwen,
seem to have captured the formula
for half-hour tele dramas better
than most writers, converted or
otiierwise. This is still another
display of their catch-on, know-
how. and fortunately, in the hands
of Charles Boyer, Virginia Grey

his true ficasc.:^!mediate interest to them if what
goes on beyond the curtain of
space. For the young ’uns this is
a dish to be devoured avidly and
With childish imagination they
must have the vicarious thrill of
riding the tail of the rocket ship T
high into the wild blue vonder. Lending reality to the is

peace reveal
standing.

Schuman's script is both
and revealing and it has bees
given the necessary tender direc-

tion by Harry Horner to . sustain
both mood and interest througbe'-?

for the iTrm: with*MCA^understood i

*hi^° wifi
t
0i

have been the 'Ptachaaer. .'Xhl*'

fell through also, and the fate of
Consolidated is currently unknown,
although trade consensus is that
unless new product is acquired it’s

who trod the primrose path while
he was gone.

Scott Brady's transition from

:7
ob-

VA v.uuira DU.VCI, Virginia V»rey men who invect cn^rial nffpofe 5 iauo-tiruDucit
and Robert Arthur the enactment ate niiniatures ^

dreamed of better things, and be
gets a higTTtension runoff with all nere it muTt lewk S°od support from Rosema
the suave touches of a Boyer pro-

1 1 K e llie real 1 xn^ v.-.

duction. Story takes hold early
when Arthur is on a streak at tlie
wheel and Boyer is on the verge
of losing his casino. When the kid

it uiuai iwh line me real > tw^Trm st hre K.-

js“"f,i° JS2 1 thf Qa;»
topp«a.l& Kel^ cSJeSSl- ttSfenS

“

d '!ci°

of hero who wouldn't think of.-miss-
“ “ a Rei^t>or-

• 1 » _ V » . I ' 1 AAA*.wains ma wsmu. linen uie Kia
j jng his Wheaties He Vets the ertm- > Technical credits are unifcrr.kr

hS

i

1^8
i^S

ye
fh JaS!S help_from ScottySecketf an^ 015

house limit, the latter takes him
on at blackjack, head-to-head, and
cleans him out of his 100G inherit-
ance.

Boyer goes broke when he puls
the 100G into a trust fund for his

cjmic to Aguy with a heart is \\*eii
i'yayward son' but he's happy in the

Executed. Maircia Patrick as his p'
#

vought that he has erased the bad
only a matter of time before the g.f. is okay, while good supporting <

streak in his offspring’s makeup,
firm calls it quits.

1

performances are given by Martin * 'va”ders off into the night
United Artists is cun*entlv on Milner, Gloria Saundei'S, and Al-

|

hnss Grey catches up with him.
the block, ostensibly because the
parent theatrical distribution com-
pany wants to diivert coin to selling
theatrical features. If current ne-
gotiations with Joe and Jim Harris
arid Sy Weintraub come off, the
product probably will be funnelled
into the NTA setup, since NTA is

already handling some of their
properties.

fred Linder.
Arnold Laven’s direction is slow-

tempoed, probably due to the type
of script penned by Fred Brady.

Daku ,

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
(The Test)

Blake Edwards directs his own
screenplay with a skillful hand,
and Dick Powell turns in an ex-
cellent. performance to make "’The
Test” surefire entertainment. Ed-

William Z. McDonald/ for the antI Powell have teamed on
McDonald to Vitopix

past eight years an account exec
with WDSU and WDSU-TV. New
Orleans, has joined Yitapix as
southeastern sales rep.

He’ll headquarter in New Or-
leans,

many a Four Star, and the result
is invariably a polished, smoothly
executed production. This is an-
other example of what’s proved, to
be a good combo, and is a standout
in the series

She’s not such a bad kid after all
and it was him arid not his monev
that she wanted all the time,
Boyer gives the kind of per-

formance one expects from him in
this 4-Star collection of plays and
it moves with velvety propulsion.
Unhurried and unforced, every
facet of emotion has a cat-like
tread. Miss Grey is not overbur-
dened with lines but does ex-
tremely well with them. Arthur
seems new around here but sulks
in tlie best tradition of .the spoiled
kid; A good acting job as is that
by Horace McMahon, the casino
caser. and Esther Dale, the kid’s
guardian. Sharpe gives the pro-
duction a full measure of all that’s
needed by Robert Aldrich to raise

Edwards builds steadily, sus- its dramatic stature. Helm,

**. • 'r

Sally Mansfield and incidental photography by
characters that roam the planet

;

Ophiuchus. So you never heard

'

of it.

Surprising that “Rocky” isn’t in
;

the sponsored column considering !:

that such figments of science-fic-
tion are enjoying a healthy fad

}

just now and this one is every bit
as good
took
March of Dimes.

‘RCA Fihi Div’

tron vis« n
'

"S'
v one

rP
c
T5

rK '

tising for the first quarter of :lte

k the time to go on » quack for •.£“(£**
rcb of Dimes. -last cpeok- Tbis wjU be folio. c. sr

- * stumping sessions in Chucago -fr*

ANNIE OAKLEY' 5 21 «. and Los Angeles h'25-2T . •

With Gail Davis, Brad Johnson, ; national sales manager B-

Jimmy Hawkins, others Cron and ad-promoiion d'.rec'cr

Producers: Flying A Productions Jay Smolin participating LI

Producers: Armand Schaefer, „
three conclaves and Edgar G. Tes

Louis Gray
;
Sisson, just upped to director cf

Director: George Arrhatabaud
j
the Division (after a brief terr.'. >-

Writeri Norman S. Hall ’associate) under Stanton, work-,?

^ a£aivi»
0
'KBV , U . . . ::

the N, Y. and Chi powwows.

sS^ra
* W"

'
^

Tho Gothwn stenra vnttiti

Distributor: CES-TV Film $*lrs ;*?. *** ?reTi®“s “S*1*

How the kiddies are \ going to
5 dlnnep for Stamton at Cub -)

take to a gal bultying the baddies l: W attended by persor-tj

is a good question for the sponsors above a given rank. Each man
of “Annie Oakley’’ to grapple with. :

Eis own way to honor Stanton
It’s old hat western stuff that's

|

it was no mere Divisional
no different from a hundred others - with NBC prexy Weaver lesc:r4

that hare been around but madey the contingent.
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WEBS CAUGHT
T^e ramifications attending the blueprinting of the projected

VBC-TV daytime ^Home” show tnow scheduled for a
;
March 1

nreemi become more Involved and interesting as the days go by*

For example, finding a home for "Home” has rendered WXBT,
t«e New York flagship station, homeless.

“VnBT is leasing its major studio on West 67th St., loathe net*

’work -as the permanent home for "Home." As result WNBT has

forced to seek studio quarters elsewhere, including Eadio

C-tv for its local programming*

SoV^e vital statistics bn launching of the upcoming 6^-naimate

rc>j4e-board •'Home** showcase: It's
.
estimated

.
that - upwards of

;

s' 00 000 has been spent thus far in preparing the ihw iiajpron*

$75,000 of that amount going into previously adited
subsequently discarded kinescopes*. Considerable coin as going

jsia studio innovations and equipment; there’s a fuilMime staff

32' there are script editors, departmental editors, etc.
*
Is fact, there’s just about everything thus, far—-eacep", the finding

of the key emcee personality and' . a format -

With Albert McCleery it’s a new-*-

Mound- and apparently chronic
]

case of “I'm just wild about HoV
ly-srood.’* His turning of .hand-]

springs for productions based oni

the Coast- finds ’a ready support -

in kbc Television, which is goisag |

doTS'n ihe line in a *BeH Bent for

Evans Gets Eyeh
Maurice Evans produces' and

has starring title role in the
-two-hour- "Richard.. IT* • next
Sunday <24->. In N. Y. Ms

_ oonthming credits that same
Burbank'' stance to induce various f day are as star erf long-rrtim.’ng

asd suhdrv programs to shift bp-’1
'•***» f * M

erations from the crowded east. To
MeCleery, the wehS Pacific facila-

t:es are strictly a dreamboat, and i

as producer-director ; of Hallmark’s j

‘Ha53 of Fame” he’s chanting, -a .1

rzightiferous torch song - for. oot
j

thauway where he says the pfeysa-J

cal and technical appurtenances
are superior to anything he’s ever

J

encountered in video.
, j

McC'ieery arrived in' New York ;

last week, leaving “Fame” to its
1

pro tern kinnie fate in California
;

v hile be takes' overall charge of
j

the Maurice- Erans' production of
*;Richard II” as - a/Gotham origi-

;

rating special next Sunday *24L-.

It's the second preemption of the
j

‘-Coast A Cameo7* this season (the
[

first having been the Christmas-
time "Amahl and the Night Vasa-

j

tors” annual classicL with .the
|

cimeo or arena style technique
fronted, by McCleery to resume

,

.with the Jan.' 31 hour ("Richard’”
j

wiH run two hours, 4 to 6 p. at!
McCleery

,
pioneer developer for

]

of the '.sceneryless approach. !

vi ith accent on thesping, script amd •

aMar . lighting and ' costumes-—in .

•his idiom it c-cmes under the head- i

tv

:j
By GEORGE ROSEN

j v '
. ; 4

\
The networks are caught an she

,

. middle of a laves’JtM-jux program •

i dilemma—and there isn't a- thong j
they can do about. sL '

.

Haring es-

;

taMished a- stake an the 4t- film

'

• -syaadifaliwa field, for better hr for .

: worse, they’re beggaring to fear '

'that they 've -tembated a fraaakeaa-

t stein .

;

lihat ; cswald . well . Strike back :

•-aawS - kirk the nierir.arks right in the
•teeth- cable and all

They already , see the handwrii'
5ng on lie wall m the. fart,. that

’ such riet» ori-impened .

' telefilm
prope-rtiefc now playing the re- *

i sadaaal ciircsails as ^Aimos V Aswly'” :

.

: .iaade iby CBS’ and "Ylrtaay al
• Sea” (made by NBC '., to mention
’ but ' fwtu are grabbing ©3 some -trf .-

the Wp aiidiehces in key naariteis^-
• ajAtSiences. that are being kiphoned
away from the nmr orkk' lire p:u-

} Already rivalry wiilMn the net-
j

. 'H'txrkf ' film dhisittn tk. the ty net-

. w ark for markets and time avasila-

'.MirLipK >
. jms created some etafcar-

I
rasnneg sitnauatis all around—but ;

: once having dedicated, themselves
: to film, sjhdicfitian, the networks
j

are going ahead as though noth-
: ing’s wrong.

Take the sitnatkem at NBC. Ar-
;
tnalty .the NBC S^ilm

.

Biriaatim ' ae- •

: mounts iar about 3£.itf0.,{KlD in' an- •

. vmal gram- ih;?:—.pea-mM* esumpuned
' i*

. the ff225'.'QUD,Di0fl ' oreraH -time- =.

;
talest: business far the liwe' tr xu*t~

'• work. It's an accepted premise,
; ©f " ccnirse- thil 3SB.C-TT, when
properly translated, means bucd
praperti-es as . '‘Colgate Comedy

' Moiirr “Today ” "Mr. Peepers.”

j

“Show of' Shows'” and the hoGi of

• other live
.
program campimects.

The very surri-i'a] trf the netv.’ork

Mnges on the cable.

But in order to hoid siars. NBC, .

;
like CBS and ABC is forced to «xd-

. brare films. They can t afford to
• do otherwise, beca.iise a lot of spon-
sors want "em that way. toe. 'For
NBC il means W£3aam Bench's.

.

• "Life nf fiLfley”
:

; Joan Baris
.

• “I
•

j
Married • 3 cum” :. BoD Boyd '

‘

:

Hc>p-

j

along Cassidy”’1
. Qromiho Mark,

;
the top-rated "Lfragnet” series. <etci

, But • the
'

‘ NB'C-rTlm-53'ndihaied
"Dragnet” readnals ‘“Badge
”14”

•, sold to all stalicms -on a
first-com.e-first-sen’ed basis, are al-

ready cuttang into the live netw'ork
Chicago, Jan. MS.. : shows in many ;ma.rkfti:g and dissi-

' NIC—TT-
Dinah Share Shpw—dim. 2L

‘ahio dan. T® ‘-" 7 ASipa.

'

Z«* FaraAc—dan. 31, 4B&rd

Judge f*r
.

'Tensekf ‘'TreS

Allen'—Feb. *, aiHb.39 pna.

.
• CDS—TT

. New SeTwer-^an. '£2. 539-&
PJSL.

.

Of to

^ Vth lk^ ^ Ti^o titt56 trwmectKm tharges. ' has 'already
Aus ao am^xpitauE irf resuh?-

ejjeai .mnee eixperimeitta*-
ing.'. ns. new Buffalo affihatitm ^ '

.
American y Tfelephone A T«4e-

graph Cm was acheduleidt . l-o £Be
m?lh the' FCXT last week its new
c*Me rates for' nal€»r aderiihcm

i

> repi'erenting .an irntrease nf ahouf -

©I'er the Mhck-jmd-'whjhe cable
' tariff -r hut • an, a stupriee . mw*
1AT&T deeideid to .dc) nothing about

.

.;

at M this' tune. As result, no hetieun

wvll ju-obably be. luken. for se'i’wall .

months to htune.. •
.

AT&T detaKion to let the matter
.refit for the lame being is behewd .

.•to stem from tee attitude aruuzii

: the.netw'wks that, 1±w.\33uiuii*jii-'

use- <uf <culur ffuring ’54,. tberek ho,
. need to rush into the thing nhi
' Ktan throwing, a scare' int* adver-
tiserk, siaLkuu managej's and .ntfaesrs

:

w-hee the meed doess 1 raaDy ekifit

!yet_ As result, : blaek-amd-whilie

: tariffs will tsomtinue to prevail iur
‘-color trensmisfuim .nntii such time
: that ATfisT feels the time is rape
to act,

However., an interim -ctimrrtercial

;raie fur coior tiansmission. in
terms -tii wtiui the stalium pay's fur

Dial M for Murder,” vmlh that
legiter. right, opposite the mar-
quee that bills him in the pie,

“Gilbert A SuIlaTan.* He’s also
in on the production ol “Tea-
house of the August Moan'"
click.

' But Evans, above all else.

has always wanted to do the
famous "This England” speech
from "Richard IL” That's ex-
pounded by Frederick Wor-
l©ck- w ho's playing John -of

Gaunt. So Evans’ wriSl do the
next best, thing tr-wire by re-

citing the piece two days,

ahead ' of the "Rachard” es-
posnre-^Hoa

.
NBC-TY "Today’

-”

this Friday (223.

CBS’ $3,000,088

irg oi
V,
selective realism*'—as oon-

fcurded by the fact that NBC-TV Chi C3S-TT ©peritio® is .
piitfng their viMe to the spcaiiiai^

shoves with- a Coast-originating tag <h,eiimg out ’ S3 q£>0>&&0 for new- Come the day when the reruns cm
represen: belter than. 25^0 of the

,j faaiines. Veep H, Leslie At- "LSfe of RileyT "T. Mamed Jcum.'”
biLmgs but -only about 4% of the

! 3^ disdosed yesleaday (M«a.' -

;

etc, .saturate the markets, and the
produce ions.' While taking time.' t»-t ibe • aelwark had ourcitased

' afSiatf.s riding 13

The dofkshavehMm rA«ared •

ti0n

f charge far hlttuk-and-whitt auimeu-
JO.C «tay trf 2 tiun is Sblii). Tup ‘color -uhargirTHFi ind Jl'-D be ^uniiuanung

^

^eia ig ijR5 [».

'

week. The station wall prohahJy r*e
;.

. a ._ ^ *

xid iir»e air w'ithiB a rrlimth iTjfh . .

*^he dtd.esrred ATkT tnmfis for

unly -Ccuszmel 7 to be resolved, that j^hble -will up the ire fron^35_per
iinf Ttlin - lute a long tame eozning. =

tuiie a montb to S45 a month. TIlm;

Charmed 2 os what NBC is gtm- based on an eight-hour dally

Vimg ior to gre it Off the honk, In hlatk-imd-white there «
having iouitd itself out in the /cold>. S2^hb -hour esetra ciiarge beyuhd-

when iis enviable -wdth "^M hours 'and 54-pej -horn

WBEN-TT 'tame to an ahrupi aontiguous > I'pflar Jhe new m»lnr

ria tee switchover to xCBS. -
. ;

±e^^te«'e v.te he a M-oOnper-hoxn-

The merged icn'res min’ing into '^nr ’tf-u^ additumul hour and

the r.hur.rZ , i Tqmctra S€.StPpei-hi«ir mmer the mm-wm-
niiyk second TKF ha?>e yet to utik'i^smius rule.

turkey with NBC The? know i — —
they’re in the bargaining position

and have no mieimai: . irf if ding •

NBC citli ail the xuix»mn the deals.

NBC needs this -ime hadfy and the :
ww •

next tw'o weeks should be inter-

esting i*D£S. in terms of the net- •

work affiliation negotiations.

Cfoarmei 2. the Jesuit of fihe

Niagara Fails Gazette-Victwr .Co.

;

mergbr. is prexied b?' George Though only ertpwea three tinieB

Goodyear. Myron Euk/ibe £ud- ns a Sarm-day-tr^nnon stanza on

Tier agenry ratho-tr -exec, is vrepre CBS Bachn Boheri Q Lewis may
Seymour Lntu; of Iflarxne Midiand
Corp.. is among tee other local

townsmen identified with tee sta-

tion.

The new owners bought radio
station WGT* in Buffalo a couple
months back.

tee cable -on lire

evu^fronj his chores at the Heary tee Chicago Arena for $1 .5d0.-O36^ .

sbows will be y^Sng "enonghT
hiu; v.c,n Hoi el where parts of "Rich- an(j teat a like amount will be ' Nov comes tee case .r>f tee Rob-
*rd Ii were in rehearsaL he ex- spent an c^mverting the Near Norte ,en Cummings "My Hero” half-

' ' '
' NBC

WAT? Use for ‘Saeaks

Q
gel an it&dtecma! HP .mmitfes luotend

•til; hy April. Thai tliis is more
than wisMid thinking is bnrne hut

: by the fata tea: Xmeskan Tissue
already has been parted iur the
3.1i:45 to 33 sjibt. leaving indy' tee;

3 fi-BO quarter open abend tnr-ee

; months ahead uf prosjietrEji'e

lannchihg mao a Bh^mmuter fthe
< hour segments are SiiG-. Should

i

plans fur the exrimsjon yell, Galen
, JDrake's iJCKfaun w^ould undeigo re-
dhufrjing and be fixed si a half-
hour from Mil n'clocfc unstead of

.

going to 3 0:55 as currently >.

Also in CBS'* Saturday picture -is

tee. newly -ountrart.ed Feter Lmd

lontDoed on page 3*3‘ • pected lo . start from there in the' coir, on the series. It flopped Iasi

!fal5. When remodeliXL'g is com- season in the Saturday xa ® sit*:..

! pJetecL the Arena will house aT: ;bat primarily berJnst ‘of its oppo-

! tee .W8BM-TV facilities. Present
.
silesiackae Gleason- berthing. Offi-

ispace in the State-Lake ' Bldg, and «ai Films is now syndicating tee
• the Garrick Theatre, leased from reruns and. g:ven a more favorable

! Balahan & Kata when ! CSS took y ContiDued «on page 42 1

* over WBKB's channel, will be re-
;

William Morris Agency as nrgo-
tiaimg wjte WATT. Newnr-k., for

• mse a.s studios and teierisaon --^
03^ who's due fur an afiemonn

faiuhties in ’oroer to hrir^ sufms .> j^urwi'aftcr • w’Ufa no starting .date
previews <rf the ta3»nl outfit s

J However., he jpay mot?e .ante

linquished,
,

‘ r»
. The network’s in^’esln^eoit in tee CJMrjL hjMtf Ak|

; new video Quarters assumes . a
‘ BaifilkS XU b

Tv ~r n ^ade
'

,

wboj* B^^way J faTOrtb3e outcome of the current
’

o- ?? wuadusg up its run J iftagation over its Channel 2 be-
"

%J^c^>i,

Tb5
,

2r£^i
cxecs ^ moruig ih^ enorrmc ovriD

Gfllfcllt S 3-YEAR T>.»e American Federation of
Labor is going to drop sponsorship

of the 15-miEute Frank Edwards
news step on Mutual some '-'lime

in the near future, it’s been relia-

ble remaned. If the show goes, tee

,

new shows' to prOj^rticlive hc?'ers.

intexiuoii if te run off a number -

of piiot kines of propertied indpte. •

If. deal goes through ' I'M can
save thousands teal now g» into

'renials at mayor webs, in tarn.

-the Jersey i*c siatio® wiill not only’

benefit, fanancaall? from use fti its :

f,la>dk> spare but will get -opprirta- •

unity to pre-view WM'i presuge pack-
.;

: ages for the ptih-iirt as we-L a< ad
'= agencies and sponsors

Talks beiwieen Abe LaaLfogeL .

general manager of Wl, and Lrr

nag Rosenhans. WATA" boss,, began
quietly a few weeks back when the ,

agency £!rj.l broached -tee idea.

tee ssfibi l:o be ^'ac.ict.ed by tee
Hcamel Gufs afier F-eh ' £. Ttud
•would be 2 Mi pm. Mury Heidy
will join her husband or tee show
but with Hayes m the top biBinf
as a grnomfcr-atpfj>«r for pmcibbit-
ting Arthur Godfrey 'radao and
tv as the occasion demands.

JACK HERBERT BACK

TO BEARST AS EXEC
Jack 'Herbert; who resigned the

". first nf the year as veepee us

i charge of .sales at .NBC-TAL u re-
.

- ' ** -.

turning to tee Hears! fold, as

Peggy 'STocid. star'and title rpler
cti tee -CBS-TV ' Mama’’ aeries, has

. been wriifen out hi the Jritdaiy -22>

show while tee suns in tee' .tlirgia

-. Islands for a makebeLev'e •risst With
an . of’Ctasaoniul. chararter,.

.
’Vncle

: Chris. But Mias Wood will be back
bn her matriarchal perch on Jan.
2? to celebrate the 12th birthday

' oi Rnbin Morgan, who’s, been en-
acting Dagma1 for nearly' five

Meanwhile, P*alph

,
- auspices.

--- months back Wade
'

•e talks with NBC-TV execs

Mine Worker financial support was
,-ugfct for the show were,

any head. Edwards has
doing his commentary for

c^?Lt
0:r‘e network exposure, but ' gave proceeds from. radio and tv director ^5i

h^bing came df jk riefats to the Red Cross. jsible ter the stann s ufe or death.

.-“ - the Broadway drarua

rights to the Red Cross.

bert, who has been "between jobs” i
dianapoiis. winch lakes piace

vacationing iin Palm Beach since
;

Eoasser capital on Feb. 6. W:te tee

eriUng NBC, ’was" formerly gen- :
coupie- to h-osrejmpon m -tee Baha*

• era; sales manager for the Hears! . mas, Sidney Lume*. c»I the wvbs
magazines- ^

You ^Are There, *id~- texetl

Herbert is als-o a former cotton
.

‘Mama .or two weeks ^~ eb. 1—

broker. ' i
'^v

*
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Menkin

to

A new schedule based on hisf
“multiple impact plan” was laid

out by Larry Menlrin, WOR-TV
( jf; Y.i program . chief, on Monday

WABD’s Shorter

CriaeMag .Fife, Irtial

la Hysteria* Rm&bcc
Five mystery mag publishers

have gotten together with the Mn-

tual web. in an extensive" cross-pro-

-
1 motion that began Monday ‘18)

land will continue through the mid-

|

die of next month. Crime preven-

„ ****** « fit WARD, DuMont’s Gotham flag-fuon is the motif in this scheme to

studio operation _atop the ^Empire nrn(rramTn ;n0 UD until . 5 p.ip m! i
the pulp magazine men.Biuuiv v^i*Mvu —

^ 1 nmctrominintf "UD
State Building. Both of <Gen-

J,ajorThanges concera the slice f Mutual’* 13 menace features will

Oral Telerad10 £ta*!®" *.
! in time for Renzo Cesana’s "Con-

]
spotlight the five publishers prod-

.

In return, publishers, which
-

'

|
incluae

|
Smith, American Weekly and Of'

were SS^^'^^Lette^ui Le«j inc,udePWl**?**** Strect_*
in the current

j

they wouldn't fit

physical setup. .

-•

Entire revamping was motivated

when the station leased out its

large 67th St. studio space to

NBC-TV in a big budget cut that

Is expected to save WOR-TV
8700,000 yearly. Oddly enough,
even with the reduction of space

from several large studios to just

One small layout, Menkin has

planned for an increase in live

programming thatwill total four

to four and a half hours of the

seven-hour daily sked <Mon.-Fri.).

The 7-9 p.m, slot every week
night will have three live

“Today's” tomorrow may see the
budgeted offerings back to bac

. Wake-’em-up crossboarder
Tales of the Unknown, a futuris-

gcdng |nto an $8,000,000 annual
tic half-hour piece with only nar-

rator and one actor, starts the eve-

ning off. Following will be hour-
long three-actor stanza called

from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Station now goes on air at 11:30 -ficial Detective, will bill all of the

a.m., one hour later; than. before.
; web »

g mystery shows in upcoming
'

' ——
\ ! editions. Combined circulation for

|
all the mags totals nearly 17,000,-

000 readers.

Posters paid for by both ends of I

the deal will be peppered across

the nation to herald “Mystery
Month.” Black-white ads, motion
pic trailers, window and newsstand
displays will also be Used.

The 1,400 National Exchange
Clubs are ,

overall sponsors . of

“Mystery Month” adherence. Their
“National Crime Prevention Week”
will climax, the . extensive promo-
tion^ J. Benjamin Brick, proxy of

Exchange Club, will oversee the
operation.

The conflicting picture of radio-tv-stutkwwietwofir affiliations,

which has made a jigsaw puzzle of the broadcasting map, with
the radio arm of a station pledging allegiance to one network
while the tv adjunct throws in its lot with a rival web, has hit a
new high in confusion.
NBC-TV last week grabbed off the enviable KDAL-TV operation

in the Duluth <Minn.)-Superior <Wis.> market. In terms of radio,

KDAL is the big noise with all the prestige in the Duluth-Superior
rivalry. And it’s a CBS “baby.” Getting KDAL-TVfChannel 3)

is no mean feat, with the NBC station relations boys understand-
ably strutting themselves proudly.

Ironically enough, had CBS waited one more week it could
have brought KDAL-TV home to roost. But only a week prior to
KDAL-TV availability, the Columbia boys threw in their lot with
Channel 6 and. the Ritters* WDSN-TV operation. <Radio station
is an ABC affiliate).

;
The Ritters, whose tie with CBS goes v/ay

back (they own 53% of WCCO, Minneapolis, with CBS owning
the remaining 47%) wanted a yes or no from CBS on Duluth-
Superior. CBS gave them a yes.

'

'

NBC’s radio affiliation in Duluth-Superior is WEBC, which has
lost out in the market’s tv competition. But WEBC doesn’t hold
a candle to the kingpin status of KDAL. And they’re laying odds
that, haying moved into the video facet, it’s only a question of
time before NBC brings KDAL into the radio family.

grosser stance by virtue of a rosy
clip for the first month of the year.

As of last week the Dave Garro-
way-emceed stanza saw' 39 of its 80

m’S: I
asr7*" -=«*=

kin has fixed another half-hour
(budgeted like the first), “High
Tension.” Starting date for the

new lineup is Feb. 1

stock grabbed up by various and
sundry of the spot parade; and
that's only one aWay from SRO
on the week (there are 16 spots

cinll^wnVTV
X
hac He available per day ) . But for the

u '
VOR“Tv

first quarter of the year the pic-

vT
J(

luf
t a

5 'lui i*

S
vnflftL

SPS ture is even more upbeat, with
Menkin sought inexpensive pro- 5g% Qn the dotted line, . .

gramming, No one expects that gait to be

rioviciA in maintained, with the summer cue-

in« * tapering off, but the facto-
performances of Tales and Ten tums are figuring on reaching a^ ^ cadence of 55% of satiation.

J » L ! ‘‘Tpn
d
Jnn“ \!in Should that hope go into fulfill-

inJL nut e>n^r -Sih ment, it's $8,000,000 worth of busi-

ml? ness *or a show that's just start-
Wednesday at *°-30 P.m. anddur- ing its third year. The 1953 bill-
ing the following week run the

jngs were in the $5,000,000 class,
B
f

I

?
e °ne

,

cross.the-board
s/that this yearV target practice

slot. ‘.Tales will fol ow suit and
is based

.*
hik|; . {Vs c0n.

vSZJ'Zt i'nZ
S preem on

sidered quite an uplift, but it'll beF
iS

y
i,'

1
J
0

-*
3
? f \ 4hi recalled that “Today” got mixed

Menkin pointed out that major
notices from the critics upon its

costs for .each ofthe threepro- launchingin January, 1952, got
ductions in the block will arise well past the growing pains afte? a

{
ro
JP «h

Jt
arsai^of '£? wSLSh°^ couple of months and by the end of

each week. Since he intends to maiden year was firmly en-
hold only one on-camera coaching trenched
session f^r each, costs ^ill dimin- whethir it reaches $8,000,000 or
ish .n succeeding broadcasts.^ _ maintains the status quo of 1953,
Other live telecasts via WOR-TV

(Continued on page 43)
‘Today” \yill always be remem-
bered as the show that kicked “the
book” in the ' face by pioneering
7 to 9 a. m. television networking
against the experting of a multi
plicity of programming executives
who said it couldn't be successfully
done. As of the moment, however,
the “D” of Dave stays that way
and the. “G” of Garroway trans-
lates itself as Goliath

AVCBS is in the throes of reshuf-
fling its staff directors in an effort

by program chief Sam Slate to
strengthen various segments of
CBS’ radio flagship in N. Y. Ken
Regan moves from the Bob Haymes
show to take over the reins of the
Jack Sterling program, with Don
Muller shifting from the latter to
go on roving assignment in place
of Don Ickes, who switches to the
Haymes stanza.
Haymes, incidentally, grabs him

self a new one in “Melody in the
Night,” which goes into the 10:35
to 11 p.m. slot starting Monday
(25), coincident with the effective
date for the reshuffling of director
ial assignments. “Melody” is card-
ed as a participation stanza “above
lowbrow” appeal. This is apparent
ly part of an attempt to give a
more popular tone to late night

PABST BUYS AM TIME

FOR MOORE-MAXIM GO
Pabst Blue Ribbon is going to

make another sporadic stab at the
radio listening public next Wednes-
day (27) W'hen they air the light
.heavy championship go between
Archie Moore and Joey Maxim via
CBS. This one will be carried in
addition to the,, regular mid-week
coverage the beer sponsor offers
on CBS-TV.
Moore-Maxim bout is only the

second one that Pabst has sent out
on the AM wavelengths since it

sliced $ts broadcast budget well
over a year ago. In the fall it did
the Bobo Olson-Randy Turpin
fight

Mutual *2-

Formnla Adds ‘Author’

To List of Replays
Mutual adds to its replays of

audio portions from other net-

works’ video offerings when it

picks up “Author Meets the Critics”

from DuMont next Sunday
.

( 24 )

.

The General Teleradio-owmed radio

wreb is carrying three other shows
of this nature, including the Perry
Como and Eddie Fisher, shows,
rom* CBS-TV and NBC-TV respec
tively, and. “Twenty Questions,’

another DuMont presentation.

‘Author” Is unsponsored so it

appears that the chief value Mu-
tual gains from carrying the show
(whiclxit aired on radio in ’45-’47

—long Before it went video) is in

prestige. At little or no cost, the

web can make it available to af-

filiates along the line.

A fifth show that Mutual picks

up is . “My Little Margie.” • How-
ever, “Margie” is produced sepa-

rately by both CBS radio and CBS-
TV, Therefore, Mutual is not al

lowed to air the radio edition until

four days after it is used on CBS.
. Only determining .

factor on
choice of stations is that Mutual
avoid cities in which CBS radio
carried the show'. : This means that

if CBS were to have carried “Mar-
gie” on its Philly radio outlet, for

example, the Mutual programmers
would have to restrict themselves
to the next nearest town in w;hich

they have an affiliate. It apparent-
ly makes no difference whether
that particular town is within
range of the Philly station or not.

General Teleradio-owned Web
draws these “twroway stretches”

from sponsors simply because it

concentrates on markets not yet
covered by video.

$14,

(

TrinkleU, $150,000 Homes Among WMCA
Gabber's Sponsor Acquisitions

WBIB
New Haven, Jan, 19.

Recently, without “advance no-

tice of any kind, WBIB
.

quietly

folded its tent and slipped off into

oblivion.
First hitting the airwaves in

1947, under aegis of the Colony
Broadcasting Corp., WBIB was the

first FM transmitter in New
Haven

,
and the only independent

one in' Connecticut
For the last three years of its

existence, station was' affiliated

with WQXR in the “Good Music”
broadcast field.

In the Summer of 1952, WBIB
was taken over by WELI, which
operated the station until the time
of its closing..

The William Morris Agency is

set to prune a considerable portion
of its radio-tv list at a departmental
meeting scheduled for this week.
Boiling dow n process w’ill be taken
up by .the staff in order to lighten
the load of individual agents, elim-
inate shows that are difficult to
sell and to give the remaining
shows a better, chance of being
spotted.

A byproduct of the pruning
down process will be elimination
Of considerable expense. It’s fig-

ured that it costs the agency a cer-
tain sum to carry ‘bach item on its

books, since correspondence, tele-

phone .calls, etc., are required for
proper senicing.

Eliminations are also figured to
streamline the tele department and
permit greater concentration by
agents on the remaining portions
of the list. With each agent re-
sponsible for less shows, more time

“Bargains” like $14,000 dia-

monds znd $150,000 homes are for
the first 'time Jieing sold regularly
via radio. Up until only a few
weeks back when commentator
Barry Gray picked up Lave Realty
iLong Island bonuf builders.* and
Modell’s Diamond Dealers in Man-
hattan, it wras believed the best w ay
to pitch items of this genre, to the
higher income brackets was
through a purely individualized
approach—the soft-spoken sales-

man in the slate-gray suit.

Gray has cariied those advertis-

ers whose hiz lies mostly with the
“carriage trade,” hot never has he

i reached so high to
.

sell to so few.

Up until now he has pitched for

the purchase of high-priced suits

by KoLmer-Marcus and for Sher-
man ciggies (which are best at a

Park Ave. cocktail party). Then, on
down the line, he has spieled com-
mercials for relatively more mod-
erate lines. . :

MqdeU’s, which joined Gray just

before Xmas, reports that its lint

of $28,000 gems (which Gray has
been selling at about $14,000) has
upped in sales. Lane Realty, ap-

parently following the lead, hired'

the commentator for the first time
last Thursday (14).

;Too short a time has elapsed for
any accurate measure of results

from the mass sales talks. Some
observers indicate that these ex-

periments will fall flat within the

next few weeks, since the only

truly effective way to sell high-

priced property (w'hether dia-

monds, homes or pedigreed

(Continued on page 30).

program.

With the lightening of the shows,
agency will also cut out some of

h^ht “Sc Til
" to 8° ba<* to radio regularly onnight

f

J

l‘*IC Tjl Daw n as ndK Wednesday nights, as well as tv,

Phelps *wiHi
S

Hank but a8ency for Pabst, Warw ick &
Si V**}* insists that only intention

is to continue capitalizing radio-
ing him in that spot. Phelps goes
into the production sector of CBS-
TV after having directed “Dawn”
since last February, with a free
mixture of pop, ligfjt and classical;
Besa.vne’s directing career started
on the radio net’s Coast outlet.
KCBS.
The “Dawn” reshuffle may be

Indicative of a hew trend toward
such nightowl programming. For
instance, WNBC is dropping the
serioso “Music Through the Night”
with Stan Freeman taking over
the midnight to 6 a.nl. spot of
NBCs N. Y. key on Feb. 1. He’ll,
do his pianologs and sene -s

\

deejay.

wuse on championship or other
widely-heralded bouts.

TV’s Rossword Puzzle

REVIVE BABY SNOOKS

WITH PAT CARROLL
Pat Carroll, formerly on the Red

Buttons show, is being submitted
as a reincarnation of Baby Snooks,
which was essayed for many years
b
>

Ihe late Fanny Bnce. A disking
i commissions brought into the office

ojt a Snooks program is nialung
|

a ai.
rai),s Some of tlx small-

the rounds of radio networks and earlwrs win p, retained, but onh-
ad agencies ! - '

Needham, Louis’

Needham, Louis & Brorhy placed

hillings totalling $3,013,307 with

Mutual in ’53 to lead all other
agencies there, and the coin -^52,*

113,165) invested by S. C. John-

son Sc Son, through that same ad

will be available for the stronger I outfit, headed up the sponsors.
In second place with $2,187,346

w:as Dancer-Fitigerald-Sample . J.

Walter Thompson placed number
the talent it’s been attempting to I

with $1,768,573,

peddle. Some of those on the list The year's big prize, at the web
require more attention that the ! was placed by Needham, Louis A

Brorby for Derby Fopds and State

Farm Mutual Automobile Insur-

ance as well as for the Johnson

kttnrH w.»w» . Ka i
those that the office figures it can

}

finn. All Of Dancer-Fitigersid-
Hanley Stafford who was theihniiri into a revenue or prestige

|

Sample cash was pntin the kitty by-
harassed father on the show will
repeat that role on the revival.
The William Morris Agency is rep-
ping the layout.

WJR’s Banner Biz
Detroit, Jan. 19.

build
producer.

Advices from the Coast this
week to N.BG-TV factotums in New !

Sterling Drug. JWT split the

“show” slot among throe of its ac-

counts—Credit Union National

Assn.. Johns-Manville and Libby,

McNeill & Libby.

Over the million mark with dol-

York on billing arrangements for 1

iar investments in advertising yia

the Jan, 31 - “Comed>T
,

(

__ Hour” i
Mutual were Johnson. Sterling

WJR enjoyed the largest local ! elicited considerable eyebrow-rais- ?
(second placed J^Iilds Labs

j . ing. That's the COleate stahn I
’tbird', American Federation ox

nd national program - and an-
; headed bv Eddie Cantor. His ma- J Labor, and Quaker Oats. In indus-

nce ’ inr Diiptf tuniutr* mill Pm.iaI.. S trial classification breakdown.

A new tele quiz game, based on
the crossword puzzle, is being .

. 4 .
-

packaged by singer Lanny Ross.
|

nouhcement sales last year since
; jor guest support will be Groucho

\

'pal classification

narrator-announcer David Ross and !
the station began broadcasting -27

;

Marx and Wally Cox. His talent * and toilet goods led wun
an’s I

years ago.
; ragent Donald Ross (Jane Froman

ex). Show would work on a com-
peting team principle, with Lanny

ago.
; regulars will include Connie Rus- 1 WHinss of well over *6,506.000.

Ptexy John Patt said spot sales sell and Billy Daniel, Another ?
They were followed by tobacco

!
for 1953 were $24,208 more than ! guester is moppet singer Ricky * firms With less than half that n£-

emeeeing and David and Donald
j

the previous alltime high set in
j

Vera. / uro.

captaining the teams, : 1952. Network revenue declined The word is that each of the > Total Mutual billings for 53

(

Trio is calling the show “Ross- 1 a little over the previous year, Supporting talent is to get “equal
|
amount to better than $23,000,000,

1 w or<k Puzzles.” . .. . 'however.-. . . .. * »100% billing.” . . # , a io% gain orordhe- previous year.
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RADIO-TV ALERTED TO 1EE ERA’
sma

The backstage ,
conflict involving the brace of sponsors 'Carter

Products and Schick) on the CBS-TV Tuesday night “This Is Show
Business- program looks headed for a final showdown, with like-

lihood that Schick, for one, will not only cancel out on the show
but the 9 to 9:30 time period as welL

The hassle over product conflicts has been going on practically

since the start of the dual sponsorship parting last fall, but has

been monntihg into an increasing source of irritation and embar-
rassment to everybody concerned as Carter, on the one hand,

cases'’ the' Schick commercials with an eagle eye. and vice versa.

Everything would have been Okay had .Garter restricted its plugs

to its Arrid and liver piU products. But Carter has a third item

on the books—lUse Shaving Cream, whose v virtues It insists on
extolling via "Show Business/* Unfortunately Schick, on behalf

of its electric shaver, does a selling job (“no messy lather") which
U in direct conflict with the Bise message. What aggravates the

situation is that, on the weeks that Schick or Carter is on, the

alternate client is given a reciprocal plug at the end of the show.
That, in turn, limits the time of exposure for the other client to

the front and middle sections of the show to prevent two successive

messages telling different stories. Schick doesn't Like it. Neither

does Carter. Neither does CBS.
The whole thing will, probably wind up with “Show Business,''

caught in the middle of an awkward situation, making the agency
rounds.

Washington, dan. 19.

Despite' the stormy overtimes

l Robert E- Lee 'looks to -.be .all but 1

i: officially “in" as permanent mena-i

l
ber of.toe FCC. Nominal-on is ex* ?

jj.pected'lo come' to the floor . of |i

; the Senate this' week.. tonMsmwa’•

Hollywood, Jan. 5.9.

Jack Van VoSkenburg. prexy .-of

f;Wed » at the e?rliesl. foliowing CBS. Televieoc. .is due back an' New

.

|

confirmation today *Tues. J of

! Lee’s .’ recess ' appointment
.

by the.

> .Senate Interstate .Commerce C»s>
jmittee by a- 52*1 .vole.

. Washington. Jam. 39-

In one of his cfaararierirtst hot

blasts at ' efforts' to relax racaaopoly

:regu2alic>ns. Sen. Edwas C. Jofen-

soa .-‘D-CojO.'i threw- the book' ..ht

fibe FCC. Iasiweek for Its “brazen*
York tomorrow fWed 1' after, a se- ...

. .
•

.

ries of huddles here and in Palm Proposal to raise toe fire^Ulmn

Springs With web ex«s from both ©rising os tv bolding to serfs,

coasts., factoded were talks with * pwitesi at least two are CHF.
reps of I^eia Prpdadjfloi 1 3 Is a letter to Comntiwaofa chaar-

'Dissenter was Sen. Mike Mon- - Love Lucy ”* etc. ^oo cOTteacts.
.

. ^ »rde JudHiacm Kieeerf-
, A ^ In ©c toe confabs was Hairy. Kosei cayoe. aoamac® suggest

;r»ney. «D„ Okia . who questioned • - - -

,
Lee qualifications for the

Ackerman. T.p. over Coast opera* . ed that
.
toe. cironnrtslasces which

tidcis- for toe web. who: will' head caused a “'jfcitt
-

in FOC pplirv 5©3-

Sh,* pot! acd tOTrt jte «***»--«** iu JC<rr. 2T win-
appointment as obrtocs consol#-. .; tiara to California. Acker,mar will. . - n ,rr^ --

' mg its monopoly trgclatums
;

tide prize" fdnee ;Lee had penevioas* be- accoenpanied by William Paiey.

;-ly been' endorsed by House anrib- .board chairman of pyj^ent CTB5-

i;bers
;
'as Asst. Comptroller -Ge^^etol*

The Subversive' Activities Con-*1

trol Board has taken an unprece-
j

denied step by trying to force ,a
’<

Communist organization to register
j

WOR

Sen. J<&a O. Pastor* : ,D„ JL Ito.

•iabstainieid .from voting, but- reserved ..;

the right to oppose toe aominatioB
©a the Senate Coosr. .

. Absence of any .serions/bppoid- *•

'. tioc at 'toe .Senate- panel's ;
saftlng •of

t

Lee .(Moil:' .

could boi conc*a3 toe fact toat-.oon- ij

Itomatioa if regarded to.some qcair-
1

is
"

on
in two

‘Great Guy*

ihe aeent of a foreign power" s. WOR and WOR-TV. General .teri as havaag- an ©miaous »**-

the basis of 'material contained 5
Teletodio stations to New York. ^S*F *hat y«u Sake, tois^ to toe

radio mograms. Utilizing » dumped 12 of their 123 odd engi- ..McCarthy* .cin trarKuatei mto radio ;

the powdr granted under the Me- =
neers Monday alB*'.' becadse. they' ,*nd .teSevioon." one idgk .stohfitog.

Carran Act. the Federal group has 1
bad .no shows on which they could -vwoetote-.flpmea.- .

subpoenaed transcriptions and copy ' work Affected were the newest If. as indicated at Mcmdays
of paid shows done by the Labor : in*0 i» t*tms of seniority in Ideal -.session, tortaaek pressHre"" was

Youth League via New York indie 1212 of the International Brother- respcflMable lor softening Dezao-

WMCA during the political cam- :
flood of Electrical Workers.

,

'

'

.

'

'

:
.

.

'

paizns of *49 and *52.
^ ^

Mcave to
~

7 ^
t * # 5w, r Vr i- i budget Ughtemng at WQB-TY. Sla-L toe LYL is named a foreign u rmnllv r^toquitoed its cost-

a?ent group by tbe_ Control BoanL
|y at fiTto^toTa .mnaUer 1

Pn?c»P^ ?7d«“ for such ^Jup
.m Boa*

:

a Ciaun hcS
‘ tog, and gave up two of its bigger

.'

the context of the programs and - .jJJ , i

in the statements of Leon Gold- a

“ prx>flPctx>g?~

stein, program boss at WMCA, if j \

must, under provisions in the Me- ’

Carran Act; forever label itself j

thus before everything it does on
|

the airwaves or in print. LYL must ’

then call itself either a “Conunu-

1

hist organization** or a “Comma-
j

nist-front organization" the intent

;

being to take the wind out of its

general public.

Goldstein, subpoenaed by Atior-

1

ney General Herbert Brownell's
o.'nce. appeared in Washington two

^

v.eeks ago. vdiere he brought forth

»

the transcriptions of the two po-
j

liucal broadcasts, introductory re-

;

marks made by WMCA before ea^b --
.. .

ana copies of the scripts^ Goldstein sn ®d libber on a radio station

or i

Washington.- Jan. 19.

The knotty question of whether

musician who also performs as

ECC ConuniSaoner Bobeit E: .

Lee. asked yesterday .'Mom.'

by' Sea. George A. Sanatoers
iD.-Eaa.A' at a Senaie conmat-
tee bearing if- be was ‘toe--

boadea"
4

to. “one- todiiidual to

the. Senate,"' 'replSe-di

**i am distressed at toe im-
pikatom. -Sen..' ‘Joseph •• Mc-
Carthy is a friena cd mane, I

like base. I toahk he's a great
gey. Bnt be had nothing to

.do with shy- appototment .and if

'

be - tried' io. .
rnfloesK'*.

;
me I

ftint
. Fd ' rtseai : toe

.

reqaesa.

. froto ..Islnt ot from ' ahy ; ' other
member of Ccngress, Td re-

sent being so aporaatched.
"

•“would be as anterestmg aubywl
_i

!£©r ocmgi%ssmzial inquiry."' if the
: “allogitad rizrzHmmt propowJ” «d

f;-' g\ .
.- Vk ,

" Dec.. 25. Ira allow': seven sliitiOEF (,
'

2 i.

S laAIHin llP ^ "
ks:f <ttflknfie todopted. i*e .said.

\MffllMl a^w ^ must be regarded as public ai-
knov.*iefigBBisl that toe CommiSr-.

;
satm » tonitog helpleKtl?' lo the

• motkobolisis, Surelii , a cumpeleEl
SOvsemineiil agency Will init ad'» ,er-

.

:

t3»e a’.s imbutenee' and adzznls at*

;
iailUT* in gh*e toe people that ho-

- £tora3 -etwijietatri’e tv. .sj
rsl«m

.
ai has

so bravely • promisei
.

rejjeaiedi?
"

The ComnussiDn prbposal, Jobn-

Ahbongij Exaft and- Edgar ffier-
’ «ai -toM Hyde, is “a townrsigined

the “54-^. aeasos,. wbeai Bergen agenry's *' Bugnr-eoaiecS1" justifies-
' jtsEns to a full kRtr week3j': raifiio

,
riim li-m toe. plan u'cniid encourage

format for toe tbeese eomnany,. toe LW. he added. anereC?: a sub-

;

iv>

.

herjisse to to*, few who aireatT
showcase' are already getting amuer >iant»* xnure toiii, toetr .shane

1 way. Tb? Senaror demanded toat ii»e

Flock -t£. £raft .and J. Walter CnmmiKSJOn; annoroice “ammedahe-
.agynpr execs Heave next -T'* iliaS u is suspending Us-. pro-

Monday '?'25i 4«r toe Coast Jar ptttaJ .“rmtli it acquires afidititmai

buddies with Diaggn aaid i© .discuss .'experience, and data wito regard to

his possiide eatri into tr ior Kraft- rnarntdactuiung and dastributiw ®
*

• Tbe ^xjustff 'CnrrealOv Two fi£D reeedvers. toansmtoer equrpment

boor drama shows «n video -fNBC and after it has explored t.-uHt »3

and ABC" and aTt rnnsidened like- probiems .toal
.
directl?' affi ri toe

. a?: list under has brnaflrast ex- bperalioE al a Q£F- saation "

_

ithasdvsiT. wito: Kraft, Bergen vri33.’. -ifcriii.’ i; II Eocoarajres -CHF
: ©s ferial ©cciasiQai' become adenti- -

- Johruso® • wanted^ to know how
'• fied w*t/h the tv a^mexds as w<eTl EC-C justifies its nnding iiial toe

•.eurb as holiday programming, etc.

Bergen's Kraft thread is - repan-

eratic oppojation.to the Ersenbower
appointment, the fart remains that

one of the major networks, is 'd

n-aintained. that, his station was should be eligible for membership rurbed "over conlinuiin? reports

ed to be czbqne and ambitious in

scope . On his radift show be T
II be

a enmmentatior-at-large, disk jockey

arid generaily. bead up a show de-

signed to raeaptore same id . toe
ex-Bergen semesters in radio when
be was dojzig hour showst.

Among Ibose in the N V-to-LA.
TCTikei will be mlatk PIstt. t n. in

gimerpus gift” o? riwii addmema:
stoLions' i'iH ennourage CHF.
' Hpk be asked, “does the ©pera-
licm ^ a CS5F station by a netw'ork
in -Run FrnrvciKCfl espedaie the be-

< Continued an page.34

Continued on page 38) j

' ~\ * ~
-hare to live" with, toe .FCC and

j
Counsel for AFTRA. Saul Pryor. make toe best of aS.

I
argued that one fti the Easirhss Little Opposition

Expected oppusiiion to the ap-
poiEfme-n: of Lc-e a member of

toe FCC earned ©us to be hike*

ifor «b the Krid’: shews, plus A.
Durante, J’W’T s radkKT pabbtst*
chief.

! involved. John Entil is an “atr

|
personality" on has program “Mu- :

{ sic Is My Business" and that be is

] not nterely an “incidental" ad lab-

5 ber. He contended that by regu-

iarly and frequently talking over

the mike, as well as plajing an

instrument . Enu! ,
performs the

warm yesterday - Mon. 4 as the Sen-
ate /interstate Commerce .Comm::-
See questioned she Commissiooer
on his fitness for office. The com-
mittee. whose chairman is Sen.

NASHVILLE DAILIES

TO CHARGE FDR LOGS
Nashville. Jac- - 19 .

No r/.-ore will the radno and- tx

(Continued on page 43'

Wdboprx KeDey
Welbourn Kelley is back in New

ABC TV execs from the top frn I .
Co

^
n
i*li?

r

« wU as the Don McKeiU office *»• drfgted w0» Km »a Emil

»

are anxibuslv awaiting
'***'•”' " "r ~'r

Swift. 4 Co. _
Y :io:r. osgr agency

r -v -T-o bankroller. aboard for a Gordon contended that Emil s ac

.bait*-hour eagh morning. it*s con- lib comments are “ircsdeniat to a

s y.ered the key factor in whether
|

1 " n °t the simulcast gets under •

v •> 2 ‘- least partly off the sustain- s

hook.
. j

-\M bankrollers. which also in- \ ... ...

r‘

?

e pbilco,^ Toni and Quaker;. York to freelance as a radso-sy
have until Friday (22 j - to

J writer after quitting • recently as
txercise their first refusals rights 1 Munich program manager of Radio

- f-
^ mai°r sales Free Europe,

i - bemg directed at Swift be-
^ After service in the Navy as a

:t sponsors a half-hour of the
j
lieutenant commander m ^ or:d

!'

4i'5.
ra

.

rTi f
.

iVe da> s weekly and its
; War II he joined NBC as a scripter

e . nicationn-uh BC covers near- and program builder.
* i>> .'ears. Negotiations with the

, Kelley is ex-prexy of Radio
Ipqntirvyd^pq ppg^ ^3>v . \ Writers Guild, $ . ,

•

opposition ’ witnesses ap-

c;;tie's :r this cr.y get free spare

for braadcas-iirg logs, t.n .the city's

two major' bew-spape-rk. The Tefr
rcsseir. and -toe Banner ba»e t® 1-

Ctucagn Jir,. IS

ScTrjething «ff a race if -df^’elfrjp-

.r.c among tore* of toe iur.

r

Ch:
"i f.:.i:tj:>ns te see whir-i one rrUites

the fi.rs-t 1-oral splato ieib t-rwrv

.

A.'tr.'Oi'.gr. 3i ’s M;p4*rt
t.e

,d is r*e r -r>rt

toll before an? Of toe 3ora' <udjcs

are cori'ertedno lint toe
(

.v«:kr?'ixc

tor toe pole position is a,read*

i.noser . w ay. Not only are the

agenc? iaieres: ana pabljtor.? vil--

ifi’S factors, .r. toe *‘£rs1 v.;r. joto'i

'
yw erpsJtokesH bn: also toe

set mannfacliirers and reta.lers are
anxrqc* for local color lel-en&ris. for

Stations also expressed cancer

'over the appointment in letters to

the Sedate Small Business Com-
mittee.

Whether Senate Democrats will

oppose the nomination when it

reaches the Soor remains to be

seen. There were reports at the

pens too z&scn.

A. sSatemeut by the morr..r;2 edi-

tier.. The Tennessean other, is aft-

ernoon', declared: ""This newspa-

per has always in toe past carr.ed.

the logs of the .radio and. tv sta-

tions in NashriBe and given the

time' for their coramercoaii? spon-

sored program? free of charge

-.<>' c;«st S-

>

0.^33 with
.
a • fir-r. erde"

i<az c ECA equipment .expecicc:

:c> be ptoi-ici Sb:s week The Ci:.

CSS ope.ratto.n'also has a b>d n: fc:

a pair of RCA ©ol-nr camera chains..

And ti-NSQ :s kr.^wr. :a re work-
ing on: the -er.gtr.eerto.g delays for

its entry' into the 'tints

eapitol that 26 Democrats had been
ThJS h#s a4 heaw exist Ad agency response here to las:

Sined up against the nomination -

to ^ ceW 'S^ape.r." week s NBC-TY s closed c j-oi::

demonstration of color taiiorjrg o.

I' .NBT s local programs was unan,-

moitsly favorable; indicating that

but that this opposition maj hase 30th newspapers' exec* claim
caved in because of network ^l^.toey will give 5talion men “ex-
pori for Lee. trenselv reasohable" rates which

Lee. ex-FBI man. friend of Sen. are -far below costs" in order to

Joseph McCarthy «R.-B'is.J> and share Ihe expenses necessary to

(Continued on page, 43 ), k continue the prograia listings.

there's an eventual pot of gold at

both the national and local ends

of the tit rainbo 'a.
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Will was a rave on the Avon. In

London, boffo- And for the 500

following years of legit, he's been it

But repeat on Tision?

That was the question when the

Universin' of Southern California and

KXXT liespcare cm

mum

With USC idol Dr. Frank C. Baxter in

charge of the class. Shakespeare k Baxter

were an immediate hit.

;; •5;il tJrlSiiL

I

m

mmg

v
=“ - — .v, *»;•. - -77~s"* * '

1
’

They won almost 400.000 television

students a week. And of them, 1 , 200 were *

enrollees signed for college credit.

The. critics said “superlative !" Sylvania

named them “outstanding local educational

television program of the year."

And Life: "the Number One example . . •

of the future role of television as

an educa tional i nst.rumem/

'

Without a doubt, a case of local bov/s)

making good. Will. Dr. Baxter. USC.

And the knowing showmen at

CBS Tt'Jev'a-ifvn's hr\ > fa lion in Hollvicooi.
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‘Baflrooa’ Battle Stiffl a Draw;

WABC And Up, Ditto Biz

Dust has hardly settled in Mar--1

tin Block’s shift from WNEW, the

N. Y. indie, to ABC and its Gotham
flagship, WABC, but some of the

early returns : are
.
already posted

In the battle of the rival “Make Be-

VoorKs’ WMC Status

a good deal of directing and script-

ing through the country, and after

World War II, where he served as a

lieutenant colonel in the U. S. Sig-

nal Corps and eventually as aide

to Australian Field Marshal Sir

Thomas Blarney, headed the Amer-
ican U. Theatre in Biarritz,

France, returning to Fordham U.

in N. Y. to develop that rah-rah

legiter to a. lofty place. He joined

NBC as a producer-director in

1949.'

That McCleery*s hosannahs for
early returns : are already posted Memphis, Jan. 19. 1949.

.
•

. . .
.

In the battle of the rival “Make Be- Richard (Dick) Voorhis, formerly That McCleery s hosannahs for

lieve Ballrooms.” Billings and program consultant with NBC in the Coast is not mere kowtowing

sponsorwise, it looks like a draw, New York, has beqn named assist- to his current base of operations is

but it’s a certainty that WABC has ant manager of WMC, AM opera- 3 reflected in web ^designs, with

boosted its audiences substantially tions here by H; W. Slavick, gen- “Howdy Doody doing two weeks

with its acquisition of the veteran eral manager. Station is o. and o.
{
of originations there, Mr. reep-

disk jockey. by the Scripps-Howard chain ers” having given one. Spike Jones

Preliminary Pulse returns for which also operates WMCT, VHF having launched his stanza, a cou-

January, covering Block’s first station on Channel 5. pie of weeks back, and Pinky Lee

week on the air, show WABC rat- jn the new frontoffice setup, aR<
* ^ Hollywood get-

Ings for weekdays from 2:30-4 Voorhis will headup all radio oper- ting that F6r West exposure, mad-

« v. r* -
• ucui iviuicuiiiu* wuu iuiuiviiy ur ,

.

t w , -

days 10-12 a. m. and 6-7:3Q p. m. rected the AM commercial lineup, ———

L

ratings are up 75% oyer last month, moves over to the tv side and will —-—
;

—

—

——~•—-—~——

~

Pulse.figures on Jerry Marshall’s also Carry the title of assistant to #A V J 1WNEW “Ballroom” show the rat- •. the general manager in charge of u3ffldC0 TTdllB
lngs for

.
the 5:35-7:30 show un-- television.

changed. Whatever gains WABC
:

Continued from page 24=
made didn’t come at the ex-

, r— ; :

"
.

•
•

‘ — hounds) is through a person
pense of the WNEW segment.

; liaAIaavu pitch by a highly specialized salt
Station 1 also is entirely satis-. nljCUIBBlY man. Others contend that Gr
fied with the sponsorship picture.

« naturally can’t close a sale, but 1

Marshall is riding high With 17 as ***** Iron. pas. 25 ass! “SZ-etoiteners to ?teD to ai

|S55S5 Continued from page 26-sa
hounds) is through a personal
pitch by a highly specialized sales-

man. Others contend that Gray
naturally can’t close a sale, but he
can induce listeners to step in and

sponsors, with a greater gross
nique, chief among them being take a look. *

billing than Block had last Janu- j^argo Jones’ w.k. Theatre. ’54 in . Currently the two-hour stanza
ary. Of the 17, three are new ones Danas> where the customers “don’t has 12 participating sponsors. Until—CN and Westpme, H. J . ney- want any other style.” He thinks, last week, Gray, only appeared six
nolds and Clapp s Baby roods. ne- however, that the Broadway thea- times weekly and oh the seventh
mainder ^are holdover from biock,

tre may he half a century away day, Sunday, he used various sub-
namely, Coca-Cola, Two Guys from from wholesale employment of the stitutes who identified themselves
Harrison .

( appliance outlet )v Gor- encircling practice. with him. Now, with Gray himself
working the seventh night in adon Baking, National Shoes, Na-

. Bti<iiui working the seventh night in a
tional Foods, N. Y.-Daily News,

?f«
0P

riaini «n deejayiiig of show music, station
Manhattan Pontiac, Winks, Maine McCleery stakes his claim to ^ 0n the prowl for additional ad-
Potatoes, Sterling Salt and Para- arena fame via his work on^the “.SseX

prowi

mount Pictures. webs Sunday night Cameo Thea-
Gray when he started in New

Three of the old Block sponsors tre in the summer of 1949 and York was on the air three hours
didn’t take any chances. They brought the rounders in on com-

. .dSv*'
:

'Tewh
P
th!Ss^a''-week.i: filS

merely retained their bid spots on paratively low^budgets With that
chandllr’s eatery and sponsorWNEW and doubled over onto afid on “Fame”

j
now in its second

WABC. Using the dual exposure season on tv and the first in a full nuSiber of month? he cut
are Ballantine, Time-Life and Loft hour live playout frommollywood),

Jut the personal appearance on
Candies. Only two bankrollers scenery is virtually in discard, but

the Sabbath and last June he sliced
ankled WNEW in favor nf WABG, tor,

«“
Del Monte Products and Liggett & their skillful utilization of props. two Sunday replacement was
Myers. Latter was immediately re- Pn this alone, says McCleery, the Ma^jDe Keith. A station spokes-
placed by R. J. Reynolds. _ S°thb countr^k /herl^nrh

0
^ rtJh man reports that the only reason

On the other hand, Block’s spon- 1R the country is there .such a rich _he was Hrnnned was because Gray
sor lineup is nothing to sneer at. store of props, plus propmen whose

established a policy at the very
Deejay started with nine

^
batik-

. ^MrClPPi^fdP^frp\° outset of the Sunday substitutions
rollers—the five mentioned and ”0Re - tact, McCleery declares,

scbeme to change the format of
Doubleday & Co., Heubleih A-l from to fc
Sauce, Louis L. Libby Frozen trpm the craft Unions,, a producer- So that he ran still get that one-
Foods’ and Oid^pioe. padded

!*» SK&- Gray has dedded to
another five this week Bennis, ^ ^ SSSSfnSi S cut an opening editorial statement
Nestle, Procter & Gamble, Wilson S

, _ Ji and his lead-ins to the show music
& Co. and Roots Motor Corp Bank-

bâ -?d thr«!

1

n<!

g
^ t«

th
hr at a tape session the previous Fri-

rollers are local only, since the web ^oast-based thesps seem to be j

can’t begin to sell the network por- ”l?r
e Partlcular ab?ut their roles. • ;

tion of the show until station hffili- 14 s not unusual for an actor to . _ f
. _

Sl“-SSSS^.Srn
,®4

^dSr W WFAA-TV s 106G Take

The show*
n*tWOrk ‘° Se“ tombfe fep^Tng*hi'm'iramedtote!y! On laTCK Ilf D#D?rS

?

Pulse figures are preliminaries, an<* we wouldn’t hold anyope to Dallas, Jan. 19.

since the published report doesn't a contact because a dissatisfied WFAA-TV’s fourth annual “March
come out next week. But they actor makes an unsatisfactory per- 0f Dollars” telethon Saturday-Sun-
show Block with a 2.3 at 2:30, lorrner

- day (16-17) pulled a record-break-
rising through each quarter-hour MpCleery’s theatre-in-the-round

j

ing $106,200 -from its 4,300 live

segment and hitting a hi^h of 2.9 baptism came as 1 a student at
;
audience at State Fair Auditorium,

at 5:15 p. m., an hour which coin- ' Northwestern U., Evanston, 111., ! and viewers during its 17^ hours
cides with the Marshall show. Fig-

[

where he organized one in 193110^ Channel 8, longest video stint

ures cover weekdays for the week ;
as the first such arena shop in the . in local history,

starting Jan. 4. Web had also -midwest. Couple of years later; Sponsored by The Dallas Mom-
taken a special Trendex ppening yhe ran one in Cedar Rapids, la., ing News, its o.&o. tv outlet went
day, Jan. 4, which showed Block

j

under the late Grant Wood. “I on at 10:30 p.m. U6) and extended
with a 2.3 average and 26.8°? ! didn’t know Wood was such a fabu-

,
show shut off cameras at 4 p.m,

share for 2:45-4 p. m., leading the
;

lous name at the time or I wouldn’t
;

(17'. Local radio-tv talent from
field. Opening broadcast, however,

j

have been so independent,
.
but

J
WFAA and WFAA-TV furnished

had been preceded with fullpage
;

maybe my youthful unfamiliarity
,
bulk of talent, aided by Denny

ads in five N. Y. daily newspapers,
j

with that great gentleman gave us Beckner and his orch for show-
Actually, the question of who’s

;
a better show.” McCleery has done backing.

going to .out-rate whom in terms —
of coin and audience won't be set- « .

m « «• * • •• — - . ___

_

taken other stations and other per JOhII FOrQ S Alltl^PlIlllSl] MolSt TVformers some time to Realize that r
what looked like greener pastures ** ... ^ .. .

Crusade Brings Lay Off Threats
blemished record of developing top m < „ * i- *

personalities, who once they left lf,„ f?"'

On Hlarck of DoUars’
Dallas, Jan. 19.

.TV

U1C1IUMICU iCl’UlU U1 UCVt’lUPlIlK lUp tx. 1A ( m . #1. n, .

personalities, who once they left Aft Pr th<i ct^rt n? h1
v
fvIsAc^ nf

g°! PaSe
f*'

^au
-

^1S*

the outlet, faded into comparative i.,n*3 h a,'!nUon
:
men ion on some

oblivion It's bankins in tlii« roc-
the °Peratl0n in St. Paul of pin • other radio and tv stations and a

ord in its nff-thp-rerm^t rlahn^ tliat
slot -machines, gambling de-

;

demand by St. Paul Mayor John

Block woh-t.proVe successful in an- -'
P
\vT>\-

C
ae^ u-t-rv^-rv

1
,

Ford
^nd ?

ther

other atmosDhere ‘ On the othpr
lr> Violation of the law. WTCN ace TCN-TV employes be subpoe-

hand Block Ys biithelv eoine his
staffer

v
John Ford told his tv audi-

;

naed by the grand jury “so that

own wav •

? Dllinel - g° inS ms
j

ence that an anonymous telephone any evidence of criminal action.
; caller had threatened his life. He may be promptly prosecuted.”

« I tv 1 t fl.v/v j

defied the. caller who. he asserted.
1

The mayor, a candidate for re-

Jnhn m\v\ SRlI (ordered him to lay off the pinball election, charged politics anduuyiuj g wnv machines if he wanted to reach^praisedhis police chiefanddepart-
John Daly’s ABC-TV news stanza

j

home alive that night. iment.
this week achieved SRO after only

j
“111 keep right om rattling the!. “This is probably the opening

two months on the air, with Bel-
. sabers and skeletons on these late gun in the political campaign and

Tone Hearing Aids moving in to night news shows and if I'm should be treated as such/’; de-

JJP
^he Friday availability on bumped off the exposes will con- c larecl the mayor. “It is a tribute

the show.
; tinue just the same,” declared ^he entire police department

Strip now has W hitehall Phar-
. Ford, a local veteran of radio and that the worst that can be found

macal with half of each newscast, video. :
in a city of over 300.000 people is

ReaLemon with the other half It marks the first time any tv or ra-

-

that a few pinball machines are
twice , weekly. Mutual of Omaha dio station here has ever launched ' Allegedly, paying off,”
also half-sponsorship twice weekly a “vice crusade” undertaking: Ford during his news show is
atid Bel-Tone once a Week with hitherto monopolized, locally by naming the establishments where
naif. B^l-Tone starts Jan: 29.

, hewspapebs, and. Ford’s ' chafes 1

’ ' *

’( Cbptinued 00 pa^e 3fi)
' ! ‘

IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Vet. news commentator Join T. Flynn joins the corps at Mutual at
month’s end where he begins a weekly analysis . . . Wyman A White,
Mofehe Oysher, Barton Sisters and Harvey Stone on the “American-
Jewish Caravan of Stars” last Sunday (17) commemorated Jewish Musie
Week . . . Conductor Wilfrid Pelletier and 13-year old pianist, Judith
Jaimes, head up the 30th anni concert of the New York Philharmonic-
Symphony Society’s Young People’s Concerts via WQXR Saturday *23)

. . . Kalph Hendershot, finance editor of World-Telegram & Sun, starts
daily biz commentaries via WMGM on Jan. 25 . . . Jocko Maxwell,
WWRL sportcaster, spiked rumors that he plans to leave outlet. He a

been with outlet since *41.

CBS*- “Aunt Jenny” started Its 18th year on the air last week . . .

Ethel Merman goes dramatic on “Suspense” Feb. 1 . . . WCBS* Emily
Kimbrough denies she’ll have any part in a new show plotted by NBC*
TV. The Columbia station’s D. Gordon Graham, director of continuity,

is serving as vice chairman of media committee of National Conference
of Christians it Jews , . . John Henry . Fanlk gold-badged as member
of Austin, Tex., police force.

Newscaster Allan Jackson to be initiated into Sigma Delta Chi, na-
tional journalism fraternity, at Athens, Ga., next week (28) . . Red
Barber resting at Eye and Ear Hospital after his ear operation .

Sherril Taylor, promotion manager for CBS Radio Spot Sales, back
after a Chicago biz trip.

Charles K,. Denny, v.p. of NBC'O&o stations, and Thomas B. McFad-
den, director of w'eb’s spot sales, in St. Loo Visiting KSD and KSD-TV
. . , “Dead Stop,” CBS’ full hour Feature Project on traffic mortality
aired Dec. 23> getting extended hearings in Honolulu via recordings
by civic groups concerned with a safety education program. Show was
repeated over KCBS, weh’s Frisco outlet, several days after original
broadcast.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Newscaster Austin Kiplinger gets a new network assignment on ABC
Feb. 8 with a 15-miniite commentary across-the-board at .5 pm. . . .

Sportscaster Tom Duggan’s literary efforts have come to an end, at
least for the time being, With the Chicago Ainerican dropping his daily
column . . . Meanwhile Chi Daily News columnist Tony Weitxel con-
tinues to expand his radio-tv activities, having just completed the first

of a series of quarter-hour transcribed shows tagged “On the 20th
Century Limited.” Series Is being' produced by Agency Recording and
Film Service ... Jack Drees treks to Miami next Wednesday (27) to

do the CBS radio coverage of the Archie Moore-Joey Maxim light

heavyweight championship bout ... Mutual’s Chi promotion-publicity
chief George Herro reelected to. the Headline Club’s board of directors

. . . Wilson it Co. bought a 15-minute .^lice of BH1 Evans WGN morning
platter session six days weekly ... V^ldAQ has added another remote
deejay. show to its string with Bill Bailey working a 55-minute Western
music formated airer Saturday nights from the Sirloin Room of the
Stock Yards Inn , , Tommy Bartlett, host of NBC’s ’'Welcome Travel-
ers,” has branched out into a new enterprise. He’s opening up a wild
deer ranch at Stiver Spripgs, Fla. . . . Triangle Refineries of Houston,
Tex., has renewed “Facts Forum” Sunday nights on WGN , . . WMAQ
preems a new series Saturday afternoon (23) in cooperation with the
Chi Bar Assn: dealing with legal problems. Betty Boss is producing
the half-hour shows with Bob Carman scripting.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .

Eddie Newman late night broadcast from Hotel Broadwood, slated

to wind up start of year and then reprieved, called it a night Saturday
(16) after 13 weeks . . . Lou Palens, time salesman for WDAS, has
opened his own private eye agency . . . WPTZ has snared Uberaee
vidfilm program, to debut Sunday (24) at 2:30 p.m. . . . W. B. Caskey,
general manager of WPEN, has been named president of the Phila-
delphia Radio and Television Broadcasters Assn,, succeeding Pat Stan-
ton, owner of WJMJ . , , Sam Serota, WIP’s special events director,
is Conducting the radio workshop course for the Philadelphia Junto
. . . Jerry Williams and Harry Smith, WIP “Gagbusters,” marked first

anni on air with studio party (15) . . . Bill Givens, KYW farm director,
spent week (11-18) in Harrisburg, Pa., covering. Pennsj^lvania State
Farm Show.

*
' 9

IN CINCINNATI . . .

Walter Phillips has switched from all-night disk chores on WLW to
the 700 Limited weekday a.

m

;
slot. Jean Shepherd took over the night-

owl stretch . . . Paul Dixon is back in radio. He returned to his old
a.m. strip on WCPO after a year or so* doubling from his local- and
network tv stints . \ . Rnth Lyons emceed a special hour show for
unveiling of Ford '54' carswith all Crosley staffers getting into the
act . . . WERC-TV dropped its Sundown Ranch show to make way
for the new Wendy Barrie Show.

IN CLEVELAND . . .

Lou Oswald, WHK sales, scheduled to join Saul Glantz. ex-WHK,
in newly-established Glantz agency . . . Patty Rowe, WXEL. Diana
Freehill, ex-BBC. and Nieo Jacobellis. WHKf in Academy Theatre
presentation of “Old Acquaintance” . . . Dorothy Hart, Hollywood, doing
sub trick for Beverly and Otto Graham on WXEL’s “The Grahams at
Home” while grid star does Pro Bowl Game . . . Charles Philips leaves
WNBK sales and William P. Dix, WTAM sales,, for top sales jobs in
WOR radio anjd tv -respectively . . . Bill Gannon has resigned as sports-
caster at WHK . . . Society for Savings has dished out 8,590 recordings
in 13 days and picked up $2.300.0d0 in adding accounts after pacting
Liberate vidpix on WEWS . . . WERE s Bill Randle does teenage disk
spiel from Hotel Hollenden 's Vogue Room Saturday afternoons . .

Myrus opened half-hour mental telepathy stint on WXEL. Wednesday
at 8:30 p.m. . . , WGAR’s Carl George has rounded out 20 years with
the station . . . WJAY’s Tom Carson ’ started 6 a.m. disk contest with
listeners asking to tell why “I Would Like To Be An Early Morning
Disker ... WTAM-WNBK’s jean Yokun handling guest relations . . .

Nancy K^vle is new head receptionist at WGAR . . . Joe Bora, WNBK
film jockey, suffered sprained ankle.

IN BOSTON ...
r*

^laylon. WHDH deejay, spending his mid-winter vacation in
California . . . Latest survey show's 1,131,598 tv sets in the Hub coverage

*s an *ncr®ase of 14,327 sets over the previous month .

Bob Delaney, for the past three years aide-de-gab to Red Sox sports*
caster Curt Gowdy, has ankled his post to accept position as sports-
caster with N.Y. Giants . . . Marilyn MitcheU, hostess of WCOPs Satur-
day morning kiddie show, “The Young Timers Club” has added »
weekly. (Also oh Saturday) tv show. ‘‘The Princess and Panto,” beamed
from \\ BZ-TV ... Negotiations are currently under Way to televise
several of the Red Sox road games next season. Belief here is that
eventually all road games will be carried with the home games blacked
out . . . Deejays Norm Prescott (WORL) and Sbeta Feller (WVPA)
have opened a record shop in downtown Hub , . . Radio^TV and Ad-

skeddejL a ^te-Lenten dan^e, Feb.^26 at tht





'
.

• • • • ...

Ever-increasing set ownership and the growing popularity of NBC day-

time programs make NBC Daytime Television an even bigger bargain

in 1954. In truth one of the best advertising investments you can make.
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These advertisers DuPo^tde^emouFS, E, I, ^Company, <|nc.) . Ma^and, CL H-. fcSoea, Inc. ..

Mafhieaph<3MmicalCorp.

used the efficiency .

El^ Pro<Siiets Co, Squibb, E. JL, Sc Sans Dip.
-5

. . •

;

* 1
. ,

•

•; e • • t

• • • • .• rr‘ •
- Eaaerao*X>rt^Company Minnesota Mining& Mfg. OorapBny . ..

and economy of Fedkiera-^mgan Corp. * Minute Maid Corp.
' • 4

Florida Citrus Cornmiaaon Mobile Homes Mfga Assn.

NBC Daytime Television Food Speoaltiea, Inc. Morrell, John, & Co.

Gei«ralTE3ectric Co. Morton Packing Co.

in 1953: Apparaia* Sales Division Moto-Mower Co; '

‘

J

.
. - ..

Teteekron Department v Murine Co„ Inc., The
• >

'

\

) •

:<

Adolph’s Food Products Geoera! Milk Inc. NashTCeJemator Cmp. j

Allis-Chalmers Mfg, Co, Appliance Dip. •
• Kelvinaior Division .

'

.

.

."'i

y Ainana Refrigeration, loo. . Cake Mu Die.
. National Cranberry Association

'

AroericianHair&FeitCo. O-Cel-ODii Nestle Company, Inc.;The
/ ;

American Maize Products '^Spoapan*'' Generai,Mpbg^s Corp. Papc^Mate Ciin^anS, . .

Americas Metal Specialties C«p. Bmck Motors Division Parker Brothers, Inc. >

i

American Safety Razor Corporatioa O&dsmobile Division Parker Pen Cam^afiy

>

i

»

. Anson incorporated Pontiac Division PhilcD Corporation

>

s

*

Anteil, Charles, Inc. Gerber Products Co. Pinnacle Orchards
5

Annour and Company Gilbert A. C Ce~ The Polaroid Oirparatiou ' A

Avcp Mfg. Carp. Gillette Co~ The Prince Gardner Co.
j

Bendix Home Appliance Division Gillette Safety Razor Co. Division Procter A Gamble Co
i

Crosley Division Glamorece Inc, Purex Corp., Ltd.

Beacon Co., The Gildden Cc^, The Quaker Oats Co.. The
tx.

j

"i

.i

Beatrice jFbods Co. Hairy & David Reardon Company, The
i

Bell Aircraft Corp. Hathaway Mfg. Co. Roberts Co- The
'

i
Beltone Hearing Aid Go. Hawauan Pineapple Co. Ltd S. O S. Company, The

•

'

\

BeamsWatch Cop Inc. Hoover Company
.
Scott Paper Go.

j

Block Drug. Co. I.DvlLA, Goip- Regency Div. Simomz Company
i

*

Borden Co., The Intematkmal C^hacotton Products Co. Smith
;
Bros Inc. :

;

- Brown & Haley Candy Co. International Shoe Co. Spring Mills. Inc,
:

• Bymart-Tmtair, Inc. International Silver Co, Standard Brands Incorporated
5

>

Capital Airlines, Inc. Sterling Division Standard- Packaging Carp
• f*

Colgate Palmolive Co. Joimah-WBhainson Co. ’ Tea Bureau. Inc.

j

Congoleum-Naim, Inc. Jergens. Andrew. Co. Tetley Tea Co„ Iik-

I
Consolidated Cosmet ics Ksiser-Frazer Corp

.

Toni Cn~ The
I

Continental Baking Co, Kellogg Company United Fruit Company
J

Corn Products Refining Company Kiptinger Washington Agency United States Rubber Co i

Cowles Magazines, Inc. Kiwi Polish Company Pty. Ltd., The Asbeston Tex tile Division
;

Crosse & Blackwell Co.. The Knomarfc Mfg. Co.. Inc. K fids Dhnsion
i

CrowelJ-Collier Publishing Co.. The Landers. Frary & Clark Kay ion D.vision i

Curtis Publishing Co. Lees, dames. Sc Sons -Co l : S Tire Division
•i

Doeskin Products. Inc. Lever Bros. Company Vick Cbeimcsd Co 1

Doughboy Industries . Inc. Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Co V»ander Company. The
(

Dow Chemical Co., The lasden's. Inc Welch GfAitc Juice Co Tnc j

Druggist Supply Corp. M & R Dietetic Lsboratories Inc. Will yl Motors Corp
\

i

Duofold, Inc. Msyfic Chef . Inc. .Wobm orth. F, W .
Co

1
4
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Television Followup Comment
Fred Alien’* “Judge for Your- fault was that of David Davidson

self’ has been wrapped into a new who did the adaptation. Having
package by Goodson & Todinan. covered himself with glory with

The comedian's role as interview- his "P.O.W.” script on the first

er—who also weaves in and out U. S. Steel Hour show, which al-

of the monologist s path—is status ternates with Motorola, Davidson
quo, it's the other part of the

. didn't do Justice to this equally

format that’s been sharply altered, demanding job. His Nazi leaders

Up to now—in the first season of bickered and bragged—as indeed ,

the NBC-TV Tuesday night stanza they did according to Trevor-Roper
—-pro and joeblow panelists have —but the dialog lacked the quality

sat in judgment on talent with the of conviction. These were not the

JB’s able to win a Si,000 boodle, vicious men of the Nazi regime,
'

The pros have been eliminated hut trapped beneath flaming Berlin,

the laymen remain. Of greater ina- but just some actors in Nazi uni*
:

.
portance. they are now appraising forms, unable to convey one of the
the possibilities of times, although great dramas of modern time,
appraise is a strong word consider-; Philip Bourneuf as Hitler was
ing that even experts have their >

ihiscast. He ranted and raved, but

.

troubles on such hit list potentials. on the whole Was neither irhpres-

;

However, their participation on sive or convincing. This is obvious-

'

the prognosis is merely academic ly a diffcult part to play, and

;

since it’s the studio audience that Davidson’s script didn’t help any I

has the last and, in fact, the only ’. either. If anything. BourneuTs Hit- ;

word on the best of three songs i ler roused a certain amount of

presented, this being arriyed .
it unwarranted sympathy,

via the traditional applause meter, j Arnold Moss as Martin Bormann,

;

Should a contestant guess the tune
j

Hitler’s trusted deputy: who to this

selected by the aud, he win’s 1G. day hasn’t been found, overacted
Panelists’ choices are made known- badly. Martin Kosleck as Goebbels
after the aud has gone through the and Luis Van Rooten as Himmler
mitting. :

were the only ones among the cast

In this setup, the entertainment
;

to register with any degree of

values, in addition to Allen’s con-
(

fidelity. Kosleck, a veteran in these

,

tributipns—which are considerable
j

-Nazi, parts, imbued his Goebbels i

reside in the singing of the num-
j

with some of the latter’s
;

. fanati-

bers. For this there’s a permanent - cism, turning in a fine performance,
company consisting of Kitty Kal-

j
Van Rooten looks amazingly like

len, Bob Carroll, and the Skylarks. > the late Gestapo head,

with all songs being those already j. Lotta Stavisky in the part of

on Wax. Last week ( 12) • Carroll
j
Eva Braun had an appealing sim-

gave a lusty treatment to “Cab-
j

plicity as the girl who wanted noth-
bages and Kings’’ (Decca>; Miss ing more than to have Hitler’s

Kallen did “A Letter and a Ring [ring on her finger. Loren Fletch-
(Capitol); and the Skylarks pre-

. er’s Goering w?as overdrawn. Steve
sented “From the Vine Came the

j

Gray played Armaments Minister
Grape” (Mercury) so niftily as to • Speer with a distinct sense of com-

diffieultv in jamming motivation what with the cqtawayed gardener,
and character development into > the four servants whose sole func<-

the space of an hour, and the iim- • tion Was to replace a roomful of
Rations of the vehicle are pretty ’ candles, etc.

Plaid*
.

j'
.

Topper, though, was the concert
Biit thanks to Carney’s acting, scene itself. With Benny walking

along with a fine job by Constance
;
onstage with a candelabra roount-

Ford. producer-director Fred Car-
,
ed on his violin. The duet Was a

nev lArt’s brotheri was able to in- : strictly a physical gag. With the
still some sparks of life into the customary embellishments, hut the
old gal, yet. ‘ combination of Benny and Liber-

Carney, who’s generally known ace gave it a special sense of the

as a comic and more so as a foil i
ludicrous. The pianist, whose rapid

via his jousts with Jackie Gleason ^ rise into public favor is .due no
on CBS-TV, put a good deal of 1

loss to his syndicated vidpix show

raise deep speculation whether the

panelists were listening since- they

didn’t vote for it but the mob, did.

Mavbe they Were more interested

in the lyrics than in the respective

interpretations—and this may id-:

dicate some controversy
.

among
songwriters, publishers and musi-

cologists as to the proper way to

pass judgment on a new tune. It’s

a tossup whether a superior inter-

pretation of a so-so. number will

get the nod over an inferior ren-

dering of a sock song. This sub-

ject can be kicked around forever.

Programwise, it must be a bit

crowded when three different lab-

els are involved (apparently to

prove neutrality). In a given w-’eek

it’s possible that there can be as

many as a trio of recordings from
only one etching establishment

that will stack up better in per-

formance than w’hen the mainmost
desire is to give equal allocation

to the label, companies. Of course,

songs need some visual possibili-

ties in tv, but “Hit Parade” man-
ages to get by, going to left field

to invent production values where
the pictorial possibilities are lim-

ited. ' Hit" has the advantage of

using only the "arrivals” on Top
Seven; it’s a big difference.

The new Allen format may come
up with a score On tapping tuiies

edy.
Donald Richardson’s direction

was hardly designed to sharpen the
impact of the show even though
he did come through with some
fine touches, such as the soldier
dying while Eva Braun huddles un-
seeingly next to him. The scenes
10 the abte-rooln, w’here couples
dance as Hitler prepares to shoot
himself, caught some of the ten-
sion and the madness of the Naz ;

crew. Insertion of film clips and
the narration helped establish the
situation. Hi/t.

“Colgate Comedy Hour” hit a
pretty mediocre level last Sunday
(17) over NBC-TV, in a mishmash
of vaudeo and sports that looked
like a carbon of “Toast of the
Towm” without any of the latter’s
class. Some names were there, with
inferior material. Only Frank Si-
natra’s special guesting in the final
quarter-hour lent the show some
distinction.
Advance had played up promise

of scenes from the Bing Crosby
golf tourney at Pebble Beach, Cal.,
with EL Bingo and various stars to
participate, in climax of the event,
and; what resulted was pretty fiat.
ForT5 long, dull minutes, camera

„r .. .. _ floated around the clubhouse after
for the hit sweepstakes, but by the

j

event was over, as Ben Gage picked'
. -

. , I 1 _• I —. iUA a.M. _ — . _ _ 1 e a • . _ _ *

same token the audience in the

guise of electorate is bound to pass

up a few that will actually have

made the grade. So the new
“Judge for Yourself” won’t pay off

on predictions, no more than a

show more geared for that device,

the late "Songs for Sale,”was able

to make a commercial dent amid
highlv professional expertizing

that this Tuesday nighter lacks.

Goodson & Todman are too shrew d

to think prophecy is the payoff.

up some golf add baseball players,
as well a$ Dean Martin and Phil
Harris (but no Crosby), in a few’
chatty inanities that seemed to
please the participants hugely.
Alan Young opened the studio

part of the show with a few gags
and passes at a bagpipe. It picked
up quite a bit thereafter when
Chiquita & Johnson came on for
their surefire class aero act, and
then segued back to a routine level

sensitivity and restrained emotion
into the part of the ne’er-do-well
comic whose only love is the wife
w ho’s forced to divorce him via his
own shenanigans. He played the
Pagliacci part perfectly, yet man-
aged to punch: across the dramatic
portions with impact and directs
ness. High' spot was a feverish bur-
lesque of a marriage ceremony
where he heartbrokenly gives away
his wife.

-

Miss Ford scored in a sympa-
thetic portrayal of the wife, who
for all her love, deserts the comic
after she’s had her fill, then comes
back to him to bring him up from
nearly complete, degeneracy. She
too stayed aw$y from the hokum,
lendings sincerity to the more
corny moments. Incidentally, she
displayed a nice (though not pro-
fessional) singing voice and at
least a potential hoofing ability.

6thers lending good support
were. Judson Pratt^ Russell Hardie
and Ann Thomas. Sets, musical
numbers and other production val-
ues w’ere carried off

,
with a pro-

fessional quality. Chgrt.
- _

^

;

*

Liberace, who’s currently one of
the hottest gag subjects in the busi-
ness, provided the framework for
Jack Benny’s once-a-month stint

Sunday (17) on CBS-TV. Appear-
ance of the pianist not only gave'
Benny an opportunity to play his
violin (alwrays a sock stint with
Benny) but lent a subject for sat-
ire that raised the show to its fun-
niest lfeyel in recent outings.

Benny ' has the rare gift of lam-
pooning without offending, and the
Liberace guestar stint was the per-
fect example of it. His satire on the
pianist was completely devastating,
yet 'all in good fun and w'hat’s

more, in good taste. Story line had
Liberace calling Benny to replace
brother George as violin accom-
panist in one of his concerts. A
visit by Benny to Liberace’s house
provided' the mainstay of the take-
off on all the Liberace trademarks,

than to his concert tours, showed
himself pretty good with a line
of his. own besides making an ex-
cellent foil for Benny.

Rest of the cast was limited this
time out, but Don Wilson and
Eddie (Rochester) Anderson still

made the most of their brief stints.
Ralph Levy’s direction kept things
rolling at a fast and funny clip.

Chon.

Jinx.

........ r-.-r-— .. hvith a skit showing Stan Freberc
There is some value in; letting :n _ |.ppnrH i

n

a ctnriin .

Pickens, etaL Stmt In

Tintele Fashion Best
Now it’s women’s fashions safely

past the color tv hurdle via the

closed-circuit route staged at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York last

Friday (15) with a Couple of hun-
dred couture editors taxing the ca-

pacity of the Sert Room, ’ Occasion
wras Press Week of the N. Y. Dress
Institute and the sole product un-
der examination as produced by
Theatre Network Television for a

x 6 screen was Pellon, a new
"w’onder under” fabric that’s being
applied to a multitude of milady’s
under-and-oUter-w’earables. Origi-
nally carded as a quarter hour, it

I spread out to twice that and proved
a socko show merging personalities
with tint.

To give authority to the stanza,
! the sponsors trotted out such w.k.’s
as Jane Pickens, serving as femcee

Ed SulUvan’s talent layout pro-
vided a steady session of entertain-
ment. Sunday’s (17) card on this
CBS-TV show had good balance
and variety that included a bit from
a legit hit as well as the regulation
vaude turns.

Although not the most propi-
tious spot for the excerpt from
"Oh Men, Oh Women,’* this seg

?

ment came over very well despite
the fact that it opened the show.
Franchot Tone and Betsy von Fuer-
stenberg with staunch support
from Gig Young and Larry Blyden
gave a fine account of themselves
in the comedy of. centering around
psychoanalysis. In various s#bts of
this bit there were enough thespic
pyrotechnics to give all of them
virtuoso moments.

. Tony Bennett, now riding the
crest of a

.
disk bestseller, did a

medley of some of his widely cir-

culated platters before going into
his current topper “Stranger in
Paradise.” Bennett had quite a
clique in the studio audience that
went into near raptures. His ap-
peal over the tubes didn’t have
that strong impact. Mitch Miller,
Columbia’s artists and repertoire
topper, presented Bennett with a
gold disk representing his disking
of a million-copy seller.

Roberta Peters and Wences pre-
sented some class to. the variety
proceedings. Miss Peters did a
pair of Sigmund Romberg tunes in

her excellent soprano. The produc-
tion surrounding her didn’t en-
chance this bit too much. Miss
Peters could have made the grade
easily on her own. Weiices manipu-
lation and characterization of
dummies is excellent and his
ability to keep track of a multi-
tude of voices enhances the value
of his turn.
The card manipulations of Ching

went over excellently in his very
brief bit. There must have been
some snafu at the close of his act
since its end was rather abrupt.
The Four Ramses with the unusual
angle of a femme understander
supporting a three-high, presented
a solid novelty at the close.

Jose.

ing the piano, mnging, dancing a
showing a good sense of timing a'-J
mimicry in the delivery 0f
lines. Youngster acted like a
eran. No less effective w ag r-v'h
ard, iff a sort of Mr. BehfeS
role, at first harried and later dot-
ing. Ritchard carried off his < n2mg and dancing bits nicelv.
on the thesping side. Miss' Stnu-h
made a believable niterv gin ger
while Miss Clarke’s dry stvle made
her governess one .of '.the* briber
characters in the charade ‘vV«-
Cossart’s

,
wife lacked distinction;"'

Also on the credit side was some
delightful background music: bv
the Norman Parris Trio.

.

3

Gilbert & Sullivan’s !The
Mikado” was never massacred so
entertainingly as was done on the

F^n JJtc 011
i«” show onNBC-TV Sunday (17). Actual* v

the session was a spoof on an ama-
teur operatic production and tne
assorted Kuklapolltans, under Burr
TiUstrom’s d£temus mimipuj^
tion, jmanaged to project some of
the G&S tunes ' In the general
tumult. Fran Allison garbed as a
Nipponese lass, contributed a cou-
ple of highlight arias but, in the
mam, it was the charming sherfani.
gans of the puppet characters that
carried the show.
Plugs for the dog food product

ran to unusual length on this show
but they were cleverly integrated
into the overall comedy. Henn.

the format under which the brainy s

,Ta3“*^ neat gagg ng that in
comic

.

has been Wing, o ..cestab. ^^"Abs at ' hif ow'n
g
.-adio p S:

l.sh himself in television. Tran. gram and ofTered a neat
°

,,.,^1 , TV over ARC- rendition oF“Voung At Heart” and

tv
M«ir..5Trisrss ^

,ucs

at a documentary and failed so - 8

1

Rrni.
badlv it was almost embarrassing.; u

The storv An adaptation of H: R. 4 ,_tne Art Carney made a personal tri-Trevor-Roper’s intrieuing arid fas-
’ll

;
' a niaoe a personal tn-

rinitmelv detailed book. “The out of the ABC-TV "Kraft

Last Days of Hitler.” in which he ,

of
T

* Bui‘

le^ue”

laid to rest all. speculation that
Hitler mierht ctiii hp 'ilivp

^ i\ ed Aithui Hopkins • Georj
‘VuL Mankcr Watters tearierker is

Burlesque
e-
ge

tearjerker is a
trifle the worse for wear and aee,
but Carney: by virtue of a tre-
mendous acting job and some real-

u . . : 1
ist *c comic business, made it sit upthe show missed the maik c e and perj. £0r jjle best part of anmore than might be logically cx-
|innr ^

Considering the dramatic poten-
tial of the events that led up to

Hitler’s suicide in the bunker
underneath the Berlin chancellery.

^ plained. Its characters, who in-
hour.

Let’s face it, the theme of the
p.^ S“,

n>’

°,
f

',
he N

't
zi

!

ead - evHs'ot ai'cohoi and h'omen SUrtt
ei s. looked, acted and ^poke moi e ni ake for exciting drama any more.
hke figmes out of a comic opeia even when framed about the storv
tnan a hunch of desperatc_men 0f the breakup and resurrection of
keeping a death-watch on the Third a marriage and even when the

principals are situated in a show
To a considerable extent the biz atmosphere. Add to this the

“PhlJco Television Playhouse’s”
tries at comedy in the past have
met with mixed success, some ef-
forts turning out good, others fall-

ing into the "spotty” category.
Robert Alan Aurihur’s "Here’s
Father,” which Fred Coe presented
Sunday (17), fits into the latter
classification—an amusing plot
premise that never quite got off
the ground.

Story of a self-centered theatri-
cal producer whose disregard for
his son and estranged wife is
turned into concern and affection

--k u, I

for both because of the boy’s one-
. m a red gown thats piobably the

{
week stay with him had CNril

i
riiost vivrid ever show n in the ap-

;
Ritchard arid Van Dvke Parks in

phcable field sequential system em-j the leads, with Valerie Cossart as
ployed by TNT; Dorothy Kilgallen,

;
the wife, Elaine Stritch as a chan-

N. Y. Journal-American columnist teuse w ho’s the latest of Ritchard’s
and tv-radio panelist, in a white girlfriends and Lulubelle Clarke as

! and turquoise getup; Jinz Falken- art antagonistic governess. But
burg McCrary, in a strapless pea- ' w hat wej^ basically good perform-
cock blue satin, and Maggi McNel- a

,

nces
.

by all couldn’t overcome the
lis, in a gown of pink organdy. No fketchiness of the WTiting arid the
better "selling ” display has ever ^seness of Arthur Penn’s direc-

.
been seen via TNT or the NTSC ;

]?’
tuallv it ...flc , e ...

compatible method. The stars were eid^nts that chance RitrhiS^augmented by regular models in a the bov
chichi playout featuring the work as the device may have beenVoof some foremost designers. plot, it created a lack of unity and
Under Miss Pickens informal but niovement in the performance.

‘ alert narrative and with sharply °nce th
.
e premise was bared, it was

defined coloi*s encompassed on the ? question of making the incidents
outsize screen, it was a whale of a Jrinny and warm enough to carry
rainbow’ show; done right on the '

i*
e

•

01
2,

^brougli to the obvious
spot. A single monitor was in-

' S on y in part ac‘

^0«ed f°]orcasts young Parks. The latter, who’s be-for Lee Hats and National Assn> of come a Playhouse regular, put on
Manufacturers. Trim, .' quite a show for a youngster, plhy-

was in the playing of Ritchard and

Mates
S Conttaoe# from P*ft 27 ^

velopment of r IJHF station in
Fort Dodge, Iowa; Denver, Colo.;
Roanoke. Va., Columbus, O., or in
any city?”

The proposaL he asserted, "is
tantamount to admission that UHF
is inferior and will: remain inferior
to the service now: being rendered
by VHF.” If this is :sq, . he said,
“then the Commission should say
so in no uncertain terms. If not,
then the Commission should state
why this unprecedented action is

being taken.”

„
Reminding' the agency of the

rapidity” wi^i which the tv pic-
ture is changing, Johnson pointed
out that the Commission’s recent
survey on UHF 'covered only 41
stations, of which only two were
in pre-freeze VHP markets. There
are now 121 UHF outlets on the
air, he said, including 10 in pre-
freeze VHF markets. “What.” he
asked, “has happened in the areas
where UHF stations . have been "on
the air and VHF stations have
since commenced operations?”
Johnson noted that the FOC sur-

vey showed that eight out of 41
post-freeze VHF stations and eight
out of 41 post-freeze UHF stations
are in the black. “This certainly
does . not indicate any alarming sit-
uation,” he said.
The Senator declared that there

are many problems affecting de-
velopment of UHF, such as atti-
tudes of networks in granting af-
filiations, progress in manufacture
of high-power transmitters, pro-
duction of receivers, and competi-
tive relationship between UHF and
VHF. In view of the absence of
information on these

. factors, he
asked, "how can the Commission in
the public interest at this- particu-
lar time arbitrarily and consistent-
ly chart a course to give UHF sta-
tions to the Big Boys “to encourage
the rapid and extensive, develop-
ment of the UHF band’ ”?

Johnson also pointed to the
"shocking situation in Monroe. La,,
Where all four networks are affili-

ated with the VHF station al-

though the UHF station w*as first

to go on the air. "Is that in the
public interest?” he asked.. “Does
that offer maximum diversification
of programs and service? Will the
enlargement of the multiple own-
ership rule encourage the develop-
ment of UHF in this case? Will
the proposed change ... cure this

abominable neglect of the people's
airwaves in what appears to be a

conspiracy to injure the develop-
ment of UHF?” *

Concern was also expressed by
the Senator as to whether the pro-
posal enhances the bargaining po-
sition in tire purchase of feature
film. Pointing to restrictionsr im-
posed by distributers "because of
a sale to some other broadcaster,”
Johnson asked whether a change
in the five-station ceiling will

"cute this mbtldpoHstie situation
or will accelerate it”- — * - -
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Mister PLUS discloses

lively doings after dark on the
***'

Mutual Radio Network

t’l

i * m i*i

TIME: January, 1952.

EVENT: MBS presents Multi-Message Plan.

SCOPE: Ten star shows added to evening lineup;

national participation provided in top five

( Monday-Friday, 8 pm) for unprecedented

cumulative-reach effectiveness.

RESULTS: First-year sponsors include General Mills,

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco . . . total: 7.

•Nielsen Ratings, All commercial corripetition 8-8:30 p.m.,

Mon.-Fri., Jan.-Oct. '52 vs. Jan.-Oct. ’53 (July-Sept. hiatus).

TIME: January, 1953. '

EVENT: MBS improves Multi-Message Plan.

SCOPE: Nighttime radio given additional boost

by revamp of 8 pm lineup on MBS;

preceded by news and followed by strip of

drama and quiz programs at 8:30.

RESULTS: Ratings soar 17% on MBS ( off 13%, 25£,

23% on other nets )
*• 2nd-year sponsors inch1'

' Bhmo-Seltzcr, General Milts, Lever Bros.,

P.i?G., Reynolds Tobacco . . . total: 13.



* I 37

For immediate details on

remaining availabilities,

reach for your phone now:

TIME: January, 1954.

EVENT: MBS improves Multi-Message further.

SCOPE: Tjiree strongest shows in "53 lineup now aug-

mented by Squad Room and Madeleine Carroll;

Multi-Message array now preceded by

Perry Como and Eddie Fisher at i :45 pm.

RESULTS: Still greater reach, economy, sales-profit

for still more clients* better entertainment

for more listeners; clearer proof of

vitality of nighttime radio for . .
.
you.

*

LO 4-8000 New York

WH 4-5060 Chicago

HO 2-2133 ...Los Angeles
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Television Chatter

New York '

Otto Prmiaffr to discuss

‘Movies and Morals** with Charles

Colingwoed on WCBS*T\”s “An

Eye on New York" Saturday <23*

.'Ben Hammer on NBC-TV’s

‘Marian Kane" tomorrow <ThursJ

. „ . Sponsoring RCA wilF cocktail

party Dennis Day Jan. 29 (4 p.m.«

at RCA Victor Exhibition Hall-

Newest tv script by Peggy
Phillips set for “Kraft Television
Theatre" on Jan. 28 via ABC-TV
edition . . . Claire Mann session

on DuMont got Alba Milk. Giamor-
Wyre Bras to renew" for another
52 and 26 respectively. With
Thomas Protein jlread signed for

1 3, the strip is virtually SRO and
the v.eb is trying to clear adaed
stations to make it a coast-to-

coaster . , Video director Byron
R. Kelley leaves tomorrow «Thurs.)

for winter results in south of Eu-
rope .... . Production team of Gross
and Baer stepping into personal
management for first time. Client
is baseballer Tommy Henricb now
doing a stint for the team on ABC-
TV . . Masonic Research and
Human Welfare Foundation Award
ceremonies will be carried on
WOR-TV Friday <22» .. . Helen
Forrest. Bob Manning and the.

Glenn Miller Air Force Band will

guest on tonight’s <Wed. i “Stars
on Parade" : . .

Janis Paige and Donald Cook to
costar in tomorrow’s ! (Thurs.)
Philip Morris’ drama on CBS-TV
, . . WABD religioso series switched
titles from “Morning Chapel”
to “Midday Chapel*' this week
and. naturally, that meant . a
switch in time too . . Barbara
Joyce is playing femme lead in “T
Men” tomorrow (Thurs.) , . ...

James and John Beard, twin
sons of legit star Edna Best by her
first husband,* are due next week
from London, being sent bs' BBC

to observe U.S. television methods

.

[and techniques.
j

l Bode Kartallan appeared on;

i

CBS’ “Studio One" ft81 . . Valeoe-

,

[Green packaging “Celebration." a..-

parttcipationer on persons who
l have contributed to community, ’

! country, etc . . . Steve Allen will ;

do his WNBT nightly show, from
the International Theatre starting;

Monday <25) until bis "Tonight” |

stanza blossoms for his return to
I

the 67th St. studio.
With Jack Leseoulie now' berthed

: as Buick plugger on the Milton
.

' Berie show, vice Vinton Hayworth,

'

: he’s now on three biggies, others
: being ‘Today” and Jackie Glea-
son’s Saturday niter. Incidentally,

;

“Today” will do four pickups from
GM's ’Motorama at the Waldorf.

! tomorrow ThursA and Friday, and
next Monday-Tuesday J 25-26h with

i

Arthur Godfrey emceeing the spe-
cial GM stanza next night, writer

, Mann Rnbin got his first hour-long
• script accepted by PhilcQ Tele-
vision Playhouse: titled “Smoke

.
Screen,” it’s skedded for Sunday :

: »24L Al Bernie signed as a once- 1

;

a-week regular on the Kate Smith
j

|
show’ . . Harry Townes into “Mar- •

tin Kane” tomorrow <Thurs.>. “Big 1

,
Story” the following night and:

:
“Suspense” Feb. -3 , . , Barbara '

j
Karen featured on last night’s

;
<Tues.) “U S. Steel Hour” .

Thomas H. Hutchinson, onetime
' NBC-TV program , exec, returned
; to SRT Television Studios as dean

.

i of the tv broadcasting school after
a leave of absence of 18 months :

/Production staff of “Medallion
i Theatre” getting a Christopher
Medal tomorrow' (Thurs.) for re-

!

i
cent Charlton Heston starrer, “A

j

;
Day in Town” , . . Francis Compton

j

into “Studio One” Monday (25)

.

Chicago
' Hal Block resumed his emcec-
;
ing duties on WGN-TV’s “Four to

,

s Go” cross-the-boarder after a short
i illness ^ . ABC-TV’s “Super Cir- 1

1

cus" troupe cut four new tides fpr
’ Mercury Records last week .

Drew Pearson’s “Washington
MerryGo-Rouffa," syndicated by

Jyprv, bowed on WBKB in a Mon-
i day night slot for Magikisl Rug
d Cleaners ... Pianist-gabber Herbie
4 Mints and borne craftsman Walt
1Dnrbalm, Conductor of “Walt’s

' Workshop," both notch their fifth

.anniversaries on WNBQ next

.
|
month. Durbahn- s “Workshop"

i
: ranks as the station’s oldest eon-
i tinuoosly sponsored show, 1 having
I been bankrolled by the Hines Lum-
!ber Co., since shortly after its in-

ception in 1949 . . > WGN-TV is

: again telecasting the Sunday after-

noon soccer games from the Chi

;
Armory. Jack Briekbouse works the
commentary with Martin J. Kelly.

:

Inc. picking up the tab . . . Pepsi
• Cola and Robert Hall have picked

up a quarter-hour segment each
on Ray Raynor’s Saturday deejay

. showr on WBBM-TV ., Jack
Angell's 10:15 nightly newscasts on
WNBQ hangs up the SRO banner
again svith Hamilton Glass buying
the Tuesday night show/ just

dropped by Prom '. . . Joe Seiferth,

ex-Chicago Unlimited exec direc-

tor, joined TV Today fan mag as
an ad rep . . . WNBQ will telecast

the windup of the All-Star bowling
; tourney with DeMet Pontiac bank-
rolling the Thursday night (21)

]
elimination round and Peter Hand
Brewing the Sunday night (24)

*
finals. Joe Wilson will call the

: shots i •.; . Shell; Oil has renewed
‘ Julian Bentley’s 6:15 news via

;

(

WBBM-TV for another cycle . . .

Wood-Davis Co. has ordered a five-

minute weather show across-the-
board on WGN-TV.

Ess; CwUwel from page t7 — A
, | j

fore each of the two broadcasts, jPl !h AttPttfl!)
LYL griped to both the station and AljJVIIUCl
to the FQC. Station . execs at that ., . _
time told LYL officials that if they
weren’t satisfied with the arrange- tripled

ment, money paid for sponsorship ^€uring
of the program would be returned f

1110
.

°f.$65,000 is a small

and the show would be dropped P*tjox^ sP°t

from the sked. This presumably oc- abo
J
€

,

thc
J‘e

*

curred. in ’49. LYL rejected the
j S'®*, ,

market
a ^

suggestion and ran programs any- V* ac *

crue the necessary' funds to keen
/'

. .v ___ _____ 4 I the level of biz high.

?“.
a“w«r th* At a meeting, last week, the nine-

Hudson to U. of Mich.

Ann Arbor, Jan. 19.

Robert B. Hudson, director of

broadcasting at the Univ of Illi-

nois, has resigned to accept a posi-

tion with the Ford Foundation
Adult Education Program at the
Univ. of Michigan.

Effective Feb. L he will be co-

ordinator for the Educational Tele-

vision and Radio center financed
by the Foundation

and the show would be dropped sP°t

from the sked. This presumably oc- abo
^
€

,

thc
~_e

*

curred. in ’49. LYL rejected the
; A

The

suggestion and ran programs any- ac *

i
crue the necessary' funds to keeo

, . 4v the level of biz high.

wifT01* !? • AtA meeting, last week, the nine-
pointed to section

31J
of the Com-; man board aj^ established a scalemumcaUons Act which required 0f m6nthly dues based on the £

full daclosure^irf ongin of ^ro-; dividual station’s one-time, dav-
gram. He added that even wthoirt time, minute rate. Plans wefe
the subversive lust to go by, all also made to up the total of Cru-
he or anyone had to do was look i sade’s clinics from . the 20-30 of

K -i
a
^?L°n!te

*^
ript s“*m,

L
ted last year to about 40-15 in ‘54

by Lie L to teU that it wasn’t kosher. Breakdown of duties by the Cru-
LYL, which in ’49 w'as sponsored .sade has been made, and, in the

on the broadcast by the Harlem I future will come under four major
Communist Campaign Committee, headings. First on the list is main-
was seeking votes for candidate

j
tenance of the climes. Then in-

Benjamin Davis, W’ho is now in
]
tensified attacks by salesmen

prison ais a convicted leader of the
]

break down specific client re-
Commie party. Another man spo- ‘ sistance. The Crusade also intends
ken for in LYL campaigning w'as

[

to keep up a service department
Simon Gerson. < for agencies and advertisers and

i

If the Subversive Activities Con- 1

continue its broad publicity cam-
trol Board does, declare Labor i .

|

Youth League a foreign agent out- ‘ Revisions to bring cost figures

;

fit, the accused can appeal to the
j

up-to-date are being made by Cru-

j

courts in a series of legal rounds^.j'sade. execs. It is reported there
which might take years to resolve: i

few really marked changes.

The hehrtog at which Goldstein
" hen the new list is finished,

appeared to present evidence ., . f r n . .

afainst LYL is one of a number SlSS16 1 IttT Dealof similar meetings being made bv y
the Federal group in the course’ Deal between WMGM, N. Y^ and
of the next couple of months.

|

Noble Sissle for the latter’s five-

;

j
times-a-W'eek show, which : started

j

on the New' York indie Mondayn
I ’n

• (17*. covers a fiveyear span, pro-

R|B||| brHSadO I
viding for the usual options.

|
Deal was negotiated between

Sasst Contained from p»tt M Ray Katz, program director of the

tht pinbaU machines aUegediy^

•

5dS
*V

paid off in cash and sbowinf thh
h“ .*«•

photos of their exteriors. Ite de-
h“<U?^ ®lssIe con“rts for tbe

hies that politics has anything to
past two Jears’

Apoila *JV tyiLm*,
(14 MM •a fita)

* * *

10 SEC. SPOTS TO A
COMPLETE SHOW

No. I

mT

No. 2

No. 3

POWER
Fortheit reaching TV signal in the Michigan
area , . . gigantic 1,057 foot tower with

maximum 100,000 watt E.R.P. . .
,
plus favored

Channel 2 dial position add up to

MAXIMUM CIRCULATION

PROGRAMMING
Daytime and nighttime, viewers customarily

turn to Channel 2 for the best in entertainment,

news and sports. And that means

MAXIMUM VIEWING

RATINGS
Consistently leading with high-rated CBS,
Dumont and loCal'programs. For. example, Pulse

ratings for December, ’53, show 9 out of the

15 top shows on WJBK-TV. And that gives you

MAXIMUM IMPACT

WJBK-TV
CHANNEL 2

Eliminate guesswork when you’rt buying
TV fim* m fht rich OrGat lakes area.
Make your money go farther, literally

and figuratively, on WJBK-TV, Detroit’s

only full power station. Look at the facts!

Prove to yourself that Channel 2 is the

place for you. Get maximum return for

your TV dollars on WJBK-TV.

do with the exposes or that he’s
resorting to theatricalities, as he
said he knew would be charged.

The new'seaster explained that
after the wife of a laborer had
complained to WTCN that her hus-
band had lost $300, almost his en- v
tire month’s wages, gambling on I

the. pinball machines the station ,

started its investigation. He told
* * * *

tuners-in that the station employed
: ACCOUNTS HANDLED

14 investigators to make the rounds •
* * * *

of the places, gather the evidence ! >* The Comeback Story. ABC-TV
being presented by him over tv

j
trk TV Gooeral -Store. ABC-TY

and subm it sworn affidavits. The 44 Verooico lake Screes Test
Cost to WTCN-TV, he said, has

]
44 Smock tickoy laterview

been approximateiy $700.
j
AA Teoois Stars ie Actioe

Ford is on the air with his late
j

Sogoro - Gon^es - Mgo
^.ne'vs

i
elecast niShts A week AA TV Commorciols

and he has been naming two of-

i

+.*
fending establishmehts each night 1

CMECIf DUB DATCC
He related that one WTCN in-

’

vestigator lost $19 in the pinball !

rIKbT OR LAST
machines in less than one hour, 1 YOU CAN'T BEAT THEM
getting only a 50c payoff, and that

j Phone JU 2-5227
another dropped in S20 to get back 1 N.w Ym4 rstu
a mere $3.50. For every' $8 in-

j

new T QITt VtTy
vested, the investigators won only
on an average of 50c. according to !

Ford who pointed out “thev do 1
better than that by gamblers in i

Las Vegas And Reno.”
.Answering the charge that he’s

1

olaving poliUcs, Ford pointed out IlianK YOU f
he never has been a candidate for ;

iny office and he said he’d never !

be. He charged that the gambling J QYH VlflCC
‘now going on in St. Paul” breeds !

^
racketeering and “is the forerun-
ner of gangsterism.”
Under the law in the Twin . t. „ - .

Cities pinball machines are li- < jfl BIIKA AIIAB iI HIS
censed as “amusement devices” i

™ l” NH BflIIMB
and “games of skill” and cannot
pay off cash or merchandise, di-

j

rectly or indirectly, to winners: I

' • -

A NEWER
>•«*, i

•

•• n

%
E. •. mv 'J

thank you,

SYD EIGES

jo dine alien kalnis

f ... completely re-styled and M *

exciiinglj decorcd with
extravagant .simgficitj. ^

Dancing, Entertainment,^Telex ision
. . . and a superlative cuisine
(modified Amerjcen pUi», if dnitti).

**** THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC CBS NETWORK VDUMONT

STOtW ntOAOCAlTTNO COMPANY . Natitaaf Salas Pir4clo», TOM HANKER, 111 f. J7th, Now York 22, ELDORADO 5-7490

eoMrumr
ANt-COWOfTfOfffO

Your Hosts, The Famitjr Jac»b$

1 ^ MIAMI BEACH
MrAy/Lmf ilackfroat^ Oreoa Privocy

Far RaservoHam, Plaosa . ..Wahar Jacobs

Y. Office: TR 4-3193
"Swcnmeftime.*' STT HIGH lake Torleton Club. Nrw MmetVn
* V •’

.
.1

. ..i .. . • .iuuji> oi'Mlu. .i, ..:ik
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The Drew Pearson
show has already

been sold in the
following markets;

New York

Chicago

Los Angeles

Philadelphia
%

Boston

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Washington, 0. C.

Milwaukee

Seattle

Minneapolis

Galveston

Columbus, Ohio

Bloomington, JndL

Kansas City. Mo.

Denver

$1 Louis

Honolulu

Hartford^ewBnUiii

Rochester

Providence ^

Fort Lauderdale

Pensacola

• Portland, Me.

Tucson

FresnoTulare, CaL

,

Albuquerque

Amarillo

kiaho Falls, kUho

Bfaso

Lubbock. Tei

Springfield, Mo.

Johnson City, Tenn.

Butte. Montana

Springfield. Mass.

Twin Fails, Idaho

Peoria, ui.

St. Petersburg

Worcester. Masi>

Las Vegas

Monroe. La.

You Can Still Buy This Once-A-Week, 15 Minute

TV Film Show In All Other Markets . . . For

Whatever Portion Of The 26 Week Run Remains!

For Full Information, sales plan, price and audition .v .write, wire dr phone:

Albany

Pittstoirg, Kansas

Zanesville. Ohio .

Sioux Falls. So. Dakota

Aim. Iowa

Harrisburg, Pa.

Rockford, III

Columbia, Mo!

Eao Claire, Wise.

Green Bay, Wise.

BHlings. Montana

San Diego

Hutchinson, Kansas

Waterloo. Iowa

Danville, 111.

Princeton. Ind.

Springfield, ill.

These MPTV shores

a re a ra ilable now :

.

HER*JAfFE JAC* UettHRE
SSS Madtsort Ave. 1S5£ OhnSt
Ren Vwt 21. N V. Chicifco 11. Winee
ffcnplete 8-2000 . WHiteMI 3-2600

nun 9WISC9U
2211 Woodward A«e
Detroit 1. IfcbWm
wOodward 1-2560

kUME GRESHAM
30 Sunset Bivd.

> fcwetes 46.

estriew 1-6101

COtDON wteem
216 Tremont Street

Boston 16. Hass,

HAtcdcL 6-0897

ALEX METCALFE
MPTV fCawda) Ltd

277 Victoria Street .

Tomhte. Canada

EMptre 8-0621

ED HEWITT
625 Market Street

San. franhsco 5. Cairt

DOutfai 2-13S7

BSUCE CQUJEW
3905 Tr*vtt Street

Dallas. Te*tj

LOgen 2628

MOTION PICTURES

$55 Madison Avenue
,
N. Y. II t N. Y.

FOR TELEVISION, INC.

FUm Syndication. Division

• DUFFY’S TAVERN
•FLASH GORDON .

• JANET DEAN,
REGISTERED NURSE

• DREW PEARSON S

WASHINGTON
MERRY-GO-ROUND

• More to come



COLLECTOR'S ITEM from Bliss Alkxnfeld. anthrSpolo-

Wltk Refer Keniedf, James Flen- gist of New York Univ.: an ode to

Eari Godwin, Homer Cray, “The Steam Whistle/’ by Kennedy;*

Hans Kenigsberger. Leon Pear- “You Like My Style”; presenting

son. Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, recordings by Tony Marlin
^
and

Dr. Edward P. Alexander, others Yvette Giraux, with psrtment ob-

Prodncers: Wade Arnold. Doris servations by Hans Kon 3 merger.

Corwith ic Gioia Marconi Dutch cultural attache m New
Director; Harry Frazee York.

12$ Mins.; Sun., 10:30 an. Segment went on and on, such
Sustaining as Walter White’s selection of

NBC, from New York ..
. Marian Anderson's “Nobody Knows

NBC has debuted an ambitious the TroublesTHave Seen/’ as she

two-hour Sunday pro*™ of 261^ ‘be

segments on the graphic arts,
1 Borman Vinpent Peale; another

music, the theatre, the physical and news-roundup by Fleming; “Test

social sciences, political develop- Yourself,” news quiz by Cassidy;

K«nfeto as^onSai^ CaKt/ Jane "and” Wild* B?U

fpt??rp
dy

for the^fterate arid the ! Hickok; “The American Heritage,”

t«r > lnT1««eril!S
What portion of that special ! °Jimmy/'

mb
ad

group will listen for the entire
; intimate Teport by Norman McBain,

penod is not easy to predict,, but
j Q^ Canadian Broadcasting System,

the format permits aialmg almost
|0 a mythical five-year-old, on the

anywhere m the span. As a matter i

growth 0f and events in the Do-.
of fact, Kennedy took cognizance v

minion etc

tSfSSStSSt joiners *th?n" !
This represented a wide ar^of

;
abswcfirSuse, ToW ft*

they'are
1 C0I^mitm^nt5 *>ein

-
Vl *iat

j

conceiitratioh^becaine-drrtperativ^
. , . The various authorities did not

Initial broadcast (IQ) had rough reach the same level of projection,
Spots and moments of .unevenn.ess,

: naturally. Pearson’s theatre seg-
as well as some technical1 nencien-

: ment was a trifle disappointing; his
cies. The amount of fluffing, too,

| reading of dialog did not register
was greater than might be expected

;.|00 strongly, Croy’s contribution,
on a top network sustainer. Bridg- wa§ disappointing, in view of the
ihg seemed insufficient during buildup given by Kennedy. The
the first;ha!f. a choppy effect being

; stories were too jumbled, for one
created, However, the. overall ' thing "This Week In History,”
achievement was creditable in this while interesting, c o uld be
cornucopia of high level material, sharpened projection^wise.. Konis-
presented live and transcribed,

j

berger’s musical style analysis had
Scope, of program can best be pull, even though his accent was

Indicated by listing segments tone ' not simple to understand. “The
to seven minutes), on the premiere. ! Sounds Iri History” segment.
It started with a theatre spot by ! which will feature oldsters, showed
Leon. Pearson, in which he. dis- ’ potentialities.
cussed two current successes “Tea

j The NBC mikers performed their
®XSP'Pa^|y •

'*n
3./ ^5 House, assignments competently. liarkness

August Moon (reciting^part
: authoritatively, Kennedy, who also

*
rst

’*u
n<* Presentmg David wrote the commentary, displayed a

Wayne for the second
.

| clear, firm, pleasant voice and a
Then followed: a Jascha Heifetz . rather engaging personality,

concerto recording: “This Week In - Jaco.
History,” by Dr. Edward P. Alex - 1 —:—:

ander, director of history and edu- ' rivnv nn?
cation for colonial Williamsburg. land

y

qLlA
Va.; “Earl Godwin's Story Book/’ Ben Bafenko, others

in which one of the web’s Washing- ' Producer,. Joseph. Jacobs

ton commentators spun a yarn Shoiom Rubinstein

originally told bv Sen. Henry M. ' J? ® P*“r

Ashbur, of Arizona; “Sands of ,,,;,rn „ v i

Time,” where Dr. Donald Freeman
,

W EVD„ New . York (transcribed)

Brown, pf Peabody Museum. Har- “Candy Quiz” is an
.

elementary
vard Univ., related his explorations juve stanza with a Sound appeal to
at the ancient city of Sybaris in the large Gotham Jewish market
Italy; a Russian slave camp number ' _ _ .

..

(first aired via The Voice of Amer-
1

In lts preem -last Sunday (17V show
ica> rendered by a chorus of dis-

S

came up' with an amiable .scheme
placed Russians; “So You Speak

! that includes witty emcee Ben Ba-
English.” in which Dr. George '

f k H hanHfnl '

nf avprat»P
Hibbitt. of Columbia Univ., raised ; ?

e
0
n 'v

0
° and a handful of a\ erage

the challenging question of possible :
10-13.-year-old kids at whom he

modernization for the English \

loosed queries ranging from bibli-

alphabet; five-minute news bv ! cal to
.

cul*rent events (concerning
• James Fleming; “The Key State- important Jewish, names).

. .

ment Of the Week.” bringing an! Words were: exchanged in three
analysis by Richard Harkness of ' languages. Yiddish, , Hebrew and
President Eisenhower’s message English—with the

.

former taking
to Congress, and a recorded ex- up the major portion of the extem-
cerpt therefrom. po dialog. Questions weren’t de-

Also. “The Sounds of Historv ” signed to show off genius of kids
In which Judge Learned Hand’s necessarily, .They were of species

rendition for the Library of Con- i
almost every grammar school stu-

A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLEB NOBIX SISSLE SHOW
WtUi James Stewart* Gey. William With Phil GmiUUac

&. Beardsley, Mrs. Mattie Lea Director Sfiekcy WaUaek
Miller, Bay Starr, Dean Lanfear, M Mini* Moe.-Satl
Jack Stills, ethers EUSfiFS1#

Producer-Writer: Raj Starr WMGM, N.Y.

3$ Mins.; Thors. (14) WMGM, NX, has adde

JULIUS LABOSA SHOW
W^h Bass Case Oreh, The Wa*.

WMGM, NX, has added Noble CBS, front N. Y,

JKredneer-Direetor: Lw Melamed
II> BIfam,Mta, WedL, FrL, 7:35 pj*CAMPANA SALES

Motoal, from J^ew York (tran- sissle to its roster of disk jockeys
seribad)

. . . in an effort to pinpoint sales mes-
This late nighttime segment vm in w«ur Vnrir't hnop ifpom

(Wallaee-'Ferrjf’Hanley

)

Julius LaRosa. adio has been

Mutol .told “Sort no^lgk * N*» Negro leatwed U. tto thrice-weekly TO-

views of the life pf late great band- market. Sissle is one of the more minute spot since Nov. 9. has
leader, snatches from the sound- distinguished pf ^the Negro per- copped his first sponsor, Campana

preem of the pic in Clarinda, Ia„ time vaude performer in a standard the plugs as weU. His contribution
Miller’s birthplace. team with Eubie Blake and for to the advancement of American
Iowa deejays ostensibly spon- years has been the prexy of the speech may he nil, but perhaps

sored event to herald Miller, and Negro Actors Guild in addition to that dese-dems & dose dictidn :s

succeeded in exposing small por- being a. songwriter. an effective selling technique for
tions of the musician’s greatness. Sissle with a thorough back- the- LaRosa fans. More likely,

An interview between Ray Starr ground of show biz can spiel long however.^ LaRosa’s careless speech
and the man who bought Miller and earnestly on many phases of habits will grow tiresome quickly,

his first; trombone for $85 was hu- the profession. He has a keen car But LaRosa shows good form on
morous and touching, but Starr, in for what constitutes good listening his vocals and* bn his kickoff
preparing the script, never went and consequently provides a musi- sponsored show Monday (18'xie!iY-
much beyond that, and instead de- cal menu which has a fairly wide ered solidly on “Fm Sitting On Top
voted time to general statements appeal. His disks range from the Of The World” Ca tune that he's
by Gov. Beardsley of Iowa, an air- racial to Dixieland to the pres- made a special property since Vs
force Major, et al., and to a short ently highriding pops. split with Arthur Godfrey), “Old
thankyou speech by

;
Mrs. Mattie His repartee in conjunction with Black Magic” and “Gypsy In My

Miller, the bandman’s mother. Phil Goulding is good. Musically Soul.” Russ Case’s orch and The
Music from the soundtrack of* it’s a well-rounded show and car- Wanderers vocal combo supplied

“Miller Story” included bits of ries a lot of interest.
Millerana like “Tuxedo Junction” a* *hic rtnint on

competent backing. Herm.
Miuerana nxe luxeao Junction At this point the commerciaU do

—
^
nd e 3ro'*r

5
Ju2- Artor not yet reflect any specific plugs HOUSE OF MiTGirJames Stewart made a Warm little aimed at the Negro, market, al- Within andBeShtalk from the stage of Clannda though many are for products in *|. Dun|aD AiTheatre where he noted that towns- the mass priced field. Plugs are nS Allfolk gave an armory in Miller’s well delivered. Jose. r,”55’

D ck AIe

aimea at me ^egro, luarite^ at- With Don and Beulah Bestor, Wal-
rru 4 U u -4 1 4U.4 4 ,

though many are for products m u Dunlan Al RrnWnTheatre where he noted that towns- the mass priced field. Plugs are cran?^ Dick AJeiMdey ’wJJSfolk gave an armory in Miller’s well delivered. Jose.
Lrane, Dick Alexander, Rock>

name. .
' -. t-iarx.

^ . m
Elsewhere, the Iowa deejays,. Producer-dirwjtor: Crane

who went starkly commercial for ROADSHOW 3 mx., Sun., 2 pjn.

the occasion, picked themselves a With Bill Cullen, Johnny Guarnieri .

Glenn Miller queeii, U-I got Trio, others; guest; Steve Law-' WICC, Bridgeport
thanked profusely for making the rence Tagged New England’s biggest
picture. Downbeat mag timed Producer-Director: Parker Gibbs disk iockev show “House of Mu-
Miller choice for second entry into Writer: Arthur Small

sic” is a three-hour Sundav mati
its relatively new Music Hall of 4 Hours; Sat, 2-6 p.m.

ŝ owcSe of the riiosVooSfllrFame, and Decca got itself men- NBC, from New York deliav out^t on WICC
tinned as outfit which was releasing A ver>r lively format has been ar- click of turntablers on weekdavs

sum
n
Dtion

aCk
Wh

U
ili

C
a
f
B
r
Je

t

n
Kp
r^ nrn"

ranged by NBC to appeal in the makes logical this seven-day exsumption. While all of these pro- mam to folks who spend Satuixlay travagahza.motions are perfectly legitimate afternoons riding along the high- Faoh nf half nnctov-iand certainly deserved, thev came v'avs of the ronntr\- Several lo-
Each of half-dozen co-steLd]

v.ajs oi me counirj. several 10- cn nnor aUrant one oat* w Hnsiiv:

travagahza.

Each of half-dozen co-st el’ ar

in such rapid-fire order that^the de- iff st^Omh^ Sed the in
spinner attractions gets virtually a

sired effect of reverence for the vcarsgonebvbutit’sthe first stab
ha

-

lf'h
,
our - minns periodic five-

rnneinior, 'V. ... “uu5. mimite np« insets PrnHnnpr Rnhmusician was lost.

YOUR VOICE OF AMERICA
With George Hicks, narrator
Director: Tell^ Savalas
Writer: Ira Marion
30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p.m.

I
WABC, N. Y.

% h,. „.ph minute nev scasts. Producer Bob
at Jthe rolling aud.ence by a veb. crane himself one of the disking

Portion of Roadshow,” caught
j
participants. lias effectively mixed

in its second week on the air, was a
; jt up by skedding the sequences

conglomeration of news, time for contrast and balance.
checks, music and contests. In - jd. i u .

themselves such items are common, j ,
and Beulah Bestor (h e v a

hut thp npnnv hrpcdntatinri hv om- 1
longtime Jack Benny bandleade.

,

"VMtnon themselves SUCh items are common.!
. ^ anQfu<an cesrar

i

.e

30 Mins.: Sat., 9:30 p.m. but the dcddv Presentation bv* cm- longtime Jack Benny bandleade.,
WABC, N.: Y. cee Bill C?ifnen

P
rrwkes them worth- wile Beulah iS w. k magapr..

Up until the preem of _WAEC's while listening. He welcomes i Sa)' ;?
en

-
s

..
the -^00!'k

0f

‘Your Voice of America” last Sat* asides from hi« fpllmv th^ !
House of Music’ with Sho.v

ever, VOA s propaganda tech- played by the back-seat conyersa- -
ls a v

.

oca
^ ^nlfer °b. Arl vjr

nique is selling the USA way over- tiohalist
Godfrey, spins half-hour of “Sorr..-

seas can. be clearlv appraised bv vt
*

, T t.- ^ thing Old” and then Crane counteis
everyone via this series.

* . Music supplied bv Johnny -Guar-
. ^Sommething New.”

The program is made up of ac- ?
leri Tn° a^ d gu

f
s

*,
ar Steve

j

<kT0ps in Nation.” from current
tual tapes from the past week’s ^

a" r
fi
n

,

ce
j
Vas

' music list, is peg for Dick Alexah-
VOA beamings. It’s dramatically ^

ona
iy ,

al
\
d
,?
n

i

\

e
^,

n - Chosen der> wiCC's allnight dj. Threr-
knit together and George Hicks

r
3S?I

ded dl5^s followed a similar hour session winds up with Rocky
interpolates with an informative

Pai'tern. Clark, station’s jazz music specia’--

VOA beamings. It’s dramatically ^ i V iv \ j
n ‘ '-.no

.

s.on der. WICC'S allnight dj. Threr-
knit together and George Hicks

r
3S?I

ded dl5^s followed a similar hour session winds up with Rocky
interpolates with an informative Pattern. Clark, station’s jazz music special-

commentary. It’s entertainment ap- N°k°dy is expected to take any- ist. for an impressive finale,

peal, is matched by its educational thing on the stanza seriously. Its ‘.‘House of. Music*’ may well be
values.

,

1 only purpose is to make driving the answer to putting Sunday • af-

On the opening stanza there was easier and pleasanter, something ternoon back on the WICC raa.o
a brief rundown on how tlie VOA
operates, a segment of Pres. Eisenr

“Roadshow” does well. Taken into
! map.

account, too. should be the fact
E Icvt.

statement by Dr. David DeSola ' sionally. quizzing dropped below
Pool of the Spanish-Portu^uese : Par and show depended on the
Synagog in New York, of the usual “safe” ones like “what's your
reasons he emigrated from Eng- favorite baseball team?,” etc.

land; “Our Common Culture,” a Juves were borrowed opening
provocative commentary on vanity week from a New York Yeshiva
in different peoples, and stheir 'parochial school),, and stanza ex-
attitude toward others, as condi- pects to continue quizzing more of
tioned by their own characteristics, same.

hower’s speech on pooling atomic ^at l ^ie program is as ideal for the
power as VOA broadcast it. in five Saturday cellar carpenters, as it is

languages, a taping of Gary Cooper for the man behind the wheel.'
explaining the meaning of “Mr. ’—;

Deeds Goes To Town” to counter- t*' t v i n it ^
act the Soviet edited version and ...?

t
: J
Lo

.

uls
r;Har;

c
!
ial

] T
*?•

,

p^PSra.

Jim Barton s ’Million’

James Barton stars in liis fir'!

(full "hour- tv. dramatic .vehicle in

.tonight’s U.Ved.) “Kraft Television

Gros.

THE MELODY ROOM
being held. The show drew more ! Video play deals with a man who
than 105.000 payees last year and • instead of getting a check from the

With Edward A. Rice, Stephen the number', is expected to be -
government for $112 gets one

Hall passed this year.
I $112,000,000.

WLEV-TV
Bethlehem • Allentown • Easton

Pre-planned coverage reaches the homes — the

people-m this rich market. Write for information.

J) a " - -> *
j

—^ So ei Represeo^oft *e

NBC MEEKER TV, Incorporated
New York • Chicago • Los Angalat • San Francitca

25 Mins.; Mon.-tbru-Fri., 6:20 p.m. :

Sustaining1*

WGY, Schenectady
Listenable popular, standard and

j

classical music, skillfully inter-!
preted and beautifully blended by
violinist Edward A. Rice and or-
ganist Stephen Hall, emerges from
the loudspeaker on this 25?minule
sustainer. Rice, who soloed on
WGY's initial broadcast 32 years
ago. is a solid man on bis instru-
ment; Hall, also

. a veteran at the
General Electric station, is a sure
consolist. Selections include lis-
tener requests. <

One-minute transcribed “I Speak
,

For Democracy” addresses by civic.

I

fraternal, service, religious and
j

others wnen and women* in the
many communities

.
reached by

WGY, and statioh promotions coni-
plete the program. Bill Bradley
competently announces it. Jnco.

SPECIAL OPTICAL EFFECTS
AND TITLES

On FIRESIDE THEATRE
Television Show

>T
RAY MERCER & COMPANY
4241 Normal Ave., H'woocf 29, Cal.
Send for Free. Optical Effects Chart

IN THE

KSTP AND KSTP-TV HAVE THE GREATEST

AND FINEST FACILITIES OF ANY RADIO AND

TELEVISION STATION IN THE NATION AT

ITS EXPANDED TELEVISION CITY SITE WHERE

THE TWIN CITIES MEET.

REPRESENTED

•Y

J00,000 WATTS

EDWARD RETRY
and COMPANY NBC

MINNEAPOLIS * ST. PAUL
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Wholesale TWA Exits
Continued from page 31

cisloji that is unacceptable to the

Eastern Region* it is not a national

issue.” The issue, he, said, is not

one of dismissal of a paid employee
but "of a principle/’ A resolution

by the western TWA supported this

stand against hints of wholesale

resignations by the easterners.

About a week later, Tunick in-

formed Starr that the eastern, coun-
cil considered Miss La Cour's re-

tention as "seriously endangering”

then current contract negotiations

and general standing with the net-
: works, ad agencies and the general

public, plus members of the Writ-

ing profession, and that the net-

works, "although legally obligated

to continue ne?otiatiohs* Will en-

gage in delaying tactics until TWA’s
certification is ended.” It was
further pointed out that Miss La
Cour’s continuance made the

union’s position untenable and the

livelihood of its members jeopard-

ized "in areas both economic and
political.”

Starr’s reply was that western

members voted 72.6% to retain the

executive secretary, Urged aban-

donment of easterners’ threat to

ankle and suggested calling of a

membership meeting on Jan. 25

when the national prexy would ad-

dress the group. Tunick then re-

signed as prexy and member with

the statement that the "individual

or philosophical convictions” of a

paid employee involves TWA in an

area “hot properly ^a union con-

cern.” A majority of the east’s exec

board followed suit. They were

Robert Alan Aurthur, Matt Brooks,

David Harmon, Elwood Hoffman,

Bruce Marcus, Lawrence Marks,

Robert Mason Pollock, David Shaw,

Alvin Sapinsley and Halsted

Welles. Hector Chevigny quit the

board but not the union, and How-
ard W. Cosell, eastern attorney,

withdrew as counsel. Chevigny ex-

ited Radio Writers Guild, which

he headed, a few months ago to

put in with TWA. About half a

dozen board members remain, with

Ira Marion as regular and the

others as alternates. . Negotiations

with the nets on a contract are go-

ing ahead under the east’s three-

way principle of exclusivity, rights,

and money. Meantime, Murry Kar-r

miller has been installed as presi-

dent.

SWG Status?

Over the weekend, despite a

statement by the western group
that Miss La Cour had sworn to

its board that she had never been
a member of the Communist Party,

. a high Screen Writers GUild source

on the Coast said SWG will never
associate itself with TWA as long
as she is retained. That statement
came after disclosure that TWA
and RWG were to meet this week
to discuss possibility of one over-
all writers union. Since SWG is

considered the key to a union em-
bracing pix, radio and tv* the dec-
laration is particularly significant.

RWG, which has been discussing
a merger with. SWG for months,
has overturned TWA on a pitch for

"vO
~v '•

"exploratory talks" leading; to a

combine. But the SWG source re-

torted "there are Important ele-

ments in SWG who would never

countenance any association with

TWA as long as their current con-

cept of world affairs is so naive

as to allow continued employment”
of Miss La Cour, -‘Who refused to

answer inquiries before a legally

constituted Congressional investi-

gating committee.” Talks begin-

ning today (Wed.) hadn’t yet been

approved by the RWG council.

' TWA leaders on the Coast feel

that the proposed amalgamation

would not be under an Authors

League of umbrella. Asked if TWA
was. interested in SWG’s proposed

Authors League West, a TWA
spokesman said the group doesnt

care what name the merged Union

would have and is mainly interest-

ed in the objective.

Realism vs. Idealism’

Hollywood, Jan. 19.

A bloc of TWA members, includ-

ing its first proxy and some found-

ers of the: union, have exited fol-

lowing what one of the .
exitees de-

scribed as "a battle between real-

ism and idealism.” First exodus be-

gan about two. months ago, when
TWA membership refused to adopt

a constitutional amendment em-

bracing a loyalty oath for all mem-
bers, instead confined it to officers

and the board. Second flow of de-

partures followed membership’s

vote to keep exec secretary Joan

La Cour on the job, after she had
refused to cooperate with the

House Un-American Activities com-

mittee.
Among those leaving TWA are

Charles Isaacs, first prexy of the

group; Jess Oppenheimer, also one

of the founders and its first v.p.;

John Murray, who had been a sec-

ond v.p.; Ben Freedman, who had
served on the board; Jack Douglas

and Mannie Manheittv
Those who have ankled have not

overtured the Screen Writers Guild

because, according to one, they

don’t feel SWG is representative

of network tv writers. This same
source pointed out if the nets ink

a pact with TWA (negotiations are

currently on), those who left will

be. forced to return to the fold in

order to stay on the job. Feeling

on the part of the ankling writers

is that the ideal solution lies in

SWG’s long-proposed Authors
League West, which would embrace
one overall Writers’ union for pix,

tv and radio. Many of the ex-

TWAites feel that such an amal-
gamation, which they hope Would
include TWA, and also would not

be within the orbit of Authors
League of America, would succeed
in solving the ills which currently

b6S€t TWA,
Factional split within TWA has

been apparent since last fall, when
the board first discussed the

amendment requiring members to.

take a loyalty oath. It was imme-
diately apparent

.
some on the

board favored the all-embracing

oath which would apply to all

members; the other faction, how-
ever, wanted it kept to Officers and
board members. As a result, the

issue was taken to the members,
who voted for the more limited

oath.

mitter division. He has appeared

as utility irfan lot the web arid the

Labs on numerous occasions.

But his most Important jobs in
;

relation to the present UHF opera-

tion, came as first chief of WDTV,
DuMont o&o which went on the air

in '48 in Pittsburgh , (a market

which then had.no other video

outlet).

Continued frorn. page 31

radio Was the net’s strong morning

lineup, with a near-sellout from 9

a. m. to 11:40 and Nielsens which

show the web second only to CBS
in the morning.

Nor did the web’s new rate struc-

ture for split sponsorship of a

morning and an evening strip bring

the expected repercussions, with

the affiliates taking their time in

studying the plans. New formulae

(plus a sales plan for the network

portion of Martin Block’s "Make
Believe Bdlroom” ) won’t go into

effect until after all four meetings

are OVer; at Which time the web’s

station relations crews will move
out into the field to follow Up the

arguments presented at the meet-

ings, Affiliation contracts will have

to be changed to permit the plans

to take effect.

NBC 0&0 Music
Continued from page 31

1
the Way. (Web’s Washington out-

let WRC, is not a clear channel,

and hence not included in the set-

up, but even if it were CC, the

capital is not a nightowl town and
station cards light classical and
pops to 1.30.)

Of the hour by the hour availa-

bilities to sponsors, they’ll be
equally divided. . between local

spenders, and national spots, but
latter can only be bought on a

four-station package deal, based
on the principle that the clear

channel aspect yields what virtu-

ally. amounts to a network via

nighttime signal power. New set-

up kicks off Feb. 1.

IMutual at Biloxi

Continued from page 3.1
I

that might ever have tv web di-

mensions Which O’Neil has a hand
in is his recently acquired viclpix

package from Phillips Lord.

Victor . Diehm,* chairman . of
MAAC, appointed an eight-man
resolutions committee on Monday.
This could have been the spot
where cross-purposes would have
developed, but instead the commit-
tee came up with 26 resolutions
mostly of a laudatory nature. How-
ever, one of them called for an-
other convention next year by
Mutual affiliates.

In a speech before the entire

body on the opening day, O’Neil
bluntly denied that Mutual has
ever invaded the spot sales field

as some claim. "To the contrary,

a relationship necessarily exists be-

tween spot sales and network op-
erations because we’re in business
for the same reason,” O’Neil ob-
served.

Wednesday, January 20, 1954

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
American Research Bureau is currently conducting the most elaborate

study to date on characteristics of UHF-YHF markets. Rating service

is conducting 58,000 interviews in 58 -dual markets, Which together

with 16 markets already surveyed, will form the basis of a 74-market

report due out at the end of the month.
f

Study will cover set penetration, conversion to UHF and station

most viewed in each market. The 16 markets previously surveyed

were covered hi October and have already, achieved 80% saturation.

ARB is pitching the study at ttmebuyers and networks on the ba<is

that it represents current data on all dual markets produced by the

same method and covering*. the same period, rather than representing

separate studies made by individual stations.

In line with plans for community participation and use of its facilities,

Washington’s "Broadcast House,” a new $2,000,000 home of WTOP
and WTOP-TV, will Conduct Open house for 33 days < beginning Feb. 1

to acquaint area citizens with its elaborate studio and transmitter

quarters on upper Wisconsin avenue. A series of preview tours for

press, radio and tv and the Washington Post, owners of WTOP, is

currently in progress. . . . . . . , , .

The mammoth dedication of "Broadcast House” is designed to bring

in just about everybody, young or old, who works or belongs to some

organization to see the new WTOP edifice. Each of the 33 "special” days

is for a special group: one for the boy scouts, one for the police, one

for actors and musicians, one for theatre owners, one for taxi drivers

(to acquaint them with the BH location), etc. Altogether* 325 organi-

zations and 550 schools will be covered.

Coincident with the tours, WTOP and WTOP-TV will plug the or-

ganizations and enterprises through spot announcements on the

stations.
•

.
**

The networks are getting behind upcoming National YMCA Week
with a number of radio and video programs built around the organiza-

tion’s functions and the problems of youth. Observation (Jan 24-30) will

be boosted by special tributes to the "Y’s’ ? on several programs, chief

among which will be ABC’s "America’s Town Meeting of the Air.”

"The New York Times Youth Forum” via DuMont and NBC-TV’s
"Youth Wants to Know.”
Elsewhere NBC will present the preem Of "A Law Is Born,” dramatic

documentary of YMCA’s youth and government program. Ben Grauer

will narrate script written by Jim Hewitt- Special tributes to National

YMCA Week will be carried on 16 other network programs.

Chairmanship of the newspaper committee and radio broadcasting

committee of the 1954 Development Fund Drive of the N.Y. Arthritis

and Rheumatism Foundation has been accepted by Bernard C. Duffy,

president of BBD&O. Fund is seeking to raise $500,000 to carry on
its clinic and to support' research, rehabilitation and medical activities.

Duffy appointment was announced by Williarii Holmes, general cam-
paign manager for NYARF.

C. E, Hooper has found that New Jersey video station, WATV, since

its transmitter switch to the Empire State Building, can be received

in 82% of New York City homes. Station has been making a serious

bid for the Gotham market since November, last year, when the change
occurred.

Translated into homes, the 82% represents 1,750,000 families.

Coach of the Year Dinner held at the recent NCAA meeting in

Cincinnati, in which the prize went to Jim Tatum,, was telecast over

a nationwide hookup by ABC-TV. Les Arries
,
Sr., sports director of

the web, handled the arrangements.
-

•'

. ... -

Anent last week’s Variety story on the personnel changes in ABC-
TV’s sales department: Stan Smith moves put of the eastern sales

managership to concentrate on handpicked accounts, while it’s Jerry

Harrison who moves into the pOst.

Tenth birthday of WMCA, N.Y., "Let’s Listen To A Story,” juve
weekend stanza comes up in February, and the outlet has planned a

couple of special celebrations for adults and children. Editors, pub-
lishers and authors, among others, have been invited to a reception
Feb. 2.

Show, begun by Helen S. Staus in 1944, will devote better part of

next month to retelling favorite juve stories related early in its history.

Eileen BARTON
Latest Coral Release

‘Don’t Ask Mo Why
“Away Up There”

Coral Records
.

Dir.: William Morris Agency'

BuMonl-K. C.
ssss Continued from page 31

Stewart’s ability to analyze the
situation and to turn the new o&o
into a sponsor’s delight.

Stewart has been with DuMopt
since ’44 in various executive
capacities. His last job;; is closely

allied with the job upcoming. He
handled the reins for new, market
development, at DuMont’s tv re-

ceiver sales division.

The new station chief has been a
"jack-of-all-trades” for the web. He
quarterbacked for the film syndi-
cation department; and he was dis-

tribution head for the video trahs-

Molloy Radio-TV Editor
Memphis, Jan. 19.

Paul MollOy, former staffer of

Time and Life, has been named
radio-tv editor of the Commercial
Appeal, Memphis’ .

ayem daily.

Molloy, w.k. featured and column-
ist, will also make up; and edit the
Sunday radio section of the
Scripps-Howard newspaper which
gets a big play in Memphis and
Midsouth markets.
The new; Commercial-Appeal ra-

dio-tv department head is now
penning a daily column under the
banner of “Dixie Dialing.” This is

the first time that the morning
sheet, has devoted a daily pillar to

I radio or tv in nearly 10 years,

TV Webs Caught In Pix Vise^ Continued from page 25

time segment, it’s considered a talking point that these are pre-

cinch to run off with some enviable promoted, pre-guaranteed, pre-test-

ratings that may cut deep into
cd properties. The advertiser never

.
* „ has to buy a flop or a lemon.

NBC’s live network shows. (NBC ——
is all too conscious of what’s hap-
pened in the case of "Victory at

Sea.” Slotted last . season Sunday
afternoon at 3, it got passable rat- J V'
ings. Today as reruns in choice R \ j
slots the ratings have doubled.) mm
NBC invested close to $1,000,000

in the Douglas Fairbanks syndi- wi^rvl-
cated series made in England., yLv A\\
They’re now going out in reincar*
nated residual form—as a poten- f|ll|

tial threat to the live shows On
the same web which financed the
series.

Colgate comedy hour

Success of the CBS-financed ^IHIflflVC
"Amos ’n’ Andy” series on the re- uiuiufljfo

run circuits in competition with Mot.i William Morris Agency
live network shows is viewed as
only an inkling of what might wo11

,

—- -
—- —

.

be in store for the live cable AA mautu .•.t.ii.h vnn>

j
nsnt address here In Les Angeles. We

personalities-^-Lucille Ball-Desi Ar- forward mall for our many eastern-
naz ("I Love Lucy”); Eve Arden ar, personally and efficiently.

("°ur Miss Brooks), etc., enter ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
the residual arena. ^ .

In favor of such high calibre vid- Loa Angeles IS, California
pix inviting a rerun bonanza is the .

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

Mgt.i William Morris Agency

$1.00 MONTH Establish YOUR perma-
nent address here In Les Angeles. Wa
forward all mall.for our many custom-

ers personally and efficiently.

ELLERY OFFICE SERVICE
1144 S. Grand Ava.

Las Angeles 15, California

at the PIANO . . . at the ORGAN . . . at the CELESTE . .

.

BILLY NALLE
“SUSPENSE”

CBS-TV
“MAMA”
CBS-TV

“WINKY DINK and YOU’’
CBS-TV
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FACES MORALS RAP
Philadelphia, Jan. 19.

Dr Roy K. Marshall, scientist,

former network radio and tv com-

mentator and educational director

of the WFIL stations, has been in-

dicted by the federal government

for allegedly sending obscene let-

ters to five teenage girls who wrote

him seeking scientific information.

The indictment which was put

through - Nov- 18, had been im-

pounded in the U. S. District Court

and news of it was not released

until last Week/ When Federal

Judge J, Cullen Ganey ordered the

U I. District Attorney W. Wilson

White ‘to hurry along” reports on

a psychiatrist examination of Mar-

Sl

JUdge Ganey told the District

Attorney he had received numerous
letters concerning the case and

did not want the impression to get

around that Marshall was receiving

special consideration.

CBS’ Chi TV
Continued from pace ASI

sound like they have a disability.
On the contrary, they’re twice
blessed because they have talents
in both fields.”

RADIO-TELEVISION

Radio-TV Alerted To tee Era
7

ing waged by Zenith Radio which
has challenged the FCC’s shifting
of Chi Channel 4 to Channel 2
and the subsequent granting of
-the latter channel' to CBS. Zenith’s
action is based on its longstand-
ing application for Channel 2.

Pointing out that the new loca-
tion will give his plant the larg-
est enclosed studio area in the
country, except for CBS' Holly-
wood TV City, Atlass said he ex-
pects to eventually originate sev-
eral network shows. Already in
the works is an hour contribution
to the projected three-hour morn-
ing strip CBS is planning opposite
NBC-TV’s “Today.” Currently
there are no Chi shows riding on
the web.

Atlass said at least one of the
new studios will be equipped for
color. He has two color cameras
on order from RCA.
The WBBM radio facilities will

remain in the Wrigley Bldg.

I Menkin
. 4 .

Continued from page 28I
Continued from page 27

On Ziv’s Skelton Strip

Initial sales effort on Ziv’s new
five-a-week Red Skelton show has
the transcribed series sold in 28
markets, on the basis of one and
two days of selling. Ziv crew left

N. Y. and a sales clinic on the
show late last week, with the 28
sales reported over the weekend.
Show, incidentally, iA'being sold

on the basis of a frequency dis-

count—per show cost for five-a-

week buys, is lower than once or
twice a week, and Ziv sales v.p.

Alvin E. Unger predicts this factor
will make stations the principal buy-
ers of the segment. Fact that a top
comedian will be available oh a
local sponsorship, level will up sta-

tion sales also.

John Sinn, Ziv exec v.p., left for
the Coast Monday (18) for a two-
week production o.o. on the series,
which is scheduled to begin
March 1.

Edinburg, Tex.—J. M. McDonald
has been named manager of KURV
here. He was formerly with KFDA,
Amarillo, and KCRS, Midland He
was the first prez of the Texas
Assn, of Broadcasters.

IAFMor AFTRA?
Continued from page 27

I
predominantly instrumental per-
formance”. He asserted that only
one job is involved, for which the
employer pays a flat Salary, and
that split jurisdiction .“cannot
work”. .

>

Miss Helen Humphrey, counsel
for Westinghouse, contended the
question is a smokescreen to cover
the issue of whether the station’s
farm director, Ivan H. Jones, who
was promoted from an announcer,
should be included under AFTRA,
She argued that Jones has super-
visory authority, that his announc-
ing work is incidental, and that
he is not eligible for union mem-
bership.

In rebuttal, Pryor said “there
are thousands of musicians On the
air who never say a word but there
are also those with speaking tal-

ents.” V

Board Chairman Giiy Farmer
asked: “Do these people have a
true split personality?”
Pryor replied: “That makes it

during the weekday sked include
an hour of “Merry Mailman” daily;
three five-minute, spots in a row
(“Miss Nemo” for weather, “Sports
with .Jack O'Riley” and “News
With Lyle Van”) cross-the-board,
and the late nighttime ’ variety
strip, “Man From Times Square.”
The last in terms of cast and staff
is probably the largest of the sta-
tion’s offerings. Other one-shot-
a-week live programs are included
in schedule.

-

The remainder of the time on
weekdays and during the entire
weekend sked is to be taken Up
by film programs of one sort or
another!

During the solid two-hour.block
of live programming daily, Men-
kin, who anticipated trouble in
trafficking casts and sets in and
out of the small studio, included
in the formats of each of the shows
special opening and closing film
clips as well as contests which can
be handled from the adjacent en-
gineer’s booth.

Swiff
Continued from page 27

meat packer and
:

its agency
reached the fine print stage last

week with a decision expected
later this week, With Swift aboard
and Philco also likely to tie in
with the dual^medium; spread, the
early morning strip would be off
and running in the black.

Since there’s an automatic non-,
competitive product clause protect-
ing BC’s radio sponsors, web execs
admit they’d be faced with a tough
selling job on the tele portions
should they fail in their efforts to
get the current sponsorship lineup
to extend into tv. The current
quartet of AM sponsors,: embrac-
ing the meats, and cereal fields, ma-
jor appliances and home wave sets

and shampoos, seriously limits the
field of eligible tv clients.

Texas oilman H. L. Hunt, was ex-
amined closely by Democratic
members of the Committee, par-
ticularly by Sens. Mike Monroney
(D.-Okla.), George A. Smathers
(D.-Fla;) and Edwin C. Johnson
(D.-Colo.).

The Republican commissioner,
who received a recess appointmeht
last July for a seven-year term
with the FCC, readily conceded his

lack of technical qualifications, for
the post but asserted that experi-
ence in the communications field

is no more a" requirement than it

is for the Postmaster Qeneral to
be a mailman.

/Admires' McCarthy
Questioned on his identification

with McCarthy, Lee expressed Vis
admiration for the Wisconsin sen-
ator (Mrs. Lee was matron of honor
at McCarthy’s wedding), but de-
clared McCarthy had nothing to do
with his appointment to the Com-
mission and that he would “resent”
it if. the Senator made any “im-
proper” requests of him.
Regarding his connections with

Hunt, Lee" said he helped develop
the format of the latter’s “Facts
Forum” radio-tv program, which
he described as an “unbiased and
factual”

.

presentation of political

issues. >. Sen. Monroney differed

with Lee on this. He charged the
“Forum” with being “heavily load-

ed” politically and Hunt with list-

ing it as an “educational” program
for income tax purposes.
Lee said he had nothing to do

with Hunt being granted a permit
for an ultra high frequency tv sta-

tion in Corpus Christi, Tex,
He was unaware an application

had been filed, he testified, until

it appeared on the ! Commission
agenda with a favorable recom-
mendation by the staff.

Nor had he talked with anyone
other than the FCC staff members^
he asserted, regarding the Com-
mission’s assignment of Channel 6
to Whitefish Bay, Wis„ at the re-

quest of the Hearst Corp., which
is seeking a VHF Ration in Mil-
waukee. (The Hearst newspaper,
the Milwaukee Sentinel, is a sup-
porter of McCarthy, who inter-

vened with the FCC last year to
obtain a VHF channel for Hearst.)

He pointed out, however, that
there are several competing ap-
plicants for the channel and a
“hectic” contest indicated.

Under questioning by Sen.
Smathers, Lee said the committee
can count on him to fight to pro-
tect > the set-aside of tv channels
for educational stations. However,
he said, he did not feel that edu-
cational stations must necessarily
be non-commercial and he saw
nothing particularly wrong with
the idea of permitting them to ac-
cept some sponsored programs if
it would help meet the high cost
4>f tv operation.

'Open Mind’ on Monopoly Rule
Questioned by Sen. Johnson as

to his views on a recent FCC pro-
posal to relax its anti-monopoly
rules to permit networks to own
seven tv stations, providing at least
two are UHF, Lee said he had “an
open mind” on the plan and was
waiting for comments to be sub-
mitted by interested parties. If the
evidence shows that it favors mo-
nopoly, he said* he would vote
against adoption.

Only one Other witness appeared
at the hearing. He was Charles
Kress/ former Mayor of Bingham-
ton, N. Y., who worked for a while
with Lee on the House. Appropria-
tions Committee. Kress testified he
endorsed Lee’s candidacy for a po-
sition with the general accounting
office and was surprised to learn

that he had been appointed to the
FCC. “It was a ricochet romance,”
be said.

'

Bone to WNEM-TV
Bay City, Mich. ,

Jan, 19.

John H. Bone, former sales

manager of WLW-T, Cincinnati,

has joined North Eastern Michigan
Corp. as general manager of

WNEM-TV, operating on Channel
5 and covering Bay City, Saginaw
and Flint: Bone was president and
g.m. of WBAT in Marion, Ind.,

before joining the Crosley outlet.

WNEM-TV’ Is scheduled to take
4a 4\%a al«* tiovA CiinAfiV i <9A\

Please furnish Information and rate card in reply.

Box V-11854

VARIETY, 154 W. 46th Street

New Vork 36, M Y.
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Getriia Gibbs: "Somebody Bad
Stole De Wedding Bell”-"Baubles,
Bangles and. Beads" (Mercury;.
There’s going to be a hot race for
the top disking' of "Wedding Bell"
between Georgia Gibbs and RCA
Victor's Eartba Kttt Miss Gibbs
gives the bouncy Colypso tempo a
rowdy

,
yet ingratiating beat that's

surfire for all levels. "Baubles,
Bangles and Beads," on the "re-

verse, is in a slower vein but also
good for deejay play.
• Patti Page.: "Cross Over the
Bridge"-"Johnny Guitar" (Mer-
cury;, Patti Page has another
money slice in "Cross Over the
Bridge.” It's a driving number
that’s heightened by an exciting^
lyric and a powerhouse delivery.

Due for plenty of action. "Guitar/’
on the bottom deck is a charming
but more intricate tune. It’ll be
a bit more difficult to sell..

Tommy Edwards: "Wall of ice"-
"There Was a Time" • (M-G-M).
Tommy Edwards has been on the
verge of a breakthrough platter

for some time and "Ice” could be
the slice to push it into the hit

brackets. It’s a lilting ballad that
Edwards treats with sincere vocal

out delivery make "Seven-Eleven"
a winning combination.
Tommy Leonettl: "And Still 1

;

Love You’VT’m Available" (Capi-.

tol;. Tommy Leonetti gets off to a

good start with his debut disk.

Crooner has an appealing, legiti- 1

mate style and displays yet shellac

savvy on his lyric handling. "Love
You," a standout ballad. will hit

the jocks and jukes with impact. \

"I'm Available" is a sprightly item
j

that Leonetti dishes out with?

charm.
;

Sandy Stewart: "Idle Gossip -

"The One I Want" (Epic). Thrush ?

Sandy Stewart is due for a good
spinning score with "Idle Gossip.” •

It’s a tender little ballad which she

delivers with proper warmth and •

sentiment. "The One I Want" alsoj
shows her Off in the kind

.
of ro-

j

mantic mood that gets the disk

devotees'
Pauline Rogers: "Spinning the

Blues" - "But Good" (Original >.
j

Pauline Rogers shapes up as a po-

.

tent thrush in the rhythm & blues

:

vein. Her vibrant vocal style:;

makes for exciting listening. Best,

chances are in the juke field, espe-

cially with "Spinning the Blues.”

LAWRENCEWELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
125th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

Newest.' Coral K/econl Album
PICK A POLKA

.Recently KeleaKed
NIMBLE PINtiKRS Album

GEORGIA GIBBS . SOMEBODY
( Mercury j ....... ... .......

PATTI PAGE . . . . .

( Mercury
TOMMY EDWARDS .

.

(M-G-M) ... .. .

BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL
. . .Baubles, Bangles and Beads

. ... CROSS OVER THE BRIDGE
. . . Johnny Guitar .

WALL OF ICE
There Was a Time

care. "There Was a Time," on the
flip, is a charming, slice that de-
serves attention,

Andy Griffith:
' "Romeo and

Juliet”-“Part 1 and 2 (Capitol).

Andy Griffith’s disk narrative,

"What It Was, Was Football" is still

hot and Capitol is trying to cash in

with a quick followup platter. The
hillbilly version of “Romeo and
Juliet" has its funny spots but it

lacks the overall fracturing impact
of the "Football’’ slice. Griffith’s

-made a lot of friends with “Foot-

, ball” and they’ll probably stick

with him through "Juliet.”

Johnriie Ray: "Why Should I Be
Sorry”-"You’d Be Surprised” i Co-
lumbia). *“Why Should 1 Be Sorry”
showcases a more subdued Johnnie
Ray and it could catch on. Ray’s
still got thosie powerhouse pipes
and he works them to good effect..

He goes allout on Irving Berlin's
“You’d Be Surprised,” on the bot-
tom deck, givingJt the typical Ray
treatment that could drive it into
prime playing spots on the jockeys’
tables.

Louis Armstrong: “The Gypsy”-
"I Can't Afford to Miss This
Dream” (Decca). Louis Armstrong
takes "The Gypsy” on such a cap-
tivating vocal ride that

;
the jocks

are sure to give it a big push.
Satchmo’s inimitable piping gets a
top instrumental assist from The
Commanders, Decca house orch.
"Dream.” too, is all Armstrong
and won't disappoint anybody.
Ted Heath Orch: "Lullaby of

Birdland” - “Seven-Eleven" (Lon-
don. "Lullaby of Birdland” is

slowly being built into a jazz stand-
ard and Ted Heath’s treatment will
help it along the way. Heath gives
the piece a buoyant, flavorsome
workover. Exciting beat and stand-

. I

"But Good,” however, is not to be!
discounted.

j

Betty Madigan: "Call Me Dar-
Hhgk-’ My .Heart Js Dancing With
You” <M-G-M). The whisperv
tones of Betty Madigan are shown
off to good advantage on “Call Me
Darling.” It’s a moody and slow
moving ballad, but she makes it

delightful listening. "Dancing With
You” is in a similar vein and rates
equal attention, »

Bill Stegmeyer Orch: “That Old
Gang of Mme” - “C o p a g n o”
(Benjda), Maestro Bill Stegmyer
has a coupling of delightful, instru-
mentals that’ll win some attention
to the new Benida label. Tunes,
however; lack the excitement for
hit bracket slotting. Will do okay
it the jocks take a liking to them.

Album Reviews
Frank Sinatra: “Songs For Young

Lovers” (Capitol). There are few
crooners around, today who can
match their romantic balladeering
with Frank Sinatra. His way With
a love song is hard to beat and
this medley is right up his alley.
It’s a sock wrapup of styling and
standards and it should be one
of the hottest album-sellers of the
year. Examples of the standout se-
lections are “My Funny Valentine.”
"The Girl Next Door," "A Foggy
Day” and "They Can’t Take That
Away From Me." Ken Veeder’s
photo cover is a knockout.
Libby Holman: "Libby Holman

Sings" (MB). Miss Holman has
been away from the disk field for
some time aind this package should
give here a new' wax lease. It’s
a sock sampling of her torch tech-
nique and serves as a fine introduc-
tion to the hew crop of disk de-
votees. Those who remember Miss

j
Holman from legit and nitcries,

,
will eat it up, of course. She’s

!
especially effective on such ever-

greens as "Something To Remem-
i
ber You By." "Can’t We Be

. Friends,” "Love For Sale" arid
("Moanin’ Low.”

i
Hugh Shannon: "Hugh Shannon

Sings .and Plays" (Atlantic). The
indie Atlantic, label, has another
fine entry iri the Iprigplay album
field with this Hugh Shannon set,

Shaniion's a familiar keyboard-
warbler around New York’s chic
intimeries and his^ disk manner
captures the smallroom effect neat-
ly;. It’s an overall appealing set i

and Shannon does well by such
]

top tunesmiths as Cole Porter and i

DySylva/ Brown & Henderson.

Beethoven: TMBbi SoMtas (RCA
j

Victor, 5 LP; $27.25;. Complete

set of 10 sonatas. Including the
*

brilliant Kreutzer. opulent C'Minor
and lovely Spring, played in a
warming, fluid interpretation by
Jascha Heifetz, with pianist Eman-
uel Bay assisting. Fine phrasing
and intonation, arid sensitive mu-
sicianship, are also aided by an
admirable balance between the twro
players, for a treasure of an album,

Bruckner: Symphony No. 7 1
Franck; Psyche (London, .2 LP;
$11.90). Rich, reverent reading of
a powerful, somewhat disjointed
romantic symphony by the Con-
certgebouw under van Beinuin.
Fourth side has the unfamiliar, but
appealing Franck tonepoem.

Giordano: Andre Chenier (Cetra,
3 LP; $17.85). Flavorsome record-
ing of the French revolutionary
music-drama by Italian artists.

Renata Tebaldi, an excellent dra-
matic soprano, is outstanding in
femme lead; Jose Spier gives good
support in name role. Appealing
album. .

Mozart: Serenade No. • 10 for

Winds (Westminster; $5.85 . One
of the few important serenades sot
grinds, though overlong, this faa^ a
beautiful score, which is crisply
played, with fine, mellow phrasing,
by the Vienna Philharmonic Wmd
Group.
Bernini: Overtures (Angel; $4.95

Lively readings of a half-dozen
melodious overtures, including
"William Tell" "Semiram id#*

”

"Italian In Algiers" by the PbV:-
harfnonia Orch under Galliera

Copland: Music for” Theatre 1
Weill: 2-Pennjr Opera Suite -'M-G-
M; $4.85L Excellent coupling,
played by M-G-M Orch under UWr
Solomon. The Copland is an eary
work, thin, jazzy, neat. Weil's
rhythmic, tuneful but a Jifie
naive score is appealing postal gic-

wrise.

Enesco: Rumanian Rhapsodies
No. 1 Jb 2 (RCA Victor; $4.67 . The
w.lt. melodious pieces plajed

'

lushly, though a little too draw n
out, by Stokowski and his symph.
Has some powerful moments.

BtO'!:.

Platter Pointer^
Lee Roy and His Band get a lot

of shellac fun out of "The Charles-
ton": arid "The Bunny Hop" (Epic)
. ... Van Cleat Sisters bow impres-
sively on the Benida label with
"Florida" Robert Maxwell’s
harp-work is standout on "The
Doll Dance" (M-G-M >. . . Jo Ann
Tolley has a clicko potential in her
coupling of "How Come You Never
Answer" and "But Never My Love
For You” (M-G-M i ... Raymond
Scott displays some more of his
original instrumental work on the
Audivox of "Honest Injun” and
"Highland' Swing” . . Stanley
Black belts out a neat sanfiba'beat
on "Latin Lady” (London)
Tommy Dorsey has an okav slice in
‘‘You’re the Cause of It All”
(Decca) . . . Claude Gordon's trum-
pet takes "Carnival of Venice” for
a lively ride on the indie Alma la-
bel . . . Roy Hamilton haS a sock
rendition of "You'll Never...Walk
Alone” for Epic . . , The Dixxy Sis-
ters should stir up some attention
with "The Game of Broken
Hearts” (Original).,
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i 1- THAT’S AMORE (8)
’

» 2. OH, MY PAPA (5)
*

<> _ _ . _ •

'• S. RAGS TO RICHES (13)
4 > - ___ _ _ ‘

4 Ml , # |

4. RICOCHET (13) . .

I 5. STRANGER IN PARADISE (2) !

6. CHANGING PARTNERS (8)

7. CHANGING PARTNERS (2) . .

.

8. HEART OF MY HEART (2) .

.

” 9. EBBTIDE (8) . . ..
* \ - A _ .. .

* * ’ ' f ' ’ 1 *
• «

o. 10. OH. MEIN PAPA (2)

Waring’* l$t ’54 Tour
Fred Waring’s Pennsylvanians

launched its first 1954 tour yester-
day (Tues.) in Williamsport, Pa.

Group plays Lancaster. Pa., to-

!

night (Wed.), York, Pa. (21). Har- i

risburg (22), Washington (23). At-!
lantic City (24), Pittsburgh (25)

j

and Daytton 26).
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Second Group
STRANGER IN PARADISE

t JONES BOY ‘ **’*;

1 STRANGER IN PARADISE . ........
4 TILL THEN '

i MANY TIMES i.’.’

1 BELL BOTTOM BLUES .

4 YOU, YOU. YOU
SECRET LOVE ..... /

4 T,LL WE' TWO ARE ONE ... . .

’ ” ‘ ‘ ‘

WOMAN
. .

PQ

r

theses' vtdica.Te number of weeks song

**tV ?:

V

• • ! #A* K\Mt >44*^

4 4^41 • * • 4 4 r 4 •

Dean Martin ...... .... Capitol

Eddie Fisher ..... Victor

Tony Bennett ..... .

.

Cplttmbia

Teresa Brewer . .

.

Coral.

Four Aces ........ Decca
Patti Paqe , , . . . . .

.

.

.

. . Mercury
Kay Starr .... . . .

.

Capitol

Four Accs ........ Decca
Fra uk Cfraeksficld London
Eddie Calvert ,

.

Essex*

Tony Martin Victor
Mills Bros. . . Decca
Tony Bennett . . CoiiiM'ibta

HiVtoppers

Eddie Fisher ..... . . Victor
Teresa Brewer . . .. Coral
A\nes Bros .... Victor
Doris Day . . CohiMibia.

Ceorgie Shgw
. Decca

Jo'ri^y Desiuond . Coral

as been in the Top 10)

f 1

t

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audfence Trend Index.

Published by Office of Research. Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman.
Director, alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of January 7-13, 1954

(Listed Alphabetically )

Changing Partners . . . Porgie
.Miller
.Advanced
-Irts-T

Spier
. Robbins
. Wilmark
. Peer
.Robbins
Chappell
Pincus

. Broadcast
- Berlin
. Shervrin
Feist

Shapirp-B
. Chapnell
. Saunders
Sheldon

. Mills
Remick
Shapiro-B
Frank
Hollis

. Paramount
. Robbins
Joy
Studio
Starrite

Roncom
Mellin

Don’t Forget to Write
Dori’tcha Hear Them Bells ..............
Down By The Riverside ; ....

Ebb 7*ide

.

Face To Face ; — . . . . . . ... . . . . . .

.

Granada
Heart Of My Heart . ......

I Love Paris—“Can-Can” .......... .

Jones Boy
Many Times
Marie . . . . . : . . . .

.

My One And Only Love ........................
Oh
Oh My Papa
Poppa Piccolino
Rags To Riches .

Ricochet . . ; ... •.

:

Sadie Thompson's Song-— •"IVliss Sadie Thompson” .

Secret Love—^"Calamity Jane” . .

South Of The Border . . . . ................
Stranger In Paradise—"Kismet”
Sweet Mama Tree Top Tall
That’s Amore—v"The Caddy” ....
That’s AVhat A Rainy Day Is For
Think . . ./

Woman (Man > *

* Y’All Come
You Alone
You Y'ou You

4 4 *44

. Second Group
Away Up There . . : ^.Wemar
Baby Baby Baby Famous
Baubles Bangles Aqd Beads—"Kismet" , , . Frank
C'est Si Bon . . . . •. Leeds
Don’t Ask Me Why Harms
Eh Cumpari ...• Rosarch
Hi-I^jlli Hi-Lo—1

-» "Lili” Robbins
I Can't Believe That You’re In Love With Me Mills
I See The Moon ; . . .'Plymouth
Ida Sweet As Apple Cider . . . : Marks
In The Mission Of St. Augustine Republic
Life Is Just A Bowl Of Cherries DeS.-BA-H
No Other Love—^"Mc And Juliet" Williamson
Off Shore Hanover
Sleigh Ride Mills
That’s All Meridian
Til We Two Are One , * Shapiro-B
Tipica Serenada Jerome
Under Paris Skies Leeds
) aya Con Dios Ardmore
^ by Mogull
Why Does It Have To Be Me Feist

on TV
Crazj' Man Crazy
Down By The Riverside
Heart Of My Heart
I Believe
It’s Easy To Remember .

.

I’ve Got The World On A String
Mama’s Gone Good Bye .

Oh My Papa
P. S. I Love You
Rags To. Riches .

Ricochet
Side By Side
Sooth Slv Lonely Heart
Stranger In -Paradise
That's Aiitore

Typewriter
You Alone . ! .

You You You
You’re All That I Need .

’

! .

!

' v Not Living In Vam

. .. Eastwick

. . . Spier

. . . Robbins
. . Cromweil
... Famous
. , . Mills
. , . Pickwick
. . . ShapirchB
... La Salle
. - . Saunders
. . .Sheldon
. . Shamro-B
, . . Feist
. . . Frank
. . . Paramount

Mills
... Ftonccr.n

. . A’ellin

. . . Shenvin
.

'. Bloom

t . * Legit musical

ulxiilt-. kit
|

a
^

I*-*-
t 1
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HI-FI INTO BARGAIN BASEMENT

Chicago, Jan. 19. 4

K Chi radio-tv figure, Who him-

1

Kif has some 10 hours of record
!|

spinning time each week od WGN, <

is growing qaore and more per* -

turbed over the increasing number

cf no-talent guys who parasitically i

make their bundle on the talents

;

of others and call themselves disk ‘1

joc-lto And Ernie Simon, w ho

v ants no part of the deejay ap- l

peHation. isn't just wringing sour i

grapes. He’s one of the foremost
]

disk players in town with more air

time than most.
j

Savs Simon, "It's reached the
;

point where any announcer who
has ever played a record calls him-

ieji a jockey and thereby claims]

cl being a music authority, a

prophet and a discoverer." He
isn't denouncing the whole group— -

just the so-called deejays who can t

ad jib a nickers, v/orth,' who know- ’

no more about music than what
thev read on the publicity blurbs,

and w ho, believing themselves to

be important, abuse the privilege

of covering up their own person-
‘

ijjiy shortcomings via the proven •

talents of the Crosbys. the Doris i

Days, the Homer fc Jethroes, and .

such.
' .

Simon says there isn't a disk

jocfcey in; the country’ who can >

make a record successful all by

;

himself, nor one who could con- !

«;<iemjy pick the winners. Case
in point which he cites is Eddie

;

Calvert's "Ob, Mein Papa." which
r.o one predicted to go snwbere
from the start but which, of.

course, has since gone to the top ©f

the .polls.
'

The most deplorable deejays—

Job WTeH Done
Milton . R. Raikinil. Deeca

pi*xy, ' w;as ''given a Vachen?-
''

Constantine, wajeb -last week .

by exec* of. other eoxopahies
.for "a job .well done" ah' steer-

ing the hegotialaons .with • the
American Federation of M.utw-

:eSa:BE to. a su««ssi'o3
SiozL Eackkul is also head of
llbe Record Industry Assn, ©f
AmerjcaL
•

! : The
.

presehlalion was made
by. ' J5}m Conkiing, Columbia
RecOJds prexy, in

.
the. Radio

City offices
..
of . Mama© Sacks.

RCA veepee and. genera] man-
ager of line dirk division!.

Eackinal was inveigled into at-

tending ' the get*ioget.+itr • by
Sacks, who invited imr, er to

discuss "g ene ra 1 . andustiiy

problems.'”

London, Jan. 12. Decca is pushing ns set vis disk
Woody Herman and his combo jockey parties in conjunction with

are set for their European tour. the pit's preem in various cities

booked by London imoresario -
«nd is distributing one-sheets and

Harold Davison. They kick off on streamers to dealers plugging the
April l at Oslo, and then play alburn. Deeca originally issued the
.various Scandinavian dates prior to album in 33 rpm and 45 rpm
* quick tour of Germany. Belgium speeds but has now decided to is-

the next port of call, with Hob rpm album, a comparative
ji-nc «!>d Frabce also lined up. rarity nowadays.
About Easter time the full combo Victor is selling its album on

v. ;!1 come to England to have a the basis of sides being Miller
look ‘round, and also to play a originals. The sides in the. Victor
c-c .!p,e of dates at U. S. service set were all cut prior to 1943. have
oases. Owing to the Musicians ail been reprocessed in a lerh-
Ijuo.i ban they are not allowed to naque similar to that used for its

p:.:> for the public in England, but limited edition. The latter, a S25
l.te Tans will make an exodus on set. sold over ".80,000 copies late
^ jr.dgy. May 2. to catch the orch last >ear.
1* ‘on t: plays a concert at the The- — ;

Royal,. Dublin.

t
;

.ns to Dublin for the concert. t iOrin
• ^ to lovving the precedent set II AuvAT u ntCTS uUll

tC-Vti heft”*
The. legal wheels are moving

WW**™ .1 Movviv b>* sl«di!y in ibe S!»-
^ *<•* on to accommodate fans. ri

.

-

'
' r—

]
— ;—

<

*
'

- •

.

—— Preliminary sparring in the oefo-

!;!
!

:

;

Job Well Done jredeniitxa of .
- Musicians. ; and

*

the
Publicity ' breaks in . the .'

, cow -spread. • into the high-fidelity j.

: Milton R.
:

Raiknail. '.Decs* / major- ladiortv networks -for a new..
- sophisticateJ mags can be

: equipment field, despite- inataaj 1 prexy, was given a Vadaerc- ;pact is expected shortly lb evolve

rhurder for the pressagent and precautions against' *L Prices for i Constantine, wafeb .last week .

•
:.ibto a ringgacg match m’er lb«.

. artist. ..The. hazards of the ; standard fet-fi merchandise, are now i

by expt* of . other <oxopanits sssue of uve munt for hve dr»-
trade were pointed up again ©ff by 30 to 4^< in a flock of dis- •' f«r job well done” ah steer- malic sh©w». At Die present lame,

in recent pieces on iouskbiz count toouser. with the result Ihal ' bag ihe degoidiJions wilh - the how ener. AFM have not

personalities in the New York- ’many neighborhood retailers find : Ameritan Federation of: M.utw* • raised any strike threats arsd have

er and Time mag. -
• afceaaseiveii tnaable to stock up snth'’

’ clans to a wat^sslul
The Kew7 Yorker rode' both .equipment profitably !

Sion. Rackoul is also bead -of on .the l^ks . walhout any vadkout^ rf ’iW^jssus.* •w
"-;

Mtoa to refer’to tta ku*r •? Tt* prM«iUlj«,ji irsa* On ffif iasi* li.inilial t»3fa b*5d
as having “bloodthirstv press- ^ ' by ’ Jim Conklmg, Columbia between both.sides m .-llbe 9aKt *ev-

. agent's *es/* The Thmfmag ******* PW-’ ** ^ day*..dfa^ears as 5f Ihe^nion.:

. staffer
.

gave Capitol Record s l±L
1 ’ City offices

,
of . Manie Sato '

<«'j]l rim .# -^tonc wmll cm i^s bye •

new’ find.- Deacon Andv Grif-
'

1 BCA and general man- muac dranahd. At tihe same time,

m: a rough litoe to j£ io!*r- ' <S« ts*r ^ «M0ai -..atom ,««s hme ._A)«
" view piece. After ' discussing

'
- - * -

• RackmaT was 'inveigled Into at- fhej’ wall not- budge on. their .-fight

Griffith's disk stvie tall nai^
rousts.

' tending the get-irog.eihtr - ty for employment of more musicians,

nation j, the Time".man closed
At the outset, Columbia made

. Sato, who invited him er to . .
nJince h's the ker fatitor aifetlmg

: with ". . . probably- nothing can .

evtr>‘ 1<3 4+33 through fran- ' niscuss "gene ral ..andut^7

/
^ ouuun s future,

be done about it." Dick Linie, tosed dealers, add thus keep, the
. problems.” When the pjesenl pari vvai nego-

Cap's publidtv manager- was'
Htobines out of the .hands. of die-- rr • 7

" ~ ’

: -
tinted tirme j’iaus ago, ATM prexy

!©n the phone motrt of the* day punters.' Howeser.-. the price^-ut- ,
.

'

: ... .^anw*. C.’ Petriain put: no
' -the mae hit the street* -ii-rtriv

ting nutlets were able to gel their. |1. nnli, llni A-Wamw stieBS on the ' lire music demand,
to explain awav. the cradn

% ba^ lJ?e
-

Ct,3limbia machines.
. KftS?llMlllH flMM ^ c»ontraet eonlamed no J*- :

very Soon after they hit the mar* s-tritaions on. the use 'of eanned
ktl and .tl>e list' price i*cam£ -a ’•

^
-

;

'.
. rrutiic- oE -draiiiatir Show’s. 3t's

V\
: \f* .i vinual ficti.oiL As in the disk field.

• fliAAOtt ImsaIaa iindejirtood that Pela’illo ©pw; i*

IfPmi VlTtnr The price-cunei-s apparent3y ©b- (j|Vlf\Ull I njV|rP preparsed to emphasiae livte amsic
1/vvvU) Vli/IUI

__ lained the machines via tramr-ahip- •
.

'Alwvvll ftiuvivy as the paramemnt issue in tbenepo-
""

ments from rttaikrs and distrilis :

»• ' « Another lector in the fiit-

f ' f) 1M| g\ in othir
:

territories. What, happened 'P V-- If., ^ P J nation is .the ’-.ghraier • rein that'

If! Kofim I lirAir to Columbia's machine has ..spread .

' I1(|r |f| l|VU fUliil Petri.no has gh'en to ti»e chiefs of
III l/UlUC Vi Cl

. to : other naroe brand merchandise •
* iIHW*v A ItlW toy AFM locals m iiancLluig

in the hi-fi field as weiL .

*
•' ^ '

: the negotiatiimK. These lotad piea*

lf«n 111' '• ' the houses ' ..'^iLmut3 S-. Rosenbaum. ^

^ tiuriee ae* wie eastremely eager lo bring

Millar A Imvm* >, J 1(,.
*
if for the Music PerJormarjce Trust ihonre a big -victory on the -issue -id

s, S ^^^^ .

:» «u * ** .to* 1 fa

.

aged • ihe soundtrack ©f
.
Lrnversa! ’s- Some .reuuiere insist that the ^ rune! v.cs made- jed.-. at

"The Glenn Miller Story!" aod •
^anuteri.pers are no. RKr

?
<>u '5

' lowing the
.
"forimJ irkung .of -the' These demands hoveier are

RCA. Vi'cto'r. which has. . the «rjgt*
"f^dtoSPbo^ o^! ^dustty. pact v.j :'h the Ameri-. undei’srt.w.d to W seuontlaW in' the

Bil * iu ta^. ^
ire curreoUy engaged is » non- c*ffljjuf-d tmpipiS2> fi«.5 £ NT. Fridij ar,-. I®
metaphoric battle of swing." Both

.

—*
“ “ Reappointment of Ro*>eiitiaiznn ty .'

'

.
.

—-— —

—

aisker* are currently pressing ex- • _ M the disk -company chiefs was mane
tensive promotadn campaigns for- Ik/’ I r. A \Anl -with FetrilioV appjwaJ and. set to If
their re^>ecuve Miller albums, nl r.YriA vVRflf.' rest p:ertous repeats that tire AFM . H
both based on the pic.

.
• boss vis axiLling for a h.ev irusi.e*-. A*.

Decca's album features the stu- _j-! :

'

. ^ - . As bead of the MF7T. Rostinhtuir;
:

did band, comprismg mamy of Mil- D#uJ» Aa \aIiaaI w:a$: inrirumenii-l in dispensing Tk (* . U '

ler’s original sidemen. in eight IJaCKlO kjCIMNII $2..(f«iXiCiO List tctj- I lit ATI
numbers spoiiighted in the film.

|

WftVnW UVUWI
oiis- AFM lacjus for sponsor- iup of I HI VII JalUoIIU

The • Victor set. which follows
'

-
.• . . : . . cuffo 'Concerts designed to alievial.e

shortly on the . heels, of its sellout .

As ptrt <u jism^m.cement lraan- mj^jplcyrnent .
amtmg irmsaciaiu.. H-tmolulxi. Jan. li.

“Glenn Miller Limited Edition*'"? 13'® rtogram. RGA > tt-lor os send-
jg C)SC'Xjhium receo^'ts. Sl2i».U0(r an- tjusicians Assm. of Honolulu hi*

album, is titled “Glenn Miller tw<y members ©f- ^ ^ ouaDy 'as-- the F-und ‘s .
1.rusie<% plus

.

; taken rfems -te> bar Armrtnonf
Plays Selections From The Film.'

3on s^fi to scnotM Kanaga. fees for his s«yjte^ as from' futuje appearances in Hm»o-
‘Tlte Glenn Miller Svoiy.*." Many ,'

,°3>?er • •

r
, * >«, ’.trustee for similar lele^'ision foe- j^lu and. in. an 'u:nrelin.ed ac^km,

of the. tunes are duplicated, in both d^is.icm... and Robert .^j. Mac-
.

-
ur4> - fiiud. •

. lias fined and suspended a well-
iSb“mf

-
. v . .

8^^““-^.- 3“dtr -

? .;
Price-cutting, ..

' an ineradicable
j

- practice ' in Ifee disk industry', laas
,

’

, now spread into the bigh-fidelifyr
(

'equipment .'/field, despite initial-;

...precautions, against' |L' Prices for
!

• standard hi-fi merchandise, are now
j

.
off by 30 to an a floek of dis- 7

count house*-, .
with ihe result liaal

.

' many neighborhood! retailers -find

;

;

-

' themselves unable, to stock up such
'

equipment’ profitably,
.. J

Columbia Records' T360" phono-
,

graph, which' opened - the door -to
j

the hi-fi boom early,. Iasi year, has
’

become one of price objects of the
,

discount feo-UMS. Set at a list price
j

of slightly .under SI 49. the unjt

'

can . now be obtained at around
. S3O0' in several New York City dis-
' count houstE.

At the outset, Columbia made
.

eve’iy effort to sell through 4ra»-
: -c-hased dealers, and thus keep, the

.

machines, out of the .hands, of die-’

countt rs.
'

'How’es er
.
the prictneuf-

.

ting .outlets were able to .gel their.

hands on the Columbia machines. '.

. ‘.very icon afler they hit the mar*
* kel and -the list price i»ecan'ie! a

viiiual fietiem. As in the disk field.

the price-cutters apparehtiy ob-

„ lained the machines via trans-khip- •

‘ ments from retailers and -distrihs

in other; tej'j;It.-o.ries. What happened
to Goluanhia's machine has . spread .

to : other name brand merchandise •

in- the hi-fi field as. well.

The AFM is also asking for a

“The Glenn Miller StorvI" *Qd • aeasmafatliime-rs-- are not serious

Rfi viz-rri-r «’^k j,*,;
' about- mainlainiig HsS pmn. since

tremendous amount of - merchan-

Continued on page 52 >

tnose who are doing most to Dr . ^ . . about maintainmg lisrt pnee? . smcf
cepreciate -the integritj’ of the ’ ' ' ‘ ' r * has. . the ongi-

T^€ discount houses turn tivtr; a

greater group which seriously is Miller etchings in its catalog, tremendous amount ©1= jnerctua>
tp ing to . select , good, music^-are are currently engaged in a non- Continued on page 52 t

trose who are always' on the take.
; metaphoric “battle of swing " Both — — —

—

:—
These. Simon points out, are gu>* .diskers are currently pressing ex-
v. jth an

;
I am complex, who come tensive promotion campaign* 'for- I P O i

to expect favors, gifting, partying their respective Miller album* Kl A rYATC .Vlll
and plenty glad-handling from the both based on the pic. IWXT liAvvu LfiVIlk
merles betore.fb«ll sptoW* Deccis fesiures a* 5-,u. - . ,l..e ne«)y «ebed ditties. Alw*.« die bead of Mil- J. 0 .1..1

Continued on page 55 ) i(3. s eri*iiia! sidensen. in <iRh! DICK lO uCDOOl
. numbers spotlighted in the film.

|

*/uvu Iy w
•

TT £% ' I ' ft . The. '.Victor, -set,, which follows
'

, .
.

webs. These demands, however, are
••tmddrKfcop'd .1® ie set'.cm.tlaj? in the
main slTateor -of the union s 'tfiul
to get mure jobs f-or its membsM*
on the airiands.

fHnT

on
shortly on the" heels of its sellout
“Glenn Miller Limited Edition*'

"The-' Glenn Miller Story .*.'“ Many
of the. tunes are duplicated, in both
album's.

trustee for similar ie)e\'ision foc-

ture f iind.

iRosenbuum . stated .
lhai current

-

for an intensive course starting - .

new month in »dvi«-ed bosJnoss mi±o » JT^
ntothodt. Olhor RCA oite

H-tmolulxi. Jan. IX
Musicians Assm.. of Honolulu hi*

taken steps id bar lit»uls Armstrong
from' futuie appearances in Hono-
lulu and. in . an •.unrelated action,
lias fined and suspended a well-
known. Island hand leader.

I'sualJy easygoing, asspc'iauion,-

which actually 3s Local <T77. Amer-
if'i.n Ferdtfratior, -of M usic.j-ans. lifted

Armstrong's ihonoiar? me-mber’ship
card in a rbuhaih which grew eul

In ASCAP Writers’ Soil

marager. will sene as acting gen-

eral s;.Ics and merchandise man-
ager while Kir.aca is at Hi.nrd.

In • past instances vhrn -RCA
execs passed" through this school-

ing. they sometimes did not. return

to.’ their posts > but were upped to

higher k’vcls tn the cerporate

sttue-ture. There's a. possibility that

ksafifa mi.'i be undergoing <vch

orientation for a bigger spot ehher
in the' dis k. division cr in some
ether vir.g cf ,’RC.Vs tranJold

setup.

rise in the royallj jaynjenis so me t
M’PTF ns adciticm to oonlribul :ng ’*

an additional ''Aft of the.jj total ^ ^
,abor cost for m-uWans

dialor and he - Armstj-ong; • fiippcd

Y"-.
V»w • A V • M W - “

Dennetts Cold Hick .
sod the broadcasters and. at the

current pace, its expected that the
’ Itn LOl KiRS Platter case will come to bat id the X. V.

Tony Bennett, Columbia Record* Federal Court in about two > cars.
c -'Oncr. has copped hi* *ecodd -Thai was the original timetable

The. legal wheels are moving. ;up
slowly but steadily in the 5150-

' k 1

!

—

000.000 antitrust suit brought; b>

33 ASCAP writers against B-dl Disks in Braille For
and the broadcasters And., at the -nicfVili 4a flu
current pace, it's expected that the LJLMriU IU tin

case will come to bat id the X. Y. Amerkaft .Record Club

f w'!? .

p ‘£Uer since hitting the wax
•-.kct with “Rags to Riches,”

estimated by John Shulman. Attor-

ney, lor the complainant defiers.

]
i ch topped the i.OOO.OOQ marker vv

i
hert ^ su5t U£iS fi:ed '

5*st

,r.
k vetk

- Bennett's initial entry’
' X'oventber.

. to i;}e golden circle was “Be
*

p
<e 1 ‘ Aou” three years ago.

At the present time, examina-
tions before trial are being con-

Bennat current^ iHlio
4

riding dudVdT ^or the next couple of

-.f'
1 “Stranger in Paradise." niontli?. Broadcast Music, Inc. arc-

a ^ready has passed the the broadcasters will question the
a .

,
.
|

.(.n.*(3 ji les bracket. Frank Music, clefftrs on details of their brief.

t!p
;

‘r
.

er;
‘f

^.T - i-* publishing both ' After that, Shulman will Start ex-

- and_ ‘.Tititiise."
f
urJitifig. Jbc. keftfitkAlx-— - - -

Distrib (to the Blind
- ,»;naittd , tl , _

•Arne ricaft .Record Club for lhC| tvhitiag has solo more than •

Elmo, new
'

> -irsTituteri service, of ooo records curing, that l-me.

the Louis. Braille Music Institute
,

-

:n’ X- Y.. is currently mfiking avail- Wll > > , nr II

able disks v.ith BrAiHe-printed MlllCr S Ul$t lllkS
jackets and labels to blind people. . .

'

... V
First ^election compriises 20 hum- Milcu Mi.ler. Columbia R«c

hers from the Columbia Master-

f

5 repertoire chief
. p-

v,o<k< nu)ot .
to Mondiy «•

The Braill* Mu»ic Ir.Mitm, hss po««t'"‘ «iih Piul W«u-n .

cix»per*tioc frem c.sk joeke)*. ine
c.bk* are being distributed free He'l

to’iftAftlifions' Wt*RV fctiwf * f
1 fifftW

E: B. Budd> Pourhc.n. ger-ir.!

prcsidt-nl of the AFM aifiliMe . oe-
senbid an Armstrong-Sartj in bear-
ing as b “routine matUr" railed
<*\ er a “dispute betw «-n * musj-
c-an and an cmpic'.ver." He eer used
A jtt.n! rc-r,g ci using '‘abusive lan-

fuAge
-
' curing the bearing.

SAriain s spot has a reputation a*

bring a tough 1-oc-at.jon for v u.ung
' Ccmi-nued cm page 54 •••

J r’vi .”4 •&! p* V" 4 * . » ^ ; i j j •j, Jjv, i * *- \Ait- • • * < 4 \tt •

y i-\ Gleim E! ^ allich*; .yltAtUr Lame S Answer M6
£X?

v Scotland's Top Disk
Wa.jtchs ' esumAtfd ihat

_
Miss

Glasgow .Jan. 3S.

'

mi,ns h,s w<o!r.«»tS.n .«.<•, r , ki ^ ^ oi -An.

• .

''
' the sop srihn.6 disk here, acccu-cjng

Miller’s Coast Talks
Milch Miller. ColumtiA Re0<*rds Rhapsodv ." recorded by M*rio

arusts A repertoire chief, planed vaju orch for- the Dec’ca label. Ld-
to Hollywood Monday 16* for .Calvert ’*

**'0 Mem Papa" on
powwow* with Faul Weston, eon;-- Columbia is in third place, with
pAnys Coast chief, and for a Diana Decker * version of “Poppa

uple of recording sessions with’' PiccoJjn*.*;. aHo for Columbia, in

>ast artists. ; fourth. “Rats to Riches." *s re-

He ll return to hi? X. Y. home- ! «ihi<d’-bv:p*\1d Whitfield on the

- Hc-ilv "'-oed .'’an.

A ‘Golden M.kf" ivi

. ard

.

<*o.:n-

nve moral st,c biT- S-Oth ;a r.njv e tsv r>

with Capit o-l Bcc-or-d <
. V, AS ten-

dered HargAre 1 W v: \ •«ng he r e SuT,-

o-Ay i-> Glenn E. ^ riiichs. y.',i.\ tt. /

I'lCXV

Wi,.Jlt'hS eStITJvAtcd that M:?s

Whiting has solo more tIvan
~

CK»C,-

laurelled a fund-raising cAmpaign P«n) * coast tniei. ano ror a piana Decker * verson of Fop

in behalf cf the new project Ajitb c0UP3e of tectntiin g sessions v ito piccolin*." also for Columbia,

cooperation frem o.sk jockeys. The Goast artists, fourth. to. Riche? as



nut Corn

Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Country music* which blossomed
suddenly after the last war, is now
coming into its own as a rhythm,
style not confined exclusively to
disks. And, according to Cliffie
Stone, one of Its foremost practi-

.
tioners on the Coast, the next few
yealrs should see country music de-
velop even more rapidly, thanks to
television and the growing num-
ber of country dances.

Stone, who has been in the coun-
try field since 1934* points out
that there are now at least five

!

country . ;
dance operations every

week in this area alone. The field

has always been a potent one in
the midwest, but it is now spread-

\ ing to all sections of the U.S.

.
"Appreciation of country music,”

Stone opines, ‘.‘can be traced .to the
war, when kids from all over the
country were first thrown into con-
tact with kids from the midwest
areas where the music is' popular.
A lot of those boys introduced,
country music in the service and
the GIs who heard it then Came to
like it.”

Stone, in addition to teleshows
locally, has a weekly .country
dance setup which attracts some
2,000 people on a Saturday night.
Of this number, fully half are
regulars.
“Country is developing because

It appeals to the whole family,”
Stone avers. “We have a family
type following for our dances.
Young parents come and bring: the
kids and they sit around and
watch.”

It’s not square dance stuff that
brings; ’em out. Stone emphasizes,
as his programs almost never' use
square dances since it interrupts
the regular programming. About

j

‘ 80% of the stuff played at dances
is in the pop vein, but played with
a country beat.

“Many of the top vocalists of to-
day,” Stone points out, “have a
country background. Singers like
Patti Page, Kay Starr, Jo Stafford,
Rosemary Clooney and Mary Ford
all got their start with country

. inusic. They learned a' sincere de-
livery singing this stuff—and it’s

this same sincerity that is finding
an ever-widening audience."
The trend, Stohe adds, has had

an interesting effect in the pop
field. Several hit parade numbers
in recent months have had a coun-
try origin—and the pop bands are
now including more and more
country music in their books.

ICELAND NOT PART OF ARMY!

Petforming Right Society Reacts
To Col Oldfield’s Comments

Editor, Variety:
I have read Col. Oldfield’s wail

from Iceland, printed in Variety,
concerning musical performing
right fees payable by the Armed
Forces Radio Service. How easiij’

could the “definitely unsettling in-

fluence” and “bitter cleavage be-
tween the natives and the Ameri-
cans” have been avoided by
A.F.R.S.! All they had to do was
to pay for the considerable public
use they were making. of the copy-
right property of composers and
authors of musical works—not only
those who are members of ASCAP,
blit of practically every composers’
society in the world, all of whom
are affiliated with STEF.

Col. Gidficld has apparently not
taken the trouble to ascertain that
Iceland is not a part of the U.S.A.
but is an independent nation with
its own copyright laws, and that
the:_* are based upon the Berne
Convention, to which the majority
of Countries adhere if they recog-
nize copyrights at. all. Berne Con-
vention copyright recognizes that
composers are entitled to be paid
for the public performance of their
musical works, even if the per-
formance is not “for profit.” just
as all other goods and services sup-
plied in connection with those per-
formances. generally have to be
paid for,

This situation has not merely
R| arisen in Iceland: it is causing dif-

W Acuities here and on the Continentr ot Europe.

H. L. WAITER,
* General Manager.
Performing Right Sbeiolv, Ltd.,

£3 1
iyiav.g*ipt At* Lqqdopij WA> . , ,
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French Pubs

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

os Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: The current comparative tale* strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived' at under a statistical system comprising each of Vfte three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which ate exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings deriote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),,

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet mUslC)>

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Ltsft

Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE

1

2

3

4

5

1

3

2

$

5

EDDIE FISHER (Victor). • {S^TtaS?
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) That’s Amore

9

7

7

3

9

10

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

TONY BENNETT (Columbia) , - -
- IsfranJer^Paradise

PAtm Af.ro m \ {Stranger In Paradise
v uiiif

.

aLuq
.

(JJccci) >•••*••• ••••• • • • • ••••.
* Of My Hcsrt

PATTI PAGE (Mercury) .................. Changing Partners

fRicochet
TERESA BREWER (Coral) .4 Baby. Baby, Baby

[Bell Bottom Blues

DORIS DAY (Columbia) . . Secret Love

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London) Ebb Tide

TONY MARTIN (Victor) . . . . . . . , , . . .... . . ... Stranger in Paradise

MILLS BROS. (Decca) .......... Jones Boy

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

.
TUNE PUBLISHER

OH, MY PAPA ..... .

,

Shapiro-B

STRANGER IN PARADISE . . . Frank

THAT’S AMORE .Paramount

[CHANGING PARTNERS .....*. * . . : Porgie

RAGS TO RICHES .......

.

.'. .Saunders

EBB. TIDE) , , , . *... » . . . , .

,

Robbins

RICOCHET ,. ... .» ... •<.,.» •• i.« ., ... ... Sheldon

‘HEART OF MY HEART Robbins

‘SECRET LOVE .Rerriick

‘JONES BOY. . : Pincus

Concert Sock at Carnegie

7
Andre Kostelanetz preemed the

first of three special concerts with
the N. Y. Philharmonic at Carnegie
Hall, N„ Y.. Saturday night (16*,

intended especially to woo a new,
receptive audience to longhair via
a “bridge” of light classical fare,

Attempt apparently was successful,
because the hall was filled at a
$3 top for a $6,200 boxoffice take,

while the audience proved very
cordial to and most enthused about
a majority of the .offerings.

Program as such wasn’t radi7
call-y different from regular sym-
phonic fare, and definitely not a
so-called “pops” concert, compris-
ing the: standard repertoire, w.k.
and loved works and a new opus.
And whether it. was the program,
or the Kosty label, it drew, despite
the weather or competition from
an unusually heavy symphonic-
week sked. It was a new, young.
non-Philharmonic type aud. some of
them confused as to details about
gelling in and around Carnegie
Hall, but a warm group for the
Kosty offerings.

These included the Berlioz “Ro-
man Carnival” Overture. Ravel’s
“Mother Goose” Suite arid
“Bolero.” Strauss’ “Rosenkavalier”
Waltzes, the Gershwin-Bennett
“Porgy and Bess” Suite and “Wed-
ding Suite” from Prokofiev’s
“Stone Flower.” Last-named, in its

N. Y. preem. proved to be pleasant
pictorial # yjthopt .dis-

tinguishing characteristics, and a
little too much of the same thing,

Orch and Kosty were in fine

rapport, and such old. warhorses as
Berlioz and “Bolero” sOurided fresh
again in their spirited perform-
ances. Other works had mood, col-

or and superior interpretations for
an all-together rewarding evening.

Bron.

Best British Sheet Sellers
( Week ending Jan. 9)

London, Jan. 12.

. . . Bourne
. . Connelly

. . . . Maurice
. . .

.

Chappell

Victoria

.Sterling

Box & Cox

Answer Me
Swedish Rhapsody
Oh My Papa
Rags to Riclfes .

.

Ricochet

Poppa Piccolino .

Big Ben . . . .

.

If You Love Me. .World Wide
Chicka Boom . . . . . . . .

,

.

,

Dash
Vaya Con Dios , . . .

,

. Maddox
You You You ... .'Mellin

Golden Tango ... .... . Wright

Second 12
Wish You Were Here Chappell
Cloud Lucky Seven . Robbins
Mommy Kissing Santa Morris
Moulin Rouge ..... Connelly
Istanbul ......... .

:

Aberbach
I Believe ........ Cinephoriic

Crying in the Chapel . . Morris
Limelight .Bourne
Ebb Tide . . Robbins
Flirtation Waltz ......Bourne
Blowing Wild, Harms-Connolly
The Creep

> Bobbins

BUDLOW JOINS BENIDA

AS NAT’L SALES MGR.
Howard W. Bqdlow has joined

Benida Records as national sales
manager. Budlow, who had been
with King Records for the past
five years as district supervisor for
Pennsylvania- Maryland, District
of JColumbia and Virginia, is cur-
rently on a tour of 15 states to co-
ordinate the activities of Benida’s
field representatives.

In another administrative move,
diskery upped Sidney Asher to the
post of national advertising and
public relations director^

Postwar Mark Set in Jap

Tokyo, Jan. 12.
Record

. production reached a
new high in Japan's Tin Pan Alley
in December, 1953, with 2,058,000
disks. The Japan Gramaphone
Record Society said the figure was
an increase of 200,Q00 units over
December, 1952.

.
.

While most of the platters were
standard 78s, the JGRS said LP
production is coming along, with a
monthly average of about 17,000.
Despite increases, the industry
still has a long way to go to catch
up to prewar sales, when there
were 4,500 record shops in the
country. : Now there are about
1,600.

Paris, Jan. 19.

French popular inusic biz is be-
low other facets of big time show
biz in revenue, but is an impor-
tant and growing field. Here songs
start with publishers who have to
get it disked before the sheet mu-
sic Will sell. Plugging on radio
and TV does riot have the power
of U.S. counterparts and here any
plug\ is paid for by the pub..

Top publishers are France Mel-
odie, Lido. Europa, Salabert, Roy-
alty. SEMI, Beuscher, Chappell.
Raoul Breton apd Micro, with lead
diskeries Path© Le Voi De Son
Maitre, Decca and Ducretet-
Thompson. Songs pay off in

sheet music, records and perform-
ance. Jukeboxes are still in their

infancy here and there are some
in the more popular sections of
Paris. Pigalle and,the Latin quar-
ter have a few jukes in cafes with
mostly French disks and a smat-
tering of US records, Jukes are

U.S. made and a performance fee

is paid for disks. Old style penny
arcade type song spots with ar-

chaic listening devices, also give

song pubs an. indication of popu-
lar' artists and songs. These land-

marks are rapidly disappearing.

Top disks, with good names and
ditties, sell, an average of 50,000

to make the big time, but many
special tunes and artists make the

100,000 or boff 200,000. Line Re-
naud hit the jackpot this year with

“Ma Petite Folie,” and a new-
comer was up there with the

French version of “High Noon” in

John Williams rendition of “Si Toi

Tu M’Abandorines” (“If You Leave
Me”).

'

Top Names
Top recording names are charm

singers Tino Rossi, Luis. Mariano,
Andre Claveau and Georges Gue-
tary whose every disk is usually
insured a good sale. Jacques He-
lianorch, Jacqueline Francois, Lu-
cien Delyle are also up on top.

Prestige singers Who sell well

when they have a top number are

Maurice Chevalier, Edith Piaf and
Yves’ Montand, Also coming up are

the more offbeat Left Bank sing-

ers. such as Mouloudji, Juliette

Greco, Georges Brassens, Henri
Salvador who have a nice rating
with the younger set. There is an
estimated 2,00D,000 disk market
here.
Top songs for *53 were “High

Noon” and “Ma Petite Folie” (“My
Truly Truly Fair”), both U.S.

tunes. Then followed “Luna Ros-
sa,” “Rossignol De Mes Amours”
“Nightingale of My Dreams”),.
“Mexico” and “Cpmme Un Petit

Coqulicot” (“Like a Little Flow-
er-7. Then U.S: “Blue Tango,” fol-

lowed by Gallic “La Petite Marie,”
“J’Ai Garde TA Photo” (“I Kept
Your Photo”), “Jose Le Caravan-
ier,” “Rose Marie Polka” and
“Line.” Biggest orchestral sellers

were. “Islas Canarias,” “Mambo
Jambo,” “California,” ‘‘Delicado,”

“Sensualita” and “El Negro Zum-
bon.” Over half of the top sopgs
were of U.S; origin arid yet, of

late, there is a concerted effort on
the part of some i Gallic pubs to

try to get U.S. songs off the roster

here by cutting into their time on
the air.

Sheet music sells for 40 francs
(15c) and- records for 400 francs

($1). Long playing, records are be-

coming popular here and have
passed the 1,000,000 mark. The
45s have still hot caught on yet due
to the slow change in speeds here.

However they are beginning to

sell in special spots. Albums are

extremely expensive here and are

more for long hair than pop mu-
sic. There isn’t much recording of

musical or film scores here either.

Capitol' will .probably have its

label going out under, the Du-
cretet-ThoriipsOn seal this year,

and Victor goes in With. Decca.

Jane Pickens headlining at the
Detroit Athlete Club for one week,
opening FridqjU2?)* y i „ ,

Cuban Tenor Bows
Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Manola Mera; a new Cuban
tenor, will make his nitery debut
with the Freddy Martin band at

the Flamingo, Las Vegas, Feb. 4

as. a feature attraction. Mera was
discovered by Martin.
At the Flamingo stand, Martin

will also introduce his new piano

tearri of Dave Leonard and Ray
Rasch. Latter scored the Charlie

Chaplin film, “LimeligbLV • * » J
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, STICK TO YOUR STICK

The younger crop of music pub-4-

Ushers are increasingly, branching

into personal management, opera-

tion. The pubs, especially those

who have set up shop within the

past couple of years, are using the

personal management peg as an

extra financial cushion to tide

them along while waiting for the

hit song.

According to one new pub, the

chances for making a buck out of

the music biz alone are so slim that

he constantly has to keep his eyes

open for affiliated outlets with

coin-making potential.' Ov e r a il

slump in sheet sales and special

low royality deals Ort disks are

some of the factors that have cut

into the publishers’ take.

Among the younger pubs who’ve

stepped into the personal manage-

ment field are Bill Simon and Hal

Webman. Simoiri, who heads up
Westbrook publications, is now
managing orchsters

.
Les Elgart,

Larry Elgart, Toiiy Scott and Mun-
dell Lowe. Webmart’s managerial

activities include Broc Peters and
Neal Hefti. In a slightly different

format Coast publisher Mickey
Goldsen is acting as business ad-

viser to Pete Rugolo.
Some of the older pubs, too, have

found advantages in combining
publishing, and managing. Eddie
Joy, for example, is partnered with

his father George Joy in Joy Mu-
sic and manages Guy Mitchell and
Mindy Carson, among others.

Larry Spier and Howie Richmond
are some other pubs who’ve put
on the managerial cloak in recent

years.

London Records is swinging into
the new year with a special stock
adjustment and advertising au-
thorization plan 'for its dealers
around the country. Plan is geared
to stimulate interest in London’s
releases as well as hypo ad activity.

Diskery’s campaign to push its

platters in the retail out|iets is

pegged on an extra 10% return
privilege. London win give the
added percentage return on disks
ordered by retailers during the
month of January. To promote
London disks via ads, the diskery
is authorizing each retailer to
spend 5% of his total January and
February net London purchases at
no expense to himself. Diskery is

supplying special ad mats for this
operation.

London also is planning to stress
deejay and jukebox promotion
during the January-February pe-
riod. A large selection of stations
around the country has been ear-
marked to receive nine London
longplay albums with a nine-week
script service, covering these LPs.
Diskery currently is propping a
campaign .to put 100,0G0 top Lon-
don pop singles into .the coinboxes.

IN GLENN MILLER BURG
Des Moines, Jai

Glenn Miller Day" at C
Iowa, this week made for
time in the old town" desp
zero temperatures, Jimmy
served as escort for Mrs.
Lou Miller, 82, mother of tl

* ?«£T’
*or “.world pr
Glenn Miller $tor

the Governor and other sta
mes were on hand to he
brate m the town where Mi
born and lived until he
years old,
B®n.Zersen, a cold storaj

?ender* Neb.; was in

fivif t
boi

i
t

•
havin« organl;

nist band in which Miller
^-known as the* Mick-Mill
ody F1Ve. Even J. D. Moj
w^*ran^ Mo.,- was c
beeause he gave Miller
ti ombonei - * - . A t 4

RCA Pacts Eddie Hill

WSM, Nashville, disk jockey Ed-
die Hill has been Inked to a term
pact by RCA Victor. Hill will cut
in Victor’s country & western divi-.

Sion under Steve Shole’s super-
vision.

Hill has built a following in the
Nashville area via. his recitations
and storytelling songs. His first

sides will, be released next month.

Band biz got another setback last

week when NBC announced that
it was calling quits on remote cov-
erage. Web is cancelling all its

remotes as of Feb. 1 in an econo-
my move based on a check of af-

filiated stations.

NBC’s bowout in remote opera-
tion is attributed to the hefty in-

roads
,
in radio listening made by

local deejays. The web discov-
ered that most of the affiliates

were not accepting net offerings,
preferring to fill time with local

disk jockeys on the theory that

they come closer to knowing the
musical pulse of their individual
listeners.

There’s a possibility that if time
opens up, NBC will consider re-

motes at an early hour, but the
late ones are finished. The wires
will start disappearing from such
places as the Palladium and the
Statler in Los Angeles within the.

next two. weeks, v

The vanishing remote situation

has been the main factor in the
locationKlate brushoff by the top
name bands. When remotes were
picked up On a large scale a few
years ; back, the orchs would
scramble for the location spots to

get the top airlane exposure. Now,
however, they prefer to go on long
one-nighter treks and then vaca-
tion rather than take a location

booking.

Hollywood, Jan. 19.

Dancing Is largely a question of

association, Bill Finegan, half of

the Sauter-Finegan orchestra, has
decided after a study of terpatrons

On the band’s current tour. Outfit

makes its Las Vegas debut Thurs-
day (21), opening at the Thunder-
bird, Hotel for a two-week stand.

Customers at terperies are not

solely interested in dancing, Fine-

gan finds. And, though this is not

new in the terp field, they appear
to be spending more and more
time listening,

“When they do decide to dance
says Finegan, "we find a greater

response to tunes they can readily

Identify. Today’s hits, standards
and an occasional big hit of a few
years ago. But the lesser-known
numbers seem to be more for lis-

tening than dancing,"

Psychologists probably would
find a good word for it, but the

music biz figures this is purely a

case of audience association-—usu-

ally romantic— with particular

tunes. In any event, the Sauter-

Finegan outfit leans heavier on the

more familiar stuff ih program-

ming an evening.

"And no tricky stuff,” Finegan

adds, shaking his head. "People

don’t seem to dance as^well as

they used to and they’re bad

enough on routine stuff without

catering to minority taste and mix-

ing them up with mam bos and

other difficult -steps." < * * • >

By MIKE KAPLAN
Hollywood, jan. 19.

The trouble with the band busi-

ness is band leaders—particularly
those with a number of interests

in the music field. That’s the
theory being expressed with grow-
ing resentment in Coast; music cir-

cles these days.

So far the chorus of disapproval
insists on remaining as anonymous
as it is vocal. The grumblers, how-
ever, appear to have plenty of facts
to back their arguments and they
point to the recent NBC decision
to drop remotes as one of the di-
rect offshoots of the multitudinous
interests of many of the nation’s
top bandleaders.

"They’re trying to fill all their
pockets at the same time," one
Vine

.
Street character comments.

"If they keep it up nobody will
be filling any pockets at all."

Chief complaint appears to be
the growing number of bandlead-
ers who are moving into the music
publishing field.. This seeming co-
rollary actually: is a diversification
of interests, the carpers contend,
and. the net result is stilted pro-
gramming and declining audience
appeal.

Onfe ballroom operator, who in-
sisted on anonymity on the grounds
that he must continue to do busi-
ness with the stickmen, feels that
the bandleader-publisher is trying
to collect coin from both sides of
the fence. As a result, his books
are loaded with his own tunes.

NBC has remained uncommuni-
cative on the reason for dropping
the remotes, except to say that the
affiliates were not accepting the
offerings. The feeling is strong in
Coast music circles, however, that
the offerings were not acceptable
because of the programming. Re-
cently, one traveling band at a
local spot came up with identical
programming on two separate re-
motes. This, ballroom operators
contend, is indicative of the band-
leaders' attitudes. Deejays, mean-
while, spend considerable time
programming a show,’ maintaining
a healthy balance between current
pop tunes and^standards and the
bill of fare apparently is more pal-
atable to late night audiences.

None of the carpers appears to
know what to do to remedy the
situation. As is' usual in the music
biz, no one wants the dubious hon-
or of being selected to bell the
cat. But on the Coast, at least, mu-
sic men are convinced that the
bandleaders will one day discover
that too many irpns can put out
a fire.

M-G-Ms Longhair

M-G-M Records, which has made
important strides in the longhair
disk field in the past couple' of

years, is going allout this year to

solidify its position. First step is

"Operation Cross Section," de-

signed to give the classical catalog
a double-edge distributor-consumer
boost.

. For the "Cross Section" cam-
paign, M-G-M has packaged two
groups of 10 longplay 12-inch al-

bums from its catalog. The first

group contains waxings of popular
classics to appeal to the average
tastes, while the second group is

pegged for the more discriminating
longhair.

The retail price of each package
has been set at $48.50. As an ad-

dition incentive, diskery is giving

its distributors a special 20% dis-

count for the campaign. "Cross
Section" will run during February

and March.
Diskery’s distribs were briefed

on the longhair push last week and
initial orders have started coming
in ^at-a heavy -pace,*

M-G-M Inks Coronet
The . Coronet Orchestra, a 50-

piece British orch recently set up
exclusively for disks, has been
'inked by M-G-M Records. Bruce
Campbell and Malcolm Lockyer,
English conductors-arrangers, are
sharing the maestro chores;

First M-G-M disk by the pop-
styled orch consisted of two new
instrumentals, "Lost Love" and
"Main Line."

Ray Anthony Buys

BOly May Band

In -the first such deal in the band
biz in more than a decade, Ray
Anthony last week bought the Billy

May band. Takeover is effective

immediately and the May org will

continue, its present one-nighter
trek. Anthony, hbwever, is install-

ing tenor saxman Sam Donahue as
leader.

.

Move is part of Anthony’s steady
expansion into other potential

coin-making outlets. Although his

orch has been a hefty moneymaker
on the road and on disks for the
past couple of years, Anthony has
been moving into other fields to

waylay rising costs of band opera-
tion. Anthony currently is operat-

ing a personal management office

as well as two music firms.

It’s reported that May is receiv-

ing $8,500 outright plus 25% of

the band’s profits. He’s also receiv-

ing a salary for his chores as the

band’s arranger.

Negotiations for the purchase
were carried on in. secrecy for

some time between Anthony’s man-
ager, Fred Benson, and General
Artists Corp. topper Tom Rock-
well.

Victor Again Digging

Swing Era of 1930s

For Artie Shaw Set

As a followup to its click promo-
tion o( the Glenn Miller five-disk

$25 album, RCA Victor has again

dipped into the golden age of the

band biz some 15 years ago for an
Artie Shaw wax collection. Com-
prising two 12-inch longplay plat-

|

ters, the Shaw album is a package
of 24 off-the-air recordings* made'
while Shaw was playing at New
York’s Hotel. Lincoln Blue Room
and the Cafe Rouge of the Hotel
Pennsylvania (now the Statler)

back in 1938-39.

Like the Miller collection and
the prior Benny Goodman sets for

Columbia Records, the Shaw an-
thology will be another showcas-
ing of the swing style which cata-

pulted the bind business to peak
acceptance. Jazz, critic George
Simon supervised selection of the

numbers, 18 of which were not-

previously recorded by Shaw.
In addition to a major ad-pro-

motion push
;
for the $8.95 album,

Victor is prepping a special disk

jockey campaign timed with Shaw’s
bookings with his newly reorgan-

ized Gramercy Five combo. The
album is due for February release.

Brito Now Maestro
Crooner Phil Brito is turning

orch leader. Brito will preem his

new orch at Frank Dailey’s

Meadoxvbrook, Cedar Grove, N J..,

Feb. 10. Band is in for a four-week
stay.

Brito will get nightly air re-

motes from the Meadowbrook as

Well as a Saturday night tele show

j

via ABC-TV. He’ll continue as an
>M-f!-M -Records pactee.* 1 1 - ' ‘

* The coming year’s crop of new
orch entries will get an extensive
disk promotion buildup around the
country by their agencies before
being sent out on the road.

The futility of sending out new
orch properties without any ex-
ploitation angles has stymied the
percenteries for the past couple of ;

years and forced them to cut down
on their latching onto new tooting
outfits. Now, however, that the
record companies have taken the
lead in the development of new
bands, the agencies are coming
back into the picture and are going
all out in attempts tq sell the bands
via wax.

Music Corp. of America', for ex-

.

ample, has set its promotion guns
on the newly-formed Les Elgart
orch. Elgart was launched via a
Columbia Records longplay dance
album two months ago and MCA
staffers around the country haive
been using the package to stimu-
late ballroom operator interest in
their territories. Col ; has also
culled a special single platter from
the album to facilitate the MCA
promotion pegged at the disk
jockeys. The agency plans io con-
centrate on the Elgart disk promo-
tion until it’s ready to

:

send the
band out in the spring.

General Artists Corp. is operat-
ing along the same lines with - the
recently-formed Roger (King) Mo-
zian outfit. Mozian debuted on the
indie Clef label in November and
GAC is utilizing the platters as
selling points in the buildup. Mo-
zian is being; readied for a terp
circuit bow in April. Meantime, '

GAC staffers and Phil Rindone,
Mozian’s personal manager, are
hitting the deejay route. They’ve

(Continued on page 55)

Label "X," which
.
now has be-

come the permanent monicker ,of
RCA Victor’s new quasi-indie disk
operation, will tee oQf Feb. 8 with
its first release by singer Bill Dar-
nel and Richard Maltby’s orch.
New label plans to issue a new
disk every two weeks thereafter
until its distrib channels can han-
dle more.

Jimmy Hilliard, artists & reper-
toire chief of the operation, and
Joe Delaney, sales manager, took
off Monday (18) on a four-week
tour to launch the operation. Ac-
companied by Darnel, the trio will
visit distribs, retailers and disk
jockeys across the country- At the
present time, the label has 25 dis-
tribs in key cities.

Simultaneously with ' the label
"X" kickoff, RCA Victor is launch-
ing its new Groove label for the
rhythm 8c blues market. Groove
will be under Danny Kessler’s di-

rection and will be channelled
mostly through the label "X" dis-
tribs. Some regular Victor dis-

tribs in the south, where r&b disks
comprise a big portion of the plat-
ter sales, will also handle! Groove.

Label "X," meantime, has added
British songstress Dinah Kaye to
its roster' Miss Kaye moved over
to "X" from London Records, from
which she obtained her release.
She cut her first sides under Hil-
liard last week.

CAP PUB FIRMS EXPAND

INTO CHI TERRITORY
Capitol Records’ music firms

are expanding their vistas to the
Chicago territory. Cap last week
set up a Chi branch for its Ard-
more and Beechwood pubberies.
Setup will be headed by A1 Freed-
man; ex-Coast rep for the Para-
mount-Famous combine.
Firms will continue to head-

quarter on the Coast under super-
vision of Mike Sachs. Duke Niles

i heads1 up 1 the New 1 York 'Office.
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EARTHA'S great...

With a double decker hit!
r

SOMEBODY BAD STOLE DE WEDDING BELL
LOVIN’ SPREE
with Henri Rene's Orchestra & Chorus

a>A*: • - *\
•’

the hit tune

from “THE JOE LOUIS STORY

CLOSE TO ME
JUST IN CASE YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND

Craziest Italian

Lyrics you ever heard

!

DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL
I KNOW HOW YOU FEEL
With Hugo Winterhalter and His Orchestra

m

./ &

M

i m ,

'MM-

GLENN
MILLER

Only RCA VICTOR has the

’ riE

GLENN M :.lE =

STORv Recordings!

8 GREAT HITS American Petrol * lit the Mood * Tuxedo Junction

Pennsylvania $-5000 • String of Pearls • Little Brown Jug

Moonlight Serenade • St, Louis Blues
RCA Vi C'TOR

mmsmi
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By JIM WALSH

The Ford program of a few
months ago, highlighting 50 years

of American history, ranks as one

of all-time TV highlights. And It

seems generally agreed the top
highlight was the Ethel Merman-
Mary Martin impersonation of the

old-time Happiness Boys duet team.

Now that Decca has reprised the

: Merman-Martin duo’s classic per-

formance on all types of platters,

time seems ripe for some researoh

on the history of the horseless car-

riage as related in pop songs and
recorded comedy sketches of the

past 50-odd years.

A more than cursory check-up
indicates there just weren’t any
automobile songs at the tur.n of

the century, and if there were they
didn’t get on records. There is no
tribute, serious or derisive, to the

gasoline buggy in the 1900 Edison
catalog, the 1901 Columbia or the

1902 Victor. If a car is mentioned
a street-car is meant. When Ed
Rose and Ted Snyder wrote “Take
a Car” in 1905, they sang the
praises of the trolley, declaring Pit

beats all your hansoms and auto-
mobiles.” During the stretch from
1900 to 1906, trolley songs were
much more frequently met with
than those about the new-fangled
Dobbin-terror. There was a “Trol-
ley Galop.” “On a Good Old Trol-
ley Ride” was popular, as was
“There’s Room For Us All On The
Trolley.” “ComingsHome From
Coney Isle” had its locale in a
street-car. As late as 1912 there
was a raggy number called “The
Trolley Car Swing.”

Apparently the first record to

feature the 20th Century go-devil
was “Uncle Josh in An Automo-
bile,” which the ever-present . Cal
Stewart made for Victor and other
companies early in 1904. Like all

the Punkin Center specialties, it

was popular, but even more so was
its 1915 variant, “Uncle Josh Buys
An Automobile.”

Rube Comedy
The rube comedy angle also was

brought out by Len Spencer in a
1904 record which Victor called
“Reuben Haskins’ Ride in the ’Red
Devil’,” and Columbia, “Reuben
Haskins’ Ride on a Cyclone Auto.”

Real historical value attaches
to a 1906 Columbia, “Seeing New
York; or a Trip on the Rubber-
Neck Coach,” in which Spencer
and associates take the listener on
a tabloid tour of the more out-
standing areas of old New York—
Chinatown, the Bowery, the Flat-
iron Building, Grant’s Tomb, etc.
Of course the motor coach breaks
down, bystanders jeeringly shout,
“Get a horse!” and the passengers
emerge, singing “Take a Car.”
Instrumental descriptive sketches

began to pop up. too. George Ro-
sey, composer of the once-famous
“Handicap March,” also wrote
“The Motor March.” Harry Frant-
zen changed the title a little with
“The Motor King March.” Colum-
bia issued a record played in Lon-
don by the Royal Regimental
Band of J. Gilchrist’s “Motor Car
Galop.” featuring honking of horns
and the slaughter of dogs and

other critters that didn’t get out

of the way. A Comic descriptive
j

specialty, “Motoring,” recorded by
:

the . late Harry Tate^ was one of

the big selling records in Great
Britain for almost a generation.

Some of its humor- was adapted
into the Victor record of “We’re
the Sunday Drivers,” made by
Billy Murray, Carl: Mathieii and
Monroe Silver in 1927. Similar to

the “Motor Car Galop” was the
1905 Victor record of “An Auto
Race,” by Arthur Pryor’s -Band.
There was also an “Automobile
Polka.”

The first to get anywhere is still

one of the best remembered, Vin-
cent Bryan and Gus Edwards' “In
My Merry Oldsmobile,” which was
widely sung in 1905. (Many years
later the Oldsmobile makers dis-

tributed free copies of the sheet
music as a publicity stunt.) The
all-time top interpreter of topical J

songs, Billy Murray, waxed it im-
partially for Victor, Columbia and
Edison.

“Oldsmobile” set off a spate of
auto songs. A good followup was
“On An Automobile Honeymoon,”
written by Billy Jerome & Jean
Schwartz, and featured by Harry
Tally in McIntyre & Heath’s pro-
duction, “The Ham Tree.” Tally,
later the lead in the Empire City
Four, said to have worked more
vaude time than any other singing
ensemble, also played no favorites,
recording it for all the leading
companies. His heroine’s name
was Mollie, but the make of the
honeymoon car wasn’t specified.
Then along came “Out in An Au-
tomobile,” by Vincent Bryan and
George (Honey Boy) Evans.

Although “Merry Oldsmobile”
was the first car song to make a
hit, it was not the first to be re-
corded. That honor probably goes
to “My Gasoline Automobile”
(composer unidentified) which the
late Sam Rous, the Victor catalog
editor from 1902 to 1917. plattereti
under the alias of Frank Kernell
in 1004. Obviously, the number
is a comic, and the “Gasoline” in
the title probably was used to in-
dicate the machine wasn’t an elec-
tric runabout or a Stanley Steamer.

Berlin At Wheel
Irving Berlin got into the auto

act in 1912 with “Keep Away from
the Fellow Who Owns an Auto-
mobile,” This may have been the
first .song in which timid maidens
were warned against the predatory
intentions of the guy at the steer-
ing wheel. It is very likely the
first time the phrase “you’ll have
to get out and walk” was used in
a pop tune, (Berlin assumed the
girls would prefer to take a nice,
invigorating hike rather than give
the lecherous driver a kiss.) But
this was not the first song in which
the “Walk home” motif appeared.
Harry Williams & Egbert Van Al-
styne’s great 1906 cowboy hit,
“Cheyenne,” told of how Shy Ann
and her boy friend started riding
a-hossback to be married in Chey-
enne, 67 miles from the ranch. En
route, Ann decided maybe she
didn’t want to marry, after all,

whereupon “his face got red, and
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KISMET THAT BAD EARTHA CONCERTOS FOR SHOW BIZ CALAMITY JANE

Broadway Cast Eortha Kitt

YOU
libaraca-Weston

All Star Cast Doris Day

Columbia Victor Columbia Victor Columbia

ML 4850 LPM 3187 ML 4764 LOC 1011 C 347

then he said, ‘You will or you’ll

walk home.'” Presumably being
fresh out of walking shoes, she
chose to wed.
Even as late as 1913, motor ve-

hicles appear to have been con-
sidered the playthings of the idle

rich rather than a necessity for
the average man. Berlin’s “Inter-,

national Rag” of that year speaks
of “dukes and lords and Russian
czars—men who own their motor
cars.”

However, Henry Ford by . this

time was becoming one of the most
talked-about men.in the world, and
with the ever growing popularity!

of the Ford, comic songs about
cars, particularly “the Tin Lizzie,”

increased. Edgar Leslie, Grant
Clarke and Maurice Abrahams did
well with “He’d Have to Get Un-
der, Get Out and Get Under (To
Fix Up His Automobile).” C. R.
Foster and Byron. Gay gave the
Ford a terrific plug with “The Lit-
tle Ford Rambled Right Along,”
which represented that you could
patch a Henry up with “a piece of
string, spearmint gum or any old
thing.” .and itwould still go when
no other car would venture.
Another 'T’ord song was “On the

Old Back Seat of the Henry Ford.”

The “jitney bus,” forerunner of
the present-day bus systems that
have nudged street cars out of
business in most cities, made its

debut in 1915. Gay knd Charley
Brown followed up the success of
“The Little Ford” with “Gasoline
Gus and His Jitney Bus.” Also
heard were “Hop a Jitney With
Me” and “I Didn’t Raise My Ford
-to be a Jitney.”

Ulysses Kay, longhair com-
poser, set as guest conductor with
the Tucson Symphony Orchestra,
Tucson, Feb. 23. - He’ll baton his
own compositions.

\
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THE LITTLE

MUSTARD SEED
Words by JACK FISHMAN

Slowly, with expression
h I Efc C7-9

Rn7

Music by PETER HART

Eta

you have the laiih

Rn7

Lit- tle Mus-tard Seed,you will nev-er be lost

Gm7 Fm7 Bb7 Bt>7 Eb

lone. Who would ev - er be-lieve that a Lit- tie Mus-tard Seed could grow all

F7-5BV7 C7*9 Rn7 Bl>7

own?. des-o

Rn7

•

?j>r f ,

1

late sand or in rock-y bar-ren landjwher-ev-er its plant- ed I

Gm7 Fm7 Et Rn7Gm7AV6 Bb7 Eb

know> Come the winds^let *em blow, Come the storms and come the snow
y
a mus4ard seed will(row. A

Rn7 Bt7 Elr E^ Eb7
maj7

seed is a child of Moth-er Na-ture, Like ev-'ry-thingr on earth, like you and me.

Fm7 Bl>7 Eb Etmaj7 Cm
. _ .'-.rt7

seed puts its trust in Moth-er Na-ture and it knows it will (row in -to a tree.

C7-9 Fm7 Et7

yon have the faith of a Lit-tle Mus-tard Seed, the hope in your heart finds a home. So have

Vhi7 Gm7 Ite7 Bb?

faith in your love andhavefaith in a>bove,For no one in this world is a -lone.
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New York
Erroll Garner, currently at the

. . Rendezvous Boom, Philadelphia,

joins the Stan Kenton tour Jan. 27

. . . Karen Chandler, Coral Records
thrush, etched tapes for the March
of Dimes campaign . . . Sunny Ga'e
at Cbubby’s. Colllngswobd, N. J.,

for the fourth time . .". Ira Brant
heading up a trio at the Har\fyn
Club . . . Tony Scott, who fronts

a quartet at Minton’s Playhouse,

batoning an orcli for a Brunswick
recording session . . . Sid Garris,

of the Ray Anthony office, planed

to the Coast Sunday (17) for a

three-week stay.

Elliot Horne joined the Mike
Hall flackery . . Dave Krengle,

Sammy Kaye’s personal manager,
In Wichita, for one week . . . Dick
Gersh left on a disk promotion
trek to Chicago yesterday (Tues.)

... Marvin Frank, ex-E. B. Marks
publicity topper, joined the Mar
In Drager nublicity office ...
Abbey Albert’s orcli begins an in-

definite engagement at the Hotel
Statler, Boston, Jan. 25.

was staged at Joe Malec’s Peony.

Park . . . Musical portion of

Omaha’s Centennial celeb started

Saturday (16) “with massed band,

orch and: chorus of city’s high

school music students featured in

a two-day festival at the City Aud.
LeRoy Anderson, Harold Walters

and Clayton Krehbiel., of Kansas
U. served as guest conductors.

Chicago
Don Shirley, Streamliner key-

boarder, tapped for Orchestra Hall

recital on April 23 of jazz and
classics with Johnny Pate, bassist,

helping on modern, numbers. Con-
cert is sponsored by Maude E.

Smith Nursery School . . , Don
Glasser now indefinite at Trianon
here ... Henry Busse, Shep Fields

and Skinnay Ennis all playing
niters in this territory this month
. ; . Teddy Phillips, currently play-

ing Statler Hotel, Wash., through
Feb. 11, opens Aragon. Chi, March
2 for five weeks . . . Chuck Foster
takes over Rice. Hotel, Houston.
Jan. 28 for four frames, followed
by Shep Fields on Feb. 25 . .

Los Chavales pegged for Saxony
Hotel; Miami, Feb. 25 to March 21.

Pittsburgh

Oscar Levant coming home Feb.

6 as guest soloist with Pittsburgh

Symphony in a special concert

sponsored by labor organizations

. . . Bill Beegle has booked
Llbcrace for two nights at the

Mosque, May 11-12, with an option

for the 13th ... . Ira Bates, organ-

ist-piariist, into the Hotel Sheraton

Lounge, replacing two-piano team
of Bobby Cardillo & Reid Jaynes

. . . In addition to conducting the

band there, Art Farrar has . a’so

taken over the management of the

Penn-Shady ballroom . . . Ray An-
thony and Tommy Carlyn bands
signed for annual U. of Pittsburgh
Intcrfraterriity Ball at the William
Penn Hotel, Jan. 27 Copa has

Andre Phillipe. five-time winner
on the Dennis James tceveer

“Chance of a Lifetime,” for week
of Feb. 1 ... Jimmy Spaniel combo
signed to play for the weekend
dancing at Colonial Manor during
the winter months . . VJoe Mer-
ham band into the Majestic Gar-
dens . Jean ' Allen, organist,

stays on at Merry-Go-Round with
opening there of Frank Natale
Trio ; . . Organists Stan Conrad
and Polly McCartney taken, on by
Vogue Terrace and Weigand’s
Lounge, respectively.

Disk Companies’ Best Sellers

1 0 • • • f •

AR11S1
Dean Martin

2 .

3.

4.

5.

London
A1 Martino, Billy Daniels and

the Ink Spots due here for variety
and concerts , . . Dick Lee, Essex
recording singer, flew into Lon-
don, last Wednesday (13) for a fort-

night’s stay, with Essex executive
David Miller .'

. . Rosemary Clooney
has had a busy “vacation” here.
She broadcast with the BBC Show
Band last Monday (11V appeared
on tv two nights later and recorded
four titles for Philips on Thursday
(14). In addition, she contracted
flu ... . . Songstress Maxine Sullivan,
due here on Jan. 28, broadcasts on
the 30th and opens a four-weeks’
season at the Copacabana nitery on
Feb. 3 She will also play concerts,
record for HMV, appear on tv and
tour. Clarinetplayer Vic Ash will
accompany her with his quartet.

Singer Dickie Valentine flying to
States to appear in the Ed Sullivan
“Talk of the Town” tv show on
March 28 . . . Publisher Edward
Kassner flew back to New York on
Friday (15) after two months’ busi-
ness stay in Europe, during which
he visited his affiliated firms in
Germany, France, Belgium and
London, as well as fixing up a
Dutch associated organization . , .

Local boy Eddie Calvert’s “Oh
Mein Papa’* heads list of best-sell-
ing pop records in Britain week
ending Jan. 15. Frankie Laine’s
“Blowing Wild” is third.

CAPITOL
1. THAT’S AMORE

YOU’RE THE RIGHT ONE
WHAT IT WAS, WAS FOOTBALL (PART I) • . Andy Griffith

WHAT IT WAS, WAS FOOTBALL (PART II)
, „ v

VAYA CON DIOS . . . . , .. *

•

v- . - - • Les Paul-Mary Ford

JOHNNY '
‘ , ...

ANSWER ME, MY LOVE Nat (King) Cole

WHY . .

CHANGING PARTNERS . . • - Kay Starr

I’LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOU

COLUMBIA
I. MAKE LOVE TO ME .... .

.

. ,

.

- - Jo Stafford

ADI, ADIOS AMIGO ^ „
SECRET LOVE , . / . ... . .

.

.V; - • • • < • • • Doris Day

DEADWOOD STAGE _
STRANGER IN PARADISE ... ........ Tony Bennett

WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME?
man ; : . . ... ...

.

.Rosemary Clooney

WOMAN .
.
;. v. ... v - v, Jose Ferrer

RAGS TO RICHES ! ; - • Tony Bennett

HERE COMES THAT HEARTACHE AGAIN

2.

3.

4.

5.

... .Teresa Brewer

.Johnny Desmond

CORAL
1. HEARTBREAKING WALTZ

BELL BOTTOM BLUES
2. WOMAN

BY THE RIVER SEINE
3. A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLER (PART I)

A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLER (PART II)

| 4. HEART OF MY HEART ... ....

.

. Cornell, Dale, Desmond
I THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY

Moderna ires 4

5. RICOCHET . ,

TOO YOUNG TO TANGO
.Teresa Brewer

T

t

Kansas City

Stewart Scott orch set for T’he
Flame. Duluth, opening Jan. 25,

after completing a long run in the
Drum Room of Hotel President
here. Charles Drake brings back
his crew to the Drum Room, with
a Jan. 18 opening . . . Ernie Ray
foursome moves from the River-
side Club, Casper, Wyo., to the
Van Orman Hotel, Fort Wayne,
opening Jan. 25 . . Ray Anthony
and crew in town for a one-nighter
entertaining Western Retail Imple-
ment and Hardwarp Assn, at close
of its^ annual convention Jan. 20
in the Municipal Auditorium , . .

Midland Attractions has set the
Happy Jesters Trio into Eddys’
Restaurant for a fortnight begin-
ning Feb. 5, a return date for the
trio here.

Leo Diamond and harmonica to
the Statler Hotel, Cleveland, open-
ing iti the Terrace Room Jan. 29
following his fortnight at Edys’
here . . Curley Clements orch (5)

from the Ranch Inn, Elko, Nev., to
the Riverside Club, Casper, Jan. 18
. . . Gene Pringle and fiddle re-

newed at the Southern Grill, Hot
Springs, where he has been for
some time . . . John Engro four
takes a cross-country hop to the
Flamingo, Great Falls, Mont., from
the Supper Club, Natchez, Miss.,
Jan. 25 . . . Jazznoeracy Sunday
concerts at Town Hall Ballroom
here last week had Five Scamps
on the platform.

nicer,a
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE

HEART OF MY HEART
2. TILL WE TWO ARE ONE .

HONEYCOMB
3. THE JONES BOY

SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN
4. Y’ALL COME

CHANGING PARTNERS
5. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART

A LITTLE LIE

Four Aces

Georgie Shaw

. . .Mills Bros, "f

. .Bing Crosby

Kitty Kallen

Omaha
Benefit dance staged by local

musicians for A1 Acamo, Omaha
U. football player who suffered a
broken neck in a sandlot game
last September, realized $2,755.53,
it was announced last week. Show

Scotland
Big upsurge in jazz interest in

Auld Lang Syne land, with more
groups being formed in key cen-
ters . . . Mick Mulligan and his
Radio Band set for one-nighter at
St. Andrew’s Hall, Glasgow, with
soloists George Melly, Mike Law-
rence and Joe Lennard . . . Stuart
Gordon and Jean Campbell, Scot
vocalists, with the Harry Roy orch

LONDON
1. EBB TIDE

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. SUDDENLY

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER
3. THE CREEP .

SLIM JIM
4. GOLDEN VIOLINS

A GIRL CALLED LINDA
5. BREAKER OF HEARTS .

LITTLE SWISS DOLL

Frank Chacksfield

. .Mantovani

.Ted Heath

......... Frank Chacksfield f

; Lita Roza

...... Patti Page

. .Gaylords

MERCURY 9

1. CHANGING PARTNERS . . .

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN GO?
2. FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE

STOLEN MOMENTS
3. STRINGS OF MY HEART Gaylords

MAMX-PAPA POLKA
4. THE CREEP . Ralph Martere

LOVE THEME FROM “THE GLENN MILLER STORY”
5. CUDDLE ME . .... . .Ronnie Gaylord

OH AM I LONELY '

‘Off Shore’ Underlines

Emergence of Coast

As Hit Tune Source
Hollywood, Jan; 19

Emergence of “Off Shore” as a
solid Hit Parade contender Ls
crystallized the growing '

jm.

portance of the Coast as a music
source, <?oast has long been re-

garded as a weak sister in the
music field, contention being that
most of the stuff written here was
strictly for film fillin and few of
the tunes cleffed by Coast writers
make, the grade.

“Off Shore/’ however, is the
30th Cpast tune to hit the top
ranks in the last 12 months, and
the prospects are that 1954 will

see an even larger percentage of

music from this area making the
grade. Optimistic outlook isn’t

dampened by the fact that there
appears to be a slowdown in film

musicals for at least the first part

of the year.

Of the 30 that have made the

hit disk classification, a few ad-

mittedly get in under the wire,

having been cleffed. on assignment
here by eastern writers. Coast

supporters, hbwever, contend that

the tunes probably wouldn’t have
been written if it hadn’t been for

the assignment, and the west thus

should get credit for these tunes

as much as for thpse written by

native, sons;”

One Of the hits, incidentally, is

Stranger in Paradise,” from the

legit musical, “Kismet,” which de-

buted on the Coast. Original

music, of course, was Borodin’s,

but the tune achieved its popu-

larity only as a result of the

iegiter. It marks the first time

since “Song of Norway” that a

Coast legit offering has contrib-

uted anything remotely resembling

a genuine hit.

Coast tunes listed as hits during

the past 12 months included "That’s

Amore,” “Vaya Con Dios/’ “Baby,

Boby, Baby,”- “Ruby,” “Dragnet
Theme,” “Secret Love,” “Return

to Paradise,” “High Noon,”. “From
Here To Eternity,”, “Velvet Glove.”

“Dear John Letter,” “Hi Lili Hi

Lo.” “Tell Me a Story,” ‘‘I Went
to Your Wedding.” “Be Anything,

Be Mine” and “Ebb Tide.”

. . . . .... .

.

; Billy Eckstlne

M-U-M
1. YOU’RE MY EVERYTHING . . Joni James

YOU’RE NEARER
4 2. RENDEZVOUS .

I'M IN A MOOD
3. TURN AROUND BOY .

.

CAESAR’S BOOGIE
4. MY LOVE, MY LOVE .

YOU’RE FOOLING SOMEONE
5. POPPA PICCOLINO

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A LONG TIME

, .Lew Douglas f

.Joni James

.Nocturnes

..Eddie Fisher
RCA VICTOR
1. OH, MY PAPA

UNTIL YOU’VE SAID GOODBYE
•f 2. YOU ALONE Perry Como

• pa-PAYA MAMA
3. STRANGER IN PARADISE ... Tony Martin

I LOVE PARIS
4. YOU, YOU, YOU Ames Bros.

I CAN’T BELIEVE YOU’RE IN LOYE
5. THE CREEP :. Three Suns

JUST ONE MORE CHANCEt

Hi-Fi
Continued from page 45

. . . Alec Don Trio, new musical
group, clicking at Empress, Glas-
gow . . . Jack Parnell orch, set for
vaude date in Glasgow in March,
making preliminary trip to the
city for season at Playhouse Ball-
room.

Louis Armstrong and the All

Stars, with Velma Middleton, have
been set for a Seattle one-nighter

by Norm Babrow, local deejay and
impresario. Bash will be In the
Civic Auditorium Jan. 31.

dise. The manufacturers, of course,

get their price and the price-cutter

makes a small profit on his mark-

up. The only sufferer is the nabe

retail store, where the small

amount of traffic demands the full

profit margin.
Indications are that the hi-fi

market will proceed along the lines

of the longplay disk field where

price-cutting has become an es-

tablished practice. Even the: spor-

adic attempts by some of the ma-

jor diskers to thwart the discount-

ers have now ceased and the lat-

ter can get all the merchandise

they need.

Von Tilzer’s Infringement

Action Vs. Tiomkin Film

Thor Productions, producers of

“The Steel Trap,” and Dimitri

Tiomkin, who, penned the back-

ground music for the film, are

named defendants in a N.Y. Fed-

eral Court action brought by Harry

Von Tilzer Music Publishing Co.

Plaintiff claims the music is an

infringement of its tune, “Please

Let Me Sleep,” and asks an ac-

counting and injunction restrain-

ing the film’s continued exhibition.

A TWO SIDED HIT RECORD BY

FRANK CHACKSFIELD
DMCMC FHNCESS

DON’T FORGET
GOLDEN VIOLINS 1368 & 45-1368

EBB TIDE 1358 & 45-1358

LIMELIGHT 1342 & 45-1342

backed * GOLDEN TANGO
1381

&
45-1381

RECORDS
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Toes Sparking

It doesn’t take the music biz

long to latch on to a good thing.

Now that tunes with a foreign ac-

cent have been turning into dis-

clicks, the publishers and record

men are prowling songs with a

foreign flavor and some foreign

lingo.

Oddly enough, the two tunes that,

sparked the foreign kick are home-
grown products. "That’s Amore,"
Which is riding high for Dean Mar-
tin on Capitol Records, was
penned for the Paramount; pic,

"The Caddy," by Harry Warren
and Jack Brooks. "Eh Cumparl,"
Julius LaRosa's disclick on the
Cadence label, was written by
LaRosa and Archie Bleyef; Both
songs, however, are distinctly Ital-

ian in. melodic flavor and have Ital-

ian words interpolated in the lyric.

The foreign lingo pitch is now
moving to the French. Columbia
released "Hey Garcon!" by Merv
Griffin last week and Capitol hit

the . market with Gisele Mac-
Kenzie’s "Le Gros Bill.” Both are

a potpourri of French and English,

The tunesmiths, too, are catch-
ing on to the foreign vogue, espe-
cially in the Italian and French
groove. Ross Bagdasarian, for ex-
ample, recently penned "Have An-
other Glass of Wine" with an ob-
vious Armenian coloring- He
switched it, however, to an Italian-

styled song so that Dean Martin
could have a followup platter to

"That’s Amore."

Heywood, Wilson Teaming
For Special M-G-M Disk
Pianists Eddie Heywood and

Teddy Wilson will be coupled by
. M-G-M Records for a special 12-

_jnch longplay platter. Package will

be tagged "Pianorama."
'

The keyboard work of both Hey-
wood and Wilson previously had
been issued by the diskery as sep-

arate 10-inch
(
longplay disks.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet musie
sales based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.
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Stranger in Paradise (Frank).,.

Oh, My Papa (Shapiro-B) . ... .

tChanging Partners (Porgie) . ....

That's Amore (Paramount). .....

Ebb Tide (Robbins) ... . ... . . . . . . 8

Rags to Riches (Saunders) . .

•’

tRicochet (Sheldon) . . ..;.... . . .
<

Heart of My Heart (Robbins) ....

Secret Love (Remick) . . . . ... . . . 6

I Love Paris (Chappell) .

.

tYoii, You, You (Mellin) .

.

tMany Times (Broadcast) . .......

You Alone (Roncom) ; . : .... ...

tRobe of Calvary (Hill & Range).

.

Vaya Con Dios (Ardmore) ... . 10

.... 10

. . . . . . . 10 .

.

10 . . 9 9

Tromar, Last Des Moines

To Become Skate Rink
Des Moines, Jan. 19.

The Tromar Ballroom, last of

the city's downtown public dance
spots, will close Jan. 24 and be
turned into a roller skating rink.

Thos. H. Archer, head ' of the Ar-
cher Ballroom Co., who owns the
spot, said it doesn’t mean he is

leaving the ballroom business, but
will continue to operate the Val-

Air, out-of-doors ballroom here and
also ballrooms in Cedar Rapids,

THE NOCTURNES
Sing

POPPA PICCOLINO
and

For the First Time
In a Long Time

MGM 11644
K 11644

78 RPM
45 RPM

M G M RECORDS
T H C- GREATEST NAME IN ENTERTAINMENT

7 01 SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK 36 N\

Sioux Falls, S. D; He said there
is a national trend toward fewer
public ballrooms. With closing of
the Tower it means the .city will

be left without a large downtown
public ballroom for the first time
in modern history.

More than $25,d00 will be spent
to remodel the ballroom into a
skating rink. The last public dance
will be on Jan. 23 with Ralph Mar-
tieri’s orchestra, to be followed the
following day by the Appreciation
Dance; open to those who patron-
ize the ballroom before that date.
Archer has not yet selected the
orchestra.

The Tromar was opened April
15, 1937, and most of the name
bands of the. country have been
booked there. At present there is

no downtown roller-skating rink,
the Midtown haying closed recent-
ly to. be remodeled into a television
studio for WHO-TV.

RCA ’Show Biz’ Steps Out

As New Year’s Bestseller
RCA Victor’s version of the

book, "Show Biz," written by Abel
Green and Joe Laurie Jr., has
stepped out as the company’s al-
bum bestseller of the new year.
The set has already sold 50,000
copies since its release last month,
and Victor execs estimate that it

Will easily hit 100,000 copies this
year. :

Album was produced as a special
project by Steve Carlin and has
George Jessel as narrator.

IRISH IRE IS UP OVER

BRIT. BAND TOUR BAN
London, Jan. 12.

A writ has been served against

the British Musicians Union by
Irish promoter James Carr, fol-

lowing the union’s projected inter-
vention in a forthcoming tour by
the British Ronnie Scott Band.9

Scott, due to appear in Dublin
on Sunday (17) with a week’s pro-
vincial tour to follow around Eire,
found himself in the midst of a
dispute that broke when the Irish
Federation of Musicians; withdrew
Carr’s license. 'A ’••writ' served by
Carr against the IFM resulted in
an interim injunction being grant-
ed, restraining the IFM from in-
terfering in the Carr-Scott con-
tract.

.

The British MU entered the dis-
pute by itS ruling that no British
bands shall play in Eire without
the approval of the IFM. Now they
have received a writ, and an appli-
cation for an injunction against
them was being heard on Friday
(15).

Pat to Manage Reading
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 19.

Stan Pat, has exited his post
as music director for WTNJ here
to manage Bertice Reading,
rhythm & blues songstress for
RCA Victor.
Pat will continue his disk jockey

shows on the station.

February as "Jackie Glea<^«
Month." The jGleason prom0 o!
is being pegged on the release of
the comic’s original ballet comnnu
sition, "Tawny.” Po*

The ballet was first introduced
on Gleason’s CBS-TV show last
year and received such standout
notices that Cap immediately set
the wheels rolling for a longplay
alburn release. In conjunction with
the Cap promotion, Gleason will
repeat the ballet on his tele show
sometime in February, It’s esti-
mated that the production tab for
the ballet, which runs 12 minutei
is $30,000.

Included in Cap’s promotion is

the; shipment of the album to 90
CBS-TV stations around the coun-
try as well as 1,800 disk jockeys

NEW INDIE LABEL INTO

Another indie label is moving
into the wax picture. Last week
Dante Bollettino and Al Zimet
formed Pax Records, which will
specialize in hot and cool jazz. The
new label also expects to expand
into the classical field.

Initial Pa* releases include four
longplay albums and two /extended
play packages by Wild Bill Davi-
son, George LeWis, the Dixieland
Rhythm Kings and the Eureka
Brass Band. Negotiations are now
under way for the purchase of old
indie jazz labels.

The diskery also will manufac-
ture high fidelity recordings of
contemporary jazz artists to be is-

sued' as
.
LPs and pre-recorded

tapes. Pax will headquarter in

Union City, N. J.

San Anton’ Tooter Veep
San Antonio, Jan. 19.

William T. Brady was elected
veepee Of the Musicians Society
No. 23 here.

Installed with Brady were Pete
Brewer, sec-treasurer; executive
board members Joe Rodriguez,
Jesse Gonzales and Jimmie Rev-
ard; and Harry C. Kramme, Bill

Case and Rudy Carrascoe, renamed
to the. board of auditors.

SADIE

THOMPSON S

SONG

Satchmo
Continued from page 45

Mainland troupes, although Arm-
strong isn’t a stranger there. It’s

located virtually adjacent to peren-
nial tenement slum areas and de-
pends: chiefly upon military (mostly
Navy) play. Sartain’s almost-un-
precedented cover charge may
have been a factor in Armstrong’s
n.s.g. draw.

In an unrelated action, union
suspended Ted Wells, bandleader
and clarinetist, for six months and
fined him $500, with Wells plan-
ning to appeal the slapdown.
Charges against Wells for 23
years * union musician—include
failure to finish ah engagement,
actions unbecoming an AFM mem-
ber, performing with expelled
members, actions to prejudice of
the union, and failure to follow
Federal and union tax deduction
procedures.

Josefovits Into Leighton's

Pianist Teri Josefovits after
closing a long stand at Billy Ar-
nold's Rendezvous in Paramus,
N. J., has been booked into Leigh- ,

ton’s Restaurant near Ardsley,

!

N. Y.
He’s set for an indefinte run..

SUGAR RAY
ROBINSON

*Now — UPTOWN THEATRE, Phila.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

America's Fastest

a Selling - Records!
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Inside Stuff-Musk
• * ’

rrank B Walker, M-G-M Records topper, dispatched his second New
* letter to the late. Hank Williams. When Williams died last year,

tifnitpr pledged that he would pen an annual New Year’s letter to

williams c/o Song Writer’s Paradise.; Wiliams was a top 'hillbilly

and composer at the time pf his death. Walker’s current missive

founts the past year’s activities of the William$rplatters. Letter was

sent out to M-G-M dealers and distributors.

Tames Dalgleish, of N. Y., and Kenneth Gaburo, of Lake Charles, La„
_ named joint winners of the ninth annual George Gershwin, Me-

mririal Contest for the best orchestral work by a young American com-
« <K pnnncnrorl Kir' iho Vi/'trti’v. T. ndoa D'nnl D'xUk

Winners will split a $1,000 award and their Compositions will be pro-

grammed in a regular concert of the N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra.

Latching on to the consistent rise in the number of school bands

for the past five years, Columbia Records is distributing a cuffofolio

for conductors along with its album release of Morton Gould's hew
"Strike Up The Band” album, Folio permits the student maestrOs to

follow the score on all five numbers in the set. Sam Fox Music, pub-

lishers of the album’s tunes, furnished the folips to Columbia.

G. Leblanc Co., clarinet manufacturer, is prepping a special promo-

tion platter for cuffo distribution to schools around the country. The
disk will feature clarinetist Buddy De Franco playing selections from
Brahms. De Franco will cut the disk when he returns from his cur-

rent European trek with Billie Holiday.

Contest is sponsored by the Victory Lodge of B’nai B’rith.

National Disk Promotion Buildup
Continued from page 47

already covered 55 cities and ex- cording for Col for close to 18

pect to reach another 50 before months. Lowery is now being set

the band goes on the road. In for location dates by GAC. Willard

another facet of the Mozlan pro- Alexander handles the bookings

jnotion, GAC is sending out more for Sauter-Finegan.

than 40,000 brochures to schools, Several of the name orchs, too,

colleges and ballroom promoters, have been stressing their disks for

Await Initial Reaction promotional and exploitation val-

The band agencies currently arc Kay Anthony, for instance,

waiting for initial reaction to the has built ”The Bunny Hop,” which

platters made by the new George he etched for Capitol, into a

Williams orch, which Will be re- popular collegiate dance during

leased by Coral Records early the past year. Anthony and “The

next month, before making any Hop” haye now become synony-

pact overtures. Coral is prepping mous with the undergrads. Ralph

a hefty buildup campaign for the Flanagan and Buddy Morrow, who

Williams band and it’s expected are going to tour together in the

the crew will $tick to the record- in concert-terp stands, have

ing studio for some time before etched a special longplay promo-

setting out on a personal appear- 'Platter- for RCA Victor on

ance tour which their orchs are back-to-

The Coral plan for Williams back. Package will be used by the

follows the technique’ spearheaded diskery and Herb Hendler, man-

by RCA Victor with the Sauter- ager of both orchs, to promote the

Fincgan orch and Columbia with ^all swing.

Art Lowery’s band. The Sauter-
|

!..—

—

Finegan band confined itself to

disk work for about six months FrillA QllHAH
before making its “live” bow. CfHIU wlHlUII
Lowery .preemed his orch -at the continued from page 45=
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, after re-

DON’T ASK
ME WHY

recorded by

EILEEN BARTON
CORAL #61109

HARMS, Inc.

THE
CREEP

MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION

Ernie Simon
—

—

-

m Continued from page 45

the concern is “What’s in it for

me?” Same group is blamed for

pomposity and arrogance with low-

paid. record pluggers whom they

abuse and make obsequious.

Another deejay type to provoke

Simon’s gall is the one who never*

plays a benefit without letting his

public know he’s been out doing

big things for humanity. This is

the type who plugs himself be-

tween records and seems to beg
classification with the controversy-

stirring jocks who have branched
out into the field of civic improve-
ment. More often than not, Simon
intimates, this kind of record spin-

ner knows as little about local and
national problems as he does about

music.

Ideally, he’d have a disk jockey

be a constant student of music and
records, one who, as it were, quali-

fies himself to lead public tastes,

and who would go to great lengths

to prepare a "show.” Simon him-
self insists he knows noth-

ing about music, says he avoids the

record companies and disk plug-

gers, and even has his music se-

lected for him by a member of

his crew. The only thing he pre-

pares for any show is the surround-

ing chatter, and'it’s for this that

he prefers to, be known.

nl/f'Hlt

uncords
mantovani
PERCY FAITH

* * (London)

LES BAXTER
" ” (Columbia)

david race
* •••**Capital)UAYID ROSE '*»pirou

mawsmau';:;;;

by BRENNER MUSIC. GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

Nb<* York City •Chicago • Hollywood • Cincinnati • London

250 S. BROAD STREET

PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.

Klngtlay 5-5532

Peggy Lloyd

Harry Fink Sam Bushman
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Hackensack, N. J., Jan. 19.

Bill Miller’s Riviera/ Fort Lee,

N. J., has finally been condemned
at a price calling for the state to

reimburse the owners to the tune
of $757,410. Two of the commis-
sioners put that tag on the Jersey
showspot after months of examina-
tion. There’s no appeal from this

verdict, unless Miller is successful
in attempting to get the N. J. State
Highway Commission to change thq
route of the Palisades Interstate

Hihway, which will close off the

nitery property.

The price includes the 900-seat

cafe plus pne-and-a-h'alf acres of

land. Estimates at the hearing in-

cluded one witness for the Riviera

who swore that the propety was
worth $983,986 and another for the
Highway Commission who de-
clared the value Was $659,944.
The Riviera Was built originally

(Continued on page 60)

BORGE AVERAGING 13G

TAKE IN GOTHAM RUN
The Victor Borge show, "Comedy

in Music," has settled into a groove

in which the weekly gross is hover-

ing around $13,000 or over. The
One-man recital at the Golden The-
atre, N. Y., has expenses around
$9,000 weekly; consequently, mar-
gin of profit is still considerable.

Borge show, produced by Harry
D. Squires, started as a concert

jaunt around the country at the

beginning of last year. He racked
up excellent grosses, which sparked
the idea of the one-man show.
Borge’s personal take last year
hovered around $345,000.

P^RIETY , IATIN QUARTER, N. Y.

im>i *ee)i
Merlin Sc His Violins make some

picturesque formations during their selec-

tions. They work in the classical and pop
vein with equal effectiveness.

"The act has a class air, both musically

and decoratively, and can work most situa-

tions.
' *

“Three girls are neatly gowned and go
through their, choreographic routines nicely,

and tunes played combine the values of good
pop music with some razzle-dazzle violin--

istics. Quartet gets off to a good hand."

ROBERT W. DANA
New York World Telegram and Sun

“MEMORABLE’’
"Esthetically ‘Cherie de Paree,’ Latin

Quarter, reaches a high mark with Ving
Merlin and his violins. The handsome vio-

linist and his feminine associates, . each
pretty enough to be a showgirl, spread out
with their fiddles in some memorable num-
bers, the song from ’Moulin Rouge’ being
especially effective.’’

MERLIN
and his VIOLINS

Currently

Held Over 8 Weeks

LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK

(Concluding January 23rd)

JANUARY 26th

“THIS IS SHOWBUSINESS”
CBS-TV

Spring Engagement:

COCOANUT GROVE
Ambassador Hotel

Los Angeles

Press Relations:

ROBERT HAMNER Assoc.
Direction: MERCURY ARTISTS CORP.

730 Fifth Avenue, New York

AGYA HurlsDd at PetriDL AFM

The American Guild of Variety

Artists wound up its three-day na-

tional board meeting with a deft

at James C. Petrillo, American
Federation of Musicians prexy, and
his 'union. Sole business at the

N. Y. meeting was the discussion

of Petrillo and the AFM, which is

now battling the performer union

since AGVA gave notice several

months ago that the agreement be-

tween both unions defining the

jurisdiction of musical acts was
being abrogated' because of alleged

violations by the AFM.
In a strongly-worded resolution,

parsed the final day of the sessions,

AGVA
.
advised its members need-

ing musical backing to get their

acts recorded on tape for use in an
emergency. Obviously, such musi-
cal tapes would have to be made
by non-union musicians, since AFM
members would rebel at making

Toronto, Jan. 19.

Some 400 members of the Toron-
to branch . of the American Guild
of Variety Artists . have broken
away from the AGVA setup and
plan to form their own Canadian
union. Currently they have accept-
ed temporary affiliation with the
Toronto Musicians Union. Robin
Logan, Ontario representative for
international AGVA, resigned Sat-
urday ( 16), together with Arhtur
Burgess, his second-in-command!
Up here from AGVA’s New York
headquarters In an attempt to iron;

out the trouble are Louis Smolove
and Eric Withers, AGVA national
head for Canada. Meanwhile, all

concerned have been ordered to ex-

press no comment.
Mass resignations from AGVA

followed the Toronto Musicians
Union ultimatum that latter’s

members would not appear with
AGVA members. (Both unions are
affiliates of the American Federa-
tion of Labor; some 90% of
AGVA’s members here appear in
niteries. ) However, inf order . to
protect such jobs, Walter Murdoch,
president of the Canadian Musi-
cians Union, has offered auxiliary
membership to vaude artists on a
temporary basis until the latter set
up their own organization.

No Discrimination
This arrangement has been

unanimously accepted by the 400
members here of AGVA On a $10
initiation fee and nominal dues to
be set by the Canadian artists. This
money will be held in escrow by
the Toronto Musicians Union until
such time as the former AGVA
members set up their own

.
group.

(Said Murdoch, “We . are not seek-
ing their money or membership.”)
Previous AGVA fee was $100 in-
itiation fee and $36 annual dues.

Also stated- that, if a new agree-
ment is negotiated by James C.
Petrillo, international president of
the looters, there will be no dis-
crimination against those AGVA
members here who blacklisted
AGVA; and this still permitting
Canadian artists to accept engage-,
ments in the U. S. Musicians Union
here will not ^pset signed con-
tracts that run past the Jan. 17
deadline. This applies to the Ca-
sino, Toronto’s only vaude house,
which is booked to Sept. 1 under
agreement with the union, says
Murray Little, manager.

Claim of dissident AGVA mem-
bers. here is that international
AGVA showed no interest in Cana-
dian membership except to col-
lect the $100 initiation fee and $36
annual dues. Admitting cordial
cooperation between Canadian va-
riety artists and the Canadian Mu-
sicians Union, Logan claimed Ca-
nadian AGVA members- wanted no
U.S. autonomy and desire .their

•

own union organization, Logan
also believes the Canadian artists
should have power to make their
own playing rules arid regulations.

One of the chief beefs is the
McCarran-Walter Act, which makes
it difficult for Canadian acts to
play American dates, mainly in the
nitery field.

tapes.that Would put fellow music-
kers out of work.

At its confab, AGVA charged
that the AFM was fostering dual
unionism and raiding a sister Amer-
ican Federation f of Labor affiliate
In- support of the latter charges’
AGVA claimed that the Montreal
AFM local had been fostering
membership in an independent Ca-
nadian union. In some cases, tac-
tics had been changed to enroll
AGVA acts in the AFM, despite
the fact that it was a non-musical
turn. It was charged that Montreal
musicians had changed to the lat-

ter tactic, telling acts that in this
way they would be sure of getting
music for their numbers.

The second major court test in
the battle between both unions is

slated for Pittsburgh, in the Com-
mon Pleas Court, where AGVA
prexy Jackie Bright is seeking an

|,
injunction to restrain the AFM
from putting him on the local un-
fair list. Bright went on a disk
jockey show in that town recently
in defiance of an AFM adict which
ordered musicians not to play for

any acts that appeared on a deejay
session.

The first test was won by AGVA
in Boston recently, when A. Frank
Reel, of the law firm of Silver-

stone Sc . Rosenthal, obtained an
out-of-court ... settlement under
which AFM agreed to playing for

union acts only, and AGVA would
not appear in front of non-union
bands. The settlement also stipu-

lated that disputes between both
locals would be settled on a local

level.

The Associated Actors & Artistes

of America is also seeking to have
AFL head George Meany inter-

vene in the dispute. AGVA re-

tained pressagent Dave Alber to

handle the fight for them.

Other bit of business handled
at the board meet with the ratifica-

tion of an agreement with the Long
Island Hospital Fund which called

for 15% of the takes at various

benefits to be allocated for hos-

pitalization of AGVA members in

various hospitals in that area.

Whore Show Business Meets"

1 7 Hi Si at ALTON RD. MIAMI BfACH FLA

CHICAGO HAIR GOODS COMPANY

428 So. Wabash Ave. Chicago 5, ll

Special

Permanent Rafet

from $17.50 Weekly

Transient rooms ,

also available. AM

Hotel WinMr
MADISON AVt. K SS1H ST.*v^

s
:

Ralph Hamrick, Mgr. Naw York, N. Y.

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

Tk* Home of Skew Folk

Ann a Waiklagtoa St*.
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Sam Snyder’s WATER FOLLIES
WORLD'S LARGEST

TRAVELING WATER AND
STAGE MUSICAL REVUE OF 1954.

OF ENTER-

TAINMENT! NO OTHER SHOW NAS THE SPEED, GLAMOUR

We are the most reasonably priced show in America

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WATER FOLLIES—23 Sonsatlonal Wafar dad Stag*

Acts! WORLD CHAMPION FANCY aoid STUNT DIVERS and SWIMMERS
« . Sidesplitting Diving and Stag* Comndians . . . GORGEOUS BATH-

ING BEAUTIES . . . Lovaly Stag* Ballnt ... Unmatched Water Ballot . . .

Evolation off Bathing Salts from 1850-1954 . . . LAVISH COSTUMES and

PRODUCTION NUMBERS . . . Original Maslc and Staging. FIRST TIME

ON THIS CONTINENT! BREATH-TAKING REPLICA OF THE STREAMING
FOUNTAINS OF VERSAILLES

!

Water Follies has broken attendance rec-

ords throughout the United States and

Canada. Ideal entertainment for sponsor-

ship by all types of fairs, civic centers and

leading organizations, etc.

TKE DWIGHT SISTERS
Mary and Francos

Synchronized Swim-

ming Champions

of the World.

6 OF THE

WORLD’S

MOST FAMOUS

AND

ACCOMPLISHED

FANCY AND

STUNT DIVERS

Their diving evokes

"Ahs" and "Ohs"

from every crowd

.

EDDIE ROSE
Internationally famous drying

and Stage Comedian. Member
of Terrific Teem, of "DIUON
AND ROSE

“Rose had the crowd roar*
ing with laughter, espe-
cially the children, as he 1

hangs on the board and
falls into the water in the
most ridiculous positions.
Rose is a really fine slap-
stick clown . , . The high
points of the show were
the diving exhibitions . * .

“You’ll have to see it to believe

Write, Wire or Phone Our

PERMANENT ADDRESS

SAM SNYDER'S

WATER FOLLIES OF 1954
320-321 Walter Building

120 Boylston Street, Boston 16, Mass.

PHONE: HAncock 6-2245

Fort Wayne Newt-Sentinel DANNY DIUON

“The aqua-musical reviie blending grace, beauty and
sparkling humor is something new for this part of the
country and is good entertainment for every member of
the family. The 2-hour attraction moves along at a rapid
pace with never a let-up in interest.”

.... Montano Standard

“The show was spectacular, is a skillful blend of color,
comedy, music and vaudeville that- brought a capacity
crowd at the arena on its feet, cheering for more. The
presentation is so well put together that not a moment
drags. The crowd was rocking with laughter within a
few minutes of the start of the show . . . For more than
two hours of family entertainment the Water Follies is

the standout show of its kind to play in this area for
some time.”

... . Montreal Star
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WORLD’S LARGEST PORTABLE POOLS

AND STAGE

Allows Wafer Follios to play for any length run

you wish. NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1954 BOOKINGS.

Alj individual Water Follies artists booked through the

Daniel White Agency, 80 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
A-
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Piaf to Fill Delayed

Versailles Date at 7£G

Toronto, Jan. 19.

Roy Rogers troupe will be the

24,000rseater grandstand attraction

at the Canadian National Exhibi-

tion (Aug; 27-Sept. 11), with break-

away from former formula, when
guest star appeared in night per-

formances only; Rogers’ /
setup*

will appear in both afternoon and
evening shows,, accbrding to Hiram
McCallum, CNE g.m.

Despite double
.

dally duty,

Rogers has been sighed for less

than previous imported stars, but
McCallum would not . reveal the
price for the 14-day date. (Noted,
however, that Victor Borge,. guest
star at last year’s C.N.E. grand-
stand show’,; got $330,000 for the
14-night chore.) Negotiations were
completed in Toronto by Arthur
Rush, ;Rogcrs’ manager.

Rogers ensemble, on kid appeal,
is expected to hypo afternoon
grandstand attendance, previously
devoted to vaude acts, this held for
several seasons by the Hamids.
With Rogers Will be his wife. Dale
Evans; Trigger, Buttermilk and
eight palomino liberty horses; Pat

FOUR
. : Cvrnritfy.

LAjST FRONTIER
' LAS VMM

Mgt.‘ WILLIAM MORRIS
Airtcy

RED CAPS
with

DAMITA JO
Currently:

9

CIRO'S. Miami Beach
: Direction: MCA

Brady and his. mules; Bullet and
dogs, and the Whippoorwills, sing-

ing group.

Troupe, on pix and tv rep, ap-

pealing to adult interest as well
v
as

youngsters, will give a 90-minute
afternoon show (at $1 top), with
McCallum stating that car-wreck-
ing thrill shows of revious seasons
are out; ditto the former pattern
of vaude swing and high wire acts.

Said McCallum: “This Will be a
complete break from anything we
have had in the past;” On
the night, show, produced by
Jack Arthur, the theme will other-
wise. be all-Canadian, with the
Rogers troupe worked in for a 15-

minute stint (at $3 top), with
other acts not yet set.

CNE U.S. Talent Beefs
Ottawa, Jan. 19.

Tills year's first kick about U.S;
talent headlining the Canadian Na-
tional Exhibition in Toronto next
August appeared in the Ottawa
Citizen (15). “This year, as in the
past,” said an editorial, “the CNE
is causing distress among Toron-
tonians concerned with culture
(and they are legion). Although
the management has agreed in

principle that a Canadian theme
and talent would be desirable for
the grandstand show, the principle
is not being given effect.

“Moreover, there is evidently
some doubt in Toronto whether
this year’s show will even be suit-

able for adults. The CNE is en-
gaging Mr, Roy Rogers; his horse
Trigger; his wife, Dale Evans; her
horse. Buttermilk, and their
troupe, including Bullet, a dog;
eight palomino horses whose
names ace unreported, and the.

Whippoorwills, a singing group.

: “It is for; Toronto itself to der
cide what it wants, and Will en-
dure, in the way of culture. But
the rest of the country is entitled'

to intervene to the extent that the
Toronto fair uses the name .‘Cana-

dian National’ . . . Can a Canadian
theme be hewn out of this mate-
rial? And if not, shouldn’t the ex-
hibition’s name be judged pre-
tentious?”

iimohia

Edith Piaf will play her long-

delayed date at the Versailles,

N. Y., starting Sept. 29 fdv 12

weeks. Chanteuse was originally

slated to come to the U. S. late

last year, but Illness -intervened.

She’ll be geting $7,500 this season,

as against $6,000 during her pre-

vious stand at this spot.

At the same .time, singer has
appointed Andrew J, Feinman to

represent her in* legal matters in

the U. S. He had been repping
her husband, Jacques Peals. The
Versailles deal was negotiated by
Eddie Elkort of the Lew & Leslie

Grade Agency.

After doing a single for many
years, including' one-woman con-
certs and strawhats, Hildegarde
will do a two-person act with
Johnny Johnston. Anna Sosenko,
personal rep for the Milwaukee
chantoosey, and Sam Weiler, ditto

for Johnston, are now working on
the details of the turn. Weiler flew

in from the Coast Monday (18). Id

work on the act with Miss Sosenko.
Hildegarde is currently with her
ailing mother in Milwaukee While
Johnston is now singling at the

Biltmore Bowl, Los Angeles.
The recent Hildegarde-Sosenko

art collection auction at the Parke-
Bernet Galleries, N. Y., fetched

oyer $60,000. Some of the prices

include a .
Renoir for $5,000. Coe

U.j Cedar Rapids, which is build-

ing a Grant Wood wing, bought
that artist’s “Sons of the Ameri-
can Revolution’’ for $2,000. A
Grandma Moses fetched $1,500.

Forain’s “The Law” went to the U.
of Rochester, and George Schlee,

husband .of Valentina, the coutou-
rier, bought Covarrubias’ “Impos-
sible Interview.”

Talent agencies will have to look

to foreign markets* in order to

maintain the peak level of book-

ings, -according to Joe Glaser,. As-

sociated Booking Corp. prexy, who
recently returned from a tour of

the Orient. Glaser declared that

because of the shrinkage in the

domestic market, agencies - must
book more and more acts and
bands in foreign countries.

; Glaser said that the Far East-

ern countries as well as Europe
are anxious to buy top American
names and. bands. Grosses of the

recent tours by Louis Armstrong
in Japan, Lionel Hampton in Eu-

rope, and Billie Holliday, current-

ly abroad, as well as the multitude

of names that have played theatre

and cafe dates, indicates a ready
acceptance of top U. S. talent.

A lohg-negiected market, accord-

ing to Glaser/ are the GIs now
serving in Europe and Asia. He
feels that the theatrical appetite

of American troops stationed in

Various parts of the world isn’t

completely satisfied With the tour-

ing USO-Camp Shows troupes, and

|

a more expensive brand of talent
must be supplied through private
sources.

Aside from the GI markets
funds for which come from pi o’
ceeds .of .the various post e.\-

Changes and from officers and non-
commissioned officers clubs, there’s
a considerable slice of civilian
trade to be nabbed. Glaser stated
that there are prosperous poten-
tials in the one-nlghter field in Eu-
rope and Asia. Takes being hit on
the European onenighters, particu-
larly in Scandinavian countries
frequently exceed takes for similar
events in the U. S., Glaser said.

The Broadway Capitol, Detroit,
will experiment with a spot stage-
show policy March 5, with a bill

including Dinah Washing t o n,
Cootie Williams Orch, Peg Leg
Bates, The Swallows and others.

Show was booked by Harry
Levine/Paramount talent buyer.

~ JOAN BRANDON
WORLD'S GREATEST HYPNOTIST

Currant—New Orlaans, La.
Than Esqulra Suppar Club
(Jan. 22-30). Habile. Ala.

Publicity—BRANDON ENTERPRISES
430 W. 34th Street New York

San Francisco. Jan. 19.

Olsen & Johnson closed “Oh
Whotta Nite” after two weeks at
the Curran Theatre. They’re prep-
ping an Australian tour of "Hellz-
appopin,” starting Easter Sunday
in Sydney. Plan calls for 20 weeks
each in Sydney and Melbourne.
Duo went to Australia in 1926

for a scheduled 10 weeks, and;
stayed two years. Couple of years
ago

.
they gave “Hellzapoppin”

rights to an Australian promoter
who did so well that they’ve now
decided to do it themselves. Marty
May, June Johnson, J. C. Olsen
and “several typical American
acts” are going along.

SIBYL BOWAN
at

BRITISH COLONIAL, NASSAU
Thanks Again to JIMMY GRADY

Of Miami Date, With 5

Days to Go, for a Rest
Miami, Jan. 19.

With five days to go on his en-

gagement at the Clover Club, Dick
Haymes was released from the deal

after showing up Wednesday (13)

with, a “cold,” working one full

show and a short turn for the late

shift, then missing the following
night completely. Short notice
forced club owner jack Goldman
to scramble around for replace-
ments.

Business first part of his run was
on the fair side, with slide setting
in this week. According to parties
involved, Haymes claimed his doc-
tor had advised him to quit work-
ing for a while to rest up his throat
to avoid more serious complica-
tions. The singer spent the rest
of the week with wife R^ta Hay-
worth at the Roney Plaza, sunning
and resting. Goldman spent a
sleepless 12 hours before persuad-
ing Mary Small, conicidentally va-
cationing at the Roney Plaza, to
substitute.

There was no time to change ads
and billing in local, dailies for the
weekend, although outdoor signs
were changed overnight. Miss
Small garnered a solid reception
from audiences Friday night, de-
spite the fact they were informed
at the last minute that Haymes was
unable to appear.

Difficulties in the field of spon-
sored show biz have cropped up
with the cancellation of .the Four
Ramses from the General . Motors
Motoraina slated to open . tomor-
row (Thurs.) at the Hotel Wal-
dorf-Astoria, N”. Y. This aero act
had appeared for/a rival motor-
maker, Lincoln-Mercury, sponsor-
ing the Ed Sullivan “Toast of the
Town” on CBS-TV Sunday (17).

- With their appearance for a
competing outfit, the Kudner
Agency’ felt that they had become
ineligible to work for GM, and
thus the act was cancelled out.

Meanwhile negotiations are still

on to have the act open , at the
Motorama as per schedule. The
Lew & Leslie Grade office has
stated that at the time of the book-
ing was made, the Ramses had to
get out of three other commitrhents
in order to clear time for the GM
engagement. Two engagement
were postponed/ but the Sullivan
commitment could only be juggled
so that the stand could have been
played just prior to the GM tour
or during the jaunt. The Grade
office chose the former stand.

The Ramses cancellation is a
throwback to the old Keith

:
Albee

days, when an act that worked for
Loew’s couldn’t work the K-A time.
However, there were plenty of
playdates in those days, and an act
could get along without going to
the rival circuits.

Situation is different today. A
performer must augment the sparse
theatre time and dwindling cafe
dates with tele appearances, and
all engagements are needed by the
acts that would ordinarily play the
sponsored show biz dates.

BAXTER
“Master of Mlsctlef"

Concluded Svemifvf Engagtmtnl

OLYMPIA THEATRE. Miami
Currently Gabbing at the Finer

Hotefi en Miami Beach

Pert. Mgt. Dave Brdnower

r™
Hr

(Beauty and'
the ietrt)

A new note In
Glomor Comedy
Currently Jan. 19
Tha ELEGENTE

New York

Mvt.

:

GERBER-WEI8S
200 W.57 8t.. N.Y.
COlumbUi S-B680

Latest Comedy Material

W,

ter MC’a, Magiejant, Enter*
taineri, ate. Send for eur

lateit price list at erect

ORIGINAL aagfllei, monc-
logi, dialogs, parodies,AmBM fd 1 a ( .7, ilWlilTj

biz top gagmen. Or send
910 for $50 worth of above.

Money back If. not satisfied,

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
108 W, 45 St., N. Y.» N. Y. JU 3-0373

"Special Material by VISK" . . . the »ig-

nature that lends prestige to your act,

for Information Write

A. GUY VISK
Writing Enfirpritet

'Creators of Special Comedy '
Material'

94 Hill Street Troy, N. Y.

(The Mirthplaco of Show Six)

BILL FINCH
JEFFERSON HOTEL

ST, LOUIS
Thanks to MERRIEL ABBOTT

MARK J. LEDDY LEON NEWMAN

RICKIE DUNN
steals

everything

not

nailed

down!"

— Philadelphia News

Currently

LATIN QUARTER
BOSTON

Just Concluded

CASINO ROYAL
Washington, D. C— Contact LOU PERRY-

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
745 Fifth Ave., New York

IS A THIEF!!!

"Richie Dunn Pickpocket pet com-

plete success, lest novelty audience

participation this dub ever booked.

Audiences thoroughly entertained and

mystified. Will set repeat date at

once."

MAC LERNER,

Celebrity Room, Phila.
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The Real vs. Hollywood Houdini
By MILBOURNE CHRISTOPHEH

(Editor 0/ M-U-M, the Magazine of t(ie Society of American Magicians,

the editorial post Houdini held during his last year)

The hottest hasslo in many
moons is raging in sleight-of-hand

circles pro and con the Paramount
film, “Houdini.” Both sides agree

that the picture is a plug for

magic; both side? are happy there

is no exposure ; but there harmony
ceases.

.
One faction ihsist^that the ad-

vertised “sceen biography” label

is ridiculous; the other camp re-

torts that the film Was documented
by “the vast research department
of Paramount both here arid in

.Europe;” \ .

I'm an old Houdini admirer. I

have hundreds of his letters, play-

bills, documents, notes, etc., in iny

collection. Put me down as one
who believes that .any similarity

between the actual life of the
world’s No. 1 escap'e artist and the
picture is purely coincidental.

The fi m shows Houdini getting
out of his first stralghtjacket, not
by hard work and violent contor-
tion, but by staring at a chartdelier.

Inspired by mystic power he gets
free in a jiffy. If it were only that

easy!

In this scene five magicians, all

strapped in similar* restraints, vie
for a prize at the Hallowe’en din-
ner of the “Society of Magicians”
in New York in 1900. Houdini is

shown winning a trip to Europe.
Actually there was no “Society of
Magicians” in New York at the
time. The Society of American
Magicians was /founded ip .1902.

Further, no contest of this nature
was staged. Houdini got his fare

"Hilariously talented youngster

with «oek routine." —VARIETY

WILL JORDAN
CHEVROLET
SHOWCASE
ABC-TV

(January 22, IS P,M., E.S.T.)

Personal Management:

MILTON H. BLACKSTONE
565 5th Ave., New York El 5-1540

Direction: MCA

SENSATIONAL
DANCE ACT

(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

and

135 East 33rd St., New York
PLasa 7-6300

to Europe by pinching pennies

from his salary as a vaudeville act.

1 Tohy~Curtls’ Resemblance j

Tony Curtis, star, of the film,

bears a striking physical resem-

blance to Houdini as a young man;
There the parallel ends. Curtis is

a mild, soft-spoken, reticent per-

former. Houdini was bold, brash,

confident—a master showman. It’s

sad that the man who flew the first

airplane in Australia, who bested

Jess Willard in • a verbal battle

from a California stage, and who
escaped naked from the prison cell

that once held President Garfield’s

assassin', is shown so pallidly on

the screen.

The film ends tragically with

lloudini losing- his life while at-,

tempting to escape for the first

time publicly from the water tor-

ture cell. Actually, he featured

this feat in performances here and
abroad for years.

George Boston, the. magician

who instructed Tony Curtis for his

“Houdini’' role, wrote in Genii, the

west coast magic journal, that

Paramount has “unearthed many
things regarding Houdini that we
never knew..^.before.” The film

proves his statement. Even Hou-
dini would have been amazed at

their “facts.”

Sidney Radner of Holyoke,
Mass., who has a huge Houdini
collection, was provoked to an-
swer: “It is difficult for me to con-
done such, inaccuracies as the date

of HoudiniV mother’s death, the

fictional Hallowe’en superstition,

the two-year layoff from perform-
ing after his mother’s death, the
manner of Houdini’s death involv-

ing a failure to do. the upside-
down, water cell escape, etc. As a

matter of fact I possess Houdini’s
famous upside-down water torture
cell, which was perverted in the
movie version to a ridiculous

Padoga mystery. Why not just say
that the picture ‘Houdini’ was just

a nice entertaining film about an
escape artist—with the title, ‘Hou-
dini,' to cash in on the fame of a

Mr. Weiss who first used that name
to obtain fame.” *

More than nonce Houdini prom-
ised, that he would return from the
grave if possible. You can rest as-

sured it is not possible. Other-
wise the Paramount Studios would
have had a wrathful visit from the
man, whose famous name attracts
patrons to their Technicolored fan-
tasy.

AGVA GETS INJUNCTION

VS. AFMIN MONTREAL
Montreal, Jan. 19.

The American Guild of Variety

Artists yesterday ITues.) obtained

a temporary injunction in a local

court, which is figured to seriously

hamper the American Federation

of Musicians drive to snare AGVA
members into the AFM. Musicians

union had been seeking to get

AGVA members to get a special

permit from the AFM if they were

to be backed by the musicians.

Injunction temporarily forbids

such activity. -A. FrafiK Reel of

the law firm of Silverstone &
Rosenthal repped AGVA • in the

Montreal court.

3-Day St. Louis Huddle

On

Vaude, Cafe Dates

New York
poodles & Skeeter start at the

Latin Quarter, Sunday (24), replac-
ing Christine Jorgensen . . . Larry
Storcn pacted for the Nautilus.
Miami Beach, Feb. 1 . . . Billy
Shepard set for the Stork Club,
London, March 3. He’s current at
the Tic Toe, Syracuse . , . Jimmy
Nelson has switched from the Wil-
liam Morris Agency to Music Corp.
of America . . . Joe E. Lewis and
Eartha Kitt signed for the El
Rancho, Las Vegas, in April ; . .

Oliver Wakefield goes into the Boh
Soir, New York, Jan. 28.

Betty Sc Jane Kean tapped for
the Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
March 4 . . . Page Sc Bray, British
imports, are down for the Sands
Hotel/ Las Vegas . . . Dorothy La-
mour to the Sheraton Biltmore,
Providence, Feb. 17 ... . Jack Carter
tapped for the Sahara, Lag Vegas,
March 1. *, —*•«•wawo i

Music Corp. of America staffers

have returned to their respective

hoirieoffces following a three-day

conference on acts and bands held

last week at the Park Plaza Hotel,

St. Louis. The 14 execs at the con-

fab spent the period in discussing

means of. boosting employment, in

all sections of the country. Prob-
lems of individual bookings 1 and
acts were taken up in detail.

Attending the meeting were
MCA veepee Larry Barnett, John
Dugan; band and act dept, coordi-

nator, Dave Bauingarten and Larry
Funk, all representing the Gotham
branch; Bill Butel, Cleveland;
Vcrle Bogue, Detroit; Charles
Richter, Minneapolis; Jim Brailey,

Marvin Moss and Leighton Bailey,

Chicago; Eddie Green and Eddie
Stacey, Dallas; Hal Howard, Bever-
ly Hills, and Merle Howard, San
Francisco.
' Palaver was originally slated for

Chicago, but the recent furniture

show preempted all the available
hotel space, so meet was trans-
ferred to the comparatively cen-
trally located St. Louis.

ARSENAL-PACKING MGR.

HELDONASSAULT CLAIM
Toledo, Jan. 19*

Robert H. Stanley, 5.7, manager
of . “Lady Godiva and Her Wonder
Horse,” a night ciub act which ap-
peared at Ka-See’s Theatre-Nite
Club, Toledo,' a week earlier, will

face trial in Municipal Court to-

morrow (Wed.), as a result of a
4 a. m. fracas in the Lorraine Hotel
with the lady, Mrs. Frances Dubie,
who gave her age as 29.

Stanley was held to the grand
jury under $1,500 cash bond on a
charge of carrying concealed weap-
ons and another charge of assault
and battery. Mrs/Dubie was treat-

ed in Maumee Valley Hospital for
a fractured nose and bruises. Mts:
Dubie said she had been beaten be-
cause she complained to Stanley of
the split of her $750 weekly pay,
and had started to walk out'.

At the hospital, Stanley turned
over a loaded automatic pistol he
carried in his pocket. A search
disclosed that he also carried four
deputy sheriff badges acquired in
other parts of the . nation, and an-
other loaded pistol in his hotel
room.

Chicago, Jan. 19.

Two young performers wera dominating tha conversation in the
crowded outer office of Chi clubidate booker Harry Grebe* last
week. Said one: “Let me give you a tip. If - you’re ever out on
the Coast, avoid this certain show. It uses a lot of talent, but ne
matter how good you’re going'that day, you’ll lay an egg. There’s
a chimpanzee in the show who’ll steal everything from you. He’s
really the star. Everyone wants to see the chimp.”

The other submitted that he himself thought chimps were good
attractions, being naturally funny creatures. “The more they act
like people, the- funnier they are. But if we* were to act like
monkeys we’d, never get a rise out of the chimps,” he said.

The first wailed that.chimps were beginning to takeover every-
where* especially on tv. “Were you watching the dar Garroway’s
chimp bit him on the cheek? Garroway thought he was going to
be kissed. Really very funny.” -

An older man across the room told of a chimp in a show he
had been working who suddenly went berserk and bit everyone
in sight. “This wouldn’t have been so bad,” he said, “except that
this was the tame chimp. The wild one' was sitting around with
a muzzle on.”

“My God,” said one of the young troupers. “No business is

safe anymore.”

“Gee,” the other piped. “Do you think show business will ever
go back to people?” And he bit the guy beside him.

Candidates as Trustees

Of AGVA Welfare Fond
The trustees of the American

Guild of Variety Artists Welfare

Fund who represent the employ-

ers are preparing a panel of al-

ternate trustees. Among those up
for consideration are George A.
Hamid, outdoor producer and tal-

ent agency operator, and Lou Wal-
ters, operator of the Latin Quar-
ter, N. Y. '

Fact that Hamid’s name is. un-
der consideration is causing sur-
prise, since he has been a pro-
fessed foe of- the welfare fund
payments and has battled the union
on that score. Walters also • consti-

tutes a surprising selection, inas-

much as he’s the former president
of the Theatre Restaurant Oper-
ators Assn., an organization of
nitery owners, which, has similarly
been in the forefront of a battle

against AGVA on the welfare fund
payment as well as other major
questions.

Presently the employer trustees
comprise Dave Katz, former man-
aging director of the Roxy

.
Thea-

tre, N. Y.; Nat Abramson, head of
the WOR Artists Bureau, and. Nick
Prouriis, .who in conjunction with-
Arnold Rossfield operates the Ver-
sailles, N. Y.

.

ROSE MARIE, KENT DUO

IN N.Y. BOW AT LA VIE
Newly-formed team of Rose

Marie & Lenny Kent will get its

first N. Y. airing at La Vie en Rose
starting Feb. 11. They’ll be on
the bill topped by Vic Damone.

The parlay was formed recently,

through individual bookings at the

Bandbox, Los Angeles, where bits

they were doing started to catch on.

They’ll precede their N.. Y. stand
with the Latin Quarter, Boston,

starting Jan. 18.

PRENTICE
PUPPET PRANKSTER

Currently Presented by BILL MILLER
4 Week Engagement

SAHARA
LAS VEGAS
— Representation —

NEW YORK
Mark Leddy & Lion Newman

48 W. 48th Street
WEST COAST

Alice Faber Agency

)
20 (I, jCamino Drive, Bev.

2L

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 19.
The city fathers and merchants

are going all out to make the com-
ing Saranac Lake Winter Carnival
the best ever.

Forbes Dawson, author and ac-
tor, has written a novel between
rest periods “The Damned Don’t
Die”

. and expects publication soon.
His progress okay and he is with
the ups in the ambulatory depart-
ment. .

C. Shirley Houff, technician,
called to Madison, Va., to bedside
of his mother who was stricken

|

with a serious setback.
Kenneth Wadleigh, Hillboro,

N. H , in and out of the general
hospital after mastering operation
No. 3. This old veteran is beating
the rap.
Dorothy Kendarich in

; from
Brooklyn and registered in as a
new guest. She was formerly con-
nected with Shubert Theatres and
Michael Todd Productions.
Sant Roberts, Chicago agent, now

hospitalized at the Wesley Memo-
rial, Chicago.

Shirley Handler (Marion Pow-
ers) booked solid since she left
here two years ago, as a nitery en-

Continued from page 56

by Ben Marden at a cost of $370,-
000 in 1937; Spot was closed dur-
ing the war when gas rationing
made it impossible for many to get
there. Spot was purchased by Mil-
ler in 1946 for $500,000.

The Riviera grossed more than
$100,000 in some capacity weeks.
It was regarded as one of the high-
est-grossing niteries in America
among those operating without a
casino adjunct. Spot, of course,
had one of the best equipped gam-
ing rooms in the east, but that por-
tion of .the cafe has been faHow.
The political atmosphere in Jersey
hasn’t been propitious for the op-
eration of greenfelts.

The Riviera thus is being forci-
bly retired at the height of its
earning capacity.

LUCAS
Jan. 25 Thru Jan. 30

DAVENPORT HOTEL

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

COMEDY MATERIAL
For AII Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE OMCMAl SHOW-BIZ 646 Flit

(Tha Service of the STARS) '

First of 15 flies $7.00—All 35 Issues %U
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping!
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.. $10 e
• MINSTREL BUDGET :. . . . $25 e
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ee. bk. .$25 e
• BLUE BOOK (Geg$ for Stsgs) $50 e
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over o thousand
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BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., New YOrk 19—Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
presents
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e e e
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Dolores Gray is a songplugger’s

, she knows how to put em

^ ‘r^ld and new-and- in her

fmoire Room comer-outer dis-

Sved the kind of savvy that lias

J Jen her that big mdfle in the

Suskomedy showshops of London
m
nv? N Y It’s unfortunate that the

SK acoustics and dimensions

such that intro verbiage and

vocal phrasings aresometimes lost,

and in opening night commotion a

southwest seat meant appraising

Si hack of a performer’s head.

She has a nice blonde noggin, at

that plus a lively manner and a

vivid style topped by a corking

change of pace.
.

The starters were okay* but it

took “I Love Paris” to get her in

strUle. After that it was. a long

succession, perhaps an overbun-

iiancc and trimming won t hurt

Ihc lady’s chances to ring the

tocsin on the uppercrust knife-

and-fork circuit.

Miss Gray can be. saucy, too,

as per her “A Hou " .>s hot a

Home,” a double-en .< re .thing

complete with interpolac.ons but no

apologies" to Polly Adler, lately of

the literati set. She supplies the

soothing syrup on “Stranger in

Paradise” and backs it with a pink

champagne special that fairly

bubbles and includes a circuit of

the floor with bottle in hand* Amid
an overload of purring tunes, the

cal is still at her best in such num-
bers as “World On a String” or

wliere she can lift that big throat

of hers. A ballad like “Someone
To Watch Over Me” can get lost

when the unfamiliar verse is given

free rein.

Singer’s narrative “Olive Tree”

seems more suited for an intimery,

but her number front “Annie Get
Your Gun,” her longrun London
showcaser which got her attention

in her native U.S. via the cables,

shows off her patter
;
and scene-

setting talents as well as her sing-

ing. In this as in other tunes Miss
Gray gets that expert piano of Hal
Hastings which she acknowledges
along with a bow to her trio con-

sisting of bass; vibes and guitar.

Also pays obeisance to Nat Brand-
uyrine’s orch. Mischa Borr alter-

nates on the dansapatiori. Trau.

« Gray with Hal Hastings
D l

THo; Nat Brandwyfine and

Heachcomber, Miami IK*

Miami Beach, Jan. 16.

Betty Hutton k Co., Sophie
Tucker with Ted Shapiro , Harry
Richman, Chandra Kaly Dancers,
Leu Dawson Orch

;

$3 k $6 beu.

minimum*

they’re waiting for—tribute to
Miss Tucker and her version of
“Some Of These Days.” This
brings one of the Vet from the aud
for the joining that leads to a new
“There’ll Always Be a Red Hot
Momma,” with the interchanges
and strutting bringing howls and
sustained reaction.

In her own spot, La Tucker con-
denses her contrib to the proceed-
ings to a 30-minute run that con-
tains the best of her catalog, which
highlights the interchanges with
able accompanist-straight man Ted
Shapiro. Recourse on . show biz
career for the Golden Jubilee
pitch is a rousing closer. She’s as
tfdroit and showmanly as ever,
with kudoes from the crowd.

Chandra Kaly and dancers add
flash and' a bizarre touch with
their Indonese - slanted t e r p s
worked, out to exotic rhythms.
Harry Richman, permanent emcee
for the season, adds his suave
touch to initiate matters in author-
itative style. Len Dawson’s orch
handles the difficult musical as-
signments in superb manlier.

St. Regis,, x. \\
Russell Nypet ‘ Kay Halley

i

Milt
Shaw Orch (8). Minimum $1.50;
weekends $2.50.

Hotel Pierre. N. Y.
Denise Dated, Mata, k Hari,

Stanley Melba and Chico Relli
Orchs; $2-$2.50 cover.

This big (900 seat) operation Is

far ahead of other cafes in the
area in the run for the tourist

buck, with a record-breaking gross
of over $135,000 for the 12-day
holiday period with a show

,

that
..had Sophie Tucker, Billy Daniels,
Myron Coliert, Blackburn Twins
and Harry Richman.

,

Operators then
.
shut down for

the 10-day post-New Year’s lull,

to come up with the' current team-
ing, one which, from the first three
nights’ averages, looks to set a
mnv record in till-takes. Magnet
this time is Betty Hutton, with
Miss Tucker relinquishing top bill-

ing and spot to the blonde bomb-

Provocative dualing of the Mata
k Harl combo and Denise Darcel
brought overflow business here on
opening Tuesday (12), despite a
blizzard.

Miss Darcel is a charmer and
looks at home here, But she cuts
to a curious minimum the type of
play she does best: palaver with
the

.
ringsiders. Gallic import,

should put more of her French ac:

cent on kibitzing stuff and less
on soiigalog. She’s richly endowed
with physical assets, but vocalizes
less well. \

Miss Darcel expresses big affec-
tion for the audience with “You’re
Swell” as the teeoff, and follows
with “Magnifique." She’s meek at
the mike with “Birth of the Blues.”
Choice pf “I Love Paris” as an-
other offering represents daring,
in view of the sensational ways it's

thundered .across in the legiter,

“Can-Can.”
Mata k Hari have the first half

of the show and click fine. Dance
satirists perform their usual in-

genious stuff, and the timing and
comedic nuances add to the sock
values. Opener, “Mysteries, in the
East,’’ is a colorful and amusing
intro to their highly specialized
brand of terpery. Highpoint of the
turn is their delightful absurdity,
“Carnegie Hall,” reprised from
previous appearances, in which
they make, like various musical in-

struments. Orch’s accompaniment
(Lothar Perl batoned fer M & H)
is tricky and deft.

Stanley Melba’s crew back-
grounds .the program competently
and Melba handles the brief m.c.

chores. Removal of a’ platform,
which M k H use, means a stage
wait but : Melba is personable
enough in conveying program notes

so as not to make the pause too

awkward. M k H have a Couple of

costume changes but not much time
is lost. Chico Relli’s orch alter-

nates with Melba’s company for

dancing. Genic.

Here is that relaxed young man
in the hornrimmed specs and the

1
crew haircut again. His fourth
date at the Maisonette. And the
joint nearly capacity at the mid-
night performance on a snow-
stormy night (14). How explain
the peculiar appeal of Russell
Nype to the carriage trade?

First of all, he looks and acts
like a young man who went to Ivy
prep, and Ivy. college. He has
houseparty nonchalance, a set of
splendid, even white teeth which
suggest that his conscientious pa-
rents brought him up oil lots of
.-Orange juice and spinach. So there
he is, a new type young entertain-
er — hornrimmed like Garroway
and Allen, and Umpteen others.
Just saunters on in a $300 dinner
jacket, slim enough for single
breasted.

Actually, Nype is very much out
to win, please and sock himself
across. His nonthcatrica] personal-
ity is deceptive; His smoothshaven
boyishness is. devastating to the
alumni of Miss Spence, With
plenty of speed and zip, but not
seeming as if he was clock-con-
scious at all, Nype breezes through
a dozen numbers, nine of them
standard melodies. He tips off his
awareness of the congenital rest-

lessness of a cafe audience when
he alibis in advance his one recita
tion (“Goodbye, Mr. Chips”) by
saying, “Don’t worry; It only takes
two and a half minutes.”

His mtisicai arrangements are
cleverly contrived and he has a
resourceful accompanist in Kay
Holley, a nice-looking blonde.
Nype increasingly' uses his voice
for stylized effects arid a good
guess would be that as time goes
on' he will mature into more of
singing wit and less, as now, of
drawingroom friend. But don’t mis-
understand . the comment. What
Nype now is, is what the carriage
trade obviously loves and wants
The comment merely suggests the
logic of Nype’s inherent showman-
ship. For ail his underplaying, his

jaunty, hands-in-pocket movement
from table to table (while debs get
a misty look in their orb*), this

guy is intent upon stopping the
show.- ...

Nype owes, and pays, tribute to

the sturdy backing of the Maison
ette orchestra headed by Milt
Shaw. Land.

sisting of four boys and four attrac-
tive girls, has plenty of class and,
verve and helps this bill nicely for’
changes of pace. Emil Coleman
orch showbacks very capably and
plays the dance sets. Les.

Le Rubxan IKIeu, X. Y*
Nino Nanni, Jonathan Winters,

Arte Johnson, Isobcl Robins,
Jackson Sisters (3), Julius Monk,
Norjnan Paris Trio; $3.75 mini--

mum.

The Mele Bros’, iritimerie, with
Julius Monk in charge of talent
operations* has been going outside
the circle of the smallroom . reg-
ulars for its talent. Most of the
turns at the new display are mak-
ing their nitery bows. As a. matter
of fact, three out of the five on the
card ore newcomers on the circuit.

They are Arte Johnson. Isobel

Robins and Jonathan Winters (see

New Acts).

Inclusion of so much new talent
on the same roster could conceiv-
ably niake for an uneven perform

Rltz CarltoBy Montreal
• Montreal, Jan. 15,

Odette Myrtil, Johnny Gallant
Joe Settano Trio; $1 -$1.50 coper.

Present engagement marks sec*
ond appearance in. the Ritz Cafe
lor Odette Myrtil, and this talented
performer scores in the same affec-
tionate way with her uninhibited
songs and manner.

Miss Myrtil has assembled an
act that reprises enough of the nos-
talgia from her old musicals to
balance such special material as
“O d Man River” in French a la

Piaf and a rousing parody on
“Hellq Young Lovers.” Her Bilin-
gualism gives her added, advantage
over the usual chirper,and is par-
ticular^ effective in this room,
where the clientele is usually 50-50
English and French.
From other showings,, she re-

peats such laves, as her operatic
sequence, a satire on the period
when "Rose Marie” was the hit;

her vio. in-and-song session which
inyo’vcs a trip: around the floor

ance, but the hi^h level of quality
j f JH.'bn SnSf

is maintained. The bill provides a i ‘Pi. pfn.m fi-nm t fW"
6

lot of interest with the newcomers, i

o[
J!

gloup from South Pacific.

all of whom are in the
vein.

The comparative vets are Nino
Nanni and the youthful Jackson
Sisters (3). Nanni is a familiar fig-

ure at this hospice. An expert
pianist, he has a rvsonant and
well-controlled style. Beating out
strong boogie, Nanni provides a

series Of entertaining recitatives

which includes a travelog through
the New Orleans joints, a senti-

mental item on small boys, and a
radio satire.

The Jackson girls are a likeable
Negro trio in their teens who show
some fine harmonics. The kids
have good material, work hard at

projecting it arid make a neat im-
pression. They have a fresh ap-
proach to a variety of tunes, which
includes "Rainy Day," “Over the
Rainbow” and "Old McDonald Had
a Farm.”
One of the spot's features is the

Norman P^pis Trio, who not only
showback excellently, but dish out

a blend of music that frequently
quiets the audience. Monk confer-
enciers and does a few piano solos

in the course of th~ evening which
make for worthy listening.

Jose.

comedy Coming more or less, out of semi-
retirement from her regular busi-
ness of dress designing,

.
Miss

Myrtil’s gowns are well-choscii and
theatrical enough without going
overboard, For the first two nights
of current stint, her son Roger,
w ho routined the act and wrote
most of her offbeat nurribersT gave
her added support at the piano.

:

The aeconip chores are now in the
|
hands of house 88er Johnny Gal-

I
lant, for the same solid results. Be-
tween shows, the. Joe Settano trio
plays the most danccable music in

: town,; with Gallant returning to do
interlude music: ' Newt.

Cluli, X. V.
E:hll Cohen. MoTty Gunty, Alfred

k Lei, ore, Phyllis; Miller, Roger
Slid Orch; $5

'
minimum.

Palmer HonMe. Mil
Chicago, Jan. 14.

Pfltachow, Amin Bros. (2), Fran-
cis Brunn . Empire Eight, Emil
Coleman Orch (10); $3.50 mini-

mum, $1 cover.

XaullliiM. Miami RVIi
Miami Beach, Jan. 16.

Jackie Miles. Antone k lna, Syd
Stanley Orch; $2.50. bee.

Although heavy ad arid publicity
campaign helped, biggest wold-of-
moulh builder is the sock sequence
in which the duo teams in a finale
that sends them out talking. Miss
Hutton, on her own, sets lip a
project that keeps the tablers
pounding, never letting up on her
frenetic pace-r-a route that would
have the average performer gasp-
ing for breath in a short time; not
so the ebullient songstress come-
dienne.

Introed by Miss Tucker—who at
same time announces the soon-due
filming of her life story with Miss
Hutton in the lead— the careful
devising of her act is evident, with
valkon from audience through re-
prise on show biz career, drive
continuing with “They’ve Written
bongs Of Love, But Not For Me,”
a cleverly arranged special on the
theme with inclusion of hits writ-
ten for her by McHugh, Berlin,
Burke and Van Heusen.

,

1 lacing of recent film clicks in-
cludes a tribute to Blossom Seeley
jind. Benny Fields and songs from
their biopic, which allows for a:

vrip down to brief, eye-filling cos-
tuming; segment has three male
Mingsters-dancers joining act to
*u'd color and harmonic back-
ground. Keeps changing costume,
toiva twist on the '20s era. winding
'vuh top hat and tails for "Mel-
nheholy Baby” and the zingy “Lul-

,

)y of Broadway.” Comedy-lined
I'hupoon on Sadie Thompson is

S^die, That’s My Name,”
^!'d is highly effective.

'1c
;

tvinds with serious “Just
riiiat I Was Born To Do,” for a

P«yoff that brings encore
what

Hole! i liase. Si. L.
St. Louis, Jan. 15.

Helen Traubel. Johnny O'Brien,
Dupree Trio, Art Lowry Orch ( 12.)

;

$1-$1.50.

Back in her native
making her first p.a.

nitery. Helen Traubel
this plush west end
Wagnerian and other

heath and
in a local

is packing
spot. With
arias inter-

Sprightly blouserand-shirt chan-
toosie Patachdu is a wham attrac-

tion for the Empire Room here,

making an intimery of these larg-

ish quarters in her electric and
thoroughly engaging half-hour seg-

ment. While she’s not wellknown
in these parts, since, this is her
first Chi appearance, lip service by
tlie firstnight zealots should help
summon heavy patronage from con-
ventioneers and supper-club regu-
lars for the next four weeks.

Patachbu's demeanor is casual

and whimsical, yet comes off as

effulgent and exciting. She doesn't

peddle sex. hardly even hints it by
either dress or gesture, but still

comes off as sexy. And. though her
voice isn’t the smoothest ever
piped on the boards -by a long shot,

her stylizing is brisk, airy and ani-

mated, with a touch of the hoyden
to load her turn with charm and
playful mischief. Numbers are

Odd note this season has been
the patronage fluctuation along the
hotel-cafe run, with one spot hot
for a 10-day period, then shift to

another the following week. Cur-
rently it is Jackie Miles who is

packing them into the
Driftwopd Room nightly.

Miles has had his ins-and-outs

:

in this area—mostly ins—arid- this
j

time, when the competition is i

fierce during a lull period, proves i

Alan Gale haying gone to Miami
Beach to turn the kingstzed Copa
City in'o the Florida edition of the
Celebrity Club, the Manhattan
spot is now in charge of agents
Harry Adler and Nat Dunn, who
have partnered in tlrs entorprise.
The .Celebrity Club, during Gale’s
ttnure in that spot, v/as, built up
as a gathering spot for Yiddish
audienves and it became a haven
lor a prosperous banquet trade.

Trie present
.
management has

that sfwe end in view. Foodwiso
and i rile rtainmentwisc, the spot is

minimum. • pe: red lor the same kind of rev-
enue and it, seems that similar
prc'£otrity. can continue,

Ai.ler & Dunn have installed a
show that should appeal to the
oldl ine Yiddish clientele that con-
sliiutts a healthy segment of the
cHib(’;.te business. In addition,

275-seat
j

(here's always the transient trade
..•that should help the gross here.

Of the acts on tap, all arc vets
of the clubdate circuit and most
are lamiliar arid liked by Yiddish

n ,n .,r . . rudiences. They’re discussed un-Proxcs i Hot, jvt
(?w

ne oi'MBS nib b.auuniu
jn j>, a ennH ctorvinll.

sorlment of character delineation*. Ls
,

. r
observations on hotels, people and J
type,, with a series of fresh ad

»f>ri S,’d eNewher? dancers(nccail in in lailtf
Cl " "V 1 UdnCCIS

a potent draw in the right room.
|

AcU- In the retinue are

He brings back his standard as-
j

. e . Mnnv
sorlment of character delineation*.

|

" ...5^ ;—^ to become
l

a
cafe circuits

Alfred Sc

spersed with’ lighter stuff, the for- j'rieaiiy all buoyant, and the fact

mer Met chirper is socking over
,

that she avoids romantically melan-

her routines and is one of the very :,choly stuff in spite of the imbal-

few artists who have visited this
;
ance indicates that she knows her

tossed in to keep the laughs
mounting.

The easy, underplayed delivery
adds to overall attention and re-

sultant solid reaction. On for some
40 minutes, he could have stayed
even longer.
Antone and Ina. house dancers,

purvey terp patterns that feature
one-hand lifts, for flash and Latino.
American tempos for blend, to win
healthy returns. Syd Stanley and
his orch showback in lop manner
and keep the floor filled for the
dansapation. Lanj.

Lt-riore.. and singer Phyllis Miller.
On onening night (15). Roger

Steel’s orch showed need of fur-
ther music rehearsal, which was
especially evident during the Al-
lred A Lenore turn. Otherwise
they did okay. Jose.

i ttie Soc»i«*ly. X.
(FOLLOWUP)

With Alan Dale holding
headliner, this Greenwich
boite has come up with a
that’s way overboard
There’s no less then

over as
Village

neu> bill

on vocalists,
lour s ngers

room to cop a standing ovation.

Current layout is further embel-
lished by Johnny O’Brien, comic-

harmonicist. and the Dupree Trio.

In the closing slot Miss Traubel

trills for 30 minutes, starting

with “I Believe” and winding up
with Brahms’ “Lullaby.” Her in-

terp of the M St. Louis Blues*” which
she terms “the folksong of my
native, village,” gains vociferous

palm-pounding. With her .accom-

panist, Burton Farber. pounding

the 88 for “I’ve Got a Real Piano

Player,” a la Jimmy Durante, Miss
\

Traubel gives additional cause for
,

animated approval.
. ,,

O’Brien, with a nasal bucolic
i

delivery, warms up the customers
]

with a neat line of sly chatter. His
(

harmonica playing
.
is limited to

three numbers. “I'm Looking for a

Four Leaf Clo.ver,” “Poet . and

Peasant” medley and ‘ Chicken

Reel ”

Tlie Dupree Trio, two shapely

platinum blonde gals and a lad. all

of whom appear to he- just out of

the teenage group, click in a rpu-.

tine that embraced ballroomolog>.

aero, tap and terrif splits. .Art

Lowry’s tooters do a. neat job
• - layout,

j

forte.

i Working solely in a hcadspot, she

! sells 10 songs to salvos and is her
! own comic relief. Familiar French-
i ish tunes of the “ooh la la” sort are

! set oil by belted ‘Wonderful Guy,’’

; a French version of a covvboy tune,

i and a pleasant spooiery of the

j
American conception of Parisian

i chir.ps, Her turn is a complete
delight.

Supporting card is overweight in

juggling and acrbbatics. bill the

turns are so strong that the lack

of variety isn’t severely felt. Amin
Bros, are breathtaking in their slot

with unique acros that evoke in-

credulous gasps from the custom"
ers and enthusiastic table^thumping
lor smooth execution.

Speed juggler Francis Brunn
works with rings, balls and plates

at a swift showmanly pace while
ail attractive femme assists in

feeding him his materials. He bal-
' ances from hea'dstands, juggles in

[ a battery of acros, and gets a great

|

mitt for operating the rings While

i skipping rope.
I New house line, the Empire

in ; Eight, is unveiled for this show in

two

One Fiflla Ave.. X. Y.
Natwy Andrews . Jeff Warren. Bob

Downey <& Harold Fonville, Hazel

Webster; no cover minimum.

show plus a combo. Three
A Boll, which also accents

This Bob Downey-managed spot

seems to have a plenitude of busi-

ness at any time of year and with
any show. Of course. Downey
takes care to provide a smart show
with * a sophisticated veneer. In

the current duo of performers, the
generally high standards of the

spot are maintained With Nancy
Andrews and Jeff Warren (latter

New’ Acts).
Miss Andrews has a smart batch

of material arid she delivers same
with professional skill. Her tunes
encompass a variety of subjects,

with enough spice to make it in-

teresting. She has a good bit on
the current scare in ci caret smok-
ing, and some okay hillbilly styled

pieces that bring favor.

Downey, together with Harold
Fonville, provides a .

lude at the twin ivories. Musical

comedy tunes predominate. Num-
bers are interestingly arranged

and they make wind up with a

salvo. Hazel Webster does the re-

lief at the keyboard and she pro

on this

N'uls &
vocals,

A1 .Morgan, a solid attraction in
the midwest nitery belt, svores

;
nicely with a rousing repertoire
of assorted oldies. Morgan is not
forte- on slick piping but he punch-
es zestfully and has a genial man-
ner. Morgan works from the pi-
ano. which he flails with a unique

,
windmill motion.
.Lmda Foster, another newcomer

to the bill, has lari' impact with
her impressions and straight vo-

cals. She carbons llildcvardc, an.

,

operat ic soprano and a blues 'stylist

with so-so results. She registers
strongest with her “Tonight Love”
delivery and she should stress this

type of dramatic number.
| Dale, a Coral Records’ artist, is

one of the current crop of young
singers who has had some moder-

l ate clicks on wax but deserves
' more, lie has a standout voice arid'

shows enough savvy on the floor

pleasing inter-
: to work anywhere.

Dorothy Duiin. another holdover,

needs additional seasoning. Miss
Dunn has an okay voice but she
buritfi her numbers in cute man-
nerisms that are repeated again

nd again. Miss Dunn also does
• •

• han-V .'K unveiled for this show in J lief at the keyboard and she pro -

1

ano again.; miss uuun ««

song and dance routjn^s fijsh-j vides a v ^

% ^ — , ( ^ — ^ w r 4. * i • • ^ III
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. WEEK OP JANUARY 20, 1854
Numerals In connection with blll» below Indicate opining day el ehow

. whether full or split week
tetter In parentheses Indicates circuit. d> Independent; (L) toew; CM) Moss;

(Pi Paramount; (R> RKO; <*> Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W> Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Halid) 21

Marilyn Murphy
4 Step Bros
Eric Hutson
Janet Gaylord
Victor Moreno
Anthony Makas
BocKettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

:

.

Palace <R> 20*.

McHarrls & Dolores
Lee Marx Sc” Billie

Boy Rogers
Hl-Llters

Chris Cross
Prullle Sf Tallow
Dave Apollon
Honey Girls

CHICAGO
chicaoo <P> 22.

Jay Lawrence
B & C Robinson
Cathy Barr
Nov-Elites .

MIAMI
Olympia <P) 20

San Souci Rev
Whitson Bros
Red Heads

AUSTRALIA

BRISBANE
HIs Malestys <T> 10
Tommy Tiinder
Toni Green :

Joe Lee
3 Fayes
6 De Pauls
Bouna
Mary Prlestman
Harry Moreny
Lloyd Martin
Toni Laniond
Maureen Helman
Dancing Boys
Ballet ^ . .

MELBOURNE
! Tivoli (T) 10

Betty Driver
Walton & O’Rourke
Chevalier ‘Bros
Jimae Co
Gene Jlmne
Norman Vaughan

Duke St Horsburgh
Joey Porter
Babs McKinnon
Peter

’

Dorothy Hall
Wolly Peterson
Debonairs
Adorables

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 11

H Sleman St Archie
Daresco 3
Lowe Sc Ladd
Charley Wood Co
Frank Cook
Susan Jeans
Rentta Kramer
Carlisle A Weldon
Claudlne Cheret.

.

Chaddells
Show Girls
Nudes
Ballet

Boulcvar-Dons (6)

F . Masters Ore
Crossroads

Buddy De Vito
Dorothy Langdon
Gloria Brooks
Edpowatdr Beach

Horace Heldt Show
Johnny Standley
Richard Kerr -

Ralph Sigwald
Allen Brenneman

Russ Budd
Lyzaheth Lynch
Conley Graves Ore

Enftoro
Artie Shaw
Gramercy 3

Palmer House
Patachdu
Amin Bros (2)

Francis Brunn
.

Empire Eight
Emil Coleirtaq Ore

10$ ANGELES

BRITAIN

BLACKPOOL
Palace d> 13

Robert Bros
Great Moises
Grafton & Antonio

8
ermana Sis
e’Naros .

BRIXTON
Empress (II II

Billy Cotton Bd
Fred Lovelle
Shipway Twins
Jackie Ross
Walthon Sc D
Archie Glenn.
Bunty St Clair

CHELSEA
Palaco «> II

Hutch
Eric Barker
Karen Greer

.

Eddie Gordon Sc N
Ronnie Collins
Kuarb 3
Singer St WyiW

CHISWICK
Empire <S) ll

Charles Irwin
Dolore Whiteman
Norman Hafper"
Don Cameron

Chief Eagle Eye
» Mohawks
Rustler
Ffasers Harm Co :

EAST HAM
.GranadS (I) 11

Mark Pasquin
F Sc L Preston
June Dailnt
*1 Williams
Ladd West
Plllav Gang

EDINBURGH
. Empire (M) 11

Jack. Lewis
Tommy Rose
Sonny Dawfces
4 Mello-Macs
Arthur Knotto
Jackie Lester
Ralph Humber
Douglas Lester.
Monty Norman
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) M

Roy Lester
Kenne Lucas
Roy Walker
Max Carole
Rey OVerbury r It S
SkyIons-

Cabaret Bills

Ambassador Hotel
Jeanette MacDonald
Benny Strong Ore

Band Box
Billy Gray
Moore Sc Lessy
Larry Green Trio

Bar . of Music
Arthur Blake "

Jayne . Manners
E Bradford. Ore

Blttmore Hotel
Tyrrell Sc Winslow
Ladd . Lyon
Artie James
Hal Derwln Ore

Clro's
The Coolers <5>

Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charley Fey's
Doodles Weaver

Jimmie Ames
A Browne Ore

Mocambs
Eartha Kilt
Paul Hebert Ore
.. Moulin Rouge
B Mlnevltch HR
De Castro Sis (3)

Dominique
Chiqulta Sc Johnson
Louise Hoff

.

Barbettes (3)

Gina Genardl .

Tom Canyon
.

Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore

.

D Arden Dancers
sutler Hotel

Continentals (5)

Clifford Guest
Ralph & Lorraine
Frankie Carle Ore
Ron Perry Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

NEW YORK CITY

Blue Angel
Stan Freeman
Jorie Remes
Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels

.

MadmoiselleS
Norene Tate
Three flames
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood Si

Goodman
Cafe Society D'nfwn
Rusty Draper
AI Morgan
Dorothy Dunn
A Robbins Ore

.

Celebrity Club
Emil Cohen
Marty Gumty
PhylUs Miller
Alfred Sc Lenore
Roger Steel Ore

. Chateau Madrid
Alberto Castillo
Pqpi Campo Ore
Freddie Alonso
Santa Herrera

Copacabana
Martin & Lewis
Skylarks 1

Mayo Bros
Dick Stabile
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Durso Orc
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador

Jules Lan«le Orr
La .Vie Eh Ros*

Peart Bailey .

Guy Cherne.v
Van Smith Ore
No. I Fifth AVi

Nancy Andrews
Jeff Warren

.

Bob Downey
Harold Fonville .

Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian

Sadie Banks
Billy Vinj
Joe LaFortc Ore
D’Aquila Ore

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields
Joan Bishop .

Eddie Litwln
Two Guitars

Vladimir Rozlicn
Luhov Ilamsha y
Misha Uzdanoff
Senia Karavneff
Misha Markoff

Hofot nntmoro
. Gleb Yelljn

Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden

Dru St Dijon
Ernie Rudy Ore
A RolUni Trio

HoUl Plorro
Denise Darcel
Mata Sc Hara :

Stanley Melba Ore
Chico Belli Ore

Hotol Plait
K Thompson
Ted Straeter Ore
Monte Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel st. Regis
Russell Nype
Milt Shaw ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Hotel Sherry*
Netherland

Helene Francois
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Brunesco Ore

Hotel Statler
Horace Heldt

Hotel Taft
Vliicent Lopez Orr

Latin Quarter
Doodles Sc Skeeter
Myles Bell
L & M Murray
Mon Toy
Darvas Sc Julia
Lee Sharon
Rob Murray
7 Ashtons
Ruby Richards
Art Waaer Ore
B Harlnwe Ore

Le Ruban Bleu
Julius Monk
Jonathan Winters
Isabelle Robins
Artie Johnson
Jackson' Sisters
N Parris

.
Trio

Versailles
'Nice To See You'
Georgie Kaye
Fay DeWitt
Don Liberto
Al Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy Keller
Patti Ross
Linda Lombard
Barbara Stewart .

Carol Ohinart
Salvatore Gioe Orr
I’anchlto Ore .

Village Vanguard
Rose Murnhy.
Three Iliffs .

Trude Adams
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Dolores Gray
N Brandwynne Ore
Misi ha Burr Ore

Atlantis Hotel
Henry Tobias
Sid Lewis - Ore

Sc Susie
'Algiers Ho!el

Buddy. Walker
Mai Mnlkln Ore
Torv Sc Renea

Bar of Music
Rill. Jordan
The Drifters
C.Uu Valent*
Ethel - DaviS
Ginelte .Wander
Fred Thompson

Birdlond
C Hawkins Ore.
Art Tatem

Shoramodo
Preacher Rollo 3
Ray Mahibo Ore
Lynita

.

1 Beachcomber
Sophie Tucker
Betty Hutton
C Kaly Dancers
Harry Richman
The Romalnes
Len Dawson Ore

Clro's
Frances Faye
The Red Caps
The Treniers

Clover. Club
Lena Horne
Betty Luster
Tony

.
Lopez Ore

Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury '

Di tide Hotel
Zero Mostel,
Rosette Shaw
Zig Sc Vivian' Baker
Freddie Calo Ore

Empress Hotel
Hal ' Edwards Ore
M Darby Dancers

L'Alglon
Chuy Reyes Ore
L'Alglon Strings
Charlie Farrell

Latin Quarter
Jane Morgan
Bernard Bros
The Szoiiys

CHICAGO
blue Angel

Tarty Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichols
Bob WeDyck Trio

. Black Orchid
Josh White
Lurlene Hunter
Attn Russell.
Ken Sweet Trio

Chei Paree
Billy Daniels

,

t I f C

Jackie Kannon
Rafael & Models (3)

Brian Farnon Ore
Chamaco Band
Conrad Hilton Hot'l
Margie. Lee
Capek
LippC & Balisch
Bobby • May •

Bob Bromley
Bill Gliffin
N Sc J Waldo

I Boulevai'-Dears (7)
(i i r» ;t v

Veronica . Bell
Ruth Costello
Ralph Young
Plroska
Ernie Amato
Cortez. Ore.
Camno Ore
Antone ft Ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Allin Drake

Lord Tarteton
Jack Stuart Ore
Jeannie Moore '

Leon ft Eddie's
Myra DaVis
Chuck Fontalnai
Acres O'Reilly
Green Hair Girl
Jackie Gordon
Billy Austin
Nancy Kent
Charlotte' Waters
Bill Gray
Ralph Gilbert

Nautilus Hefei
Georgia Gibbs .

Antone A ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Allan Drake

Patie
Carmen Cavallaro 3
H Stern Strings
Sans Souci note
T ft R Rodriguez
Hal Winter
Arne Barnett
Sacaras Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs

Raney Plate
Milt Hertb Trio
George Hines Ore

Saxony Hofei
Estelita
Allegro Quintet
Suveen
Val Olman Ore
Helene
Tony De La Crus

Vagabonds
Vagabonds (4)

Maria Negiia
Condos Sc' Brandow
Mary ' Ann Bentley .

Frank Linale Ore

IAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Daserf Inn

“Minsky’s Follies’*
Paul Gilbert
De la Rosa 3
Donn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore

El Cortez
Bob Ellis Ore

- Flamingo
Pearl Bailey
Ming Sc Ling
!> Chrlstoheis
S Felix Prod
Barbara Perry
Torris Brand Ore

Last Frontier
Mary Kaye Trio
Buddy Lester
Senor Wgnces
Jean Davlyn Dncrs
Garwood Van Ore

Golden Nugget
Nemo
Margie Garretsoii
Ish Kabibble. -

Joe Venuti Ore
Sands

Danny Thomas
B Ecksline

.

Vic Damone
Land re & Verna
Sluart Foster

Cooper Sisters
Eddie Skrivanek 6
El Rancho Vegas

Georgia Gibbs
Jack E Leonard
Allan Sc Ashton
Dot Dee Dncrs
J McHugh Sc S
Billy Gray
P Moore Sc B
Lessey

Frank Sinatra
Copa Girls
Ray Sinatra Ore

Sahara
Marlene Dietrich
Dick Shawn
Sa-Harem Dncrs
Cee Davidson Ore

Silver Slipper
Hank flenry
Sparky Kaye
Billy Barty
Virginia Dew
Bill Willard
Jimmy Cavanaugh
M Gates Palominos
G Redman's Ore

Thunderblrd
Jay Lawrence
McQuaig Twins
Brewster Singers

RENO
Mapes Skyroom

Metv Griffin
Johnny . Bachemin
Mapes Skylettes
E Fitzpatrick Ore

New Golden
Harmbnicats
A Cow Eyes Engler

Olivette Miller
Sterling Young Ore

' Riverside
Jack Haley
Jautier’s S
Marvin Roy
Riverside Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore .

HAVANA
Montmartre

M de Paris Orq
Michelle Due
l*edro Vargas
lloscndo Hosell
Alberto A Ballet
Sonia Calero
Raul Diaz
K Antuncz Orq
C de la Playa Orq

^Sarts Souci
Olga C.haviano
•Waller . Nicks
Juliet & Sandor
America Crespo
Uosana Martin Trio
Henri Boyer

fondclayo
Xiomara Alfaro
Helena St Hector
Cachia
Fernando Valencia
R Ortega Oi*q
C Rodriguez Orq

Tropicana
S de Espona Orq
Celia Cruz
Mano. Lopez
Marta & Alexander
Nazaro <

Paulina Alvarez
Kiko Gonsalves
A Romeu Orq
Senen Suarez Orq

Continued from, page 2

Paul Whiteman is sole benefici-
ary of the $10,000 estate of his sis-

ter, Mrs. Feme Whiteman Smith,
who died at Fort Worth. Dec. 24

.9» 1 ‘M- > i i (-j); > t

where oldtime films are shown; Le
Plancher Des Vaches, a bit. of St -

Germain cave style uptown, are

others that may also help and

cash in. What is needed is some
sort of literary or .

direct popular

tag to give this spot more interna-

tional renown before it can really

he
:

counted in.

Don’t. Count St.-Germain Out
St.-Germain,-Des-Pres is still not

to be counted out. Its fine cross-

roads location, with the terraces of

the iCafe Flore, Deux Magots and
Royale exposed to. the sun, the lit-

erary atmosphere and past of the

spot and its Left Bank connota-

tion, will .still have this in the

running this year: it is true that

the Existentialist tag has slowly

been reduced to an almost insultive

tag of spoOky adolescence or dreari-

ness. The queen of them all,

Juliette Greco, has deserted. With
a lifted nose and a new husband
she is now a well-drOssed actress

and chantoosy arid has forsaken
her eerie black togs arid lank hair

of yore and her sickheart, doomed
balladeering.

But the offbeat cave, La Rose
Rouge, still packs: them into the
stifling atmosphere for this hep
show. The Fontaine Des Quatres
Saisons, though a bit off the path,

also benefits from a fine show arid

less smoke-filled atmosphere. These
two will weather any district popu-
larity change. However, the solid-

ly typed spots such as the Tabou,
Echelle De Jacob, Arlequin and
Club .St.-Germain-Des*Pres are be-

ginning to suffer already. ; -

Solid jazz spots
.
are another at-

tempt by St.-Germain to stay on
top. and this .is paying off in cater-

ing to the regular American colony
here and young Franco jazzophiles

with toppers being, the Vieux Co*:

lombier, Metro-Jazz arid two Disc-

techs which use a private key for-

mula to get those cabalistically in-

clined. St.-Germain is probably in

for another big tourist season' this

year, but the tourist is beginning
to look for new spots and sensa-
tions, and this year will probably
show where the tide will turn in

the future.

Highbrow Champt-Elysees
The Champs-Elysees is, of

course, the- highbrow lure- and also
has its- perennial clubs for top ap-
peal. but has - always lacked the
Complete sectional pull needed to

make this the offbeat centre. The-
Lido is still boffo and this

.
year

will not close for the late summer
hiatus, with a new show probably
up in June. The Drap D’Or keeps
up its top name policy with Jose-
phine Baker in for a two-morith
stint. A trio of back-to-back clubs,
the Villa D’Este, Amiral arid Night
Club', do"okay with the Amiral now
a big spot on its offbeat fine com-
edy team of Peter-Pierre, Jean-
Marc Thibault and Jean Rich-
ard. There is also the after-thea-
tre eatery, the Club De Paris,
which is trying a new offbeat show
in its downstairs room with Michel
De Re and his company in a satiri-

cal revue. However, the Champs-
Elysees is just too staid and w.k.
to ever be an impromptu pop. spot.
Montparnasse still has its nu-

cleus of faithful Ur S. and Gallic
art students, but the shadow’s of
Ernest Hemirigway, F. Scott Fitz-

gerald and even Henry Miller have
lengthened and thinned themselves
to a mere memory. The Dome is

still a thriving spot, and there are
the flock of boites, both nudey and
personality style, but all are in the
second-rate category and seenv to
be a poor tourist’s extension of
Pigalle.

Pigalle is, of course, still the
flesh spot of Paris, with all tour-
ists taking a look, This spot, too,
has seemed forlorn, during the win-
ter months but is looking forward
to the summer session. The acqui-
sition of the Bal Tabarin by Jean
Bauchet and Pierre-Louis Guerin
may do a lot to reglaze the sector.
The flesheries still get their share
of the curious, but even they see
many lean spots both during arid
after the peak of the season. The
N.ouvelle Eve is the set chic spot
and gives a good show, and taxi
dance girls to boot;
There are no likely other spots

in Paris for the top states, with
St. Michel being too wide,, and too
much in the belly-dance category,
to be anything but passing fancy.
The Sorbonne district is too stu-
dent-like, and so it leaves it up to
either Palais Royale, Montparnasse,
Montmartre or a return and com-
plete win by St.-Germain-Des-Pres.

1
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New Ads
JONATHAN WINTERS
Comedy
20 Mins.
Le Ruban Bleu, N. Y.
Jonathan Winters, who has been

seeri on the Garry Moore video
show, is making his Manhattan
nitery bow, and impresses as hav-
ing a potential as a top delineator
of characters. Winters has a pli-

able face and voice, an excellent
understariding of the subjects he’s
discussirig and withal a likeable
personality that gets him across the
rough spots.

Winter’s major fault is his pres-
ent unfamiliarity of nitery pro-
jection. At times, he isn’t coihplete-
ly understood in the Gutter reaches
of the small room, and he should
reshuffle his routine so that simi-
lar characters wouldn’t be follow-
ing one another. There is one por-
tion of the turn when he has one
sketch including a southerner fol-
lowed by another southerner arid
a western type- character who
seems like the same kind of per-
son as the other two previously
under discussion.
However, these are easily . cor-

rectible faults and once Winters
gets the measure of the room, he'll
qualify for maximum reception.
His work has humor and a great
deal of warmth. He has shown up
well on video and should be able
to get farther in that medium.

' Jose.

PHYLLIS MILLER
SONGS
20 Mins.
Celebrity Club, N.Y.

Phyllis Miller, who has been
around the casual date field, looks
and works In contradictory terms.
Although a youngster, she’s ap-
parently being coached by old-
timers who probably told her that
the ancient tunfes are best, and
have tutored her In the oldtime
formats. As a result, it looks like
her youth’s being wasted.
Miss Miller punches until there’s

no softness left in her. She does
tunes that have been done fre-
quently, but doesn’t give these
numbers the saving item of differ-
ent treatment. Her donning a
strawhat during these forays isn’t
too original either; She’s a club-
date act with her present turn.

Jose.

ALFRED ttr LENORE
Dance
15 Mins.
Celebrity. Club, N.Y.
Alfred Sc Lenore have been

around the circuits, but haven’t
been listed in Vauiety’s New Act
file., .They are good dancers who
excel in lifts and spins, and have
a series of combinations- that fre-
quently produce some exciting
moments.
They have serviceable routines,

the straight terp passages acting as
filler for the more exciting mo-
ments. They are hal’d workers - and
can hold up a spot in riiost visual
situations. Jose ,

ISOBEL ROBINS
Comedy
10 Mins.
Le Ruban Bleu, N.Y.

Isohel Robins, who has been a
legit actress, has switched over to
coriiedy songs, and the transforma-
tion seems becoming A smallish
blonde, she has a fresh and vigor-
ous projection, and a sense of hu-
mor that easily hits its mark.

Miss Robins has a good voice
and some excellent material. Her
rib of Mickey Spillane-type char-
acters is vastly amusing, and her
spoof of the early film college mu-
sicals is prime fodder for this spot.
She can also handle a ballad, as
was evidenced by her rendition of
‘Blue Moon” with the original
lyrics. Although the later lyrics
are more potent, Miss Robins got
the maximum out of that piece.

Jose.

MORTY GUNTY
Comedy
30 Mins.
Celebrity Club, N.Y.
Morly Gurity appears to be a

talented youngster who has been
getting plenty experience oil the
clubdate circuits. Gunty is a clever
lad^ who has developed some ex-
cellent routines both in the song
and gab fields. He can deliver^a
tune with a serviceable voice and
get in a lot of comedy licks, and
he can deliver a routine.

Highlight of Gupty’s act is his
spiel on his brief excursio'n as a
schoolteacher before he turned
comic. It’s a funny line of gab.
Gunty has a few songs, such as
“Maharajah of Magadore,” in
Which he puts in a good deal of
comedy interpretation. He also
does good impressions of Billy
Daniels and Danny Kaye and adds
a hriefie on the clarinet. Jose,.)J V ) Li C 1

KNIGHT Ms HAYMER
Songs, comedy
35 Mins. ;

Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal
For the sublime to the ridicu-

lous, the new partnership of Felix
Knight and Johnny Haymer (for-

merly Seers & Haymer) are a
cinch to click in any visual me-
dium. As singles, both Knight and
Haymer are solid performers and
the combination of the two gives
payees a bit of everything, with the
accent for the most part on com-
edy* Team opens with a brisk
‘You Look Wonderful to Us” raid
then follows with a chatter of ie-
querice which establishes act and
also picks up^ plenty of yocks.
From the gabbing, Knight goes
into a legit opera ana for plaudits
and then team offers a socko col-
lection of historic parodies with
Haymer exhibiting his broad com-
edic style to the limit.

A session of special lyrics on
Rodgers A; Hammerstein proves a
click and a calypso as a finale
draws okay palming. As this is
their .first engagement since join-
ing forces, act is still a little rough
in spots,, chatter -sometimes gets
out of hand and Knight, who has
up till this time stayed primarily
on the legit song side, seems a bit
bewildered and stiff when mixing
gags with his Classic stylings. How-
ever, with new material constantly
being introduced into routining,
Knight Sc Haymer offer plenty of
talent and good possibilities as a
refreshing new entertainment
team.

, Newt.

EMIL COHEN
Comedy
40 Mins.
Celebrity Club, N.Y.
Emil Cohen, like Myron Cohen,

entered the entertainment sphere
from the mercaritile world. Un-
like Myron Cohen,! who can be ap-
preciated by nitery crowds regard-
less of whether they stem from
Yiddish antecedents, Emil is strict-
ly for audiences not only under-
standing. Yiddish,, but who riiust

know sufficient lore and customs
of that race, to dig him completely.

Cohen’s stories are nyafatted
heavily with Yiddishisms. He has
a large repertoire of yarns, most
of which are entertaining to this

particular segment of cafegoers,
and he can stay on the floor as
long as audience requirement, mer-
it.. Like. all racial yarnspinners,
there’s a rich ethnic vein of humor
flowing- throughout. But it would
be difficult to. adapt his expertly-
told tales to wider audiences, such
as Myrori Cohen and Sam Leven-
son have done. Jose.

ARTE JOHNSON
Comedy
12 Mins.
Le Ruban BleU/ N.Y.

Arte Johnson looks like a quiet
kind of comedian, being small and
bespectacled. His approach to liis

work is also in that vein, but he
does give out in. bravura style at

times, and he becomes a perforriier

who must get maximuiri attention
because he brings in a few sur-

prises.

Johnson, at the present state of

his development, shouldn’t be seen
on the slum, side of Fifth Ave. His
satires are

.
geared for the intime

trade, as the humor he purveys
couldn't be appreciated readily in

the mass spots. He has a piece on
“Gus the Gopher” and a satire on
old songs which register strongly.
The intellectual aura surrounding
his work frequently appears smart-
alecky. Nonetheless, he seems to

have a solid basis for development
and further experience around the

circuits should widen his employ-
ment horizons. Jose.

JEFF WARREN
Songs
10 Mins.
One Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Jeff Warren, who has played the

juve lead in “Call Me Madam’
both here and abroad, is a good
candidate for thfe intimeries. He
has a legit tfenor, with gdod diction

and fine projection.

. Warren hits the fancy of the au-
dience with a variety

.
of tunes,

which include “This Is My Be-
loved” froiri “Kisrnet,” a Viennese
waltz- medley with “I’m In Love
With Vienna” as a centerpiece,
“Begat” and a few others. He has
several changes of pace Which keep
crowd interest at its peak, and his

approach , to songs and personality
are on the plus side. Jose.

Delos D. Rowe, Iric., has. been
chartered to conduct a business as

booking agent and business repre-

j;,.,,
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Actor Beefs Bring Barn Pact Revise;

Protests by members of Actors

Equity have resulted in " the

union’s rescission of last year’s

. ruling requiring a minimum five-

day rehearsal, period in summer
stock. Major beef registered by the

thespers was that compliance with

the rule cut In half their playing

time on the strawhat circuit.

Equity has also opened up the

summer months, from June
through August, to a new type of

stock operation in which a man-
ager doesn’t .have to have a resi-

dent company of six members, but

may employ acting personnel on a

jobbing
,
or resident contract. Such

an ' operation, which would be

classified as a. “summer theatre,’’

could also book full companies on
the summer theatre contract.

Ini regard to the jobbing con-

tract, Equity has stipulated that

agreements of this nature are only

binding for a one-week period and
can only be extended on a weekly

basis by mutual agreement by the

actor and the manager. The resi-

dent contract, which is the mini-

mum stock contract, is On a fort-

night’s basis.

‘Guys’ to Be Dissected

In Hub Aud-Crix Forum
Boston, Jan. 19.

Following a precedent set last

season, the New England Theatre

Conference has skedded an aud-

crix forum on the Shtiberf stage,

immediately following the Jan. 30
matinee of “Guys and Doll$.” Orix!

of all Hub dailies plus drama edi-

tors of several larger New England
sheets are expected to participate,

along with the musical’s brass, Cy
Feuer, Ernest Martin and Abe
Burrows. POst drama ed Eliot

Norton will be the moderator.

.

Conference last season conduct-
ed ' similar forums following per-
formances of “Four Poster.’’ and
“An Evening with Will Shake-
speare,’’ but this marks the first

time aud^crix confabs have been
set to discuss production tech-
niques of a major musical.

Any show put on by a “summer
theatre” would have to employ an
all-Equity company if 10* perform-
ers or less are utilized. Non-pros
can be employed on a 70-30 basis,

with a minimum of 10 Equity
members. Minimum in a “summer
theatre” will be $85, with a re-

hearsal payment of $40.

Minimums Raised

The minimum salary on a job-

bing contract has been raised to

$75. while the resident minimum
will remain at $55. In adopting
these new rules, which will be-

come effective April 4, 1954,

Equity felt that a hike in the resi-r

dent minimum might cause the

shuttering of a number of smaller
operations and also possibly dis-

courage the opening of additional

showcases.

Hike in the jobbing minimum
followed Equity’s discovery that in

some major operations, stars were
being paid exorbitant salaries up
to $3,000 weekly, while Equity
members were being jobbed* at $55
per week. Rehearsal expense coin;

on the jobbing contract has also

been raised to $40.

The minimum wage for chorus
employees in musical stock com-
panies has been raised to - $60.
Salary for musical principals,

which usually starts at $100, re-

mains the same as last year.

. Plans to fight the new Equity
rulings are slated to be brought up
Monday (25) at a meeting of the
Stock Managers’ Assn, which will

be held in New York.

TV So That ‘Angels’ Tour

Can Start on Schedule
Plans for a Feb. 4 teeoff of a

touring edition of “My Three An-
gels,” with Walter Slezak repeat-
ing his Broadway starring charac-
terization, won’t be upset by the
actor’s prior tv commitment to ap-
pear on the “U. S. Steel Hour”
Feb. 16. In response to a request
that the actor be released from his

contract so as to enable “Angels”
-

to go out per schedule, U. S. Steel
pushed Slezak’s show ahead two
weeks to Feb. 2. He’ll do a tv ver-
sion of “Papa Is All,” With Jessie
Royce Landis.

The- Theatre Guild, which pro-
duces the Steel shows,, is also in-

volved in the “Angels” tour. Org
has posted a letter with Actors
Equity in lieu of a bond. Comedy
is being sent out by Leland Hay-
ward. Financing for the road ver-
sion of the show, which was pro-
duced on Broadway by Saint Sub-
ber, Rita Allen and Archie Thomp-
son, is being taken care of by
Marcus Hieman. of the United
Booking Office.

Most of the roles in the show
are being recast for the road pro-
duction. Play will also be redi-
rected. Tour begins in Wilming-
ton.

Valerie Noble's debut Columbia
disks will be kicked off this weekm Harrisburg, Pa./ via an allout
radio-tv campaign. Town is get-
ting behind the disks because of
its native son, Mike Stewart, who

„penned both of Miss Noble's tunes.h ’ •• **••*•* ,J •*•»'* n (4 i* v;. u w’ ri .u v* if a g u ,

i

Plagiarism and copyright in-

fringement suit was filed in N. Y.

Federal Court last week by novel-

ist Stanley Kaufman against the

author and producers of “The Star-

cross Story,” a one-performance
flop of last Wednesday night (13)
at the Royale, N. Y. Action claims
the play’s plot, theme, ideas, prob-
lems, characters and situations
\vere identical with

. those of his
novel, “Hidden Hero,” published
by Rinehart in 1949.

Defendants in the suit include
Diana Morgan, author of the
drama, originally produced in
London in 1952 under the title,

“After My Fashion,” and also „ohn
C. Wilson, the Shuberts (including
various heirs of the late Lee Shu-
bert )and S. S. Krellberg, pro-
ducers of the Broadway edition,
and Lawrence Langner, who was
partnered in the play’s strawhat
tryout last summer.

TRAUBEL CHASE FINALE

TO AID ST. LOUIS SYMPH
St. Louis, Jan. 19.

Proceeds of Helen Traubel’s last
night at the ChaSe Hotel. St. Louis
(Jan. 28) will go to the St. Louis
Symphony F;ind. In lieu of the
usual $1 couvert, admission will
be obtained by a $2 contribution to
the fund.

Rest of the bill will comprise
Johnny O’Brien, Durpree Trio and
the Art Lowry Orch.

The Chase is booking compara-
tively far ahead. The spot has
lined up Mary McCarty for an
April 11 stand, and has signed Jose
Greqo for an engagement starting
May 18.

This Harold Koplar inn is ex-
pected to line up sufficient head-
liners, within a short time, to last
them for the balance of the sea-
son.

Carolina Original Set

For Bow at Chapel Hill
Greensboro, N. C., Jan. 19.

^Monkey in the Moon,” first of
the Carolina Playmakers’ new se-
ries of original full-length plays,
by Thomas M. Patterson, was
presented in the Playmakers Thea-
tre. at Chapel Hill for four nights,
Jan. 14-17.

Comedy of
.
an old Negro

,
yard-

boy and a genteel Mississippi fam-
ily, the play Was written by an as-
sistant professor in the university’s
Dept, of Dramatic Art. It was
directed by Foster Fitz-Simmons of
the Playmakers staff.

Production will be followed in
April by another new play Written
by a university student or Chapel
Hill resident. The Playmakers plan
to present two such productions
each season in the future.

Pianist Witold Malcuzynski, back
from a tour of South America, will
give a recital at Carnegie Hall,
N. Y,, Jan. .26. ......

Taylor-Skinner Teaming
For Comedy Production
Samuel Taylor, who goes to the

Coast next Monday (25) to super-
vise production of a pilot telefilm,

is due back in about a month to

start collaboration with Cornelia
Otis Skinner on a new comedy to

star the actress-author. While in

Hollywood, he’ll also huddle with
Charles Brackett on a possible
screen writing assignment.

Playwright's “Sabrina Fair,”

with Margaret
.
Sullavan and Jo-

seph Cotten, cOstarred, is currently
iii its 10th capacity week at the
National, N. Y.

N.Y.C. Ballet in Auspicious

Reiura, With $4,600 Bow,

$78,000 Advance Sales
The N. Y. City Ballet, after a

sock seven-month tour overseas, re-
turned to its home base at City
Center, N. Y., last Tuesday night
(12); to open a 10-week winter sea-
son most auspiciously. A filled

opening-night house racked up $4,-
600 at the b.o., a hike of $1,200
over last year’s Opener, While the
advance for the run is the biggest
ever—$78,000. Aud reaction was
also enthusiastic, to suggest that
the lengthy winter engagement
would be a successful one.

This, however, is predicated on
the draw Of George Balanchine's
new ballet, “Nutcracker,” which
will be unfolded Feb. 2. With ex-

I

ception of Catherine Littlefield’s I

“Sleeping Beauty” in 1937, which
was of local (Philadelphia) interest
mainly, and not too successful,
“Nutcracker” will mark the first

full-length (evening-long) ballet
preemOd in America, and although
there are four other premieres
skedded during the 10 weeks, the
season’s success will depend large-
ly on “Nutcracker’s” appeal. Man-
agement has skedded eight show-
ings of the work, which cost the
company about $40,000 to produce
(equivalent of three short ballets).

.
Opening night disclosed a change

in City Center management, with
the executive committee abolished
as too unwieldy, and power and
responsibility now concentrated in
a newly-formed finance committee,
comprising Newbold Morris, board
chairman; Morton Baum, former
exec committee chairman, and
Ralph Falcone, controller. Also re-
placing the exec committee will be
three advisory committees, on bal-
let. opera and legit.

Tuesday’s opener found the bal-
let trOupe in fine form after its
European trek, with its many prin-
cipals dancing as well as ever, and
the corps de ballet (somewhat
strengthened) looking stronger
than before. Four ballets offered,
“Swan Lake,” “Fanfare,” “La
Valse” and “Pied Piper,” were a
treat, with Maria Tallchief, Tana-
quil LeClerq, Andre Egljpvsky,
Patricia Wilde, Yvonne Mounsey,
Diana Adams, Janet Reed, Herbert
Bliss, Francisco Moncion, Jillana
and others all rating bows.
Jerome Robbins, just back from

Israel, contributed two of the bal-
lets and danced in one, “Pied
Piper.” Troupe shqwed clearly why
it rates the title of America’s No. l
ballet company, and prospects for
the winter season are bright.

* ' Bron.

NEW PRIESTLEY DRAMA
London, Jan. 19.

Viveca Lindfors will star in “The
White Countess,” new J. B. Priest-
ley drama due to open a pre-Lon-
don tryout Feb. 15 iii Dublin. For-
mer film actress, who starred on
Broadway last season in John van
Druten’s unsuccessful “I’ve Got
Sixpence,” succeeds Googie With-
ers, who is due for motherhood
next summer.
Miss Lindfors, a screen-legit star

in her native Sweden before going
to. Hollywood, plans to marry play-
wright-scenarist ‘ George Tabori

here as soon as her divorce from
her present husband becomes final.

ritiuy Academy of Mi
On ATPAM Unfair
The Academy of Music, :

has been put oh the unfair list
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agi
Managers. Tagging of the
as unfair falls in line wit
union’s attempts to organize
cases patterned along tfieSli
the Academy.
House has been booking

ballet and. concert
. (« H u n: « <1 »
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close on Broadway last week.
At least, the management for-

got to post a closing ,
notice

backstage at the Broadway,
N. Y., so it was technically
liable under Actors Equity
rules for the payment of an ex-
tra week’s salary to the com-
pany, presumably including
stagehands, musicians, etc.

However, company manager
Rube Bernstein pointed out
that, in addition to the fact
that the closing had been wide-
ly publicized for weeks in ad-
vance, authors-producers Rich-
ard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d had invited the
entire cast to a closing party .

atthe Pierre Hotel, N* Y.# im-
mediately after the. final per-

"

formance last Saturday night
'

(16).
!

So union officials jlpt the
management off the mock-
serious hoOk.

Circuit of 40 community theatres^
operating on an Equity basis; but
not competing with the commer-
cial theatre, is planned by the
American National Theatre &
Academy; Project is to be financed
on a dollar-for-dollar basis with the
local groups, with ANTA figuring
on persuading some of the major
foundations to underwrite Its
share. ..

•* .'

It’s expected that blueprinting
the operation, including budget-
ing, will take about a year, after
which the foundations will be ap-
proachedr Actual start of organ-
izing the regional outfits is time-
tabled for two years hence. Setup
is to include four regional centers,
each with subsidiary theatres in 10
local communities, preferably
where no commercial theatre now
exists.

Plan is the brainchild of Willard
Swire, ANTA’s new executive-di-
rector on leave from Actors Equity.
He outlined it Monday (18) at the
monthly luncheon meeting 61 the
Drama Desk, organization of New.
York legit reporters.

Powell Mulls Suit Over

Profits, Staging Credit

On ‘Caine Court Martial
1

Hollywood, Jan. 19.
Legal action against Paul Greg-

ory is contemplated by Dick
Powell, whose director credit for
“The Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
has been discontinued as well as
his percentage of the profits.
Show opens in N. Y. tomorrow
(Wed.).
Denying Gregory’s accusation

that he had not performed his
services, Powell explained that he
teit the show last fall to carry out
commitments with RKO. His de-
parture, he added, was completely
understood by Gregory.

Clashes between Powell and
Henry Fonda, one of the stars of
the. show, were reported when the
play was in rehearsal here last
fall. The final week of rehears-
ing was taken over by Charles
Laughton after Powell had stepped
out.

u. of Minn. Touring Play
Duo in Heaviest Sked

Minneapolis, Jan, 19;
Embarking on what’s planned as

its heaviest season, U. of Minne-
sota Theatre is again sending a
touring company to play the Min-
nesota, North Dakota, Wisconsin,
Iowa and Montana small towns.
Instead of the usual single play,
it will offer a pair, Thornton Wild-
er’s “Our Town” and William
Davidsons new comedy, “Cinder-
ella Cottage,” University provides
towns visifed their only contact
with touring flesh drama.
Home company currently is pre-

senting “Ring ’Round the Moon”
on the campus as one of its winter
scries.

Bjr JESSE (GROSS
Broadway bow-off of “South

Pacific” last Saturday (16) was
highlighted bv a sock tribute to
the show and all persons connected
with it at a party held at the Hotel
Pierre, N. Y. Gathering followed
musical’s windup performance at
the Broadway Theatre.

"

Closing of the musical adapta-
tion of James A. Michener’s novel
after a Main Stem run of almost
five years, was saluted via an en-
tertainment bill that included per-
formances by Richard Rodgers
Oscar Hammerstein 2d and Joshua
Logan. Such “Pacific” alumni as
Mary Martin, Janet Blair and
Richard Eastman were also on
deck, as were Isabel Bigley and
Mark Dawson of R&H’s “Me and
Juliet.”

Presentation, which ran over 9Q
minutes, teed off with members of
the cast of “Juliet’' auditioning a
new show tagged “South of Juliet ”

Stint was a gag offering, with num-
bers from ‘'Pacific” and “Juliet”
integrated with each other. Tune
combinations included snatches
from “Some Enchanted Evening”
and “That’s the Way: It Happens,”
“There's Nothing Like a Dame”
Charles Atkin, general stage

manager of “Pacific,” who emceed
the proceedings, replaced Bloody
Mary as “the guy we love.” Group
wound up their segment with
“South Pacific We’re Sorry You’re
Closing” to the strains of “I’m In
Love With a Wonderful Girl.”
Most of the material, presented

was strictly for the trade. And,
since most of the tableholders at
the Pierre were familiar with the
inner-workings of “Pacific,” refer-
ences to show’s stage manager
(Jean Barrere), Casting director
(John Fearnley) and other behind
the scenes personnel went over
big. A running gag throughout the
presentation was a pitch to
Rodgers .& Hammerstein to con-
sider the “Pacific” contingent
when casting for their fiext musi-
cal, “Crannery Row.”

Casting Switcheroo
Following the cast of “Juliet,”

Miss Blair and Eastman, who co-
starred in the original touring ver-
sion of “Pacific,” came on in tramp
costumes to deliver “We Played in
South Pacific Long Ago,” a tune
comprised of memorabilia about
individuals connected with the
show during its five-year run. Dud
broke up audience and had to beg
off.

In a reversal on the usual rou-
tine of casting for a new show,
Joan McCracken, featured in
“Juliet” and Myron McCormick,
one of the three original featured
members of “Pacific,” who re-
mained with the show during its

entire run, took part in a skit

where the performers, interviewed
potential stage managers and pro-
ducers, Among the stage mana-
gers- who participated in the bit

were Atkins and Beau Tilden, as-

sistant stage manager of “Pacific.”
Producers interviewed were
Rodgers, Hammerstein and Logan.
All three, along with Leland Hay-
ward, were responsible for the pro-
duction of ‘“Pacific.” Logan also
staged the musical.

Producing trio hit a high note
when they stripped down to prac-
tice clothes to play a scene from
“Pacific.” With Logan as Emil De
Becque and Rodgers & Hemme1 -

stein as his two Polynesian' kids,

they did the “Dites-Moi Pourqupi”
number from the show. Windup
had Logan carrying Hammerstein
offstage on his back with an assist

from Rodgers.
Holding down the closing spot

on the program was Miss Martin,
who delivered several tunes that
had been eliminated from . “Pacific”
during its out-of-town tryout. Wil-
liam Tabbert, another of the orig-
inal featured' players to have re-
mained with the musical during its

complete run, dueted with Miss
Martin on one of the tunes. The
other featured player, associated
with the show from its inception to
closing, was Martin Wolfson.

Following her song delivery,
Miss Martin handed out awards to

members of the “Pacific” cast. Re-
cipients were Martha Wright and
George Britton, the last duo to co-
star in the tuner. Also, McCor-
mick, Wolfson, Tabbert, Musa Wil-
liams, Barrere, Thomas Gleason,
Henry Michel, Eugene Smith,
Richard Silvers and William
Dwyer, all having stayed with

1 “Pacific”, from startto, finish. ,

;
' -7

:

-
:

Whatta Slipup
“South Pacific” almost didn’t
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Inner DissensiMi Seen in Skubert

ti
Inner' dissension in. tiie SJmbert|

organization was indicated last

week in a split between J. J. Shu-

bert now sole head of the Shubert

interests, and Milton Weir, attor-

ney for the League of N, Y. Thea-

tres and a member of the firm

of Klein & Weir, attorneys for the

Shuberts. It is not yet clear, how-

ever how far the break may go.

Notice of the situation came sud-

denly with the appearance of J. J.

Shubert at a League board meet-

ing. It was the first board session

since the recent death of Lee Shu-

bert, senior partner in the Shubert

firm’ and for many years its repre-

sentative on the board, as well

as first vice-president of the thea-

tre owner-producer organization.

Lee and J. J. had carried on a pri-

vate feud for many years.

Shortly after the League meet-

ing convened, J. J. Shubert de-

manded that Weir be dropped as

the organzation’s attorney. Those

present. Were stunned for a mo-
ment, but then asked for ail ex-

planation of the move, Shubert

refused to give a reason, assert-

ing that his attitude Was his “own
business ’' He declared that un-

less Weir is removed he will re-

sign from the League.
Matter Was discussed at some

length, with Shubert refusing to

budge from his ultimatum and de-

( Continued on page 68 )

U.S.-British Scripted

Musical on .London Sked
London, Jan. 12 .

Stephen Mitchell aind Stewart
Cruikshank have acquired musical
with book by American scribe Hy
Kraft and music by American com-
poser Eddie Horan. Musical is

based on a play by English writer
Vernon Sylvaine, which was origi-
nally titled “Worth a Million;' and
is now tentatively titled “Petticoat
Lane.”

Management Is dickering with
Max Wall, local vaude comic, for
starring role.

Kamins Comedy Set For

Fall Bow With Goldstein
Jeanette Kamins, production as-

sistant to Cheryl Crawford* has
written a comedy, “Welcome,” for
which. Jennie Goldstein is tenta-
tively set as femme lead. Ronald
Alexander, author of “Time Out

!

for Ginger,” is to direct the play;
' which is aimed for production next
fall under a new management to
be disclosed

,shortly. ,

Miss Kamins recently returned
from New Orleans, where she
gathered material for a. novel.

Out at Drama Reviewer
London, Jan. 19.

R. F. Delderfield, author of the
record-breaking “Worm’s Eye
View,” whose last play, “The
Orchard Walls,” has just finished

a short run at the St. Martins Thea-
tre, has lashed out against Milton
Shulman, drama critic of the Eve-
ning Standard, in a letter pub-
lished by that .paper last week.
The writer opened his attack by

quoting from one of Shulman’s
recent notices in which lie de-
scribed a new production (“The
Big Knife”) as “virile and exciting
theatre.” Yet, says Delderfield,
“the notice, read as a whole, would
send wouldbe theatregoers, queue-
ing outside the nearest western.
If this is/what Mr. Shulman wTites
when he enjoys a play, what might
We expect when he doesn’t?”

The. playwright complained that,

in common with every other British
writer, he has “writhed under the
lash of these petty dictators for
years. They are more irritating
than the brace of lately-lamented
dictators, inasmuch as we know
with utter certainty, that they
'will- neither shoot themselves in
bunkers, or get themselves hanged
upside down on lamp-brackets.

"In a single fortnight in Decern-,
ber five British Writers, for the
theatre—Ustinov, Hunter, Emlyn
Williams,

. Rattigan and myself

—

came under their fire, and not oiie
of us was able . to make effective
reply. Why? Because managements,
agents and stage artists beg us not
to reply on grounds that (a) if wre
do say anything that strikes home
it would not be published, and (b)
any reply from us will only result
in more savagery next time.”

Delderfield concluded his attack
vith the comment that while he
didn’t know how the others felt
about it. he, for his part, W’as tired
of turning the other cheek.

ON ‘OKLA.’ PIT STATUS
Philadelphia, Jan. 19.

A dispute between Local 77,
niusicians union, and the Shubert
Theatres, which kept tooters out of
local playhouses first month of sea-

had centered on the musical,
Oklahoma.” AFM contract had

stipulated that 20 local men be in
ii'e pit. orchestra for new musical
shows, 15 for revivals.

v Rodgers & Hammerstein; w’ho
nad ‘Oklahoma” slated to open at

I.

1

?? shubert, Oct. 5, asked for re-
'^'al status. Union balked, claim-
ng production values and prices
Put tuner in Class A scale. R&H
ZTp}

ly
.

yanked “Oklahoma,”

>
* it elsewhere and negotia-

tions fell apart. “Oklahoma” makes
return to Forrest,

,

n. 25. There will be 15 men in
the pn orch.

Touring shows sent but by The

Civic Drama Guild of New York
this season are hitting lean takes.

According to Stanley Woolf, head] erally favorable notices and played
’ 1^. 1 * '

• •• '<•* • • .
. — •-

as

Raphaelson’s ‘Heel’ Set

For Tryout in Dallas
Dallas, Jan. 19.

Samson Raphaelson’s new farce,
“The Heel,” preems here" Jan. 25

{ at Theatre .'54, with 24 perform-
‘ ances in a three-week run. Play,
fifth new script in the local arena
theatre’s eight season will be di-
rected by Margo Jones, managing
director.

With the Broadway season past
the halfway mark, indications are
that the relative number of hits
may be somewhat higher than for
the last few years. As anticipated,
the emphasis has been on straight
plays rather than musicals, with
comedies the standout.
The Outright smashes, both criti-

cally and at the boxoffice; are “Tea-
house of the August Moon,” “Tea
and Sympathy” and “Sabrina Fair,”
with “Solid Gold Cadillac” a solid
sellout despite the lack of solid

j

The Merry Wives, of Windsor”
and close with a repertory festival,
May 10-29.

“Love of Four Colonels/' which
folded on tour last Nov. 14, in-
volved a $31,767 loss on an $80,000
investment. Backers had previously
-been repaid $50,000, so the Theatre
Guild and Aldrich <& Myers, the
co-producers, presumably under-
wrote the $1,767 deficit.

After registering a hit in Lon-
don, the Peter tJstinov comedy was
done on Broadway during the 19$2-
53 season, with Rex Harrison and
Lilli Palmer as stars. It drew gen-

Current 30-week season will of- . _. lL , ,
-

.

fer eight new plays, a revival of ; f
ev,eW8 ^ Of the musicals. Kismet—

‘ is getting near-capacity business in
spite of mixed notices, but earns a
small operating profit and has a
huge investment to recoup. John
Murray Anderson’s “Almanac” is

hitting a profitable pace, hut its

chances aren’t yet definitely indi-
cated.

“Oh Men, Oh Women” seems
virtually set for click status, having

[picked up from a standing start

j
minus theatre parties or mail order

( advance. Like “Cadillac,” it was
Apparent click of ! “Bullfight,” < panned by Brooks Atkinson, of the

Leslie Stevens drama at the Thea-
j
N. Y, Times, supposedly a death

tre de Lys, N.Y., has created a
j
sentence. Significantly, “Oh Men,

dilemma for the management, Mex-
j
Oh Women” and “Cadillac”, are

ican folkplay played to sellout busi-
j
both farces and have stars With

of CDG hiz this season is shanine i

to «t«>ng business in New York for ness 0ver last weekend, but must
j
boxoffice draw, the former haying

ot tuu, diz mis season is snaping
j sdme months at one p0iht actually vacate the Greenwich Village vFranchot Tone and the latter Jo-

recouping its entire cost.
\

house after six weeks, and there's ; sephine Hull. Of the all-out smash-

Attendance sauced after a time 1

considerable question whether It] es, in fact, only “Tea and Sym-
however, andSs fbr the finS *

is suiUble for transfer to Broad-
j

pathy” is a drama, but it too has

weeks on Broadway put it back!"
ay* (Continued on page 68)

into the red- Closing expenses, re-
1

^ro^sed
^
neariy 84,-

]

up as tne worst since org began

sending out itinerant productions
several years ago!

:
CDG presentations are targeted

at hinterland audiences who have
had little or no actual
live offerings. Locations
are mostly outlying
not covered in normal road show
routes; Woolf noted that attend-

ance ait straight play offerings this

season is off about 50% from last

year. These attractions .are play-

ing to an average audience of about
300.

Producer plans to concentrate

mostly qh musicals in the future;

Tuners have been drawing a more
favorable res p o n s e than the

straight offerings* CDG currently

has “Annie Get Your Gun” on the
road and is sending out a produc-
tion of “Brigadoon” in mid-March.
“Annie” will have racked up 200

j

one-niters by May. Besides these
two musicals, other CDG show’s

currently traveling are “Mister
Roberts,” “Be Your Age” and “Lo
and Behold.”

Musicals play at a $2.50 top,

W’hile the straight presentations

are sold on a subscription basis of

$5 for three show’s. Song and
dance offerings utilize an average
of six singers, six dancers and
eight principals. Musical backing
is usually provided by an organ or

two pianos. Troupes play through-
out the country, traveling via their

ow?n buses.

Woolf intends to send out a

minimum of three tuners during
the ’54-’55 season. Last season his

only musical was “Kiss Me, Kate,”

and the season before that, “Briga-

doon.” Woolf also noted that w-hen

“Kate” was out on the road he had
!

to eliminate certain lyrics because I active

of local censorship requirements, i
House

AH CDG companies are Equity.

contact with opening expenses and losses on i
500 f®r lts initial week mine per- n

tions played, tour last fall ran the deficit to the S
formances) at $3 top <$3.60 Satur-

; UdllaS fill CYCfllE lOWD
communities $31,767 figure before the play was |

^’'Sunday) in the tiny Village _ M
yanked at the end of two mildly *

^Pqt. That included standee trade for NtXl jQDIlll€r VfQCt WO
profitable weeks in Washington: 1

Friday and Saturday nights (15- m w
Factor in the unprofitable operat-

\ }
6) virtual sellouts^ both per- DmiI TrOOHfi lS PblllllCfl

inn was the nroduction’K X2S onft formances Sunday *17). Window nwa^ 15 I 10IUICU

operating nut. Dallas, Jan. 19-

Fair Musicals, Inc., an-

SL Sold,

ing was the production’s $25,000
‘ formances Sunday
‘trade picked up immediately after
the publication of favorable re- 1 State
view’s by Brooks Atkinson, in the bouncing its 13th summer season
N.Y. Times, and Walter F. Kerr, in of 12 weeks, June 14 to Sept 5,
the Herald Tribune.

. plans to stage five recent musical

j
With the Theatre de Lys booked comedies, each with a two-week

]
for another show7 after six weeks, run at. State Fair Auditorium, if

j
the obvious move would be . upr 5

first- summer rights are granted,

‘town to Broadway. But the man- Shows are "Top Banana,” “Wish

PhUaffoinhia tan iQ I
agement, mindful of the recent Vou Were Here,” “Hazel Flagg,”

, _ J;
’

*
.

'

failure of “End as a Man” in a “Wonderful Town” and “Panama
The. Locust St. Theatre and the < sjjp|jar sj,j£t, is cautious about such ; Hattie” a rewritten score,

adjacent 21-story office building; a gattj^je “Bullfight” cost about Sixth production will be an oper-
haverbeen sold for $2 500,000 by

. S10f000 to produce in Greenwich :
etta, either “The Great Waltz,”

the
^
Broad-Locust Realty Co. to vinage t under union concessions, “The Vagabond King" or "Naughty

Anita Rosen, of New York. The
, dut aa estimated $50,000 addition- Marietta." depending upon talent

1
•

•• •
•

j
uut au cduiiiatcu yav«wv ovuitiyu'

Sale \vas negotiated by Gross. &
; aj WOuld be required to do it on availabilities.

Brown, of New’ lork. Local Shu-
: Broad\vay. Not only does the cost • As to “Wonderful Town." Char-

bert management, which operates f seem excessive, ,but there's a qUes- les R- Meeker Jr.. Musicals’ man-
the Locust St., says sale does not

; tjon whether the play itself might aging director, said that this would
affect immediate policy of house.

; ne as effective in a large house. be the first time a summer theatre
as the Shubert lease runs through

j

With ho other suitable off-Broad-
,
was permitted to stage a hit mu-

the season of 1955. ‘ way theatre seemingly available, sical currently on Bfoadway and
The Erlanger Theatre, Philly’s there’s talk of doing the drama in expected to continue through the

largest legit house, operated in re- ( London. Friends of Hurd Hatfield. ; summer.
cent years by Lawrence Shubert star of the show7, have suggested; “We may get it because no road
LawTence and William Goldman, ( such a move, and the management company is planned,” Meeker sfa-

is seriously considering it. Mean- : ted. “But all these shows are sub-
while. it's, expected that the orig- ject to negotiation; how'ever, I

William Goldman Theatres, Inc.,
]
inal $10,000 investment w ill be re- think w’e shall have all those

was built in 1927 and named after
j
couped, with a possible profit, dur- named." Of the five, only “Hattie’

indie: film exhibitor, has been put
up for sale. Theatre, owned by

Abe Erlanger. Albert M. Green-
field & Co. is the sales agent.

ing the de Lys run.
As a tj’pical footnote to

is dated; the other four musicals
off- w’ere N. Y. productions of the last

The 1,880-seat Erlanger Theatre, ( Broadway operation* the manage-
• two seasons.

farthest west of Philly’s midtown
j

ment had to drop the boxoffice’ Musicals’ board of directors
play and film houses, has been in- treasurer because of a ticket mixup voted a 1954 budget of $450,000

theatrically this season ‘ Saturday night, and engaged a re- for the six productions,
opened with Fred and > placement for this week.

,
No talent ' has been signed. Pro-

Guild Adds Can. Ballet
HI' ji. | . • | « | UilVIV UVQi, nvVUJIt,

To Subscnpbon List I-

“Fiman’s Rainbow” and “Carmen

Dorothy Stone’s “Criss Cross,” in

October, 1927, and has witnessed
some famous premieres and try-

out runs, including such tuners as
“Show Boat,” “Sw’eet Adeline,”

Ottawa, Jan. 19.

National Ballet Co. of Canada,
whose director is Celia Franca, has

been added to the New York The-
atre Guild’s subscription list as an
optional attraction. It's already

slated for the Guild roster in Buf

New Casey Play to Bow

At Rochester Arena

,

duction staff due to return includes
George Schaefer, stage director in

for his third season; Franz Allers,
musical director of 1953. and local
resident Peter Wolf, technical di-

rector and scenic designer, returns
for his eighth consecutive season.
A price increase for ’54 ups

Rochester, N.Y., Jan. 19.

Dorothy Chernuck and Omar K.
Lerman. co-producers of the Arena choice’ seats from $3 to $3.50 top!

HERS PAYING BACKERS (Theatre here, announced that con- The 90c ducat remains/ but ali

DrTlIDM
’ tracls had been inked to premiere other locationa will be upped from

lUl UKrl •
R°semao' CTasey s new play, “Once 30g to 50c. As before, season tick-

;an Ar*tnr 9 ririnnd Inpir ^
initial not urn If will

Actor/’ during Iheir upccnung ejs anow SJX shows for the price

nJn .hu
sprmg seas0n

- of 800 to >11 locations.

falo. Detroit, Milwaukee, Minn«-
1 Hers "he Celeste ^Holm Miss Case>'s ‘'f-Xe Love” re-

:
—

apoliS
9
and Seattle, after »' 3 “CCesSfUl

rJan. 25) at the Royal Alexandre,
resents 10C- of the $60,000 invest-

Toronto. -

Robert Preston starrer. That repv ^adwa"^io; {FACES’ MAKING QUICK
pla\wvright's “Velvet Glove” re-

... , ;
ment on the Albert Selden-Morton

; the OhristoDhpr Award and : Dili
One of two new ballets preemed ; Gottlieb production,which cost

: biaved New York Actor” con- : **^*
at w-eek will be "Dark of the

j

s41 ,ooo to bring in, including
1

P
i
3>
nf ^dLestTc comed./nixuu

!

"V
rb/bn ** Hacorf nn thp BirhflrH'*nn- UocAArt * * Mfthn ,

CCrnS a aomesuc COmeq% ITUXUp

RETURN TO COZY FRISCO
that
Moon,” based on the Richardson
Berney play which had a run on
Broadway some years ago. “Moon ’

choreography is by Joey Harris of

London, Qnt, and music is by
Louis Applebaum, National Film

Board of Canada composer who
has also done scores for Holly-

wood features.

Despite its Guild “optipnal at-

traction” tiein/ ballet may have to

curtail its transcontinental tour,

which opens in Toronto Jan; 25.

President Z, R. B. Lash said last

Week that without donations total-

ling $100,000 the tour would end
in Detroit; Feb. 14. Dancers in the

company have chipped in $200 to

start off the “save-the-baillet” fund,

•. ~ —
,

New Faces,” ending a three-
$36,000 production cost and $5,000

j between a playwright, his wife and
j

week run Saturday night <23) at
trvnnt ift«

an actor. Miss Chernuck will direct ; the Biltmore, Los Angeles, movestryout loss.

Fay and Michael Kanin comedy
grossed almost $22,000 for its first

full week at the 48th Street, N. Y\.

for an operating profit of about
$4,000. It has theatre party book-
ings through February.

’Millions’ Down Under
Hollywood, Jail. 19.

Tony Fontane heads for Austra-
lia late next month to report for
rehearsals for hLs role as the male
lead in the legit musical, “Zip
Goes A Million,” based on “Brew-
ster’s Millions.”

the pre-Broadway tryout.

She Insists Site’s Gal

next Monday night <25) for a five-

week repeat at the Curran, San
Francisco, which it played recently,
after which it will work back east

Tiaiiac ' Tar. to .
f°r a possible return to Broadw;ayD i 1 '

in the spring. Latter would be for
Actors Equity has asked Jeanne a Uniited stand, probably at a $4.80

Gal, local entertainer, to take a/ top, depending on the’ availability
new tag to protect musical star 0f a suitable theatre.
Jeanne Bal’s name. Union issued

; Leonard Sillman revue has done
its request to Miss Gal via a form

, hefty business on the Coast, with
letter sent out in situations where : a likely take of over $37,000 for
there are name similarities.

I

the current windup week in Los
Miss Gal is insisting on using ‘ Angeles, It drew $40,100 for the

her own name. Equity’s rules per- : New Year week finale of its initial

mit her to appeal the case. i stand In San Francisco.
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Pbys Out of Town
Lullaby
New Haven, Jan; 14.

Jerome Mayer and Iri Mowery produc-
tion of comedy in two act* (five scene*)
by Don Appell. Star* Mary Boland; fea-

ture* Kay Medford, Jack Warden. Di-

rected by jlayer; settings and '.lighting by
Ben Edwards. At Sbubert Theatre, New
Haven, Jan. 14, '34; I3.C0 top.

Bellhop i .... *"A1
Johnny iac^
Eadie ........... 1 Kay Medford
Mother - Mary Boland

What this play needs most Is

about 15 minutes more running
time on a par with the vitality of

' its fir ;t act, if it hopes to stay out
of the “almost made it” classifica-

tion.
_

There are some very funny lines

here; . and some amusing action
which, collectively, could make a

riotous.one-ac.ter, but played in full

length; the content is spread
pretty thin; Although the script is

peopled with authentic charac-
terization, the story, per se. is

rather commonplace. This leayes
* matters up to dialog, acting and
situations. Thesping department is

well taken care of, but the dialog
and situation tangents merely offer

good samples of what a wider
treatment should be like. With in-

creased values in those sectors,

“Lullaby” coii’d conceivably come
in as a sleeper.
Theme concerns a spur-of-the-

moment marriage which starts out
on a romantic shoestring and is

almost wnterloocd by a maternal
apron-string. Play Opens as Johnny
Horton, 38-year-old ex-bachelor
whose mother still regards him as
her “baby," enters a Scranton
hotel room with Eadie Jackson, his
bride of a few hours, following
their elopement from New York.

Eadie is a Broadway njte-spot
cigarcl girl and not exactly the
type that Mother Horton would
have picked for her ambitious-to-
be-a-truck-ovvner son. From there
on, story unfolds the battle staged
by the two femmes for possession
of Johnny, with, natch, Eadie win-
ning out in the end.
Mary Boland returns to the stage

after a lengthy absence and does
justice to the mother role. It’s not
a particularly sympathetic part
from general audience viewpoint,
but it should stir a response from
playgoers sharing a similar fear of
being left alone late in life. She
gives the proper amount of wile to
the mater, who . is always contriv-
ing fair means or foul to the task
of perpetuating her “baby.”

If Kay Medford stepped out of
the currently successful John Mur-
ray Anderson’s “Almanac” in order
to further her legit; career via her
featured role in “Lullaby,” she can
Write “mission accomplished” as Of
now. If the step was taken for
financial benefit, the final draft of
this one, when it ultimately hits
Broadway, will settle that question.
In any case, her work here is top-
flight.' Displaying a pronounced
flair for comedy set against a sober
background, her delivery and tim-
ing punch across the author’s crea-
tions tellingly.

. Jack Warden, co-featured in the
male lead, offers a click interpre-
tation of the mouse turned into a
man. His expressive face is a handy
tool for; dovetailing the metamor-
phosis from a shy guy to a proud
prospective poppa. Fourth member
of the abbreviated cast is A1 Ram-
sen, doing a neat bit as a flip wolf
in bellhop’s clothing.

Direction has play stepping off
at a fast comedy pace. Laughs come
quickly and frequently but this
tempo is not sustained. Peaks and
valleys seem more an outcome of
scripting than staging. A breakup
into three acts instead of. two
might help here.
Two sets look like the end result

of a conservative budget but they
set the play authentically in a
Scranton hotel and a modest New
York living room. Bone.

edy interludes and occasionally-
heard incidental music.

17

. .

|
Norman Bosten's play is laid in

,
a tawdry rooming nouse, not far
removed from a house of ill-repute,

adjoining an amusement park in. a

cheap seaside resprt. Leading char-.

:
acters are Mercflda and Albert,
wife and husband who run the
honkytonk rooming and bathhouse.

:
Former ILenore Ulric) is the domi-

;

nating one; it is she who has taken i

: her tubercular daughter from a

;

sanitarium and prompted a run-
away marriage for the sick girl,

and it is she who has persuaded
i her husband to bamboozle an in-

. surance company into giving him
j
money after he. has actually recov-
ered.
i Daughter, having run out on her
young farmerboy husband on their
wedding night, returns home, ail-

ing more than ever. Still ambitious,
! the mother schemes to make the
;
poor girl Queen of the Mardi Gras

i
parade, which winds up this re-
sort’s summer season. Gal catches
a fatal cold despite desperate ef-

! forts of her father and husband, at
the last minute, to get her out of
the parade and under proper med-

• ical care,
i Some of the dialog is raucous
and sometimes close to thqtabscenc
side; at lot of the show is in ques-

; tionable taste.

i
Under the completely uninspired

direction of Peter Kass, who has
i permitted some of the most inex-

{ plicable lapses and glaring flaws,
the cast, in general, flounders
along unhappily; Miss Ulric fluffs
many lines and seems genuinely
unhappy about most of the pro-
ceedings. Robert F- Simon plays
the husband somewhat iqaudibly,
but otherwise his is a fairly credit-
able performance, Lois Smith is a
wistful, quite appealing heroine.
But the cast’s outstanding member
is Steven Hill as the young far-
meWhusband. (Miss Ulric later
withdrew from the role. Ruth
White will replace.)

In sharp «contract to the dis-
tressing directional lapses of Kass,
Leo Kerz’s setting, although erratic
in lighting, has atmosphere and
color. Duke Ellington’s incidental
music may be okay but it doesn’t
have much of a

.
chance to register;

the audience is too busy writhing
over or laughing at the prepos-
terous acting and dialog.

Waters.

Big Hit-BigHop
Continued from page 1

Mnrria (pras
Philadelphia, Jan, 14.

Anthony Parella production of drama
In two acts (four scenes) by Norman Rbs-
ten. Stars Lbnnrc UlVW; features Steven
Hill, Robert F. Simon, Lois: Smith, Daniel
Reed; Directed by Peter KasS. Incidental
music by Duke Ellington; settings, cos-
tumes and lighting by Leo Kerz. At
Locust. Philly, Jan. 13, '54.

Concession Man
Frankel .

•

Junk Man
Albert
Jimmy
Sailor . ..

,

Merclda
Barbara .......
Inspector
Stanley
College Boy
College Girl ...
Cathv ,.

Rajah
Clown
Walter
Doctor
C.ir\

Joseph Sullivan
Albert Ottchheimer

Daniel Reed
. . . Robert F. Simon
. . .

.

William Hickey
. . . Bernard Kates
...... Lcnore Ulric

Janet Vickers
.... William Darnel
. . .

.

Rick Brewster
. . .

.

Stefan Gierasch
........ Nancy Lee.
....... Lois Smith
. ... Gregory. Morton
... Joseph Bernard

Steven Hill
. . .

.

James Maloney
• - Bryarly Lee

Future B’way Schedule
( Theatre indicated if booked)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth, tonight (Wed.).

Immoralist, Royale, Jan. 26.
Lullaby, Lyceum, week Feb. 1.

Stockade, President, Feb. 4.

Mardi Gras, Feb. 4,

Confidential Clerk, Morosco,
Feb. 11.

Winner, Feb. 17.
Ondine, 46th St., Feb. 18.
Girl Pink Tights, Hell’ng’r, Feb

25.

Burning Glass, week March 1.

Child of Grace, March 18.
By Beautiful Sea, March 25.
Year Around, April 19.
Pajama Game, May 12.

Current London Shows
London, Jan. 19.

(Figures denote premiere dates)
Affairs © State# Cambridge (8-21-52).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
As Long As Happy, Garrick (7-8-53).
Big Knife# Duke York's, (1-1-54).
Birthday Honours# ICriterion (10-6-53).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53*.
Boychik# Embassy (1-13-54).
Carrington# V. C., Westminster (7-28-53).
Confidential Clerk, Lyric (9-16-53).
Crime Punishment# Arts (1-13-54).
Day By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).
Dear Charles, New (12-18-52).
Down Came Blackbird, Savoy (12-22 53).
Escapade, Strand (1-20-53).
Folies Bergere, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
For Better Worse, Comedy (12-17-52).
Guys and Dolls, Colliscum (5-28*53).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
London Laughs, Adclphi (4-12-52).
Love From Judy, Saville (9-25-52).
LovO Match, Palace (11-10-53).
More Intimacy, New Lindsey (12-29-53).
Mousetrap; Ambas. (11-25-52).
Oddly Enough, New Watergate 02-22-53).
Old Vie Repertory, Old Vic (9-14-53).
paint Your Wagon, Majesty's (2-11-53).
Pygmalion, St. James’ (11-19-53).
Question of Fact, Piccadilly (12-10-53).
Reluctant Heroes, Whitehall (9*12-50).
Ring Out Bells, Vie, Pal. (11-12-52).
Seagulls Sorrento,. Apollo (6*14*50).
Seven Year Itch, Aldwych (5*14-52).
Sleeping' Prince, Phoenix (10-5-53).
Someone Waiting, Globe (11-25-53).
Trial A: Error, Vaude (9*17-53).
Wish You Were Here. Casiho (lO^lO-Sa).
Witness Prosecution,. W. Gard. (10 -28 -53).

Opening of “Mardi Gras” at the
Locust last night (13) brought a
thumbsdown vote all around for
this Anthony Parella production,
which despite its glamorous, ro-
mantic title, turned out to be
mostly of the photographically real-
istic. school, with some rowdy com-

CLOSED LAST WEEK
Champagne On Ice, Hipp (9,-17-53).
Return, Duchess

.
(11*9-53).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS •

Housemaster, St. Martin's (1*19-54).
No Other Verdict, Duchess (1*21-54),

The first off-Broadway produc-
tion of Mary Chase's revised ver-
’ sion of “Bernardine,” due to go
;on the road next fall, will be tried
i
out in the playwright’s home town

,
by the department of theatre at the

,

U. of Denver, Feb. 10-17. Edwin
J

Levy . is director and Robin Lacy
* will design the settings.

final preopening feature splurge,
the advance reports are estimated
to have cost each daily $175. Add
weekend picture spreads in the
Times, Herald Tribune, News, Post,
World-Telegram and Journal-
American for another $2,035 worth
of space./

v

On the basis of rough estimates,
figure the cost of space for re-
views, also at regular per-agate-
line rates, as follows: Times, $570;
Herald Trib, $274; News, $450;
Mirror, $230; World-Telly, $222;
Post, $312, and JournaUAmeHcan

,

$304. Toss in the space for closing
announcements as a sort of funeral
benefit; .

On the theory that critics (and
the not-so-smali army of drama
editors,, reporters, columnists and
assorted journalistic outriders) are
paid regular weekly salaries, ex-
clude an estimated prorata $100
per review, However, the aisle-
sitters can safely be estimated at,

say, $10 apiece for expense ac-
counts for the evening’s indiscre-
tion. -

That totals $4,672. It covers only
the seven Manhattan dailies. Stub-
born statisticians can make . esti-

mates to cover, for example, the
Brooklyn Eagle, Women’s Wear
Daily, Morning Telegraph, Journal
of Commerce, Wall Street Journal,
AP, UP and the otfier syndicates,
plus the New Yorker, Time, News-
week, Life, Cue, Saturday Review;
etc, (Variety covers these things
just for fuij.)

Recompense? First, there’s read-
er interest—impossible to evalu-
ate. Then there’s advertising rev-
enue. In this case, that was prob-
ably around $1,800 for the seven
dailies. Estimates are based on
the following “open rates” per
agate line: Times, $2.30 Sunday,
$1.90 daily; News, $3.43 "Sunday,
$2.94 daily; Mirror, $1.70 Sunday,
$1 ,55 daily; Herald Trib, $1.82
Sunday. $1.37 daily; World-Telly,
$1.85 daily; post, $1.18 Sunday,
S1.42 daily; Journal - American,
$1.95 Sunday, $1.90 daily.
The loss on the show itself?

Wiretaps • on the Shubert phones
indicate the damage ran to about
$25,000.

Current Road Shows
(Jan. 18-30)

^ Confidential Clerk (Ina Claire,
Claude Rains, Joan Greenwood)
(tryout)—Colonial, Boston (18-23)*
National, Wash. (25-30) (Reviewed
in Variety, Jan. 13, ’54).

^Evening with Beatrice Lillie
(Beatrice Lillie)—Blackstone, Ciii
(18-30).

_ Girt in. Pink Tights (Rennee
Jeanmaire, Charles Goldner ) try-'
ou(>—Shubert, New Haven (25-30);
Good Nite, Ladies—Great North-

ern, Chi (18-30).
Guys and Dolls—Shubert, Bos-

ton >*(18-30).

Harvey (Frank Fay)—Geary, S.
F. (18-23); Biltmore, L. A. (25-30).
Immoralist (Geraldine Page

Louis Jordan) (tryout)—Forrest’
Phila. (18-23). (Reviewed in
Variety, Jan. 13, ’54).

John Brown's Body (Tyrone
Power, Anne Baxter, Raymond
Massey)—Aud., Mobile (18); Muh.
Aud., Jackson, Miss. (19); Mun.
Aud., Memphis (20-21); Mun. Aud.,
V^ksburg (22 ); Robinson Aud.,
Little Rock (23); Mun. Aud., Shreve-

Fo
0
-
1

? Aud., Grambling. La.
(2
i : Gregory Gymnasium, Austin
Lullaby (Mary Boland) (tryout)

—Walnut St.. Phila. (18-30). (Re-
viewed in Variety this week).
Mardi Gras (Lenore Ulric) (trv-

outl-Lociist St., Phila. (18-23).
(Reviewed in Variety this week).~ Shubert, Detroit

»ir
3 '

: Wanna, Cleveland (25-30).

(18-3°0°)
n IS B,Ue~Cox

’ Cincinnati

Faces—Biltmore. L. A. (18-
23); Curran, S. F. (25-30).

«#>?
kiahom?—National. Wash. (18-

23); Forrest, Phila. (25-30).

_ Ondine (Audrey Hepburn. Mel

(29-30)
tryout)—Colonial

> Boston

Po
Jgy 0& Bess—Mosque. Rich-mond (18-23); Nixon, Pitt (25*30).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Erlanger, Chi (18-30). *

-South Pacific (Jeanne Bal. Webb
7, o Aud.. Louisville
U.8-2Q); Tennessee. NashviUe (21-
23); Aud,> Memphis (25-30).

„ s*aI*e 17—Nixon. Pitt (18-23)-
Parsons, Hartford (26-30),
.
Time Out for Ginger (Melvvn

Douglas)—Harris, Chi (18-30).
*

, _ -Twin Beds—American, St. L. (25-
;
OUK
Winner (tryout). — Erlanger

Buffalo (28-30).
8 ’

Were Here—Shubert;
i Chi (18-30). .

Plays m Broadway
The Slareresti Story

John C. Wilson, Messrs. Shubert A S, S.
Krellberg production of drama in three
acts (four scenes) by Diana Morgan, star*
Eva Lc Gallienne, Mary Astor; features
Anthony Ross, Margaret Bannerman,
Christopher Plummer, Doris Patston, UUa
O’Connor. Staged by Wilson; setting,
Watson Barratt. At Boyale, N.Y., Jan. 13,
'34; S6-$4^0 top ($7S0 opening). .

James. Trenchard ......... Anthony Ross
Chloe Gwynn . . . . . . . , Marta Linden
George Phillips . . Christopher Plummer
Christine Starcross .... Lynn Bailey
Ellen
Lady Starcross
Alice Venning..
Laura Shipman
Jean Benson.. .

Anne Meredith

..... . Una O'Connor )

. . .

.

Eva Le GaUienne
.Margaret Eisnnerman
..... Philippa Bevans

Doris Patston
Mary Astor

Several tons of words are squan-j
dered on, very little in “The Star-
cross Storj-,” last week's only

jBroadway opening, and a dodo.
|

“Starcross” is one of those prob-
lem plays of the sort popular about
a half-century ago. It poses the
question of Whether the perpetua-
tion of a hero legend is justifiable,
if the hero was actually a charla-
tan. It is the author's thesis that
its perpetuation is desirable as an
inspiration to those who

:
may be

persuaded tO-believe it. That this
conclusion seems dubious, at the
least, is probably inconsequentiaUj
since: the play is so stubbornly
tedious. ' 0
For most of two static acts the

gah, amounts to a sedative, as the
only interesting character is off-

stage, the fake “hero” who has
been dead 15 years. The onstage
characters, even when they aban-
don polite prattle for bitter dis-
pute, tend to be merely represen-
tatives of conflicting ideas, .with-
out dimension or individual inden-
tities. So the thirdract flareup is
futile.

The John C, Wilson-Shuberts-
S. S. Krellberg production is unfor-
tunately cast and, as staged by Wil-
son, the performance is generally
dawdling and stilted. Eva Le Gal-
lienne, top-starred as the widow
implacably and unscrupulously de-
termined to canonize her husband’s
memory,' apparently to hide the
galling barrenness of her own life,-

seems unnecessarily rigid until .her
big scene in the third act, but that
at least is effectively vitriolic.
Mary

. Astor. co-starred, as the
former mistress who tries to pre-
vent the.' -filming of the $purious
hero’s “story,” is charming and re-
markably youthful looking, but her
playing seems expressionless in her
initial, scenes and not believable in
the 'awkward, ill-motivated final
Scene in which she reveals the
truth about the ruthlessly vain ad-
venturer.
Anthony Ross is effortlessly con-

vincing as a likably cynical film
producer, Christopher Plummer is
acceptable as the idealistic direc-
tor who walks out on. the assign-
ment when the legend is exposed,
Una O’Connor underlines the bit
role of a typically caustic Scottish
maid; and there are passable sup-
porting bits by Margaret Banner-
man, Doris Patston, Lynn Bailey
and Philippa Bevans. Watson Bar-
ratt has designed the traditionally
austere British drawing room set-
ting.

As a matter of record, “Star-
cross” \vas a failure when origi-
nally produced under the title. “Af-
ter My Fashion,” in London in
May, 1952, with Sonia Dresdel and
Valerie White costarred and the
author playing the part of the film
scenarist. It was well received
under its present title last sum-
mer on the strawhat circuit, with a
cast including Miss Le Gallienne,
Faye Emerson, Ona Munson and
Glenn Anderson. Incidentally,
Miss Morgan is better known
as the co-aulhor. with her hus-
band Robert MacDermot, of revue
sketches Hobe.

( Closed Jan. 13 after due per*

formance.)
>1«‘ and Juliet

(Majestic, N. Y.)
(FOLLOWUP)

There’s no denying that the basic
faults ot Rodgers & Hanimerstein’s

months of playing time has notdimmed the verve and enthusiasm
of the performers. R & H has as-
sembled an attractive group, from
chorus girls to principals. Ray Wal-
ston, as the tyrannical stage man-
ager Mark Dawson, as the jilted
electrician; and Joan McCracken,
as the forward dancer* are the
most impressive.
The production values and per-

formers succeed, 4o some extent, in
overcoming the cumbersome book
which, unfortunately, places “Me
and Juliet” among R & H’s lesser
contributions. Holl

Off-B’way Show

Bnllfight
Modern American Theatre production

o£ drama in three acts by Leslie Stevens.
Features Hurd Hatfield. Tamara Daykar*
hanova, Vivian Nathan, Mario Alcalde,
Loretta Leversee, Milton Seizor. Directed
by Joseph Anthony. Technical adviser,
Sloan Simpsonr settings and lighting, Kim,
Swados; composed and arranger of: music.
Rolando Valdes-Blain; executive pro-
ducer, Stanley S. KOstner. At Theatre de
Lys. N.Y., Jan. 12. .'34; S3.60 top.
Guitarist ...

.

. . Rolando Valdes-Blaia
Esteban de la Crur Salamanca

- Mario Alcalde
Josefina Tecds ......... Vivian Nathan
Pilar Tecos Loretta Leversee
Herium Tecos Milton Selzer
Domingo del Cristobal Salamanca

Hurd Hatfield
Luchai ^ . Ronald Lopez
La Bruja .... Tamara Daykarhanova
Jesus . Flores ........

.

Edward Rutzisky
Pedro Flores : Robert Jatquin
Townsoeople . , Felipe . Lakiza, fiori

’

Warren. Barbara Burris, Jan Henry.
Catherine Holst. Nona Medici, Marie

. Stuccio. William Lennard, Robert
, Loggia, Ed Setrakian, Alex Tartag*

lia, Irving Winter

Current tenant at the Theatre de
Lys in Greenwich Village is much
top experimental in nature- for gen-
eral consumption. Show, however,
will probably appeal to a limited
segment of the^ off-Broadway audi-
ence. Its potential as a Main Stem
contender is nil. Both the produc-
tion and Leslie Stevens' scripting <

lean too heavily on impressionism.

Giving the play a definite boost
are Rolando Valdez-Blaih’s guitar
workover of his own compositions
and Kim Swados’ lighting; Because
of these, a solemn and sensitive
mood is sustained. The strains of
Valdes-Blain’s guitar-plucking and
the potent handling of the lights

provide “Bullfight’’ with a dramatic
effectiveness that Stevens’ dialog
only intermittently, achieves. Gab
runs the gamut from concrete ex-
postulations to obscure references.

Play, which concerns itself with
two brothers of noble Spanish
descent, places the emphasis on
the older (Hurd Hatfield* and his

destructive effect on those who
come in personal contact with him.
Yarn begins with Hatfield’s return
to his hometown after a stay in the
U.5. His reappearance results in

general havoc. His brother (Mario
Alcalde) breaks up with his peasant
wife (Vivian Nathan) because of
loyalty to Hatfield, Miss Nathan's
kid sister (Loretta Leversee) has a
torrid affair writh Hatfield and Al-
calde, an aspiring toreador, is

eventually gored to death by a bull
due to his Brother’s selfish urging.

Much of the action is conveyed
via choreographed movements al-

though no One is given program
credit for this phase of the produc-
tion, In some cases the meaning of
the w’ordless segments is easily
discernable and in other instances
calls for a stretch of the imagina-
tion.

Hatfield does a fine job as a

weak-kneed individual posing as a

tough hombre. Alcalde turns in a
sincere performance as his loyal

and likeable brother. Miss Nathan
at times appears too deliberate in

her attempt to portray a sensuous
wife, while Miss Leversee gives a

good account of a young girl com-
pletely captivated by Hatfield’s
charms. Other roles are given okay
handling.

Large cast was ably directed bytribute to shmv hi? efiti w ,1 Large cast was ably directed oy

it remains nevertheless i

Jos?Ph Anthony, although in some
^

nevertheless a pleasant
and mildly diverting musical. Like
the show-within-a-show, “Me and
Juliet ’ lias settled down to a com-
fortable run. but unlike the for-
mer. the overall show at the Ma-
jestic Theatre is a livelier presen-
tation. It is doubtful that R & H
would have gotten by with the
show-within-a-show' material.

Richard Rodgers’ tunes stand up
nicely. In fact, they sound better
now that they have gained identifi-
cation via .disk and radio plays.
The melodies, which eluded manv
on first hearing, are first class Rod-
gers, especially the ballads, “No
Other Love” and “Marriage Type
Love.” And the first act chorus
number, “Keep It Gay,’* revealing
an instaritaneous shift . from on-
stage preformance to backstage re-
hearsal, is a standout
.
Op the plus side, too, is Jo Miel-

ziner s scenery which easily steals
the show in its quick shifts from
front to backstage. The seven

spots the direction
heavyhan4ed.

is a little

Jess.

on
Holl>*\vood. Jan. 19.

Ever since “Lend an Ear” went
on from a Coast showcasing to

Broadway success, local producers
have been trying to concoct an-
other revue with commercial pos-
sibilities. Now Anne Anderson,
one of the original “Lend An Ear”
cast members, is hoping to come
up with the right formula.
Miss Anderson will produce, but

not appear in, a new revue tagged
“Come On and Play,” with
sketches, music and lyrics by Dan-
ny Jackson and R. Raisa. Opening
has been set for Feb. 11. at the
388-seat Harout’s Ivar Theatre.
w*ith Tommy Mahoney directing
the sketches and Olga Lunick han-
dling choreography.
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BAhert Lewis* director of “Tea-

ho5i of the August Mwn,; sails

next*Saturday (23) on tte Queen
Jrv for production huddles and

iSin* of the London edition of

fw ?omedy. vrUch he will stage
1

Walter Starcke, co-producer

iWith Gertrude /lacy) ot “I Am a

Camera/' sailed to London over

the weekend for prebminary prep-

aratrons for the West End edition

nf the show . . . Jimmy Hammer-
Sein. director-stage manager son

'<

(Hear Hammeretein 2d, is in

line to produce a late-spring series

„t musical revivals at the N. Y.

City Center.

Richard Yorke, who plays John

Kerr’s athletic' roommate in “Tea

and Svmpathy,” was tested last

week for a role in “Bringing Up
the Brass,” to be filmed by John
Ford at West Point soon, for. Co-

lumbia release . . . With Ruth
White as femme lead, succeeding

Lenore Ulric, “Mardi Gras” will

lav off for restaging and rehearsal

for a postponed Broadway, open-

ing Feb. 4 . . . Margaret Lockwood,
returning to legit after a three-

vear absence, will star in a new
Aratha Christie meller, “The
Spider’s Web,” to be produced in

London next fall by Peter
Saunders.
' Whatever became of that pert

little "Lend an Eair” dancer, Dor-
othy Babb? . . .Sylvia Siegler, for-

merly president of the Show-of-
the-Month Club, has joined Don
Herbert in opening a ticket infor-

mation centre in the Showshop-
per$ Centre, N.Y. ;. . > Dick Horner
has quit as company manager of

"Twin Beds” on the road to take

a similar assignment with Ague*
de Mille’s touring troupe. . .Man-
ning Gurian, company manager of
John Murray Anderson'* “Alma-
nac,” has authored a comedy,
"Wav of a Woman;” which Margo
Jones will try out March 29 at her
Theatre '54 in Dallas, where he
was formerly genex^tl manager,

Kathleen Winsor, author - of
"Forever Amber” and other nov-
els. has written.- a play, “America,
with Love,” which will be pro-
duced next season by Mary K.
Frank, co-producer with the Play-
wrights Co. of ‘‘Tea and Sympa-
thy" Robert L. Joseph and Jay
Julien, producers of “Mile. Coi-
ombe.” plans a production next
season of “Double Double,” a com-
edy by actor Frank Cotsaro.
Joan Donovan, who plays one of

Tom Ewell's daydream girls in
"Seven Year Itch,” will be married
Jan. 31 to Lowell Cordier, a non-
pro ... . Morrie Efron is house man-
ager of the Longacre, N.Y., suc-
ceeding the late Joe Conkle . . -Pa-
tricia Morison will take over the
femme lead, succeeding Annamary
Dickey, when “King and I” goes
on tour.

Major Crisis Dept.: Mixup re-
sulted in the substitution of a bot-
tle of Haig & Haig for Vat 69 in
the stage business opening night
of "Hi$ and Hers,” thereby im-
periling a free-likker deal for the
producers . . . Another critical note:
A reviewer’s watchmaker told him
that his watch had been kicking
up, with the hairspring getting way
out of line, because the critic had
been applauding at various per-
formances—proving that a break
with tradition means a hexed time-
piece.

Elliot Nugent and director John
Gerstad in Chi last week putting
their stamp of approval on the
road troupe of “Seven Year Itch”
fit the Erlanger . . . “Time Out for
Ginger” scripter Ron Alexander
lectured the Northwestern U.
drama at Evanston, 111., last Fri-
day (15).

v
" endell Corey is due in New

"iork this week to discuss the male
lead in Paul Yroom's . scheduled
production of “Fragile Fox,” to be
staged by Archie Mayo . , Lucile
Hatson will have a leading role in
Burning Glass,” Charles Morgan

P'ay to be produced by the Thea-
tre Guild and John C. Wilson,
'Jith Luther Kehnett directing. Ce-

iv* u Hardwicke, Maria Riva and
natter Matthau are already set for
*‘le

,

cast. .John Murray Ander-
son s “Almanac” has a $32,000 stop
limit at the Imperial, N. Y; ...

V?01® Greene, leading man oppo-

d
e Iva,*,arine Cornell in “Prescott

proposals,” was screentesied last
ueek for a role in Columbia’s “jo-
sePh and His Brethren.”

Stanley Holloway, character
comedian, taking over Captain
Hook-Mr. Darling role for British
tour of “Peter Pan,” with Pat
Mrkwood remaining in 'title part.
Holloway is set for Bottom role in

ni!
n
v-

rgh
.
Festival production by

*d \ ic of “A Midsummer Night’s

-S', starring. Moira Shearer
and Robert Helpmann.

Piu^1
?,-

20 Payers, currently in

vl t-
co* under the sponsorship
of Puerto Rico, to present

ai t'n a
V
ir

° English-speaking plays

er K Umversit
-Y

Theatre, will of-
neir productions fpom Monday'

(25) through Feb. 6 .. . Robert Carr
has been upped to treasurer of the
Shubert Theatre, Boston, replacing
the late Arthur Manley. : Frank
Gershon has switched from the
Hub Opera House boxoffice to the
Shubert wicket ... The first in a
series of “Show-Trains” for Boston
out-of-town theatregoers attending
“Guys and Dolls” will be run
round-trip from Hyannis, Mass.,
Jan. 26.

Stewart Cruikshank terminating
his international revue, “Starlight
for You,” as skedded at the Ly-
ceum, Edinburgh, Jan. 23, and
using its success as pattern for
future shows ; ..Noel Coward oper-
etta, “After the Ball,” based on
Oscar Wilde's “Lady Windermere’s
Fan,” opening at Liverpool March
1, With Mary Ellis, Vanessa Lee,
Peter Graves, Graham Payn and
Shamils Locke. Robert Helpmann
megging, with Doris Zinkeisen do-
ing decor. . > Scot audiences to see
pre^London production of new
Christopher Fry play, “The Dark
Is Light Enough,” starring Dame
Edith Evans, with James Donald
and Frances Hyland also in lead
parts. Peter Brook directing.

‘Lullaby’ Hits Sour Note
In N. Haven With $4,500

• -

‘Ainanac’ $40,(00,

‘His’ $21,600,

‘

OK

,900, PhMly

Chi With $30,000
Chicago, Jan. 19.

Biz lagged again last week at
the. five theatres lighted here.
With the huge Furniture Mart
Windy City, traffic failing to spark
legit grosses the past twro weeks,
storm signals may break out with-
in the next few frames for some
of the current quintet.

Estimates for Last Week
Evening With Beatrice Lillie,

Blackstone (3d wk) ($4.40; 1,358).
Bordering $26,000.

,
Good Nile Ladies, Great North-

|
era (3d wk) ($430; 1,500). Holding
at 811,700.
Seven Year Itch, Erlanger (17th

wk) ($5; 1.334), (Eddie Bracken

V

Over $21,500.
Time Out for Ginger, Harris (1st

wk) ($4; 1,000) (Melvyn Douglas).
Notching $15,000.
Wish Yon Were Here, Shubert

(6th wk) ($5; 2,100). Just $30,000.

Ballet Theatre $40,800

In Split-Stand Week
Ballet Theatre, out on its best

tour yet boxofficewise, racked up
a healthy $40,800 last week in a
series of splits. Sunday matinee
(10) in Detroit garnered $7,300.

]

Next came four guarantee dates:

!

Grand Rapids, $3,900; and Kala-
mazoo, Highland Park, 111., and
Springfield, $3,700 each. Indian-

j

apolls Friday (15) was" a capacity J

$7,100 and two in Cincy Sunday,
also capacity, hit $11,400.
Troupe this week is continuing

its split stands.

New Haven, Jan. 19.
Premiere of “Lullaby” at Shubert

last week (14-16) hit the double
snag of season’s worst weather and
only moderately favorable word-of-
mouth. On four shows at $3.60 top,
overall take was light at $4,500,

Boxoffice draws a. blank this
week while “Girl in Pink Tights”
stages final rehearsals here. Next. _ . ...

< *week gets a full stanza of the ' Despite Inclement weather most

t

musical. „
: of last w'eek, biz began to move out

:

I of the post-New Year’s doldrums.

!

j
B.o. receipts during the past ses-

'

[sion edged towards normal and in

(practically all cases grosses were

j
above previous stanza's takes.

Last week’s only opener, “Star-.''

. cross Story,” closed after its ini-
f

( tial performance Wednesday ( 13>,

;

Other departures were the longrun
1 “South Pacific” and “End as a

Philadelphia, Jan. 19.
Beth shous closed S,lur-;

Billy Rose’s experimental $2 top
|

aa
^ ... . .

lor the tryout run of "The Itn- ,
Opening this week are Cono-

moralist” at the Forrest succeeded
’ lanus and “Caine Mutiny Court

in attracting an audience for the * Martial.” Former offering bowed
new Play, although local staffers '

yesterday /TuesJ, w hile latter

don’t, figure show to pull its weight
|

precnis tonight ‘• » edJ. (

financially, even with a sellout. Estimates, for Last Week
“Immoralist” received an okay Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
press reception, with subject mat- CD cComedy-Drama ), R (Revue), ,

ter ^id pop scale proving strong
\ MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi- !

b°5°?Ce
,

lure
* ... feat Drama), O (Open).Bad notices and poor public re-

t

~eption hurt “Mardi Gras” at the l
parenthetic designations

Locust. Show is braving a second 1
rel*T> respectively, .o top prices;

week, however. Walnut relights ?
number of seats, capacity grossand

tonight (Tuesj with “Lullaby ”
I
rior*. Price includes 20' b amuse-

hew comedy by Don Appell which * ment tax, but grosses are net; i.e.,

stars Mary * Boland. i exclusive of tax.

Estimates for Last Week Can-Can, Shubert »37th wk*
The Immoralist, Forrest »lst wk) I iMC-57.20; 061; S50.160): Almost

(D-l. 760; $2.60) 'Louis Jourdan,
f $50,400 (previous week, $50 700).

Geraldine Page). 'Ruth and AUgus-
1

Dial M for Murder, Booth t63rd
tus Goetz adaptation of Andre

j
wk; >D-$4X0; 766; $20,801 / iXIau-

Gide’s study of the home life of a nee Evans). Cher $11,700 fprevi-
talented homo. Critics didn't play Dus week, $14,700*, closes Feb, 27
down the touchy subject matter,

| to tour;
and heavy ad campaign and gen-rl

erall press, reception showed re-

sults, with $17^00.

World-Telegram
; McClain. Journal-

American) and five negative re-
views (Atkinson. Times; Chapman,
News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr,
Herald Tribune; Watts, Post);
Grossed around $4,000 for single
performance and closed at a loss
of about $26,000;

Tea and .Sympathy, Barrymore
(16th wki (D-$6-$4.80; 1.060; $28-
300) (Deborah Kerr*. Almost $28,*
600 (previous week, $28,700*.

Teahouse -ot the August Moon,
Beck (14th wk» ‘C-SC-S4.80; 1.214;
$31,681) (David Wayne, John For-
sythe). Nearly $31,800. with gross
held down by two theatre parties
(previous week, $32,000 >.

Wonderful Tows, Winter Garden
«46th wki |MC-|7.20; 1.510; $54.-
173» 'Rosalind Russell). Over
$47,200 (previous week. $45,000).

Owning this Week
Corioianos. Phoenix <D-S3; 1.1 50;

$15,Q00>. T. Edward Hambleton &
Norris Houghton (Phoenix Theatre)
production of drama by Shaker
speare: opened last night (Tues. ».

Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth tD-$6-$4.80; 1,062; $29,-
815) ‘Henry Fonda, John Hodiak,
Lloyd NolanL Paul Gregory pro-
duction of a dramatization ; by
Herman Wouk of a sequence from
his own bestsellier; ojpens tonight
iWed. 1.

End as a Man, Lyceum fHth wk'
I (D-$4.80; 995; $22345" (Ben Gaz-

„ .. r t-TL. (aara».‘ Around $5,000 ‘previous

1 VWi*
k
nSt ! closed Ssuirdij- > 16,

down uniformly. Under $5,000.

IN 2

‘Moon’ $18,500, St. Louis;

‘Ramshackle’ $9,D00
St. Louis, Jan. 19.

“The Moon is Blue” wound up

at the American Theatre Saturday

1 16), scaled to $3.66, for a good

gross of $18,500. "Twin Beds”
comes in Sunday (24) for a week
and “Porgy and Bess” is due Feb.

«•

ZaSu Pitts in “Ramshackle Inn”
closed a one-week frame, a new
policy, at the Empress Theatre
Sunday (17) with an estimated
gross. Of $9,000. “Arsenic and Old
Lace.” with Bela Lugosi, tees off

a week's stand tonight (Tues.), with
the usual $2.50 top prevailing.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy) g D (Drama),

CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
MC ( Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-

cal Drama), O (Operetta )

4

Burning Glass (D) Theatre

Guild & John C. Wilson, prods.;

Luther Kennett, dir.; Sir Cedric

Hardwicke, Lucille Watson, stars.

By the Beautiful Sea (M)—Rob-
ert Fryer & Lawrence Carr, prods.;

Charles Walters, dir.; Shirley

Booth, star.

Mv 3 Angels (Road) (C)—Leland
Harvard, prod.; Ben Kranz, dir.;

Walter Slezak, star.

Ondlne (CD)—Playwrights’ Co..

!
prod.; Alfred Lunt, Lynn Fontaine,

i dirs ; Audrey Hepburn, Mel Ferrer,

! stars.

I Winner (C> Plaj^vrights* Co.,

prod.; Elmer Rice, dir.; Joan Tetze!,

, Tom Helmore, stars.

\ :

\
derstood to have lost its Entire in-

;
vestment of about $45,000.

; Fifth Season. Cort »52nd wk) ‘C-
j

1 $4.80; 1,056; $25,227) Menasha
i Skulnik, Richard Wborf . Ov er

;
$22,600 (previous week. $21,600 '.

i His and Hers, 45th Street 2nd
_

. „ ; . j ,
! wk* ‘C-S4.80; 925: $22327/ Celeste

Daytona Beach, Jan. 19.
. Holm. Robert Preston). Almost

“Oklahoma” took in almost $31.-
; $21,600 ‘previous week $14300 for

400 last week, splitting perform- : first four performances and . two
ances between the War Memorial

{ previews).
Auditorium. Ft. Lauderdale, and

[
In the Sommer Honse. Play-

the Peabody Auditorium here.
: house '3rd wk) »D-$6-$4.80: 999:

Take at former in four perform- ; S23300) «Judith Anderson*. Neariy
ances Monday-Wednesday 1 1 1 -13) $13 .000 •previous week. Sll.OOOi
was over $11,800. Musical pulled

\
John Murray Anderson's Alma-

in almost $19,600 in its four shows *nae. Imperial ‘6th wk; R-*$7.20: 1.-

here Thursday-Saturday k 14-16‘. ' 400; $50300). Over $40,600 pre-

Tuner is currently at the Na- : vious week, S3"300".
tional, Washington. I Kind Sir, Alvin tilth wk 1 C-SS*

^ $4.80; 1.331; $39,460) »Mary Mar-
9 eoi TAA P!_._ tin. Charles Boyer . Almost S29.-

fOOO /previous week. $28,400).

n i m ’.1 King and I. St. James ‘147th wk)

Desoite Bad Weather ijy: »i.?i 7.» nuivau T * “t“v1
j Brynner*. Over $25,500 (previous

Cincinnati, Jan. 19.
|
week. $25,200% Closes April 10;

“South Pacific” grossed $31.700
: Kismet, Ziegfeld 7th •wk) ‘MD-

last week in the 2.500-seat Taft at
(
$7^o ; 1.628; $57308) (Alfred

$4.31 top. a pleasing figure in face * Drake). Topped $57,100 'previous
of terrible weather for two nights. 1 week. $57,100).
It was the musical's fourth week * Mile. Colombe. Longacre 2nd
and third trip here in less than

; wk» (CD-$6-$4.80; 1.048: $26,817)
two years. * ‘Julie JHarris. Edna Best'. Ao-

. "Moon Is Blue” is current in the proached $23 200 ‘previous week.
1 .3CM>-seat Cox and will stay on . §17.600 for first five performances
next week. Top is $3.69. 'and one preview*.——

~

;

Me and JnHet, Majestic '34th

RAftlciiur Pirkq Un wk* fMC-S730; 1.510: $5S 000*.
BOOKing OKea riCKS ip .Over $34,000 previous week.

Sharply for Pitt Nixon i
$3i;ooo).r J Oh, Men: Oh. Women. Miller

Boston. Jan. 19.
In spite of last week's heavy

snowstorms, both Hub legits fared
very strong at the boxoffice.

"Confidential Clerk” opened
Monday IL at. the Colonial to
favorable notices and wound Week
with a very* satisfactory gross.

Estimates for Last Week
Confidential Clerk, Colonial (1st

wk* '$4.80; 1300» ina Claire,
Claude Rains, Joan Greenwood).
Picked up dnrisg the week to a
healthy $26300. Final Week Is

current.
Gays and Dolls, Shubert "1.700;

$6. Frl-Sai,; $430 other nights)
3d wki. Continues at sellout $43,-
600.

‘PORGY’ WINDS 4-WEEK

Pittsburgh. Jan.
t i5*h

_ 4 . l
9
_.. ! wk* fC-$6-$4.80; 920; $23,000)

Nixon Theater, where Jfgit ; ,Franch0t Tone’. Nearly $22,000
prospects looked pretty dark a

: (previous week, $20,700*.
short time ago. is gradually filling 1 Picnic, Music Box »47th wk* sCD-
up with reviv als and returns and

|
$£$4 .80 ;

997 ; $27,534*. Over $17.-

may now make a pretty respectable r300 tprevious week, $15,900).

Washington. Jan. 19.

“Pdrgy and Bess*’ wound up a
four-week stand at the National
Theatre last week with a big $29.-
500 ‘including tax) for the final

stanza. Final three performances
saw every seat and the limit of
standing room sold, with turnaways
from the boxoffice.

.

“Oklahoma” moved into the Na-
tional last night «Mon,« for a single
v.eek with good advance. House
manager Ed Plohn reported a
strong advance for *• Confidential
Clerk/’ new play opening next
Monday. '

The Shubert Theatre continues
dark, due to a shortage of available
attractions.

The holiday i Prescott Proposals, Broadhurst .

with a two- * (5th wk) (CD-$6-$4.80; 1.160: $29.-

“Tvvin Beds” 1 500* 1 Katherine Cornell). Almost
$21,600 ‘previous week, $21,000*.

,

Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker,

!

(3d wk) *C-$7.80; 1.027;

season of it at that,

season was bridged
week engagement of

at twofers. .1
The Leonard Altobell production

\

"
V.

tawp
1

fnr »
h

i
‘Burgess Meredith. Martha

played here for a fortnight last
,
Soott), Nearly $20,500 * previous

spring, came in Monday. (18). 1

Next is "Porgy and Bess.” be-

fore heading for Europe. George
‘Moon Is Blue” comes

week. $17300).
Sabrina Fair, National (9th wk)

(C-S6-S4.80; 1.172: $31 300* Mar-
garet Sullavan, Joseph Cotten*.Brandt’s

, .

back Feb. 1. followed by the pre-
|
Over $30,800 (previous week,

Broadway tryout of Elmer Rice’s
|
$30,600).

new’ one, "The Winner.” After that i Seven Year Itch; Fulton (61st

it’ll be “Oklahoma” for a week be- • wk) (C-$6-$4.80; 1.063; $24,400*

ginning Feb. 15, vvith possibility of ; (Tom Ewell*. Nearly $23,l()0 (pre-

"My 3 Angels” on its heels. Only
|

vious week. $21,100).

“Dial M for Murder” is set so far

in March, but “South Patific" and
"Guys and Dolls” will be back to

virtually take up month of April.

‘Misalliance’ 14G, Del
Detroit, Jan. 19.

The long-dark Shubert relighted
last week for "Misalliance,” star-

ring Martyn Grten, and grossed
Si 4.000. Comedy stays this week.
Top scale is $3.60 in the 1,050-seat

house,
Thp 1.482-seat Cass

closed.

Solid Gold Cadillac, Belasco
(11th wk) <C-$6-$4.80; 1 077: $28,-

300) (Josephine Hull*. Topped
$28,200 (previous week, $28300).

South Pacific, Broadway (242nd
Wk) (MC-$6-$4.80: 1390; $44,000'

(Martha Wright. George Britton*.

Oyer $40,700 (previous week, $28,-

000); closed Saturday ' (.16 > after

1,925 performances at a profit of
over $1,600,000 on a $225,000 in-

vestment.
Starcross Stor>', Royale (1st wk,*

(D-S6-S430; 1.035; $31,000) <Eva

I

Le Gallienne, Mary Astor*. Opened
remains

j
and closed lari Wedhesd«iy ti3* to

I two favorable notices (Hawkins,

‘Faces’ Good $32,000, LA4
‘Alive’ Moves Up to $4,300

Los . Angeles. Jan. 19.

Local legit biz picked up steam
last week, both of the current offer-

ings reporting better grosses.
“Alive,” which liad been slated

to close Saturday '16* after a pallid

17-day run, moved up to $4300 at

Las Palmas. Theatre and stays an-
other week.
“Npw Faces” notched a very

good $32,000 at the 1.636-seat

Biltmore in its second frame. Cur-
rent ‘final) stanza should jump,
since tix are free of the Theatre
Guild cutrate subscription setup.

O&J ‘Nite’ $14,000;

‘Hanre^’ $8,000, Frisco
San Francisco, Jan. 19.

Post-holiday slump plus rain

dampened legit biz.

Estimates for Last Week
Oh, Wotta Nile, Curran *2d wk)

$4.20; 1.758) (Olsen & Johnson'.
Still fair $14,000;. previous week,
same.

. Harvey, Geary (3d wk) *$3.60;

1,550* 'Frank Fay). Under $9,-

000; previousweek, same.
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Plays Abroad
I„«»N PHVPfl dll I’lel

(PAVEMENTS OF HEAVEN)
Paris, Jan. 10.

Kruno Coquatrlx production oC comedy
In four acts.by Albert Hudson. Stari Je m*
Pierre Aumont, Mlchellne Pfe-le. D*
reeled by Christian Gerard. Sets hr
Franclne Oalllard-Rlssler; costumes PI**'- ' s

Balmain alW Paulette Coquatrlx. At Com-“
'

. Paris; $;i top..edie-Caumartln Theatre
Hehii lUlromont

.

Pierre Ceruzlor .

Lucile ,

Inspector FrlSon
Old Geutlcman
Philippe Ploquln
Nicole . ... i ...

.

JcamPlerre .Vunont
. . Mlchellp.e P«'*vi <

.... Maurice Chivlt
... Henri Ci'c-Mir -t

. . .

.

Jacques FrwH
, Arlctte Accrt

“Pavements" is latest comet1 ’'

by Albert Husson, author of “?Jv J
Angels.” tils new one lacks the
Ingenuity and surefire humor of

the latter hit. A disappointing
comic fantasy, it is saved from col-

lapse here by the brilliant, re-

sourceful performance of Jean-
Pierrc Aumont.

Curtain rises on a chic Parisian
lady shpoting her husband because
he is tired Of his philandering.
She telephones police to renort
murder and give herself up, but by
time inspector arrives the IrrPal-

ing man is uo and about again. His
wife has mistaken her aim.

This .vo infuriates her that she
opens fire on him again and her
second attempt at murder is suc-
cessful, though her husband warns
her before she shoots that she will
live to regret it.

Plot now takes a mystical turn.
A heavenly messenger arrives on
the scene and has conversation
with the fnan. It has beetf decided

.
that the murdered husband is to be
transformed into a writing desk in

his Widow’s drawing-room and
(from, this position of vantage lie

may guard over her future.
Before long she is in more trou-

ble than ever. Acquitted of mur-
der, she foolishly investigates, her
husband’s past and comes upon his
Illegitimate son, who is a worse
rascal than his old man. She falls

in love with him and when she dis-

covers that he, too, is faithless, she
gets out her revolver again.

Final twist is that it was all a
dream and in a flashback to the
first scene we see that the husband
has just explained to Wife what
will happen if she shoots him,
Aumont delivers a smooth.

. charming portrayal as both hus-
band and illegitimate son and
brings a semblance of life and wit
to earthbound whimsy. Micheline
Presle is effective and eye-filling.
If somewhat brittle, as the wife,
and veteran light comedy actor
Henri Cremieux makes more than
there is of his assignment as mes-
senger from the beyond. Christian
Gerard’s direction is okay and set
by Francine Galliard-Rissler is

handsome. But script, despite ac-
tors’ good work, is weak in both
comedy and imagination. Curt.-

ways a Vienna favorite in a sharp

longuedj mother role, lends unfail-

ing -t wit to her delivery of Bus-

Fckcte’s best Hungarian manner-
isms. Hermann Erhardt shines

briefly In a third act low-comedy
role as a stupid, clumsy successor

to the perfect butlering of. the dc-

part'’d Jean, Vilma Dcgischcr, too

quiet and mature for a romantic
role, and Anton Edthofei’, dreamily
vagqc as Prime. Minister, round
out ' a cast considerably - over-
shadowed by Jaray and. Miss Gess-
ner. Isra .

Shuberts
Continued from pass 65

to

More Mel Uproar
Inside Stuff—Legk /

•loan
Vienna, Jan. 10.

Josef.stadt Theatre production of com-
edy in three acts by Ladislaus Bus-
Fekete. German adaptation by Hans
Jaray. Directed by Hans Jaray; set, Otto
Niedermbser. At Theater in der Joscf-
atadt.
Ferdinand Anton Edthofer
Cecile . . Adrienne Gessner
Krista Vilma Defilscher
Georg
Jean
Yvonne
Vincent.
Dr. Strohle
Engineer

Guido Wieland
Hans. Jaray

...... Helly Servi
Hermann Erhardt
.... Karl Fochler

. Rudolf Lenz

This, reprise
success of the

of a Bus-Fekete
’30’s is largely a

triumph for its director, translator
and star, Hans Jaray. The pointed
Magyar wit and political allegory
of the original script still shines
brightly through an adaptation
which considerably shortens and
Speeds up (for the better) the more
complicated original.

Story concerns Jean, a model
butler-valet to the Prime Minister
of a small kingdom. It’s election
day when the play opens and the
snobbish family of the minister is
shocked to learn their servant has
been elected to Parliament by the
opposition party. Jean, sharply out-
lined by Hans Jaray, stays on as
servant but becomes so active as
opposition leader that his presence
in the premier’s house becomes in-
tolerable, even to the daughter
(Vilma Degischer) Who has secret-
ly loved the .servant since child
hood.

Jaray gives his role polish and
conviction, Adrienne Gessner, al-

clinlitg to of.er any explanation

beyond the statement that he had
his“own reasons.” It was finally

voted to defer action on the ques-

tion until the next meeting.

Whole situation was still in the

air yesterday (Tues), with hints

that Shubert might be prevailed

on to let the issue ride for a while,

hut no such indications came from
Shubert himself. Although Weir
could not be reached for comment
it. was stated e’sewhcrc that the

Klein tc Weir firm had not and
would not be replaced as Shubert
attorneys. William Klein; it was
explained, is an old friend of the

Shubert family ahd will always be
retained,
Shubert ’s antipathy to Weir re-

portedly stems from an argument
of some months ago, since which
he and the attorney have not

spoken, ft’s suggested that per-

haps Shubert may still be, willing

to have Weir, continue as the
League’s legal rep, provided they
do not have to meet face to face

at board sessions. However, it re

mains to be seen whether such
solution would be acceptable
the board, even if Shubert were to

agree to it!

Overall Control

Another question in the overall

situation is apparently how ' the
Shubert legal afafirs could be han-
dled in the event Shubert’s tiff

with Weir isn’t settled. Theoreti-
cally, Klein would be the actual
contact with Shubert, but the
senior member of the legal firm
is said to be no longer active in

the profession, so such an arrange-
ment might not be practical.

Meanwhile, despite denials,

rumors of dissension in the Shu-
bert organization con t i n u e .

Specifically, there is said to be
bitter animosity between J, J. Shu-r
bert and his nephew’, Milton
Shubert, the designated heir to
Lee’s share of . the authority. Sup-
porting these reports, Jack Small,
in charge of theatre bookings in

New York, has confided to busi-
ness associates that he has been
placed in the middle between the
two factions. Both J. J. and Melton
have instructed him to disregard
each others’ orders, he has said.

One thing appears definite. That
is. that J. J. Shubert actually holds
full authority as sole surviving
partner of the firm. That Will
presumably he true as long as J. J.

lives. After that, the setup is ex-
pected to depend on terms of the
wills and agreement between the
Various heirs. As J. J.’s only son,
John Shubert is figured certain
to be a key factor in that situation.

Aylmer to Discuss Alien

Rules at Equity Meet
Felix Aylmer, president of Bri-

tish Actors Equity, will attend the
council meeting of (U. S.) Actors
Equity next Tuesday (26) to discuss
alien actor rules. The subject is

a perennial problem for the two
thesp unions. -

Actor is currently playing the
featured“ole of the British diplo-
mat In “Prescott Proposals,” Le-
land Hayward’s productioh of the
Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse
comedy starring Katharine Cor-
nell, at the Broadhurst. N. Y.

- Continued from page l

the Szell-Bing bustup was about.

Actually, it was a culmination or

series of disputes oyer artistic

matters, with Szell wanting and

claiming he’d been promised com-

plete say over productions, includ-

ing staging, and not getting itr es-

pecially as far a3 stage direction

was concerned. . _ n
It isn't cnerally known that Szell

almost walked out before his“rst

performance of the
.

season. Final

flareup came over negotiations foi

next year’s contract renewal when

Szell, displeased With restrictions

this season, asked for certain in-

creased responsibilities which Bing

couldn’t grant.
.

What it all boils down to is a

clash: of Prussian-like tempera-

ments, a melodramatic scene of

old-world tantrums of floundering

strangely and alien In the stream

of American customs. A lot of

Prussian .acid was being thrown

wildly to the operatic winds,

Bing, who is Austrian, has a rep

as a Prussian-style autocrat, im-

perious in his business and admin-
istrative dealings; Szell, who is

Czech, has an international rep as

a Prussian-type drillniaster, dog-

matic and arrogant with all the

orchs he has conducted. He’s had

to apologize publicly on occasion

to symphonists for some of his

verbal excesses., The Met musi-

cians don't like him, the Met sing-

ers dislike him, and now* the Met
management no like. The Bing
Szell parting was anything but

friendly;
He Walks Again

Nor is this the first time Szell

has walked out on a management.
He’s done it before/ in Europe,
with Other operatic enterprises.

On the other hand, he’s a firstclass

musician, produces distinguished

performances when permitted, and
gave the Met’s recent “Tann-
hauser” productions the only mu-
sical merit they possessed. At
close of his last Met performance,:
there were cries of “Bravo Szell!”

and “Don’t leave us!”

Actually, the Met needs some
sort of artistic authoritarian to

pull up its productions from their

present routine level (there have
been some exceptions).' Szell ap-
parently isn’t it.

Fact that the maestro, on leave
from Cleveland, has been doubling
as N. Y. Philharmonic guest con-
ductor while working at the Met,
may have explained his outbursts.

But generally, snooty with the
press, brutal with singers and
rough on musicians, Szell appar-
ently needs as much a public re-

lations job as the Met.
Thursday night he put on quite

an exhibition, giving a couple of

first-string Gotham music critics

the brush, bolting his dressing
room door in their faces after the
performance, then sitting down (at

midnight) to play the piano (in-

stead of dressing to go home), ask-

ing the reviewers to guess what
piece of Mozart he was playing
(“you ought to know'; you’re crit-

ics,” he shouted through the
closed door), and otherwise play-
ing the diva.

Earlier, Szell had mysteriously
said that if the Met’s board of di-

rectors wanted to know what his
flareup was all about, he would be
glad to enlighten them in private.
Bing wasn’t much above throwing
a few rocks himself, when at the
outset of Thursday’s fracas he re-

marked oddly (before any verbal
brickbats had started flying) that

“if Szell wishes to engage in mud-
slinging, he can do it on his own

Bing, who has been having other
troubles w'ith singers, concert man-
agers and music critics this season
(“the critics are always right,” he
said only last week), had the final

word (thus far) in the Szell set-to.

“This is not a healthy profession,”
said the general manager pensive-
ly. He can say that again.

W. A. Darlington, vet dramatic critic of the Eondon Daily Telegraph

and London theatre scribe for the N.Y. Times, * who contributed a

feature-page spread to his home sheet in. which he expressed sortie'

sympathy with first-night booers, has since been challenged in the

correspondence columns of thex sheet. J* Jefferson Firjeon charges

him with having performed a disservice to the theatre for the first

time “in his distinguished career,” while another correspondent asserts

that he pays no' regard to other members of tne audience who want

to witness a performance without disturbance.

In his original piece, Darlington averred that he belonged to the

school of thought which holds that the boos are “a sign of health in

our audiences, which proves they really care for the theatre; If an

audience does not boo what it dislikes, neither will it cheer heartily

what it likes. There is no more ecstatic moment for an actor than the

one in which he brings the house down; rather than lose that high

experience, this school thinks the player would gladly face a dozen

booing galleries.”

Assn of Theatrical Press Agents & Managers, currently surveying

the stock situation, has split the field into two segments, winter stock

and summer stock. Division was made for the- purposes of legislation

and negotiation, which stemmed from ATPAM’s feeling that winter

stock is in a process of expansion and that the strawhat and muffler

circuits require separate attention. As a result, separate committees

were appointed to study each of the stock situations. Union is also

desirous of getting an early statt on its study of summer theatre prob-

lems so as to be able to cope with them before the season . begins to

take shape. Both the winter stock and summer stock committees have

met and have drawn up separate programs which have been presented

to the ATPAM board.

Various groups of educators throughout the country are gptting

behind the National Assn, of the Legitimate Theatre’s campaign for

the repeal of the 20% tax on theatre admissions. Resolutions backing

up NALT’s stand have been received by that org from the Speech

Assn, of America, the National Assn, of Community Theatres arid the

Scot American Educational Theatre Assn, During recent conventions,

memberships of the three groups had been addressed on the tax situa-

tion by Ralph E. Becker, Washington counsel for NALT, and Warren
Caro, co-ordinator of the NALT repeal campaign.

Touring edition of “Harvey,” staffing Frank Fay, currently at the

Geary, Frisco, has a physical setup that permits show to be put up
and taken down in a minimum of time. Show employs a two-part unit

set, erected at a cost of around $3,500, which can be : put up in two
hours and taken down in one hour. About 14 men are needed to set

up the production and about eight are needed to take care of the

scene changes.

Higher Hit Percentage
Continued from page 65

jn Deborah Kerr,
/
represents a modest investment, so
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Sportin' Lift
'

and Bess”
Just Concluded FourWeekt

NATIONAL THEATRE. Wash., D. C.

MOSQUE AUDITORIUM, Richmond, Vo.
Mgt.; BILL MI1TLER, 1619 Broadway, New York

Stock for Frisco Geary
Edward C. Fisher, former Broad-

\yay actor who’s been on the Coast
in recent seasons, including being
treasurer and house manager at
the Geary Theatre, San Francisco,
is in New York this week trying to
line up a summer season of stock
at the Geary.

This would mark first such stock
fest. at the house for Fisher, who
has lease on the Geary for next
summer. Competition at the next-
door Curran will be the Broadway
musical, “King and I.”

a potent asset

both in performance and business

pull.

“Kind Sir,” „ the Mary Martin-

Charles Boyer starrer, is in a spe-

cial category. Because of its tre-

mendous advance sale (about

$600,000, exclusive of tax), it had
a roaring start. However, adverse

notices and generally unfavorable

word-of-mouth reaction has taken

the steam out of it in recent weeks.
Not only is it getting little window
trade, but refund demands are
actually cutting its advance.

Certain Payoff

Despite the steep, production
cost, the show earned an operating
profit on its tryout tour and re-
couped most of the balance of its

investment during its initial sell-

out: weeks. It is, therefore, virtually
certain to pay off and should make
a small profit.. It is figured likely
to run through February and well
into March, but can hardly play
through the end of May, despite
advance reports of being sold out
for the entire run.

Two other shows, besides “Al-
manac,” are still uncertairt payoff
prospects. They are “Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker,” Burgess Mere^
dith-Martha Scott costarrer, and
“His and Hers,” with Celeste Holm
and Robert Preston as name draws.
“Pennypacker” drew generally ex-
cellent reviews, including a rave
from Atkinson, but hasn’t yet
caught on at the boxoffice. “His
and Hers” rode to a juicy first full
week’s gross, largely on the
strength

, of party bookings.

Trade opinion is that the “Pen-
nypacker” management may have
slipped by failing to cash in on
the enthusiastic notices via a quote
ad in the

. dailies either the first

Sunday or first Monday after its

opening. Display ad was subse-
quently taken, but may have lost
some of its impact. Attendance for
the comedy was fair the first full
week, but picked up last week,
so the Producers Theatre offering
may be able to make the grade
for a moderate profit.

No Standout Quotes
“His and Hers” will have to get

along without standout quotes.
Press was. generally tepid, but Miss
Holm is prbving a genuine b.o.
draw and the management’s ad-
vance selling of theatre parties is

providing a strong initial impetus.
Show’s real chances will be indi-
cated when the party bookings are
used up. However, the Albert Sel-
den-Morton Gottlieb production

it may be able to pay off.

Major disappointment of the sea-

son so far is “Prescott Proposals.”

Advance reports on this topical

comedy were enthusiastic. Lineup
of Howard Lindsay and Russel
Crouse as authors, Katharine Cor-
nell as star and Leland Hayward
as producer made it seem a natu-

ral, and . the mail order advance
was big. Mixed reviews and mod-
erate audience reaction have hurt,

however, and the show has not

caught on at the b.o.

Also in the doubtful category
are “In the Summer Hpuse” and
“Mademoiselle Colombe.” Former
drew personal raves for the star,

Judith Anderson, and the latter

more or less similar praise for co-

stars Julie Harris and Edna Best,

but the serious, confusing nature
of the dramas has proved an audi-

ence-chaser. Shows aj*e thus re-

peating the pattern of last fall’s

“Ladies bf the Corridor. 1 ’

Advance indications are that

“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,” co-

starring Henry Fonda, John Ho-
diak and Lloyd Nolan, which opens
tonight (Wed.) will join the list of

smashes. It has a large advance
sale; including 83 parties, has
drawn rave reviews during its long
preliminary tour, and has a potent
b.o. come-on in its three leads. But
as “Kind Sir” demonstrated, noth-
ing is certain in advance.

Appleton and Field, duo-plan*
ists, have signed with Kenneth Al-
len Associates.

BROADWAY ANGELS,
INC.

Common Stock

Pric* 50c a Shart

Write or phone for an offering

circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 65Hi St.. Now York 23

TRafolqar 4-1 81

5

CO-OP
Actors' co-operatiyo work group form-

ing in New York area. Write stating

professional oxporieiice, name, and

address, to Box VV 103, c/o Variety,

154 W. 46th Street. Now York.
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lclt^« a sensitive proposition.
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Mervyn LeRoy readying hi$ first

f Warner Bros, but not before
at
nrng to Sao Paulo for the first

St Guinte is commuting be-

tween here and Hollywood lining

up personalities.

No ‘Problems*

Lou Quinn is deejaying from La

Pai hotel cocktailery.il a.m.-l a.m.

neve there are strictly no “prob-

fems” and no “controversial" inter-

Ss, as wlien in N, V—just show

biz chatter. Big problem is casting

testers, other than some stow-

away femme patrons at hostelry,

cince this is an early-to-bed town,

with sun and golf for the pix-video

bunch here. But Quinn is fast put-

ting La Par on the map via KCMJ,
local GBS affiliate.

It took Mrs. Edwin (Velma) Sil-

verman (Essaness Theatres, Chica-

go) over a year to find a five-

bedroom house, since most places

locally are one- or two-bedroom

spots, or guest cottages, but she

wanted her entire brood under one

roof. Chi showman commutes to

Windy City, while his family lives

here the year 'round. Mrs. Silver-

man is prominent in local socialite

and Parents-Teachers activities.

Charlie Skouras phoned George
Brown to “look after" his young
niece, Angela Syrakis, on her first

trip to Palm Springs and sojourn-

ing at the ex-Par studio pub-ad
chiefs La Serena Hotel. Brown
now preff of the local Hotehnen’s
Assn. r. ;

Paramounteers Lou Ne.vins; Dr.
Lawrence, Eugene Zukor here for

exec huddles, with Carl Lesermari
and Paul MacNamara' on Tele-
meter. Many pros and cons on
“pay-as-you-see" home features.
Leserman prefers that to “tollvi-

sion" (David Sarnoff’s phrase).
“Road to Bali" (Hope-Crosby-Par

)

shown twice-nightly at $1 per look.
The “barker" (audible trailer) is

the sound-scrambler, while the
picture is also distorted until the
buck is deposited. It’s on Chan-
nel 6 and, if by accident, some kid
in the household switches away to
5-4-2 (the three other cuffo chan-
nels' seen here) that’s like “walk-
ing out on the movie." However,
Leserman will credit the additional
SI, when and if that occurs and the
sealed metered cash receptable
shows a double-fee was paid; CBS,
NBC and Par’s KLAC are the
2-4-5 channels received here over
the giant master antenna, where
otherwise .tv is blocked-out.

Leo and Frankie Spitz entertain-
ing John and fieri; Balabah (from
LaQuinta); and the. Walter (Len-
ore) Annenbergs dittoed by Mer-
vyn LeRoy and Vic Damone at the
new Tamarisk golf club.

Set Track Hearings
Hearings due Feb. 16 and 17 on

proposed two new racetracks, a
(luarter-horse straightaway and the
other for larger 12,000-capacity
thoroughbreds. Hotels, restaurants,
C. of c., Rotary, etc., favor com-
bining the two, and advocate a
November pre-season and March
nndscason scries of meets.
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" anni, and Mrs. Charlie (Vir-
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llle Goldwyns staying there for a
couple of months.
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?ls advertise
. tv as

' actor, i,e., if they subscribe

to the Community Service master
antenna.
Long - established Tweeds &

Weeds shop ( sportswear ) now has
a Shears & Tears emporium near-
by, which is a fancy southern Cali-

fornia billing for a beauty parlor
And. “Rags : from Bess Bender" is

another way of billing a haut cou-
turier establishment which spe-
cializes in “glad rags’* (get it?).

Excellent Herb Rogers-Michael
Ferrall (producer-director team),
stock company, back for fifth sea-
son at the Playhouse Guild; a the-
theatre-in-the-round in a new com-
munity playhouse which has civic

bankrollers of $50 to $500 member-
ships that range from founder-
benefactor ($500 per season) to

$50 supporting members.. Barnard
Hughes and his wife, Helen Steri-

bprg, head the company which also
includes Mary Foskett, Tim O’Con-
nor, James Stubbs, Ed Matovsek,
Alfred Shaeran and Walter Snook.
Most bail from. Chi and have had
considerable Stock and tv experi-
ence—and by their seasoned per-
formances give go od evidence
thereof. Hughes was thoroughly
professional in the Paul Kelly
original interpretation of the back-
sliding actor in Clifford Odets’
“Country Girl." Ruth Gordon’s
“Years Ago" follows. Marjorie Ram-
beau was the g.of h. and did the
ribbon-cutting honors at the so-

cialite preem.

Drags in H’wood
Continued from pace 1

Hollywood sent a producer, the
Ford Motor Co., sent its public re-
lations director, and Life maga-
zine sent its chief editorial writer
’.

. . It was really quite fitting when
the New York Times inserted in

the text of the President’s speech a

picture—not of Mr.
.
Eisenhower,

but of Robert Montgomery, the
producer who came from Holly-
wood to: stage the show."

That Robert Montgomery has not
been a Hollywood resident for
some years and that he is promi-
nently identified as a New York
television producer and radio news
commentator is so well known that
Washington sophisticates find it

hard to credit Mitchell with ig-

norance.

Actors Over-Eat
Continued from page 2

like’. The time you eat isn’t too
important! What you eat is what
counts! \ ’

• v
“It’s such a ' nuisance to count

calories," you tell me. Why count
them? A calorie is a measure of
beat energy, just as a yard is a
measure of length, a pound a meas-
ure of height. Eat food that will
supply nourishment. And forget
calories! ^

.

• Carbohydrates are your enemy
if you are fat—and don’t argue
that with me, I can bring a hum
dred doctors who will «back me up.
In fact every doctor, unless he has
been out. of school or has stopped
learning more than TO years ago,
will agree to that. I don’t mean
you shouldn’t eat any carbohy-
drates.. I do mean ydu’ll get
enough of them in your vegetables
and high protein pastas to balance
your diet. .

“I must have my drinks or I’m
miserable!" One of the best doc-
tors in New York said to me, “I
let my patients have some alcohol.
If 1 don’t, they’d quit me and go to
a doctor who would let them drink
SO I take that into consideration
and cut down on their other foods."
So, when you - tell ; me you - must
drink if you want to be happy I
say, “Go ahead.” I don’t drink—
and I wish you didn’t. But if you
must drink, you must. Try to
limit yourself to one or two cock-
tails as far ahead of dinner as pos-
sible, because taken right before
dinner a cocktail will not only
add extra calories but will stimu-
late your appetite. r

Proteins are the only foods that
actually nourish you—help build
you up and keep you young. Eat
as much of them as you like. Your
best protein foods are:

Beef, all kinds from hamburgers
to filets.

Pollltry
, which

. includes turkey
and chicken, young and old.

Liver, kidneys, tongue, sweet-
breads and brains.
Lamb and veal, preferably

baked.
All fish foods—including lobster,

oysters, crabmeat and clams.
Cheeses, including pot and cot-

tage cheese, perfect foods.
High protein spaghetti and maca-

roni.

Unsweetened gelatine, in drinks
and in foods, a fine high protein.

Nuts, if you take them Instead of
meat or cheese or fish.

Queen Down Under
Continued from page 1

low Weight Watcher, which has
just been published. (Abelard
Press). The second book is more:
comprehensive. It contains more
tables, is actually a course in die-

tetics and includes the latest dis-

coveries in a science, which,
though it had its beginnings back
in Greece, is still new. I worked
mighty hard on those books. So
hard, that now, when I turn to

writing a fiction story, which re-

quires no research, no experiment-
ing, no visits to clinics or inter-

views with doctors, 1 feel as if I

were on a holiday. I’m working
on some, short stories for a new
collection and it’s actually fun. I

never thought I’d feel that way
about writing.
The great problems of people in

the theatre, when it comes to los-

ing weight—the problem of gain-

ing weight is a small one, and most
of the underweights are better off

underweight, anyhow—are con-

cerned, as with people outside of

the theatre, with learning about
themselves and about food. Peo-
ple eat too much because they are

disappointed or frustrated or badly
adjusted—or because they love to

eat and .have the wrong food
habits. They eat too much of the

wrong foods for them because of

economics, ignorance or appetite.

The actor who is “resting" eats

too much because he is .restless

and unhappy. He turns to food
for solace. The actor who is work-
ing can eat too much because of

his satisfaction in making good.

“Here I am, with a good job and
living well,” lie says to himself.

“How can I eat the right things

when my hours are so different?"

the entertainer asks me. Why not?

I’m up until 4 and I try to eat the

right things. So, breakfast is at

noon, your second meal around 7

and your third meal around 12. It

works all right. Or eat two meals

ji day, if that suits you best. Or
eat four or five small meals, if you

of it will gO'intQ cinema and-live
houses,

J. C. Williamson, Ltd., will have
on the Aussie runaround “Call Me
Madam," “South Pacific," “Dial ‘M’
for Murder," “Reluctant Heroes’’
and the Borovansky Ballet. David
N. Martin, chief of the Tivoli v-r

loop, has already set top shows in

the Aussie keys including Tommy
Trinder, “Latin Quarter," “Zip
Goes a Million," Vienna Boys
Choir, and several pantomimes, giv-

ing the Tivoli loop its biggest tal-

ent lineup for Down Under,
There’ll also be a Royal Command
performance at the Tivoli, Feb. 6,

with the classiest talent roster out-

side of Broadway.

Longhair fare will be well in evi-

dence here dver the Royal span

with the National Opera, symphony
concerts, top overseas concert

stars, a spot of Shakespeare and

Little Theatre groups. .

Outdoor fare sponsors expect a

“killing" from the mob with race-

track carnivals, greyhound racing,

auto sports and amusement parks.

The Royal Fair, regarded as the

greatest of its kind in the world,
will be a highlight of ’54. Antici-

pated that there’ll be a major line-

up of U. S. carnival talent here
to garner in the come-easy coin

from payees loaded with dough
and in carnival mood.

U. S. pix will have the edge on
British on marquee coverage but

both Uncle Sam and John Bull tags

should hit a new boxoffice high
irrespective of outdoor counter
attractions, Probably the biggest

come-on for the pic mob will be
Cinemascope.

Niteries are setting their “seeds"

right now in anticipation of a rich

harvest from wool ranchers in

town with heavy checks on a good-
time spree. Floorshdws, it’s under-
stood, will be mostly via local

talent.

Byrd As Editor
Sam Byrd, author* and former

New York and British legit pro-
ducer, has 'been named editor of
one weekly paper and manager of
another in North Carolina. Bob
Gradjv publisher of the Duplin
Times at

.
Kenansvillc and the

Weekly Gazette in La Grange, said
Byrd will become editor of the
Times and manager of the Gazette
on March 1.

Byrd recently, returned to this
country after producing a play iti

England. He is author of “Small
Town South." A former actor, Byrd
long appeared in “Tobacco: Road;"

• ‘Goose* Moves East
“Blessed Mother Goose," Frank

Scully’s cleaned-up version oi nur-
sery rhymes, goes into a new edi-
tion under a new publisher this
spring. Greenberg takes over
from Scully himself in * deal just
completed.

First editions, which
.
were de-

luxe and sold for $7.50, with more
gold braid than an admiral’s uni-
form, sold 8,500 copies. Mugg
couldn’t get western publishers to
stop confusing Scully and Shelley
and reduce the price, so. after a
year’s negotiations: he bought back
the rights for a test run of his own
convictions,
Because of high manufacturing

costs on the Coast, mugg found he
could not give normal trade dis-

counts and steered clear of retail'

outlets.
Greenberg, after toying with

two editions,, has- decided to Settle
on one, a hard-cover job retailing
at $2.25.*

“Hoth painful and magnificent . . .

has jolted my soul * . , it will go
down in history as a document that
teaches what a human tragedy of
the 20th century was like."

Traditionally insatiable Japanese
appetite for tragedy and senti-
mental writing is credited with the
book’s success. During the drawn-
out Rosenberg legal action and at
time of the execution, reaction
among* the general public here
was noted to be more sympathetic
than otherwise.

Reshuffle at McCall’s
General staff reshuffling at Mc-

Call’S mag;, announced last week
by editor-publisher Otis Lee Wiese,
finds John English moving into the
managing editorship from his pre-
vious post of art editor. He’s re-
placed in the art post by Otto
Storch; formerly assistant art edi-
tor. John W. (Pete) Dailey moves
into N. Y. from the Coast, where
he had been coast editor since
1950, to take over as feature edi-
tor.

Other changes are appointment
of beauty editor Peggy Bell to
beauty and short features editor;
Henry Erlich, from m.e. to picture
story editor and Barbara Lawrence
from associate editor to senior
copy editor.

‘TV Writing & Selling*
Writer, Inc., Boston, will issue

EdwaVd Barry Roberts' “Television
Writing and Selling" Feb. TO
($5.75), author being script ed Of
NBC-TV’s “Armstrong’s Circle
Theatre.” Ira L. Avery., show’s
producer for the agency ,BBD&0),
nas done the intro.

It is a guide for freelancers who
{want to invade the tv market,—Whether filmed or live, explains
various techniques, and gives in-
structions covering the legal and
release facets.

Ewen’s European Composers
David Ewen’s “European Com-

posers Today" (Wilson; $4) is an
excellent, handy reference book for
the average music-lover rather
than specialist, written in breezy,
anecdotal style.

Book, a * companionpiece to
! Ewen’s 1949 "American Composers
jToday," sketches the composers’
lives and lists their chief composi-
tions, with critical capsules. Biogs,

i though concise, are fairly complete.

|

running from a column to two
pages in type. Bron.

London Klne Switch
A. L. Carter has retired from

the editorship of the Kine Weekly,
London, with which he has been
associated for more than 30 years.
He’s been succeeded by Connery
Chappell, former joint editor, who
has been appointed editor-in-chief.

Chappell continues as editor of
the Picturegoer, which is also pub-
lished by Odhams Press.

Rosenbergs* Jap Bestseller
Current bestseller in Japanese

book shops is the Jap translation
of “Death House Letters," by
Julius, and Ethel Rosenberg, couple
executed for selling U. S. atom se-
crets to Russia. Retitled “Love
Beyond Death,” the paperbound hit
the stands only a few weeks ago
but is soaring into top place.
That the book publishing busi-

ness knows no political boundaries
in Japan is borne out by the fact

;

that publisher of the ^ook, Kobun-
' sha, is a strictly non-communist
house. Among its recent top sell-

ers has been the Japanese version
of Herman Wouk’s “The Caine Mu-
tiny.” The jacket blurb on the
Rosenberg book is written by one
of Japan’s leading writers, Tomoji
Abe, never identified with the
Communists, who says the book is

Paris* Offbeat Legit Books
A group of offbeat theatre books

and periodicals have appeared in
Paris/ of interest to legit people .

and also the general public who
take more than a passing fancy to
theatre. Plerre-Aime Touchard, ex-
director of the Comedie-Frandaise,
has published a book on his experi-
ences called “Six Annees De Come-
die-Francaise" (“Six Years of the
Comedie-Francaise").

Frederic Hoset has looked at
French legit through an analytical
eye in “Psycanalyse De Paris."
Roger Vailland, whose anti-Ameri-
can play, “Le Colonel; Foster
Plaiders Coupable” (“Colonel Fos-
ter Pleads Guilty"), was banned in
Paris, gives a Communist eye-view

,

of theatre in Russia and general
prophecies of future Iron Country
theatre in “Experience de Drame."
And Jean-Louis Barrault has; in-
augurated the “Cahiers’* of his
Marigny Theatre group, which is a
special periodical put out with
every new addition to the rep with
articles by all involved and a gen-
eral background and rundown of
the approach to each piece.

CHATTER
The Bangor Evening, and Sunday

Commercial, founded in 1872, has
suspended publication because of
steadily rising production costs. °

Toni Robin, Holiday mag fash-
ion editor, resigned <as of Jan.. 1.

Olga Fabian, her assistant, is also
leaving, to join; the Ogijvy agency.
David H. Beetle, of the Gannett

News Service’s Albany .( N. Y.) Bu-
reau, has been elected president
of the Legislative Correspondents
Assn,
Warren Flood, sports writer for

the Albany (N. Y.) Knickerbocker
News, has been elected president
of Tri-City Local, American News-
paper Guild.
Viking Press has acquired “Gen-

eral Dean’s Story," as told to Wil-
liam L. Worden by Maj. Gen. Wil-
liam F. Dean, Probable publica-
tion date i$ May.

Sir Edmund Hillary, conqueror
of Everest, planed from Prestwick,
Scotland, to Reykjavik, Iceland, on
lecture trip. He will do a six-week
gab tour of the U. S. shortly.
Whitney Bolton, drama critic

and columnist for the N. Y. Morn-
ing Telegraph, is finishing a biog-
raphy, “Silver Spade" on the life

of hotel magnate Conrad Hilton.
Ruth Montgomery, tv panelist

and Washington correspondent of
the N. Y. Daily News, has done
the cover story for the Feb, 23
issue of Look mag on Mamie Eisen-
hower.

Al Hine, Holiday mag’s film
critic, has a piece in the February
issue on Sarasota. Fla., which
deals extensively with the winter-
quarters activities of the Ringling-
Barnum & Bailey circus.
Time mag has a cover story on

the N. Y. City Ballet, with artistic
director George Balanchine on the
cover, in this week’s (Jan. 25) is-

sue. Ballet troupe just started a
winter run at City Center, N. Y.
McGraw-Hill signed a contract

with Columbia U. Prof, Donald N.
Bigelow for a new life of Presi-
dent U, S. Grant. During 1952
Bigelow conducted the weekly tele
program, “Seminar," produced
jointly by Columbia and the ABC
network.
Theatre Arts mag has started a

newspaper servicing project, titled
Theatre Arts News Service, which
provides news, features, pix and
mats on the entertainment field

gratis. Monthly service is being
sent to 2,000 papers, dailies and
weeklies, outside New York,
“No Lam For Mary," new mys-

tery novel by H. Felix Valcoe;, is

going out to Hollywood story edi-
tors prior to publication. Valcoe,
who authored "Lawyer’s Fee" and
numerous shorts for the old Detec-
tive Fiction Weekly and other
pulps, is now doing tV scripts.

Viking will publish in April
Gene Fowler’s “Minutes of the Last
Meeting," a personal memoir about
his longtime attempts to do a blog
of Sadakichi Hartman with assists

from John Barrymore, W. C.

Fields and John Decker. Also
skedded for May or June is “Palace
Flophouse," novel by John Stein-

beck on which the new Rodgers
& Hammerstein musical, slated for

1955 production,, is based.
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Broadway
Charles Smadja, Continental

manager for United Artists, winged
in from Bari* for homeoffice con-
fabs,

Walter Gould, N. Y. business rep
of film producers, back from the
Coast where he lined, up new ac-
counts.
Max E. Youhgstein named chair-

man of the ad-pub committee for
the film trade's Brotherhood Week
campaign.

Florence Eldridge west to join
husband Fredric - March. He’s
Working in "Bridges at Toko-Ri" at

Paramount. *
Pat Crowley left at the weekend

for a tour of the south. She’s mak-
ing the publicity rounds for "For-
ever Female."
George Weltner, Paramount In-

ternational prez, got off last week
on a global tour. He returns to
N. Y. in March.

World-Telly syndicated column-
. ist Frank Farrell to be the fall guy
at the Saints & Sinners luncheon
next Friday (29).

Lillian Jenkins, publicity direc-
tor of Madison Sq. Garden, in Poly-
clinic Hosp for a complete rest,

due only to exhaustion.
Hal Wallis and business pard

Joseph Hazen came up to Gotham
from Washington where their
''Cease Fire" was given, a military
preem.

'

Ernie Schrapps, staff designer
at Brooks Costume, a patient at
veterans’ Hospital; Kingsbridge;
Bronx, N. Y., with high blood
pressure.
Norman Panama and Melvin

Frank returned to the Coast Sun
day (17) following a week’s plug-
ging for “Knock on Wood," which
they co-produced.
Dame Ninette de Valois, director

of Sadler’s Wells Ballet, in N. Y.,
for a few days after visiting her
touring troupe here, and leaving
today (Wed.) by plane for London.

Polly Bergen, featured singer in
John Murray Anderson’s “Al-
manac," had a . throat operation
Monday (18). Celia Lipton,
comedienne-singer in the legit re
vue, is doubling as her sub.
Agnes de Mille, last week elected

to the Sarah . Lawrence College
board, has since been made a
trustee of the Henry George School
of Social Science, N. Y. She’s a
granddaughter of Henry George.

Baritone Lawrence Tibbett, ex-

8
rez of the American Guild of
rusicat Artists, celebrating his

30th year in show biz, will be hon-

S
red by a dinner at the Astor Feb.
5, sponsored by AGMA. Frank
Chapman is heading the dinner
committee.
On the occasion of the publica-

tion of his second, book, "Deep
Currents." a collection of 25 short
stories, Metro, tradepress contact
William Ornstein will be honored
at a luncheon tomorrow (Thurs.) at
Trader Tom’s, N.Y.

version of Francic Lopez-Plerre
Benoit operetta, "For Don Carlos.”

Silvia Montfort out of "Summer
and Smoke" due to illness and
show closing down until the star
can come back again.

British Film Institute inaugurat-
ed three-month festival Of silent

Eric von Stroheim pix in London,
with film star attending launching

Theatre des Arts, formerly The-
atre Verlaine, unshuttering after
elaborate renovation, with Anita
Loos play of Colette’s novelette,
Gig!."
Talks going on here between

heads of cultural affairs of France
and Russia as to exchange of the-
atre and ballet troupes in the near
future.
Cinerama film unit photograph-

ing the Lido show,
. the tomb of

Napoleon and Versailles as part of
the forthcoming “Seven Wonders
of World."
“The Snow Was Dirty" finally

getting a distrib seal after being
banned for a year. Seal was given
after demanded cuts; pic how only
forbidden for minors under 16.

Charles Trenet completing script
for spectacle to be staged by Jean-
Louis Barrault at Marigny. Plan
is for musical to hold Marigny
house while Barrauld troupe tours
next summer.

Chicago
Sam Roberts, veteran theatrical

agent, ill in Wesley Memorial Hos
pital.

Don Wilson, midwest Variety
manager, off to Coast for three-
week vacation.

Bill Kenney and Ink Spots pact-
ed with MCA here last week via
agent George Simon.

- Art Kassel in St. Luke’s Hosptal
last week for checkup, Gloria Hart
fronting band in his absence.

Josh White’s children, Josh Jr.
and Beverly, visting Chi . and chim-
ing in with father in his Black Or-
chid act. .

“Super Circus", cast etched four
new sides for Mercury last week,
“Super Circus Comes to Town" and
“Super Circus Train."
Joe Kayser, regular one-night

bands, booker for MCA here, moved
over to head neWly-formed con-
vention and special events depart
ment. Dan Cleary took over bands
David P. O’Malley, who is open

lng his own booking office in Hol-
lywood this week, coming to Chi
for week of Feb. 5 to attend Navy
Pier Boat Show which he is book-
ing with Tweet Hogan.

Continued from past 1

Delfont. The production will be
directed by Dick Hurran and a
number of big American names are
expected to be featured.

According to confirmed commit-
ments, the Palladium vaude season
begins this year on March 8, on
termination of the current panto-
mime, with Ted Heath and his
music, a prominent British combo,
as the headliner^ to be followed by
a fortnight’s engagement of Nat
( King ). Cole. Another, importation
is being negotiated to follow and
that, in all probability, will Com-
prise the entire vaude season.

The decision to star Wisdom in a
new Palladium revue is connected
with the smash boxoffice results
accorded his first picture, “Trouble
In Store," which has just begun its
general release. In addition, Wis-
dom has already

, achieved a big
legit following and his personal
success in the last Folies Bergere
revue is being capped by his pres-
ent starring role in “Sinbad the
Sailor on Ice" at the Empress Hall
arena.

It is felt that, if the show turns
out to be the anticipated sn\ash, it
could fill the theatre for months
to come and cut out the tremend-
ous overheads that have been
incurred by the regular importa-
tion of . Broadway and Hollywood
headliners. The artists themselves
have, from time to time, demurred
at working at even the present
Palladium ceiling, and have been
known to complain that they have
been out of pocket on the trip al-
though there has been tremendous
prestige in compensation.

London

Continued, from page 1

The Rialto. Coventry Street,

turns 3-D today (Wed.) when it

preem* Metro?* first stereoscopic
film, "Arena." „

•

Maxine Sullivan, who is due In

London at the end of January,
opens . a four-week date at the
Copacabana opening Feb. 3.

Vic Perry, who has lust com-
pleted a fcabaret run at the - Savoy
with his pickpocket act, opened
at Quaglinos and the Allegro Room
this Week.
Peter Forbes Robinson, who

won a Metro contest, made his

debut at Covent Garden this week
in the Opera House production of

“Rigoletto."- .

Somerset Maugham’s 80th birth-
day next Monday (25) is to be
marked by . a BBC radio program
in which the writer will speak
about his first successes as a
dramatist. •

Gerald Holdsworth appointed
managing director of Theatre Pub-
licity (J. Arthur Rank’s screen ad-
vertising company) succeeding
S. S. Wheeler, who held the post
about a year.
Richard Todd, star of Walt Dis-

ney’s “Rob Roy," is to do a per-
sonal at Glasgow late this month
when the pic preems as a benefit
to the Newspaper Press Fund and
the British Sailors’ Assn. .

Tony Ac Eddie, who recently con-
cluded a . month’s cabaret run at
the Colony, sailed, last week for
Lebanon where they, will do a
club date at the Kit Kat Beirut.
From there they go bn to Bar-
celona and Paris.
Winifred Atwell, who did her

piano act in a lion’s cage on open-
ing night of the Earls Court cir-

cus, as a special stunt in aid of
the Variety Club gala, is to be
honor

.
guest at the Tent’s fort-

nightly luncheon tomorrow
(Thurs).

Sally Barnes, who jumped to
prominence as a result of tv ap-
pearances, is to co-star in a new
revue. “You’ll Be Lucky," which
moves into the Adelphi Theatre
-next month. She will be playing
opposite Al Read, another new
comer to the West End.

Paris
Jean Bretonniere into ' Moulin

,

Rouge for 2-week run.
Buster Keaton into the Medrano

circus here for a comedy stint.

Jean-Claude Pascal to have lead
in “Son Of Caroline Cherie" film.

Gina Lollobrigida here for final

scenes of Robert. Siodmak pic, “Les
Grand Jen."

Pier Angeli finishing up her pic
Chore opposite Fernandel in “MamV
zelle Nitouche."
W. Somerset Maugham spending

month here before returning to his
Cap Ferrat home.

Ludmilla Tcherina, on return
from Hollywood, may form her
own ballet company.

Pierre-Louis Guerin and Rene
Fraday to London, Brussels and
Rome on talent hunt.
Georges Guetary inked for film.

lege basketball touniey in N.Y

,

WPIX served eight out-of-town
stations with direct relay. Throw-
er has been arguing that this web
of stations would lend itself ideal-
ly to subscription tv, particularly
since some of the smaller UHF
broadcasters are finding the sled-
ding tough.

Actually, while WPIX is bearing
down hard on the “public service"
angle in carrying oUt-of-town col-
lege basketball and other games,
the policy came about more
through necessity than choice
when Madison Square Garden
nixed video coverage there, leav-
ing WPIX with a void. While the
small college games are coin catch-
ers, they don’t stack up against
the Garden games of the past in
viewer interest.

Observers close to the sports
field are speculating whether
WPIX has the baseball clubs com-
pletely tied up for the year. If so,
this would make WPIX an attrac-
tive outlet for toll tv. If not, its

value as “the sports station" is

lessened. It’s felt that the clubs
are unlikely to tie themselves
without reservation to any one sta-
tion and that their contracts with
WPIX very likely contain various
“out” clauses. Baseball as well as
football interests have shown a
growing concern over the inroads
of sponsored tv on their attendance
and have been in the forefront of
those who have shown interest in
some form of pay-as-you-see video.

By Jerry Gaighan ,
Bill Haley and combo off to

Miami for winter season.
Stan Lerner, of the Celebrity

Room, signed Pat Morrissey for
his spot.
Singer Dick Lee to England for

recordings with Ray Martin via
Columbia’s- British Label.
Mike Rich, burley wheel song-

ster, joins Maurice Colleano for
London Palladium bodking, this
spring.
Lou Solomon, owner of Little

Rathskeller, turned over cafe to
AGVA members for afternoon
rehearsals. <

Sam Handelsman, managing di-

rector of the Playhouse in the
Park, in Hollywood scouting names
for next summer.
Don Palmer, Charley Ventura’s

manager, signed Singer Ruth Price
to personal management- contract.
Del Lucas Quartet, local nitery

combo, now in RCA Victor fold.
The Philadelphia Orchestra

Fund raised $82,900 in two months
of active campaigning, Chairman
E. A. Roberts reported, topping
total of $82,564 obtained in eight
months last year.

Portland, Ore.
Jat Herrod and Girls, Clary &

Hamilton and Ben Beri at Amato’s
Supper Club for two weeks.
Dean M. Jennings, new Pacific

Northwest AGVA rep in town, and
set to move office from Seattle
here.

Louis Armstrong and his revue
inked for a week’s run. at the Para-
mount starting Feb. 5. Vaude-film
will become periodical at house if

this date successful.
Monte Brooks signed Ben Blue

to headline the 1954 Auto Show
Stage Revue Jan. 30-Feb. 7. Sup-
porting Blue will be Sid Fields,
Jean Marshall,

(

Carsony Brothers,
Mason-Kahn Dancers and Monte
Brooks orch.

of "Ice Follies" at Gardens after

being out with the mumps.
Jack Goldberg, theatre premium

man on Film Row, in Presbyterian
Hospital with heart attack.

Dave Silverman, manager of

RKO exchange, and bis wife cele-

brated their silver wedding annl.

Joe New, formerly at William
Penn here, named assistant man-
ager of Ambassador Hotel in L. A,
Local singing team of Mary

Martha Briney and Bob Carter, now
at Ankara, booked for Sands Hotel
in Las Vegas. '

„
•

David Lose commissioned by,

Bermuda • Government to -design
several ballets for Bermuda Arts
Festival in August.

Shirley Jones
.
into > "Me and-

Juliet" with the closing of “South
j

Pacific" on Broadway. She was
Miss Pittsbugh" in 1952.

Continued from page 2

By Hal V, Cohen
Bobby Brannigans’ 17-yeaF-old

Bernie will join the Marines next
month.
Howard MiNer left Playhouse

staff for acting job in Bermuda
winter stock.

Mariners, of Arthur Godfrey
show, play Vogue Terrace this
weekend, Jan. 22-23.

Topnotchers, a big hit at Carou-
sel last month, are back at Jackie
Heller’s for another run.
Local actress Gaye Jordan signed

for role in “Ondine” with Audrey
Hepburn and Mel Ferrer.
Betty ScHalow returned to cast

£E20,006 (Egyptian, pounds), or
$60,000, makes any budgeteer. of a
film take a long gamble.

Fateen Abdul Wahab’s proposal
will provide a ' monetary pool
which can be tapped for produc-
tion budgets, for pilgrimages of
technicians abroad to . learn in

more modern film plants, and be
spent for scripts which can com-
pete in foreign markets.. Some Of
the enthusiasm for this stems from
the surprise appeal of Egyptian
celluloid shown at the recent Ber-
lin Film Festival.

Maneuver space at the moment
for Egyptian film production is al-

most as narrow and confined as
the soil fertility band which runs
along the banks of the Nile,

There is a score of. established
names, and this means a 60-80 an-
nual picture program repeats per-
sonalities almost with the rapidity
of an American tent rep company.
In fact, the w.k. Egyptian heavy,
Farid Shawki, who gets around
£ E800 ($2,400) per picture, had
40 screen credits in 19521 Imagine
how hard to make a whodunit
with a suspense factor with a phiz
as well associated with villainy as
Shawki’s popping up in the first

reel.

A sample of present day individ-
ual gymnastics is indicated by
fatso character comedian Sayed
Bedeir. A regular producer on
ESB (Egyptian State Broadcasting),
the radio service, he regularly
turns out about seven screenplays
annually, and is an actor in four
or more others.

There are 50-odd directors in
the SMPT, about 20 of them ac-
tive. Being the bridge between the
money and the production unit,
they double as producers. Many
of them were once cutters, and the
ability to shoot with scissor-eyes is
valuable on the short funds.

$15,000 For Cast
Of the $60,000 which can be

blown on production, it is custom
ary to allocate $15,000 to the mar-
quee-bait alone. A Star like Faten
Hamama (her name in English
means Beautiful Pigeon) pulls $9,-
000 per film, and Emad Hamdi, on
the male side, gets about $3,000.

Since the song is such a neces
sity, chanters like Lila Murad and
Farid Atrash get more. In general,
screen writing is better paid than
music composition, probably be-
cause it takes trickier writing to
shoehorn the song into any story
than it does to produce the song
itself.

With all the personalities having
other jobs and at night, it is cus-
tomary for set calls ±o be for 2
p.m. each day. A typical shooting,
schedule, allowing for these short
days, runs 30 days minimum, 6
weeks maximum.
Although Egyptian films do not

venture out of the Arabic area,
French subtitles are demanded for
all releases in the key centres,
where the international set under-
stands French,
Fateen Abdul Wahab and others

of the younger set believe that the
way to a better range Of film sto-
ries is a long, educational road,
one which private money cannot
expect . to pioneer without some
government guarantees. And sinbe
the new government has a stake in
regainings a place in the arts,
rather than pillowing itself on the
ancient past, the appeal to Major
Salem is to gain his recognition
and support for visual cinema
presentation as the quickest route
to revival of Egyptian culture at
home and abroad.

Unless and until this happens,
the lovesick lyricist and the oscil-
lating navel of the * belly-dancer
will be as much a part of the
Egyptian film as the titles and
credits.

Pier Angeli back from Europe

*.*** «*

Fernando -Lamas laid up with .
dislocated vertebra.

H wun •

Danny Thomases celebrat«a
their 18th wedding anni.

at
?d

' Will of the late Morgan Wallar*
left $100,000 to bis widow.

aci

Moss Hart in town to look »»
footage of “A Star Is Born."

ai

Reginald LeBorg to Mexico Citv
to prep “The White Orchid."

y

Mishel S. Green off for Brazil
next week on tilm business.

Jeanette. MacDonald booked
Caribbean concert tour m March.
Leonard Goldstein back to work

at Panoramic after a siege of flu.

Susan Ball’s ailing leg ampu-
tated to prevent further infection.

George. Raft bedded with in-
juries sustained in an auto acci-
dent.

James E. Perkins returned to
London after Paramount studio
conferences.
Paramount executives hosted

James Kavanagh, operator of 10
theatres in Ireland.
Johnny Grant - leading a troupe

to entertain in Army hospitals
around Washington, D.C.
George Seaton delivered a lec-

ture on film production before
the USC .Cinema Department.
Harold Mirisch tossed farewell

party for the Bob O’Donnells on
eve of their departure on World
tour. .:

-

Virginia Van Upp in from Ger-
many to discuss production of
“The Big Whisper" with Herbert
J. Yates. \

By Lary Solloway
Alan Gale lights up the

Celebrity Club (nee Copa City) On
Jan. 29. .

Betty and Jane Kean will follow
Billy Daniels into Casablanca in
February.
Eddie Fisher hack for week-

end at Grossinger-Pancoast with'
manager Milton Blackstone.

Zero Mostel and Rosette Shaw
played week’s date at Moulin
Rouge of the Di Lido Hotel.
Tom Mallory producing Sunrise

Festival in Ft. Lauderdale week of

Jan. 24 with Magda Gabor. pacted
to act as Queen.
Dick Haymes virused out of

Clover Club show with Mary Small
subbing the** last five days. Lena
Horne opens Jan. 20.

, /;

Jackie Miles attracting best biz

this week along the hotel run with
Beachcomber’s Hutton - Tucker
combo breaking records among
nightclubs.
Jimmy Stewart guest at many

affairs With Universal’s preXy Mil-
tori Rackmil and WOmetco theatre
execs the hosts. Stewart made
personals at world preem of

“Glenn Miller Story” Tuesday (19).

By W. E. Elliott
Audrey Meadows water skiing at

Paradise Beach.
Mindy Carson vacationing here

prior to February opening at New
York’s Persian Room.
Paramount may film “Rhapsody •'

in Andros" here. This is a new
novel by local Nelson Hayes.
Lee Falk due. here Jan. 23 for

reopening of his Bahama Playhouse ,

for eight week stock season.
Constance Carpenter resting

here, on doctor’s advice, following
her withdrawal from “King and I."

Spencer Bentley, producer for

Radio Free Europe, o.o.'d local sta-

tion ZNS prior to sailing on Nieuw
Amsterdam for N. Y.
Watt Disney crew here began

shooting first scenes on producer’s
next live actioner, Cinemascope
version of - Jules Verne’s “20,000

Leagues Under the Sea.”-

British Colonial Hotel featuring

dancers Peggy and Michael Arnaud
and baritone Ronald Rogers in

season’s initial floor show, with

Sybil Bowan replacing Jan. 18.

Havana
“Here to Eternity" (Col) also big

on Radiocentro circuit.

“The Robe" (20th) pulling

crowds at Trianon and Payret
thpatrAQ

Teddy and Phyllis Rodriguez
may go with Pedro Vargas on a

Caribbean tour.
Manola Alonso’s National news-

reel holding its annual drive for.

toys for poor kiddies.
.

Henry Wallace, ex-Post ana
Herald city editor, returning to

Cuba after two years of freelanc-

ing abroad,
.

Spanish dancer-singer Maria An-
tinea at Campoamor Theatre and
on CMQ-TV, may be signed by
either Troplcana or Sans Souci.
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n0V (UNCLE DON) CARNES:
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rvarnev. 57, ne Howard
4
.

D0,l rtnwn on radio for almost 20
Rice

; fl <; Uncle Don, died Jan. 14

j

ta
Miami fS.' Suffering from

in T 1

?KVibib he had been hos-

time, fa recent

l'|Sm ig28 until _1947. Carney
, K hiQ "Uncle Don”, program

p
fhe kiddies^orn WOR< N. Y. His

8
f ,,

e
«-ac one of the first airers.

s,0
rprt for Moppet consumption.

ffd
4
aS pne

mo7W most.popular

jSTsho^ tt was beamed in the

‘‘catniy'wt his popularity p«ak

tfesasss
incorporated such kiddie lures as

birthday announcements, advice to

tie iuvcs and the reading .-of- fairy

ales He also had a regular Sun-

day show devoted to a rundown of

lh

One
n
pf
C
Coney’s trademarks Was

«n ooening theme song that ended

-This is Uncle Don, your Uncle

rtfin ” At one point in his career

? nimor was circulated thatJCar-

nev, thinking his show was off the

S let loose with a profane word.

However, he denied the report.

In 1947, WOR dropped the

‘‘Uncle Don” airer but the Sunday

morning segmentW .retained fnr

n few ixioro months. Ho latei bs-

came a disk jockey,.agafa slantfag

his show at kiddie dialers. In 1948,

be joined VZKAT in Miami Beach
and recentlv conducted a children s

"how on that station every Wed-

^He* wrote and recorded eight al-

bums of “Uncle Don” songs that

sold over 1,000,0000 copies*
,

Born
Howard Rice, he used the narne

Southern ; California and entered
the entertainment business as ? mu-
sician' and singer. He. played with
such bands as these of Bunny
Berigan, Barney Rapp and Henry
King. During World War II lie
served in public relations of the
Fifth Service Command and was
announcer for a Red Skelton war
bond tour of the west..
Dobbins was a disk jockey on

WRNS, Coloumbus, from 1946. to
1950 and later was seen as one
of “The Nitecappers” on WBNS-
TV. He went to WCOL, where he
operated the “Yaivri Patrol,” . in
1951, .

Survived by wife, daughter,
mother, sister and brother.

31 YEARS PASSED AWAY

DAVID POWELL
GOODMAN
Died Jan. If. 1923

A loving one from us hoi gone,

A voice we loved Is stilled;

A place Is vacant la our hearts

Which never will bo. filled.

Your son. Jack,

JACK POWELL and FAMILY

STEPHEN E. FITZGIBBON
Stephen; E. Fitzgibbon, 70, retired

film studio exec,* who at the. time
of his death Was a director of Times
Square Productions, A tv produc-
tion outfit, died Jan. 17 in New
York. Frpm 1939 until his retire-
ment in 1949, he managed the Fox
Movietone studios in N. Y. .

For 10 years prior to his associa-
tion with Fox, Fitzgibbon. managed
the Paramount , studio in London
and Paris; He had also managed
the Pathe studio in the Bronx,
N Y,, from 1929-39* While in
Europe, he developed a process of
dubbing foreign languages into
English films.

Wife, the former Alice Davis, a
son and a foster son, Roger Dann,
actor, currently appearing* on
Broadway in “The Prescott Pro-
posal,” survive.

TINY SINCLAIR
Julia Sclineid, 30, night club

comedienne known
'
professionally

as Tiny Sinclair, died of cancer
Jan. 14 in New York. She had been
ill for about four months. Miss
Sinclair was in “Red Hot and Blue'’
oh Broadway for a short time arid
left that show to join “The Beef
Trust.”
Branching out. on her own about

three years, ago, Miss Sinclair
made, a big hit in arid around
Pittsburgh, playing cafes there for
a couple of seasons before begin-
ning to move up.

_
Prior to her

illness, she had been working, sohne
of the bigger spots in the East and
had made a couple of network tv
appearances on “The Arthur Mur-
ray Show.”

Besides her parents, she leaves
a brother and a sister.

Don Carney since the, age of 15
when he performed in vaude. :

He
later appeared with- 'stock compa-

.
nies and also as a tripk pianist in
vaude. He also had a short career
in films prior to coming to New
York to join station WMCA in
1928 as an announcer-entertainer.
Later that year he joined WOR.
He had also been with KDKA,
Pittsbugrh, early in his radio
career.

MRS. GEORGE F, CLARK
' Mrs. George F, Clark, known

throughout the midwest because of
her association with the former
Shrine auditorium, how known as
pes Moines’ KRNT Theatre, died
m Topeka, Kans., Jan. 16, She had
been hospitalized since Dec. 19
with a heart ailment.
From 1932 to 1947 Mrs. Clark,

who was known to hundreds of
performers as “Marj,” booked road
attractions into the 4,139-seat au-
ditorium and was credited by many
show people with being one of the
tew successful house managers in
a business that grossed about $50,-
000 annually. She not only booked
iiie road-shows hut arranged rent-
als, hired employees, managed the
advertising and incidental details,

native of Canal Fulton, Ohio,
Clark was reared in Topeka

voi
" a

?
a s°Prano lead in vaude-

^ ,e "hen it was in its heyday.

tiruV
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niQ ,*° Des Moines in 1914

"ith her husband, Geo. F. Clark,
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ed Elbert and Getchell,
heatnea 1 producers there, Clark
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narn
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}}
manager, when the
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A uc
JL^°V*um building opened

.-riaiv
Dui’ing. those years

.
Mrs.

anri ...

'vt)rked With her husband,

tho ,

uas managing the theatre for
^i^'.hetore his death in 1932.

<uk is survived by her

wbnm ^r\ Frank E. Brush, with
s ? had made her home in

°peka since retirement,in 1947.
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HARRIS P. WOLFBERG
Harris P. Wolfberg, 71, president

of the Wolfberg Theatres, owners
of the Broadway, Paramount and
five drive-ins, Denver, died in a
Chicago hospital following several
months’ illness.

Entering the industry as a rider
in Essenay Wild West films in 1908
in Chicago, Wolfberg soon switched
to the selling end, and- owned his
own distributing company in Chir
cago prior to World War I. After
the war he became district man-
ager for Metro over Indianapolis,
Cincinnati arid St. Louis. Wolfberg
went to Denver in 1945, acquiring
the Broadway and Paramount,
first-runs, and building the five
drive-ins.

Survived by his wife, and; a son,
John M., Los Angeles theatre-
owner. ,

NEIL O’BRIEN
Cornelius J. O’Brien, 85, a re-

tired minstrel and vaude perform-
er, professionally known as Neil
O’Brieii died Jan. 13 in New York.
He joined a traveling minstrel
show during his youth and later
appeared with the Primrose &
Dockstader Minstrel Co. as end
man for several years. • Following
the company’s breakup, he went
with Lew Dockstader.

O’Brien later was seen in vaude
and in 1913 forrned his own min-
stel show and toured the country
with it until 1925. He appeared in
Vaude in a comedy act with James
J. Corbett, the boxen He retired
in 1929. r

'

A son survives.
i fai—

HUGH W. McCLARIN
Hugh William McClarin, 55,

former vaudevilliari, died Jan, 17
in Hackensack, N. J*- A singer and
dancer, he had played, the Palace,
N. Y., with his Vife, Mrs. Helen
Sweet McClarin, in an act tagged
McClariri & Sweet. He was also a
former theatrical booking agent in
Philadelphia. At the time of his
death, he was with the N. Y. Times
as head proofreader on the lobster
shift.

Surviving, besides his wife, are
a son and a daughter.

EDDIE MANSFIELD
Eddie Mansfield, 54, city division

manager for Commonwealth
Amusement Corp., died of a heart

attack at his home in Kansas City,
Jan, 10. Marisfield was bom in
Kansas City and spent his entire
career in the theatre, virtually all
of it as manager of the Regent
Theatre, downtown grind house.
Wheri the Regent was purchased

by the Commonwealth circuit in
1942 Mansfield went with the
house, and in .recent years had
served as city manager, with su-
pervision of four or-' five other
houses, -

• Survived by ari aunt and several
cousins.

ANNIE HUGHES
Annie Hughes, 84* former Brit-

ish actress,
.
died Jan. 7 in Sidney*

Australia. Making her initial Lon-
don legit appearance in 1885, she
algo performed in the U. S. and
Australia. Her career spanned 52
years. She made her iriitial U. S.
appearance in 1906 in “Mr. Hop-
klnson.”
Miss Hughes returned to . Ameri-

ca and was seen in “Hawthorne,
u. S, A.,” “Henry V,” “Macbeth,”
“The Merry Wives of Windsor,” “A
Woman of No Importance,” “The
Blue Pearl” and. “The Saving
Grace.” In 1924, she toured Aus-
tralia and later returned there to
live.

EMIL HEERMANN
Emil ; Heeririann, 68, concert-

master of the Cincinnati Sympho-
ny Orchestra since 1910, a year
after he joined it, died, in Cincin-
nati, Jan, 13. Bom in Frankfurt,
Germany, he began violin studies
at the age of six with his father
and

v
later studied with Anton Seb-*

cik' in Prague, a renowned teach-
er. In 1946 Heermann was; ac-
claimed as a violinist Who had
been cOncertmaster with an or-
chestra: longer than any other man
in the United States.

Surviving are his wife, two sons,
two brothers,, one of whom, Walter
Heermann; is director of music for
the state of Wisconsin.

HEINRICH HAAS
Heinrich Haas, 63, film producer,

died recently in Zurich. A native
of Graz, Styria, he was “thet lucky
man among producers,”

.
because

practically all his pix had a top
b.o. He owned the Styria produc-
ing company and was a partner in
the Styria distributing company.
Haas had his first success back

in 1930, When he discovered Hilde
Krai, who starred in “Maedchen
Pensionat.” Among his best known
pix are “The White Inn,” “Al-
raiirie”’ and “The Sinner” with
Hildegard Neff.

P.E. WILSON
P. E. Wilson, 61, a partner in

Enterprise Theatres, Iric., died in

Dallas Jari. 16 after a long illness.

He had been in pix biz as. an exhib
for 34 years* and vrith the Enter-
prise org for the past 25 years.

Wilson's Dallas; firm once operat-
ed several Negro theatres there

,

and still has one local exhib house.
He was a charter member^ and
organizer of the Variety Club,
Tent No. 17, in Dallas.

Surviving are^his wife,, three
sons, two sisters and a brother.

|

GEORGE D. BROWN
George D. Brown, 62, vet vaude-

yillian, died Jan; 8 in West Holly-
wood, Cal. He did a champiori
walking act for many years and
performed with his regular partner,

Pete Goldman, as well as with Pat
Rooney, Bill Robinson and many
other headliners who he spotted
in his act. During recent years.

Brown siipplied transportation for

the film companies.
Wife survives*

AVO P. (Bomby) BOMBARGER
Avo ’ P. Bombarger, 57, singer,

professionally known as Bomby,
died Jan. 15 in Providence, R. I.

He was a vocalist with the original

Roxy Gang in 1920 and later was
a member of the Major Bowes
troupe until 1926. He had also

sung in New York and Rhode
Island niteries.

Wife, a sister and a brother
survive.

HARRISON CHRISTIAN
Harrison Christian, 55, retired,

operatic baritone, was burned to

death Jan. 16 in a fire that swept
through his . apartment ini Lynch-
burg, Va. He made his singing
debut at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., over
20 years ago. He later sang in

Italy and toured the U. S.

After retiring he became a sing-

ing coach in Lynchburg.

BERNARD A. LESLIE
Bernard A. Leslie, 66, for 30

years manager of the Empire The-
atre, Glasgow, died at St. An-
drews, Scotland, Jan. 7. He began
in show biz as a chorus boy, and.

toured with many stars.

jri 1944 Leslie retired to the
golfing resort of St.*;Andrews and
became proprietor of the Links
Hotel.

JOHN SLATER
John Slater, 54, president of

Radio Representatives, Ltd., died
in Toronto Jan. 13, In radio for
some 25 years, he earlier had his
own qrchestra, became producer,
and musical director of several
radio shows, and was an agent for
artists. In World War I, he was
bandmaster of the 2d Division,

Canadian Expeditionary Forces.
Survived by wife and son.

\ LILIAN HATHAWAY
Mrs. Lilian Marcus, 78, onetime

legit and film actress, professional-

ly known as Lilian Hathaway, died
Jan. 12 in Englewood Cliffs, N. J.

Born in Liverpool, Eng.; of Ameri-
can parents, she came to the U. S.

at a young age and later became
an actress, performing both iri legit

and pix. Her last Broadway, appear-
ance was with Douglas Fairbanks
in ’’The Cub,”
A son and a daughter survive.

r >

Jan. 13 in Belle Harbor, L.I., N.Y.
Wife and two daughters survive
besides Krlm.

,

Wife 6f vet film actor Paul Pan-,
zer died Jan. 6 in Hollywood. A

.

daughter and son survive besides
her husband.

Kenneth Chubb, 63. stage tech-
nician, died in San Antonio Jan.
15, For the past 40 years he had
been associated, with various the-
atres there. A

Stepmother, 93, of J. Harold
Ryan, vice president, and general
manager of WBPD, Toledo, died
Jan. 9 in St. Petersburg, Fla.

Brother, 50, of C. Harry Schrelr
her, RKO city m^naiger in Colum-
bus, died in Chcstertbwn, Md. t

Jari. 14.

KYLE HEAD
Marshall (White) S. Johnston, 59,

professionally known as Kyle Head,
died Jan. 15 of a heart ailment in

Des Moines. He had been ill near-
ly four years. He appeared in

“The Vagabond King” arid “The
Student, Prince,” and had been iri

Vaudeville arid also radio work for
years.

'

His wife survives. •

Alexander Ramsey Calder, for 25
years conductor of the Glasgow
Orpheus Opera Club, died in

Glasgow Jan. 9. Longest-serving
member of the Royal Scottish Aca-
demy of Music; he studied singing

under Signor Moretti, of Milan,

Italy,

Laz Lansburgh; rioted; lawyer and
a founder of the San Francisco

Light Opera Co., died recently in

San Francisco/ He was an execu-

tive with the old Orpheum circuit

which later became the RKO chain.

His wife, two; daughters and a

brother survive.

Raymond Moore, 53, chief engi-

neer at KTLA, died Jan. 13 in. Hol-

lywood, Fourteen years ago he
helped install the KFI transmitter

and last year he supervised the

telecast of the atomic bomb explo-

sion in Nevada. His widow and
two children survive.

Mrs. Angela Gianelli Persinger,

concert violinist, died in New York
Jan. 14. Surviving are two^ sons

arid her husband, Louis Persinger,

formerly conc.ertmaster of the Ber-

lin Philharmonic Orch and director

of the Chamber Music Society.

Ben Strahm, 50, menjber of the
Allied Artists transportation de-

S
artment, died of a heart attack
an. 10 in Hollywood;

Mother of Minnie McIntosh, Scot
exhib, died at Dundee, Scotland,
Jan. 11.

MARRIAGES
Renate Hoy to Brett “Halsey,

Munich, Germany, Jan. 13. Bride Is

Miss Germany of 1954; he’s an
American film actor,

Marilyn Monroe to Joe DiMag-
gio, San Francisco, Jan. 14. Bride

.

is a film actress; he’s, former (Out-

fielder of the New York Yankees
baseball club.

June Hobson to Geoffrey Dews-
bury, Leicester, Eng., Jari. 3. He’s
clown currently with Tom Arnold
circus; bride also is a circus per-
former.

Gloria Cutting to Karl Kritz,
New York, Jan. 11. Bride is a bal-
let dancer; he’s associate conductor
of the Pittsburgh Symphony.
Mabel Beers SteppUrig to Rob-

ert Freker, Pittsburgh, Dec. 29.
He’s on WJAS sales staff,

Anne Blackman to Fred Wood-
ress, Dec. 31. Birmingham.- He’s
Variety mugg and Birmingham
Post-Herald entertainment editor.

Sharley Jean Hudson to Keenan
Wynn, Puerto Rieo, Jan. 8. Bride
and groom are screen players.

Betty Hossack to Bernard Hodg-
son, Leeds, England, Jan. 9. Bride
is Austrian-born ice show artiste;

he’s an ice show technician.

Sylvia Shirt to Denis Meehan,
Dublin, Jan. 6. He’s assistarit sta-
tion supervisor at Radio Eireann.

Evelyn Kolack to Jack Braver-
man. New York. Dec. 31. He’s an
NBC-TV engineer.

R. B. Thompson, 54, technical

mgirieer with British Broadcasting

2orp., died at Glasgow, Jan. 11. He
joined its radio, staff in 1927... and
lad been associated with most of

ts important outside broadcasts

rom Scotland.

James Farragher, 61, violinist

with the Youngstown, O., Sym-
phony Orchestra and also a player

with the John Boyle orch there,

died Jan. 12 in Houston, Tex.,

where he had lived for 20 years.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Schneer,

daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 9. Father
: is exec assistant to producer Sam
j

Katzman at Columbia!

|
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Fowler.

I daughter, Jan. 2, Providence. Jayne
& Addison Fowler operate the

1 Arthur Murray dance studio there.
Daughter is named Florenz Tamara
Fowier, for the late partner-wife
of Fowler & Tamara, long a stand-
ard ballroom team.

George W. Stitsel, 88, musician
vho played cornet and violin for

10 years with the .
Princess Stock

3o., and later with the Pitt Bros.

‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin” Stock Co.,

lied Jan. 11 in Toledo, O.

Charles _R. Fisher, 79, longtime
musician, organist and choir lead-

er, died in Laconia. N. H., Jan. 9.

He was a native of Hartford, Conn.,

and had resided in Laconia for 35
years.

Ernesto Domlnici, 60, basso, died
recently in Turin, Italy. He had
sung in Europe, Africa and the

U. S. His last performance was
at the Carignano Theatre, Turin,

Jan. 10i

Joseph, A. Farrell, member of

^ocal .74, IATSE, died recently in

Jriffin Hospital,. Derby, Conn. He
vas a stagehand for 53 years in

slew Haven and nearby communi-
ies.

Ronald Diggle, 69, organist and
composer, died Jan. 13 in Los
Angeles. ,

His symphony, “Fairy
Suite,” was played recently by the

L. A. Philharmonic.

Frank G. Eastman, 73, research

counsel for the Leo Burnett ad
agency in Chicago, died. Jan. 15 in

Evanston, 1)1. Survived by wife, a

daughter and three sons.

Father, 83, of Arthur B. Krim,
iresident of United Artists, died

Mr. and Mrs. Sid Siegel, son,
Jan. 13 in Chicago, Father is Clil
songwriter.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Tragesser,
daughter. Pittsburgh, Jan. 9; Fa-
ther. formerly with KQV and
KDKA. is now in Westinghouse ad
department.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Rosee. daugh-

ter. New York. Jan. 15. Father is

a tv producer; mother is the niece
of Dorothy Hirsch, of Variety’s adr
vertising staff.

Mr. and. Mrs. Armond Lisle, son,
Santa Monica, Jan. 11. Child is the
grandson of actor Joe E. Brown.
Mr. arid Mrs. George Gilbert,

son; Englewood, N. J., Jan.' 14.
Father is a Variety staffer.

Mr. and Mrs. Jay Gould lit,

daughter, Santa Monica, Jari. 14;
Mother is Lina Romay, actress.

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fowler Jr.,

daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 15.
Father and mother are film edi-
tors; mother is the daughter of
NUnnally Johnson.
: Mr ; and Mrs. Richard Draper,
son, Jan. 17, in N. Y. Father is a
composer; mother is former actress
Marion Hart.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Laurent, son,
Washington, D. C., Jan. 10. Father
Is radio-tv reporter for the Wash-
ington Post.

Mr. and Mrs; Robert H. Fried-
man, son, Albany, Dec. 29, Mother
is Elaine Drooz, director of wom-
en’s programs at WROW, Albany.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gaines, son.
New York, Jari. 14. Father is chief
of tv development branch U. S.

Information Agency.

,
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Secher,

; son, Jan. 13, in New York. Father

!
is. producer of radio’s “The Big
Story.”

'
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By JOSEPH C. SHEA "4

Diminishing editorial space de-

voted to amusements and to the

legitimate theatre in particular is

inoted, in almost every city in which

touring companies of Broadway

-hits or the original New York

company hazard a trip from coast

:t0 coast. This condition is a vital

problem for the working advance

agent, local theatre manager and

•the producers who venture beyond

Henry Hudson’s River.

. • Since the. amusement rates are

generally higher than for other

sections o£ the newspaper, the

-subject of more adequate coverage

of both stage and screen might

well be placed upon the agenda of

-the Council of the Living Theatre

and the Assn, of Motion Picture

Advertisers;
‘ Aggressive theatre managers and
publicity agents are using televi-

sion and radio to supplement their

campaigns. Of course it cannot be

authoritatively proved that televi-

sion and radio sold any show, but

in areas where this supplementary
campaign was hot used, hit shows
have hot sold Out. The recent news-
paper strike in New York might
cause speculation'' about reader

(Continued on- pager 60

)

0 *

Drew Pearson’s Gumshoe

: Filmed Interview With

Masked Igor Gouzenko
• Operating under cloak-and-dag-
ger secrecy, Drew Pearson, and an
American camera crew Visited a
remote rented-for-occasion farm
in an unnamed part of Canada
over the past w eek e*n d. .

Re-
sultantly, Pearson secured an ex-
clusive 35-minute, filmed inter-
view with tfie famed-but-never-
fceen former code clerk of the So-
viet Embassy in Ottawa, Igor Gou-
zenko. This will be on 58 Ameri-
can tv stations this Friday (29V.
New York outlet is WABD at
7:45 p.m.

Pearson’s interview presages a
hew type of aggressive tv journal-
ism. Gouzenko, who will wear fi

(Continued on page 70)

• ^ •

As Symph Narrator
Allentown, Pa„ Jan. 26.

• * re,d Allen* appeared in a new
role here Sunday (24). that of a

^.^ert-artist, and made a big hit

•9 hnn
a capacity audience of over

pwwu.

as narrator of Pro
Ig* 5 ‘Peter and the Wolf,”’

w

jee Allentown Symphony Orch
tjn conducted. by Don Yodmt

jnade a hit with the audie:
IP®? he remarked before he sti

J£ a
™e narrati°n: “When Vishir

Ef* we were
#
going to do this

t_J
ePiov

y
n ' he invoked the veto

y to stop this performance. ]

(Continued on page 71)
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Whatyamean, •Vague’?
Washington, Jan. 26.

Recgnt decision of the U.S.

Supreme Court invalidating

censorship of “La . Ronde”
(N.Y.) and “M’‘ (Ohio) on the

grounds of film censors’

“vagueness” was one of the

“vaguest” decisions ever writ-

ten, So declares Martin H.
Work,, executive director of

the National Council of Catho-
lic Men.

Quote: “Not even a consti-

tutional lawyer is prepared to

state the exact meaning of the

ruling or what implication it

holds.”

Gingerbread, As

Was, for Sale
Chicago, Jan. 26.

Owing to recent modernization
of the major theatres in the chain,

Balaban & Katz this week is stag-

ing a giant auction of theatre fur-

nishings which for some 32 years

had made up the decor of the Chi-

cago and other B&K and Great
States houses. Included among
the items displaced from the old

rococo vogue are antique furni-

ture, bric-a-brac, silver, crystal

chandeliers, statuary, lamps, deco-

rative firearms, mirrors and 100

paintings by fairly well-known art-

ists.
'

Sale may help circuit to recoup
a goodly part of its refurbishing ex-

penditure last year. Chicago The-
atre alone was retrimmed at cost

of $400,000. Auction is being held

At Chicago Art Galleries. ,

BROADWAY SIDESHOWS

SHOULD STAY: DOWUNG
Despite the recently enacted

legislation by the^ N.Y. City* Coun-
cil aimed at elimination of the

'honky-tonk atmosphere of Times
Square area, Robert W. Dowling,

prexy »of the City Investing Corp.-

with considerable holdings in that

district would like to see Broadway
retain its carnival aura and in fact

would like to see the entirg area

Converted to one big • well-run

amusement park.

bowling stated that by depriving

Broadway of the low cost amuse-
ments such as the shooting gal-

leries, various museums and the

open window hotdog stands, many
of the younger people without too

much money to spend would rarely

-see Times Square. “Why," he

asked, “should these youngsters

have to go to Coney Island or Pali-

sades to get low priced entertain-

ment? Just as long as they are

Well-regulated, and aren’t clip

(Continued on page 71)

By JOE COHEN
The desirability of haying a

salesman with pad and pencil in

hand somewhat nearer than the
home telephone or the nearest
sales showroom is causing the De-
troit automotive* industry to be-
come an increasingly larger in-

vestor in live talent entertainment.
Current rash of auto shows around
the country, each with a whopping
talent budget/ attests to the fact

that the industry has decided that
it’s best to get ’em while the oohs
and aahs are still oozing at the
sight of the latest models.
The 1954 pitch is strictly on the

hard-sell side. A wag has quipped:
“This will be a four-and-a-half-

million-Car year, if General Motors
has to sell every one!” It’s going
to be very brutal for the also-ran

companies that don’t, or can’t,

move their wheels off the sales

floors.

The biggest show of all is the
General Motors Motorama at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.,

which is drawing/more than 30,000

daily into the main ballroom,

(Continued on page 60)

Senator McCarthy Rates

$1,500 for a Lecture,

Same as Mrs. Roosevelt
Chicago, Jan. 26.

*

That Senator Joseph McCarthy
ranks as one of the top paid attrac-

tions on the pulpit circuit current-

ly, is pointed out by a Chicago Sun-

Times survey of lecture booking
agencies. McCarthy commanded
$1,500 for an appearance here last

week at, the annual dinner of the

Cicero Manufacturers Assn., an
amount which, untapped by any
ageht, ranks on par with well es-

tablished speakers like Eleanor
Roosevelt and John Gunther. Also

it’s substantially higher than What
is paid such notables as Carlos P.

Romulo, Philippine ambassador
and former president of United Na-

tions, Clifton Fadiman, Bennett
Cerf, and Arthur Treacher.
Redpath Bureau, oldest lecture

agency in Chi, disclosed that the

average speaker receives between
$100 arid $300 per lecture, McCar-
thy is known to have waived his

fee for certain engagements, ac-

cepting only expenses for himself

arid his wife.

Marilyn on Captor TV’er

For First FamilyTwin
Hollywood, jan. 26.;

Marilyn Cantor opens Feb, 3 at

El Rancho Vegas, Las Vegas.
This Sunday (31) she’ll appear

with her father, Eddie Cantor, on
“Colgate Comedy Hour,”. NBC-TV,
the first time any of his daughters

have appeared professionally with

him.

By ROBERT J. LANDRY

He Means High Chested
Abram F. Myers, an exhibi-

tor prone to give his vocabu-
lary a workout, professes to be
puzzled over Production Code
tqipkick Joseph I. Breen’s de-
cisions, which okay Rita Hay-
worth’s dance in “Salome” but
nix Jane Russell’s terpery in

“French Line.” Perhaps, My-
ers Opined, Breen is drawing a
“bathycolpian” line of distinc-
tion.

Less-learned men checked
with Webster, found the word
is of Greek origin and means
“deep-bosomed.”

President Eisenhower has every,
intention of showing up as honor
guest at the annual Radio-TV Cor-
respondents dinner at the Hotel
Statler, Washington, on Feb. 6,

but he’s let It be known to the

boys arranging for the entertain-

ment hoopla to keep the show
down to an hour and five minutes,
since even that much will take the
President too late into the eve-

ning. At least that’s 65 minutes
more than Ike witnessed last year,

when he expressed a preference to

“sit it out” on that occasion be-

cause it was just post-inauguration
time and he was still getting his

D. C. feet wet.

This year CBS is in charge of
putting on the show (the major
networks alternate annually) and
co-producers Lester Gottlieb, CBS
radio program veepee, and Irving
Mansfield, CBS-TY producer, have
set Raymond Massey in a scene
from “Abe Lincoln in Illinoisv ; Art
Linkletter will emcee.

Despite ^ segregation, which is

weakened but stilf general, the
American Negro has become the
most important, financially potent,
and sales-and‘-adveirtising serenad-
ed “minority” in the land. During
the

.
past 10 years While foreign-

language publications and broad-
casting have defined notably, the
Negro market, which during the
depression was despised as mar-*
ginal and underprivileged, has be-
come a 1 5-billion-doll ar market. In
numbers it exceeds the total popu-
lation of Canada.
These facts, and their byprod-

ucts, now immediately concern
sponsors, advertisers and operators
of theatres. While the Negro goes
on struggling for equal rights in
schools and colleges and public
transportation, he is increasingly
courted by those with goods and
services to sell.

. Usually written about and dis-
cussed in terms of social evil,
“segregation” actually is very
profitable to the owners of media
and services catering to colored

•< Continued on page 69)

Met Opera Opening Nites

Set for Closed-Circuit

Theatre TV in 3-Yr. Deal
Opening nights of the Metropol-

itan Opera, always a gala New
York social and artistic event, will
reach the hinterlands starting with
the 1954 season via Theatre Net-
work Television. A three-year con-
tract has been signed.

Part of the plan, to be sponsored-
by the Metropolitan Opera Guild
as a benefit for the Metopera
Assn., will be an arrangement in
each hooked-up city for a promi-
nent local charity to stage a the-
atre party.

In order to close the deal, TNT
(Continued on page 70)

BAKER HOTEL
DALLAS^ TEXAS

Currently presents

THE HOUR OF CHARM
All Girl Orchestra and Choir

Featuring EVELYN and her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY



By JESSE.GROSS >
Process of turning .pop songwrit-

ing into a payoff operation in the

U. S. S. R. is as different from the
proceedings fdllowed in the U. S.

as is the Kremlin from the Brill

Bldg. Sheet music and recordings,
major coin factors in the U. S., are

of little value to the Russian tune-
amith.

Attesting to the variance be-

tween the countries is Julie Whit-
ney, Russian wife of AP corre-

spondent Tom Whitney. Mrs. Whit-
ney, who was recently permitted
to leave Russia after a nine-year
wait for a. visa, had beeir a pop
lyricist-composer In that country.

In the U. S. only three months, she
already has five tunes being con-
sidered for publication by Mills

Music. Mrs. Whitney collaborated
•on the lyrics to the quintet of
songs, •. all of which are her own
composition’s.

According to Mrs. Whitney; a

Russian songwriter doesn’t pen a

tune and then attempt to get it

published, as is the case here.

Initial step for the Russian; tune-
smith is to sell a performer on the
song’s merits. The performer, who
belongs to one of the various en-
tertainment organizations such as

The All (Soviet) Union Stage Con-
cert Bureau and the Moscow Re-
gional Philharmony, then introes
the song to th^ proper authorities

iii his org. If the tune is liked it

is then submitted to the Repertory
Commission, 0: subdivision of The
Ministry of Culture, which has to

(Continued on page 70)

Is Sex Necessary?
Maybe there’s not so -much,

after all, to the familiar theory

that plays without romantic
angle, especially those, with
all-male casts; lack bpxofflce

appeal. "Mister Roberts” was
figured an exception, not only

because it. had one femme
character, but because of its

emphasis on sex. “Stalag 17,”

however, had no femme char-

acters dnd little reference • to

“Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial,” however, tops ’em all in

this regard. Herman Wouk
dramatization of . a chapter
from his own bestseller, which
ppened to unanimous raves

and smash attendance last.

Week at the Plymouth, N. Y. f

not only has an all-male caist

but has only three' or four,

references to women, all inci-

dental.

WW&

wMSm I*. fa.

^ '

Ottawa, Jan. 26.

Gerald Clark who Is syndicated to 23 Canadian papers is back
from Russia with the lowdown on the Bolshevlki’s night clubs.

He reports Moscow has half a dozen- blrd-and-bottle cafes where
romance for two (dancing but no floor show)' figures $30. Girl with
a tray meanders about' She’s not the cigaret gal. She’s peddling
pink lemonade.
Dances are .waltzes and a sovietized foxtrot Music is capitalistic

but dated, like “Melancholy"Baby,” “Sunny Side of the street”
and "“Rose Marie, I Love You.”
The system for drunks on the town is simple and efficient. Tw o

militiamen grab the' drunk by the feet, toss him in the back of a
.truck. At the sobering-up station,' the customer is elbowed into

a steam room, revived, allowed to dry out overnight, and sent on
his way home—first paying a few rubles for the service.”

HORACE HEIDT,
Currently Hotel Statler, New York

. . Under Personal Management
WALTER PLANT

Statler Hotel, New York City, N. Y.

Private Vs. Public Service

'No Death Struggle’ Says

Nightie, Mink Coat Theft

In M’treal Bring Lamour

Call to FBI, Monnties
Mofitreal, Jan. 26.

Dorothy Lamour, who finished a
short engagement at the Chez
Paree Monday night (25), lost a

$7,500 mink coat and a $350 camera
early last Thursday morning (21)

when thieves broke Into her pent-
house apartment at the La Salle
Hotel here. First reports that
jewelry and Other valuables had
been taken proved unfounded.
Overlooking more expensive cam-
eras in the suite, the burglars took
only the coat, one camera-—and a

blue nylon nightie,
Local police werffe a little slow

getting to the scene of the crime
because Miss Lamour chose a
rather roundabout way of contact-
ing them. First she called the FBI
in Washington, who in turn called
the RCMP in Ottawa, who in turn
called the Montreal RCMP detach?

There will be slim pickings for

the Academy Award-winning song
of 1953. Unlike previous years,

When there were at least six top
songs battling for award honors,
tradesters view the '53 tune sweep-
stakes as a tWo-way race between
“That’s Amore” and “Secret Love.”

Tune list was pruned this year
by Academy rules. Top tunes elim-

inated from the race were “Hi-Lili,

Hi-Lo,” ‘Song From Moulin
Rouge,’’ “From Here To Eternity”

and “Ruby.” Latter two are ineli-

gible because lyrics were added
after the film was shown. ?Moulin
Rouge” was knocked out because
a different set of lyrics from those
used in the pic got the song off as
a pop hit, and “Lili” was sidelined
because the lyrics had been pub-
lished in a mag prior to its use in

the film.

“Amore” and “Secret Love” are
currently riding high in the wax
market. Doris Day is rolling strong

i

with “Love” on the Columbia label
while Dean Martin has the clicko

cut of “Amore” on Capitol.

“Amore” is from the Martin-Lewis
starrer, “The Caddy” (Par), and
"Love’’ is from Miss Day’s Warner
Bros, pic, “Calamity Jane.” Remick
Music, firm in the Warner Btos,
pubbery group, is publishing
“Love” and Paramount’s - own

CHI TYPIST NOW

ment, who finally turned the mat-
. .

ter over to the city; gendarmes for music firm is publishing 4 Amore.”
investigation ''

i

Ballots for Academy Award
. ;

nominations were sent out last

I week to 13,075 members Who’ll

] make the selections. Polls close .at

lirv TAinc nnATrrr 1 midnight Jan. 30 and nominations

MELTON S PROTEGE 1 win be announced Feb. 15.

Las Vegas, Jan. 26.

During his current stint at The
Thunderbird here, singer James
Melton has been introducing a new
singer, and looker, Eleanore War-
ner. It’s a Cinderella story in that
Melton chanced upon the girl sing-

ing on an obscure Chicago tadio
station. She had been a secretary.

Melton goes into the Cocoanut
Grove in L. A. on March 3 for
two Weeks, An infrequent per-
former in the cafes, he’s mulling
an offer to play Mexico City and
some Latin, dates.

Minneapolis; Jan. 26.

Academicians connected with the

U. of Minnesota are showing in-

creasing exasperation at the “dem-

agogery” (as they privately term

it) of a near-campus film exhibitor*

Sol Fisher, who has been ’giving

the college administrators a hard
time because- of on-campus film

showings to which the general pub-

lic is admitted. Fisher has kept the

publicity tomtom going for months
and now is trying to sic the appro-
priations-controlling state legisla-

ture on the university.

At a hearing of the legislature’s

research committee Dr. J. L. Mor-
rill, university president, and
State Senator Emmett Duemke
exchanged philosophical observa-

tions.

Said Duemke: “The Issue is

whether a huge, nontaxpaying, tax-

supported public corporation shall

enter a field where free competi-
tive enterprise is doing or can. do
the job.”

Said Morrill “I am disappointed
that the senator feels the univer-
sity is a giant and sinister octopus
Seeking to devour private enter-

prise.”

Morrill liked Duemke’s phrase
of “citizen stockholders” because
that is What Minnesota residents

are in relation to the university,

and the board of regents is their

board of directors, but declared:
‘ This is an issue of policy, not of

law. The legal aspects of univer-

sities engaging in selling enter-

prises have been tested again and
again.” .He concluded:

“I don’t like the overtone of this

being a deaith struggle between pri-

vate and public enterprise. I am
sorry

.
these* issues have been

raised.”

Producer Ernest H. Martin,

who went to LondQn lust week
ahead of his partner, Cy Feuer,

to dicker tor the U. S. rights-

to the British musical comfedy

hit, “The Boy Friend,” ; was
met on arrival by his produc-

tion assistant, Arthur Lewis.

From their hotel, they put in*

a phone call to- the show’s

agent, Joan Reese. After giv-

ing their names, they said

they were interested, In. the

musical for Broadway.
“Martin and Lewis? Oh no,

not those crazy comedians,”

the agent protested. “You •

Wouldn’t be suitable for the

show at all.” And she hung up.

Number of British “quota

quickies,” formerly in the vaults

of the majors, are \ finding their

way on to tv. in addition, the com-
panies have relinquished rights to

a group of indie pix which their

owners Wanted, back for possible

tv deals.
'

Involved in letting go of the

British films are 20th-Fox, Metro
and Warner Bros. In most, cases*

they were made in Britain to satis-

fy quota requirements during the

immediate postwar years and never
even got a release in the U. S.

market. It’s estimated that, alto-

gether, some 50 pictures have been
made available for tv.

In the case of the American pro-

ductions, indie producers Who have
distribution contracts with the ma-
jors have begun to needle them to

reissue these films or else relin-

quish rights to them so as to make
them available for tv sale.

Zanuck Remembers Flood of Hack Politicians and
Their Widows Who Ran Old Censorship

anDarryl Zanuck has taken

emphatic position on necessity for

film industry to retain production

code. Hitting at “publicity elimina-

tion of code,” Zanuck expressed
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By HARRY. ALAN TOWERS
London, Jan. 19.

Despite the Increasing reports

of the growth of television through-
out the world as exemplified by
those surveys issued by the United
Nations and other official bodies,

international television has as yet

shown little prospect of bringing
revenue to the television film pro-

ducer. In Europe, even the BBC,
with its comparatively large finan-

cial resources, offers small chance
of a market for the American tele-

vision film; As for the, rest of Eu-
rope, neither the content of the

average American television prop-

erty nor the price at which it could

be economically imported suggest
any immediate market.
Even in South America where

there has been a. rapid growth of

commercial television stations in

the past
.
year, the market is still

comparatively small and in many
cases the actual cost of dubbing is

greater than the revenue in pros-

pect.-

It is true that some of the larger

distributors of television films

have, as a goodwill gesture, made
available to overseas television or-

ganizations some of the best of

their product but this has been in

the nature of a goodwill gesture

and has brought little if any rev-

enue back/
Those television film producers

who have originated series in Eu-
rope have, in practically every case,

either ignored all possibility of

foreign revenue, or have, alterna-

tively, sought and frequently ob-

tained such revenue by selling the

theatrical exhibition rights outside
North America. Yet the very nature
of a good television show tends to

make its theatrical exhibition value

a problem. Generally speaking, the
(Continued on page 18)

ANDREWS SIS TO GO ON

deep concern that film industry
would face chaos, if not extinc-
tion, should co.de .be dropped or so
watered down that ,some producers
could give unbridled, rein to their
bad taste.

Zanuck recalled not-so-happy
days prior to code when the in-

dustry had to cater to tastes of
some 37 state censors. Innum-
erable local boards hacked away
at pix without a pattern to
their objections. As an illustra
tion, Zanuck said he frequently
had to cut a picture three different
ways to satisfy censor boards in
Glendale, Pasadeqa and Los An-
geles. Zanuck said if Will *Hays
didn’t do another single thing for
the film industry, his getting pix biz
to okay code made the salary paid
him Worthwhile since code elim-
inated most of the local censor
boards.
Zanuck points out that censors

in most instances are hack poli-
ticians or widows of politicians
Who think it necessary to justify
sinecures by chopping up films.
Prior to the code, expense to in-
dustry for lawyers to defend films
before various local boards was

(Continued on page 71)

Hollywood, Jan. 26,

Despite Patti Andrews’ abrupt
ankling, the Andrews Sisters -will

continue as an act. Maxine and
Laverne have authorized manager
Bill Burton to find an eye-filling

chirp with good voice to take
Patti’s place.

Within a few months they hope
to resume niteries, etc!, probably
as “Andrews Sisters With* • •

•”

George Raft May Run
Puerto Rico Gambling

Hollywood, Jan. 26,

George Raft flies to Puerto Rico
today (Tues.) to double-6 New
Normandy Hotel with eye to invest-

ing in or operating casino.

Gambling is legal in this 'U. S.

commonwealth. Caribe-Hilton has
had no real gaming room opposi-
tion since its inaugural two years
ago. .

If and when Raft goes through
with deal he will plan to book
name floor shows as lure for tour-

ists and opposition to Hilton
hosterly.

Raft’s deal with Chicago syndi-
cate calls for his nominal <?ash in-

vestment for 10% stake in opera-
tion.

Raft has alternate possibility of
buying into Sands at Las Vegas.
Vet filmster continues his celluloid
activities and has an eye on vid-
pix. but is looking ahead to his
future..

New

For Single Advertiser

Above Astor and Victoria

Times Square Will get another

gigantic electric sign which will be

twice as big as the Bond sign. New
spectacular will rise on top of the

building housing the Victoria and
Astor Theatres.

Spec Will be eight stories high,

330 feet long and comprises 26,000

square ' feet of space. Made of

frosted aluminum, sign wiil contain

35 corrugations, each of which will

have an intricate lighting system
which will afford a variety of ef-

fects to the lettering.

Sign will be built by Robert W.
Dowling, president of the City In-

vesting Corp., which owns these

theatres, and Douglas Leigh, who
has promoted many of the specs.

Cost of the new structure will be

around $1,000,000.
Space will be leased

1

to a single

advertiser. While refusing to di-

vulge figures, Leigh stated that

costs to the sponsor will range
from 19 to 40c per thousand view-

ers. Leigh has control of 10 of

the 16 specs now facing Broadway.
He conceded <that it’s somewhat of

a precarious business/ An empty
sign; hd Said, eats up a tremendous
amount of coin.

The face of the Astor and Vic-

toria Theatres will have to be

changed somewhat. Both theatres

will get a connecting marquee with:

stores to remain between both

houses. Tenants in. the building,

however, will have to move—un-

lessAhey Want to. get along with-

out air and light, as the sign "ill

block off any atmospheric intake.

Presently, Dowling is building a

permanent underground exhibition

hall between both houses. He
stated that work will be completed

|
around Easter.
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Theatres equipped with Cinema-4

Scope recently discovered that in

addition to the b.o. plus the me-

dium provides, the widescreen in-

stallations are attracting industrial

rentals. Specifically, the Ford

Motor Co. has been renting thea-

tres during morning hours to show

auto dealers, salesmen and me-

chanics two films made in Cinema-

scope. Pix, one Showing the com-

pany’s 1954 passenger car line and

the other its truck line, are each

of about 35 minutes duration; They

were filmed by Wilding Pictures, a

40-year-old commercial and _ indus-

trial film company and cost approx-

imately $225,000. Following the

showing of the films at Cinema-
Scbpe-equipped theatres, the auto

firm usually holds a pep meeting,

Under its deal with 20th-Fox,

holder of the rights to Cinema-

scope,, the Ford Co., which pays

the film outfit a specified fee for

the use of the CinemaScofie projec-

tion lenses, has exclusive rights

(for an auto company) to 4he me-
dium until Pec. 31, 1954. While no
other auto manufacturer can make i

-

a Cinemascope picture until the

expiration of the agreement, it does

not prevent other industrial and
commercial firms from entering

similar agreements with 20th. In

fact, Wilding Pictures is currently
negotiating with other companies
relating to* the making 01 demon-
stration or instructional films in

Cinemascope,
The Ford pix also makes use of

sterophonic sound, four-track mag-
netic sound having been dubbed in.

Like the 20th theatrical films, they
(Continued on page 26)

But Closings in 1953 Tell Story

MARILYN SUSPENDED—AGAIN

Expected Back On Lot After
Honeymoon, Doesn't Show

Hollywood, Jan. 26. ,

For the second time in three
weeks, 20th has suspended Mar-
ilyn Monroe for failing to re-
port for starring assignment in
“Pink Tights.” Actress . first went
on suspension Jan. 4, was put-back
oh salary January ; 16, following
marriage and given until Monday
(25) to show up for the film after
studio had extended deadline from
last Wednesday. Additional time
was granted because her reps
hadn’t

.
been able to contact her

but anticipated her return from
honeymoon over the weekend.

Deal for 12 Feafiires,

Release of Pix to TV
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

William F. Broidy closed a deal

to produce 12 pictures in 12
months for release by Robert L.
Lippert. As part of the two-way
deal, Broidy agreed to sell Lippert
product to television.

First of Broidy’s productions is

slated to roll in April. The 12,

added to Lippert’s regularly ac-

quired films, will swell his distribu-
tion program to 24 features during
the next year.
Broidy has arranged with Official

Films to represent him in the sale
of Lippert pictures to Video. They
include more than 100 features, 170
musical shorts, 39 BlaCkstone
magic subjects and 26 femme
wrestling shows.

In addition to his films for Lip-
pert release, Broidy is currently ne-
gotiating a new deal with Allied
Artists which has been distribut-
ing his product for several years.

STANDARD FACTORS

HAILS ’QUALITY’ RULE
Fewer and better pictures have

renewed public interest in film-
going and restored financial confi-
dence in the industry, according to
a survey released today by Starid-
ard Factors Corp., titled “Upswing
hi the Film Industry.”
This emphasis on quality, rather

tham quantity, has brought back,
theatre trride in cities with tele-
vision to the extent that the in-

7 now feels it has taken the
worst the competitive entertain-
ment can hand out and survive,
^ot even the threat of color tv is— “so long as Hollywood
sucks to the new quality product,”
the survey states.
Consensus of opinion in the sur-

ls ^-D will fade within a

°f
^o, while wide screen

—

.

th of the CinemaScope and Cin-
erama variety—will remain.’’ Sur-

K ;

s
w
at
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^hn„
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y cities

» leaving the
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Film industry is giving the “gala
premiere” routine its most intense
workout in years. Time was when
most companies used the kleig-
light approach for a few pix a year
—those which which needed lull-

scale ballyhoo or deserved to be
distinguished from the ordinary
lineup of product. Now, it looks
like everyone is on the “glittering

opening” kick.

Three major (worldwide) debuts
are on the sked for next week
alonev Over the past couple of
weeks numerous others took place.

How come this new concentration
on the opening-night Jioopla? Big
pictures are coming out and they,

must be sold big, according to some
of the trade’s ad-pub masterminds.
Bowing next Monday (1) is

Paramount’s “Red Garters” at the
Par •and State Theatres, Austin,
Texas. Guy Mitchell, Pat Crowley,
Joanne Gilbert and others of the
cast will appear at these openings
plus subsequent ones throughout
the Interstate chain in Texas.
Statewide celebrations have been
cooked up. Don Hartman, Par pro-
duction chief, was in Dallas last

week to talk up the tub-thumping
with Interstate , managers.

20th-Fox has a promotional nifty

going in advance also next Mon-
( Continued on page 18)

SPITZ, GOETZ, HOLT

NEGATIVES FDR VIDEO
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Moulin Productions, now headed
by Alfred W. Crown, has set up a

television department to distribute

film properties owned or controlled

by the Company. Features available

for sale to video include seven
produced by Leo Spitz and William
Goetz,

.
and /three old Randolph

Scott starters made by Nat Holt.

Meanwhile, Moulin is going
ahead with its production of the-

atrical films. Next is the Gregory
Peck starter, "Moby Dick,” to be
produced by John Huston in con-

junction with Associated British

Pictures for release by Warners.

Says lucasta’ Based On

By GENE ABNEEL
- Deal by which Columbia con-
tracted William Goetz, formerly
Universal’s production boss, for an
unspecified Taut obviously-expen-
sive number of partnership pix, is

another reflection of the sharpest
shift in Company policy in years.
For many years Columbia has been
the outfit that somehow came up
With a really big .film at the rate of
only one a year.

. Col now appears
playing for the tallest takes in its

career. The blue-chips splurge,
and risk, is in a number of the
studio’s own properties in addition
to participation pacts with “out-
siders,” such as Goetz.
Within the next few weeks Col

will roll two CinemaScopers, each
reputedly budgeted at about $1,-
500,000. These are “Pleasure’s All
Mine,” with Betty Grable arid
Marge & Gower Champion, and
“Mr. West Point,” Tyrone Power-
starrer with John Ford directing.

Goetz’s. Starters
Goetz has listed three pix with

Which he’ll tee off his Col partner-
ship, first of which is an adaptation
of “Guy^and Dolls,” legit musical
click. Negative cost is figured at

$2,000,000 for the entry, which
might also go in C’Scope.
“Maurice Chevalier Story.” starring
Danny Kaye, and “Dawn in the
Sky," James Stewirt, are next on
the Goetz lineup.

Goetz-Cbl tieup is a "package”
(Continued on page 18)

MOULIN STOCK LURED

AL CROWN FROM RKO
Alfred W. Crown, veteran distri-

bution exec, has been given a 10%
stock participation in Moulin Pro-
ductions as part nf the payoff for
his taking presidency of the outfit.

Crown is bowing out this week as
head of the RKO foreign depart-
ment to shift to Moulin.

Indie company, co-chairmanned
by David Stillman and Eliot Hy-
man^ has been active in the finan-
cing end of production, including
the click United Artists release,
“Moulin Rouge.” Name of the com-
pany was taken from the title of
this pic. Outfit also has acquired
all residual rights, including tele-

vision; to seven pix lensed up to

(Continued on page 24)

WIESENTHAL'S PROJECT

Reactivates Olympic—After Peck
For ’Bitter Sage’

Hollywood, Jan. 26,

Sam Wiesenthal; who recently

exited RKO, is reactivating his in-

die Olympic Productions. George
Bagnall is associated with him in

the venture.
Initialler wHl be “Bitter Sage,”

new Frank Gruber novel which
Wiesenthal purchased for $75,000
after reading galleys. He’s after

Gregory Peck to star and is dicker-
ing for ;RKO release.

Olympic’s previous “Cry Dan-
ger,” Dick Powell-Rhorida Fleming
costarrer* was an RKO release.

mm
HUS

“The Frericli Line,” RKO entry
which has been denied Production
Code approval, has been set to go
into full scale distribution in Feb-
ruary. Company heretofore bed
not been licensing any bookings
with the exception of the pic’s run
in St; Louis which began early this

month.
Prints are being sent to all RKO

’domestic branches with instruc-

tions to show the controversial film

to local censor boards where they
exist.

Thus, “Line” looms as the first

newr pic of possible troublesome
•j
nature to go before official city

and state blue-pencillers sirice the
recent U. S. Supreme Court ruling

which attacked the censorship
statutes in N. Y. and Ohio.

I?.
In many cases a nix by the Pro-

• duction Code, coupled with “con-
i demnation" by the National Legion
of Decency, as in the instance of
“Line,” almost automatically would
mean negative actio? by certain

censor panels across the country.

!
Whether this still will obtain, in

|
light of the Supreme Court's stated

i ( Continued on page 18)

’
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Despite the individual optimism
on certain levels in the industry,
the fact remains that there were
more theatre closings in 1953 than
in 1952, a statistic that the indus-
try, will present , to Congress
when it makes its next pitch for a
cut or elimination of the 20%
Federal admission tax. A total of
1,200.[theatres, according to a reli-»

able industry source, closed their
doors during the past year as com-
pared to 973 closings in 1952. In
1951, 886 theatres ceased opera-
tion while

:

in 1950, 692 houses,
called it quits.

The optimism is generally ex-
pressed among the big chains :

whibh operate firstrun houses in :

key cities. These houses, equipped *

for the presentation of pictures
in the new techniques, have been
siphoning off attendance from the
neighboring, suburban; and. riear-

by smalltown theatres, thereby
making the plight

%
of the small

house even more desperate.
While attendance in the key

city chain-operated houses has
( Continued on page 20)

Trench Line’ Case May

Cue Possible Upset

Of MPAA-MPEA Status
Is the Motion Picture Assn, of

America headed toward the status
of “subsidiary” to its affiliate. Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn.? There’s
some fear on the “inside” that this
might be the case.

Point is raised that if RKO pulls

I

out of MPAA, a new appraisal of
the organization by other compa-
nies would, be a natural conse-

' quence. There’s no hint of possible
dissolution of the outfit, of course.
It serves too many important func-
tions of benefit to the entire indus-
try.

.
What is seen as a threat is a

lessening of MPAA's structure in
(Continued on page 20)

Trade Improves; ‘Knights
9 Again Champ, ‘Cinerama

9

2d, ‘Sadie
9
3d, ‘Reef

9
4th, ‘Rifles

9
’5th

. Winter blasts continued to Detroit, hefty in Philly and brisk

plague film business in many key in Balto. “Cease Fire” (Par) is

cities covered by Variety .this starting out well with a batch of

week, but in other spots across the gratifying dates. “Go Man Go"
opuntry picture theatres fared bet- (UA), also new, is riice in L.A.,

ter as milder weather set in, at being top new pic.

least temporarily. Few new entries “Glenn Miller Story” (U), given
were launched in current stanza world preem in three Miami. Fla.,

but those which braved preems, houses, wound up with a mighty
especially in the south, did well, gross, being the biggest ever for
However, in most cities exhibitors a Universal film in these three
were setting up schedules to bring theatres. It is running way ahead
in stronger fare for the two Feb- 0f “Mississippi Gambler,” its pre-
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ruary holidays. vious top grosser there. “Jubilee
“Knights of the Round Table” Trail” (Rep), also preeming in the

(M-G) continued in No. I spot for south, hung up a sock opening
the third consecutive week, with week in New Orleans, gross being
annfhop crtiach total ‘T.inprama" nn .. n t

INDEX
Bills

another smash total. “Cinerama’
(Indie), which was second last

stanza, held in same spot. Third

about equal to “Quiet Man" (Rep).

“Wicked Woman” (UA) is smash
on its preem in Philly. “Forever

ilia 1 f
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Los Angeles. Jan. 26.

Piracy suit, demanding an in-

junction and $1,400,000 damages,

was filed by Errol Aubrey Jones in

Federal Court against Columbia
Pictures, Philip Yordan, Marilyn

Nash, Harry N. Gribble, John Wild-

berg, George Zorn, Abraham Hill

and the American Negro Theatre

of NY.
Plaintiff declares the defendants

committed plagiarism by filming,

'staging and publishing a book,

“Anna Lucasta.” He. claims he had

a legit play, “Sin-Sister,” for which

he filed copyright July 22, 1935.

He contends “Lucasta” is based on

his material.
1

.
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Female” (Par) looks stout in N. Y.
SOn (Col), fifth a week ago. anrl fail* in PnrHanrf ‘‘rifilrfpn^ |

and fair in Portland. “Golden
12-Mile Reef (20th) continued coaCh«* gfe) likely will hit a new

6 house high opening week in N Y.

last session, took fifth spot. !5
ee^e

!

n

“Hondo” (WB) wound up sixth, at' N. Y. Paramount, is big in

with “Millionaire” (20th), seventh. Louisville and Buffalo and good in

“T.itMp r!apsar”-“Piihtic Enemv ” Cmcy. “Man Between” (UA), fine
“Little Caesar”-“Public Enemy,” r irl^V man Between i

WB oldie combo, is landing eighth £f
lsco

’ ^ °^ay
.

place. “Walking Baby Home” (U) ^|
r

.

s
. .\

s
,

pushed up to ninth, brisk in Cincy. Living Desert
r

. _ .
r _ I _ . /Mipm A 4 i\ « n iwirM im T A

“Julius Caesar” (M-G), “War Ar- (Disney) is trim iuL. A.. Washing-

row” (U) and “The Bigamist” (FR) ton;, and Qfhi. Wild One (Col) is

round out the top, 12 list in that r°bjist ^hi and Boston.
-r - •• - - Tumbleweed” (U) looms nice in

order. - “Forbidden’ ‘Cap-

tain’s* Paradise” (UA) and “Para- Louisville. “Escape Ft. Bravo”

trooper” (Col) are runner-up films. [M*G)
;

is sturdy in N. Y. and.

“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB) is an Boston;

outstanding new entry, being sock (Complete Botoffice Reports on
in Providence and K.C., okay in Pages 8-9)
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Both Allied States and Theatre

Owners of America got into the

censorship act last week in follow-

up to the U. S. Supreme Court de-

cision reversing the banning? of

“La Ronde” and “M” in New York

and Ohio, respectively,

Herman M. Levy, TOA general

counsel, urged municipal, county

and state censor groups to drop

vague arid indefinite standards

from their statutes and not re-

quire further appeals to trie courts

by distribs, producers and exhibs.

He thought the Supreme Court

ruling was “a great advance toward

an ultimate goal,’- i.e., complete

freedom from prerelease censor-

ship.

In a bulletin to members, Robert

A. Wile, exec secretary of Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio,

said that, since it appeared impos-

sible to make the Court decide the

broad issue of prerelease censor-

ship, the only method left was to

find a completely tame picture,

show it without submitting to cen-

sorship and attempt to have a

number of exhibs arrested for Vio-

lation of the law. This; in fact,

would be the; same procedure fol-

lowed in obtaining a court decision

against the advance censoring of

newsreels in Ohio.
Wile admitted that the expense

would be heavy and, besides, “we
would have to find some distribu

tor of a picture of the type we
suggest, who would be willing: to

risk not only the expense but the

possibility that he Would not get

full distribution of his picture in

the state. It is admittedly a diffi-

culty situation,” Wile commented.

Arlan Takes Over Booking

Of 4 Franco-Lonclon Fix

Quartet of Franco-London Films

productions has been transferred

from Arthur Davis Associates to

Arlan Pictures. included are

“Seven Deadly Sins” and “Beauty
and the Devil,” both French, and
“Hello, Elephant” and “Father’s

Dilemma” (Italian).

All but “Elephant” have had
their U. S. premieres. “Seven
Deadly Sins,” a bilingual omnibus
of seven short stories, had. a 20-

week run at the Paris Theatre,

N, Y. It’s on the "Legion of De-
cency’s Condemned list. Arlan,'

which has been . distributing the

pix for Davis, took them over as of

Dec. 1, ’53.

CCNY Tags ‘Ertrest'

“jhte Conquest of Everest ”* doc*

umentary dealing with the climb*

ing of the famous mountain, has

been voted first prize in the. fifth

annual City College (N, Y, ) Robert

J. Flaherty Award competition.

Citation is made for “creative*]

achievement” in the documentary
film.

Award will -be presented to

Thomas Stobart and George W-
Low, the cameramen Who- recorded

the conquest of the worlds highest

rnountaln, on Friday (29) at Central

Needle Trades High School Audi-,

torium, N. Y., in a joint City Col-

lege-Cinema 16 presentation.

Film, currently at the Fine Arts,

N. Y., is being distributed by
United Artists.-

, rat M i

Jefferson Amusement Co., Beau-

mont, Tex., has a cooperative re-

search project underway with

Lamar Tech of that city designed

to advance the technical operation

of theatres, including the construc-

tion of screens. . Circuit, which op-
erates 70 theatres in Texas, is pro-

viding the college with all financ-

ing and the necessary theatre

equipment. Additionally, houses in

the clrairi will be* made available

for study.
Jefferson, an affiliate of United

Paramount Theatres, is headed by

Julius Gordon. He, incidentally,

was 'in N, Y. over the past week
for confabs at the UPT homeoffice.

Exact amount of coin involved

was not revealed. However, five

faculty members in addition to

students will be employed in the

endeavor.
Similar project on an all-indus-

try basis has been proposed in past

but never materialized. Charles P.

Skouras, president of National
Theatres, at pne time worked out

a plan for a research institute to

cover all major phases of thp film

business and to be operated in

conjunction with the California In-

stitute of Technology. While the

idea was given much lip service in

the trade, it never reached beyond
the talking stage.

Branding her petition as a “fish-

ing expedition” to Which the court

Would not lend its aid, N. Y. State

Supreme Corirt Justice Henry Clay

Greenberg * last week refused to

permit a Republic Pictures

minority stockholder Jo inspect the

company’s books and records.

Rose L. Steinberg, said to hold 800
shares of Rep comrhon as of 1948,
had brought suit to compel the firm
to account more specifically as to

disbursements over a six-year
period on such items as “selling'

as well as advertising, publicity
and exploitation.”

Mis? Steinberg, who claimed
Rep spent $6,000,000 in 1952 on
“selling, administration and gen-
eral expenses” plus another $1,000,-

000 for “advertising, publicity and
exploitation” for the same year,
charged that the coin paid Under
these categories is nowhere de-
tailed in the company’s annual re-
port. In denying the petition, Jus-
tice Greenberg agreed with Rep’s
contention that the petitioner’s re-
quest was not in “good faith” and
instead, was made for ulterior mo--}
tives. ~

“The moving papers,” the court
ruled, “failed to support the ap-
plication or advance any substan-
tial reason why either a general or
limited inspection covering the six-

year period is necessary. There is

also a failure to show improper
actions by the management or dis-

satifaction with policy or financial

condition.”

Possibility of retiring Some of

the 20th-Fox stock is under study

by a committee of the company’s
directors consisting of L. Sherman
Adams, B. Earl Puckett, Robert
Lehman and Robert L. Clarkson.

They’re expected to report to the

20th board within the reasonably
near future with a possibility that

the company may act before trie

annual stockholders meet May 18.

Move is being considered in view
of 20th’s favorable cash position

and the rapid liquidation of its in-

ventory which is down $20,000,000

to a low $40,000,000. Amount of

stock that would be bought up
hasn’t been determined.
With the 20th stock reaching a

record high for the year at $22.25

Monday (18>, it’s not thought that

this is the right time for any pur-

chases and it is believed that the
i§sue will be put before the stock-

holders before kny action, is taken.

Reduction in the common stock

also would be reflected in per
share earnings which would get a

boost.

P0LAL1TE CO. PROTESTS

THAT THEATRE SIGN
Albany, Jan. 26.

Assemblyman Daniel M. Kelly
told Variety last week he would
amend his bill stipulating one foot
high boxoffice sign, “Glasses Re-
quired," on for 3D film dates by
substituting “polarized” for “Polar-
oid” in Wording.

Polalite Co. protested “Polar-
oid” is tradename and designation
in statute might preclude theatres
from using any other brand view-
ers.

TOA and MMPTA are expected
to oppose measure as “unneces-
sary.”

Stanley Kramer's “The Caine
Mutiny”'\vas formally approved by
the Office of the Secretary of De-
fense and the Department of the

Limited Tax Cut Try
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., chairriian

of the Southern Cal. Theatre Own-
ers Assn., has circulated a letter

among exhibs asking that they join

in a move to kill th£ admissions

tax on theatre tickets up to only
1 85c. He makes no pitch tor relief

for theatreowners whose scale is

over that amount, representing a

situation which obviously will not
sit well with operators of the key-
city dcluxers. ,

Earlier, Arthur launched a cam-
paign against increased prices, as-

serting that tilted tariff had the ef-

fect of cutting attendance and
boosting the Government’s and dis-

tribu tors' cut on the b.o. revenue.
All this, he argued, had the net re-

sult of lowering the exhibs* net re-

turn.

/ Re the 20% Federal levy, Ar-
thur feels it would be “unwise and
unrealistic” to ask Congress to
.wipe out this money source en-
tirely. He adds though that the
trade would stand a good chance of

winning elimination of the tax bite
on the lower admissions, ’‘Such
action,” he states, “wili help those
theatres most in need of the re-

lief arid, in all cases where, it is

economically possible for the the
atre to pass on the relief, will help
the many millions (the public) who

Stake injheatre Video
Two meetings dealing with ex-

hibitor efforts to increase thewse
of theatre tv will be held Friday
(29) in New York.
Morning session will see the first

get-together of newly - appointed
theatre tv committee of the The
atre Owners of America, headed
by Harry Goldberg, Stanley War
ner pub-ad chief. Confab will be
held in Goldberg’s office.

In the afternoon, members o
the National Exhibitors Theatre
Television Committee will -gather
in the office of Fred Schwartz
head of the Century circuit

NETTC deals with theatre tv prob
lems on a national level and de
votes its efforts to obtaining line,

clearances and technical perfection

of trie medium. It played a leading
part in testifying before the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
in an effort to obtain exclusive the-
atre tv channels. The TOA group,
on the other hand, is mainly con-
cerned with programming for the
medium.
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100 Crew Back' 50 Performers

On the reasoning that a musical

variety show on sponsored home
tv successfully sold product to con-

sumers, the Sealtest division of the

National, Dairy Products Corp. re-

sorted to trie same type of enter-

ainment “to sell” dealers and
routemen oil the

.

compahy’s via

closed-circuit theatre tv. A total of

4 theatres, mainly in the eastern

area, were looped oYt Thursday (21),

Program, produced by Theatre
Network Television, originated

from the Center Theatre, N. Y. It

was an hour and 45-minute show,
which started at 10 a.m. and cost

jSealtest about $100,000. This in-

cluded talent, technical crew, sets,

theatre rentals and line charges.
Entertainment values were big-

eague. Seasoned performers and
experienced production personnel
werq employed. CBS’ staff morn-
ng man Jack Sterling emceed. -

Show used 12 sets, required
some 100 crewmen, and about 50
performers. Alexander Leftwich,
Jr. directed. To him belongs much
credit for the overall quality.

Feed demonstrated that closed-
circuit Sales telesessions need hot
be dull affairs. Indeed, it is a prime
consideration • to sales execs that
the novelty and zip pay off in en-
hanced sales agent interest. , Ven-
ture proved Nate Halpern’s TNT
can score as producers as well a?
promoters. ' HolU

Danny Thomas Ciitin lot Dodge
Less spectacular in terms

1

of

showmanship and coin outlay for

talent and production than Sealtest

(above) but far wider in its impact
via an. estimated audience of 15 ooo
dealers in 30 cities was Dodge s
one-hpur closed-circuit session Fri-
day (2) night.’ Telecast, aimed at
giving the dealer* an idea of the
Chrysler subsld’s expanded adver-
tising program for 1964, originated
from ABC-TV studios in N. Y. with
top Dodge execs and trie firm’s up-
coming tv and radio personalities
participating.
Show featured cutins from the

Coast by Danny Thomas and Jean
Hagen and others of the cast of the
“Make Room for Daddy” tv show
which Dodge will sponsor on alter-
nate weeks via ABC-TV. Also fea-
tured was a film clip from one of
the previous shows. Roy Rogers
and Dale Evans and their gang pre-
viewed their new NfcC radio series
for Dodge via a Coast cutin, while
Bert Perks did a capsule version of
“Break the Bank,” also to be spon-
sored* by the auto firm via ABC-
TV. Remainder of the show
hinged around a simulated exec
meeting, with six Dodge toppers
headed by prexy W. C. Newberg,
sales veep R. C. Somerville and ad
manager Jack Minor doing most of
the talking about promotion and
merchandising of the new shows
and other Dodge ad expend itu res.

Show was developed and. writ-
ten by Grant Advertising, the
Dodge agency, using ABC-TV
facilities, and ‘ was executed by
Theatre Network Television.
Largest audience was gathered in
Fabian Fox Theatre, in Brooklyn,
with some 1,000 dealers and reps
representing the N. Y, area.

/ Chan.

Old ‘Our Gang’ Member
Spots P.O.W. as Brother

Manchester, N. H., Jan. 26.

A list of released Korean war
prisoners has led to a coming re-

union between 29-year-old Edward
Vincent ( Bornman ) of Sun Valley,

Cal., who appeared in “Our Gang
Comedy” films at the age of five,

and his brother, Corp. Robert E.

Vincent of this city.

Separated in childhood, the
brothers’ paths went far apart.

Many efforts of the Californian to

even trace his family lineage failed

until ' he managed to contact the
released war prisoner.

Navy in Washington, following a
screening before approximately

j

will be enabled to form again their
250 high officials.

j
weekly movie-going habit.”

Krasna Original Pends
Hollywood, Jan.^,26.

Columbia h*as entered bidding
for Norman Krasna’s original
“Speak to Me of Love,” on which
Metro has first, call.

If Columbia gets property it will
mean reunion of Krasna and Jerry
Wald,

•

N. Y. to L. A.
Charles Ayres
Richard Barstow
Joan Bennett
Edward Choate
Alfred Crown
Roy Disney
Humphrey; Doulens
A1 Durante
Paul Gregory
John Houseman
Robert E. Kintner
Charles Laughton
Robert O’Brien
William S. Paley
Barron Polart

.

Milton. R. Rackmil
John U. Reber
George T. Shupert
Wood Soanes

.

Alexander Stronach
Walter Wanger
Jack L. Warner
Robert M. Weitman

Lester Martin, head of the in-

vestment trust bearing his name,
la?t week won confirmation of Spe-
cial Referee Isidor Wasservogel’s
report directing Columbia Pictures
to iriake available its books to him
so he may “protect his interest in
the corporation.” Report was con
firmed by N. Y. Statn Supreme
Court Justice Edgar Nathan, jr. t

on Martin’s motion.
Martin, , who holds about 59,000

shares of Col common, launched
his court fight in February, 1953,
when company officials refused to
permit him o.o. corporate records
Ordered by the Appellate Division
of the Supreme Court to probe fac
tual disputes relating to Martin’s
good faith, Referee Wasservogel re-
cently reported that the share
holder’s application was brought
“in honest belief that an examina-
tion is necessary to protect his in
.vestment.”

N. Y. to Europe
Robert Casadesus
Eugene W. Castle
Dave Green
C. J. Latta
Alicia Markova
Joseph A. McConville
William L, Taub
Cecil Tennant
Claramae Turner
Jerry \Vhyte
John Wildberg

Europe to N. Y.
Leonard Bernstein
Truman Capote
Cy Feiier
Zino Francescatti
Robert F. Hawkins
Victor Hoare
Arthur Lewis
Ernest H. Martin
David Niven

sFor the seventh-month stanza,

beginning February and winding
up at trie end of August, Metro will

release a total of. 15 pictures. Au-
gust represents the close of the
company’s fiscal year.
New release schedule will see

14., of the 15 pix in color, the lone
black-and-whiter being Cameron
Hawley’s novel, “Executive Suite."
Slate does not include “Julius Cae-
sar,” which is being given special

handling during its current en-
gagements. >

Pix will be issued at the rate

of two a month, with the- exception
of April, which will have three re-

leases, Four of the fifteen pictures

will be in CinemaScope. They are

Rose Marie,” “The' Student
Prince,” “A Bride, for Seven
Brothers,” and “Brigadoon,” There
are none in 3-D.

Virtually all the stars on the

( Continued on page 18 )

L. A. to n. Y.
Buddy Adler
Harold Arlen
Charles Boasberg
Smiley Burnett
Sammy Cahn
Wendell Corey"
Alfred E. Daff
Bella Darvi
Howard Dietz
Samuel Fuller
George Grief
John Guedel
Hunt Hall
Moss Hart
Roberta Haynes
Reub Kaufman
Angela Lansbury
Paul N. Lazarus Jr.

Mervyh LeRoy
Robert A. Lippert
Dorothy B. McCann
Keith McConnell
Paula Morgan
Wayne Morris
Louis Novins
Winston O'Keefe
Tony Owens
William H. Pine
Gene Raymond
Charles Reagan
James H. Richardson
Joseph Schenck
Nicholas M. Schenck
Jonas T. Silverstone
Spyros P. Skouras
Jule Styne
Daniel Taradash
Dan Terrell
Evelyn Varden
Edward L. Walton
Betty WwAey
Samuel Zagpn
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Altec Service Corp. to. date has installed stereophonic sound
equipment in 750 theatres and is currently receiving orders at the

rate of 60 a week, according to A* J. Redemacher. Installation rate

is 50 a week- It’s figured that Altec accounts for better than 75%
of all stereophonic sound systems being sold to theatres throughout
the country.

States leading are New York with 126, California with 76, Penn-
sylvania with 40 and Michigan with 30. A recent survey showed
that more than 1,300 theatres throughout the U.S. are equipped
to show CihemaScope pix. That involves screens, lenses and direc-

tional sound equipment.

Without much show of erithusi-4

asm, and frankly doubtful that

they could come up with any de-

finitive conclusions, 20th-Fox and

Walter Reade this week began to

set into motion the machinery for

comparative stereophonic sound

tests in four different parts of the

country.

Tests will be conducted by a

committee including anywhere be-

tween 15 to 20 members of Theatre

Owners of America along with reps

of the equipment manufacturers,

20th, and other companies produc-

ing in Cinemascope. Names of

the exhibs have been picked by
Reade and are being submitted to

Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prexy,

who has the right to reject a num-
ber of them.

Skouras, in turn, is selecting the

tests spots in the east, midwest, far

west and south where a Cinema-
Scope pic will be shown within 30
days with both a “mixer” channel-
ing the sound into a single speaker
and full directional sound. Reade
-has the privilege of approving the
houses chosen by 20th.

Purpose of the comparative
runs, agreed to last week during a

lengthy, private confab between
Skouras and Reade, is to establish

whether Reade’s use of a mixer in

connection with Cinemascope pix
is justified and 20th should there-
fore approve it and/or make avail-

able single-track sound versions of
its films, or whether the b.o. re-
sults confirm the company’s posi-
tion that, in diluting directional

(Continued on page 13)

13,075 Acad Ballots Out
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Total of 13,075 ballots' were
mailed to members of the film in-
dustry to nominate candidates for
the 28th Oscar Derby. Votes must
be in by midnight, Jan. 30, and
nominees will be announced Feb.
13. .

Ballots included 9,058 to mem-
bers of. the Screen Actors Guild,
.<1,513 to Academy members/ 737 to
the Screen Directors Guild, 769 to
the Screen Writers Guild and 998
to representatives of technical
crafts. o

Will Rogers, Jr. Film

Gets 12-State Saturation;

650 Quick Bookings
Kansas City, Jan. 26.

Big saturation booking campaign
got under way in this area on War-
ner’s “Boy From Oklahoma?”
About 650 dates within the next
two or three weeks are on the
books for a 12-state area, including
Oklahoma. Missouri, Kansas, Ar-
kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Iowa, Illinois,. Ken-
tucky and Louisiana.

Will Rogers Jr., in a p.a. junket
will kick off the campaign when
the film premiers at Claremore,
Okla., today. Wednesday he dedi-
cates a painting .of his father at
Will Rogers High School, Tulsa, as
second major event on the docket.
Rogers comes into K. C. Thurs-

raY !° v *sit Paramount arid also tie
with Edison Hall workers ready-

Jhff for the Mothers March on
. Polio.

New and stringent clause, defin-

ing the type of equipment that
must be used in conjunction with
the showing of Cinemascope pix li-

cerised by 20th-Fox, is being added
by 20th to its standard contract
form. Specific instructions were
wired by the homeoffice to the 20th
branches ifi the U. S. and Canada
this week (24).

Special clause, which must be in-

itialled separately by exhibs*. elicits

theatre ops’ agreement not to exhib
20th’s CinemaScopers “in any the-

atre riot equipped with a Cinema-
Scope anamorphic projection -at-

tachment, a proper wide, curved
Cinemascope screen and stereo-

phonic sound equipment^ including
a magnetic sound head and at least
three loudspeaker systems located
behind the . screen, each working
through its own amplifier system
and with each speaker so located

(Continued on page 24)

By FRED HIFT

Motion Picture Export Assn,
will no longer agree to suhuuy
provisions in any of its interna-
tional film deals. *

This assurance, according to El-

lis Arnall, Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, was
given him Monday (25 r on the
telephone by Eric Johnston, MPEA
prexy. Pledge, temporarily at
least, clamps the lid on a major
row brewing between SIMPP arid

the MPEA on the question of sub-
sidies for film industries abroad.
However, Arnall, who says he is

“gravely concerned” over the
spreading subsidy pattern in the
industry’s foreign dealings, makes
no . bones about his determination
not only to prevent such future ar-

rangements but also to “strengthen
MPEA’s hand” if necessary to help
it in resisting the teriiotation.

(MPEA expressed “incredulous
surprise” that Johnston should
have made such a flat and far-

reaching promise. Execs pointed
out that he was. opposed to sub-

sidies in principle, but that they
couldn’t see hoio he could com-
mit himself to a basic policy

without first consulting the

MPEA board.)
Indies' position, long enunciated

by Arnall, was outlined by him
again in N. Y. Monday in a meet-
ing with MPEA v.p. Ralph Hetzel

and his exec aide Robert Corkery.
Also present at the luncheon
powwow was James Mulvey of the
Goldwyn office. Their discussions

were reported to Johnston who got

back to Arnall with his pledge
later that same day via telephone
from Miami.

Arnall indicated that his talk

with Hetzel had been amicable,

particularly in view of the fact that

the MPEA officially also is ap-

posed to foreign subsidies, but that

he had offered to put added!
strength behind the MPEA post

(Continued on page 221

Los Angeles, Jan. 26;

Plagiarism suit filed by John
and Max Lewiri against 20th-Fox
and producer Charles Brackett in

Superior Court was dismissed by
Judge A. A. Scott.

® Plaintiffs had demanded damages
of $100,000, claiming the picture,

;

“The Model and the Marriage
Broker.” was copied from their

play, “Mr. DoUdalduck Gets Mar-
ried.”

On Stand In

With a derivative stockholders’

!

suit against; Trans-Lux Corp. mov-

j

ing into its 10th week of trial be-

j

fore N. Y. Supreme Court Justice

i S. Samuel Di Falco, Trans-Lux di

INDIE HOUSES
Los Angeles, Jan. 26.

Merger of interests in two film
ouses in Santa Monica has been

Elected by Sam Decker and Reeves
_sp>\ Under a mutual swap, Deck-
el a half interest in Es-
P. s Majestic Theatre and Espy be-

half owner of Decker's El-
• r.iuo.

New
j n .

comPany, Elmiro Theatres,

hr,M ; ,

as “heeri formed to operate.

Ecnm. ?
LISeS ‘ Decker is prexy and

and e
Manager, Espy is veepee

ti-cisiiS
Dc Gro,t is secretary-

Pennsy’s ’Tax Anything’

Statute Under Attack
Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.

Theatre interests here and all

over the state are closely watch-
ing a preceded tal case which lias

a direct bearing on Pennsylvania’s
“tax anything” act. Suit was filed

in Jeffersoq County argument
court by J. E. Hollobaugh, opera-
tor of the Moonlite Drivein near
Punxsutawney, who has refused to

pay a 10% amusement tax to Rose
Township on the grounds that it is

illegal.

Hollobaivh claims that inas-

much. -as- the. township did not in-

clude the amusen)pnt tax in its

original budget, collection of the

tax is illegal; Amusement levy, un-

der the “tax anything” act, was
set up, he contends, after the town-
ship budget was adopted. Such a

tax, he says, mus't be adopted prior

to adoption of the township budget
and must be included in the budget.

Many municipal subdivisions of

the state have in the past set up
special taxes after the adoption of

their budgets. The legality of such

action is at test in the forthcoming
Rose Township-Hollobaugh case.

Hollobaugh always claims that

where a municipal subdivision has

levied its maximum millage under

the law, it cannot thereafter levy

any additional tax.

rector and defendant. Harry Brandt

:

took the stand this week fori the •

first time. Quizzed on Monday <25 > •

by plaintiffs’ counsel Gardner In- 1

graham, he . admitted, drawing
checks of various amounts to sev-

eral distribution execs from his

j

personal bank account.
I But when Brandt volunteered to

j

elaborate on the nature of the pay-
! ments. Justice Di Falco cautioned .

j

him to refrain from comment since
'

1
the checks were not acceptable as

/evidence. Court, howevfer. direct-

;

1 ed the clerk to mark them for pur- i

poses of identification. Drafts,;
made mostly through 1949 and ’50.

:

were payable to such individuals!
as James R. Grainger (then Repub-

:

lie’s sales chief), Paramount east-

1

ern division manager Hugh Owen
and Par district manager Henry!
Raridel. ’

His purpose in introducing the
>

checks, Ingraham told the court,
j

was to show “conversion of Trans- .

Lux film money” to Brandt’s own !

Loew’s has just about decided to ; use. The circuit’s product was
,

join forces with 20th-Fox in re- (Continued on page 22) i

fusing to make available its Cine-- —
maScope pix with anything but

!

four-track stereophonic sound.
Rest of the distribs who have

plans for CinemaScopers or are al-

ready making them, have indicated

to exhibs that they’ll put out two.) Memphis, Jan. 26.

sound versions—one with and one
j

M. A. Lightman, prexy of the ,

without directional sound. Group
! Malco theatre Chain here, leveled

[

includes Warner Bros., United
; off with a blast at the Memphis

Artists, Universal and Disney.
! censor policies and said he could

;

Considerable pressure lias been j'see “no reason why this city (Mem-

;

brought to bear by 20th on both
:.phis) and its censorship policies.

Hassle appears to be in the mak-
ing between Universal and John
Davis, the J. Arthur Rank Organi-
zation’s managing director, over
what constitutes a satisfactory per-
formance of British, i.e,. Rank, pix
in the U S.

In a broadside delivered in Lon-
don prior to his leaving for the
U.S. and Canada last Sunday (24),

Davis debunked U’s report of a
record 15,000 bookings for Rank
releases as telling “only half the
story.” The . other half, he said,

was the fact that Rank’s total bill-

ings from the U.S. (not remit-
tables) were up only $10,000 over
the prior year.

There was plenty of eyebrow-
raising over that one at the U
homeoffice in N.Y. where; execs
not only took issue with Davis over
his statistics, but maintained fur-

ther that he was quarrelling with
a set of figures put out not for his

sake, but for the sake of the U.S;
exhibs who might have been

, re-
sentful or misled by his recent
blast at them for not giving Rank
pix more playing time.

Davis had been particularly bit-

ter over the U.S. showings of “A
Queen Is Crowned”. The Rank
topper, while specifically absolving

U from blame, had criticized Amer-
ican exhibs for refusing to givtss bis

films the break they deserve.

It appeared to observers this

week that Davis was narrowinj
down his complaints to U. He’i

skedded to huddle with A1 Daff, U
exec v.p., in N.Y. tomorrow (Thurs.)

for a thorough review of the situa-

tion. At that time he is expected

to repeat what he said before and
again on his departure from Lon-

( Continued on page 24)

White Collar Union Is

For Special Censorship

the other companies and on top ex-

hibs to keep multichannel sound
intact as a valuable asset to Cine-

mascope presentation. Warners
are also reportedly ready to rer

lease standard versions of their

Cinemascope films.

Practical point-of-view was taken
this week by one 20th exec: “At
least no one will be able to accuse

us of collusion,” he commented.

ITALY’S ADMISSIONS

fOP FRANCE BY 40%
Italy last year beat all other

European countries in terms of

film admissions and gross receipts,

according to Italian Film Exports

in N.Y. Italo government reports

gross admissions receipts of 90,-

000,000,000 lire ($150,000,000) which
is said to exceed those of France
by 40% and those of Germany by
30%.
Total of 780,000,000 Italians went

to see pictures in 1953 whereas,

says JFE, French admissions are

down approximately 4% from '52.

Germany, with 75% as many peo-

ple as Italy, sold 40% fewer tickets

than the latter.

should be stricter than in other
cities.” Lightman let loose at a i

Lions Club luncheon. He conceded
j

that the nature of the film industry :

which provides a mass audience
type of entertainment made some
“sort of censorship necessary.”

“But I frankly cah find no reason
why Memphis should be better

j

cared for than other places.” Com-

;

pletely shunning the name of
Memphis’ censor, czar Lloyd T.
Binford, Lightman said “that no
censor chairman or group should i

ban a picture having the official
!

approval of the film industry—-the
Industry Seal,” he added:
Meanwhile, Mayor Frank Tobcy

has asked City Attorney Frank
Gianotti to scan the film censorship
question “very carefully” here,
Gianotti is withholding comment
until he can study the complete
text of the high tribunal 9—0 de-
cision. The text wquld take a week
or so to get here, he said.

Mayor Tobey told Variety that

it was “up to Mr. Binford whether
the Memphis Board of Censors
were represented at the New York
meeting” of film censors. Said Bin-
ford, “I won’t attend the meeting,
and neither will anyone else, from
Memphis.”

Dis-affiliation of the Motion Pic-

ture Homeoffice Employees Union,
Local H-63, representing white col-

lar homeoffice and exchange erti-

ployees, from the International Al-

liance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees looms as a possibility.

Pitches to the white collar union
are being made by the Office Em-
ployees International Union, AFL
arid other AFL uriioris, reportedly
with the permission of AFL chief

George Meany arid the knowledge
of IATSE topper Richard F.

Walsh. The IATSE, also an AFL
affiliate, was reportedly informed
that the other unions had been
given the greenlight to make ap-
proaches to Local H-63 “since it

would be in the same family any
way."
That feelers by other AFL

unions had been made was admit-
ted by Russell Moss, executive
veepee and business manager of
Local H-63. “Overtures” have been
made to this local,” Moss said, “by
the Office Employees International
Union and other international un-
ions of the AFL suggesting affilia-

tion by this local union with these
internationals. Mindful of the very
close affiliation and cooperation
given by other local unions of the
IATSE, the officers of Local H-63'
believe any serious consideration
of such proposals should await the

(Continued on page 22)

$210 MINIMUM FOR

SENIOR PUBLICISTS
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Publicists Guild voted unanim-
ous approval of a new contract

with the major film studios, ex-

tending four years and retroactive

to last Oct. 26.

Pact calls for a hike from $191

to $210 weekly for senior publi-

cists arid a straight 5% increase for

iuniors.
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Amusing: state musical trans-

ferred literally Intact te
screen. Happy sutlsok.
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United Artist*' release sir Albert Zur-
smlth-Ben Peekay production; Stars Phil
Silvers; features Rose Marie. Danny

ell Belew Zer#
(BRITISH-COLOR)/

Arctic murder mystery; Alan
Ladd's latest British-made
meller lopks like a sturdy b.«,

bet.
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fluate the show being a familiar j
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scrupulous Alaskan salmon flsner- v«n
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best friend. Brian Keith to win g«ef
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latter’s fiance. Miss Sterling, for aym, a*.Keating m young^son^ana

himself. As a fisherman, too he’s SSS?fln
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Greene. Based- on Broadway *nuBlcal of
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tlon< Stiff Alan Ladd; features Sdlmon tr^ps Of th6ir fish# BOO IS

same name. Scripts Gene Town*;: mude
Jjf/ffl' by* responsible for Keith losing hjs

boat under a glacier avalanche.

(Masscr; dSccs? Ronafd Ifhclair; camera. “Tifc wfifte Botith." i»y;«am*nond innea These elements are juggled around
William Bradford. Tradeshown in N.Y., with adaptation by Richard

f0r an old-fashioned yarn of ret-^ S85%® ribution and rlght-wlnning^ut.
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T when he deliberately steers a
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fel-
Sally Peters Judy Lynn Duncan Cralr Alan Ladd

iow_heavv >s boat toward a glacier,
Vic Davis Jack Albertson Judle -Nordahl ... , • • '**%*££&
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„,mcyer Jr.. production; co-producers aRobert Nunes. Roger Cormsn. Stars Bi rhard Conte. Joan Bennett, Wanda” Hiih

/f*11 ***««?' Maly jjeiti

Uiihhat«A: W AdtiMip.^rry Harvey* Tom
1 IUtMnJuru!%cmfkv. tSthu^

Routine 'science-fiction entry
for fair returns in exploitation
market.-

Hollywood, Jan.. 22.

Nathgn Juran. Screenplay. Herb MeadowJerome Odium; added dialog. Tom Huh’
bard. Fred Eggers; from a story by J

’

SK? tj&SfSSE* J>n ' «• •« «»»•

Jim Richard Conte
Mrs. Cummings Joan Bennett

.......... .

.

. Johnny Trama
,-. . . . ... ..... Oloria Smith.
. ........... George Marcl
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Hau£* Miss sterling, occasionally .looking is. '54. Running time, 71 mins.
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“Top Banana”, is a funny moving
Mander* ‘ ”* * y yan

wig, -does what she can with her - por the exploitation market this 2nd inspector ‘
III HI .*

.*
’.

. . Joseph^crdhari
picture, ill: ccilor;_wUh music, with ^ This new Alan Ladd starrer^^

^
«Vrdwtnobl?^ science-fiction .entry indicates fair IMger* •

is.a Vigorous action drama which reiams. but . is a Affair ai ................. ...... Fred GabJiS

“Top Banana” is a funny moving
Larsen /. .........
Manders

better profile for the New Yorker TTZ ^ porting cast as fishermen,

magazine than “Red Badge of .
Aside, from the virility of the Technical departments are ca

Courage.” story, this has an attractive and pably handled. William C. Mellor’i

’ What gives special significance Th^snowv^va^tes take on^meh- carr
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era
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to “Tod Banana’^' is that it “vio- .
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owy wastes take on a men- raphy by Farciot Edouart and Wal
lated”^^most^ ot^the^ conventions 2f

acin8 when lensed through lace Kelley most interesting.
;Technicolor cameras. There is also Whit.

s have upped it to a true chiller-. ‘Highway Dragnet” represents
T Film’s major premise is imagina- the joint efforts, of four producers
1 live enough—plans of superman and six writers^ but they, all came
" from another planet to destroy -Up short so this collaborative effort

earthmen. Simply hasn’t been de- will have to be satisfied with rou-
• vJ ' —i1«. "‘m«a44a.. . ^ina nPAffbommAM <1a4aM P-ii* _?e -of AJde
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fro|n we. « me Technical «ne

story, this has an attractive Bna pably handled, William C. Mellors
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Certain Interest accrues in the u.
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1
.V
I Technicolor cameras; There is also

making screen musicals.^Very life- an interesting sidelight, on the
tie, seemingly, was conceded to the technique and economics of whale
cameras or the scenario departs «cihin.cr
ment. Instead, the picture was a

fishing.

The yarn .describes the way in

lnni-p^ri
n

i iup
P

th "n^ mn^ to a whaler to help Joan Tetzel •

thanhalfadozen^eTs
6
taken bodilv

learn the real cause of her father’s

out of thl theatrical crates used ^eath - Reports from the Antarctic

for the
1”

road tour
1

after ”Tod to London suggested he committed

Banana” left the Winter Garden^ suicide, having thrown himselfuanana lett tne winter uaraen,
OV€rboard while ^ sh ip was at

.. . , . anchor. She suspects foul play,

,

Will this considerable success in and is determined to find the truth.

camera work and process photos- w^^,

\v^^rodiS marquee lure of its star na^
lace Kelley most interesting.

. Peter Graves, meets a few of the, llk® to Put behind, bars.

* advance guard from the planet Taken from _a story by U. s.

. Astrori Delta, but otherwise the ac- Anderson and Roger Corman, the

.
tion doesn’t hold much attraction, script is by Hgrb Meadow and

«yPsy I Graves, killed in a plane crash Jerome- Odium, withm some added
(COLOR) during atomic bomb experiments at d!ftlog thrown in by Tom Hubbard

'
: . Soledad Flats, Nevada, and brought end Fred Eggers. Plot is strictly

Okay programmer for
««J55

a» back to life through the skill of the one-dimensional and the writing
,l
wJ

laS
0ns

l Astronians, is mesmerized into de-
; ,able horse, Gypsy, and niopp

liyering into their hands top secret .Richard
^
Conte plays an ex-

•tar .Corcoran make*
atomic info Through his knowl- Marine who. is the number one

entry a natural for the kid
edge that the basis of their powei* suspect in ,the Las Vegas .^murder

trafie. is electricity he is able to blow up Hug
5
eS

il

He
Will this considerable success in and is determined to find the truth .. . . ' « ^ T_ __a their under earth lab before they escaP®s from tne.police and, by a

literal transference of a stage
It is soon evident that suspicion Sidney

r
Fr«rfkifn Yr. production. Ws can accomplish their object. rt^udfhma^Dho^
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?. .hd?J5hE- the son of the dead man's partner,{wK Kniaht; o.5i.ra (*.«.), for characterizations in his direc-
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S "Cnneu Kiiiea miss
shoestring toe dioDed in cold and
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via; raugiCf Rudolph g. Kopp. previewed won. uraves is accepcanie as tne Hughes because the latter had
mounted Seldom has a dark horse J*n • 20* M‘ Runn * time< 72 scientist Who knows the world is driven the phbtog’s husband to sui-

lniitfhort- cn AocvS«^«vL Koiiaf bluff it out; but when that fails he mins. m grave dagger, but other theps cide It takes excessive footaee
rams the ship in which Ladd and Mf^MaeWade^ Donna Corcoran are lost in stock roles. Topping while Conte, with the two femmls

lion
1
Ov£ A?Pifw ;^1SS

*
T are sailing, thus hop- S^“^J5e .V.’.*.V.V.V.‘ Frances De« cast are. James Seay as : an Army, in tow, continues fleeing and thetmn. Over a period of many mg to do away with his accusers, wade y. Gerald Larry Keating colonel; Steve Pendleton, FBI man; cops continue chasing before Missmonths, on Broadway and on tour, It ends with a grim chase and fight rvrall

.- Le
lobby Hyatt Barbara Bestar, GraVes’ wife; Bemiett finally confesses and
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star ana stooges, Duiit up .an ac-

screehplay aims at maximum Rodolfo Rodolfo Hoyos Jr. Technical credits are average.
cumulation Of gags and sight bust- o .nJliTarV pX«n-« rfirp|.tinn Pedro ... Bobby Dorningue*
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ness and tested throwaways which I??/ * •_
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Bobby Dominguez
Jee Dominguez Whit.

cannily managed^ and thp cuhcprmpnt fipht • ^Q*1 in American films. Pix audi-

for this is making it against what
n^ppprilnU lladd remains as the and Lassie and the remarkable
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„ tough and sincere friend who is ‘ ^*1 : a., n : 1 rnL* -

superb antics

pri»dit toilet* oft f/a tiio' tough and sincere friend who : is
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=' ^SVSivSr WiiTih :
c

, credit must go to the nni- to see iusticc -done It 'is a Champion and- Silver. Through pjg
ics and incredible drive ® the efforts of Metro, a new name

Jesse James Vs.
The Daltonfi

(COLOR)

Contrived western with come-
on title.

.

Hollywood, Jan. 22,

each other’s arms.
.The three leads do what they

can with . their roles, which isn 't

much, and of the trio, it’s Miss
Hendrix who fares best. Reed Had-
ley is good as the cop, as is Miss
Hushes. There’s also a flashy bit

by Iris Adrian as a lunch counter
waitress.

Production via William F.

Broidy (executive producer), Jack
Jungmeyer Jr. (producer), A. Rob-

.,.uai D«vc aecuwu upnui. uuos; r
' a a • *- horses oi tne western neroes, suen noiiywuvu, «n. ert Nunes and Roger Corman (co-

Primarv rredlf miicf on tlm lou8« and Sincere friend Who . IS Phnmninn and Silver Through Columbia release of a Sam Katzman ert
i*
unea

:

an

a

JWger corman
primary creait must go to the out to see justice done. It is a

cnampion^ana^&iiver. mrougn prodUction. stars Brett King. Barbara producers) is sloppy, which some-
superb. antics and incredible drive tvDicallv virile nerformance Miss the efforts of Metro, a new name Lawrence; features. James Griffith, Bill how seems to be heightened toy
of Phil Silvers, He is the living and will be added to this select Society. Phipps, John ciiff. Rory^Maiunson. wii- Nathan Juran’s direction John
n-ntnivna nf "Tnw Tetzel I13S 8 .

pleasant . Style, ana ta A_ . hnwA- «- haaiitifnl Ham- Tannen, Richard Garland, Nelson- 11 s
.* ,* j...

®Lih® T?P ?aWa manner and shows herself an ac- Tt ’ Leigh. Directed by William Castle. Martin’s camera work is okay, ditto

rim unvcia, nc is uie living win ue uuucu iu uua scicvl aw.icij. Nathan Juran ^ direction Jo in
n-ntnivna nf "Tnw Tetzel lias 8 .

pleasant . Style, ana ta A_ .linwA- s- haahfifnl Ham- Tannen, Richard Garland, Nelson- .
uu^uiis uiici-iiuit. : .«« *

Piototype of the Top .Banana manner and shows herself an ac-
beloi

lf
s

J°
a horee, ? MBUtifu1

, Leigh. Directed by wmiam Castle. Martin’s camera work is okay, ditto
(burlesque lingo for head comic) [rpcQ whn comtoines charm and young, black colt dubbed Gypsy. Screenplay, Robert e; Kent; adaptation, the musical backing by Edward J.
which he plays. Thanks to his 'SSff*v
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lla2?liy ,“2a . Pr9lessipnai nairAr as fathet and son are too tne star oi wpsy _a tow Lawrence; music, Mischa; Bakaieinikoff. : .

—
authority, this film runs a long budgeter, especially judged from Previewed Jan. 19.

*54. Running time, Draifnn*M finld
100 minutes without running down. Metro's usual standards. Exhibs,

. . ...
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eisms the fast schedule and the melty. Niall MacGinnis and ^Jill appears destined for programmer Sti*
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however, as>a good im
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tious. It is readily forgivable that Joh.n Wilcox has contributed a Saturday afternooner, having sock GHkie ..

some lip sync work could be belter, nne joto of Technicolor camera- appeal for the kiddie trade, rniSt
1
n^vi
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or that some of the players and work. .. Pic seems to n€ed more Gypsy is teamed with moppet y *

legit chorines, new to studios, scissoring. rnyro. actress Donna Corcoran. He is the A
'

. Running time, DPSgOll'S Gold
...... Brett King _ _ .
Barbara Lawrence Poorly-made meller for pro-
... james^Grifntb gramiUer market.
.V.V.'.*.’. John Cliff
. .. Rory Mallinson Hollywood, Jan. 22 .

. . - William Tannen United Artists release of Aubrey Wis-
Rlchard Garland her^. Jack Pollexfen production. Stars

Nelsoh Leigh John Archer. Hillary E-rooke: feature*
Raymond Largay Noel Cravath, Dayton Lum is; Merrill

Stone, Marvin Press. Directed and writ*

looked directly at the camera on
occasion- So what? Let it suffice
that there are plenty of laughs.

The plot would fit a thimble.
The romance is a light breeze only.
Musically not much can be said for
Johnny Mercer’s unhighlighted
score. The chorus girls are nice

Alaska Seas

Dull action programmer on
salmon fishing with mild pros-
pects generally.

Hollywood. Jan. 20.

-^11- tTa IUa • ruuiic, jnarvin rress. Direcica anu m
actress Donna Corcoran. He is the

. nuprlv-rnntrivpH w^clpi-n bv Wlsberg ?nd Pollexfen: camera,
property of the MacWade family .

n overly contrivea western stnniey Cortez; editor, Fred Feitshnns Jr.;

(Ward Bond, Frances Dee and with occasional fast gunplay but *usir. AiberLGiawej. Previewed Jan. 21 .

young Miss Corcoran) who live in more often burdened with static ... .tofm Archer
an unidentified western farming
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BEHIND CODE

The Bureau of Advertising of the

American Newspaper Publishers

Assn, is embarking on a campaign

to convince film advertisers to use

space on general pages in addition

to the amusement pages, While

theatres and distribs have occa-

sionally wandered into different

sections of newspapers, it hasn’t

been done systematically or regu-

larly.

: pitch to ad agencies, theatre

chains and distribs will stress that

the industry should continue to

employ amusement pages for its

“bread and butter” business, but

should make use of other pages to

corral the “infrequent, but poten-

tially important moviegoers,” Bu-

reau maintains that ads on general

pages “by stressing themes of in-

terest to all segments of the pub-

lic could be counted on to attract

and sell many of those who are in-

clined to merely skim the . amuse-

ment pages.”

Bureau, however, will not . con-

cern itself with the matter of ob-

taining rates for theatres equiva-

lent to department stores and

other local business. According to

a spokesman for the newspaper

oufit, “That’s a question for each

individual newspaper.” Similarly,

the Bureau will not concern itself

with the editorial contents of

amusement pages. Contents of

these pages in many cities have

been the subject of beefs by many
in the industry. The spokesman
said the editorial content was also

strictly a matter for each paper,
,

In its selling approach to the in-

dustry, the Bureau will depend
mainly on its continuing study of

newspaper reading which it fi-

nanced but Which was conducted,

by the Advertising. Research Foun-
dation. It covers some 150 news-
papers and is based On the ques-

tioning of 450 people, equally di-

vided between men and women, for

each examination of an individual
newspaper. Citing a Starch survey
as well as the continuing study, the

Bureau says that the median read-
ership. figures of the amusement
pages was 46% by men and 59%
by women in 1953 as compared to

39% and 46% in 1952. Other
readership figures include: ^Holly-
wood columnists, men 10%, women
25%; New York columnists, men
22%, women 27%; photos of show
biz personalities, men 32%, women
48%; society, men 35%, women
81%; sports, men 68%, women
27%. .

I SPED INTO

OHIO RELEASE
Columbus, Jan. 26.

Ohio's Division of Film Censor-
ship took its fifth look at “M”
Monday and formally released it

for showing in state. Columbia Pic-
tures submitted film following Su-
preme Court decision last week,

Presumably board collected
usual $3 per - reel for censoring
film. Even though its ban did not
stick.

Film will open at Broad Theatre
JLoejv’sl here on Thursday on
adults only’ basis (16 years or
over'.

olis Tribune

Asks Censor Demise
Minneapolis, Jan. 26,

Minneapolis Morning Tribune
avois complete freedom from cen-
orship for ail expression Ihedi-

Unis< including films.

Commenting editorially on the

inL i

Su,)
V
eme Court decision taboo-

«.

ba
4

n
u
ning of “La Ronde” and

T
the

.

newspaper goes along
l

,i
usllces Douglas and Black

at respect. Its opinion is the.

enough'
decision didn’t go far

Censors and Widescreen*
Columbus, Jan. 26.

Stamp of approval of the
Ohio Censor Board is still in
the standard 1 :33 to 1 aspect
ratio.

.
Whpn exhibited on the

widescreen of Cinemascope,
et ql., the official number does
not show.-
" Censornbpard will fix this in

due course, assuming they’re
still in business, an assumption
they definitely* make.

Minneapolis, Jan. 26.

The most severe and lengthy

cold wave In years Is demonstrat-
ing, among other things, how harm-
ful tv can be to the theatre box-
office under such weather condi-
tions. Even without tv, theatre pa-
tronage would be hurt plenty by
the present temperatures, which
have been hitting 45 degrees below
zero in "many of this territory’s

Situations. But in the pre-tv days
the cold waves didn't do nearly so

miioh boxoffice damage as the cur-

rent one is doing, exhibitors de-

clare.

In one Minnesota small-town,

with the temperature down to 40

below zero, the local exhibitor

called off his show and advised the

town’s residents to stay home and
watch tv.

In a number of other instances,

because of the extreme subzero

weather, smalltown theatres, aware
that few people, if any, would show
up, haVe kept closed. In such cases

they’re still obligated to pay for

the film, but undoubtedly will re-

ceive some adjustments.

Advertising Copy Nixed

By Code Set to Go On
" Litvak’s ‘Act of Love’

Ad layduts which have been dis-

approved by the Advertising Code

of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America are set to be placed in

N. Y. papers early in February in

behalf of “Act of Love," independ-

ent film lensed abroad by Anatole

Litvak. Insertions of the ads in

the face of the Ad Code nix could

lead to withdrawal of the Produc-

tion Code approval already given

the film.

Ad Code operates as an adjunct

to the Production Code and must
be complied with or the Produc-

tion Code Administration has the

right to revoke its okay for a given

pic.

In the layout, a group of girls

are seen sitting on cots in a Paris

jail,, similarly as they are seen in

the film. Surrounding the art work
is this copy : “Now she carried a

‘Yellow ticket’ like all the others

who walked the shadowy streets of

|.paris! . . . there is only a thin line

between an act of sin and an ‘Act

of Love’.”. It is clear in the ad,

as it is in the film, that the girls

are prostitutes.

Rejection of the layout drew a

blast from Max E. Youngstein.

United Artists v.p. He charged

that more suggestive material from

other companies had been ap-

proved, and that the Ad Code was
discriminating against indie film-

makers who are not MPAA mem-
bers. Reps, of the Litvak pic said

this week there has been no reply

to YoUngstein’s statements, which

were addressed in a letter to Eric

A. Johnston, MPAA president.

Charge that the film Industry’s
Production Code “works with” the
National Legion of Decency and
inferences that it is under Catholic
influences were made by indie pro-
ducer Otto Preminger in N.Y. last

Saturday (23). Denials came imme-
diately from Manning (Tim) Clag-
ett, Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica public information director in

Gotham, and Philip J. O’Brien, Jr.,

MPAA consultant attorney. .

“The basic principles of the
Code are inherent in all faiths,”

Clagett insisted. He arid O’Brien
were teamed against Preminger
and Otis L. Guernsey, film critic

for the N. Y. Herald Tribune* in a
haif-hour debate titled “Movies
and Morals,” presented on WCBS-
TV.

“I can’t understand the' MPAA’s
two sides,” commented the film-

maker. ‘They’re against Govern-
ment censorship but on the. other
hand work With the Legion* of De-
cency. Censor boards at least are
legally constituted and we can fight

them in court. But the Legion even
can tell Catholics not to attend the-

atres for all time if the theatres
play our films.

“Cardinal Spellman said that ; to

see ‘Moon Is Blue’ would be a mor-
tal sin. Yet the picture has played
right near the Vatican in Rome and
no one there said anything about
it. How can it be a mortal sin here
if it is all right in Rome?”
Anent the Catholic angle, Prem-

inger* when told that no one re-

v (Continued on page 20)

CENSORSHIP NOT OVER,

IS ALBANY OPINION
Albany, Jan. 26.

Revision of New York motion

picture licensing regulations to

clarify the meaning of “immoral”
was indicated by Dr. Charles A.
Bririd Jr., as a probability, in a
comment Wednesday (20) on the

U. S. Supreme Court ruling anent

“La Ronde.”

Brind, who argued the case for

the Board of
.
Regents and the

State Commissioner of Education,

delayed any observation until a

copy of the short-r—and What is

considered here rather puzzlings
decision received from the clerk of

the nation’s highest tribunal.

Legal division of the Education
Dept, does not take the decision

as meaning the end of censorship,

or anything like that. It believes

the administration of censorship in

this state has been liberal, one
that has helped rather than hurt

the motion picture industry.

First public reaction here to the

Supreme Court determination on
“La Ronde” came from Jim Healey,

president, general manager aand
commentator for WOKO, who told

the radio audience it meant “li;

cense for Hollywood.”

BINFORD ON THE COURT

He’s Covered By Memphis Statutes,

Says Censor

Memphis, Jan. 26.

Lloyd T. Binford, Memphis’ cen-

sor czar, informs Variety, that he
“will go along” with the U. S. Su-
preme Court decision, “only if the

city ordinance is changed.”

Last week's 9-0 decision handed
down the highest tribunal actually

didn’t have any affect on the 88-

year-old Memphis censor czar and
he expresses himself “undis-

turbed.’’ Said Binford: “I’m merely
complying with the Memphis law
to ban immoral, lewd and lascivi-

ous pictures. If the city^ commis-
sion wants to revise its ordinances

that’s all right with me.”
Meanwhile, the Binford-banned

“Sadie Thompson” drew more than
15,000 people from here, to West
Memphis, Ark., to see the pic at

the Sunset Drive-In and Avon the-

atres. Both houses are holding the

pic over as a result of the SRO biz.

PRESS DISCOVERS HUGHES

Look Thinks He Himself Made
Fortune—Inherited Little

• «• . * ‘ T™

The press has discovered Howard
Hughes. Look mag has a two-part
profile on. the RKO boss which
opens: in its Feb: 9 issue; Associated
Press sent out a feature series last

week and the past weekend edition
of the N. Y. Post spotlighted the
airman via a lengthy article.

Lopk piece, by Stephen* White,
points up that Hughes’ fabulous
fortune, estimated as tnuch as

$500,000,000, was developed by
himself. Some execs: in the film

business had understood that he
inherited great wealth. His inheri-

!

tance amounted to $500,000, which
)

he divided with other beneficiaries
of his father’s estate.

Proposal to modify state censor-
ship of moving pictures via restric-
tive classification of films got -the
cold-shoulder treatment last week
at a meeting, of the six state cen-
sors. The two-day powwow, held in
Manhattan, didn’t reach any defini-
tive conclusions other than censors’
own interpretation that the U./ S.
Supreme Court appeared to have
sanctioned pre-release censorship
in some form.
Statement

, handed out following
the confabs said: “We are agreed
that the United States Supreme
Court has upheld the constitutional
rights of the States to exercise pre-
regulation of motion pictures.”

It declared further that the
Court’s decisions hadn’t weakened
“our basic fundamental purpose”
and it reaffirmed the censor
boards’ determination to “continue
to bar objectional films in terms
of our respective State laws.” A
week before the High Court nixed
the bannings Of “La Ronde” in
N. Y. and of “M” in Ohio, referring
briefly to its own 1952 “Miracle”
ruling which held that the N. Y.
censorship statute was too vague
and indefinite.

. /
Censor board reps in N. Y. dis-

cussed a wide range of topics but
were handicapped by the. lack of
interpretations of the Supreme
Court decision from their respec-
tive (state) attorney generals. Con-
sequently, the Ohio censor, Clyde
Hisong, indicated that, for the time
being at least, he would operate
on the assumption that only one
film (“M”) was exempt from stat-

(Continued on page 20)

Columbus. Jan. 26:

There is* a segment of opinion
here, .which, though it holds no
brief for censorship, is willing to
accept it as a necessary evil in

order to protect films from a
myriad of pressure groups, which
will make things a lot hotter than
Ohio’s censor ever did.

Hardly had the news of the
Supreme Court decision in the “M”
and ”La Ronde” case hit town than
various church officials began mak-
ing pronouncements ... tha( some-

in which the airman 're-rights and a challenge to leaders
of all faiths. Various Protestant
officials suggested a program simi-
lar to the Catholic Church’s
Legion of Decency, although none
mentioned that particular name.

counts his experiences during his
1927 transAtlantic flight, has been
acquired for the screen by Leland
Hayward and Billy Wilder. Price
is based oh a, percentage formula
and could reach well over $400.-

of the Columbus Area Council of
Churches, asserted:

“If the ramifications of the de-
cision are what they seem to imply,
it presents a grave problem which
should be given serious considera-
tion by interfaith groups with the
viewpoint of acting to offset any

(Continued on page 22)

low.-
most expensive literary properties
of all time so far as pic rights are
concerned.

Some time ago Samuel Goldwyn
entered into discussions with
George Bye, Lindbergh's agent,
about picking up the rights. Ask-
ing price was then “near $500,-
000.” There was no deal.

Hayward will produce the film
and Wilder will script and direct.
How it will fit into Hayward’s sked
hasn’t been stated. He’s slated to
lens “Mister Roberts.” based on
his own legit production, this up-
coming, spring, and has an adapta-
tion of Ernest Hemingway’s “Old
Man and the Sea” set for the
spring of 1955. Wilder is now com-
pleting “Sabrina Fair” for Para-
mount and this winds up his con-
tractual tieup with that company.

Civil Liberties Union

Vs. City of Chicago On

Issue of The Miracle’
Chicago, Jail. 26.

Chicago’s city government and
the American Civil Liberties Union
are sweating out a decision of the
Illinois Supreme Court in “The
Miracle” case, which city, censors
have banned. If court, which heard
the arguments last week,, were to

reverse the city ordinance banning
the picture it could sock, another
punch towards the ultimate kayo
of preexhibition film censorship in

the U. S.

Green light verdict on “Miracle”
by Chicago Federal District Court
some months ago had been ap-

pealed by the city to the U.S. Su-
preme Court; At the time the city

condemned the Italian feature as

immoral. “Miracle” is being tagged
as “obscene” as well.

SWG to Present First

Hollywood, Jan. 26.
For the first time in. its history

the Screen Writers Guild will pre-
sent a: television award at its an-
nual dinner on Feb. 25. Five tce-

vee writers will.be nominated by
mail, their telefilms .will be
screened and the best of the five

will receive the award.

Awards will also be presented

According to attorney Richard
j

for the best written American
Orlikoff, repping ACLU, national
significance of this case is con-

tingent upon the Illinois Supreme
Court's upholding of District

Court’s decision and the city’s sub-

sequent appeal to the. U, S. Su-
preme Court.

drama, the best musical and the
best comedy. A $1,000 Heritage
Press award will be given for the
first time for the best script adapt-
ed from a classic. Sonia Levien
will also be presented with a

Laurel Award for achievement.
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ish: ‘Go Man’

’ OK $18,000,

' Los Angeles, Jan. 26. >
General' first-run boxofflce pace

continues offish, with heavy rains,

overly
1

extended runs not helping.

Thr^e new entries in,-, current

stanza are rated nice to mild, with

“Go ’Man Go” best at $16,-600 in

four small theatres, “Highway
Dragnet” shapes okay $18,000 or

close in three houses. „
Three

Sailors and Girl” looms mild $17,-

000 for* eight days in two Para-

.jnount theatres.
. ; . .

“Cinerama” easily is standout

among the longruns, hitting great

$30,000 in 38th frame with extra

performance and new ad-radio

campaigns. “Knights of Round
Table” shapes neat $14,000 or bet-

' ter in fifth week. .
* .

“Living Desert” shapes sturdy

$6,000 in sixth round. 'Julius

Caesar” is up to nifty $5,300 in

llth session. “Man Between” is

Okay in fourth week at Beverly.

Most other holdovers are slowing

doWn decidedly, ,

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (ABPT-F&M) (3,300; 1,430;

70-$1.25)-*->“3 Sailors and Girl”
(WB) and “Waterfront Women”
(Indie) (L. A. Par only). Mild $17,-

000 in 8 days. Last week, “Hondo”
(3-D) (WB) (4th wk-4 days), $10,-

700. -
Globe, Iris, Uptown, Loyola

(FWC) <782; 814; 1,715; 1,248; 70-
$1.10)—“Go Man. Go” (UA> and

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . .

.

. $533,700

(Based on 23 theatres

)

Last Year $563,500
^

. (Based on 21 theatres)

M

“Shark River” (UA). Nice $16,500.
Last Week, Globe, Iris, Uptown,
“Moulih Rouge” (UA) and “Melba”
(UA) $8,200; Loyola, “The Robe”
(20th) (4th wk-5 days), $8,000.

Loew’s State, Wiltern, Fox Holly-
wood (UATC-SW-FWC) (2,404; 2,-

844; 756; 70-$1.10) — “Highway
Dragnet” (AA) and “Private Eyes”
(AA). Okay $18,000 or near. Last
week, State, “Kiss Me Kate” (M-G)
(4th wk-5 days) (2-D), $4,500; Wil-
tern, Hollywood, in another unit.

Palace, Vogue (Metropolitan-
FWC) (1,212; 885; 70-$1.10) —
“Cease Fire” (Par) (2d wk) (3-D).

Slim $6,000.: Last week, $12,800.
United Artists (UATC) (2,100;

70-$1.10) — “War Arrow” (U) and
“Cruel Sea” (U) (2d wk). Fair
$4,000 or close. Last week, with
Wiltern, Fox Hollywood, $17,600.
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S) (2,213; 980; 70-$l.lQ)—“Easy
To Love” (M-G) and “Great Dia-
mond Robbery” (M-G) (3d Wk).
Mild, $8,500. Last week, $12,500.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90-

$1.50)r—‘‘Cantor Story” (WB) (4th
wk). Modest $5,000, Last wefk,
$5,600:
Fox Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1.20-

$1.50—“Cantor Story” (WB) (4th

wk). Okay $2,600. Last week,
$2,900.

Egyptian (UATC) (1,538; $1
$1.60) — “Knights Round Table”
(M-G) (5fh wk). Neat $14,000 or
better. Last week, $15,000.
Los Angeles, Chinese (FWC)

(2,097; 1,905; $1-$1.80) “12-Mile
Reef” (20th) (5th wk). Steady $16,-

000; Last week, $16,200.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO)

(2,752; 2,812; 95-$1.50) — “Sadie
Thompson” (2-D) (Col) (5th wk).
Medium $14,000. Last week, $14,-

700.
Ritz, Rialto (FWC-Metropolitan)

(1,363; 839; 90-$1.50)—“Act of

LoVe” (UA) (5th wk) and “Decam-
eron Nights” (RKO) (2d run) (2d

wk Rialto only), Slow $5,500. Last
week* $6,800.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)

—“Living Desert” (Disney) (6th

Wk). Sturdy $6,000. Last week
$6,400. ,

El Rey (FWC) (70-$1.10)—“Little
Fugitive” (Burstyn) (6th wk). Oke
$2,500. Last week, $2,100.

Four Star (UATC) (900; $1.50

$2.40) — “Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(llth wk). Nifty $5,300. Last week
$4,500. .

Wilsliire, Warner Downtown
(FWC-SW) (2,296; 1,757; $l-$2.20)
— “Millionaire” (20th) (12th wk
Wilshire; llth wk Downtown). Big

$1 L.000. Last week, $12,000.

Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2.80) — “Cinerama” (Indie).

Into 39th week after great $30,000

last week.

Detroit; Jan, 26.

Reissue combo of “Public
Enemy” and “Little Caesar” is do-;
ing wham biz at the Broadway-
Capitol to lead all newcomers,
giving whatever lift there is to a
slow Week doWntown. “Eddie Can-
tor Story” is rated just okay at the
Michigan. “Take High Ground”
shapes good at the United Artists.

“Forbidden” is modest at the
Palms. Others are holdovers with
only “Ciherama,” in 45th week at
the Music Hall, doing well.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000;

$1.50)—“12-Mile Reef” (20th)
wk). Fair $20,000. Last week, $22,-
000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
80-$l)—“Cantor Story” (WB) and
“Geraldine” (AA). Oke $18,000.
Last Week, “3 Sailors, and Girl”
(WB) and “Flight Tangier” (Par),
$16,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$i)—“For-

bidden” (U) and “Charge of Lan-

$1-

(4th

cers" (UA). Mild $10,000.

(Continued on page 24)

Last

‘Knights’ Boff 9G; ‘Reef

10G, 2d, ‘Paradise’ 7G
Omaha, Jan. 26.

Wintry, blasts have struck down
biz /here currently. While “Cap-
tain’s Paradise” opened strong at
the Omaha, many spots are feeling
the downbeat. “Knights of Round
Table” is standout with smash
opening stanza at the State. “12-
Mile Reef” is good in second Or-
pheum round.

. Estimates for This Week
Braudels (RKO) (1,100; 50-75)—

“Bad for Each Other” (Col) -and
“Texas Bad Man” (AA). Okay
$5,500. Last week, “Majesty
O’Keefe” (WB) and “Louisiana
Territory” (RKO), $5,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-76)

—“Captain's Paradise” (UA) and
“Torch” (UA). Neat ’$7,000 or
over. Last Week, “Border River
(U) and “Jennifer” (Indie), $6,500
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70

90)—“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (2d wk)
Good $10,000 after $18,500 opener

State (Goldberg) (875; 80-$D—
“Knights of Round Table” (M-G)
Socko $9,000. Last Week, “Mil
lionaire” (20th), $3,000 for 4 days

‘Mogambo’ Huge $35,000,

Mont’l;‘Marry’ 15G, 4ih
Montreal, Jan. 26.

“Mogambo,” great $35,000 at

Loew's. is leading newcomers here
this week easily, ‘vake High:

Ground” looms okay at the Prin-

cess.
'

.

'Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 75-$1.25)—

“Millionaire” (20th) (4th wk). Gpod
$15,000 following $20,000 in third.

Cdpitol (C.T.) (2,412; 50-80)—

“Island in Sky” (WB). So-so $10,-

000.' Last week, “Latin Lovers’.

(M-G), $14,000.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 50-80)—
“Take High Ground” (M-G). Okay
$10,500. Last week, “Hondo’’
(WB) (2d, wk), $8,000.
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855;, 50-85)—
Mogambo” (M-G). Smash $33,000.

Last week, “Little Boy Lost” (Par)

2d wk), $16,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,830; 34-60)—
‘Conquest of Cochise” (Col) and
“Reveille With Beverly” (Col).

Pobr $5,000. Last week; “Sabre
Jet” (UA) and “No Escape” (UA),

|

$6,000.

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 40-65)—

•

“99 River Street” (UA) (Indie) and
“Neanderthal Man” (UA). Nice
$7,500 or near. Last week, “Slaves
Babylon” (Col) and “Devil Com-
mand” (Col), $6,000.

‘Baby’ Sockeroo $9,000,

Pitt; ‘Cantor’ Load 17G,

‘Cinerama’ Hot 19G, 7th
Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.

“Eddie Cantor Story” at Stanley
and “Walking My Baby Back
Home” at Fulton are the sole two
new pix downtown, and both are
doing Well, with weekend upbeat
for latter unusually big. Harris de-
cided at last minute to hold “Para-
trooper” for five extra days and
it’s paying off While “Knights of
Round Table” also got a late re-
prieve at Penn and fifth was nearly
as big as fourth. “Cinerama” is

holding at a stout pace, at the War-
ner while “Titfleld Thunderbolt”
looks good at Squirrel Hill.

; _
Estimates for This Week

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—
“Walking Baby Back Home” (U).

This house, like Harris two doors
away, has also upped scale to $1
top, and it’s helping. Donald
O’Connor starrer can’t miss $9,000,
smash. Last Week, “Khyber Rifles”
(20th) (4th wk), $5,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,100; 65-$l)—

“Paratrooper” (Col) (2d wk-5 days).
Oke $5,500 after $11,000 last week.
“W£r Arrow” (U) comes in next.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 90-$L50)—

“Knights Round Table” (M-G) (5th

wk). Got a reprieve, when 4th week
went to nearly $12,000 and on
windup looks like better than $10,-

000, very good. “Here Come Girls”
(Par) opens Friday (29).

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 50-85)-
"Titfield Thunderbolt” (U). Good
$2,500 or close. Last week, “Little
Fugitive” (Burstyn) (4th wk-6
days), $1,500.

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 50-85)—
“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB).
Healthy 17,000. May stay. Last
week, “Sadie Thompson” (Col), (2d
wk), $11,000.
Warner (SW) (1,200; $1.30-$2.80)—“Cinerama” (Indie) '(7th wk).

Showing pickup on strength of ex-
tra exploitation, Including a Show
Train from Canton, O. Fancy $19,-

000 or better. Last week, $18,000.

‘GHs: Sprightly

Key. City Grosses
l l'

;

•

• IT-
Estimated Total Grow

This Week . .
$2,501,400

v
(Based on 23 cities, and 200

tnedtres, chiefly first tuns, in-

eluding N. Y. )

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year,. . .... .$2,361,700

(Based oft 24 cities and 217
theatres.)

Rival Stir Melodramas
A choice of prisons, Sari Quentin

or Fulsom, Will be available to

Gotham filmgoers during next

month.
Warner Bros, is bringing “Duffy

of San Quentin” into the Holiday
on Feb. 9, while Allied Artists has

booked Walter Wanger’s “Riot in

Ceil II” into the Mayfair starting

Feb. 18. Latter was filmed in Ful-

som.

Minneapolis, Jan. 26.

Prolonged bitter cold wave con-
tinues to put the skids on pix
grosses as it causes people to hug
the firesides. On four different

days the temperature dropped here
to 25-below, and balance of the
time it has been navigating around
14 below zero. Aside from “12-Mile
Reef” sturdy at Orpheum, •the new-
comers hold nothing likely to cause
any rush of patrons. “Reef” makes
two Cinemascope pix here simul-
taneously for first time, the other
being “Knights of Round Table,”
latter still solid in second week at

Radio City. «

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 65-85)

—

“Affair Monte Carlo” (AA). Slim
$2,000. Last week, “Count Hours”
(RKO), $3,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)

—

"Back to God’s Country” (U). Slow
$3,000. Last week, “War Arrow”
(U), $2,800.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)—“The

Bigamist” (FR). Called “adult en-
tertainment” and given big adver-
tising campaign. Okay $5,000 or

near. ‘Last week, “Plunder of Sun”
(WB) and “Safari Drums” (AA),
$3,000.

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 85-$1.20)
—“Knights of Round Table” (M-G)
(2d wk). Unfavorable weather has
done most damage here, undoubt-
edly costing well up in five fig-
ures. But still sock with $16,000.
Last Week; $22,000.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; 65-
$1)—”12-Mile Reef” (20th). This
theatre’s first C’Scope film has
scale tilted 15c. Cold hurting a lot
here, too. Shapes smash $17,000.
Last week, “Paratrooper” (Col),
$8,500 at 65-85.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
“Paratrooper” (CqD (m.o,). Oke
$5,000.« Last week, “Sadie Thomp-
son” (Cdl) (3-D) (3d wk), $4,500 at
85-$l.

State -(Par) (2,300; 65-85)—“For-
bidden” (U). Lean $4,000. Last
Week, “Hondo” (3-D) (WB) (3d wk),
$3,500.
World (Mann) (400; 55-$1.20)—

“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (3d wk).
Good $3,500. Last Week, $4,000.

Philadelphia; Jan. 26.

Film biz at first-runs and at

nabes: is up considerably this

stanza. “Wicked Women,” playing
its first date anywhere, kicked off

big with,newspaper campaign, and
shapes smash in intial session at

Goldman. “Cease Fire“ Which
started slowly, picked ujp over
weekend. It looks good at Stanley.

’ Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 85-S1.30)—

"Mogambo” (M-G) (16th Wk); Oke
$5,500. Last week, $6,000.
Boy* (SW) (1,459; $1.30-$2.80)—

“Cinerama” (Indie) (16th wk).
Great $21,400. Last week, $20,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 85-S1.30)—

“Man in Attic” (20th) and “Man-
Crazy” (20th). Fair $18,000. Last
week, “Khyber Rifles” (20th) (4th

wk>, $13,000, ••

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—“Wicked Woman” (UA). Smash
$16,000. Last .week, “Gun Fury”
(Col), $10,000.,

.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,360; 99-$l.30)

—“Paratrooper” 4Col)„ (2d wk).
Grounded at slow $11,000. Last
Week, $19,000.

^

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-

$1.30)—“Bigamist” (FR) (2d wk).
Hefty $11,000. Last week, $13,000,
and over hopes.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74-

$1.30)—“Sadie Thompson” (Col)

(2d wk). Bright $26,000. Last week,
$35,000.

Stanley (SW) (2,900; -85-$1.25)—
“Cease Fire” (3-D) (Par). Good
$20,000. Last 'week, “Eddie Cantor
Story” (WB) (3d wk), $9,000,
Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)—

“Man From Cairo” (Lip) and “Sins
of Jezebel” (Lip). About par at

$8,000. Last week, “Public/Enemy”.
(WB) and “Little Caesar” (WB)
(reissues) (2d wk), $10,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (500; 85-$1.25)

—-“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (5th

wk). Lively $4,000* . Last week,
$4,500. „
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.50)

—“Moon Is Blue” (UA) (1.3th wk).

Great at $5,400. Last week, $5,200.

‘TORCH’ TORRID 15Gv

ST. L.; ‘BORDER’ SAME
. St. Louis, Jan. 26.

City is- loaded with holdovers,
and first-runs are finding the going
tough currently. , Of newcomers,
“Torch Song” looms standout With
fine takings at the Orpheum.
“Knights of Round Table” still is

solid despite being in fifth session
at Loew’s. “3 Sailors and Girl”
also is good in second round at the
St. Louis. "French Line” wound'
up third week with fine total at the
Missouri.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“His

Majesty
.
O’Keefe” (WB) and

“Champ for a pay” (Rep). Opened
today (Tues.). Last week, “Border
River” (U) and “Private Eyes”
(AA) plus stageshow, nice $15,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 90-$1.24)

—“Knights Round Table” (M-G)
(5th wk). Good $14,500 after $15,-
000 last week.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—

“Public Enemy” (WB) and “Little
Caesar” (WB) (reissues), Opened
today (Tues.). Last week, “French.
Line” (RKO) (3d wk), nice $10,000.
Orpheum (Loew)‘ (1,500; 50-75)

—

“Torch Song” (M-Gr and “Steel
Lady” (UA). Lusty $15,000. Last
week, “High Ground” (M-G) and
“Terror on Train” (UA), $6,000;
Pageant (St.. L. Amiis.) (1,000;

90) — “Little Fugitive” (Burstyn)
(2d wk). Neat $4,500 after $6,000
initial stanza,

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.> (4,000;
60-75)—“3 Sailors and Girl” (WB)
and “Flight Nurse” (Rep) (2d wk).
Lively $10,000 following $12,000
first session..
Shady Oak ( St. L. Amus.) (800

;

90) — “Captain’s Paradise” (UA)
(5th wk). Big $2,500 after $3,200
last wee)c.

^ Cincinnati, Jan 26
jDnly two new bills-this week' at

major houses and the overall rl_ . overall count
is Off. “Here Come Girls”
sprightly at the Palace while “Sm
of Lost Ships” is fairish in the
Capitol. Topping the town for sec-
ond week by a wide margin at th-'
bigM Albee. r “Knights of "

Hound
Table” may stay another ses'iibn
“Millionaire” is ending its &
Week run at Keith’s this stanza
with a modern house record

Estimates for This Week
AJbee (RKO) (3,100; 75-$1.25)-,

“Knightjs of Round Table”
(2d wk), Swell $16,000: after $24,
000 preem,- Holds;

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; .55-85)
“Sea of Lost Ships” (Rep) and
‘‘Crazylegs (Rep). Fairish $6,000.
Last week, “Bad For Each Other”
(UA) and- “Trent’s Last Case”
(Rep), $5,800.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-85) —

“Majesty ' O’Keefe” (WB) (m.o.)
Moderate $5,500. Last week, “Hon-
do” (3-D) (WB) (ni.o.) at 75-81
scale, $6,000.
Hyde Park Art (Schwartz)

. (600-
$l-$2.20)—*“Julius Caesar” (M-G)
(5th wk). No complaint at $2,800
after $4,000 fourth frame.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 85-$1.25)—
“Millionaire” (20th) (5th wk)
Winding up sock engagement with
good $5,500 after $7,000 fourth
week. Modem house record of
five weeks: in city.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-85) —
“Here Gome Girls” (Par),
ly $1 1 ,000* Last week,
O’Keefe” (WB). $9,500.

Spright-
“Majesty

D.C. Ace; ‘Enemy’-'Caesar’

Washington, Jan. 26.

The snowstorm took the usual
toll from main stem b.o., but re-
covery Was much faster than dur«
ing. last one, big houses being gen-
erally back to normal by the week-
end. Top coin is going to “Khyber
Rifles” solid at Loew’s Palace. Vir-
tually as strong at much smaller
Met/ ‘‘Public Enemy’’-“Little Cae-
sar’! are unusually sock for two
oldies;. “Walking Baby Home” still

is strong in second Columbia week.
Estimates for This Week

, Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 60-85)—
“Forever Female” (Par) (2d-final

Wk). Slim $8,000, after fairish

$14,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 55-85)

—“Walking Baby Home” (U) (2d

wk). Normal holdover dip to $7,-

000 after big $10,000 last week.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-$l)—• .

“Fahfan Tulip” (UA) (4th wk).

Very steady $3,500 after $4,000 last

week.

.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 70-$1.25)—
“Sadie Thompson”' (Col) (5th wk).

Trim $8,000 after $12,000 last

week. Stays another round.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 55-85)

—“Public Enemy” (WB) and “Lit-

tle Caesar” (WB) (reissues). Sock
$11,000 or closed Last week. “Ma-
jesty O'Keefe” (WB) (2d wk), $9,-

000 .

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 74-$1.20)

—“Khyber Rifles” (20th). Tops in

city with, sockeroo $27,000 despite

dent made by snowstorm. Stays.

Last week, “12-Mile Reef” (20th)

(4th wk), $11,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)—“Living Desert” (Disney) (4th

wk). Fine $6,000 after $6,500 last

week. Stays on.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)—^“Cinerama1’ (Indie) (12th wk).

Upswing to big $17,000 after $14,-

500 last week because of storm.

‘Rifles’ Torrid $13,000,

llG, 2d

Seattle, Jan. 26.

Heavy snow arid icy streets cut

into the film b.o. here this session,

being hardest hit in over two years.

Despite this .“Khyber Rifles’

shapes big at Fifth Avenue, and
“Hondo” held remarkably solid in

second Week at Orpheum. “Knights
of Round Table” looms great in

second Music Hall stanza.
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 90-

$1;25)
—

“Little Fugitive” (Burstyn)*

Fancy $4,500; Last Week, “Cap-
tain’s Paradise” (UA) (4th wk),

$2,600.

.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90) — “Appointment Honduras
f

(RKO) and “Mighty Lawman
(AA). Fair $7,000. Last Week. "Bad

for Each Other” (Col) and “Siren

Bagdad” (Col), $5,500.
x R

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2.500,

$1-$1.25-$1.50> — “Khyber Rifles

(20th), Big $13,000 or close. Last

(Continued on page 24)
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Chi Milder, Biz Better; ‘Sadie’ Phts

Vaude Fme $S6,i)0S, 1KM One’ Fast

23G, ‘Caesar’-'Enemy’ Wow 18G, 2d
Chicago, Jan. 26. 4

Milder weather is giving down-

town biz a better tone, but neither

newcomers nor holdovers are ex-

SpnHofial The Chicago is getting

line $56,000' with /‘Sadie Thomp-

son" and vaude in first week, with

united Artists racking up a big

mi 000 for “Wild • One” and

Sums of Tahiti" “Gilbert *nd

Sullivan"looks, great' with *5,500

at the Ziegteld.
'

“Knights of Round Table con-

tinues mighty in second round at

Ihe State Lake. “Paratrooper" and

“El Alamein” shape nicely at Me-
viokors Roosevelt' is finoing *

“iittle Caesar*’ and .“Public
(

vnemv" great oldie combo, also

ft second round. Third week Of

Mile Reef” looks hefty;^ at

Estimates Are Net
• Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; 1. e„
without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.

.
.

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
Include the U. Sv amusement
tax.

Hob; ‘Bravo’ 1SG
Boston, Jan. 26.

Although downtown majors are

hot too staunch. “Walking Baby
Home” it’ Memorial, shapes as
best of - new entries with fancy
money. “Escape From Fort Bravo’*
at State also is fairly, trim. “Biga-
mist” at/Paramount and Fenway is
’only fairish. “Cinerama” in fourth

“ 2 Mile Reef” iooks neuy ai ^
Woods. Palace has hardly fatten —-

'

'< •

tun "c“ s*5**-
Hob; Bravo

'

Estimates for This Week i ;

HUM) 1/1U U -

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$Y&5) B.V .
'j.

-Sadie Thompson" (Col) ffl'-D)
A

'

u .

Boston, Jan

sLaeeshow Looks plump ^6,- 'Although downtown majo

rn Last week "HondS" (WB)T3- '«*««. eqdaUy^ ^divided b<

ru'iod wk) S58 000. w
~ newcomers and holdovers,

Dl I2d vvk ,
»»,uuu. r — hot too staunch. "Walking

G”™!
,
R
„/2! iM fi) and “Dihl Home” if' Memorial, shap

EaS
J’ Pnhhprv” (M-G)

1

(5th Sk)i best °?- new entries with

^,
ond

<Mt^nn
b

T acf ww»k i7 000 money “Escape From Fort 1

Oke
9b1$125W at State also is fairly trim.

SrT” misneV) (5th wk) atA“Paramount and Fen
n
Li

y
in
/n ?nn aApr M fiQO lirt week‘ only fairish. “Cinerama” in

$1 25)—“Paratrooper” (Col) and Estimates for This Wee
“El Alamein” (Col) (2d wk). Fine Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-$)

$17,000. Last week, $27,000. “Annapurna” (IFE). Neat
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 55-98)— looms. - Last week, “Cai

“Lure of Sila” (IFE) (3d wk). Good Paradise” (UA) (9th wk-5
$5,000. Last week, $7,500* $2,900.

Oriental (^die^OAOO; Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill)
“Millionaire’ (20th) (9th wk). Brisk 50-$i) — “Fanfan Tulip” (L
$17,000. Last yyeek , $19,500. (17th wlc) Holding oke at i

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $12^$3.60) Last week, $3,500.
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (20th wk): - .

Bright .$37,500. Last week* $30,500.
(1 20S2 IT -rf„

U
J

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)- $120-$2 80) — Cipe

“Public Enemy” (WB) and “Little
:ni

4
««4 nfi'

1

Caesar” (WB) (reissues) (2d wk). following $24,000 for third f

Socko $18,000. Last week, $24,000. .Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; $1.25- ‘Gilbert and Sullivan”
$2.40)—“Julius Caesar” (M-G) <5th Opened Sunday (24). Last
wk). Tepid $15,000 on two-a-day. “Little Fugitive” (Burstyn)

Last week. $15,700. wk), big $4,600.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98- Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50
$1.80)—“Knights of Round Table” “Bigamist” (FR) *nd “Monte
(M-G) (2d wk). Strong $52,000. Baby” (Indie): Fairish J

Last week. $65,000. Last week, “Majesty 0’I
Surf (H&E) Balaban) (685; 98)— (WB) and “Sun Shines B

“Folly To Be Wise” (Indie) (move- (Rep) (2d wk),'$3,000.
over). Fancy $4,000 Last week, Majestic (Shubert) (1,500;

t^??(?
pUina (Indie) (4th wk

’ $2.40)—“Julius Ceasar” (M-G
* United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55- Tbout same

$6 00° ***

98)—“Wild One” (Col) and “Drups
aDbUl

j

7 /0 BA
of Tahiti” (Col). Robust $23,000. (3 0

?,
0; 5°

Last week, “Back To God’s Coun- ®ab
»

U
try” (U) and “Forbidden” (U) (2d AS°

rde
T
r ®lver

J f
ai

?
cy

vie). $16,000. 000. Last week, “12-Mile

Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98- (20th) (3d wk); $14,000.

$1.25)—“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (3d Metropolitan (NET) <4.36*;

wk). Hot $20,000 after last week’s $1.10)—“Cease Fire” (3-D)
$28,000. and “Geraldine” (Rep) (2d
World (Indie) (587; 98)—“Little days). Off to good $15,000

Fugitive/ /Burstyn) (5th wk). Trim $27,000 for first frame.
$4^00. Last week, $3,700. Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (430; 98)—“Gil- $1.05)—“Sadie Thompson”

5
e
-
r
Ln nd

T
SU

x
lllvan

^
(UAL St

.
uFdy (Col) and “War Paint” (U^

$o,500. Last week, - “Captain’s wk). Fast $15,000 after $26,0
Paradise” (UA) (12th wk), $3,500. first.

'

‘CANTOR’ LIVELY 15G,

BALTO; ‘SADIE’ $17,000
Baltimore, Jan. 26.‘

Continuing snowfall is .< making
itself felt at first-runs here this
week. Despite general adverse
conditions, “Sadie Thompsoii” is
big at the /Kipp. “Eddie Cantor
Story” looms strong at the SUmley.
Bad weather is hurting “Torch
Song” at the Century. Mediocre
grosses are indicated for- most
holdovers.

Estimates for This Week .

Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-
70)—“Torch Song” (M-G). Okay
$9,000. Last week, “Paratrooper”
(U), $7,000.

* ...

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
35-90)— “Sadie Thompson” (Col),
Hefty $17,000. Last week, “Kiss Me
Kate” (M-G) (4th wk), $5,000.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,400; 25-
80)— “Walking Baby Home” (U)
(2d wk). ,Oke $5,000 after $8,500
opener.

*

Little (Rappaport) (310; 25-90)

—

“Living Desert” (Disney) (2d* wk).
Holding fairly well at $3,800 after
$5,200 opener.

Mayfair. (Hicks) (980; 25^70) —

-

“War Arrow” (U) (2d wk). Mild
$3,000. Last week, $4,200.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 50-$1.25)

—“Khyber Rifles” (20th) (3d wk).
Moderate $7,500. Last week,
$10,200.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-

$1)— “Cruel Sea’” (U) (5th wk).

Estimates for This Week aller rlb >5Ul

Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 50-$1.10)— 4/% - , .

“Annapurna” (IFE). Neat $9,000 LBIltOr 1
looms. - Last week, “Captain’s

$2,9oo*
se" (UA> (?th wk 5 ;***»• Despite

Beacon Hill (Beacon* Hill) (800; (CnAm.

50-$lj — “Fanfan Tulip” (Ldpert) tDCuI]
(17th wk). Holding oke at $3,200. K
Last week, $3,500. .... Some bet
Boston (Cinerama Productions) this week, 1

(1,354; $I.20-$2.80) — “Cinerama” biz with “

(Indie) "(4th wk), Socko $21,000 while the M
following $24,000 for third frame, with the ol

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)— and
,

“Gilbert aiid Sullivan” (UA). 5?
r A11

Abe
Opened Sunday (24). Last week, Paradise a

“Little Fugitive” (Burstyn) (4th in

wk), big $4,600. Knights of

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)— S|ekfor
P
tM

“Bigamist” (FR) ^nd “Monte Carlo land Colde'
Baby” (Indie): Fairish $3,500. with below i

Last- week,^/‘Majesty O’Keefe” was no help
(WB) and Sun Shines Bright
(Rep) (2d wk), $3,000. Kto.Tl)k
Majestic (Shubert) (1,500; $1.20- —‘"Julius Cj

$2.40)—“Julius Ceasar” (M-G) (6th Great $4,00(
wk). Trim $6,000. Fifth week was $4 500 tops
about same. Midland
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-90)— $1.24)r-“Kni

“Walking Baby Home” (U) and (M-G) (5th v
“Border River” (U). Fancy $16,- week, $9,40
000. Last week, <*12-Mile Reef” strength to

(20th) (3d wk); $14,000. Missouri (

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 65- fwS
$1.10)—“Cease Fire” (3-D) (Par) non Lh
and “Geraldine” (Rep) (2d wk-5
days). Off to good $15,000 after ^week«9.7 nnn tn* frome ^“Si weex.

‘Cantor’ Hep 9G in K.C.

Respite Zero Weather;

‘Cantor’ Prov Standout

At Sock 11 G; ‘Sadie’ Hep

16G, ‘Arrow’ Sharp 8|G
Providence, Jan. 26.

Top honors are going to Majes-
tic s “Eddie Cantor Story” this
round, getting a nice assist from
a nifty weekend. “Sadie Thomp-
son 001ns fine at State.. “War
Allow and “Cease Fire” also
shape si rong.

Estimates for This Week
,

Albce (RKO) (2,200; 50-70)—
r':

ar Arrow"' (U) and “Back To

Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 65-
$1.05)

—
“Sadie Thompson” (3-D)

(Col) and “War Paint” (UA) (2d
wk). Fast $15,000 after $26,000 for
first. .

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)—“Bigamist” (FR) and “Monte
Carlo Baby” (Indie). Mild $11,000.
Last week, “Majesty O’Keefe”
(WB) . and “Sun Shines Bright”
(Rep) (2d wk), $10,000. .

Pilgrim <ATC) (1,800; 00-95)—
“Wild One” (Col) and “El Ala-
mein” (Col) (2d wk). Holding at
lofty $13,000 following $17,000 in
first.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—
“Escape Ft. Bravo” (M-G) and
“Paris Model” (Col). Trim $15,000
or better. Last week, . “Sadie
Thompson” (3-D) (Col) and “War
Paint” TTIA), $13,000.

t $d,zuu. Kansas City, Jan. 26.

Some better money is in sight
luctions) this week. Paramount doing nifty
nerahia” biz with “Eddie Cantor Story”
$21,000 while the Missouri is in the swing

, frame, with the oldies. “Public Enemy”
60-Sl)— and “Little Caesar.” “Julius Cae-

(UA) sar” in the Kimo and “Captain’s

»t week’ Paradise” at the Vogue continue

n) Mfv! strong in these arty houses.
“Knights of Round Table” showed
staying power to hold for fifth

50-90)— week for this C’Scoper at the Mid-
te ^ario land. Coldest weather of the year

with below zero reaidings midweek
was no help.

Bright
Estimates for This Week

»
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1-$1.80)

$1.20- —“Julius Caesar” (M-G) (2d wk).
-G) (6th Great $4,000. Holds. Last week,
-eek was $4,500. tops for house.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; $1-

50-90)— $1.24)r—“Knights of Round TabU”
U) and (M-G) (5th wk). Good $9,000. La3t
cy $16,- week, $9,400, showed surprising

i Reef” strength to win extra session.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 60-85)—

107. “Public Enemy” (WB) and “Little

1 (Pari Caesar” (WB) (reissues). Solid $8 .-

m wk 5
and big money for oldies,

in Zero weather hurt opening days.
JU alter Last week, “Diamond Queen”
_ (WB) and “Captain Scarlett” (UA).
00; 65- $4,000.

(3-D) Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900:
JA) (2d 65-85) — “Eddie Cantor Story”
5,000 for (WB). Nifty $9,000. Last week,

“Majesty O’Keefe” (WB), $8,500.

;
50-90) Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Grana-

“Monte da IFox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

$11,000. 700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Three Young
I’Keefe” Texans” (20th) and “Keys of King-
Bright” dom” (20th) (reissue). Average

$13,000. Last week. “War Arrow”
60-95)— CU) and “Glass Web” (U), $14,000.

El Ala- Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l) —
Iding at “Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (5th

1 000 in wk). Fancy $2,200, and holds. Last
week, $2,500.

about equally /divided between Still drawing well at $4,800. Last
newcomers and holdovers, biz is week, $5,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,200,- 35-80) —
“Eddie Cantor Story” (WB). Brisk
$15,000. Last week, “Public Ene-
my” (WB) and “Little Caesar”
(WB) (reissues), $7,500.
Town* (Rappaport) (1,600; 50-

$1.25)—“12-Mile Reef” (20th) (2d
wk). Holding nicely at $10,500
after $16,500 opener.

fi-j, ‘ v auu Ddih iu
God s Ctnnury” (U). Strong $8,500.

iS “Appointment Hondu-
ancl “Louisiana TeiTi-

l0 »\v (RKO), $6,500.

.
Majestic (Fay) (2 200’ 50-70)— biggest coin here this round. It is

Eddie Cantor Storv” (WR) and tl’im at the Denver, and stays oh.
Affair Monte Carlo” (A A) Verv “Cease Fire” looms fine at Den-

Jeavy weekend, with nice weather ham and holds - "Living Desert”
helping to sock $11,000 Last week go6d in current Session at the Alad-
Majesty O’Keefe” (WR) ^iq din, is holding over again for a

‘Rifles’ Rousing 19G,

Denver; Tire’ Fat SG
... Denver, Jan. 26.

“Khyber Rifles” is getting the

majesty O’Keefe” (WB), $9,500.

“Sadii
6

S.°®
w) (3

’200: 65-90)—

"Battipc (Col) and
Ve?vh2 Fhlef Pontiac” (Indie).

to idee $l
V
fi nnn

Waves plu#s helPing
‘ The Arf

'00
.? ?r ne

(ar. Last week,
Tj-„

e..ActresS (M-G) and “Rntf aand “Half a

-”Th
a

e

nd
AjS

lve
t

rm^ ) (2 -20°; 50-70)

Alamein- (Col) and “El
(2o>. Last u F°iJ J?pened Monday
(par) faiViv

k
’ .Cease ’Fite” (3-D)toirly good $7,500,

j.ouu; ou-uu)—
~

- aaa
’

Trim
G
si5

a
ooo Rifles Sturdy $11,000,

501/ and "war Port; ‘Arrow’ Fast 9G
^ - Portland, Ore., Jan. 26.

i Worst snowstorms in four years

f 19U, plus below freezing temperatures

;
» riQ j. np is cutting into take at first-runs

ire r dl again this stanza despite the strong
ver, Jan. 26. product., “Forever Female” at

is getting the 'Paramount is only fair. “Khyber
Lis round. It is Rifles” shapes robust while “All

and stays on. Brothers Were Valiant” shapes
1 fine at Den- smart, “War Arrow” looms fine

living Desert” at the Broadway,
on at the Alad- Estimates for This Week
r again for a Broadway -(Parker) (1,890; 65-
” shapes stout 90)— ‘War Arrow” (U) and “Glass
Paramount. Web” (U). Fine $9,000 or close,

["his Week Last week, “Knights Round Table”
.,400; 50-85)— (M-G) (3d wk), upped prices, $7,-

sney) (5th wk). 200.
Guild (Foster) (400; $1)—“Cap-

tain’s Paradise” (UA) (5th wk)..

Built to stout $2,500. Last week,

sixth week. “Hondo” shapes stout 90)— ‘War Arrow” (U
in second round at Paramount. Web” (U). Fine $9,0

Estimates for This Week Last week, “Knights I

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)— (M-G) (3d wk), uppet
“Living Desert” (Disney) (5th wk). 200.

Good $4,500. Last week, $5,500. Guild (Foster) (400

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 50- tain’s Paradise” (U^
85)—“Quo Vatiis” (M-G). Nice Built to stout $2,500.

$7,500. Holds. Last week “Escape $2,200.

Ft Bravo” (M-G) (2d wk), $4,500; Liberty* (Hamrick) (1,875; 65-90)

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85) —“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G)
—“Cease Fire” (3-D) (Par). Fine and “Fort Algiers” (UA). Smart

(Continued on page.24 ) ( Continued on page 24

)

Broadway film business is get-
ting back to virtually normal this
session , after two very desultory
weeks. With the end of stormy
weather, auto transportation grad-
ually got back into stride around
midweek, and this gave the whole
Street a lift., improvement in the
present stanza is so marked, that
numerous houses are edging ahead
or far surpassing, previous week’s
totals. Four new pills, also helped.

Best showing of new entries is

being made by “Golden Coach’’ at
the Normandie. Playing two-a-day
and upped scale, this import is

heading for a new high for this
policy at a smash $15,000. “Return
from Ft. Bravo” is likely to hit a
sturdy $22,000 opening week at
the Mayfair. “Donovan’s Brain” is

only so-so $11,000 in first stanza at
the Criterion. “Horse’s Mouth” hit
neat $6,000 opening frame at the
Trans-Lux 60th Street.

Still champ mdney-getter is

“Knights of Round Table” with
i

stageshow at the Music Hall. It

looks to hit sock $146,000 in third
session or $9,000 better than the
second week. C’Scoper and stager
show continue. Second Week of
“The Command” is heading for
a nice -$35,000 at tne Paramount.

“It Should Happen To You” con-
tinues smash with $30,000 in sec-
ond round ait the. State. Second
frame of “Forever Female” held at

stout $18,000 at the VIctoiia.
;

“12-Mile Reef” is soaring to okay
$38,000 in sixth0 session at the Roxy
or $9,000 ahead of fifth week. An-
other C’Seoper, “Khyber Rifles,”

is topping the previous week with
strong $18,500 in fifth stanza at the
Rivoli. The Cinemascope produc-
tion, “Millionaire” pushed ahead
to a fancy 4121,000 in its Uth week
at the Globe, ahead of the 10th
week by nearly $6,000.

“Sadie Thompson” is bettering
the previous round, too, with .a fine

$26,000 'in prospect for its fifth

week'at thfe- Capitol. Despite being
in its 46th. session, “Lili” climbed
to big $8,500 at the arty Trans-Lux
52d Street. “Conquest of Everest’

also is beating the previous ses-

sion with great $12,300 in seventh
frame at the Fine Arts.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 80-$1.80)

—“The Bigamist” (FR) (5th wk).
This round winding up tomorrow
is edging up to mild $7,500 after

$5,800 for fourth week. “Act of
Loye” (UA) now due in Feb. 11.

Bijou (City Jnv.) (589; $1.80-

$2.40) — “Gilbert and Sullivan”
(UA) (14th wk). The 13th round
Was nice $7,000 after $6,500 in 12th,

over hopes. Stays.

Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.50)—
“Final Test” (Indie). Opened Mon-
day (25) after two weeks of oldies,

’with bill changing daily.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$2.20)— “Sadie Thompson” (Col) (5th

wk). The present stanza winding
up today looks like pushing to fine

$26,000 after $24,500 in fourth
week, over hopes. “Glenn Miller
Story” (U) is due in Feb. 10.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 85-$2.20)
—“Donovan’s Brain” (UA) (2d wk).
Initial session finished last night
(Tues.) was mild $11,000. In ahead,
“Paratrooper” (Col) (3d wk), $6,500.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)—“Conquest of Everest” (UA). (8th

wk). The seventh frame ended
last night (Tues.) climbed to rous-
ing $12,300 after $1L600 in sixth
week
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 31 -$1.80)— “Millionaire” (20th) (12th wk).

The 11th session ended Monday
(25) wound up with ah amazingly
strong $21,000 after $15,500 for
10th wppW
Guild (Guild) (450: $1-$L80) —

“Times Gone By” (IFEv (5th wk).
Fourth round ended Monday (2&)

was good $7,000 after $7,500 for
third week.

Holiday (Rose) (950; 70-$1.80) —
^’Diamond Queen” (WB). Opened
yesterday (Tues,). In ahead, “Crime
Wave” (WB) (2d wk), slipped to
fair $10,000 after $14,000 opening
week.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 70-$ 1.80)—“Escape From Ft. Bravo” (M-G).

First week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is heading for sturdy $22,-
000/ In ahead, “Here Come Girls”
(Par) (5th wk), $7,500.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; $1.50-$2.40)— “Golden
Coach” (IFEi. Initial round on
two-a-day ending today (Wed.) is

heading for smash $15,000, new
high for house bn this policy.
Holds, natch! Opened with elabo;.
rate benefit preem for*N. Y. Car-
diac Home on Jan. 20. In ahead,

Temafe* Fat 186
VLittle Fugitive” (Indie) (15th wk-
8 days), $3,500,

^ New York (Brandt) (598; 55-
$1.25)—“Lure of Sila” (IFE) (5th
wk). Looks like good $5,700 in
current stanza after $4,700 for
fourth. Holds again. “Tomorrow Is
Too Late” (Burstyn) opens next.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$L20)—
“Forbidden” (U) and 8 acta of
vaude. Current frame ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to hit nice
$19,000 or near. Last week, “Walk-
ing Baby Home” (U) with vaude.
$15,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$180)

rr The Command” (WB) (2d wk).
First holdover round ending Thurs-
day (28) looks like nice $35,000.
Initial week was $45,000. Stays a
JfeftS round, “Majesty O’Keefe”
(WB) comes in next.

Paris (Indie) (568; 90-$1.80)—
“Captain’s Paradise” (UA) (18th
wk). Current week opened Mon-
day (25). In ahead, this perked to
solid $9,500 in 17th week after
$8,000 in 16th round.

Rialto (Mage) (600; 50-98)—
“Stripprama” (Indie) (17th wk).
Present stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to climb to good $5,-
200 after $4,500 for 16th week.
Stays on indef.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 95-$2)—
"Khyber Rifles” (20th) (6th wk).
The fifth Week ended yesterday
(Tues.) pushing up to strong $18,-
500 after $16,000 iri fourth round.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (6,200; $l-$2.50)—“Knights
of Round Table” (M-G). and stage-
show (3d wk). Current week end-
ing today (Wed.) is. climbing to
sock $146,000 after $139,000 for
second. Continues on, especially
in view of fact that it is doing
standout biz on the Street. Stays
a fourth.
Roxy (NatT. Th.K5, 717; 65-$2.50)—“12-MUe Reef” (20th) (6th wk).

Topping previous week’s pace,
with ’ $38,000 likely after $29,000.
over hopes, for fifth stanza. MHell
and High Water” (20th), another
C’Scope film, opens with elaborate
March of Dimes benefit preem
night of Feb., 1, with regular run
starting Feb. 2.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 85-$1.80)—
“It Should Happen To You" (Col)
(2d wk). Initial holdover session
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) contin-
ues smash and may hit $30,000.
Initial week was $34,500, over ex-
pectancy.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90-$l.50)—"Horse’s Mouth” (IFE)
(2d wk). Initial stanza ended yes-
terday (Tues.) hit fine $6,000, week-
end trade giving it a real boost.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (47th wk).
The 46th round ended Monday (25)

pushed to. big $8,000, Unusual for
this stage of run after $5,500 for
45th Week.

Victoria (City Inv ) (1,060; 95-
$1.80)—“Forever Female” (Par)
(3d wk). First holdover frame end-
ed yesterday (Tues.) held up jto

stout $18,000 after $22,000 opening
week.*
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.60) — “Cinerama” (Indie)

(34th wk). Present round winding
up tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading
for great $41,000 after $39,500 in

33d week. Stays on indef.

H.0*, Heavy Rains Slop

Frisco; ‘Arrow’ Smoodi

13G, ‘Hondo’ 11 G, 3d
San Francisco, Jan. 26.

Holdovers along with heavy rains
are dampening Market St. business
here this stanza but “War Arrow”
is. Unusually strong at the Golden
Gate. “Titfield Thunderbolt”
looms big at the arty Clay Theatre.
“12-Mile Reef” is rated nice in

second round at the Fox. “Hondo”
shapes big in third frame at Para-
mount as is “Cinerama” in fourth
frame at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65-95)—"War Arrow" (U) and “Affair

Monte Carlo" (Indie). Strong 13,-

000. Last week, “Affairs Messa-
lina” ’(Col) and “Paris Model”
(Col), $10,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 1.25-$1.50)—

“12-Mile Reef,” (20th) (2d wk).
Nice $16,000. Last week, $25,000.

Warfield, (Loew’s) (2,656; $1-
$1 .50) — “Knights Round Table”
(M-G). Good $13,000. Last week,
$22 ,000 .

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 95-$1.25)

—“Hondo” (WB) (3D) (3d wk). Big
$11,000. Last week, $15,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 95-$1.25)

—“Sadie Thompson” (Col) (3d wk).
(Continued on page 24)
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iVbf since Gor6o Acts acclamation of a great new star teen so immediate

and unanimous.

BEST ACTRESS OF YEAR—FILM DAILY

STAR OF THE YEAR-CUE MAGAZINE

BEST ACTRESS OF YEAR-NATIONAl BOARD OF REVIEW

OUTSTANDING WOMAN IN MOTION PICTURES-MADEMOISEUE MAGAZINE

—and Holiday Magazine says: “Audrey Hepburn is more important
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STAY UPBEAT
/IV.Y. Stock Exchange)

For Week Ending Tuesday (26)
Net

54 Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tues. Change
Low In 1008 High Low/ Close for week

12% Am Br-Par Th 154 : 1776 15%
:

157£ .

337/4 CBS, “A” . . . 124 4674 44V4 • 45 + 174

3874 CBS, “B” . . 51 4674 . 4474 • 4476 +276
11% Col. Pic. . . . .110 2176 20% 21% + 76
776 Decca . . . . .168 1076 10 .. 1074 + 76.

41% Eastman Kdk. 318 5076 4976 50 + 74,

10% .Loew’s 342 .

' 1476 1374 1376 + 76

476 Nat. Thea. V. . 160 7 . 674 7 — 74
2476 Paramount . . 54 .28

.
: 2776 28 — % .

•

26% Phllcp...... 59 2976 29 2974 — 76

27 RCA „;.-i 629 25 23% 25 —176
2% RKO Piets. 106 374 . 3 3

'

• +74
3% RKO Thea. . . 119 576: 476 5 ' + -76

'

274 ;
Republic . 13 3% - 376 374 + 76

:

974 Rep., Pfd. . . 21 11
.

1076 1076 '• +'76
876- /Stanley War.. 101 12% 1274 1276 -7- 74 -

1376 20th-Fox . . ... 297 2176 20 2176 : 74:

14 Unlv. Pix. . . . 81 1974 19 19% . — 74

61 Unlv„ pfd. . *420 68 6674 68 •+ 74

1176 Warner Bros. < $3 1474 14 14 + 74

62% Zenith .
; *53 6774 - 6576 67 +174

High

1

7

1 2

50 '4
50’4

• 22 '4
1276-

50 l «

147a
724

30%
36'

2

29%
4? 6

5 1 a

4 i/k

M%
12 'a
22 '4

20'

a

68’

2

17’

8

84

American Stock Exchange
G 27/s Allied Artists 238 576

1734 8V2 DU Mont 151 9%
171.4 13 ’s/s Technicolor . 79 14

3% 2% Trans-Lux . ... 4 376

Over-the-Counter Securities

Color Corn, of Amer. . . ........... ...

Cinerama . ...

Chesapeake Industries

Polaroid . . . •

U. A. Theatres
Walt Disney 9%
* Actual Volume.

t Quotationt furnished bp Dreyfus dr

4%
9V4
13%
3

Bid
%

174
274

511.2
1/.

434
976

14
3

Ask
176
23/8

376
53*2
13 14

10%

?4—
.
74

-
4- 74
+276
+ 134

+ %
Co.1

London, Jan. 26. +
The fear of small theatre owners

that they may be squeezed out of

business by the development of

new screen techniques, such as

Cinemascope, which was first re-

ported in Variety, some months
ago, is now being echoed by promi-
nent independents at provincial
meetings of the Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Assn. A typical view.was
expressed by F. G. W. Chamber-
lain at the annual meeting of the
Bristol CEA, when he said that the
majors might secOre a monopoly
and force the small and medium
exhib out of business.

Chamberlain, who was reelected
branch chairman for the 17th year,
conceded that C’ScOpe and 3-D may
offer more attractive forms of en-
tertainment, but they would bring
with them problems for the small
and medium-sized houses. There
was a grave danger that a monop-
oly would be created by the larger
ciriemas. This would force the oth-
ers out of business through ex-
tended-runs, lack of capital, added
expenses and higher rental de-
mands by distributors.

At the annual session of the
South Wales CEA, John W. Davies,
the association's national -prexy,
focussed sattention on the growing
agitation against stereo sound in'
the C'Scope package. For the smhll
theatre, he contended, it was dif-
ficult to understand why it was nec-
essary to have more than one
speaker. The screen would still
not be as large as many existing
screens in bigger theatres which
nad operated successfully with one
sound outlet.

Is Preminger Serious?
Otto Preminger, indie producer

of “Moon Is Blue,” has a recom-
mendation for a new set of moral-
ity standards but it’s doubted that
major film companies- will lend a
sympathetic ear.

Filmmaker suggests “a new Code
With ‘Moon’ as the standard for
it.” He

.
said the public and film

critics alike now have agreed that
his film is “clean.” -

OF ‘ROBE’ $300,000
.... . Chicago, Jan. 26.

, up its first “A” session
(} 28 outlying theatres last week,

tin^,P
obe” n0dged an estimated

> 7)0.000 at an average admission
P ice of 98c. First four days brought

hn,
a Klant SiBl.OOO, and 11 of the
ase

!
i are holding over into a

second week.
.Witii some 15 theatres schedul-

nina ? lc for its *‘B” run, begin-

lonUc ,

lhls Friday (29), 20th-Fox

in fih
° amass cl?se to $1,000,000

exoh

'

1 rental from thk- Pic in thisekchunge area.

Buenos Aires, Jan. 19.

American $lm distributors are
now finding the going very smooth
in Argentina. Censorship of their

material is very relaxed, and with
every encouragement from the
Central Bank, they are drawing up
lists of material on which import
permits are sought.

The only black spot on the hori-

zon is the vexed question of film

theatre admission scales which are

so low they cause exhibitors real

hardship. Because they are sus-

taining heavy losses, especially in

nabe theatres, the exhibs are anx-

iously looking forward to concerted

action. This may be launched at

a national convention, now being
organized,

The top gross of 1953 among the

city’s 25 first-runs was registered

in the Week ended last April 4,

with a high of $1 89^1 98. This was at

ta.time when the higher admission

scale of 53c Was still in. force. The
highest attendance figure was reg-

istered in the week ended Aug. 22

when the total gross was $187,254

on an admission top of 37c.

- /

Arthur Krim Coasting

Arthur B. Krim, president of

United Artists, treks to the Coast

Friday (29) for a round of hud-

dles with indie producers.

UA has several: new distribution

pacts with filmmakers now on the

fire and Krim likely will bring

these to the signature stage.

By MIKpE WEAR
Although many common stocks

on the general list tended to level

offlqte in the week after four days
of consistently strong market, film

sltares continued very much in de-
mand as the public became in-

creasingly aware of how much bet-
ter the picture industry is now do-
ing financially. Glowing earnings
statements from several companies
plus continued sock b.o. in the face
of abnormal winter weather all

contributed to the bullish attitude
towards him shares.

Such stocks as Loew’s, Tech-
nicolor, ABC-Par, Columbia and
WB all were given attention, many
making sizeable gains. Some at-

tached significance to the better
action of .Loew’s shares since this
stock long has been the bell-
wether of the amusement stock
group. That it was resuming its

old role as leader after being
neglected by Wall street for many
months was rated cheering, news.
The forthcoming split of shares
(likely one for the theatre and one
for the film company group for
each share, now held) also figured
in the increased activity. Colum-
bia Pix common continued very
strong near the year’s new high.

Beside improved earnings, now
looked for from nearly all film or
pix theatre companies, three other
bullish factors were reported in-
fluencing the increased activity and
upward trend in these stocks. (1)

The- feeling that the admission tax
at cinemas would be reduced, at
least 10%. (2) The surprisingly
large sums of money received near
the end of last year as a result of
several foreign nations releasing:
long-frozen distribution coin. 13

>

The continued technical improve-
ments.

- Emphasis on cheaper methods of
getting wide screen results was
viewed as highly encouraging since
making innovations available to
nearly all exhibs instead of only
the 2,000 largest theatres in the
U. S.

This last-named factor probably
attracted attention to Technicolor,
veterans of Wall Street tabbing
action of this stock as very good
although it has not spurted in re-
cent weeks. Besides several recent
long-term deals for prints, Techni
officials are high on its new tie-

up with Polaroid on turning out
3-D setup which would make tri-

dimensional pix available and with
the use of regular number of pro-
jectors, and men in the booth.
Print cost is higher but this likely
will be trimmed in the near future.

Technicolor also is linked with
the new method, said to be nearest
thing to the perfect 3-D without
glasses, being employed on Para-
mount’s “White Christmas," the
Bing Crosby-Danny Kaye starrer.
New interest in Warner Bros,

stock seemingly stems from the
fact that besides ‘Hondo." the
company is tabbing “Majesty
O’Keefe" and “Eddie Cantor
Story” as really big grossers. The
sock b.o. enjoyed by all three to
date will be reflected in the first

half of the new year for WB. Com-
pany also is getting heavy returns
from tlie reissue combo of “Little
Caesar” - “Public Enemy." this

representing almost 1009b pure
gravy since both are oldies.

By GEORGE GILBERT
Overseas production by inde-

pendents will continue to hold a
fixed place in the industry, accord-
ing to indie filmmaker Tony Owen.
Just returned from England and
South Africa, where he coproduced
the Dana Andrews-Jeanne Crain
starrer, “Duel in the Jungle," he
cited three main reasons for shoot-
ing ’em . abroad .

instead of using
Hollywood’s facilities.

Firstly, Owen declared, are the
lower wage scales which prevail
in British and continental studios.
Other factors, he added, are easier
financing plus scant interference
from backers “when you’re 6,000
miles away/’ Then, too, there’s . a
certain "amount of boxoffice value
to be derived through Use of natu-
ral backgrounds.

.

Owen, who said he could not
have secured financing if "Duel”
were made on the Coast, pointed
out among the advantages of
Anglo-American production is the
fact that far less dollars are re-
quired. Thus, investors are more
eager to put up coin when the risk
is proportionately smaller.

American film distribs in Cuba
j

Providing dollars ;or "Duer was
Moulin Productions, while Asso-
ciated British Pictures Corp. fur-
nished the balance of the budg-
etary capital in pounds. Warners
is releasing the film throughout
the World with exception of the

NameRedbook Winners
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Wade Nichols, editor of Redbook
Magazine (McCall’s ownership) is

here for the 15th Annual Movie
Awards, to De presented at a din-

ner Jan. 29. Films, producers and
studios are:

Best drama, “Fi*om Here to

Eternity,” Buddy Adler, Columbia.
Best western, “Shane,’’ George
Stevens, Paramount. Best musical,

“Kiss Me Kate," Jack Cummings,
Metro. Best comedy, “Roman Holi-

day," William Wyler, Paramount.
Best spectacle, “The Robe," Frar.k

Ross, 20th-Fox. Special award to

Walt Disney * for “The' Living

Desert."

are faced with a serious tax threat

which, if carried out, would cost

them $1,500;P00 and might force
suspension of operations in that

dollar territory. -
.

Tax has been on the books since
1943 hut so far has always been
avoided by the U.S. distribs. It

would add a 20% levy on top of

the existing 3% one. resulting in

the $1,500,000 in back taxes for the
\

past decade’.

William Roberts, Motion Picture
Export Assn, attorney and tax ex-

pert has gone to Cuba to aid the
film board there in appealing the
tax to the government. Sidney
Schreiber, MPEA counsel, also- is,

United Kingdom where ABPC has
the rights. Technicolor picture,
lensed to 1:66 to 1 widescreen, was
brought in for a “little over"
$900,000.

“While we feel we got some darn
good animal stuff," Owen observed,
“there’s no real reason to go to
South African The country looks
like Iowa or Arizona, and there are
no jungles until you get to North-
ern Rhodesia. Ours Was the first

picture company that ever went
due in Havana today (Wed.) fromvto South Africa’s Kruger National
Miami to discuss strategy 4n fight-

ing the tax. Cuba rates as a $3,-

000,000 market for the U.S. com-
panies.

TV Nets Dock ’Fatter

Makes ’Em Guinness Pix
Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.

Paul Moss, Who was in town over
the weekend on the way to Far-
rell, Pa., to visit his folks after fly-

ing over from London, has signed
to produce three more pictures in

England for Columbia release. He
just finished one, “Father Brown,"
storing Alec Guinness, and his
second, which gets going in June,
will also be a Guinness vehicle.

Park.
“We went down there to get ani-

mals and had the police with us
continually. The authorities’ pres-
ence was in the nature of a super-
visory capacity. In effect, their at-

titude was *we were expendable
but the animals weren’t.’ But de-
spite the poor cooperation of the

( Continued on page 60 )

BERNHARD TO EUROPE

FOR CINERAMA SITES
First concrete move toward the

opening of Cinerama theatres in

London and Paris is seen in the
departure yesterday (Tues.) of
Joseph Bernhard, Stanley Warner
executive, for the European capi-

tals. Bernhard, who joined SW
recently as a general consultant, is

Moss originally bought Chester- i a former head of Warner Bros.

Stanley Warned Reducing

Its Outstanding: Shares
Following through on a policy

adopted by many film and theatre
corporations, Stanley Warner is

continuing reductions in its capi-
talization via open market buyups
of its "common stock issue.

.Company last month bought 16,-

600 shares of its own stock, follow-

ing .previous purchases of 44,500
shares, or a total of 61,100. Stock
is now trading on the N. Y. Stock
Exchange at about $12.50 per share,

SJ.ill engaging in the same
activity is Paramount, which over
the past month acquired 5,200 Par
common. This brings to 125,600

the number of shares which Par
has bought in.

ton’s “Father Brown” stories with
an eye to converting them into a

television series but when he was
unable to peddle the idea to any of

the networks, his Wife, author-ac-
tress Thelma Schnee, worked out
a screenplay and Guinness went
for it, the Gol deal following. Moss
and Miss Schnee and their six-

year-old son, Lee, have been liv-

ing in London since last April and
will remain there at least until the
end of 1955. They expect another
addition to the family in May.

Originally a screenwriter. Moss
left Hollywood in late 'Thirties to

manage Billy Soose to the middle-
weight championship of the world.
After navy service in World War
II, he went into tv, producing John
Kieran’s “Kaleidiscopc." One of

the reasons for his trip back at this

time was to work out a deal with
ABC for the leasing of that series.

Moss left Farrell for Hollywood to

try and sign up Julius G. Epstein,

a former classmate of his at Penn
State College and one-time collabo-

rator, to go over to England .and

work on/a screenplay for him,
Moss said. one Of his other two pix

may. star Errol Flynn, who still has
a Col commitment to fulfill.

theatres, predecessor of the SW
circuit. He is a real estate and the-

atre expert and it’s figured .he’ll

make a preliminary survey of the-

atres abroad suitable for the Cin-
erama process.

Expansion to foreign cities has
long been an acknowledged objec-
tive of Cinerama, but it’s been de-
layed because of the necessity of
getting the domestic situation roll-

ing. When SW acquired the exhi-

bition and production rights to the
widescreen process ,

in August,
1953,. four Cinerama theatres—-in
New York, Detroit, Los Angeles
and Chicago—were operating. SW
has since added outlets in Phila-

delphia, Washington, Pittsburgh,

San Francisco, Boston and St,

Louis. It is currently dickering for

theatres in Dallas, Minneapolis and
Toronto:

Arthur Knight Lecturing
Arthur Knight, film critic for

the Saturday Review of Literature,

will conduct a lecture series on the

art of the motion picture at the

New School of Social Research,

N.Y.
Ten-weeks course gets under

way Feb. 5.
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SO BIG IT TAKES TEXAS TO
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performs in the vein of his spectacular

successes.

"We don’t believe the movies since

a

score of so many hits,

has gone wholly into

fanciful decor and for once this is right and

not just eccentric. You will see an amazing

—achieved by the most adroit art work.

is 3-D nor screen.

It is actually a standard picture that sets a

new
John
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PARAMOUNT URGES YOU TO WATCH ITS WORLD PREMIERE HOW IN 200 TEXAS DATES!
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London Film Biz OK; ‘Harry’ Smash

$18,000,

14G, 2d, ‘Blondes’ Torrid 11G iff 3d

London, Jan. 10.

With a trio of smash hits, 20th-

Fox is all over the West End cur-

rently. First-run biz generally con-

tinues at above-average pace. Set-

ting the pace are the first
(

two

C’Scopers to hit London, The

Robe” and '‘Millionaire.” The

former is now in its ninth: round

with a great $12,800 at the Odeon,

Leicester Square, while the latter

at the Marble Arch Odeon is head-

ing for a smash $18,000 in its first

stanza. Third 20th pic ‘‘Gentlemen

Prefer Blondes” at the Leicester

Square is socko $11,000 in. its third

™Metro has a hit in “Julius

Caesar,” still solid at $7,500 in 10th

-week at the Carlton. The Band

Wagon” still is fine at around

$14,000 in second stanza at the

,
Empire. T

Another newcomer. Moon Is

Blue,” sock opening week at the

London Pavilion continues great

$9,500 in second frame.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 55-$1.70)

—

“Julius CaPsar” (M-G) (11th wk).

Solid $7,500 after $3,100 previous

week. Stays on,

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$L70)
•, "Band Wagon”. (M-G). (2d wk).

Likely to get-.
1

fine $14,000 after

$17;000 opening week- Holds;

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-

$1.70). ‘‘Million Pound Note”

(GFD) (2d wk). Good $7,300 after

opening strongly at $8,400. Stays

over third with. “Love Lottery

(GFD) opening Jan. 28.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$1.70) — ‘‘Gentlemen

prefer Blondes” (20th) (3d wk).

Smash $11,000 after $11,600 in

second round. Stays a fourth With

“Glenn Miller Story” (GFD)
preeming Jan. 28.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217;

50-$1.70)—“Moon Is Blue” (UA)
(2d wk). Boff $9,500 anticipated

this stanza after $11,000 opening

week. Holds.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)

(2.200; 50-$1.70> — “The Robe”
(20th) (9th wk). Shaping great

$12,800 after $14,300 in eighth

round.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA)

(2,200; 50-$1.70) — ‘‘Millionaire”

(20th). Playing to near-capacity

biz with long Tines in evidence

daily. Terrific- $18,500 looms. Stays

. indef.

Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70) —
“Hell Below Zero” (Col). Attract-

ing steady $10,000 Opening round.

Holds.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 30-$2.15) —

“All Brothers Valiant” (M-G) (2d

wk). Steady $2,300 after nice

$2,500 first round. Continues,

Warner (WB) (1,753; 50-$170)

“So Big” (WB) (2d wk). Below
hopes at moderate $4,200 after

$5,300 in first frame. “Front Page
Story” (BL) bows Jan. 2L

Taylor Boxoffice

In Finland Last Year
Helsinki, Jan. 19,

Robert Taylor Was undisputed

boxoffice champion in. Finland last

year. He starred in “Ivanhoe” and
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) both smash
hits here, Finland’s own Armi
Kuusela, “Miss Universe of 1952,”

took the first place among the

femme stars with her “Most Beau-

tiful Girl in World.” This Finnish

film was the biggest grosser shown
here.

Best foreign female star was
Maureen O’Hara who appeared tin

“The Quiet Man” (Rep.) ’ and
“Against All / Flags” (U). Gary
Cooper and his “High Noon” (UA)

wound up in sixth place.

The critics took a somewhat dif-

ferent view, choosing Charles

Chaplin and Anna Mangano as the

best actor and actress of the year.

Final Kalman Operetta

Preems interne, Feb. 14
London, Jan. 19.

The last operetta written by Em-
merick Kalman,who died last Oc-
tober, in conjunction with libret-

tist Alfred Qrunwald, entitled

“Arizona Lady,” which was aired

over eight, German radio stations

on New Year's day, is to have its

first stage performance in Berne
(Switzerland) Feb- 14.

‘

Action of the operetta takes

place on a ranch in Arizona around
1920 and the title is derived from
the name of a racehorse. Kalman
and Grunwald also collaborated on
“Maritza.”

Paris Music Halls On

Dublin’s Gaiety Has

Of Big Olympia, Feb. 1

Paris, Jan. 19.
_

hall makes a big

Dublin, Jan* 19.

Civic officials herejiave filed de:
|

tails of requirements for modern-’

izing the 20-year-old Gaiety Thea-

tre which would cpSt the manage-

ment nearly $210,000, according to

management’s attorney H. J. Mo-
loney. Requirements were an-

nounced during the hearing of

Gaiety’s request for renewal of the

official ' license for another 21

years. Dublin’s city attorney D.

M. P. Walsh said he Was asking for

the highest standards of safety 411

the theatre.

The Gaiety, in reply, said it was

*& tlTcS* trail

when the Olympia, one of the big-

ger first^uns in the Opera dis*.

trict, turns into a music hall Feb.

1. The last few years saw a fall-

ing off qf the' music hall appeal,

and such widely-known houses as

the ABC, Alhambra and Capucines
went off the music hall standards,

Paris, Jan- 19. ;

Recent Belgian decree modifying
the importation conditions of films

from countries not in the dollar

zone has French, producers on
edge. This is because of the. pos*
sible grave consequences here
since this country gives France
27% of the total yearly receipts

or about $825,000.

The decree stipulates that coun
tries not in the dollar zone will not

be able to remit more than 17%
of the .grosses of films shown in

Belgian territory; that Belgian dis-

tributors cannot give any guar-

antees on accords made for the
distribution of a film before it is

complete from these countries and
the distribs could not guarantee
more than 125,000 Belgian francs

($2,500) for a feature film coming
from a non-dollar country.

This has caused huddling in the
industry here. ' The Centre Na-
tional Du Cinema already has
drawn up a protest, claiming that
this decree is contrary to the com-
mercial accords between France
and Belgium.

bn necessary works over a period

of years, but full compliance with

the civic authorities requirements
would be economically imppssible.

Theatre by-laws here are very
strict, and the 37 Club Theatre was
closed recently because unable to

comply with regulations on exits.
went uii uie music imu swiiumuD. sncg.'ag:
sasfssssaaa'ws
lower case Pacra, convinced show-
men here that vaude is not dead.

Of course, many cabarets here
have kept alive, the spirit • of the
music hall with the barnlike Mou-
lin Rouge presenting a new group
of acts and headliners every two
weeks. The Bal Tabarin did the
same before its demise arid sale

while the Folies-Bergere, Casino De
Paris, Lido, No'uvelle Eve and Eve
supply this §prt of routine on a
more longterm basis. Trie Alham-
bra held* on to ,a part-time vaude
show backed up by a first-run pic.

NoW, with the return of the Olym- _ _
pia, it looks like acts are assured

! from Francisco Benitez, secretary.

Mexico City, Jan.J9.
Unless the government provides
regular $58,140-annual subsidy

and a practical rehabilitation .pro-

gram, the theatre Here will become
as extinct as the dodo. This was
the message to the ^government

more turnover while the better
acts, Which, have been lured from
the barren Parisian boards, will be
coming back promising better
shows and names.
The first Olympia show will

headline Aime Barelli and orches-

of the National Theatrical Federa-
tion. He added that 1953 .was the
worst year in modern times experi-
enced by the theatre here in more
than four centuries. Most impresa-
rios went broke and the stage suf
fered a total loss of more than

Vienna, Jan. 19.
Although the .Communist press

especially in the satellite coun-
tries where It has a monopoly
rarely falls to recall that the Rus-
sians. invented tv, video service
behind the Iron Curtain Is only
entering its most primary experi-
mental stages. Programs on a
scheduled baste are promised for
no ^ earlier w than 1955-56. Only
Czechoslovakia j Hungary and Po-
land; outside Russia itself, have
even mentioned experimental ac-

tivities. One transmitter is operat-
ing on an irregular test basis in

East Berlin as. well.

Only receivers mentioned as

available are Russian-made al- .

though recent Hungarian reports

said factories there would be pro-

ducing Soviet-style sets by 1955.

Latest Russki seta seen at last

year’s Vienna Arade fair showed
tiny, screens (about 7-inch maxi-
ImUm) but claimed higher line

definition than U.S. standards.

The Budapest newspaper, Nep-
sava, recently devoted a full-page

With picture ~to report, the very
first tv transmission in Hungary.
Apparently only one receiver, at

the offices of Conirade Rezso Ho-
dos, director, of television for the

post office, was in service. News-
men were invited there to see a

'

test pattern and a / single still

photo transmitted from a 100-watt

station located/ four kilometers

distant.

The receiver is described as a

Leningrad type, one of the best

tv sets of the world, from the So-

viet Union.” It’s listed as having

625 liri.es and a member of the

audience is reported saying “You
can recognize the picture! Look,

that’s Eva Lang.”
The article concludes

1

! “It is

hoped the tv centre in Budapest
will be ready for. May 1, 1955,

when it will broadcast the many,

lovely processions in Budapest

on that day. Soon, we will see

many T shaped antennas, instead

of just the one now in Budapest;”

tra, songstress Lucienne Delyle, $700,000, Benitez said.
the hep comedy trio Les Craddocks
and the Ballet D’Andoulousie. The
following, toppers will be Georges
Bjassens, Eddie Contantine and
June Richmond. Meanwhile the
Bobino goes on with its top shows
and receipts as the top music hall

here.

Disputed ‘White Rose’

Winds Cuban Shooting,

Doing Interiors in MeX
Havana, Jan. 19.

Filming of outdoor scenes for

“The White Rose” has been com-

pleted here by a Mexican produc-

ing company. It had been here

five weeks, and returned to Mexico
for work of a week or, two on in-

door scenes.

The film, which is about the

apostle of Cuban independence,

Jose Marti (“The White Rose” was
a poem he wrote), has aroused,

a

storm of criticism in Cuba. Main
objections £re on historical

grounds (Cubans claim Marti is.

unfavorably depicted) and because
a Mexican actor and not a Cuban
was given the role of Marti.

Director of the film is Mexican
Emilio Fernandez. Because of

statements he reportedly made dis-

paraging film-making, he was chal-

lenged to a duel, but the dispute
was settled by an honor court.

.

The next picture reportedly
planned by Fernandez is “The Re-
bellion of the Hung Ones,” which
is to be in Spanish and English,
Dealing with the Mexican Revolu-
tion, the film is expected to take

,
12 weeks to produce. Lead is to

be played by Pedro Armendariz.
Fernandez later may go to Rome

for a film with Silvana Mangano.

RIVAL BRITISH MGRS.

CLAIM GIGLI BOOKINGS
Glasgow, Jan. 19.

Beniamino Gigli, vet Italian

tenor, has been booked to sing at

12 concerts in Britain by two im-
presarios, Harold Fielding and
Sander Gorlinsky, and both have
reserved dates for recitals in St.

Andrew’s Hall here. Fielding has
provisional bookings for March 1

and March 23. Gorlinsky’s agents
booked the hall for March 2.

The rival impresarios have
booked halls, hotel suites and or-

dered bills for the 12-concert tour,
opening Feb. 20. They have now
passed the rnanagement problem
to their lawyers. Meantime, the
rival Glasgow concert agents are
awaiting instructions.

In Rome, the 63-year-old, ex-
Met tenor is quoted as saying that
Goriinsky is his impresario.

The lone
,
remaining prop of the

local theatre, the vaude-revufc
houses, is in grave danger of fall-

ing because of diminishing box-
office and greater competition frorii

pix which the public finds Iqgs ex-

pensive. Higher costs, mostly tax-
es, also hurt. Benitez admitted that
the Federation’s plea to players
that they work for lowgr wages
was coldly received.

Stressing coriiedy failed to hypo
biz. The seven new theatres that
tried light comedies folded fast.

About 50 plays were offered here

Field Seen in 1954 By

Mex City Union Fights

ACT Balks at Howard

As Verne Pic Producer
London, Jan.. 19.

A request by London Films that
Gy Howard, who had scripted

|

last year.

“Around the World in 80 Days,”
tfifc Jules Verne story, should be
allowed to assume the producer
chore, is being challenged by the
Assn, of Cine Technicians. .

On the recommendations of the
producer-director section of ACT,
the union is writing to the Minis-
try of Labor explaining, that it

®r Pl^y I)ost m a senes of 16 weekj

could see no reason why Howard *y
.

ra
* j

Prof
rarns which

OLIVIER HOST ON 16

WEEKLY RADIO SHOWS
, Lond6n, Jan. 19.

Laurence Olivier is either to star

should produce the film simply be-
cause he had written the script.

It claimed this is another sign of
the intervention of American tech-
nicians into the United Kingdom
because of increasing unemploy-
ment in Hollywood. They also ask
the Ministry td ascertain Howard’s
other producing credits, and
whether a British director would
be employed on the filrn^

OFFICIAL COIN FOR MEX PIX

Industry* Bank To Allow $17,000

A Film As in ’53

will be presented under the um-
brella title of “Laurence Olivier
Presents.” The series, which were
produced by Harry Alan Towers,
begin Feb. 2.

In addition to Olivier, guest art-
ists will be featured in the pro-
gram, including Orson Welles in
Pushkin’s “The Queen of Spades,”
Ralph Richardson in Conrad’s “The
Tale,” Michael Redgrave in “The
Overcoat” by Gogol and Robert
Donat, and Rene Asherson in Stev-
enson’s “Sire de Afeletroit’s Door.”
Among the stories in the series are
“The Purse” by Balzac, “The Cen-
terville Ghost” by Oscar Wilde,
and’ H. G. Wells’ “Country of the
Blind.”

Tokyo, Jan. : 19.

Daiei prexy Masaichi Nagata, top

leader of the Japanese film indus-

try,' has informed the press that

the country’s pix biz could earn

about $5,000,000 from foreign mar-

kets in 1954 or an increase of $3,-

000,000 over last year’s gross. Na-

gata’s activities last year included

planning the first Asian Film Fes-

tival to be held here in May and
inducing the all-important Japan
Federation of Economic Organiza-

tion (similar to U. S. National

Assn, of Manufacturers) to sup-

port the film industry financially.

The topper also predicted that

the average attendance per person

in Japan would climb’ from the

1953 figure of 8.5 to 12 or 13 in

1954. North America is the most

difficult
.
market to crack with the

Japanese product, according to Na-

gata. He added that southeastern

A‘sia, especially.- Formosa, was the

most promising. ' In Formosa, a

Japanese film can earn as much as

$2,500.

Meanwhile, it is reported that

Japan will import less foreign films

this year in view of the expected

unfavorable foreign coin balance.

It 'is reported, that the 1954-55

quota may be reduced by 28 films

from the 1953-54 figure of 208.

Mexico City, Jan. 2^T
Contending that 150 cinemas are

too many for )his City of more than
3,500,000, the local exhibitors’ un-
ion has asked the city, government
to nix all applications for film thea-
tre building permits.
The union says only a few cine-

mas are doing any important biz

and that most ate steadily starving
to death. It avers that film thea-
tre operating costs here have hiked
400% in recent years, that there

j

are fewer patrons for most houses
and also that the 46c admission

1 maximum leaves slim profits.

Mexixco City, Jan. 19.

Official coin for film production
will be “adequate” this year, ac-

j

j . ,, .. , m
Cording to the trade’s own bank, LOnGOIl YRrifitV Idlt
the semi-official Banco National I

v J v“-

Cinematografico,
4
’ because its work-

ing capital has been raised to $.4,-

500,000 or a $1,160,000 increase
over last year. The bank put up
$3,400,000 last year for film pro
ductiori.

Sets Two Big Preems
London, Jan. 19.

Two West End film preems are
among the major events for 1954
already lined up, by the London

The bank stresses that it intends Tent of -the Variety Club. One Will

to ho|d strictly to the policy it be held at Warner Theatre .and
adopted in 1953 to place a ceiling the other at the Plaza, one of the
production credit of $17,400 per
pic. Bank also insists that pix it

backs must be made in Mexico.
The bank and a producers’ syn-

dicate are forming a society to dis-

tribute Mexican pix ‘abroad.

Paramount first-run theatres
For the first time, the club is

branching oiit into maior provin-
cial activity with preems being set

for Birmingham, Bournemouth,
Cardiff, Manchester and Newcastle.

Science-Fiction Film

Started by Danzigers
London, Jan. 19.

The Danziger brothers (Edward
and Harry) are producing Britain’s

first major science fiction film,

“Devil Girl from Mars.” It will be

distributed through British Lion.

Production is being lensed at

Shepperton. Cast is headed by

Hugh McDermott, Adrienne Com,
Peter Reynolds, Hazel Court, Jo-

seph Tomelty, John Laurie, So-

phie Stewart and. Patricia Laffan.

David Macdonald is directing. Story

describes the landing on earth of

a spaceship from ariother planet.

The Danziger Bros, recently

completed; a series of 39 telepix

for release through Paramount.

Some of these have been combined

and are being released as second

features in British theatres.
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“THE CRUEL SEA”
SMASHES ALL-TIME RECORDS

IN AUSTRALIA
t

THE J. ARTHUR RANK ORGANISATION PAYS TRIBUTE TO A FINE BRITISH
PRODUCTION BY EALING STUDIOS AND AN OUTSTANDING ACHIEVE-
MENT BY THE AUSTRALIAN SHOWMEN OF GREATER
UNION THEATRES LTD.

STATE THEATRE, SYDNEY

FIRST
RECORD-BREAKING WEEK

$31,467

• i

"CRUEL SEA STATE SYDNEY TOOK A NET

FOURTEENTHOUSAND AN D TWENTY-EIGHT

POUNDS FIRST WEEK ENDED LAST FRIDAY STOP

THIS IS AN ALL TIME RECORD AND IS THREE-

THOUSAND FOURHUNDfcED AND FIFTYTHREE

POUNDS IN EXCESS OF ALL TIME RECORD
CREATED SAME THEATRE BY FROM HERE TO
ETERNITY TEN WEEKS PREVIOUSLY"

NORMAN RYDGE GREATER UNION
THEATRES SYDNEY 5.1 .54

STATE THEATRE, SYDNEY

SECOND
RECORD-BREAKING WEEK

"SECOND WEEK CRUEL SEA" AT STATE SYDNEY
REACHED A NET ELEVEN THOUSAND FOURHUN-
DRED AND TWENTYFIVE POUNDS STOP AN-
OTHER ALL TIME RECORD FOR ANY FILM FOR
ANY WEEK STOP STILL FAR AHEAD OF TOTAL
FOR ANY PREVIOUS FILM"

NORMAN RYDGE

i

$ 57,095
IN TWO WEEKS FROM
SYDNEY'S POPULATION OF

1,621,040 people

"HEARTIEST CONGRATULATIONS ON SUCCESS
OF CRUEL SEA STATE THEATRE SYDNEY STOP
SUCH RESULTS CAN ONLY BE ACHIEVED BY
OUTSTANDING SHOWMANSHIP AND THEATRE
OPERATION"

JOHN DAVIS JARO LONDON

* THESE RECORDS FOLLOW CLOSELY

ON THE WORLD RECORDS

AMERICA and 71

ACHIEVED RECENTLY BY

4E RANK ORGANISAT101

r :

4'S CANADA
LATIN-AMERlCA i

DISTRIBUTION:

DISTRIBUTION: Uh nilFFN K CROWNED” 1. ARTHUR RANK FILM

Universal-International
ft IfUCCIi Id vllUlf li

AND
LI# DISTRIBUTORS (CANADA) LTD.

445 PARK AVENUE 277 VICTORIA STREET

NEW YORK, 22 “GENEVIEVE”
TORONTO, 1
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But Grant Some Union Members — For Publicity

Reasons •— Permission to Attend Anyhow

A Catholic Reaction
Albany, Jan,, 26.

The Evangelist, weekly of

the Albany Catholic Diocese

editorialized on; Friday (22)

:

“In view of the inefficacy of

existing state laws, it is clearly

evident that new statutes must

be framed in certain and
well-defined terms that wilt

prohibit the exploitation
;
of

Christian moral standards.

Supreme Court ruling "gives

•encouragement to the subver-

sive forces that thrive on im-

morality And concern to citi-

zens Who value public de-

cency,” It would "reduce the

Constitution to the role of a

guardian and promoter of li-

centiousness.”
•

Burned at the attitude of . Co-
lumbia’s negotiator in the opening
of talks for a new pact, the Screen
Publicists Guild, representing pub-

ad staffers of five distribs in New
York, will boycott today’s (Wed,

)

luncheon of the Associated Motion
picture Advertisers at which Paul
Lazarus Jr.,’ Col v.p.y will be the

principal speaker,
SPG has indicated that it has

no personal grudge against Laza-

rus, but is using this means to

make
:

known its displeasure with

the company. AMPA, which holds

monthly luncheons at the Piccadil-

ly Hotel, N. Y., is an org made up
of pub-ad execs and staffers, In-

vited to today’s sessions are book
publishers whose companies fre-

quently tie-in with film promotions.
Some SPG staffers* who Work
closely with the publishers and
who have had long-standing dates
with them for the luncheon, have
been granted special dispensation

by the union to attend.the event.

Union’s beef with Col stems from
the first meeting with negotiator

H. K. Kaufman. SPG states that

although it submitted its demands Washington, Jan. 26.

to the company more than a month Despite the conspicuous absence

'.?I5S comment on the

demands and offered no. counter
,

tax ,frpm President Eisenhowers

proposals. ’

‘-budget message last week there

Meanwhile, SPG is continuing i aDpears to be a strong feeling in

ner Bros. A union spokesman said £on6ress to take ac^ y y.

that, although: differences exist, Members of the House Ways ana

both companies are bargaining in Means Committee, now working on
good faith. Talks with 20th-Fox

! revision of the tax laws, indi-
and Universal, remaining compa- ; • .

nies in the SPG orbit, will get un-
j

cated

der way at the expiration of their
j

pealcrJor_th®_ p„^fc
prrsent pacts. U’s expires
March 2 and 20th’s on April 17

Congress Friendly, Ike

Apparently Not, Slash

In Tax Is

Int’l Television
—

-

Continued from page 1 sa

most adaptable form of television

series' for theatrical exhibition has>

been the "theatre type”- presenta-

tion, where the joining together of

several subjects has offered the

opportunity of presenting a motion

picture on the lines of the Mau-

gham series of short story films.

Even then, however, the demand

for films of this character is Sim-

ply not sufficient to absorb the

amount of product generated by

even a single television series.

There’ll Be Some Changes Made

All this is a depressing picture

but I am convinced that within a

matter of two years there will be a

dramatic change in the situation.

DISNEY’S KEY SALES

EXECS TO COAST FEB. 1

Unusually well-heeled with prod-;

uct, Walt Disney Productions has

called Its key personnel in N. Y.

and Europe to the Coast for.*

Series of confabs on sales policy

matters. Sessions begin next Mon-

day (1). . .
r

.

Among items on the agenda is

discussion of how to distribute

"The Living Desert” abroad ip. the

absence of the Usual releasing deal

with RKO. Dishey set up its own
company, Buena- .Vista Distributing

Co., for handling this current entry

in the U. $. . .

Due in N. Y. this week en route

to the studio parleys *are Qyril

Edgar, film' rep, and Cyril James,

merchandising exec, in tne United

Kingdom; Wallace Feigrioux, rep

on the Continent, and Leo Horster,

manager in Western Germany. Leo
F Samuels, worldwide sales super-

visor, and Ned Clarke, foreign

chief, will trek west from
Y. headquarters and

ad-pub head, will

The experience of my companies in

the field of syndicating both Amer- fheir N.

ican and foreign radio programs Charles _

throughout the w^ldhes taught to p* ai
that while the multiplicity of

ready finished, Disney has "Lady
markets is important, the essential an(j the Tramp,” first cartogpfea-

conditibns necesary to make the ture in C’Scope, nearing comple-

international syndication business tion and "20,000 Leagues Under

worthwhile are two primary mar- the Sea,” Disney’s first live action

kets, both English-speaking—The feature in the same medium,. mpW
United States and The United in production,

Kingdom. Incidentally, the same* ——

-

situation; broadly speaking, applies Set Committees
to the international motion picture MUOrs ^
business. To. date, the American Hollywood, Jan. 26,

market has frequently lacked sta- William B. Murphy, American

bility and the British market has Cinema Editors proxy, has ap-

been virtually non-existent. pointed chairmen of 12 committees

All this may be Changed within a to handle the group’s operations

on ;
at least so far as it affects the

j

lower priced admissions and neigh-

|

borhood houses. At the same time

legit, professional sports, and
other branches of entertainment

are also urging Congress to slash

the 20% so far as it affects them.

n T
' Last August when he pocket ve-

Warren, O., Jan. 26.
[
toed the motion picture admissions

Steve Hreno_of Niles, O., who
! tax repealer, the President issued a

operates the Elm Rojuf Drivein
; slatenfent explaining that he ex-

Theatre at Warren, O., has been
, pectej recommend a reduction

in the admissions tax on all amuse-
ments, after Congress returned in

HAN GUILTY;

SHOT BOY CRASHER

found guilty by a jury of six men
;

and six women, of pointing and
discharging a firearm. This carries i

a maximum penalty of $1Q0 fine

;

and a year in jail. He will be sen-

;

teheed Feb. 1 by Common Pleas;
Judge G. H. Burrell.

Hreno had originally been
charged with shooting- with intent ;

to wound, an offense that carries ;

a one-to-20-year sentence. Hreno

!

was charged with wounding 15-

‘

year-oid Charles Sager, whose par-
j

ents have filed a civil suit for:
S’l 10,000 -against Hreno, which is.

still pending.
The youth and two companions ,

sneaked into the outdoor mpvie

,

last August, when the shooting oc-
curred. The defense has claimed
that Hreno shot only to frighten
the trio, but the state charged that

;

Hreno shot the boy in the back.
Yeung Sager was hospitalized for
some time, and now walks with
the aid of two canes.

EXONERATED Oty $300 LOAN

January. Hence, it came as a con-
siderable shock to show biz people
when the President’s budget mes-
sage made no mention of this sub-
ject. Treasury Secretary George M.
Humphrey was asked, about this at

a press conference and declared
that "the entire excise tax program
is still under* study by the Treas-
ury Department.”

In the, portion of his message
estimating receipts for the next
fiscal year, Elsenhower figured
$300,000,000 to come from the 20%
admissions tax. This is just a little

below the current year’s $305,000,-
000 estimate. It hints that the Ad-
ministration thinks of keeping the
20%. The same estimates of reve-
nue show a $48,000,000 yield from
nitery tabs, same as for the current
year; and $80,0.00,000 from coin
operated amusement and- slot ma-
chines, also the same as the figure
for the current year.

during 1954. They are:

George Amy, both executive and

g
ublic relations committees;. Bill

eynolds, research and education;

Tony Martinelli, balloting; Alma
Fred

Gross,

awards; Aaron Stell, publications;

Edna Warren, membership; Rich-

ard Van Enger, public speaking;

Warren Low, remembrance, and
Ralph Winters, sergearit-at-arnjs.

Gala • Giddy
Continued from page 3

matter of 12 months by the British

Conservative Government’s deci-

sion to press ahead with competi-

tive television. Tlfe immediate
financial resources of such a serv-

ice should not be over-estimated Macrone, entertainment,

but the effect of competition in the Berger, finance; Roland

field of programming can, .
and

should, transform the British mar-

ket into a worthwhile source of

revenue for the independent pro-

ducer of television product.

Britain on Guard

Now let us -examine the pitfalls

and misconceptions^ which have al-

ready grown up—particularly in

the U.S.—concerning the effect of

a competitive British television

market and the demand for im-
ported product. It is virtually cer-

tain that, right from the beginning;

British commercial television will

be an affair of restrictions and reg-

ulations many of which will be
designed to prevent any flooding of

the market by imported product.
Actually, my own belief is, taking

as a basis the entire range of

American television product at

present available on film, only a
very small proportion of such prod-
uct would, in any case, be of inter-

est to the British station operator.
The example of the universal ap-
peal of American films is, in this

case, not entirely relevant because
for many reasons British commer-
cial television will, from its incep-
tion, be on guard against too high

Edward G. Robinson Acted
Humanely,' Not Corruptly

Washington, Jan', 26.
|

House Unftmerican Activities !

Committee yesterday (25) cleared .

Edward G. Robinson of any im-
propriety in lending $300 to the
committee’s former chief investi-

j

gator, Louis J. Russell. Russell was ’

fired by committee ch a I r man
Harold Velde after the incident
was disclosed.

Robinson came here yesterday
for aii hour-long session behind

|

closed doors wjth the committee,
to answer questions about the
loan. At its conclusion he refused
any comment.

French Lkie
Continued from page 3 —

—

position re the censorship legal-

istics in Ohio and N. Y.* remains

to be seen.

But, for certain, RKO’s experi-

ence in handling the Jane Russell

picture will be watched closely by

the trade and individuals and
groups on the outside.

Original booking of "Line” had
been set by the studio and knowl-

edge of this was kept from the

RKO sales organization in N. Y.

day. Proceeds go to the March of

Dimes and a string of showbusi-

ness aid press "names” have been
cooperating via the manning of

ticket booths at the theatre the

past two weeks.
RKO and the Samuel Goldwyn

office are set with, the first reissue

to open with elaborate trimmings.
"Best Years of Our Lives” unfolds
anew at the RKO Keith’s Theatre,
Washington, next Tuesday (2). It’s

listed as a blacG-tie^ affair with the
White House Correspondents Assn,
serving as “host.” A good segment
of D. C;’s official brass has accept
ed invitations.

Universal brought its spotlight

to Miami last Tuesday (19) for the
opening of "Glenn Miller Story
at the Carib, Miracle and Miami

a proportion of foreign originated' I Theatres. U prez Milton Rackmil,

However, later, the committee «, , „ • ^ j ..

Issued a formal statement which f 1**?**

’

4

do
J
1

u
est >c ’ sale

:
s

said, "after a careful investiga-
! ^ the homepf-

tion into the circumstances sur-
flce

,

r°
l

m Gp^t at the past

rounding the loan, the committee
;^e

P
d

-

a
?2*i

s
/
aid

'

:

^,?
iaV

5w
glv<?1

is of the Unanimous opinion that |
,ie Si^^I'Sht for sending the pic

it was made for humanitarian rea-

'

,ntn Playdatcs in all areas,

sons, and it was in no way in-*1 Film is. one of six films which
tended to influence any staff mpm- : BKQ has set for release next
ber for any improper favors or ac- nionth, the others including Walt
tions. The committee is therefore

! Disney’s "Rob Roy, the Highland
closing this phase of the matter.” i

Rogue” ahd the reissue of Saniuel
Robinson brought with him the Goidwyn’s "Best Years of Our

correspondence in the case which Lives” and Disney’s "Pinacchio.”
disclosed that Russell sought a • Distrib has seven other new pix
loan of $600 last July "to meet .set lor handling from March
hospital expenses.” .through June.

film.

Although this will mean that
both for reasons of domestic re-
striction and product suitability,

only a small proportion of Ameri-
can television films will find a
market in Britain, the result should
not be entirely disadvantageous to
the American producer for it

should mean a fair price will be
paid for his product, bearing" In
mind that in the initial stages the;

audience for British commercial
television stations will be compara-
tively small.

Above all, however, the begin-
nings of an Anglo-American tele-
vision market will lead, for the
first time, to the conception ahd
production of product aimed at the
international- television field. My
own cbmpany already has extensive
plans in this direction and, from
our experience in the radie field,

we kow that it is feasible to create
syndicated series which can find a
common market throughout the
English-speaking world.

The example of Britain in intro-
ducing competitive television will,
almost inevitably, be followed by
other parts of the British Common-

exec. v.p. Alfred Daff, production
topper Edward Muhl and others
from the studio joined in the cere-
monies. Round bf dinners and par
ties were held in honor of James
Stewart, star of the pic.

Republic, Too
Republic Was in pitching with

"Jubilee Trail;” which had its

world preem at the Saenger The-
atre, New Orleans. Civic activities
in connection with the film were
given a wide radio-jtv-press play
and appearances were made by
Vera Ralston, Joan Leslie, Pat
O’Brien, Ray Middleton and Others
Warners pulled a switch in un

veiling its first anamorphic pic
The Command,” at the Paramount

Theatre, N. "Y. Tickets were sold
to the general public in addition
to luring the "celebrities” via invi-
tation. Stars were driven to the
house in a stagecoach (in keeping
with the pic’s theme) as the arc
lights added to the glitter*

Par, which pir'eemed "Forever
Female” at the Victoria Theatre,
N. Y., last week with the tradition-
al splash, is continuing with its

earlier-mapped plans for regional
bows of "Cease Fire.” This entry

Col’s ‘Shoot Works’
S«s Continued .from pace 3 -

—

arrangement but who owns what
participation is subject to the
tricky twists and turns which lat-

er-day pic financing has taken.

Bank money will be used, of
course, but such presently un-
known factors as ,ciitai

;

for stars,

etc., will determine the Col-Goetz
profits Split.

At any rate, that there’s big

money involved is’ shown in the

$300,0p0-plus-percentige price paid

or the "Guys” rights (she separate
story). Goetz, incidentally, is aim-
ing for a quick start with Col and
may have the entire initial slate

of three films either Completed dr
before the cameras within a yeah
filmmaker moves on to the Col
ot this Week.

'

Another studio property set for
an early start is "Phfft;” with Judy
Holliday starred. This is an un-
produced play by George Axelrod
which Col bought recently at
$80,000.

Sked of gilt-edged projects be-
yond this point allegedly is a
toughie to figure, the company
being wary of going overboard with
oo much investment in too little

time. But somewhere in the fu-
ture are three pix which will have
Broadway identity and which
doubtless Will represent heavy,
coin. These are "My Sister Eileen,

1 ’

originally lensed by Col as a
straight comedy, now current as a
musicalized Jegiter at the Winter
Garden, N. Y.; “Picnic/* rights to

which nicked Col for $325,000* and
Pal Joey.” Burt Lancaster is

being eyed for the male lead in

Picnic”; Ralph Meeker has the
brawny lover part on stage.

'Joseph and Brethren*.

Also in the future is "Joseph
aiid His Brethren,” Biblical story
already scripted by JOhn Lee Ma-
liin, which Col acquired from Louis
B. Mayer, This, too, looks set for

the C’Scope treatment, and advices
from the inside are that, the com-
pany is going as high as $3,000,000
in .its budget estimates.

Re latching on to indie pro-
ducers, Col is actively at work on
trying to shed its: reputation as

"too hard to make: a deal with,”
according to some film men. Point
is made that previously the outfit

was disinclined to risk much capi-

tal with the outsiders and/or
placed tough demands

.
on the in-

dies as basis for a production-dis-
tributed agreement. In any event
Col has. entered the competition
for such setups and is willing to go ••

along with production inciney risks,

RKO did a similar about-face re-

cently as a means of luring out-

side producers; United Artists for

some time has had a varied assort-

ment of financial participation set-

ups with the indies.

Fiscal Tipoff

Tipoff on the Col attitude now,
in addition to the Goetz affiliation,

are coin advances for releasing

rights to DaVld O. Selznick’s "In-

discretion of an American Wife,’*

Jennifer Jones starrer, and partici-

pation in the production fund
(roughly $900,000 for negative

Cost) for "Waterfront,” ivhich Elia

Kazan is now directing with Mar-
lon Brando starred.

Finally, the company and Stan-*

ley Kbamer are now setting the

campaign for the release next sum-
mer of "Caine Mutiny,” Kramer’s
final production under the Col
banner. This . also is a follow-

through on the idea, Widely adopt-
ed in the picture business, that

modest productions mean limited

income; there’s no income ceiling

with big pix, if they click, as evi-

denced by "From Here to Eterni-

ty.” Now if someone *can only

come up with the formula to make
the big ones click.

wealth and while for a long time produced by Hal Vfallis, is being
to come the revenue accruing from given unusually strong promotional
such territories as Australia will, cooperation by the Armed Services,
be small, the English-speaking such as in providing military
world is now, I believe, irrevocably bands, etc., for each opening. ;

committed to varying forms of Finally, 20th, which has intro-
competitive television which should duced all its C’$cope pix Via invi-
provide, for the television film tatiOnal preems so far, appears
producer, a market which will in bent on continuing with this policy,
the end profoundly influence the This assures at least ope “gala
production of television material in preem” a month from 20th alone
all lands, ’

. in the future.

Metro Films
Continued froih. page 4

Metro roster will be seen in one

or more of the: entries. Name val-

ues include Lucille Ball and Desi

Arnaz, Cornel Wilde, Mel Ferrer,

Shelley Winters, Ann Blyth, Fer-

nando Lamas, Howard Keel, Eliza-

beth Taylor, William Holden, June

Allysort, Frederic March, Paul

Douglas, Barbara Stanwyck, Walter

Pidgeon, Lpuis Calhern, Lana

Turner, Pier Angeli, Van Johnson,

Clark Gable, Victor Mature, Greer

Garson and Gene Kelly.



* Have you seen the grosses, in theatres large and small, on 20th's "THE ROBE" "HOW TO MARRY

A MILLIONAIRE," "BENEATH THE 1 2-MILE REEF" and "KING OF THE KHYBER RIFLES"!
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Boston, Jan. 26. 4-

Branding the' vintage law, re-

quiring theatre proprietors to have

two licensed projectionists in the

booth at all times as “unreasonable

and invalid*' and Public Safety

Commissioner Otis Whitney's in-

tent to enforce the law as "arbi-

trary and oppressive,*' the Massa-

chusetts Supreme Judicial Court

last week ruled that the two pro-

jectionists are no longer necessary

wherever safety film is used.

Decision was handed down in an-

swer to a petition, filed 'several

months ago by the Flint Theatre

Co., which has long argued the

law was outmoded and relief was

. necessary for exhibs to continue in

business..
Petition has been opposed by

IATSE and Moving Picture Oper-

ators of U. S. and Canada.

YANK FILMS SOAR AT

W. GERMAN
Berlin, Jan. 19.

Trend in film boxoffice popular-

ity in West Germany’s most im
portent key cities in December
showed a loss by German, and a

good gain by U, S. films. - German
pix remained on .top with 42.4% of

playdates as compared with, 47.7%
in November." Hollywood films

held second spot but climbed to

36.5%. of dates as against 31.3%
in November. Latter gain is ex-

plained by strong releases grabbed

by exhibs in December. Trench
pix were next in playing time.

;

The German pic, “Tageb.uch

eirier Verliebteh;” was released by
Deutsche was top grosser, with

the Franco-Italian film “Return of

Don Camillo,” second. “Salome’’

(Col) reached fifth spot and was
the most successful American film

of the month. J'Gone With Wind
(M-G), only shown in three" Ger-
man cinemas so far, appeared for

the first time among the 20 biggest

grossers, holding 14th spot.

Scared of ‘Moon’
WCBS, N. Y., wanted to use

a 60-second clip jfrom “Moon
Is Blue” as a preface to a tv

show Saturday <23>. CBS gave

debate on the Production Code
controversial film' .a close look

but decided that any one full

minute of footage would be

too “risky.” Dropped the idea;.

Wrestling’s Boxoffice

Minneapolis, Jan. 26.

Minneapolis continues to be one

of the nation’s “best” wrestling

cities in the nation from the at-

tendance standpoint and that form

of entertainment still is considered

the top moneymaking amusement
here. But Tony Stecher, local- pro-

moter, told the Morning Tribune

that grosses are down 25% from

last year “and I know that the rea-

son is the tv films.”

He says it's the same through-

out the country—the wrestling

films that are flooding the net-

works and local stations have been
wrecking the gate. Promoters,

made a 'big mistake When they de-

cided to* sell these wrestling filmsJ

•outright instead of dealing for con-

trol of them.”

.

Pjde Coena Mist Retain

To laps, Coorl Rule*
Tokyo, Jan, 26,

Basing its decision on the

grounds that V.S. control of the

Ernie Pyle Theatre* in downtown
Tokyo, was not essential to the

guarding of Japan against foreign

aggression, the Tokyo court last

week ruled that the V .

security

forces should return the filmhouse

to its Japanese owners, the Toho

Motion Picture Co. Theatre, which

had been under U.S; control since

the start of the Allied occupation,

was .requisitioned by the Japanese

Government and made available to

the U.S. forces. The Toho suit was
filed against the Japanese govern-

ment.,
;

Japanese government has ap-

pealed the decision and is attempt-

ing to get a renewal of its requisi-

tion order. Return of the theatre

to Its Japanese owners would not

eliminate a film showcase for the

troops serving in Japan. All the

major housing projects set up for

the TJ.S. personnel are equipped
with theatres. Also, there are a
'number of Japartfese houses that

showcase foreign films.
,

Scout De Lore Lab Site

.DeLuxe Laboratories, 20th-Fox

subsid in N. Y.,' may go “way out

of town” to establish a Technicolor

plant. DeLuxe has been licensed

Air-Debate on Code
Centiaitfp from pace T

llglon »Ume/can be identified with
,
Sadie js now -a dancehall enter-

the Code* asked: "How come Mr.

Quigley add Father Lord;; Who
drew up the Code* are both Cath-

olics?” The reference was to Mar-

tin Quigley, trade paper publisher,

and Rev. Daniel A. Lord of the
Society of Jesus, who collaborated

in framing the Code.

O’Brien said that he studied the

:

minutes of Congressional discus*-/

sion concerning films/ This made it

clear, said O'Brien, that objections

to certain pix of the time were

coming jfrom various church groups

and not alone Catholics. He Said

the Code was . designed « to stave

off federal censorship,

Guernsey’s complaint was that

existence of the Code has the ef-

fect of discouraging production of

certain films which otherwise

would . be . made* He said he felt

that the Code “should be seriously

revised and should perform an ad-

visory rather than a censorship

function.”

Clagett found it “encouraging”

that WCBS-TV “as well as all re-

sponsible stations have a code, and
it is drawn largely from the. Pro-

duction Code. It is ironic that all

the fuss and furore—and a fair

amount of publicity—centered on

by Techni to turn out imbibition this one picture (“Moon”) when
prints hut isn't likely to do so un-

til about a year from, now.
Lab is currently exploring sites

Westchester, on Long Islandin

GERMAN

and in New Jersey. Facilities of

DeLuxe in N, Y. aren't big enough
to house the Techni machinery. Lab
is currently busy turning out Cine

8,000 pictures have been made un-

der the Code.”

Publicity Seeking?

The oral tug-o’-war made for

lively listening at points. Clagett

wanted to know why Preminger
consented to “substantial” changes

taiper* not * prostitute as in the
original. Farther, the key male
ghar*Cter

x
of "Reverend Davidson,”

has bkem watered downto* non-
clerical "Mister,".. Didn’t ftui pro-
duction Code influence these
changes? Agronsky wanted to
know. '

The newsman also claimed that
tv’s adaptation of Maugbam’s “The
Letter” stayed with the author’s
script, whereas the "R^nler film

(1946) saw to it that tbenibrdere.ss
died as retribution foi^^er sins.

(The original meted oht, punish-
ment to the woman ,#i her o\vn
conscience.).. •

Johnston professed on knowl-
edge of what role, if any, the Pro-
duction Code played in either case.

(It’s to be noted' that’ Production
Code ‘matters are handled on the
Coast by the Joseph L Breen of-

fice and usually are not brought
to the attention of Johnston and
MPAA board members unless seri-

ous basslea develop.)

In any event, one thing seemed
certain from the Johnston'Agron-
sky skirmish. The program was
far too short for either side to of-

f^r a full case, and key questions
were left unanswered.

; This su g-
gests another question: Isn’t the
public' likely to become confused
via such sketchy outlines of the
benefits and restrictions of the Pro-
duction Code?

„ . .

"in
f
uul

in the film to placate censors in
maScope prints on Eastman color

| Engjan(i, whereas refused any cuts
positive for 20th.

Program of Inti Scribes

j

Hollywood, Jan. 26.

First get-together meeting of

Hollywood’s two rival foreign press

groups for an awards banquet was
a rousing success, from a pugilis-

tic standpoint. It was enlivened

by a knuckle brawl between two
sets of twins who got into a hassle

because of the shortage of seating

accommodations.
In this corner, wearing monocles

and subsequently one. black eye,

Scandinavian correspondents Gus-
tave and Bertil Unger. In the
other corner, Aly and Amad Sad-
ick, cotton brokers

,
and importers.

Referees Burl Ives and Gilbert
Roland finally stopped the fight'

because it was delaying the main
event, the presentation of awards
which turned out, ironically^ to be-

ll bust.
The winnahs: Marilyn Monroe,

“world favorite actress”; Robert
Taylor and Alan Ladd (a draw),
“favorite actors”; Spencer Tracy,
“best actor,” for “The Actress”;
Audrey Hepburn, “best actress,”
for “Roman Holiday,” and “The
Robe,” as “best picture of • the
year.”

Hollywood, Jan. 26.

While Hollywood studios import
talent from abroad two German
producers, Peter Schaeffers and
Aldo Pinelli, are in town rounding
up American thesps for a tunefilm

they will make in Berlin this sum-
mer. Another reason for their visit

is to negotiate with Universal and
other distribs for the American re-

lease of their latest picture, “Hit
Parade of 1954.” Film, made in

the German language, stars Mau-
rice Chevalier and features Stan

I-Kenton and his orchestra. It will

be dubbed in English for U.S. re-

lease.

Their company, Melodie Films,
has closed a deal with 20th-Fox for

the use of Cinemascope in their

next musical, the first German pic-

ture to be filmed in that process.

Producers have already signed
Charles Trenet, French singer now
in N.Y. and are dickering for
Frankie Laine and Harry James
and his band. They are also look-

ing for an unknown Hollywood
actress who can sing and dance.
Their idea is .to sign her for sev-

eral musicals and teach her Ger-
man when she lands in Berlin.

Continued from pate 7 ;

ute under which the film

banned in Ohio.
This runs counter to the view

of most, other censor boards, which
feel that, just as the “Miracle” de-

cision ended baiinings on the basis

of sacrilege, the “La Ronde” and
“M” decisions left them with little

more than the words “Obscene”
and “indecent” to go by. If ..this

interpretation is upheld, Ohio is

the hardest hit of them all . since

it redlighted “M” on four counts
of its present statute.

Limiting Significance
There was considerable senti-

ment for treating the “La Ronde”
and “M” cases as strictly “local”

in the U. S. as an avowed matter

of principle. Further, Clagett’s

comments and questions contained

the suggestion that Preminger was
out to cash in on the; publicity

values inherent in a clash with the
Code, but revised his film for Ertg-

was|

i

and, as the only means of obtain-

ing a theatre playoff.

Preminger: “As a citizen of the

U. S. I felt I had a right to offer

my little comedy for the pleasure

of the people of the U. : S. In Eng-
land I was a guest. There were
only a few changes made.”

Preminger beefed that indie pro-

ducers, “with the exception of Mr.
Goldwyn,” and United Artists, the
distributor, do not have a voice in

the Code. Guernsey said he
thought the RKO film, “Las Vegas
Story,’’ would have been more ob-
jectionable than “Moon” to censor
groups.

Charles Collingwood, moderator

Big Chains
Continued from page 3

issues with nd direct bearing on .

the four other states with censor of the tv program, asked if scut-

machinery. In fact, it was suggest- tling the Code wouldn’t mean more

Strip Fib’s Long Run
Burlesque still is big boxoffice on

Broadway, even if projected in an
independent film production, as at-

tested by the 17-week run of
“Striporama,” now current at the
N. Y. -Rialto. Currently in 17th
session, it is set to go an 18lh
weeks, with no closing date de-
cided on 'yet. This is the top long-
run at the small-seater Rialto.

Pic is nothing but a film version
of a hurley show, with all the
venerable burlesque gags—plenty
of strips Chorines and show gals
in film were recruited in the east,
since the pic was done in N. Y.
It’s combined with a Lili St. Cyr
short—also strip.

While the opening week’s gross
of $12,000 was not a Rialto record,
it has held consistently most of the
time between $5,000 and $7^000 for
the last seven weeks. Low mark
was the 16th Week when it dipped
to $4,200. Current stanza looks
like $5,200. Total gross for the

’Mqon’ Test of City’s Right

To Censor Set for Trial
Kansas, City, Jan... 26.. .

.

Court battle over censorship of
“The Moon Is Blue” will be
pitched in’ Cole County Circuit
Court of Judge SsTni C. Blair in
Jefferson City, Mo., following a

ruling by the Judge Saturday (23 V.

City of Kansas City (Mo.) had
filed a petition claiming the Cole
County court ha<| no jurisdiction in

the case. -

Suit filed ‘by Holmby_ Produc-
tions, Inc., United Artists and
Dickinson, Inc., circuit, .challenges

the right of the city to censor the
film and ban its pjaying. City
censor Mrs. Lora Williams re-
viewed the picture last summer
and ordered cuts' which United
Artists was unwilling to make.
When Dickinsbn appealed • to the
city motion picture appeal board
Che picture was banned here.

A —

$25,000 K.C. theatre Blaze
Kansas City, Jan. 26.

Interior of the Regal,
.
Kansas

City, Kans,, subsequent-run house,
was virtually destroyed in a fire

last Saturday (23). Damage was
estimated at over $25,000 by E. S.

Sutter, general manager.
Fire was raging through the first

floor when firemen arrived, and

ed that, should “La Ronde” be sub-
mitted in other states, it would, still

be banned.
This fits in with the general im-

pression that there would have to
be further test cases to define not
only the applicability of local stat-

utes, but also the view of the Su-
preme Court regarding the basic
legality of pre-release censorship
per se.

’Adult’ Tag Idea
Question of some system of cen-

sorship employing the “adult” tag
was discussed at length. Hugh M.
Flick, the N. Y. censor, has long
advocated such a scheme and now
says he may ask the N. Y. Board
of Regents to incorporate it into completed.

pressure from private groups.
Guernsey replied: “It would be bet-

ter to run the risk of this than to

have precensorship. This (keep-
ing the Cqrte) is giving in to the
pressure groups before you start.”

The critic was particularly anx-
ious to ram across the point that
many producers-^-Preminger being
the exception—choose not to make
a picture when Code reps say it

would not be acceptable to them.
O’Brien’s comment re this was that
certain advices are given to a pro-
ducer before a pic goes into pro-
duction but this counselling has
the effect of preventing official

censorship hassles after the film is

shown1 increases of from 10% to

20%, depending on the territory,

it’s estimated that, there has been

an overall attendance decrease in

all theatres in the U.S. of about

10%. According to the industry
sources, close to the statistical data,

the current big grosses being talk-

ed about are coming from, higher
admission prices and not from, in-

creased attendance. The overall

gross, for 1953, taking into con-

sideration the small theatres which
have been losing business to the

big houses, is estimated at 4 to

5% below that of thq. previous

years!,

It’s admitted that 700 drivens
and 150 new theatres were built

during the past two years* but the

industry position is that it is still

shy
, a great number of theatres

whtfn the figures are totaled up.

Television,mot as potent a com-
petitor in areas where it’s been
around for several years, is still a

dangerous enemy /in territories

where it is jus* opening up. This

is particularly true of certain sec-

tions of the midwest and north-

west. Unlike the early .days of tv,

covering the years from 1946 to

1952, when it took four or five

years to go from zero to 70% tv

saturation of an areay the intro-

duction of tv in a new section

means a 60% video saturation in

less than a year. In areas new to

tv, film attendance has shown de-

clines of .60 to 70%.

the N. Y. statute. Rest of the cen-
sors, with the exception of Sidney
Traub of Maryland, expressed little

interest in the idea.
Flick himself indicated last >veek

that he was less worried about/ en-
forcement than about getting ex-
hibs to display a classification in
their ads. To what extent the board
would be in its legal right in im-
posing such a regulation Is ques-
tionable but Flick thought It was
definitely worth a try. Other cen-
sors have indicated restrictive

eight fire companies fought the
first 17 weeks will be $108,000 or

j

Maze over an hour before bringing
slightly over.

! it under control.

relation to the increasing im-

portance of the export subsidiary.

Latter has grown in value to the

Yank film corporations via its han-
dling of tricky money problems
abroad, the solution of which has

had a marked bolstering effect;

upon overall production-distribu-
tion economies.

MPAA, on the other hand, obvi-

ously doesn’t bring, in revenue, be-

ing a trade association whose job

is to guard against adverse legisla-

tion, promote public: goodwill and

hamper them in their work since I

^ssn, of America* on the (.perform intratrade functions in

some of their bannmgs are based

Clagett concluded with an in-

vitation to Preminger and Guern-
sey to offer specific suggestion for
revising the Code, premising that
these would be considered. Earlier
in the discussion he said the Code
was not “sacrosanct,” that changes
have been made in past and doubt-
less will be in future.

Separate Item: Johnston
Question whether films and tele-

vision parallel each other in code
standards was raised by Eric A.

‘French Lino’ Base
Continued from pace 3

classification of pix would actually JoI>nstom president of . the Motion

precisely on the reason that they're
for the good of younger, patrons.

Flick is frankly influeiAed by
the restrictive system adopted in
the Province of Ontario, where the
censor even has the right, to de-
termine what theatres a film can
play in.- The N. Y. censor, who un
like most , other censors is a civil

servant* and not a political ap- . ^

pojnfee, maintains that Hollywood
|

thattv is under less stringent self-

Martin Agronsky “At Issue* 15-
minute program over ABC-TV last
Wednesday (20).

Johnston argued that tv’s code is

substantially patterned after films’
standards, that the; two media
operate similarly with do’s and
don’t’s with the mutual intent of
safeguarding against objectionable
material

Agronsky sought to establish

has come a long way during' the
past two deca'des and that allow
ances must be made for the more
adult viewpoint of both the film-

makers and the audience.

imposed rule. He argued that

production and distribution. «

The RKO matter still is pending
and MPAA isn’t pressing it. Filin

company has yet to pay the $25,000
fine imposed upoq it for showing
“French Line,” nor has any appeal
been taken from the assessment.
Other alternative would be the

withdrawal from the industry org.

' In View of the “up in the air”

nature of this situation, the board
of directors meeting at

:

MPAA,
which had been expected, remains

Somerset Maugham’s' “Rain” in
;

unset. Eric A. Johnston, MPAA
newest Columbia Pictures version

j
prez, stated earlier that he figured

(“Miss Sadie Thompson’") pulled
j

the session would take place this

some censor - dictated switches. : month but this is now doubtful.
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In All
TEROCK

County
there Wuz
Only Two

That Didn't
Tote aGun

...The Sheriff
-andHisHoss

!

yfi

Will \
Rogers, jr. t

WHAT A WONDERFUL CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK' >'

U

TheBoyTromOklahoma”
COLOR BY

WarnerColor

NancyOLSON
V

ION CHANEY* ANTHONY CARUSO
WALLACE FORD - MERV GRIFFIN - SUM PICKENS^.
SCREEN riAVay lm|||
FRANK DAVIS • WINSTON MILLER jfl

'wm a SATURDAY EVENING POST STORY 'HI/
•y. MICHAEL FESSIER N*/
**USIC iBY MAX STEINER * PRODUCED BV DAVID WEISBART

IMAECTEO BY MICHAEL CURTIZ
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Sydney. . >
Aussie picture biz is still taking

headache powders to esse the

memory pain of 1953’s biggest flop

.—third dimension. All the blood,

sweat and tears that went into the

3-D bid would overflow a sizable

tank attached to any local ranch.

Despite a terrific publicity build-

up, splash newspaper advertising

and all the tricks of a Bamum-
Bailey ballyhoo, 3-D went down the

drain with payees so fast that the

local pic moguls lost all faith in

there being a Santa Claus.

Fifst up was “Bwana Devil"

(U-A). First three days were red
hot, then came the boxoffice deba-

cle as the press tore into this one.

Payees likewise gave the nix sign

to wearing viewers, resulting in. the "

b.o. gals going back to their knit-
t

ting. Columbia’s “Man in the

Dark” did okay in New Zealand
but little in Aussie. Best of the-

3-D fare was Warner’s “House of

Wax”

B’way Pair’s Stake
Richard Rodgers and Oscar

Hammerstein II are among the

key money men in Magna The-
atre Corp.; even judged apart

from their participation in the

outfit via “Oklahoma.’*
They have invested $250,-

000 in Magna On thejr own, ac-

cording to Wall Street inter-

ests.. In return for -this, Rod-
gers and Hamrtersteiri each
owns 10% of Magna’s pre-

ferred stock arid 9.5% of the
common.

'

- ...
''

•'
,

Vet Loew’s Mgr. Asserts

Today’s Toughs Tender

Robust and in good health at 69,

Maurice Seidlitz, .division manager
'

o for Loew’s N, Y. theatres, is not
D

«*
S /w %^!

e
Jha

ly
ni!wn quite ready to re^e, .but he sur-

it «
*pr thG Dt)wn

prised the company’s executiyes
Under p.c mob. •

\ last week by offering to step down
Flopperoo of 3-D put Aussie bank t0 a lesser., assignment “to .give

execs in a happy frame of mind, somebody a chance who’s been
because there was no rush by ex- waiting for a long time.”
hibs with pleas for overdrafts to A , . . T ^ - •

buy equipment. Exhibs stood on A veteran of the Loew orgamza-

the sidelines and watched this “rev- j?™ with 26 yearsj)f service.Seid-

olutionary” medium go into ob- Jitz said he could quit and “do

liviori with sighs of relief. It s a nicely under the companyV pen.

surefire bet that no more 3-D fare sion plan, one of the few in. the in-

with viewers will be uncanned .in dustry, but I ve been active too

this zone in 1954—or any other i°ng
.

stop suddenly. He
year. "v" stressed, however, that “when I

___ it,,* told the executives Avhat I wanted
Indications are that the viewing . . ... ...

specs will reriiain ’in cold storage
i\^as un^ersiand-

until a deal is made with some de- mg that they would promote some-

partmental store to sell them to the °ne froni within the ranks. I ye

kids ori the novelty angle. Import- mentioned three different names

ers roused the ire of exhibs by ^company is now consider-

charging a hiring fee of ninepence in® them.

per spec with one pound tagged on .
As. for himself, Seidlitz said he

. for any loss. Exhibs also frowned was considering several different

on overhead upbeat via extra staff assignments made to him by
to distribute and'collect specs after Loew’s. “I may be a relief district

each show (four daily in the keys), manager or maybe I’ll go back to
Governmental officials also step- taking care of a theatre.” He start-
ped in with edict that space hsd ed in the Loew organization as
to be sterilized after once used, manager of Loew’s Canal on N.Y.’s

Payees then stepped in and lower eastside. The current com-
•howed their wrath when asked to plaints relating to hoodlumism, ac-
pay increased admissions for 3-D cording to Seidlitz, are nothing
and quickly switched to 2-D, mean- compared to his early days at the
Ing that the over-boosted new mejdi- Canal. “Now,” he said, “the trou-
um (for here) never really got ble is caused mainly by children,
going and turned in the biggest flop Back in those days- we had refu-
in Aussie pic biz history. gees from Sing Sing and Danne-

•

r
'

1 mora.”

The veteran theatreman looks
back philosophically on those days,
and simply says that the vandalism
problem was eventually solved. His
advice to theatre managers, espe-
cially those running neighborhood
houses, is: “You must learn that
you can win people easier with
honey than with vinegar.”

The Saturday afternoon small-
fry programs currently followed by
most nabe and smalltown theatres
stems from a Seidlitz idea. He
was responsible for inaugurating
the “Birthday Club” project which
the' Loew chain followed for many
years.

Promotions resulting from Seid-
litz’s stepdown, were set by Loew’s
yesterday (Tues.). Bernard Zelen-
ko, manager of tfie Valencia in

.Jamaica, named division manager;
Edward Brunner moving from the
New" Rochelle to the Valencia;
Robert Camann from the Inwood
to the New Rochelle; Miss Margie
Ernst from assistant at the Para-
dise to manager of Inwdod, and
Mrs. Anna D’Amico from assistant

at Mt. Vernoh to assistant at

Paradise.

Des Moines,:Jan. 26.

Now that the Iowa' Supreme
Court has reaffirmed its Nov. 17
decision which held indirectly that-

theatre bank nights as practiced in

the statfe for many years are illegal,

exhibs. are changing the manner in

which they ate conducting their

night drawings. They’re now being
held before or after performances
with patrons merely .required to

sign participation cards.

In Des
v

Moines, bank drawings-
at the TriStates theatres are being
held on Wednesday 'mornings in
the company offices rather than
during the Tuesday night perform-
ances as in the past.-

.
In its latest action the court

denied Wilson E. Mabrey, operator
of the Carter Lake Recreation

.

Club, Carter Lake, Iowa, a rehear-
ing-'of his case in which the court
ruled smorgasbord birfgo was a lot-

tery and therefore illegal. The
court, in the Nov, 17 decision, said
it was refusing a court ruling which
had declared theatre bank nights
legal. Atty;' Gen. Leo A. Hoegh,
who had issued a formal ruling
declaring bank nights illegal after
the Nov, 17 decision, said he likd

already ordered county attorneys
to enforce the law against the “old
type’’ bank nights.

The theatres now are operating
their bank nights under a plan ap-
proved by Hoegh last Dec... 12.

Under that scheme,; no ,charge can
be made in any way for permitting
a person to participate in the draw-
ing.

In addition to Tri-States Thea-
tres, the Central States Theatre
Corp. also has switched over to
the new bank night .plan. Partici-
pants must sign weekly; cards pn
Tuesday to be 'eligible in Des
Moines but the time arid place of

• O • T —

tion via complaints with several in- Germing : reportedly 'are eager fn.
terested governmental agencies, some kind 'of subsidy and thprl
This might result, among other has been talkabo of,the«need fnr
things, in a; cease-and-desist Order a possible arrangement with
ffom the Federal Trade Qommis- pan. “Wher^do you stop with
Sion or possibly even a court or- this* kiijd of thing?,” Amaii
der. asked.

1

SIMPP’s position could easily Confronted with the MPEA arg u „
have a bearing on the current cri- ™?nf*bat a flat refusal to grant

tical situation in France where in^taxes and
. •. . j, _ other -import obstacles abroadMPEA has a new deal pending. SIMPP prexy replied that lie nr?

Bajic agreement has_ been signed, fen-ed taWng this chance since it
blit a serious^nag jias developed w?4 then possible to 'enlist the
in working out the details and It? government’s aid in carrying m
now feared that the pact may be the fight.

y
f on

in the deepfreeze for a long time,- Th Hae u •

with Jacques Flaud. the French:
snSSp' SS'

the MPEA, With the former advo-
negotiator refusing to sign.

. -
. . ,, _ j • ri vv»m mt; wFmer aavo-

As originally arranged, MPEA cating u$e of ^ s, government su^
was to have shelled out $400,000 port im>Hghting the industry’s for-
over a two-year period. Com was eign battles and the latter prefer-
to have financed the “promotion” ring to go it alone,
of French riix in the U. S. In re-

turn the French would have upped
the monthly remittances to $200,-

^ ALi m - V
000. Also, they’d issue 110 import ' DI||A rffllflMilHtc
licenses for each of the two years

«

as a. concession to the 'Americans. «= Continued from page 7 — •'

The French now want a one-year m .

deal. They’re also asking that the
undesirable movies pro-

subsidy be raised to '$300,000 for . :

that year and that they be per- Bishop Hazen G. Werner, of the

mitted to use the money anywhere Ohio Area of the: Methodist
in the world to push French films. Church, said: “Many citizens note

_ .

I” c?*?^rasf ,'V
1
? priiinal with regret the recent decision of

bodied a subsidy provision, SIMPP S Fllm censor*

was not a party to the French jie- -
that has served with

. .... I . 1 iKa««o1Um UKTm V.. 1LA-: j. k .

gotiations and its : m em bers liberality Kias by this . v . decision

wouldn’t be required to put up any .

puv a^ a point of question,

subsidy coin. They could be af- This is a blow to the good life that

fected however, if they release ”?ean* 80
,
wuch to Americans.

through the majors.
J
It’s Exacted Tribute*

Freedom does not i,n c 1 u d e a
tolerance which would . overthrow
organized life; nor should it in-.

• •
. J . me, uui SIIUUIU 11 in-

The grgvest danger to U, s. pie- elude tolerance of deterioration of
tures in the foreign market is the moral life for which that very tree-

aom exists,. . . One cannot see

Monsarrat on Wonk

Ottawa, Jan. 26.

Nicholas Monsarrat, 44-year-old

author of “The Gruel Sea,” is half-

way through a new novel about

'

South Africa which will exceed
the former’s 190,p00 words (which
he cut'-from 250,000), he told the

Canadian Authors’ Association’s

Ottawa branch (20). Now Unitecl

Kingdom information chief in the

Canadian capital, he was stationed

in South Africa for several years.

Monsarrat reported his latest

novel, “The Story of Esther Cos-
tello.” already sold to Hollywood
but first will be dramatized for the
stage.

Answering a question, he said

that while Herman Wouk’s “The
Caine Mutiny” was a well-written

book, he felt it gave, a distorted

picture of the navy because of its

exclusive concentration on inter-

necine fighting. Irwin Shaw’s
“The Young Lions” he termed,
'’about the best of the war booksk
dealing with the armed services.”.

Why had he killed off his hero-
ine at the end of “The Cruel
Sea?.” “Because I hate war, and I

didn’t w'ant to suggest that any-
thing good' could come out of it.”

. He was once a pacifist, arid served
as a stretcher bearer “until I

changed my mind and joined the
navy.”

Air Medio Man at WB
Growing importance of radio and

tv as advertising media for pic-
tures is pointed up in the estab-
lishment by Warner- Bros, of a
special radio-tv • unit headed by
Frank Hobbs. Formerly with
"Blalrie-Thompsori, the WB adver-
tising agency, Hobbs, will conceri-
ti ate. on the purchase of radio and
tv time.

He’ll work under Gil Golden, ad-
vertising manager, and Larry Go-
lcb, eastern publicity director.

Federation’s Latest list

Washington, Jan. 26.

United Artists’ product, walks
off \vith top, honors in the latest

monthly rating of films by the Gen-
eral Federation of Women’s Clubs.
Of the seven top two-star rated
pix, UA got two; of the five films
given one-star rating, two also
Went to UA. ' v

Two stars were awarded to War-
ner’s “Hondo’*; “The Horse’s
Mouth,” Mayer-Klng$lcy British
import; 20th’s “King of Khyber
Rifles”; Metro’s “Knights* of Round
Table”; and UA’s “White Mane”
and “Personal Affair.”

One star rating is copped by
"Give a Girl a Break,” Metro;
“Qolden Coach,” IFE Italian im-
port; “Heidi” and “Othello,” UA;
and “Three Sailors and Girl,” WB.

IS55S Continued from paf* 8 SSi
provided* by Brandt’s buying and
booking combine, he said, and
funds went into Brandt’s personal
account He also charged that

“favoritism and discrimination”
were exercised by Brandt to the
company’s detriment. Examination,
of the witness brought out that of

some 150 theatres Brandt
(
booked

as of the first half of 1948 there
“may or may not have been 40 in

which he had an interest,”

Interrupting Ingraham’s line of

attack, Justice Di Falco admon-
ished him that “you’d have to prove
this film money was supposed to

have befen in a trust account or a
separate account. They (the de-
fense). conceded that he (Brandt)
co-mingled the funds or used them
for whatever purpose he chose. . .

.

Get into the proof! Was there an
agreement?” (to keep the money
separate).

“I don’t care what he used the
money lor,” justice Di Falco ob-
served^to buy a house, shoes, a
cigar or a trip to Honolulu. The
question is to prove whether there
was a trust fund. Otherwise, we’ll
be here for God knoyfs how long.”
Jurist also, objected to Ingraham’s
tactics in attempting to ferret out
the exact number of theatres either
owned or controlled by Brandt or
members of his family.

In the interest of saving time,
Justice. Di Falco advised Ingra-
ham, “try and pick out two or three
theatres to prove your point.”

Brandt, who frequently appeared
amused at the proceedings, testi-

fied again yesterday (Tues.) and
may be on the stand today (Wed;).
He is one of the 33 delendants in
an action brought in August, T950,
by minority stockholder Jerome
Ross since consolidated with simi-
lar suits filed by six oth,cr share-
holders. Plaintiffs charge “waste
and mismanagement” on the part
of officers and directors, of Trans-
Lux in sanctioning acquisition of
some seven theatres ( mostly in
N. Y,). Action also ^eeks. to force
Brandt to account for profits he al-

legedly made via^his buyirig-book-
ing combine at the expense of
Trans-Lux.

Representing Brandt In the liti-

gation are attorneys Abraham L.
Pomerantz and Julius Levy. Other
director-defendants, with exception
of the late Lee Shubertr are repped
by .William C. Scott and Joseph R.
Crowley. It’s expected the case
may continue for at least a '‘cou-
ple more weeks,” according to one

4
source.

sidy,” Arnall declared. “If sub-
sidies .continue to be granted, for-

eign motion picture industries by
the U. S. industiT, a chain reac-
tion will set in which ultimately
will destroy the foreign market for
American pictures. There is 'no

how the cause of decency and right
as well as the development of fine
and normal youth by the remotest
stretch of the imagination could
be aided by a film of this charac-
ter.”

Roy. W. H; Shillihgton, execu-reason Why the U. S. industry ..
«®v. w. H; Snillirigton, execu-

should pay tribute for the privilege A
lve “cre~J7 the Columbus

of doing business abroad. The Arca Cmincil of Churches, said he
— i. • '

+

l . ? t_ • a -« TfftlfAV* ainiivtAk 1
grant of subsidy is extremely un-
wise, terribly hazardous and of
questionable legality.”

He went on to point out that
subsidies are contrary to the Webb-
Pomerene Act under which the
companies have the legal right to
combirie to do business abroad, and
that they are counter also to the
policies of the State Dept. “I am
delighted to have .the assurance of

would favor church leaders sup-
porting proper films rather than
creating a censorship.

“A knockout blow to boards of
censorship by court pronounce-
ment,’’warned Samuel T. Wilson,
theatre .editor of the Columbus
Dispatch, In his Sunday column,
“isn’t automatically going to usher
in any paradisical state of affairs
for the movies. A lot of talk onUCU5111CU Vv liavc.klic ddauiauux

;
UI 'V • •

' avw v* vain. VII

Eric 'Johnston* MPEA president, the subject -'of abolition of censor
n.^.1 mi 1 I l » j! . _ hnarHe Uaam. 1®. / >

that there will be no subsidies in-

cluded in -future film negotiations
and arrangements with foreign
countries and their motion picture
industries. The Society will use

boards has been geared to freedom
as an absolute state. Actually
there’s no such thing. Freedom of
speech, of the press, of action, of
the arts, is a matter of achieving aYT <Ui UOV F •••WVVV*. V* UWllib V 4 11^ H

all the means at its command to maximum of same within a system
assist in the restriction and Cessa- inevitable protective controls,
tion of the unwise and ruinous The movie industry rieeds, at the
trend towards subsidies of foreign moment, most presslngly to work
niqture industries by the American ' out a new system as nearly as pos-
industriy as the price of doing
business abroad.”

Arnall said that if there were
any circumvention of this princi-
ple, such as a flat payment to for-
eign industries, he might go as
high as Secretary of State John

sibie acceptable to outsiders and
drawn up On terms most favorable
to its own best interests. Weak-
ening of the present censorship
system, or even outlawing it, by
no means will end the overall
problem the movies want to be ridon vvvawcuj VI Vtn Vv uVIKII w w ftmmv vv

Foster Dulles to establish the State °*’ H cgn, as a niatter.of fact, be

Dept.’s negative attitude regard- intensified by’ dispersal.”
ing such arrangements. Dangers of attacks from every

Unfair Competition quarter instead of just one were
Thfc indies feel that use of sub- cited by Wilson. “Judicially ob-* *vvi vunv uov ua oum"

,
• w

sidy coin to promote foreign pix jective^ re-examination of thewhole
f _ _ ^ 1 _ _ ** A • • , • A .. 1 fitml — - - - a - • * i « 1

9

in the U. S. is a violation of the system of controls is imperative,”
Webb-Pomerene Act in that it in- ^ie wrote, “if any and all screen
troduces unfair competition In the Products aren’t automatically to

domestic market. Reasoning is be vulnerable to wild attack by any
that an indie producer, or an ex-" pressure group able to get a hcar-
hibitor for that matter, might well ing for its views.”
have to buck foreign competition
strengthened indirectly vib MPEA f ~

^
.

.

subsidy coin.
|| j

- a
Federal Trade Commission is Ulllull V

keeping a sharp eye out for any — continued^
fifirther subsidy deals, particularly
since the Commission has been re- outcome of prese
organized * and an export .division The union is c\

has been established in Washing- talks with the fill

tort. FTC office in N. Y. still has new pacts for t

under study a complaint against homeoffice emploj
the MPEA and Italian Films Ex- Union official, h
port. Latter was established with to comment on ^

U. S. film coin as a promotional unions were makii
0Utf|t for Italo pix- and later 'other sources, h
branched into distribution. The learned that Loca
original Italian pic pact provided unhappy in its re
for a 12M»% subsidy out of U. S. IAtsE, particular]

,
a>?^ Continued"from pace 5

larly

ri fe- outcome of present '
negotiations.’

ision The union is currently holding

hing- talks with the film companies for

l has new pacts for the white collar

ainst homeoffice employees.
• Ex- Union official, however, declined
with to comment on why the outside
ional unions were making pitches. From
later Other sources, however, it was
The learned that Local H-63 has been

rtded unhappy in its relations With the

J. S. IATSE, particularly relating to the
••amm 'J vl _ a . « • » i .

• • • i. t_- .IUafilm earnings in Italy;- Last year, delays in finalizing pacts with the
tfie 12!^% Was reduced to 10% film companies. To step up nego-
arid the Italians agreed not to use tiations, union has on many occa-
the money for distribution. siens requested strike permission

.There have been signs that the from Walsh, but the IA chief has
Italian and French examples have delayed in giving the necessary
set other countries thinking. The okay.
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WATCH FOR THE

SEE FOR YOURSELF' TRADE SHOWS!
M-G-M's production “EXECUTIVE SUITE” was screened in New York last week.

Reports that something unusual was coming, were syndicated by Hollywood

columnists to the nation long in advance.

The industry will soon see for itself this magnificent filming of the best-seller. It is

an attraction in a class of its very own. M-G-M has penetrated powerfully behind

the walls of a towering skyscraper where beauty’s wiles and man’s cunning are in

primitive conflict, where office wives play,their secret game and the fight for power
and love is reckless and daring.

The book that sold hundreds of thousands of copies and is still going strong has

been brought to the screen with this carefully selected cast of stars: WILLIAM
HOLDEN, JUNE ALLYSON, BARBARA STANWYCK, FREDRIC MARCH,
WALTER PIDGEON, SHELLEY WINTERS, PAUL DOUGLAS, LOUIS
CALHERN, DEAN JAGGER AND NINA FOCH. (Also Tim Considine • Screen Play by Ernest

Lehman • Based on the novel by Cameron Hawley • Directed hy Robert Wise • Produced by John Houseman)

M-G-M is proud of “EXECUTIVE SUITE;’ It joins “KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND
TABLE” and other Big attractions to glorify our 30th Anniversary Jubilee. It is

good news for the entire industry.
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Clips From Film Row

CHICAGO
Maurice Duke, film producer,

here prepping deal for biopic of

Russ Columbo, with Johnny Des-
mond and Ralph Stolkin. , Former
is pegged for lead.

James Gregory, Alliance The-
atres veepee, vacationing in' Flori-

da, with his South America trip

postponed.
Charles Percy, prexy of Bell At

Howell, named chairman of Chi
Brotherhood campaign which be;

gins Feb. 21.

Jack Kirsch, Illinois Allied, prez,

heading amusement divisjon of- an-

nual Boy Scouts fund drive.

Arthur Schoenstadt, * head of

Schoenstadt circuit, elected direc-

tor of National Bank of Hyde Park
in Chi.
Uptown Theatre booked last

week by National Dairies and
Dodge for closed-circuit tv meet-
ings, with nationwide Ford session

upcoming Jan. 28.

LOS ANGELES
*

Republic’s veepee and general

sale*; manager. C. Bruce Newbery,<
in from N. Y. fo discuss studio

sales policies with Herbert J.

Yates and'inspect new product in-

eluding ‘‘Johnny Guitar," starring

Joan Crawford,
Lippert’s "White Fire" booked

day-and-date into 25 Southern
California theatres opening Feb. 10.

. Col. Fred Levy, Sr., in from
Louisville for huddles on future
operations of Pacific Drive-In The-
atres. in which he has a financial

interest. Also to meet with Sol
Lesser and Mike Rosenberg about
Principal Theatres Corp. of Ameri-
ca in which he is a stockholder.

Hal R. Makelim’s indie produc-
tion. "Man of Conflict," will b^|
distributed in England by Monarch
Films, Inc. Atlas Pictures holds
U. S. release rights.

James A. Prichard in from his
Dallas headquarters to confer with
Allied Artists on sales and ad poli-

cies for the company’s product in
Texas.

sion; 15c more than scale on "Quo
Vadk"
Perry Smoot, Warner Bros, book-

er, promoted to sales staff to fill

vacancy created by advancement
of Herb Blass to Des Moines
branch manager.

Local World grabbed off "Little

Fugitive" -for downtown first-run.

Donald Swartz’s independent ex-

change distributing.it in territory.

For first time two* CinemaScdfce
pix, "Knights of Round Table" and
"12-JHile Reef,” {being shown here
In opposition to each other. St.

Paul'alsO has two/ "The Robe’? and
"Knights of Round Table,” former
in 12th' week and latter in third.

DALLAS
"The Village," film story of the

Swiss Alpine community of 200
war orphans, will have a special
southwestern preem here Feb. 17
at the Coronet; to be sponsored by
Delta Phi Epsilon sorority. Money
will go to Dallas School for Blind.

Louis Novy, prexy of Trans-
Texas Theatres, has been honored
with lifetime gold membership
card in the IATSE projectionist
Local 205.

Joy Theatre in San Antonio was
granted at $7,754 reduction in its

valuation by the board of equaliza-
tion because of last year’s dip in

biz.

Meeting ' of Wallace Theatre
managers held at homeoffice of cir-

cuit at Lubbock, Tex. The meet-
ing was conducted by Royce E.
Blankenship, general manager of
the circuit.

PITTSBURGH
'iPrivate First Class Thomas (Bud)
Janec, former assistant manager of
the Stanley here, and now in Stutt-
gart with Special Service, appoint-
ed district manager of 20 army
theatres in Germany.

Verdi Theatre in Belle Vernon
sold by S. Innocent! to Arthur
Vitelli, who has named Joseph
Biena to manage it for him.

Weldon Waters, ex-20th-Fox boss
here apd later a partner with Bert
Steam in Cooperative Theatres,
promoted from bookeir of the Dip-
son circuit’s West Virginia The-
atrical Enterprises , in Wheeling to
homeoffice at Batavia, N. Y., as
booker for New York units.

Leslie L. Chamberlain, Jr., son
of the Dale, Pa., .exbib', is secretary
of Dale council and Wendell E.
Yeagley, Confluence Theatre own-
er, has been elected president of
the borough council there.

The Screen Guild exchange or-
ganization on Film Row has incor-
porated Screen Guild Television
Films for distribution of tv and
radio programs and- advertising.

. W. L. Dunn, owner of the Iris

in Cochrantown, reelected presi-
dent of the town council.

t)nly three companies on Film
Row, RKO, Par and Metro, have
night shippers on duty.

John O. Hooley just celebrated
his 80th birthday^- he’s assistant
manager of the J. P; Harris The-
atre downtown and one of the orig-
inal Harris Amus. Cn. employees.
He has been with the outfit for
nfiore than 50 years.

WALTER BRANSON IFFY

PROMOTION AT RKO
Walter Branson, RKO’s assistant

general sales- manager, is in line

for appointment as head 6t the
company’s foreign department on a

permanent basis but on tfc%‘ re-

ported condition that a deal can
be worked out. He has the spot

now but as a temporary asslgn-

m %t.

James R. Grainge£, RKO prez, is

due in N. Y. Monday (1) after a
protracted stay at the studio and
expectedly will act on the matter
pronto.

Also concerning RKO personnel,
Lou Gaudreau, business manager
of .the company’s homeoffice adver-
tising department, has resioied to

join Walt Disney Productions. He
had been wtih RKO close to 20
years.

l

Moulin Slock
Continued from page 3

Picture Grosses

about 10 years ago by the William
Goetz-Leo Spitz combo and three
which Nat Holt made for 20th-Fox
release. - /

Moulin at this point has elab-
orate plans, including coproduction
deals for four to six pix over the
next 18 months and the lensing of
telepix product. Upcoming stand-
ard features on the sked includes
"Moby Dick," to be coproduced
with Associated BritisH Picture
Corp. with Gregory Peck in the
lead and John Huston directing.
Warners, which has a substantial
stock interest in ABPC, will have
releasing rights this * entry, which
rolls in May.-
James R. Grainger, president of

RKO, said "it is with regret that
we1 see” Crown leaving the com-
pany, for which he had been doing
an "outstanding job."

20th Writes

U Assigns
Continued

.
from page S

Continued from page 5 555
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and so operated that it will repro-

duce the magnetic sound track re-

corded for ' reproduedtion by a
speaker located behind the particu-

lar area of the screen where such
speaker is located.”

The current Cinemascope con-

tracts contain merely a single line,

stating that an exhib must use spe-

cial equipment to play Cinema
Scope films. It was under this loose

definition that Walter Reade, The-
atre Owners of America prexy, was
able to conduct his single-speaker

sound test of "The Robe" at his

Community Theatre at Morris-
town, N. J.

New contract clause is designed
to eliminate the possibility of any
further tests employing a sound
"mixer.” It further brings up the
question of the legality of exhib
use of a type of anamorphic lens
different from the Bausch & Lomb
one currently being sold through
equipment dealers.

Foreign Lenses

At least two foreign-imported

_ .n I

tenses are about to be offered to

MINNEAPOLIS txhibs. Walter Futter has a Ger-

Prolonged cold wave, with tem- !
man lens said' to sell at from $800

peratures as low as 45 degrees be-
j

to $1,000 a pair, which compares
low zero around territory, slough-

|

to the $1,875 a pair asked for' the
ing film biz.

j

20th lens. A Japanese lens also is

St. Paul Paramount newspaper
j

reportedly coming. Question arises
ads for “Knights of Round Table’’

j
whether, under the 20th definition,

PORTLAND, ORE.
Harry Lewis appointed new

manager of. National Screen Serv-
ice office here.
Herb Royster, named manager of

J. J. Parker’s Broadw’ay as well as
publicity director for chain.

Jack Braxton is new manager of
the Bagdad.

Keith Petzold made general
manager of Jesse Jones circuit of
five houses.

Regular admission price films'

are a novelty here because so many
theatres have boosted their scales.

hail it as "biggest screen event in
city’s history—the greatest attrac-
tion this theatre has ever pre-
sented.’’

"Glenn Miller Story," set for
Radio City here Feb. 19, will have
heavy tv ad campaign.

E. G. Fitzgibbons. Paramount
exploiteer, in from Chicago to beat
drums for “Forever Female," set
for Century, and "Cease Fire” and
"Money From Home" (in 3-D)
which go into State.

J. T. McBride, Paramount branch
manager and territory's National
Conference of Christian and Jews
committee chairman, called meet-
ing of exchange employees to map
out drive plans.
Next month’s subsequent-run

showings pf “The Robe" at four
indie houses will be at $1 admis-

it will accept a new type of ana
morphic lens that is compatible
with the Cinemascope product.

Unless 20th decides to modify its

contract by the time the new drive-
in season rolls around, the ozoners
are really going to be in a fix since
even 20th execs aren’t too sure that
they’ll be able to convince drivein
ops to install the stereophonic
sound gear.
Another question arises from the

"curved Cinemascope screen” pro-
vision of the new contract clause.
At least one important N. Y. show-
case—Radio City Music Hall—has
a flat wide screen and is currently
showing Metro’s “Knights of the
Roundtable" on it with satisfactory
results.

don Sunday; That the Americap
public wants to see British films,
and that this demand would be
met in one way or another.

Example of ‘Mandy’
One of the examples he cited in

his latest statement was Rank’s
"Mandy” which, he said, got only
198 U.S. bookings, producing $14,-
000 as the Rank share. U exces
can’t understand why he should
pick this particular film since it got
a N.Y. sendoff at the plusb Sutton
Theatre where a good number of
other British imports have done
exceedingly well. However, despite
various endorsements, "Mandy"
just didn’t do any biz.

It’s felt at U that Davis simply
refuses to emotionally face the
facts of the American market
where British films have made
very considerable progress in re-
cent years. Rank may be reminded
that ad budgets on Rank pix are
limited.

Implementing an earlier an-
nouncement that U would push its

Rank releases in areas where
they'd been well received, Charles
J. Feldman, U general sales mana-
ger, said this week (25) that U Jiad
engaeed two special sales reps
who’ll do nothing but push British
pix. Duo includes Jerry Wechsler
and Chilton Robinett, both former
branch managers. They’ll be work-
ing under Harry Fellerman, exec
sales topper of U’s special films
division. Intent is to create new
outlets for the Rank films.

In his London statement, Davis
drew a parallel between the per-
formance of Rank films in Austra-
lia and in the U. S. His films have
been breaking records Down Un-
der, he declared, where audiences
for years have been seeing pre-
dominantly U. S. pix. Yet, "de-
spite all the claims," Rank’s Ameri-
cans billings hadn’t shown much
improvement. It’s pointed .out at
U that such a comparison Is un-
realistic and that, in summing up,
it would be important to take into
consideration the total number of
films In release and their com-
parative Quality.

Furthermore, the example of
"The Cruel Sea,” cited by Davis,
is seen as destroying his own ar-
gument. It broke records in Aus-
tralia. In the U. S., "The Cruel
Sea" hasn't been anywhere near
the popular success that U thought
it would be. The company did a
lot of experimenting with- it and
finally determined that it stood a
better chance in the regular houses
than the arties.

’ PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued from page 91

$9,500. Last week, "Hondo" (3-D)

(WB) and "Great Diamond Rob-
bery" (M-G) (3d wk), $6,000 after

two previous sizzling stanzas.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; $1-

$1.50) •— "12-Mile Reef" (20th)

(m.o.) (4th wk). Oke $3,300. Last
week, "Millionaire" (20th) (7th

wk), $2,300, ^
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-

$1.50)— "Khyber Rifles" (20th).

Tall $11,000 or close. Last week,
"12-Mile Reef" (20th) (3d wk),

$4,500.
Paramount (Port-par) (3,400; 65—

|

90)—“Forever Female" (Par) and
"City That Never Sleeps" (Rep).

Fair $9,000. Last week, "Appoint-
ment Honduras" (RKO) and "Ger-
aldine" (Rep), $5,500.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 90-

$1.15)— "Sadie Thompson" (Col)

(3-D) (2d wk). Fancy $7,500. Last
week, $9,300/

‘Hondo’ Terrif $17,000,

Toronto; ‘Knights’ 20G
Toronto, Jan. 26.

.With returns generally on the
upbeat, "Hondo" is in for wham
biz to top newcomers "Knights of
the Round Table" still tops in sec-
ond frame with big takings. "The
Sinner," German film with English
dubbing, near capacity in second
week, may have censor trouble
elsewhere.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair,

Scarboro, State (Taylor) (1,059;

965; 470; 694; 698; .
35-60)—"Am-

bush Tomahawk Creek" (Col) and
"Sky Commando" (Col). Hefty
$13,500. Last week, "Slaves Baby-
lon" (Col), and "Casanova Brown"
(Indie) (reissue), $11,000.

Eglinton, University (FP) (1,080;

1,558; 40-75)—"Little Boy Lost"
(Pari (5th wk). Hefty $9,500. Last
week, $13,000. *
Hyland (Rank) (1,250; 60-90)—

t"The Sinner" (Indie) (Ed -wk).
Near-capacity $9,000. Last week,
$10 ,000 .

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 65-$1.25)—
"Millionaire” (20th) (5th wk). Big
$12,000. Last week, $15,000.
Loew’s (Loew) <2,096; 90-$1.50)

—"Knights Round Table" (M-G)
(2d wk). Big $20,000. Last week,
$35,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-75)—
"Hondo” (3-D) (WB). Wham $17,-
000. Last week, "Vicki" (20th),

$12 ,000 .

Towne (Taylor) (695; $1.25-$1.75)—"Julius Caesar" (M-G) (5th wk).
Great $7,000. Last week, $7,500.
Uptown (LoeW’s) (2,745; 40-75)—

"Kiss Me Kate” (3-D) (M-G) (4th
wk). Trim $9,000. Last week,
$9,500.

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)

$9,000 or near. Stays a second.
Last week, "Forever Female" (Par)
(2d wk), $6,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)—

"Khyber Rifles” (20th). Trim $19,-
000. Holding. Last week, "Para-
trooper" (Col) and "Champ for
Day” (Rep), $14,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 50-85)—"12-
Mile Reef" (20th) <2d wk) after
three at Denver. Fast $2,500. Last
week, same.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)

—

Knights Round Table" (M-G) (3d
wk). Good $11,000. Last week,
$13,000,
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50*

85)—"Hondo" (3-D) (WB) (2d wk).
Stout $11,500. Last week, $24,500.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-85)—

"Paris Model" (Col) and "China
Venture’’ (UA). Good $6,000. Last
week, "Go” Man Go” (UA) and
"Golden Idol" (AA), $6,500.

DETROIT
(Continued from page 8)

week, "Appointment- Honduras"
(RKO) and "Marry Me Again"
(RKO). $14,000.
Madison CUD) <1,900; 80-$l)—

"Walking. Baby Back Home" (U)
and "Border River” (U) 2d wk).
Okay $6,500. Last week, $8,000.

• Broadway-Capitol ’ (UD) (3,500;
80-$l)—"Public Enemy" (WB) and
"Little Caesar" (WB) (reissues).
Great $20,000. Last week, "Fighter
Attack" (AA) and "Man From
Cairo" (Indie), $13,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; 80-$l)

—"Take High Ground" (M-G).
Good $14,000. Last week, "Easy to
Love" (M-G) (2d wk), $9,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 95-$1.25)—"Knights of Round Table” (M-G)

(5th wk). Fartcty $11,000. Last week,
$14,000.

Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-
tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.80)—"Cine-
rama (Indie) (45th wk). Swell $19,-

,

500. Last week, $20,000.

‘O’KEEFE’ TALL $8,000,

LVILLE; ‘RIFLES’ 14G
Louisville, Jan. 26.

Plenty of freezing weather and
icy streets are combining to keep
grosses down. "Khyber Rifles” at
the Rialto, with 99c top,Js snaring
the biggest gross in town. "Iiis

5

Majesty O’Keefe" at Mary Ander-
son is lively. "Knights Round
Table" in second session at the
State is heading for fat total,

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 54-75)— "Tumbleweed" .(U) and "Veils

Bagdad" <U). Nice $6,500. Last
week, -"Stranger Wore Gun" (Col)
and "El Alamein" (Col), $6,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.200*

54-75)— "Majesty O’Keefe" (WB)!
Big $8,000 in 9 days. Last week
Diamond Queen’’ (WB;, $4,500 in

5 days.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

75-99c) — "Khyber Rifles" (20th ).

Stout $14,000. Last week, "Walking
Baby Home" (U) and "Glass Web*
(U), $11,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 90-$1.25)—
"Knights Round Table” (M-G) (2d
wk).> Fat $9,000 after first week’s
$14,000.

‘O’Keefe’ Sock $14,000,

Buff; ‘Forbidden’ 11G
Buffalo, Jan. 26.

"His Majesty O’Keefe” looms as
standout newcomer here this
frame, being big at. Paramount.
"Forbidden" is smart at Lafayette.
"Khyber Rifles" shapes neat in
third week at the Center while
"Easy to. Love" is doing well in sec-

ond session at the Buffalo.
Estimates for This Week

Buffalo (Loew) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Easy to Love" (M-G) (2d wk).
Dandy $10,000. Last week, $15,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 55-80)—

"Majesty O’Keefe" (WB) and "Hun-
dred Hour Hunt" (Indie). Big
$14,000 or near. Last. week, "Pub-
lic Enemy" (WB) and "Little Cae-
sar” (WB) (reissues) (10 days),

$19,000.
Center (Par) (2,000; 80-$l)

—

"Khyber Rifles" (20th) (3d wk).
Neat $10,000/ Last week, $12,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-80)—
"Forbidden” (U) and "Border
River" (U). Smart $11,000 or near.

Last week, "Bigamist" (FR) and
"White Fire" (FR), $13,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 50-70)

—"Bad for Each Other" (Col) and
"Prisoners Casbah" (Col). Passable
$9,500. Last week, "Give Girl a

Break" (M-G) and "Affair Monte
Carlo" (AA), $9,000.

it . .

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)

Strong $10,000; Last week, $11,-

000.

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,538;

$1.80-$2.80) — "Cinerama" (Indie)

(4th wk). Big $32,500. Last week,
$32,000
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

65-95)—"Man Between” (UA) and
"Heart Goes Crazy" (UA) (2d wk).

Fine $4,200 in 6 days. Last week,

$6 ,000 .

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; $1.80-$2.40)—“Julius Caesar" (M-G) (5th wk).

Solid $8,000. Last week, $8,200.
Bridge (Schwarz-Reade) (399; $1-

$1.20)
—“Living Desert" (Disney)

(2d wk). Great $9,200 after $9,000
opening stanza.
Clay (Rosener) MOO; 65-85)—

"Titfield Thunderbolt" (U). Big

$4,000. Last week, "Annapurna’’
(Indie) (4th wk), $2,100.

State (Par) (2,300; 65-85)—"Vio-
lated" (Indie) and "The Ringer’’
(Indie) (2d wk). Hotsy $3,000. Last
week, $5,000.
-Larkin (Rosener) (400; $D—
"Murder Monday" (Indie) (4th wk).

Oke $2,200. Last week, $2,800.

SEATTLE
( Continued .from page J)

)

week, "12-Mile Reef" (20th) (3d

wk), $4,500.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)—"Saadia" (M-G) and "California

Outpost" (Rep). Sad $4,000. Last
week "Give Girl Break” (M-G) and
"Great Diamond Robbery" (M-G',
$3,700.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; $1-

$1.50)—"Knights Round Table
(M-G) (2d wk). Great $12,000 after

$12,700 last week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90-

$1.15)—"Hondo" (3-D) (WB) f/l
"Geraldine” (Rep.) (2d wk-6 days'.

Solid $11,000. Last week, "Hondo
(WB) and "Geraldine" (Rep), $12,-

OOO.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

65-90)—"Man in Attic" (20th) and
"Man Crazy” (20th). Drab $5,500.

Last week, "Sadie Thompson.
(3-D) (Col) (2d wk), $4,000 in 8

days at $1.09 top.
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Formation of Exportmex, as Aid To

Film Biz, Stirs Mex Prods, Distrik
Mexico City, Jan. 26.

Organization of the Exportadora

Mexicana de Peliculas (Exportmex)

by the film trade's own bank, the

Banco Nacipnal Cinematografico,

and 24 producers tp distribute

Mexican pix in the,foreign market

Irks some factions in the industry

o much that they're calling Edu-

ardo Garduno, the bank’s head

and Exportmex prexy a "czar."

They see this new setup as the

government going Overboard to get

into the film biz.

Among the producer-members is

Posa Films, producers of pix Of

"Cantinflas” (Mario Moreno), top

boxoffice film comic. Colipnbia

had world-distributed for ifosg.

Exportmex membership demands

that it exclusively distribute' mem-’*

bers’ films abroad.

Garduno is author of thlsT 6ar-

duno Plan providing government

help for the pix biz. Plan is now

under hot discussion. Several top

producers recently told the Min-
istry of the Interior, which has di-

rect jurisdiction over the film

trade, that they would sooner quit

the film biz than work under such
a plan because, they, asserted,

^

it

would make things for the film in-

dustry “about like they do in

Russia."

Several top producers, including

Mier & Brooks and FilmeX, re-

fused to join Exportmex. The trade

generally resents the Ministry’s nix

z of the request by Manuel Espinosa
Iglesias, big distributor-exhibitor,

to form a company to distribute 40
pix in the U S. Distribution rights

to them had been bought, but the
Ministry intimated that Exportmex
will handle all foreign distrib of
Mexican pix.

Exportmex will use 5% of its net
profits to pay Garduno for head-
ing Exportmex, another 5% to
compensate members of its execu-
tive board; 10% to give the bank
a fixed and preferred dividend and
20% to establish a reserve fund.

HONOR KAY LENARD

She’ll Become ‘ First Femme
MPIC Prexy in 1955

Hollywood. Jan. 26.

Kay Lenard, of the Screen
Analysts Guild, will, become the

first femme prez of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry Council, a year from
now. Elected veepee ait the ,

an-

nual election, she will automatical:-

ly .advance to the presidency in

1955, Current prexy,js Ed Ralph
who succeeded Arthur Freed,
while Ronald Reagan was re-elect-

ed as secretary and Cy Baer as
treasurer. v
Committee was appointed to con-

sider'the easement of tax laws per-

taining to theatre, admissions. It

consists of chairiqan Arthur Freed,
Jack Dales Jr,,

v
Harold Greene,

Jerome Pyeha Jr., Roy Brewer,
Marvin Faris, Malirice Benjamin
and' Mendel Silberberg.

V Seattle, Jan. 26.
Motion pictures are “perhaps the

most compelling medium" used by
the U. S. Information*. Agency in
its- overseas work, '. Theodore C.
Streibert, USIA director; told the
national convention of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce on Saturday
(23).

“For example,” Streibert added,
“the ministries of education in a
number of countries now rely on
opr films for all type of instruc-
tion. In France, the films prepared
by the Agency have such prestige
that they aire distributed through
the official Agency of National
Education there."

Welcome Knuner
Stanley Kramer was honor guest

at a ^'welcome back" cocktailery

tossed by United Artists at 21

Club; N. Y„ last Friday (22). UA
prez Arthur B. Krim, board chair*

man Robert S, Benjamin, numer-

ous other reps qt the company and
members of the press participated.

Producer is back in the UA fold

how that he has completed "Caine

Mutiny," his final pic for Colum-
bia. /

Shortly following this pouring,

a flock of industry execs joined at

Toots Shor’s to toast Robert J.

O’Donnell, v.p. and general man-
ager of Interstate Theatres, Dallas.

He and his wife left Friday night

on the Coronia for a 99-day South
Pacific Cruise.

At 16, ahe wM the favorite

of mtfHoae and had been
acclaimed ohe of the world’s

great beaotica—but no boy
would ask her for a date,

and iha .sobbed her heart

out like any other tefn-a|er!

Here, Elisabeth Taylor’s

mother, who ones worried

about her "funny-looking'*

baby, teUe the true story of
the psfee her daughter paid

far fcjfcf too UvfaM. Get
the February Iagjtp’ Home
Journal, on sde today!

HMVAIY MMM' NOME

A CUITIS MAGAZINE

Smith In Waterbury
Waterbury, Conn., Jan. 26.

U. S. information pictures,
coupled with the Hollywood prod-
uct are a powerful weapon in
fighting Communism abroad, An-
drew W. Smith, Jr.,- chief of the
international motion picture serv-
ice of the V. S. Information
Agency, told the Waterbury Kiwan-
is Club last week/ .

He described films as Vthe most
vital and most compelling single
tool4 used by USIA,

.
adding: “We

know for sure that in one country
our films were an important fac-
tor in stemming the 'rising tide
of communism."

Blast From McCarthy
Washington, Jan. 26.

A report by Senator Joseph R.
McCarthy’s investigating subcom-
mittee lambastes the U. S. Informa-
tion Agency’s program, especially
as it was carried on when under
State Department control, prior to
August 1 last. Report describes
the operation as “inefficient," “in-
competent," and directed*by people
who were “totally unfit to execute
their assignments."
The report was based very large-

ly on the investigation trip made
to Europe last year by Roy M.
Cohn, subcommittee's chief coun-
sel; and G. David Schine, former
chief Consultant for the committee,
jteoh of exhibitor Myer Schine). •

Theodore C. Streibert, now
USiA director, is tentatively slated
to appear before the subcommittee
early in February to answer ques-
tions.

Sharper Focn$ on Sin
Since the U.S. Supreme Court

has riixed “immoral" as being too
vague and indefinite a term to jus-
tify the banning of the* French “La
Ronde". in New YcWf./Hugh M.
Flick, the N.Y. censor, (Mid his staff
have drafted a proposed definition
of what might constitute sexual im-
morality in pix. Tractate censors
who met in N.Y. lasfr week 'took a
copy of the draft with them for
study and. possible uniform appli-
cation in all states. - It reads:
, "The term ’immoral’ . . . shall
refer to a motion picture or any
part thereof which, ,iii the treat-
ment of the theme oy portrayal of
scenes, grossly offends the gener-
ally accepted social standards of
sexual behavior, especially in re-
gard to such subjects as adultery,
incest, seduction, prostitution, as-
signation, pornification, sodomy,
rape, abnormal sexual practices or
perversion, and carnal abuse of a
child.”

New.sreel editors aren’t happy
over the way some exhibs are han-
dling their reels. Theatre oper-
ators, they "feay, are spreading them
out, over the wide screen regard-
less of what Heads might disappear
in the process. Sometimes, the pro-
jectionist tries to do a little ad-
justing of his own, accentuating
the difficulty.

Trouble lies with the reels’ for-
eign lensers and freelance camera-
men. Domestic staffers haive been
told to adjust to the new ratios
used by the theatres and some are
operating with new viewers. How-
ever, the reels keep getting a flow
of foreign footage that’s been shot
without regard to any lowered
screen ceiling. Result: Something’s
gotta give.

Orders have how gone out to the
field, specifying the reels’ require-
ments in the~ age of the widfi
screen.

film Reviews
Continued from page f

Dragon9* Gold.
entrusted is supposed to have re-
appeared, but Archer is finally able
to prove it’s just a trick by an out-
lawed Chinese general to get the
gold, plus equal payment from the
bonding company. Archer finds the
loot in a fish pond and wins the
love of the missing- man’s widow!
Phyllis Brooke, as nis reward.

Technical credits come over with
the impact that would be expected
of. a quick shooting schedule and
minimum budget expenditure.

Brog.

Tlie Kidnappers
(BRITISH)

Two standout moppet perform-
ances make this jell; sturdy
for U.S. arty houses.

London, Jan. 12.
General Film Distributors release of a

Nolbandov-Parkyn production. Stars Dun-
can Macrae. Adrienne Coni. Jon White-
ley, Vincent . Winter.: Directed by Philip
Leacock. Screenplay, Neil Paterson; cam-
era, Eric . Cross; , editor,. John TrUmper;
music, Bruce Montgomery.. At Gaumont,
London. Running tiine; 93 MINS.
Grandaddy ............ Durioan Macrae
Grandma Jean Anderson
Kirsty ...... Adiienne Corri
William Bloem Theodore Bikel
Harry Jon Whiteley
Davy : Vincent Winter
Jan Hooft (snr) ...... Francis de Wolff
Arron McNab James Sutherland
Andrew McCleod John Rae
Dominie Jack Stewart
Tom Cameron .......... Jameson Clark
Sam Howie Eric Woodburn
Jan Hooft (jnr) . . . . v. Christopher Needy
Archibald Jenkins ... . . . . Howard Connell

ANALYZES COST OF

0L’J)EBBIL VIDEO
An example of how tv and the

20% Federal admissions tax has
hurt the smalltown theatre is cited
by Leo F. Wolcott, board chairman
of a midwest Allied unit and oper-
ator of a theatre in Eldoraj Iowa,
a town of 2,680. -

According to Wolcott, writing in
the bulletin of Allied of Iowa, Ne-
braska, North and South Dakota
and Mid-Central, Eldora was
"never a really £oqd show town,
but a nice place to live, play golf
and raise a family. Fair years, poor
years, lush war years—neither very
good or bad until the tv network
program^ hit us out of Ames the
last day of September, 1950, three
and a half ^ears ago. Quite a num-
ber of tv sets in town already, so
it rapped us for 30% immediately
and it never let up except for short
periods in the. summers; father it

bit deeper, steadily. . .

Wolcott then introduces figures
to tell his story. In 1950 his theatre
grossed $38,700, resulting in a net
profit of $3,090. In 1952 his gross
dropped to $32,113, chalking up a
loss of. $3,332. The following year,
1953, the gross dipped to $27,221
with a loss of $5,787. During these
three years Wolcott says he paid
just over $13,000 in admission
taxes.

In contrast, he cites the per-
centage he paid out in film rental.
From 24.5% in ’51, he says it

jumped to 28.5% in ’52 and 34;2%
in ’53. In other words, Wolcott
says, while the receipts went down
about a third or $11,520 his film
rentals went up 10%.

ArnaU’s Feb. 10 Address
Ellis Arnall, Society of Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Producers
prexy, is skedded to address the
Motion Picture Industry Council
on the Coast Feb. 10. His topic
will be production of U. S. pix
abroad.

Arnall said in N. Y. Monday (25)
that

.
either he or Marvin Ferris,

SIMPP exec secretary, would go tp
Europe late next month to survey
the field and make contact with im-
porters for the indies. SIMPP for
the moment has junked the idea
of setting up an active export org
but slill intends to act as an agent
for its members in the foreign
market.

The main asset of this British
production rests in two outstand-
ing moppet performances by Vin-
cent Winter & Jon Whiteley .which
lift the film from a conventional
rut to make it enchanting. Lack of

.

stellar names will be a handicap in
selling to the public, but construc-
tive exploitation could make this a
sturdy boxoffice proposition on
the U.S. art house circuit.

The two juvenile performers,
one of whom is without previous
stage or film experience, com-
pletely dominate the, yarn. Rarely,
if ever, have there-beep such mop-
pet portrayals without a trace «f
precociousness. They act like vets,
speak their lines audibly and with
understanding, and. ' completely
capture the spirit of the. story.
Their handling is a tribute to
director Philip Leacock. .

The story is set in Nbva. Scotia
at the beginning of the century
and the underlying theme is of a
feud between the Scottish and the
Boers. Into this unhappy atmos-
phere are brought the orphan
grandchildren of a stern, almost
inhuman Scottish Canadian (Dun-
can Macrae). The youngsters, too,
are taught to hate the Boers. For
the two orphans it is an unhappy
menage but they are able to get
a measure of happiness when
they find a year-old baby and take
it under their wing.

Although the adult roles are
intelligently played by an admir-
able team of British artists, their
performances ‘are dwarfed by the
natural charm exuded by the two
kids, young Winter and Whiteley.
Macrae typifies the strict Puritan
while. Jean Anderson,' as his wife,
succeeds in bringing some human-
ism into his character. Adrienne
Corri adequately suggests his re-
bellious daughter and, with Theo-
dore Bikel, as a Dutch doctor, pro-
vides an underlying touch of ro-
mance. Myro.

La Pasfieggiata
(The Walk)

(ITALIAN-COLOR)
Genoa, Han. 19.

20th-Fox release of a Film Costellazione
production. Stars Renato Rascal, Valen-
tina Cortese; feature* Paolo Stoppa,
Giuseppe DeMartino, Suzanne Levesjr,
Anna Marla Bottini. Directed by Renato
RaBcel. Screenplay. Rascel. Cesar# Zavat-
tinl. Fabbrl, Guerra. Prosperl, Vaslle.
Rossi. Cureil; from GoroI’s “Nevskl
Prospective”; camera, Venceslao Vlch;

PoUdorl; music, Mllitello. At
Verdi, Genoa. Running time, 1*1 MiNS.

. Pic is a commendable first ef-
fort by comedian Renato Rascel
in the field* of film direction (he
has directed his own stage revues),
and a near-successful attempt to
fbjfow up the whimsical comedy,
-Tlie Overcoat,’? Rascel’s recent
hit. It looks only fair on home
grounds, but should click in some
other Europlan dates, and rates a
U. S. arty o.o.

-

.Rascel plays a timid and senti-
mental college prof who . falls for
a gal he meets in a park, refusing
to believe she’s a prostitute even af-
ter she has made the point quite
evident. She lives ' in his dreams
as a princess and .in his life as the
long-sought true love. She accepts
his invitations only out of. self-in-
terest, stiU smiling at his candor
and innocence. But finally, during
an outing on which she’s joined by
her fellow-workers, she cracks up
and decides to start a new life back
home.

Despite the obvious plot develop-

ments, pic is blven the proper tone
and is well acted by Rascel and
Valentina Cortese, Latter never
has been better nor more eye-fill.

,
ing than in this color-leased pic
|Her portrayal of the prostie,longing
for the better life gives" a cliche
new vitality. Paolo Stoppa has
some nice bits as a despotic college
dean. Rascel is onsqreeh almost
throughout, andsucceedsin mak-
ing almost all the moments credible
despite the role. His love for the
girl has its comic as well as its
tender movements. Color tensing by
Venceslao Vich is strong. Hawk.

Du bist die Welt flier

.

• mich '/>

(You Are the World for Me)
(AUSTRIAN)

Vienna, Jan. 5.
Sascha release of Emit Marlschka pro-

duction. . Star* -Rudolf fichotit;' features
Annemarie Duerlnger. Directed and writ-
ten by Ernst Marlschka. Camera,- Sepp
Ketterer; sets. Frit* Jueptriert ’ musical
direction, Anton Proles. At Kuenstler-
haus Kino, Vienna. Running time, too
MINS.

This biopic . of Richard Tauber
will please a musically sophisti-
cated audience. It generally lacks
movement, but is filled with the
songs Which Tauber made famous.
Rudolf Schock makes a highly

effective Tauber and gets a neat as-
sist from Annemarie Dueringer, as
the only-femme in Tauber’s life at
least in this pic. Script, in unfold-
ing his career, has him returning
home to marry the girl, only to
find her on her deathbed. Fritz
Imhoff . as the manager and Rich-
ard Rdmanovsky, the / singing
teacher, contribute some, humor.
Remainder of cast was carefully
chosen.

;

Lots of Franz Lehar. music plus
the title song “You Are the World
For Me,” composed by Richard
Tauber in the early ’30’s should
please music lovers. ^
Ernest Marischka’s direction is

excellent. Synchronization of old
Tauber disks is so well done it is

difficult to tell who is actually sing-
ing. Lensing by Sepp Ketterer is

standard. Orch background music
is provided by the Vienna .. Sym-
phonic under Wilhelm Schuechter.

Mdas.

Ford’s Rentals
Continued from page 3

were glmed in Eastman color and
processed by Technicolor.

Quality of the Ford C’Scopers
has attracted beaucoup attention,

to. the extent that the picture
achieved was compared to that of
Cinerama. These reports led to

Cinerama officials, including top-

per.S.H. (Si) Fabian, to request
a special screening of the pig. Fa-
bian and other Stanley Warner
execs viewed the offerings at Fa-
bian’s Fox Theatre in : Brooklyn.

Another angle to the Ford
C'Scopers iifthat some theatres are
booking the films, which Ford pro-
vides gratis, for general audience
viewing, there is still a short sup-
ply of C’Scope two-reelers and
houses with the wideAcreen^ me-
dium have been employing the' auto
company’s product to bolster their
programs. This, practice, too, pro-
vides extra coin for exhibs, for it

represents a paving in not having
to shell out rental money for a
short.

— RADIO cm MlltlC llll-
RockefdU* Ctnttt

^KNIGHTS ifAc ROUND TABLE”

AmM-441 BdmhiCOiN

H1HB COMMAND

JMKIM* JUKIIWMi

PARAMOUNT

THEATRE WANTED!
Wont te rant • am«H-t«wn MOVIE
THEATRE, With uaobla ataQ* in t#wn
•f 9,000 !• 10,000 pnpulatran, Naw
J«rs«y or Eaitarn Rtnnzylvania. Writ*

full particulars, BOX VV, 879 Varioty*

194 W. 46Hi 99., Now York 36, N. Y.
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Official Films this week took*

ovei^dSrihutioiti’ rights ta Lippert

'

Pictures’ complete tv catalog, com-

prising in the main some 123 fea-

ture pix produced by Lippert since

1946
P

Official acquired the distri-

bution rights «£ pwt:. ofa - deal;

wrapped up on the Coast between

LiDpert and theatrlcal-vldpix indie

producer William F. Broidy under

which Broidy acquired the Lippert

film properties and assigned Offi-

cial as sales.rep.

Deal gives Official a powerful

feature package, for the first time*

and projects the vldfilffi outfit into

a new sphere, syndication-wise,

Firm has been swinging toward syn-

dication for the past year—in the

earlier years of its existence it re-

lied heavily on network sales—

and acquisition of the' features

rounds out its roster of properties

to include features, musical shorts,

cartoons and other shorts, and four

half-hour series with a fifth com-

ing up. ,
.

Three-way deali under which

Lippert will distribute Broidy-pro-

duced features (in the vidpix field

he turns out the "Wild Bill Hick-

ok” series carried national spot by
Kellogg), was negotiated over a

four-week period on the Coast by
Official veep Berman Rush. Deal

was closed Monday morning (25),

and in the first 12 hours the firm

had sold the package in four ma-
jor markets—N. Y., Chicago, San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

Lippert tele ,
properties, which in

the past have been sold via the sub-

sidiary Tele-Pictures operations,

had been rumored on the Mock for

some time, with Vitapix the latest

reported interested party. Price-

tag on the package was reported at

$3,000,000, but just what Broidy
paid isn’t known, nor is what Offi-

cial shelled out in terms of ad-

vance or guarantees. However,
Official execs believe the package
will yield some $3,500,000 in sta-

tion sales within two years.

Features, most of which were

(Continued on page 43)

Just Like Claudette
Rockhill Productions is a stick-

ler for reality. "Went through 300
teenagers to find a girl who looks
enough like Claudette Colbert to
play her daughter in proposed vid-
pix series. Girl, 15-year-old Eilene
Janssen, has the wide heart-shaped
face, widely separated eyes and the
prominent cheekbones of the wo-
man who is to be her make-believe
mother.

Pilot for the pix is being shot at
the KTTV studios in Hollywood;
First print is expected to reach
New York on Jan. 31.

Washington, Jan. 26.
Script work is progressing on

three new filmed * series Of tv ser-
ials to be produced here by Nor-,
wood Studios, production subsidi-
ary of International Motion Picture
Consultants, Inc., it was announced
over the weekend.
Each will come in 26 half-hour

shows. The firsts fictional and deal-
ing with Washington, will probably
have a syndicated columnist as
principal character. The second.
‘‘The World Is Our Problem,” will
be factual and will give a “candid,
non-partisan appraisal of our gov-
ernment’s agencies all dver the
world.”-' Narrator will be a prom-
inent newsman.

Third group, “John Junes, Pub-
lic Servant.” will deal factually
v ah little known heroes of govern-
ment service, mostly lower btacket
career employees,

to Screen Gems

As N.Y. Sales Director
Andrew P. Jaeger, who' until re-

tynuy headed Bernard Prockter’s
p

.
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e
„,
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J *c

L

or New York sales. He’ll
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v
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.
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^ \Shen Ely. Landau
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through because his
as lo have been outside N. Y.

Minneapolis, Jan. 26.

As potential advertising custom-

ers become more insistent that the

oldie movies they’re asked to spon-

sor should be video first-runs in

this market, the film theatres’ com-
petitive bidding for product runs

is spreading to the tv stations, a

survey shows.

It’s making for keener compe-
tition among the four local tv sta-

tions for the various packages sub-
mitted and shooting prices to a
new high that brings sunshine to

r

|

distributors, film people say.

In the final analysis, however,
with -the feature films costing
more, it’s the adyertiser sponsors
themselves who’ll have to foot the
higher bills, station executives
point out,

WTCN-TV, one of the two newer
local stations, just has grabbed off

the Comet package of 12 United
Artists oldies, produced between
1949 and 1952 and never shown
over video in this market.

Previously, the. same station

landed the Specialty package of

13 area video first-runs, including
some Pine-Thomas Paramount pro*

ductions and pictures made as re^

cently as 1951.

KSTP-TV’s most recent acquisi-

tion was the 26 Vitapix new fea-

ture movies with Hollywood name
stars, produced especially for tv

and never shown before here in

theatres or over the air. None has
been presented yet.

WMIN-TV has the Unity package
of local video area first-runs plus

80 others, a number of which were
produced in England by J. Arthur
Rank and other leading producers.

The Quality package of 47 pictures,

all but eight of them tv first-runs

for the market, is WCCO-TV’s chief

oldie movie bait. Most were iride-

'pendently produced.

*9

Television Programs of America

has started .a one-month “Opera-

tion Optimist” direct mailing cam-

paign to smaller tv stations in a

concentrated effort to sell its Ed
Small package of 28 feature pix.

Campaign includes three letters,

last featuring Tony Galento climb-

ing out of a Valentine (timed for

Feb. 14, when the campaign ends),

and has set up a 24-hour service

unde? which stations call at any

time and can negotiate their deals

via phone.

Marlowe's New Post

Harvey Marlowe has joined

Stage Rentals, Inc., as v.p. in

charge of promotion and sales.

New post won’t interfere with

his own production company, Har-

vey Marlowe TV Associates, which

is continuing to package video

properties.

That so-called * “happy wedding”
between television and the Holly-

wood studios—a union which was
to have been cemented in ’54 with

the release of batches of major pix

properties for video—isn’t Coming
off. Sam Goldwyn and David Selz-

nick, who were to have “opened

the floodgates,” have had a change
of heart and both, from all ac-

counts; Vfor the same reason—ty
isn’t ready to pay the kind of
prices they feel their product de-
mands.

Particularly in the case of Gold-
wyn, there was considerable hoop-
la. rejoicing and chest-thumping in
vidpix circles over the' revelation
that the Hollywood producer was
making available to tv 30 major
features from the best years of
Goldwyn’s life on the Coast. These
properties are now held by Mrs.
Goldwyn Who, with .her husband,
revealed the plans for the new “one-
big-happy-tv-pix - family” through
which, for the first time, video out1

lets would have available some of
Hollywood’s choicest properties of
near-recent vintage. Shortly after-

ward it was revealed that Selznick,
too, planned to release top features
for video.

, Now the whole thing’s off. It’s

reported that the kind of coin they
were demanding for the pix was
far beyond the ken of tv, far too
rich for vidpix sponsors’ blood.'

In the
4
case of Goldwyn. his

change of heart represents a reaf-

firmation of his faith in film exhi-
bitors, for he and his wife are now
planning a whole new deal for the
30 pix originally slated for tv

whereby they’ll be re-released for
film houses in deals somewhat par-
alleling the “Best Years of Our
Lives” redistribution.

Meanwhile, Sam Goldwyn Jr.

left for the Coast: over the week-
end to set in motion

.

plans for the
new vidfilm venture whereby his
father is turning over part of the
Goldwyn Studios, plus coin, for the
making of half-hour tv films. It’s

expected that the initial pilot will

be ready by April. While on the
Coast, Goldwyn Jr. will negotiate
for a director, story properties,
etc. Whether the films will be for
syndication or a nation sponsor is

stsill to be determined.
Young Goldwyn 8 recently re-

signed as a producer for CBS-TV,
having completed a pilot on "In-
ternational Airport” series, to head
up the Goldwyn Sr.-financed vid-
pix venture.

Rin Tin Tinpix
Rin Tin Tin, pioneer Holly-

wood canine, is being reincar-
nated for a vidpix series by
Screen Gems, subsld

.
of Co-

lumbia Pictures. Two cycles
of half-hours will start shoot-
ing at the Columbia lot in

March and expectancy, is to

wrap up the k-nirier, titled

“Adventures of Rin Tin Tin,”
by July. Animal to be used is

claimed to be a lineal descend-
ant of the original with locale
being an old west cavalry
post adopting an orphan boy
and his dog, with the action
stemming from that. Producer
of the skein is Herbert B.

Leonard (Productions), vfcho

owns the RTT title.

According to Screen Gem*
sales Veep John H. Mitchell,

telepic boss operas are begin-
ning to go downbeat on the
ratings and he figures a change
of pace via the “star dog” tag
would give oater series a new
leash on life.

$2,200,000

Fedderson, Kaufman

Set Havana Huddles

In Cuba Vidpix Bid
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Two American telepix execs
have accepted invitations of the
Cuban Government to go to Ha-
vana the first week in February as
guests of the Cubans, to discuss
production and distribution of vid-
pix contemplated by Cuba.
Don Fedderson. tv packager-

producer, arid Reub Kaufman.
Guild Films prexy, leave with their

wives for the Cuban! consultations.

They will contribute their know-
how of telefilm operations in 10

days of confabs.
Fedderson said the Cubans had

not outlined their tv plans, that

there are many facets to the prob-
lem, one of the most important
being the size of the manpower
pool there.

Guild Films expects to spend

some $2,200,000 in production this

year, Reub Kaufman, Guild prexy,

announced on his return to New
York after two weeks of ^produc-

tion huddles on the Coast. Finn

has already aUpcated $1,093,000 for

production of 74 half-hour telepix

to be completed by April 20.

Firm currently has three series

in production, “Liberace” and “Life
With Elizabeth” at the Music Hall
Theatre in Hollywood, with Duke
Goldstone megging both, and “Joe
Palooka” at Republic, with William
Berke producing-directing. Produc-
tion goal is 26 additional “Liber-
ace” vidpix, bringing the total up
to 65; 34 additional “Elizabeth,”
bringing total pix to 52; and 14

more "Palookas.” with 26 in all

ready by April 20.

Current production allocations

already exceed those of all of last

year, wheri some $900,000 was
spept. Part of the increase is re-

flected in the fact that 13 “Lib-

erace” pix are also being. shot in

Eastman, color, at an additional ex-

pense of $5,000 each, or $65,000 in

all, and also because budget has
been raised for “Elizabeth” pix.

Following completion of the cur-

rent schedule, Kaufman will an-

nounce new. production plans.

All of the pix are in syndication,
which means a later writeoff of
production expenditures. “Liber-
ace,” of course, is well in the black,

riding on some 160 stations. “Eliza-

beth,” which went on the market
about three months ago, is in 61

markets; “Palooka,” in distribu-

tion for foqr weeks, in 24.

Latest roundup of ratings of
syndicated show's in key cities indi-
cates the vidpix continuing to
climb and in most spots equalling
or outranking their network oppo-
sition. Trend is particularly strong
in Minneapolis, also Seattle and
Columbus.

top shows are “Life of Riiey” in

Seattle with a. solid 40; the Ethel
Barrymore series in Columbus,
with a 27.8; “Liberace” with a 32.0
in Minneapolis; and “Douglas Fair-
banks Presents” with a 20.3 in

New York. A renin scries, “Badge
714” (“Dragnet”), leads in San
Francisco with a 28.0.

New York—With syndicated and
4>pot shows still restricted on the
network o&o’s to fringe time, high-
est rating a vidpix series could
muster was a 20.3, which “Douglcs
Fairbanks Presents” pulled on
WNBT. Others of the top shows
were: “Foreign Intrigue,” (WNBT*
17.2;” “Hopalong Cassidy” (WNBT)
15.9; “Orient Express” (WCBSI
14.0; “Captain Midnight" CWABC>
12.7 and “Superman” (WNBT) 12.5.

All Pulse ratings,

Minneapolis;—While relative po-
sitions remained pretty much the
same during the past month, syn-
dicated vidpix here, * especially
among the toppers, gained sub-
stantially and Liberace not onl>
continued his. sensational clip,

leading the field, but also sky-
rocketed further. With an amazing
32.0 rating.’ up three points from
the preceding similar period, he

i was . tied' with Red Buttons in No.
• 10 position among the most pop-

;
ular tv shows locally. He and “Hop-

! along Cassidy,” in fact, outran!;
’ such high ranking network shows

j
here as “Robert Montgomery Pre-

I

sents” (26), "Kraft TV Theatre”
j
(23-25*, “Your Show of Shows” (22)

and “The Comedy Hour” (23'.

“Badge 714’*' (the reissued “Drag-
net” series* and “Foreign Intrigue”
don’t have to take backseats to any
of the live or other network offer-

ings as they give good accounts of
themselves in enlisting audiences.
The highly successful debut of the
reissued “Dragnet” shows on a dif-

ferent local station (KSTP-TV), was
a notable development. Liberace

; (WCCO-TV) 32.0, “Hopalong Cas-
sidv (WCCO-TV), 29,5; “Wild
BUi” (WCCO-TV), 26.0; “Favorite
Story” (WCCO-TV), 23.5; “Badge
714” (KSTP-TV) 21.5; “Cisco Kid”
(WCCO-TV) 20.0; “Foreign In-

trigue” (KSTP-TV) 1915; “I’m the
Law” (KSTP-TV) 17,5; “Cowboy

|
G-Men” (WCCO-TV) 17.0; “Sil-

I houette Theatre” (KSTP-TV) 15.0;

! “Captured” 11.0.

j

San Francisco — “Badge 714”

I (Continued on page 45)

CraftsmenJoin NABET
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Film Craftsmen Guild, a group
of workers in the television, com-
mercial arid documentary film

fields, voted unanimously to join

the CIO National Assn., of Broad-

cast Employees and Technicians.

Guild will become a member of

NABET’s Hollywood chapter under
a new title, “Association of Film

i Craftsman Section.”

New Screen Cons Series
• Hollywood, Jari. 28.

Michael Kraike is producer of a

new vidpix series planned by

Screen Gems, Columbia’s tele sub-

sid. It’s tagged “Classified,” and
will star Quentin Reynolds as host-

narfator.

Minimum of 13 telepix is sled-
ded, and they are now being prep-

ped. Jules Goldstone agency pack-
aged the show and made, the de

t
al

with Screen Gems.

Station Films, Jnc.. the Rpbert
II. Salk prexled film buying outfit

associated with the Katz Agency,
has placed $500,000 in film busi-

ness in the less than six months o f

its existence and should exceed
61,000.000 in its first >*ear Of opera-
tion. Salk reports. -

,

Firm, which operates on a non-
profit basis;" currently reps 18 sta-

tions associated with Katz in all

their film purchases, and expect*?

to increase the lineup shortly. Salk
figures there’ll be more stations in-

terested in the service because Sta-

tion Films does all screening and
negotiating' if desired, and more
important, reduces cost via group
buying.
At the same time, he points up

fact that film distributors profit

through the setup by cutting over-

head (sales and. travel costs) and
at the same time get an “index” to

station needs in film programming.
Setup is maintained by members’
annual fees, with no charge to dis-

tributors.
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Set to Roll; 1500

Vidpix Chatter

First cooperative vidpix " salesf »M M M. •»»
servicing organization, represent-

ing some 50 distributors and han-

dling some 2,500 hours of film, has

been set up and will swing into

operation within two or three

months. Firm, TV Film Coopera-

tive Sales Co., is headed by Marcel

Luduc, a Canadian who hasn’t been

in the film biz before, and has

signed an exclusive rights agree-

ment with Mark Hawley Associates,

the station filmbuyer, under which

it will act as rep for Hawley in

addition to its selling activities,

Complex setup works under the

brokerage principle. Outfit will

act as a supplementary selling

agent for the distribs, servicing

markets where the distribs don’t

have coverage or where expense

prohibits regular visits by their,

own sales staffers. Luduc Will get

a 109o brokerage fee on product

he sells. At the same time, he’ll

rep Hawley in signing stations to

Hawley’s fllmbuying service. Un-
der Hawley’s filmbuying setup, a

station agrees to buy only through
Hawley, who supplies info on all

series to the station and through
mass buying can secure volume
discounts on film for the stations.

Hawley takes his cut from the dis-

trib end, a 10% brokerage fee.

Service costs the station nothing.

Under the arrangement;, there-

fore, Luduc will sign stations up
for the Hawley service and service

them with film either from his own
or Hawley’s larger roster of 'dis-

tribs. In the case of sales to a

Hawley-serviced station, 10% cut
goes from the dlstrib to Hawley,
with Luduc later getting paid off

by Hawley for signing the station.

However, mass of Luduc’s work
will be with non-Hawley stations,

selling them- product for the 50 dis-

tribs he represents, in return for
which he gets a 10% brokerage
fee from the distribs. Luduc fig-

ures that 10% off the prick of the
films more than compensates for

;
overhead which would have fo be
spent on servicing out-of-the-way

stations, and he believes he'll even-
tually account for some 15% of

each distrib’s total sales volume.

Important feature of the new
setup, however, is the fact that

these 2,500 hours of film, coming
from most of the* key distribs of

feature and syndicated product, are
publicly listed by price, with prices

quoted on three types of purchase—-Volume, length of" contract and
rerun use. Because of this fea-

ture, stations are assured that
they're not being overquoted on
price. They still can dicker price
with the dlstrib, but this way they
know they’re not being taken by a

'smooth-talking salesman. Also,

using the list as a reference point,

they can block out complete pro-
gramming with' content, cost and
ail other factors directly before
them.

While Luduc and Hawley will

(Continued on page 42)

New
Ella Raines returned from Sun

Valley vacation to start filming

second cycle of 13 “Janet Dean’’

vidpix at Parsonnet Studios . . ,

Dorothy M, McCann, executive

production supervisor for McCann
Edicksori on Borax’s “Death Val-

ley Days’* telepix, returned to the

Coast to supervise production on
two more of the oaters ... Art
Napoleon resigned as head of the

Blow agency's tv commercial film

production department to start in-

dependent production on the Coast
. James M. Orchard transferred

from the Atlanta office ;
of CBS-TV

Film Sales to the N, Y. lioipeoffice

. . Reub Kaufman, Guild prexy,
back from Coast production hud-
dles . John R. Markey and Leon-
ard Frank, former with NBC in

Hollywood and the latter with
David O. Selznlck, joined Charles
Mlcbelsoit as southwestern reps for
his expanded tv-film operation . . .

CBS-TV Film Sales incorporated in

Albany last week; but it doesn’t
signify any change in status or op-
erations—just for legal and tax
purposes v . . Philip. Beseer, former-
ly with Unity and previously with
Metro, joined Television Programs
of America as booker ... TPA
exec v.p. Michael SUlerman key
speaker at tomorrow's (Thurs.)
monthly meeting of National Tele-
vision Film Council . . . Official
Films veep Herman Rush back in
N. Y, after month-long combined
business and vacation visit to the
Coast.

Yitapix’s Grangers
Vitapix hag acquired a-wrestling

package of 39 films, which It start-

ed .to sell- last. week. Series, avail-

able in *hour and half-hour lengths

and titled “Championship Wrest-

ing from Hollywood," features

_ilms taken since last ’July of

matches at Hollywood Legion Sta-

dium.

Series, which was produced by
Val I. Lindberg, who’s directed sev-

eral sports films, uspd five cam-
eras reportedly 'the wily wrestling

series to do so. Sterling Barrett

directed the photography, while S.

Star edited.

Hollywood
Frank Wisbar bought an original

by John Q. Copeland, “Which of
Our Sons,” for his "Fireside The-
atre" series . . . Lawrence Ryle and
David Alpert in SHA’s “Cavalcade
entry, “The Carl Schurz Story

. John .Larkin scripting a “Mr.
District Attorney? original tor Ziv
. . . Gene Autry's Flying A Produc-
tions undergoing $100,000 expan-
sion program on its studio . .

Christian Nyby directing “It’s a
Great Life,” NBC-TV pilot prepped
by producers-writers Ray Singer
and Dick Chevillat . . . James Neil-
son megging his 22d Ford theatre
vidpic, “Yours for a Dream,” star
ring Joanne Dru . ... John Guede
to N. *. on telebiz . . . Richard Bare
directing a “Topper” tqlepic ,

Aram Katcher limns Napoleon in
Ziv’s “Silence,” in “Favorite Story’
series ,. . Bernard ,

Prockter in
from . N. Y.; to head up First Na
tional operations . . . Veda Ann
Borg cast in “Duffy's Tavern” tele-
pic at Hal Roach studio, With
Harve Foster directing, Ben Starr
and Larry Rhine penning the series
. . . Irene Ryan grabbed role in
Ray Bolger series

Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Avoid that ivory tower approach,
and keep uppermost in mind the
tastes of. the great mass of people
throughout the countrty. That’s

the advice given telepix producers
by Maurice (Babe) Unger, produc-
tion head of Ziv TV, leading mass
production, company in Hollywood,
with eight series set for 1954.

“I don’t go along with that type
of thinking which says that if a
picture isn’t well received by the
audience, then the audience simply
isn’t intelligent enough to under-
stand it. You’ve got to remember
you’re serving the diversified tastes

of 130,000,000 people, and if the
majority does not like a picture,

then it isn’t a good picture.

“Production-wise, I consider the
script the most important element.
We have no trouble obtaining
scripts. There are many fine

writers* in Hollywood. When we
get a good script my production
staff tells me this would be diffi-

cult to do, then I insist we do it.

I consider this a real challenge,
and by. consistently trying for bet-

ter quality telepix, you will obtain
it. We try for a 100% average,”
Unger declared, adding with a
grin, “We may not reach it, but we
try for perfection.”

The producer emphasized, “In
this competitive field today, you
cannot just get along ' and make
passable telepictures. You must
make a fine quality product which
has a touch of distinction to it.

You must not try to do as well as

the next fellow, or make a picture
as good as the last one. You must
constantly be striving to improve
your vidpix if you want to keep
pace with the field.”

Ziv, which syndicates its prod-
uct,- has produced more than 300
telepix, and has approximately 250
skedded for 1954.

I

Hollywood, Jan. 26.

FM audio for filmed tv, newest
Invention of Minnesota Mining,
was demonstrated last week by
Bing Crosby Enterprises, which
holds western franchise rights*

Magnetic sound recording tech-
nique was hailed by agency men as

“the best thing that has happened
to filmed commercials.”

Sound track, a thin blue band
laminated along the edge of a roll

of film, peels down to a brown
oxide coated strip, resulting in a

fine
.
frequency response, clearer

sound and a total absence of dis-

tortion- or background noises. Its

advantages to kinescope are at
once apparent, even to (lie untrain-
ed ear, the replay, “hot or cold;”
often resulting in muddied audio.

While the new .magnetic sound
tops won’t be marketed until the
fail, it nas been in use over a year
on classified government projects.
No saving in time or cost will re-

sult from the improved audio for
tele on film, the only fiscal advan-
tage being in its re-use. Agency
men, who viewed the demonstra-
tion at BCE laboratory, were won
over to its many benefits.

FLASH GORDON
With Steve Holland, Joe Nash,

Irene Champlin, Frederick Jolor,
others

Producer: Interwest Luedeoke Film
Productions

Producer: Wenzel Luedecke
Director: Wallace Worsley
Writers: Earl Markham, Bruce Elan
26 Half-hours
Dlstrib: MPTV Syndication
One of the veterans in the space

adventure dodge, “Flash Gordon”
has finally made the grade with his
own series of telefilms. For the
galaxy gang, the series probably
will produce a charge although
some of the Jbhnny-Come-Latelies
in the science-fiction field have al-

ready established their audiences
arid their particular brand of der-
ring-do as a little more dashing
than Gordon’s. ;

*

' Tire blond space hero- makes it

seem a little too easy as he bests
the character, located on an un-
charted planet, who has the uni-
verse in his power through use of
a ray that , shuts off all ^electric
machines. His stooges are androids
—-men made into machines—and
Flash gets to the key man by belt-
ing one of the androids in the
stomach thereby busting his tubes:
By the time Flash gets through
with the help of the knowing Dr.
Zarkov and the comely Dale, the
villain is dead and not even a hot
shot television repair man could
do anything with the androids.
Script by Earl Markham and
Bruce Elan is inclined to get a
litlle too pat in the clinches and a
little too fatuous at the fadeout,

but no one expects Hemingway in
outer space anyway.

Wallace Worsley’s - direction is

average for this type of actioner
and the performances are in the
same qualitative range. Steve Hol-
land is personable as Flash' and
Joe Nash looks like a space sci-
entist Irene Champlin faints pret-
tily and is generally, decorative.
Villain in the initialer is a gent
named Friedrich Jolor w'ho is sin-
ister for the first 20 minutes and
cringing for the next five, which is

about all that the part requires^
Technical work on this series,

filmed in West Berlin, is lip to the
demands of the ' script and the
average setsider probably won’t
notice the differences in quality
between this and

.
home - grown

product. Kap.

NOTHING SO MONSTROUS
With Lew Ayres, Tommy Rettig,
Arthu Shields, Randy Stuart,
Louis Martin; Nan Boardman,
Isabel Withers/ Anthony Sydes,
others

Producer: Authors Playhouse
Producers: Eugene Solow, Brew-

ster Morgan
Director: Harry Horner
Writers: Arnold. Schulman, Solow
(based on John Steinbeck story)

One half hour
,

(Produced^for CBS-TV “bmnibus")
Second in the trio of telepix

adapted from John :. Steinbeck?*
“The Pastures of Heaven” is a
quietly effective -yarn of how a
nonconformist is forced back into

-
v (Continued on -page 421-

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
(Strings of Roads) Y'..

;

Dob Sharpe’s newest, project,

the Ronald Colman series based on
W. Somerset Maugham stories, is

showcased in this pilot seen on
“Four Star Playhouse." “String

of Beads," (which lias been done on
the telepix circuit before by
Meridian) is a worthy entry which
aside from contributing to the

Four Star lineup, shows fine pros-

pects for a series as planned by
Sharpe and Colman.

Maugham’s tale is about a

governess who suddenly becomes
a celeb when a connoisseur of

jewels appraises the beads she's

wearing as a valuable strand pf

pearls worth much money. This
changes the girl's entire life, with
her socialite employer accepting
her as an equal; a fortune-hunting
Character pursuing her, and so on*.

All this to the gal’s confusion since

she knows she has beads, not
pearls. Eventually the truth is

learned by everyone; the girl is

given the
v
chill and the fortune-

hunter takes a powder. But the

gem expert marries the girl.

Seems he originally termed the

beads valuable gems as a whim, to

see what would happen.

Angela Lansbury is excellent as

the governess, projecting the

proper shadings into her role.

George Macready delivers a polr

ished performance as the guy who
started it all; Ron Randell has the

proper nuances as the slick heavy,

and Brenda Forbes, Nigel Bruce
and Sean McClory are good in sup-

port. Colman is on briefly, and
suavely essays the story-teller role.

William Cameron Menzies, cred-

ited with having designed as well

as directed, does a top-drawer job

in both departments. Don Ettlim-

ger’s adaptation of the Maugham
yarn is well handled. Daku.

PEPSI-COLA PLAYHOUSE
(Farewell Performance)

It began to look like here’s the

perfect crime and John Hoyt was
well on his wray to enjoy complete
freedom but he’s a ventriloquist

and that made the big difference.

Sounds a bit bizarre but dummies
play strange tricks on their alter

egos. Despite the implausihility

of the confessional, it will grip’ the

attention of the eyewitnesses (at

home) to the strangulation of Joan
Shawlee, who has such a pretty

neck to wring.

In this English music hall mur-
der mystery (to the Yard, only).

Miss Shawlee walks out on her
voice-diffusing husband, Hoyt, and
his dummy. Nobby, to warm over
an old affair with a stuffy Britisher
on the same bill. So Hoyt, hurt by
the ''dame’s perfidy, does her in

and stuffs her body into the 'trunk

in his rival’s dressing room. So
far, so good, as Miss Shawlee was
heard to have a violent quarrel
with her boy friend, Avho wanted
her out of the way so he could
marry a fortune.
But Hoyt reckoned without her

pierced ears and the ear ring lost

In Sier death struggle falls to the
ground when he shakes the dummy
in full view of the inspector and
the audience. An actor to -the end,
Hoyt throws his voice to the
dummy and the mystery is cleared
up when the whole bloody affair

is confessed.
Miss Shawiee proves a good

cheating hussy and amply dramatic

(Continued on page 45)

I* Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Recent declaration by itouben
Mampulian, v.p, of the Bergen Di-
rectors Guild, that thj^re is a
danger of “a generation' if direc-
torial mechanics being created, di-
rectors are not given freedoih to
express their imagination and in-
genuity,” is sharply disputed by
vidpix director John Rich, megger
of the Joan Davis series. Rich as-
serts in his opinion there is “con-
siderable room for creative ar-
tistry," that the very 'nature of tv

is . conducive to such freedom.

“Our show is in a constant state
of creative fomenLJpbere is 'much
room for the director to contribute
not only on characterizations, but
in changing the whole .concept of
scenes. We are always in a yeasty
stage of creative development.
There is a wonderful kind of vol-
canic, exciting buibble of activity,

whibh lends itself to a good deal of

fluidity and change.

Newsreel-Radio-TV

As^h. Elects Lerner
Arnold Lerner, of Warner Pathe

News, w'as elected prexy pf the
Radio, Newsreel & Television
Working Press Assn, of New York
at its monthly meeting last week
He succeeds Chester Burger,, of
CBS New'sfilm. Others tapped were
Jack Fern (CBS-TV hews) and
Richard Milbauer (Telenews), tied
for 1st v.p. with action to be taken
at Feb.. 24 meet; Thomas Priestley
NBC-TV news, 2d v.p.; Ruth Knopf
CBS-TV new\ sec.; Monroe Benton
WNYC news, assistant secretary
David Tullen, CBS-TV news, treas
urer, and Herbert Mulligan, Para
mount News, sergeantrat-arms.
Named to the board of governors

were Larry Racies, CBS-TV, chair-
man; Nick Archer, Telenews; Robr
«rt Donahue, Jr., Warner Pathe

;

Georgf Jordan, NBC-TV news;
A. A. Brown. Movietone News;

|

.
David Klein, NBC-TV, and Carl

i Larsen. Sr., Movietone.

“Nobody tells me how to shoot
a ’ picture. 'It’s strictly up to my
imagination. Producer P. J. Wolf-
son and Miss Davis allow me broad
atitude in direction; and thus it is

the director’s prerogative to ex-
press his feelings as to how the
script should be played camera-
wise. '

• .

“I have not found it' true that

you’re handed a script and told to

shoot virtually by rote. In our
scripts it’s never indicated . as to

whether the shot Involved fc me-
dium or close. Wolfson has given
me carte blanche" in the creative
elements. Our cameraman, Hal
Mohr, has been a great help- to me
also. There is a constant receptivity

on the Set to new ideas, to changes.

“Far from dding a script me-
chanically, I’m handed a script

and told, in effect, -here’s a story—
express it.’ There is great oppor-
tunity for a director to express
himself fregly, without bars and
fetters. There are no restrictions

placed on the director, and there

is no mechanical interpretation.

“I think tv today must be a great

deal like motion ; pictures 25 years

ago. We improvise a great deal.

At all times you have a»good deal

of responsibilty to the star, but

you are never in a straitjacket

from a standpoint of inventiveness.

If you were limited to the me-
chanics of directioh, you couldn’t

do the involved, complexities of

camera movements w'hich we do,"

Rich declared.

Director wras with the Dennis
Day tv show last, year, and prior

to that W'as staff director with

NBC-TV in N Y. Before that he

was with NBC radio.

Montreal, Jan. 26.

Claiming that “immoral films"

had been shown over the CBC tele

network, Premier Maurice Duples-

sis said during debates in the legis-

lature last Thursday .
(21 ) that his

government plans to apply strict

censorship to all tv films shown in

this province.

Legislation placing all tv films

under the Board of Cinema Cen-
sors became effective in December,
’52, three months after the first

CBC outlet w'ent into operation
here in Montreal. To date any cen-

soring has been left to the discre-

tion of tele station.

AFs Cuffo Pix
Group of films of Varying

lengths is befog made available on
a free basis to stations by Associa-
tion Films, firm which releases the

plx . for various industrial groups*
foundations and associations.

Group, comprising some -70 films

on Varying subjects and of varying
length, stars some top names.

Included in casts of some of the
pix .are Alan.Ladd, Melvyn Doug-
las, Spring Byington, Lowell Thom-
as and Bill Baird's marionettes.
Among 1 producers -represented in

thg group aye Walt Disney and
March of Time. Pix are^for non-

commercial public service use only,

and not available on a standby
•basis. - • •



Wednesday,

As indicated several weeks ago in Variety, General Electric
has signed a patent license agreement with Columbia granting
GE the ''right to manufacture and sell color television apparatus
developed by CBS. Specifically, the CBS-developed equipment to
be produced by GE -involves the single-tube color television camera
and- the “Chromacoder,” which" was introduced last October and
is now in regular use in CBS Television color broadcasts under
the National Television System Committee tint standards adopted
by the F.CC bn Dec. 17. .

The GE-CBS wedding, from the patent-manufacturing stand-
point, has deep significance, marking as it does the first major
breakaway from the RCA patent dynasty and the initial defection
in the long-standing GE-RCA association.

While signing with CBS for. the rights .to produce the “Chroma-
coder” color cameras and related apparatus for industrial and
closed circuit tv use, GE, of course, is still tied to RCA on its past
patent commitments. Nonetheless, the CB&-GE alliance is regarded
as an “upheaval* in the patent sweepstakes.
Statements oh the union -which are, being issued jointly by Frank

Stanton. CBS prexy, and Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE yeepee and gen-
eral manager, point to the fact that GE engineers are currently
working with CBS in designing commercial prototypes, of the
“Chromacoder’' and the “Chromacoder” cameras developed by Dr,
Peter Goldmark, v.p. of CBS Laboratories Division, and that the
cameras are already being built. Four have been ordered by CBS
for delivery before March 1, '54. , GE plans to offer its commercial
prototype ofrthe “Chromacoder” to broadcasters by the second
quarter of the year.

CBS uses a single-tube field sequential
,
color camera, which GE

characterizes as a “simpler and more economical method for broad-
casting the NTSC color system.”

Disposition of WOR-TV Jersey Structure (Amici
Threats & Offers) Poses Some Problems

WOR-TV, General Teleradio sta-

tion in New York, since It’s recent-

ly been put on a very restrictive

budget,, can’t afford any serious

financial setbacks it it expects to

continue operation. Yet, no sooner
did it move everything into the
compact quarters at the Empire
State Building, where everything
looked rosy, township officials of
North Bergen, N. J„ where its un-
used tower is located, threatened
legal action to have the near 800-

foot structure razed. The tower,
which Costs well over $1,000,000,
could be used to supplement the
outlet’s revenue in many ways, and
even if- that weren’t the case. Cost
of removal alone would . be high
enough to throw the video station
deeply into the red,

Gordon Gray, new chief for the
'combined WOR and WOR-TV op-
erations, and his brain trust were
worried, but it looked like they
had a good case for retention of the
Jersey tower until a premature
statement about turning it over to
the departments of education Of
New York and New Jersey, put
them in a- corner. If the states
were to accept the tower for edu-
cational video, which doesn’-t seem
very likely at present, WOR-TV
would be losing a possible source
for added revenue through rental
or sale to another commercial Out-
fit < educators would get free usage).

The tower has been something of
a turkey since completion five
years ago; North Bergen towns-
folk have been issuing complaints
about falling ice, eyesore, danger

( Continued on page 44
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Animal Kingdom
Ted. Steele, who buys a new

Guernsey heifer for his Bucks
County (Pa.) farm every time
he lands a new client for his

daytime tv’er on WPIX, N. Y,,

last week added fouF, bringing
the total to 90.

A vistor noticed there were
17 other cows, Jerseys, in a
separate bam. Asked about
them, Steele said, “Oh, they’re
for radio,” referring blandly
to his WMCA (N. Y.) AM’er.

Two ABC-TV shows got the axe
ns week, with Thor calling it

ouits on “Quick As a Flash”, and
loots le Rolls dropping “Tootsie
hippodrome.” Thor cancellation
takes effect Feb. 25, while “Hippo-
drome” played its last show Sat-
urday (23).

eb hasn’t decided on a re-
piacement for the Thursday at 8

i* lash, except to determine that
i won’t carry the Bud Collyer-
•mceed. panel session on a sustain-
n ? basis. Unless the net can come

jip with a quick sale, program will
be dropped. With 'the ’Tootsie”

i,t!i

Ce ation
\web is moving itsSat-

morning network schedule
b (d 10:15 from 0:45, with a film

spov
nim&ls movihg into the later

Baseball Commissioner Ford C.

Frick, taking an adamant stand

about the extra-heavy coin brought
in by video coverage of the World
Series, refuses to admit that ball-

players have any legal right to the

money, nor will he permit the play-

eVs or any of their reps to sit in

on future negotiations with spon-

sors of the big games. On the
other hand, players feel their stake

is big enough to require their par-

ticipation in any such deal.

By 1956, when the current deal

with Gillette terminates, series tv

rights are expected to go for

$3,000,000 annually, but Frick, who
is overall administrator for the 16

teams in both major leagues, feels

that the figure is speculatively

high.

“We have to face the fact that

we could conceivably price our-

selves Out of the picture. I can’t

visualize any one advertiser pick-

ing up the kind Of tab that such a

(Continued on page 42)

By GEORGE ROSEN
One of the choicest half-hours in

the whole of nighttime television—
the Thursday night 8:30 to 9 period

sandwiched smack in between
Groucho Marx’s “You • Bet Your
Life” and “Dragnet,’’ has become
available for sale, now that its

present occupant, ’Treasury Men
In Action,”" throws in its lot with
ABC.

That many consider the time
about the best to be had in. tele-

vision becomes understandable in

view of the fact that, on the one
side, it follows a .40.0 Trendex rat-

ing (Groucho Marx), and immedi-
ately precedes tv’s No. 2-rated

“Dragnet” (47.2). For the right

show in the slot, it could add up to
a sponsor’s dream come true.

Which is oneu of the reasons why,
as. of last week, about a half-dozen
prospective clients were clamoring
at NBC’s door with a “let pie in”
bid/ But if NBC has been turning
a deaf ear to their blandishments,
it’s because,^ in each, case, the
wouldbe time buyers have been
coming in with their own ideas as
to what show should go into Thurs-
day at 8 : 30-^wiiile NBC shares a
differeht view. When NBC makes
the decision*, it’ll be strictly on' a -

“buy me. buy my show” basis.

New Turn of Events
,

All of which is indicative of a
new turn of events particularly ap-
plicable to the two major networks
—NBC and CBS. For several years
now there have been loud protesta-
tions, mainly emanating from ad
agency circles and program pack-
agers, bemoaning the fact that the
networks are monopolizing the pro-
gram field and that the outside
packager and the agency-incepted
show hasn’t a chance, Comes the
day when a nighttime segment
opens up, as in the case of Thurs-
day night 8:30, they complain, and
the only hopes of grabbing off the
time for a client is to yield to net-
work demands and buy the web’s
house show’ along with the time.

Thus they "'point to the Saturday
night at 8 situation, also on NBC-
TV. .

When Philip Morris cancelled
Out on “Mr. Bonino” and gave up
the time, NBC began peddling like

mad its new Mickey Rooney Vid-
pix series—asking price $40,000.
Despite the Saturday at 8 opposite-
Jackie Gleason status, a number
of agencies nonetheless wanted in
on the time, but refused to go
along on the demaruLthat the 40G
Roonay show musr go with it.

Some complained that it smacked
of antitrust and inviting FCC re-

percussions. even as. years back,
the Government agency was forced

(Continued on page 44)

Only a Dream
TV impresario about town

swears he actually had this

dream:
Of viewing television for a

whole week without seeing Ed-
die Albert once.

Chicago. Jan! 26.

Pabst Brewery people are doing
a burn over the fact that the In-

ternational Boxing . Club has ear-
marked the upcoming Kid Gavilan-
Bobo Olson middleweight cham-
pionship fight for the Gillette Fri-

day hjght schedule on NBC-TV.
Bout shapes up as one of the top
matches of the year and Pabst
had been hopefully eyeing it for
its regular Wednesday night series
via CBS-TV.
Although the sudsmakers have

admittedly had their fair share of
the better IB>C-packaged fights,

they reportedly were more than a

bit chagrined that they weren’t
given a crack at bidding on the
Gavilan-Olson go. It's understood
that Pabst first learned the deal
was set with Gillette via tlie news-
papers.

Fight is scheduled for the Chi
Stadium on April 2 with a 100-

mile radius tv blackout. Gillette’s

tab for the affair has been report-
ed at $115,000.

HAYWARD BECOMING

ACTIVE AT NBC-TV
Now that his “Prescott Pro-

posals” legit production is estab-
lished on Brqadway, Leland Hay-
ward apparently is ready to devote
more time and effort to his NBC-
TV consultancy job. Hayward was
pacted by the web some months
back, following the standout job
he did on the Mary Martin-Ethel
Merman Ford 50th anniversary tv

show', but until now has been un-
able to put in any time for the
network,
Hayward’s initial major assist

as consultant has been on the pro-
jected “Home” daytime tv show,
which preems March 1, and he was
among those participating in last

week’s closed-circuit presentation
of the show’s ambitious plans.

Washington, Jan* 26.
Anti-McCarthy forces in the

Senate rolled up 25 "Votes yester-
day (Mon.) in a surprising show of .

strength against confirmation of
Robert E. Lee as a member of the
FCC. Although they , w'ere unable
to stem a strong Republican and
Southern Democratic bloc which
supported Lee. they succeeded in
bringing into sharp focus the “new.
complexion” of the Commission
membership.

Contributing to the opposition
strength was. the importance at-
tached to the network action last
year in yielding to a demand for
equal time on tv by Sen. Joseph
McCarthy, friend of Lee. (R-Wis.)
to answer a speech by former Pres-
ident Truman which contained
only an incidental and indirect
reference to McCarthy. »

While the vote (58-25) was large-
ly along party lines. Republican
members George D. Aiken of Va.
arid Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith of
Maine and independent Wayne
Morse of Ore. joined the opposi-
tion. Another Republican, Ralph
E; Flanders of Va'., announced he
was against the nomination but
paired his vote with Styles Bridges
(R-N..H.) who was absent.

Opposition to confirmation waj
led by Sen. Mike Monroney <D-
Okla.) who: expressed fear* that
Lee’s friendship with Texas oil-
man H. L. Hunt will endanger
freedom of expression on radio
and tv. Monroney described Hunt’s
“Facts Forum” program, which
Lee helped set up. as “the largest
and most ambitious propaganda
machine ever set up in this coun-
try.”

Play Into Hunt’s Hands
With Lee on the Commission,

said Monroney. Hunt would be in
a “very advantageous” position m
selling the "Facts” program, “How
many broadcasters would say ‘no*
now if they were asked to carry
the program?” Monroney asked,

j

The program is now broadcast, he
! said, by 222 radio arid tv stations,

!
-Monroney said that “Facts” has

received over $1,000,000 of free
(Continued on page 43
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Singer Monica Lewis ..
gets her1

own crossrthe-board television show
via WABC-TV, ABC’s N. Y. flag-

ship, this week, with Roto-Broil

sponsoring. The 10-minute ses-

sion replaces the twin spots held

by Gloria De Haven arid Lisa Fer-

raday for No-CaT Beverages, which

dropped the performers after a 13-

week cycle.
.

I Network is currently dickering

With Miss De Haven for a web spot,

with properties or format yet to

! be decided.

\

NBC~TV9
s ‘Homezapoppin

NBC pulled a closed circuit tele-

cast of its upcoming “Home” show
to the affiliates last week and it

came out. “Homezapoppin.” This
“revolutionary idea in daytime tv

programming” could have been a

spaceship as far as the studio and
its design are concerned, and the

half-hour entre-nous show (“Home”
is a 60-minuter set for March 1, 1

1

to noori, cross-the-board) brought
out web prexy Pat Weaver arid his

leading cohorts who served as “ex-

plainers.” Among them were exec
v,p. Robert W. Sarnoff, “Home”
exec producer; Richard A. R. Pink-

ham, Broadway producer, arid web
program consultant Leland Hay-
ward, and Dave Garroway, emcee
of “Today,” the morning face of

“Home.”
What they said in effect as the

affiliates watched and a' collection

of prospective sponsors and ‘ ad
agencies dittoed in New York .was

that “Home” would liav<? every-

thing—editorially, a tv service

magazine setup presided .over by
sundry femme experts; commer-
cially, a “ctfartbr client plan” to

get in on the ground floor; and me-
chanically, a permanent (it better
be) set valued at $200,000 embrac-
ing machinery “unlike anything
ever used before in tv” and de-
signed to display products, mate-
rials. processes and procedures re-

lated to the American home and
horne living. (There will be color
inserts on a regular basis, too.)

The set measures 60 feet across in

theatreJn - the - round dimensions,
with a screen permitting Tront or
rear projection and lighting from
virtually every direction. The play-

ing area will center around iriricr

and outer turntables, the former
large enough to hold an auto and
adjustable to a height of five feet.

Outer turntable will allow for
showing various rooms.
Among other mechanical devices

are a tumbler which can lift or re-

volve a refrigerator and do other
fancy didoes; an aerial camera; a

spiral pickup for yardgoods and
such complete With swirling ef-

fects; a growery, a plot for flowerfc

and vegetables; an elementer^, to

(Continued on page 44)

Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV “Toast of
the Town” sneaked in ahead of the
NBC-TV “Comedy HqUr” on Sun-
day (24). with the Trendex 10-city
lineup producing respective scores
of 29.2 and 27.5. This was a Sab-
bath night competition that found
the Lincoln-Mercury and Colgate
stanzas shooting high in The su-
premacy sweepstakes, wfth both
shows upping their talent-produc-
tion budgets considerably. “Toast”
had the werld-famed Sadler’s Wells
Ballet as its chief component,
against Ethel Merman starring in
her own show—and marking her
teledebut as a topper—supported
by Jimmy Durante and Gene Nel-
son on the Colgate hour.

This was a reverse in "Toast” vs.

“Hour” of a few weeks back when
the former, with a flock of opera
stars, took a shellacking from the
Colgate opposition. Thus it isn’t

merely a case of longhair vs. the
variety motif and no one can pre-
dict with any degree of accuracy
how viewing will stack up when
based on the “talent on paper”
factor.

Spillane’s TV’er
Whodunit writer Mickey Spil-

lune is expanding his activities to

television. Spillane has been set

to write the March 2 edition of

“Suspense” on CBS-TV.
He’ll also attempt his acting de-

but on tv in the leading role on
the program.’

‘
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Washington, Jan. 26.

The wild scramble for choice

VHF channels in single VHF sta-

tion markets produced its juiciest

tale of in-fighting among applicants

with testimony last week of a $25,-

000 offer in the corridors of the

FCC to clear the way for a grant

for channel 2 in Buffalo.

What may well become a legend

In the archives of FCC video' in-

vestigations, the ’‘Buffalo story,”

as detailed in hearings before Ex-

aminer Harold Schilz, contained all

the ingredients of a Hollywood
melodrama, There was evert a last-

minute rush (by airplane from
’Buffalo) to file a merger applica-

tion before FCC closing timfr, in

the expectation of a grant the next

morning. But, a “villain” had
stepped in to ' foil . the plan.

Hearings on the channel 2 case

had been ordered by FCC to de-

termine the circumstances of a

merger of applications into Niagara
Frontier Amusement Corp. and to

discover .whether an : application

filed almost simultaneously by En-
terprise Transmission, Jnc. (and

later withdrawn) was a* so-called

'‘strike” or blocking application de-

signed to*, exact a payoff to with-

draw.
Under questioning by FCC coun-

sel Thomas Fitzpatrick, it was

(Continued on page 40)

On a
Greensboro, N.C., Jan. 26.

Sheriff Rochelle Boyle
walked into Radio Station

WBCU at Union, S. C., 45 min-

utes after it began early morn-
ing broadcasting and arrested

announcer Bill Stribling and
placed him in jail. The charges

the sheriff said, was .fishing

without a license. Bond. was
set at $50.0.

Stribling broadcast for four

hours from the jail, appealing

to listeners to contribute

money for the bond. At the

end of the period $840.50 had
been contributed, Stribling

went free and the money went
to the March of Dimes cam-
paign.

"

Another FM’er Folds
Greensboro, N, C., Jan. 26?

The FCC has announced that it

has granted the request of R. P.

Lyon & Son, Wqdesboro, N. C„ to

cancel its license and delete

FM station.

Call letters are WADE-FM.

its

And for Free, Yet

Chesterfield's $5,000,000 ankling
of Arthur Godfrey in radio-tv
found a couple of willing takers of
the vacant spots last week, restor-
ing Godfrey to his SRO status. An
old face pacting for double duty is

Toni; which goes from alternating
to weekly exposure bn CBS-TV’s
“AG & His Friends,” taking the
first half hour of the Wednesday
show. Last half is' a skip-week
proposition coupling Pillsbury and
Frigidaire. Latter climbed aboard
right after the ciggie exited.

In CBS simulcast Minnesota!
Mining & Mfg. Co. (Scotch -Tape,
etc.) will back the 10-10:15 Monday
and Wednesday segment of the 90-
minute ‘‘Arthur Godfrey Time”
starting Feb. 8. In the aural sphere

,
MMM goes alternate Fridays (Jack
Paar has the tv period that day).
Three-M agency is BBD&O.

First kiddie strip (or any five-a-

weeker, for that matter) to get the
tint treatment from NBC-TV will

be “Howdy Doody,” which moves
into the Colonial -Theatre, N.Y,
eb. 1 for five days following the

troupe’s return from their Coast
visit. The 5:30-6 p.m. cross-the-

boarder got the tint bid from the
net on the basis of format . and
characters lending themselves to

tint. Program, incidentally, was
one of the first NBC’ers to get the
experimental tint treatment some-
time back, when NBC was top-
secreting its color projects.

Troupe headed by Bob Smith has
extended its stay on the Coast a
week, to three- weeks, with cast and
production staff planing back to

N.Y. Jan. 29. While originating its

regular shows in NBC’s Burbank
studios, troupe did a special four-
bOur March of Dimes benefit show
ast week (16), part of which was
caried locally via KNBH, the NBC
o&o there.

Ford

Expansion Set
Cancellation of the capsule Les

Paul & Mary Ford On CBS Radio
will give Julius LaRosa a fullblown
show on the net. Paul-Ford, with
Lambert Pharmacal sponsoring, do
six-a-week of the

:

five-minuters
(M-W-F and three on Saturday)
which will be vacated as of Feb. 6.

LaRosa will step into the time two
days later, being currently slotted
at 7:35-45 as a precede to the sing-
ing, and instrumental. duo. The
ex-Godfrey singer is sustaining
except on Mondays when Campana
foots the bill.

Paul & Ford’s capsule workouts
on tape plug Listerine. Pharmacal
apparently has enough of ’em on
the beltline to last a while. Di
also have a tv version oh WABC
N. Y., which has been axed.

V

>

Hosp; To Rest in Fla
Gertrude Berg, hospitalized in

N. Y. for several weeks and in
critical condition at one point, is

sufficiently past the danger zone
to get her

.
discharge ticket from

LenoX Hill Hospital. Last Friday
(22) the creator of “The Gold-
bergs” left with husband Louis
Berg for Key West, Fla., where
they’ll remain for three weeks.
Upon her return, she’ll write her-
self back into “House of Glass,”
her NBC Radio stanza.
Another network vacationer but

with no health angle applying is

Jack Cleary, program director of
the aural web, who left Sunday
(24) for Puerto Rico and the Vir-
gin Islands on a fortnighter.

For Chi & N.Y. O&O’s
Chicago, Jan. 26.

The old WBKB John H. Mitchell-

Sterling (Red) Quinlan combine

that was a post-ABC-United Para-

mount merger splitup with Mit-

chell assigned the WABC-TV, N.Y.

general managership and Quinlan

dittoing at WBKB in Chi, is being

reprised at least in part thanks to

the co-ax cable. In sort of a net-

work within a network worked out

by the two ABC-TV o&o toppers,

the two stations start exchanging

programs next month.

Since ABC-TV is paying tolls on
the east-to-west cable from 2:30
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. and with no
afternoon network shows in the
works, Mitchell and Quinlan have
worked out a deal whereby
WABC’s afternoon Jerry Lester
show and the Bob and Ray strip

will be piped direct to WBKB for
Chi airings. The two programs will

be sold locally by WBKB at regu-
lar rates. Network talent fees, how-
ever, will apply in the two-city
showcasing.

Also in the works are vice versa
feeds ‘from WBKB to WABC with
WBKB’s currently sold-out “All
About Babies” a possible early
choice.

Chicago, Jan. 26.

A wholesale programming, re-

vamping is »underway a.t WBKB,
ABC-TV’s Chi o&o. New projects

blueprinted, for a February bow
will give the station practically a

new daytime personality with em-
phasis on live shows which will , in-

troduce a flock of new talent to

Chi viewers in an attempt to es-

tablish a local programming for-

mula that will pull against the net-

work competition and the draw of

WGN-TV’s summertime baseball,

telecasts,

As outlined by WBKB general

manager Sterling (Red) Quinlan,'

the top-to-bottom reshuffling rep-

resents something of a novel ex-

periment in getting the full pro-

gramming mileage out of the
American Federation of Musicians
staff members., Aftet* weeks of

screenings and auditions during
which time the' regular. American
Federation of Radio-Television Art-

ist non-musical talent has been
working under two-weeks notice,

Quinlan has evolved several pro-
gram ideas built around AFM staf-

fers to supplement the'AFTA line-

up;

As an operator of network-

owned stations (WENRds the Chi
ABC AM outlet), Quinlan has been
faced with the usual o&o station

problem of fully utilizing the 45-

man AFM crew, a standard net-

work station fixture under' the
present union pacts. With only two
network shows using musicians—
ABC-AM’s “Breakfast Club” and
ABC-TV’s “Super Circus”—it was
calculated that nearly 800 of the
1125 tootler man-hours per week
were going down the drain because
of lack of use. In other words,
nearly two-thirds of the $600,000
yearly AFM nut was being wasted.

Under the new WBKB scheme of
things with AFM’ers working as
combos and instrumentalists in the
various daytimers; Quinlan figures
that he will be using practically

100% of his musician man-hours
each week, counting rehearsals and
actual shows. In the case of a
piece of talent that’s both an AFM

(Continued on page 45)

Radio-tv provided a field day for the longhairs on Sunday (24),

with an almost continuous six-hour sequencing of symphony,

Shakespeare opera and ballet (in each case representing the fore-

most in their field) registering an intellectual stimulant perhaps

unprecedented for a single day’s flipping of the radio-tv dials.

In one fell six-hour swoop, the networks offered the home viewer

and listener such a diversified longhair assortment as Bruno Walter

conducting the N.Y. Philharmonic Symphony in a CBS radio per-

formance of Mahler’s First Symphony (Walter is regarded as prob-

ably the supreme interpreter of Mahler); followed by the two-hour

Hallmark Hall of Fame NBC-TV performance of “King Richard

II” starring Maurice Evans. Immediately after came the 60-minute

performance by Arturo Toscanini,' the NBC Symphony Orchestra,

standout soloists and the Robert Shaw chorale in the concluding

segments of Verdi’s “The Masked Bell” (first part was given ' the

previous Sunday). And thrown in for good measure was the per-

formance by the Sadler’s Wells Ballet on Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV
“Toast of the Town.” . .

.

As an afternoon and evening of listener-viewing pleasures, it was
comparable to taking in Carnegie Hallr the Metropolitan Opera

House and Broadway drama at its best—without leaving the living

room.

WNEW Feed

.

Untapped audience depart-

ment:
Yawning parents awakened

about two ayem every morning
to feed the infant will get spe-

cial attention from radio at

last. WNEW, Gotham indie, is

initiating a 15-minute segment
of Art Ford’s "Milkman’s Mati-

nee” for this undeveloped
group of sufferers.

To be called “Two a.m..

Feeding;” the show will use

Ford to provide baby-care tips

specially prepared with-the co-

operation of Parents Maga-
zine. Proper keep-awake melo-
dies will also be supplied for

the parents.

Get a load of the segment’s
sponsors: Clapp’s Baby Foods,
Mennen Baby Products, Bor-
den Milk products, Q-Tips,
Lullaby-Lite (musical night
light for juves). Electronic

Baby Sitter and. Continental
insurance Co. (for those who
are looking toward junions fu-

ture).

NBC’s Spot Sales’

MURROW PLANS DINAH

REMOTE FOR TERSON’
Dinah Shore may become the

first interviewee remoted from
the Coast on IN Murrow’s CBS-TV
“Person to Person,” based in N. Y.
The singer was in Gotham last
week for her initial NBC color-

casts and gave the nod to the idea,
but a go-ahead has to edme from
her sponsor, Chevrolet, and maybe
the network also, but latter would
figure to stand behind a Chewy
okay. A California firster on Miss
Shore would have to come fast as
the show is blueprinting another
personality from there.

Upcoming (29) oft “P to P” are
Brandon de Wilde, the kid star of
ABC-TV’s “Jamie,” and James C.
Hagerty, President Eisenhower’s
press chief.

NBC’s Spot Sales setup in the
o&o domain is undergoing a Series

of pivotal personnel changes based
on shifts in Cleveland. George
Dietrich has been posted as na-
tional radio : manager replacing
William N. Davidson, who becomes
assistant g.m. and sales director of
WTAM and WNBK, web’s radio-tv
operations in Cleveland. Theodore
H. Walworth Jr. has been assigned
as tv sales manager of WNBK. Die-
trich was formerly eastern radio
sales manager of NBC SS and Wal-
worth a sales exec of that division,
in N. Y. He succeeds Charles
Philips, who went to Gotham as
WOR-TV sales manager. Dietrich’s
post goes to Edwin T. Jameson, ex-
account exec. William P. Dix Jr.
ankled as WTAM sales boss and
also, goes WOR in similar berth.

> Hollywood, Jan.‘ 26.

For construction and conversion
—$5,000,000.

.That’s how; the cost sheet will

add up at NBC and* CBS before
many morC weeks.. For converting

.

two studios to colorcasting, the tab
will run to better than $2,000,000.
The big bulge of $3,000,000 is for
two or three new sta,ge§ to be
erected at CBS Television City to
accommodate Jackie Gleason and
other shows that may follow him
westward.

Updating of studios at NBC in
Burbank and Television City and
the staggering costs involved in
converting to color are pointed up
by network execs as only one facet
in the spiraling coin for tinting.

Production costs are expected to
nearly double and fees for phone
circuits will sharply rise.

Accounting for the major share
of converting to color are lighting,

air conditioning, re-wiring and
three-camera chain. Makeover will

require four to six months and
work at both plants is expected to
start in a few weeks to be ready by
fall. NBC is reported to have laid

out a cool million to convert the
Colonial theatre . in Manhattan to
red, blue and green. Cost sheet for
CBS revamp of 81st St. theatre
in N. Y. will also hit the mil mark.

It’s because of the conversion
of studio 43 at TV -City and the in-

coming Gleason show in April that
the giaht will sprawl • over more
acreage. With the. arrival of Wil-
liam S. Paley, CBS- board chair-
man, for a, week’s stay, it is ex-

pected that construction of both
projects will be approved for an
immediate start. Plant now has
four stages and all facilities of the
studio are taxed to the utmost ca-

pacity. Each of the new stages is

ticketed at better than $1,000,000.

Paley’s visit will also be con-

cerned with program discussions

for the summer and talent talks.

William Balaban, director of spe-
cial events at WABC-TV, N. Y., has
been upped to assistant program
manager of the ABC flagship, Bala-
ban will continue in charge of spe-
cial events, and will report to pro-
gram chief Rod Rodher in his new
post.

Balaban formerly held the spe-
cial events spot at WBKB, Chicago,
before coming to N Y with John
H. Mitchell, who moved from Chi
to head up the Gotham operation
as a veep. He’s the son of John
Balaban, Balaban & Katz circuit
prexy.

On & Up With Robt. Q
Robert Q. Lewis is in the cushy

position of landing a- pair of ad-
ditional sponsors for his CBS Ra-
dio 11-to-noon show which would
push ahead the Saturday stanza
half an hour some time in April.
With the hour format having been
launched about foUr ; Weeks ago un-
der SRO status, the 90-minute po-
tential got a halfway lift with
Doeskin Products signing for the
10:45 to li segment. Following,
that the 10:30 spender came
through in Helene Curtis hair
spray.

Under this pre-11 o’clock foray
by Lewis, Galen Drake’s segment
at 10 would be reduced to a*half-
hour.

But Poison to Radio

>; D’con Buys In
An unusual and probably un-

precedented type of network pro-
gram sponsor has latched on to an
upcoming Saturday nighter on
NBC Radio. The D’con Co. of
Chicago, makers of rodenticides
and insecticides, will back “Coun-
try Tune Parade,” a WSM-Nash-
ville originator, for cycle starting
March 6. Quarter hour (at 10)
will feature Ernest Tubbs and
Goldie Hill in a singing stint cov-
ering the top alfalfa tunfes of the
week. Ousted from that berth will
be “Dude Ranch JambOreev

” D’con
heretofore has concentrated on
spot radio and tv, currently on 215
aurals and 15 visuals.

“Country Tune Parade” will
segue from WSM’s “Grand Ole
Opry,” the R. J. Reynolds (Camel)
veteran which is co-opped on
some stations. D’con agency is Mar-
free Corp.

Syracuse, Jan. 26.

Local radio-tv had a facelifting

last week with the sale of radio

station WAGE to Meredith Syra-

cuse Corp:, owner of tv station

WHEN. Purchase is subject to FCC
approval.

In the change, WAGE, a. locally

owned ABC Outlet founded in

1941, will become the radio arm
of WHEN and Will Take over the

latter’s name. WHEN will be re-

named WHEN-TV ohcC the sale

has FCC okay.
,

The acquisition adds another
station to the Meredith chain,

owned by Mefedits Publication
Corp,, of Des Moines, publishers
of Successful Farming and Better
Homes and Gardens.

Meredith now operates tv-radio

stations in three major markets:
KPHO-TV and KPHO-AM, Phoe-
nix; WOW-TV and WOW-AM in

Omaha; KCMO-TV and KCMO*
AM in Kansas City.

Paul Adanti, v.p. and general

manager of WHEN, will continue
as director of the stations. Found-
ed in 1948 as Syracuse’s first tv

station, WHEN is local outlet for

ABC, DuMont and CBS.
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Reports are current around the trade of a rift in the relations

between Milton Berle and his top-priced ace writer Goddman Ace,

ever since the return of Berle from his honeymoon hiatus four

weeks ago. Berle, 'tis said, is miffed oyer prevailing sentiment*

that the Tuesday night Buick shows haven’t been up to par and
feels Ace isn’t giving of his best. ‘ Ace himself says, “if* Berle’s

sore* why doesn’t he tell me about it? So far I've heard nothing

from him. And anyway* take a look at the latest Nielsen. We’re

in. third place.”

Nielsen in question was for the pre-honeymoon December stanzas.

In fact, Berle all season has been keeping steady company with

third, fourth or fifth place oh the Nielsens—a reprise of the pre-

vious season when Berle & Ace maneuvered the teamup arid,. over

a two-season stretch, reconverted the stanza from a minus Top 10

low ebb into the “new 'Berle” with a resultant payoff that’s even
had the critical fraternity eating their words and conceding the

comic’s boff reincarnation.

In the beginning they were betting that the Berle-Ace matiqg
wouldn’t last four weeks. The bcjy$ laying odds were fooled—but
plenty. What the present situation bodes is anybody’s guess—but

the trade’ll be eyeing it closely.

Meanwhile, there’s a strong possibility that Berle’s. last few *

shows of the season may emanate from Hollywood. Berle and his

associates are discussing shifting the show to the Coast for a few
weeks. There has also been talk of moving the show to Hollywood
next season since the Center Theatre is to be razed! Berle, on
the Coast for a brief trip with his wife, returns to N.Y. today (Wed.).

By LARRY JONAS
Phoenix, Jan. 26.

Commercial standards of radio

and television were overhauled

and revamped during three-day

conclave, which wound up here

Saturday (23 ) , of the board of di-

rectors of the National Assn, of

Radio-Television Broadcasters. ,

Adoption of a revised radio

standards of practice code, based

upon measures ^the NARTB has

been mulling more than a year,

parallels the standards of the tv

code and calls for revision of both
commercial and program aspects

of radio. ... .

Change in code specifies that

microphone thespians be clearly

identified as actors whgn pitching

a commercial in the role of a doc-
tor or dentist, and also tosses a

curve at “bait” advertising with
the exhortation that stations re-

ject business from firms of doubt-
ful reputation.

Television Voluntary Code of

Good Practice was updated with
inclusion of nine amendments, one
of which places strong emphasis
on standardization of commercial
practices via the abolition, of mul-
tiple announcements during sta-

tion breaks and within the struc-
ture of a program.

'

Amendment gives red light to

(Continued on page 40)

Axed; Vie’ In
“This Is Show Business” gets

axed next month as result of a
brace of sponsorship cancellations.
Show has been bankrolled by Shick
and Carter Products. Latter is re-
taining the Tuesday night 9 to 9:30
time segment and has bought the
Coast-originating “Meet Millie”
show, which will be installed in the
Tuesday slot. “Millie” is currently
a Saturday at 7 sustained. Schick
»s dropping out altogether.

Fate of “Show Business” is still
to be determined. If the web can
find a slot for the program,; it may
he kept on as a sustainer in the
hopes of latching on to new spon-
sorship.

Show encountered a similar sit-

»
i

'?
n _about a year ago when

i-ucky Strike cancelled out. It was
given a reprieve when Carter and

^eame^ UP as bankrollers.
conflicting product mes-

gcs made the situation untenable.

Gruen Renews WW
'tcS™

en
-
a? week renewed its al-

Winrhniv
66
^ sponsorship of Walter

other**}-®
A

t

BC simulcast for an-

nates u
2
‘tu

e
S^’ Watch outfit alter-

pn th*- — ravuuWIO
-y--.r night quarter-hpur.
McCann-Erickson agented.

WLOL CALLING OFF

MUTUAL AFFILIATION
Minneapolis, Jan, 26!

Ralph L. Atlas’ WLOL, MBS out-

let here for many years, is relin-"

quishing the affiliation with the

expiration of its franchise Jprte

15 when WDGY, locally owned in-

dependent station^ will acquire it.

Harold W. Cassill, WLOL gen-
eral manager, told the press that
We’re not losing Mutual, but giv-

ing it up.” He said WLOL plans
to pattern its programming after
several large independent stat-

ions “which are doing very well.”

C. T. Hagman, WDGY president,
who quit last year as WLOL gen-
eral manager to take his present
post, had accepted the MBS invita-

tion to attend the latter’s recent
Biloxi meeting.

WDGY preemed in 1923 under a
different ownership and now has
50,000 and 25,000 watts for day and
night power, respectively;. Wes
Fesler resigned as U. of Minnesota
football coach last month to be-
come one of its owners, v.p. and
sports head.

It’s one of the applicants for the
fourth TV channel here which is

still unassigned.

Network radio is off on a “Big
Truth” pitch Versus what amounts
to setting up a “Big Lie” strawman
and then making a punching bag
out of that gent. The latter is

largely that bitter rival known as

tv, and aural’s main weapon is the

ever-growing sales of. radio sets,

with last year’s purchases, for in-

stances, at 13,500,000, equal to half
the total telesets in The U. S. But
television isn’t aural’s sole buga-
boo, since top; executives are be-
ginning to make more and more
comparisons With magazines, Sun-
day newspaper supplements, dailies
and anything else that gets “in
the way.”

As time goes on and the picture
gets more into focus, it figures to
be a knockdown-dragout fight with
no holds barred, and everything
in the open..

At CBS there’s more of a tend-
ency to press down hard on radio’s
continuing power as a sound com-
mercial buy, with that network
completely separated from kid
brother video, whereas at NB£ a
couple of sectors still remain to
be split, principally publicity and
certain services. Under separation,
each of the two broadcast media
naturally flaunt their own banners,
for better or worse.. At CBS, too,
the billing status of radio is strong-
er, its programming setup less sub-
ject to daily whims from the higher
echelons, while at NBC the sound
medium appears to be in a state
of flux as far as the David Sarnoff-
Pat Weaver-Robert Sarnoff trium-
virate is concerned.
CBS’ it’s-truth-not-fiction stance

is reflected in the words of a top
exec, who, under the preferred
mantle of anonymity, comes forth
with the following declarations;

Advertisers and their agencies
are giving radio a good deal of
close scrutiny these days and what
they are finding augurs well for
the sound medium, this year and
on into 1955. No single fact, no
single consideration, no new box-
score number is at the root of this

new confidence in radio. Some of
the considerations that hardboiled,
big, research-minded advertisers
are mulling over in the first weeks
of 1954 are these:

—And Still Growing

1. It cannot be denied that, with
more than 13,000,000 new radios
bought by the public in 1953, radio,

in new units added, is actually the

(Continued on page 40)

Color TV Schedule

NBC-TV
2oo Parade—Jan. 31, 4:30-5

p.m>
Howdy Doody—Feb. 1-5, 5:30

p.m.

.

Meet the Press—Feb. 14, ‘6-

6:30 p.m. .

;*Camel News—Feb. 16, 7:45^8

P
flit Parade—Feb. 20, 10:30-

11 p.m.
Circle Theatre — Feb. 23,

9:30-10 p.m. .

•

Excursion— Feb." 28, 4-4:30

p.m.
CBS-TV New Revue—Jan. 29,
5:30-6 p.m.

Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Many of ABC-TV’s sustaining
shows will be moved to the web’s
Television Center here to relieve

Cramped conditions in New. York.
Robert E. Kintner, web’s, prexy.

announced here. Kintner, in town
with other ABC toppers to head up
a regional affiliates meeting which
starts Thursday (28),, also dis-

closed he will negotiate jvith talent,

mostly from motion pictures, to top

some 10 to 12 hew properties be-

ing planned for next fall. .

Kintner reported complete satis-

faction with the progress made by

!
the skein’s new stars in their first

' round against the established com-
I petition on CBS and NBC. He’s

!
hopeful of renewals for Danny
Thomas, Ray Bolger, Paul Hart-

man and George Jessel vehicles,

pointing out that ratings have
shown consistent improvement and
clients have expressed willingness

to go along as expressions of their

confidence in the shows’ ultimate
competitive strength.

Network’s, pattern for radio is

! proving successful; Kintner said,

j

“We’ll continue to do things we
(Continued on page 44)

By SANFORD MARKEY
Cleveland, Jan. 26.

In a bold effort to solve boxoffice
blues, the Cleveland Indians Base-
ball Club has pacted Carling Brew-
ing Co. to a one-year $500,000 tele-
cast contract for away-from-home
games, thus blacking out air home
tv coverage. It’s anticipated that
the teams will eventually hew to a
similar pattern.

The first complete away telecast-
ing in baseball history was an-
nounced by Ian Dowie, suds manu-
facturer, and George Medinger,
Indian veep, even though produc-
tion bugs remain to be cleared.
WXEL will carry; but voices have
not been signed.
How much this will increase box-

office attendance is a moot factor,
pointed out Medinger, who told
Variety virtual blanket tv cover-
age of area is forcing baseball own-
ers to reconsider home games cov-
erage policy.

First move by Cleveland Indians
eventually will mean all other
Seven clubs will follow, declared
Medinger. who pointed

. out De-
troit and Boston, already have
scheduled away-from-home tele-
casts and blacking out of some
home games.
“We’re hoping our program will

mean an increase in attendance;
and on the basis of our past year
experience of blacking-out some
games and bringing road games to
tv audience, we’re confident at-
tendance will go up,” said Meding-
er, who hasten to add^hat showing
at home plate by the ball club will
be prime factor in attendance.
o The estimated $500,000 tab is re-
ported to cover all phases includ-
ing talent, line feed, station time,
ete. Medinger said ball club was

(Continued on page 43)

O’Neil Emerges From ‘Strange Interlude
For two years, since his ascen-

sion to the top executive slot at

Mutual Broadcasting, Tom O’Neil

has been the unknown quality to

web affiliates and industry alike.

He has remained in the back-

ground at the network, there be-

aming a source pf worry and re-

sentment to those who depend^on
a successful network operation for

most of their bread and butter. Big

question asked by affiliates was
‘Vhere do we stand with him?”

.
Many were afraid that Mutual

was another of O’Neil’s toys. (He’s

been known to dabbie quietly in

sb many of his aging father's inter;

ests, ) It took the Biloxi, Miss., con-

clave last week to bring O’Neil and

the affiliate bosses together for

the first, time, and it was probably

his magnetism, and shrewdness

above all else that kept the meet-

ing from turning into the bomb-

shell that was expected, but which

never exploded. And fbr that very

reason the problems that exist be-

tween network and member sta-

tions are far from solved.

Everything that could be done

by the web to keep the meeting in

hand was considered. Victor

Diehm, Mutual Affiliates Advisory

Conimitee head and a strong web

ally, was responsible. for calling

the crew together atdiloxi. Prep-

arations to make it more the real

convention and less the biz meet-
ing were carefully laid out—enter-

tainment, idyllic surroundings, etc.

‘No More Cape Cod’

Still some affiliates had their

minds on airing gripes, that is un-

til Q’Neil took the podium on open-

ing day. It was the shock of
.

see-

ing the man face to fa^e for the

first time, plus O’Neil’s personal

magnetism, that dealt original

purposes. He talked about goals,

made assurances that he had no.

more plans like the unpopular' one

okayed at Cape Cod by Diehm and
the other members of the MAAC
committee, and by the Time he step-

ped down 40 minute?; later, all dif-
1 ferences were momentarily for-

gotten and O'Neil got a rousing

round of hoorays.

Though the promise of “no more
Cape Cod” satisfied a - number Of

affiliates for awhile, realized

that the plan itself, though defunct

now, was a sign of the state of Mu^
tual in that the original suggestion

came from O’Neil’s oiTue. It was
an attempt to substitute free pro-

giamming to affiliates instead of

money payments for support.

Scrimping On coin outlay to such

a degree was a sure sign of finan-

cial difficulty at the web. And sinde

the plan was dropped the difficulty

apparently still exists, unless

O’Neil has found a cure that he

hasn’t yet announced. So affiliate

members went home from the two-
day jaunt without ever really dig-

ging into the subject of future
plans.

Affiliates hgve lately heard
strong reports that O’Neil will

leave the web entirely, and Bob
Schmid, advertising chief, was la-

beled a likely successor. Original-

ly, the rumor grew largely out of

O'Neil’s “absentee direction” of

Web operations. It was felt that

since O’Neil elder wa*s aging, son
Torn

,
would succeed him as boss of

ail General Tire & Rubber hold-
ings, of which General Teleradio
and Mutual are two. More recent-

ly an equally valid reason for his

departure has come up. Since the
Mutual chief bought out $1,000,000
worth of vidpix holdings from
Phillips II,. Lord and has shown
intense interest in the burgeoning
vidpix field, it is believed he will

leave his current poet entirely to

head up the new property. How-
ever, in coming out of the darkness
once, O’Neil might do it again,

If so, he will have to make many
more definitive statements about
his intentions for Mutual. Many
of the smaller stations would be
dead without a network affiliation,

and- presently O'Neil is the only
man who can alleviate their uncer-
tainty about their future and the
web’s.

First regular weekly coast-to-
coast commutation by a radio-tv
performer is being undertaken by
emcee-panelist Bill Cullen, who’s
been taoped by the Toni Co. for
emcee chores on its Coast-originat-
ing “Place the Face” on CBS-
TV. Since he starts on' the
show tomorrow ThursA, he’ll do
his panelist’s stint on tonight’s
“I’ve Got a Secret” via telephone
remote.

Thereafter, though, his schedule
shapes up this way: he planes to
the Coast every Wednesday mid-
night following "Secret.” arrives in
Los Angeles. Thursday morning,
does “Face” Thursday night, planes
back to N. Y. Friday morning, ar-
rives Friday night, does the *NBC-
Radio four-hour "Roadshow”
Saturday afternoon. Then starts
all over again. Toni picks up the
exnensesi

Cullen’s got a four-week escape
clause pinned to his Toni pact, just
in case the grind proves too tough.

ON ‘RADIO PLAYHOUSE'
Philco is dropping its “Radio

Playhouse” on ABC after tonight’s
( Wed.) show on the web, following
a 13-week try at the segment. Pro-
grams were half-hour adaptations
of plays originally presented on
Philco’s “TV Playhouse” on NBC-
TV.
ABC hasn’t decided what will

fill the 9-9:30 spot, It’ll be either

a drama series, “Hollywood Air-
port,” or a new qulzzer, “Profes-
sor Quiz.” Former uses the Hol-
lywood airport as a local for com-
edy or dramatic fare, while, the
latter would be a straight questlon-
and-apswer affair originating from
many points along the ABC skein.
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Although It’s still January, NBC- 4-

TV is anxious to sot its summer
house in order, and has notified

elients^to get in their answer pr6n-

.
to on whether they're taking a

hiatus or whether they're in the

market for a summer replacement
show.
The 8ummer-planning-in*midwin-

ter cue stems from the. faet that^

tv costs being what they are, the'

networks can no longer afford to

dabble around in areas of uncer-

tainty. They’ve got to know the

answers to forestall the possibility

• of being saddled with open time.

Even loss of d half-hour these

days, if only for 13 weeks, means a

lot of dollars.

Too, the webs have to plan ac-

cordingly on setting their summer
shows. Indicative ' of the early

planning is the fact that a 90-min-
ute “Summer Show of Shows” has
already

.
been set for Saturday

nights as replacement for the Sid
Caesar-lmogene Coca display. (Out
of last year’s summer entry came
a half-dozen potential personalities

now under contract, standout
among them George Gobels.). Cast
for next summer’s show, however,
hasn’t been set yet.

For the most part, clients how
prefer to stick around 52 weeks of

the year, since the tv impact dur-

ing the summer months has been
®o definitely established by the.

Hofstra and other studies. How-
ever, while the clients retain their
time franchises, most of the major
shows go off for a minimum of
13 weeks, necessitating the need to

test replacement packages as early
as February.

WLIB is undergoing a complete

overhauling* that Will ultimately

cost owners: Morris and Harry
Novik close to $150,000. The
Gotham radio indie, to increase ifs

specialized Negro market, has built
>b new transmitter in the middle
of the East River, has indicated
major personnel shifts and has
changed a good part of its

programming sked—all of which
becomes effective off "Feb. 1 or
shortly thereafter.

Half of the coin has already
gone into building the transmitter.
By the middle of next month,
WLIB will give Up its tower way
out in Brooklyn and start transmit-
ting from the one in the river.

Though the 1,000 w. power will
not be upped, location of the tower,
constructed on pilings and sur-
rounded completely by river wa-
ters, is good place for the signal
to reach every Negro-populated
area in and around New York City.

Crisis in the Hub
Boston, Jan. 26.

A crisis nearing major pro-

portions Struck 4
WBZ, WBZ-

TV last week, when some un-
scrupulous (and unknown ) art

lovers absconded with several

life-size Marilyn Monroe Cal-

endars and at a late hour had
not been apprehended. Inci-

dent
:
created such a furore

that the station auditor posted
: the following notice:

.

“A wooden crate, approxi-
mately 3 ft. x 7 ft. in size,

containing Marilyn . Monroe
calendars arrived on our ship-

ping platform yesterday morn-
ing. Sometime between noon \
and 2 p.m. the same day, the
crate was broken into

.

and
some

;
of the calendars, re-

moved. Several calendars :

have since been returned. The
•* remainder are to be returned
immediately. Please bring or
mail them to me. Only author-
ized personnel are to open and
distribute station property.
This is on(T of several instances

' when the policy has been vio- .

lated and. it should be com-
pletely understood that fur-

ther violations will receive
disciplinary actions.”

WLS’ ’BARN DANCE’

MOPS UP ON ROAD
Chicago, Jan. 26. .

Contrary to previous fears that
the spread of television might take
the edge off the p.a. circuit for
radio talent, WLS “National Barn
Dance” cast members had their
biggest road year last year in the
29 years the country balladeers and
comics have been hitting the trail.

Last year the troupe, which in-

cludes such midwest household
names as Bob Atcher, Lulu Belle
& Scotty, Red Blanchard, Beaver
Valley Sweethearts and Capt.
Stubby & Buccaneers, made 515
personal appearances* before a
total audience estimated at more
the 1,500;000 persons. This, is an
increase of nearly 300,000 over the
1952 total.

Client Likes 'Down You Go'
Helene Curtis Industries acceler-

ated its sponsorship of DuMont’s
Friday “Down You Go” paneler
from twice a month to every week
and at the same time, extended its

contract for another year.
Curtis deal commences on

Aflto Makers Poor Coin

Into Mutual’* Coffers

To catch potential buyers on in-

troduction of ’54 models, auto

dealers and manufacturers have
thrown Increased coin into broad-

casting. One of the biggest bene-

ficiaries is the Mutual co-op news-
cast with Fulton Lewis Jr.

The commentator always had
auto dealers on the local plane, but

during this last month time sales

have upped 18%^ Lewis now has

74 stations with local car hucksters

footing the tab. One of them,
Cadillac, has bought the stanza on
the Don Lee portion of the Mutual
Coast stations.

Segmented programing by the

web is another mode being utilized

by car makers to push high inven-
tories. A recent Mutual deal was
consummated with Dodge, which
will begin six-week participation

on the network’s “multi-message
plan” and 4s also footing the bill

for an a.m. five-minute stanza. Both
shows -begin under Dodge spon-
sorship by Feb. 8.

A similar setup on Gabriel Heat-
ter program has been arranged by
Buick to pitch its hew models.

Television is on the air via public
broadcasts in 20 countries, is in
the experimental broadcast stage
in eight more and in 17 other na-
tions steps are being taken to
introduce video. That’s the sub-
stance of a survey of world tele-

vision published last week ’ by
UNESCO, the United Nations
educational agency.
Report s points out significant

trends in the development of tele-

vision, among them the fact that
whereas at one time tele was de-
veloped. in the most “industrially

-

advanced” countries but that now
it's, being introduced into much
less advanced nations, “and there-
by is bringing about a fundamental
change in the world communica-
tion picture.” «

Rough estimates undertaken in
the report, titled “Television—

A

World Survey,” show one set for
every 7,l|> persons in the U. S.; one
for 24 persons in the United King-,
ddm; one for every 55 Cubans; one
for every 704 Frenchman; one for
every 2,400 Russians and one for
every 8,000 West Germans. Basing
its observations oh the advances
of Cuban television despite the
absence of any manufacturing
facilities for tele, the report pre-
dicts a trend for high set ownership
and telecasting facilities in Latin
America and later in Asia and
Africa.Feb. 5

It is within a few miles of Harlem,
Jamaica, the Bedfofd-Stuyvesaht
section of Brooklyn and the East
Bronx— the biggest Negro com-
munities. There were times in the
past, with the old Brooklyn trans-
mitter, that spots in Harlem
couldn’t get clear station* reception.

Another $75,000 will be used to

hypo sales and programming.
George Bernstein has been brought
in from WOL in Washington, D.C.
(where he was general manager)
to replace Bill Travis as WLIB
sales head. James Fleming has
been named director of community,
hews and special events.

Negro deejay, Hal Jackson, has
been inked to emCee an hour daily
segment via the station. The num-
ber of local newscasts will— be
doubled with the new amount
reaching 32 a Week. A remote
audience participation program and
others are in the offing.

‘Jinx Diary’ in Tint
WNBT, N. Y.,. goes into its first

local colorcast on Friday (29)
when “Jinx Diary” (with Jinx &
Tex McCrary) will receive a tint
exposure out of the Colonial The-
atre, N. Y., color hq of NBC. Regu-
lar 1:45 to 2:30 p.m. slotting of
the strip will prevail and about six
sponsors will be represented, with
station g.m. Hamilton Shea hosting
the spenders.
Among guestars will be Dennis

Day, Ethel Waters, and Beatrice
Kraft, and there’ll be a March of
Dimes fashion layout.

Public relations counsel Edward
L. Bernays was out this week with
results of a quizzing Of educators,
sociologists, churchmen and other
group leaders whose opinions on
tv commercials are designed “to
stimulate the public to demand a
saner policy” in the plug depart-
ment. Bernays called it the “open-
ing gun” in a movement to im-
prove the quality and effectiveness

of the blurbs. Replies were re-
ceived from 111 and most of them
blasted commercials in four differ-

ent categories of questions (see

box).

Some typical replies:

Grayson Kirk, president of Co-
lumbia U.—“I do not believe that
present-day television commercials
serve either the best interests of
the sponsoring company or the
‘public interest, convenience and
necessity’ as stipulated by the FCC.
They are insufferably repetitious,
and far too obstructive. They have
cast a withering blight over the
early development of an important
communications medium. 1 am sure
that they cause many viewers to
determine never to buy the adver-
tiser’s product.

“In my judgment the permitted
time for commercials should be
reduced, at least to the point
which would bring about the elimi-
nation of those in the middle of
each program. Further, I think it

is imperative to require higher
standards of taste in the commer-
cials. The present situation* is* dis-

graceful.”
Dr. Pitirim A. Sorokin, profes-

sor of sociology at Harvard—“My
total impression is that with some
exceptions the commercials, as
well as the programs themselves,
are terrible. Intellectually, the
commercials, as well as the pro-
grams, are on the level of semi-
moron. Aesthetically, they repre-
sent the school of education in
ugliness and utter vulgarity. Mor-
ally they are poison by their con-
centration on physiological crime
and sex.

“It is a real pity that speh a
perfect instrument of communica-
tion is actually used for such vul-

(Continued on page 42)

The Four Questions
Following are the four ques-

tions asked in the Edward L.
Bernays. survey on tv commer-
cials:

1. Do you believe present-
day tv commercials serve “the
public interest, convenience
and necessity,” criteria by
which the performance of the
licensed tv stations is judged
by the FCC?

2. If you do not believe that
tv commercials, by and large,
meet these criteria, please
state why in your opinion they
do not.

.

3. Have you any construc-
tive suggestions to improve tv
commercials?

4; How many hours weekly
do you view television?

Pat Weaver, Frustrated Actor
* Pat Weaver, NBC’s new president, who In the early days of his

career was an announcer on American Tobacco shows, may well
turn out to be the most on-camera prexy in network annals. Not
for nothing has he been dubbed by close associates as a “frustrated
actor.” He’s been known to respond to “camera calls” at the drop
of a hat, or tjjefore you could s# iconoscope.

A couple weeks back, to commemorate the second anni of
“Today,'* which is a Weaver “baby,” the prexy played the AfTRA
time as “guest” of emcee Dave Garroway.
And last Week Weaver really had his innings, this time on behalf

of another one of his brainchildren, the upcoming “Home” xhow.
Althougtothis time it was a closed-circuit job, strictly for the NBC
"family,” there was no doubt that Weaver was putting his best

w thesping foot forward as he played the “lead” in familiarizing the
network staffers and “inside” viewers with the razzle-dazzle tech-
niques- and patterns of the “Home” show. /

on

ini

Moppet TV’er Grows Up
“Star - Time,” kid vaudeo on

WNBT, N. Y., has hit a bigtime

network status with NBC-TV rid-

ing it on 33 stations after a two-
year Saturday . night standby run
on the flagsh|p. It’s in a new time,

at 5:30 p.m., and on a co-op basis,

with the Gotham backers being'

Gerald 6, Kaye, Bendix dtstyib, via

Arnold Cohan agency.
Moppet variety format is pro-

duced by George Scheck, who also

scouts, the pocketsize talent.

JANE PICKENS’ TV

SERIES VICE ’ORCHID’
New tv series starring Jane

Pickens has been tapped by ABC-
TV to replace the outgoing “Orchid
Award,” oh the web Sunday nights
following Walter Winchell. It ?s a
musical segment, scripted by nov-
elist Beth Brown. It also marks
Miss Pickens’ bow as a video regu- i

lar.

. UnusUal. aspect of the setup is

th'at it’s the first show packaged by
and Sponsored on the Web’s N. Y.
flagship, WABC-TV, to go full net-
work. Show was set by WABC-TV
v.p. John H. Mitchell and sold lo-

cally to Old Dutch Coffee. It’s

sustaining on the rest of the net,
but should the web be able to sell
it, Old Dutch can be preempted in
favor of the network Sponsor.

WMPS’s St. L Ballcasts

In Budweiser Pact
Meniphis, Jan: 26,

WMPS, Memphis’ ABC affiliate,
will .air the complete sked of the
St. Louis Cardinal National League
baseball broadcasts, beginning with
the exhibition slate from the
Grapefruit Florida circuit on
March 18. This is the first time
in its 29-year-history that WMPS
will air major league baseball
games. Heretofore, WHHM, Mem-
phis indie, had aired the Cardinal
baseball sked. WHHM was dicker-
ing with other clubs in this area
in order not to be blacked out in
the “heavy money” getting base-
ball broadcasts and adjancies.

Harold
o
R. Krelstein, WMPS

prexy, engineered the deal with
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., which Will
pick up the tab for Budweiser, and
Harry Renfro, cxec of D’Arcy agen-
cy of St. Louis.

• Chicago, Jan. 26.WMAQ and NBC Shot Sales
teamed up to finalize a saturation
purchase on tho Chi q&o by Texaco
which involves the biggest news
show sale in the station’s history.

Bundle, totalling $75,000 on an
annual basis, includes a seven-
times weekly 15-minute newscast
at 11 p.m., plus six newscasts scat-
tered through the Saturday and
Sunday daytime schedule.

Cohen Exits FCC
Washington, Jan. 26.

Another FCC attorney
, resigned

last week* to enter private radio
law practice in Washington.

Latest is Stanley B. Cohen Who
is now associated with Leo Resnick,
former FCC examiner, who left
the agency nine months ago.

Portland, Ore.—Earle W. Steph-
ens has resigned from the display
advertising staff of the Oregon
Journal to join KOIN-TV as an ac-
count exec.

Washington, Jan. 26.

FCC Was given a severe legal

jolt last week when the U. S. Court
of Appeals of the District of Co-
lumbia circuit ordered it to hold
a comparative hearing betw -en
Zenith Radio Corp. and CBS to
determine which should be entitled
to use channel 2 in Chicago. The
decision means that — barring an
appeal to the Supreme Court—the
network, after paying $6,000,000 to
Balaban & Katz for its Chi o&o
outlet, WBBM-TV, will now have
to convince the Commission it

should be allowed to keep it.

In upholding Zenith’s long-
standing claim that its pre-freeze
application^ for channel 2 gave it

a right to compete for the channel
when it was substituted for chan-
nel 4 under the new allocations in
1952, the Court said Zenith should
have been given a hearing with
B&K or any other proposed li-

censee of channel 2 at the time.
The Court said, however, that

the purchase of WBKB by CBS
“cannot be ignored.” It pointed out
that CBS was tryipg to acquire
WBKB as early as July, 1951. If a
comparative hearing had then been
held between B8& and Zenith, the
Court added, B&K “would have
been entitled to establish that if it

Were awarded ,the license it would
join in an application for a transfer
of it to CBS.”
Under the circumstances, the

Court declared, since the transfer
of WBKBjto CBS was not appealed
and has become final, “whatever
is left to station WBKB . . . belongs
to CBS. The comparative hearing,
therefore, between Zenith and
B&K must actually be a compari-
son between operation by Zenith
and operation by CBS.”

Zenith originally filed for chan-
nel 2 in Chicago early in 1948, It

then had a license to operate chan-
nel 2 as an experimehtal station
and later conducted its Phonevis-
ion tests through this station. The
company’s commercial application
was caught in the freeze invoked in

September, 1948.
At the time, B&K was operating

(Continued on page 44)

Plan (or ‘Mask’
With ABC-TV determined to es-

tablish itself firmly in the Sunday
night field via its new Gary Mer-

rill-William Prince-starring meller

series, “The Mask,” the web has
worked out a sales formula for the

one-hour, show under which a

quarter-hour segment is selling at

25% of the hour rate instead of

the customary 40%.
Web is selling the show on the

basis of a quarter-hour segment, a

half-hour or full sponsorship, With
a couple of bankrollers reported
nibbling at the bait. Understood
no client decisions will be made,
however, until after at least the
first four shows. Web is selling a

quarter-hour at a time-and-talent
rate of $14,590, figuring $8,625 on
program costs. Entire program cost

for full sponsorship has a $28,750
tag, with time on. a 51-station line-

up for the hour listed at $22,417
on a 52-Week basis. Web, however,
is concentrating on the quarter-

hour sales, in that they represent
a reasonable price for a small

bankroller and because there are

few big clients willing to risk big

coin against the Colgate-Ed Sulli-

i
van monopoly on Sunday 8-9*
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f.V JVEr YORK CITY
Bill SIlbert» WMGM deejay, renewed for another year. New contract

starts Feb. 9 .. . . “Cavalcade of Bands” to salute "March of Dimes”

jan 29, opening with Henry Jerome, followed by Art Lowry’s orch and

Phli Napoleon’s combo .. . .. Dr. Irvin Seale, broadcasting minister, will

have a new book out in April called, "Ten Weirds That Will Change

Your Life.” Publisher is Wm. Morrow . / . Barbara DeMott, former

niiblicist for General Foods’ program "Renfro Valley Sunday Gatherin’,”;

joins Dooley Advertising in Louisville ... . Bertram Lebhar, Jr., director

of WMGM, vacationing in Florida . , . Nat Asch, 27-year-old sports

director at same station, was cited by Honor Society of Long Island U.

at its journalism department dinner last week,

Claire Collins of ABC’s traffic department promoted to supervisor

of ABC radio and tele sustaining traffic ... Charles Miehelson started

distribution of his transcribed "Phil Rizzuto Sports Caravan’V . :. ....

Organist Rosa Rio handling music on ABC’s, new soaper, Ever Since

Eve” .
.'

. Guy Wallace replacing Alan Oaks as newscaster on WABC’s
early morning "AFL Shipping News” ... Harold Vermilyea added

to "Our Gal Sunday” cast. . . . . Elizabeth Morgan, Guy Sorel, Adrienne

Bayan, Danny Ocko, Frank Thomas, Jr. and Rosemary Prinz in the

new "Front Page Farrell” sequence . . . Dick Leibert is new theme
musician on "Just Plain Bill” and Fred Feibel is on "Our Gal Sunday.”

NBC’s "Second Chance” strip went 11:45 a.m. network starting Mon-
day (25). N.Y. segment, until then slotted 2:30 p.m , had been a re-

broadcast. Program is. a Frank Cooper package with Sy, Fischer pro-

ducing • . . KNX, Los Angeles, becomes the fourth of CBS’ o&o’s to

hike daytime rates in the last few months, the others being WBBM-
Chicago, WCBS-N.Y. and KMO^-St. Loo. Increase is effective Jan. 31

on Card 13 in the first daytime rise since 1946 . ; . George Herman,
CBS Radio’s White House correspondent, to address the first annual

Newsmen’s Conference at Bucknell U. on Lincoln’s Birthday ... Lou
Cioffi, CBS newsman in Korea and Tokyo for the past two years, re-

assigned to web’s news hq here . . . Lowell Thomas on a two-week
lecture tour to Kaiser-Willys dealers from N.Y. to Frisco.

.

WNBC will air tribute to Jackie Robinson, director of community
services of .NBC’s N.Y. stations (and who occasionally takes time out

to play ball for Dem Bums), tomorrow (Thurs.) when he’ll receive

"distinguished service” award from Young Men’s Board of Trade at

the Ad Club. As one of five state" winners of the citation, he’ll go to

Buffalo on Saturday (30) to receive additional plaudits . . WNBC-
WNBT program manager Steve White to teach radio-tv announcing
techniques at Barnard next summer and Columbia U. in the fall as

Vet chief announcer Pat Kelly exits the chore after a couple of decades.

White was trained at WNEW and he fs son of packager Roger White,

a way-back-whenner as a radio producer.
^

IN CHICAGO ...
Robert Hurleigh, ex-WGN news chief now working for Mutual in

Washington, being : feted tomorrow night (Thurs.) by the Chi Press

Club . . . Homer Heck, ex-WMAQ program director now with Foote,

Cone & fielding, is supervising a new Saturday afternoon WMAQ
literary-dramatic series using talent from his Northwestern U. radio

production class . . . Charles Besosa and William Quinn named account
execs assigned to A. C. Nielsen’s New York office . . . Entire "Chicago
Theatre of the Air” troupe treks to .Washington to originate the Mutual-
WGN show from there Saturday (30) . . . ABC "Breakfast Club” cast

members getting the winter carnival treatment. Chirper Eileen Parker
Junketed to Winona, Minin., Saturday (23) to p.a. at the winter sports

show there. Singer Johnny Desmond travels to Saranac Lake Feb, 12

to be clowned the Winter Carnival king . . . WMAQ’s "Mission, Secret,”

cloak and dagger serial, leading the local Pulse parade with a 4.5

Gordon Baking Co. is taking a daily 10-minute ride on Bill Evans early
morning WGN disk show . . . Chi NBC announcer Dick Noble new
chairman of the Public Information committee of the Illinois Teacher
Training Institute alumni council ; . . WGN publicity director Jipi

Hanlin autoing to the Coast for a three-week vacation.

IN PHILADELPHIA . . .

Ed McMahon and Chris .Keegan resumed clown assignments on
WCAU-TV’s "Big Top” (23) \ . . Gene Krupa’s opening at the Rendez-
vous held up until Tuesday evening because of commitment on Red
Buttons show . . , Ruth Welles, KYW commentator, has been named
co-chairman of executive committee for membership enrollment in the
Philadelphia Fellowship Commission and Fellowship House . . . John
Raleigh, KYW news analyst, will be toastmaster at Sigma Chi frater-
nity’s annual dinner in the University Club (29) . . . Dennis Day will

be in (Feb. 1) to make personal appearance at tea for Heart Fund . , .

WHAT joined National Negro Network (25), presenting Juanita Hall’s
"Story of Ruby Valentine” on cross-the-board morning schedule . . .

Poster, Miller & Bierly, Inc. started' 12th year of morning newscasts
(7:30 to 7:40 a.m., Mon.-Sat.) on WFIL (25). Allen Stone has been news
commentator on program for last six years.

IN WASHINGTON ...
WWDC-Mutual have auditioned over 100 disks of applicants for d.j.

Job being vacated by Milton Q. Ford, who goes over to WMAL-ABC,
radio & tv, after a California vacation ; . . Dick Stakes has checked
into WTTG-buMont as accountant, Neal Edwards has resigned as
sales manager of' the DuMont station , . . WGMS, capital’s “Good
Music” station, sponsoring a Hi-Fi Fair, in cooperation with Washington
Audio Society, March 5, 6, & 7 . . . Jerry and Jima Strong, WMAL-
ABC’s husband-wife team, named "Sweethearts of *54” by Inner Wheel
Club . . . Robert Coar, manager of Joint Congressional radio-tv studios,
recovering after serious surgery . ... D.C. chapter of American Women
in Radio & Television headed by Florence S. Lowe, Variety’s Wash-
Uigton bureau, hosted group’s national board at a party past week ... . .

Everett Holies, Mutual’s Washington bureau chief,' in Berlin to cover
Big Four foreign ministers’ powwow . , . ABC White House corres-
pondent did a "Dragnet” takeoff at National Press Club presidential
inauguration, with Vice President ‘Nixon following tv, show’s format
as star witness ... Byron Films has made a 30-mihute color film of
tne Cpnnie

' B. Gay "Town and Country Time” hillbilly show, with

hasi

aC* ^rar^ producing, for national distribution on a sponsored

w SAN FRANCISCO . . .

Producer Jaime del Valle in for confabs with local police dept, for
jus proposed "Line-Up” teleseries for CBS. Stanza, if approved, will use
ase histories from files of local gendarmes . . . Kudos are being ex-
ended to local radio-tv stations for their silence during the Leonard
jwoskovitz kidnapping (16). At police’s request, all news sources held

ho H
e
^s °i kidnapping until victim was fr.eed and abductors appre-

‘ * ABC' commentator Chet Huntley due here (27) to speak
ueipre the Council for Civic Unity . . . An FCC Examiner ruled that

should be granted Radio Diablo, Inc;, of Stockton (Channel

nfr ’/
or a ne^ commercial telestation . . I Radio-telestar Del Courtney

tora Bermuda jaunt , , , KCBS producer Pat McGuirk trekked to

T«^n :° line UP material for the Jim Grady, Bill Weaver and Jane
d stanzas . , . Wanda Ramey resigns radio KROW (Oakland) next

‘(Continued on page 40)

N.Y. State Police Chiefs

Blast CBS-TV’s ‘Badge’;

Excites Kids’ Imagination
Albany, Jan. 26.

Charge that a network television

show had presented criminals as

persons who "would excite the im-

agination of any youngster” and
had demonstrated crime techniques

that might be imitated was levelled

at CBS-TV by the New York State

Assn, of Police Chiefs this week.

Group’s charge concerned the Jan.

iO telecast of "Man Behind the

Badge.”

R. W. Morris, exec secretary of

the group, said a letter of protest

fdiad been filed with CBS, complain-

ing Of the fact that "two male char-

acters playing the
H roles of crimi-

nals were handsome, muscular in-

dividuals, who would excite the ad-
miration of any youngster.” The
association also protested "the de-
picting of criminal acts on televi-

sion or other media and the glori-

fication in any manner of those
who engage in the perpetration
of criminal acts.”

On Par

Seattle, Jan. 26.

Sale of Tacoma television station

KMO-TV and radio station KMO
to a Seattle group, headed by Miss

Jessica Lognston, has been an-
nounced. Stations were purchased
from Carl E. Haymond for $500,000
subject to approval of the FCC.
Other stockholders in the corpo-

ration formed to buy the stations

were Miss C. V. Zaser and Robert
E. Pollock. Pollock, manager of

KAYO (formerly KRSC ) here, will

be general manager of the Tacoma
stations, and Rod

.
McArdle, com-

mercial manager of KAYO, will be
moved Up to manager. Jerry Gee-
han, present manager of the Ta-
coma stations, has been named
manager of KMO and Ted Bell, as-

sistant manager of -KAYO, will be
assistant manager of KMO-TV.

Miss Longston, Miss Zaser and
Pollock, with Mrs. A. T. Brown-
low of St. Helens, Ore., also op-
erate KPUG, Bellingham; KSEM
in Moses Lake and KBAR, Benley,
Fla., as well as newspapers in Beg-
ley and St. Helens.

ESTY; NORTHCROSS IN
Kendall Foster, more familiarly

known in the trade as A1 Foster/
has tendered his resignation as tv

director of the William Esty
agency. "Personality conflict”—the
bane of many an agency man—is

given as the reason. Succeeding
Foster in the post will be Sam
Northcross, his top associate, who
has been with the agency for' the
past eight years/*

Foster "grew up” in the busi-

ness at the Esty agency and took
over the tv reins about four years
ago, involved principally with all

the R. J. Reynolds tv programming
and some Colgate shows. He has
two tentative offers which he’ll

consider while taking a "between
jobs” vacation hiatus.

’Stork’s’ Clearance Snafu
"Stork Club” may be washed up

after May 1 as a WNBT ( N.Y.)

stanza Under Chrysler Dealers.

Sherman Billingsley-hosted posh-

(

ery has had a tough time grab-

i

bing station clearances to achieve

network status. Its 7 p. m. Thurs-
day slotting is local option time.

At one point Chrysler Dealers in

Washington and Philly expressed
interest, but the clearance prob-

• lem interfered.

Billingsley said conversations

are going on with potently spend-

ers with a network view.
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Boost for the U’s
NBC’s old ‘‘contract with .

• WVEC-TV has gone out the
window and a new two-year
pact made with the Norfolk-
Tidewater (Va.) UHF station.

. Thus WVEC becomes a basic"”

outlet of the web, boosting U
operations considerably. First
affiliation was made last June
and Station Went on the air in
September with top web pro-
grams. About 60,000 hi the
area have converted to UHF,
VHF. Sets number about
150,000.
New deal was worked out

between Harry Bannister, v.p.
over station relations for the
net, and Thomas P. Chisman,
prexy-g.m. of WVEC-TV.

Minneapolis, Jan. 26.
WTCN-TV is claiming success for

its "vice crusade” against St. Paul
pinball machine gambling, the first

such crusade ever undertaken by
a tv or radio station here and now
concluded.

Carried on as a new feature
with John Ford, one of its ace per-
sonalities, on five successive nights:
during his 10 p.m. news, show re-

vealing evidence uncovered by an
investigating staff at a $700 cost
to the station, the crusade has halt-
ed law violating cash pinball pay-
offs, Ford declares.

_ Also, it landed St. Paul news-
paper front page stories that pub-
licized the station and crusade, got
I ttention from some other tv and
radio stations, stirred up St. Paul
Mayor John Daubney and other
city council members, brought hun-
dreds of commendatory letters and
phone calls, caused the internal
revenue department to subpoena
the WTCN-TV evidence so that it

can determine if federal gambling
stamp regulations have been vio-
lated, and forced the St. Paul po-
lice department into action against
gambling, according to Ford.
On the second night after, the

crusade’s start, Ford had told his
tv audience that an anonymous
telephone caller threatened to
bump him off if he didn’t quit the
expose. «

Crusade’s final days were mark-
ed by a stormy St. Paul city coun-.
cil session attended by Ford and
his assistants H. R. Horning on in-
vitation and carried over the air
by WTCN radio—the first time any
such regular council proceedings
ever had been broadcast direct
from the council chambers.

Fireworks were set off when
Ford and Horning refused Mayor
Daubney ’s demand that they sign
complaints with the city attorney
charging the pinball operators with
gambling devices.

Before a packed council cham-
ber and to frequent spectator out-
bursts of boos or cheers, there
were a succession of verbal explo-
sions. Angered at the mayor’s
cross-examination, Ford shhuted:
"This is not an inquisition. We’re
here at your invitation.”

In explaining why they wouldn’t
sign

.

the complaints, Ford and
Hornig took the position thjit to
do so would be tantamount to tak-
ing over the police department's
duties and they had been sihiply
in newsmen's capacities.
The mayor, who is a candidate

for reeiection in the present cam-
paign and who charged that poli-
tics dictated the crusade, question-
ed the pair about WTCN’s owner-
ship, the reasons for the investiga-
tion and the manner in which it

was conducted. When in answer to
the mayor’s query Ford started to
tell why he hadn’t telephoned the
police and advised them of the
findings he was cut off.

Police chief Neal McMahon told
the council that

. his department
had received only five complaints
about pinball gambling in 1953. He
turned these over to the morals

. division, hut there were no .prose* -

locutions, he. said.

By JACK LEVY
Washington, Jan. 26.

Despite doubts felt in some
quarters regarding the future of
ultra high frequency television,
there are indications here that
point to continued growth of the
service and ultimate expansion on
a par with VHF.
Some of the fears for UHF, it

appears, result from . misinterpre-
tations of casualties Which are In-
evitable in. the development, of
new industries. Much/ for ex-
ample, is made of the $1 cancella-
tions of UHF permits. Sometimes,
the impression is given that 31
permits had advanced to the. point
of operating station. But even so,
the whole 31 amounted to less
than 10% of the total number of
UHF authorizations.

Nor does surrender of a UHF
permit necessarily imply lack of
faith, in the. service. It should be
remembered that eight VHF per-
mits have also been turned back
and that none of these permit
holders indicated lack of faith in
VHF. In most cases, whether UHF
dr VHF, the motivation for with-
drawal is a belated realization that
a community can support only so
many stations. Because channels
were available for the asking,
many prospectors went after them.
Probably a fair proportion of the
dropouts came from this class of
permittee.

It’s pointed out also that there
were plenty of VHF dropouts in
the early days of tv. In the first
year of postwar . commercial video
(1946), more than 75 applications
were withdrawn (including five by
20th-Fox). And even as late as
1948, when nearly 100 stations were
on the air, the FCC was cancelling
permits for failure of their holders
to carry out construction.

Just as many prospective VHF
applicants feared they could not
take the risk in 1946, when less
than 7,000 tv sets were produced,
so are there some . UHF permit
holders who fear to risk limited
capital for stations which will take
longer than VHF, because of the
receiver conversion factor, to de-
velop audience.

Only Few On The Block
Perhaps the best test of UHF’s

future is the number of stations
for sale. The Blackburn-Hamilton
Co;/ one of the largest media
brokers, reports it has only a few
listings and a comparatively few
deals under negotiation. James W.
Blackburn, partner in the com-
pany, says he has appraised some
UHF stations and found them mak-
ing money. In time, he thinks,
there will be many successful op-
erations. Of course, he realizes,
"some will fall by the wayside”
but over the long pull those which
are soundly conceived will come
through.
Although the sources of financ-

ing for purchases of tv stations are
reluctant to put money into UHF,
Blackburn thinks there are some
fine opportunities in station acqui-
sitions for those who have the re-
sources and can hold on through
the loss periods.
Blackburn feels that the UHF sit-

uation will crystallize in the next
six months and that better days
are ahead. He thinks the industry
is "just beginning” and will con-
tinue to have “growing pains” for
some time. Only a handful of sta-
tions, he points out, have been on
the air a full year, yet some are
already in the black. It took sev-
eral years before any VHF station
got out of the red.
Blackburn ddes not accept the

premise that a network affiliation
is essential to a UHF station, any
more than to a VHF station. He
points to WATV in Newark, N; J.
(New York area) as an example of
a non network outlet which is do-
ing well. He also points to KLAC-
TV in Los Angeles which grossed
$2,500,000 last year without a net-
work and which is approaching the
black.

Just as AM stations have found
ways of operating profitably in the
face of growing competition, Black-
burn believes that UHF. operators
will find ways of meeting their
competition by developing new
formats and, possibly, by reducing
costs.

He also sees some signs which
indicate faith in UHF, such as the
Storer Broadcasting Co. purchase

•qf Empire Cedi’s KPTV (channel

; (Continued on page ' 40
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It's SHOWMANAGEMENT Time.

. «

For the 21st Year, VARIETY is conducting its

annual survey, seeking the outstanding lead-

ers and station operations who have made the,

most notable contributions in broadcasting.

VARIETY wants to single out the imaginative

leaders in TV who have played dominant roles

ip helping the medium achieve its present stat-

ure; those who have helped parlay video into

one of the major forces on the American scene.

VARIETY recognizes that, for all its progress

and profound effect on Jiving habits, TV still re-

mains a pioneering medium, always on the

prowl for new techniques, new patterns, new
formulas in entertainment. It still doesn't know
all the answers. Thus in appraising the con-

tributions of the TV entrepreneurs and creators,

VARIETY wants to single out those who are

helping to chart new paths of progress for the

medium and are applying the highest profes-

sional standards.

Similgrly VARIETY wants to re-appraise the

radio scene; to recognize the leaders and sta-

tions helping to perpetuate AM as big box-

office; to ferret out those radio broadcasters,

stations arid personalities who during the past

year contributed the most toward re-patterning

the medium to a new era and who demonstrat-

ed that radio is still an effective and potent force

in entertainment, education and sales. We
want to know about these shrewd and realistic

showmen and businessmen who refused to

write off their own great medium, but applied

ingenuity and resourcefulness in retooling * for

the future.

As usual, VARIETY has set no categories for

awards. They may range from recognition for

programming, promotion, public service, to

sales effectivenes, technical advances and all-

round managerial skill. Above all, showman-
ship will be the predominant factor in keynot-
ing the '53-'54 appraisals.

We will also reprise our Phi Beta ‘Variety*

key awards for outstanding personalities in

both radio and TV. So tune up. The overture is

March 1. Don't make a fuss over orchestrating

your contribution. Keep it short and conpise.

How it sounds is more important than how it

looks.

\

Address Reports to

RADIO-TV EDITOR

154 West 46th Street

New York 3 6, N.Y.
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Flock of Stars Spiral

16-Hour Miami Telethon

Into $225,000 Jackpot
• Miami, Jan. 26.

Annual '16-hour telethon for

Cerebral Palsy via WTVJ from

Miami Beach Auditorium, totaled

up over $225,000 in pledges, with

donations still coming in after tele-

cast ended at 2:30 p.m. Sunday
(24).

With Robert Q. Lewis in the

plea-emcee slot, aided by Toni Gil-

man arid Sam Gyson, the parade qf

show biz personalities currently in

the area included Eddie Fisher,

who introed Harry (ex-Al Jolson)

AKst as his new accompanist and
spelled out medley of Akst com-
positions for a solid sequence;

Grade Barrie’s excellent thriish-

ing; the Vagabonds and their cut-

ups; Carmen Cavallaro's ace pian-

istics among others. Through the

late hours Harry Richman led a

group of nitery acts to spur the at

times sagging collections.

However, as happened last year,

the flood started in the forenoon,

most of the tv sets in the area

tuned in for a typical Sunday-at-

home, with donations from hotels,

churches and organizations adding

to the tote as did the more lavish

donors in the $1,000 class. Last

hour momentum was maintained
with Sophie Tucker on mike to add
her plea for the cause and own
contribution.

Production on the show was at

times haphazard, as was some of

the lensing with shadow and
double image clouding of the

screen.
,

Overall, it was a work-
manlike job in a difficult setting:

the vast stage of the auditorium.

Lewis and Miss Gilman made for

a winning team, although the Chi
tv-radio lass at times Hammed it

up in. authentic soap opera fashion.

Lewis was his • usual amiable,

smooth-working self handling the

gab in quiet, albeit commanding
style. Lary.

GRAY DRUG NEWS
With Bob Lang, Jimmy Dudley,
Alan Douglas

Producer: Roger Albright
Director: Charles Ranello
15 Mins.: Mon-thru-Frl., 7:15 p.m.
GRAY DRUG
WXEL, Cleveland

( McCarin-Erickson

)

Fifteen minutes of the day's hap-
penings are punched across in

unique offering of news, sports and
commentary. Bob Lang, assistant

S
rofessor of speech at Western
eserve Univ., spiels the news; is

spelled off by a five-minute sports

pitch from Jimmy Dudley and then
Lang comes back with a brief edu-
cational stint on a top news story.

Overall presentation is a capable,
factual offering. In stanza caught
(25) Lang highlighted Supreme
Court decision on movie censor-
ship and deftly tied it in with Ohio
angle. Surprisingly, this was the
only local news item of the entire

Lang offering. The_prof also ac-

counted for the Eisenhower 'health

message ,
and other Washington

happenings, international bits in-

cluded Panmunjom, Berlin’s Big
Four session, and Yugoslavian
domestic wife brawl. The weather
was the only other local reference

Video-wise, Lang uses still news
pic—four to augment the Washing-
ton and foreign coverage. On the
weather, a barometer helped tell

the story. Lang’s delivery is what
is being called the “Reserve hit-

em-hard technique," introduced by
Warren Guthrie. It’s a rapidfire

running account of the news with-

out pausing too effectively between
individual news items so that a

proper change of pace can be
achieved. As a result, it appears
that quantity of news items, rather
than effectiveness, is the stanza’s

objective. Lang, personally, offers

pleasant mike appeal.

In educational pitch. Lang, with,

the use of stock film, covered
agricultural problems faced by the
administration.

Dudley’s sports coverage is easy-:

to-listen to. He ranged from A1
Rosen, to Paul Brown’s coast vic-

tory, plus additional baseball and
basketball news and a letter on
Wrestling from a fan. Pics were
used on three news items.

Commercials are combo of live

spiel by Alan Douglas and film,
Douglas handled the Siano plug
well along with nylon hose. Films
included Vitamin and softskin.
Four commercials in one news
stanza beside opening and closing
tag is . overdose even , though
Douglas’s efforts are commendable.
Use of three sets on the show

is good Video. Roger Albright and
Charles RanallO combined for
smooth production operation.

Mark.

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast / of the

Towh’’ (CBS-TV) came up with

one of its pleasantest presentations

in a long time Sunday (24). Pro-

gram was strong on longhair, but

still was nicely balanced, with a

disk quartet, juggler and racon-

teur to vary opera and ballet.

Sullivan took advantage of windup
of the Sadler’s Wells Ballet Ameri-

can tour the night before, to fea-

ture troupe and soloists twice, just

before they left for their England
home, and the Britishers scored

heavily.

Opener was given over to a full

12 minutes of ballet, in presenta-

tion of the troupe’s flashy “Skat-

ers" number. It was one of the

rare, times, that tv does right by
ballet, and the work came off as

a delightful turn,, with Roweria
Stevens’ speed and technical vir-

tuosity and Brian Shaw’s terrific

turns and leaps as standouts. The
troupe’s stars, Margot Fonteyn and
Michael Somes, came on later for

the beautiful pas de deux from
“Homage to the Queen."

Sullivan then pulled one of the
neat little touches that make this

airer so topgrade. When Miss Fon-
teyn, Somes and Frederick Ashton
(choreographer of the two works
mentioned, and co-director of the
troupe) came out for bows, the
orch played the British national
anthem, as host, guests and studio
audience stood at attention.

The. Met Opera’s
.
basso, Cesare

Siepi, distinguished himself with
sock renditions of the Catalog
Song from "Don Giovanni" and
"Ebb Tide." On the lighter side,

Sam Levenson had some amusing
reminiscences of his school-teach-
ing days to recount; -Rob Murray
proved a deft juggler with his
deceptively awkward style, and the
Ames Bros, scored heavily in their:
songs and Imitations, with “You,
You, You” the best of their three
tunes, and their horsing around*
real comedic, stuff.

Only flaw in the program was
in the commercials, too many and
too long, Sullivan, for instance,
wasn’t content with the first full
one by Julia Meade but had to
add some lengthy words of his own
to it right afterwards. Bron.

Chalk up an above-average ses
sion for last Sunday’s (24) edition
of “Omnibus" on CBS-TV. After
a sharp start this season, the show
has tended to bog down in talk,
and while talk and film compjrised
the entire segment Sunday, pro-
ducer Fred Rickey finally found
something interesting in a visual
as well as intellectual sense for
host Alistair Cooke to talk about.
Opening segment was an inter-

esting; interview with Douglas
Leigh, who’s responsible for Broad-
way’s more

.
spectacular spectacu-

lars. The pair discussed the history
of specs jjriefly, but more to the
point,, demonstrated how siich
projects as the animated electric
sign on Broadway & 40th St. and
the Camel smoke-ring sign a couple
of blocks below on Broadway work.
Leigh brought out models of some
of the specs he’s got up his sleeve,
like a simulation of the ocean and
ra moving countryside (for an auto
firm). Topper was a block-long
design for Broadway between 45th
and 46th Sts., a project which
Leigh said was “close to being an

actuality."
Second talk segment came from

Columbia U.’s physics building,

where Dean of ' Engineering John
R. Dunning gave the first video
demonstration of the school’s cy-

clotron, on which the first uranium
atom was split 15 years, ago and
which was one of the centers of
activity on the wartime “ManhaK
tan project.” This was. a fascinat-

ing segment, with Dean Dunning
and Dr; William Havens actually
putting the cyclotron through its

paces and splitting uranium atoms.
Machine was explained, with view-
ers able to see the energy released
through an oscilloscope. Dr. Dun-
ning, incidentally, was an excellent
speaker; should he decide to give
up physics, he’d have no trouble
at all landing a radio or tv job as

an announcer or commentator.

Remainder of the show was film,

with the second of the trio of half-

hour adaptations of John Stein-;

beck’s “The Pastures of Heaven"
featured. Tic, which is well-suited

to the “Omnibus” audience, is re-

viewed at length in the TV-Films
Section of this issue. Other films

on the show were a short for
Greyhound, “The Garage," which
can be written off as an overlong
commercial, and another “docu-
mentary" job by Swedish cinema-
tographer Arne Sucksdorf. “Docu-
mentary" is used advisedly, for

the Sucksdorf pictures come as

Close to art and poetry as anything
that’s ever been put on film.

This one was “The Hunter,” and
it was strictly a wildlife study, but
onfe that teemed With life

.
and

energy in its natural surroundings.
Sucksdorf’s art .stems as much
from his editing as his versatile

Use of the camera
Productionwise, entire show lived

up to its high standard. Andy Mc-
Cullough’s overall direction * was
good, and Don Hewitt’s megging
of the cyclotron segment followed
the demonstration smoothly. Cooke
was his usually articulate seif, and
a fluff that saw him introing the
Columbia segment a little too early

didn’t detract from his unruffled

poise. Chan.

*

Martha Raye is still giving out
one of the. most consistent levels

of comedy in her monthly stint as
relief for “Your Show of Shows.”
Director-writer Nat Hiken paced
and designed a layout that-moved
swiftly and logically and carried a
lot of comedy in its wake.

Miss Raye, probably the funniest
femme in television, had the bene-
fit of excellent assists from Edward
G. Robinson, Cesar Romero and
the dependable Rocky Graziaho.
The Four Rswere quite a team on
Saturday’s (23) stanza on NBC-TV.
Hiken apparently had a hard

time setting the thenm bf the showi
The initial bit wherein Robinson
goes berserk upon imitations of his
portrayal of “Little Caesar" were
somewhat forced at first. But with
that bit working itself into the
other plot ramifications, the com-
edy went smoothly. Miss Raye
kept the entire proceedings on a
high comedic level. There was one
particular sequence when Miss
Raye was travelling between three
rooms in her apartment. In the
first, Miss Raye was trying to get
Robinson on an even keel, in the
second Graziano’s family were per-

DINAH SHORE SHOW
Selling-wise, there’s no question

but that the added element of col-
or that’s looming on the mass tv
market horizons will prove to be
irresistibly. On the experi-
mental colorcasts of the Dinah
Shore show on NBC-TV iast week,
the. plugs for Chevrolet came to
life with clips of a flashing red
convertible that made announcer
Art Blake’s commentary superflu-
ous. 'Even the Chewy multi-col-
ored hood emblem took on added
values.

As for Miss Shore, she looked
good on the black-and-white set
and even better on the adjoining
color-TV . Screen. On Thursday’s
show (21) from the New York stu-
dios, the tinted factor was neatly
woven into the fabric of the quar-
ter-hour stanza via the tasteful
costuming and backgrounds.
Garbed in a deep purple dress

with bright red trimmings (which
she described for the benefit of
b&w viewers), Miss Shore delivered
her three vocals in various settings
with only one having a direct color
peg. That was in a simulated art
museum with some Roualt prints
on the wall. The other sets, where

the color angle was not stressed,
were those of an outdoor book stall
and the interior of a jewelry shop.

Already at this point, the color
reception has been perfected to a
level that’s comparable with the
best tinting process available on
standard film. The clarity, con-
trast and realism of the hues leaves
little to be desired in the way of
technical improvement. It’s so
good that there’s a tendency to for
get about the Color a couple of min
utes after the show begins.

The need to frame color shows
for b&w sets as well may be pro-
viding a good discipline for the
color-tv programmers. For one
thing, they can’t run the risk of in-
truding the color element to the
point of slowing down or dominat
ing the primary program elements.
At the same time, however, Color
can’t reach its full potential as a
dramatic device as long as a show
has to be also conceived for mono
chrome receivers.
On Miss Shore’s show, the Color

was only a superficial plus since,
basically, it’s the songstress’ charm
and vocal talent that count and
those count as well in black-and
white. Herm.

forming Italian style terms in cele-

bration of the Raye-Rocky engage-
ment/and in the third, police were
grilling her in connection with a

robbery. Her travels back and
forth in this mishmosh made a
howling sequence.
The final halfhour was devoted

to burlesques of old films. Miss
‘Raye had a virtuoso bit with her
impression of Charlie Chaplin in

“The Gold Rush." She also col-

lected laughs from her spoofs of
“Bride of Frankenstein," “The
Shiek” and “42d Street.” Jose.

Man must search for happiness
within his own heart and within
the circle of his friends and family.
It took “United States Steel Hour”
on ABCtTV last week. (19) a full

hour to make this, point and at
times the urge to be different and
artistic ran away with the show,
but on the whole “The Rise of
Carthage” told its story well and
left the viewer contemplating the
profundity of its meaning.
Where the Arthur Arent-Raphael

Hayes adaptation of the Lawrence
Williams story at times became ob-
scure and too involved with sym-
bols, the acting by the two princi-.

pals—Paul Douglas and Nina Foch—was Uniformly excellent with
Douglas particularly impressive in
the part of a harassed, overly tense
network exec who seeks, release
from the. tension but can’t find it
He finds a copy of a newspaper

published in a small New Mexico
town where, it appears, everyone
takes time out to be friendly and
do the things they want to do. Tied
in with this was the image of
Douglas’ father who turns into the
paper’s publisher;and beckons him
to come. ; Douglas up and quits,
taking Miss Foch (his wife) with
him in the search for Carthage.
He finds it a ghost town where he
has to create his own. happiness in
his own terms. He returns to his
job but eventually realizes that
what he desires is to be found in
his marriage.

These, at least, were the impli-
cations. There was quite a lot of
deep talk, most of it with desperate
overtones arid suggesting that
Douglas is on the verge of a ner-
vous breakdown. That he coped
with all this in believable fashion
was much to his credit. Miss Foch,
whose character also could have
stood some sharper delineation, did
a fine job \in her usual, reliable
fashion. She somehow didn’t man-
age^ to infUse her role with any
kind. of warmth. It could have
stood a little of that.
Joseph Sweeney as the creator

of the symbolic Carthage did full
justice to a difficult part. George
Macready did a suave turn as the
lawyer who finds his peace in
Carthage. Mike

. Keilin / contrib-
uted a telling bit as the bartender
and John Gibson appealed as the
man who has foregone ambitions
for a happy, content life. Jane

?Si
SVn Pres

S-
ed in a short bit as

did William Kemp as the exec who
gets fired by Douglas: Kemp’s part
was never satisfactorily explained,
nor

_
did the ending give a very

good clue to What was actually hap-
pening to Douglas.

P

Alex Segal’s direction was tops,
as usual. Dream sequences were
fitted in nicely and effectively

*
Hi/'t.

Judging by Thursday’s (21) pro-
gram, CBS-TV’s “Mr. McNutley"
has probably made several new
friends since his intro over that
net about four months ago. Most
recent installment of the “Meet
Mr. McNutley” celluloid series
was^amply spotted with enough
laugh situations to keep most
viewers happy. Obviously con-
trived yarn failed to dampen
show s y°ck aspect With Ray
Mfiiand ingratiatingly handling
the title role, program scored as
palatable entertainment for the en-
tire family.

Latest of the “McNutley" ex-
plGits to get tele showcasing had
the mild-mannered college profes-
sor winding up as a robbery sus-
pect after innocently aiding a sup-
posedly new neighbor gain en-
trance to her home. Actually per-
son assisted was a thief. Not
knowing that he was an accomplice
15

a burglary, Milland follows
through with a prior plan to take
ms .students on a tour of the police
station. It Was this phase of the
proceedings that fostered most of
program’s laughs.

.
Phyllis Avery as the prof’s wife

aided in givirig show a> nice family
flavor, Other Cast members filled
their roles proficiently. General
Electric plugs were given class
production, but Kathi Norris’ sales
pitch appeared too studied to be
completely

.
effective. On the

whole, “McNutley" has come
quite a way since its low-register
debut. jejS,

WENDY BABBIE SHOW
With Wendy Barrie, Jeff Carter
Barbara Rettig, Don Williams
and Hank Needham’s Baronets
(7) orch

Director: Don Lyons
60 Mins., Mon. thru Fit, 4 p.m.
Participating

v

Tri-State. Network, from Dayton
Wendy Barrie made herself at

home in the kickoff of her hinter-

land venture. Her engaging per.
sonality, graciousness, charming
British-tainted accent and the ex-

perience of screen, stage, radio and
tv Work combine to make her a
welcome neighbor to tv. fans in
the three southern Ohio cities
served by the Tri-State Network
Stations are WHIO-TV, Dayton*
WKRC-TV* Cincinnati; and WTVN
Columbus.

*

Intro program was strictly that,
Miss Barrie told something of. her-
self while chatfirig with all hands
in the show about their own back-
grounds. Seated at a desk for most
of the time and natty in a business
suit, .Miss Barrie was kissed on the
cheek by mayors of Columbus and
Dayton (Cincy’S hizzoner Wired re-
grets for non-attendance) and
acknowledged thanks for many
messages of well wishes from folks
In the tri-city area and also from
some show biz names.
Miss Barrie’s three main sup-

porters are Jeff Carter, a 25-year-
old baritone; Barbara Rettig, a gal
just out of a Dayton high school
(who has been singing since she
was 12, and Don Williams, puppe-
teer-ventriloquist and her man Fri-
day.

Except for the band and vocal
numbers, the proceedings were
pleasingly informal. There were
only two breaks for commercials.

From the studio audience to
camera range were a Dayton Univ.
student in his baker apprentice
attire for a working^my-way-
through-college Interview, arid five
kiddies. Wendy got along swell
with theifi and invited viewers to
be visitors; and also to write to
her about the show-

Carter has promise of a singing
star, said Miss Barrie, after hear-
ing him in “April in Portugal" and
“You’re Driving Me Crazy.” The
talented lad, a former Purdue
Univ. glee club solpist, put in a
year of band work on the road,
and also does well conversational-
ly.

Miss Rettig chirped “I Will
Never Charige Partners Again" and
doubled with Carter on “Vaya Con
Djos” and “Side by Side.” Six-
piece jazz combo directed by Hank
Needham is lively and was a bit

hefty for accompaniment.
Don Williams did fairly well in

running talk with Miss Barrie and
for commercials. His work with
puppets and as a ventriloquist can
stand improvement.
Two cameras were used and.

action was in tWo sets, the office
and on the bandstand.

Miss Barrie is capable of carry-
ing the 4how through and stepping
it up as time permits. Her present
contract was press-agented to be
for $250,000, with nrthirig said
about for how long. Koll

monica Lewis show
With Walter Herlihy, announcer
Producer-Writer: Bob Claver
Director: John Paul Jones
10 Mins.; Mon. thru Fri., 7 p.m.
ROTO BROIL
WABC-TV, N.Y.

( Product Services )

Monica Lewis, a savvy songstress
who has Worked iri several Holly-
wood films, neatly carries the ball

on this abbreviated across-the-
board local show. Miss Lewis is a
looker with an attractive person-
ality and she knows how to belt

across a tune before a camera.
Miss Lewis, however, is not get-

ting any kind of production show-
casing on series. On preem stanza

(25), she delivered a couple of

songs with a rhythm trio in the
background of a bare studio set-

ting. There was an attempt to get
some visual pacing via some cam-
era angle switching, but this, tactic

only underlined the absence of any
production supporrt that .

Dinah
Shore and Perry Como, for in-

stance, get on their shows. This,
of course, is a more modest pack-
age and within its limits, Miss
Lewis registers strongly.

Chirper also handles the gab^
bing chores as Well. On the first

session, she did two numbers,
“Everything I Have Is Yours,’• her
theme, arid “Supposin’.” She an-
nounced that she would have guests
on some of her subsequent shows-

The kitchen appliance sponsor
took only one full-sized plug by
Walter Herlihy plus a couple of

brief mentions of the product by
Miss Lewis. It Was an okay alloca-

tion of comrqercial time and a wel-
come relief from the frequent prac-
tice on tv of treating a short fcliow

as sin overlong plug; ‘ Hernu.
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When Vitamin Corp. of ^merica

nd BBD&O brought Kathy God-

frey (Arthur’s sister) in from

KPHO'TV in Phoenix to stake her

out as a major tv personality, origi-

nal intention was to star her in a

nublic servicer that first bore the

name of “Up for Adoption” and

was subsequently changed to 'The

Truth About Adoption.” Regard?

less of the title, . the show was

iunked and the agency forced to

look for a substitute to fill the time

already contracted for on ABC-TV.

Program finally chosen was “On

vni'ir Way,” which had a short run

^“DuMont Bu£ Collyer

Jmceeing for Welch’s Wine. For-

Sat of the Larry White quiz pack-

age was changed to permit Miss

nndfrey to interview the contest-

ants on why they want to go some-

place and to have John Reed King

do the actual quizmastering.

Aeehcv might have made a worse

choSe^of a vehicle ior-Miss God-

frey and a show on which to sell

vitamins, but one doesn’t come
readTly to mind. “On Your Way”
is the epitome of the inane quiz

show tied together by .a pointless

gimmick that lends neither inter-

est nor entertainment to the show.

In this case, the contestant for

gome reason has to get somewhere,

and by answering a series of. ques-

tions gets plane tickets and cash

to go there. It’s a transparent and
Ineffective device, and in the case

of one contestant on the preem,

there wasn’t even a place to to—he
just needed money, and who
doesn’t?

The show doesn’t do very much
for Miss Godfrey, although she im-

presses as a potentially strong

video personality. The thanklessjob
of interviewing someone Who’s in

want tends to leave the interviewer

muttering embarrassed platitudes,

and it doesn’t help enhance the

personality of the interviewer.

She’s also somewhat overshadowed
by the overabundance of vocal

energy displayed by. King, who
apparently still thinks he’s on in

the daytime or spieling for Charles
Antell. Nonetheless, she’s a pleas-

ant-looking girl with an appealing
voice and an ingratiating person-
ality.

There’s a guest personality who
conducts a jackpot quiz as a wind-*

up. Eva Gabor did an okay job
with this. Incidentally, reading
those testimonials on Rybutol
won’t enhance Miss Godfrey’s
status either. Chan*

A COMMUNITY DILEMMA
With Rev. Dr. Jack Cooper, Rev.
Terrence Ogden, Luther Smith,
Mrs. Stuart Henry, Rev, Roy
Severance

30 Mins.; Sun. (17) 3 p.m.
Sustaining
WRGB-TV, Schenectady
A candid discussion of the hous-

ing problem faced by Negroes in
Schenectady featured this special
and interesting half-hour round
table, arranged by the Schenectady
Council of Churches. Participat-
ing were Rev. Dr. Jack Cooper,
moderator; Rev. Terrence Ogden,
pastor of a local Methodist Church
and a leader in the Council’s at-
tack jjh the situation; Luther
Smith, a Negro engineer; Mrs.
Stuart Henry, a leading laywoman;
Rev. Roy Severance, also a Metho-
dist minister. Fact, figures,
opinions and misconceptions were
subjected to sharp analysis. Charts
and photograph supplemented the
material presented by the panel-
ists, while a touching dramatiza-
tion of a telephone conversation
Between a house-seeking yourig
«egro woman and a white woman
opened the half-hour.
The roundtable started at rather

a sl
?
w Pace but picked up mo*

mentum toward the halfway point
*3 r°Red in high during the sec-
ona quarter-hour. Smith proved

snni,
artlculate

’ highly intelligent
f°r the Negro group

vino/ •
® increased more than

i
Schenectady during the

Eanfo
13 year?h the Other partici-

siiacfir
r.c® lstered strongly and per-

imnroei
y

’

,

The spiritual note was
JET* woven into the final

e
f;

ts
’

4(
capped by Dr. Cooper’s

an
®n .integrated church in

AmirtpK
at
^? community; for all

notes
1C

n'a *
p
2nelist nsed script or

plated
P tlally hWden by name

and^Hi/01^,^© other telecasters

been inni
h
^ direction should have

white SLudef „ Final shot of a

a frienHu
1311 talkin8 at the door in

couDip
dly manner with a Negro

V/RrjR m
.
ost appropriate.

*ervicer
rated praise for this public

Jaco,

MOTORAMA OF 1954
With. Arthur Godfrey, Harlow

H. Curtice, Marion Marlowe,
Lu Ann Simms, Haleloke, Mc-
Guire Sisters, Mariners, Jerry
Bresler orch, others

Producer: Larry Puck
Director: Bob Blyer
45 Mins., Wed. (20), 10 p.m.
GENERAL MOTORS
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

If ever a tv program proved the
adage about “the" play’s the thing,”
it Was CBS-TV’s video preview of
General Motors’ annual new prod-
uct display at N^ Y.’s Waldorf-As-
toria;. In spite of the one of the
saddest productions brought off
by CBS, and a rather indifferent
emceeing job Of Arthur Godfrey,
he program made fascinating
viewing due entirely to the new
and revolutionary lines GM has
brought out in the auto and home
appliance fields. #

It was strictly; a case of pro-
gram content bringing off a top-
flight show in the face of strictly
amateurish production. And the
content—new models in Chevrolet,
Pontiac, Buick,. Oldsmobile and
Cadillac—were a show in them-
selves, from the Pontiac Strato-
streak to the Caddie La Espada,
all bearing preeedent-shattering
sports car motifs and all stunning
vehicles. Toppers were the hew
Firebird gas turbine experimental
car and ! the Frigidaire Division’s
Kitchen of Tomorrow,” featuring

push-button controls for about
everything in a kitchen. Many
of the items aren’t even in pro-
duction, so recently have they
been developed, and it was in the
nature of a first peek that they
were displayed.

On the production side, it was
a mistake on the part of GM and
tiie Kudner agency to assign “a
complex remote job. like this one,
involving multiple c'amera and
audio teams, to the regular God-
frey production crew headed by
Larry Puck. The complexities of
the production were obviously too
much for them, and the result was
awkward camera pauses as God-
frey and GM prexy Harlow Cur-
tice moved from room to room,
poorly cued camera switches and
coverage of the displays and even
one cut-in on the audio intercom.
As for some of the Godfrey per-
formers; they showed less poise
than one would expect from pro
fessionals when they found the
cameras trained on them after

Godfrey and Curtice had left the
room*

Godfrey’s emceeing job showed
a lack of preparation, with most
of the discussion sounding more
like an intercompany (GM) bull

session than a carefully planned
description . of the new products
And at the conclusion of each de-

scription of a new line by a GM
department head, all Godfrey
could summon up was “you’re go-
ing to have a great year.” He
made the rounds with that one,

giving it to every division chief
arid a couple of times to Curtice.

Strangely enough, Godfrey was
best in the unexpected (by him
and the audience) role of a floor

manager, getting the cameras to

focus on where they should have
been in the first place*

Most of the Godfrey talent

served as models. Apparently the

plan was for each to do a number
while Godfrey and Curtice (in the

former’s scooter) were in transit

between displays, but only the

McGuire Sisters performed, while

the remainder for the most part

gawked when they discovered the

cameras still with them after God
frey’s exit. Chan.

FUN AND FORTUNE
With Ed McMahon, Nancy Dolphin,

Tommy Ferguson Trio
Producers: Ed McMahon, Ray
Schwarz

Director: Ray Schwarz
30 Mins.; Tues. & Thurs., 3 p.m.

Participating
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
The lure of the giveaway and

the amiable personality of Ed Mc-
Mahon fills the studio, wall-to-wall

with gift-happy homemakers. Pan-
ning of smiling faces reveals gen-

uine affection that ex-Marine hero

McMahon seems to inspire in his

audience, most of whom arp over

40_standard age for such proceed-

ings.

No Individual loses (every con-

testant gets a prize) but the chief

interest is the $10,000 in merchan-

dise given . to church or charitable

organization. This plum goes to

group, who after a stipulated num-
ber of weeks, collects the most

coupons of sponsors products. On
program caught ladies represent-

ing the Lutheran Home for the

Aged were pitted against the Dela-

ware County Fire Company ladies

auxiliary.
“Fun and Fortune”, concentrates

on zany stunts, most of them of a

pretty elementary sort and not in-

tended to give the girls too much
trouble. Dignity doesn’t enter into

it, but since nobody loses the

femmes love it, Gogh.

DR. I.Q.
With James McClain, Tom Reddy,
Ed Michaels, Art Fleming,
GeOrge Ansbro; announcer. Bob
Shepherd

Producer: Frederick lleider
Director: Charles S, Dubin
Writer-creator: Lee Segall
30 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m.
HAZEL BISHOP
ABC-TV, from N. Y.

, (Raympnd Spectar)

James McClain is on leave of
absence from his clergyship in
Texas to make his tv stand as the
“mental banker” in the. guise of
Dr. I,Q, It’s an old role for* the
minister, who did the radio version
from 1940-46. He’s a fine figger
of a man with plenty of mobility,
these assets serving him well in
the sight medium, having long
since proved his savvy on the aural
side. So the return, along with a
new Monday slot (ex-Thursdays at
9 p.m.), represents a goodie for
ABC-TV and all hands.

The pace is the thing. So are
those silver dollars that Dr. I.Q.
hands out with majestic disregard
of economics as the “lady in the
balcony” responds correctly, other-
wise receiving a year’s supply of
that long-lasting Hazel Bishop No-
Smear Lipstick (if it’s a male, give
it to your wife, mother-in-law or
girlfriend; but they should have
something more suitable for the
swains). When McClain follows a
missout with “Oh, I’m awfully
sorry,” it can sound like he’s ready
to replace the sorrow with items
out of Fort Knox, but that’s all
part of the charm he turns on,
though not unctuously so. And he
won’t provide prompting or give a
contestant another .chance—much
more forthright, in that respect,
than many another quizzer.

Four goodlooking gents help the
quizician make a round of the stu-
dio for an attack on the yes or no,
famous quotation, right or wrong,
biog sketch, etc.,, all of it carried
out with snap and precision^ Some
of the questions are a bit tricky, as
per the radio edition. This Lee
Segall brainchild (he also scripts)
shouldn’t have any trouble carving
out a tv future. And that James
McMoney is a natural. Trau.

REQUESTFULLY YOURS
With Paul Brenner, guests
Producer: Brenner
Director: Don Horan
60 Mins., Fri., 8 p.m.
WATV, 'Newark
For the most part the disk

jockeys around the country haven’t
been > too successful in their ef-
forts to crash the video field.

Most of them have been stumped
by the problem of blending wax
and visual values. However, Paul
Brenner, platter spinner on WAAT,
Newark, seems to have latched on
to likeable \ideo format that’ll ap-
peal to the younger set.

Brenner makes no bones about
the kind of viewer he Wants. He’s
after the high-school kids and is

smart enough not to throw out
any pretentious bait in his attempts
to catch ’em.

Within a simple format of pop
record spins, interviews with the
teenagers in the aud, dance con-
tests and a guestar, Brenner has
all the ingredients to build a solid

bobbysox following. In fact, par-
ents will probably render him a

vote . of thanks for a respite from
the run-of-the-mill mayhem that

usually attracts the yourig dialer.

Brenner’s long tenure as a d.j.

has given him the special savvy
necessary in dealing with teen-

agers. He knows what they like

and he knows how to talk to them.
He keeps the hour roiling along

at a pleasant and easy-going pace.

It’s all like an evening gathering

for music and dance at a neigh-

bor’s house.
Kids should take to it like to a

double-chocolate ice cream soda.
Gros.

ETHEL MERMAN SHOW
(Colgate Comedy Hour)
With Jimmy Durante Gene Nelson,

Decola & Rublnt, Sid Marion,
Others; Al. Goodman orch

Producer-director: Joseph. Santley
Writers: Charles Isaacs, Jackie

Ellrison
60 Mins.; . Sun., 8 p.m.
COLGATE
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(Sherman St Marquette; Bates)

Ethel Merman’s “Comedy Hour”
comer-outer looked promising in

the opening salvo when, discovered

by newsies on an airport ramp, she

put in a lyrical disclaimer on
talents other than chanting. Then
she took “Just a Lady With a

Song,” an Eddie Zimmerman spe-

cial, and played it to the hilt,

wringing the best out of the words
& music. But from here in the

disclaimer was played mostly in

rebuff, with some of the sketches

not worthy of this up and at ’em
singer. When the dynamic lady

stuck to such items as “Love Is

Sweeping the Country,” building

up from topical briefies (like "Red
Red Robin” standing for the USSR,
“Bewitched” for the A-bomb, etc.),

it was a typical Merman meriu and
there ain't any better.

Sending her in as a misfit harpist

with a symph orch as the maestro
went into conniptions on her break-

ing up of the “Blue. Danube” num-
ber, seemed strained, old chapeau
and inherently unfunny. A “re-
hearsal” with Jimmy Durante and
Gene Nelson was similarly lowbeat
on laughs, and even Nelson’s fol-
lowup hoofing over the huge El
Capitan stage was tame despite the
leaps and mock falls of the dancer
with his breakaway props. Another
skit (all of them directed by
Charles O’Curran) with Miss Mer-
man and Cyranose was offish ex-
cept when the duo got into a med-
ley of sorts in segue from that large
lazy susan whirlaround.
Topping the skit session was a

takeoff on the “Can-Can” legiter.
La Merman, as a wide-eyed tourist,
lighting up such tunes from the
show as “I Love Paris” and “C’est
Magnifique” and the Schnoz, up to
this point a pale version of his
“own show” self, appearing in
various Frenchified guises for a
winning tandem. In the end piece,
Miss Merman accepted an award
from Hollywood Foreign Corre-
spondents Assn, for her work in
“Call Me Madam” pic and Durante
ragtinjed to the 'closing crawl. Six
boys and acompleirient of femmes
were deployed here and there in
the hoofing sector, the boys being
particularly sock. Another winning
support was by duo pianists Decola
8c Rubin i in the symph precede.

Pete Barnum is at the exec
producer’s helm now in the exit
of vet Sam Fuller who’s now an
NBC-TV staff producer, with
Joseph Santley now the producer
-in addition to staging. Miss Mer-
man’s next “Comedy Hour” work-
out is Feb. 28. In a month’s time
they should be able to blueprint a
better format for her. Trau.

WALT PHILLIPS SHOW
With Walter Phillips, Marian
Spellman, Ruby White, Bonnie

Lou, Charlie Gore. Joe Lugar’s

Ork, Bob Bell, Jane Lynn
Producer-Director: Ed Ewing
Writer: Frank Hart
60 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.

Participating
WLW-T, Cincinnati
Walter Phillips merits this

switch from radio to tv. He’s a

natural in both fields; A disk

jockey here for the past several

years, after he got out of college,

Phillips built up a terrific follow-

ing with bright chatter between
platter flips. On commercials he’s

in a class by himself for sly ap-

proach.
Surrounded with capable Cros-

ley staffers, this show stands on its

own. Only question abo.ut its audi-

ence rating is the time. At 9 a.m.

it is pitted against programs with
pre-school child appeal. House-
fraus sans kiddie cares will find

Phillips going smooth at that hour.

Program is fed from WLW-T,
(Continued on page 44)

ANIMAL FUN TIME
With Ruth Manecke.
Producer: John Moses
Director: Tom De Vito
Writer: Ruth Manecke
15 Miris., Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:45 p.m.
WABC-TV, N.Y*
“Animal Fun Time,” which

preemed Monday (25), is an engag-
ing study for the four to six-year-
old naturalists. Writer-emcee Ruth
Manecke demonstrated know-how
in handling the kindergarten juves
and had sufficient knowledge about
domestic animals and their envir-
onment to hold the curious, quizzi-
cal youngsters.

Bpfore a panel of six children,
Miss Manecke exhibited a live
skunk and a stuffed owl (who is go-
ing to be a regular on the stanza).
With the first, as the juves passed
desmelhed “Petunia” among, them,
the lady in charge went simply
through the animal’s habits . .

.

feeding, environment, mobility and
she neatly clarified a fallacy (all

skunks do not have stripes). Par-
ticipation (typical disjointed juve
logic) and interest was elicited
through questions and cross-ban-
ter, and Miss Manecke and her
youthful associates did well, de-
spite one garrulous and opinion-
ated moppet in the crew.

One sore spot was dull animal
.picture book routine which showed
various birds who habituate New
York City. On the other hand, the
moral tale of “Captain Hook” the
owl, told through Miss Manecke
had a positive effect. She was suc-
cessful, not in telling a clear story,

but in Establishing a definite iden-
tification between the owl and the
program,
Juves never get tired of seeing

live animals or even stuffed ones.

KING RICHARD II
With Maurice Evans, Sarah

Churchill, Kent Smith, Frederic
Worlock, Louis Hector, Bruce
Gordon, Richard Purdy, Whit-
ford Kane, Ralph Clanton, Mor-
ton DaCosta, Jonathan Harris,
Norman Barrs, Terence Kllburn,
Porter Van Zandt, Joseph
Dooley, Louis Edmonds, Ray-
mond Johnson, June PnidV
homme, Tom Sand, Kenneth
Raymond, Francis Bethencdurt;
William Brooks conducting score
by Herbert Menges.

NBC Executive Producer-Director:
Albert McCleery

.

Director: George Schaefer
Associate Producers: Emmett

Rogers, Mildred Freed Alberg
Adaptation: Maurice Evans
120 Mins., Sun. (24) 4 to 6 p.m.
HALLMARK
NBC-TV, from New York

(Foote, Cone & Belding )

NBC-TV’s first two-Jhour "spec-
tacular” of ’54 brought Maurice
Evans back to the “Hallmark Hall
of Fame” Sunday (24) in the first
tv performance of “King Richard
II”—the same Shakespearean mas-
terpiece that won Evans his initial
Broadway ovation back in 1937
(and which he subsequently re-
vived at the City Center Theatre,
N. Y.

f
in ’51.) Adapted for video

by Evans himself, Sunday’s pro-
duction was a triumph for tv, for
the star and all the others identi-
fied with the ambitious project.

Certainly here was a vast im-
provement over Evans’s tv per-
formance of “Hamlet” last season
in achieving the near-perfect
fusion of theatre and television in
translating the Shakespearean
brand of cunning, intrigue and
double-cross into the intimate
terms and exacting demands of
home video viewing. Performers,
technicians, directors, producers,
camera crews arid all the others
who contributed toward this special
Hallmark presentation rate, a bow
for bringing it off so successfully.

Originating from the recently-
reactivated Brooklyn studios of
NBC, with its massive floor space,
the three-act, 20-scerie production
of “Richard” had a dimension that
not only hurdled the more restric-
tive

;
scope of. a legit performance,

but allowed for a continuing, unin-
terrupted flow of scenes. Above
all, this Hallmark presentation
achieved its goal: in taking
Shakespeare off the bookshelf ana
out of the classrooms, and making
him. entertaining and exciting for
the new and larger tv audience of
millions, while at the same time
maintaining the high staridards de-
manded by the Bard’s idolaters.

Evans interprets and presents
the role of the ill-fated king in

i the highly dramatic and flam-

|

boyant school of the traditional
Shakespearean theatre. In the

i past decade, both on the stage and
in films, there has been a tendency
to modernize the Bard’s works
either by set, dress or verbal
projection. Yet Evans clings to the
lyrical, melodramatic staging.
Whereas his previous tv Hamlet
brought divided opinion on this
score, his intensity and percep-
tion of Richard must have done
much to win adherents to the
Evans portrayal.

Kent Smith in the role of Boling-
broke, the usurper of Richard's
throne, was the chief protagonist
for the new school of “digestible”
Shakespeare and was masterful in
his part. For that matter, it would
be futile to point out the merit
of the individual performances,

i since all of them were of such high
! calibre. Yet mention must be made
]

of Frederic Worlock as John of
i Gaunt; Richard Purdy as the Duke
1 of York: Sarah Churchill ( who
;

played Ophelia to Evans’ tv Ham-
;

let) as the Queen; Louis Hector as
: Northumberland, and Morton Da-
Costa as Aumerle.
The major laurels, however, go

to the production of this tv pres-
entation. That the battlements
and the castles, the corridors and
Westminster could have been, so
imaginatively conceived and con-
structed; that the processions and
pomp could have been regally dis-
played without color or elaborate
settings is a tribute to a combina-
tion of technical and artistic exe-
cution blended with a masterful
control. An old hand at achiev-
ing such camera fluidity, Albert
McCleery as NBC executive pro-
ducer and director made it appear
as easy as pulling strings. The con-
tribution by George Schaefer as
director and Emmett Rogers and
Mildred Freed Alberg as co-pro-
ducers, likewise can’t be mini-
mized.

The special musical score com-
posed by Herbert Meriges and con-
ducted by William Brooks was very
effective without being obtrusive.
Noel Taylor’s costumes were fresh
and interesting and the sets de-
signed by Richard Sylbert were
nothing short of superb.
The sponsor rates a thank you

card—Hallmark-ma.de—from every
viewers of “Richard 11.” Rose,
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111 this second television market of the nation, one of the'

four major radio stations—AND ONLY ONE has in-

creased its audience since 1950 . . . the period of greatest

i

The average daily Monday -through - Friday rating for

Station WMAQ (Pulse, Sept. - Oct. 1953) is 13 per cent
'*

: ;.‘.V

* ' ‘

GREATER than it was during the same period in 1950.

Meanwhile, Station A has DECLINED seven per cent,

Station B 1
1 per cent and Station C is unchanged.

In addition, Station WMAQ is the ONLY station of the

four to register average rating gains in each of the three

periods of the day—morning, afternoon and night.

Once again, proof that more and more Midwest radio

homes now 12 per cent greater in number than four

— turn to

Of



NARTB Sports Committee, was
' 1

'

authorized by the board to probe

Radio.s 'Truth Serum
7

Pitch
fected by radio-tv sportscast. A re-

continued from page 3i port is to be, submitted in June on

From The Production Centers
Continued from page 33

Warren G. Honecker, former announcer and newscaster at WCAE
-and WKJF-TV, has joined Pittsburgh office of the Jam Handy Oreani.

• . **. •• . A. ' Wvenn •mm • • .
pU*il

Advertisers continue to ftnd

^

A noUngThafIbe^i one Higgins toM board member*

very little duplication between the ^building or a single prairie in the that principal reason for poor re-
is â ardad winners ... Phyllis Skelton’s “Schooldays” ended°itl

*prlg" Wdl° ,nd tele
' yadio,S • Country muaic entertainer A1 Cook joined

parts *With 'and* in the '.nanibep of he said, >1, don't believe the^ra. .should vbe^handle4 by.' the-- studio IN ...PITTSBURGH . . . /

people he gets per dollar—con- being used as doorstops, bookends toppers. . Warren G. Honecker, former announcer and newscaster at WGAE
tinues to be impressive compared or to cover mouse holes, in the He added that play-by-play .and WKJF-TV, has joined Pittsburgh office of the Jam Handy Organi-

with Other advertising media. This kitchen floor. Furthermore, tv fam- sp0rtcasts encourage the audience zation as a sales and contact rep . . . BUI Morrissey has quit Cabot &
low cost is particularly significant Hies are buying more radios than to come out and see the 'games, Coffman to join Smith, Taylor & Jenkins agency as assistant tv director

to the makers of the low-cost, high- non-tv families. The networks, rec- rather thart keeping them at home. He replaces Thomas S. Cadden, who went to St. Louis to organize and

turnover items that make up *he ognizing not only the change m Sports promotors, he said, should direct a television department for Krupnick & Associates ; . . Duquesne
great bulk of America’s consumer listening habits and the American give some thought to the fact that Beer j,as Charlie Garratt doing the ft o’clock evening news on WJAS
goods. For, these advertisers rea- household's divided preferences, radio and tv are a valuable asset as well as five minutes at 8 a.m. on KQV. Latter station has assigned

Son, goods that are bought fre- have programmed network time to
in spreading interest in sports con- jack Henry to follow him with 10 minutes . . , Hollis Burke (Jane

quently, over and over again by attract both in and out-of-living- tests and provide a definite Selling wilkens) has left Wilkens Jewelry “Amateur Hour” arid EZC Ranch
the same people, must be adver- room listening. media for athletics. Gals tv programs to resume her modeling career in New York . . .

tised frequently. "We are seeking to attract new Edgar Kobak, chairman of the Eddie Dillon, deejay at WHJB in Greeiisburg, engaged to Beverly

4 Advertisers see in radio’s 115,- money, to network radio from ad- Public Events Committee;- reported Pearce . . . Moe Woolsey, WDTV director, flew his Wife and baby down

000 000 radio sets more than just vertisers who have never used the that his group is still fighting for to* St. Petersburg, Fla., for a week’s vacation . , , Bruce Rice, local boy

a lot of hew hardware. They look medium, who have left the me- equal reportorial rights with news- studying radio and television at UCLA, now doing sports show every

upon them as the creators of a diuni, and from those Who can be papers in the coverage of court- Friday over KBIG in Los Angeles . . . Lee Heisel, who left WDTV
great number of two, three and persuaded to supplement their room trials, congressional hearings engineering staff to go with WSUN-TV in St Petersburg, Fla., is back

four-set radio homes. New Nielsen present use of it. It is to these and legislative committees. in town and has gone to work for WENS,
figures show a great deal more sources that network radio must ' '

listening in two-set homes than in turn to provide the economic^sup-
.

. .

•
•

•

-
’ IN CINCINNATI • • •

.* Buffalo
ta lvhqmes with two rank, set*. an

?
JjoW ajidiences.

. _ |^, c.a«a»ed from ,.s. a.= ?"
5 p.m. strip /, . Ed Kennedy. WKRC sporfa director and a former

5. While ^advertisers are finding Even as ®reat new p_p
Kmnoriif nuf that Ppoppp rnndvear school teacher, is the reviewer on station’s new Saturday morning

very little duplication between ra- of America did, shortly after the brought out that George Goodyear, „T Book Parade’’ series Georee B Reeves formerly with
dio and tv audiences, they are find- commercial wireless gave, them president of Niagara, and Thomas t oujsviiie stations has joined WKRC announcing staff* Bob Braun
ingmucK more duplication ketrjeen flew »verCincyti.

h
Chiciigo and again to Atlanta, ivhere'he boarded

other media. For _example, tele, dried its teafxof f“ra'>d
(llf„

e‘t}*“ SW fSi„
l

h.fOrt^inBr.oHr ™ a traiii to complete trip from Florida Jn time to rejoin the Dottie Mack
vision, magazines, Sunday newspa- down to the _job ®c*s Show on WCPO-TV ... Exiting from Crosley staff, Rom Desmond,
per supplements, and daily news- the, prospect and selling the me- Nov;

siMger £or Hollywood; Vic Bellamy, singer, to join WLEX, Lexington
papers all tend_to_concentrate the drum. If -there ,1s any uiicertainty jrith the CommiMiom scheduled to ^ d a disk jocke , and Barry Lake, announcer, to freelance in New
greatest part of their audience in about network radios futuie, it is meet the following raorning, they Vnrk ntvYork City.
the big metropolitan centres. ir the minds of the advertising anticipated A grant Would be made *«**'-'“*•

6 That does not mean that radio ostriches whose heads 'are tempo- since their application: was a lifiviVF A'DflJ VC
fartiy'tow applica- IN MINNEAPOLIS i-

centres. While radio has indeed of media confusion. tions for channel 2. As of Jan. 1, 1954, televisu

Continued from page 33.

centres. While radio has indeed °* media confusion.” tions for channel 2. As of Jan. 1, 1954, television sets in Twin. Cities area numbered
lost some audience in big cities, However, as Goodyear related, 420,500, according to KSTP-TV compilation . . . WCCO radio midnight

the biggest metropolitan radio sta- F~ -
'

'

'

' they were surprised to find that disk jockey Dean Montgomery had a “March of Dimes” night, playing

tions continue to be good advertis- IICII 'Philip Baker, another Washington platters requested by listeners who mailed in a dime or more as dona-

ing buys. First, their 50 kw signal Wrll radio lawyer, had just filed an ap- tions to the fund . . . Minnesota State Bar Assn., sponsoring series of

reaches far into the hinterlands. - continued from pace 33 Plication for Enterprise. ,A few Sunday WMIN-TV public service programs on which judges and attor-

Second, their rates are still equita-
1 " minutes later Dowd confronted neys discuss state and federal law points . NBC network show,

bie because—to put it bluntly— 27) in Portland, Ore;, for a sub- Baker in the corridors and offered "Hallmark Hall of Fame,” carried here by KSTP-TV, dramatized 1858

they were for years such a terrific stantial part of an $8,500,000 pack- him $25,000 to withdraw- Goodyear fight; by a Minnesota woman newspaper editor, Mrs. Jane Swisshelm

steal. What happened, for 25 years age price, and the DuMont acqui- said the. offer had his approval, of St. Cloud, for freedom of the press . . . CBS Jan. 30 network telecast

was this: as radio’s audience sky- sition (an end-of-year tax loss deal) The proposition, he added, was of Minneapolis Lakers-Milwaukee' NBA 4‘game of the week” from here

rocketed, station owner simply ®f Empire’s KCTY in Kansas City, $25,000 or a 10% interest in Ni- to be incorporated into "March of Dimes” Parade of Sports show

couldn’t bring themselves to in- Mo., as the first network 6 and o agara “if we felt these people— featuring sports, notables, including Notre Dame and Michigan State

crease their rates accordingly. So UHF station. whom we did not know at this stellar halfbacks Johnny Laftner and Billy Wells ... Duliith, Minn.,

today, even after big-city stations It’s noted also that three of the time—would be satisfactory asso- city council voted 3 to 2 against repeal of city ordinance banning tv

have admittedly lost a fair amount nets (NBC, ABC and DuMont) dates in. our* venture.” vJ sets from liquor drinking places . . . Twin Cities’ film theatres greatly

of audience to tv, their cost-per- backed the FCC proposal to raise Goodyear said the offer was increasing their tv advertising expenditures for film attractions,

thousand, listeners compares very the five-station ceiling on tv own- made when he and DoWd were in a
'

.

<

•

.

’ —
. .

•

favorably with smaller, stations all ership to permit them to acquire "highly emotional” state and was.
across the country in less densely two additional UHF outlets. In- withdrawn the next day, HP 1 * * /^t i
populated tv are**.

•• vm -
r l elevisinn Lnatterpopulated tv areas, terest of these webs in acquiring TjDon Goodvear’s testimony I pipvicinn I .ll/llTPr

‘Bis Bathtnb Audience’ rtrtSSK ICICV»IUU UiaUCl
7. Advertisers are sure that a S Vower tranmdtter* or* Ultra

explained that his action followed
. .

medium, like radio, that reaches Sj o^0^e
woif

a
!Ift!Irra«J

,

aHvanfae»pi! 18 hours ofnegotia^°hs in Buffalb,
just about everybody is certainly rfVH? ^nearing solution

tg
ending at 3 a.m. that day. to reach New York Q. Lewis _show on CBS-TV Mon-

big enough to sell automobiles to A
V”

• ^ .

8
. ..

’
. a merger agreement. "I made the R Rester back on Red But-

da
2
s an

c
ays<

• f
the .71% who have them and soap And„ .manufacturers.fat. the^nef- offer 'under' the heat of tbe. . dr- '

•
_Stm Schiff. associate with the.

to the 85% who have bathtubs work field know, too, that with all- cumstances,” he asserted. “Appar-V0118
faa^ casN

Kate Smith-Ted Collins^ operation

Advertisers realise, too. that Moot. 5»SS“« receivers replacmg the
ently^ cohduct was such that a

;ny exeeprodue^by NBC^V “ of-

~ / V ' AtW f v l/UVUVUMO* • .
• « • A* UWAtttfVWAAVVW) BAW - II

•tisers realize, too, that people St^5,
ne^ receivers replacing the entiy my cohduct was such that a inV dL

like radio just as It £ and when ,Y
HF

,l
ets ta membeh of the Commission staff iJ stowV ind "'mori ‘^e?ntl5

using it are not aware of any limi- ^e
l’ ^e

ir°K
Ve

Avli
)n thought I was about to poke Mr. Charles Underhill’s assistant at N. Y. Times* “No racetracks, no

tations in the way radio presents
s?^e Hself- by the normal course Baker in the nose^ which was not ABC»TV, has been named casting gambling no racketeers and no

Information, entertainment and in-
01 lraae'ln sales. my intention . . . To put it mildly, director of the Motorola stanza . . . tv yet” in a thinly disguised thrust

spiration. - — T was somewhat disappointed.” Patsy Campbell is beginning a new at Miami . . . Jacques Kreisler
(The foregoing is regarded as _ Baker, Dowd said, told him he “Aunt Jenny” sequence . , . Wen- (watchbands furthered its partici-

one of the most significant sizeups IIARTR v had no authority to make a deal. Hell Corey will play lead on Feb: 1 pation on NBC-TV’s “Today’' and
of radio in ' the “tv era,” particu- lift II I IP An effort by Baker to reach his performance Of Robert Montgom- m, & R. Dietetic Labs (Pream) add-

larly since, in his understandably Continued from pare 31 client by telephone proved unsuc- ery Presents. ing 79 parts to the ^41 .

ordered

partisan approach, the executive cessful, Dowd added. Jim Campbell now freelancing through July 2 . CBS-TV Press

who made the statement is wholly back-to-back plugs and recom- Previously, Goodyear testified after putting in a year as an an- Info may move back to the Madi-

concerned with the medium and mends limit of not more than two that he at first thought the purp- nouncer-actor for CBS-TV. . Mau- son Ave canyons oext month after

not with the rival network factor.) commercials either at a station p0Se of the Enterprise application ??
ce

,

C
*

.
Drei

P
er> Producer, off to a

J
on6 siege^ at- W. 57th St. pas-

One NBC view of commercial break or within the framework of was to delay action on channel 2 S52SV
Where hC WlU gUGSt radlQ_tv
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n
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h
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radio is pitched partly around the a single program. Sp that ultra high station WBES- ... „ fwrRslTvf^ JLit «l2fwifh the sta-
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Baker in the. noset wnicn was not abu»tv, has been named casting gambling, no racketeers and no
my intention . . To put it mildly, director of the Motorola stanza . . . tv yet” in a thinly disguised thrust

I was somewhat disappointed.” Patsy Campbell is beginning a new at Miami . . . Jacques Kreisler

Baker, Dowd said, told him he “Aunt Jenny” sequence . ; . Wen- (watchbands furthered its partici-
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2 tion staffers on sixth floor of 488

Frederic L. Horton, the aural web’s nkav on iriveawav uimmirks in I lished. Later, however, when ru- KlP3!r ^ its daily sked on Monday
. nvnrtp9mniinff re*

shows.

Frederic L. Horton, the aural web’s okay on giveaway gimmicks in lished. Later, however, when ru-
saleS' direetdr, taking a strong cases of reasonable and limited mors circulated that WBES was

(25V Now goes 'on an hour curlier Madison, but ^e Programming re-

(at noon) with Public service Dro- maining on .57th, where stud
^r J .• ;r ', mikuis a Strung vases ui reasuuauie anu liiuueu mors circulated inai mono was /af nnnn ) wifh nuhlir servim nrn. maining on OYtn, wnere svuuiua

stand for the coast-to-coast system identification of prizes, provided in financial difficulties, Goodyear grammine and first half-hmir nf and large cafeteria are being re-

in a recent statement. Network that donor’s name, is mentioned said he believed the purpose was "Early Bird Theatre” Produc- modeled
broadcasting, he said, “has been during program format without in- to give WBES time to decide ti0n staff of Dumont’s "Johns Hop-

— :—
the keystone of the wholes edifice eluding it as commercial time. Be- whether to file for channel 2 it- kins Science Review" given a Chicago
of acceptance, growth and pros- yond the one identification and self. (An agreement was later Christopher Award for arts and YndiP raflin-tv nnpkaeer Hal Tatepenty of the radio industry.” He statement, plugs or visual presenta- made by Niagara to purchase the communications for the last quar- hanrliin? thp miriwpest territory for
asserted that maintenance of that tions of the product or its donor is WBES facilities). ‘ ter of ’53 . . . Lisa Howard, after the newlv-formCd Alex Rosenman
network standing "remains essen- to be construed as commercial The hearings were Indefinitely finishing femme lead in "Inner station rep firm First assignment
tial to the future of the American time, according to the code. recessed after Goodyear’s testi- Sanctum’^ series, went directly into

is reppinr Milwaukee’s WCAN-TV
system of broadcasting.” TV bdsrH okavAfi ninn Yap cot. monv but mav be resumed. Attor- head spot- in "Broadway TV The-

. lanir Hpaps Hpsrrihinc the

network standing "remains essen- to be construed as commercial The hearings were Indefinitely finishing femme lead in "Inner station rep firm First assignment
tial to the future of the American time, according to the code. recessed after Goodyear’s testi- Sanctum’^ series, went directly into is reppinr Milwaukee’s WCAN-TV
system of broadcasting.” TV bdhrd okayed plan for set- mony but may be resumed. Attor- head, spot m "Broadway TV The-

# # # jack Drees describing the
Horton s position is that while ting up of committee*lo consider neys indicated interest in sum-

inrv'
Gf George^Kelly s .gmnts and groans on ABC-TV’s

local services are important to the the establishment of a sales pro- moning Shmuel Darlich, prexy of .ill"

*

* • Larry Roe- Wednesday - night wrestling tele-

community radio could not have motion organization simila/ to ra- Enterprise, but when told by Good- ^^S^Am^rSZ' casts from; Rainbo the. next two
become such a basic part of Ameri- dip’s Broadcast Advertising Bu- year that Darlich is suffering from ^ X0nS?me

d
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And high time. Since the last increase in KNX daytime rates

(March 1946), the number of radio homes in the Los Angeles area

has increased .by 38.8% . . . and the daytime audience actually

delivered by KNX has more than doubled (up 108.2%).

Small wonder, then, that KNX is raising its daytime rates

effective January 31, I954i A new rate card, number 13, will be

mailed shortly to advertisers and agencies from coast to

coast. Meantime, yoi|!re invited to call KNX or the nearest CBS

Radio Spot Sales office for complete details.

And remember, KNX daytime is better-than-ever time today.

For KNX daytime audiences have increased seven

times fester than rates!

CBS OWNED • LOS ANGELES • 50,000 WATTSKNX
"\
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Public Opinion & TV Comm’ls
Continued from page 32

poses. To avoid this, not Only

commercials but the basic pro-

grams need a complete reconstruc-

tion in the direction of lifting their

intellectual, aesthetic and moral
standards.”.

Dr. Ordway Tead, editor of Har-
per & Bros., and formerly presi-

dent of the Board of Higher Educa-
tion of New York—I appreciate

that television is an expensive
medium and that those who p?y the

bill must be assured of some tangi-

ble returns. Nevertheless, I can-

not help but feel that the sponsors

may be at the point of experienc-

ing the law of diminishing returns.

And I say this because 1 have a

sense of increasing irritation about
the commercial plugs. These seem
to me to address themselves to a

mental level which is too low and
they are sterile and repetitive

*'

'Tone Down Phony Claims'

Edwin S. Friendly, vice presi-

dent of the New York 'World-Tele-

gram & The Sun—“Many tv com-
mercials have become a signal for
getting a short respite and eye flex-

ing in another direction, Many of

the ad boys use a blunderbuss tech-
nique, with little regard for the
intellect of the viewer.

‘‘The subtle approach is becom-
ing a lost art, The promoters rave,

rant, emote, dream up far-fetched
advantages for their products—
’much to the disgust and annoy-
ance of those who might buy if the
claims were logical, realistic,

believable. Tone down phony
Dr. David W. Barry; executive di-

ll*ARTY STEINBERG

PrtiMfi

TOMMY
LYMAN

at tha

LAS VEGAS
95 Eat, 54th N.w York

(Naxt to Bill's Gay 90'»)

Special Material by

MILT FRANCIS

gar. stupid, and demoralising pur- rector of the Central Dept, of Re-
1

search and Survey of the National

Council of the Churches of Christ

in the U.S.A.—“Nine out of IQ per-

form ho other function than that of

being an irritant, unless they are

doing something at the subcon-

scious Jevei.”

Dr. Henry N. MacCracken, for-

mer president of Vassar College

—

“Tv is an irritant It should not

have been released to the public

in its present* makeup. I Observe

my friends dropping their tv habits

one by one.’'

Dr. Hans *J. Morgenthau, of the

Dept, of Political Science, -Univ. of

Chicago—‘First of “all, many of

them are obviously untrue or ab-

surd as for. instance most of the

cigaret and automotive advertis-

ing!”
;

*

Norman Draper, director of the

of Public Relations of the
American Meat Institute—-“Have
heard nothing but almost universal

condemnation of commercials in-

volving health matters and nutri-

tion matters. Every thinking per-

son knows that the bulk of these

are pure phonies and they regent

them. Statements made by some of

these people are really ridiculous.”

George Bugbee, executive direc-

tor of the American Hospital Assn.
—“Objections by such organiza-'

tiohs as the American Medical
Assn, to pseudo-scientific commer-
cials do come Officially to my at-

tention. I Certainly share their

feeling of rigid opposition to the
Widespread use of purported doc-
tors, dentists, nurses, etc., to give
professional aura to sales talks
based, on incomplete and invalid
scientific statements.”

Leo Cherne, executive director
of the Research Institute of Ameri-.
ca—“There are some cigaret and
toothpaste commercials which do
Violate FCC standard. Some are
dishonest or misleading, exagger-
ated in approach, misleading in
their claims . .

.”

Henry B. Allen, executive vice-,

president of the Franklin Institute
of the State . of Pennsylvania^-
“Commercials should give truthful
information about the product—not
fool listeners through exaggeration
and doubtful statements.”

Dr. Heichold Niebuhr; Union The-
ological Seminar^—“Amazed that
more and more actors and perform-
ers are drawn in to be the ‘huck-
sters’ to sell the goods. I think that
this is a bad practice and will not
help sponsors in the long run.”

—Dr. Irving Lorge, of Columbia
U.’s Teachers College—“Many are
repetitious, banal and so full of
pressure that they give you the
feeling of a medicine man’s pitch.

Dr. Edward * T. Sandrow, rabbi,
Temple Beth El, Cedarhurst, L. I.—“I am repelled: by the approach
of ‘pitchmen* and instead of want-
ing to purchase whatever items are
being sold, there is a feeling of
distrust or mistrust of the salesman
and his product.”

Meyer Levin, of the Newark Star-
Ledger—“Obviously, most adver-
tisers rely on the old advertising
rule of repetition . . They forget
that repetition can be overdone to

00LQATE COMEDY HOUR

Mgt.: William Morris Agency

W DEL
AM TV FM

S: I o I i 0 n
Sales Representative MEEKER

Niue York

. Chicago

lei Angeles

fen Francisco

the polpt where it creates consum-
er animosity."

E. J. Quinby, president of the

Monrobot Corp.—“Too long, too re-

iterative to serve best purposes of

sponsors themselves."

Dr. Homer P. Rainey, president

of Stephens College
—“They are

using the psychology of repetition

and suggestion to an indefensibly

degree. They are so frequent and
monotonous repetition as to be-

soms repulsive.”
Dr. John J . Kane, Dept, of Soci-

ology, Notre Dame—“It seems im-
possible to generalize. Some are

extremely ’ distasteful, .
Especially

local commercials of used car deal-

ers etc."
' > - ...

Mark Starr, educational director

of thq International: Ladies’ Gar-
ment Workers’ Union—“The idea

that if you use somebody’s skin

bracer or this powder, or some
other quack remedy, that will solve

all your problems, seems to be

somewhat insulting to a realistic

intelligence.” .

Dr. Frank L. Eversull, of the

First Presbyterian Church, Belle-

ville, 111.—“They (commercials) are

juvenile, puerile and Continue ad
nauseum.”

Dr. Robert E. L. Paris, Dept. Of

Sociology, U. of Washington—"I
have a habit of looking away when
advertisements are shown; there-

fore, remember little of them.”
Dr, Reinhold Niebuhr, Union

Theological Seminary — “T h e y
(sponsors) are subject to a law of

diminishing returns in the endless
variety of appeals to the eye with
a thousand different, gimeracks.
Sponsor, Who contented himself
wth a simple announcement, would
probably benefit in the end."

Alfred H. Barr Jr.; Museum of

Modern Art, N. Y.—“I like CBS’
11 p.m. news but after plOnths of

inexpressible boredom listening to

triple repetition of the absence of

NFS in Piers Light Beer, I gave
up and turned to another station.

I am very careful not to buy Piel’s

Light Beer.”
Martin H. Work, executive secre-

tary, National Council of Catholic
Men—“I definitely believe in the
private ownership of television sta-

tions and, therefore, that commer-
cial sponsorship is necessary to
sustain this system but feel strong-
ly privilege is being abused by ex-
cessive commercialization.”

'No Artistic Merit*

Dr. Quincy Wright, Dept, of Po-
litical Science of the U, of Chi-
cago—"I also think the commer-
cials can destroy desirable habits
of concentration by the audience.
I believe it is true that in ele-

mentary schools during the first

grades it is the assumption that
students cannot maintain attention
to one subject for over 10 or 15
minutes. As education advances the
period of attention is increased.
With the

.
breaking in of commer-

cials in television presentatons
there is . a tendency to revert the
adult public to the infantile habit
of changing attention every few
minutes. If. television is to have
an educational effect, audiences
should be encouraged to give con-
sistent attention for longer periods.

“In addition to this the
.
commer-

cials are unusually distressing in
themselves. They have no artistic
or intellectual merit, indulge in
repetition, and in general discour-
age people from looking at tele-
vision.”

Suggestions

Paul J. O’Connor, executive sec-
retary, American Greyhound Track

j^Operators Assn.—“One of the local
greyhound tracks has been broad-
casting University of Miami foot-
ball games: The name of the track
has been used only at the start, in-
termission and at the end of the
game with no. interruptions during
the broadcast. I believe this han-
dling Of the advertisements, even
though it is on radio, could be used
to advantage by many sponsors on
television”

Dr. Julian H. Steward, U. of Il-
linois—‘‘Commercials might well
be spread out with a brief introduc-
tory statement about the sponsor
taking not over 15 to 20 seconds
and if the program were subse-
quently broken into, it might be
done with the statement that such
and such product brings you this
broadcast.”

,

.
Professor Robert M. Maclver,

Columbia U.—“Average tv com-
mercial irritates majority of. list-

eners—or at least of intelligent
listeners. One of the oldest Greek
proverbs said, 'One should scatter
seed with the hand and .pot with
the sack.’ Would probably be
beneficial:for the advertiser .

if he learned that lesson.”
C. R. Anderson, U. of Illinois—

“Since the eye is supplementing
_ * « ' xli.1 X— _
the ear, so much repetition is not

necessary, as in radio where the

ear does all the Work.”

Dr. Robert C. Angell, U. of.

Michigan—“I suggest using , more
aesthetic appeal s. . 'An American
in Paris’ and ‘Moulin Rouge’ have

proved that the American public

appreciates this kind of appeal in

the movies;”

Frick
Continued from pare 29

boost in the rates would repre-

sent," .

J. Norman Lewis, lawyer for the

players, insists that the coin will

easily reach the high mark when

the contract comes up -for renewal

in three years. He indicated be-

fore that series rights go for one-

third that sum now, and sponsor

Gillette is- getting a real “steal,*

sinpe pact was closed with baseball

long before tv reached Its current

popularity. He added that the

players or their reps have every

right to sit in on contract meet-

ings with sponsors, . since they get

the major portion of "the cash for

pensions.
In recognition of Frick’s lockout

of ballplayers from contract con-

claves, Lewis queried, “Why is he

getting into it? The owners have
appointed a committee (Hank
Greenberg and John Galbreath) to

discuss pension with the players,

and this group is supposed to make
policy decisions,”

“It’s tough enough for one man
to negotiate a deal like this With-

out running to consult with a lot

of players who might not even be
around at the time;” Frick said.

Charles Segar, second in com-
mand to Frick, claimed that the
reason his boss made the state-

ment about keeping contract nego-
tiations closed, is that the commis-
sioner’s office is alone responsible
for such administrative arrange-
ments. He pointed out that the
Galbreath-Greenberg committee,
now discussing the pension prob
lem with the players, was appoint-
ed by the heads of the two leagues.
It has the right to arrive at many
decisions, but none about agree-
ments With series sponsors.

“If anybody’s going to get a deal
for baseball, the commissioner is

going to get a deal for baseball,”
Segar said;

Lewis countered by pointing out
that either he -or a specially con-
tracted ad agency exec should
speak for the players at. any series
tv meetings. He felt that an agency
man, knowing all the ramifiica
tions of. such a deal, would be able
to strike a better bargain (higher
tab ito sponsor).

Frick rejected any contractual
agreements with more than one
sponsor for any single game Of the
series, however, he did not over-
rule the possibility of selling a dif-*]

ferent game each day to a differ-
ent sponsor.

Vidpix Co-op Sales
Continued from page 28

Now Tolepix Shows
Continued from page 28 —

the ways of the world for the sake
of his young son. It-makes excel-
lent fare for “Omnibus,” for which
it was produced by Eugene Solow
and Brewster Morgan, and story
content and better-than-average
Hollywood names make it a good
entry for an anthology series

(where it will probably end up un.
der the Gross-Krasne banner).

Placed in the San Joaquin Val-
ley of California (whence “Pas-
tures" derives its name), it has
Lew Ayres in the role of a phil-
osophical type who lets his farm-
go to pot while indulging in read-
ing and meditation and bringing unTommy Rettig, his son, in the same
manner. Less for the sake of. the
boy than because of the fact that
the farm is a blight on the land-
scape, the villagers force Rettig to
go to school, thus providing an
opening wedge against Ayres. When
the boy realizes he’s poorer and
different from the other kids
Ayres throws in the sponge and de«
cides to go to. work in San Fran-
cisco for the sake of the boy

Ayretfdoes a.nice job-as the un-
worldly father while young Rettig
effectively underplays as the boy
Arthur Shields, as the intellectual
hired hand, and Randy Stuart, who
provides a. passing romantic inter-
est as the schoolteacher, head an
excellent cast. Photography is ex-
cellent, other production . values
equally good. Little question that
there should be more of this type
of telepix.

Sell More

CHANNEL

work together, the two firms are

distinguished by the fact that the

former is a selling service -while

the latter is a buying outfit. Haw-
ley retricts himself to buying film
for stations. Ludus restricts him-
self to selling films for distribs.

Two complement each other, how-
ever, and that’s the reason for the
tie. Hawley currently has a pub-
lished listing of some 5,000 hours
of film, which he makes available
to his station, clients. He recently
signed a pact with Canadian Broad-
casting Corp., under which he’ll

Handle all their filmbuying, plus
buying for the commercial stations
in Canada, since CBC is obligated
to supply a minimum of 50% of
their film.

Hawley, whose station client ros-
ter is^small at present due to the
fact tnat he’s been engaged since
the formation of the firm last Sep-
tember in compiling film, is aim-
ing at a lineup of 100 by the end of
the year, and predicts that when
tele stations saturation Is complete,
he’ll be servicing some 500 sta-

tions. In addition to the filfnbuy-
ing service for stations, he’s plan-
ning a couple of- other brokerage
projects, one of which is acting as
a rep for Coast vidpix producers.
Since he’s an ex-N. W. Ayer exec,
he’s got extensive agency contacts.
Another project In the works Is the
acting as an agent in station trans-
fers.

WWJ-TV
NBC Television Network

DETROIT
Auocloto AM-FM Station WWJ

Owned end Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Repreeeritative

THE GEORGE P. HOllINGBIRY CO.

at the

Currently

“SUSPENSE”

“MAMA”
“WINKY DINK
AND YOU”

BILLY NALLE
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next fall. That’s the web’s time- a result, reduced by about 220% message.
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0ur rights fee.” Medinger ruled out possibility
u oi mianm. nies have been completed on both _ club would okay UHF coverage of
While firm is releasing the 123 shows, but they won’t be shown to Present program calls for home home games since1 “it would be un-
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each), it’s acquired additional pix earliest, with the likelihood that equipment and manpower with ex* convertors, and we might also be
through its licensing y. from different sources which will peddling -won’t really start until ception of voices. Possible snag giving fans too much baseball to
Monroney deciarea.

_ _ , be held in reserve until saturation the spring, when agencies and might come when home team has see. After all, how popular would
could be pacKeq Wfui-
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_ * is reached on the Lippert pack- sponsors plot their fall tv budgets, blacked out contest, leaving Indi- ‘I Love Lucy’ be if viewers saw the
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ge
,
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- F
irmJn thp past had been only chance that the shows will ans with the need to pick up crew, show every day?”

though^ control couiu u vu « loathe to pick up features via the bow this season is the' possibility etc. Other.problems to be overcome He added that under the'pres-
reality. '

. , .o
normal^sources of release, such as that a bankroller will demand a inplude telecasting of night games ent policy, baseball fan is getting

Sen. Monroney Jinked Dee s banks, because of the fact that they spring start, but this is seen as a from Chicago which presently bans 77 games on his screen; only
presence on the came (n small groups difficult to distant possibility at best. nocturnal tilts, and Washington change is games are a\ ay from
given a recess appointment jn^Qp- sell. But with the Lippert pix as a .
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- . games oh days when telecasting is home, not at the Stadium, and “we

tober, subject to Senate .confirma- backlog, firm will add more feta-

tion) to the “equal time’ capitula- tures as they become available.

tion of the networks to McCarthy’s

demand last November to answer

former President Truman. Mon-

roney said he wondered whether

this time would have been given

McCarthy if the latter’s friend Lee

was not a member of the agency.

Houston,
.
Jan, 26.

taboo,
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orfi.Wholesome, tne bV looking for a co-sponsor with a pany has bought hourly breaks

vocal,” on Lee’s nomination. Could owners will nav Talbot c«9 qeo ni;
Pay1 Junior League, comprising gasoline dispensing firm likely to every day for 13 weeks (options for
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over a period of three- years.

against those who oppose him? Paglin and Ray own and operate°
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this area. ^ year agreement still in operation “good music station.” Outlet,
Entitled “Make Believe,” the with Jimmy Dudley and Tom Ed- which deals to a great measure in

Monroney got into a brief tangle WBOK, New Orleans, KAOK, Lake series of 10 fairy stories will be wards the voices. Ball club will re- esoteric melodies, hasn’t had a
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jade in 1950, 1951 and 1952, in-
clude “Rocketship X-M,” “Lost
Continent,” “Little Big Horn” and
je two Jesse James pix, “Return

Jesse James” and “I Shot Jesse
ames.” Also included in the deal

«i,

e
.

musical shorts, a couple of

Sau\
er'^0Ur Properties and 6ne-

anthology series.
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.
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)P ;̂on selling and han-
Dg

Pik, and most of

with McCarthy who said Lee was Charles, and WXOK, Baton Rouge,
regarded by members of the House La.

Appropriations Committee as “bril- !

liant, honest and dependable,”
Monroney replied he was not re-

flecting on Lee’s honesty or in-

tegrity, but asserted: “I cannot
And in his reco,rd anything that,

leads me to believe he has the
background or the experience or
the legal mind ’to protect the bSsic
freedoms.”

Declaring that Lee was given a
commissionership in the FCC after

being turned down for the job of
Assistant Comptroller Gen e r a 1

,

Monroney asked: “Isn’t the vast

Job of administering the FCC
worth more than a consolation
prize?”

McCarthy protested, however,
that Lee had “a distinguished rec-
ord” with the FBI and the House
Appropriations: Committee and in-

dicated that FBI Chief J. Edgar
Hoover would vouch for Lee’s
ability. .

Monroney answered that he
doubted whether it would be good
public policy “to turn over the

.
FCC to the FBI” or. .to have the
FCC composed of “FBI graduates,”

Sen, John W. Bricker, Chairman
of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mittee, also came to I^e’s defense.
“Seldom has any man made a bet-
ter impression” on the Committee,
he said. Considering that Lee has
been with FCC only three months,
he added, he displayed “a very
unusual grasp” of Commission op-
erations.

Besides Monroney, the following
Democrats voted against Lee: Clin*
ton D. Anderson, N.M.; Paul H.
Douglas, 111.; J. W. Fulbright, Ark.;
Albert Gore, Tenn.; Theodore F.
Green, R.I.; Cl&rl Hayden, Ariz.;
Thomas C. Hennings, Jr., Mo.;
Lister Hill, Ala.; Hubert H. Hum-
phrey, Minnesota; Henry M.
Jackson, Wash,; Olin D. Johnston,
S. C.; Estes Kefauver, Tenn.; John
F. Kennedy, Mass.; Harley M. Kil-
gore, w. Va.; Herbert- H. Lehman,
N. Y.; Russell B. Long, La.^ Mike
Mansfield, Mont.; James E. Mur-,
ray, Mont.; John O. Pastore, R, I.;

John J. Sparkman, Ala.; and Stuart
Symington, Mo.
Among senators voting for Lee

were Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.)
and George A. Smathers, both of
whom questioned Lee closely last
week when he appeared before the
Commerce Committee. It was
omathers who questioned Lee on
ms friendship with McCarthy.

presented oyer the station twice a serve final judgment on tv voices major cigaret client in the past
month at 5 p.m. to be selected. Last year Bob Neal three or four years.
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KQV now tops even its own

top rating in program "firsts”

In the last Pulse ratings, KQV broke all previous records

in program “firsts” in Pittsburgh. And now, the new

> October-November ratings show we’ve climbed even higher!

&6e Monday through Friday, 6:30 A.M. to 11:00 P.M., KQV
now has almost three times as many top rated shows as its

nearest competitor^ In the Sunday through. Saturday ratings
* 'IP we more than double the second station. And more' and

nrore of KQV’s nighttime ratings have ^limbed up to

^ 6.0’s and 7.0-s! Here are the latest Pulse report ratings

jC ^ for Pittsburgh:

; Number of Program Firsts by Quarter-Hours*

» 6:30 A.M. to 11 P.M.

IjK Station Firsts

V KQV 143

\ Station
1tB" 54 .

\ Station "Cw 55

\ Station “D” 26

\ It’s just another way qf saying—if you want to sell the

\ dynamic NEW Pittsburgh market, your key is KQV.

\ 'Total V* tioun mtoivr#^—330, Moniay through Friday

V wtbipii
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Notional Represontatlvess^ WEED A CO* New York • Boston • Chicago ' Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles
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to planes in the area and whathave-
- you from the beginning. Moreover,
the tower didn’t give as satisfactory

technical results as does the new
one atop the Empire State. The
controversial structure is located

in the heart of a residential-

biz 'district, and falling ice has
caused ' damage to 1 a number of

homes in the area. Citizens have
long demanded increased de-icing

equipment,

;
If the tower couldn't be sold to

another tv station in the area

(there are few that need it), it ap-

peared probable that it would have

* been used to hold one or a number
of outdoor ad gimmicks. Structure

is clearly visible from heavily traf-

ficked West Side Highway in Man-
hattan. Considering the latter as

the best possiblliy, it was pointed

out to -soothe North Bergen poli-

ticos that the township would also

be included in a cut of; revenue
(through taxes). No dice, Jersey-

ites say. "One child’s life is more
important to us than all the taxes

the tower might yield:”

The report from WOR-TV about
two weeks ago was that the tower
was being offered to two depart-

ments of education for their up-
coming video operations, but it

doesn’t appear that either state has
been approached formally yet with
the idea; Informed Jersey sources
repqrt that the station had no real

intention of making the offer stand,

since it was merely being used as

an excuse to stave off the Bergen
bloodhounds.

”

The Jersey department of ed
says it hasn't been, approached yet,

but if it is "the offer will be con-
sidered.’’ However, the tower in

Nbrth Bergen doesn’t appear to be
of much use to Jersey educational
Video. The state has been granted
six outlets to blanket it, but so far
it only has one that even slightly
approaches necessary operational.,

standards—and that’s the 'UHF’er
on the Rutgers campus in New

Brunswick which is least 30

miles away from North Bergen,

making the toWer virtually useless

there, since effective radiated

power of a UHF’er barely hits 30

miles. There’s another possibility

though—the proposed station in

Montclair, this is several miles

closer to Bergen, but even at ty .1

the distance might be too far to

effectively utilize the tower. New
Vork and New Jersey are to use

the tower on a split-use basis, nut

no Word has come from the former

yet on how it views the offer.

Right now, North Bergen com-
missioners are

,

fighting among
themselves and with othert city of-

ficials about the amount of coin

that should be allocated for the

hlaw suit against WOR-TV with $500
as the original amount designated,

but since constituents have been
making increasingly angry

^

de-

mands on. the (politicos a higher

sum is being sought.

about the.skth^
. t„ . . „ . ..

Around "Home” will be bulltdhe

web’s shifting morning lineup

starting with “Ding Dong School’

at 10, now being sold (but not yet

sold) in quarter segments; "One
Man’s Family” as dramatic fare

(with Miles Labs, already in radio

on "Family”) a hot ‘prospect for

the tv strip version; "Three Steps

to Heaven,” with P&G backing;

then "Home,” followed at noon by

"Bride Sc Groom” (fpur sponsors)

and in quarter steps by "Hawkins

Falls” (two bankrollers-) and

Breakfast in Hollywood” (9:30

Coast time}; which latter under

Weaver’s thinking will have to be

a smash hit or out it goes.

ABC Plans Shift

Continued from pace 3.1

Eileen BARTON
February 2nd

“This Is Show Business’’
CBS-TV

Coral Record*

Dir.; William Morris Agency

can do better than television,” he
declared,

;
pointing to the current

lineup which has mornings de-

voted to dramatics, afternoons to

Martin Block and evenings to as-

sorted programming.

At the meeting of 85 affiliates

representing 11 Western states,

Kintner and other top brass, in-

cluding AB-PT pTexy Leonard
Goldenson, ABC exec v.p. Robert
O’Brfen and network talent-pro-

grams v.p. Robert, M.' Weitmaq will

discuss programs' for radio \and
ty next fall, sales plans, advertis
ing and promotion. Kintner is also'

slated to ^address delegates to the
U. S. Brewers Foundation, meeting
tomorrow night (Wed.)! at the Stat-

ler, pointing up the impact of radio
and tv as advertising media.

Continued from page 29

OPTICAL EFFECTS
For KLING STUDIOS

Chicago and Hollywood
by RAY MERCER & CO.
4241 Normar Ava„ H'wood 29, Cal.

Send for Free Optical Iffacf* Chart

re-create the elements such as rain;

a workshop to show hardware and
for testing tensile strength of fab-

rics; a fully equipped kitchen; and
an area for the ed-in-chief, with
monitors for remote pickups.

Among sub-editors retained for

Poppy Cannon, on food; Estelle

Parsons, special projects; Eve
Hunter, fashion and beauty; (Miss)

Sydney .Smith, lnteriors-exteriors

;

and Dr. Rose Franzblau, psycho-
health.

,
An overall femcee was to

be selected this week.

Sales policy on "Home” will be
patterned on- vToday,” styled /to

lure small and large' shareholders
from one-timers, to long-termers
It’s to be set up in eight pne-min
ute spots plus six 20-second prod
uct news mentions per hour. Un
der the charter plan, a sponsor
pacting forta minimum 52 commer-
cials before* March 1 will get one
"merchandise day,” giving him al

the commercial time On . that .day

and making him the exclusive; ad
vertiser in his category in the se
ries. The .on$-minute spots wil
bring about $3,500 each. "Today”
Is capable

j
Of $8,000,000; "Home,”

Tale Reviews
Continued from page 37

Cincy, to Crosley's television out-
lets in Dayton and Columbus. .

Dapper and always at ease, Philr

lips presides for the most part
while seated at a desk. His lines
are fresh and seemingly extempo-
raneous. «•

In! parading the talent the young
emcee engages fn personal chats
along lines of fan interest, with
crispy quips. Singers and orches-
tras change from -day to day. On
show caught the

,
chirpers were

Marian Spellman, standards; Ruby
Wright, pops, and Bonnie Lou,
yodeling cowgirl, pops, with Char-
lie Gore, tenor and guitarist, in
western giddap.
Bob Bell and Jane Lynn teamed

on commercials of home products.
Koli:

SHOOT THE WORKS
With Jerry Bimdsem Bob Day,

guests
Producer: Mildred Fenton
Director: Vince Roman /

3ft' Mins., Sat., 5:30 p.m.
SUN BLEST 1

KGO-TV, San Francisco
'( EliU>ttrGoetze’Boone

)

L ,
;
By highspotting local and visit-

ing glitter names, this quiz session
inches ' Over usual. quizerPo flim-
flam. It fairly beams with inter-
esting guests, good cheer and
choice prizes.

Quiz - gimmick has contestants
vieirig for Winner’s crown (won
previous week), by correctly an-
swering as many questions as for-
mer winner. Having done this
the. two contestants endeavor to
outmatch ! each other—-former win-
ner going thru another q. & a,

period. If contender wins, he’s
given the crown, status of King
(or Queen) and an array of prizes.
Stanza usually hosts three or four
contestants before another win-
ner is crowned. Competition is
tough for questions are sometimes
tricky and become more difficult

as contestants go on.
Quizmaster 'Jerry Bundsen, right

hand man of S. F. Examiner Herb
Caen, comes across as a competent
interviewer. He’s friendly, ! fact
seeking and peppers quizery /with
huipor. He has a gift of pencil-
sharp yack that gives stanza a fast
moving pace.
Guest list of last stanza viewed

(16), included Louis Armstrong,
singer Dorothy Baker, ..and model
Pat Louden, Satchmo didn’t win
a croWn but he brought tele laughs
with his humorous asides.

Commercials for Sun Blest prod-
ucts are ably handled by Bob pay.

Tone.

First color sets available to the general public were put on sale la**

Thursday (21) by Abraham Sc Straus, Brooklyn department store £
a move that surprised the industry. A Sc S came up with a modernistic
line of tint receivers priced at $995 and enough of them available
to meet any demand, according to the .store.

e

Sets are custom-built jobs by Philharmonic, a manufacturing
outfit

which supplies AMC, the buying chain to which A & S and 24 other
top department stores throughout the country belong. Sets use the
15-inch RCA tube and bear the AMC label. A & S beat the industry
by inserting a small-sized ad in the N.Y. Times advertising the set
Reaction the first day was good, with one set sold (two to three weeks
delivery) to a woman who had been "waiting for color” Customers
expressed a desire to see more .color demonstrated. .

Store also provided the first demonstration of color open to the
general public. This was the NBC tintcast of the Dinah Shore musical
segment that same might, Thursday, when the store wps open till 9pm
Store officials said public was enthusiastic,

’

Meanwhile, RCA announced a newly^deVeloped tricolor tube which
will nearly double the size of the current 12-inch picture area. New
tube, a 19-inch job as compared to the present 15-inch, will be available
in the latter half of the year. It will have a picture area of 162 square
inches, but

.
brightness will be the same as the current 15-inch job.

February Woman’s Home Companion, its huge femme circulation
giving it a sizable stake in household products, pays tribute in a
"Dear Friends” article to William- M, Ramsey, radio director for
Procter Sc Gamble. As a quarter-century veteran of auralistics, Ram.
sey is tapped as the. fnan "probably more responsible for daytime
drama as it exists than any other single individual.”
Mag spreads an editorial and! photo review of weepers sponsored

by P&G. Daddy of the cited group of CBS soap stanzas is "Ma Per-
kins,” now past voting age. The others with longterm status are "Guid-
ing Light’.’ and "Road of Life” (nearly 17), "Young! Dr, Malone’’ (14)

"Perry Mason” (10), "Rosemary” (going on nine) and "Brighter Day’
(reaching for five).

Chi Channel 2
; Continued from page 32

Crusade for Freedom’s drive, to raise $10,000,000 in support of Radio
Free Europe has gained backing of the Advertising Council "as one of
its major public service projects for ’54.”

. So far broadcasters have
boosted the campaign by focusing attention oh the escape of several
Czechs from their native land and the Commies in a mocked-up ar-
mored car. Six shows witlf’metwork airings haye already featured the
Czechs or the story of their escape.

Radio stations; across the country have been sent radio material kits,

which include spot announcement copy for the Crusade and other
materials on Radio Free Europe’s past successes.
Heavy credits for the drive will be carried on "Toast of the Town,"

"Jack Berch Show” and Art Linkletter’s programs. .

' if—
Bakersfield—A. H. Constant, who

recently resigned as manager of
KONA* Honolulu, has been named
manager of KAFY and KAFL-TV

NBC-TVVBuy Me’
Continued ;frOm page 29

Upper Midwest
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KSTP AND KSTP-TV HAVE THE GREATEST

AND FINEST FACILITIES OF ANY RADIO AND

TELEVISION STATION IN THE NATION AT

ITS EXPANDED TELEVISION CITY SITE WHERE

THE TWIN CITIES MEET.

100,000 WATTS

WBKB on channel 4, but with the
lifting of the freeze this channel
was eliminated from Chicago and
channel 2 Substituted, The Com-
mission issued a show cause order,

to B&K to say why it should not
move to channel 2, The company
advised FCC it had no objection
to the shift but Zenith failed to re-

quest intervention until after the
time for filing comments. Later, it

advised the Commission it had no
objection, to the allocation but
asked to be advised if it gave B&K
"preferential rights.” A series of
procedural actions ensued, in
which CBS was a party.

In order to wrest the! channel
from CBS, Zenith will have to per-
suade the Commission it can do a
better job of programming the sta-
tion than the network.

to act in divorcement of network
arid talent monopolies.

NBC is so convinced that it is

right in determining what program
belongs in what period on its own
network that it is even sacrificing

sponsorship of the Saturday at 8
period and is willing to sustain an
expensive Spike

.
Jones half-hour

show- in the interim until such
time that (D a sponsor embraces
the NBC thinking and buys Rooney,
or (2) NBC more fully crystallizes

its Saturday night program pat-
tern, but only as NBC, and not the
agencies; feel .it should be done.
With the Thursday and Saturday

NBC 30-ininute time "availabili-

ties”.
.
as the testing ground, .the

Situation from here on in will
probably be fought to a showdown.
CBS shares the same viewpoint as
NBC, to the degree where it has
been gettting up the courage to
tell some sponsors to improve their
show (preferably with a CBS prop-
erty) or get off. Until now
the webs have been somewhat
more timid in

.
their approach to

agencies and clients.

But the tv Competition is getting
tougher. Nighttime segments are
scarce and the webs feel there’s
no room for entries that can weak-
en an entire evening’s program
structure. They feel theyVe got
the right to dictate slotting of
shows—at least as to type or qual-
ity.

But whether they’ve got the
right to demand of the client that
it buy a network property remains
a matter for pro and con debate.
Having once initiated the fight* the
networks don’t intend to retreat.
But* neither do. the agencies.

BOB CARROLL
Currently

Fred Allen Show
' NBC-TV, Tuesday. 10 P.M.

• DERBY RECORDS •

Management: VAL IRVING

Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

FOR RENT • a# a ee e e.e e

• WEST 40’*
;

l Approx 2,000 sq. ft-

.

M . * a . _ a— 1. _ li Altle ’ ^
Very high celling.. Asphalt -tills •

• floors. Fluorescent lighting..

• ABBOTT & ADAMS, lee.
• Mr. Atlas MU 7-1151

REPRESENTED

COMPANY ft Si
MINNEAPOLIS * ST. PAUL

MUSIC PRACTICE STUDIOS
tit WEST (HD AVENUE

Apartment 28—Entrance on .**•

Well Furnished, Large, Oulet Plano

Studios For Rent at 40 Cents Per Hour.

—EXCELLENT PIANOS AVAILABLE—
Open on Saturdays and Sundays

Call Rlyerslde f*85|2—10 1° P-'"

Ideal for Singers and all Instruments

=a A NEWER

Louisville—Rodney Ford named
news director of WAVE and
WAVE-TV, succeeding Hugh Sut-
ton who has retired due to ill health
In addition to his news duties, he
portrays the character of "Burley
Birchbark” on rural-type comedy
and country music shews on both
stations, Les Gaddie was appointed
television news, editor for WAVE-
TV.

. . . completely rerstyled and
excitingly decored with
extravagant simplicity.

Dancing, Entertainment, Television
. . . and a superlative cuisine .

( modified American plan, if dtsired)

M COMpilTCLY

5 , >UR.CO)vO/r/ONf0

F?:;;w

Your Hosts, The Family Jacobs

MIAMI BEACH
Bfockfroht Ocean Privacy

40^-4$&
* %•

for Reservations, Please,.,.y)alter Jacobs

;
N^V. Office:'m 4-3 193

"Svmmertim*/' SKY HIGH lake Tdrleton Club, Pike, New Hampshire

:n.i i"':i : I!-'!:::!/ !
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Telepix Followups
Continued from page 28

. flights of volatile emotion.

Sovt is well equipped lor his
H

li.i nus mission and competent

S^TIs ""accorded by. Leslie

T- "u fmm W. J. Sluari S wui script

Reared to melodramatic^effect.

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
(Smyrna Incident)

This little known .
page in our

hl$ y is' brought to life in au-

tlSc style that makes it memo*K as a document. Thus kudosed

ft oses its entertainment value and

Si I be best accepted in classrooms

and among Navy men. For Carl.

Benton Reid it’s a dramatic tn-

“Trom the title it must be as-

sumed that non-historical devotees

give a fig for it but if its

appear ish-t general it’s , at least

rot unpopular. If you’ve heard of

the US. Destroyer Ingraham, be

noted here and now that it was

named after a Navy captain of the

came name, Duncan N. What he

Sid to earn this distinction plots

the tale. One Martin Koszta, a

patriot who gave Austria a bad

time, is picked up in Turkey by

an Austrian brig. He is about to be

shanghaied to Austria when Capt.

Ingraham enters an official pro-

test Koszta had taken put his first

papers, and accordiilg to Ingra-

ham, was entitled to the protection

of the American flag.;

Ingraham ordered him to be de-

livered into his custody and When
the Austrian naval chiefs demur-
red he ordered the guns manned.
Said he, “we’re betting the limit”

and Austria didn’t call. Koszta was
turned over to Ingraham, who be-

came a hero because he won re-

spect for U.S. abroad. Reid is

stern and authoritative as the com-
mander and his speeches ring with

patriotic fervor, It’s a stirring per-

formance like the raising of the

flag on foreign soil. His helpers

are merely accessory to his heroic

deeds, so completely does he dom-
inate every scene. Script and di-

rection of Robert Stevenson car-

ried strength and conviction. Jack
Denove’s first production for the

Cavalcade collection is top quality

in all its technical aspects. Helm.

FORD THEATRE
(The Happiest Day)

Larry Parks makes his vidpix
debut in a warm and

.
moving ro-

mance, “The Happiest Day,” un-
spooled via the flashback device.

Parks and Teresa Wright' bring
strong conviction and sincerity to

tlieir roles, as a couple drifted

apart through the years, then re-

united when they recapture the
spirit, and love . of the greener
years. • • • •

Parks is seen as a highly suc-
cessful surgeon, one who has been
so busy making money he’s had
little time for his wife. They go
to a veddy social affair; ahd an
incident causes both to look back,
to recall . their courtship, their
leaner days, to see where their mar-
riage went askew. The flashbacked
retrospect makes them realize
their mistakes, and the fadeout is

on a happy note.

Lawrence Dobkin, Fay Baker
and Mario Siletti turn in good
portrayals in lesser parts.
James Neilson’s direction has

an even tempo. Teleplay by Lillie

Hayward and Jerry, .
S.acKheim,

from a William Rutherford /Coe
story, is a good one. Dafcu.

Hollywood Theater” (Ethel Barry
morj>) (WBNS-TV) 27.8 topped 15.5
of “Rocky King”; “Schiff’s Play-
house” (MCA from Hollywood)
(WBNS-TV) 26.0 over “Letter to
Loretta’s” 20.0; “I Led Three
Lives” (WBNS-TV) 24.3 over “Cir-
cle Theatre” (21.0) and “Motorola
TV Hour” (14.2); “Cisco Kid” and
“Wild Bill Hickok” (WBNS-TV)
21.0; “Cowboy G-Men” (WBNS-TV)
19.5; “Dangerous Assignment”
(W.TVN) 17.8 topping “Place the
Face” (14.7) and “Mirror Theatre”
(13.7). Pulse ratings.

on

As WABC-TV Late Niter
“Spotlight on Harlem,” the all-

Negro variety show packaged by
Solow-Stark Productions, N. Y., is

getting another exposure, this
time Saturday nights from 11 to
midnight on WABC-TV, N! Y. .flag-

ship of ABC. Show starts this
week (30), with Ralph Cooper,
WOV (N. Y.) disk jockey, as
emcee.

*
Program features variety seg-

ments, interviews apd amateur tal-

ent from Harlem civic and Church
organizations. Alan Pottasch will

direct, with Arthur Bowie handling,
the music.

RADIO AS STOCK PEDDLER

Bache ‘Weekend’ Stint Accents
Medium’s Wall St. Upbeat

Manchester, N. H.—Robert S.
Boak Jr., has been named as pro-
duction director of WMUR-TV,
New Hampshire’s first video sta-
tion, which is scheduled to go on
the air here in February.

NBC Radio’s two-hour “Week-
end” stanza came in for some un-
usual plugging on Sunday (24) as
result of appearance of a leading
stock broker who was given a seg-
ment in which to discuss the new
Mont hly 111vesting Plan. This is

the installment gimmick for buy-
ing stocks \\hicb went into effect
the next day. The broker is

Harold Bache, senior partner in

Bache & Co:, which bought finan-
cial page ads in N. Y. and else-
where to plug the program on
“how you Can buy stocks on the
new MIP starting with as little as
$40.”

.

This was no case of a sponsor
calling attention to his show since
Bache is not one of the spot par-
ticipators on “Weekend.” It’s all

part of a trend* during the past
year of an upbeat in the use of
radio to peddle stock on the Vari-
ous exchanges. Merrill Mueller, of
the net’s news sector and a prin-
cipal in the formation of "Week-
end,” also has up his sleeve a new
financial .show called “Fighting
Dollar.” It’s aimed at interesting
dialers in investments as one way
of combatting Communism.

Chi’s WBKB
Continued from pace 30

:
Toronto—T. P. McGrath has

joined CKEY as director of pub-
licity and promotion.

and AFTRA member, the higher

pay rate will prevail.

The cross-the-board switches ahd

additions are all to be implement-
ed by the time ABC-TV’s “Break-
fast ClubV becomes the web’s sole

daytime tv entry ns a simulcast
Feb. 22. With BC occupying the 8
to 9 a.m. strip daily, Quinlan is

moving up WBKB’s starting time
from the current 9 a, nr. td 7 ajn.

Going into this 7-3 slot is a variety-

service type show tagged the “Sun-
shine Hour,” featuring the Prairie

Ramblers instrumental group with
Tommy Riggs and his Betty Lou
character as host.

The present WBKB schedule
holds from 9 ...m. to 1:15 p.m.

where a new quarter-hour medical
show packaged by Herbert S.
Kaufman in association with tlie

American Medical Assn, goes in,

replacing the Stuart Brent talk ses-

sion that drops down to 2:30 p.m.

The Betty and Don hubby-frau
show is being dropped for a half-

hour musical variety program
called “Swingalong” featuring
Jimmy Lee on Monday, Wednes-
days and Fridays and the Modula-
t ors on tlie other two days i ri the

1:30 to 2 p.m. period. The current
45-minute Claude Kirchner aud-
participation show is being cut

back to a half-hour to fill from 2

1 to 2:30 p.m. Next comes (he Brent
show and the Miquc Collis fash-
ion hints, strip from 2:30 to 3 p.m.
The next hour will be’ occupied

by the Jerry Lester show which
will be co-axed from WABC-TV in

New York as will be the Bob njrui

Ray show at 5:45. Only celluloid
entry in the new WBKB daytime
lineup goes in from 4 to 5. with a
feaure film slotting. The Bob At-
cher show is being cut to 15 min-
utes from 30 minutes and is being
moved up from its present 5:30
spot to 5 to get out from under
tlie Gene Autry vidpix competition
on WBBM-TV. Nicky Francis’.

“Laugh Time” will hold down the
5:15 to 5:45 berth.

Also on the agenda is an hour
and a half musical potpourri Sat-

urday afternoons to be hosted by
Kenny Bovvers and featuring Jim-
my Lee, Frankie Rullo and other
AFM . talent. This show is being
projected as a bonus merchandis-
ers with regular weekday clients’

getting a cuffo plus ride.

Fort Wayne WOWO, Fort
Wayne, Westinghouse station, will

offer a special radio program ini-

tiating its new 50,000-watt facilities

on Feb. 1, at 9 p.m. Chris J. Wit-
ting, president of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., Inc., will be the

principal speaker. / /
/

SS Continued from past t7 sss
(KPIX) 28.0; “Cisco Kid” (KRON-
TV) 26.5; “Mystery Theatre”
JKRON-TV) 24.0; “Douglas Fair-
banks Jr. Presents” (KRON-TV)
23.0; “Victory At Sea” (KRON-TV)
J8.5;

“Candy” Theatre (KPIX) 18.0,
tupping competing “Peter Potter
Show” on KGO-TV (which drew
7,0).

Seattle— 1

‘Life of Riley,” KING-
• iV

. stayed on top in Seattle with
a gating of 40, down a bit" from last
month’s figure of 41.8. “Cisco Kid”

JS
a3 second

v with 36.3 (down from
* and “Orient Express,” with

h, and “Jeweler’s Showcase,” with
‘.5 , held to third and fourth posi-

^reg. shows were tied for
place— “Armchair Adven-

ii^n,

“

Favorite Story” and “Nutsy

ln S'vn ” a11 bitting 30.5, all are
b’i^G-TV. These ratings were

^ken before KOMO-TV was on the

»irf«

SO
u,
next Poll could show con

siv ^
In every case, the

hrr« -S.vhdicated vidfilms
their competition.

1 of it network. “Marathon

IHI MlWiTIt (TV ahowrt above) Model L2571R. J4 ineh televieion console—$479.95.*

TIlC Problem: To find room to your INtog room for a rodlo-phonogroph oi woll os

television.

The Sollllion.' I«ni»h is*'** y«wr«dtoph®n*« r*Ph bosido your choir or sofa, in •

strikingly hondiomo pioco of furnituro that doubles at an end table.

Thoro, it’s out of the way ond ultro-hondy at the some time.

THd Zonlth «halraW« r«dlo-phonegr«ph is a real, full radio-phonograph

that completes your home entertainment center. For instance, it has Zenith’s

exclusive Colra-Matic Record Player with Stroboscope . . . the only phono-

graph which you can make play at the exact speed at which the record was

recorded . , . whether 78, 45, 333.5 RPM. (the unique Cobra-Maltc .Record

Player revolves at any speed from 10 to 85 RPM including the new 1625 RPM

talking book speed.) That simply means the music always comes out full and

fiw4t and true, in perfect pitch and tempo. The light, light touch of the

Cobra® Tone Arm makes your records last much longer.

The radio is AM-FM. There’s nothing quite like Zenith FM for drift-free

tuning, extended tonal range, crystal-clear, virtually statiefree reception.

Zenith AM, as everybody knows, excels at long-distance reception. See the

chairside radio-phonograph at your Zenith Dealer s today.

TNI MApPIHIRV— Modrl I.845R—
1299.95* Cobra-Malic Recurd Player with

Slroboseopetlidea inside, play* with drawer

closed, (lompleit Zenith FM-AM. Radio.

A furniture showpiece in hand-rubl>ed

Mahogany veneers arid aolidi. Also in

Cherry— Model L840H and Blonde Afara

wood— Model 1-845E at 8319.95*
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Zenilb Radie CorRoretidn, ChicefO », Illinois
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Lou Monte: “Darktown’s Strut-

ters Ball' -“I Know How You Feel"

(Victor). Lou Monte, one oi Vic-

tor's recent additions who has

been trying to make his mark With

big ballads, reverses bis field with

a fractured Italo-English version

of “Darktown." It’s a faBt-movirig

novelty due
1

for plenty of spins.

On the flip, Monte reverts to the

straight ballad groove on a good
tune that’s overshadowed by the

other side. ;

'

Sammy Kaye Orch: “Y”-”Bella
Bella Donna Mia" (Columbia). Ab-
sent from the hit lists for quite a
while, Sammy Kaye conies througn
With a top potential side in

Neat rhythm tune is vocalled
smoothly by Jeffrey Clay and The
Kaydets with the orch laying down
a good supporting beat. "Bella
Bella" is another pleasing Italo-

styied item with good chances.

Vie Damone: “The Breeze And
I"-‘'To Love You" (Mercury). “The
Breeze And ! /vis an adaptation of

a Lecuona r&lody into a lovely
pop song. Vic Damone, who has
never sung better than on his last

.

folksong out of Burl Ives’ reper-.

toire that has been turned into

some okay material for Phil Har-
ris; It has a comic, cumulative
lyric that Harris socks over with a
sense of humor. Standout juve
market potential. Flip is a rousing
oldfashioiied workover of an oldie

that could well serve as a cam-
paign song for the nation’s film

exhibs.

Marion Marlowe: “You’re Not
Living In Vain"-‘Tf You Love Me”
(Columbia). The quasi-religious,

philosophical song that, was typi-

fied in
*

‘I Believe" crops up again
in -“You’re Not Living In Vain."
It’s a sincere, adult song and it

gets an. appealing, interpretation

by the. class soprano pipes Of Mar-
ion Marlowe. “If You Love Me ’

has a similar mood though it’s a

romantic ballad, Percy Faith’s

orch furnishes fine support,

Dirk Duane: “Masquerade”-”You
Are My Love" (Paris). Dick Duane
registers impressively on these big
ballads. He has powerful tenor

By HERfyl ECHOENFELD
Lady

,,-“Take Your Girlie To The
Movies” (Victor). “Old Lady” is a

LOU MONTE
RCA Victor ..........

SAMMY KAYE ORCH .

.

.
(Columbia) . . . !

.

VIC DAMONE
( Mercury

)

... ...... . .

.

• • •

DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL
. . ...... I Know How. You Feel

' ’ Y
”

. ...... . . Bella Bella Donna Mia
. .......... THE BREEZE AND I

.
:

, , ; ... . To Love You

couple of releases, again comes
through with a sensitive rendition

- which, this time, may pay off for
him. The Italo kick continues on
“To Love You.” a fair entry nicely
delivered by Damone.

Julius LaRosa: “The Big Bell
And The Little BellVT Couldn’t
Believe My Eyes" (CadencC > . “Bell"
is an Aesop's fable type of num-
ber suitable for the kiddie market.'
Julius LaRosa’s standing among
the bobbysoxers, however, could
push it far. in the pop market.
Tune has a charming idea and La-
Bosa handles it with a light touch.'
Reverse is a slow-tempoed ballad
with’ so-so chances.

Don Cornell: “Hold Me"-“Size
12” (Coral). The standard, “Hold
Me," turns into a community sing
affair in this version with .Don
Cornell calling the lyrics and then
singing behind the choral ensem-
ble. It’s a lively side, somewhat
overdone by Cornell,, but okay for
jocks and jukes. “Size 12" is a
cute variation on counting songs
with okay prospects.

Toiflmy Dorsey Orch: “Grana-
da”-”You -re My Everything" (Bell).

Tommy Dorsey’s orch, with Jimmy
Dorsey . featured, has etched a
swinging, danceable version of two
great oldies as his first release for
the low-priced Bell Records. Al-
though band instrumentals have
riot been smash commodities in the
wax market, the Dorseys’ talent
plus the price edge may give this
platter a powerful edge. In any
case, it’s a test of what th'e recent-
ly launched Bell diskery can do
with such names , as the Dorseys
and Artie Shaw’s. Gramercy Five,
which also has a Couple of fine
sides in “That Old Feeling" and
“Besame Mucho."

Phil Harris: “I Know An Old

pipes used dramatically along the
full range, somewhat like Mario
Lanza.: Bothtune6 are tailored to

his singing style.

Coronet Orchestra: "Main Line’V
“Lost Love" (M-G-M). In the lush
instrumental genre, the British
orchs: have proven to be standout
and this new musicrew is no ex-
ception, It’s a symphonic-styled
organization which plays cleanly
and colorfully.

;
Of the two new

numbers on this disk, “Main L ;neM

moves more brightly for commer-
cial appeal.

Album Reviews
Eartha Kitt: “Thif Bnd Eartha”

(Victor). The distinctive Eartha
Kitt style, which has lifted this
songstress to show biz peaks in
less than two years, gets another
full showcasing in this Victor
package. The trademarked s.a. at-

tack. the subtle innuendos and the
flexible pipes are all evident in
this collection of ballads, blues.
Scotch highlanders and special
material. While there’s no over-
powering “C’est Si Bon" in this
set, all the tunes are done with
character. • Henri Rene’s orch
backs up superbly.

Les Baxter. Orch With Bas Sheva:
“The Passions" (Capitol). The
commercial potential of hi-fi disks,
even ip the pop field where buyers
are somewhat . less critical than
among longhairs, gets a full ex-
ploitation on this, set of originals
by Les Baxter with Bas Sheva’s
wordless vocals. The full range of
instrumental colors and shadings
are used to test the playback ma-
chines and Capitol has packaged
this album with elaborate notes
and charts for the audionhiles. It’s

a sombre musical set with an ar-
resting conception.

’

LAWRENCE!WELK
and hit

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
126th Conaecutiva Week, Araoon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

Newest Coral Record Album
PICK A POLKA
Recently Released

/ NIMBLK FINCERS Album

Milanov Sings (RCA Victor;

$5.45). Zinka Milanov, the Met’s

top dramatic singer today, shows

Off her opulent, lustrous voice and

fine song artistry in eight familiar,

flamboyant Italian operatic arias.

The deep low notes of “Suicidio”

(“Gioconda"), finespun, high notes

as in “Madre” (“Destino") or beau-
tifully sustained tones of “Pace"
(“Destiho"), are ear-catching.

Choice album.

Puccini; Tosca (Angel, 2 LP;
$9,90). Vivid, dramatic rendition
(Somewhat shortened) of the w.k.

work, with Maria Callas a superior,
striking Tosca, ahd Giuseppe di

Stefano a clarion tenor, with fine

singing style, as Cavaradossi. Vic-
tor tie Sabata reins the principals,

orch f;nd chorus of La * Scala
authoritatively. »

*

Brahms: Concerto No. 1 In D
Minor (London; $5.95). British
pianist Clifford Curzon in a Warm,
limpid reading of the familiar mas-
tenvork, with excellent support,
admirably balanced, by the Amster-
dam Concertgebouw under van
Beinum.
Beethoven: Plaro Concertos

(Decca. 3 LP; $17.55). The five con-
certos in a spirited, finished per-
formance by Wilhelm Kempff, ably
assisted by the Berlin Philharmon-
ic. No excesses of interpretation;
just clean, crisp playing. Three
LPs make a compact set.

S.Oh ii m a n n : Davidsbundler
Dances & Papillons (Westminster;
$5.95). Pianist Joerg Demus in a
warm, sensitive performance of the
two lovely, contrasted works, the
dreamy evocative Papillons being
set off sharply by the fiery roman-
tic Davidsbundler suite.

Beethoven: Appassionata Sonata
& .Schubert: Moments Musicanx
(RCA Victor; $5.95). Swiss -pianist i

Edwin Fischer in an energetic,
virile yet poetic, version of the
Appassionata, backed with ttie six
charming, intime Schubert pieces,
lyrical and dancelike by turn.

Bron .

Pft&tETY on

• « • •

1. THAT’S AMORE (9)

2. OH, MY PAPA (S) .....

1 3. RAGS TO RICHES (14)

4 4. RICOCHET (14) .... .

.

5. STRANGER IN PARADISE (S) . .

6. CHANGING PARTNERS (9)

f. 7. EBB TIDE (9)

8. HEART OF MY HEART (3)

9. OH, MEIN PAPA (3)

I 10- STRANGER IN PARADISE (2)

Second Croup

i STRANGER IN PARADISE
JONES BOY

I SECRET LOVE
’

\

TILL WE TWO ARE ONE
f MAKE. LOVE. TO ME

. #

’

" ’

MANY; TIMES
. . .

’

[

’ ‘

‘

\

‘

’ ’ ’

I GET SO LONELY ..........
4 CHANGING PARTNERS,

.

1

’. 1 . 1

’ ’

' 1

’

’ .

’

-

'
BELL J||(ilTTOM BLUES ’ ’

’ ”

!; till t^en <
; ;

; v ; ; ; ;; ;

;

J ^ffurcs in parentheses indicate number of weeks song
M * *+++*

Dean Martin Capitol £
Eddie Fish er ........... Victor

Tony Bennett ....... . Columbia
Teresa Brewer . Coral

Four Aces
.

Decca

Patti Page . .Mercury

Frank Chacksficld .....London

Four Aces Decca
Eddie Calvert . Essex

Tony Bennett ........ .Columbia

Tony Martin Victor ‘

Mills Bros. Decca
Doris Day ........... Columbia
Georgie Shaw Decca
Jo Stafford .......... Columbia '

Eddie Fisher Victor 1
Four. Knights . . . . Capitol t
Kay Starr Capitol

*

Teresa Brewer ......

.

Coral Z
Hilltoppers ....... . . Dot

has been in the Top 10]

VfdnwJay, January 27, 1954

Everybody’s trying to get in the Glenn Miller acL Touched
off by RCA Victor’s" sellout $25 “limited edition” 0? over 80 000
Miller albums last year, and now sparked again by the Universal-
International film biog of the late bandleader, there has been a
new avalanche of disks by the Miller band itself, its admirers and
its innumerable imitators. No other pop maestro has been given
this kind of salute, which, becomes all . the more unusual in that
Miller, while a fine musician and better businessman before his
death during the last war, was not the most brilliant exponent

'

of the swing idiom of his time. But the .buildup now has given
him a legendary, stature eveii

. surpassing that of the great jazz
figures of the past,

’

In the current flock of releases, Decca, with the soundtrack set
from the U. film, “The Glenn Miller Story,” has a studio band
working over eight Miller standards in the original arrangements
The similarity to the original is felt throughout and the identity
can be measured via Victor's albujrn of picture tunes as played
by the real Miller band. The tunes .are the same and even the
quality of the sound, despite Decca’s advantage of using modern
recording techniques, is comparable. Victor’s set, however, has
the edge in a level of excitenifent from the original which the film
studio band hardly attains.

MeantimS,
.

Ray Anthony’s band for Capitol Records has come
up with a memorial set under the title of “I Remember Glenn
Miller.” Anthony, once a Miller sideman, has scored in the modem
band biz with the general Miller styling and again illustrates how
much he owes his former boss In this album. Decca has also issued
a medley of Miller standards by The Modemaires, vocal combo
that was part of the Miller organization, and a single by Tex
Beneke, who took over the band after Miller's death. Then, of
course, there's the Jerry Gray and Ralph Flanagan bands, all
of whose sides demonstrate the Miller influence. Herm.

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research. Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director, alphabetically listed.

.
-.

' Survey Week of January 14-20, 1954

(Listed Alphabetically)

Answer Me My Love .......... ... , . . . . . ; . . . . . . .

.

Bourne
Changing Partners Porgie
•Creep . . . . ....... ..... . . . . . . ... . . . . . .....

.

Miller
Down By The. Riverside .. .

.

Spier ;

Ebb Tide . . . . . . . . . . , . •. . .
.—• .............. Itobbins

Face To Face . . . .. . .Witmark
Fini—*“John Murray Anderson’s Almanac" . . . ... .Frank
Granada * . . . . . .

.

, ...... . Peer
Heart Of My Heart Robbins
I Love Paris—^“Can-Can” . .Chappellm Never Stand In Your Way * , . . . .

.

Mllene
Istanbul Alamo

,
Jones Boy ; Pincus
Many Times . , ............ ....... .

,

Broadcast
Marie . . ... ....... ...... Berlin
Oh My ^apa . Shapiro-B
Pa-Paya Mama . Sheldon
Rags To Riches . Saunders
Ricochet ... . . . . . . •,.... Sheldon
Sadie Thompson’s Song—i “Miss Sadie Thompson" . Mills
Secret LOve—!“Calamity Jane" ; . . . . . .

.

Remick
She Was Five And Ho Was Ten ......... ... . . . . . ... Roxbury
Sleighride , . ; .Mills
Stranger In Paradise--*“Kismet" .....Frank
That’s Amore—f“The Caddy" Paramount
Vaya Con Dios ... : . . . ........... , > . Ardmore
Why Does It Have To Be Me . , Feist
Woman (Man) Studio
You Alone :

. Roncom
Young At Heart . Sunbeam

Second Group
Away Up There ..

.

P Wemar
Baubles Bangles And Beads—*“Kismel" .Frank
Bimbo <

.".
. ; .Fairway

Breeze And I : .......... ...

.

Marks
Don’t Forget To Write , Advanced
Don’tcha Hear Them Bells ..../. ..... Iris-T
Eh Cumpari Rosarcli
I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me . Mills
I Don’t. Think You Love Me- Anymore BVC
I See The Moon . . r Plymouth
Iii The Mission Of St. Augustine Republic
Madcap Sheldon
Make Love To Me Morris
Our Heartbreaking Waltz Village
Poppa Piccolino Chappell
That’s What A Rainy Day Is For Robbins
’Til We Two Are One Shapiro-B
Typewriter Mills
Venus De Milo Jefferson
Y’All Come \ Starrite
You You You ..Mellin
You’re My Everything Harms

Top 20 Songs on TV
(More In Case of- Ties)

BrokeJBarefoot And Starry-Eyed Leeds
C est Si Bon . . Leeds
Changing Partners I" ! Porgie
Choo Choo Train Disney

Them feells • * • ••••••• v. .

.

!

!

Iris-T
Ebb Tide

, . , ....

.

. . . .

;

Robbins
Heart Of My Heart Robbins
I Believe Cromwell
Jones Boy ...; Pincus
Melancolie Southern
Oh My Papa Shapiro-B
Pa-Paya Mama Sheldon
Rags To Riches

^ . ... Saunders
Ricochet .....; . .

.

Sheldon
Secret Love Remick
Somebody Bad Stole The Wedding Bell \ 1

*. *.

!
’.

!!

’

’

] Morris
Stranger In Paradise , : . .... ......... Frank
Sweet Mama Tree Top Tall \ Hollis
That s Amore- . . Pnramount
Venus De Milo . . ..... . . .... . . .

.

. Jefferson
Young At Heart . . ? \ Sunbeam

t Filmusical. * Legit musical



DISK JOCKEYS SHARPEN ANCLES
)VVV)

Outlook for * settlement on

acrAP license fees to be paid by

indie video stations on a blanket

and per-program^basisJias consid-

Jrably brightened in the last eou-

Vie of weeks. A compromise pro-

posal by the indies made via their

Segotiating committee has been

meeting general approval from the

nutlets to which it was submitted

for ratification* while execS of the

American Society, of Composers,

Authors & Publishers are also

understood to be sympathetic to

the formula. •
,

The video stations’ formula calls

for a lower percentage fee to

ASCAP on both the per-program

and blanket licenses, but it's ex-

pected that the overall ASCAP
take will be far greater. That will

be a result of the steadily increas-

ing number of stations coming on

the air. It’s estimated that ASCAP
will get over $7,000,000 from the

video outlets under the proposed

setup. It’s also anticipated that the

majorWebs will fall in line with

the rate structure proposed by the

in

ASCAP, meantime, has revised

its payoff for themes performed

on video shows in a sharp upwards
direction; As against the old rate

of 1/333 of a point per perform-?

ance, the new system calls for a

credit of 1/50 of a point. This will

apply only to numbers written spe-

cially as tv themes. General cata-

log material, even if used as

themes, will continue to get full

performance credit.

Longhair A&R Rep

Appointment of John Culshaw,
outstanding English music critic,

writer and recording figure, as

Capitol Records’ classical reper-
toire representative, in England
and Europe, has been made by
Alan W. Livingston,

.
plattery’s

A, & R veepee. Culshaw arrives
in N.Y. today (Wed.) from London
to huddle with Livingston, who
flew in from the Coast over the
weekend.

,
British music figure was set for

the deal last November when Liv-
ingston was in England. He will
rep the firm in all classical reper-
toire matters and will meet with
Cap affiliates abroad to huddle on
the mutual exchange of classical
masters and on the release of Capi-
tol Classicals throughout Europe.
Culshaw, 29, is the author of

three books on music and two
novels and is best known as the
author of the musical articles for
the 1948-52 Encyclopedia Britan-
nia Book of the Year. He has also
supervised etching sessions with
some of Europe’s leading sym-
phony orchs and classical artists.

1st Georgie Shaw Disk

Tops 500,000 Copies
Georgie Shaw, Philadelphia sing-

ei’ wno recently joined Decca Rec-
oi'ds, has emerged with the fastest
™t for the company in “Till We

?
e "' since the Four Aces cut

.Tell Me Why.” The Shaw side,M* for Decca, has already hit
300,000 copies in its first four
ueeks.

“Tn?
cc

«r’
nieantime, is covering

Jill ,

We T^9
,f

with Guy Lom-
* orch in a dance version and

field

*rnes^ Tubb for the country

in Prof. Mgr.
Slot at ABC Music

ninf?
Sadoff 1138 taken over the

manager’s slot at ABC
Music

iS a su^s^ 0* Bourne

ThnSn
ff p

EL
eviously had headed up

into
Presser Music’s venture

jet
0

,.
1

.

16 P°P field. It’s undecided

and l,!?
th
5
r Pre

?
serv a standard

ine i n
d
^vu.\

10nal firm headquarter-

Us
e
onn

Ph
i
a^elphia * continue

ls Pop activities.

Mercury Records is making
songbirds out of jailbirds..

Label has pacted the Canaan
Jubilee Singers, a vocal group
made up of inmates of the
Tennessee State Prison.
Combo is led /by Preacher

Zeke Lollis, who is up on a
manslaughter ra p, A Merc
exec explained, “We have no
trouble finding them to record
this way.”

Dan Terry In

Columbia Records, which delay-
ed its band-building program until

recently, is currently making up
for lost time with the inking of

the Dan Terry orch, a Coast outfit.

Addition Of Terry makes the third
band that Columbia has added to
its roster in. the last few months,
the others being Les Elgart’s and
Pete Rugolo’s,
Terry will be

,
styled in the

rhythm & blues groove which has
been

.
adopted by several dance

bands following the spillover of

r&b disks into the pop market.
With . Terry slanted for r&b,
Elgart for swing and Rugolo
for the progressive kick, Columbia
has now evolved a .complete band
package for its wax repertory.

COl’s new move into the orch
field is a corrective for 1 the virtual
disappearance of its band accent.
In the last few years, numerous
top bands and bandleaders, such as
Benny. Goodman, Duke Ellington,
Count Basie,- Les ,JEJrpwn and
others, have moved ^rpm Columbia
to other labels. Befcirci the addition
of the three new bands, Columbia
only had Sammy Kaye’s organiza?

tion under its banner.-
Band-building by; the diskers was

started several years ago when Vic-

tor began" promoting the Ralph
Flanagan orch and Capitol, the Ray
Anthony band. Both have proved
to be consistent disk sellers and
opened the way for other new
bands to get a break on wax. .

GRANZ KICKS OFF THIRD

EUROPEAN TOUR FEB. 6
Norman Granz’s “Jazz at the

Philharmonic” kicks off its third
European tour Feb. 6 in Brussels.
Continental one-niter trek will

cover 25 cities in 11 countries,

winding up in Paris March 5, JATP
group will include Ella Fitzgerald,

Oscar Peterson, Benny. Carter, Flip

Phillips, Bill Harris, Roy Eldridge,
Charlie Shavers, Louis Belson, Ray
Brown, Herb Ellis and John Lewis.

Jazz aggregation’s sked includes
stopovers in Belgium, The Nether-
lands, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,
Germany, Switzerland, Austria,

Italy, France and probably the

Italian sector of Trieste.

LabelT Rounds Out

Its Lineup of Artists

With RCA Victor new label “X”
ready to go early next month, the

operation has now rounded out its

artists’ roster with several new
signings. The vocalist lineup for
VX”“ now includes Bill Darnel,

Dinah Kaye, A1 Morgan, Bea
Gardy, Smith Bros, and The Rev-
elaires/ Richard Maltby and Spen-
cer-Hagen will r act as conductor-

arrangers with Sal ’Franzella, Jose

Bethancourt, Roy Smeck, Geri Gal-

ian and C. Sharpe Minor to head

instrumental combos.
Jimmy Hilliard, artists & reper-

toire chief for “X,” is currently

on a tour of the label’s distribs

with Joe Delaney, sales chief.

New angles are currently crop-

ping up among disk jockeys in a

way that’s Igain focusing attention

of the myslc biz on the sharp

practices of one segment of the

deejay fraternity. This time it’s

not a question of the straight pay-

ola, but of various extra-curricular:

activities of some jocks who* are

exploiting and abusing their power

as. kingpins of the music business.

; A new phenomenon in the field

is the deejay who has branched
out as an artist’s personal manager.
A handful of jockeys in Boston
and the N. Y. metropolitan area are
now in the management business
and are pushing their clients with
the iria'jor diskers. While most of;

the deejays plug proteges for the
kick of developing a new name,
the deejay-personal manager is

worrying about his percentage.
Music biz exces wonder how ob-

jective these jocks can be in pro-

gramming . their shows.

Promotion Reps.

In a similar way,, some disk

jockeys are acting as promotion
representatives of artists in their

territories. In some cases, the

jocks are working for a particular

label as promotion rep for the

whole line. This is differentiated

.from the subrosa payola in that the
jockey is openly on the payroll of

the given company. Once again,

it’s felt that such, activities are a

hurdle to the jockey’s impartiality.

Deejays as songwriters and as

(Continued on page 53)

Acuff-Rose, hillbilly pubbery,

will launch a’ new indie record

label at the end of this month.
Diskery will be known as Hickory
Records. Fred Rose, A-R topper,

will head up Hickory’s artists &
epertoire department.
Hickory, which will headquar-

ter in Nashville, will specialize in

country music releases. Label will

also concentrate on new artists

who’ve not yet made a dent in the

hillbilly field.

Murray Nash, A-R staffer,

headed out on a trek Monday (25)

to line up distributors for the

label. Distribs in the south and

east will be lined up first. Hickory

expects to expand its coverage

’around the country within the next

few months. Label currently is

working out a plan to relieve its

distribs of any inventory burden.

Initial Hickory shipments to dis-

tribs will be ready Feb. 1. First re-

leases were cut by hillbilly artists,

Bobby Dick, A1 Terry and Tommy
Hill.

Glenn Miller’s Widow

Presents Memorabilia

Mrs. Helen D. Miller, widow of

Glenn Miller, launched a perma-

nent Glenn Miller Collection at the

Library of Congress last week with

her donation of recordings and

other memorabilia about the late

bandleader: Included in the pres-

entation is a gold record of “Chat-

tanooga Choo-Choo,” which was
given to Mrs. Miller by Manle
Sacks, RCA Victor general man-
ager, who. also attended the cere-

monies in Washinton.
Victor also made available sev-

eral Miller albums and 57 singles

dating from the start of his record-

ing career. Among other items

were musical manuscripts, arrange-

ments, letters and photographs.,

Verner W. Clapp, acting librarian,

said the collection was the first

,
comprehensive one assembled by

L the Library in the pOp music field.

Shellac Spread
The disk jockeys are get-

ting more enterprising every
day. After having tapped
such affiliated music biz fields

as publishing, songwriting and
recording, they’re now moving
into the retail end of the biz.

In recent weeks Peter Wam-
bach (WCMB, Harrisburg),

£fr>rm Prescott (WORL, Bos-
ton), and Sherm Feller
(WVDA, Boston) have opened
up record shops in. their re-

spective territories.

V
Video is developing into the top

medium for getting new platter re-

leases off the ground, impact of

the tv plug has become so appar-

ent to diskers that they’re now
gearing tele shots to coincide with

the release date of . their new wax-
ings.

The record companies are co-

ordinating their release schedule

with the artists’ agencies so that

the guest shot can be timed with

distribution of the disk. Mercury
Records, for example, is holding

off national release of Patti Page’s

latest etching, “Cross Over The
Bridge,” until, she preems it on Ed
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
show on CBS-TV Sunday (31).

The growing ties between disk

and tv were also pointed up re-

cently in Frank Sinatra’s
:
kickoff

of his new Capitol platter, “Young
At Heart,” on NBC-TV’s “Colgate
Comedy Hour” two weeks , ago.
Sinatra called off a last-minute
cancellation of his appearance on
the. show after Cap brass and the
tune’s publisher convinced him
that a “live” airing of “Heart”
would start the tune off with a
bang.,Disk is now rolling at a hot
selling pace.

Bing Crosby, too, got into the
disk-tv act via hi$ tele-preem re-

cently. Crosby slotted his current
Decca release, “Y’AU Come,” on
the show and stirred up plenty of
disk-buying action the following
day. Decca headquarters in New
York were flooded with orders for
the platter from Its distributors
around the country.

The tv link with the disk biz is

viewed by publishers as a potenP
factor in bringing sPlid songs back
to wax. The importance of the
“live” plug, in one’ pub’s estima-
tion, will eliminate the freak hits

1

that . are made by recording studio
techniques. In his opinion a song
will now have to stand up without
the beneAt of gimmicks, echo
chambers' and arrangements.

Negotiations between the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians and
the major radio-tv webs for a new
pact reached an Impasse this week,
as union demands and industry
counter-demands found no com-
mon meeting ground. The talks,
however, are continuing in an
amicable atmosphere with no talk
of a strike when the; current pact
runs out Sunday (31).

The broadcasters countered the
AFM demand for more staff musi-
cians with a proposal that the
present quota system be dropped
completely. Under the current
setup, the NBC, CBS and ABC
webs, both AM and tv, employ 65
musicians, regularly apiece, while
the Mutual net has 40 looters on
its staff. The union had asked for
about a 20% increase in the num-
ber of staff musicians.

The webs also flatly rejected the
union’s demand for live music on
all live shows. They want the right
to tape all cues, bridges and mood
music and the continuation of the
present system of unrestricted use
of canned, music.
The stiff counter-proposal by

the webs in regard to the dropping
of quotas is regarded by union ex-
ecs as a bargaining tactic to force
the AFM to soften some of its de-
mands. It’s not likely that the
AFM will tolerate the abolition of
the quota system and it’s expected
that the webs will not yield on the
demand for live music. Industry
execs are believed, to be angling
for a pact that more or less con-
tinues the status quo.

If the heads of the various key
AFM locals, which are now han-
dling the negotiations, are given
full sway by AFM prexy James C.
Petrillo, there’s a strong possibil-
ity that there will be no compro-
mising on the basic demand for
live music on live shows. It’s like-
Jy, however, that Petrillo will step
into the negotiations during the
final phase to reach an agreement
rather than risk the consequences
of a walkout.

'

ASCAPers, BMIites Join

To Fete George

KAPP KICKS OFF SETUP

WITH CALYPSO TUNE
Dave Kapp kicked off his newly-

formed Garland Music firm last

week with a calypso tune, “Mari,

Man «Is For The Woman Made/’
Song was penned by Kapp in col-

laboration with Joan Whitney and
Alex Kramer.

Tune, incidentally, is being
launched on wax by the Ames
Bros; on RCA Victor. Kapp had
preceded Joe Carlton as pop artists

and repertoire at Victor.

Kapp also is propping his own
disk operations. He’s already in-

corporated two platteries under
the names of Happ Records and
Medallion Records.

On His 70th Birthday
Nostalgia and Tin Pan Alley

camaraderie broke across the
ASCAP-BMI lines Sunday night
(25) at Toots Shor Restaurant.
N. Y., where 150 music execs and
songpluggers staged a surprise
birthday party for George Mario,
director of writer relations for
Broadcast Music, Jnc.

Mario, a vet of over 40 years in
the music biz, hit his 70th birth-
day and that occasion brought out
such ASCAP stalwarts as Abe OI-
man. Big Three topper, and Jack
Bregman and Rocco Vocco, of
Bregman, Vocco & Conn. The
ASCAP dean, Max Dreyfus, was
not on hand but wired his best to
his former employee, Mario.

In fact, Mario worked with or
for practically every firm in the
business, and the postprandial pro-
ceedings were a roundup of remin-
iscences about the songplugger
from his associates. Bandleaders
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, Rich-
ard, Himber, Harry Link and Ed-
die Wolpin retold the Mario saga.
They also gifted him with a tele-

vision set.

Mario was a songplugger in the
’20s, formed his own firm in the
’30s and then joined BMI when it

was formed in the early ’40s. He
left BMI to operate an auto laun-
dry during the war but was
cleaned out and rejoined BMI sev-
eral years ago. BMI toppers Carl
Hayerlin, Robert Burton and Sid-
m y Kaye also attended the supper-
party. Herm.

M-G-M INKS WIGGINS
M-G-M Records bolstered its

hillbilly roster last week with the

parting of country crooner . Curly
Wiggins.

.. Label also re-signed hillbilly
nsth Willc tn annthor lnhrtermer.
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To Offset Outside Threats: Thiele

, The increasing emphasis on home
entertainment has thrown new
problems into the" laps of the rec-

ord company artists & repertoire

men. According to Bob Thiele, a&r
topper at Coral Records, the disjk-

ery man now has to think.in terms,

of wax showmanship rather than

Just recording songs and artists.

Narration on wax, teaming top

name diskers, and different con-

ceptions of album packaging are

all part of the record industry’s

new thinking, Thiele states. The
disk market has been growing rap-

idly in the past couple of years,

he adds, and the only way to hold

on to the disk buyer Is to experi-

ment regularly with new ideas on

single releases as well as. album
sets.

Thiele points out that the platter

is now competing with tv for the

home audience so it has to offer

standout entertainment values or

get lost in the shuffle. Since tak-

ing over at Coral six months ago,

Thiele has been constantly toying

with novel wax ideas. Among some
of the Thiele wax tricks that have

paid off are narrations of fairy

tales in bop, teaming up Jane Rus-

sell, Connie: Haines, Dela Russell

and Beryl Davis on a religioso

slice, community Singing on disks

and pairing his top 'name pactees

on a single release.

No Special Pattern

Thiele admits that he follows no

specific pattern in plotting a disk

style. Getting variety on wax is his

main idea and he admits that he’ll

try anything that appeals to him.

•T follow my impulse,” he states.

On Thiele’s schedule for futdre

release are such diversified album
packages as a longplay disk tagged

“The Laugh Of The Party,” which
will include fave routines of about

eight top comics
,
and an original

seven-minute composition by Ber-

nie Wayne tagged “Broadway
Heartbeat/’ Wayne wrote the piece

especially for a Wax production.

Thiele currently is dickering with
Alfred Drake to. handle the lead

single role.

In his concentration on obtain-

ing shellac diversification, Thiele

has been signing artists who can

come up with new. ideas in wax
production as well as perform.

Among his recently signings in

that vein are Steve Allen, Mel
Tonne and Dimitri Tiomkin.

Thiele, at 31, incidentally, is the

youngest a&r man heading up a

major label. He broke into the

disk business several years ago
with Signature Records, his .own
Indie operation,

No Heavenly Spark?
Qmaha, Jan. 26.

Mary Lane, the Dorothy Dix
and Mr. Anthony of the
Omaha World-Herald, this

month received a letter from
a Kansas pastor.

His problem: “I’m trying

my best to become a song-

writer but I haven’t, learned
how to sell one yet. Can you
help me?” -

VICTOR, TOO, IS CHASING

MRS. JOE DI MAGGIO
RCA Victor is the .latest outfit

to join the “Where’s Marilyn?"
chorus. .

' w
Diskery is anxious to get a hold

of the honeymooning Miss Mon-
roe, who’s * one of its pactees, to

get her okay to use her four songs
from the soundtrack of “River of
No Return.” RCA also may want
her to re-record the tunes.

Among those who’d like to get
in touch with La Monroe is her
own studio, 20th-Fox. She's cur-
rently on suspension there for not
showing lip for work,

Wednesday, January 27, 1954

h»k Stuff-Music
Frank Sinatra’s voice- won’t ke heard on the soundtrack of 20th-

FOx’s “Three Coins in the Fountain” after all. Report that the crooner

was recording the song of the same title for use on the track of the

CinemaScoper, in which he isn’t seen,emanated at the studio when

Sinatra did a demonstration waxing of thf tune to convince studio

toppers they had a potential song hit bn their hands.

He apparently succeeded, for the' film’s title has now been switched

to ’’Three Coins in the Fountain” for a better tieup. However, the

soundtrack’s going to be all instrumental. Jule Styne and Sanirny

Cahn, authors of “Three. Coins,” are in N.Y. talking recording deals.

They'll do their own publishing.

LORRY EAINE
Tm in Love With a Guy”—“You

Broke My Broken HearC’—Kern
2729. -

'

. In the Orchid Garden; . , ,

the way Lorry Ralne toys with *I’m

in Love With a Guy’ . . /’—Walter
Wlnchell.

“Lorry has that big .one : . . •
”

—Jimmy Starr. LA Herald-Express.
TIM GAYLE

Publicity-Management-Song and
: Record Exploitation

. / -

P. O, Box 1165. Studio City, Calif.

MILLER’S COAST TREK
* Bob Miller, * Music Publishers
Contact Employee^ Union prexy,
left for the Coast yesterday (Tues.)
for annual meetings with pluggers
there. - :

He’ll be on the Coast for about
a month.

2d Brewer Gold Disk
Teresa Brewer stepped into the

golden disk, circle for. the second

time with her Coral Records etch-

ing of “Ricochet.” Platter passed

the 1 ,000,000 sales mark early this

Week.

Miss Brewer hit the golden mark
for the first time last year with
“Till I Waltz Again With You.”
She’s currently riding strong With
“Our Heart Breaking Waltz.”

New theme being used by Jerry Marshall on “Make Believe Ball-

room” over WNEW, New York Jpdie, was a combined operation of

station staffers and diskery men. Tune was penned by Bill Kaiand,

WNEW’s program manager, and'ROy Ross, the indie’s musical director,

Kaiand and Mitch Miller, Columbia Records artists & repertoire chief,

supervised the recording session, which was cut by the Ray Charles

chorus and station’s 19-piece orch. Neal Hefti, Coral records pactee,

supplied the arrangement.

Publicist Carole Coleman was awarded a $400 judgment last week

in her suit for back salary against Virginia Wicks. Miss Coleman had

been associated with Miss Wicks’ flackery until she formed her own

office about six. months ago. Judgment Was awarded by Judge Wohl

in New York Municipal Court. Barry 3- Cohen was, attorney for the

plaintiff;

Juanita Hall, who stars in' the radio series, “The Story of Ruby

Valentine,” on the new National Negro Network across the board, ha?

written the series’ theme number, “Ruby’s Blues.” Kraft Music is

publishing With' plans to issue a disk version by Miss Hall and Luther

Henderson, who accomps her on the radio show.

*.

Norm Prescott, deejajr on WORL, Boston, will chaperone 3 000 of

his teenage dailers on a visit to New York this coming weekend (30-31).

Group will I ^ billeted at the Hotel New Yorker, meet disk stars and

sit in on the tele stanza; “Your Show of Shows,” among other activities.

RCA Victor songstresses are dominating the Ivy League college prom

affairs this year. On Feb. 26, Eartha. Kitt will be the “prom date”

at the annual shindig by the Yale junior class, while on the same date,

Roberta Peters will be queen of the Columbia U. junior prom.

DETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

In a reshuffle of its Hollywood
echelon setup, Columbia Records
has upped Paul Weston to the post

of Coast representative for the

company. He will rep the diskery

in general matters connected with
artists and repertoire. He Will also

supervise Coast production of al

bums as well as continuing to re-

cord for the company.
At the same time, Lowell Frank

was named Coast director of re-

cording for Columbia. Frank; who
has worked for several years on
Columbia’s Hollywood recording
sessions, will supervise all studio
activity and assist Weston in ham
dling the a&r Chores.

RAINBO SESSIONS GAIN;

BIG LINEUP FOR JAN. 30
Chicago, Jan. 26.

Rainbo Arena, boxing and wres-
tling showcaser which recently
converted to Saturday night jazz

concerts, has set Page-Cavanaugh
Trio. Hot Lips Page, Sid Dawson,
Riverboat Ramblers, and Conte
Condoli combo for the Jan. 30 ses-

sion. Units were pacted when the
originally scheduled Gene Krupa
oufit cancelled, Condoli aggrega-
tion is playing one of its first dates
since the trumpter severed with
the Stan Kenton band.
Boxing arena’s jazz concerts,

aimed primarily . at the teenage set
with house scaled to $2.50, has had
a fairish turnout for its first two
shows but is gaining momentum
as word-of-mouth spreads.
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1 1

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Oh, -My Papa”.. ... 1 *,• 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 77

2 2
DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)

“That’s Ainore”. ... 5 4

>

• • 3 2 7 3 3 4 57

3 3
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“Changing Partners” 4 9 • • 4 3 • • 2 4 5 46

4 7
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Stranger in Paradise”. ..... 9 2 2 6 •. • « « 2 « • 34

5 4
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Stranger in Paradise”....,. 2 • • • • » 2 5 • • .

3 32

6 8
TERESA BREWER (Coral)

“Ricochei” • 8 6 4 4 6

•

9 • • 29

7 5
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Rags to Riches”. ............... 10 3 5 5 10 5 . « • 28

t 8 6
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Secret Love” , . 6 • • 2 8 8 9 • ' • • 22

9 13
EDDIE CALVERT (Essex)

. “Oh, Mein Papa” .

./
'

• • 1 • • • • *4 • » .* *

'

9
«

• • 2 21

10 11

* FOUR TUNES (Jubilee)
“Marie” ................. 8 • 4 • •' • • 5 • » • • • « 16

11 17
GEORGIE SHAW (Decca)
“Till We Two Are One” 7 • 5 • • • • • • • • • • 7 14

12 12
FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London)
“Ebb Tide”....... • • 5 9 7 10 « • * • • 13

13 14
FOUR. ACES (Decca)
“Heart of My Heart” . . . . . .

.

» • t 6 « 7 9
%>

• • • •' • » 11

14 15
FOUR KNIGHTS (Capitol)

“I Get So Lonely”.

.

tp

t • • .. « •

.

• 1 • .* • • 10

15 0
MILLS BROS. (Decca)
“Jones Boy” . 3 10 • • • • • f • • • • • 9

16A 10
TONY MARTIN (Victor)
“Stranger in Paradise • » • 3 • • • •

j

• » 8

16B
KAY STARR (bapitol)

. “Changing Partners” * •• • • • • • 3 * • • •
' 8

18 20
JULIUS LaROSA (Cadence)
f‘Eh Cumpari”r . .......... • • *• 7 « • • • 8 « • 7

19 * •

JOSE FERRER (Columbia)
“Woman” . .

to

• • • • • •

*

• • • • • • 6 k . 10 •

*6

20 • *

HILLTOPPERS (Dot)
“To Be Alone”. • • • • » • • 10 • • , , • • . 5

m

ABC-Radio will air a two-hour

salute to ASCAP oh its 40th anni-

versary Feb. 13. Web is working

with the songwriters group on the

show, which will feature top

ASCAP members introing and per-

forming their own songs, along

with a 45-plece ABC house hand. •

Salute is preempting the web’s

regular “Saturday Night Dancing

Party” in the 8-10 slot. George

Weist, an ASCAP member and an

ABC senior director, is producing,

while Bernie Dougall, an ABC
scripter and a stepson of former

ASCAP prexy Otto Harbach. is

writing. Dick Froehlich, ASGAP’s

public relations director, is coor-

dinating the show for the society.

Coincidentally, ABC national

program director Ray Diaz finds

himself in an embarrassing posi-

tion. He’s handling the supervisory

aspects of the two-hour salute, to

ASCAP, but is a member of the

board of directors of BMI, ASCAP s

chief competitor.

LOMBARDO

1 2 3 4 5

FIVE TOP KISMET THAT BAD EARTHA CONCERTOS FOR

YOU
Liheraco-Woiton

Columbia

CALAMITY JANE SHOW BIZ

ALBUMS
Brbddway Cait. Eartha Kitt

^

- Victor

Doris Doy^ All Star Cast

Columbia Columbia Victor

ML 4850 LPM 3187 ML 4764 C 347 LOC 1011
r

Cleveland, Jan. 26.

Traffic Judge Charles Vanik has

called on local diskers to help solve

traffic problem. During rush hours

he recommends playing soft,

sweet music” to ease drivers

nerves.

“Drivers would be more relaxed

and they would drive more care-

fully with that type of music, he

said, whereas jazz and “hot music

during rush hours merely tend to

excite the savage beast.

Union’s Edict Against

Campus Disk Dances

Kingston, Grit, Jan. 26.
.

Following up a warning two

months ago, the American Federa-

tion of Musicians has banned an

dancing to records on the campus

of Queen’s University* one of Can-

ada’s “Big Four,” on pain of tne

college being prevented from h»-

ing any union orchestra for mg

dances.

The students won’t defy the ban,

said Miss Ga.il Ward, president «
Queen’s Alma Mater Society, m*

will try to get AFM to rescind m
“The union doesn’t stand to gam

anything by this ban,” she saio*
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By CoFs MiDer
Hollywood, Jan. 26.

Taking a leaf from the books

nf the major motion picture stu-

dios which have let moppet stars

develop over the years, Columbia

Records is mapping a “growing up’’

campaign for Jimmy Boyd.. KidJ

disker is being brought along slow- 1

fv with a&r chief Mitch Miller

keeping a strict supervisory eye

over his material.

Miller's plan is to keep Jimmy’s

material in line with the young,

ster’s natural development rather

than straitjacket him into an artifi-

cial and overdrawn adolescence.

Behind the scheme is the belief

that the big platter following the

youngster has built up in the last

two years can be maintained and

even enlarged as long as he doesn’t

get burdened with material that’s

incongruous ..
Boyd to date is unquestionably

the hottest moppet property ever

on wax.. In a shade under two
years he has sold more than 4,500,-

000 records in the U. g., and his

foreign sales are proportionately

as big. Figures on those, however,

won't be available for another few
months.

His biggest waxing to date has

been “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa
Claus,’’ which went bver 1 ,250,000

copies in this country. Another
hefty etching Was “Tell Me a

Story,’’ which passed the 850,000
mark. He’s had 10 platters ip all,

only one of them, “Early Bird,”

falling below the 100,000 mark in

sales.

Miller currently is laying dtit a
program of teenage music for Jim-
my which he’ll handle in the next
year. Boy is now 15.

WITH SPECIAL PACKAGE
M-C-M Records is moving into

the current jazz battle among the
top diskeries with a special pack-
age tagged “Dixieland vs. Bird-
land.” Album, which was produced
by Leonard Feather, has Bobby
Byrne repping the Dixieland con-
tingent and Kai

.
Winding playing

for Birdland.
The two groups are featured in

their versions of “Perdido,”
“That's A-Plenty,” “Get Happy”
and “Hot & Cool Blues.” Album
follows pattern of M-G-M’s previ-
ous release, “Hot vs. Cool.”

ASCAP-Sousa Awards On

Marches to 4 Composers
Washington. Jan. 26.

The ASCAP-John Philip Sousa
awards for the best military
marches written by men in the
Various branches of the armed
services have been awarded to an
Army Master Sergeant, Airman
First Class, Navy Chief Musician
and Marine Lieutenant Colonel.
Each will receive a $1,000 cash
prize from ASCAP;
Winners of the awards to en-

courage interest in composition of
military marches are Master Sgt.
Earl R. Mays, Army Field Band,
Fort George G. Meade, Md.; Chief
Musician Gerard Bowen, U.S. Navy
School of Music, Anacostia, Wash-
ington; Lt. Col. Carl W, Hoffman,
Marine Corps Recruiting Station,
acw York, and Airman First Class
Lawrence E. Rosenthal, Air Ma-
A
ne

rs
Comrnand, Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base, Dayton.

Austro Composers Vote
Anti-Imports Move

Vienna, Jan. 19.
riic Austrian Composers Assn.,

at its annual meeting under the
Presidency of Joseph Marx, adopt-

«
an unanimous resolution that

something must be done against

!

mports. It was outlined that
in o5 big concerts, only five AUs-
:f

a
{V compositions were produced,

mic among 45 broadcasts of long-
air music merely six Were of Aus-

tiian origin.

opmpared the situation

nfti
1 ioreign countries, where very

brnru,
a st

f
te‘stiPulation forces the

taeT
U *° Play a certain percen-

•J®*- 50memade music. The com-

enm nfi *

,^emabd that an advisory

flupnpl
tee be allowed to have in-

fluence on production.

&

Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

,
NOTE: The current comparative sales Btrength of the Artists and Tunes fitted hereunder It

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each • of the three maj&r tales outlets enu*
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored : two ways in the ease of talent (disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Lift
Week Week

‘ 1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 8

8

9 7

10

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE

EDDIE FISHER (Victor) I?,
1’’ M£?aP?

' — Times*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol) . . . . . ... That’s Amore

TONV BENNETT (Columbia) ..... ....... •

FOUR ACES (Dccca) . . ....................
jHeStOf My^eart*

PATTI PAGE XMercury) ...... Changing Partners

TERESA BREWER (Coral)
•

. / Bell Bottom Blues

FRANK CHACKSFIELD (London) ..... .

.

Ebb Tide

EDDIE CALVERT (Essex).. Oh, Mein Papa

DORIS DAY (Columbia) Secret Love

GEORGIE SHAW (Decca) Till We Two Are One

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

tone pcbi.isher

OH, MY PAPA.. Shapiro-B

STRANGER IN PARADISE Frank

THAT’S Amore , : .?. ...... .Paramount

•(•CHANGING. PARTNERS. Porgie

RAGS TO RICHES. Saunders

EBB TIDE Robbins

(RICOCHET Sheldon

HEART OF MY HEART. .... Robbins

SECRET; LOVE . . . ,. . .. ... . . ...... ... ...

.

Remick

TILL"WE TWO ARE ONE. . .... . . ........ . .........

.

Shapiro-B

retail sheet best sellebs

PtimtETY
Survey of retail sheet music

sales based on reports obtained

from leading stores In 12 Cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week,

ASCAP t BMI ''<&

National
Rating

This Last
wk. • wk* Title and Publisher
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Stranger in Paradise (Frank) .

.

Oh. My Papa (Shapiro-B)

1

1 10 1 1

110

107

3 3 tChanging Partners (Porgie) .,.. 3 5 8 86

5

That’s Amore (Paramount) .

.

Ebb Tide (Robbins) .

.

6 6

8 10 8 9

^76

60

"6 8 Heart of. My Heart (Robbins) . . . . 6 4 6 6 8

7 6 *Rags to Riches (Saunders) 9 9 5. 7 8 8

Tf 9 *Secret Love (Remick). ....

9 7 tRicochet (Sheldon) 9* 6

2

10

6 .. 10

8 10 8

5

7

10

7 8

10 10 ! Love Paris (Chappell). . . . . .

.

6 9 9

50

45

41

26

13

11A Till We Two Are One (Shapiro-B) 10 3

11B ,'»»»• 4
.
•« «

13 11

,
14.

15 .

tWoman (Studio)

tYou, You, You (Mellin) ... . .

.

7- .

.

6

9

9

10 10 « ••• 10 10 8

Jones Boy (Pincus). . ...

.

9 8 • «

tEh Cumpari (Rosarch). 8

A convention to organize the
hysteria of the nation’s bobbysox-
ers was staged last Saturday (22 )

at Carnegie Recital Hall, N Y.
Bearing such placards as “Vic’s
Chicks” for Vic Damone and “We
Love Julie” for Julius LaRosa, ap-
proximately 250 teenage fan club
prexies converged on the Recital
Hall to scream for their disk idols.

Attendees at the get-together,
which was organized and emceed
by disk Jockey Art Ford, were
feted with guest appearances by
such record names as Johnnie Ray,
Les Paul & Mary Ford, Alan Dale
and Rusty Draper, Also on tap
were Charlie Applewhite, Marion
McPartland Trio, Jimmy McPart-
land, Wendy Wade and David
Hughes, an English crooner,

Only a handful of males were
spotted among the conventioners.
Who were mostly from eastern lo-

cales. Assemblage was reminiscent
of the N.Y. Paramount turnouts
during Sinatra’s heyday. Kids
equalled their, older sisters in the
shriek and swoon outbursts. Frenzy
reached its highest point when Ray
made his appearance. It took about
six

:
guys to keep a swarm of gals

from scaling the stage. Although
the frantic behavior of the young-
sters, at times, indicated a need
for psychiatric aid, it ail added up
to a healthy situation for the rec-
ord business.
Of the artists Who made an ap-

pearance at the conclave, only Ray,
Applewhite and Hughes sang. All
the guests, however, made short
speeches thanking the fan clubs
for their backing. A steady stream
of hot rhythms was dished out by
the .McPartland trio.

Also participating in the meet
were four diskeries, Coral, Epic,
Trend and Audivox. Each of the
labels was represented via a dis-
play; Only Len Wolfe of Audivox
was on hand as a personal record
company rep. Questionnaires re-
lating to preferences in disks, dee-
jays, dance music, politics, etc.,

were distributed by the waxeries
and Ford.

Session ran over 90 minutes,
with teenagers indicating their
laves via such devotional displays
as sweaters bearing Johnnie. Ray’s
tag and caps with Eddie Fisher’s
name imprinted on the peaks.

BLEYER REPLACES MOSS

AS CADENCE PREXY
Archie B!e*;er has moved into

the prexy post at Cadence Records,
replacing Bob Moss, who resigned
last week. Diskery was kicked off
last year to launch Julius LaRosa.
In the past couple of months Ca-
dence has been expanding its art-
ists’ roster. Sam Clark, of Music
Suppliers of New England, joined
Cadence this week in an exec post.

In another appointment at the
label. Bob Kornheiser was named
national promotion manager. Korii-
heiser ankled his post as Harry
Bluestone’s eastern rep to join the
label. He’s heading out on a mid-
western promotion trek next week.

Holiday Skeds Quickie

Brit. Stint on O'seas Tour
London. Jan. 26.

Jazz singer Billie Holiday, at
present in Sweden with Leonard
Feather’s “Jazz Club USA” pack-

j

age-show, is making a three-day
visit to England in February.
She will be featured in a con-

cert at the Royal Albert Hall. Lon-
don, Feb. 14. when she will be sup-

i ported by Jack , Parnell and his

|
combo.
Other concert dates are being

fixed for her—one of them being
at. the Astoria Ballroom, Notting-
ham, Feb. 13.

Coral Sets Heatherton

To Longterm Pact
Ray Heatherton inked a long-

term disking pact with Coral
Records this week. He’ll record
for the pop and kiddie fields.

Heatherton previously etched
kidisks for the indie Record Guild
label. He’s currently on the moppet*
tv show, “The Merry Mailman,”
on WOR-TV.
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Overnight

SMASH HIT!

c>

DARKTOWN strutters ball
.

' • ’ •• •

'

' .,+

The Original With Those Crazy Italian lyrics!

and I know HOW YOU FEEL
» with Hugo Winterhalter and his Orchestra

The Calypso hit from the

Broadway musical smash, “Almanac”

Dinah’s great- on the

kind of song she does best

A

(
HOLD ’EM JOE

I’M JUST A COUNTRY BOY

with Hugo Winterhalter

and his Orchestra

PASS THE JAM, SAM
I’LL HATE MYSELF IN THE MORNING

with Harry Gcllcr

and his Orchestra

TO !

WYOMA
WHERE CAN I CO WITHOUT YOU

REPEAT PERFORMANCE

with Henri Rent

and Mi Orchestra

RCAVICT0R
first in recorded m u s

;

NO NO NO
THE CHUCK WAGON SONG

with Hugo Winterhalter's

Orchestra and Chorus

»| flMHItl iHI
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Yank Tunes Top Arg. Hit Parade

, Buenos Aires, Jan. 19. own compositions, ' instead of the

A complete reversal of popular tunes the public has a yen for.

music trends is apparent in Argen- Disk business is flourishing,

tina, with American tunes topping There were only two plants, ECA
the local Hit Parade. >U.S. pub- and. Odeon (which then repre
lishers also noted larger gains in sen.ted Columbia), in 1948. Now
royalties from this end in 1953. there are also Pampa, Pathe, Lon-

A number of factors contributed don and Decca (Odeon offshoots),

to this switch, which created a Columbia, Orieo, Mercury, Surco

boom in the disk market for Amcr- and Calesita, which makes disks

lean warblers arid tunes. Mainly for tots with great success. As
this is a boomerang effect of over- may be judged,; competition is_

protectionism. The government fierce; Buenos Aires and the sub-”

rule here that all public spots must urbs are plastered with small

play 50% preponderance of native shops specializing in disks, mostly

tune's, has converted foreign tunes imported from the U. S. or Europe

into sweet forbidden fruit. Symp- by unorthodox means. Locally re-

tom of this is that when local corded and pressed longplay rec-

rhythms arc played, dance floors ords came on the market in 1953

empty, and foreign radio channels and sell big. Disk sales tapered

are dialled as never before, in off 70% in 1953 by comparison

...Disk Companies’ Best Sellers
CAPITOL ARTIST
1. THAT'S AMOKE . . .

.

• • r Dean Martin

YOU'RE THE' RIGHT ONE
4 J

2. WHA'TTT WAS, WAS FOOTBALL (PART I) . Andy Griffith

(PART ID

search of relief from the dreary
local repertory.

Publishers stress that the Amer-
ican tunes go over even bigger

once loCal pressings are made with
Spanish lyrics written here, which

with 1951, Dealers blame this not

on the economic slump, button the

diskettes’ mistaken policies; They
cite the cn.se, for instance, of a

d a n c e band, Varela-Varelita,

which rarely sold over 1.200 disks.

are suitable for all of Latin- When a publisher insisted that it

America. They point to some songs wax “Que Amargura” (Ceti-Per-

with all the qualities of bestsellers nas), the top hit tune of the year,

which flopped due to unsatisfactory it immediately sold 78,000 disks.

Spanish lyrics set 4o the tunes in The juve trade is now carried
Central-American countries. away by a craze for songs that

Publishers Contend it’s the tunc
that makes the artist and not vice-

versa and complain that disk

managers here stick to oldtime
talent which insists on waxing its

The New
Dance Sensation!

THE
CREEP

MilltR MUSIC CORPORATION

can be warbled, rather than for

dansation^and the lyrics are as im-
portant as the tune. This may
Stem from financial reasons, as ni-

tery life is restricted by the ex-

orbitant cost, so the young folk

gather in their homes round long-

play devices, listening to longhair
music or popular platters, and this

has boosted the American vogue.
* Top hits this year have included
“I Believe,” sung by Frankie
Laine, followed closely by Doris
Day, ‘‘With a Song in My Heart”;
Johnnie Ray, with “Cry”; April
Stevens, with “Aw C’mon”; Tere-
sa Brewer, with “Till I Waltz
Again With You”; Jo Stafford,

with “You Belong to Me”; Rose-
mary Clooney, with “Kiss Me”;
Joni James, with “My Love, My
Love”; Perry Como, with “Only
You”; Eddie Fisher, with “I’m
Walking Behind You.”

ALAN DEAN
sings

WHAT ARE

YOU WAITING FOR ANYTIME AT ALL

MGM 11658
K 11658

78 RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
THE GREATEST NAME 1 N £ N T E R T A I N /V E N

7 0' SEVENTH AVE NE,W YORK 35 N V

3.

4.

5.

WHAT IT‘WAS; WAS FOOTBALL
ANSWER ME, MY LOVE
WHY
I GET SO LONELY .....

I COULDN'T STAY AWAY FROM YOU

. , . .Nat (King) Cole
•*

. ..

. . . .

.

. Four Knights

• • • •

;

VAYA CON DIOS . .

johnny
COLUMBIA
1. MAKE LOVE TO ME

ADI, ADIOS AM10O
2. SECRET LOVE . .

DEADWOOD STAGE

3.

' MAN . ...

WOMAN .

4. STRANGER IN PARADISE. .,

WHY DOES IT HAVE TO BE ME?
5. BELLA, BELLA. DONNA MlA

WHY (THAT’S WHY)

, . . .

.

Les Paul-Mary Ford

Jo Stafford

.Doris Day

« « • • •

. .Rosemary Cloortey

Jose Ferrer +
, . .

.

Tony Bennett

. Sammy Kaye^

. . .Teresa Brewer

.Eileen Barton

.... Four Aces

Georgie Shaw

... Bing Crosby *

Mills Bros, *

.Frank Chacksfield

........ .Mantovani

,

.

Frank Chacksfield

Stanley Black

Johnston Bros.

. . . Gaylords

Patti Page

CORAL
1. OUR HEARTBREAKING WALTZ

BELL BOTTOM BLUES *

2. A SALUTE TO GLENN MILLER (PART I) , Modernaires
A SALUTE T6 GLENN MILLER (PART II)

3. WOMAN ........ Johnny Desmond
THE RIVER SEINE

4. HEART OF MY HEART : .Cornell, Dale, Desmond
I THINK I’LL FALL IN LOVE TODAY

5. DON’T ASK ME WHY ...

AWAY UP THERE

DECCA
1. STRANGER IN PARADISE

HEART OF MY HEART
2. TILL >VE ^WO ARE ONE

HONEYCOMB
3. Y’ALL COME .

CHANGING PARTNERS
4. THE JONES BOY . V.

SHE WAS FIVE AND HE WAS TEN
5. ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A SWEETHEART . Kitty Kallen

A LITTLE . LIE

LONDON
1. EBB TIDE

WALTZING BUGLE BOY
2. SUDDENLY . .... ..

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER
3. GOLDEN TANGO ......

DANCING PRINCESS
4. STARLIGHT SERENADE

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY
5. THE 'CREEP" :

. ; . .

CRYSTAL BALL

MERCURY
1. FROM THE VINE CAME THE GRAPE

STOLEN MOMENTS
2. CHANGING PARTNERS .

WHERE DID THE SNOWMAN GO?
3. SOMEBODY STOLE DE WEDDING BELL . . Georgia Gibbs

BAUBLES, BANGLES AND BEADS
4. J2UDDLE ME .7 .Ronnie Gaylord

OH AM I LONELY
5. THE 'CREEP ....... Ralph Marterie

LOVE THEME FROM “THE GLENN MILLER STORY”

M-G-M
1. YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING Joni James

YOU’RE NEARER
2. TURN AROUND BOY Lew Douglas

CAESAR’S BOOGIE
3. I’LL NEVER STAND IN YOUR WAY Joni James

WHY CAN’T I '
;

l 4. POPPA PICCOLINO . Nocturnes
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN A LONG TIME

5. DON’T STOP KISSING ME GOODNIGHT Sheb Wooley
KNEW I HAD LOST

RCA VICTOR
1. SOMEBODY STOLE DE WEDDING BELL : Eartha Kitt

LOVIN’ SPREE '

2. OH, MY PAPA
UNTIL YOU’VE SAID GOODBYE

4* 3. STRANGER IN PARADISE . . Tony Martin
I LOVE PARIS

4. DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL Lou Monte
I KNOW HOW YOU FEEL ...

5. THE CREEP . . Three Suns
JUST ONE MORE CHANCE

$3,100 at the Roller Rink, Pitts-
burgh, and around $8,000 at the
Fort Knox (Ky) Armory.
Hampton winds up tour with a

week's stand at the Apollo, N. Y.,

beginning Feb. 12.

Hollywood, Jan. 26.
Ken Hanna, former Stan Kenton

arranger and trumpeter, is branch-
ing out with his own band, a 16-
piece crew. Outfit has already
etched eight original tunes under
the supervision of tunesmith Joe
Green and the masters have been
purchased by Albert Marx’s Trend
Records.

Hanna has arranged the Kenton
book since 1942. Some of his stuff
include the Kenton hits of ‘‘Sum-
mertime,” “It Ain’t Necessarily
So” and 'Til Remember April.”

New band will hav6 a modern
sound flavor and lean heavily on
originals.-

y Sidemen include five

saxes, Bart Calderell, Bobby
Drasnin, Bob Haray, Bill Jurncy
and Lepnie Mitchell; four brass,
Graham Young, Bill Castagniuo!
Johnny Audino and Dudley Stone;
trombones Dick Nash, Stan Malley
and Jerry Wilbar, and a rhythm
section consisting of Frank Capp
on drums, Joe Felix or. piano, Ray
Pohlman, guitar, and Ralph Pena,
bass. Sherli Sonders and Jay John-
son will handle vocals.

.Eddie Fisher

Col Inks Hillbilly Clan
Dallas, Jan. 26.

Columbia Records has signed
Slim Harbert and his daughter,
Mallie Anne, to a recording con-
tract' with the first release set for

next week.

S&Dtt

THOMPSON
SONG

DON’T ASK

ME WHY
v recorded by

EILEEN BARTON
CORAl #61109

HARMS. Inc.

HAMPTON GROSSES 20G

IN 4 ONE-NITE DATES
Lionel Hampton, currently on a

one-niter trek following his return

from a European tour, has been

racking up some impressive gross-

es. In four engagements last week
the bandleader grossed nearly $20,-

000. Coin rackup .included $3,000

at the Toledo Sports Palace, $5,5Q0

at the Graystone Ballrpoin, Detroit;

GOING STRAIGHT to the TOP!

“Our
Heartbreaking

Recorded by

TERESA BRIWEK Coral

GUY LOMBAftDO Decca

PINETOPPER& Coral

CLYDE MOODY . Decca

VILLAGE MUSIC CO.

America's Versatile Entertaining Group

THE POPULATES
currently PETER STUYVESANT Hotel, Buffalo

* .

Starting April 15 for EIGHT MONTHS

GREEN BRIER, White Sulphur springs

Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE O L ASE R

,

Pres,

New York ! C h i c a a o ? Hollywood
'; r

' Jtu A.,. PI.
j 2 0 3 No W 3bo^ |

8619 Sun., t Blvd

From the

Columbia
Technicolor

Pictura

MISS SADIES

THOMPSON’;
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New York .

Lionel Hampton set 4or a week
the Apollo Theatre# beginning

Feb 1-2 . . . Nat "(King) Cole pen-

cilled in for a three-week stand at

the Beachcomber, Miami Beach,

beginning, Feb.^ 18 ... George
Shearing kicks off a series of nine
rvie-niters in the Los Angeles area

on Feb. 8 . . . Robert Maxwell
ooens at the Palmer House, Chi-

cago Feb. 11 . . Chuck Darwin
handling disk promotion for June
Winters, Mercury thrush . . . The
1934 Heart Fund selected Sunbeam
Music's “Young At Heart" for its

theme ..• Jont James into the

Town Casino, Buffalo, Feb. 22 . . .

Betty Madigan, M-G-M Records
thrush, on a deejay promotion trek

in the east.

Sandy Solo, Derby Records
crooner, tagged “King of the
Senior Prom" at the College of

the City of New York last Satur-

day (23). Eddie Fisher copped the
crown last year . . . Eddie White
and Mack Wolfson back from a

Baltimore plugging trek for The
MarveleersV etching of “All My
Heart" on Derby .

London
Johnny Dankworth and his orch

— Britain’s latest powerhouse com-
bo-will appear with Nat (King)
Cole on his concert dates in Eng-

"Thanks Disc-Jockeys!!"

C’mon and Daficg

THE TEXAS POLKA’
Bonnid Lou
King #1279.

Available on 78-41 RPM

A Cash Box “lulUeye Hit"

GREGG (Words) HUNTER
JOSH (Music) BALDWIN
A BMI "Pin-Up" check list '54 choice

. Montauk Publications

Attention! Partner Wanted
Songsmlth wants .. partner with reel

money to promote and finance nis
many songs, like: "Tempting," "In a
Little Town In Old Mexico," "Adem
and Eve Sweetheart," 'Million Voices
Singing," "Darling You Are in My
Mind," "Lolita," "Welt ...lor Me,"
"Brave Soldiers of the UN," 1 ,Ht.

"Breve Soldiers , of tho UN," "Ador-
able, Adorable," "My Angle," "Oh My
Georgianna," "I Didn't Went to Love
You, But I Did;" 'Highway to Heaven,"
and many others. ' -

Also have story about white slavery
—fantastic, shocking, and exciting. It

will make a suberb movld.
Remember I went real money only.

Do not west# my tlmo. If Interested
contact by telegram or write to Fidel
Bramblla, 345 S7fh Street, Brooklyn
20, New York,

Joxdoa
- E C O l? P v

“The finest sound on record'

land during April . < . Maxine Sul-
livan will record for Parlophone
during her

. visit here in February
. . TV producer Henry Caldwell

has lined up a Band of Bandlead-
ers for his “Shop Window" pro-
gram on Feb. 1. Names mentioned
include Jack Hylton, Henry Hall,
Ambrose, Joe Loss, Billy Ternent,
Roy Fox, Harry Roy, Lew

.
Stone,

Carroll Gibbons, Maurice Winnlck,
etc. . . . Eric Rogers appointed MD
at London Palladium, tfe is 32-
years-old and is wellknown as a
writer of film-music..

While1 a violent legal battle is

raging over whether or not he
should go on an Irish tour, despite
Musicians Union and Irish Federa-
tion of Musicians opposition, Ron-
nie Scott and his orch left last
Sunday (24) as arranged and are
fulfilling the dates. Applications
for injunctions over the matter are
still being heard .... Bandleader
Paul Adam suing Astor Enter-
prises, alleging breach of contract
and* wrongful dismissal, has made
the natibnal headlines throughout
the week as a succession of musi-
cal personalities came forward to

f

;ive evidence as to whether a band-
eader should stay on the stand
the whole time his band is playing,
or hobnob with the customers.
Bandleaders Frank Weir, Felix
King and Don Carlos have given
evidence. Adam, who claimed
£5,234 for loss of earnings plus
general damages for loss of repu-
tation failed in the main action- but
received £25 damages for incor-
rect billing.

Hollywood
Rendezvous; Ballroom, Balboa,

bought Buddy Morrow for a week*
starting April 10, in the first full-

week operation of the spot since
the war. Reaction will determine
whether the spot abandons its

weekend sked in favor of full-

time operation . . . Jimmy Camp-
bell, trumpeter, and John Sivera,
drummer, arrived to take chairs
with the Billy May band after
being sidetracked temporarily by
an automobile crash in Arizona . . .

Paul Tanner, one of the original
Glenn Miller sidemen, signed on
as featured trombonist with Warren
Baker’s “Baker’s Dozen” orch .

Frank DeVol to N.Y. to huddle
with Derby Records for whom he
is Coast recording director . . .

Chet Baker combo opened at

Zardi’s . . . AFM Local 47 nixed a
pitch from CBS for a temporary
reduction in the minimum number
of Staff sidemen . . . Anson Weeks,
now residing in Santa Rosa, Cal.,

resigned from Local 47".;. . Herb
Silvers orch played the Mt. Sinai
Hospital benefit show at the Moulin
Rouge . . . Freddy Martin etched a
new instrumental for RCA Victor
but its release is being held up
While publisher Fred Raphael
figures out a name for it . .

'. Eddie
Truman orch backstopping a Gold
Label date for seven-year-old Geri
Pace, Hew recording moppet.

Chicago
Jimmy Palmer set for four weeks

at Melbdy Mill Ballroom beginning
Feb. 17 . . . Bob Kirk into Marine
Dining Room at Edgewater Beach
Hotel Jan. 29-Feb. 25 . . . Dave
Brubeck Quartet playing Terrace
Lounge in East St. Louis for fort-

night starting Feb. 16 . ,. . Ted
Lewis booked in Lake Club,
Springfield, March 12-21 . . . Dick
Jurgens slated to open Shamrock,
Houston, March 30. for four weeks
. . . Associated Booking Corp. han-
dling midwest ballroom dates on

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Jan. 16)

London, Jan. 19.
Qh My Papa Maurice
Swedish Rhapsody . {Connelly
Answer Me . ; . . ... .> Bourne
Rags to Riches .... . Chappell
If You Love Me. .World Wide
Ricochet . ... ......

.

, Victoria
Poppa Plccolino .....Sterling
Cloud Lucky Seven . . Robbins

•

Big Ben ........ .Box & Cox
Vaya Con Dibs ......Maddox
Chicka Boom ....... .

.

Dash
Golden Tango Wright

Second 12
Istanbul ........ .

.

Aberbarh
You You You. . Mellin
Ebb Tide . . . . . . .

.

Robbins
Wish You Were Here Chappell
Blowing Wild Harms-Connelly
Moulin Rouge . . ...

.

Connelly
Tennessee Walk. . . F. D. & H.
Crying in the .Chapel . Morris
Limelight . . . . . . . . .

.

Bourne
The Creep . .....

.

Robbins
That’s Amore. ...... .Victoria
Flirtation Waltz ... 7 . . Bourne

Hank Thompson, western band,
through April and May ... Barrett.
Deems, drummer, anfcled Muggsy
Spanier band and is forming own
unit; •

LEVANT BREAKS 3 RIBS

IN FALL; PITT DATEOUT
Pittsburgh, Jan. 26,

Oscar Levant, booked here ns
giiesf soloist with the Pittsburgh
Symphony Orchestra Feb. 6, for
his first appearance in his home-
town in almost five years, had to
cancel out as a result of a fall last

week in which he suffered three
fractured ribs. This was to be a
special popular price ($1.50 top in
3,800-seat Syria Mosque) symphony
event sponsored by the local Labor
and Industry Council.

Hazel Scott was immediately en-
gaged as a replacement, for Levant.
She’ll play the Gershwin Concerto
in F and several numbers with
only rhythm bass and drum accom-
paniment. The orchestra, with Wil-
liam Steinberg conducting, will

give an all-Tchaikovsky program.

My Htortfall Thanks to All My Friends for Their

Kind Thoughts and Colobration of My Seventieth

'(Are You Kidd in'? ) Birthday

MARLO

:/

America's Fastest

Selling -Records!

Pittsburgh
Leon Antonelli, Steubenville, O.,

drummer, has left to join Russ
Carlyle’s band, which has another
Steubenville musician, Mika Ca-
randa, on piano , > .^Jazz concert
package headed by Billy Eckstine
and featurinf . Ruth Brown, the
Clovers and. Johnny Hodges’ orch-,

booked for a one-nighter at Syria
Mdsque Feb. 23 . . . HowdyBaum,
leader of house band

.
at the Casino,

hasn't been able to eat any solid
food since he fractured his jaw in
an automobile accident five weeks
ago and has dropped 26 pounds
. . Bobby Koshan, pianist with
Jimmy Spaniel combo at Colonial
Manor, is director of music for
New Bethlehem, Pa., public schools
. . . Joe Lescak, pianist, has taken
a group into the Carnival Lounge
for a run, replacing Hy .Edwards,
. . . Bobby Cardillo, who has been
doing a two-piano act with Reid
Jaynes for several months, has re-
organized his trio for a stay, at the
Monte Carlo, where Cardillo used
to work. Luis Morales is out at this
room . . . Marty Irwin into The
Chateau, on Route 88 as solo pianist
after working hotels in McKees-
port for several years. He also
worked downtown at Monte Carlo
for a stretch as Bruce Carlton ...
Herb Conrad, organist, okay again
after being hospitalized and into
the Chaiiticler Club in Uniontown.

Omaha
Rubinoff making another swing

through state on one-nighters
Holdovers here include Bertie and
Bob Heilman, duo-pianists, at the
Blackstone Hotel’s Cottonwood
Room; organist Marjorie at the-
Regis Hotel's White Horse Inn, and
Panto Mimics, Grand Bar . . .

Bobby Mills orch weekended at
Peony Park 23-24), With Mai Dunn
following. -

Kohn Bros/ New Pubbery
Roy Kohn has ankled his contact-

man post at Joy Music to partner
with his brother, Al, In a new pub-
bery. Firm will be tagged Alroy
Music. It will be affiliated with
BMI.

The sales acceleration of pack-
aged music in the pop field is

spotlighted by the sharp 75% rise
of Columbia Records’ album sales
last year over 1932. Col has been
putting special emphasis bn the
pop album market, in both the LP
and EP speeds, since its appoint-
ment of George Avakian as direc-
tor of pop album repertoire.

Topseller among Col’s albums
last year was Arthur Godfrey’s
Christmas set, which topped the
500,000 marker. Other strong sell-
ers were albums by Liberace,
Percy Faith and Paul Weston.

Eckstine Pacts Clovers
The Clovers, an instrumental

group, have been signed for the
Billy Eckstine concert tour which
will start sometime in February,
Dates are still being lined up.
Other 'acts will also be pacted

for this Eckstine annual jaunt of
one-nighters.

OF tftUir RECORD RATINGS

BY THE TRADE PRESS

Scotland
Series of band groups, due in

Glasgow include outfits of Ken
Mackintosh, Sid . Phillips, Eric
Winsione and Harry Gold . .

Buddy Logan, vocalist, leaving the
Geraldo orch following its stint in
“Starlight for You” at the Lyceum,
Edinburgh . . . David Whitfield’s
waxing of “Answer. Me’’ still holds
top' slotting in the Scot hit parade

. Bobby Dowds orch again show-
backing at Empire, Glasgow, fol-

lowing pantomime run.

D. J. Angles
Continued from page 47

music publishers belong in. the
same category, especially When
they use pressure to get their tunes
on wax and then plug it deadpan
on the air as “one of the great
tunes of the year” without disclos-

ing their special interest in the
number; ,

Several disk jockeys have already
been told by their station managers
to lay off plugs for their own per-

sonal enterprises. That came* up
in the case of deejay-sponsored
jazz concerts for which the jocks
received a cut of the gate in re-

turn for concentrated cuffo plugs
on their shows.

Finally, the conventional payola

is still very much in evidence. One
indie disk operator, who is credited

with launching several hits last

year, is known to have about a

dozen jockeys on his payroll at

about $290 a month apiece. That
gives him the right to call his shots

and tell a jockey to lay on a tune
until he changes signals.

ADI ADI0S AMIGO (Hollis)

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

CAU ME ANYTIME AT AU (Kohl)

ALAN DEAN (MGM)

CUDDLE ME (Vincent)

RONNIE GAYLORD (Mercury)

DENISE (Edgar)

BUDDY MORROW ORCH. (Victor)

FOR SALE (Wtitt I Barry)

FELICIA SANDERS (Columbia)

HARMONY BROWN (Mantclare)

THE FOUR LADS (Columbia)

IF YOU LOVE ME (Duchess)

JAN PEERCE (Victor)

DOROTHY SQUIRES (London)

SHIRLEY HARMER (MGM)

MADCAP (Sheldon)

HENRI RENE (Victor)

i

OH AM 1 LONELY (Vincent)

RONNIE GAYLORD (Mercury)

ROBE OF CALVARY (Hill A Range)
OB'

EDDY ARNOLD (Victor)

THE ORIOLES (Jubilee)

GEORGE BEVERLY SHEA (Victor)

JANE FROMAN (Capitol)

JILL COREY (Columbia)

SUDDENLY (Bronnor)

MANTOVANI (London)

PERCY FAITH (Columbia)

*

WOLF BOV (Regortt)

MARTHA RAYE (Morcury)

YOU ARE MY LOVE (Brewster)

DICK DUANE (Paris)

YOUNG AT HEART (Sunbeam)

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

Cash Box
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.
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to Watch

.
Boot Buy
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to Watch
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B (Vary Good)
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®+
(Excellent)
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71 (Good)
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Very Good

Good

Vary Good

Best Bet

Good
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Broadcast Music, Inc.
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66G PROFIT GAINED ON

1953 MINNESOTA FAIR

By MARK CURTIS
Reno, Jan. 26.

Retent inroads made by Las

Vegas Into Reno's backyard, the

Ran Francisco Bay area, have
spurred hotel and casino operators

Into the first real publicity and
advertising offensive to make Reno
a year-round resort and play-

ground.;''
'

Hotel and gambling interests

have contributed $150,000 to the

advertising and publicity fund. The
Thomas C. Wilson Advertising

Agency, a local firm which handles

such accounts as Harolds Club,

gets $100,000 of the fund for ad-

vertising, and has already started a

schedule of ads in Coast metropoli-

tan papers on winter sports. The
other $50,000 goes to Grant Adver-
tising, *Inc., for worldwide pub-
licity. Grant representative Bob
Smith has established an office

locally.

The advertising fund is a prod-

uct of the newly-formed Reno All-

Year Committee. It will not replace
advertising already being done by
the Reno Chamber of Commerce
but will merely supplement it. In
fact, the committee is well repre-
sented with Chamber of Commerce
Officials.* Chairman "Of the group,
however, is hotel owner Charles
Mapes Jr., operator of Mapes Hotel
in downtown Reno. On the bo&rd
also is. George Wingfield Jr., Owner
of the Riverside, across the
Truckee River from the Mapes.

Biggest single problem
.
encoun-

tered by Reno up to now in making
the town a year-round tourist at-

traction is the snow threat, which
can close the routes over the Sierra
Nevadas in a matter of minutes.
Although roads are kept open most
of the time, the hanging threat
still keeps many potential visitors
from venturing over the 7,200-ft.
Donner summit. The prospect is

that eventually Highway 40 will
become four lanes, thereby making

.Minneapolis, Jan. 26.

Ten-day 1953 Minnesota State

Fair, attracting 865,523 paid admis-

sions, or 46,508 more than the pre-

lt a fairly simple matter to keep vjous year's despite unfavorable
open. weather and a polio outbreak, net-

Now that Reno has opened up ted $66,552 profit,

the Rfino Ski Bowl with the devel- Total operating expense was $1,~

opment of Slide Mountain a few 037,017, and there was a $374,317
miles south of the city, snow, of cash Glance at the fiscal year’s

end.
. .

in 1953 Minnesota county fairs’

business increased approximately

8% over the previous year, the

96 county and district expositions

course, becomes, something to,

shout about and an item to capi-

talize upon. Increased interest in

winter sports has made reports on
snow conditions as common as

weather conditions. So the unique

it less of a deterrent for fun
seekers.

There’s criticism of the nitery

circuit in town, which cuts budgets

in half during the winter months,

thereby serving up less attractive

shows. It is felt that big names
must be as conspicuous on the

marquees during the winter as

Into Palladium

Chi*Drire to Retail Hold as No. 1

ChiCagO, Jan. 26.

While geographical convenience

of Chi might have made it the cen-

ter of activity for films, radio or tv

_^and hasn’t—location is probably

the Chief reason why the Windy
City has been the No. 1 convention

town in the U. S, since 1933. At
least this is the boast of the Chi
Convention Bureau, which; current-

ly is angling for some $5,700,000

in state funds to help preserve that

distinction. Money is to be requisi-

tioned from racetrack taxes for the
express purpose ' of constructing a

centrally-located convention hall

here.
Bureau reports a record year for

visiting delegates in 1953 and,
pointing out that other cities are
setting up exposition centres to.

compete with Chi’s lead, is high-
pressuring the Illinois legislature

for an immediate grant. It’s likely

to happen in the very near fbture,

as the request already . has Gov.
William Stratton’s sanction and;

Att. Gen. Latham Castle’s ruling

DANCE ACT
(THE VALENTINO WHIP)

and

135 fact 33rd St.. New York
7-4300

London, Jan. 26.

"... Val Parnell and Bernard * Del-
through the peak summer months.

£ont
,

s reVue, which follows London
Recent boojdng indicates that palladium’s vaudeville season,; will

this has already been acknowl- be known as the “Palladium Re-
edged by some of the Casino oper- VUg *» Show will star Norman Wis- _

ators. The calibre of shows and dQm with Jerry Desmonde (Sid that the Chi Park Fair Corp. have
the name attractions will be im- Field’s former stooge, who worked immediate access to $2,350,000 as a
proving through early 1954. so well with Wisdom in his latest starter for planning. After May 1

film, “Trouble In Store”), and will an additional $3,350,006 may be

have several American acts in-sup- requisitioned, with more to come
port.

'*
• - next year if necessary. ^

Already lined upWe Piero Bros., Las‘ Vear «“ c®?»*“«0“,
1

|'W«a>*

Walter “Dare” Wahl and Bob Wil- reve
?lst a ‘°tal «>*

1.0JQ
6aW*$“f?

llams, with negotiations pending reached town, bringing in 1,027,381.

for The Saonys, Harrison & Fisher All-Chi conventions or Chi

and Bambi, Lynn • & Rod Alexan- de’e®‘„tf
s
.
ta

i ?
th" “nations are

j
e
_

* not included in these , figures. Each
'

. ^ . delegate averages an expenditure
.Show, which will have a line of 0f $158 in a v4V6-day visit, about
IQ femmes, opens May 3, and will qj which reaches the Dockets

Interest in American Acts re- run until early October, with the o£ nightclubs, theatres and arenas,
mains at an exceedingly high level remainder of the year prior to pan- As hotel nitery tabs are figured in
in Scotland, and a U. S. name star, tomime season to be filled in with

.yvitK normal hotel expenses, these
can count on near-capacity houses, top American vaude names. These

often before he or she arrives, already Include Bob Hope, Sophie

Frankie Laine stays the top favor- Tucker, Eddie Fisher and Johnnie

ite with the • thousands of bobby- Ray. Wisdom’s five-month stay is

soxers how thronging to vaude because be. is committed to dp an-

shows, and his Glasgow Empire other film for J. Arthur Rank this

week was a complete sellout in ad- yea
f*

" _ „ , , .

Vance, For artistry the customers .Val Parnell is now dickering

and crix gave top marks in 1953 with Bernard Delfont, Wisdom s

to Billy Daniels, Who played two agent, for the comic to head the

successful weeks at the Empire, cast for the Palladium’s Christmas
pantomime.

jjy GORDON IRVING
Glasgow, Jan. 26.

are exempted from the estimate.
Nor does this include the amount
paid to club date bookers here for

THE

FOUR
Currently

LAST FRONTIER
LAS VEGAS

Mpt.: WILLIAM MORRIS
Aienty

Other clicks were Guy Mitchell,

Martin & Lewis, Frank Sinatra,

Burl Ivfes and Johnnie Ray. It was
a male year among the U. S. visi-

tors, with Jane Morgan. Rose Mur-
phy and Sarah Vaughan (latter on

one-nighter) about the only
trans-Atlantic artists oil the distaff

side. . V -

CHI CLUB MATINEES

TO LURE YOUNGER SET

Dallas, Jan. 26.

, “There’s Slow Business in Show
Business’’ is the current theme song
of nightclub operators throughout
the state. While most operators
agree there is more than the usualChicago, Jan. 26,

Chi’s newest club, the Encore post-Christmas, • pre-income tax
. Room, is staging.Sunday matinees slump, they vary widely on why

TV continues as the big talking from 4 to 7 p. m. to lure younger and What to do about it.

point. More and more families jazz followers Who ordinarily In Houston, bookings for bands
throughout Scotland have becPme could not enter a nitery in the eve- and the smaller entertainment
viewers, and cinema visits are be- nings. Current attraction is Artie groups have thinned^ out, with
ing curtailed. Remote country Shaw and his Gramercy Five, belief that it will pick up again
areas are now catching on to the Room is charging $1 admission and next month, if previous years are
video novelty, programs .being 25c each for soft drinks. Coke set -W indication. In Dallas, Hyman
beamed direct from the Scot trans- is being reached largely via high- Fadar, co-owner and operator of
mitter to the distant western is- school and College newspapers, and tbe Longhorn, said that “if they
lands and to firms and cottages in relatively unpublicized turnout to had money they would cdlhe out.”
thfi mountains. the first afternoon session last ba

,

s ^eeF
1 off 25 to

Sept artists are not getting a weekend was .encouraging. .

30%. Tighter family budgets is the

fair share of tv work, however, House aims to continue the pol- option of Abe Weinstein, operator

despite their undoubted talents, icy With future jazz units. Evening S i . „ ,

Obvious reason, apart from apathy biz for Shaw has been terrif, and * /2pp,
y Uolsenof-Pappy s

of London toppers, is the distance if .the pace is anywhere equal for Snowland feels^ the public is tired

snag, performers in Scotland be- future shows It’s likely that Chi °f dancers and vaude, finding it

iftg 400 miles from the tv studios may have a nfew permanent night
easier to stay at home and catch

and therefore not readily available spot,
for work. Demand is being set up
here for special Scot studios.

I Ilf lL dU* J n* a.

Radio remains in its usual rut, WERtlier IlUlderS SlggESt
programs being controlled by men

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON,
pretests

American Rtp.t WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL MAROUANI AGENCY PARIS

Atlantic City, Jan. 26.

The largest convention sched-
uled for the winter months, the
Canners, made up of three groups, ~ . ,

- _ - ... .

fha Matinnai Diz off 20% from last January, but

the .same type of entertainment on
their tv screen. Other operators
discount the tv impact.

Mrs. Ann Bovis, operator of
Louann’s, reports the only ray of
hope in the bleak local picture
with word that biz at her spot is a
third better than it was two years
ago.

Randall Davis, managing direc-
tor of the Hotel Adolphus, reported
f. ? 18 * A _ . _ .

Of

with a very obvious -paucity of
|
Winter Week at NJ. Shore

ideas and a* flair for utilizing a

sameness of mediocre talent. Fees
paid are absurdly low and are de-
spised by artists, who cap earn six

times as much in vauderies.
the National Canners Assn Na- D1Z

.

011 zvvo irom i

Ice shows continue to draw the
£ional Food Brokers Assn * and believed that the appearance __

customers, though distinct novelty C onning Machinery and SuDDlies
Joe E * L’ewis on Eeb - 6 at the Ceii-

* Al6Tn
|ot“orS Weather break .** Ro»™ «“» ^ange «**•

ality. Claude Langaon, London of the veat* over the weekend ac

iiroduntion
1

staged ^n theif meetings started when the
Mary ^aye Trio

At weatherman dumped more than Pue to an error the Uncle Kopler
seven inches of snow on the town, referred to in the Mary Kaye Trio
With some. 16;Q00 scheduled to full page advertisement last week,

arrive here to attend the conven- should have read Uncle Nat Kopler,
tions, nightclubs and ail amuse- He’s the president of the Congress
ment spots had scheduled enter- Hotel in St. Louis.

Cpronation time. Apart from dull
show, location Was badly selected,
being off the .theatregoing beat.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All ErancAes of Theatrical!

FUN-MASTER
THC OKieiNM SHOWMZ GAG HU

(Th« Sarvlc* of tho STARS)
First of 15 fllos >7.00—All 35 Issues $21
Singly: 51.05 Each IN SEQUENCE ONLY
Beginning with No. 1—No SklpFIngl
o 3 Bks. PARODIES/ ppr book. >10 o
O MINSTREL BUDGET.... f
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ta. bk.. .$15 a
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $S0 a
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

53.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No C.OiO.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. S4th St., Now York If—Dept. V

Clrdo 7-1130

LEW

BLACK
and

FAT

(Beauty and
, tho least)

A new note In
Glamor Comedy

Currently
Th* ELEQENTK

New Yerk

entertainment, since this comes •

from the central funds of tbe con-
vening organization. In any case”
conventions are a terrific hyn0 tn
all biz in this city, bringing in an
average of $160,000,000 in out-of-
town coin each year.

Big Building Plans

Otto K. Eitel, retiring prez of the
Convention bureau and also owner
of the Palace Theatre, urges that 1

the exposition hall be built on land
grant property so that the available
allocation of money could be used
entirely for construction. Other
points he stresses are that the
building be placed on a site where
there would be room for future ex-
pansion; that it be centrally located
and convenient to Loop hotels
stores, and amusements; and that
it be provided with its own railroad
spur for handling trade shows and
exhibs. New auditorium is figured
to increase /business by an aggre-
gate $500,000 per year.

There are, however, a few immi-
nent dangers threatening the
hoped-for growth of conclave traf-
fic. With the recent revocation of
excess profits tax it’s possible that
conventions will thin out here and
everywhere, since large industries
which stage the meets will be loath
to spend the traveling and hoopla
coin they once could write off in

income taxes. There is also the cur-
rent 15% transportation tax, which
in the future may figure heavily
in spuming incoming traffic. The
convention bureau is lobbying for
its revocation. Additionally, the
bureau is making special efforts to

encourage the weekend convention
'

trend, whrnh Was strong last year,
to attract’ the wives and families
of the delegates.

New year has opened on a hope-
ful note. In January alone 61 gath-
erings are on the card, with an
anticipated collective attendance of
more than 101,300 out-of-town vis-

itors. This compares- with 99,336
who came here for 81 meetings
last January. Expenditure is ex-
pected «to top $16,000,000.

PHIL LAWRENCE and MITZI
Youi'h on Tcp

Currently - BLINSTRUB'S VILLAGE - Boston
' with JULIUS LaROSA

Opening Feb 4th - StAUER HOTEL - Buffalo

ar« pleased to announcG th#ir association With
. Ken Graangrass as personal manager

Dir.: GENERAL ARTISTS CORF.

tainment, with clubs bringing in
shows and the amusement adver-
tising in the Daily Press, only local
daily, jumping from its usual
three-quarters of a page to two
full pages. '

Despite snow, which started Fri-
day morning (22) and fell through-
out day, the Canners came in with
not too many reported cancella-
tions.

Big amusement spot for them
Was appearance Sunday night (24)
of Fred Waring and lys organiza-
tion in the ballroom of the resort’s
Convention hall, with thousands of
the canners attending.

WHEN IN BOSTON
inm

The Home of Show Folk

Avorv A WasklRQtoa St*.

Spain's Faniout Flamenco Donceri

A
N
6

• Rqfurn Engagement

PALACE, New
January 2t

Pertonal Management:

LOLA BISHOP Wl 7-8460

152 W. 42ad St., Naw York City
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One of the byproducts of the re-4

cent meeting of the American'

Guild of Variety Artists* national

board, which convened two weeks

ago in New York, will be a reevalu-

ation of the top executive posts in

the union.

A major item revealed at the

meeting has been the decline of

the importance of the office of na-

tional administrative secretary. At
the recent confab, ’chief topic of

discussion, the AGVA tiff with the

American Federation of Musicians,

revealed that the 'exec secretary

had little to do with the proceed-

ings as every bit of business had

to skirt around that office.

With AGVA prexy Jackie Bright

becoming more active in union af-

fairs, plus quarterly board meet-

ings in and with frequent executive

committee palavers, role of the na-

tional administrative secretary is

dwindling in importance. Major
duty is to carry out orders of these

bodies.

Another factor gradually making
the office obsolete is the result of

a process that started some years

ago and was accelerated when the
organization installed a resident

attorney. Consequently, the Office

of national administrative Secre-

tary was insulated against ability to

make an error in. the executive

branch of the organization. These
steps also stripped the office of its

creative power. The national ad-
ministrative secretary no longer

has the initiative that was at one
time inherent in the setup.

Expensive Upkeep
According to several board mem-

bers, sec’s role at the last board
meeting was virtually minor, and
the office itself, despite its dwin-
dling necessity, is becoming more
expensive to maintain. With the
present administrator getting in

the neighborhood of $20,000 plus
reimbursement for extraordinary
expenses, it’s a luxury that’s a
hangover from earlier days. Sev-
eral board members are studying
the setup in a hope of effecting a
reform in that field. They point
out that with employment in vaude
and nitery ranks on the downbeat,
it’s becoming increasingly neces-
sary to cut expenses. Elimination
of the office would entail a saving
of approximately $50,*000 annually
as added expenses of secretary,
travel, telephone, etc,, bring up the

. total of costs of the office enor-
mously.

It’s also been pointed out that
what, until a year ago, was one of
the thorniest problems in the un-
ion, has been eliminated with the
creation of a trusteeship to handle,
the insurance. At One time, the
national office was knee-deep in
that problem. Now it’s been taken
out of the national administrator’s
hands along with other responsi-
bilities.

He’s Got. Dignity
Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.

Bob Piper, who has been a
member of the screwball bri-
gade at Allen’s Cafe* a nut-
house type nitery in East Lib-
erty, for the last, couple of
years, has kissed the place
goodbye to be on his dignity.
Piper, a law student during
the day while he was cutting
up with the other zanies at
night at Allen’s, just got his
degree and has left town to
join the MCA legal depart-
ment in New York,

He’s been replaced at Al-
len’s by Buddy Hodgkiss.

AGVA Names Jennings
As Northwest Area Rep

Seattle, Jan. 26.’

Dean M. Jennings of San Fran-
cisco has been,named national rep-
resentative for the northwest, ter-
ritory for the American Guild of
Variety Artists and will headquar-
ter here.

Jennings, son of Dean Jennings,
San Francisco columnist and au-
thor, was formerly a correspondent
with Stars & Stripes in Korea.

90-Day Jail Stint For

.Fist-Swinging Mgr.
Toledo, Jan. 26.

Robert H. Stanley, 57, manager.
of the night club act known as
“Lady Godiva and Her Wonder
Horse,” was sentenced last week
f 22) to serve 90 days in the City
Workhouse at Whitehouse, 0„ for
Punching the human half of the
act, Mrs. Frances Dubie, 29, in an
argument on Jan. 14.
Quarrel was over finances/ Stan-

ley testified that under his guid-
ance, Mrs. Dubie rose from a car-
nival and sideshow performer at
512 a week to a $500-a-week artist
as Godiva.
Manager is also being held on a

second charge of carrying a con-
ceal ed weapon. Police said he car-
tied a loaded pistol when they ar-
rested him.

Longstanding charges brought
by. the Burlesque Artists Assn,
against the American Guild of Va-
riety Artists, that AGVA was Vio-
lating the interchangeability rule
by accepting BAA members, not in
good standing, will be aired by the
Associated Actors & Artistes of
America.

v

Tom
;
Phillips, BAA executive

secretary, charged AGVA with
making raids upon BAA members
and hampering the BAA in its at-

tempts to completely organize its

jurisdiction.

The 4
A

’s is now looking into the
charges and a hearing is slated.
Phillips charged that it is contrary
to 4A regulations to invite into
membership under interchangeabil-
ity,; any member delinquent in dues
to the parent Organization. BAA
also charged that the vaude union
distinctly gave the impression to
burlesque performers who were
working in the cafe or vaude juris-
diction that BAA was not affiliated
with the 4A’s and therefore they
had to come into AGVA.

In doing so, Phillips charged
that AGVA had deliberately under-
mined a sister organization of . the
4A’s, and violated BAA's basic
rights under the charter granted
to it by the 4A’s.

‘FOLLIES’ TERRIF 106G
'

FOR 10 in PITSBURGH
Pittsburgh, Jari. 26.

“Ice Follies”; wound up With a
terrific $106,000 in eight days at
The Gardens. Show gave 10 per-
formances . in all; including mati-
nees on Saturday and Sunday. Fig-
ure Wasn’t quite capacity on ac-
count of a bad weather break over
its weekend, but temperatures
went down at the windup of en-
gagement and leer finished played
to SRO.
Take was over that of “lee Fol-

lies” last season, despite the fact
that the show wasn’t generally re-

garded as good. “Ice Capades”
previously had the some story on
business increase, indicating that
peak • for these extravanganzas,
Which was believed reached a year
or two ago, still hasn’t been con-
tacted.

Palumbo Starts Talent*

Publicity Service
John J. Palumbo, Who mahy

^ears ago worked in the’ publicity
office of the Keith-Albee circuit,
has started a publicity service
Mong the same lines of that circuit.

s now prexy of the Central
^noto and Press Service. *He’ll
send out photos and pressbooks
10r subscribing performers to the
spots where they are scheduled to
"orje. . . .•:&

Palumbo has been with National
s creen Service, and with various
aient agencies in the past few
Jears.

Penn. Fairmeo Hold

42d Annual Huddle
Reading, Pa;, Jan. 26.

Pennsylvania fairmen will hold
their 42nd annual convention here
tomorrow (Wed.), Thursday and
Friday in the Abraham Lincoln
Hotel. H. M. Singmaster, presi-

dent of the Allentown Fair and
head of the state fair group, Will

conduct the session.

Talks will be given by business,

political and sports personalities.

The Central Fair Circuit will also

meet tomorrow. Business sessions

will be held Thursday and. the an-

nual banquet will be held that

night.

Entertainment provided by out-

door booking agents will be pro
vided and George Haller and his

Reading Fair Band will play.

The Central Fair Circuit in-

cludes men from Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Delaware and Mary-
land.

Montreal, Jan. 26.

Current AGVA-AFM hassle is do-
ing little to help Montreal’s shop-
worn rep as a solid nitery town;
Over the past three years , this rep
has taken quite a beating due to
public indifference, high operating
costs, medipere. shows because of
unexperienced bonifaces trying to
make a^quick buck, and the unde-
niable facts that the big spenders
are no longer around as they were
during and immediately following
World War II. Also, that Montreal’s
two tv outlets- are keeping people
at home in recent months.

Latest outfit to get into the en-
tertainment merry-go-round is

Gerry Bourque’s Canadian Assn, of
Variety Artists. Although still

awaiting a charter from the AFL,
the CAVA has approximately 200
members : holding cards ; in this
year-old outfit and none of these
acts is affected by the present in-

terunion feud; *

As all CAVA members are Cana-
dian, it is Bourque’s intention to
break down the barrier all night-
club owners have for local talent
and to control the large influx of
American performers by issuing
them working permits while in the
country.

With the Hotel, Restaurant and
Club Employees union last week
coming out with the statement that
they would support AGVA in their
battle With the musicians and the
CAVA saying they would support
the AFM, the club owners are
caught in the middle and hoping
the AFL will step in and settle this
affair before all clubs are down to
the level of a bierstube .(which to
most operators is a surefire way
of coining dough without any ar-

tistic or union headaches).

Real to Rep AGVA
Montreal, Jan. 26 .

A. Frank Real/ of the law firm
of Silverstone & Rosenthal of New
York, arrived here to argue for
the American Guild of Variety Art-
ists, which now has a temporary
Injunction against the American
Federation of . Musicians which for-

bids the footers to refuse to play
for AGVA members.
AGVA last week obtained a tem-

porary injunction, against the mu-
sicians after AFM asked for a de-
lay until a later date. Week’s de-
lay was granted by the court, but
injunction was temporarily issued
so that employment of acts

wouldn’t he disturbed.

SAN ANTON' PARASOL MGR.
.San Antonio, Jan. 26.

Gary Fontaine has been named
manager ,of the Parasol Cocktail
Lounge, owned and operated by
Bias Scrivano.

Fontaine is also doubling as fea-

tured vocalist and entertainer.

Knows His Curves
Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.

*

Bill Hopkins’ batting eye for
the coming baseball season is

being sharpened up this win*
ter at the Casino, the local

burlesque house, where he’s

working as a '.stagehand and
gets to look at plenty of curves
all day long.

Hopkins is an outfleider in

the St. Louis Cards farm sys-

tem, and moves up in 1954
from Johnson City, Tenn., in

the Appalachian League, to

Columbus, O., in the Ameri-
can Assn;

Pittsburgh, Jan. 26.

John Bertera, who sold the
Vogue Terrace, 1.1 00-seat theatre-
restaurant near McKeesport, sev-
eral months ago, is feoihg back into
the nitery fieldjshortly. He has just
taken a longterm lease on- the
Parkway Hotel, on Route 22 about
15 miles from downtown, and in-

tends to build additions onto the
dining room, which will give him
a capacity of close to 1,000.

Bertera took over Vogue Ter-
race couple of years ago from Andy
Chakeras after latter got the res-

taurant, bar and nitery concessions
at Greater Pittsburgh Airport, and
is reported to. have made close to
$100,000 in a short time before dis-

posing of it to Jerry Donovan, one-
time bookkeeper for Chakeras and
the Vogue Terrace’s present opera-
tor. Bertera, who also runs a super-
market, has been scouting around
for another location ever since. He
takes possession of the Parkway
Monday (1) under a five-year lease,
with an option for another five,

and Will begin remodeling imme-
diately. Spot will be. in direct com-
petition to his former room, which
isn’t too far away.

GAC SALES STAFF SETS

HUDDLE SERIES IN N.Y.
A meeting of the General Artists

Corp. sales staff is slated for New
York for two days, starting Feb. 5.

According to veepee Art Weems,
the palaver, an annual event, is

called to review the year and hypo;
sales throughout the country. Staff
will also look over a series of vid-
films produced by Screen Gems, a
Columbia Pix sudsib, for which
GAC acts as sales agent.

Attending the confab from out-
of-town branches will be Pat Lom-
bard and Bob Ehlert, Chicago; Phil
Brown, Detroit; Henry Miller and
Bill Weems, of the Coast office, and
Frank Hanshaw and Chuck Camp-
bell, of Cincy. GAC prexy Tom
Rockwell will reside.

According to Weems, no shake-
ups or any major shifts are con-
templated for this session.

SAN ANTON' AUD. MGR.
San Antonio, Jan. 26.

Mrs. Charlotte Staudt has been
named temporary manager of the
Municipal Auditorium here. The
post has been vacant since the res-

ignation of Dude Skilcs in Novem-
ber. -

Mrs. Staudt was Secretary to

Skiies.

Does Good Biz in Omaha—But Economic^ Prevent

Regular Burlesque Wheel

Omaha, Jan. 26.

Ralph Goldberg’s Town Theatre,

a downtown house, is proving a

steady money-winner with a nonde-
script policy. 'A 1,500-seater, the

Town is primarily a sex-pic house,

with occasional burlesque stage

shows whenever a stripper and
comics can be booked.

Latest pic, “Striptease Holdup,”
grossed $2,600 at a 50-65 scale.

That’s about par for the course,

and Goldberg comes out okay de-

spite higher rentals and a locally

Chicago, Jan. 26.
The sale of the Chicago Arena to

CBS, last week, puts Arthur M.
Wirtz in a more solid position than
ever as far as the ice show field
is concerned. Immediate effect of
the transfer to television of that
show site is the fate of seven weeks
of blades displays that this house

.

annually booked.

Two shows, “Ice Capades” and
“Ice Follies,” played seven weeks
at that spot. At this point the most
likely transfer for these two lay-
outs would, be the Chicago Sta-
dium, owned by Wirtz. Situation
as it stands now is that Wirtz’s
“Hollywood Revue” played Chi
stand around Christmas, *space
between the four weeks played by
“Follies” last October, and the
three Weeks to be played by “Ice
Capades” starting March 14, This
will be the last frapped frolic to
play the Arena,

,
as CBS takes pos-

session May 1.

Whether Wirtz will permit one
or both shows to come into his
showshop is the question at: the
moment. Certatinly, the trade
feels that he’d be unwise to give
shelter to too much of his compe-
tition. Current feeling is that
Wirtz will be. forced to knock off
one of the show's so that Chicago
Will remain a good iceshow town.
The Chicago Amphitheatre, a pos-
sibility for the other show, does
not have an ice plant. The Coli-
seum similarly has.no refrigeration
setup.

More Playdates Seen.
In lining up possibilities for a

deal for a second icer for the Sta-
dium, -Wirtz may be able to make
an arrangement that .will enhance
the 'value of his own “Hollywood
Ice Revue,” current at N. V. Madi-
son Square Garden. For example,
John Harris, producer of “Ice Ca-
pades,” is high in the councils of
Arena Managers Assn, and they
may make a reciprocal deal to give
Wirtz more playing time in their
arenas should he give that show
shelter in Chicago.
As a matter of fact, story has

made the rounds here that “Ice
Capades” went into Madison
Square Garden because Wirtz was
given playing time in AMA spots
for his own show. A further deal
could be worked out.

Any show that would play the
Chi Stadium wouldn’t need as
much time as be did in the Arena.
The Wirtz stand seats 19,000 while
the Arena’s capacity is 5.432. Thus
more revenue could be derived
from a one-week stand at the Sta-
dium as with a three-week engage-
ment at the Arena.

It’s been found that too many
icers will kill off a town, as was
seen this season in Milwaukee,
which is dead to big shows because
five have already played there this
year. Thus ice shows, ordinarily
a tightly controlled field, is

, due
for more tightening because of the
withdrawal of the Chicago Arena,
and Wirtz, who controls several
arenas and has a major slice of
stock in Madison Square Garden,
looms as a greater figure in the ice-
show industry.

heavy ad budget that reaches $600
some weeks.

: Last stage revue was produced
entirely by Goldberg, who brought
in a nine-person cast with $850 tal-

ent budget, and enjoyed a b.o.

bonanza. However, Goldberg says

it’s “impossible” to think of a burly
wheel through these parts because
6f_ transportation costs, union de-

mands, etc.

So Goldberg will continue pres-

ent improvisation policy at the

Town.

Keaton in Contractual

Mixup on O’Seas Dates
Paris, Jan. 26.

A contractual mixup gave
Buster Keaton little time for
comedy. Keaton appeared in court
last week because of a dispute
between the Cirque Medrano,
where he is currently appearing,-
and the Royal Circus of Brussels,
where he is scheduled to play next
month. The Medrano pact is long-
termer and the outfit refuses to
release him. Case was settled out
oi court, but terms were withheld.

. Both circuses had threatened to

block his salary. Keaton had tried
to get his $1;400 weekly salary and
was attempting to bail out his

possessions, which were seized by
the Medrano.

Carnival Switches To
Comedienne Next Month
The Sherry-Netherland Hotel,

N Y.
,
will book a comedienne in its

Carnaval Room for the first time
with Charlotte Rae, who goes in

starting Feb. 16.

The Carnaval Room has been
booking singers exclusively and
will go in for comedy as a change
of pace. Helene Francoise is the

l
spot’s' current performer.
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PAUL VALENTINE
Bongs, Dances
31 Mins.
.Ten Eyck Hotel, Albany

Paul Valentine, principal in the
recent New York run of “Wish You
Were Here,” is presenting a new,
gather promising single, 'ie regis-

tered solidly Saturday i.-feht (23)

in Empire Room of the Schine-
owned Ten Eyck, singing, dancing
and ad libbing surely over minor
mishaps like getting entangled in

the mike cord and knocking the
head off amplifier. Re-routincd
and polished, with lighting tight-

ened,
4
turn should be good for

many : bookings.

Fourth selection, “Shadrack,” is

the big ore right now, Biblical

song* Story being ideally suited to

Valentine’s robust singing, clever

dancing and dramatic style. Clos-

ing “Babalu” is another well adapt-
ed. to his vigorous, versatile tech-
nique.. Tall, rugged chap combines
legitimate dancing with strong vo-
'calizing. Johnny Costas’ orches-
tra is good assist. Jaco.

STEFAN & CELISE
Dance
8. Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

Stefan i& Celise, handsome ball-

room terpers, make their first ap-
pearance at this Harlem house.
They do v four quick numbers,
which run from fancy foxtrot to

mambo and tango. Attired for an
evening out, the colored duo steps
through routines with agility, but
at same time, too quickly. Speed
with which they move gives per-
formance an occasidnal jerky ap-
pearance.

BILLY GILBERT
January 28

GARRY MOORE
SHOW

CBS-TV

Personal Mgt.:—DAVID L. SHAPIRO
1774 Broadway, N. Y. Cl 5-5361

TRUDY RICHARDS
Songs
25 Mins.
Rltz Carlton, Montreal
Trudy Richards, a happy, health-

fully-endowed blonde chirper,
plays the lavish Ritz Cafe in this
hotel for the first time and song-
stress evidences solid possibilities
as an intimery chanteuse.

Without resorting to the current
faves and the hackneyed Gallic
numbers* now going the rounds,
Miss Richards has assembled, a
songalog of some of the better old-
ies and more obscure musicomedy
items for good overall pacing and-
variety. . A brisk opener leads in
“Devil and the Deep Blue Sea”
for okay attention; “Foggy Town”
complemented . by a special about
Red Riding Hood drew plaudits
and a rousing “Lady Is a Tramp”
gets her off to a big reception on
her first set. Encoring with “No
Lover” and a neat French routine,
Miss Richards has a good closer
which involves a walk around the
ringside and exiting with a special-
ly selected male patron.

'

.
For added sophistication. Miss

Richards could include and update
with an occasional number from
the new musicals. Her gowns are
in excellent taste, piping is clear
and melodic without being forced,
and mike technique is smooth in
every way. House pianist. Johnny
Gallants parks Miss Richards’ ar-
rangements neatly, giving this at-
tractive thrush solid backing
throughout. Newt.

BUD and GECE

ROBINSON
Currently

CHICAGO THEATRE
Chicago

January 17—Georga Jessel's TV

Sp&ciaf

Permanent Rates

from $17.50 Weekly

Transient rooms
also available. ,.4.

Hotel Winsimr
maoison ave, i sstn

Ralph Hamrick, Mar. New York, N. Y» • “W

When in Buffalo Stop at the

ROANOKE .

APARTMENT HOTEL
An Apartnwnt for the price of a Room

Complete Cooking Facilities

M. Lenchner, Mgr,, 206 So. Elmwood Av*

GEORGE MEATON *

Impressions
8 Mins.
Empire, Edinburgh

Billing himself as “The Big
Noise,” English impressionist spe-
cializes in sound noises, scoring
specially in effects gathered on the
railroad. His standout is an effec-
tive impresh of an express train
rushing through a station and
slowly disappearing into the dis-
tance. Also scores with sounds of
a goods train rattling along the
metal highway. Other novelties
are of a racing motorcycle at the
speedway track, a bee buzzing in
summer, and background effects to
a gangster film. For juve interest,
throws in useful travesty of Pop-
eye the Sailor Man, and winds with
little girl singing “Saw Mommy
Kissing Santy Glaus.”
Voice manipulation shows re-

sults of long study of noise effects,
and gets across nicely. Okay for
general run of U.S. vauderies and
for radio. Gord.

gruous and adds little to the over-
all stint. However, the balance of
his songs, “I Love Paris,” “Stormy
Weather” and his recent (Jubilee)
disk, “Farewell to Arms,” are
handled neatly with a minimum of
between-number chatter, relying
rather on straightforward vocal
treatment. Elie. New York

jjihel Smith down for the Con-
gress Hotel, St. Louis, Feb. 18 . .

,

Pic commitments forced Valerie
Bettis out * of the Ambassador
Hotel,- Xos Angeles, Feb, 17 . .

.

Billy Eckstine has been pacted for
an* April date at the Palladium,
London. . .Phil Foster set for the

LURLENE HUNTER
Songs
10 MihsV
Black Orchid, Chi.

This attractive Negro thrush has
built a select following in Chi
playing small saloons like the
Streamliner, and her debut on the Nautilus, Miami Beach, Feb. 17. ..

major boards was long overdue. Dorothy Lamour starts at the
Youngster has plenty potential in Sheraton Carlton, Washington, Fri
her clear voice, keen sense of day (29) . . . Billy Shepard in a hold
rhythm, and savvy of what is trite over session at the Tic Toe, Mon-
and what is not in stylizing. Large- treal. . . Valerie Noble preems at
ly her output is even-tempered and the Bradford Roof, Boston, tonight
unaffected, but she can shade or (Wed.). . .Jack E. Leonard into the
belt with distinction when it

counts. Seems a fine bet for inti-

mate cafes and records..
Her wardrobe. * is becoming but

modest, her demeanor slightly re-
strained, and her handwork spare
but convincing. Stage presence
should gain ease as her confidence
grows, and her intros should seem
more spontaneous. Les.

PRULLIE & TALOW
Darice
8 Mins. *

Pdldcc N Y.
Priiliie & Talow, with a few ball-*

room steps, show an excellent line
of aero tricks -that make them an
okay terp turn. This mixed team,
ah import from England, has some
fine lifts and spins, : and a novel
acrO line, that wins a lot of mid-
term applaiuse.
The duo can stand some further

smoothness in the . straight terp
passages since it’s a difficult as-
signment to keep up with the as-
sortment of tricks.with little letup.
They’re off to a; hot mitting.

Jose.

CORMACK & SHARP
Songs
7 Mins.
Metropole, Glasgow
This is a pleasing, well-garbed

Mr. and Mrs. vocal duo, specializ-
ing in Scot songs with a simple
Auld Lang Syne setting. She’s the
former solo chirper Irene Sharp,
he a one-time solo singer of Auld
Lang Syne tupes. Since hitched,
they purvey satisfying medley of
heather airs, such as “Lass o’ Low-
rie,” ‘Glen Shee” and othtfr High-
land numbers.
She is a pretty brunet with dark

soothing eyes, and decks herself in
tartan sash. He sports the Scot kilt.

Act seems okay for vaude and con-
cert chores, particularly in Canada
and other . Commonwealth lands,
and would have special appeal to
Scot emigrants in overseas centers.

Gord.

DEAN PARKER
Songs
20 Mins.
Carousel Room, Boston
With a background that includes

tv, musicals, concert tours (with
Sigmund. Romberg troupe) and
band vocalizing, Dean Parker is

now embarking on the nitery cir-
cuit and, judging from his outing
here, should do okay. Tall and
personable, the guy has a trained
lyric baritone voice, strong enough
to eliminate the use of a mike,
especially in the smaller rooms,
and enough histrionic sense to aid
materially the selling of his songa-
log.

Opening with the overworked
“World on *a String,” he segues

1 into the serious “You’ll Never
;

Walk Alone,’.’ following with the
;

sprightly “Jezebel,” giving each
nifty treatment. A corny “Alabamy
Bound,” incorporating a half
chorus of strutting, complete with
top hat and cane, appears inoon-

THE HI-LITERS
Songs
9 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
The Hi-Liters, comprising a girl

and two lads, are a Well-groOmejl
trio with a good sense of harmonics
and an act should soon make them
eligible for disk-dates. They still

need considerably more experi-
ence, but they have the basis of a
good turn. f
The outfit is at its best in a med-

Di Lido, Miami Beach, Feb. 25.

The Lucky Girls have been set
for the China Theatre, Stockholm,
May 1 for. four months , . . Dorothy
Shay tapped for the Palmer House,
July 1 . .

.

Dominique, current at

the Moulin Rouge, Hollywood, into

the Desert InnfLas Vegas, in April.

Hollywood
Amalia, Portuguese singer, made

her Coast debut last night (Tues.)

at Mocambo . . . Billy Daniels set to
follow Nat (King) Cole into Giro’s
Feb, 5 and.will in turn be followed-
by Julius LaRosa . . . Nellie
Lutcher into Amato’s in Portland,
March .15 .. . . Frankie Lalne set
for the Fairmont, San "Francisco,
starting Feb. 23 and the Palomar
Supper Club, Vancouver, starting
March 9 . . . Gordon MacRae opeiis
at the Cocoanut Grove here Feb.
3 . . . Weire Bros, return to Charley
Foy’s Thursday (28) . . . Jose Greco
dance troupe comes back to town
March 20 for 10 performances at
the Wilshire.' Ebell Theatre , . .

Sugar Ray Robinson will play the
Palomar Supper Club, Vancouver,
sometime in March.

Chicago
Josh White extended at Black

Orchid through Feb. 18 . . . Romo
Vincent and Robert Maxwell slat-

ed for. four weeks at Palmer House
beginning Feb. 11, with Marshall
& Farrell following for four on
March 11 . . . Marilyn Maxwel
making p.a.’s for Crystalette Rec-

ley of spirituals which they endow ords through Syracuse, Cleveland
with good rhythm, novel tonal ef- Detroit and Chi for etching of

“Plaid and Calico.” She winds up
trip with date at Last Frontier in
Vegas Feb. 1 . . . George1* Gobel,
current at Park Lane in Denver
playing Radisson, Minneapolis, on
Feb. 8 for two weeks and follows
with fortnight at Chase Hotel, St.
Louis, opening Feb. 23 . V . Ted
Lewis slated for Des Moines Auto
Show Feb. 27 Tor eight days

IN TOOTER ASSIST TIFF
™^^se

111 ivviiiii nooioi 1111 3ryant on tap for chase Hotel, St.
Miami, Jan. 26. Louis, Feb. 19 for tandem . . . Sid

fects, and solid commercial effects.
Other two tunes, “Mad About You”
and “I Love Paris,” should have
been separated because of minor
key effects in both. They made a
solid imprint on this house.

Jose.

Patio restaurant owners filed a
$25,000 suit for damages last week
against Carmen Cavallaro after a
premiere night hassle which saw
the pianist refuse to go on unless
provided with musicians for back-
ground as, he claimed, was sped- Martha; Stewart and Lew Parker
fied in his contract. will pair off as a song and comedy
.Management of* the swank sup- team. Parker, who has been around

AS SONG-COMEDY TEAM

per club, however, insisted his
agreement called for a trio; in-
stead, they claim, he demanded
use of the full Harold Stern en-
semble, which is featured at the

in legit, vaude and cafes, is a vet
performer.

Miss Stewart, former wife of Joe
E. Lewis, was once teamed With

spot. Result was Cavallaro's ap-
I ™JWinS ’ Yates Artists

pearing for work for several eve- *

“ureau WU1 rep *

nings thereafter, but still not go-
ing on, until finally he was asked
to stay out of the place,. Suit for
damages “injuring reputation” of
the club, among other allegations,
was then filed.
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Ty ' Gabor and Gabriel Dell fronting.
d by Patl° operator Fran Keegan, a regular on this

CBS-TV airer, will do the fashion

Mart -Of Forced Arg. First date is slated for the Latin

Vaudepix Still Stalls ?bar
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B6?‘on ’ flatting Feb.. 1*
Buenos Aires, Jan. 19. 'Blf ?
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‘Payoff TV’er to Tour •

Niteries With Magda
Teevee giveaway, “The Big Pay-

• •

Currently Appearing, BROWN HOTEL
Louisville, Ky.

Mgt.: Sol Tepper—RKO Bldg.

Work still continues by the Ar-
gentine Labor. Ministry on draft-
ing. regulations implementing the
law which makes it obligatory to
include vaudeville turns in all
film theatres. Impresarios also
continue to register at the special
division opened up for the purpose
at the. Entertainment Board.

It is likely that an attempt will be
made to put the law into practice
at the summer resorts of Mar del
Plata on the Atlantic coast and
Mendoza in the Andean foothills
sometime in February. It is felt
impossible to put the law into prac-
tice in Buenos Aires city before
the season starts in March because
grosses are always at their low-
est ebb for this season of the year.
The vaudc-film shows will get an
okay for higher “scales.

be mink coat, plus other prizes.

Aliens Get Warning
For New Registry

The U. S. Immigration Dept, has
issued a warning that all aliens in
the U. S. are required to register
their addresses with Immigration
authorities by Jan. 31,. Department
warned that intentional failure to
do so subjects them to deportation.
Those that, registered last year
do so again.

Under the McCarran-Walter act,
aliens whether temporarily or per-
manently berthed in the U. S. come
under terms of this edict. Regis-
tration may be made at any post-
office or Immigration office where
a card can be filled and left with
the clerk.

Krofft to Caribe Hilton in pni»rff>
Rico Feb. 17 . . . Den CornellE
ing Detroit Auto Show Feb. 22

Omaha
Henry Busse orch backed unit

Playing employer-employee partiesthrough state. Acts included LewFine comedy and emcee; JeanHamilton, whistler; Lew Hoffman
1

plate spinner; Noble Trio, trampo-
iine, and Hart Family, acros

P

Sarah Vaughn weekended at
’

th^
Offbeat (22-24) . . . Wendell Hall
orch and pianist Betty Jane Bilu!

3n? 2P *
n
f
d at IS*

- Cave under the
Hill Hotel . . . Dick Smith, mimic
and Muriel Lynne Trio in at Coll
«ny

n
Club . . . George Shearing

Quintet opened week’s stint at
Angelo’s Friday (22).

San Antonio
Debbie Andrews, formerly withDuke ElHngton’s o^ch, now at Don

Albert s Keyhole here. Also on thenew show are Juanita Grant and
her dancers ; . . Evelyn West has
opened a two-week engagement at
the Hurricane Cluh . . . Dorothy
Shay, set to open at the Mural
Room, Baker Hotel, Feb. 27
April Stevens set for an eight-dav

"

engagement. Feb. 6 in the Pent-
house Club atop -Fort Worth’s For-
tune Arms ABartment Hotel.

x
Eddie Miller the vocal coach and

Jessie Podgarsky being married
Feb. 7 at the Jewish Theatrical
Guild chapel in New York.

LENNY COLYER
“Mr. Spues Himoalf"

.Currently:

Steve Harris'

LOLLYWOOD THEATRE RESTAURANT
Chicagb ,

.

Per. Mgt. AL BORDE
203 N. Wabash, Chicago

'Rhythm afid Drive"
VARIETY.

RED CAPS
with

DAMITA JO
Currently:

CIRO'S, Miami teach
Direction: MCA

Booked Solid with Palack Bros.

Shrine Circus till Dec. 1954

JACQUELINE

HURLEY
Poetry it* Technicolor

Contact me c/o Joo Hiller Agency
Century Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa,

Per. Mgt.—B|RT COLLINS

’Where Show Business Meets"

20% DISCOUNT
TO SHOW FOLKS
& MUSICIANS

AT THE

“SHOWBUSINISS C0RNLR”’
Cabana Club Facilities

24 Hour Coffea Shop

Variety
1 7 t h S t ai ALTON RD BEACH FLA
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MOTION PICTURES
In Refease

"MEET ME AT THE FAIR"

"EAST OF SUMATRA"

"WALKING MY BABY BACK HOME"

Soon to Be Released

"JOHNNY DARK"
For Univ#r*oHnf#moti©nol

Currently Appearing
with V

Donald O’Connor
4 Wook Engagement

HOTEL SAHARA, Las Vegas
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Cayaealwai !V. ¥•
Dean Martin it Jerry Lewis, Sky•

Iarks, Mayo Bros., Jonathan Lucas,
HCrb Fields ,

Dick Stabile, Lou
Brown, Ray Toland, Michael Dur-
so Orch

.,
Frank Marti Samba

Orch; $5 minimum.

department, as per usual, make
dancing easy.

,
..

In a phrase used jocularly by
Martin in the presence pf a jgor-

geous gal stooge in one bit, ‘the

natives are very restless.” Martin
8c Lewis still have that effect.

Land.

Americans queue up to get In-

to the Radio City Music Hall

Christmas week, or on a train July
4 weekend, or into Wall St.

luncheonettes at' noontime, But
they do not ordinarily queue to

penetrate the red velvet rope of a
nightclub. That sight was part of

the pandemonium- prevailing at

the Copa Thursday (21) for the
dinner show debut of Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis.

The line formed around the rear
of the circle .bar in the *C0pa
Lounge. It progressed under the
guidance of several tuxedoea
majordomos up to the Lord Chan-
cellor in charge of the master list,

of those qualified to enter.
Milling around on the lobby

floor, desperate to go down thos v

winding stairs to the famed and
crWoded rr.thskeiler, were astoned
parties Of unescorted Italian ladies.

They wore giving the Lord Chan-
cellor and nis supporting cast a
hard time with claims and pleas
and assorted bleats of feminine
vexation. They trembled in their
frustration at not getting inside to

see their heroes.

Small wonder one majordomo
was overheard whispering U*a col-

league, “And two more weeks of
this!" The problems of such amaz-
ing .popularity are very real, al-

though show biz can-’ hardly com-
plain when their dreams of SRO
translate into rampaging reality.

Meantime, other minions of Jules
Podell were counting the house
downstairs and casting an eye up
at the fire commissioner’s placard
which places the Copa’s capacity
at 610 persons^ - Their problems
were diplomacy modified by time,
space and arithmetic. Each table
was duly decorated with a card re-
minding the diners that .the suppers
were due in at 10:30.

A further Word about the almost-
hot-to-be-credited attendance of
unescorted gals from the town’s
Italiari-American colony. In one
alcove this reviewer counted four
tables of such femme fans averag-
ing 14 per table. By the time the
show began tney were on their
feet, straining and eager and with
a misty glaze to their gaze. Lewis

|

plausibly introduced Martin as

“king of the piziza set."

The patience and efficiency of
the captains, Waiters; busboys and
cigaret girls in the face of the
groaning cheek-by-jowl capacity of
the room, and their ability to keep
food and drink coming, is not a
matter to take for granted. It is a
triumph of management. It was
hardly comfortable at times when
the fans pressed down one’s back,
bqt it was consistently kept smooth
and good-humored. Something else
that remains surprising at the Coj>a
is the quality of the food.

Under the atmosphere of antic-
ipatory excitement, the entertain-
ers who preceded the zanies were
possibly too much regarded by the
first night dinner mob as mere
time-killers. That’s • part of the
penalty of “stooging" for heroes.
The Skylarks, familiar quintet
from tv, worked hard and well,
projecting themselves* like mad.
Two Mayo Bros, hoofed it up to

good effect. Jonathan Lucas and
Herb Fields worked with profess
sional sock with the Copa’s wick-
edly pretty ponies, none of whom
looks alike but all of whom, quot-
ing a lady fashionist. have identical
facial bone structure and genertl
torso classification. If. anybody’s
complaining.

Dick Stabile takes over the po-
dium for. the comics along with
Lou Brown at the piano and Ray
Toland at the drums. They are in:
tegral to the stage unit the stars
are about to troupe into 30 or 40
filmhouses playing their upcoming
capital gain picture. “Living It Up"
(Par).

Comics hold the floor something
less than an hour. It is a perform-
ance of familiar outline. Exu-
berant, happy, high in spontaneity

<|

and meagre in continuity. There is

plenty of allowance for Martin to
sing solo, to the obvious and in-

141 Tie ea Rom< N. V.
Dorothy Ddhdridge, George De-

Witt, Van Smith and Jovita Orchs;

$5 minimum.

Return of Dorothy Dandridge to

L& Vie, where she initially clicked

two years ago and which since then
has been her only Gotham stop-

ping place, bespeaks plenty of ac-

tion on Monte Proser’s cash regis-

ters for the next two or three
weeks. And presence on the two-

Imbasnador Hotel, L. A*
Los Angeles, Jan. 20.

Jeanette MacDonald, accom-
panied by Hans Sommer, with Bill ...... ----- - ,

Alcorn, Jack Mattis. Benny Strong act bill of comic George Deyvitt;

Orch (15); Tico Robbins Rhum- another La Vie alumnus, certainly

band (5); $2 cover. won’t hurt business either.

— It’s a topnotcb songalog that
Here's another profitable fort- Miss Dandridge turns out, com-,

night for the Ambassador. The prising standards with sp9cially-

tnnni nf written verses and a couple of her
first local, nitery engagement of own sex-tinged specialties. And
Jeanette MacDonald, and her first, while there’s no disputing the ef-

appearance in town in more than iectivepess of her voice, it’s the

a year, . is a Cinch to attract not girl herself who’s the attraction.

Opening night, she was beauti-;
only the Pasadena regular* to the

£Uj]y turned out in a strapless,
Coco&nut Grove, but a good per- tightfitting cream-colored gown
centage of the Hollywoodites Who which together with her subtle

don’t normally travel down this stage mannerisms^ and physical
posings spelled out restrained but

-.V. „ , „ , . unmistakable sex appeal
Miss MacDonald s turn is too she opens her stint with j, rous.

overstaged for best results, but it ing “Fine and Dandy," moves
has a pleasant and nostalgic Impact quickly into “Taking a Chance on

that earns attention. In case Love," and then goes into one of

isnrn'c a Kn.it u her specialties, VTalk Sweet Talk,"
there s any question about it, she Remainder of the stint is a highly
can still sing with the best of em, effective mixture of standards and
even though dpening-night: nerves special material songs, jill ^attuned
produced a quavery lowver register to her style and mixing 'rhythm
effect. But singing is what she and ballads, if there’s any fault
should stick to, eschewing some with her stint, it’s that the songs
unnecessary patter and some dance might be juggled better to sustain
stuff with Bill AlcOrn and Jack mood.
Mattis. Her best stuff is what DeWitt’s glib output clicks nice-
the audience expects—the songs jy in this smart room, although his
from her filmusicals and., an oc- use of Yiddishisms passes over
casional Venture into the heavier some of the patrons’ heads. How-
material such as Un Bel Di ever, his output of regional jokes,
Vedremg; from ‘ Madame Butter- his bit on the hardboiled -detective
fly. Weakest _is the pop stuff and his takeoffs on some of the
notably “Ebb Tide,’ which isn’t crooners register nicely. An en-
her forte despite a good arrange- core bit with a saxophone clicks so
ment - far as the gag output ts concerned,

Miss MacDonald gets excellent but his attempt at playing is ex-
musical backing from the Benny traneous
Strong orch which, as always.^pur- Van Smith band cuts the show
veys a fine dance beat ‘twixt shows, smartly and keeps the floor filledA well-stocked library of good ar- with dance sets: Ditto Jovita unit
rangements does .the trick and for the rhumba addicts. Chan.
there s no room on the floor while .

.

the orch is doing its sets. For the
show, strong has - a walloping bbamroeK, Houston
opening novelty on a “One Finger, „ ,,

Houston, Jan. 19:

One Thumb" roundelay higte rr
Mary Meade, Ted Grouya, The

lighted by black light effects, Ticp Hightowers, Paul Neighbors Orch;
Robbins rhumband supplies the al- ?l-59-$2.50 cover

core, *'Now, Now I’m Alone/’ also

scores
Personable Dave Barry brings

back to Vegas material heard be-

fore, and most of jt scores again.

Talented comedian could do with

some new gags. Familiar mimicry
opening includes Godfrey, Heatter,

Parsons and Churchill as they
make sly reference to the Barry
appearance at Sands. Those who’ve
never heard him bawl out the

women for refusing to look glam-
orous at home for their husbands
are in for a lot of yocks; Those
familiar with it find routine mel-
lowingly humorous.

Surprise is smoothly pulled by
Copa line in full-scale roller skatr

ing number that utilizes entire
stage. Winter scene is deftly

choreoid by Bob Gilbert and Renne
Stuart, with line executing daz-
zling, speedy formations. Charles
Nelson is good in production vo-
cals. .

' Fade.

ternate dance music. Kap.

Latin i^uarfciv Boston
Boston, Jan. 20.

Rose Marie St Lenny Kent (3),
Ricky Dunn, Ted Cole, Bob Conrad
Girls (7). Harry DeAngelis Orch
<8>, Zarde Bros. Trio; $1 enter-
tainment charge.

Clover Club, Miami
Miami, Jan. 23.

Lena Home with Lenny Hayton;
Paul Gray, Betty Luster, Ted Ldw-
rie, Selma Marlowe Line (7),
Tony Lopez Orch; $2.50 & $5 . bev.
minimum.

Current bill in' The Shamrock’s
Emetald Room may set something
of a record for this time Of year,

Practically unheralded,’ The
Hightowers prove a consignation
aerial and acrobatic dancing sur-
prise. They virtually steal first-

line billing from the headliner,

•

Mary Meade. The man and wife

Following a couple of spotty ;

tesm have one of the best dancing,

bills; the L. Q. has come up with balancing, adagio and acrobatic acts

a winner, judging from reaction of witnessed hereabouts. It’s a sure-

opening-night audience. Although fire click.

slightly overlong for this spot (90* Miss~Meade has Houston stay-
minutes), it moves along at a fairly out-lates in the pajm of her Well-
brisk pace with yocks garnered by manicured hands. Whether belting
the newly formed duo. Rose Marie out her “Texas’’ number with a
& Lenny Kent and opener, Ricky hillbilly twang or Whispering a
Dunn. sultry love ballad in any of the

New comedy team, making its eiflht languages in which she As
initial nitery stand in this area, completely .conversant; the statu-

te obviously probing for set format ®£que blonde is a solid songseller.

and it appears that when the mate- Husband-accompanist Ted Grouya
rial is tightened and pared down backgrounds in commendable style,

to size, the act should become slick Miss Meade will bring plenty of

nitery fare. At a team they dish repeat business to the. Shamrock
out zany banter with Kent wander- her s ^aL as we-^ as

ing through and kibitizing with the Hightowers.

audience while Rose Marie, on- Paul Neighbors gives the show a
stage, attempts to soft-pedal him; bubbly start and with his well-
vocalize a skit entitled “The First rounded, capable musicians cuts a
Act to Play the MoOn,” kicking show without a hitch. His Dixie-
around several “Moon" songs and land numbers are favorites With
wind With Rose Marie at the *88 the dancing crowds here,
carboning Liberace'.s treatment of If the current bill is any .indica-
“Cement Mixer” while Kent makes tion of what Shamrock manager
like Lena Horne. Stuff nabs meat Frank Briggs has in store on the
share of laughs. new seven-day-a-week schedule for

In addition to team efforts, each floor shows, the spacious room will

grabs a solo spot with Kent’s gab be stacked every night, including

serving as warmer-uRper leading. Sundays, which is very unusual.

Lena Horne te a strong bet to
pull this mainland spot into the
black side of the ledger, following
a siege of offish biz topped by
dropout last week of Dick Haymes
which brought patronage to a vir-

tual standstill. She’s Tieeri packing
them in for dinner shows and doing
okay on second sessions, unusual
this season for most niteries,

What will undoubtedly add to

her draw potency is the new
.
ap-

proach to her songalog—a marked
change that has her eschewing the
subtle approach, stressing the sexy
nuances in the phrasings, a more
mobile manlier that adds physical
drive to heighten the torrid pace
set.

'

With husband Lenny Hayton
batoning the orch on those -solid

arrangements he’s written, she
spells out a smartly-balanced array
which brings an early showstop in

second .offering: “Fun To Be
Fooled/* followed by "The Conse-
quence" to set the sexy note With
well-turned sets of lyrics. Tempo
mounts with “Pappa Don't Preach
To Me,"femme side of and the big
palm pounders to her first walkoff.

Return has “Honeysuckle Rose"
with her own trio, bass, piano,
drums, featured, the bass player
rating kudos for setting a weird
beat that adds to the slick selling.

.The saucy side is again scaled with
special “Evil Spelled Backwards”
—the play on words spelled ditto,

uninhibited and setting the tablers
buzzing. Tqpper is her standard,
“Stormy Weather," to wind her in-

to a begoff.

Supporting show is a bright
build to the star spot. Paul .Gray
holds the comedy slot and the aud
in deft manner, his easy, under-
played approach to off-trail mate-
rial getting him plenty attention
arid howls. There’s a Robert
Benchley touch in some of his lines

that perks the ears and when he
hits into , lampoons on assorted
characters the reaction keeps
mounting. He’s a showwise laugh-
maker who should be hitting the
class cafes and video shots in

short order.
Production is handsomely staged,

with Selma Marlowe providing her
group of lookers with sprightly
ideas which feature Ted Lawrie in

the song-dance-emcee spot arid

Betty Luster in the terp soloings.

Lawrie is a capable lad who han-
dles his assignment in top style.

Miss Luster sets the pace with zing

in her teeoff spot, balletings spark-
ing spontaneous response. Spins
are especially well handled; Tony
Lopez arid his crew played the'

showbacks in superb maner.
Lary,

Sherry-Netfaerland, X.Y.
Helene Francois; Jan Brunesco

and his Imperial Tziganes, Lester
Lanin. Orch; $4.50 minimum.

Helene Francois, who returned to
the Carnaval Room of the Sherry.
Netherland fortnite ago for her
fourth turn in as many years at
the Serge Obolensky nitery, is a
French charmer with a rare knack
for putting over a tune and an
enviable ability to lead her audi-
ence into the proper mood.
The sister of Denise parcel, cur-

rently one of the headliners at the

Cotillion Room at the Pierre, Miss
Francois is a looker in her own
right with plenty of poise arid

style to match; She’s perfectly at

home in front. oL the center-floor

mike,
.
but wisely keeps riioving

around to give the customers an in

on the act.

With a voice that pleasantly and
effortlessly makes the transition

from sophistication to musical

comedy, Miss ' Francois’ opening
night selections'immediately estab-

lished her as the delightful and
versatile: chanteuse

. that she is.

Torchy numbers, done in her na-
tive tongue^ are obviously her
forte and she should stick to them.
Her rendition—in French—of the
“Do Not Forsake Me" ballad from
“High Noon" was the One disap-
pointment of her songalog which
otherwise was good for plenty of
mitts from the ringsiders.

Songstress, looking chic in a
stunning white gown, immediately
established rapport with her “Ma-
demoiselle de Paris!’ opener which
she belts across with a lot of gusto.
This she followed up with “Ce
Magnifique" In

,
part French arid

part English. Two French ditties,

“Ni toi; ni moi" and “Tu ne peux
pas Figurez." were done in great
style. She bowed out. with “You,
You, You’* in which she again took
the mike around with her to do
some close-range: warbling.

The Carnaval Room being a fair-

ly large room, Miss Francois’ one-
gal show managed to make it seem
intimate,: which is quite an ac-
complishment. Combo of voice
and mannerism is a rare asset and
immediately endears her. Jan
Brunesco and his Imperial Tziganes
provide expert support for Miss
Francois’ vocalisthenics With the
keyboard fingering of Teddy Dia-
mond outstanding both during the
show and during dance-time.

Hift.

into intro of Rose Marie. Gal
launches into “This is the Act,’’
vocalizes “Butcher Boy," interpol-
ated with asides, and a series of
drunk gags whamming across nice-
ly. While Kent’s stuff is spotty, his
“Texan” routine not too big here,
kidding of his agent’s pookings and
breathless recapitulation of previ-
ous acts for benefit of a couple of
latecomers, are both clicko. How-

,

ever, any deficiency in routining
finite contentment of the gals. It

j

ean easily be adjusted, for each has
is all very effective nonsense. As ‘ slick show biz savvy,
the fashionist remarked, holding
her tiny pearl opera glasses, “Why,
that fool is quite an attractive
man]’’ And rnaybe there’s a clue
there. A tenor that swoons them
and a cutup that is kinda cute, in
repose. Don’t get us wrong, we’re
quoting.

This Is not the fortnight when
j

they'll get much credit but the girl
hum hers were staged by Douglas
Coudy. music-and-lyricked by Dave

Jedo.

Bill gets off to zingy start with
Dunn, billed as “Mr. Pickpocket
Himself/’ who whips through a fast
sesh of lifting. Wristwatches, sus-
penders and shirts from half-a-
dozen male patrons he lures onstage
from, the audience. Ted Coie em-
cees and nabs the spotlight to
vocalize a couple of pop ballads
and Bob Cqnrad’s. gals prance
through two* arnbitlqus production
nunibers. Harry DeAngelis’ crew

Mann and Bob Hilliard, costumed i handles the showbacking in coiri
by Billy Livingstone and Mme. I potent manner, aided by the coiri-
Ber.the and orchestrated by Don

: ics’ pianist, and alternates with the
Walker. Michael Durso and Frank ; Zarde Bros, trio for customer terp
Marti of the regular Copa riiusic

> tempo setting. Eliis.

Sands, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan. 20;

Ezio Pinza ( with Gibner King )

,

Dave Barry, Copa Girls -..(12), Ray
Sinatra Orch (14); no cover or
minimum.

Ezio Pinza kudos will have loud-
er ring; thari' cash register as sing-
er’s four-framer faces stiff Strip
opposition. This is his second
shot, with first one also scored for
Jack Entratter at ;

Sands: Withal,
pipes of romantic baritone were
never better and audience reacts
throughout 35 minutes, to encour-
age headliner to render fine reper-
toire in scintillating fashion,..

Robust voice is thrillingly
launched with “You Belong to My
Heart" and “1 Love Paris," from
“CanrCan." Pinza scores with
French lyrics in “My Village." He
easily ..essays Neapolitan arid Eng
lish versions of “Heart and Soul'’
and rates rave for fave “Septem-
ber Sorig." "Vaya Con Dios,” arid
aria from “Marriage of Figaro,
bring down the house, while en-.

Hotel Jefferson, St. L.
St. Louis, Jan. 21./

Alan Dean, Hoctor Sc Byrd, Vig-

go Jahn, Hal Halvitd Orch (8);
$1-$1.50.

Recording artist Alan Dean is

carrying the burden of the 40-

minute layout of this downtown
spot with a neat repertoire of dit-

ties; Personable British warbler
seems to have lost his accent and
his fine diction makes it easy to

follow. In the closing slot, Dean
has several good numbers, while
his “Luna Rose" is sock.

Session opens with Danny Hoc-
tor and Betty Byrd, dansapators
whose routine includes some nifty

tap, aero and ballroom steps arid

a windup to the tune of “The Dark
town Strutters Ball" that cops a
solid mitt.
Viggo Jahn, a magiciain, wins a

heavy hand With tricks with a
white-headed walking stick. Mau-
reen Arthur, a localite With the
band, scores with her : “Rickisha
Serenade", for the dancers. - Hal
Halvird’s orch back up the pro-
ceedings neatly. Sahu.

Riverside notel, Reno
Reno, Jan. 20.

Paul Gilbert, -Tara Summers,
Rudy Horn, Riverside Starlets, Bill

Clifford Orch; no Covert or 'mini-
mum.

Paul Gilbert turns in the same
wonderful brand of comedy no
matter what his* place on the bill.

This time he heads the show. This
is the best place for him, since
everi the best of them find him
difficult to follow.

From the moment he completely
flipflops in midair to land with
silverware shaking thud on his

back, his stuff is just as sudden
and reverberating. Standard bits

such as the drunk and- the surgeon
routine are as well known in this

room as the exposed bank of 100
lights. But they’re greeted each
time like, the freshest products on
the market. There are just enough
new lines drawn in to keep the

most rabid Gilbert devotee still

guessing.

Tara Sumiriers has made one
other professional appearance be-

fore this! This was at her father’s

Lake Tahoe resort, Cal-Neva, last

summer. Trim and pretty, the

amazing thing about her first ap-

pearance was her poise^-since that

was her first job. But a sixmonth
layoff has either sharpened the fo-

cus or dulled the finish, .

Miss Summers is still trim and
pretty, she has the same poise (pre-

cisely arid word for word) and still

sings pop and classical. But from
here on out, the route had better

be changed. Two pro engagements
in two top niteries ore fine, but not

if this is all the record
;

shows.

Experience elsewhere and plenty

of it is Miss' Sumriier’s next

problem.

Juggler . Rudy Horn comes
through With the impossible, in his

Indian .: Club maneuvers and jug-

gled balls/and work aboard a tall

unicycle.

The Riverside Starlets show
their versatility in two numbers
two acts away from each other, in

the floating waltz set, which
_

is

standard in their book but which

always gets full appreciation, they

open the meeting. This is:in filmy

gowns with fluffy fans used in,

kinds of effects. The. next ^time

they appear they are western gold

diggers, outfitted accordingly, and

with sassy lyrics on where to nna

it.
Mark.
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Miami Beach, Jan. 23/

Mary McCarty, with Billy Roy,,

tientiv Youngman, Freddie Calo

Qrch; $3 bev. minimum,

Mary McCarty is playing her

first date in these parts and from

She manner in which the come-

dienne is received, should be. mak-
ing the return date route, either in

this hotel’s Moulin Rouge, or up
alone the line at swankeries in

other posh hostels. •.

v Lusty approach to her ribaldries,

characterizations and songselling

k churned but with little letdown
hrniieh the 30-odd minutes she is

on! She hits stride fast with “Gotta

Stay Sober Tonight,” a sharp, in-

cisive drawing of a femme taking

oh a load. It builds laughs though
come of the patter is on the broad

cide She reprises her role in the

controversial pic, “French. Line,”

a delineation of a dress designer

that is cleverly devised staging.

Standout is series on assorted song-

ctrecs types from saloon to salon.

Another sock sequence is “That’S

Entertainment,” purveying groiip

that makes up a typical burly show
from pitchman to grind artist. Tim-

ing and characterization reach peak

in this original to wind her into

another encore Which sees ^offkey

self accomp on guitar for screwy
folk-singer carbons.

Henny Youngman is back for an-

other stand, and again sets up his

one-liners, rambling commentaries

on wives, family, new cars, hotels

among other, topical items, to keep

them giggling and Jot a good jpor-

tion, yocking. Freddie Calo and his

orch handle the showbackings

adeptly with Billy Roy accomping

Miss McCarty in solid style.

Lary.

Birdland. N. Y.
Wini Brown, Cootie Williams

Sextet, Lester Young Quintet; $1.50

admission, $2.50 minimum.

Birdland is still going strong as

the leading jazz dispensary on
Broadway. One of the reasons for

this spot’s click; is that it has
adopted- a specific policy and has
stuck to it, more or less, for the

past six years and thus has built

up a sustaining, hipster clientele.

There’s good music here every
week and the current bill is typical.

Wini Brown,- a U^ercury Records
thrush, has a warm blues style

that’s somewhat similar to Sarah
Vaughan’s, but not an imitation.

Her pipes are a bit husky but she
knows how to project them for
maximum . returns on a repertoire
mostly made up of slow ballads.

Miss Brown is not strictly a jaez

singer but she fits well into this

spot’s layout.

Cootie Williams, ex-Duke Elling-
ton and Benny Goodman sideman
and still one of the best trumpeters
around, is spotted at the head of a
sextet that features two saxes and
a rhythm section. Williams’ horn,
which he plays with a plunger, is

sharp and biting and thw crew
dishes up sounds that are blend
of traditional and modern jazz.

Lester Young’s group, virtually a
regular unit in this club, is a fine
swinging combo when it warms up.
Young occasionally flashes his old
brilliant form on the tenor and he
gets consistently fine support from
his trumpeter, Jessie Drake, and
the rhythm section. Herm.

1
starred in” gambit is soundly

ased*butJones could draw slight-
ly more on nostalgia for greater
overall impact. Brent material is

tailor-made and Buddy Bregman
arrangements—calling for violins,
an innovation at Top's—are well-
handled by Jack Nye’s house crew.

Other act on bill, Stan Cramer’s
Modem.- Marionettes, is class all
the way. Virtuoso puppetry is
backed by recorded music as 'dolls
mime Bill (Bojangles) Robinson
and Betty Hutton for peak ap-
plause.

Overall, this is one of the best
two-act programs that Yale Kahn
has brought to Totf’s and result is
hefty biz that should stand up- for
the nine-night booking. Don.

Concho Room, Phoenix
Phoenix, Jan 19.

Margaret Whiting; Jimmy Wil-
cox Orch (9); $1.20 coper, $1.75
Saturdays.

Top9s9 San Diego
. San Diego, Jan. 22.

Allan Jones ( with Buddy Breg-
man), Stan Cramer Marionettes,
Jack Nye Orch; no cover or mini-
mum.

In his first nitery venture here-
abouts in a decade, Allan Jones
scores both in voice and appear-
ance in a vocalisfic turn that runs
the gamut from pops to opera.
Jones plays it comparatively
straight, eschewing tongue-in-
cheek spoofings. Handsome tenor-
has a nicely-rounded songalog,
starting with the rather conven-
tional “With a Song in My Heart.”

i,
Memories are evoked with

.^lone,” followed .by an aria from
Rigoletto” that might, for strong-

er effect, be spotted later. Good
special material intro precedes
«.£

lano Blues.” Medley from
Guys and Dolls” builds to effec-

tive LuCk, Be a Lady” to win good
recognition mitt. Jones wraps up
the house with “Madelon,” a mild-

ly
bawdy tune labeled an old

„J^
nch folk song but really an ex-

cellent piece of new Earl Brent
Serial.. With “My Secret Love”
and Thine Is My Heart- Alone,”
Jones paves way for “Donkey
serenade,” his trademark belted

solidly Singer is brought
oacjc fpE tender “Make Believe”

film starrer, “Show Boat.”
...^though 30-minute turn is a

haPPny- devoid of so-

artio?
humanizing” that strips an

Rtaifj
of some dignity, act could

oX more easy patter to be truly
cko. Effort to avoid “and then

Margaret Whiting has picked up
where Rudy Vallee left off last
week and, despite the unseasonable
rains, looms as a good bet to sur-
pass his surprisingly hefty draw
here. Like Vallee,. she’s in for a
two-week engagement and is keep-
ing the tables occupied despite
Concho Room’s new ; coyer policy
(the only one in town) which
fixes ante a,t $1.20 Weekdays and
$1.75 on Saturdays.

Chanteuse makes the most of a
30-minute songalog that pays trib-
ute to the familiar standards, and
reprises a flock of hits that have
become her personal trademark.
She namedrops. With a purpose,

too. giving Irving Berlin a vocal
accolade via “Always,” “All Alone”
and “Remember,” with Johnny
Mercer’s “Too Marvelous for
Words” also rating a musical
salute.

As expected ( and virtually de-
manded by the audience )., Miss
Whiting sings a medley of such
Richard Whiting hits as “My Ideal,”
“Japanese Sandmari,” and “Sleepy
Time Gal,” garnering warm re-
turns: all the way.

There’s a brief essay at T’m in

Love With a Wonderful Guy,”
with femme forgetting the lyrics of

the “South Pacific” smash and kid-

ding the routine most of the way*
and an audience participation stint

that winds up the act in a strong
glow of camaraderie. Jona.

Blue Angel, Chi
(FOLLOWUP)

. Chicago, Jan. 20.

Clicko unit of folk balladeers
may solve the Monday night, slump
menace at this Rush St. cafe just

as it once did at the now-defunct
Blue Note for 18

.
months before

the w.k. jazz club shuttered. Blue
Angel, currently wrapping up its

first year of operation, tinkers with
the offbeat constantly as a matter
of policy and in the past came
up with a drama night and opera
night, neither of which endured.
The folk singers appearmuch more
sturdy, with their carryover retinue
increasing as a new audience is

recruited from the northside. It’s

still unique nitery fare in towii.

Some changes have been made
since the unit kicked off some 20
months ago," largely owing to the

departure of Win Stracke and
Larry, Lane, who have committed
themselves elsewhere, singly
Change in numbers, from six men
to four, results; in greater intimacy

and compactness and lends to

more extemporaneous work in

room that’s less than half the size

of the Blue Note. As Lane and
Stracke are gone, so are the seg-

ments that dealt with Elizabethan

and cow-country tunes.

Trio of virile balladeers and
their themes are webbed together

imaginatively by Stud6 Terkel,

local radio-tv personality, whose
lively patter in erudite slang is

as crucial to the total effect of

the spread as is any one of the

singers. Perched atop a stool,

cross-legged, he performs the in-

tros and makes the background
data pleasantly palatable as enter-

tainment instead of instruction.

Dapper Chet Roble, another fa-

miliar Chi tv personage, essays the

big city temperament in a dusty

hoarseness that always lands pleas-

antly and ' scores largest on “Free

and Easy” and “Baltimore Oriole.

Keyboarding is not the least of his

output. Fleming Brown, in plaid

shirt and jeans apropos to his

frontier topic, has untempered
throaty pipes and a glib five-string

banjo that combine very effectiver

ly on . such hayseeders as “Ram-
blin’ Blade” and “Darby Ram.’

fVoice peccadillos bespeak a genu-

ine folkishness and heighten

rather than cut, Brown’s delivery

Best voice in the group is Big

Bill Broonzy’s, being cultivated in

the folk genre with plenty of hues

and nuances. Same can be said

for his guitar, which is his accomp
on the Negrp blues like “Just a

Dream” and“Makin’My Getaway
Les.
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L« Castagnette, Paris
_ Paris, Jan. 16.
Los Jerezanos (3), Carbonerillo

De Jerez, Papita Durau, Andre
Conde, Esquirita; minimum $2.

.Portuguese entrepreneur Duarte
Pinto Coelho has taken one of the
most hazardous steps in show biz
here, and it looks like it is going
to pay off. He opened a new boite
with only the lure of atmosphere
and offbeat qualities to vie for
favor in these days, when clubs
are falling here like autumn leaves.
Shrewd opening and neat public-
ity, plus a nice policy; suggest that
this all-nite club will become a
permanent adjunct of the Paris
scene. Town has always needed a
firstrate Hispano-type club and
this fills the bill.

,
Located in the Palais-Royaie

district, this is nicely lit and situ-
ated room, with, good decor etched
by all the outstanding painters in
Paris. A game here is guessing
who painted what. Coelho used
tact in his opening by first inviting
the cream of the cafe set, which
led to show biz people following
on their heels. Word-of-mouth and
publicity are making this SRO
every nite. A group of authentic
Spanish dancers and singers ply
the entertainment all night and
the joint really jumps in the wee
hours. Flamenco dances and songs
alternate arid-- a vivacious little
dancer, Carmeta La Folaco, knows
how to unthaw an aud. Los Jere-
zanos (3) supply fine group danc-
ing and the guitar of Paco El Po-
laco is good listening plus the
chanting of Andre Conde.

Spanish-type dinners are also
served, and club is open every
night but Sunday. Mosk.

Quaglino’s & Allegro,
London

, T . ^ " London, Jan. 19.
Vic Perry, Tibor Kunstler and

Tim, Clayton Orchs; $4.50 mini-

'

mum.

As a break from the general run
of chirpers arid terpers, these twin
Piccadilly niteries have signed Vic
Perry to provide the cabaret diver-
sion. And it proves to be quite a
refreshing diversion, good for
chuckles and providing a lot of
amrisemqnt for the ringsiders who
are not selected* as the perfprmer’s
stooges.

Perry, a giant of a man, bearded
and exuding good humor, opens
his pickpocket act with some con-
ventional patter. The gab is severe-
ly restricted; however, and he
moves quickly into the main rou-
tine. In a quick tour of the room
he succeeds in collecting a few
pocketbooks, fountain pens, watch-
es, et al and the owners are then
induced to came on stage and col-
lect their property.

It is at this point that the main
fun begins and, instead of return-
ing the

: stolen articles, he strips
them of most of their valuables.
He does not quite remove their
pants but, in one case, succeeds in
removing a man’s suspenders with
amazing speed and dexterity. The
victims took it surprisingly well
and the majority of the customers
just sat. back and heartily enjoyed
the joke.
With the contiunal flow of apt

patter to cover up his pickpocket-
ing, Perry keeps the act ticking
over in slick style arid, although
the entire show is a variation on
the same theme, the joke is well
sustained. At Quaglinos, where the
show was caught on the start of its

three weeks’ season, gorid average
biz was noted. The two resident
dance combos tc ,k care of the
dansapatiori sessions in their usual
lively fashion. Myro.

New Golden, Reno
' Reno, Jan. 20.

Jerry Murad’s Harmonicats, Art
Engler, Olivette Miller, Sterling
Young Orch; no cover or minimum.

' A new Plan of attack is evident
In this show. The acts are prac-
tically self-supporting, musically,
and if the Petrillo threat should
make it impossible for the orch
to accompany acts, the show could
conceivably go an. Then there’s

the lack of a comic on the bill.

And the line has been pulled put
of here, indefinitely; for economy.

What’s left is a fast 45 minutes
of solid music and diversified

enough to hold a pretty high level

of attention. The Harmonicats
make fine music on obvious har-

monica standards like “Peg O’My
Heart” and the recently added
“Ruby.” But color is added with
the frantic mouthing of harps and
some enthusiastic bouncing of the

trio. Other outstanding harmon-
ieantics are “Night Train,” “Har-
monica Boogie” and “Story of

Three Loves,”
Art (“Cow Eyes”) Engler, for-

mer mainstay of the Kirby Stone
Quartet and Quintet, sings every
number with the- abandon of a

younger Cab Calloway. In the be-
ginning, the customers are applaud

ing ’ his absolutely uninhibited,
free-swinging delivery more out of
respect for the effort. “One -For
My Baby, One More For the Road,”
is the first calm, with a more
dramatic than frantic showlhg. But
the topper is the sax session, done
with dancing, and once, rocking on
his back on the floor. This feverish
finale catches best reaction.

Olivette Miller, combo of blues’
singer and harpist, combines her
wares to good advantage. “St. Louis
Blues,” sung alongside harp, . and
draping herself near It for effects,

samples song style. Harp crimes In
for some hot plunking and serene
strumming. Mark.

Last Frontier, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan. 19.

Will Mastin Trio, with Sainmy
Davis Jr. (Marty Stevens), Janik
& Amaut, Adorabelles (10), Bob
Peoples, Garwood Van Orch (.11)

;

no cover or minimum.

Legit . nightclub fare replaces,
the Qabor Sisters, as Sammy Davis
Jr., art authentic entertainer,
proves to be the whole show. Unde
Will Mastin and Sammy's father
assist in pair of brief terp shots
arid are mainly props for junior.

Sairimy’s comedy and song take
up 45 minutes, which is okay with
audience. He gets opus on the
road with fast opener by Hal
Borne and Sid Kuller, “Gee, It’s

Good To Be Home.” His dance
mime of Bill Robinson is a thriller.

In “Old Black Magic,” Sammy
opens with Frank Sinatra takeoff
arid winds with authentic Billy
Daniels to garner salvos. His' fac-
simile of the stars in “I Find It

Hard To Be Me” goes over big as
he runs gamut from Crosby to
Torme, from Cary Grant to Ed-
ward G. Robinson. Encore is rous-
ing session with the drums in
which he proves that few bigtime
percussionists are better. Marty
Stevens is able conductor for the
trio, wielding baton over the Gar-
wood Van Orch.
Making American bow are Pari-

sians Janik & Amaut, who score
with unusual snake dance. Femme
Janik, attired in sinuous green rep-
tilian costume, is discovered slith-
ering down a rope and as she
winds around torso of male part-
ner Amaut, wriggling motion Con-
veys impression gal has no bones
at all. Sliding or doubled up as]
partner whirls her aloft, she gets
heavy handclapping.

Line number, marking debut of
Bill Powers as choreographer, is

mediocre, indicating rehearsals
are needed to produce smooth unit.
Bob Peoples appears briefly in
production vocal. Fade.

Ankara, Pitt
Pittsburgh, Jan. 22.

Mary Martha Briney & Bob Car-
ter, Rosario Imperio, Randolph &
Co., Jimmy Confer, Walter Gable
Orch (7); no cover or minimum.

.. Although Ankara has long been
identified locally with ice revues,
it’s getting along without them un-
til spring and very well too. Present
show is a good example. Local
singers Mary Martha Briney and
Bob Carter, both of whom have
tv and radio reps here, are mak-
ing their first hometown nitery ap-
pearance since they teamed up
more than a year ago to hit the
nitery hotel circuit! and the two
of them have put together a class
act.

Miss Briney and Carter both have
fine voices of operatic timbre and
they’re dishing out a repertoire
with popular appeal and singing it

mighty attractively. A good-looking
couple with attractive personalities,
they dip into all phases of the cata-
log, touching on the current pops,
golrig into the oldies and hitting
th£ir. peak in the, light opera field

on “Wanting You” from “New
Moon” and “People Will Say We’re
in Love” from “Oklahoma.”

In afield tHfct isn’t top over-
populated On the nitery belt,

Briney-Carter pairing should find'

easy going, especially in the upper-
crust supper rooms and big inns,
where the climate is quiet and the
dining is gracious. Team has
enough on the ball to content prac-
tically every type of audience.

Rosario Imperio, on a quick re-

turn to Ankara, scores a solid, beat
again with her offbeat dancing.
She’s a flashing, striking performer,
in a sexy black leotard .and charges
her sharp footwork and explosive
spinning with a lot of TNT. The
Imperio gal is a welcome relief

from the usual run of single femme
dancers; she’s got something dif-

ferent and explores it handsomely.
Randolph, a magician working

with his wife as assistant, is ari-

other performer Who hasn’t worn
out'his welcome here. Boy’s suave,

clever and highly entertaining, and
has a varied bag of tricks which
he dispatches with suave, impec-
cable good-natureness. Randolph
is a hard magteo to dislike and
everything he does has class and
polish. Cohen.

Sans Soucl, Miami Rck
Miami Beach, Jan. 22.

Joel Grey, Ann Herman Dancers,
Sacasas Orch; $2 bev. minimum.

Seasonal pattern is again, sharp-
’

ly evidenced as regards the hotel-
cafe run: one spot doing the big
biz each week. Last stanza saw
Jackie Miles at the. Nautilus pack-
ing them In. This time out it’s Joel
Grey in this swankery’s Blue Sails
Room.
The youngster appeared . here-

abouts last year at Giro’s, clicking
so heavily he was brought hack
for. a quick repeat. In this, his
first hotel-cafe date in the area, he
comes back a fully-rounded enter-
tainer with a savvy sense of timing
and showmanly flair that keeps
him on top of aud’s reactions
throughout.

Stint is a carefully-devised lay-
out of specials that allow for the
full employment of his varied tal-
ents. Opener. “Keep The People
Happy,” is a clever approach to
establishment of rapport with the
tablers. “Nostalgia” routine to
“Do You Remember” is intelligent,
tongue-in-cheek satire on the cur-
rent tendency by many acts to
eulogize the vaude-greats, he in-
sted recalling the personalities
that came along in past decade;
Another

; standout is his “Dear
Betty Grable,” a twist on the Judy
Garland-Gable song plea. Tops
matters with “Romania” as taught
him by originator Aaron Lebedoff,
Complete to leaps and spins around

.

floor to bring encore demands.
“What Is Show Biz Made Of” is •
refreshing segment that allows
lad’s miming ability to be spot-
lighted. Overall it’s a fast-paced,
absorbing display that earns him
a begoff.
Ann Herman dancers set up

sambamambo exhibitions to warm
things, earning healthy returns
from, the rumbaddicts who flock to
this room for the Sacasas Latino
rhythms. The Cubano batoneer, in-
cidentally, has developed his group
into one of the better showback
units around. Lary./

fiddysV K* €•
Kansas City, Jan. 20.

Mae Williams, Lea Diamond

,

Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1 cover.

One of the more . choice book-
ings of the immediate season, finds
the Eddy Bros. Restaurant with
Leo Diamond in for two weeks just
as his record, release is zooming to
the top, and songstress Mae Wil-
liams in her first stop in what was
once her hometown. Good bit of
performing by both acts and solid
backing by Tony DiPardo and orch,
make this a fine entry for begoff
results. .

Diamond’s harmonica work is

tops in a warmup quartet of highly
varied numbers. The warmup Is

for “Off Shore,” which Diamond
does in the recording (Ambassador
label) version making use of his
own invention; the electromonica*
which applies electronic amplifica-
tion . to his playing. Very listen-

able melody (from the “Mediter-
ranean Suite” which he wrote sev-
eral years ago) and unusual effect
of electromonica, bring a solid

hand from the customers.
Miss Williams’ wrirk veers much

to the sophisticated, heightened
corisiderably by her personality

and earnest endeavor. She comes
through very well on dramatic
standards. A spicy touch is added
with her own lyrics to “Laziest Gal
in Town” and particularly well re-

ceived is “There Is Nothing Like a
Man.” Quin.

Black Orchid* Chi
(FOLLOWUP)

Chicago, Jan. 19.

Two-thirds of this bill is new,
with Josh White helming into his

second straight month, his engage-
ment extended. Just as in 1953,

he'll be the headliner in this in-

timate room one-sixth of the yean
at least. Current supporting card
of Anne Russell and Lurlene Hun-
ter, replacing another comic and
warbler; is stronger than its pred-
ecessor and has some drawing
power of its own. Biz contiriues

healthy and the spenders respon-

sive.

Miss Russell is repeating here as
comic diversion after an absence

of only a few months, and she’s

pegged for a six-week stay this

time. The room will never have
enough of her type smart comedy,
which involves a pliable face for

clever impersonations of noted
personalities, a few tepid gags;

some of them risque, and the un-
common ability to laugh at her-

self. In cutting up, she never sac-

rifices feminine dignity or charm.
Overall reception is enthusiastic.

Locally -known chirp Lurlene
Hunter adds class in the opening
spot with a nicely tailored soriga-

log. Josh White still is master of

the situation in the headline spot,

with Rudy Kerpais at keys and
.Tim Aton at bass showbacking

1
brilliantly.
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interest on the part of the legiti-

mate theatre customer. According
to Variety “Kismet” sold out

despite no critics* reviews; and ad-

vertising arid promotion was con->

fined to radio arid television and'
Shubert Alley smoke signals.

It is my understanding that the

higher theatrical rates were estab-

. lished yeai s ago because the local

palace of amusement received a
• free reader each time an ad was
placed, With the whittling of this

free space, the amusement field

now'is running a poor third and
fifth to most other sections of the-

newspaper.
Only politicians, dogtracks and

racetracks are charged a higher
rale than legitimate theatre and
motion picture theatres for news-
paper advertising, according to key
city rate cards.

Tele Getting Break
Television in some cities costs

five, 10 and 15 cents a line more
than stageshows and films but the
free listings and art bulk much
larger than amusement space, In
other key cities the radio and TV
rates are the same as those for
stage and screen, and in a few sit-

uations the rates are 5c to 15c a
line lower.

Some newspapers have one to

three pages or a four-page tabloid
for this new front parlor TV toy
it is getting tougher all the while
for the legit' or pic pressagent to
crowd a little cheesecake or a
schmaltzy interview into the
amusement section.

In one key city the first street
city edition of. the Sunday news-;
paper does not carry the ! amuse-
ment ads and thus from 23,000 to
30,000 readers are not aware of the
premiere of a' touring legit show.
This seems hardly fair or even
ethical to the advertisement
Charged a higher rate- for full; cov-
erage,* But the hardware merchant
arid the special* sale of bulbs for
the gardener both are represented
in all editions

In some eight key cities the Sun-,
day editions sold in areas 30 to a
100 miles away frequently if riot

usually eliminate all legit theatre
ads, and also frequently drop the
motion picture ads, and the ab-
sence of amusement ads has been
noted many times in the daily out-
of-town editions.

Preferential

Examination of rates shows that
in at least one city-—Atlanta—the
local film and sole legit theatre do
get preferential treatment over
such transient attractions as cir-

cuses, carnivals, auto races; sports
events, by a.Sunday rate; of $11.38
against $14 an inch for the com-
petitor attractions. And here also
the bus arid airlines, railroads, re-
sorts and travel agencies pay a
higher, rate. However, the retail

display rates are only $9.50 an inch
for transient ads and scale down
on monthly bulk space to $6,35 an
inch Sunday and $6.21 if 200
inches are used for the AM and
PM combination.

In one Ohio city, an excellent
legit split-week, the theatre and
pic rate per inch is but 20c. lower
than political advertising and is $2
higher than the retail ad lineage.
Looking over the amusement

pages one. finds restaurants, hotels,

whisky, loan companies, radio and
TV cabinets, railroads, dance hails,

barbecue stands, laundryets, hair
oil, record shops, kidney pills,

bingo games, table wines, hot
\yater heaters. Land o* Lakes tur-
keys, fish frys and church suppers,
including the Ludefiske all-you-
can-eat-for-$1.50 dinner.
There was a time when the gro-

cery store arid the department
store paid a low rate because it re-
ceived no. free space. Now at least
once a week full pages are devoted
to food promotion with recipes and
other food news. Granted this has
tremendous reader interest. The.
fact remains it is free space.

Less Space?
Th’e big cry is that there is less

space available . . . with newsprint
costs, etc. Less space for the the-
atre, but more space for the food

tie space is given to the living the-

atre? There is no Broadway col-

umn carried as a regular policy

(and in many instances no Holly-

wood column either). The so-called,

dramatic pages are just blocks^of

amusement ads, so crowded fnat

trie reader needs a Geiger^counter

o find the ad he’s looking for.

Boston and San Francisco re-

main the outstanding key cities in

which above coverage is given to

legitimate road shows.
*

An outstanding job was done by

the Birmingham Post Herald un-

der the generic title of “What’s

Happening in Birmingham’* over a

thretf-month period when 26 full-

page ads were used to promote all

amusement activities^ It was

planned by the .
Birmingham Post-

Herald promotion department and

the; Good Neighbor Committee of

the* Birmingham Chamber of Com-
nierce! the publisher of the Bir-

mingham News and the Birming-
ham Post-Herald, it highlighted

legitimate theatre road shows,

highschool. sports, football games,
concerts, visits of pic stars, etc., to

emphasize tbV importance of Bir-
mingham as an entertainment cen-

tre, One entire page was devoted
to stage entertainment with scenes

from “Oklahoma’* and “Guys and
Dolls.”

An increase in the use of syndi-

cated columns has been noted in

the past five years and it’s true an
awareness of things theatrical may
be ileaned from .perusal of ' these

tidings. But there remain hundreds
of newspapers that carry nary one
stage or screen report from New
York or Hollywood.

Through AP, UP, INS, NANA,
Winchell, Sullivan, Wilson, Bolton,

Walker, Lyons, Kilgallen; et al.,

the Broadway premieres: are cov-

ered adequately. On the Hollywood
scene Parsons, Hopper, Hefferriait,
Johnson, Wynn, McPherson/ Mosfr-

by, Skolsky, AP, UP, INS, NANA
and scores of regional feature, serv-

ices speed the sound waves with
film facts.

So the corollary must be to,

initiate an extensive drive to land

in these columns before a live cast

or can of film hits a key city.
,

cates that the auto firms, must use

more than the orthodox media of

advertising and exploitation u
present markets are to be main-

tained.
.

«
•

Buyers Market

Cojnpetition iff a market that' has

switched from a sellers' to a buy-

ers’ holiday has become so keen

that the auto firqis must go out
increasingly further to reach the-

customers. .Motor magnates are al-

ready among the top spenders in

television. They’ve been adding to

their tele time with more shows,
and there’s probably no place in

any. of the mechanical or news-
paper or mag media, where a sales-

man can purr ou£ individual pitch-

es to anyone that looks like a

prospective buyer.

Another"factor that makes the
auto shows more ..valuable to the
manufacturers lies in the fact that

customers and prospective custom-
ers can be queried not only on
past performances of cars made' by
them or other manufacturers,- but
they can. get a better inkling of

what buyers would like to. see built

into cars. This personal canvassing
is supplying highly- valuable data
to engineers and designers.

At any rate, the automotive in-

dustry is.expected to be one of the
top spenders for talent from the
industrial ranks; The selling pat-
terns that evolve from these gigan-

tic .
getogethers : of prospect and

product may lead, to sponsored live

show business on a huge scale.

From the results chalked up at the
various auto shows, companies may
determine to’ what extent live show
business can further, serve the in-

dustry.-
• &....

' WEEK OF JANUARY 27, 1854
Numerals In connection with bills bolow indicate opening day of show

whether full or split week -

Lbttor In parentheses Indlcotsis circuit. Cl) Independent; «.) Loew; (M) Mon,
<p> paramount) (iri RROf (I) Stoll; IT) Tivoli/ (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY.
MUSIC Hall (I) U
Marilyn Murphy
4 Step Bros
Erie Hutson
Janet Gaylord
Victor Moreno
Anthony. Makas
Kockettes ?
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) It
Atomics
Frank Paris
Pat Rooney Jr
Alphonse Berge.
lihpressioiialr.es

Rodolfo Ac Juanita
Marty May
B Whaling Ac Y

CHICAGO
Chicago • (P) 20

Jay Lawrence
B St C Roblntion
Cathy Barr
Nov*EUtes •

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 17:

Wpn^ Sis
Joe ’Singers’
Paul Benson
Paulette Sis
Bobby Van.

Carr

AUSTRALIA
“ MELBOURNE

Tivoli (T) IS

Betty Driver

Walton A O’Rourke
Jimae & Partner
Gene Jimae
Chevalier Brothers
lialama A Konarski
Norman Vaughan •

Littlejohns
Bert Duke
Joey Porter.
Babs McKinnon
Joy Horaburgh
Max Reddy
Joyce Gration
John Bluthal
Elizabeth Kent
David Sterle
Dorothy Hall

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 25

Hank Sieman it A *

3 .Daresco
Charly Wood Co
Lowe it Ladd
Frank Cook '

.

Susan Jeans .

Carlisle it Weldon
Guy Nelson -

The Balcombes
Reitlta Kramer ,

Jennie Howard
Jeanne Cameron

.

Claudlne Cheret
Chadells .

•

Eugene it Carlotta
Show Girls
Nudes
Boy. Dancer

'

BaUet

BRITAIN
’

)!

Contrast British-Yank
Continued from page 11

Detroit In Aets
Continued from page 1

;

which has been converted, for this

show into a series of exhibition

salons in which not^only the new
models are on display, but the ex-

perimental cars of the future
:
which

won’t be off the production line for

years.

$25,000 For Aets

The Motorama, probably the

heaviest attended show in New
York, is spending an estimated

$25,000 weekly on a brief 35-min-
ute show, which after leaving New
York will be on display at Miami
Beach, Los Angeles; and Sari Fran-
cisco. Show’s retinue includes a
dozen singers, a similar number
of dancers, two acts in New York
with one to be added for the road,
27 musicians plus maestro Vincent
Travers, and a number of models
to provide a touch of cheesecake
to the cars.

Importance of the staging of this
show is seen by the faejt that GM
got director Dick Barstow to come
in from Hollywood, where he was
choreographing “A ’Star Is Born.”
Another large budgeter in the

auto show field will be the San
Francisco display which Will -have
Jimmy Durante, Show there is es-
timated to cost around $40,000.
Display opens Feb. 6 for eight
days.

• Another top-priced auto show
wifi be the Detroit exhibit for
w'hich Joni James has been signed
for $14,000 for 10 days. Total cost
of the layout plus musicians will
run over $25,000. Patti Page will
also headline a motor display.
She'll topline in Milwaukee, where

willbi™* . .. , . i the show will have a budget ofstole, department store, that does aooroximatelv $25 000
not pay a premium rate at all. And

’ aPProxinialely

in many cities radio and TV does
not pay as high a rate as the
amusement advertising, yet not
only receive daily listings, free, of
all programs, but on Sundays get a
1?..i ! . _ * a. . m ^

South African government in the’

seven weeks we were there the

company returned to England with

some wonderful scenery (most of

this is Rhodesia) and realism.”

""Gwen, who believes ‘'Duel”

would have cost twice as much had

it been lensed in Hollywood, also

praised British studio workers who.

“seem to give you an extra some-

thing. They have their tea breaks
:

but this doesn’t hold you up. , .. .

In fact, the whole atmosphere.there
is' one of enthusiasm in contrast
to Hollywood’s gloom and uncer-
tainty.

In analyzing theoretical problems
behind financing “Duel’’ as a Coast
venture, Owen said the first poser
would have been “Where am I gor-

ing to get the .moriey?” and two,
“Who . would give me the money
without authentic backgrounds?
The producer, who formerly was an
actors’ agent, emphasized that not
only; is it easier to set up an Anglo-
American deal but it’s “cheaper and
more exciting to make a picture
abroad.”

Asst. Directors $90

Savings in studio pay, Owen as-
serted, stem from such British
scales as $90 weekly for an as-
sistant director compared to $310
On the Coast. British cameraman
for “Duel” received $270 a week
whereas an equivalent lensman in
Hollywood would rate at least
$1,500, Another virtue of overseas
filmmaking, he remarked, is that
the physical distance from one’s
source of financing, gives the pro-
ducer freedom of decision, since
otherwise “we’d have at least one
or two representatives of the back-
ers breathing down our necks.”

With “Duel” completed, Owen
plans, to turn out three pictures
this year in Britain .arid Germany
under his own banner, First to roll
would be “C.I.C,,” which 'concerns
American Army intelligence' in
postwar Germany. Dana Andrews
and Arthur Kennedy, may star in
the venture, which is based on a
script by Irving Wallace, Another
project calls . for a film woven
around the London Festival Ballet.

Also on Owen’s production agen-
da are four “program” pictures
which he’ll make in Britain over a
three-year period in association
with Nat. Cohen’s Anglo-American
Films.' Under the recently nego-
tiated deal he’s to furnish the

!
script and one American perform-

star). Initialer will be

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 25

Max Miller
Roy Steven*
Eddie Gordon it N.

Elizabeth & Collins
Lois Bard Co
Terry ScOtt
Alton Puppets
B1U Warsham it B
Barbara Stetson

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 25

Dargie 5-

Ken Morris
Arthur Haynes
Len Marten
Klmber it Peabody
Don Peters
Patsy SUver
Caroxellas

CHISWICK
Empire (SI 25

Laurel it Hardy
D Rqsalre it T
Kayes Pekes
Paul Arlarid
Ursula it Gus
Harry Worth
Roy it Ray
Alan Rowe
3 Jills

EAST HAM
Metropolitan (I) 25
Billy Cotton Bd
Fred Lovelle -

Shloway. Twins
Richman & Jackson
K St A Alexis
Dave King
2 Nadlabs .

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 25

Clarkson Sc Leslie
Dorothy Squires
Laurie Watson
Joe Church
Tony & Ruby
Wpndertohes .

Les Ward
Rex Roper St Pat
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 25

Roy; Lester
Kenihe Lucas •

Roy Walker
Max Carole

Barna Ac Boros
3 Hellos 1 ’

.

Normal) it Ladd
GLASGOW

Empire <M)
.
25

Jack Lewis.
Tommy Rose

.

Sonny Dawkes
Mello-Macs

Arthur Knotto
Jackie Lester:
Ralph Humber
Douglas Lester
Monty Norman
Musical Elliotts

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 25

Lee Lawrence
Eddie Reindeer'
Bunty St Clair

Angtlos
Amazing Celeste
RaVdlni
June Daunt

hackney
Empire (S) 25

Terry Trent .

Eddie- Arnold
Barrlteau Ore

Wilson neppel & B
S Sc P'.Kaye
Brian Andrh.
Silvestri Co .

J &VB Grantham
MAIDSTONE

CranSda (I) 25

.

Billy Cotton Bd
Alan Breeze
Doreen Stephens
Clem Bernard
Les Trois Poupee
Freddie Harris it C
Walthon & Dorraine
Kimber it Peabody
Shipway Twins
Leslie Randall

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 25

Philip Harben
Hutch
Suzette Tarrl '

Oswinos
.

Key Overbury it S
Jackie Ross.'
Bill, Giles
Peter Raynor
Les Trois Poupee

Linda Lombard
Barbara Ctewart
Carol Ohmart
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panchlto Ore

Village Barn
Rachel Ellen .

Jack Malone.
Carell it Carlyle
Larry MacMahon

Joe Futst
H*},, Graham Ore
Villaoe Vanguard
Rose Murphy
Three Rlfls
Tmdc Adams
C Williams Trio

Waldorf-Astoria
Dolores Gray
N Brandwynne Ore
Mischa Burr Ore

CHICAGO

Blue Angel
Tany Roman
Neville Black
Val Navaro
Grace Nichols.

'

Bob WeDyck Trio

Black Orchid’'
Josh White
Lurlene Hunter
Ann Russell
KelY Sweet Trio

Chin Faroe
Helen Traubel
Buddy Hackett
Du Pree Trio
Brian Farnon Ore
Chamaco Band
Conrad Hilton Hot’l
Margie Lee
Capek
Lippe it Ballsch
Bobby. May
Bob Bromley

Bill Griffin
N & J Waldo
Boulevar-Dears (7)
Boulevar-Dons (U>

F Masters Ore
Crossroads

Buddy . De Vito
Dorothy Langdon
Gloria Brooks
kdgowater Beach
Rosalind Courtright
Johnny O’Brien
Dancing Belmonts
Bob Kirk Ore

.Encore
Artie Shaw
Gramercy 5

Palmer House
Patachou
Amin Bros (2)
Francis Brunn
Empire Eight
Emil Coleman Ore

lOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

Jeanette MacDonald
Benny Strong' Ore

Band Box
Billy Gray
Moore & Lessy
Larry Green Trio

Bar of Musle
Arthur Blake
Jayne Manners
E Bradford Ore

Blltmore Hotel
Tyrrell it Winslow
Ladd Lyon .

Aftie James •

Hal Derwln Ore
Clre’o

Nat "King" Cole
Dick Stabile Ore '

-

Bobby Ramos Ore
Charley Fey's

.

Doodles Weaver

Jimmie Ames
A Browne Ore

Mocambo
Amalia '

Paul Hebert Oirc
Moulin Rouge

B Minevitch H R
De Castro Sis (3>

Dominique
Chlqulta it Johnson
Louise Hoff
Barbettes (5)

Gina Genardf
Tom Canyon
Fluff Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore
D Arden Dancers

Statler Hotel
Continentals (5)

Clifford Guest .

Ralph it Lorraine
Frankie Carle Ore
Ron Perry Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Stan

There’ll be an aiito show In
Washington' for three days starting ! er (not a
Feb, 20. So far nobody’s been

i

“One For the Money.” Phyllis Kirk
signed, but all the talent agencies
are putting their best names for-

listing for the entire Week, piui the !

war^-
usual publicity stories.

, J Fact that the auto firms.ate Will-
How car. the so-called “road”! IriS lo go over the already sizable

ciiies .expect to. build interest -in Crisis
.
of holding aif auto show to

the legitimate theatre .wh.en ,so lit- ! the. tune ,of $25,000 pr rnore. indi-

will have the top femme role.

Dollar financing for all seven
pictures will be via American. &
Foreign Productions. Top execs.of
this firm are Jay, Hyde, son the
late johnny Hyde, and Leonard
Key, who coprodyced‘“Pgl Joey.”

Blue Angtl
Freeman.

Andy Griffin
Jorle Remes
Bart Howard
Jimmy' Lyons Trio

Bon Soir
Jimmie Daniels
Madmoiselles!
Norene Tate
Three Flames
Mae Barnes
Kirkwood it
Goodman

Cafe Society O’ntwn
Rusty Draper
Al Morgan .

Dorothy Dunn..
A Robbins Ore

Celebrity Club
Emil Cohen
Marty Giimty
Alfred St Lenore
Roger Steel Ore

Chateau Madrid
Alfredo Sadel
Tanya Reyes
Pupi Campo Ore
Freddie Alonso
Sarita Herrera

CepacabAna
Martin & Lewis
Skylarks :

Mayo Bros
Dick Stabile
Jonathan Lucas
Herb Fields
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambassador

•Inlet Lande Ore
La Vie En Rose

Dorothy Dandridge
George De Witt:
Van Smith Ore.
No. I Fifth Ave

Nancy Andrews
Jeff Warren
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvillo
Hazel Webster >

OldRoumanlan
Sadie Banks '

Billy Vine
Joo LaPorte Oro 1

D’Anuila ote
Two Guitars-

Vladimir Rezhen
Luboy Hamshay
Misha Uzdanoff

1 Senia Karavacff

Misha Markoff
Hotel Blltmore

Gleb Yellin
Hotel New Yorker
Arnold Shoda
Joan Walden
Dru St Dijon
Ernie Rudy Oro
A Rollini Trio

Hotel PlerrO
Denise Darcel
Mata St Hara
Stanley Melba Oro
Chico Reill Oro

Hotel Plata
K Thompson.
Ted Straeter Ore
Monte -Ore

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Russell Nype
Milt Shaw ore
Horace Diaz . Oro

Hotel Sherry-
Hetherland

Helene Francois
Lester Lanin Ore
Jan Brunesco Ore

Motor Statler
Horace Heidt .

Hotel Taft
Vlnceht Lope? Ore

Latin Quarter
Doodles it. Skeeter
Christine JtrigeRsen
Myles Bell
L Sc M Murray
Mori- Toy .

Darvas St Julia
Lee Sharon
Rob Murray
7 Ashtons

.

RUby Richards-
Art Waiter Ore
B. Harlowe Ore

Le Ruban Bleu
Julius Monk .

Jonathan Winters
Isabelle Robin's
Artie Johnson;.
Jackson Sisters
N Parris Trio-

Versailles .

’Nice.To See You*
Fay DeWItt

' r
DonLlberto
Al Norman
Lou Nelson
Dorothy1 Keller

'

Patti Ross •

Atlantis Hotel'
Henry Tobias
Sid Lewis Ore
Pepe it Susie

Algiers Hotel
Buddy Walker ^
Mai Malkin Ore
Tony it Renea

. Bor of Musli
Bill Jordan
The Drifters
Gina Valenta
Ethel Davis
Ginette Wander
Fred Thompson

Blrdland
C Hawkins Ore -

Art Tatem
.

Shoremede
Preacher Rollo 5
Ray Mambo Ore
Lynita

Beachcomber
Sophie Tucker ,
Betty Hutton
C Kaly Dancers
Harry Richman
The Rotnalnes
Len Dawson Ore

Casablanca
Billy Daniels
Gene Baylos
June Taylor Girls
Dave Tyler ; Ore

Celebrity Club
Alah Gale
Freddie Stewart
Teddy King Oro

Clro's
Frances Faye
The Red Caps
The Trenlers

Clover Club
Lena Horne
Paul Gray
Betty Luster
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury

Dl Lido Hotel
Mary McCarty
•Heriny Youhgman
Zlg it Vivian Baker
Freddie Calo Ore

Empress Hotel
Hal Edwards Ore
M Darby Dancers

L'Alglon
Chuy Reyes Ore
L’Alglon Strings

Charlie Farrell
Latin Quarter

Jane Morgan
Bernard Bros
The Szonys
Veronica Bell
Ruth CosteUb
Ralph Young
Piroska
Ernie Amato
Cortez Ore
Campo Ore
Antone At Ina
Sid Stanley Oro
Allan- Drake

Lord. Tarloton
Jack Stuart Ore
Jeannie Moore

.

Leon A Eddie's
Myra Davis.
Chuck Fontaine
Acres 0*Reiliy
Green Hair Girl
Jackie Gordon
Billy Austin
Nancy. Kent
Charlotte. Waters
Bill Gray^ .

Ralph Gilbert

Nautilus Hotel
Jack Carter

.

Antone 4c Ina
Sid Stanley Ore
Allan Drake

Patio
Carmen Cavallaro 3
H Stern Strings
Sans Sbuct Hotel

Joel Grey
Hal Winter
Arne Barnett
Sacaras Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs

Rohay Plaza
Milt Heirth Trio
George Hines Ore

Saxony Hotel
Estellta
Allegro Quintet
Suveen
Val Olman Ore
Helene
Tony De La Cruz

Vagabonds
Vagabonds (4)

Marla** Neglla
Condos it Brandow
Mary Ann Bentley
Frank Linale Ore

RENO
Mapes Skyroom

Jack Marshall
Murray Arnold
Mapes Skylettes
E Fitzpatrick Ore

Haw Golden
L Carter it His 4
Ted Smiths

Barbara Perry
Sterling Young

Riverside
Jack Haley
Steeplechase
Marvin Roy
Riverside Starlets
BUI Clifford Ore

Ore

HAVANA
Montmartre

M de- Paris Orq
Michelle Due
Pedro Vargas
Rosendo Rosell
Monsignetir Orq
E AntUnez Orq
C de la Pl&ya Orq

* Sans Seuci
Olga Chaviario
Walter Nicks
Juliet Ac Sander
Ray Carson
Xondelayo

Dominicks
Helena . At Hector
Cachla

, .

Fernando Valencia
R Ortega Orq .

.

C Rodriguez Orq
Troplcana

S. de Espank Orq
Celia Cruz
Mano Lopez
Marta it Alexander
Paulina . Alvarez
Kiko Gonsalves.
A Romeu Orq
Seneii Suarez Orq

/Robe' to New Record in Chile

Santiago, Chile, Jan. 19.

“The Robe” (20th) is’ smashing
all known boxoffice records for

Chile. First week’s gross at the,

Astor outdiistanced “Quo Vadis’.

(M-G) and “Greatest Show on.

Farth” (Par).
’

Pic is set . for lengthy run at

upped -admission scales.





LEGITIMATE

Investors; TWen
By HOBE MORRISON <

Cheryl Crawford, co-producer of

"Oh Men, Oh Women,” has given

the lie to practically every script

tout and advice-giving angel on

Broadway,

Almost everybody she knows
tried to talk Miss Crawford out of

her enthusiasm for the Edward
Chodorov script. Some of the thea-

tre’s supposedly most astute in-

vestors refused to put money in it.

No theatre party agents would
book benefits for it. Moreover, the

general public was so disinterested

that the comedy opened without a

paid preview, to a mail order ad-

vance of only $7,000.

Cheryl Crawford’s satisfaction

these days is, therefore, under-

standable. “Oh Men, Oh Women,”
playing to virtual capacity in its

seventh Week at the Henry Miller,

N.Y., is earning about $6,500 a

week operating profit andjs duo to

recoup its $50,000 cost by about the

first week in Match. Apparently

due to be Miss Crawford’s first real

money maker since the fabulous
“Brigadoon,” it may be a prospect

for a second company, a London
production and perhaps a film sale

The producer last week showed
some of the turndown letters from
investors who had read the script.

“I do not see how the author is

ever going to make a play of it if

he
.
doesn’t cut ALL the long

speeches,” wrote one prolific angel

noted for his judgment of plays.

The long speeches are among the

chief laugh-getters in the show,
Miss Crawford noted in passing.

“I do not happen to like the old

analyst,” wrote another wellknown
backer as part of his explanation

for refusing to invest. "Such inci-

( Continued on page 68)

Alban&e Subs Kirsten

As Latter’s Husband Dies
Dorothy Kirsten, who was to

make her first appearance of the

season at the Met Opera tonight

(Wed.) in “La Traviata” has can-

celled due to the death of her hus-

band, Dr. Eugene Chapman, in Bel

Air, Cal., last Thursday (21). Licia

Albanese is coming in especially

from a concert tour to replace.

i Miss Kirsten’s return to the Met
this season is. now uncertain. She’s

been on the Coast all season thus

far nursing her late husband, who
died after a lingering illness. Hum-
phrey Doulehs, Miss Kirsten’s per-

sonal manager at Columbia Artists

Mgt., flew to the Coast Friday (22)

to assist in funeral arrangements.

Atlantic City Getting

Winter Legit*

10-Week Stock. Stand
Atlantic City, Jan. 26.

Legitimate theatre will return
here Feb. 16 for a 10-week stand
at the 450-seater Quarterdeck The-
atre when Cheryl Maxwell Produc
tions, Inc., and Armand F. Jones
will offer “Theatre,” bringing in a
cast of New York actors.

Spot offered legitimate last year
with Jonathan Dwight'* producing
shows there throughput the spring
and Summer months, folding on
Labor Day. Theatre is owned by
Ezra Bell, hotel owner and head
of the company which produces
shows in the Gateway Musical Play-
house in suburban Somers Point
in season. Dwight, after the season,
said he was in the black for both
spots, but not too much so.

New operators are offering 10
shows for $21.60, $16.20 and $10.80.
Admissions range from top of $2
plus tax to $1.50 and $1. All seats
in house are ramped.
ShOws slated for the other nine

weeks include “Remains To Be
Seen,” “Summer and Smoke,”
“Jenny Kissed Me,” “Miranda,”
“Tobacco Road,” “Edwina Black,”
“Sailor Beware,” “Gold in the
Hills,” and the closing play, April
20, “Bell, Book and Candle.”

Performances will be offered
Tuesdays through Saturdays with
a matinee Saturday afternoon.

Actors Equity is staking out

jurisdiction over Ruth Draper’s

current appearance at the Vander-

bilt, N. Y„ just for the record,

Vet solo-drama star has never been
a member of the legit union and
isn’t being required to join. How-
ever, she’s using an Equity stage
manager for this “farewell” en-
gagement. •

Equity policy in the matter is

aimed to protect its' jurisdiction

in the increasingly moot field of
solo shows. Miss Draper has been
doing her seif-authored dramatic
portraits for about 50 years in
many different, countries, but has
never been a member of any per-
former union, and Equity is not
interested in that phase Of the situ-

ation.

However, against the possibility
of a portion of its jurisdiction go^
ing by default, it served notice that
this Charles Bowden-Richard Barr
presentation is within its domain.
It did likewise in the case of the
Emlyri Williams “readings” of Dick-
ens and Cornelia Otis Skinner’s
solo- musical production, “Paris
’9CT,” both seen on Broadway in
recent seasons.

Victor Borge’s current “Comedy
in Music” solo stint at the Golden,
N. Y., is considered a concert offer-
ing and is under the jurisdiction of
the American Guild of . Musical
Artists, as was “Anna Russell’s Lit-
tle Show” earlier this season. “At
Home With Ethel Waters,” another
early season entry, was classed as
vaudeville and was under the aegis

Bert Lang' is company manager
of “Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”

with Len Smith Jr., stage' manager
and John Crawford assistant ... , Cy
Feuer and Ernest M. Martin have
acquired the U. S. rights to the
London revue

.

hit, “The Boy
Friend,” as a prospect for Broad-
way. .

Jerry White, production aide for
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d, planed to London
over the weekend to represent the
producers in the preparation of the
West, End edition of “Teahouse of
the August Moon” ... Whatever
became of that proposed “An Eve-
ning With Victor Herbert” musical
tourer? . . . Howard Newman is

pressagenting “My 3 Angels” on
tour . . . “Praise of Folly,” drama
by John McGuire about Thomas
More, will be presentetd Feb. 23
by the Blackfriars Ouild, N. Y.

Edwin Lester has taken a third-

option v on Vernon Duke’s unpub-
lished score for “M’Lord” and con-
tinues to hunt a book with a
French background to fit the prop-
erty. It was originally optioned
in 1951 as a possibility for. the Los
Angeles Civic Light Opera Assn,
season . . . “The Facts of Life,”
comedy by John D. Hess, author
of last season’s “The Grey-Eyed
People,” is scheduled for produc-
tion ’by Albert Selden and Morton
Gottlieb, presenters of the current
His and Hers” . ..

.

Vivien Altfield,
Julie Rozan, Caroline Richter and
Fred Latham have been notified
by Actors Equity not to make any
more stage appearances with non
pro groups in Houston or lose their
union membership . . . Donald Og-
den Stewart has written a comedy,
“Hizzoner the Mayor,” which Saint
Subber has scheduled for produc-
tion next fall.

Cecil Tennant, managing direc-
tor for actor producer Laurence
Olivier and a London rep for Music
Corp. of America, is due in New
York this week for preliminary
huddles on the Olivier-Selden &
Gottlieb production of “Cross
roads” in the West End next fall
. . . Wood Soanes, drama critic of
the Oakland Tribune, left for home
Saturday (23) after a month in New
York to see the shows . . . Actor
singer Tom Avera planed to Ber-
muda over the weekend for an en-
gagement with a local stock com-
pany and a hotel nitery date.

Orson Bean, featured comedian
in John Murray Anderson’s “Al-
manac,” has deferred a scheduled
Las .Vegas nitery date for June 17
to remain with the Broadway re-
vue indefinitely ... Lemuel Ayers
has scheduled, a production next
season of “Tunnel of Love,” by 'tv
writer Max Wilt . . . Edward
Choate, producer of the touring
“Harvey,” planed to the Coast over
the weekend to huddle with Frank
Fay, the show’s star, about appear-
ing in a musical. He’s due back
next week.

Retired legit-film star Constance
Collier has undergone an opera-
tion ipr failing eyesight . . . Press
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Inside StulM^il
The practice of London theatres to charge Ipr programs, which has

been for a long time a sore point with visitors; to Britain, has again

been criticized in the press, this time in the correspondence columns

of the London Times. The latest attack Was made by the theatregoer

who beefed when he was asked to pay one shilling ,(14c) as against the

more usual sixpence (7c). His refusal to “suffer this imposition,” he

wrote “evoked a certain grudging admiration from members of the

'audience who had weakly succumbed.” ^
~

Arguing that programs should be free, the writer asserts that adver-

tising alone could make them a source of profit for the theatre. “How
ridiculous,” he

s
suggests, “to pay to find out Who’s who^ and. what in

the show It would be equally sensible for .restaurants to sell menus

at sixpence a peek to find out What we can eat.”

Friends of the (N. Y.) City Center has been formed to aid the N. Y.

legit-ballet-opera setup. Outfit will also issue a mag, titled the Center,

which Will cover theatre arts here and in Europe. Robert Hatch, for-

mer entertainment editor of New Republic mag, will be editor.

Membership in Friends of the City Center will be of three kinds:

active at $5 a year, offerings a one-year subscription to Center and

invitations to the monthly jury shows at the Center’s art gallery; con-

tributing, $10 a year, offering, besides the foregoing privileges, tickets

to each of the Center’s three forum programs and a copy of Anatoie

Chuioy’s “The New York City Ballet”; and sponsoring, $25 per year,

offering in addition* one 12-inch LP record of a work performed at the

Center and two tickets to a rehearsal of the New York City Ballet Co.

Roland Petit* star dancer as well as choreographer-director of the

Ballets.de Paris (Broadway, N. Y.), Was'out of last weekend’s four

nerformances because of a cold. Jose. Ferrari took his role in Le
Loup” and George Reich subbed in “Carmen.” There was no inser-

tion in programs to this effect, or any announcement from the stage

Saturday night ($3), so that patrons were none the wiser. American

Guild of Musical Artists’ regulations don’t call for such announce-

ments, although Actors Equity does. (Petit troupe is under AGMA
jurisdiction). Such public announcement on cast changes, however,

is In AGMA’s contract with the N.’ Y. City Center.

Playbill for “The Caine Mutiny Court Martial ” last week’s open- .

ing at the Plymouth, N. Y., contained two unusual pieces relating to

the play. One was a reprint of Articles 184, 185 and 186 of the U. S.

Navy Regulations, bn which the mutiny trial hinges, with an author’s

note to the effect that the drama* the characters and the U. S. S. Caine

are entirely fictitious. The other was a full-page ad, using type and

makeup to resemble/the credit page for a legit show, for. “The Caine

Mutiny,” Stanley Kramer’s film version, adapted from the same Her-

man Wouk bestseller, to be released “soon” by Columbia. It is plugged

as “the complete story.”
”

Robert Coleman, who doubles as legit and ballet critic for the N.Y.

Mirror, passed up the opening last Tuesday night (19) of “Coriolanus,”

at the Phoenix, N.Y., to cover the first-night performance of Roland

Petit’s Ballets de Paris, at the Broadway, N.Y,, giving the latter a rave,

perhaps the best notice ii got. His review of the Shakespeare revival,

printed Friday (22) was also a rave, concluding with a “superlative”

shill for Luchow’s restaurant, in East 14th St., as pre-Phoenix dinner

spot.

Neither John C. Wilson and S. S. Krellberg, who Were partnered

with the Shuberts in “Starcross Story,” nor the cast of the show were

notified of the decision to shutter it after a single performance,

Except for costar Eva Le Gallienne, whd was informed of the fold, every-

one involved in the operation learned of the closing when they went

to the Royale Theatre, N. Y„ and found it dark. That included Wil-

son, who was director as well as co-producer, and costar Mary Astor

and other actors.

of the American Guild of Variety agent Anthony Buttitta, wintering
Artists.

London Legit Bits
London, Jan. 19/

Hartley Powell is to play male
lead opposite Diana Wynyard in
John Whiting’s new play, “March-
ing Song,” which H. M. Tenrierit,
Ltd , is putting on in the provinces
some time in February before its
London production . . New radio
comic, A1 Reid, will star in the
next George & Alfred Black’s re-
vue which replaces “London
Laughs’’ at the Adelphi some time
in March. Jimmy Edwards, cur-
rently star in “Laughs,” presented
by the Blacks in conjunction v/Itli
Jack Hylton, stars in Blacks sum-
mer show at Opera- House, Black-
pool. with Joan Turner playing op-
posite him. Edwards comes back to
the Adelphi in a new revue iti the
fall. . .“After the Ball,” Noel Cow-
ard’s musical version of Oscar
Wilde’s "Lady Windemere’s Fan,”
opens at Liverpool some time in
April and tours, tlie sticks till May,
when it is expected to go to the
Aldwych Theatre, replacing “The
Seven Year Itch." Both are H. M.
Tennent productions.

For Second Opera Toar
Boston, Jan. 26.

Boris Goldovsky’s Opera Thea-
tre, which toured 32 cities, as far
west as Oklahoma in October-No-
vember with Mozart’s “Merry Mas-
querade,” has been set for a sec-

ond and longer tour next season by
National Concert & Artists Cbrp.
of New York. -

* Troupe will offer a new English
version of Rossini’s “Barber of Se-
ville,” in an eight-week tour start-

ing next October* going as far as
Texas. Company, with 11 princi-
pals. chorus and orch, will have
Goldovsky as conductor-stage di-

rector.

Julie Wilson Prospect
f .

For ‘Pajama Game’
Julie Wilson is a prospect for the

femme lead in “The Pajama
Game.” Eddie Foy Jr. is tentatively
set for the male lead. Van Johnson
had been mentioned as a possi-
bility.

Musical is slated *ta go into re-
hearsal sometime in March under
George Abbott’s direction.

t- t -

‘Judy’ Winds in London
London, Jan, 19.

Emile Littler’s British musical,
“Love From Judy,” which has had
a 15-month run at the.Saville The-
atre, folds next month. Notices
were posted last week and show
edifies off Feb* 20. It will then
start a 12-week provincial tout'.

at Taomina, Sicily, has written
half of a new novel. He plans
going to Mallorca, Paris and back
to San Francisco in time for the
Civic. Light Opera season next
summer . . . Paul Gregory, pro-
ducer of “Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial” and the about-to-close “John
Brown’s Body,” is readying a sec-
ond company of the former hit,

with Brian Donlevy in the Capt.
Queeg role, to open Feb. 14 in
Chicago. He plans to produce
“Lord Lengo,” S, N. Behrman’s
dramatization of his Lord DuVeen
biog* on Broadway next fall with
Charles Laughton as star. He and
Laughton left Friday (22) for the
Coast.

Helen Gallagher, star of “Hazel
Flagg” last season, “sneak pre-
viewed” a nitery act last week . . .

“Mardi Gras” folded last Saturday
night (23) after a Philly tryout, but
is a “possibility” for revision and
presentation next season . . .

Marcus Heiman, president of Unit-
ed Booking Office, Underwent a
prostate gland operation last week
at Medical Center, N.Y. . . . Hermit
Bloomgarden plans a Broadway
production next season of Jean
Anouilh’s current' Paris hit.

“L’Alouette,” which film director
John Huston had previously in-
tended doing. He wants Suzanne
Flon to repeat her role as femme
lead and hopes to get Leo Genn as
male lead.

Donald Cook , will play the male
lead ..in “The King of Hearts,”
Elaine Perry’s scheduled produc-
tion of the Jean Kerr-Eleanor
Brooke comedy, to be staged by
Walter F. Kerr, N.„ Y. Herald
Tribune drama critic ... Danny
Kaye is quoted from the Coast as
hankering tb produce and star next
season in a Broadway musical With
songs by Irving Berlin and book

Touring edition of “My Three Angels,” slated to teeoff In Wilmington
Feb. 4, will go out under the direction of Sam Spewack. English ver-

sion of the ‘comedy, based : on Albert Husson’s “La Cuisine des Agnes,”

was co-authored by Spewack and his wife Bella. Broadway version

of the play was directed by Jose Ferrer. Ben Kranz, incidentally, is

functioning as show’s stage manager until the tour begins, at which
time his duties will be taken over by Walter Nfal.

^
When Par released the screen version of “Stalag .17” last slimmer,

tag line in the ads read: “Funnier Than the Play.” Now. that the stage

version has been revived by producers Leonard Altobell and Charles

Harrow, the order has been reversed. Paraphrasing the old one about
“which came first, the chicken or the egg?,” Altobell and Harrow are

billing their production as “Funnier Than the Movie.”

Backers of “Lullaby,” the Jerome Mayer-lrl Mowery production of

the Don Appell comedy starring Mary Boland, include symphony con-

ductor Efrem Kurtz, $500; Toby Oestreicher, $20,000; co-producer
Mowery, $5,000 (representing the bond posted with Actors Equity)* and
Helen I and Mary Elizabeth Mow®ry* $1,200 each. Venturers capital-

ized at $50,000.

Metro credit line under Leslie Caron’s name in the Ballets de Paris

ABC ads in New York dailies is very unusual, although not too un-
common in theatre programs. It’s estimated that it costs the manage-
ment about $400 a week to run the added line. Hurok-Shuberts con-

tract with Miss Caron (and Metro) calls for it.

by Norman Panama and Melville
Frank , . . Singer Polly Bergen*
who underwent a throat operation
last week at Medical Center, N.Y,,
is out of her featured spot in John
Murray Anderson’s “Almanac” for
six weeks, with Celia Lipton
doubling from her featured come-
dienne assignment in the same
show.

Milton Hood Ward has resigned
as fund-raiser' for. the New York
chapter of the American National
Theatre & Academy, He was orig-
inally on the staff of the national
organization

, . . “Silk Stockings,”
the Cy Feuer-Erhest H. Martin
production of. the Cole Portef-
G e o r g e S. Kaufman - Leueen
MacGrath musical version of
“Ninotchka,” is tentatively budg-
eted at $250,000, It’s scheduled for
next fall * . . Although Billy Rose’s
production of “The ImmOralist”
will open next Monday (1) at the
Royale,. N. Y., the critics have
agreed hot to review it until the
following week, Feb. 8, as two new
scenes are being

. inserted next
Weekend.
Ted Goldsmith in Chi for a few

days last week advancing “Porgy 6c

Bess,” due at the Civic Opera
House March 2. Plessagent is in

St. Louis and • Kansas City this

week ... . David Lewis, resident di-

rector at the. Showcase Theatre,
Evanston, 111., the past two years,

has resigned the berth and re-

turned to New York. Producer
Hope Summers has brought in

Ernestine Perrle to direct “Gigi.’

which opened last night, (Tues.)

with Estelle Winwood pliaying the

Aunt Alicia role v . . National com-
pany of “The World of Sholem
Aleichem” opens at the 11th Street

Theatre Feb. 13 in Chi with Jacob
Ben Ami, Howard da Silva and
Anhe Revere in the leads , . . Chi

f

s

Playwrights Theatre Club has “The
Three Penny Opera” slated for

;four weeks . .. . Robert Hatch, for-

mer entertainment editor of the

New Republic mag, reviewed
“Mile. Colombe” in last Week’s Na-
tion mag instead pf regular, critic,

Harold Clunnan. Clurman staged

“Colombe” . . . Mel Ferrer, Celeste

Holm, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Mar-

garet Webster, Guthrie- McClintic,

Peggy Wood, John C. Wilson, jDen-

nis King, Helene Tamiris, Dr. Peter

(Continued on page 68)
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19-WEEK

Series of legit adaptations of

4

film musicals for summer presenta-

B 'n in outdoor and tent theatres is

Sg readied by lyricist Edward
and composer-conductor

David Broekman. Pair p lan to

have two shows ready for the com-

ing strawhat season. Kenneth

T ater agent on the project, is lin-

ing up rights to the various prop-

er
idea is to 'take screen clicks

«uich as “Meet Me in St. Louis” and

revise them for stage production.

This will probably involve not only

story revision but also a number

of new songs, since film musicals

normally have a half-dozen num-

ber or less. Eager will do the

adaptation and lyrics, with Broek-

man composing the additional

tU

adef consideration in obtaining

legit rights to the” screen proper-

ties is expected to be financial

terms, as the Hollywood, studios

regularly hold complete 'title to

the material and there is thus no

problem of clearance with indi-

vidual composers, lyricists and

librettists. It’S figured deals will

be on the basis of a guarantee and

share of the royalties.

Copyright on the legit adapta-

tions would be held by Eageivand
Broekman, Collaborators would

also have outright title, to any orig-

inal sones added for the stage ver-

sions. That would include ASCAP
rating, all subsidiary royalties and
income, etc.

With spots like the St. Louis

Muny Opera, Pitt. Civic Light

Opera, State Fair Auditorium in

Dallas and the various music cir-

cuses so hard up for new vehicles,

there should be a lush market for

the film-to-legit adaptations. And
inherent in the scheme < is the pcs'-

sibility of a full-scale Broadway
production for any such shows that
click sufficiently on the

t
.summer

circuit.

‘Pygmalion’ to Preem

Winter Stock Season

At Nassau Hostelry
Nassau, Jan. 26.

Again under Lee Falk’s direc-
tion, and with Ralph Lycett as pub-
lic relations manager, the British
Colonial Playhouse will launch its

fourth winter season on Feb. 1

With Shaw’s “Pygmalion.” Leads
will be played by Leueen Mac*
Grath and Murray Mfetheson. Sec-
ond offering will be Molnar’s “The
Play’s the Thing,” with Magda
Gabor.

Playhouse, located on grounds of
British Colonial Hotel, lias been
refurbished since last season, with
better seating facilities and im^
proved ventilation. Plays, per-
formed in arena style, will be given
Mondays through Fridays, mostly
for seasonal subscribers, and then
move to Capitol Theatre on Satur-
day nights, for a pop-priced show-
ing to the general public;

Offerings tentatively lined up to
follow first two productions are
‘The Lady’s Not for Burning” with
Uta Hagen and Herbert Berghof,
either “Gigi” or “Bill of Divorce-
ment” to star Phyllis Kirk, and
Affairs of State” with Louise Al-

britton. Three remaining plays
and additional players are still to
be announced.

Rejects Legit
London, Jan. 19.

A provincial newspaper has re
xused to accept qn advertisement
Jor a new play, “Ladies for Hire,”
because it objected to the title,
subsequently, the paper agreed to
nsert an announcement saying
nere would be a new play opening
noxt week. Philip Barrett, provin-

fl

31 act9r”manager who produced

in
p
[
3y and appears in it, said the

pL. had beeri passed by the Lord
Chamberlain.

uZ)?
e ^Biter, which, has four

i
n

.

tlle cast, describes a

unm
En<1 vi<?e Sang which controls

men on the streets.

to

In London ‘Joey’ Bow
Carol Bruce and . Harold Lang,

leads of “Pal Joey” on tour last

season, will be costarred in .Jack
Hylton’s London production of the
show, which goes into rehearsal
Feb. 22, and will Open the first

week iii Aprils after a brief tryout
tour.

Only others from the U;S. to be
involved in the West End edition
of the Richard Rodgers-Lorenz
Hart-John O’Hara musical will be
Neil Hartley, production manager,
and George Martin, who will stage
the dances. Former had a similar
assignment on the 1951-52 Broad-
way revival and the latter was
dance director Robert Alton’s as-

sistant on the same show.

By ARTHUR BRONSON
Sadler’s Weils Ballet of London

has completed another profitable

tour of the U. S. and Canada, wind-

ing up a 19-week run in Baltimore

Saturday (23) with an estimated

gross of $2,023,000. Of this sum,

about $458,000 was garnered in the

four-week, 33-performance Gotham
engagement that teed off the tour
last fall, this gross being an all-

time. record ballet take in the U.S.
or abroad. Additionally, receipts in

N.Y. and on the road each week i jjne
generally topped the grosses of

1

Broadway’s two biggest musicals
combined.

‘Pacific’ in Auckland Bow,

Sydney, Jan. 26."

Aussie production of “South Pa-
cific” will open a six-week engage-
ment at the Royal Theatre, Auck-
land, New Zealand, beginning Sat-

The J. C. Williamson

What is believed to be ah un-
precedented contract, giving her
comparable creative rights with the
authors, has: been signed by Agnes
de Mille as choreographer and
stager of the musical numbers of)

“The Girl in Pink Tights.” Dekl
gives Miss de Mille not only a
royalty and slice of the profits, but
also a share of the authors’ income
from subsidiary rights.

In effect, this tends to establishurday (30).

Theatres musical, starring Richard
j

the choreography as an inherent
Collet and Mary LaRoche, will

follow the Auckland date with a

j
New Zealand trek Until the end of

element in the show itself, com-
parable to the book, lyrics and
music/ It apparently goes beyond
the recent change in the copyright
law permitting the copyright of
actual dance routines, since it

Also skedded for a New Zealand
tour is “Dial M for Murder,”

.

, which is exiting the Royal The- 1

gives the choreographer participa-
' Impresario Sol Hurok, who

( atre j,e j.e to make way for “Call I

tlon m the proceeds of the show
booked and managed the tour and

; Madam, which opens here iTroni all subsidiary fields except
ftraveled a good deal of thiir time] Satur(jay (30). Evie Hayes and

j

straight musical,

i with the troupe, believes Sadler’s
j Rene Paul will star in the Irving

j

Key clause in the contract gives

|

could easily have stayed here 52
|
ger]iq tuner. Another Saturday :

Miss de Mille 12% of the authors’

i weeks and pulled two to three
] opener will be the Borovansky Bal- revenue from such subsidiary

times the business done. Biz was
; let at Hjs Majesty’s Theatre, Mel-

! - - - -

SRO in many stands, well before i bourne.

Producers Theatre, Inc., already

active in producing arid theatre op-

eration on Broadway, plans to

extend its activities to London.
Group, in which producer Robert
Whitehead, realtor-producer Roger
L. Stevens and realtor Robert W.
Dowling, are partnered, is interest-
ed in acquiring one or more West
End theatres and in doing shows
there.

Dowling, president of City In-
vesting Co., parent of City Play-
houses, Inc., said yesterday <Tues.)
that he, Whitehead and Stevens are
interested in leasing a suitable
London theatre, but denied a re-

port that they had arranged to take
over the St. James there.

He revealed that they were ton-
ferring with Cecil Tennant, man-
aging director for actor-producer
Laurence. Olivier, about a possible
theatre deal in the West End.
There’s also understood to be a
tentative plan for the syndicate to

partner with Olivier in a series of

productions here and in England.
Gilbert Miller, Who has been

partnered for the last 21 years with
London theatreowner Prince Lit-

tler in the operation of the St.

James, declared, yesterday that

they had renewed' their lease last

December for another Zlryear term.
Setup is a 50-50 partnership under
the corporate name, S., J. & L.,

Ltd. (St. James arid Lyric). Until
recently, Olivier had the house
under sub-lease.
Producers Theatre is currently

represented on Broadway as pre-

senter of “The Remarkable Mr.
Penriypacker,” at the Coronet, and
as co-presenter with London pro-
ducer Henry Sherek of T. S. Eliot’s

•“The Confidential Clerk,” opening
Feb. 11 at the Morosco. It has sev-

eral other scripts listed for future

production. Meanwhile, it is operat-

ing the Coronet and Morosco under
sublease from City Playhouses and
will take over the Fulton, N.Y.-,

upon completion of the current run
of “The Seven Year Itch” there,

the troupe’s arrival; Sadler’s could
easily have stayed in most places
twice as long. Hurok pointed out
that the troupe, which visited 24
cities for from two to 14 perform-

i

ances, had just touched the surface
of available territory in the U.S.

What particularly i m p r e s s e d
neutral . observers were: the proof
the tour gave of America’s great

interest in ballet; the fact that “Teahouse of the August Moon

rights as film, television, radio, sec-
ond class touring, stock, amateur,
foreign language, foreign produc-
tion, tabloid versions, commercial
rights and the authorized show al-
bum. It does not. include purely
musical rights, such as sheet music,
etc., unless the management and
book autbdrs participate, in which
case Miss de Mille also shares. As
long as the management shares in

:
the subsid rights, it will pay 2/5 of

- ’*

j

the. 12^r, and thereafter the au-

while legit was slipping on the
J p!a$4j?f to standee-limit attendance ,

thors will pay the entire 12°^.

.

road, bailet was gaining; that no
| at tbe Martin Beck, N: Y., has «- ! ^

other cultural institution (not even
i _ tinnnnn invoUmpni anrf : *

*5-000 down payment, plus 2%
the Met Opera) ever makes such a ;

couped lts SIOQ.OOO. investment and
, of the weekly gross « including

vast U.S. tour; and that Sadler’s. earning over. $6,500 a week profit

despite a three-year absence, was ?n operation. Additional revenue

not only not forgotten, but drew :

I? -coming in .from the pre-produc-

(Continued on page 66)
• t ion film deal.

•

For the four-week period ended

HELLMAN, BERNSTEIN TO9
.

. . j
660 for an operating profit of $26,-

Tin MIKirAI TANDIHF^ ! 41^ That save it a net profit of
IIU IflUuIl/flL vANVll/Ei

1 53 475 over production cost, plus

< Continued on page 68>

In Morosco, NX, Revise;

Posh Divans Add Tone
Renovations of the Morosco Tbe-

Lillian Heilman and Leonard ?>27,381 income thus far from the
j

atre, N. Y., inclpde the addition of
Bernstein are huddling over a mod- ' film sale and $65 souvenir pro- : smoking lounges on both sides of
erri musical version of Voltaire’s i gram royalty, or a total net profit the lobby, as well as installation

“Candide,” planned for next s^- ' to pate of $30,921 of divan-type seats in the front

After return of $50,000 to the ^ws of the orchestra. Work is due
' A - \-L . _ « % .» « « « — —

uuiig, aoowus an-
, t

~ ----- —~ w

eluded $13307: in bonds and de- The Cocktail Party,” T. S.

posits, $30,000 cash reserve ‘ and • ““ot verse comedy, opening

son, which project Miss Heilman
initiated last fall. This,, and a vio- i backers, the "remaining assets in-

;

*0 be completed this week. House
lin concerto commissioned by the

’ ' ~ ~

Venice Music Festival for next Sep-
tember, are the two major works

! sav.m available for distribution. 1 Feb M.
on Bernstein’s winter agenda. He

: The John Patrick dramatization v>f
JVew lounges for smoking will be

also has commitments to write a Yem Sneider’s novel is currently what were formerly alleys on
book, and a ballet, which he’s de-

ja its i6th week on Broadwav, both sides of the theatre. Rntiy
laying. with David Wayne and John Forr

!

wil1 be from the orchestra as weU
Composer, who’s represented i sythe costarred, and a Lqndon pro-

1

as tI
le ^Obby, thereby expediting

currently on Broadway with “Won-
;

duction is slated for this spring un- ;

e
-
xl^ Tor the audience at intermis-

‘ der the sponsorship of Rodgers &derful Town,” leaves N, Y. in May
with his family for Europe, where ! Hammerstein, in association with

he has conducting assignments in • Evans & Schaefer.

Holland, and at the Florence, Ven-
ice and Edinburgh music festivals.

! He returned to, N. Y. recently from

|

Italy, where he conducted opera at

i

La Scala, Milan, for the first time,

for a highly successful bow.

‘Smoke’ Returns Another

$2,600 to Its Backers
“Summer arid Smoke,” produced

on Broadway by Margo Jones dur-

ing ' the 1948-49 season, has just

returned, another $2,uo0 to the

backers. Coin represents the show’s

share of
.
royalties from stock,

amateur and foreign rights, etc.

Payment brings the return to

$40,500 on the $100,000 investment.

Houston’s Original Musical

Houston, Jan. 26.

Theatre, Inc., is currently con-

^sEering an original musical script

for its next production here. Tbe
show, “Happy Dollar,” has bobk

arid lyrics by Lee Falk, and John

La Touche, and music by William

Friml.

Oenslager Takes Leave

For Rome School Stint

Broadway designer Donald Oen-
slager is taking a leave of absence
from the Phoenix Theatre, N.Y.,

n • i iv /v n l

whose scenic staff he heads, to go

HAVIVSil II I ArAIUI 1° Honic for five months as artist-
liCvlvlll fll I in-residence at the American

Alan Schneider, director of “The I Academy. He sails from N.Y. Feb.

Schneider Doing ‘Smoke’

Remarkable Mr. Perirtypacker,” at

the Coronet. N. Y., is staging a

revival of “Summer, and Smoke,”
by Tennessee Williams, ’to open
Feb. 9 at the Arena Stage, Wash-
ington, for a four-week run. Dor-
othea Jackson will have the leading

role played . by Margaret Phillips

in the original Broadway produc-

tion.

Before making his Broadway
staging bow with “Pennypacker,”
Schneider directed several shows
for the Arena Stage;

4 on the Andrea Doria

Oenslager, who’s done six shows
on Broadway this season, among
them “Sabrina Fair” and “Prescott
Proposals,” as. well as two for

Phoenix, is also on the staff of Yale
U.’s drama department.

sion and after the show. Room
will be similar to the smoking
lounge of the 46th Street, also for-
merly an alleyway.
Both theatres are owned by City

Playhouses, Inc., a subsidiary of
City Investing Co. However, the
Morosco is under longterm sub-
lease to Producers Theatre, Inc., in
which Robert W. Dowling, City In-
vesting president, is partnered
with producer Rpbeit Whitehead
and realtor-producer Roger L.
Stevens. Same group Is associated
with London producer Aenry
Sherek in tbe presentation of
“Clerk.”

Stock Managers Protest

New Rules Set by Equity
A general protest against the

new stock rules set down by Actors

Equity was drawn up by the Stock
Managers Assn, at a meeting held

by that org Monday night (25) in

N. Y. Protest, Which Is in the

process of being mimeographed,
will bear signatures of SMA mem-
bers and other strawhat operators.

It’s expected that the protest

will be sent to the Equity Council

| early next week.

GREGORY-BENSON PAY

TIFF TO ARBITRATION
Dispute between Paul Gregory,

producer of "Caine Mutiny Court
Martial,” and Harry Benson, for-

! Fort Two-Coast Preems
„ „ . _ .

show, is due for arbitration. Assn.
Jan

-
. of Theatrical Press Agents At Man-

Tl'o Open Window, new
agers sought to settle the case by

by ^..^sband-wife writing team
; compronlis but after rcceiving

of William Joyce Cowen
t

and
j tw0

F
weeks . extra pay, Benson in-

Charlton 3 Scripts

pay,

sisted on full compliance with his

run-of-the-play contract.

Producer fired the manager on
misconduct charges during the
Herman Wouk drama’s Chicago en-

gagement. Bert Lang succeeded
as manager, but he is slated to

transfer soon to similar duties with

the touring company: Les Thom-

i
as, manager of Gregory’s “John

Lenore Coffee, has been optioned
by Richard Charlton, Legit pro-,

ducer may try out the Script at

the Sombrero Playhouse, Phoenix,
which he operates with Ann Lee.
Basic option, however, is for

Charlton’s American Productions,
recently formed legit outfit which
plans presentation of new plays
on both coasts.

“Window” is the third property,
acquired by Charlton in as many ) Brown’s Body” production, which

weeks. Others are Justin Sturm’s
j

closes it$ tour Sunday 1 31) in El

“Angel in the Rough” and Joseph
|
Paso, takes over "Caine’ at the

Barber’s “Maid and the Martian.”
i
Plymouth, N. Y.
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Girl In Pink Tights
New H?ven. Jan. 25.

Shepard Traube tin aModatlon with
Anthony JB. Farrell) production of musi-
cal comedy in two acts (18 scenes). Stars
Jearimalrc; Charles Goldner; features

David Brooks. Alexandre Kalloujny
Robert Smith. Bifnda Lewis. Music, Si*

mund Bomber*; Book. Jerome Chodorov
and Joseph Fields; * lyrics. Leo Babin;
music developed and orchestrated by Don
Walker; scenery and liKhUng. Eldon
Elder; costumes. Miles White; musical
direction, Sylvan Levin; ballet music ar-

ranged by Trade Rlttman; dances and
musical number* staged by Agnes de
Mllle: entire production directed by
Traube. At Shubert; New Haven. Jan. 25.

*54; $5.40 top.

Boris Joshua Shelley

Clyde Hallnm ............ J?®vld Brooks
Lotta Leslie . ... ........
Llsette Gervals .....; Jeanmalre
Abdullah II Harry Asmus
Grand Duke RadltsW ... -
General Emile . .

Edward Stinnett

LudWlg ^Bavaria •••« William Wej’ow
Fddlnetnn Dftvjd Aiken
Hattie Hopkins . ! . . . . ... Dania Krupska
High School Girls ., ... .

.

•

Indian Chief . ..... Kaiem Kermpyan
Volodya Kuzentsov . . Alexandre Kaliouiny

Maestro Gallo ......... Chones^Goldner
Van Bcuren Robert SinitnVan peuren

Katla Geleznova
Eva Rubinstein

. Lynne Marcus

... Nancy, King
Lila Popper

Mickey Gunnersen
. . Ray Mason
Lydia Fredericks

. . Tom Rleder
John Stamford
Maurice Hines

. Gregory Hines
Do" glas Rideout

. Beryl . Towbin
Ted Thurston

John Taliaferro

Simone
Mlmi
Lucette

.

Odette
Glsele .

Paulette
Hollister
Nellie

.
British Tar
Policeman .

Newspaper Boy
Shoe Shine Boy
Ship's Officer
Blanchette ....

Emile
Sommelier

They’ve successfully cracked a

bottle of champagne across the

bow of this- new musical, “Girl In,

Pink Tights,” which bowed at the

Shubert here tonight (Moh.). Now
they’ve got to complete the super-
structure. While the preem was
not exactly something to write

home about, neither was it. by
4
any

stretch of analysis, a candidate
for the dead-letter office.

As a matter of observation,
there is something of considerable
potential .

in the musical field in

^Tights” and it's up to the spon-
sors not to let it slip through their

fingers. Opening disclosed a fairly

sturdy first stanza, followed by a

not so sturdy second frame. But
with ample time to fix it up before
Broadway, it's conceivable that the
“open sesame” to the Gotham hit

circle Can be found.

Show has an interesting, if not
outstanding book, some pleasant
tunes, a whirl of ace dancing, and
a good troupe. Production is not
yet in a condition that has stub-

holders cheering but it does leave
a mellow taste and, at this stage,

that’s a good sign.

Subdued humor seems to have
been the. objective from the book-
and-lyric angle. There’s not a
bellylaugh in either, but a series

of chuckles find their way into the
proceedings. What pronounced
laughter there is. comes from the
dance sector, which also con-
tributes outstandingly on straight
terps.

Utilizing a theme based on the
origin of musicomedy shows,
“Tights” places the period right
after the Civil War when a French
balletmaster brings his troupe to

New York for its American debut.
Simultaneously, a .young returned
soldier is trying ..to relight the
dark theatre of a friend by produc-
ing a straight play he has written.

There’s romance between the
youthful playwright and the French
ballerina and when the Academy
of Music burns down before the
ballet can open, a wealthy New
Yorker -with ain eye on the bal-
lerina angels a production that
combines the two forms of enter-
tainment in ' the country’s first

musical comedy. Also, the ro-
mance turns out okay.
Whoever is -Broadway’s special

darling as this hits print might as
well prepare to move over—there’s
a new darling on the way in. Jean-
maire plays the ballerina with such
charm, versatility and talent as to
assure a spot in the upper reaches
of the season’s entertainment
realm. Carrying the three-fold as-
signment of dancing, singing,
thesping, the artist earns a solid
stamp of approval in all sector.

Charles Goldner brings consid-
erable personality to the ballet-
master role and carves himself an
American niche that should be on
a par with his European accept-
ance! -

David Brooks fits nicely as
soldier-playwright and is in g<
voice. Brenda Lewis likewise T
isters on vocals and puts zest i
the part of a femme 'theatreowi
Alexandre Kalioujny scores
standout fashion with his exc
tional

. dancing, and Robert Sit
plays the financial angel in g<
fashion. Minor roles get effici
treatment.
This { final score by Sigmt

Romberg, which has been dei
and orchestrated by I

Walker, has unearthed some cat
Cleffing. “Lost in Loveliness,”
Paris and in Love,” "My He
.Wont Say Goodbye,” are due

a play from the sentimental angle.
Good novelty numbers are “Up

in the Elevated Railway” and
"We’re All in the Same Boat.” “I
Promised Their Mothers” is good
for chuckles. ‘You’ve Got to Be a
Little Crazy” is an okay takeoff on
show biz and “When I Am Free to
Love” makes a solid tune for Jean-
maire’s chirping. Sylvan Levin’s

* conducting is ace baton work and
he also rates credit for some fine
choral direction. .. .

Settings and costumes show no
leaning toward stinting and, al-
though not super-extravagant, they
combine toPproduce effective visual
results

: Agnes de Mille’s staging of the
dances and musical numbers rates
a bow and the overall direction by
Shepard Traube is meritorious in
getting a production of this magni-
tude running reasonably smoothly
at its opening performance.

Bone.

Oracle Junction
Dallas, Jan. 15.

Theatre *54 production of drama in
three acts (six scenes) by Sari -Scott,
based on autobiography. "A Doctor for.
the People," by Dr; Michael Shadid. Fea-
tures Guy Spaull. Directed by Ramsey.
Burch. Technical direction. • James Prin-
gle. At Theatre ’54. Dallas. Jan. 4. '54;

$3 top.

Michael Shadid, M.D. ....... Guy Spaull
Alex Shadid. . .......... Richard Sheperd
Fred Shadid .......... .. . Claude Dunkin
.Jenny Shadid Nancy Marshall
Mary . Kelso ..... Joan Croydon
G. W. Houston. M.D James Field
Paul Burke, M.D. . ....... James Beckman
Harry. Moore Charles BrasweU
Clay Ferguson Gilbert Milton

>

Walters Michael Dolan
Jim Dale Joe Parker.
Mrs. Dale Louise Noble
Greenfield Alfred McKenzie
Attendant Henri Ashley

Authoress Sari Scott, whose
preeming play, “An Old Beat-Up
Woman,” was a lukewarm inter-
lude at Theatre ’49, has come up
with a supercharged three-acter.
Miss Scott’s script contains potent
passages and, as staked by, Ramsey
Burch as Theatre ’54’s fourth new
play in the 30-week season, gets
sock production.

Pungent script is taken from the
autobiography of Dr. Michael
Shadid, a Syrian native who be-
came a general practitioner at Elk
City, in the dust bowl belt of west-
ern Oklahoma. Medico established
one of the first cooperative hos-
pitals in the U. S., and. thereby
got blacklisted by the American
Hospital Assn, and the county
medical society. He was cham-
pioned by the farm belt, and an-
nual dues kept the institution go-
ing. Finally he won over the vari-
ous societies

,
as well as his own

rebellious family.
Guy Spaull’s miming of Dr.

Shadid is perhaps the finest enact-
ment in the local arena theatre’s
eight seasons. His sensitive per-
formance is emotion-packed and
rousses viewers to spontaneous
mitting. Slightly behind in fine
roles are Joan Croydon; as the
faithfpl nurse, and Richard Shep-
ard and Claude Dunkin, who regis-
ter strongly as the .medico’s two
doctor sons. James Field, as a
loyal professional associate, scores
heavily throughout; Bark.

Trio in A Flat
Pasadena, Jan. 19.

Pasadena Playhouse production of
comedy in three acts (four scenes) by
Leonard Penn. Directed by Beatrice Has-
sel. Set by Mike McCloskey. At East jf'l-

?2
n
^=.Th*.al«e ’ Pasadena Playhouse, Jan.

19. 54. $1.20 top.

Amateur and little theatre
groups tired of perpetual presen-
tations of “My Sister Eileen” or
“Ypu Can’t Take It With You”
might find this amalgamation of
the two ideas a ;

pleasant* evening’s
diversion for the hometown fans.
Barring a major rewrite, however,
there’s nothing here for- the regu-
lar commercial theatre.

Script by Leonard Penn deals
with a trio of lassies who move
into a loft in downtown New York,
and promptly become embroiled in
a series bf escapades. Each finds
romance by the time the final cur-
tain has come down, triumphing
over a grumpy landlord, a man
upstairs who raises, dogs, a fire-
man who insists the loft can’t be
used for v residence purposes, and
a noisy bathroom that takes the
place of the “Eileen” Tunning gag
of continuance and noisy street re-
pair. Resemblance to “You Can’t
Take It With You” is largely in
the madness of the characters and
the frenzied pace at which they
operate.

Despite, the derivative nature of
the plot, Penn might have had a
more saleable script if it had been
more deftly written. As it stands,
most of the laughs stem from the
hectic traffic through, the loft
rather than from dialog or situa-
tions. Characters are stock, in-
cluding the. dashing Texan who
wins one of the gals, the deter-
mined ingenue and the career

girl bent on achieving success be-
fore succumbing to orange .blos-

soms.
Since this is a Student produc-

tion, nothing particularly - out-
standing could be expected ‘from
direction or acting. The • tyros,

however, play it with a vim that
almost succeeds in making some
of it engaging. * Kap.

1
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The Noble Spaniard
Ottawa, Jan. 14;

Canadian Repertory Theatre production
of farce in three acts adapted by W.
Somerset Maugham from the French of
Grenet-Dancourt. Features WinnifrCd
Dennis. Directed by Raphael Kelly. _Set-
ting by Penelope Geldart. At LaSalle
Academy, Ottawa,. JanV .12. ’54; $2 top..

Somerset Maugham's 45-year-old
adaptation of a French romantic
farce stands up surprisingly well,

largely because of his amoral atti-

tude toward love. It’s a period
piece, set in 1850, but .still good for
an occasional mild gasp from the
not-utterly-sbphisticated, and the
dazzling costumes enhance its ap-
peal. It’s a pretty fair bet for stock-
- As absurdly complex a mistaken-
identity pattern as anyone ever de-
vised ensues from a dashing Lat-
in’s passion for a pretty English
widow vacationing in. Boulogne
with her sister and some British
friends, one of them wed to a
Frenchman, First act opens with
several still-savory lines which
must have curled London’s hair in
1909, delivered, with great skill by
Winnlfred Dennis as an elderly
woman whose yearning power is

daily waitog and who likes young
blood. Then the play slumps a bit,

picks up with the Castilian grand-
ee’s entrance, and further in

,

the
second act; when he finds himself
bouncing in and out of far more
lives than he’d intended. Third act

is still more hilarious, with two or
three sure yocks and an amusing
bloodless duel. The ending is, nat-'

urally, happy. .

William Hutt develops consid-
erable zing as . the sidebprned
heartthrob, while Lyfine Gorman
needs little out her ample charm’
as the widow. Norman Ettlinger is

a standout as Sir Sebastian Proud-
foot, and other support is good.
Raphael Kelly’s direction is well-

paced. Gard.

The Caine Mutiny
. Court Martial

FauL Gregory production bf drama In
two acts (three scenes), adapted by Her-
man Wouk . from hi* own novel, "The
Caine Mutiny." Stars Henry Fonda, John
Hodlck, . Lloyd Nolan; features Russell
Hicks, Charles Nolte, Stephen Chase,
Alnslie Pryor, Robert Gist, Eddie Fire-
stone, Herbert. Anderson, Paul Birch.

Hicks as pretiding officer of the
court. *

c

“Caine” is a theatrical bullseve
Hobe.

*

Corlolanus
Phoenix"Theatre O’. Edward Hambleton
Norris Houghton) ' revival of drama

two acts by William Shakespeare. Featurn,, n nkni., Hip«n i.k.. n - caDirected by Charles Laughton. At
.
Ply- tures Robert Ryan. John"Em*^- ea,'

mouth, . N.Y., Jan. 20. 'si; $644,80 top Natwlck? Alan Napier!*Wmxfew
nnening). Holland/ Pauli Lwrenc?^
pher John Huffman Lou Polan. Staged by John Houseman-

Greg Roman Keneiy, ^Donald Oenslaser; costumes
iwald ............ Henry Fonda Alvin .Colt;-music, Alex. North. At Phoe*

($7.20 opening).

Stenographer
Orderly .....
Lt. Greenwald
Lt. Maryk ' John Hodlak
Lt,- Cdr. Chaliee Alnslie Pryor
Capt. Blakeley, President of Court

Russell Hicks
Lt, Cdr. Queeg ............ Lloyd Nolan
Lt. Keefer Robert Gist:

Signalman Urban Eddie Firestone
Lt. (J.G.) Keith Charles Nolte
Capt. Southard .Paul Birch
Dr. Lundeen ...........

.

Stephen Chase
Dr. Bird v, . ... . . . . ;

.

Herbert Anderson
Members of the Court . . . Larry Barton,

T. H. Jourdan, Richard Norris.
Jim Bumgarner. Richard

Farmer, Pat Waltz

opening)^
* *Jan ' 19’

/*4: iw*
1

«4?80

Citizens . Frederick Rolf. David Clarke
Jack Bittner, Carl Jacobs, Jerry

,

Stlllen Jack KlUgman. Gene SaksMenenlus Agrlppa . . . . . . Alan Napier
Calus Martius Corlolanus . . . Robert Ryan
Senatorial Messenger .... Michael Tolan
Titus Lartlus ;• ., •• .'•

. . Lou Polan
Senator Joseph Macaulay
2d Senator George Fells
ComlnJus . . . . . . . . . . . . ; ;

.

Joseph HoUand
AedUes ....... Jamie Smith. Carl Jacobs
Tribunes . .... John Randolph. Will 1

Geer
Mother of Corlolanus .... Mildred Natwlck
Wife of Corlolanus ......... Lori March
Mother's. Attendant ...... . Nora Dunfee
Wife’s Friend ........... Paula Laurence

After playing practically every Tuiius Aufidius John Emery

Stalag 17
(NIXON, PITTSBURGH)

Pittsburgh, Jan. 18.

Judging from b.ti. reception
here, producers Leonard Altobell
and Charles Harrow1 have a little

goldmine in “Stalag 17,” Which
everybody figured had been drained
by the pic version. Obviously, in-

stead of hurting, the film has
helpM and, of course, the “Uncut!
Uncensored!” tags in the ads arc
provocative and the $l-$2 scale is

a potent factor as well.
. Inasmuch as Altobell and Har-
row now know 'the property is

still valuable, they should do
something in a hurry about their
company. Aside from George To-
bias, as tlm funny .Stosh in or out
of long underwear, and Robert
Shawley, as the bath-taking, bash-
ful blonde and also credited with
staging the current production, it’s

a pretty static cast.
Tobias, who was in “Stalag” on

tour last season, is still drilling
every last laugh out of the role
but it’s a struggle this^..time since
his partner, Harry Shapiro, is for-
lornly played by Carmen . Filpi.
Latter may improve with some
more performances under his belt,
but he’ll have to come along faster
than presently indicated. Shawley,
likewise pf 1952-53 tour and of
both the Broadway and Hollywood
“Stalags,” scores heavily, too, and
is more of a standout figure now
than before because of the inferior
personnel surrounding him.

v

Albert Dannibal is all wrong as
the crafty trader, Sefton, most sus-
pected b’y his fellow-prisoners,
playing it like a surly Dead End
Kid, and the Corporal Schultz of
Robert Bernard is patterned after
an old-fashioned Dutch comic in
burlesque. Other major parts of
the security officer and barracks
commandant are indifferently act-
ed by Robert Cercotti and Ray
Newcomer.
Could be that Altobell and Har-

row were cautious when casting be-
cause they, weren’t sure about
Stalag 17; Now that they real-

ize, however, there’s plenty of
dqugh jstill left in the Donald
Bevan-Edmund Tircinski comedy
drama, they should hurry to pro-

Cohen;

college and school .auditorium,
town hall, supermarket and hotdog
stand around the country, “The
Caine Mutiny Court Martial” fi-

nally reached Broadway last Week
to captivate a posh firstnight audi-
e
(
nce«at the Plymouth Theatre. It’s

a terrific show, fully justifying its

glowing buildup ..and apparently
satisfying to both readers and non-
readers (if any) of the Herman
Wouk bestseller from which it was
adapted

The author’s own dramatization
from a chapter in his “Caine
Mutiny” adheres closely to the pat
tern of thir original, merely adding
explanatory background and 'filling

in the narrative portions with
dialog. Although there has re
portedly been considerable rewrit
ing and restagiiig during the' tour,
it must have been of a minor
nature, as the show seems much
as it was when originally reviewed
oil the Coast last fall.

The drama opens quietly with
the routine of naval court pro-
cedure, and takes its time working
up to the key scenes. Although the
early sc9nes seem too leisurely, as
evidenced by the coughing from
out front for the first few moments
of both acts, that may be necessary
while the atmosphere, situation
and leading characters are estab
lished.

With the testimony of the two.
Navy psychiatrists, the courtroom
meller begins to generate suspense
and with the breakdown of Capt.
Queeg on the stand, it reaches an
emotional climax. The final mo-
ments in the courtroom seem
anticlimactic after that, but the
closing scene at the aquittal party,
when Lt. Greenwald clarifies his
Conflicting feelings about the case,
brings down the curtain on a
spectacular emotional

,
peak and

wraps up “Caine” as a solid smash
and a candidate for seasonal prize
honors. •

The show is brilliantly done. The
casting of the numerous juicy parts
seems almost perfect, the staging

His Lieutenant Jamie Smith
Volscian Servants ... Gene Saks. Jack
„ -

„
Klugman. Jerry Stiller

Sentinels . Michael Tolan. Carl Jacobs
Corlolanus’ Son .... ....... Terry Nardin
Conspirator . . .... . ... ... . .

.

Carl Jacobs
• • i • • » . . « . • **.«. Lou Polan

Others: Norman Belm, Peter -Benzonl.
Peter Buchan. Nat Burns, Donald Draoer,
Mel Flllini, Jack Friend, Joseph . EUc,
Erie Hall; Richard Lederer,. Frank Lucas,
Paul Lukather. Richard Marr. Hu^h
Mosher. Joseph Nathan, .Tim Oyster. Rich-
ard Shull,; Tim Squires. Laurence Vide.

Shakespeare & % special dish in
the modern theatre. The major
plays, if magnificently done, can
be superbly theatrical and, with
name leads, potent boxoffice. But
minor Shakespeare, or indifferent-
ly presented great works, can be
pretty mild; entertainment and
weak b.o.

As revived last week as the sec-
ond production of < the Phoenix
Theatre’s off-Broadway season,
“Coriolanus’* is lower - drawer
Shakespeare, unevenly presented.
As one of the Bard’s rarely pro-
duced works, it’s probably a must
for connoisseurs of the drama. But
as a prospect for popular enter-
tainment, .< it’s a questionable biz-

getter.
Lacking the emotional depth or

the soaring language of Shake-
speare’s greater plays, “Corio-
lanus” is a direct, rapid story (at

least in this version of the script)
of an arrogantly proud military
hero who is hounded out of early
Rome by the demagog-aroused
rabble, joins the army of an enemy
city-state .and is finally slain when
he doublecrbsses his new allies.

John. Houseman, who produced
Metro’s,recent “Julius Caesar” pic-
ture and directed such Broadway
revivals as the Orson Welles mod-
ern-dress “Caesar” and the Louis
Calhern “King Lear,” has staged
'Coriolanus” with imagination,
vigor and admirable clarity. But
although Robert Ryan, 'returning
to the boards he left over a decade
ago as a minor player, is physically
right for the title role, he is vo-
cally disappointing, both in his
lack of projection and the inability

r - r *? rea.d the lines ,with the sense of

™/»£~
ar

TYslu
La

ri
gkt<

?i
l (°nSinal di- rhythm Shakespeare demands.

Dick Powell receives no John Emery, as the enemy gen-
rector
program credit— for which legal
complications are in prospect) is
kunobtrusively, eloquent and the
simple physical production, consist-
ing of a long judicial bench, the
witness stand, a few tables and
chairs and drapes, focuses atten-
tion on the mounting action.

Starting casually, Henry Fonda
establishes the character of the
sardonic, rather cryptic Barney
Greenwald, who is torn two ways
by the trial, but is determined to
win aquittal for his client. His .featured

eral, has fire, variety and passable
ability to handle lyric speech. Mil-
dred Natwick, one of the theatre’s
most skillful character actresses,
seems miscast as the fiery: mother
of the self-defeating. Roman hero.
John Randolph is effective as one
of the rabble-rousers, Alan Napier
is impressive as an ineffectual
aristocrat and there are varying!

y

competent supporting portrayals
by Paula Laurence, Will Geer, Jo-
seph Holland and Lou Polan, all

tect it.

Delfont has acquired
Philip Kings new play, “Serious
Charge, which was tried out four
weeks ago at the Adelphi on spe-
cial Sunday showing. Show goes
int? rehearsals mid-February and
will be given four weeks ih the
provinces before coming to the
West End in London.

performance builds as the play
proceeds, until the final, galvaniz-
ing scene in which the man’s
conflicting motivations are ex-
plained and the whole background
of the mutinous situation is clar-
ified.

As the pathetic Queeg, the petty
tyrant ship’s conirtiander, Lloyd
Nolan just about walks off with the
show. The part is an actor’s dream,
affable, plausible and seemingly
assured at first, but gradually ex-
posed as a trembling, stammering,
terrified victim of his own mal-
adjustment. Nolan’s overwhelming
portrayal is one of the great emo-
tional performances of memory.
John Hodiak, costarring as the

uncomprehending defendant, Lt.
Maryk. is honest, believable and
authoritative in a straightaway role
that presents few problems and notmany opportunities. In the ex-
celient supporting cast there are
notabie performances by Robert
Gist as Lt. Keefer, the insidious
novehst who engineered the mu-
tiny , Charles Nolte as the straight-
talking Lt. (J.G.) Keith, Stephen
Chase and Herbert Anderson as
expert psychiatric witness. Paul

Donald Oenslager has designed
thfc platform setting with an arch
at center stage rear, Alvin Colt has
provided the classic costumps and
Alex North lists supplied the
trumpety background music.

Hobe.

lluitiDrarter
Charles Bowden

.
Si Richard Barr

presentation of Ruth Draper and her
Company of Characters in two acts (five:
scenes). At Vanderbilt Theatre, N.Y , Jan.
2a; $3.60 top.

Ruth Draper, who’s been an in-
stitution in the sphere of one
woman shows, is now making what
is ^ being hilled as a “farewell” New
York engagement. According to
the reception given her at Mon-
day's (25) preem at the Vandei'bilt
Theatre, it’s probable that she’ll be
giving as many farewell shows as
the late Mme. Schumann Heink
and Sir Harry Lauder. Both of
these virtually made a career of
bidding farewell to the 1 American
theatre.

Miss Draper, with her “Com-
pany of Characters,” brought here
under the.auspices of Charles Bow-
den & Richard Barr, is making her
first appearance in New York since

^pei
?
seamanship ex- the 1947-48 season, when she

non4mn
d as a rattled worked five weeks at the now de-

Awislie Pryor as the molished Empire Theatre. She’s
indignant prosecutor and Russell (Continued oft page 68)
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Balias de Paris
S. Horok. it Mesirs. Shubert presenta-

tion of Roland Petit production* of four

ballets, choreographed by Petit, Features

Colette Marchand, Leslie. Caron. Vlolette

Verdy. Petit, Orchestra directed by Jac-

ques Baztre,

With: Petit, Miles. Marchand, Caron,
Verdy, Serge Perrault, George Reich,

Claire Sombert. Jose Ferran. Francesco
Varcasiat Lilane • Montevacchi* Edmcc
Redoin, Andre Parizy, Nadine Metge,
Monica Schellino. Claudlne larblni. Jamie
Baber. Monique Vence, Bertl Ekkart. Ivan
Dragadze,. Mosha Lazare. Fritz Hess; At
Broadway Theatre, N.Y.,' Jan. 19, 54;

t9 top ($7.20 opening night).

Roland Petit’s Ballets de Paris,
which the Shuberts and Sol Hurok
presented at the Broadway, N.Y.,

last Tuesday (19) for a six-week
run, will apparently survive as dis-

astrous an opening night as any
legit attraction has witnessed. De-
spite the notices which pointed up
the shambles made by the back-
stage mishaps, troupe had a. good
second-day b.o,

.
sale and house,

Lure of the Paris name and sex

angles, and appeal of Colette
(“Moulin Rouge'r

) Marchand and
Leslie (“Lili”) Caron, should help
the troupe to a fair run.

Firstnight horrors which caused
long delays, an 11:40 final curtain
after ah 8 o’clock start, shaky
scenery that threatened jittery

dancers, and stagehands visible all

during the night, were caused by
two complications. Although the
scenery had been treated, just be-
fore the troupe left Monte Carlo
for its Broadway bow, the N.Y.
Fire Dept, insisted the sets be fire-

proofed again, the spraying taking
some time. Then a switchboard
conked out, taking 12 hours to re-
pair, thus delaying or killing that
much needed lighting and stage-
hand rehearsal time.

. The second night not only re-
vealed a smooth-running perform-
ance, but one improved by elimina-
tion of a number, “Cine Bijou.”
Petit’s troupe is not as strong !i»

personnel or in its productions as

on his two previous visits, but the
b.o. draw is there and presenta-
tion adds up to a good Parisian
music hall-ballet evening of enter-
tainment.

Back in ,N.Y. for the first time
since 1950, Petit has brought al-

most a new troupe (the last* one
foundered during a long stay jn
Hollywood three years ago). Renee
Jeanmarie, former star, has now
turned legit, dancing in the forth-
coming Broadway musical, “Girl
in Pink Tights.” But Petit and Miss
Marchand, two of the original trio

Of stars, still shine out; Miss Caron
is a fetching addition; and there
are fine dancers in Violette Verdy
and Jose Ferran.

“Cine Bijou,” ballet opener
which was dropped, is a flimsy
French takeoff on Hollywood and
westerns, and - does little but show
off Mile. Maryland's lovely form
and legs. She does little but strut,
and her singing of a nitery ditty
is a mistake.

“Le ' Loup,” which now starts
proceedings, is a strong opener, a
neatly er'rotic opus about a young
bride who falls in love with a wolf

(the animal, not the human kind),
runs off with it and dies with it

when it Is killed by an infuriated
populace. Petit (who choreographed
all of the productions) does a first-

rate miming as well as dancing
job as the wolf, and Mile. Verdy is

superb as the bride. Claire Som-
bert is also a standout dancer as

an animal trrainer. >>

“Beautiful Widow,” introducing
Miss Caron as a ballerina and
stage artist to America, is a mild,
Overlong hut : amusing confection
about a lighthearted flirtatious

dame who can’t shed her widow’s
weeds fast enough for the giddy
pleasures of cafe society. Miss
Caron (on leave from Metro)

g
roves a* delightfully pert gamin
ere, with a neat sense of humor

accompanying gifted limbs and
toes. She’s a little slow in her
turns and low on leaps, but other-
wise dances charmingly and makes
a fetching appearance .

onstage.
Serge Perrault is excellent support,
with Miss Verdy and George Reich
also good.
These works are new to N.Y.

Mainstay of the evening is still

“Carmen,” Petit’s dance study of
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NOTE • Detroit grossed
$20,000 on a week-end. Hun-

dreds were turned away from

the huge Murat Theatre, Indi-

anapolis—In Cincinnati, Ballet

Theatre played to capacity

business against such unprece-

dented opposition as “South

Pacific"and Marian Anderson.
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Bullet Theatre $40,800

It SpHt-SUnd Week
Ballet Theatre, out on its best

tour yet boxofficewlte, racked up
a healthy $40,800 lut week in a
series of splits.. Sunday matinee
(10) In Detroit garnered $7,300.

Next came four guarantee dates:

Grand Rapid*, $3,900; and Kala-
mazoo, Highland Park, 111., apd
Springfield, $3,700 each. .Indian-

apolis Friday <15). was a capacity

,

$7,100 and v two in Cincy Sunday,
also capacity, hit $11,400.
Troupe this week is continuing

its split stands.

Variety dec 3^
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THE WORLD FAMOUS AMERICAN COMPANY
WITH BALLET’S TOP STARS

BALLET THEATRE
LUCIA CHASE and OLIVER SMITH Director,

w»a IGOR Y0USKEYITCH • ALICIA ALONSO • JOHN KRIZA • MARY ELLEN MOYLAN

NOW BOOKING
THIS FINEST OF ALL BALLET COMPANIES
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AT TERMS YOU CAN AFFORD—
BUT ONLY IF YOU—

TO LOCAL MANAOER9— As of now, present guarantee and percentage terms are the
same as have existed for the past two years. This situation Is subject to fee increase on June 1st.

You con protect price and dates by wiring or writing now to:

WILLIAM FIELDS
BOOKING REPRESENTATIVE

BALLET THEATRE

NEW YORK 36, N, Y.

1545 BROADWAY

the W.k. Story to the Bizet score
Mile. Marchand doesn’t have Mile
Jeanmarie’s Sexy intensity in thefemme lead, and is otherwise 1
little detached and stiff. But it s
an interesting interpretation, and
satisfactory. Petit is vividly active
and' byoodingly effective as Jose
and the work still is much the old-
time tour de force. Broil.

N. Y. City Ballot
(CITY CENTER, N. Y.)

George Balanchine’s “Nutcrack-
er,” whibh the N.'Y. City Ballet
will premiere on Feb. 2, has ex-
cited a great deal of interest. The
N, Y. City Center scheduled eight
performances, unusual in itself, and
the first four, on Feb. 2, 13 (two)
and 14; were sellouts a week ago,
with first-night tickets sold out a
month back. The SRO sign is up
despite the fact that there’s no
line on merits of the new opus,
whether, good or bad.

The “Nutcracker,” to Tchaikov-
sky’s music, is one of the most
popular works in ballet history all

over the world, however, and Bal-
anchine is believed hewing to the
traditional line, with his own varia-
tions in cboreograiphic style. The
214-hour, three-act work Will also
mark the first full-evening ballet

by a ipajor company in the U. S

,

which adds to the appeal.- (Certain
minor-league local troupes, like the
late Catherine Littlefield’s Phila-
delphia Ballet! arid the San Fran-
cisco Ballet,/ have put on full-

length works.)

,

Meantime, the N; Y. City Ballet,

now having • a 10-week winter run
at City Center, gave its first new
work of the season there last Tues-
day (19) in Balanchine’s “Opus 34.”

A weird, ungainly abstraction set

to Arnold Schoenberg's sparse 1930
score, ‘‘Movie Music/ the work is

a modern, astringent piece, devoid
of dancing, confusing to grasp,

rather repellent in spots, but on
the whole intriguing for its the-

atrical non-ballet quality and the
motives that can be^ read into it.

Too reminiscent “6f 'Jerome Rob-
bins’ “Cage,” the work suggests
growth of man from amoeba, rise

of the spiritual from the dross,

overwhelming of the world by com-
munism—anything you Want. We
no like. Bron.

TELEPHONE
PLAZA 7-6938

Sadler’s :

555 Continued from page 63=
larger audiences. Troupe was first .

here in ’49-’50 for nine weeks, and
came back the next season for 20.

Its younger adjunct, Sadler’s Wells

Theatre Ballet, was heire in ’51-’52

for 27 weeks..
Tax-Exempt Status

For the first, time in its three

U.S. visits, Sadler’s was tax-ex-

empt as a non-profit, semi-state

organization (Canada, however,
added tax). Troupe had -a top of

$6 everywhere, with N.Y. opening
night set at $10.80, and occasional

boxes on tour going at $7.20. Sad-

ler’s is estimated to have made
about 10% — from $150,000 to

^OO.OOO-^-on this tour, balance go-

ing for expenses. Rurok’s share is

10%, although his own promotion
and handling expenses- were heavy.

Due to heavy touring costs, and

inadequate or too-small theatres,

Sadler’s in many places had to

play in arenas and oversize con-

cert halls, bringing some com-
plaints from customers as to visi-

bility and high tariff. .Troupe on

this visit was without the services

of Moira Shearer, Beryl Grey and

Robert Helpmann, while No. 2

ballerina Violetta Elvin was in-

jured on tour and had to drop out.

But it still had Margot Fonteyn
as star, and some other, fine dan-

cers, and .its repertoire was an

improvement on past seasons, so

that artistically the presentations

stayed at top grade generally.

. «A few tour dates were, on guar-

antee, with gross therefore esti-

mated. Tour receipts breakdown:
New York (33 performances), $458.-

000; Philadelphia (six), $60,000;

Boston (eight), $88,000; Toronto

(three shows in a 10,000-seater

arena), $125,000; Montreal (three),

$58,000; East Lansing (two). $30,-

000; Lafayette (two), $30,000; De-

troit (two), $33,000; Minneapolis*

(three), $46,000; Winnipeg (four),

$41,000; Vancouver (eight), $85,-

000; Seattle (three)* $62,000; Port-

land (four), $44)000; San Francisco

(eight), $132,000; Los Angeles (10>,

$260,000; Denver (three), $31,000;

Chicago (14), $200,000; Atlanta

(two), $30,000; Birmingham (one',

$15,000; New Orleans (three), $35.-

000; Washington (four), $62,000;

Cleveland (three), $34,000;
burgh (three), $31,000, and Balti-

more (three), $33,000.
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BROOKS ATKINSON
New YorkTImes

"MR. DE WOLFE i* the most likely new figure to appear
here in recent years. HE CAN ACT-HE MfSvES."

'

»
,

_

\

ROBERT COLEMAN
New York Daily Mirror

_

BILLY DE WOLFE emerges as a welcome new star on
Broadway. To put it bluntly, Billy is marvelous . .

”

WILLIAM HAWKINS
New York World-Telegram

BILLY DE WOLFE is a greater comic than ever!'
1

JOHN CHAPMAN
New Yprk

%

Doily News

"BILLY DE WOLFE is skillfully

WALTER KERR
kew York Herald tribune

"Uproariously antic . .
.'

JOHN McLAIN
New York. Jdurndl-Amerlcdn

"DE WOLFE shines . . . Exceedingly

BILLY DE WOLFE."
moments with

LOUIS SHEAFFER
Brooklyn Eagle

"BiLLY DE WOLFE is a major delight.
,
A versatile funny-

man with an unerring sense of timing and comedy mood."

LOUIS SOBOL
New York Journel-Amertean

'• • • Show Stopper."

ELLIOT NORTON
Boston Post

"BILLY DE WOLFE is terrific ... MR. DE WOLFE is a comic

who can act."

NEWSWEEK

"BILLY DE WOLFE making his first Broadway debut, has

all the assurance and humor of a first-rate comic. Makes

the most of ALMANACV brightest spot."

VARIETY

Hie

"BILLY' DE WOLFE demonstrates that the musical stage is

made for him v/. He is consistently funny ... His is a sock

comedy performance throughout."

Currently Co-Starring in •

roadway's New HIT
John Murray Anderson's

“ALMANAC”
Imperial Theatre

New York

Direction : M.C.A.
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They Loive It—^But Do The

A SMALL TREATISE ON THE DECLINE OF

APPLAUSE 1!V THE MIDWEST

Kansas Ciiy, jan. 19.

Long the solace of managers and the elixir of

actors, applause is a lanquishing art in these parls.

The drought in applause compares with the aridity

in the fields which finds farmers buying water from

the mail orderhouses. -

Perfunctory clapping of the hand!* is heard but

rarely does it have the clap of thunder in it. The

midwesterner has become very restrained as to en-

thusiasm. His tribute to talerit is likely to be on the

order of what you might expect at a morning miisi-

cale rendered by two violinists and a cellist.

The boycott against hearty applause is most evi-

dent during -the summer operetta season at the Star-

light Theatre when 450,000 customers during a 77-

hight season make so little noise that local Congress-

men are disturbed at the implications that their con-

stituents are paralyzed. A? for tenors arid sopranos,

audience silence fertilizes latent inferiority com-

plexes..

Why this applause drought? A number of reasons

may be adduced. Perhaps, it’s a defense mechan-

ism but some of the citizens will tell you Kansas
City is a cold, cold town and those who do go to the

shows do so after solving the baby-sitting problem by

eating their young. Of course Kansas City is not

alone in its perverse pride. Many cities between the

turn coasts like to think they’re the second toughest

week after Holy Week.
Soine argue that while Kansas City once was a

neon spot in the show world, a whole generation

has come of age with Virtually ho contract with the

living theatre. Road shows haven’t been plentiful

within recent years and with the exception of the

big hits most attractions haven’t drawn too well.

Locally, the averagejaerson buys a ticket to a flesh-

and-blood play or musical with about the same fre-

quency he or she gets married—once or twice in

a generation. /
Some of the shows that have come into Kansas

City haven’t provided too many opportunities for

unbridled applause either, particularly when there’s

evidence of: bargain jbasement casting and leads

Whose talents might show to better advantage in a

Cub. Scout minstrel. Tired actors too often have de-

sported themselves before mud Splattered sets wear-
ing costumes from a Guttenburg back room.
Of course, neither radio nor television have

trained the modern generation. Applause is peard
here at the cinema When, say, the President opens

Crawford
i*

Continued from pace 02

Bv JAMES MdOUEENY
(Associate Manager, Starlight Theatre) .

a flower show or the sheriff’s possee decides to head

off the cattle rustlers by taking the short cut to

As a result, the bulk of the people attending the

big, handsomely mounted musicals’ in the $l,7o0,000

outdoor theatre have been inclined to sit on their

hands, though otherwise apparently enjoying the

shows immensely. Throughout the summer months,

the Starlight theatre packs ’em in, night after. night,

week in and week out A singing principal, a twirl-

ing ballerina, or a trampoline artist who has been

chucked into a faded musical to keep the audience's

mind off the plot may work hard, virtually destroy

themselves in an effort to please. The customers

will be enthusiastic but the applause welling up

from the 7,000 seats wouldn’t tincture, much less

puncture, any eardrums. But after the performance

restaurants and cocktail shops buzz with approval of

the shows add their players. You hear, it, too, Jn
elevators, shops, under hair dryers, and across the

desite in offices; They enjoy Jhe big spectacular pro-

ductions but the performer is somewhat deprived

of the applause vitamin that has such a tonic effect

on his ego. f

It may be that the 475,000 persons who attend the

upcoming fourth season of musicals will ‘ have

learned to applaud as an older generation did the

big shows at* the Shubert, the Grand, the Willis

Wood, and the score of other variety and legitimate

houses here that are now but a memory. If so life

Will be sweeter.
’

•

.

Can the modern spectator learn to juggle a box
of popcorn, a bottle of pop, and a hot dog ‘While

watching the action unfold and yet be free with his

mitts? For the present the poor player must And
comfort, as far as Kansas City goes, in Emerson's
remark that “the silence that accepts merit as the

most natural thing in the world, is the highest ap
plause.”
The moot point at the moment is whether theatre

management in preparation for 1954 should attempt

to insure additional applause by artificial devices.

A technique of using an applause sound track fed
into* the loudi speaker system, taking a cue from
radio comedy ahd play-by-play sports announcers, is

open to the theatre officials. Or a management
clacque might set the rest of the audience an ex-

ample.
If it comes to the point where the box office is

endangered for' lack of applause, some sterner meas-
ure rqay result at the Starlight.

American Theatre Wing and
N. Y; municipal station, WNYC,
will collab on a'music series hbard
on Tuesdays 5-5:30 with Eva
Gauthier as commentator. Series
will feature American composers.

ADVANCE AGENTS !

COMPANY MANAGERS!
We have been serving theatrical

shows for over 42 years. Ours, is

the oldest, most reliable and ex-

perienced transfer company on the'

West Coast!

Railroad privilege* for handling

hows and theatrical luggage.

• Complete warehouse facilities!

• Authorized in California.
.
Equipped

to transfer and haul anywhere in

US!
• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street

Los Angeles 13; Calif.

MUtual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

Future B’way Schedule
v

(Theatre indicated if booked)

Immoralist, Royale, Feb. 1.

Lullaby, Lyceum, Feb: 3:

Stockade, President, Feb. 4.

Confidential Clerk, Morosco,
Feb. 11.

Winner, Feb. 17.

Ondine, 46th St., Feb. 18.

Girl Pink Tights, Hell’ng’r, Feb.
25.

Burning Glass, week March 1:

Golden Apple; Phoenix, March
11 .

Child of Grace, March 18.

By Beautiful Sea, March 25.
Year Around, April 19.

Pajama Game, May 12. .

BROADWAY ANGELS.
INC.

Common Stock

Prict 50c a Share

Write, or phone for an offering

circular to

BROADWAY ANGELS, INC.

29 W. 65th Sr., New York 23

TRafalgar 4-1 81

5

Legit Bits
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Herman Adler, Ezra Stone and
others will be on the faculty for
the new term of the N. Y; Ameri-
can . Theatre Wing’s Professional
Training Program. Enrollment for
the spring session, which * begins
Feb. 1, takes place this week.
Arthur Hanna, radio and tele di-
rector, is coordinator of four of the
courses.

Oscar Hammerstein 2d, Howard
Lindsay, Russel Crouse, Clifton
Fadiman and ad agency exec Alan
Green are preparing a new one-
world show for the Writers Board
for World Government. . . Uta Hag?
en has been signed as star of
‘Child of Grace,’’

.
Julian <'Funt

drama to be' produced by Alexan-
der H. Cohen and Ralph Alswang
. . . Broadway Chapel P 1 a y e r s,

group of actors Currently appear-
ing in New York shows, headed by
BUI Penn, of “Fifth: Season,” will
present Christopher. Fry’s “The
Boy with a Cart” for three Sunday
Vesper performances April 4, 11
and 18 at the Broadway Congrega-
tional Tabernacles, N.Y.

‘VERDICT’ OK IN LONDON;

‘HOUSEMASTER’ LIMITED
London, Jan. 26.

Jack de Leon, in association

with John Wildberg, presented
“No Other Verdict” by Jack Rof-
fey, at the Duchess Theatre last

Thursday (21). Murder mystery,
directed by Hugh Cruttwell, and
bringing Elsie Randolph back to

the West End after eight years in

her first non-musical role, is an
involved but interesting story,

marred by intermittent flashbacks.

In support are Barbara Murray,
Richard Leech, John Arnatt, Eve-
lyn Roberts, Stuart Lindsell,

Charles Lloyd Pack, and Andrew
Leigh.
Show is well staged and acted,

and with encouraging audience
and press reaction should cash in

on the current thriller vogue.
A revival of Ian Hay’s “House-

master,” presented by Alan Hay
at the St. Martins Theatre on Jan.

19, With Jack Hulbert in the title

role, has moderate prospects for
a limited season after being warm-
ly acclaimed and generously treat-

ed by the critics. The play, which
has been going the rounds steadily
in its 1# years’ life,

.
Hulbert has directed, the piece

quite, adequately with a competent
cast headed by Winifred Shotter,
Julian D’Albie, Yvette Wyatt and
Joan Winmill.

dents could never happen,” assert-

ed another. “I couldn’t take my
niece to such a play,” objected still

another. “
-

.

One unwilling backer declared,

“A man like the analyst could

never fall in love with a wacky girl

like Myra,” “The Ibsen monolog
doesn't mean aTthing to the .play,”

pronounced
.
another, referring to

a scene that convulses the audience

every night. ' /

just A Cab Ride <

“I was enthusiastic about the

play from the first time I heard

about it,” tHe producer says. “Ed-

die phoned me one day nearly a

year ago and said he had to see

me right away about’ something

very important. I was about to sail

for Europe and had no time at all

to spare, so we arranged to ride

uptown in a cab together. He told

me the story of his pla* during the

trip.

“I said I liked the idea of the

comedy, but wanted to
.
think it

over; Well, it stuck with me, so

when I returned from Europe sev-

eral weeks later I paid Eddie an

advance on it. We had no contract,

but that was just to keep him go-

ing while he wrote it. He finished

it last summer.

“I started trying to raise the

necessary $70,000 financing, but

immediately 'ran into trouble. For-

tunately, I have a number of reg-

ular investors who back every

show I do, without even reading a

script They accounted for $20,-

000. The other $50,000 was very

slow.”

In order to obtain the final capi-

tal, Miss Crawford went into part-

nership on the venture witji Ethel

Reiner, who brought in a con
siderable amount from her own
sources. The arrangement was
similar to that the two women had
on previous Crawford shows, nota-
bly last season’s “Camino Real.”

But With theatre parties unavail-

able and little public interest via

advance mail orders, “Oh Men, Oh
Women” remained a long shot.

There were drastic revisions

during the tryout tour, including
a major switch of the story line so

that the psychiatrist, played by
Franchot Tone, would finally get

the wacky girl, Myra, plhyed by
Betsy von Furstenberg. Miss Craw-
ford took a calculated risk in

scheduling the Broadway opening
during the slack pre-Christmas
week, reasoning that it was worth
taking a loss in order to be estab-

lished for the anticipated boom of

New Year’s week.

However, “Oh Men. Oh Women”
earned a small operating profit for

that initial’ half-week, and began
climbing to near-capacity attend-

ance the following week. From that

initial $7,000 in mail orders, the
advance has built to $150,000 as of

last week.
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Sex Plays m LA.
Los Angeles, Jan, 26

John Cousins, who made a for-
tune here during the war with such
offerings as “She Lost It in Cam-
peche,” has announced ar new
series of productions at the Beaux
Arts Theatre, beginning Feb. 15
First in the series will be “She
Dood It In Dixie,” one of the big
wartime moneymakers,.

Pad
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tbur) and 2V6% of the profi'ts from
all sources (fhe latter slice to be
from the hnanagement’s share), it
provides for an assistant

. chore-
ographer at $200 a week during
pre-production, rehearsals and try-

out.

Miss de Mille is not required to

use the Sigmund Romberg com-
positions for the. show for the
choreography, but may select mu-
sic from the 'public domain, select-

ed and arranged by Trudi Rittman,
Subject to approval by the man-
agement.

Option oh Repeats

The choreographer has the op-
tion on repeating the assignment
for any other productions of the
show in the-U. S., Canada or Great
Britain (Whether done by this man-
agement or another), for a $2,500
fee and the same royalty setup,

If she elects not to perform the
stint on the subsequent production

she gets 1% of the gross, whether
or not her choreography, musical

direction or stage business is used.

*Miss de Mille also has the right

to use her own choreography out-

side the show five years after ’the

present management’s option on

the grand rights expire, subject to

restricting terms of a possible sale

of the film rights to the show.

There is the usual stipulation that

no changes in the choreography or

musical direction may be made
without her consent, whether she

is present or not.

In addition to Romberg’s posthu-

mous score, “Girl in Pink Tights”

has lyrics by Leo Robin and book

by Jerome Chodorov and Joseph

.Fields. Co-producer Shepard
Traube is doing the staging. Miss de

Mille’s agent bn the deal was Char-

ley Baker, of the William Morris

office, and her attorney was Mor-
timer Becfcer, of Jaffe & Jaffe.

Traube’s lawyer was. Michael Bo*

denstein, the estate of Romberg
was represented by Howard Rein-

heimer, and Robin, Chodorov and

Fields were represented by Fitel-

son & Mayers.

CAB CALLOWAY
EIGHTY-FIFTH WEEK a, Sportin' Lift

“Porgy and Bess"
- Currently

NIXON THEATRE. PHILA.

Starting Feb. 1

TAFT THEATRE, Cincinnati

Mgl,: BILL MITTLER, 161 9.Broadway, New. York

Plays on B’way

in

Keys : C ( Comedy

)

, D (Drama >

,

CD ( Comedy-Drama ), ft (ft |-u<) f

MC (Musical Comedy), MD (*Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta ).

Burning Glass (D) — Theatre
Guild & John C. Wilson, prods.;
Luther Kenriett, dir.; Sir Cedric
Hardwick, Lucille Watson, stars.

By the Beautiful Sea (M)—Rob-
ert Fryer & Lawrence Carr, prods.;
Charles Walters, dir.; Shirley
Booth, star.

My 3 Angels (Road) (C)—Leland
Hayward, - prod.; Sam Spewack,
dir.; Walter Slezak, star.

This Wjiy Out
New off-Broadway theatre

in Greenwich Village, N. Y., is

called the Open Door.
Current show there is,

natch, Jean-Paul Sartre’s “No
Exit.”

'
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Rutli Draper
been touring for several genera-
tions of theatregoers, and for all

of them has created- perhaps the
most complete theatre ever pro-
jected by a single person.
Miss Draper’s gallery of charac-

ters comprises a group of artisti-
cally drawn figures. She has a
range that goes from the addle-
brained to the pathetic little
woman seeking her husband in a
hospital. In between, Miss Draper
projects a well-rounded program
of her classic- portrayals. Her
preem show comprised “The Italian
Lesson,” “A Dalmatian Peasant in
the Hall of a New York Hospital,”
“Doctors and Diets,” “On the
Porch of a Maine Coast Village”
and “In a Church in Italy.”

There’s a sufficiency in these
selections, to create a sense of
variety and each is a vehicle to
display this disease’s extreme ver-
satility. Her major effort on her
preem evening, “In a Church in
Italy,” is an enormously interest-
ing parade, which includes a
Briton who dabbles in painting, a
beggar woman, American and Ger-''
man tourists, an Italian lady in a
flirtatious mood, and a woman
praying. Each is a delightful
cameo, engraved with superb .de-
tail arid colored with character,
Miss Draper has Written her own

material skillfully. In short, with
the aid of only a chair, table, some
hats, a flower and a variety of
simple shawls, she creates the ilia-'
sion of many characters, all of
whom are given depth and dimen-
sion in Miss Draper’s skillful
delineations. Jose.

New Modern Theatre

FOR SALE, RENT
POcono Mountains, 79 miles from NeW
York, where 50,000 vacation weekly

during summer. 500 seating capacity,

large stage, fully equipped motion

picture pre]ection room. Ample parking.

Also on property, 8—four-room cot-

tages, old Grist Mill, ideal summer

theatre or for .theatrical School.

H. AUTEN, Bushkill, Pa.

Phone Bushkill 51*

SUMMER THEATER

Within 100 miles of N.Y. City.

Approx. 500 seat capacity.

Submit details by letter only.

I. B. Joselow, 745 *Fifth

Avenue, New York City..

HAVE MONEY TO INVEST

BROADWAY PRODUCTION
Straight Play Only—No Musical

SUPPLY DETAILS
Box V-12254, Variety. 154 W. 46th St.

New York 36. N. Y.

TOP NEW YORK
CASTING AGENCY

seeking livewlro agent

MUST HAVE CONTACTS
Send- complete resume .

Box V-12S54, Variety, 154 W. 46th St.

New Yoilc 34; N. Y.
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1 annual income of from $2,000 to
$5,000. This is actually higher than

Musical Courier Snitch

muS Copier, oldest classical

m5c mag in the U.S., now in its

ff yejr. has changed ownership,

c-nf the Feb. 1 issue. Biweekly,
.*s.,°

£

h Lad been edited for 40 years

^Leonard Liebling until his

artflth in 1945; had been handled

then by brace Nylen asgen-
s

- manager, and bad- been re*

as folding with the Janu-

*'l

flIag

SW
has’‘ been

_
bought, fey Roy

rJSiAurg, publisher of Review of

Recorded Jdusic, who will be its

nublisher. Gid Waldrop will he

fJitor and general manager. Dr

HeS $ l2vii*er, the .Courier*

foreign and radio-tv editor, whoS go-between, in the - new pur-

chase, will be chief critic and an

editor.
;

.

%

NeW Seventeen Publisher

Mrs. Enid A. Haupt has been

named as publisher of Seventeen

macazine. She was formerly ad-

Sinfstrative assistant to Walter H,

Annenberg, prez of Triangle Pub-

lications, which issues the .
mag.

She succeeds Mrs. Alice Thomp-

son. who has been publisher and

editor of Seventeen since May,

1950 :

Seventeen also named Howard
Bergman, sales promotion director

to position of general manager.

Mrs: Irene Kamp, formerly execu

tive editor, becomes editor,

Guide Post Nabs Fields

Sidney Fields, N. Y. Mirror fea-

ture columnist, has been named a

roving editor of Guide Post, non-

sectarian inspirational type mag
edited by Dr. Norman Vincent

^Current ,
and upcoming Issues of

the magazine, published in CaTmel,

N. Yi, and sold by subscription

only, feature show biz personali-

ties. Perry Como, spotted on the

cover, has a byline piece in the

current issue, while Marian Ander-
son will be the Subject of an article

in the March number.

York Times, The London Daily
Mail, The Canadian Press, The
Times of London, BUT the Toronto
Daily Star. LowCr case When in
doubt here."

Stair editorialized amusingly,
concluding, “The Star, to be sure,
keeps “The" up in its own name
and uses lower case for other news-
paper names. But that’s just our
pardonable self-appreciation! We
don’t single out any one paper and
small-t it. Malice is absent. We
are just our kindly self."

Dylan Thomas First
Mademoiselle mag will have a

literary first in its February issue
with publication of Dylan Thomas’
play, “Under Milk Wood." Thomas
handed his revised manuscript to
Mademoiselle’s editors just a week
before his death. The space de-
voted to a feature of this kind is

unusual in fashion magazine his-
tory.
The play is illustrated by pik of

Thomas in his native Welsh . vil-

I
the overall*per capita income for
the nation as a whole. Family for
family, tens of thousands of edu-
cated colored citizens today are far
better off, discrimination ' aside,
than many of their uneducated
backcounty white brethren.

Very Loyal, to Brands
What particularly and peculiarly

impresses advertising agency acr
count executives is the marked
susceptibility of the Negro con-
sumer to advertising appeals and,
fiis distinct loyalty to respected
brand names which trouble to woo
him. The advertising problem is

reaching the Negroes. The Motion
\

Picture Advertising Service Co, of
New Orleans which has specialized
in sales trailers for exclusively
Negro film theatres throughout the
South incessantly reminds national
advertisers that “In ail of the cities
where there is a large Negro popu-
lation the Negro community is by
habit, and mainly by choice, a
separate and segregated, com-
munity from the white community,"
The logic is clear. To reach the

Negro consumer, the advertiser
must use Negro media. This is the

SCUIXY’S SCRAPBOOK
>+>» »» Frank Scully hi *

lage which inspired * thc play and
is preceded by John Malcolm same sales pitch employed In put
Brinnin’s tribute to him. Caedmon ting .over such new colored maga
will issue the album of the play in
the spring.
The play is the one Thomas and

professional actors presented at
the 92nd St. Y M.H.A. in N. Y. on
four occasions last year. Walter
Abel heads cast doing a memorial
benefit performance of “Wood” at

the Y Feb. 8.

Toronto Star Kids Rival
Toronto Star (p.m.), largest daily

in Canada, got hold of a copy of the

new style book of its block-away-
neighbor the Globe and Mail (a.m.)

second-largest (245,000) and long
a bitter rival, ordering, “Capitalize

the word ‘The’ in the name of

The Globe and Mail, The telegram
(Toronto’s other p.m.), The New

novel about
&

magazine, arid

1

men

it
ri

and then made

it into a deadly

CHATTER
Kermit Schafer’s “Your Slip Is

Showing," collection of radio-tv
boners, off the Grayson presses,

Pete Martin in Hollywood to
round up material for a yam about
William Holden for the Satevepost.
Jay Russell Has been named in

charge of Gotham Guide’s .West-
chester and Connecticut section.

Russell has been a publicist for
many years.

; Whitney R. Sponsler is publisher

of the hew weekly Southern Cali-

fornia mag, Encore, which ’tfill

cover professional, community and
educational theatre,

R. A. Barford, Scot-born manager
of Vancouver News Herald, named
general manager of Scotsman Pub-
lications Ltd., Edinburgh, by the
new Scotsman boss, Roy Thomson.

Cartoonist-author Herblock to

speak on “Civil Liberty: Right or

Privelege?" at second annual
uncheon-conference of N. Y. Civil

iberties Union at Henry Hudson
Hotel, N. Y., Feb. 6,
The Irish Censorship of Publica-

ions Appeals' Board has revoked
he ban on John Steinbeck’s “To a

God Unknown.” Justin Kaplan’s

With Malice Toward Women’’
also got the greenlight after an ap-

peal.

Richard Kleiner, who has been
writing, a daily television column
for the NEA syndicate, is expand-
ing it to cover show business in

general. It’ll be tabbed. “The
Marquee."-

,

,

Dwight Marvin, 73-year-old edv

tor ahid chairman of the board of

The Record Newspapers in Troy,

N. Y., is author of “The Faith I

Found," published last week by

Thomas Y. Crow’ell. This is his

first book.
Claude Hammerston, radio-tv-rec-

ords editor of the Ottawa Citizen,

has been elected Ottawa Newspa-
per: Guild (ANG) first vice-presi-

dent, with Tony McGovern of the

Journal circulation dept, as second.

Bob Buchanan, Citizen reporter, is

the new president.

ziries as Ebony, Tan Confessions,
Our World, and so on. In a single
decade a colored publisher in Chi-
cago, John H. Johnson, has par-
layed a loan company’s $500 bank-
roll into a group of monthlies with
over l.DOO.OOO circulation. Now

!

only 35, Johnson has* made the
j

plausible comment, “Today’s Ho-
ratio Alger hero is black."

Other Men’s Meat

. Hollywood.
As this is the time of the year vrhcn firm resolutions begin to falter,

smokers -who swore off New Year’s Day begin to get irritable (sure
sign of a relapse), producers who vowed to stick to their biz act ore
anfipyed when secretaries find them reading The Racing Forum instead
of this bible of show biz, secretaries in turn find themselves typing
‘*1953" instead of “1954," and columnists begin worrying about drying
up completely before, the year Is out, perhaps a strong hand is needed
to make these people stick to their fine resolutions.
Mine has just been tested and it broke a testing machine at Ocean

Park. So I feel mine is just the strong hand needed to help people
over areas where the going is getting rough. I know how strong their
temptations are for I, too, gave up smoking for 1954. This of course
is not the first time. Through the years I have quit for six weeks,
six months and once for three years. I. quit when I find I am chain-
smoking,, particularly cigars. When a vice becomes the master, f heave
the vice out the window as proof that rugged^ individualism is not
completely dead.

This time I gave up smoking for an even higher motive. It was
not through fear of what might happen to my lungs if I didn’t quit
that stopped me this time. It was for a high social motive.

It came as. a result of a dream. I dreamt I was aboard a Tanner
Tourist Saucer. The year was 2,020, the’ year of perfect sight. We
were flying over Hollywood. It seemed as clear as the desert. I

couldn’t imagine what happened to the smog fog, grog and hog-eat-hog
that was making the place the biggest gas chamber in the world in

1953. Had it all been exported to New York and London, at a fancy
figure?

L. A. A Carthaginian Ruins?

The pilot cleared up the mystery, “This is now known as the Car-
thage of the New World,” he said. “They used to make pictures of
other people’s catastrophies here, tremendous productions that shook
onlookers to their mukluks. All the while they were breathing some-
thing that, combined with the snipes they were smoking, made them
dizzier than ao> authentic blonde. In fact, they didn’t wait to get hit

with an alphabet bomb. They gassed themselves to death."
He said something about a movement having been started in 1954

to force the tobacco, petroleum, tire and other tycoons to give the

!
people back their free air (in the-streets as well as on radio and tv

1
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ping" the Negro, not publishing
news about him (except police
court items), a gift of- an important
segment of the U. S. economy has
been handed to such colored enter-
prisers as Johnson. Again quoting
the. New Orleans advertising serv-
ice, “Negroes' do not find them-
selves named and pictured, in the
newspapers, radio and. tv stations

which, influence the white commu-
nity.” They turn to their own me-
dia where they are “named, pic-

tured and recognized."
Actually scores of white-owned

radio stations have turned to the
Negro, nbw that television is so

competitive in the white market.

Pu^lskers hj)v® to ^channels), but it petered out because even the reformers couldn’t make
awaken to the fact that in skip-

j

a living out of it.It was started by some screwball named Scully, a
quixotic character, and therefore doomed to failure from the start.

I remembered the occasion, very well. It was in 1942. I had been
in New York and was trying to wangle a new car to get me back to

Hollywood*, I didn’t get it.

Some months later a studio technician drove Op to our place and
it looked for all the' world as if he had a new car. I was <all for

I reporting him as a finagling slacker. He assured me it wasn’t a new
car. “Just a new paint job. Wanna a new paint job?’’

“How much?” I asked.
,,

“Nothing.”
Free Paint For Lungs Too? \

He told me;, he had been down to Southgate, giving an idea to friends

operating a Chemical defense plant and when he came out the paint

was oft his car! He. barged back into the plant and asked what kind
of payoff was this for a kind deed? They calmed him by filling out
a blank, asking him to take it a mile down the road and his car would
have a new' baked enamel job in a matter of hours: Meanwhile they
would have lunch. It all went on the cost-plus operation which was

from small Weeklies to the wire

services and radio-tv are explained

in “How to Get Your Name in

the Paper,” 20-page booklet

authored by Benn Hall
.
and pub-

lished by Benn Hall Associates,

indie public relations outfit. It will

sell at $1.

i standard procedure in those days.
Network and a p®®kage^house

, Fine,” I said, “but if it is doing that to cars now, what is it going
to^be doing to our lungs in a few years?’’

“I wouldn’t know,” he said, “I’m moving into the desert to organize
the Navajo silversmiths.”

Since that day I have watched the smog creep slowly from Southgate,
north to Los Angeles. Hollywood. San Fernando Valley and finally to

the passes in an attempt to get some fresh air itself. As long ago
as 1946 I warned Palm Springs to look out. By now the lethal stuff

is ruining millions of dollars of crops and lousing up outdoor shooting
of Hollywopd pictures.

The reason for it is simple; Southern California has a high fog
that rolls from the Sea inland for 60 miles. In fact, this is the reason
why L.A. is not a cauldron in summer. But that ceiling, while a nice

umbrella under normal conditions, has turned the community into a

gas chamber, because with the increase in heavy industry the gaseous
byproducts hit this ceiling, Can't go up and so come down and pour
into people’s eyes, hoses and throats.

Is there a solution? Of course. It operates on the first-come-first-

.
>
served principle. All the oldtimers have to do is to heave the new-

about the new status of the Negro
. comers and their heavy industries -over the passes to Victorville or

is this: few or no Negro film the-; xndio where the air is so thin their gases will head straight for the
atres have closed in recent y®ars»

J
planet Mars, That might get the Martians sore but at least it will

in sharp contrast with the h 1?*}
: save those in Southern California who produce nothing, worse than
westerns.

If this is true, how could such a catastrophe have crept up on these

people? Easily. The area was sold originally to tourists looking for

an all-year climate, a place that never got too hot in summer (because

of that high fog) or too cold in winter (because there was less high
fog then). The climate-peddlers cleaned up.

Gruesome Parlay, What?
But came the war and heavy industry moved into the area to speed

up shipping to the South Pacific. The smart operators who lured the

picture biz and healthseekers west now proceeded to work Ike other

calling itself Negro Radio Stories,

Inc., is peddling some four soap
operas aimed at the colored house-
wife. Negro disc jockeys have be-

come very common, and Negro sta-

tion managers are not lacking.

Noble Sissle is’ a fresh recruit to

jockeying, having just joined
WMGM, N. Y. •

Those most expert in the prob-

lems of selling branded merchan-
dise to Negro retailers have issued

practical warnings. “Don’ts” include

avoidance of racial slurs such as

the double-g form of the word
“Negro,” or a patronizing, or talk-

ing down, or overselling approach;
Not the least arresting angle

rate Of closings (several thousand
houses) in the vvhite exhibitor

ranks. C. J. Mabry has observed:

‘They aren’t losing patronage

—

they are gaining patronage.” Ma-
bry- itemizes five effective adver-

tising-sales approaches to the col-

Publicity possibilities extending ored community. Cl ) Negro commu
nity participation events, (2) Ne-
gro point-of-purchase tieups* f3)

raidio programs conducted by and
|
Side of the street and poison the oldtimers it had lured west previously.

1 5-Billion •$
Continued from page 1

intended for colored people, (4)

newspapers and magazines. Finally

(5) Mabry's own type of service-

screen trailers in to hit the film-

goers.

Stricter Antidiscrimination

Proposed at Albany
Albany, Jan. 26,

Discrimination because of race,

creed, color or national origin in

admission to places of public

amusement, public and private em-

patronage. Of increasing visibility

throughout the land are the big

food, clothing, cosmetic, drug,

whiskey, beer, insurance and auto
. .......

businesses employing : Negro sales ployment, membership in labor or-

executives, market* consultants, ganizatlons, rentals and purchase

pubUdsts and gladhanders. of real and personal property. Pur,

Segregation again taken into ac- chase of insurance policies, and ad-

count, the Negro has staged a phe- mission to educational laws would

nomenal upsurge of prosperity in be violations of the penal law, if a
nomena p g introduced by Assemblyman

Sidney H. Asch, Bronx Democrat,
were enacted. Asch proposed that

all such discrimination be placed

under penal statute.

A second measure sponsored by

him defines civil rights in the pro-

vision prohibiting discrimination in

places of pubic accommodaton and
other areas to include equality of

opportunity*

nomenal upsurge

10 years, now has more and better

quality newspapers, magazines, ra-

dio programs, theatres, churches,

swimming pools and country clubs.

It is no exaggeration to suggest

that the average white American

has practically no concept of
;

this

“commpnity - within - the - com-

munity.” The migratory, jnobile

and largely urbanized new genera-

tion of educated Negroes has an

Poor Pasadena, which had brought in so much wealth, is now getting

gassed worse than almost any other community.
Beverly Hils and westward to the sea does not get the lethal stuff

quite as potently as downtown; L.A., but it will in time because this

is by no means ' a self-limiting disease. In fact I don’t see how it can

be stopped unless heavy industry moves out or people move out. If

and when it happens, it will be a bigger exodus than the migration

from Egypt and maybe the sign will be, as it was then, that first-borns

die on taking their first breath of the poisonous air.

To date L.A. has spent millions trying not to face the issue. It’s

the old issue of avarice versus survival. Since the guys Who made a

fast buck by working both sides of the street are still in the saddle,

it is just about impossible to expect them in an issue of people versus

property to move their industries arid let the people, who were here

first, stay.
v

The only way that could be done would be for the manipulators

Of public opinion to scare the gizzards out. of big biz as to what will

happen to the industries if Z bombs (much more devastating than A
or H bombs) begin dropping from the skies, and that the only solution

is to rhove to the desert and dissemble their plants while further

concentrating their profits.

For its own protection the picture biz might try its hand at. propa-

ganda pix of this genre. They are very skilled at fabricating prejudices

jvhose ends justify any means. I wouldn't say they need go so far

as to manufacture atrocity pictures, but aided by the medical, arm

(which discovered the lethal character of this smog in 1953, 11 years

after X did) they ought to get the peasant stirred into a realization

that he is fighting for his life. ~
. , ,

The tobacco people might join such a crusade because I always

enjoyed a smoke more in. the desert than in town and, boy, would I

enjoy one right howl



Robert F. Hawkins, Variety
mugg in Italy, in N. Y, on tho
Queen Mary last Thursday (21) for
• five-week visit.

Anatole Litvak, producer-direc-
tor of “Act of Love," and Dany
Robin, French actress who appears
in the pic, winged in from Paris.

. Jerry Plckman, Paramount pub-
ad chief, and Kenneth Clark, Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America v.p.,

have accepted appointment to the
Council of Motion Organizations
press relations committee.

Francis Robinson, Met Opera
asst, manager, will speak on Enrico
Caruso Feb. 27 (the deceased
tenor's birthdate) at concert-event
organized by La Follia, N. Y.
Italian newspaper.
. Bernard Rubenstein, son of
Charles Rubenstein, longtime
Broadway arcade operator, appear-
ing in “The Crossroads" of Ameri-
can Academy of Dramatic Arts
next Tuesday (Feb, 2).

Hiroshi Kawazoe, special envoy
Of the Japanese Society for Inter-

national Cultural Relations, an
official government agency, was
hosted by Sol. Hurok yesterday
(Tues.) at a St. Regis lunch.
Kawazoe discussed the forthcoming
engagement of the Azuma Kabuki
Dancers and Musicians in N. Y,
Feb. 18.

; -

Following last Saturday’s (23)

matinee performance in “Die Fle-
dermaus” with the Met Opera bal-

lerina Alicia Markova flew to Lon-
don to- join the Marquis de Cuevas
dance troupe as guest star for this,

week (1-6). She then flies back to
Washington to join the Royal Win.
hipeg Ballet, as guest at the Na-
tional Theatre Monday: (8).

Robert Mariotti, 11-year-old who
replaced Brandon de Wilde in the
legiter, “Member of the Wedding,”
will be guest narrator for Aaron
Copland’s “The Red Pony," from
the Score of the film, when the
Little Orchestra Society under
Thomas Schermam presents the
work at its young peoples’ concert
at Hunter College, N. Y., Feb; 6.

here next Wednesday (3) to speak
at United' Jewish Fund breakfast,
Moe Silver, head of . Stanley-

Warner Theatres her^ and his
wife to Palm Beach for vacation.
Buzz 'Aston into Mercy Hospital

for an operation and Bill Hinds
going it alone oh their tv shows
for two weeks.
Mike Verdulis, Ankara head-

waiter, to Greece for three months
to visit his mother, whom he hasn't
seen for 35 years.
Now that Cinerama has settled

down for a run at the Warner The-
atre in 'Pittsburgh, Arthur? Man-
son, in charge of publicity there,
is moving out into the tri-state ter-
ritory on promotions. His first was
a Show Train called “The Cinerr
ama Special," which brought 200
customers from Canton, O., to Pitt
on Saturday (23) to see the first

evening showing of Cinerama that
night.

London

By Florence S. Lowe
Loew exec John Murphy due in

to attend the brass laden Alfalfa
Club dinner.

Stanley Kramer in for huddles
with Navy on . final phases of
“Caine Mutiny."

National Symphony’s Rodgers &
Hammerstein program a hear sell-

out at Constitution Hall.
Fred Waring and his Pennsyl-

.

vanians at Constitution Hall Satur-
day (23) night for a one-night stand
Under the Latrick Hayes-American
U aegis.

Jimmy Young, the ex-Gloucester
Cathedral choir-boy, starts his own
radio series on the BBC in March.
Frank Hill, secretary of Kine-

matograph Renters Society, has
completed his 35th year with the
organization,
John van Druteir has arrived

here for his direction chore on “I
Am a Camera" which is slated for
a March opening,
Raymond Novarro got frontpage

national press coverage when he
entertained members of his fan
club to a Savoy dinner.
“Anna Lucasta," with- Isabelle

Cooley again playing the title role,

returned to the London Hippo-
drome last night (Tues.) for a .sea-

son. '

Among passengers returning to
England on the U. S. last week
were Mrs. Jack Buchanan and Mrs,
Gwendoline Banks (widow of Les-
lie Banks).

Cyril Edgar and Cyril James,
both directors of Walt Disney’s
British organisation, leaving for
America this week for confabs in
N. Y. and Hollywood.

Sir Henry L. French, director
general of the British Film Pro-
ducers Assn., making good prog-/
ress after undergoing major sur-
gery at a London hospital. *

Oreste Kirkop, 28-year-old Mal-
tese tenor, is being released from
his Sadlers Wells contract Feb. 1

so he can go to Hollywood to begin
a seven year film deal with Para-
mount.

different seating _ arrangement of
local musicians all around “to
make the music sound better/*

Havana
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- Hollywood
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Mexico

Anthony Capps, Hollywood dance
director, making films of native
dances. i

Vacationers here have included
Danny Kaye, Helen Hayes-* and
Charles MacArthur.
A, W. Shropshire, former opera-

tion manager of Storer’s Televi-
sion del Caribe, transferred to the
same chain’s Miami outlet, WGBS.

Tourist hotels reported a 25% to
35% drop in trade during 1953,
much of decline evidently due to
fear of the island’s political in-
stability.

Ernesto de la Fe, Cuban minis-
ter of information, reported in
Miami that a New York company
is planning to film 13 fUU-length
musicals at Cuba’s National Stu-
dios, with the Cuban government
lending 33% of the costs.

Reno Barcelona

John Huston flat on his back
here from a back injury.

*

Jacques Deval’s Etienne” into
Comedie-Francaise rep, Feb. 3.

Bing Crosby inked for stage ap-
pearances at the Alhambra in May.
Simone Simon to Italy for Fran-

co-Italo pic, “The Three Bandits."
Roger Ferdinand adapting “Tea

And Sympathy" for legit produc-
tion here next season.
“Dazzling Hour," comedy hit, to

tour Italy with original Paris com-
pany during the summer.
Jacques Deval off to Turkey

where he -will finish up his new
play, “Charming Evening."

Pierre Fresnay to play French
adaptation of Terence Rattigan’s
“Sleeping Prince" at Michodiere.
W, Somerset. Maugham to -Lon-

don for 80th birthday party dinner
Garrick Club is giving him this
week.
Sidney Bechet’s new nitery

closed for security repairs; Bechet
is playing at the Metro-Jazz in the
interim.
French pix entered in the Brazil

fete at Sao Paulo are Marc Al-
legret’s “Julietta" brother Yves’
“The Proud Ones" and Jean Gre-
millon’s “Love of a Woman."

Billie Holiday will recital at the
immense Salle Pleyel here Feb. 1
backed by. Red Norvo on vibes.
Buddy De Franco on clarinet and
Beryl Booker at the piano.

Shirley Yamaguchi, Japanese
film star Who played in the U. S.
pic, “Japanese War Bride," will
star in the Gallic, version of “Tea
House of August Moon" next sea-
son."

Legiter “Olga S’En Occupe" ex-
its the Comedie-Wagram, to be re-
placed by “Treize A Tabled which
moves over from the Capuzines to
make way for the new Mitty Gol-
din operetta, “Bilitis."

'

By Mark Curtis

Late snow, with no skiers, equals
bad biz. The weather is either too
good or too bad.

”

Rebuilding of «fire-gutted Gran-
ada Theatre, .. burned a year , ago,
about half completed.

Ella Mae Morse, now a perma-
nent resident,, will buy',in a local
business, probably small club.
After Jack Haley, the Riverside

has set with .Mills Bros., Yellowed
by Patti Page, on her first Reno
visit.

Candy Hall, former bass player
with Gene Austin, opens Trade
Winds, currently 'featuring Eskimo
lecturer-pianist, Nutphuk.

Met

By Hal V. Cohen
Andre Phillipe topping the Copa

for two Weeks.
.
Joey Faye’s kid brother, Vinnie

Faye, is house singer now at the
Casino.
John L. Toohey in town' "ahead

of the new Elmer Rice play, “The
Winner."
Bob Eberle booked into the

Vogue Terrace for this weekend
only (29-30).

n/r
Ni

x
no Nanni comes back to the

Monte
,

Carl° f°r a fortnight start-
ing Feb. 15.
New $100,000 cocktail lounge

will replace
T
old Purple Cow at the

Roosevelt Hotel.
Singer Jeanie Price up and

around again after being gravely
ill for nearly a year.

Shirley Jdnes home for week
after “South Pacific" closed be-
fore going into “Me and Juliet.”

Sir Cedric Hardwicke coming

ilss. Continued from page 1 ss
and the Met obtained the okay of

the. unions involved, including *the

American Federation of Musicians,

the International Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employees, and the

American’ Guild of Musical Artists,

Langden Van Norden, prexy of

the Metropolitan Opera Guild, has
pledged the support of the group’s

60,000 members and has indicated
that local charity groups have al-
ready expressed interest in the
project.

Present deal had Its genesis in
an experimental theatre tv. presen-
tation of “Carmen" on Dec. 11,
1952 (not of an opening night,)
which went to theatres in 27 cities.
Price structure for this event was
erratic, ranging from a low of
$1.80 to the $7.20 top charged by
the Guild Theatre in N. Y.

.

j

Nate Halpern, TNT prexy, an-
ticipates a lineup of 100 theatres
for the Met’s 1954 bow. He points
out that this would enable a total
of 250,000 people to witfiess< a Met
opening night.

Actual telecasting of a Met open-
ing is not new, since it was seen
on home tv during the 1948 to
1950 seasons under the sponsor-
ship of the Texas Company, which
also underwrites the weekly Sat-
urday afternoon broadcasts over
ABC from the opera showcase. Be-
tween 1951 and 1953, the telecasts
were considered, but cost factors,
variously estimated between $80,-
000 to $100,000 per show, could
not be licked.

. By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Litton Gab Trio at the Empori-

um nitery.
Bolero nitery has George Campo

and Page & Bray as toppers.
Argentine legit actress Pepita

Serrador at Barcelona Theatre in
“Week End."
The Liceo Opera House has

“Amelia Goes To Ball," by Gian
Carlo Menotti.

Literature Nadal Award won by
a 23-year-old Miss Luisa Forrellad,
an Unknown writer.

Liceo Opera House has
“Werther," with Juan Oncina and
Nora de Rosa in the leads.
Gasco-Granada Co. at the Teatro

de Barcelona with the comedy,
“Three Bedrooms/’ by Luis Teje-
dor and Jose Alfayate.
Comedia Theatre presenting 'An-

tonio Buero Vallejo’s new legiter,
“Dawn.” Carlos Lemos and Elena
Salvador play the leads.
Young legit author Alfonso Paso

follows somewhat the style of the
late Jardiel Poncela in his play,
“Poison for My Husband," at the
Infanta Isabel. .

ica, W.
By Harry Milner

Billy Eckstine scheduled for
Ward Theatre- Feb. 29.

“Cruel Sea" (U) preemed with
Governor Sir Hugh Foot as honor
guest.
Noel Coward, parttime Jamaican

resident,, entertained at new
Round Hill Hotel.
The Nicholas Bros, in week’s

date in Kingston at the Carib The-
atre/ Act doubled at Colony Club.

Estella Mary, Argentine singer-
stripper* finished 14 days at Col-
ony Club; Robie Robeson Stripping
at rival nitery, the Glassbucket.
Jamaica’s new craze for disrobing
continues.

'mm Continued from page 1

mask, was photographed under the
escort of Royal MoUnties. The in-

terview which reached Manhattan
Monday for processing, will be di-

vided into three segments for that
many weeks insertion in Pearson’s
cooperatively - sponsored series
which is handled by Motion Pic-
tures for Television, Inc,

Various American Congressmen
have been allowed to see Gouz-
enko in Canada but this, is a scoop
for Pearson, who also broke the
original story in 1946.

By Les Rees
Edyth Bush Little Theatre held

over “Skin of Our Teeth" third
week.
Tony and Sally DeMarco hold-

ing over at Hotel Radisson Flame
Room.
Agnes De Mille Dance Theatre

Feb
f
°10 li

rtKrQP Auditorium here

,

Northwest Variety clUb honor-
ing retiring Chief- Barker Bennie
Berger, with testimonial dinner
Feb. 15.

“Super Circus," tv network
show, booked into St. Paul Audi-
torium for two performances Feb,
9, scaled at $3 top,

..vfyeeum bookings now include
New Faces," Frank Fay in “Har-

vey,"
.
“My Three Angels" and

Evening With Beatrice Lillie."
Annual Metropolitan Opera visit

here scheduled for May 14-16 with
La Forza del Destino ,’’

“Lucia,"
Marriage of Figaro" and “Faust”

to be presented.
One .reason for healthy amuse-

ment takes here found in state
employment service figures show-mg that Minneapolis employment
reached^all-time high of 276,165
in mid-December. >

-

Leopold
- Stokowski, appearing

here as Minneapolis Symphony
orchestra guest conductor, after
objecting to Washington, D. C.,
concert hall velvet drapes because
of effect on acoustics, insisted on

; By Matty Brescia

[ Harold Krgjstein, WMRS prez,
to St. Louis - for a powwow with

)
D’Arcy Agency and Budweiser-
St. Louis Cardinals Baseball net-
work,

‘ Tommy Reed orch with Mem-
phis’ singer, Clarence Camp Jr.,

booked at nearby Milington Naval
Air Base for three, days beginning
Feb. 25.

Dick Stuart, hillbilly deejay
known . as Uncle Richard over:
KWEM, booking western player,
Onie Wheeler, in one nighter
through the south.

•
••

.

'

I
.

<
'

•

Soviet Cleffers I
• *

...

Continued from page 2

approve all compositions before
they can be played.

OnCe okayed by the Repertory
Commission, the org, which has
been pitching for the tune, then
leases the song for a six-month pe-
riod, paying a maximum, of ap-
proximately $400 each for the*

words and music. During that time
span, the number cannot be ped-
dled elsewhere, but at t^e end of
•six months can be sold again to
another org. While in possession
Of a tune, a parent group may send
copies of the number to its mem-
ber units in various parts of the
country.

Royalty Angle
Besides the outright coin re-

ceived for a tune, the Composers
and lyricists also receive payment
for performances. Stipend on per-
formances, however, depends on
the calibre of .the artist handling
the rendition and the size of the
location jn which the offering takes
place. Keeping tabs on these per-
formances, in a capacity somewhat
along the lines of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, is the Bureau of Pro-
tection Of Authors’ Rights.
Although '"it’s

. not necessary to
have a tune published, there is one
PUbbery in Russia, The Chief Mu-
sical Publishing House, which has
reps throughout the country.
There s also one major diskery
Phonograph Recording. Platters
are usually cut because of an en-
tertainer s stature and not because

1

a particular tune is a hit entry.
Disks sell from about 65c to $1.50.
Besides the standard speed, long-
playing records are now being sold '

in Russia. Most of the record ma-
chines are manual changers, some <

self-winding and others working
on electric motors. A single disk ]

)layer,_ operating via a connection •

;°.
a radio

> .

seHs for around $75,while a radio-phono combo, also a

$2nn
le d

i
ak play

?r» goes for about
$200. Automatic record players
are not in mass production.

j

Mrs. Whitney, who had been <

writing tunes in Russia for some

mr?m,f
h
r
d

ii

the
-

clamps Put on her 1

output following her marriage to
’

Whitney. It was felt that hei Turn-

?£ASS,
S"'t ip keePipg with Russian I

h
d
pJ!l?

g
K A?bwever> from reports

]

heard by Mrs. Whitney, the situ- /

ation as pertains to American-type *

music in Russia has eased up in irecent months. It’s understood a

tOw
r
a
e
rH?u

al
o
attltude ls bein8 taken itowards U, S. pop tunes and Rus- (

Slan two-beat rhythm composers. 1

wh?fn
lde

.

ntally
’ * sidebar to Mrs.

,Whitneys songwriting career is
i

that she also appeared as a pro (

Quintet of tunes
*

held by Mills, if published by that «

j”lay A
be Personally au- ^

Whitney
f°r ^ diskeries by Mrs. )

«i+
Pa

K 9,
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'Y
ley ^turned from acity balfy tour.

“ a 35-

i Lew ^Ayes leaving on a
i month world tour.

a f°UN

tafd w^?to|
,

Smi*
Iebr<,t*4 **

2oM^r?ebrati<*

Guy Madison planed to rhin,«
topiug^The Command.”

Chlcag0

.
Jack Webb planed in from Homwlulu after a month’s vacation

K
Judy Garland will appear At

Tenipie Israel charity show Feb 7Dan Dailey to Aspen, Colo toCl*own Queen of Winter Carnival
.
Victor Young back at workAt

Paramount after a battle with fi?.

.
Frank Sinatra In a inotor colte

SjSrid
Wh Ch a wom,,n driver wm

William Dieterle checked in at

Lebanon?
*0urln* and

.
Hal R. Makelim to Miami Beach

Confl
b
c
e
t.’

?P * °£ Ws "Man

^ewman celebrated his
pthibirthday at a luncheon tossed
by Nat Holt.:

..
Fedro ^Gonzales Gonzales whit-

tled his film name down to Goa.
zales Gonzales.

Alfred E. Daff in for two weeks
of production huddles at Universal-
International studios.

„
William Holden and Brenda

Marshall will attend the .Brazilian
Film Festival in Rio.

. Will Rogers, Jr., cited for
bravery by his Wartime outfit/ the
Seventh Armored .Division

Jane Powell, Ann Miller and
Walter Pidgeon will represent
Metro at the Brazil Film Festival,
.
Ronald Reagan will make his de-

but as a nitery entertainer at Jake
Kozliff’s Last Frontier in Las
Vegas, starting Feb. 13.
Emmet G. Lavery, Jr., son of the

screenwriter-playwright ("Magnif-
icent Yankee’’); admitted to Cali-
fornia bar,. Father was a lawyer
before becoming an author.

By Lary Solloway
Arlene Frances resting from TV

chores at the Algiers.
Mimi . Benzell into the Sans

Souci Blue Sails Room Saturday
(30).

Joyce Bryant in for' run at the
Di Ldo’s Moulin Rouge beginning
Thursday (28) night.
Gene Baylos added to Casa-

blanca show which will feature
Billy Daniels and June Taylor line

starting Jan. 29,
Georgia Gibbs attracted healthy

week’s biz to Nautilus Hotel’s

Driftwood Room. Jack Carter
opens this week.

Radio-TV’s Toni (“Hawkins
Falls’’) Gilman assisted Robert Q.
Lewis in conducting Cerebral
Palsy Telethon Jan. 23-24.

Johnny Mullaney joining the Sid

Page booking office.
Playwrights Theatre Club un-

veiling “Three Penny Opera” to-

day (Wed.).
Collier Young and Joan Fon-

taine making appearances for

Filmaker’s “Bigamist.”
Estelle Winwood here from

N. Y. for one of leads in. “Gigi,”

current at Evanston’s Showcase
Theatre.
Arnold Pearl, playwright who

penned “World of Sholem Aleir

chem” in town in advance of

show’s Opening.
James Stewart in town for two

days this week to bally "Glenn

Miller Story,” set for Chicago

Theatre Feb. 12.
American Youth Hostelries

sponsoring folksong concert of

Fleming Brown and Big BUI

Broonzy at Roosevelt College Feb.

12 .

West Berlin has 23$ cinemas at

present. Six years ago there were

only 133.
Blick in die Welt, West German

newsreel, novv also: available for

Widescreen cinemas.
Georg Solti to the U. S. to con-

duct several concerts with the San

Francisco^Symph Orch. . „
“Die Jungfrau auf dem Dach

(Preminger’s German version oi

“Moon Is Blue”) due to preern

soon at Astor.
Real Film, Hamburg, plans w

film Zuckmayer’s “The
General," in cooperation with an

English company. , ^
Listen to Music," Paul Gordon s

full-length music film, featuring

orchestras, opera stars and. danc-

ers, preemed at Filmbuehne Wien.

CCC started shooting “Raub der

Sabiherinnen/’ outfit’s 19th P1

^
with Paul Hoeriger, Gustav Knutn

and Fita Benkhoff. Kurt Hoffmann
is directing.
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land and." the U. S. with Ben Jan. 14 following a - heart attack.
Greets Shakespearean company Owner of the largest “heuriger” m M .
forfive years and continued in wipe garden in Nussdorf, he also /AIMAK All firAItIfft
legit until 1941. appeared in films. MIMAAc, Ull UiqillW

in o^M
nS

tt«^
e
\>
a^an<^°ne

# Continu'd ftora page Zsss
in 1941 and became a film actor, Karl Marshall White, 83, owner

. . nvraniBTvra c- IACriID . nawnurw* starting with Warners’ “Maltese of White’s Entertainment Bureau, enormous. At one time Twentieth
IRVING B. EWWpIgiM _ JOSEPH B^i;Al,DWELIj Falcon, and appearing in numer- died in Boston, Jan. 22. A pioneer employed a tertain aged lady to

Irving B. RV6
m
Sfl

n,
rnnli'<.ri!nn pr^nrt^rS' ’.k n"o oujP'ctures until his health failed, in the booking business be oper- cater to the whims of a threo-

U, • SSr mJS'ISmSI&S lSmiu 5tMV Joba - sarrlves- »ted Ms agency -for almost fifty woman censor board in N.Y., all

with the film inqusuy naiea oacn reaerauon of Musicians, Local 161 s years. His wife and brother survive. 0f whom Were widows over 70 and
1 iain and the old Imp Co., pred~ AFM, died in Washington Jan. 21. JOSEPH FICK ;

oiwnom weie wmows ovei <uana

tcesli? to Carl ldiiemmTe;* UnijjPj A native Washingtonian, he helped Joseph Pick, 58, a violinist for Mrs. Doye O’Dell. 33, wife of
. ilinanv mnvpH fn?n

?a]

S

Later teaming \^th his brother found the Musicians Union there the New York Philharmonic-Sym- thcT television singer, was killed

reon the resulWdt Ruby Twinplex in 1901. - phony since 1938, died Jan. 25 in Jan. 24 in a headon auto collision projection room m a wheels

atndi’o became, Jn turn, th^Ruby At various times in his musical New York. Born in Venice, Italy, in Hollywood. O’DeU, 41, who has chalr-

ramera Exchange ana now the career, Caldwell played on Poto- he was a member of the Quartette a show on KTLA, received chest Zanuck doesn't believe recent

wisent Ruby Co. Firm, has been mac River excursion steamers, led Guamicrj for three years* later injuries. Supreme Court decisions ort “M”wepnt Kuby Co. Pina has been mac River excursion steamers, led Guamicri for three years* later

£\pnant at 729 Seventh Aye., N.Y., a . band at Riverview Park, an playing -in the Quartetto Veneziana,

w two generations. • amusement center down the Poto* La Scala Opera Orch in Milan and
HR WncViinalAn* oAn/luniApl tha Ttnlinn flrnK KulAnafI iSir A r-

juries; Supreme Court decisions on “M”
• ——— and “La Rpnde” vitiate state cen-

Mother. 88,. of Mrs. Florence sorship. However, if state censor-

Xiuuy, »uif¥*avvui » ;
—* ” * — _ . aiiM vuiuiimiai iui uic ruuuuiBii lUrolv fapn rnnciflnrnhlA mnnl nn.

0f the first experts on the Theatre Comique, and led the Dis- Fick came to the U.S. in 1924 Press, died in Punxsutawney, Pa., n«A nn rtiv whiip nnUrt*
'vaS

»inS Dicture^mera. He pur- trict’s 1st Regiment Band. f - and Joined the Metropolitan Opera, Jan. .15, A grandson is. David Parry, ?« in
**2rSW* frdm Bell- -Surviving- '

are. .two- daughters, Orch. ^ of Lynn Famol office in N Y. ?«

'

chased
His ’iSoecial film pro- Seven, grandchildren afld five great- — - -—— ,

.Junction proceedings., . Expense to

& Srin 1917 for the N.Y. Central grandchildren. DAVID BITTNER JR.
. . Ray O. Evans Sr., 68, for §2 years Viz to fight-.individual. battles

du
n Spp the title “Rule of Rea- ' — • ' David Bittner Jr., 57, former political cartoonist on the Colum- would be ruinous. Only way . to

R
.. umS orobably the first indus- FRED RAYMOND violinist, with the St. Louis symph feus Dispatch, died in Columbus hold down threat is by maintain-

son
i film ever made. Fred Raymond, 53, Austrian- orch, died Jan; 17 in tht city. A Jan. 18. Survived by wife and son, ing code. If modifications in the

trial nun .
. . Cam . borii German operetta composer, leader of bands in radio and hotel also" a Dispatch cartoonist, and code are necessary, as they were

C
^
a^r

in^ ^441 Sd the
V
Motioil died Jan. 10 of a heart attack at engagements, he conducted the daughter. in the past, they should be made

gan’s Lnion^gl.anfl.me^ Q .

.ubeliiigejif,
. West ' Germany. a orch. on station KMOX m the ^ ^ without fanfare.

picture Pioneers ajuu
» banker before he became a com- 1920 s. Mother, 74, of Robert Blumofe, . ... . .. .. .

Ruby was inactive in the compa y. n0ser in 1934, he' wrote the success- He was a son of the late David Coast rep for United Artists, died Summing up ^code situation* in

which his brother Edlias been con-
Jui ‘<Maske in Blau ” an operetta Bittner Sr., former trombonist of in New York Jan. 20. Also surviv- answer to criticism that code nar-

ducting for some time.
Which was also filmed in 1942 and the St. L. symph orch who died ing are two daughters and another rowed down the type, of subjects

v.„.c1Tv.7«iiTOr W53; Amoilg his other operetta >n 1933. son. available for production, Zanuck
THOMAS M.; CUSHING hits were “Ball ler Nationen ” — — declared it was rare property, play

ducting for some

.THOMAS M.* CUSHING
1953. Among his other operetta *n 1^33

hits were “Ball ler Nationen,”
Thomas M. Cushing, So. tormei ‘*Lauf ins Glueck” and “Saison in

diama critic for the Baltimore Salzburg.”

JOHN WALSH Gideon Stove, 79, noted musi- or book that Hollywood couldn’t
John Walsh, 74, chief electrician cian, died Jan, 11 at Lerwick, make. Asked about “Tea and Sym-

for an attraction tagged “Giant of the Burlesque Club and former From standpoint of ^heral Ihink-

See-Saw,” which ran for two years, manager of the Gayety Theatre, ing* Zanuck said he would match

Walsh remained at the park and Pittsburgh, died Jan. 26 in Nfew I his record with that of anyone else

in 1905 took over as chief elec- York. *n industry. Particularly those who
trician.

’ ——=• are screaming loudest about code;.

t — t*. Dr. Eugene R. Chapman. 48, hus-. Zanuck, who produced “Pinky,”
' ALLEN D. SEWELL b-nd of opera singer Dorothy Kir- -Gentlemen’s Agreement,” “No

alma mater as an instructor in Eng- popular orie.

fish. He helped organize the Hop- ____
kiiis Playshop, campus

_
drama PAUL SCARDON

tfimin still in operation, while on ~ i o ' j ° . ... — —
4?2*cHafT

PauL Scardon, 79, director of trician.
' ^ are screaming loudest about code;.

.

• ALLEN^dTsEWELL
lefd

P
this position wMI-MM when c^r. 'h^waj ch»Lc?er

D
actoP fifmVfor 34'

0'NeiUv_-
. . _ . -g S Sh lUnterick Payton Sweet. 23. film: 3**

Play Arts Guili n
.
Am«ng

;
the film players Scardon productions as “The Squaw Man” technician at Technicolor, died of other producers, particularly those

was active until. 194Z mia. wm directed ,m Hollywood were Bessie and “The Spoilers,” and was work- a malignant tumor Jan. 21 in Holly- who make one picture every two
especially noted for its; GUbert & Barriscale, Agnes Ayres, Blanche ing in a picture at Universal-Inter- wood. His parents arid a brother or three years.
Sullivan .p^odu^ions^ndjan^animal Sweety Helene Chadwick, Corinne national when stricken. survive. - -

-

'
'

reyiew, The Charles Street Fol Griffith, Antonio Moreno and his Surviving are his wife, Lucille, ——

-

lies.”
.

In
. T

1^8, Vin8- took tb® wife, Betty Blythe, to whom he was and a son, Joseph. James Francis Abbott, 81, re- ' A l
.group to New York in a production quarried for 34 years. ———- tired screen actor and restaurant. I AHfaliAftf QffSV .

of “Patience. In addition to his widow, a nAKlF.I. P MacDONALD owner, died Jan. 19 in North Holly-
"

survive.

A brother survives.
^

~

RUDOLPH G. VOLKWEIN
Rudolph G. Yolkwein, 74, a lead-

ing figure in the music business in

daughter, Mrs. Michel Piastro, sur-
vives.

FULTON KING

DANIEL P. MacDONALD

James Francis. Abbott, 81, re-

1

tired screen actor and restaurant
owner, died Jan. 19 In North Holly- v

Low-Cost Bway
Daniel P. MacDonald, 74, owner wood. His wife survives. Continued from pas* 1

of the Paramount and Vogue thea-

tres in Sydney, Nova Scotia, died Stella Gobus, 40; executive sec- '
joints they should be allowed to

h; ^sm-aKut totory .f Akroj, O. djod
j

opjrato” •

« vaa amaiiM 111 OJUUtJ , Udll. A**, a tv n oo m , . «• . ... T ni
Fulton King, 37, vet radio an- three months. He had been an ex- m that city Jan. 21. Three brothers

Pittsburgh for. mof® th.an
T”

a“oi nouncer t»nd program director of hibitor since 1930
l an ex- in that city Jan. 21. Three brothers Dowling said* that if he had

and a sister survive.. eriough money, he. would make the

m0,hef
' fnf ^'and'

He wou.d^ike to spread the amuse-

two children survive. : ment park atmosphere and bring
Y* — 1L i Ik.** 4a ‘"O Jtaia agu at umc uiviuvi wuu _ i * u;c gn J ! nc WUUIU ime iu bDi uau uic aniuoc-

WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va., he who is.101. ' «?„ Jhildren iSfe ment park atmosphere and bring^ stu’ lat®r M’as with WWVA, Wheeling, u'° childien survive
. down lots of people who cannot

aents 191 5b years.
^

. W. Va., for a short time prior to LOUISA ABOAF Fdna S Van Olliida 57 violinist afford higher priced entertainment.

jgsa in “i bfrs

handyman for Bechtel’s Music Forces Radio Service. Argentina died in Ruenos Aires A
Eas^ HamPstead « N.H ., Jan. cil should not have tiled to legis-

House, then became a salesman One of Virginia’s top announcers, recentlv following ari operation. 70 *
ftf Frank O'Npiil

ate Ibese spots out of existence.

and two years ,later brought his King was 1 especially noted for his chL ilaves her husband and three . . AuHl hjIh T an° 1 a in
He added that the present legisla-

hrrithp»» • .Tannh .n Vniw.in I* in--. • iJifi She leaves M.r nusDana ana_xnree Metro f^m editor, died Jan. 18 in Hrtn .-..1,^, pi flrAS that arebrother. Jacob C. Vplkwein, into direction of WTON’s annual drive children a boy and' two girls She Kwriod
the business. They bought It out in behalf of the March of Dimes. ^ th«e’ sist&in^^^^

Hollywood,

in 1905 and^ in 1934 founded the Surviving are his parents, two Aboaf,
^ Universal’s foreign sales Father 7Volkwein School of Music. brothers and a sister. manager. Grable, die

Volkwein School of Music.
A member of the Musicians Club

of Pittsburgh; Pittsburgh Musical
Society and Local 60, AFM, Volk-

FRANK J. PANUS,
Frank J. Panus, 59, long a musi-

EDVVARD (BUSTER) BRANT
Edw&rd (Busterl Brant, 39, vaude

etro film editor, died Jan. 10 in ^on won *^ anyhow. Places that are
illywood. % presently licensed have become the

Father, 70, of film actress Betty more valuable because «« new law

Grable, died Jan. 25 in Hollywood, actually gives each present license*
.

-

.

' holder a monopoly. Whereas some

MADDtArre niiight have closed up during slow
MAJKKIAVaJCiD periods, they'll now hang on, know-

wem leaves two* sons, Carl R., cian, died in St. Louis Jan. 18 and night club performer, died Gwerin Firmin to Ted Frederick, ing that a closing would mean the
treasurer of me firm, and Walter after a year’s illnesa. A native jan. 46 in Los Angeles as a result San Antonio, Jan. 7. Bride was for- end of that particular enterprise,
^secretary. His wife died in 1950. 0f Czechsloyakia, he came to St. 0f burns sustained in the explosion merly in the “Voice of America’s” Dowling likened the new legis-

* Louis in ,1906 and began a^ career 0f a butane heater in his trailer. program dept.; he’s an announcer
iation to Prohibition. “It’s all right

iu,-

Mme-DE VERE as a conductor and musical direc- interment was in Lafayette, Ind. with WOAI, AM-TV S ti? to prevent drunks and bums,
Mis, Clementine Duchene de tor. „ . — Carol Moser to Richard Stolfer. hut no onri has the right to oreventVeie Sapiq, 89,

;
pp«ra and concert Panus later was director. of the AUan D. Grigsby, 70, domestie Pittsburgh, Jan. 23. Brideta with no>°ne nas tne rignt to prevem

soprano,*professionally known as Orpheum theatre orch during St. counsellor who was heard on To- Abbie Neal’s femme hHlbilly band
i!fn hA XpH »ipwMme. de Vere, died Jan. 19 in Louis’s vaude heyday and more f^do local radio stations and later on WENS. }‘Ke Prohibition he added, new

Mount Vernon, N.Y. During the recently at the Fox. He also di-
from New York and Cleveland on Pat Chase to Lee Pratt. New laws^can always be written,

late 1890s, she wqs a lending per- rected the concert^ orchestra of the network programs as the “Family York, Jan. 24. Bride is a produc- Dowling’s stand on this matter
former at the Metropolitan Opera* Federal Music Project (WPA) of Counsellor,” died^Jan. 18 in Toledo tion assistant for the Raymond differs considerably from that

fn made her singing bow Missouri.
%

after a long illness. His wife, Clara; Spector agency; he’s a production taken by the Broadway Assn.,
at inc age of 16 in Florence, Italy, His wife and daughter survive, two sons, three- brothers* and two coordinator on “Kraft Television which sponsored the legislation.
and later appeared in France, — sisters survive. Theatre.” -
apam Mexieo, Germany, England JACK GOLDBERG _ Ellen Louise Raftery to Anthony DlDTUCana Australia. # i Jack Goldberg, 59, owner of the Ruth Doyle, 60, secretary to Na- J Koehne, Forest Hills,' N;Y., Jan. BIKIMo
Mme. de Vere had a repertoire United Theatre Advertising Co. in tional -Theatres president Charles 23. Bride is daughter of Edward C.

, Mr . and Mrg. Milton Frcibrtin,

-BIRTHS
Mme. de Vere had a repertoire United Theatre “Advertising Co. in tional -Theatr^ president.Charles 23. Bride is^laughter of Edward C.J Mr and Mrg. Milton Frcibrtin,

of 75 operas, including lyric, dra- Pittsburgh, specializing in pre- P. Skouras, died Jan. 19^1n Holly- Raftery (O’Brien, Driscoll &c), one- son Hollywood, Jan. 17. Father is

riatic and coloratura soprano roles., mium tieups for exhibitors, died wood following^ heart attack.For- time head of United Artists. a SCreen actor.
She also was a soloist at inaugural there Jan. 20 a week after suffer- merly with tjm Fum Board of Lucienne Kirk to Harold Her- Mr and Mrs. Dick Smith, son,
concei ts of both Carnegie HalL ing a heart attack. He settled

4

in Trade, she had been with the ija- mance, Albany, N. Y., Jan. 5. Bride Worcester, Mass., Jah. 16. Father

S;X, and Symphony Half. Boston. Pittsburgh in 1945, after _vvork ng tional _c.reuit for 17 year& Her is a_s n£n heVa musician program director of station
Widow of Italian conductor Romu- around the country in the premium brother and sister survive,

aldo Sapio, who died in 1843. she field for almost a quarter of a
,

retired about 25 years ago. Until century.

Colleen Gallant t6 Lieut. Gerald wORC in that city.
W. Weatherby, Laconia. N. H.. Jan Mr and Mrs. Ken Cooper, daugh-

re^ntly she was a singing teacher:
Her daughter, Olga Sapio, a

pianist, survives.

.WILLIAM COLE ESTY 3D
llliam Cole Esty 3d. .59, chair-

man of the board of William Esty

George William White 58 who ig. Bride wa4 “Miss NeW Hamp- ter
'

^ WorceVterr^^Mass7 Jan
iki Waam o nrniririfTrtnicf fnir ihPfi- iam »> _ * . ;A member of Variety Club Tent had been a projectTomst for thea-

shire of 1951

No. 1 and it 32nd degree Mason, ties of the late John Lester Bush

Goldberg leaves two sons and three in Grafton, W. Va., smee 1915, i. ^ ^ 7
. Jdi' ^ _ J _ —^ A w mA m v * * 1 a 111- O IITTID HI

brothers. \
ARTHUR LENNARD

Arthur Lennard, 86, former died;

died in that city JaH. Iff. a little,

more than a week after his long-

;

time employer, J.\ L. Bush, had i

Continu'd from page 1

Father is WORC general manager.
Mr. and Mrs. John Forsythe,

daughter. New York, Jan. 21,

Mother is Julie Warren, former
actress; father is an actor.

Mr. and Mrs
;

Arthur I. Rothafel,

son, Laconia, N. H:; recently. Fa-
& Go., ad agency active in tadio vaude headliner, died ar Shore- _ *

r 6= comptroller Maestro Voorhees and I stepped thef is manager of station WLNIf

»...

cSfsasorwpas wwWSffL*. eavtoxvass SA“JSJSrse%a.s® ?wrs*,?.!8w#a
u .

A native.
<>/. treasSre?^^for ^Leiser Pr& “Oh, you>

P
e an electrician. Well, Mr. and Mrs Ilarold^Conrad,

apfrf
101 establishing his own he was a light comedion a

secretary of Principal your future is assured if the sym- son, Hollywood, Jan. 18. Mother is

! ^ first stage TheatresXorp*. ^of America. phony business ever goes Out of M-ra Lynn, actress; father is a
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